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Vol. XVI, Part I. 
21st Oct. 1925) 

AGENDA 
For the Third Session of the Bombay Legislative Council held 

at the Council Hall, Poona, on W erlnesday, the 
21st O::.tober 1925, at 2 p.m. 

I. OATHS OR AFFIR111ATION OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE 
CROWN. 

II. NOMINATION OF FOUR CHAIRMEN BY THE PRESIDENT. 
III. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
IV. GOVERNMENT BIUJS. 
(1) Bill No. XII of 1924 (A Bill to provide for the collection of statistical 

information for public purposes)-First Reading. 
(2) Bill No. XI of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Smoke 

Nuisances Act, 1912)-First ·Reading. 
(3) Bill No. XII of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Port 

Trust Act, 1879)-Third Reading. 
(4) Bill No. XIII of 1925 (A Bill to impose a tax on tota]isator 

betting) -Second Reading. 
Notices of amendments* have been received from

(i) Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar, 1\I.L.C. 
(i1) , G. B. Pradhan, M.L.C. 

( ii,) , S. S. Dev, 1\I.L.C. 
( ir) , :M. D. Karki, 1\I.L.C. 
( r) , K. F. Nariman, 1\I.L.C. 

(vi) ,, H. 1\1. Rahimtoola, 1\UJ.C. 
(vii) Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar, Kt., C.B.E., M.L.C. 

(viii) Mr. C. N. Wadia, C.I.E. 
(5) Bill No. XVI of 1925 (A Bill to give wider powers in the managem,ent 

of municipal affairs in certain cities)-Second Reading. 
Notices of amendments* have been received from

(i) Mr. B. G. Pahalajani, M.L.C. 
(i1) , D. R. Patil, M.JJ.C. 

(ii1) , S. T. Kambli, M.L.C. 
(it) , R. D. Shinde, !II.L.C. 
(r) , R. G. Pradhan, 1\I.L.C. 

(1.·i) , K. F. Nariman, M.L.C. 
(vii) " H. 1\1. Rahimtoola, 1\I.L.C. 
(t•iii) , R. G. Soman, M.L.C. 

(ix) , M.D. Karki, M.L.C. 
(.rl , L. B. Bhopatkar, 1\I.L.C. 

(xi) , S. S. Dev, M.L.C. 
(xii) , A. N. Surve, M.L.C. 

(6) Bill No. XVII of 1925 (A Bill to transfer the powers and duties of 
the Trustees for the improvement of the City of Bombay to, and to vest 
the property and rights vested in the said Trustees in, the Municipal 
Corporation of the City of Bombay)-Second Reailing. 

H 7-H-1 
• Printed aa appendix to the Agenda. 
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Notices of amendments* have been received from
(i) Mr. Hooselnbhoy A. Lalljee, M.L.C. 
( ii) , S. K. Bole, M.L.C. · 

(iii) Dr. M. B. Velkar, M.L.C. 
(iv) Mr. K..F. Nariman, M.L.C. 

(v) . , H. M. Rahimtoola,l\f.L.C. 
(vi) Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar, Kt., C.B.E., M.L.C. 

(vii) l\Ir. A. N. Surve, 1\I.L.C. 

[21 OCT. 1925 

· (7) Bill No. XVIII of 1925 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Children Act, 
1924)-Second Reading. . 

Notices of amendments* have been received from
(i) Mr. L. B: Bhopatkar, M.L.C. 
( ii) , D. R. Patil, M.L.C. 

(iii) , Hooseinbhoy A. Lalljee, 1\I.L.C. 
(iv) , S. S. Dev, M.L.C. 
( ·:) , S. K. Bole, 1\LL.C. 
(vi) , A. N. Surve, 1\I.L.C. 

(8) Bill No. XXIII of 1925 (A Bill to consolidate and amend the law 
relating to the Courts in Sind)-First Reading. 

(9) Bill No. XXIV of 1925 (A Bill to regulate and control certain 
contracts for the purchase . and sale of securities in the City of 
Bombay)-First Reading. 

V. MOTIONS. 
Motion by the Honourable l\Ir. H. S. Lawrence, C.S.I., I.C.S. 

" That this House approves of the Report of the Committee on Public 
Accounts on the Audit and Appropriation Reports on the Accounts of 
the Bombay Presidency for the year 1923-24: and recommends to Govern
me~t that effect may be given to its recommendations." 

VI. GOVERNMENT RESOLUTION. 
Resolution from the Honourable Mr. Oowasji Jehangir, O.l.E., O.B.E. 
" This House recommends to Government that the scheme for the 

formation of the Bombay Subordinate Engineering Service as outlined 
in the printed note placed on the table be instituted and introduced as 
soon as possible." 

VII. DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS. 
VIII. PRIVATE BILLS. 
(1) Bill No. IV of 1925 (A Bill to enable the Hindus of the Province of 

Sind to restrict themselves to monogamous marriages)-Seoond Read:ng
Mr. D. B. Adwani, M.L.C. 

Notices of amendments* have been received from
( i) Mr. G. B. Pradhan, M.L.C. 

(ii) ., 1\I. D. Karki, M.L.C. 
(£ii) , P. G. Joshi, 1\I.L.C. 
(iv) , JJ. B. Bhopatkar, M.L.C. 
(v) , R. D. Shinde, M.L.C. 
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(m) lli. S. 8. DeY, M.L.C. 
(t:i1) , K. F. N"ariman, li.L.C. 

( riit) , D. R. Patil, ll.L.C. 
(2) Bill Xo. Till of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Village 

Police Act, 1867)-&rond Reading-MI. D. R. Patil, .M.L.C. 
(3) Bill Xo. X of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary 

Offices Act, 1874)-&rond Reading-~II. D. R. Patil, M.L.C. " 
Sotice of amendments* has been received from

(i) lli. L. B. Bhopatl-ar, M.L.C. 
(ii) , K. F. Xariman, M.L.C. 
(iii) , D. R. Patil, M.L.C. 
(ir) , S. S. Dev, M.L.C. 
{r) , A. X. Surre, MJJ.C. 

(!) Bill Xo. XIX of 19~j (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
~Iunicipal Act, 18&3)-First Readi11g-lli. S. K. Bole, M.L.C. 

(5) Bill No. XX of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Local 
Boards Act, 1923)-First Reading-)Ir. Noor Mahomed, M.L.C. 

(6) Bill Xo. XXI of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Land 
ReYenue Code, 1879)-First Reading-Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar, M.L.C. 

(i) Bill X o. XXII of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
llunicipal Act, 1&.~)-First Reading-lfr. A. N. Snrve, .M.L.C. 

(S) A. Bill further to amend the Bombay Prenntion of Gambling Act, 
1887 -llotion for leaYe to introduce the Bill-lli. J. Baptista, M.L.C. 

(9) A. Bill further to amend the City of Bombay Police Act, 1902-
~Iotion for leaye to introduce the Bill by ~Ir. A. N. Surve, .M.L.C. 

(10) A Bill to amend the law relating to the emoluments claimable by 
Watandar Hindu Pri~-ts-llotion for leaYe to introduce the Bill by 
Jir. S. K. Bole, ll.L.C. 

(11) A Bill further to amend the Bombay 'lillage Police Act, 1867-
)Iotion for leue to introduce the Bill by Mr. P. G. Joshi, M.L.C. 

(12) A Bill further to amend the Cattle-trespass Act, 1871-Motion 
for leaYe to introduce the Bill by Mr. J. C. Swaminarayan, M.L.C. 

(1:3) A. Bill further to amend the Mamlatdars Courts Act, 1906-Motion 
for leave to introduce the Bill by Mr. D. R. Patil, M.L.C. 

(U) A Bill further to amend the Bombay Uvil Courts Act, 1869-
Motion for leave to introduce the Bill by Mr. P. G. Joshi, M.L.C. 

IX. MOTIONS TO ~1) STA1"DIXG ORDERS. 
llotion* Xo. I of 1925-8->..cond Reading-(lli. P. G. Joshi). 
~I,)fons* ~os. II, ill, IT and V of 1925 by the Honourable Sir Maurice 

Hayward, K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 
X. DISCL"SSIOX OF )UTTERS OF G~""EIUL PUBLIC 

'D~EREST+. 
Rt~utions by Kluua Saheb A. M. Mans-uri, M.L.C. 

1. "This Council places on record its high appreciation of the services 
rendered by the Honourable Sir 1laurice Hayward, K.C.S.I., during the 
time he held office as Leader of the House." 

• Printed u apf*ndix to tl.e Agend..&. 
bl!_~utions &re arroUI~d attording to the order of J>riority determined b7 

B7U-h 
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2. '' This Council recommends to the Gonrnor in Council thnt 
instructions be issued that in all cases of Mahomedan minors under the 
Courts of Wards, the ' Zakat ' portion of the incomes should be ~et 
apart, according to the obligations of the Moslem religion, and handed 
over to responsible people for use as demanded by that religion." 

3. "This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a 
committee be appointed to collect accurate information on the methods 
of ¥loney lenders in this presidency, particularly in the villages, and to 
suggest means whereby such money lending can be reduced to a 
minimum.'' 

4. " In view of the fact that the liquor shop situated at Patharkuva, 
.Ahmedabad, is situated in the immediate vicinity of two mosques, this 
Council recommends to Government that it be forthwith removed from 
its present place." 

5. "This Council recommends to Government that early steps be 
taken to gh·e effect to the resolution of this House regarding the adequate 
representation of all communities in all the services, especially in the 
Educational Department and on the clerical staff." 

6. "This Council recommends to Government that the proposal 
made by the Uni>ersity Reforms Committee regarding the removal of 
the Ismail CQllege from Andheri to the Fort should not be given 
effect to." 

7. "This Council recommends to Go>ernment that the opening of 
the Ismail College at Andheri be expedited." 

Resolutions by Mr. Abdul Latif Haji Hajrat Khan, JI.L.C. 
1. "This Council recommends to the Go>emor in Council that the 

water from the Ekruk tank at Sholapur should be given immediately to 
the agriculturists as far as 26 miles of the present perennial canal for the 
kharif and rabi crops." 

2. "This Council recommends to-the Governor in Council that the 
Indian police staff at Sholapur should be increased." 

3. "This Council recommends to Government that they may be 
}1leased to open an Anglo-Urdu middle school at Sholapur imme· 
diatelv." 

Resolutions by Mr. V. N. Jog, J..ll.L.C. 
I. "This Council recommends to Government that an adequate sum 

be provided for and set apart in the next year's budget to investigate 
the possibilities of major works of irrigation and to carry on preliminary 
survey and other operations in connection with such works to be con· 
stmcted in the famine stricken areas of the Dharwar district." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government to represent to the 
Government of India the necessity of combining together into a separate 
and independent province the different parts of the Kanarese-speaking 
territory in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies and Coorg." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government to increase the scale 
o(emoluments of patils wherev-er they are low." 

4. "This Council recommends to Government that in order to allay 
the discontent prevailing amon~ the agriculturists of the presidency 
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and to give them relief, the following fees and fines wherever they have 
been recently increased, be ·reduced to their original level :-

(a) grazing fees per head of cattle; 
(b) fees per cart and head load . of grass ; 
(c) fees per cart and head load of {injan leaves; 
(d) fees per cart-load of thorns; 
(e) fees per cart and head load of fuel; 
(j) fees per cart-load of stones of various kinds ; 
(g) fines per head of cattle impounded.". ' 

Resolutions by Mr. S. S. Dev, M.L.O. 

1. 11 This Council recommends to Government that . the primary 
teachers be paid at least according to what is known as the ·Sathe~ 
Paranjpye scale of pay, from March 1923." 

2. 11 This Coo.ncil recommends to Government that in order to allay 
the discontent prevailing among the agriculturists of the presidency 
and to give them real relief, the following fees and fines, wherever they 
have been recently increased, be reduced to their original level:-

Grazing fees per head of cattle ; 
Fees per cart and head load of grass ; 
Fees per cart and head load of An;jan leaves; 
Fee~ per cart-load of thorns ; 
Fees per cart and head load of fuel; 
Fees per cart-load of stones of various kinds ; and 
Fines per head of cattle impounded." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
population of, and the number of voters in, the non-Mahomedan rural 
constituency of the district of West Khandesh, they may be pleased to 
move the proper authorities to allot two seats in the Bombay Legisla· 
tive Council to that constituency." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
forthwith to appoint for each district in the presidency a mixed commit
tee of officials and non-officials, with a majority of non-officials, includ
ing all the elected members of the Legislative Council for the district, 
the committee having power to elect its own chairman, in order to 
investigate into the economic condition of the people of the district." 

5. " This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
forthwith to appoint for each district in the presidency a mixed commit
tee of officials and non-officials, with a majority of non-officials, includ
ing all the elected members of the Legislative Council for that district, 
the committee having power to elect its own chairman, in order to 
ascertain the grievances of the people and to report thereon suggesting. 
remedies where possible." 

6. " This Council recommends to Government to suspend the 
introduction of the revised rates of assessment in the Sindkheda. taluka. 
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in the West Khandesh district, tilllegislative or other action is taken by 
Government on. the resolution passed by this Council on the 15th March 
1924, regarding the revision of the land· revenue assessment." 

7. · " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to appoint 
forthwith a small committee, with a non-official majQrity, to investi
gate into the causes of the discontent prevailing among those khatedars 
in the Mulshi Peta whose hinds are being acquired for the Nila-Mula 
project, and to report thereon." 

8. " This Counril recommends to Government that all lands situated 
in the villages in Mulshi Peta, which are above the contour line of the 
Nila-Mula project of the·Tata Power Co., Ltd., and have been rendered 
useless to the owners or have deteriorated in value on account of the said 
project be acquired under the Land Acquisition Act at the rates at which 
the adjoining: lands to be submerged under. water are being or have 
already been acquired." 

9. " This Council recommends to Government that the . orders 
prohibiting school boys in Government and aided institutions from attend

. ing public meetings be at once· rescinded." 
10. "This Council recommends that Government be pleased to 

give substantial monetary help to the Shreemati Nathibai Damo'dhar 
Thackersey Indian Women's University, as a mark of appreciation of 
their e:fforts in conducting for the last eight years the very useful and 
important experiment of imparting secondary and higher education to 
women through the medium of the vernacular and that this help be 
given without imposing any such restrictions as may interefere with the 
internal administration of the said university." 

.· 11. "This Council recommends to Government that they may be 
pleased to revise the existing partition of Khandesh and readjust it by 
transferring Amalner, Parola and Chalis~on talukas to West Khandesh." 

12. " This Council recommends that Government be pleased to 
authorise district officers to supply the members of this Council such 
information of public interest as they may seek from such officers." 

Resolulion ly Dr.· K. E. Dadachnji, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to draw up a com pre· 
hensive scheme of sanitation and medical relief both in the :p1unicipal 
and rural areas, and place it before the Council, so as to reduce the heavy 
mortality from plague, cholera, malaria and other epidemics in the 
presidency." 

Resolutions by Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to . Government that all ancient 
mosques and mausoleums in the possession of Government in the districts 
of East and West Khandesh should be restored to ·the Mahomedan 
community to be utilised by them for the purposes for which they were 
originally constructed." 
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2. " This Council recommends to Government that the Poona Urdu 
normal classes should be converted into a full training college teaching 
the third year course." , 

I 

3. "This Council recommends to Government that an .Anglo-Urdu 
middle school for Mahomedan girls should be established at Poona at an 
early date.'' 

4. " This Council recorrimends to Government that rio fees should be 
, charged to outdoor patients receiving treatment at all civil hospitals in 
the pre.'!lidency." 

Resolutiow; by Mt·. G. B: Pradhan, JJ!.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
importance of the Bombay suburban district they be pleased to take 
such steps as may be necessary to secure a separate se~tt on the Bombay 
Legislative Council to that district over and above the two seats now 
allotted to the Thana District." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
great hardships to which the people staying at Badlapur and other 
neighbouring places are put they be pleased to construct high-level 
bridges at both these places on the river Ulhas, or compel the Tata 
Company who allow the tail-water to flow in this river to construct 
these bridges." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
great hardship caused to the inhabitants of Dharavi island they be pl~ased 
to construct a bridge over the Ambavni creek at Gorai to meet the 
repeated demand of the people staying in. those places." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that the Turf Club 
be asked to close the third enclosure." 

Resolutiow; by Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar, M.L.O. 

1. "Tuis Council recommends to Government that the. kulkarni 
watans commuted since 1913 be restored to their old status and position 
and that the agency of talatis be replaced by that of the watandar 
kulkarnis.'' 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
of. primary teachers as laid down in the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme be 
brought into force at once and given effect to from March 1923, and before 
their services are transferred to the various local boards in the 
presidency." . 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that a high level 
bridge be built without delay over the river Ulhas at Badlapur in the 
Thana District." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that due steps be 
taken to put into execution the suggestions outlined in the Prize of 
Delhi Scheme." 
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Resolutions by Mr. S. N. Angadi, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council .recommends to the. Governor in Council that a 
medi~ school be immediately established in Belgaum." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that the rate of interest 
on tagai loans be reduced from Rs. 8-5-4 toRs. 7-8-0 per cent." 

Resolution.'~ 'by Mr. R. D. Shinile, M.L.O. 

1. "In view of the fact that the legality of the commutations of 
kolkami watans has been questioned, thi'3 Council recommends to the 
Governor in Council immediat~ly .to introduce legislation to authorise 
commutation of alllrnlkarni watans in the Central and Southern Divisions 
and to legalise those commutations of lrnlkarni watans which have 
already taken place." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that provision for 
military training for boys may be made in all secondary schools in the 
presidency." 

Resolution; by Rao Saheb :p. P. Desai, M.L.O. 
1. ''This Council recommends to Government that major irrigation 

works be constructed to irrigate the famine stricken parts of Gujarat and 
to investigate the possibilities of such schemes fifty thousand rupees be 
set apart to carry on all preliminary survey and other operations." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that due steps be taken 
to put into execution the suggestions outlined in the Prize of Delhi 
rcheme." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government to take proper measures 
.to encourage art-crafts in this pr~sidency." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
difference of opinion among experts regarding the project of the Sukkur 
Barrage a strong committee of expert engineers be appointed to examine 
the scheme and report thereon." 

5. · 11 This Council recommends to Government that immediate effect 
may be given to the seheme outlined by Messrs. Sathe and Paranjpye 
in regard to the pay of primary teachers in this presidency." 

Resolution by Sir Vasantrao A. Dahholkar, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that an 
extra allowance be paid to the police force in Bombay up to the rank of 
inspectors for the hard and risky work which they have to do during the 
present mill strike in the city and for any other labour strikes in future." 

Resoluti<ms by Mr. N. R. Gunjal, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that orders 
should be passed to restore the kulkarni watan system as it existed before 
the commutation of kulkarni watans." · · 
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2. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that patils 
should be given an annual income from Government of at least Rupees 
300 either in cash or in land or. partly in cash and partly in Iand to 
enable them to keep up their status." 

3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that to 
improve the condition of the agriculturists G~vernment should remit 
permanently the land assessment to be paid by an agriculturist in any one 
village if it be below Rupees eight a year." 

4. "This Council recommends to tli.e Governor in Council that per 
manent land revenue settlement should be introduced in this presidency." 

5. " This Council recommends to Government that the photo-copying 
system introduced recently in the registration department of this presi
dency be abolished forthwith and the old system restored." 

6. " This Council recommends to Government that they should be 
pleased to issue directions to all heads of departments to reply directly 
to members of this Council, if they ask for any information of public 
interest." 

7. " This Council recommends to Government that early orders be 
issued to count the service of clerks on Rs. 15 in the Judicial Department 
from 1914 to 1920 for the purpose of granting increments." 

8. " This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 
Presidency the following changes should be made:-

(1) Revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws relating 
to crimes. 

(2) Commissionerships should be abolished. 
(3) The prant officers, that is the sub-divisional officers should be 

abolished, the Collector being given a personal assistant where 
necessary. 

(4) The number of mamlatdars should be reduced by one half 
one mamlatdar being put in charge of two talukas and the pay and 
prospects of the mamlatdars be improved." 
9. "This Council recommends that Government be pleased to give 

substantial help to the Shrimati Nathibai Damodar Thakersay Indian 
Women's University as a mark of appreciation of their efforts in conducfi.. 
ing for the last eight years the very useful and important experiment of 
imparting secondary and higher education to women through the medium 
of th~ ~ernaculars an~ that this ~elp be ~ven without ~_Posing any such 
restnctlons as may mterfere With the mternal administration of the 
said University or affect their independence." 

10. "This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to reduce 
to one-half the minimum rates of house taxation prescribed in Government 
n~ti.ficatio~ No. 5?-A, da.ted 7th March 1922 regarding village panchayats 
w1th a v1e~ .to mcreasmg the num~er of panchayats in the presidency 
and popularlSmg them and to substitute for the words ' capital value • 
occurring in the said Resolution the words ' market value \" 
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11. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a 
committee with a non-official majority be appointed to enquire into the 
grievances of the agriculturists in the presidency regarding forced labour 
being exacted by touring officers and other Government servants and to 
suggest measures for the prevention of such practices." 

12. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to appoint 
a committee with a non-official majority to enquire into the grievances 
and the present condition of the aboriginal tribes in this presidency and 
to suggest means for their uplift and amelioratio~." 

13. " This Council recommends to Government that due steps be 
taken to put into execution the suggestions outlined in the Prize of Delhi 
scheme." 

Resolutions by Mr. R .. S. Nekaljay, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to His Excellency the Governor in 
Council that having regard to the difficult times through which the middle 
class employees working in firms and limited comJanies, both p1ivate 
and public, have to pass, legislation be introduced to secure uniform 
treatment for them in regard to matters concerning privilege leave, 
sick leave, provident fund, gratuity, bonus, etc." 

2. · "This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a 
small mixed committee of official members of the Council nominated 
by Government and non-official members elected by the Rouse, with a 
clear non-official majority be aprointed to hold an oren enquiry and to 
take evidence with a view to investigate the question of the difficulties 
of watandar. Mahars and Dheds." 

3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to pro
hibit by law the practice prevailing among certain classes of eating the 
flesh of dead animals keeping intact the :cigh11 to take out the skin of 
dead animala." 

4. "This Council recommends to Government to start free boarding 
houses for 50 depressed classes children in each of the following areas: 
Gujarat, Sa tara district, East and West Khandesh districts and Sind." 

5. " This Council recoDllilends to the Governor in Council to re
commend to the Imperial Glvernment to make necessary provision as 
early as possible to form a full Mahar battalion or a Mahar comrany 
in each of the Indian regiments." 

Resolutions lJy Mr. J. 0. Swaminarayan, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
for primary teachers recommended in the minute of dissent by Mesgrs. 
H. B. Shivdasani and G. B. Pradhan in the report of the Sure Committee 
be approved and introduced with retrospective effect from 1st :Ma~ch 
1925." 

2. ~'This Council recommends to Government to amend the orders 
passed in Government memorandum No. 2939-N, dated 27th March 1924, 
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Public Works DeFartment, and exempt local hoard officials and servants 
from paying rolls on provincial roads, in 'the same way as Govemmen
aervants have been exempted from paying rolls on local fund roads." 

Resolution by Dr. M. M. Mehta, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends ro Gove!JlDlent that the scale of pay 
of primary teachers laid down in Sathe-Paranjpye scheme be brought· 
inro force at once and be given effect to from March 1923, and before 
their Eerviceg are transferred to the various local boards in the presidency." 

Resolutions by Dr. M. B. V elkar, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Govemment that the restrictions 
imposed on V'mayak Damodar Savarkar at the time of his release be 
withdrawn forthwith and that he be resrored to complete liberty." · 

2. "This Council recommends tio Government to apfoint immediately 
a committee with a non-official majority to enquire into the problem of 
the growing unemployment in the city of Bombay, and to suggest mea.na 
to remove it." 

Resolutions by Mr. G. I. Patel, M.L.O. 

I. "This Council recommends ro Government ro abolish the control 
of the Watch and Ward at Ahmedabad station yard and to establish 
the controJ of the department which used to guard the goods prior to 
the creation of the Watch and Ward." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that within two 
months of the close of every session they be pleased to announce what 
action they have taken or propose to take on each of the decisions of the 
Council arrived at during that session." 

Resolutions by Mr. Hooseinblwy A. Lalljee, M.~.O. · 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
to draw the attention of the Bombay Port Trust authorities to the 
necessity of providing at least during the Raj season a fixed berth 
with a suitable shed having necelsary sanitary arrangements and 
refreshment roow and medical inspection roow for the convenience 
of Ra.jis with separate arrangements for women and children accom
panying them." 

2. "This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
to draw the attention of the Port Trus• au~horities f.o the necessity of 
providing a berth and a shed with necessary conveniences for passenger& 
t.o and from Kathiawar, Cutch and_ the Pt>rbian Gulf FOrts during the 
passenger season." 

3. "This Council recommends ro Government that they be pleased 
to usue intructions to all the concerns managed by them not to purchase 
any Xatal or South African coal" 
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4. "This Council recommends to Government that with a view. to 
give direct reprerlentation to the ratepayers of Aden on the Settlement 
Committee in their management of the municipal affairs of the Aden 
Settlement, Government be pleased to introduce a bill on the lines 
of the -Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, or the Cantonments Ac11, 
1924, at an early date." · 

5. "This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
enormous growth of trade of the port of Aden during the last twenty years, 
they may"be pleased to introduce a Bill on the lines of the Karachi Port 
Trust Act, 1886, to allow for the representation of the various interests 
in Aden by election." · 

6. "This Council recommends to Government to appoint immediately 
a committee with a non-official majority to enquire into the problem 
ofthe growing unemployment in the City of Bombay, and to suggest 
meatll:l to remove it." 

7. "This Council recommends to "Government that they be pleased 
to depute e.n educational expert or experts, preferably one having some 
knowledge of Arabic, Urdu and Gujarati, to Aden with the object of 
reviewing the present state of education in Aden and to report, after 
consultation with the Arabs and Indians there, on the advisability of 
reorganising the whole system of education as existing there at present, 
with a view to improving the efficiency and standard of education and 
affording more facilities for secondary education." · · 

· Resolution by Mr. D. B. A.dwani, M.L.O. 
1. ·"In view of the important points of controversy raised by compet

ent irrigation engineers in connection with the Lloyd Barrage and Canals 
Project,· this Council recommends to the Governor in Council that an 
independent expert or a committee of independent experts be appointed 
forthwith to examine the project and to ma-ke a report without the least 
possible delay." 

Resolutions by Dr. M: K. Dixit, M.L.O. 
. 1. "This Council recommends to Government to cancel the appoint
ment of the three members nominated by them on the Surat Municipal 
School Board.'~ . 

2. "This Council recommends to Government that all difficulties 
in the way of the cultivators in the Surat district in sowing cotton seed 
No. Selection IA be removed and they be freely allowed to sow this 
particular seed." . 

3. "This Council recommends to Government that the Sathc-Paranj
pye scheme of pay and promotion be put into effect in,?ase of the primary 
teachers of the Bombay presidency at an early date. 

Resolutions by Mr. Hoosenally M. Rahimtoola, M.L.O. 
1. "This Council recommends to Government to take immediate 

steps to abolish the totalisator in the. third enclosure of the Bombay 
and Poona race courses." 
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2. " This Council recommendlt to Government when renewing the 
license to be Western India Turf Club to make it a conditio'D. of the license 
that not less than ninety per cent. of all monieft paid into any totalisator 
by way of stakes or bets should be distributed among the winners." 

3. "This Council recommends to Government to represent to the 
Government of India the necessity of amending the Bombay Electoral 
Rules by deleting Rule 6 (1} (b), which makes i1incumbenton a candidate 
from a general constituency or of a division any part of which is included 
in that constituency to be a resident of that constituency for at least. 
six months immediately prior to the nomination day." 

Resolutions by Mr. 0. M. Sapf.4rshi, M.L.O. 

I. "Thi~t Council recommend!t to Government to take all necessary 
steps for the development of the Ayurvedic and UnaJ:li systems of 
medicine." 

2. "In view of the pecuniary hardshifS of the primary teachers in 
the presidency thift Council recommends to Government that the primary 
teachers should be paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme from 
~larch 1923." 

Resoluti®s by Mr. V. R. KQthari, M.L.O. 

1. "Thia Council recommenda to Government not to iss11e licenses 
for the sale of coUBtry liquor and toddy in villages having a population 
of five thousand or less after the expiry of the period of the existing 
licenses." 

2. '' This Council recommends to Government that all additional 
expenditure that will have to be incurred on the further expansion of 
primary education in rural and municipal areas should be home entirely 
by Government." 

Pt.eSoluti®~ by Mr. R. G. Boman, M.L.O. 

1. '' This Council recommends . to. Government to immediately 
sanction the opening of at least one school or college in this presidency 
for teaching•the indigenous systems of medicine with a View to facilitate 
the supply of indigenous medicines through qualified hands to the 
village population in general at less cost." 

2. " This' Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
pecuniary hardships of primary teachers in the Presidency they should 
be paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme from March 1923." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that in order to allay 
the discontent prevailing among the)griculturists of the presidency and 
to give them real relief, the following fees and fines, wherever they have 
been recently increased, be reduced to their original level : 

Grazing fees per head of cattle; 
Fees per cart and head load of grass ; 
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Fees per cart and head load of A.njan leaves; 
Fees per cart-load of thorns; .. 
Fees per cart and head load of fuel ; 
Fees per cart-load of stones of various kinds; 
Fines per head of cattle impounded ; and 
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- Fees per trunk of sandal-wood, teak, black-wood and such other 
kinds of trees," · 

Resolutions by Mr. R. G. Pradhan, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that in 
view . of the recommendation by the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces 
Committee, immediate steps be · taken to teach elementary military 
drill, and, in general to impart elementary military education in high 
schools." 

2. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a 
small committee consisting of some elected members of the Legislative 

· Council, one or two officials and one or two financial experts be appointed 
to consider and report on the finanCial measures that should be introduced 
in order to give full effect to the policy of prohibition o£ the traffic in 
alcoholic drink and drugs." 

3. " This CounQil recommends to the Governor in Council that 
inlmediate steps should be taken to give effect to all the recommendations 
embodied in the minority report of the Vishweshwarayyah Committee 
on ·Technical Education." 

4: " This Council recommends to Government that the residential 
condition imposed upon :Mr. Vinayak Damodar Savarkar be cancelled 
forthwith, and that he be allowed to take part in all constitutional 
political movements." 

5. " This Council recommends to Government that the fifth standard 
may be added to the Anglo-vernacular Girls School at Nasik from next 
year, and that it be raised to the status of a full high school in due course." 

Resolutions by Mr. H. H. Narielvala, M.L.O. 

1. " This COuncil recommends to Government that the present system 
of appointing honorary magistrates and benches of honorary magistrates 
in the mofussil be forthwith abolished and in future such magistrates 
or benches of honorary magistrates be appointed only on the recom~ 
mendation of the municipality or district local board concerned." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 
to vest all the wells and tanks not constructed by the Irrigation Depart
ment and situated within district local board limits in the local boards 
concerned." 

3. " In view of the pecuniary hardships of the primary teachers, 
this Council recommends to Government that primary teachers should hE} 
paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme from March ~9~3," 
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Resolutwns by Mr. H. B. Shit'dasani, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 
presidency the following changes should be made :-

(1) revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws relating 
to crimes; 

(2) the prant officers, that is, sub-divisional officers, should be 
abolished, the Collector being given a personal assistant where 
necessary." 
2. "This Council recommends to Government-

( a) that an amount of Rs. 3,66,4{)0, which represents the difference 
between the receipts from himayat assessment on tanks in the· Surat · 
district for the ten years 1913-14 to 1922-23, viz., Re. 4,37,~66 and the 
amount dpent on the repair of those tanka in the same period, viz., 
Rs. 70,766 be spent in the next three years on the special repair for 
tanlm in the Surat district ; 

(b) that in future the amount srent in any year on the repair of tanks 
in a dlltrict should not be less than the amount realliled as himayat 
{water-rate) assessment from the tanka of that district in that year." 
3. "This Council recommends to Government that the proposed 

revision settlementil should not be introduced into the Bardoli and Chikhli 
talukas of the Surat district until the committee appointed to consider 
the question of revision settlements has submitted its reiort and legis .. 
lative action hail been taken on that report." 

4. "This Council recommends to Goveinment that Revenue 
Conunii.sionerships be abollilhed." 

Resolutwns by Mr. A. N. Surve, M.L.O. 

1. "This· Council recommends to Government to abolish the 
tota1i~ator in the third enclo~ure at race courses in Bombay and Poona." 

2. "This Council recommends to Government to represent to the 
Government of India the necMsity of amending the Bombay Electoral 
Rule No. 7 (1) {d) by preflcribing 18 year& as the age qualification." 

3. "This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 
to inquire if the 11! per cent. cut in wages effected by the milJowners of 
Bombay is at all necessary." . 

4. "This Council recommends to Governme11t to insert a condition 
in the license given to the Western India Turf Club prohibiting persons 
under 21 years of age from betting on t.he totalisator." 

XI. PAPERS PRESE:t-t"TFJ) TO THE COUNCIL. 

1. fulpon of the Select Committee on Bill No. XIII of 19'25 (A Bill 
w impose a tax on totalisator betting). 
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2. Report of the Select Committee on Bill No. XVI of 1925 (A Bill 
to give wider powers in the management~~ m11D.icipal affairs. in certain 
cities). · 

3. · Report. of the Select Committee on Bill No. XVII of 1925 (A Bill 
to transfer the powers and duties of the Trustees for the Improvement of 
the City of Bombay to, and to vest the property and rights vested in the 
said Trustees in, the Municipal Corporation of the City of Bombay). 

4. Report of the Select Committee on Bill No, XVIII of 1925 (A 
Bill to amend the Bombay Children Act, 1923). 

5. Report of the Select Committee on Motion to amend Standing 
Orders-Motion No. I of 1925. 

6; .Report of the SJlect Committee on Bill No. IV of 1925 (A Bill 
to enable the Hindus of the Province of Sind to restrict themselves to 
monogamous marriages). 

7. Report of the Select Committee on Bill No. VIII of 1925 (A 
Bill further to amend the Bombay Village Police Act, 1867)~ 

8. Report of the Select Committee on Bill No. X of 1925 (A Bill 
·further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, 1874). 

Poona, 21st October 1925. 

N.J. WADIA, 
Secretary to the Legislative Council 

·of the Governor of Bombay. 
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APPENDIX. 

NOTICE OF MOTION 'l'O AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

MOTION No. II OF 1925. 

17 

Under Standing Order IX (1) of the Standing Orderll of the Bo~bay 
Legislative Council, notice of the following amendment has been received 
from the· Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward, K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

For Standing Order III the following shall be substituted, namely :
" nr. -council officials. 
"1. (1) After the members have been sworn in ail flhe beginning 

of a new· Council and after the election of the 
El~tion of Deputy President the Council shall elect one of its 

President. b D Pr 'd · members to e eputy elil en1J. · 
"(2) Every member who wishes to propose a member for election 

as Deputy President must-
( a) ascertain preViously that the member he wishea to propose ia . 

willing to serve if elected, and 
(b) hand to the Secretary a notice containing the name of the 

member he desirelt to propose signed by himself and some other 
member as seconder. 

"(3) The President shall read out to the Council the names of the 
candidates together with those of their proposers and seconders and if · 
only one person ha& been proposed. for election shall declare that person 
duly elected. If more than one person has been proposed, the members 
other than the President shall then proceed to vote on the question by a 
ballot and the President shall declare the per!ion who receives the majority 
of votes to be duly elected. 

The ballot shall be held in the following manner :-
(a) Every member shall be entitled to vote for one person only a.• 

each ballot. 
(b) If there are only two candidates only one ballot shall be held. 

If there are more than two candidates the name of the candidate 
who obtains the fewest number of votes at the first ballot shall be 
omitted from the list of candidates. The remaining candidates 
shall then be ballotted for, and the name of the candidate 
obtaining the fewest number of vote& at the second ballot shaH 
similarly be omitted from the list of candidates. 

This process shall be continued at the third and all succeeding ballots · 
until only two candidates' names remain on the Jist, when a final baJlot. 
shall be held. In the event of an equality of votes the President shall 
have a casting vote

1 

. "(4) If a vancancy in the office of Deputy President occurli in the 
life of a Council, or if the Governor withholds his approval to any eleotion1 

a: 7«-2 
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a heah election shall be held in accordance with the procedure herein
before laid down ; Prorided that a member whose election has not been 
approved by the Governor shall not be pr<;>posed as a candidate during 

· the continuance of that Council" 

Poona, 17th October 1925. 

N. J. W.ADIA, 
Secretary to the Legislative 

Council of the Governor of Bombay. 
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NOTICES OF MOTIONS TO AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

Under Standing Order IX (1) of the Standing Orders of the Bombay 
Legislative Council, notices of the following amendments have :been 
received from the Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward, K.C.S.I., I.C.S. :-

MOTIO~ No. ill OF 1925. 

A.tMndmem of Standing Order II 3 (2) :

Add the words" or of a statutory motion". 
A.1Mnd11um of Sw:niling Order IV, 1 (1) :-
Add the words " Government business shall be deemed to inclnde 

statutory motions ". 
Insertion of a new Standing Ortkr VIII-A:
A.trer Standing Order VIII insert the following :-

" VIII-A. Statulory Motions. 

A member who wishes to move a resolution which he is entitled to move 
in pursuance of any statute or legislative enactment for the time being 
in force shall give 10 clear days notice unless it is otherwise expressly 
provided by such statute or legislative enactment or unless. the President 
with the consent of the Member in charge of the Department concerned 
otherwise directs and shall together with notice submit a copy of the 
proposed resolution". • 

MOTIO~ No. IV OF 1925. 

In Chapter IX, Standing Order 3, after the word 'President', where 
it occurs for the second time, insert the words : 

" and the Leader of the House, or other Member of Government, and, 
in the case of an amendment proposed by a member other than a 
m(·n,ber of Government, the member in charge", and substitute the 
word'' six" for the word ''seven". 

:MOTIO~ No. V OF 1925. 

In Standing Order IV-
(1) for paragraph 1 (1) r.ubstitute the following:-
"(I) The Government may arrange Government business in such 

order as it deems fit " ; 

(2) In paragraph 1 (2) insert the following at the beginning:
"Subject to the provisions of Rule 6 ... 

N.J. WADIA, 

Poona, 17th October 1925. 
Secretary to the Legislative Council 

of the Governor of Bomhay • 
K 7H-:!G 
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REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON MOTION No. I 
OF 1925 TO AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

We, the undersigned members of the Select Committee, appointed to 
consider Motion No. I of 1925 to amend the Standing Orders, have the 
honour to report that in our opinion the accompanying amendment 
proposed by Mr. P. G. Joshi in Standing Order IX, 3 is desirable and 
should be accepted. 

(Signed ) lBR :\HIM RAHIMTOOLA. 

( ' u ) H. H. NARIELVA.LA. 

( :• ) K. BA.RLEE. 

( , ) P. G. Josm. 
( H ) G. B. PRADHA.N. 

( , ) GHUL.A.M: HussAIN HmAYATULLA.H. 

( , ) M. H. W. HAYWARD. 
" ) R. G. PRADHAN. 

( , ) BHOJSING G. PAHA.LAJA.NI. 

( " ) A. N. SURVE. 

MOTION TO AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

(As amended by ths Select Committee.) 

MOTION No. I OF 19~5. 

In Chapter IX, Standing Order 3, aUfthe words "the member in 
charge " after the words " Deputy President " and substitute the 
word " six , for the word " seven ". 
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APPENDIX TO THE AGENDA. 

AMENDMENTS TO BILLS. 
Bill No. XIII of 1925 (A Bill to impose a ta:e on totalisator betting)

as amended by the Select Com1nittee. 

Clauses. 

Clause 5 

Amendments. Names of the movers. 

In clause 5 of the Bill for the words "at such Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar. 
rate not exceeding 4 per cent." substituu "at 
the rate of 10 per cent.". 

Do. In clause 5 omit the words-
" such rate not exceeding " " as the Gover· \Ir. H. M. Rabim

nor in Council may from time to time toola. 
notify in this behalf" " at the rate notified 
as aforesaid by the Governor in Council in 
this behalf.'' 

Substituu " 5 " for " 4" in clause 5. 

Cia~ 5, line ~. Jelel4 the words " at such 
rate not exceeding " and substitul4 the 
word "of"· 

Do. Line 9, instead of " of" after " per cent." Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
substitute " on ". 

Do 

Lines 10 and 11, de leu the words "as the 
Governor in Council may from time to time 
notify in this behalf ''. · 

Substitute after the word " tax " in line 8, the Mr. M. D. Karki. 
words" at the rate of 4 per cent." for the 
words " at such rate not exoeeding 4 per 
cent." 

: Delete the wcrds " as the Governor in Council 
j may from time to time notify in thie 
, behalf". 
I 

Do. • .. In clanse 5, line 8, d~lere the words "such Ur. G. B. Pradha.n. 
rate not exceeding". 

, In lines 10 and 11 of the same clause delete 
the words "as the Governor in Council may 
from time to time Mtify in this behalf ••. 

Do. ...' (2) In clause 5, for the word 11 exceeding" :'llr. S. S. Dev. 
substitut8 the words" less than ••. 

Do, ... 
1 

In elf use 5 lor the figure and words "4 per lli. C. N. Wadia. 
cent.'' substitute" 2l per cent." 

Do. In lines 15, 16 and 17 of the same clause Mr. G. B. Pradhan. 
delete the words "at the rate notified aE 

aforesaid by the Governor in Council in tbi£ 
behalf", 
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Clauses. . I Amendments. I Names of the movers. 

Olausa5 

. DO. 

After clause 
add proviso. 

Do. 

Do. 

After clause 
new clause, 

Clause 6 

Clause 10 

Do. 

Do. 

Do.· 

Do.· 

Do. 

Do. 

Preamble 

. .. Delete the words " at the rate notified as Mr. M. D. Karki. • 
aforesaid by the Governor in Council in this 
beha.lf "· 

Line 15, delete the word "notified" and Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
substitute 11 specified ''. 

Line 16, delete the words 11 by the Governor 
in Council in this behalf ". 

5 · Add the following to clause 5 :-
"Provided that " separate account Rhall be ~rr. H. M. Rahim

kept of all the receipts of this tax and toola. 
that such receipts shall be utilised only 
for the purpose of making contributions 
to local bodies in the presidency towards 
free and compulsory primary education ", 

Add the following to clause 5:-
1 " Provided that the amount realised from Do. 

this tax shall be held by Gov.ernment in 
reserve to meet the loss of revenue which~· 
shall accrue when the policy of total pro-
hibition of alcoholic drink will be brought 
into force". I 

Add the following to clause 5 :-
11 Provided that 90 per cent, of all monies Do. 

paid into any totalisator shall be distri-
buted among the winners '', 

5 Add a new clause :-
11 SA. All amounts collected by totalisator Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

tax under cl .. use 5 as above shall be set 
apart by the Government for Education, 
Sanitation or Medical Relief in the · Presi-
dency". 

Substitute the following after the word Mr. M. D. Karki. 
" shall " in line one " furnish such security 
for accounting and paying the amount of 
tax received by them as is found necessary 
by the Governor in Council ", 

Delete clause 10 Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

Delete clause 10 Mr. S. S. Dev. 

Delete entirely clause 10 of t~e Bill Mr. G. B. Pradhan. 

Delete the whole clause .. Mr. M. D. Karki. 

Delete clause 10 

... 1 Delete clause 10 of the Bill 

... That clause 10 be deleted 

· In the preamble, after the words " public 
revenue of the Bombay Presidency '', add 
" to meet the growing expenditure on 
education and to make up the anticipated 
gradual fall in excise revenue ". 

Mr. H. M. Rahim
toola . 

1\fr. L. ll Bhopatka.r. 

Sir Vasantrao A. 
Dabholkar. 

Mr. 8. 8. Dev. 
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Bill No. XVII of 1925 (Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer :(Jill) 
as amended by tlte Select Committee. . 

• Clauses. 

Clause 2 (b) 

Do. 9 

Amendments. 

Clause 2, sub-clause (b). Substitute "'1st I\Ir. H. M. Ra.him
January 1926" for" such date as the Gov- toola. 
ernment may by notification in the Bombay 
G()f)ernment Gazet~ appoint ". 

Delete clause 9 and substituf.d following : 

" All the provisions regulating the Corpora
tion's proceedings under section 36 of the 
City of Bombay Municipal Act (Bombay 

• III of 1888) shall mutatis mutandis apply 
to the proceedings of the meetings of the 
Board." 

" The Board shall have power with the 
approval of the Corporation to frame fur. 
ther Rules and Regulations to conduct its 
proceedings.'' 

Mr.K. F. Nariman. 

After clause 9 (2) ln4lert after sub-clause (b) of clause 9 the fol. Mr. H. M. Rahim-
( b): new sub- lowing sub.clause as sub-clause (bb) : toola. 
clause. 

"In the event of the office of the President 
being vscan~ or of the death or resignation 
of the President or of his ceasing to be a. 
Trustee or of his being incapable of acting 
the Chairman of the Committee shall fix 
the day, time, and place of all ordinary 
and special meetings." 

Clause 9 (2) (c) ... Clause 9, sab-clause (c). Su.bstitui6 "seven" Do. 
for " three " and in.sert " three clear days' 
notice of all " between the words " and " and 
"special". 

Insert the words " and the business to be 
transacted thereat "between the words 
"held" and" and"· 

After clause 9 (2) lnsert the following sub-clause as sub-clause Do. 
(c) : new sub. (cc) after sub.olause (c) of clause 9 :-
clause. 

" every meeting shall be open to the public, 
unless a. majority of the trustees present 
thereat decide by a resolution, which shall 
be put by the presiding authority, of 
his own motion or at the request of any 
trustee present, Without previous dis
cwsion, that any inquiry or deliberatiou 
pending before the Boord is such as should\ 
be held in pri'\"ate, and provided that the 
presiding authority may at Any time cause 
any per~on to be removed who interrupt~ 
the proceedings." 

Clause 9 (2) ld) Substitute the words "Twenty Trustees" in Mr. H. A. Lalljee. 
[ place of" Thirty Trustees". 
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I 
Clau.ses. Amendments. j Names of the movers. 

• Clause '9 (2)(d) ... Clause 9, sub-clause (d). Substitut6 "twen- Mr. H. M. Rahim-
.ty " for " thirty ". tools.. 

After clause 9(2) Clause 9. After sub-clause (e) add the follow- Do. 
(e) : new sub- ing sub-clause as sub-clause (ee) :-
clause. "any trustee who desires at any meeting to 

bring forward any business or to make any 
substantive proposition, which is not 
already specified in the notice of such 
meeting, shall give written notice of the 
same at least three clear days before the 

: day fixed for the meeting, and a supple-
' mentary notice of such business shall be 

sent by post to the last known addresses 
of the trustees not later than the day · 
previous to the meeting." 

After clause 9 (2) Insert a new sub-clause after sub-clause (e) of Do. 
(e) : new sub- clause 9 :- . 
clause. 

The Trustees shall have the right to ask 
questions at the meetings of the Board 
concerning the af!airs of the Trust subject 
to rulea to be framed by the Board in that 
behalf. 

After clause 9 (2) Insef'C an additional sub-clause (J) to clause 2 Mr. H. A, La.lljee. 
(i): new sub. of section 9 after the sub-clause (i),line 88, to 
clause. the following effect :-

Clause 10 

" (J) Meetings shall be open to the public 
Unless otherwise decided by the presiding 
authority or by the vote of the meeting." 

Delet6 clause 10 of the Bill and substitute the Mr. K. F. Na.riman. 
following:-
"There shall be a statutory committee under! 

the City of Bombay Municipal Act (Bom., 
m of 1888) called the Improvement'! 
Committee, which shall consist of 18 

. members, that is to say, of 1 e-e-officio 
member, U elected members, and 81 
nominated members. 

(a) The Municipal Commissioner shall bethel 
ert-officio member. I 

(b) Of the elected members 11 shall be elected
1 by the Corporation, 1 by the Bombay! 

Chamber of Commerce, 1 by the Indian 
M~:~rchants' Chamber and 1 by the Mill
owners' Association ont of their own bodies! 
respective! y. 

(c) The nominated members shall be 
appointed by Government by notification 
and shall be chosen from among the 
following:-

(i) The Director of Development, Bom. 
bay, 

(ii) The Chairman of the Bombay Port 
Trust, 

(iiij The Collector of Bombay, and 
(iv) The Executive Engineer, Presidency 

District. 
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Clauses. 

J.gerula 

Amendments. 

I 
(d) The election of membera by. the Corpo-! 

ration, the Chamber of Commerce, the! 
Indian Merchan~' Chamber and thj' 
Millowners' Association shall be in accord
ance with the regulations which those 
bodies may respectively frame, providedl 
that the election by the Corporation shall' 
be by ballot. 

(2) The Municipal Commissioner shall not 
be a.t liberty to vote upon or to put forward 
any proposition a.t a.ny meeting of th 
Committee." 

Clause 10 ••. Section 10 should read thos : 

" The Improvements Committee shall oonsillt 
of 18 members of whom 15 shall be elooted 
by the Board from amongst their o 
members and the remaining 3 members 
shall be appointed by the Govemment by 
notification and shall be chosen from 
among the following :-

(i) The Director of Development ; 

(ii) The Chairman of the Bombay Port 
Trost; 

(iii) The Collector of Bombay ; 

(iv) The Executive Engineer, P. W. D. 

25 

Mr. H. A. Lalljee. 

Do. ...i Clause 10.-Substitute the following clause for Mr. H. M:. Rahim· 
: clause 10: toola. 

Clause 10 (1) 

1 
" The Board shall, at their first mee · 

after this Act comes into force, and there. 
after at their first meeting after th 
Corporation is oonstituted appoint fourteen 
persons to be members of the Improve. 
ments Committee (hereinafter called "th 
Committee") of whom 12 shall be elected~· 
by the Board from among their own 
membel'il and three shall be co-opted from, 
a penal consi~ting of the Director ofi 
Development, Bombay, the Chairman of 
the Bombay Port Trust, the Collector ofl' 
Bombay, and the Executive Eugineer,. 
Presidency District. The elections and: 
co-option of members shall be made by\ 
Lbe Board by ballot under mles to be 
framed by them in this behalf. 

(2) The Municipal Commissioner shall be an 
ex-officio member of the Committee but h 
shall not be at liberty to vote upon or to 
make any proposition at any meeting o 
the Committee or its Sub-Committee." 

Claus• 10 (1).-Deltt6 this clause and BUbat' Sir Va.sa.ntrao A. 
ttU4 the original as in the Drafti Bill. Dabholkar. 
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Clauses. Amendments. N a.mes of the movers. 

Clause 10(1). In clause 10 (1) omit "18" and substitute! Mr. S. K. Bole. 
"20" in line 8. I 

In the same clause in line 5 omit " 8 " and
1 

substitute " 5 ". I 
In the same clause (c) add "of" before "the" 

in line 1. · 
In the same clause (c) insert " 3 " between 

"members" and " shall '' in line 1. 
After clause 10 (1) After clause 10 (c) add the following clause : Do. 

(c) : "(d) 2 members belonging to the backward 
New sub-clause. and working classes shall be appcinted by 

Government to represent La.bour.." 
Clause 10 (2) ... Clauss 10 (2).-Delete this elause 11nd s-ubstitute Sir Vasantrao A. 

· the original as in the Draft Bill. Dabholkar. 
Clause 11 (1) ... Instead of the words "A member eleeted" Mr. H. A. Lalljee. 

substitute the words "A member elected by 

Clause 11 (8) 

ClaUSE! HI 

Clause 12(1) 

Clause 12(2) 

the Board". 

Clause 11, sub-clause (3). Substitute the words Mr H. M. Rahim
" being a member elected by the Board "

1 
toola. 

for the words " not being an ex-officio 
member" . 

... Delete clause 12 a.nd substitute the following Mr. K. F. Nariman, 
new clause :-
"The Improvement Committee shall have 

power with the. sanction of the Board to 
make Rules a.nd Regulations to the general 
conduct of its business and proceeding 
and shall provide for tlie following :-
(a) Retirement of certain members of the 

committee by rotation. 
(b) Appointment of members in place of 

those who retire. 
(c) Filling up of the ca.sua.l vacancies in the 

Committee. 
(d) Continuance of the existing Com-1 

mittee till a new Committee is 11ppointed. 
(e) Vacation of the office of a member 

remaining absent for a certain period. 
(f) For payment of fees, if any, to the 

members. 
(g) The Commi~tee ma.y from time to time 

appoint sub.committee consisting of 
such members as the Committee think 
fit and may refer to such sub-committee 
a.ny matter within its power for inquiry 
and revort and may also delegate to such 
sub-committee by a. ~pecia.l resolution in 
that behalf any of its duties and powers 
with such restrictions and limitations a.s

1 it deems fit. 

1 

(h) The committee may also frame such · 
Rules and Regulations a.s it deems 
neeessary for the proceedings, guidance 
and control of the sub-committAe." 

.• Clause 12, sub-clause (1). Substitute the Mr. H. M. Rahim· 
words" one-half" for the word" five". toola.. 

... Clause 12, sub-clause (2). Delete the word Do. 
" six " and also the w<'rds "In every other 
case the nominated and elected members 
shall hold office for a term of three years ". 
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Clauses. Amendments. 

Clauses 13 to 25 .•. 1 Delete clauses 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

I 
21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. 

Clame 14 · ... Clause 14. Substitute the following clause Mr. H. M. Rahim· 
' for clause 14 :- toola. 
, "In the event of non-acceptance of office by 
' a pel'I'On elected or co-opted to be a member 

of the Committee or on the death, resigna-1 
tion or disqualification of a member of the, 
said Committee or of his becoming incapable' 
of acting previous to the expiry of his term! 
of office, the vacancy ~hall be filled' up, as1 
soon as it conveniently maybe, by the elec-i 
tion or co-option by the Board of a perso11.' 
thereto who shall bold office so long only 
as the member in whose place he is elected 
or co-opted wonld have been entitled to· 
bold it if the vacancy had not occurred. " 

Clause 17 ... New clause 13. Insert clause 17 of the Bill,' Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
i as amended by the Select Committee. : 

Do. 18 ... j That the section 18 regarding the" Fees" be Mr. H . .A. Lalljee. 
i deleted. j 

I I 
('Jauses21 to 2L.! Clause 14. Insert clause 21 of) 1 Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

' the Bill. I 
Clause 15. Insert clause 22 f As amend-; 0 

1 
ed by the 

the Bill. t S e 1 e c .t 
Clause 16, Insert clause 23 of , Commi t _ 

theBill. j ' 
Clause 17. Insert clause 24 of tee. j 

the Bill. J 

Clauses 25 to 28... Delete claus~ 25, 26, 27 and 28 Do, 
I 

Clause 25 ... j New clause 18. Insert clause 25 all amended! Do 
by the Select Committee. : . i 

After Clause 25: Clause 19. "The Chief Officer shall receivei Do.· 
new clauses. , such monthly salary not exceeding Rs. 3,000f 

Clause 26 

(Three thousand) and not less than Rs. 2,0001 
(Two thousand), as the Board may decide; he 
shall hold no other office and shall devote! 
his whole time and attention to his dutiesl 
under the Act.'' 

.Add new chuse 19A. 
"Neither the Chief Officer, nor any other 

salaried officer of the Board shall be a 
European b-,m or Domiciled Citizen in 
~he British Colony of South Africa, Aust
ralia and Canada.'' 

Clause 26.-Delete the first nine lines and sub- Sir Vasantrao A. 
stitute:- Dabholkar. 
'' The Chief Officer shall receive such month-

ly salary not exceeding rupees two 
thousand and not less than rupees fifteen 
hundred as the Board shall, from. time to 
time determine." 
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Clauses. Amendments. Names of the movers. 

Clauses !l7 to 85. Clause 20. Insert clause !l7 of) Mr. K. F. Narima.n. 
theBill. I Clause 21. Insert clause 28 of 
the Bill. 

Clause 22. Insert clause 29 of 
the Bill. 

1

. 
Clause 23. Insert clause 30 of 

the Bill. 
Clause 24. Insert clause 31 of As amend· 

the Bill. . ed by the 
Clause 25. Insert clause 32 of r S e 1 e.c t 

the Bill. Comm 1 t • 
Clause 2&. Insert clause 33 of tee. 

the Bill. 
Clause 27. Insert clause 84 of , 

the Bill. I 
Clause 28. Insert clause 35 of 

the Bill, , 
) . 

Clause 86 (2) .. That alter the sub·cla.use (b), the following Mr. H. A. Lallj~e. 
clause be inserted as sub-clause (c), and that 

Clause 36 

Clause S6A 

the sub-clauses (c), (d), (e), should be re-
named as (d), {e), and (f) respectively:-
" (c) IT the estimated outlay on the scheme a• 

altered exceeds by more than five per cent. 
the estimated outlay on the scheme as 
sanctioned, the Committee shall not, 
without the previous sanction of the Board 
~roceed to execute the scheme as altered." 

... Clause !)9. Insert clause 36 of the Bill, as Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
amended by the Select Com-
mittee. 

... That the words " Two years " be substituted Mr. H. A. Lalljee. 
for the words " Three years ". _ 

Clauses 87 to 45 . Clause 80. Insert clause 87 of ) Mr. K. F. Na.rima.n. 

l."lau110 46 (e) 

Clause 31. 

Clause 32. 

Clause 88. 

Olause 34. 

Clause 35. 

Clause 36. 

Clause 37. 

Clause 88. 

the Bill. 1 
Insert clause 88 of 

theBtll. I 
Insert clause 89 of 

theBill. I Insert clause 40 of As amend-
the Bill. ed by the 

Insert clause 41 of ~ S e 1 e c t 
the Bill. I C o m m-

Insert clause 42 of ittee. 
the Bill. I 

Insert clause 48 of j 
the Bill. 

1nsert clause 44 of I 
the BilL 

lnstrt clause 45 of 
the Bill. ) 

... In clause 46 add after sub-clause (e) the ~fr. S. K. Bole. 
following paragraph:- 1 

•• But the Board will have power to alter: 
the rent if an appeal is made to them byl 
the tenants ". 

-----
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Cia usee. Amendments. 

I 
Clause!46 to 53 ... 

1

' Clanse 89. 

Clause~. 

Insert clause 46 of) 

Insert clause !l7 of 
theBill. I 

!ca ... u. 
ClauseU. 

theBill. I 
Insert clause 48 of \ ! 

the Bill. As amend-: 
Imert clause 4:9 of ed by the' 

the Bill. I S e I e o t
1 

Clause 43. Insert olause 50 oft Commit·' 

Clause U. Insert clause 51 of 
the Bill. I tee. 

the Bill. 
Clause 4:5. I11.sert clause 52 of I 
I 

the Bill. 
Clause 46. Insert clause 58 of 

f theBill. J 

After Clause 53 :1 After clause 53 ada: the following as ola 
new clause. I 53A: 

: "The Board shall take over such of th 
development schemes of the Corporation 
the Corporation may decide to transfer to the 
Board subject to such financial adjnstmen 
and conditions as may be agreed upon and 
on such decision be~ communicated to the 
Board all the formalities required under this 
Act before a scheme can be undertaken by 
the Board shall be deemed to have been 
observed." 

29 

Names of the movers. 

Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

:M. &him· 

Clauses 5i to 59 Clause i7. Insert clause 54 of) Mr. K. F. Narimao. 
the Bill. I 

: Clause iS. Imert clause 55 of 
the BilL - 1 

Clause 49, Imert clause 56 of I As amended 
the Bill. by the 

Clause 50. Insert clan..'18 57 of t Select Com-
the Bill. I mittee. 

Clause 51. Insert clause 58 of 
l the Bill. 
i Clause 52. Insert clause 59 of 

the Bill. ) 

Do. 60 to 62 .' ~letueetions 60, 61 and 62 Do. 

Clause 61 (3) .. In the seecnd proviso to snb-section 3 oJ sec-, Sir Vasantrao A. 
tion 61 lkZ.u the words added by the Select Dabholkar. 
Committee. 

After clause 62: .:::J.ause 53. "(1) Whenever it is provided by Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
new clause. this Act that the Board or the Improvement 

Committee may acquire or whenever it is 
expedient or necessary for any purpose of 
tbis Act that the Board or the Improvement 
Committee shall acquire, any immoveable 
property, such property may be acquired by 
the Chief Officer on behalf of the Board by 
agreement on such terms and a' such rates ' 
and prices no' exceeding &nch maxima as' 
shall be approved by the Improvemen~ 

' Committee either generally for any class ofl 
C&seS or specia.lly in any particular aase. 
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Clauses. 

Agenda 

Amendments. 

"(2) And whenever, under prov'ision of this 
Act, the Chief Officer is authorised to agree 
to pay the whole or any P'Jrtion of the 
expenses of acquiring any immoveable 
property, he shall do so on such terms and at 
such rates or prices or at rates. or prices notl 
exceeding such maxima as shall be a.pproved 
by the Improvement Committee a.s aforesaid, 

"(3) Provided that no agreement for the 
acquisition of any immoveable property under 
sub-section (1) or (2) shall be vahd, if t~e 
price to be paid for suoh property exceeds 
one thousa.nd rupees Ullless and until such 
agreement has been approved by the Improve· 
ment Committee." 

[21 OCT. 1925 

of the movers. 

After Clause 62: mause 54. "(1) Whenever the Chief Officer Mr. K. F. Nariman. 
new clause. is unable to acquire 

Procedure when any immoveable pro· 
immoveable proper- perty under the last 
ty cannot be aoquir· preceding section by 
ed by agreement. agreement, Govern-

ment may, in their 
discretion, upon the application of the Chief 
Officer, made with the approval of the Im
provement Committee, order proceedings to 
be taken for aoquiriug the same on behalf 
of the Improvement Committee, as if such 
property were land needed for a public 
purpose within the meaning of the Land 
Acquisition Act, 1894:. 

" (2) Tho amount of compensation awarded 
and all other charges incurred in tho a.cquisi· 
tion of any such property sha.ll, subject to 
all other provisions of this Act,- be forthwith 
paid by the Chief Officer and thereupon the 
said property shall vest in the_lmprovement 
Committee. · 

"(3) When any addition to or improvement of 
the land or building has been made after 
the date of the publication of a notifica.tion 
under the Act relating to the land or build
ing, such addition or improvement shal) not 
(unless it was necessary for the maintenance 
of the building in a proper state of repairs) 

. be included nor in the case of any interest 
acquired after the 8aid date shall any 
separate estimate of the value thereof be 
made, so as to increase the amount of 
compensation to be paid for the land or 
building." 

Clause 63 

Do. 64 

Clause 55. Insert clause 63 of the 'Bill · ... Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

... Clause l'i6. Delete clause 64 of the Bill and 
insert the following :-
"Notwithstanding anything contained in the 

prtceding section in respect of all appeald 
made to the Tribunal of Appeal or the1 

Do. 
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Clauses. 

Uause 64 

Clause 64 

Chuse 65 

Agenda ·31 

Amendments. I Names of the movers. 

-· High --~~urt under the_C_i-ty-of-. -B-om-ba-y-:--1 

Improvement Act, 1898, before the date onJ 
which this Act comes into operation the, 
said High Court shall continue to performj 
the functions assigned to it, as wall as tol 
the baid Tribunal of Appeal under the said, 
Act, and every such Appeal shall so far asl 
may be, be decided in !WCordance with the 

not been passed." · 
provisions of the said Act as if the Act had I 

Alternative amendment to clause 134 ... : Mr. K. F. Ne.riman. 

Add the following provision :- . 
" Provided that no person who ill a member 

of the Board or Tn1provement Committee 
or who under the Act is disqualified to be a 
member of the Board or Improvement 
Committee, shall be qualified to be a 
member of the Tribunal." 

Del~ it old clause 64 and 1ubstitute the follow 
ing;-
Clause 64. "Subject to the provisions made 

in sections 60. 61, 62 and 63 all references 
made to the Tr1bunal of Appeal under the 
City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, 
before the date on which this Act comes 
into operation and pending on the said 
date shall be tried and decided by the 
High Court and the said High Court shall 
perform the functions assigned to it under 
the said Act as if the said references were 
made to the said High Court on the 
respective dates on wh1ch they were made 
to the Tribural of Appeal and notwith
standing anything contained in sections 60, 
61, 62 and 63 in respect of all appeals 
made to the High Court under th\'1 City of 
Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, before the 
date CJn which this Act comes into oper· 
ation the said High Court shall continue 
to perform the functions assigned to it

1 undllr the said Act and every such appeal· 
shall be decided in accordance with the 
provisions of the satd Act as if this Act 
bad net b!llln passed." 

Clause 57. btBert clause 65 of the Bill 

Do. 

Do. 

Clauses 66 to 121., From clause 66 of the Bill up to the end, i.e., Do. 
! clause 121 consequential alterations to be' 

made in numbering these clauses. (Old: 
clause 66 of the Dill to become new clause 
58, and 67 to become 1:'9 and so on till thel 
last clause 121 to become clause 111.) 

Clause '17 (5) Instead of the words "99" substitute the Mr. H. A. La!Jjee. 
wcrds " 999 ''. I 

Do. In proviso to sub-()lause 5 of clause '17 substi-1
1 

Mr. H. M. Rahim· · 
tute 999 (or !i9. toola. 

--·- --- -·------
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Clauses. 

Clause 100 (1'1) 
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Amendments. Names of the movers. 

In sub-clause (1'1) of clause 10\1 substitute the Mr. H. M. 'Rahim· 
words : toola. 

11 both with their respective opinions " for 
the words: 

"the chief officer who shall forward the 
opinion of the chief accountant together 
with his own ". 

Do. 104 (1'1). ... In sub-clause (2) of clause .10~, substitute the Do. 

Do.109A 

Do. 

Schedule A 

SrheduleAA 

word " Board " for the word " Govern-
ment ... 

Delete clause 109A 

Olause 109A.~Delete the clause ... 

In Schedule A Part ill delete the words "Sub
section 2 of section 23 and". 

Delete Schedule AA ... 

Do. 

Sir Va.santrao A. 
Da.bholkar. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. "That the following scale of additional com- Mr. H. A. La.Jljee. 
pensation be substituted for the one 
suggested by the Select Committee :-

Market Value. 

Up to and including 
Rs.10,000. 

Above Rs. 10,000 
and not exceeding 
Rs. 50,000. 

Above Rs. 50,000 
and not exceeding 
Rs. 1,00,000. 

i 
I 
! Above Rs. 1,00,000. 

Rate of additional 
compensation. ~· 

10 per cent. 

10 per cent. on the first! 
Rs. 10,000 and 6 
per cent. on the bal-~ 
anee; 

10 per cent."'1>n the first! 
Rs. 10,000 and 5 per 
cent. on the bal
ance provided that in1 

no case shall the toto.ll 
amount be less than 
Rs ........ . 

10 per cent. on the first' 
Rs. 10,000 and ~ per 
oent. on tbe baJance 
provided tbat in no 
case shall the total 
amount be less than 
Rs ............ . 
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Bill No. XVIII of 19.15 ( .4. Bill to amend tlu Bombay Children .J.ct. 
1924) as amet~ded by the Select Committee. 

Clausea. I. Amendments. i N&DlfB of the IDOYe~S. 
I . 

Clause ll (Sect:oj In line 1'1 substituk "ten" for" seven" ••• .Mr. D. R. Pant. 
lOA). 

Clause 2 (Section In clause \OB, uleu the words from "in any llr. S. S. Dev. 
lOB). highway " ~ •• any li.censed premises ". 

Do. ... Cla11318 lOB, omil the words " In any high- Mr. Hooseinbhoy A... 
way or other public piace whether a Lalljee. 
building or nol or on any licensed 
premises". 

Do. In clause lOB, ule~ the words '' in any high- Mr. S. K. Bole. 
way or oilier public place whether 
buildmg or not or any licensed premises ". 

In clause lOB, after "liquor " imtrl "or Mr. L. B. Bhopatbr": 
drug .. ; and ule~ .. or in case of sickness 
or other urgent cau...:e ". 

Clause II (Sectio Bet:&in t~e original clause lOD (1) and mak Mr. 8. 8. Dev. 
lOD).· ~~ as clause 100 and make the n 

changes in the numbers of the followin 
clauses. 

Do. That the clause lOD a.s originally proposed · Mr. Hooseinbhoy !. 
the Bill be reinstated. Ialljee. 

Do. Retain lOD and make the consequential Mr. D. R. Paill. 
~haoges in numbering clauses and suj).:. 

I clauses. • 

'Do. . .. 1 Restore original clau...oe lOD ... llr. L. B. Bhopatkar. 

Cl~use 2 (aft-er- j After clause lOB add the following clause :- Mr. S. K. Bole. 
tion lOB). ~ "lOD (1) whoever sells ~ a child bi · 

cigarettes, tobacco or any smoking mix 
ture intended as a aubstitllU for tobaroo,l 
whether for his own use or not shall bell 
puuihhable with fine which may extend to 
fifty ra pees ". I . 

Clause 2 (Scctionj In clause lOD, deku the words from "with Mr. S. S. Dev. 
lOD). imprisonment" to "one month or'' and' 

I 
dfle~ the last three words" or with both".l 

S€ction lOE ••• In clau~e lOE, dtlet~ the wm·ds from ''with! 

B 7H-3 

I
' imprisonment" to " one month or" and 

dt Itt.! the last three words " or with both ".I 
. I 
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Bill No. XIII of 1925 (Totalisator Betting Tax Bill) as amended by the 
S3lect Oommit~ee. 

Notice has been received of the following amendments from Mr. A. N •. 
Surve, M.L.C. :- . 
Preamble, Para. 1, line 3 .· 

Add· the following words, viz . . · " in order to enable Government to 
meet the growing expenditure on compulsory primary education " after 
the word " presidency ". 
Clause 3 (1}, line 3: 

Add the following words, viz. :-'' and shall be in force for two years 
thereafter~~ after the figures " 192 ". 
•Clause 3 (1), line 4: 

Substitute the following clause, viz. :-" (2) Its operation in the first 
instance shall extend to- " for the words " in the first instance in- ". 
Clause 3 (2) : · 

Substitute the figure " 3 " for the figure " 2 " enclosed within the 
bracket. 
Clause 3 (2), line 1 : . 
· Add the following words, viz. :-" After the approval of the Legislative 
Council expressed in a resolution is obtained" before the words "The 
Governor-in-Council ". 
Clause 5, line 9 : 

Add the following words, viz. :-" 10 per cent., and not less than " 
between the words " exceeding " and " 4 per cent. " 
Clause 6, line 11: 

Add the following words at the end, viz. :-'~ The moneys received 
shall be allotted yearly in part payment ofjhe growing expenditure on· 
the expansion of .Primary education. 
Clause 10, line 6 .~ 

Substitute the figures " 60 " for the figures " 25 ,. 

Poona, l~th October 1925. 
N.J. W.ADIA, 

Secretary, Legislative Council. 
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Wednesday, the 21st Odober 1925. 

The Council met at the Council Hall, Poc>na, on Wednesday, the 21st 
October 1925, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir IBRAHIM 
.RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Presem: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI liAJRA.T KHAN, Mr. 
ADwANr,:ttir. D. B . 
.A.H:M.A.D, MouLVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, ]')Ir; s. N. 
BHOPATK.AR, :ttir. L. B. 
BoLE, 11Ir. S. K. 
BUNTER 11Ir. J. P. 
CLEMENTS, 11Ir. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir VASANTRAO A. 
DADACIUNJI, Dr. K. E. 
DALVI, 11Ir. B. K. 
DEHLA VI, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
DELVES, 11Ir. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEv,l\Ir. S. S. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
GRANTHAM, 1\Ir. v. A. 
GUNJA.L, 1tir. N. R. 
liA..1diD M. ABDUL ALLI, Mr. 
llARRISO~, :ttir. R. T. 
HATcH, Mr. G. W. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir 11AURICE 
HossAcK, 1tlr. W. B. 
HoTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 
JAi>HAv, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHANGIR, tl:e Honourable Mr. CowASJI 
Joa, Mr. V. N. 
Josm, Mr. P. G. 
KA.Mnu, Mr. S. T. 
KAzi lNAITULLAKHAN 
KoKANI, 1\Ir. G. J. 
KoTHARI, Mr. V. R. 
LA.LJI NARA.NJI, Mr. 
LALLJEE, Mr. HoosEINBHOY A. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANSUR!, Khan Saheb A.M. 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
lliVALA.NKAR, Mr. G. K. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 

H 744-3a 
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MEHTA, Dr. :M. M. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir C:auNl:LAL 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MoUNTFoRD, Mr. L. J. 

· MuJUMDAR, Sardar G.' N. 
MUKADAM, Mr. w. s. 
NANAL, Mr. B. R. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
NooR MAHoMEn, Mr. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. G. I. 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K .. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. . 
PRADHAN, Mr. G. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PuNJABHAI THAKERSI, Mr. 
RAHIMTOOLA, :rvir. HoosENALLY M. 
SAIIEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAPTARSHI, 1\lr. c. M. 
SARDESAI, Mr. S. A. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D. 
SHIVDASANI, lir. H. B. 
SoMA..~; 1\lr. R. G. 
Su&vE, Mr. A. N. 
SWAMINARAYAN, 1\lr. J. C. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A .. 
VELKAR, Dr. M. B. 
WAJ:?IA, 1\lr.,C. N. 
WILES, Mr. G.· · 
Woons, 1\Ir. E. E. 

[21 OCT. 192~· 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Swearing in of new 
members. 

The following honourable members made the prescribed oath or affirma
tion of allegiance to His Majesty the King-Emperor, and took thei:r; 
seats in the Counril :-

The Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta, Kt. 
Mr. W. B. Hossack, 
1\Ir. C. N. Wadia, 
!llr. J. P. Bunter, 
Mr. E. Clements, 
Mr. A.' Master, 
1\Ir. W. G. 1\IcKee, 
Mr. R. T. Harrison. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Gentlemen, before we take up the 
business of this sessions, I am sure you will join with me in expr~ss~g 
our regret at the sad occurrence of the loss of a member of this Council 
after we met at the last session. I am referring to the death of Khan 
Saheb Karimbaksh Ali Mardan Khan Jatoi. The honourable member, 
you are all aware, proved very useful, took very intelligent part in the 
debates of this House and was an eloquent speaker in Sindhi. H~ 
took part on several occasions in the debates affecting the part of the 
Presidency from which he was elected. But it is not only in this Councii 
that 'his public activities were confined. He took a leading part in the . 
progress of education in Sind, and was vice-president of the Anjuman- . 
~-Islam of Larkana district, chairman of the Anglo-Vernacular school, 
Larkana, and a member of the Islam School Committee, Sind. He also 
rendered very U..'leful services on local boards, Sind. He was president 
anrl chairman, taluka local board, director, Co-operative Credit Society, 
Larkana, and in all these capacities he proved very useful in the cause of 
progress of this Presidency. 

I am sure honourable members will associate Vvi.th me in putting on 
record the sense of loss which has been sustained by his untimely death 
and will authorise me to communicate to the members of his familv 
this council's condolence and sympathy in their sad bereavement. • 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like, Sir, on 
behalf of official benches to join sincerely in the expression of regret at 
the death of Khan Saheb Karimbaksp Ali Mardan Khan Jatoi. I do 
so also as a personal friend having known him and his brother for many 
years in Sind. I fully endorse all that has fallen from you, Sir, and 
unreservedly join you in this resolution on behalf of the Government . 
benches. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I rise to 
associate myself completely with your observations and to give expres
sion to the feelings of the Mahomedan members of the House at the sad 
loss which the House has sust~ined in the untimely death of Khan Saheb 
Karimbaksh Ali Mardan Khan Jatoi. 

:Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, on behalf of non-official 
members of this House I beg tq associate myself heartily with. all that 
has been said about the loss sustained by this House in the sad death of 
Khan Saheb Karimbaksh Jatoi. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it, gentlemen, that it is 
your desire that a letter of condolence should be addressed to his family. 
I ":ill' now ask honourable members to signify their assent by rising in 
the1r seats. 
· Question put and carried unanimously honourable members rising in 
their seats. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next business is the nomina
tion of four chairmen. By virtue of the powers in this behalf, I nominat~ 

Mr. S. T. Kambli, · 
Mr. R. G. Pradhan; 
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Mr. A. C. Owen, and 
Mr. Noor Mahomed, 

to be chairmen for this session. 
I have now to announce that the following Acts have received the 

assent of the Governor General since the close of the last session of 
the Legislative Council :-

(1) An Act further to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act,.. 
1888. " 

(2) ~Act further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, .1923. . " 

.The next business is : Questions. 
*Mr. L. B. BHOPATKAR : I do not wish to put any questions. 
Mr. S. S. DEV : I do not wish to put any of my questions. 
Mr. N. R. GUNJAL (in Marathi) : I do not wish to ask my questions •. 
Mr. W. S. MUKADAM (on behalf of Mr. 1\f. D. Karki) : I do not wish 

to put any questions on behalf of my honourable friend Mr. Karki. 
· Mr.·w. S. MUKADAM: I do not wish to ask any questions. 

Cm&PARATJ.VE CosT PER STUDENT IN GovERNMENT AND NON

GovERNMENT CoLLEGES AND ScnooLs. 

Mr. H. M. ~AHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : (a) Will <k>vernment 
be pleased to state if it is a fact that the average cost per st·.:dent in 
Government colleges and schools is about 50 per cent. higher than in 
non-Government colleges and schools ~ · 

(b) if so, will Government be pleased to state the reasons why the 
.cost to Government is so much more ~ 

. The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) According to the calculation 
of figures of cost for 1923-24, the average cost per pupil in Government 
Arts Colleges and Secondary Schools is higher than in non-Government 
Arts Colleges and Secondary Schools by 55 and 35 per cent. 
respectively~ 

(b) The extra. cost required for Government Colleges and Schoo!A is 
due to the fact that .better qualified and better paid staffs are em I loyed 
as a rule and that in the case of Qolleges the number of puiils is limited 
to reasonable dimensions. It may also be mentioned that in certain 
non-Government Colleges the professors are members of missionary 
associations and similar bodies and accept pay a good deal below the 
market rate . 

. 1\Ir. H. B. SHIVDASJNI : I do not wish to ask my questions. 
MOUJNI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I rise to a point o~ o~der. As 

these questions are not asied, wia they form part of the proreec:Lngs 1 · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourab'e member will get 

that. in' ormation v.hen the pro eedings of the last Legis ati-·e Council 

*The following honourable members did not· put the questions standing in their 
names:-

Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar, Mr. S, S. Dev,,Mr. N. R. Gunjal, Mr. W. S. Mukadam (on behalf 
of Mr. M.D. Karki), Mr. W. S. Mukadam, Mr. H.B. Shivdasani, Mr. J. C. Swaminarayan ... 
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[The President] 
are circulated to honourable members. It is obvious that when 9-ues..:. 
tions are not put, no answers are given and therefore they cannot go into 
the proceedings. 

Mr. J. C. SWA11IINARAYAN: I do not wish to ask my questions. 

GOVERNMENT BILLS. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to make 
a brief statement as to the business, Sir. The first bill on the list, I 
understand, will not be proceeded with and I understand the second 
bill ·will be withdrawn. And the third bill, I understand, it will be 
more convenient to take up at the end of the bills on this list ; so that~ 
the first bill to be taken up will now be Bill No. XIII of 1925 (A Bill to 
impose a tax on totalisator betting), and I have a suggestion to make,. 
Sir, that after that, it might perhaps be convenient to take up the Stock 
Exchange Bill, and after that, the Children Bill, in order to give a little 
more time to get together all the amendments on the Major Municipalities 
Bill. 

BILL No. XII OF 1924 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE COLLECTION 
OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES). 

The Honourable :rtlr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : Government desire. 
to have this bill postponed, Sir. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The practice that has been 
followed in the past has made me look up the procedure as provided in 
the Rules and Standing Orders. As far as I have been able to make out~ 
Government are privileged to withdraw a bill, but if they desire postpone· 
ment, a motion to that effect should be put before the House and their 
decision taken on it. Two courses are open to the Honourable the General 
Member. One is to withdraw the bill, and that does not restrict Govern
ment from bringing it on at the next session. A postponement and a 
withdrawal have really in effect no difference, except so far as the Council 
office is concerned. But if you wish to postpone it, you should move a 
motion and I will put it to the Ifouse, and the House will decide. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: I formally move, Sirt 
that this bill be postponed to the next session. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN {Nasik District): Sir, I rise to oppose this 

motion., I really fail to understand why the Government should go on 
postponing this bill from session to· session. This is an important bill, 
auJ the honourable House remembers it was, as a tnatter of fact, 
introduced into this Council once and even referred to a select committee. 
The select committee considered it and again it was introduced and 
then the Honourable the Home Member called an informal meeting 
and again that informal meeting considered the bill. So, the bill has 
passed through several stages and it is really an extraordinary and 
surprising thing that Government should even at this stage move for a 
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[Mr. R. G. Pradhan] 
postponement of this bill. It is an important bill, and I have a suspicion 
that this bill is being withdrawn or postponed from time to time out of 
deference to capitalistic interests. I venture to make that statement 
with a full sense of responsibility. I am aware that a certain section 
representing capitalistic interests is hostile to this bill and I venture to 

. think, Sir, that it is under the influence of this section that Government 
are again and again postponing this bill. I must strongly condemn the 
attitude of Government and I do hope that the House will not approve 
of it. There is absolutely no reason why the coi:tsideration of this bill 
should be postponed. The honourable member who has moved this 
motion has done so without a single word in support of it and I appeal 
to the House to reject that motion. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to oppose the motion and I fully associate 
myself with what has been said by the honourable member 1\t.r. Pradhan 
from Nasik. The bill would have been very much useful had the Govern
ment taken care tO place it before the Council now. It would have been 
very useful especially during the present time when the millhanda are 
on strike and when they want an enquiry to be taken up by Government. 
At present Government cannot ask the millowners to produce before them 
certain figures and other information which are necessary for the enquiry. 
But Government have been shirking their responsibility and postponing 
this bill from time to time. There is no doubt that Government have 
been guided by capitalistic influence. Mill workers will lose their con
fidence in Government on account of this action of theirs. I hope there
fore that the Government will think twice and reconsider this question; 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I want honourable members to 
realize that thk! i~ a motion for postponement and elaborate discussion 

· is not permitted. 1£ any other honourable member wishes to speak for 
a couple of minutes, I will not prevent him. 

MOR VI R.AFIUDDIN AIIMAD (Central Divi~on) : I think, Sir, 
the honourable mover of this motion owes an apology to this House for 
the manner in which he has asked for the postponement. It may be due 
to his inexperience. The usual rule is that when a motion for postpone
ment is made reasons satisfactory to the House are given because honour
able members are supposed to have spent a good deal of time in 
considering the bill. Government certainly owes an explanation to 
this House. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGffi : Mr. President, the 
honourable members are probably aware of the fact that the Govern
ment of India appointed the Economic Inquiry Committee: That 
Committee has reported and in that report there are suggestions for the 
collection of statistics. If this Government brought forward a bill of 
their own just now, it might be rather inconvenient if on account of t~e 
report of the committee I have alluded to, the Government of India 
desired to have a bill of their now. Under the circumstances this Govern
ment thought it advisable to postpone the consideration of this bill till 
the Government of India have decided what steps should be taken on 
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[Jir. Cowas·i Jehangir] 
the report of the Economic Inquiry Committee. That is the reason ,why 
this Government do not at present desire to introduce this bill Honour· 
able members are well aware that the Statistics Eill was introduced by 
my honourable friend the Honourable Leader of the House, and it is 
quite correct to say that honourable members took great interest in that 
bill. It was sent I believe to an informal committee and very serious · 
consideration was given to the proposal of Government, but under the 
new circumstances that have arisen Government think it best to postpone 
consideration of this Lill till we know what the Government of India 
desire to do in this connection. 

Question put and ( arried. 

BILL No. XI OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY SMOKE-NUISANCES ACT, 1912). 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : Sir, I desire to with~ 
draw this bill. 

The bill is withdrawn. 

BILL No. XII OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY PORT TRUST ACT, 1879). 

The Honourable. Mr. COW .ASJI JEHANGIR: Mr. President, the 
Honourable Leader of the House has already announced that this bill 
will be the last official bill on the .Agenda. 

BILL No. XIII OF 1925 (A BILL TO IMPOSE A TAX ON · 
TOTALISATOR BETTING). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 
The HonouraLle Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I present 

the report of the select committee on t4is bill.* 
The Fonourable the PRESIDE~"'"'I': The report of the select com

mittee is presented. 

The HononraLle :.Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, . I 
&c·ond R ... ading rhe to propose the second reading of this bill 

' to impose a tax on totalisator betting. This 
bill stands liUbstantially in the same form in which it was referred to 
the select tommittee and there are therefore no amendments contained 
in the report of the select committee which require any explanation 
to the House. There are certain amendments which are being 
proposed. by various members and these will be discussed in detail as 
they arise. I will take this opportunity of reminding the House that in 
framing the budget we have ventured to assume that we shall secure the 
support of the House in the passing of this bill, and that we accordingly 
took credit in our accounts for a revenue of six lakhs of rupees. This is 
a sum that we anticipate the proposed rate of tax will secure for us in the 
oeoming racing season at Bombay and next year we hope for a larger sum 

•AppendUA. 
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and the year after that, a still larger sum. It would be easy for me t01 
mention larger sums that may what the ··appetite of the House, but I 
abstain from doing so because this taxation is experimental and the
amount of revenue that will be obtained from it in future will depend 
in a great measure on the revival of prosperity in business and on other: 
factors which vdll arise for determination by the Government of the day. 
But this much is certain that as long as we do not kill the goose that lays 
the golden eggs, it will go on laying the golden eggs. In the minutes of 
dissent we find some members anxious to raise the sum to be levied above . 
the rate of 4 per cent. These members have, I submit, Sir, omitted to· 
study the Constitutional Law. It is the privilege of this House, as of the 
House of Commons, to oppose the demands of Government upon the tax
payers and I must admit that this House has on several occasions ful£lled 
that function very effectively, some of us may think too effectively, but 
just as it is not within the functions of the House of Common to increase 
any taxation, so it is not within the functions of this House. As I ex
plained last August, the figure of 4 per cent. has been determined by 
Government to be the maximum that should be levied and that figure
has been arrived at after very careful consideration of the experience and 
the practice of other countries, and Government desire to determine the 
actual amount that should be levied within the figure of 4 per cent. in 
accordance with the various conditions that may be prevailing in future 
years. · I have already explained to this House before that the Turf 
Club has been compelled in Bombay through the action of various Govern
mental bodies to relay their racecourse and in order to rlo so, to reclaim 
certain swamps and to rebuild their grand stand. This was due primarily 
t~ the requirements of a new railway statio11 in Bombay. The cost of 
the operations has been so great that Government consider it necessary 
to take them into account and to reduce the charge for this current year 
below the figure of 4 per cent. S~me of these amendments suggest that 
the words" not exceeding" in the sentence" not exceeding 4 per cent." 
should be omitted. If these words " not exceeding " were deleted from· 
the clause, the result would be that the House would be raising the 
demand upon the taxpayer higher than the demand made by Govern
ment, and it would thus be performing a function which is contrary to the 
first law of its being. We are, therefore, advised that that proposal is 
out of order, and we must submit that objection to the ruling of the 
President. 

I see that in the minutes of dissent an honourable member accuses 
Government of having a soft heart for the Turf Club. That, I under
stand, is not the view taken by ~he Turf Club. I do not know if their 
views will be voiced in this House, but I suggest to some of my honourable 
friends opposite that if ever they are in need of any picture que metaphors 
·with an acid flavour to them, all that they need do is to go and listen to 
some of the flowers of speech of certain members of the Turf Club. The 
fact of course is that in all such cases, when Government are violently 
attacked, Government has been wholly impartial and perfectly just. 
(Laughter). 
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The thlrd point of importance on which there is difference of op~ion: 

is clat~~e 10 of the bill-the reduction of the entrance Jee from 50 percent •. 
to 25 per cent. One honourable member suggests that that is contrary 
to the object of the bill, and is therefore ultra vires. That question is a 
point for the decision of the President. I will only say that we have 
taken legal advice on this point, and while we fully recognise the legal 
acumen of the honourable member who makes this objection, we must 
be content to note that it is always the most clever lawyers who differ 
with the most complete conviction and the most excellent argunients. I 
suggest that, apart from this legal discussion, there can be little question 
as to the merit of the proposal. Twenty-five per cent. is the maximum 
tax on every other kind of entertainment under the Entertainments Tax. 
When this figure was placed at 50 per cent. for entrance to the race
course in 1922, this House was anxious to indicate its desire that Govern
ment should introduce a tax on betting. Government were not, at that 
time, ready to put a tax on betting, and now that we have introduced a 
bill for the taxation of the totalisator. I submit that it :would be only 
just and proper that we should reduce that portion of the tax which falls 
on the people who frequent the racecourse to the same rate as the tax 
that falls on people who frequent other places of entertainment. It is 
not right and proper to differentiate between forms of entertainments, 
and. to say that people who are entertained by visiting the racecourse· 
should pay a higher rate for their amusement than people who visit 
cinemas and theatres or take their amusement in other ways. 

Mr. President, with these words, I ask the second reading of this bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before I put the question to the 

House for discussion, -I should like to invite their attention to important 
points of order that arise in considering this bill and the various amend
ments of which notice has been given. The question has been decided 
in the past, but in my opinion it is not free from doubt, and · 
I therefore decided to obtain the opinion of the Remembrancer of 
Legal Affairs and the Advocate General. That opinion has ·been re
ceived, and I will now place before the honourable House all the points that 
I referred for the Advocate General's opinion and also the reply that I 
have received from him. The points that I referred to the Advocate 
General were as follows : · 

(1) Whether the words " to introduce any measure'.' in section SOC 
of the Government of India Act apply to introduction of legislation or 
whether they include amendments after a Government bill has been 
submitted for the consideration of the Legislative Council, varying, 
altering or amending such proposals. 

(2) Whether the words "public revenues of a province" in section 800 
mean Government revenues for the time being, or also include pros
pective revenues resulting from proposals for new taxation sanctioned 
by the legislature. 

(3) Whether the amendments of the kind referred to in paragraph 5 
of the minute of the Honourable the President dated the 12th October 
1925 are out of order. 
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This refers to the amendment. from the honourable member Mr. Bhopat

kar with regard to the d:scretion provided in this bill of not fixing the 
amount of the tax but of leaving it to the discretion of the Government 
by fixing only the maximum amount that could be levied. There was 
doubt as to whether the House could, by way of amendment, remove the 
discretion proposed to be vested in Government, and consider an amend
ment eliminating that discretion and fixing a maximum tax. That was 
the third question that I referred to the Advocate General. 

(4) Whether the function of the legislature in connection with money 
bills is restricted without the previous sanction of the Governor to either 
accept or reject them as a whole. 

I have argued the points and have pointed out the doubts which I 
entertain on the subject, and this is the opinion that the Advocate 
General has given : · · 

" As regards the first question, lam of opinion that the words' to introduce any measure' 
include amendments after a Government bill has been submitted for the consider&· 
tion of the Legislative Council, varying, altering or amending proposals. The word 
' measure ' is very wide and includes an amendment. It cannot be construed &R a bill. 
Whenever a bill only is intended the sections of the Government of India Act use the words 
'to introduce a bill', See sections 72D(5)and 72E. Section 67 (2) use~ the word 'mea· 
sure' and 67 (2a) the word' bill'. Thus in the same section (section 67) a distinction is 
made between a bill and a measure. If the intention of the legislature was to .confine 
section SOC to a bill, the words used would have been ' to introduce a bill ' and not ' to 
introduce any measure '. " 

So that, on the first point, Counsel gives the opinion that section SOC 
applies not only to bills but also to amendments. The Advocate General 
further. says: · 

" The words used in the marginal notes to section SOC are ' financial proposals '. Mar
ginal notes to the sections of an Act are not to be referred to far the purpose of construing 
an Act ( 31, l.nui..n Appeals, page 132). I have therefore not taken into consideration the 
marginal notes in construing the section. ' 
· "As regards the second question, I am of opinion that the words 'public revenues of a 
province' include prospective revenues resulting from proposals for new taxation and 
are not confined to existing revenues. The words of the section are 'affecting revenues' 
and not ' affecting existing revenues '. ' 

"In paragraph (1) of the minute of the Honourable the President it is stated that sec. 
tion SOC appears to apply to money bills which any member wjshes to introduce in the 
Legir~lative Council and that in all such cases the previous sanction of the Governor is 
required and that there is no difference of opinion on the point so far as money bills ·are 
concerned. It is therefore conceded that a bill for additional taxation which does not affect 
the existing revenues cannot be introduced by a member without the previous sanction of 
the Governor. This shows that the words used in section SOC are not confined to existing 
revenues and a proposal for levying additional taxation affects the public revenues. 

"As reg rds the third question I am of opinion that the amendments referred to in that 
question are out of order. They require the previous sanction of the Governor under 
section SOC of the Government of India. Act. " 

Section 800 deals with the discretion vested in the Governor to regulate 
the extent of taxation. Then the Advocate General coming to the fourth 
point gives his views as· follows : 

"My answer to the fourth question is in the affirmative. Section SOC in my ?Pinion 
makes no distinction between present and future revenues. The word '~Lffect' w that 
section means affecting either beneficially or prejudicially. When a member moves an 
amendment to a Government taxation bill for increasing or reducing the rate of tax 
propo..ed hy G ,v.,rnJ•ten• Ill' intr.,<luoe~ a u•M•uu· whu·h tdl'e ·t~ lh• pu btit· n·vrnues. 
Such amendment requires the previous sanction of the Governor under section SOC of the 
Government of India Act. ' 
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"It is a well recognised principle of constitutional law that a proposal. for taxation or . 

for approprilltion of revenue .can only be introduced by the Crown or With the assent. 
of the Crown. (See Erskine May, 12th edition, page 462 and page 491; Halsbury. the 
Laws of England, Vol. XXI, page 766, and Vol. XXIV, page 536). 

Section sue of the Government of India Act is intended to give effect to the principle 
that a proposalfor taxation can only ke introduced by the Crown or with the assevt of the 
Crown. It seems to me that section SOC goes further than English Law, for an amend· 
ment to a Government taxation bill for reducing the rate of tax proposed by Government, 
needs sanction under section SOC. 

I have read with care the learned minute of the Honourable the President. I am. 
unable to agree with the view taken by the Honourable the President. I think that 
the vie\r taken by the Secretary and the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs is correct." 

The effect i'l that this honourable House ·can either accept the proposal 
for taxation which Government may submit to them or reject it, but 
they cannot move any amendments. 

A further question that arises out of the amendments on this bill is 
whether the House has got the power to say, by means of amendments, 
that they will sanction the tax conditional upon its being ear-marked 
for a public purpose. This question was also referred to the AdvocAte 
General. But I want the honourable members to realise that their 
power with regard to rejecting the proposal in toto is unquestionable. 
On the question of ear-marking the Advocate General gives the following 
opinion: 

" The question for consideration is whether the proceeds ofany tax can be appropriated 
or ear-marked for any special purpose without the previous sanction of the Governor. 

"!admit that section 72D (2)(c) and rule 30 of the Bombay Legislative Council Rules 
apply only to motions for appropriation at the time of the budget. I am, however, of 
opinion that section SOC of the Government of India Act applies to the case under con
sideration. Section SOC is not confined to money bills. It also applies to amendments 
affecting public revenues (see the opinion given by me dated 17th October 1925 on the 
question whether an amendment increasing or reducing the rate of tax proposed in 
11 Government bill is in order if the previous sanction of the Governor has not been 
obtained). " 

This opinion I have already read out to the House. The Advocate·. 
General goes on to say : 

"The question therefore is whether the amendments under consideratio~ affect the 
public revenues. The word' affect' is a word of ordinary English. It means (a) influ. 
ence (1•) produce an effect upon (c) act upon, (d) operate, (e) concern or touch. (See 
Webster's Nc:w International Dictionary.) Any measure infiuencing,lroducing an 
effect upon, acting upon. concerning or touching the public revenues woul be a mea~ure 
affecting the public revenues. I do not think the word 'affect' is confined to imposing 
a. tax: or a ·~ m~nting or reducing a tax:. A measure for appropriation of revenue would be· 
a measure affecting revenues. The word 'affect' is capable of a very large meaning and . 
was I think purposely used to bring within the scope CJf the section of the Government of 
India Act th" principle of English Constitutional Law. As pointed out by the Secretary, 
it cannot have been the intentif!n of the legislature while prohibiting during the d.l8cus~ion 
on the budget motions for appropriation except on the recommendation of the Governor 
to permit them at other times, e.g., by way of amendments to bills without such recom
mendation. I think it \rould not be disputed that a member cannot introduce a bill 
without the previous sanction of the Governor proposing that the proceeds of the totalisa.. 
t~r tax: should be spent only on education. He could certainly introduce such a bill if it 
d1d not affect public revenues and therefore did not fall under section SOC. But a bill 
for appropriation of revenues would certainly be one affecting revenues and would faU 
undc~ section 80C. The only question in. my opinion therefore is whether the words 
' to tntroduce a measure ' are confined to money bills or whether they include 
amendments also. I think to propose an amendment is to introdu 'e a measure 
vnder section SOC. I think that the view taken by the Secretary and the-
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·Remembrancer of Legal Affairs with which I agree is supported by the ruling regarding 
,amendments of the President of the Legislative Assembly given on 27th l\Iay 1924 in 
-connection with the Steel Industry (protection) Bill. The President of the Legislative 
Assembly at p .ge 2293 of the Legislative Assembly D .. bates, Vol. IV, Part IV, says:-

' In.dealing with these amendments the principles to be borne in mind are that no 
motion to impose a tax can be made except on the recommendation of the Crown nor 

-can the amount of a tax proposed on Lehalf of the Crown be augmented without a similar 
recommendation. Shnilarly every motion for gr;tnt of money from the public revenues 
·or for creating a charge on such revenues can again be made only on the sanction or re. 
·Commendation of the Crown. These are con,stitutiona Jyrecognise.l fundamental principles 
on which bills of this character have to be dealt with and the same principle has been 
embodiedir..section67AoftheGovernment ofindiaActandsection 67 (2) (a) and sec
tion 67A clauses 2 and 6.' 

I may also point out that looking at the preamble it seems to me to be doubtful whether 
the amendments are within the scope of the bill. However, the opinion I have given is 
not based on the amendments being outside the scope of the bill." 

I am sorry that I have taken so much time of the House, but I am 
sure honourable members will appreciate that the issues involved in this 
question are of far-reaching importance in regard to the powers and 
functions of this honourable House. It is, therefore, desirable that they 
.should know exactly what according to expert legal opinion their powers 
and functions are. 

Before concluding I should like to draw the attention of honourable 
members to the remarks at page 469 of Sir Erskine May's Parliamentary 
Practice, to which reference has been made. Before I read that, I should 
like to inform honourable members that the practice in England appears 
to be this. There it is an accepted principle-and I think it is a very 
sound principle to follow-that the right to impose a burden upon the 
subject vests in the Crown and in the Crown alone. It is in pursuance 
-of that principle that the recommendation of the Crown or the sanction 
of the representative of the Crown in India is necessary before any 
proposal can be laid before the House to impose additional burdens on 
the people of this province. It is with that object that the previous 
sanction of the Crown is made necessary in imposing those burdens. The 
parliamentary practice, when once that sanction is ·received and the 
bill is placed before the House, is, that no amendments increasing those 
burdens which are proposed on the people can be entertained without 
the previous san~tion of the Crown. The Crown has by sanctioning a 
measure determined the extent to which further burdens should be 
imposed upon the people, and no honourable member is authorized to 
propose any amendments which would have the effect of increasing such 
burdens without the previous sanction of the Crown. But when we 
come to the question of reducing the burden, the powers of the House 
of Commons are considerably widened, and this paragraph in Erskine 
l\Iay clearly shows what happens when amendments for reducing those 
burdens are placed before the House : 

" It follows as a matter of course that a motion to alleviate the burthens upon the 
people is not within the scope of the standing. rders relating to the imposition of charges 
upon the people. A bill for diminishing or repealing a tax or other public burt hen, unless 
the imposition of a new tax is proposed by way of substitution, is introduced without the 
Royal recommendation or preliminary committee stage. Amendments, also strictly 
confined to relief from pecuniary burt hens can be considered both in committee and with 
the Speaker in the Chair. " 
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That shows that in England the practice is that while no member of 

the legislature can move an amendment which would have the e:ffeQt of 
increasing the burden on the people; without the previous sanction of 
the Crown, they are entitled by way of amendments to reduce the proposed 
burden. In England they go further. As I have just read out, even 
bills by non-officialmembers can be introduced I educing existing taxation 
or repealing taxation Acts without the previous sanction of the Crown. 
Section 800, in my opinion; definitely prohibits this in India. As 
regards whether amendments which propose a reduction of taxation 
proposed by Government are in order or not, I have, in spite of the legal 
opinion, considerable doubts. I am still inclined to think that honourable 
members are entitled to move amendments reducing the amount of 
additional taxation proposed by Government, without ·the previous 
sanction of the Governor. But at tlris stage I do not propose to act 
on that doubt. I have put these doubts before the Advocate 
General.. ......... .. 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to say 
just a few words on that particular question, Sir, as to whether reductions 
can be moved to a money bill by any member of this House without the 
sanction of the Governor. W c are indebted to you, Sir, for the very 
grPat care and indus+.ry which you have displayed in this very diffic.ult 
subject which is one of considerable compl:cation and one in which it is 
not at all easy to come to an accurate legal derision. As regards the 
major points decided by you we have nothing further to say. But upon 
this particular question of reductions, we have precedents in this 
honourable House. We have precedents of reductions moved. without 
sanctio:t;J. in the rase of the Court-fee~ Act Amendment Bill and in the 
case of the Stamp Act AmendmP.nt Bill, and we are quite ready to follow 
those precedents. I see also that that procedure was followed in the 
Legislative A.~sembly. In a recent book on Parliamentary Procedure in 
lnd£a by Mr. Chamier, the case is quoted where the president of the 
Legislative Assembly said that he was thrown back upon parliamentary 
practice as he did not consider that he was bound in this matter by section 
80C : he therefore held that though increases could not be moved, still 
it was within the rights of honourable members to move reductions and 
he said that wouJd be strictly in accordance, both in regard to increases 
and reductions, with '•arliamentary practice. Therefore, Sir, if you should 
feel, in this very difficult question, that the better view would be to 
follow prE>cE>dent<?, both here and in the Legislative Assembly, then I am 
authorised to say that no objection whatever to that course would be 
taken by Government. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Leader of the 
House has made the statement interrupting me just when I was going 
t~ inform the House that since this opinion was given I have personally 
discus!'>ed the matter with the Advocate General, who is fortunately . 
here, and placed my doubts ·before him. After careful consideration 
~e has intimated to me that he is prepared, in view· of the further 
hght that has been thrown on the question of parliamentary procedure, 
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enables the poor to participate in race gambling; These are direct 
encouragements to gambling, and I think it would not be fair on our · 
part to allow this bill to pass without taking into account all these factors. 
Let me mention that in 1897 the race meetings were held on only l9 
days. But when they were increased to 42 days in a year Government 
introduced the Race Licensing Bill and curtailed the number of days to 
30, but gradually the number has again increased. At present the 
number is 36, and if Government will sanction 12 days to each of the 
new six places then there will be gambling for 72 additional days in a 
year. 36 days are already legalised, so in a year there w~uld ~e gambling 
for 108 days. That means in every three days one day will be a day 
set apart for gambling. Is that a thing which we as representatives of 
the people can tolerate 1 It is well known that people· who go to the 
race courses do not go there for the sake of sport. They go there only 
either to make money or to lose it. Very often they lose it and yet they 
go there only in the false hope that they will regain what they have lost 
and get something more also. Therefore under these circumstances I 
think it is our duty to scrutinize the proposal that is before us very 
carefully. 

May I mention that our presidency surpasses even Monte-Carlo·? 
Notorious as that State is for its huge gambling. it imposes a limit on the 
stakes. A maximum stake on a single coup is prescribed and enforced; but 
in our race enclosures there is absolutely no limitation whatsoever. The 
only limitation that is operating is physical, viz., the amount of money that 
one has in his pocket. If he has plenty of it he can gamble it all away; It 
will be nobody s concern even if the. gambler's family will be involved in 
ruin. Let Die mention the practice that is in force in the first enclosure~ 
Though the stake is nominally of Rs. 10, in the first enclosure multiples 
of Rs. 10 can be sold in one ticket up to a maximum of Rs. 100 and a 
punter is at liberty to buy any number of multiple tickets. I am told 
that once in Poona a man came from Bombay with one lakh ·of rupees . 
in his pocket and when he lost about rupees sixty thousand in a· race 
meeting his heart was broken and he fell down dead. (Mr. C. N.- Wadia: 
When did it happen 1) I do not know the exact date. I have asked a 
question whether there were such accidental deaths in the race course 
at Poona, but it has not been answered yet. But what I stated is from 
information obtained by me from non-official sources. (Mr. C. N. Wadis.: 
May I know what he lost 1) He lost rupees sixty thousand. That is 
what I was told, but of course I have no official information on the point. 
I have asked a question on the point, but as I have said it has not yet 
been answered. Perhaps the answer may be given during the course of 
this session. (Mr. C. N. Wadia : Can the honourable member state the 
year in which this took place?) It occurred within the last three years. 
(Laughter.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. 
l'l!r. ~· N. SURVE : Perhaps I may bring to the notice of this House a. · 

resolution passed by a public body in Bombay in the month of 
B 744-4 
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September last. The Bombay Christian Council which represents 28 
Protestant Unions in Western India., six hundred missionaries and more 
than one lakh' Indian Christians, has passed the following resolution 
which reads :-
. " The Bombay Christian Council views with concern the increase in the racecourse 

gambling in Western India and the widespread demoralisation caused by it· and appeals 
to Government and to the Bombay Legislative Council and the leaders of public opiaion 
to use every eftort to protect the people from this evil." 

Here is ·a direct call from one community, which by reason of its 
education and organization is well fitted to give us that call. It asks us 
that we should do everything in our power to restrict gambling. There
fore, I place it before this House that we should not allow this bill to be 
rushed through. Nothing will be lost because the adjournment is going 
to be up tO the next session. By that time we can appoint a committee 
and the committee can go into all the aspects of this question, and then 
we will be in a better position to judge our position and decide one way 
or anoth~r. Therefore, I hope that my motion will be accepted by the 
House. 

Question proposed, that the consideration of the bill be postponed 
till the next session. · 
·The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am anxious on one 
point only, Sir, and that is to correct the information of my honourable 
friend opposite as to the extension of the Racecourses Licensing Act 
to other places beyond Poona and Bombay. I do not feel that my 
racing information is s.ufficiently good to answer the other points raised 
by 'him. He seems so very much better informed than I am on these 
particular incidents of racing of the last few years. Moreover, the 
particular reasons he has given for postponing this subject are not at 
all plain to me. He says nothing will be lost by delay. Perhaps he 
thinks that six lakhs is nothing, for I believe that six lakhs would be 
lost by delay. He also asks us to make e\!:.ery effort to protect the people 
from the evil of gambling, to restrict gambling, and yet he says "Do 
not tax this racing association ". It seems to me, Sir, that he has in 
his own speech given us very good reasons why we should proceed with 
the utmost speed, with this particular measure, both on financial grounds 
and moral grounds .. 

These points, however, will no doubt be disposed of by my honourable 
friend the Finance Member. But, Sir, I should like to explain quite 
apart from those points that the reason for extending the Racecourses 
Licensing Act to those other places was merely to enable us to control 
race meetings. It is not a fact that there were no race meetings before 
in these places or that racecourses have suddenly sprung up in them. 
There have been racecourses and race meetings there for as long as I 
can remember, and that extends to a good many years' service in India. 
There has been a racecourse at Kirkee for years and years. Possibly 

- my honourable friend has not visited that racecourse though his informa
tion seems to be extensive with regard to other places. 
· Mr. A. N. SURVE : But was there gambling at Kirkee before 1 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : I believe there was 
gambling at Kirkee, that is to say, betting both with bookies and by 
totalisators. But such betting as went on is now controlled by the 
license issued under the Racecourses Licensing Act. The number of 
races is strictly limited and the operations on the totalisator are now 
strictly limited by the license issued under that Act. 

Then, with regard to Mahableshwar, there is a little racecourse there 
which my honourable friend may perhaps have seen, and I believe that 
there is a day's 1acing there about once in three years. So, that averages 
about one-third of a day a year. That is not really a very serious 
matter. But even there spectators were able to indulge in betting with 
bookies or through the totalisator. They will now be controlled under 
the license issued under the Racecourses Licensing Act. The other 
places are Hyderabad (Sind) and Karachi. In both these places there 
have been racecourses for years and meetings have periodically been 
held. Themeeting atHyderabadisquiteasmall one and the ra e meet-

at Karachi are quite small, compared with those in Poona and Bom
bay. I believe also in Ahmednagar there have been races. I remember 
riding in a race there about 35 years ago. That was not a very serious 
affair. I do not think my honourable friend need be in any fear that the 
morals of the people will be in any way spoiled by the races in Ahmednagar 
being controlled under the Racecourses Licensing Act. I put it to him 
Reriously that this extension is really in the nature of control and not 
expansion. It is no reason whatever for not proceeding at once with 
this bill which will have the effect of further controlling or restricting 
the evil which he has so much at heart in restricting in this Presidency. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Mr. President, 
·I rise to oppose the motion of my honourable friend behind me. But 
before I do that, I express my great admiration for the earnestness with 
which he comes forward to take up this cause, and I really sympathise 
with him for the manner in which he has brought forward the racing evil 
and dwelt upon its extension. Sir, I think it would be a right thing, 
before extensions are given or this Act is applied to any other place 
except Bombay or Poona, to obtain the sanction of this Council. 

Mr. D. B. ADW ANI: I rise to a point of order. Are the honourable 
member's remarks relevant 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am afraid much o£ the discussion 
which has proceeded is not relevant. I must rule that the issue before 
the House is simply whether a tax should be levied on the amount of bets 
put in the totalisator and whether that tax should be levied at a percentage 
not exceeding 4. That is the only issue in the bill. I have admitted 
that much of the discussion has' been irrelevant, but now that a point of 
order has been specifically raised, I must strictly restrict the discussion 
to the issue before the House. The issue is a very simple one : the House 
has to decide whether they will tax the Turf Club or not, and if they decide 
to tax it, what the extent of that tax should be-not exceeding 4 per 
cent. The amendment is that the consideration of this bill be postponed 
till the next session and the relevant reasons that can be .urged are that 

H 744-4a 
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the House is not prepared to sanction this tax at this session, that 
they want further time to consider and- therefore they want to 
postpone it. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Every member must be allowed to 
develop his own point in the way he likes. I was just coming to the point 
which I wished to make and I was interrupted, I am very sorry to say, 
and the interruption has caused two or three minutes' waste ..... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The point of order prevails. 
:MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\I.AD : Yes, Sir. I would like to answer 

the honourable member's statement that the other aspects of the 
question excepting financial aspects have not been taken up. The other 
aspect which he brings forward is the moral aspect, and I believe we 
have sufficiently dealt with the moral aspect of the question in the 
first reading of the bill and if there is any serious objection that 
can be taken, I think, there is time yet for the House to take it up. 
I do not see any reason why the matter should be adjourned till the next 
session. Besides, the honourable member wants a Eelect committee .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is not in the motion, it is simply 
postponement. · 

MO'ULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: We have had already a discussion 
by the select committee. No other committee is necessary. 

Mr. A .. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the only point which 
is made is that in the places which I have named there were races held 
before and there was some amount of gambling also ........... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I hope the honourable member 
will bear in mind the ruling 'I have given. Considerable btitude has 
been allowed but I do not propose to allow any more latitude. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I am answering only one point, Sir, but the gamb
ling going on there was illegal gambling. In the Racecourses Licensing 
Act Government have reserved the power of exempting any horse-race 
from the operation of the Act, and the only exemption made thereunder 
is in favour of the mounted sports of the Bombay gymkhana ; such sort 
of exemption was not made in the case of places to which the Act has been 
recently extended. Therefore I say that if there was gambling, it was 
illegal gambling, or gambling which the eye of law did not choose to 

· 'notice ori account of its blindness. I think that the question is of serious 
importance and that the welfare of the people is at stake. Therefore I 
submit the consideration of the bill should be adjourned to the next 
·session. · 
. The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I have done 
my best to understand the honourable member's objections but it appears 
'to me that these objections are based on matters which are quite irrelevant 
to the principle of the bill before the House. His objections have been 
based on certain things done under the Racecourses Licensing Act
and this bill whether it is a good bill or a bad bill, is not in any way 
·concerned with the actions of mv honourable friend here (the Honour
·able the Hom:e M~mber) under· the Racecourses Licensing Act. My 
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honourble friend says that with the very best of intentions he took certain 
actions under that Act, but honourable members seem to think :those 
actions are very bad and probably suspect that the intention also was 
very bad. These are considerations with which we are not concerned a~ 
the present time, and I respectfully submit to this House that no reason 
has been given why we should not proceed with the consideration of this 
Lill. I admit that it is a financial bill and I have already stated that the 
Lill if passed will give us six lakhs of rupees. · 

This financial consideration does not enter into the mind of my honour
able friend opposite who regards six lakhs as a matter of no moment; 
Lut to the Financial Department naturally another point of view appeals. 
We request this House to proceed with this bill feeling perfectly satisfied 
that it will not have any oi the deleterious, detrimental moral effects that 
my honourable friend foresees and that on the other hand it will have a. 
very practical result in giving the State the money which the State very 
seriously needs. 

Question put and lost. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : We now proceed with the con
sideration of the motion for the second reading. 

Mr. R. G. PRADIIAN (Nasik District): Sir, I rise to oppose the 
second reading of the bill not only on the grounds on which I objected 
to the first reading of the bill at the last session but also on other grounds, 
in fact, on the general merits of the bill. When last time I opposed the 
first reading of the bill, my honourable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad 
described me as a missionary of anti-gambling. I may tell him that I 
am not at all afraid of the appellation thus given to me ; rather I feel 
~lated at finding that my missionary spirit has succeeded at least ~ 
making one convert. I am very glad to find that the leader of the non
Brahmin party, the honoura.ble member who just now spoke in support 
of the motion of postponement, has now come round to exactly the same 
view about this bill which I took at the first reading of the bill. In view 
of the rulings that have been given with regard to the several amendments 
and after the various views which have been expressed in the several 
minutes of dissent that have been written by members of the select 
committee, I ask this honourable House, is it at all worth while proceeding 
with this bill 1 The Honourable the Finance Member has just now told 
us that this bill is expected to bring six lakhs of rupees and he has shown 
a very characteristic concern about the interests of the Finance Depart
ment over which he has the privilege to preside. I can quite understand 
his extraordinary solicitude about finance ; in fact it appears to me 
that his solicitude for the financial interests of Government will go to such 
an extreme that he would like to junip at any source of revenue however 
objectionable it may be. All that he seems to care for is money. " Give 
me money, whatever may be the source from which you give it. I w&nt 
money, money, money."· That seems to be the whole burden pf 
his song and he does not care at all for any other consideratio~~ 
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bearing on the bill. He wants money, but certainly we are not bound· 
to show such extraordinary sympathy with· his demands. We are the 
repres~ntatives of the people ; we are concerned not only with the finance 
of the presidency but also with the well-being of the people of the presi· 
dency ; we are concerned not only with the financial interests but also· 
with the general and moral interests of the people ; and it seems to me 
that this bill can be described in a nutshell in this way: is this Council 
going to barter the souls of the people, the souls of those people whose 
interests, whose progress, whose well-being, are in our hands, I say, 
are we going to barter the souls of the people for a mere mess of 
pottage consisting in a few lakhs of rupees 1 That seems to be 
the essential nature of the thing. If this bill is passed, we shall 
be selling away the moral interests of the people. And for what ~ 
For increasing the revenue of this presidency by Rs. 6 lakhs. Is the: 
statesmanship of the Government so bankrupt-! put it plainly-is the 
statesmanship, the financial ability of the Honourable the Finance 
Member so bankrupt that he cannot find out any other source of revenue,. 
which would not be open to such grave and serious objection 1 If he 
cannot do it, I must say plainly, with due respect to him, that it would be
much better if some other gentleman is allowed to take his place, and to. 
bring in proposals which would not be open to such objection. But .I 
do not believe that the Government of Bombay is so bankrupt in financial 
wisdom and financial ability that if they only courageously apply their
mind to all these financial questions, they will not be able to make satis
factory proposals to which no objection could be taken on any ground 
whatsoever. As it is, the bill is open to serious objection. I emphatically 
say that this House would be betraying the interests of those who have 
elected them, if they consent to an immoral tax of this kind, which would 
result in bartering away the souls of the people for a mess of pottage,. 
consisting of Rs. 6 ~akhs. ~ 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, the speech 
that we have just listened to with the greatest respect from the 
honourable member 1\Ir. Pradhan is very similar to the speech which I 
hold in my hand which was delivered in this House on the 30th July 
last. I do not know if there is anything new in the arguments which 
he has brought forward, and those arguments, at that time, failed to 
move this House. I trust, Sir, that that will be the result of the present 
arguments on the present occasion. The considerations which the honour
able member has brought forward represent the high ideals which he 
desires to press upon this House. But we know there is the ancient 
saying that the advocate of the best cause is always the enemy of the 
good cause. Such a high standard of morality may be pressed upon the 
people, that as experience has often-shown, far greater evils do in fact 
result.· If we do not have this racing under control, if we do not have 
betting under some form of control, the betting and gambling that goes. 
on in our markets. and in the side-streets throughout the country 
becomes eveli a geater evil than the betting which is regulated on the 
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racecourse. I do not myself deny that betting on the racecourse is a bad 
thing. But we do know that the evil of gambling is very widespre8.d ; 
we do know that people with the weaknesses of human nature which are 
not represented in this House do fa11 victims to gambling under every 
sort of pretext. We know that horse-racing affords temptation for 
gambling not only in this country but in every country in the world, and 
so, with this knowledge, Government have arrived at the conclusion 
that it is necessary to keep this evil Un.der control, and that it is 
advisable in the best interests of the country to derive some revenue 
from an evil which cannot be stopped but which can be kept 1mder 
some form of control. On this ground, Sir, I ask that this House Will 
give this bill a second reading. 

Bill read a second time. Question put and carried. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Extent) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 3 (Operation). 
( 1 ) It shall come into operation on the first day of 

instance in-· 

(a) the City of Bombay, and 

(b) the Cantonment of Poona. 

192 in the firefr · 

(2) The Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette 
direct that this Act or any portion thereof shall come into operation in any other area. 
in the Bombay Presidency on euch date as may be specified in such notification : 

Provided that no such notification shall be published in respect of any area included in a. 
Cantonment without the previous sanction of the Governor General in Council. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name, as follows:-

In clause 3 (1), add the following words, vi~ •• "and shall be in force for two years 
thereafter" after the figures •' 192 ". 

The object of this amendment is to reserve to the Council the power 
of seeing whether the money which is promised to be appropriated for a. 
specified purpose is applied to that purpose. Very often, the benches 
opposite have held forth the allurement that money coming out of a 
specified fresh taxation, e.g., Entertainments Duty Act, will be applied 
for a named purpose, viz., expaDBion of primary education. But 
unfortunately we have absolutely nothing at our disposal whereby we can 
see whether the money that is ear-marked is applied to that particular 
object. Therefore I think it would be very desirable to reserve that 
power in the Council by adding a. clause as to the duration of the bill, 
so that, if we find at the end of the period that we are not satisfied, we · 
may not sanctionrenewal of the Act. With this object I have nioyed this 
amendment, and I hope it will be accepted. · · · 

Question proposed. 
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The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: Mr. President, I do not 
think that we can accept this amendment. There is no reason why this 
taxation once introdnced should not continue from year to year. There 
are <;)ertain arguments with regard to certain taxes which we accepted 
a couple of years ago, for instance, on the Court-fees Bill because at the 
time it was imposed, money was given definitely for a temporary purpose. 
Government had a serious financial difficulty at the time, and it was 
hoped that after two years in one case and four years in another, the 
:finances might improve.. But in this case, we wish to have this revenue 
for the general purposes of the State, and not to meet an emergency 
which could in any sense be called temporary. I submit, therefore, 
there is no reason for applying the precedent which was created in the 
case of the Stamp Act and the Court-fees Act to a bill of this character. 
I ask the House, therefore, to reject this amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
:Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, the next amendment 

reads as follows : 

" Add the following words to clause 3 (2), line 1 : 
' after the approval of the Legislative Council expressed in a resolution is obtained ' 

before the words' the Governor in' Council'." 

The object of this amendment is that power should not be given absolu
tely to Government. If it is so given they will extend the Act to any 
place and gambling will increase. This is a matter which concerns the 
welfare of the people. Therefore I think that unless Government do 
obtain the previous sanction of this House they should not have 
the power to extend the operation of this Act to other places. I wish 
therefore that this House should not give away the power it now enjoys. 
· Q~estion pro:;_:Jose~. 

Mr. G. WILES : Sir, I think the honourable mover of this amendment 
seems to be under a misapprehension. ""The restriction he wants to 
impose by his amendment will not achieve the object he has in view. This 
bill can only be extended to places to which the Racecourse Hcencing 
Act has already been extended. His object can only be achieved by 
amending the Racecourses Licensing Act. When once a license under 
that Act has been given, Government are merely taking authority to 
extend the present Act to such places. This is a bill to impose a tax on 
the totalisator which has been established in places to which a license has 
already been given. 

}4r. NOOR MAHO:MED (Hydera.bad District): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment. The Honourable the Finance Member said that this was an 
evil. At the same time he said : " Let us get some money out of this evil, 
if we cannot absolutely stop it." In other words he said that we should 
not stop the eyi.l but must get some money out of it. This amendment 
is a very proper one, and I think Government will have no objection 
to accept it. License for a racecourse has already been granted to a 
small place like Hyderabad, and l do not know to how many other equally 
small places it will be extended. Government will do well to accept this 
amendment. This provision in the bill should not be extended to any 
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place without the previous sanction of this House. I hope Government 
will see their way to accept this amendment. ' 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHM.AD (Central Division): Sir, after the 
speech of the honourable member the Finance Secretary some confusion 
has arisen. He says that the object of the present amendment could 
only be attained by moving an amendment to the Racecourses License Act 
and not to this bill. If that be so, I desire to know whether Government 
will enable us to move an amendment to the original Act, and will assure 
us that they will take the sanction of the House before the extension 
of that Act to any other part of the presidency. That assurance is 
not forthcoming. I think the House will agree with the principle under
lying this amendment, and show their sympathy with it. We are giving 
under this clause a carte blanche to Government. What we want is to 
reserve the power of extending the provisions of this bill in future to this 
House and I think every honourable member will sympathise with, the 
contention that the House should have this power and not the 
executive. 

The honourable the Finance Secretary says that _an amendment 
should be moved to the original Act ; but neither he nor any other mem
ber from the Government benches has expressed any sympathy with · 
the object of this amendment, nor has any of them assured us of his desire 
to give an opportunity to this House for moving an amendment of the 
kind suggested by the honourable member the Finance Secretary. In the 
absence of any such assurance from the Government benches, I think 
the House will do well to show its sympathy with the amendment by 
supporting it. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : Mr. President, there 
seems to be some misunderstanding on this point. There is an Act by 
which Government grants licenses to existing or new racecourses in 
this presidency. Licenses have been granted to Bombay a~d Poona. 
(jlr. Noor Mahomed : To Hyderabad). It has been granted to certain· 
small centres also. Licenses are granted by the Home Department. 
The object of this bill is to tax such racecourses which can afford to pay 
the tax. Government in the Home Department may sanction racing, 
say for instance, in Sholapur, or any other town. That town may be 
capable of paying the tax. If this honourable House deprives Govern
ment of the power of extending this Act to say Sholapur, the Home 
Department will be able to give license for a racecourse at Sholapur 
but the Finance Department will not be able to impose this tax which 
Sholapur can perhaps well pay. Therefore if the honourable House desires 
that a license should not be granted to any place without the previous 
sanction of this House, the best way to do so will be to bnng in an 
amending bill to the Racecourses lJcensing Act, under which Governme~t 
grant licenses. 
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l!OULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Will Governm~nt bring in an 
amending bill ~ 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHA.NGIR : I am pointing out to· 
the honourable member a remedy. He can bring in an amending bill · 
providing that Government cannot grant a license without the previous 
sanction of this House or move a resolution requesting Government to· 
bring in an amending bill to that effect. But to deprive Government 
of the right to tax: a racecourse which they have the right to license is 
a measure which is not either in the interest of the House or of Government. 
Therefore, I suggest to honourable members the remedy I have proposed 
for attaining the object that has been advocated by several honourable 

. members. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I think we 
cannot accept this amendment chiefly. on the ground that it would be 
not only ineffective but inconvenient. As a · · matter of fact. 
it . is very improbable that the Goveril.ment would wish 
to bring this Act into operation in any other area in Bombay Presidency 

·in· present circumstances. The racing at so many centres, which has 
aroused the anxiety of my honourable friend 'Opposite, is such a very 
trifling affair-it is almost entirely con:fined to what are known as 
·Gymkhana meetings, where none of the public excitement is aroused and 
where no crowds are attracted as we find in Poona and Bombay-that the 
extension of this Act would not have any money in it. As I said, Sir, 
it is purely a financial measure in order to bring in money by the lakh. 
We do not want to scratch about in places where there are only two or 
three rupees·to be obtained. Sir, it is very improbable that we should 
want to extend this Act, but we require to have the power in reserve,. 
becauseitisquite possible that where there areimportantinterestsat stake 
the gentlemen concerned with this racing-- might set up a racecourse 
somewhere else than in the city of Bombay or the cantonment of Poona. 
In fact there have been some suggestions to do so. If that was done, it 
would be desirable that we should extend this Act as soon as we are made 
aware of the proce~dings that were taking place. Now, this House only 
meets at intervals of three or four months. It is quite possible that in 
the . future gentlemen connected with this sport might steal a march on 
Government and get away with severallakhs of rupees taxation. I do 
not say that is going to happen immediately, but it is one of those 
contingencies which it is jl1St as well to avoid, if in so avoiding it we do 
not effect any serious breach of official propriety. 

Now, there is nothing, I submit, Sir, no solid argument, to justify this 
amendment. It is really based on some form of suspicion, the same kind 
of suspicion that we have already heard in the speeches of the honour~ble 
members 1\lr. Surve and 1\Ir. Pradhan, that Government are for mysterious 
reasons desirous of extending the whole scope and area of betting. We 
have no such· desire : our whole purpose is of the most moral character. 
We want to control this evil and we want to obtain a revenue for the. 
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State in so doing. Therefore, Sir, as this amendment is, I submit, based 
on an unworthy and unsubstantiated suspicion, I ask that it be rejected. 

Question put: House divided: Ayes 8; Noes 32. Motion lost. 

Division No. 1. 

Ayes 
AH!Iu.o, Moutvi RAFIUDDIN 
CooPER, Khan Ba.hadur D. B. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NooR MAROMED, Mr. I 

RAmMTootA, Mr. HooSENALLY M. 
SARDESAI, Mr. S. A. 
SmNDE, Mr. R. D. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 

Tellers for the Ayes: MouLVI RAFIUDDI~ AHMAD and Mr. A. N. SuRVE. 

Noes 
ABDULL LATIF HAJJ HAJRAT KHAN, Mr. 
BotE, Mr. S. K. 
BuNTER, Mr. J. P. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
DABHOLK.A.R, Sir v ASANTBAO A. 
DADAOHANJt, Dr. K. E. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A.M. K. 
FRAMJI, Mr. K. S. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan 

Bahadur SHAIKH 
HAMID M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HATCH, Mr. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. 
HOSSACK, Mr. w. B. 
HoTsoN, Mr. J. E. B. 

JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowAsJI 
KAMBLI, Mr. S. T. 
KoKANI, Mr. G. J. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANSURI, Khan Saheb A. M. · 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
MoKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MEHTA, 1he Honourable Sir CHUNILAL . 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MuJUMDAB, Sardar G. N. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WOODS, Mr. E. E. 

Teller8for the Noes: Mr. E. E. WooDs and Mr. A. C. OWEN. 

(After recess.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Swearing in of 
new members. · 

Mr. J. B. KANGA took the prescribed oath of allegiance to His Majesty 
the King-Emperor and took his seat in the Council. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next amendment which 
stands in the name of the honourable member :Mr. Surve is out of order 
as already explained. Then the next amendment from the honourable 
member Mr. Adwani is also out of order. The next amendment is from 
Mr. Nariman who is not here. Then the next amendment from the 
same honourable member is out of order. The next amendment from 
Mr. Karki is also out of order. Then again the next amendment from 
Mr. Karki is also out of order. Then the next two amendments from the 
honoUiable member Mr. G. B. Pradhan are also out of order. Then the 
next amendment from the honourable member Mr. Dev is also out of 
order. 

Clause 3 ordered to $tand part of the bilL 
Clause 4 (Definitions) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 5 (Tax on totalisator and payment thereof). 

"There shall be charged, levied and paid to the Government of Bombay out of all 
monies paid into any totalisator by way of stakes·or bets a tax on backers hereinafter 
referred to as the totalisator tax at such rate not exceeding 4 per cent. of every sum so 
paid as the Governor in Council may from time to time notify in this behalf ; and such 
portion of the monlne so paid into a totalisator as is equal to the amount of the totali
sator tax at the rate notifilld as aforesaid by the Governor in Council in this behalf 
shall be deemed to have been plid by the backer on account of the totalisator tax and 
shall be received by the licensees on behalf of the Government of Bombay." 

Mr. ·C. N. WADIA: (Bombay Millowners' Association): Sir, I rise 
to move an amendment which is to substitute 2! per cent. where the 
figure and the words 4 per cent. are mentioned in the bill in regard to 
the tax on the totalisator income. 

My reasons are that the Western India Turf Club has to incur a great 
deal of expense in subscribing money for its establishment and it has also 
to spend money in giving considerable help to deserving charities. 
The club should therefore also have the sympathy of this House because 
it distributes large amounts annually. in charity. 

Then in regard to horse-breeding I would like to mention that this 
House should realise that the object of racing is anything but gambling. 

· As a matter of fact, gambling is a very small part of it. Its main object 
is the improvement of the breeding of country bred horses and I am able 
to say that the Western India Turf Club has very largely helped towards 
that end in the last thirty years. lf any honourable member will com~ 
pare the country breed of horses now with that of thirty years ago he will 
realise the vast difference that racing has done to the improvement of 
the horses. Owing to the generosity of the Raja of Dhar, I might 
mention that certain horses were sent to England this year. They w:ere 
shown amongst many English and other horses. Well, Sir, three of these 
horses got first, second and third places in the show. At the Olympia, 
which is the best show in the world, they got highly coinmanded. Well, 
Sir, the Turf Club has done in this matter what Government cannot do by 
any generosity on their part. Now they want to stop the Turf Club 
from continuing its work. Once this House passes this bill as it is, there 
will be no room for generosity on our part for improving the horse 
breeding or for anything else. The balances of the Turf Club will be such 
that we cannot well afford to be generous, and Government will either 
have to pay to the institutions helped by the Western India Turf 9Jub or 
let them stop. We cannot help them. Therefore, I think the proposal 
contained in the bill before the House is objectionable in two directions, 
that it would be indirectly stopping the species of the horse improving, 
and I ask honourable members what will they in future do if they have 
got Swaraj and have not got properly bred horses. It is most paramount, 
of the greatest importance to this country, that the species of the horse 
should be improved as far as possible and we should be prepared to 
meet the contingency of invaders coming at any time and fight the 
enemy, and how can we do that if we are just going to cut the revenue of 
the Turf Club straightaway now by heavily taxing them-to the extent 
of 40 per cent. of its gross iu,come I Forty per ce:p.t. of the gross incot:Qe, 
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~rr. Presiuent I Xo one e~en heard of such taxation. My honourable 
friend the Honourable the Finance Member (lli. Lawren~e) smil~. 
When he talks of the gain of six lak.hs, does he realise the harm he is 
about to do! So, on these grounds I appeal to the House that it may see 
its way to substitute 2! per cent. instead of the 4: per cent. in clause 5. 

MOUL VI RAFIU"DDL.~ .AIDIAD (Central Division) : Sir, I was 
considerably amused by the remarks which have been made by the last 
speaker. I am almost inclined to think that he has been purposely put 
forward here to mo~e his amendment so that the Government's proposals 
should look moderate. I fail to see, Sir, the force of the arguments · 
that the Turf Club would not in future be so charitable. Let me inform 
him that it is very easy to be charitable with other persons' money. 
'There does the Turf Club bring the money from to be charitable ! One 
might as well assert that money is wanted by all organisations that 
promote some kind of vice to be charitable. 

Then, Sir, they say that the Turf Club exists for the purpose of 
breeding good horses. I should like to know whether it is not a 
fact . that 90 per cent. of the people that frequent the races care 
anything for the breed of horses. Then, the honourable member 
brought forward a most extraordinary argument-a comical argument
that when Swaraj comes we want good horses to :fight the enemy 
and that therefore the race goers are busy making ready the horses 
to face the enemy. I ain afraid, when the enemy comes the race 
goers would require the fastest horses to run away with. (Laughter). 
Well, Sir, I am glad that the Turf Club has been represented in this 
debate, but I am sorry that when even an alien Government considers 
4 per cent. as a reasonable tax to be put on the income of the Club 
an Indian gentleman proposes only 2} per cent. ! After that, I think I 
can fully appreciate the Honourable the Finance Member's telling 'us to 
go to the Turf Club to hear the complaints with regard to the excessive 
nature of the tax. We say that the races are increasing gambling. 
There may be some ad~antages in horse-racing but the disadvantages. 
far outweigh the advantages. Every sensible person must acknowl
edge that. The Honourable the Finance Member hi.mseH says that 
it is an eru but some money must be. extracted from this evil. My 
~.onourable friend the l·onourable member lli W adia says it is a ~ous 
thing, it is to be cherished, to be encouraged. It is bad enough when 
Government, proposes to collect money from a growing vice, but it is 
into'erable when an Indian gentleman asks us to sanctify a sin, and 
to bless it. I hope there will not be a single person to support his 
a~endment. 

~Ir. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to oppose the motion. I am against 
horse racing. It is nothing but gambling. But in this case I ~ould 
support the present. bill on the ground that the re~enue comes to the 
coffers of our Govemment. It has been said that the Turf Club is chari
table and is encouraging horse breeding and several other things. Butt 
Sir, it is known that in I.ndia in ancient times there were no machine guns 
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and other modern instruments to be used on the battlefields. At that 
time people, even women, took part in battles on horseback. Even they 
were well known for their prowess in the battles that were fought on 
horseback and horse breeding is not new to India and that was carried 
on ·in India without the evil of gambling, that is to say, horse racing. 
At the present time racing is nothing but gambling pure and simple. 
My honourable .friend asked the honourable member Mr. Surve whether 
people have lost moneyinbetting. But I have come to know that during 
the last session of the counci1 several members of this House lost money 
heavily on races (Laughter), and then in Bombay I know of cases where 
people had to commit suicide on account of troubles owing to betting on 
racecourse. So, this horse racing may be sport to a fortunate few, but it 
.is a curse to many poor people. And in that case let us get as much as 
'We can from those who indulge in such sort of gambling. One may say 
that it is tainted money, but I think when gambling is going on, why not 
take advantage by taxing the same. That will act as a check in one form 
on gambling. No doubt the money would not come from the pocket 
of the Turf Club or from the members of the Turf Club ; that would 
-come from the pockets of those persons who indulge in gambling. Under 
these circumstances, I was in the first place inclined to support the amend
ment of the honourable member Mr. Bhopatkar-1 was in favour of levy
ing a tax to the extent of 10 per cent. but as I am not allowed according 
to the Standing Orders to move such an amendment, I would be satisfied 
With the proposal in the bill to get revenue froni the coffers of the Turf Club. 
The Turf Club is enjoying all the profits. That is not their own money. 
That money is taken from the pockets of the poor people as well as those 
rich people who indulge in gambling. That is not their own money. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City North): Sir, it is rather anomalous 
.to see a donor acting the part of a supplicant. If the money is to go 
to charity, I think, the honourable member should have come forward 
with the proposals that instead of reducing the amount to 2} per cent., 
it should be increased to more than 4 per cent. because thereby more 

'money would go to such charitable objects as expansion of education, 
medical relief, etc. Sir, I am very sorry to hear the argument that the 
Turf Club should be taxed at a lower rate because it gives some money to 
.charitable objects. There is a feeling that money coming out of a tainted 
!Ource should not be accepted even for charity. I have quoted some
time before one resolution passed by the Bombay Christian Council. 
I quote another resolution which is relevant to the present point. It 
.reads thus :-

" The Bombay Christian Council instructs its executive committee. to keep a close 
:watch on every aspect of this question and recommends that inasmuch as thousands 
of homes are ruined by betting and gambling, no grants should be taken by any Christian 
body_ from any Turf Club, etc." 

Sir, the public feeling on the point is emphatically stated in this 
resolution and it will show to the honourable mover of the amendment 
in what light the recipients of charity of the Turf Club look at its vaunted 
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.charity and the decision they have taken of not accepting it even if it is 
forced upon them.. 

1 
· 

The Honourable :M:X. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, much as I appreciate' the 
coaent arguments brought forward by the honourable member, the 
representative of the Millowners. Associatieln, I think it is my duty to 
oppose this amendment. The Turf Club, it has been said; is a great 
charitable institution which gives out large amounts of money for 
charitable purposes and also has been spending in encouraging horse breed· 
ina, The honourable member Mr. Wadia gave instances to show that the 
T~f Club of Bombay gave large rewards for improvement of horses in 
the Punjab. I would like to know, Sir, what amount of money has.been 
spent in this province of Bombay for this very purpose and whether the 
breed of Indian horses has been improved by the big amounts spent by 
the Turf Club, who are collecting all this money from the people of Bom
bay and Poona. As a matter of fact, Sir, the country horses that are now 
patronized by the Turf Club are the progeny of English sires and English 
dams. I do not think it is an encouragement to the improvement of 
the indigenous breeds of horses but it is an encouragement, I may 
submit, to the foreign breeds. I do not at all admire the enterprise of the 
Maharaja of Dhar or any Chieftain who has sent horses from here to 
England. I think it would be much better if he would take care to 
improve the indigenous breedshere. There were very fine Deccanibreeds 
which were known in former days; they were very hardy and very 
plucky and were found to be very useful in military operations. Where 
is that breed now 1'May I ask what the Turf Club has done for improv~ 
ing that breed 1 Is the breed of Sindhi horses improved 1 What about 
the K.athiawar breed 1 All these indigenous breeds have deteriorated 
and no attention is paid to their improvement and something is trotted 
out before us to show that the Turf Club is very anxious to inprove the 
breed of country bred horses. One thing has come to my notice and 
that is that although lakhs of rupees are spent by the Turf Club in giving 
large stakes to the winning horses, a small portion is reserved as stake 
money for the country bred horses and that small amount· too has 
been stopped from next year. There will be no country bred races 
either in Poona or Bombay next year. That is the sort of encouragement 
that is given to country bred horses. The Turf Club may be generous 
in giving ·out large amounts to the breeders in the Punjab or perhaps 
across the border, but I do not think that they have done their duty by 
this Presidency in giving sufficient encouragement to country bred horses. 
They have been very generously contributing large amounts to charitable 
purposes, and I must admit that my conscience is not so very tender as 
to refuse any donations if they are off.ered to any charitable institutions 
with which I am connected; I would go to the Turf Club and ask for 
grants and if the Turf Club gives those grants I shall accept them thank
fully. I must recognize that they have been doing a great deal in this 
respect, but I do not think that the levying of 4 per cent. from the . 
totalisator will cripple to any appreciable extent the resources of the 
Turf Club. The Turf Club, it is notorious I may say, have been spending 
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money very lavishly and if they will practise a little economy, I do not 
think that they will find it very difficult to pay the 4 per cent. At the 
same time there is another side to the question. They have been paying 
very heavy income and super tax up to this time; taking advantage of 
some. provision in the law, they have managed to escape that heavy pay~ 
ment of the super tax and now what they have up tothis time been paying 
to the Government of India, they will have to pay to the Government 
of Bombay, and I think the net profits of the Turf Club will not be reduced 
to any appreciable extent. So I have every reason to say that this 
amendment ought to be rejected. 

Sir V AS.ANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Sir, there are two amendments, 
one by which the member for the Western India Turf Club is trying to 
reduce the tax to 21 per cent., and there is clause 10 of the Bill which 
wants to reduce the gate money by 50 per cent; The Council should 
sympathetically consider both the amendments provided an assurance 
is given to this Council by the honourable member interested in the 
Western India Turf Club that the third enclosure would be abolished. 
In the select committee I brought this to the notice of the Honourable 
the Finance Member and he gave me to understand that after consulting 
the Home Department he would inform the committee whether the third 
enclosure could be abolished, but when he moved the second reading of 
this bill he did not give us to understand what the intentions of the 
Home Department were as regards the abo'ition of the third enclosure. 
The Honourable the Finance Member has advised this House that we 
should not kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. Here is an oppor
tunity for him not to kill the goose that lays the golden eggs by accepting 
2! per cent.; then we shall accept the reduction of the gate money by 
fifty per cent. provided the third enclosure is stopped. Much has 
been said about ruination, but the ruination that is caused is to the poor 
people and that is on account of the third_enclosure. I am quite sure 
that if this gate money is decreased by 25 per cent. under clause 10 about 
which I shall have to speak later on I think our energetic Finance Member 
can manage to secure 4lakhs of rupees somewhere. I support the amend
ment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Wadia and I certainly 
appreciate the good work which the Turf Club has done in ·giving mone
tary help to the charitable institutions, but now when trying to get 
money for purposes of compulsory education and medical relief, my 
honourable friend on my right will forget all those charities which the 
Turf Club has so far helped and he will quote resolutions passed by 
the Bombay Christian Council and with the same breath he will move 
an amendment that this money should go to the Education Department, 
l do not want to follow a policy like this. I should like to appeal to all 
members, particularly the one representing the Western India Turf 
Club whether he would see his way to abolish the third enclosure; and 
the Honourable the Finance Member if he wants to carry the amendment 
to reduce the gate money by 25 per cent., should see that the third 
enclosure is abolished. 
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'\Then we come to clause 10 of the bill, I will give the Honourable the 

Finance Member the views of the city of Bombay. 

lli. HOOSEXALL Y M. RAIIIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, from 
the speech of the honourable mover of the amendment one would be led 
to believe that theW estern India Turf Club are doing a very laudable and 
a very patriotic work in providing for the day when Swaraj will be granteJ 
to this country. That is, they are encouraging horse-breeding, so that 
if Swaraj is granted to this country, India, it may have enough horses to 
fight her enemies. What are the facts ! From a statement which has 
been circUlated to the members of this House, we find that the Western 
India Turf Club gives the handsome donation of Rs. 30,000 annually 
for horse-breeding. Now, what is the annual income of the Western 
India Turf Club ! It is about Ra. 60 lakhs, and out of this Ra. 60 lakhs 
they spend the handsome sum of Ra. 30,000 which amounts to about 
half per cent. on horse-breeding ; and they want to reduce the betting 
tax from 4 per cent. to 2! per cent. on this ground of horse-breeding. 

Then, Sir, in this statement it is stated: "and as far as stakes are 
concerned, the proportion given to Country-breda is far in excess to that 
of any other class of horse. In Poona about 2! per cent. of the horses. 
racing are Country-breda". Two and a hall per cent.! Is it not 
magnificent 1 The statement continues tQ say "while the stakes 
allotted are about 6 per cent.". It is less than one anna in the rupee. 
I hope the Council will consider these fieau.res before accepting the 
amendment. 

lli. A. MO~""rG011ERIE : Sir, I should like to draw attention to 
one point in the speech of the honourable member Sir Vasantrao 
Dabholkar. He suggested that his reason for supporting this amendment 
is his desire that the third enclosure might be abolished, and he referred 
to the attitude of the Home Department on that question. I cannot 
say what the attitude of the Finance Department is with regard to the 
third enclosure, but so fa.r as the Home Department are concerned, we. 
are strongly against the abolition of _the third enclosure in its present 
form. And the reason is this, that we regard the third enclosure not as 
an incitement to gambling, but as a means of reducing gambling to order. 
Before the third enclosure was opened-the honourable member, I know, 
is unaware of the fact, because I know that he has never been to a race 
meeting in his life in Bombay, and I think he has never seen a race 
meeting in his life-before the third enclosure was opened, if he ha :l been 
to a race meeting, he would have seen that always in the middle of the 
race ground, over which the race authorities had no control, a large and 
disorderly mob engaged in betting with the book-makers, despite the 
efforts of the police. He would have seen that most of these book-makers 
could not pay their bets and they were running for their lives, the rest 
of the crowd trying to beat them for not paying their bets. He would 
ha-re seen that betting was going on on the streets outside the racecourse, . 
and almost everywhere outside the race course. In the third enclosure. 
there is at least a certain amount of order, and if a man goes into the. 

Jl 744--5 
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third enclosure and puts on a rupee, he knows he will get the product of 
his bet. He will not find himself in the position of having paid his money 
to the book-maker and after the race iS over, of not finding the book
maker. It would, therefore, considerably embarrass the police if the 
third enclosure were stopped. From the point of view of law and order, 
the third enclosuxe has been a distinct improvement on the previous 
state ofa:ffairs. I do not suppose that it has increased gambling the least 
little bit. I do not suppose any bets are not made which would not have 
been made, if there had been no third enclosuxe. The only thing is they 
are now made on the totalisator in the precincts of the Tux£ Club~ an 
orderly manner, whereas before that they were betting on the streets 
with book-makers and in the middle of the race couxse, and under 
conditions of disorder. That is the point of view of the Home Depart
ment 'with regard to the third enclosure. I am aware that the Turf Club 
find that they are not able to make enough profit for the amount they 
are spending on the third enclosuxe, and are themselves thinking of 
closing it, but from the point of view of the Home Department, we are 
distinctly opposed to any closing of the third enclosuxe, and the Commis
sioner of Police, Bombay, is also of the same opinion. To use that as 
an argument ~or reducing the amount of tax, I think, will not gain the 
support of the House. 

Mr. C. N. WADIA (Bombay Millowners' Association): Sir, I rise to 
hasten to correct my honouxable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad when 
he said that I was put up by Government to put forward my proposition. 
I assuxe him that I do not like Government. I do not like Government 
particularly for this action ; in fact, I dislike them very much, and I 
have told them so. Probab'y my honourable friend made that remark 
in a humourous spirit, which I do not quite appreciate. In regard to the 
other criticism, I wish to state that 40 per cent. of a taxation on an enter
prise is quite unfair. It is an enormous tax. I do hope that honouxa.ble 
members will see their way to reduce lt to the dimension I have 
indicated . 

. As to the grants given by the Tux£ Club, I may say that the amount of 
Rs. 30,000 mentioned by my honour~ble friend is not the only item. 
There are the stakes, and then there are the horse shows all over 
the country that the Tux£ Club supports. In the Punjab there are the 
breeders whom the Tux£ Club considerably helps. There are many 
items, and many directions in which the Tux£ Club helps breeders, 
but I shall not mention them here •.. I do not think I need say anything 
more. With these words, I hope that the House will acceept my 
amendment. . 

The Honouxable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, it seems to me that the 
feeling of the House as represented in so many quarters is distinctly 
against this amendment. I do not think it is necessary for me to say 
more than that the very special pleading of the honourable member 
Mr. Wadia does not persuade Government that they are in the wrong in 
the figure they have put in this bill. I oppose the amendment. 
· Question put and lost. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The next amendment is by 
)Jr. G. B. Pradhan. It is: 

" ddete the words' at the rate notified as aforesaid by the Governor in Council in this 
behalf'," 

This amendment is out of order. 1\Ir. Adwani has an amendment to the 
same effect, which is also out of order. Then 1\Ir. Hoosenally M. 
Rahimtoola has given notice of two amendments as follows : 

Add the following to clause 5 : 
" Pro>ided that a separate account shall be kept of all the receipts of this tax and that 

such receipts shall be utilised only for the purpose of making contributions to local bodies 
in the presidency towards free and compulsory primary education." 

Add the following to clause 5 :-
"Provided that the amount realised from this tax shall be held by Government in 

re•er;e to meet the loss of revenue which shall accrue when the policy of total prohibition 
Qf alcoholic drink will be brought into force." 

Both these amendments are out of order • 
.Mr. HOOSENALLY l\1. RAHil\ITOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, the 

amendment standing in my name runs as follows : 

" Add the following to clause 5 : 
' Provided that 90 per cent. of all moniea paid into any totalisator shall be distributed 

among the winners'," 

We are now imposing a tax of 4: per cent. on 'the monies paid into the 
totalisator. The Turf Club are at present taking out of the moneys paid 
into the totalisators 10 per cent. for themselves. Now that we are im
posing a tax of four per cent. on the totalisator, the Turf Club will 
take instead of 10 per cent. 14 per cent. to pay the tax. The result will 
be that the amount of the tax will come not out of the pockets of the 
Turf Club but from the public. The object of my amendment is that 
the tax must come from the pockets of the Turf Club and not from 
public. 

Question proposed. 
~Ir. G. WILES : Sir, however welcome this amendment might be to 

the betting public, I submit that it is entirely out of place in this bill, 
which is a taxation bill seeking to raise money. This amendment 
relates to a detail of the license which is given to the Turf Club by the 
Home Department. It might be appropriate to move this as an amend
ment to the Racecourses Licensing Act, but it has got nothing to do with 
this bill which only proposes to take a share of the amount paid into the 
totalisator. What happens with the balance of money has nothing to 
do with us at present. 

~Ir. HOOSENALLY l\1. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, I do not 
see the point of the honourable member the Finance Secretary. We 
are now proposing a tax on the Turf Club. What I want is that in order to 
8afeguard the interest o! the public the Turf Club should not be allowed 
to charge the public extra, as they have done in the case of the Enter
tainments Duty. My amend rent provides against any such 
coutingency. If it had been intended that the amount of this tax 
should come from the public this bill would have been passed two years 
ago. 

B 7~4-Sa 
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The Honourable Mr. H. S. LA. WRENCE : Mr. President, I had hoped 
that the honourable member who had spoken on behalf of the Turf 
Club would have given his views on this proposal. I fear that he is
severely discouraged by the hostile atmosphere around him. This. 
amendment encroaches on the right of a private body to control its. 
own affairs. I understand various bodies in Bombay at present are 
seriously opposed to any interference by Government. A private body 
which controls such large revenues as the Turf Club may surely be 
credited by this House with having sufficient intelligence in their directing 
agency to look after their own interests to the best possible degree. This. 
proviso is unduobtedly an encroachment upon the discretion of the 
directing agency ; and will be regarded in some quarters as an insult to 
the intelligence of the directing agency. 

The question is whether the Turf Club should be entitled to take 12-l 
per cent. or 14 per cent or any other figure out of the monies paid into 
the totalisator. The honourable member wants to restrict it to 10 per 
cent. so that those people who wish to gamble may get better dividends. 
Is that the point t 
· Mr.HOSSENALLYM.RAHIMTOOLA: The point is that this money 
shoUld come out of the ppcket of the Turf Club and not from the public. 
If it was intended that it shou~d come from the public this bill would · 
have been passed two years ago. 

· The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : This is open to several 
objections. Firstly I am voicing the opinon of my honourable friend 
the honourable member M:r. Surve that it will be a distinct encourage
ment to gambling. Further it is distinctly uncomplimentary to the 
Turf Club to say that they do not know their business. Whatever amount 
·the Turf Club is able to extract from the public, the Government will 
have a share in it. If they think that they can extract more money by 
put•ing the percentage of 10 per cent. we. will share in it. The proviso 
is distinctly objectionable from every point of view. Therefore I ask 
tbe House to reject it. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 5 (Taz on totalisator and payment thereof) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Cause 6 (Totalisator ta::c to be paid to Government) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Clause 7 (Inspection of totalisator accounts) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Clause 8 (Method of recovery of totalisator tax) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Clause 9 (Rules) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 10 (Amendment of section 3 of Bom. I of 1923). 
In sub-section ( l) of section 3 of the Bombay Entertainments Duty Act, 1923, for the 

figures" 50" the figures" 25" shall be substituted. 

Mr. HOOS~ALLY :u. RAHIMTOOLA: Sir, the amendment stand
ing in my name stands as follows : 

"Delete clause 10." 
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Before I move my amendment,. Sir, I request your ruling whether this 
<:lanse is within the scope of the bill. The preamble says: 

"Whereas it is necessary to make an addition to the public revenue of the Bombay 
Presidency and for , hat purpose to impose a tax. on totalisator betting." 

But this clause does not increase the revenue nor does it impose a tax on 
the totalisator. How can this clause then be relevant ~ 

:Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Sir, the clause is within the scope of the bill. 
The scope of the clause is not defined solely by the preamble. It has 
to be gathered from the whole bill. In this case the object of Govern-: 
ment is to raise additional revenue by imposing a tax on the totalisator 
and by incidentally giving a concession with regard to gate-money. 
This section helps to attain the object of the bill. I think that it is 
within the scope of the bill, and the objection raised is not valid. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The preamble says that "it is 
necessary to make an addition to the public revenue of the Bombay 
presidency and for that purpose to impose a ta~ on totalisator betting." 
The point of order raised is not free from doubt, and I expected some other 
honourable members to address the House. As they have not done so, 
I should like to point out that the question for consideration is whether 
the whole effect of the bill is to increase the revenues of Government 
or not. It appears to me clear that the effect of the whole bill is to make 
an addition to the public revenues. The only point of doubt is in regard 
to the wor..ls "for that purpose to impose a tax on totalisator betting., 
There is no mention in the preamble that a relief is proposed to be given 
to the Turf Club as a concession agamst the imposition of this tax. But 
merely on that point it is not proper, in my opinion, to rule the clause 
out of order. It is within the power of the House itself to reject that 
<lanse on merits. The net result of the bill is to increase the revenues 
or in other words to give additional revenues to Government and 
therefore I hold that the clause is in order. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY l\1. RAHIMTOOLA: Sir, the object. of this 
dause see:ns to be that as Government are levying a special tax on the 
Tu:·f Club some relief should be given to the Turf Club by way of reducing 
the rate of entertainment> tax. The Honourable the Finance Member in 
one of his speeches said to-day that there is no reason why the Turf 
Club should not be treated on the same footing as theatres and cinemas 
and such other places of amusement. I would like to ask him whether 
the Turf Club or the race course does really stand on the same footing as 
theatres and cinemas. Theatres and cinemas are merely for recreation 
purposes and for the entertainment of the public. They are places where 
the poorer classes by spending a few annas can spend an hour or two 
()£ pleJJ.sant time. But the Turf Club or the race courses are considered 
by the Indian public to be places of legalised gambling. It was because 
the racecourse was considered a place of legalised gambling that when 
the Entertainments Act was passed by the former Council, a special · 
tax at the rate of 50 per cent. was imposed on the racecourse as against 
.a lower rate for other places of entertainment. There is absolutely 
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no reason why this concession should be given to the Turf Club. I 
therefore move my amendment. · · · 

Q~estion proposed. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to support the amendment. The efiect 

of the passing of this clause will be a reduction in the amount that is 
·ear· marked under the Entertainments Duty Act for educa tiona! purposes~ 
The tax realised under the Entertainments Duty Act is ear-marked 
for education, and if the tax realisable under it is reduced, it will affect 
the amount available for education. 

The next thing is that Government think that they should not tax 
the Turf Club both ways. If the Turf Club themselves think that this. 
tax is heavy on them, then I would suggest that they should shut up 
their shop. That would at least save the people from ruin. Nobody 
wants these places of gambling. Therefore, it would be in the interests 
of the public if these shops are closed altogether . 
. Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKA.R: Sir, I have also given notice 

of a similar motion, and so I rise to support the amendment. I was 
never so much surprised in my life as I was when the honourable the 
Home Secretary got up and said that the Home Department approved 
of the third enclosure because gambling could be brought under control. 
With such an energetic Home Secretary and the Police Commissioner 
we have got in Bombay, it would not be a difficult task to bring offenders· 
to book who gamble outside the racecourse. I think that by sanctioning 
the third enclosure Government are encouraging gambling. Sir, Govern
ment would realise a duty of 7llakhs under clause 5, but they want to 
reduce the entertainments tax from 50 to 25 per cent. If Government 
want to increase their revenues, I do not understand why they want to 
reduce the duty to 25 per cent. Three years ago the Bombay Corporation 
sent a representation to Government a§Jring them to stop the third 
enclosure. Do they mean to say that the Corporation have no regard 
to the fact that the public should be encouraged to go in for legalised 
gambling instead of allowing the public to gamble outside the race
course so that control will be difficult if the third enclosure is abolished. 
If Government think that the police are undermanned they may ask 
this honourable House for additional grants to police. They can take 
one or two per cent. out of the proceeds of the tax which now goes to 
the education department. If the rate of the entertainments duty is. 
reduced then there will be so many people going to the racecourse and 
especially to the third enclosure. Even the railway company is giving 
much temptation. The railway company would not give any concession 
to people going on pilgrimage-the pilgrims are stuffed in goods waggons. 
like sardines. But here, Sir, return tickets from Bombay to Poona are 
given for Rs. 6 which includes entrance fee. Who will not be tempted 
under such circumstances Y Even the millhands are tempted to go to· 
Poona and attend the racecourse to try their luck. What has been the 
result! Disaster I 

The·Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I should like tu. 
point out one fact, and that is that there is no third enclosure at Poou. 
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Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : I do not mean to say that 
there is a third enclosure at Poona. But I say that the third class spe
cial train is so crowded because of the low fares; I may point out to the 
Honourable the Home Member that in the first class race special there 
are 100 passengers ; in the second, 200 ; and in the third class so many as 
1,500 ; if that is the state, as far as the third class train is concerned 
in Poona, what must be the state in Bombay in the third enclosure! 

Sir, is it not possible for the Home Department to stop the gambling 
that may go on outside the racecourse, and also to abolish the third 
enclosure. 

Sir, one more point I shotild like to bring to the notice of this House 
is that may I know from the honourable member the Home 
Secretary whether it was at the recommendation of the Home 
Department that the Turf Club opened the third enclosure~ 
(The Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward: No.) Then, why do they 
now appreciate the third enclosure? May I know how many prosecu
tions police had undertaken against those gambling on the roadside of 
the racecourse before the third enclosure came into e:ristance 1 We 
have never heard of· any prosecutions. Perhaps the police may have· 
encouraged outside gambling. The third enclosure came into e:ristance 
in 1922. The honourable member the Home Secretary said that people 
gamble outside the racecourse and that there is no legal control over 
them. On what authority the honourable member, the Home Secretary 
says that 1 I should prefer their argument that it was the Home Depart
ment that recommended the.Western India Turf Club to open the third 
enclosure in order that there should be legalised gambling. But this 
Council will not allow the Home Department to continue the third 
enclosure but that it will order the Home Department to stop the third 
enclosure. That is my submission to this House and the Council will 
do well to delete clause 10 of this bill, if the third enclosure is 
not abolished. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I rise to 
support this motion. I am rather surprised at the attitude of Govern
ment in this respect. They openly avow that they are for checking 
gambling and in the select committee the Honourable the Finance Member 
said that he would ask the Home Department whether they would agree 
to the abolition of the third enclosure. Now we have learnt from the 
honourable member the Home Secretary that Government are not 
v.illing to do so. He says whatever may be the views of the Finance 
Department his Department is not willing to abolish the third enclosure. 
' ha.t is to say one Department of Government throws responsibility 
on the other and the public are the losers. When facilities are given 
for the third enclosure it means that facilities are given everywhere to 
entrap the masses in gambling. The honourable member the Home Sec
re~ry says that he does not think it right to abolish the third enclosure. · 
His only argument is that it is for the convenience of the police. But . 
there are higher considerations than the mere convenience of the police. 
'~tis the police fort They are for keeping order. As my honourable 
fnend Sir V a.santrao Dabholkar said if Government wanted more police 
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force, this Council would be willing to give them more money. but to say 
that they were entirely helpless to check bucket shops outside the race
cour~e and that therefore they were in favour of the third enclosure 
is an argument which is very di:fficult to understand. This, Sir, comes 
with an ill grace from the lips of a philosophic Home Secretary like my 
honourable friend Mr. Montgomerie. I am very sorry to say that a 
large part of this House has gone on strike and the consequence now is 
the real attitude of the House has not found clear and forcible expression. 
If this clause is deleted the taxation would be increased. They say it 
was to get more money from them that facility and concessions are pro
posed to be given to the Turf Club. For the same reason, it is contended, 
is put fon;a·d the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Wadia. If 
more money be the only object then according to Government only six 
lakhs of rupees would be raised by this tax, if this concession is allowed; 
but if it is not aloMd eight or ten lakhs would be gained to the 
exche1uer; why not then secure this amount from the Turf Club, why 

. not get an additional egg from the golden goose. Here is a Government, 
which says let us go forward . with this bill to increase this taxation and, 
at the same time. as has been pointed out, they propose measures 
which tend to decrease the amount from the impost, which is ridiculous. 
The public does not· think that it would be too hard upon the Turf Club 
to put 50 per cent. upon their admission fees. I hope therefore that. the 
Government will find their way to accept this amendment. They have 
not accepted a single amendment as yet and, if they do not feel inclined 
to accept any amendment. what is the use of our coming and dis~ussing 
the bill at all. The only reason given for maintaining the third enclosure 
is the halting one given by the honourable member the Home Secretary, 
l:iut I hope my honourable friend. opposite, the Honourable the Home 
Member, will either give us solid arguments to strengthen the excuse 
put forwardon behalf of Government, or he will be pleased to satisfy us 
by the abolition of the third enclosure. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD:. Mr. President, I should 
like to say a word or two about the betting in the third enclosure and 
try to persuade my honourable friend that the wickedness is not the 
whole o:.'Ience of the Home Department. The Secretary in the Home 
Department has explained that the third enclosure did not originate in 
any suggestion of ours. It originated with the Turf Club. But it was 
found when once started to be a very considerable help to the maintenance 
of law and order and also to the suppression of outside betting. And I 
should like to make it plain that there is a third enclosure only in Bombay. 
There is no third enclosure in Poona. The question has been raised in 
this debate as regards cheap railway tickets and the third enclosure, but 
honourable members should not be under any misapprehension. There 

. is no third enclosure in Poona. But with regard to the third enclosure in 
Bombay it was found that it was a help to the police in the maintenance 
of law and order and in the stopping of outside bettings, and honourable 
members of this House will remember what great difficulties we have 
had in suppressing this outside betting. They will remember the 
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discussions we have had over the bucket-shop bill and our efforts to find a 
suitable way by legislation to stop bucket-shops. If the third enclosure 
is abolished, it is probable that bucket-shops will flourish again just as 
before. I believe they have been considerably reduced. (An honourable 
member: No.) That may be a matter of opinion. But if this third 
enclosure is abolished; it will probably encourage outside bucket-shops .. 
Because unfortunately people do like gambling. It is a practical fact 
that has to be faced that you cannot make people moral by legislation. 
You can discourage them from evil, but you cannot make them moral by 
law. What we have got to do as practical legislators is to consider what 
we can do to discourage them. That is the point of view in the Home 
Department. It is not an immoral Department. We want to check 
gambling if we can. We believed that the third enclosure had a tendency 
to this end. From that point of view we thought that the third enclosure 
was not such a bad thing in Bombay. But, if on the other hand general 
opinion is to the contrary, namely that the third enclosure encourages 
people to bet who would not bet otherwise-an opinion which I repeat 
is open to question-but if that is the opinion of members who have 
attended the race-courses and understand what goes on there-I mean 
particularly member.s from Bombay-if that is the general opinion, then 
there would be no real objection whatever to having it closed, from the 
point of view of the Home Department {Honourable members : Hear, 
hear). If that is really the wish of the House and honourable members 
think as practical legislators that that really is the right thing to do,· 
there really would be no objection from the point of view of the Home 
Department. We believe that we should still be able to maintain law 
and order; we are not going to admit that there is such inefficiency at 
present in our police force that it would not be able to maintain law 
and order if there were no third enclosure. But, of course, honourable 
members will remember the promise made that if it is closed, there will be. 
extra money for the city police. (Laughter.) If that is the general view, 
it would not be impossible to put a covenant in the next license providing 
that there shall be no third enclostJe. We cannot, of course, interfere 
with contracts which have already been entered into and licenses which 
have already been given; so that, this could not take effect at once. 
Honourable members will have to trust us to put in that clause in the 
next license issued to the Turf Club. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : When will the next license be 
issued 1 When will the present license be renewed 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: The license is from 
June, I thi.qk,-June of one year to June of the next year. It covers the 
Poona season and the Bombay season. It could not take effect during 
the coming racing season in Bombay, but it could take effect from the 
following season in Bombay. I gather that that is the general feeling of 
honourable members here, that the closing of this third enclosure would 
be a. step towards reduction of betting among the third class sportsmen, 
and if that is so, we are quite prepared to enter the necessary covenant 
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in the next license to be issued by the Home Department and give our 
assistance in this matter to the Finance Department. 

Mr; NOOR MAHOMED {Hyderabad District) : Sir, from what little 
I have seen of the Turf Club racing, I firmly believe that this is an insti~ 
tution which is absolutely unsuited to Indian conditions. Through the 

·courtesy of the honourable member the Chief Secretary I saw these races 
and saw the pitiable condition of all those who had lost every pie that 
they had in their pocket. After I saw all that for myself, I made up my 
mind that if I could contribute anything towards the rejection of this bill, 
I would do it. But to-day I see that we cannot do anything. We can, 
however, tell the Government plainly that we have the intelligence to 
understand what this bill means. With one hand, Government want 
to take something from the Turf Club, but with the other hand, they 
want to give them back most of the money they get from it and this 
honourable House should demonstrate to the honourable gentlemen 
opposite and to the public outside what the effect of this bill will be and 
that we are not a pack of fools so as not to understand the exact effect of 
this bill. It is an insult to the intelligence of the House to say that this 
bill is for the addition of taxation. I had not understood it at all until 
my honourable friend from Bombay pointed out that it was a concession 
to those for whom the Government-they did not admit they had-but 
for whom they seem really to have a soft corner; and soft corner in a 
. degree which ruins the country. Hyderabad is a small place, and yet 
gambling has been licensed there. This policy of licensing is ruining 
peopl~ who go to the races. We will therefore be doing well in strongly 
opposing the bill and particularly this clause. Let us clear the issue· 
at least, though we be defeated. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District) : Sir, I oppose the amendment. 
I thought, after the Honourable the Home Member having let down the 
honourable me 1 bet theHome Secretary, who is the most ardent supporter 
of the third enclosure, and giving an assurance that in the renewal of the 
next license a clause will be inserted to the effect that there shall be no 
third enclosure, that it would give satisfaction to this part of the House. 
But, Sir, the objection to the amendment does not stop there. There 
is another objection, referred to by my honourable friend Mr. Bole, that 
the loss of revenue on account of this clause will mean so much money 
less to education. The proceeds of the Entertainments Tax have been 
by some understanding ear-marked for education and, as the honourable 
House is well aware, the Honourable the President has informed us that 
the legal opinion was against ear-marking any revenue-in this particular 
case, the revenue from the totalisator betting bill-and in this way if we 
sanction the bill as it is, we would be crippling to that extent .... 

·The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I should like 
to remove any possible misconception in regard to the ruling I gave this. 
morning. The ruling was that you could not ear-mark any revenue 
without the previous sanction of the Governor, but that, with such 
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sanction you can always do so. I wish to make the point quite clear in 
order that there may ~e no misapprehension in the matter. : 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE: Thank you, Sir. The entire proceeds of this 
new tax will merge in the general revenues and there will be nothing 
in the way of ear-marking them. So the objection remains that when we 
reduce the amount from 50 per cent. to 25 per cent., there will be so 
much less revenue and on that ground I object to this proposal. 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHA.M (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, I 
rise to oppose this amendment. . I have been unable to follow, in the 
general discussion, the meaning of the views placed before us by some of 
the honourable members of this House. The view propolmded by my 
honourable friend Mr. Noor Mahomed for example was not intelligible to 
me. The figures which were placed before the select committee and 
before the members of this House show that after deriving revenue from 
the taxation on the Turf Club and remitting this 25 per cent. of the 
Entertainments Duty there.would be a net gain to Government of some 
six lakhs. I cannot see how a gain of six lakhs can be called giving with 
one hand and taking away with another; nor caa I see why an· act which 
gives Government a gain in revenue of six lakhs should necessitate calling 
upon members of this House to " stand up like men" and oppose it. 
As regards the other points that have been put forward, the Honourable 
the Home Member has very correctly said that it is quite impossible to 
stop gambling by law. I mention this point because it has appeared 
to me all through that this bill is primarily one for increasing the revenue 
of Go\·ernment and not primarily one for stop}Jing gambling. If it had 
been a bill for stopping gambling I should perhaps have opposed it but 
as it is a bill for giving revenue to Government I support it. You cannot 
stop gambling by law. To talk of doing so .appears to me very absurd. 
If p~!ople are stopped from gambling on the racecourse they will carry 
on gambling somewhere else and to any one with a knowledge of Bombay 
conditions to talk of stopping gambling passes my comprehension. I 
will only mention a few articles like shares, cotton and silver, or seeds 
with which I suppose every second man in the Bombay Presidency gambles 
in some form or shape and then if the impossibility of attempting to 
stop gambling, in some form or other, is considered, the absurdity of try
ing to stop gambling on the racecourse will become more clearly pro
nounced. As this bill appears to beprimarilyoneforgiving revenue to the 
Government I carmot see how the amendment moved by my honourable 
friend Mr. Hoosenally Rahimtoola is going to help matters. We were 
told that this bill had been moved after Government had ca.r:.efully gone 
into thd figures and that they had determined after careful calculation 
ju:t how much the Turf Club couM afford to pay without their revenue 
b~::mg decreased. We were told that if this tax of 4 per cent. was levied it 
~-ould be necessary to refund 25 per r.ent. of the ent.ertainments ta~ 
m order to enable the Turf Club to continue to keep their revenue up to 
the pitch which would give Government the revenue which they: require. 
An amendment which will have the effect of taxing the Turf Club with 
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this 25 per cent. entertainments duty and at the same time the 4 per 
cent. tax which has been proposed by Government will, it appears to me, 
have ~ its fust effect the killing of the goose that lays the golden eggs 
in the mind of my honourable friend Mould Rafiuddin Ahmad ! 

A further point with reference to this gambling question is that I 
cannot see how the charging of the 25 per cent. entertainments duty or 
its remission is going to have any effect whatever on the question of 
gambling. It has been suggested that i£ this 25 per cent. entertainments 
duty is continued to be charged gambling will in some way become less, 
but surely there must be some relation between the amount of the enter
tainments duty and the cost of a totalisator ticket. I would ask honour· 
able members who have supported this particular amendment whether 
they have calculated exactly what proportion the price of a totalisator 
ticket bears to the 25 per cent. entertainments duty. Actually in the 
:first class enclosure the remission of the 25 per cent. entertainments duty 
would mean, I understand, eight annas per head whereas a totalisator 
ticket costs rupees 10. In the third enclosure it "ill be in the same pro
portion. Clearly, therefore, the remission of the duty or its detention 
cannot in any way influence the amount of gambling. From all points 
view, therefore, I ·oppose this amendment. 

:\Ir. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, when 
the entertainments tax was levied about 2 or 3 years ago the Western 
India Turf Club used to charge 5 rupees for entrance to the first enclo
sure. Government then expected to realise Rs. 2-8-0 for every ticket sold. 
The Turf Club increased the rate of entrance from 5 to 6 rupees and 
Government naturally thought that the Turf Club was very good to them 
in giving them rupees 3 instead of Rs. 2-8-0. Government has been 
under that delusion up to now. In the select committee it was pointed 
out and it wa.~ brought for the fust time to the notice of the Honourable 
the Finance Member that the Turf Club were not paving three rupees 
but were actually paying 2 rupees per ticket to Government as entertain
ment tax. What the Turf Club did was that they reduced their entrance 
fee from 5 to 4 rupees, put 2 rupees as tax and thus increased it to six 
rupees with the result that Government, instead of getting 2-8-0, got 
rupees 2 only, that is, 8 annas less and still Government think that the 
Turf Club were good to them. Up to now the Turf Club have been pay
ing severallakhs of rupees every year as super~tax. To avoid it they 
formed themselves into a private company or an association thereby 
reducing the super-tax from severallakhs to something less than a lakh. 
That is how the Turf Club have been treating the Government and still 
Governmen..t want to come to their help by reducing the entertainment 
duty tax from fifty to twenty-five per cent. .Axe not the public of Bom
bay then justified in thinking that Government have a soft comer in their 
hearts for the Turf Club ! 'What has happened 1 Government have been 
considering all along this totalisator tax during the last two or three 
years and it is only now they have brought the bill forward. ~y 1 
To enable the Turf Club to meet out of their revenue all expenses for cap1tal 
works and for the extension of the racecourse and for the improvement 
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of the stands and the enc!osures. Do Government give a similar 
treatment to any business house or any industrial concern if such business 
house or industrial concern wants to expand their business and conStruct 
~uildings and does Government give it time of 2 or 3 years and say to 
it " we shall not charge you a tax for that period. A..fter you have com
pleted the works out of profits, then we will do it " ! Why should then 
there be such a special treatment to the Turf Club! Are the public not 
justified in thinking that Government have a soft comer in their heart 
for the Turf Club ! 

The Honourable the Finance Member opposed my previous amend
ment on the ground that it was encouraging gambling. In reducing this 
tax from 50 to 25 per cent. are not Government encouraging gambling 
by allowing people to pay less for their adniission to the racecourse 
enclosures l Is his opposition to the previous amendment consistent 
with his present opposition t 

Then the Honourable the Home Member said that we cannot make 
an immoral man moral by law. He may be right and it may not be 
possible to make a man moral by law but it is quite possible to make a 
moral man immoral by law by throwing temptation in his way such as 
by opening liquor shops, giving license for the sake of revenue to a gambl
ing house of any kind or even to horse racing clubs. The Honourable 
the Home Member says that if the representatives of the Bombay dty . 
want it, it may be possible to clooe the third enclosure. Have not the 
members from Dombay asked several times questions in this House 
asking Government to close this third enclosure and have not Govern
ment refused to do so 1 Has not the Bombay Municipal Corporation 
which represents the public of Bombay made representation to Govern
ment to close the third enclosure and what has been the reply 
of Government ! They said they would not do it. What is the 
use of the Honourable the Home Member holding out a hope that 
the third enclosure will he closed, when they want us to agree to 
the reduction of the entertainments tax for admission to the racecourse 
from 50 to 25 per cent. t Is this fair 1 Do these two questions; the closing 
of the third enclosure and the reduction in the amount of tax, stand on 
the same ground ! Why do they want' to confuse the whole question ! 
If the third enclosure is injurious to the people of Bombay, it is the duty 
of Government to close it, irrespective of what this Council does with 
respect to the entertainments tax for admission to the racecourse; and 
whether Government closes the third enclosure or not, if this Coun il 
thinks that this concession should not be given to the Turf Club, they 
should not give it. 

Then, Sir, I take very strong exception to the remarks of my honour
al,Je friend ~t:r. Grantham that every second man in Bombay gambles. 
I think it is a calumny of the citizens of Bombay. There may be indivi
duals who gamLle, but to say that every second man in Bombay gambles 
is re~lly going too far and I stronglv protest against it. 
. .~other argument used is, if you do not reduce this tax to 2.5 per cent. 
lt will be a matter of 8 annas to an indi\idual who has to pay Ra. 10 for 
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betting. If that is so, then. where is the advantage in reducing it 1 To 
the man who spends Rs. 10, 1t does not matter whether it is 8 annas more 
or less. The argument goes entirely against rum. I therefore hope that 
this House will accept my amendment and delete clause 10 of the bill .. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, attacks have been 
made on this clause 10 from every possible point of view. and some of 
them are inconsistent one with another. ·In the first plac~, we are told 
that this proposal of Government to reduce the rate of entertainment 
tax from 50 to 25 per cent. is a method of showing improper favour to the 
Turf Cl]lb. It has been conclusively refuted by· the last honourable 
member, because he has pointed out that this tax is met by the public 
and not by the Turf Club. ; for the Turf Club reduced their entrance fee 
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 4 and took the 50 per cent. on that, that is Rs. 2 raising 
the payment to the public to Rs. 6. Therefore, by this reduction of 
·50 per cent. to 25 per cent. there will not be a benefit to the Turf Club, 
but there will be a benefit to the people who visit the races, who will 
pay rupee one in place of rupees two. It is an unfortunate point of view 
that some honourable gentlemen have here, chiefly gE)ntlemen who have 
never been to the races, that nobody goes to the races except for the 
purpose of gambling. Let them go there and see that people do go to 
the races not for the purpose of gambling but for the purpose of innocent 
amusement and entertainment. Sir, people go to races in every country 
in the world, and not less in India, because it is a pleasant way of spending 
an afternoon, absolutely without any reference to gambling. 

Now, Sir, the point of view of the Government is that this can be and 
should be regarded as an innocent entertainment, and that there are not 
so many innocent entertainments in any part of the world-and I do not 
think Bombay is an exception to the :r;est of the world-there are not so 
many innocent entertainments that we should make it difficult for 
people to go to one without imposing upon-them a tax of so heavy a: 
liability as is not imposed on any other entertainment. It is quite 
unjust to levy from people who like the outdoor entertainment of a 
racecourse taxation of a higher rate than you levy from people who like 
the indoor entertainment of a cinema. H we are to become teachers 
of morality through the operations of this Council, why not put up the 
duty on cinemas another 100 per cent. 1 There is really no difference 
between the two ; they are both amusements, and some people like 
one and some people like another. I have given the history of this 50 
per cent. It was proposed quite definitely at a time when we wanted 
to int.roduce the totalisator tax, but we found we were not able to do so 
for reasons which seemed good to the Government three years ago, and 
we then substituted this figure of 50 for the ordinary rate which was 
applied to other entertainments, namely, 25 per cent. Now that we 
have got the totalisator tax practically passed by this'House, we consider 
that it is a proper addendum to this legislation to put the rate of the 
entertainments tax for entrance to the racecourse back to 25 per cent. 

Then, Sir, there is another point. The honourable member opposite 
said that we were encouraging gambling by this proposal. He said 
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that we were very inconsistent, because we had objected to his previous 
proposals of a proviso that 90 per cent. of the. money sho~d be pai~ to 
the winners on the !,'l'Ound that that would be encouragmg gambling. 
Now he savs that with a total lack of conscience and utter inconsistency 
we are encouraging gambling in this way, by reducing the rate of tax 
on the entrance fee. Sir, this is part of the unfortunate mentality of 
the honourable member that he cannot look on the racecourse as any
thing but a means to gamble. 

Sir, my point is that the reduction of the rate is not intended to en
courage gambling but to encourage people to go to innocent entertain
ments. If at the same time it has the effect of bringing more people 
there and enabling a larger number of people to bet on the totalisator, 
this is one of those unfortunate evils which no Government can control. 
If by that means the revenue is increased that can be no objection to the 
section from a financial point of view. I trust that is clear. If the 
revenue is increased by this measure the State will not suffer. In regard 
to the point which, I venture to say, you very rightly ruled, Sir, that this 
:<ection which appears to reduce the revenues of the Government is not 
in its proper place in an Act intended to increase the revenues of Govern
ment. I would like to illustrate what is well known to many members 
here that when Governme:o,t want an increased revenue from customs, 
they sometimes reduce the rates of customs duty on a particular article. 
It is not unknown to business men of Bombay that sometimes greater 
revenue i£1 acquired by reducing the rate of duty. From that point of 
Yiew this clause has been entered in this bill and it is definitely intended 
to be a part of the measure for increasing the revenue of Government. 

Then, Sir, there is the question of the third enclosure. That has been 
fnlly dealt with by my honourable friend the Leader of the House. I 
Lope that ltis assurance has satisfied many members who were previously 
11repared to vote against this clause. The assurance given by my honour
able friend on behalf of the Home De-pa::tment is that in the next license 
that will be issued to the Turf Club a proviso will be put in that there will 
1Je no totalisator for the third enclosure. I presume if there is no 
totalisator in the third enclosure there L<; no objection on the part of the 
members of this honourable House to the existence of an enclosure in 
which there are shelters and benches for the comfort and convenience of 
}'eople so long as they have no inducement to bet on a totalisator within 
that enclosure. Is that correct 1 (There was silence.) The gist of the 
condition in the license that will be issued to the Turf Club next June will 
therefore be that they should not put a totalisator in the third enclosure. 
If for the comfort and convenience of people there is a third enclosure, 
that is a matter in which this Council will have no interest. I hope 
that this hononrable House has been satisfied that there are arguments in 
fa~our of the action that has been taken by Government in regard to this 
thud enclosure; but since there appears to be a feeling in the House that 
the third enclosure with the totalisator added to it has done more harm 
than good we are prepared to bow to the feeling of the House and take 
the measures that are necessary accordingly. It has been explained that 
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during the next racing season in Bombay we cannot alter the terms of 
the 'license which has already been issue~. But this measure will be 
brought into force next June when Government issue the license to the 
Turf ·Club. I hope that those honourable members who based their 
objection to this clause on that ground will withdraw their objection. 

The honourable member 1\ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad told us in 
impassioned tones that we have not accepted a single amendment. 
Sir, I think the honourable member was a member of the select 
committee and the fact that none of these amendments that are proposed 
stand in his name is su:ffi.cient proof that we satisfied him in the select 
committee and the other me:rp.bers of that committee that the bill as 
drafted was in remarkable accord with their wishes. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I have added a dissentient 
minute on this point and on clause 5. 
. The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : The bill has taken a long 
time to prepare and, I think, the fact that it has passed unscathed 
through this· House is a tribute to the carefulness with which this 
preparation has been made. 

This remission, ·which was supposed (quite incorrectly) to be given to 
the Turf Club by this clause, is believed in some· quarters to be 
approximate in amount to the tax which will be levied on the totalisator. 
The honourable member Mr. Grantham has already disposed of that 
point. In this season now opening we expect to get 7! lakhs from the 
Bombay racing season and the remission of the entertainments tax 
will be lllakhs. So, the net gain to Government will be 6 lakhs. So, 
the. honourable member who thought that we were giving back to the 
Turf Club with the one hand just as much as we w,ere taking from them 
with the other hand, was a little mistaken in his figures and also in his 
facts. It is not from the Turf Club that we take the entrance fee but 
from the public who go to the racecourse:-· In any case it is inaccurate 
to compare the I! lakhs reduction in the entrance fee with the 7f lakhs 
from the totalisator. · 

Mr. Bole said that we were taking money that was earmarked for 
education. That is a plausible point, but there is really nothing in it. 
The money that is earmarked for education is not earmarked under the 
Act : it is granted in accordance with an lmdertaking given by Govern· 
ment. As a matter of fact the amount given by Government for primary 
education is many lakhs in excess of the amount secured by the enter
tainments tax. Therefore I think the honourable member will give us 
his confidence and may rest assured that when there is more money to 
be distributed, as will be the case when we get this taxation, the Govern
ment who have already paid for primary education many lakhs in excess 
of that recovered from the entertainments tax may be trusted to pay 
to primary education a portion of the further money that they will 
receive. · · 

I think, Sir, that with all these arguments this House may be satisfied 
that the public revenues will not be dal!laged by the acceptance of the 
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clause proposed by Government, and that, on the other hand, son;te 
measure of proper concession will be given to those people in Bombay and. 
Poona who seek an innocent recreation in the afternoon and .. who should 
not be suspected of partaking in this vice of gambling. 

Question put and motion declared lost. 
:rtlr. HOOSENALLY M. RAIDMTOOLA: I call for a division. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The tellers for the Ayes to hi}, 

Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar and ......... . 
Sir VASANTRAO A. 'DABHOLKAR : Sir, after the assurance I am 

not going to support the amendment. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is not the point. The 

honourable member can vote any way he likes, I have nominated him 
as a teller and he has to act as such. · · 

- Question put. 
House divided: Ayes 18; Noes 30: Motion lost. 

ABout. LATIF fuJI HAJRAT KluN, Mr. 
AHMAD, Mom.vx RAFiuooiN 
ANGADI, Mr. s. N. 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
DALVI, Mr. B. K: 
KAMBLI, Mr. s. T. 
KAzx INAITut.J,AKRAN 
MA.NSURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 

Ayes 
NEB.:ALJA.Y, Mr. R. s. 
NooB MARo:r.s.Eo, Mr. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PA.TRAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PRA.DRA.N, Mr. R. G. 
RA.Bllii:TOOLA., Mr. HooSENALLY M. 
SABDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SmNDE, Mr. R. D. 

Tellers for the A.ges : Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABROLKAB. and Mr. HoosENALLY M. RA.RIM.Toou 

Noes 
BUNTER, Mr. J.P. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
DABHOLKAB, Sir v ASANTRAO A. 
DADACRA.NJI Dr. K. E. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A.M. K. 
FRAMJI, Mr. K. s. 
GHOSAL, 1111'. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the'Honourable Khan 

, Bahadur SHAIKH ' 
GRANTRA.M, Mr. V. A. 
HAMID M. ABout. ALt,IMr. 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. • 
HArou, Mr. G. W. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAmncE 
HossACK, 1111'. W. B. 
HOTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 

JADRA.V, the Honourable Mr. B. V. ' 
JERANGm, the Honourable Mr. CoWA8JI 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S, 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. . 
MEHTA, The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MONTGO'MERIB, l\11'. A. 
MoUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJll'MDAB, Sardar G. N. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WADU, Mr. c. N. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
Wooos, Mr. E. E. 

Tellers for till!. Noes: Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM and Mr. A. C. OWEN. 

Clause 10 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Preamhle ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable 1\Ir. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, I move that the bill 
Third .Reading. be read a. third time and passed. 

Bill read a third time Question put and carried. 
Th~ Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is re.ad a third time and 

pa.ssr.d. 
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BILL No. XXIV OF 1925. (A BILL TO REGULATE AND CONTROL 
CERTAIN CONTRACTS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALES 

., OF· SECURITIES IN THE CITY OE BOMBAY). 

·''T!te Ironourabl~-_SiiMAUlUCE HAYWARD: I sugg~>st, Sir, that it is 
lather too late to tak~ up a new bill,· and if' honourable members rlesire, 
i1i might well be taken up to-morrow. 

The'Ronourable ,;the• PRESIDENT: A suggestion has been made 
'that ~he Hot1se should adjourn now· till to-morrow. I could act on it, 
but I do not wish to exercise my powers under the Rules and Standing 
·orders· without in the :first instance-· ascertaining the sense of. the House. 
I should like to know whether ·honourable , members would prefer 

· t<; adjourn now or to continue till 7 o'clock. Those who are in favour 
· of •adjoulnm.ent will signify the same by raising their hands. (All 
honourable members indicated assent by show of hands.) 

·.The House is adjourned to 2 o'clock to-morrow, Thursdayr the 22nd 
October 1925. 

BOJIBAT : l'BlliTBD AT 'J:HB OOVEBNM:UT OUTilAL J'BBiiS 
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22 Ocr. 1925] Thursday, the Z2nd October 1925 • . 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Han,' P~ona, at 2 p.m. on 
Thursdav, the 22nd October 1925, the Honourable the President, Sir 
IBRAHiM RAHUITOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding; 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, M.r. 
ABDULPURKA.R, :rtlr. N. A. 
ADWANI, 1\Ir. D. B. 
AHMAD, MOULVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, 1\Ir. s. N. 
BAPTISTA, 1\Ir. J. 
BEDRI!:KAR, Khan Bahadur I. 1\I. 
BHOPATKAR, Mr. L. B. 
BHUTTo, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BotE, Mr. S. K. 
BUNTER, Mr. J. P. 
CHAUDHARI, 1\Ir. L. s. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKA.R, Sir v ASANTRAO A. 
DADACHANJ'I, Dr. K. E. 
DALVI, Mr. B. K. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable 1\Ir. A. :M. K. 
DELVES, 1\Ir. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Ra.o Saheb D.P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. Cosru.s 
FRAMJI, Mr. K. S. 
GnosAL, Mr. J. 
Gnuux HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH 
GRANTHAM, Mr. V. A. 
GUNJAL, :Mr. N. R. 
HAMID :M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
Huw ARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HossAcK, Mr. W. B. 
HoTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 
JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JAYAK.A.R, Mr. M. R. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CoWASJI 
Joa, Mr. V. N. 
JosHI, 1\Ir. P. G. 
KALBHoa, M:r. G. M. 
K.umu, lli. S. T, 
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KANGA, :r,Jr. J. B. 
KAZilNAITULL.A.KHAN 
KoK.ANJ, :Mr. G. J. 
Ko:rru.ru, Mr. V. R. 
LALJI NARANJI, Mr. 
·LALLJEE, Mr. HoosEINBHoY A. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANsURt, Khan Sa.heb A.M. 
MAsTER, Mr. A. 
MAvALANKAR, Mr. G. K. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MEHTA, The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MEHTA, Dr. M. M. 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MouNTFORD, Mr. IJ. J: 

. MuJUMDAR, Sarda.r G. N. 
MmuDAM, Mr. W. S. 
NANAL, :Mr~ B. R. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEK.Ai.JAY, Mr. R. s. 
NooR 1tiAHoME:o, Mr. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATEL, Mr. G. I. 

· PATHAN, Mr. A. F •.. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. G. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PUNJABHA.I THAKERSI, Mr. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr.- IioosENALLY M. 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAi>TARsm, Mr. C. M. 
8HANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRA01 Mr, 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D. 
SmvDASANI, Mr. H. B .. 
SOMAN, Mr. R. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SWAMINARAYAN, Mr. J. C. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
VELKAR, Dr. M. B. 
WA.DIA, Mr. c. N. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
Woo:os, Mr. E. E. 
Tht Honourable the fRESIPENT : Order, Q~d~r: . Que~tions~ 
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CAUSEWAY AT TAKLI, SHOLAPUR DISTRICT. 

. I . 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and Shblapur 
Cities): Will Government be pleased to state when they propo.se to 
take in hand the building of the causeway at Takli on the Sholapur· 
Bijapur road in the Sholapur district 1 

The Honourable Khan B:lhadur SiiA.IKH GHULAM HUSSAIN 1 It 
was the intention of Government to construct the causeway at Takli on 
the Sholapur-Bijapur road and accordingly the plans and estimate for the 
causeway were prepared. Another proposal has, however, since been 
made and is under the consideration of Government to construct the 
causeway at another site, viz., Chanegaon, at a distance of about 2} miles 
downstream of the present naturel ~roosing on the Sholapur-Bijapur 
road at Takli y;hich is reported to be a more suitable one. The question 
of taking the work in hand will be considered when the &ite has been· 
finally selected, the plans and estimate sanctioned and funds become 
available. 

MEDICAL STAFF, KAMARAN. 

* .MOULVI RAFlUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Will Gov
ernment he pleased to state the names of the Mahomedan members of 
the medical staff engaged at Kamaran ~ 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: The following are the 
names of the Mahomedan members of the permanent medical staff 
employed in Kamaran :-

1. · Captain Noormohamed Kasembhai Chohan,· F.R.F.P. & S., 
L.M. & S., D.T.M., D.P.H., Director of the Kamaran Lazaretto. 

2. Dr. Moulvi Abdul Razzak Nakshbandi, L.M. & S., ·Assistant 
Director of the Kamaran Lazaretto. 

3. Mr. H. A. Yousufzai, S.M.S. 
In addition to these M1. Sayed Ali Reza Yemani, an officer of the 
subordinate medica] service, was deputed for temporary duty at Kamaran 
for a period of six: months during the last pilgrim season. · 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : May I know whether there are 
any Moslem lady doctors or nurses there 1 " 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : I would like notice. 
tMr. L. B. BHOPA1'KAR (Poona City): I do not rut my question. 

PRIMARY TEACHERS, KoLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Will Government be pleased to &tate-
(a) the number of potlts carrying polital allowance held by primary 

teachers in the Kolaba district ; 

'ThU! question wa.s a.sked at the meeting held in July-August 1925,· when an 
ad anlerim reply was given. ' 

t The following honourable members did not put the questions standing in their 
names:- · 

M:r. L. B. Bhopatk&r, Mr. N. R. Gunja.l, Mr. M. R. Javakar, Mr. W. S. Mukada.m on 
beha.lf of Mr. M. D. Karki., Mr. W. S. Mukada.m; Mr. G. I. Patel, Mr. J. Q 
Swa.minarayan. 
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· (b) how many of them are held by Brahmins and by backward and 
depressed tlasses r~pectively ; . . . 
· (c) the number of unpassed teaehertf in the Kolaba district and 

' · how· many of them belong to the Brahmin and other communities ~ 
The HonoUrable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Information is being obtain~d. 
, ·,POSTAL ALLOWANCE FOR TEACHERS IN SELECTION GRADE. · 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state how 
many teachers drawing salaries according to the &election grade get the 
postal aUowance in the Kolaba district and how many of them belong 
to the backward Maratha classes 1 

The Honourable M:r. B. V. JADHAV: Information is being obtained. 

KHOTS AS POLICE p ATILS. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Will Government be pleased to state whe~her 
it is a fact that the khoM themselves are police patils in some villages~ 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: In Kolaba district there 
are 42 villages in which the khots themselves are police patiJs. In 
Ra.tnagiri district khots are not generally appointed as the rolice patils 
but in villages where no other literate and suitable men are available a 
khoti sharer is appointed to the c:>ffice of police patil. 

Mr. N. R. GUNJAL : I do not put my questions. . 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Sir, I wish to put questions on 

behaU of Haji Adbullah Haroon. 
,. Mr. L. B. BHOPATKAR: On a point of order, Sir. Has the 
honourable member the written authority of the honourable member 
Haji Abdullah Haroon for putting his questi.ons on his behalf 1 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD.: ¥es, Sir, I have handed in to the 
Council Office the required authority. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member can 
in that case put the questions on behalf of the honourable member Haji 
Abdullah Ha.roon, 

·PRIMARY ScHOOLS. 

* MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD on behalf of HAJI ABDULLAH 
HAROON (Karachi City) : Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) how many villages there are with a population of five hundred 
and over in each taluka of Sind ; 

(b) how many of such villages in each taluka have no school build· 
ings; 

(c) which of such villages in each taluka have no local board plimary 
schools at all, and which of them have only a Mulla school! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a), (b) and (c). Statementst 

A, B and C containing the information required by the honourable 
member are placed on the Counoil table . 

. • This question was asked at the meet~g held in FebiVary-March 1925, when a~ 
ad illleTim reply was given. · · · · · · 

t Kept in the Secretary's office, 
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SUKKUR BARRAGE APPOINTMENTS. 

* MOUL YI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD on behalf of HAJI ABDULLAH 
HAROOY (Karachi City) : Will Government be pleased to state whether 
it is a fact-

(a) that in the Sukku:r Barrage establishment, not a single Mus
salman occupied any administrative post or any post of Executive 
Engineer; 

(b) that out of the 51 lower posts, i.e., those of Assistant Engineers, 
only 4 are held by Mussalmans ; · 

(c) that sevenl qualified Mussalmans have applied for the post 
unsuccessfully ; · · 

(d) whether any of such unsuccessful candidates has, before 
this, served Government, or anywhere else, in the Engineering 
Department 1 . 
The Honourable lli. COWASJI JEHANGIR: (a) Yes; 
(b) There are 18 permanent and 29 temporary Assistant Engineers 

or a. total of 47, not 51. Those especially engaged for this work are 
the 29 temporary men and of this number 7 are :r.Iahomedans. . 

(c) No Mussalmans with the necessary qualifications who are prepared 
to serve at rates of pay at which men of other communities of' the same 
ca.libre are obtainable, have been refused employment. · · 

(d) The information is being collected. 

ENGLISH-TEAcmNG IN PRIMARY ScHOOLS. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN ·AHMAD on behalf of HAJI ABDULLAH 
HAROOY (Karachi City) : Will Government be pleased to state 
in which of the primary schools in Sind English is taught ·.to boys 
and girls respectively in standards V, VI and VII under Government 
Resolution, Educational Department, No. 605 dated the 12th June 1922 ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: English classes are attached to 
standards V, VI and VII of the five primary schools in Sind noted 
below:-

(1) Bhian (Karachi District). 
(2) Durbello (Nawabshah District). 
(3) Ubarao (Sukkur District). 
(4) Thul (Upper Sind Frontier District). 
(5) Nashirabad (Larkana District). . 

These are boys' schools b·J.t girls are not excluded from admission. 

HEAD CLERK ?IIR. KISHINC1UND MrnALDAS HINGORANI. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD on behall of HAJI ABDULLAH 
HAROO~ (Kara~hi City): Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether there are any existing orders regarding the period of 
retention of a gazetted officer in one district continuously and, if so, 
what these orders are ; 

• This question was asked at the meeting held in February-March 1925, when an 
al interim reply ns given. 
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(b) how long Mr. Kishinchand A.mbaldas Hingorani has remain~d 
as head clerk (both permanent as well as acting) to the Deputy Com-

. missioner, Upper Sind Frontier District·; . 
(c) what the number of clerical appointments held by Chandikais, 

Mussa~ns and other non-Mussalmans, respectively, in the Revenue 
· Department of the Upper Sind Frontier district has been during the 

time Mr. Kishinchand was head clerk ; 
(d) how many graduates, matriculates and persons who had passed 

the school-leaving examination but were not Chandikais, have failed 
to get appointments, and how many appointments of Chandikais 

· have been made in the Revenue Department of the Upper Sind Fron-
tier district in Mr. Kishinchand's time; and · · ,. ' 

(e) how many of the Chandikais appointed during the said time 
have passed the school-leaving. or the matriculation examination! 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) There are no 

definite orders in the matter. Officers are retained in a district accord· 
ing to the needs and exigencies of service. 

(b) to (e) Inquiries are being made. 
Mr. M. R. JAYAKAR (Bombay Univeisity): I do not put my 

questions. 
·Mr. W. S. MUKADAM: I do n~t wish to put Mr. Karki's questions 

on his behalf. 

STAFF IN OFFICES OF EDUCATIONAL INSPECTORS. 

Khan Saheb .A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 
W\11 Government be pleased to state-

(a) the number of Hindus and Mahomedans geparately in the 
clerical staff in the offices of-

(1) Educational Inspector, Northem_Division, 
(2) Educational Insrector, Southem Division, 
(3) Educational Insrector, Central Division, 
(4) Educational Inspector, Bombay Division, 

(b) the reriod of their service, . . 
(c) the steps, if any, taken to recruit :Mahomedans in the clerical 

staff of the said offices 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Information has been called for. 

ENCOURAGEMENT OF EDUCATION AMONG MoSLEMS. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSURI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Will 
Government be plea~ed to state- · 
. (a) whether they are aware of the fact that in spite of Government 
resolutions to encourage education amongtt the Moslems, the number 

- of Moslem students in Government schools hag not incrl.'ased and is 
far from being satisfactory; · 

(b) whether they are aware that the Elphinstone High School, 
Bombay, has only 25 to 30 Moslem studentff out of 900 pupila, and the 
R. C. High School, Ahmedabad, has only 20 Moslem atudenM 1 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) The number of Mahomedan 
pupils in Government secondary schools has inereat~ed by 40·7 p~r ~n11, 
during the last 5 years, while the total number of pupils in such sc~ools 
ha9 increased by 5 · 5 per cent. only. 

(b) There were 20 Mahomedan pupils in the Elphinstone High.School, 
Bombay, and 24: in the R. C. High School, Ahmedabad, on 31st March 
1925. With regard to the former school, it should be noted that the 
Anjum.a.n High School is in the same locality and has 230 pupils and that 
there are also 3 Aided High Schools in the Fort with 504: pupils. Aa for 
the Ahmedabad High School it ilf understood that the majority of Maho
medans in Ahmedabad belong to the artisan class, and the boys are 
sent out young to earn their living. · 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSURI : It seems no provision has been made 
by Government as far as Mahomedans are concerned. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I do not think so. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSURI: Is it a. fact that Mahomedan students 

are not given proper convenience so fa.r as admission to this Ahmedabad 
Government High School is concerned 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : It is not a. fact. 
Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : Sir, I do not wish to ask my questions. 
Mr. G. I. PATEL: Sir, I do not wish to ask my questions. 

AIDED PRIMARY ScHOOLS. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Na!tik District) : Will Government be 
~~to~~ . . 

(a} the number of private primary schools that stood on the list 
of aided institutions on 31st March 1925 1 

(b) how many of these schools were aided at the rate of one-half 
or more of their admitted total expenditure ~ · 

(c) how many of those aided at such rates would aufier pecuniary 
loss on account of the transfer of primary education to local bodies, 
by having their grants reduced 1 . 

(d) in the case of such schools, whether any 'steps have been taken 
or are proposed to be taken to compensate them for their loss 1 
The Honourable 1\f.r. B. V. JADHAV: (a} 2,144: 
(b) 32. 
(c) and (d) It cannot yet be stated whether thesq rchooiot will receive 

lesft grant than under the present conditions. , 

FIXED PosT PoLICEMEN AND PATROL SYSTEM IN 

BOMBAY CITY. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY :U. RAHil\ITOOLA (Bombay City): Will Govern· 
ment be. pleased ro state if they have come ro any decision regarding 
the questton of the fixed post policemen and pat!ol system in the city 
of Bombay, which was under examination in last Oorober ~ 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: It is still under exam1n
ation. Detailed proposals are expected shortly. 
: Mr. ROOSENALLY M. RAIDMTOOLA: When do. Government 

expect to come to a decision ~ . 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I cannot give the 

exact date, but the Commissioner of Police is examining tlui question 
and will report to Government. 

DEPORTATION OF FoREIGN PROSTITUTES. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state in how many cases during each of the last ten 
years the Foreigners Act, 1864, has been used for the purpose ol removing 
foreign prostitutes from the City of Bombay 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: 10 in 1914 and 1 in 
1923. There has also been one case in each of the years 1923, 1924 and 
1925 of foreign prostitutes leaving the country in anticipation of deporta-
tion orders under the Foreigners Act. ·· 

Mr. ROOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Were there no fit cases for 
deportation during the period 1915 to 1922 ~ 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Apparently not .. 

PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE BOMBAY PROSTITUTION AcT. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) :Will Govern .. 
ment be pleased to state-
. (a) how many prosecutions under sections 3, 5, 7 and 8 of Act No. XI 

of 1923 have been initiated and 
(b) in how many of these convictions were secured~ 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Information is being 
obtained. 

SuBMERGED LANDS IN KoLABA DISTRICT. 
' ' ' 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

. (a) whetheritisa'fact that some rice and garden lands have been 
submerged along the coast of the Kolaba district during the past 
five years! 

(b) If so, their extent and situation~ 
(c) What steps they have taken to help the people who have suffered 

by this calamity ~ 
The Honourable Sir CllUNILA:L MEHTA : Inquiry has been 

made. 
MA:RATHI ScHooLs IN KARwAR AND HALIYALTALUKAS. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to state- . 
· (a) whether it is a fact that in the Karwar and Raliyal talukas of 

the district of Kanara. though there is a large Konkani or Marathi 
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speaking population, there is not a single Ma.rathi ·school for the 
children of these people ; , 

(b) whether any representationS were ever made for starting Marathi 
schools there ; 

(c) If so, will Government place on the table their copies~ and also 
(d) state what action they have taken on them1. . . 

The Honourable l\1r. B. V. JADHA V: Information has been called 
for. 

KHoT~ SETTLEMENT AcT FOR KoLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state- · . . · 

(a) whether they had promised the khots of the Kolaba district 
to extend the Khoti Settlement Act to that district 1 . 

(b) what are the reasons for not extending the Act to that district 
though Government have reserved the power of extending it to that 
districU 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA: (a) No. 
(b) Government do not think it desirable to extend the Act to the 

Kolaba district, as its operation in the district to which it has been 
applied has not proved entirely successful. 

THE BoMBAY PROSTITUTION AcT. 

1\fr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to dtate-

(a) the extent of improvement brought about by the passing of the 
Bombay Prostitution Act ; 

(b) whether they have consulted the magistrates and other people 
responsible for the administering of the law on the desirability of 
increa!ling punishments under that Act, which was promised to the 
questioner at the time of the second reading of the Prostitution Bill, 
vide Council Debates, Volume X, fage 521 ; . 

(c) if so, will they place copies of those opinions on the table 1. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) It is not possible 
to give a specific reply to a question of this nature. 

(b) and {c) The question is under the consideration of Government. 

WATER FOR D AKORE SHRINE PILGRIMS. 

1\fr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will 'Government be 
pleased to state-

{a) the annual number of pilgrims visiting the shrine at Dakore in 
the Ka.ira district 1 
. (b). What provisions in respect of water-supply to the pilgrims are 
m eXIstence ; · 

(c) if they are not adequate, what steps Government have taken or 
propose to take to remove the grievance. 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur· SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) 
The honourable me!llber is referred to the answer given by Government 
to part (a) of the question put by the honourable memberfor the Indian 
Merchant11' Chamber at the last meeting of the Legislative Council.* 

(b) and {c) The honourable member's attention is invited to the answer 
given by Government to the question put by the honourable member 
for the Kaira district. t 

PRIMARY TEACHERS DRAWING PosTAL ALLOWANCE. 

t Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North):· Will Government 
be pleased to ~tate-, 

(a) the number of primary teachera in the Ratnagiri district drawing 
postal allowance ; 

(b) how many of them are Mahomedans, (Hindu) non-Brahmins 
and Brahmin& ~ 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) 94:. 
{b) 2 Mahomedans, 13 (Hindu) non~Brahmins and 79 Brahmins. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: May I enquire why Mahomedans and non-Brah· 

mins are tr~ated so badly in this matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I am sorry I am not in a 

position to give a reply. 
Mr. N. E. NA VLE : Is not this proportion inconsistent with the 

present policy of Government, namely that of encouraging the backward 
classes~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: This is the legacy o£ the past 
so many yea~s, but now, under the present policy of Government, I 
think matters may improve. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Is noUhe Honourable Minister 
going to take any measures to remedy this defect 1 " May" is a very 
indefinite term. . 

The Ho~ourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : The schools are being handed 
over to the district local boards, and it will be the duty of the district 
local boards to see that the postal allowance schools are properly appor· 
tioned among the various interests. 

Mr. B. K. DALVI: Before the schools are actually handed over, are · 
not Government going to take any measures to remedy. the injustice ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : The district local boards will 
see to it. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN A1IMAD: Has the Honourable Minister no 
power to give instructions to the local boards in this matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I do not think there are any 
such powers. 

• Vide Voi. XIV pages 1031,1032,1256 and 1257. 
t Vide Vo!. XV pages 684 and 685. *This question was asked at the meeting held in July· August 1925, when an ad 

interim reply was ginn. 
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Mr. N. E. NAVLE: Is not the policy of Government binding upon 
the local bodies 1 Will not Government be pleased to instruct the local 
bodies to follow Government instruction~ t 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: The question has not as yet 
arisen. 

?.IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: It has arisen now. 
Mr. J. C. SW.AliTNARAYAN: Sir, I do not wish to ask any of my 

questions. 

THE DAPoLI-BtmANDI RoAD. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): (a) Will Government 
be pleased to state whether they are aware ~hat the Dapoli-Burandi 
road (Ratnagiri district} has been closed by putting a wire-fencing 
across it near the Bishop's Church in Dapoli Town~ 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state who has put the wire-fencing, 
when it was put and under whose authority 1 

(c) Is it a fact that the said road is repaired by the local board of 
Dapoli out of its funds 1 , 

(d) Is it a fact that only the postal runner is permitted to pass along 
the closed portion of the road, whereas the public are shut out from 
using it 1 

(e) Will Government kindly state the length of this road between 
Dapoli and Burandi in miles and the length of its portion in feet, closed 
between wire-fencing ~ 

(j} What is the distance between Dapoli and Burandi along the road 
by which the public are now compelled to go in consequence of the 
closingof the said road 1 

{g) Was any representation made to the Collector requesting that the 
obstruction be removed 1 · 

(h) Will Government be pleased to place upon the table the copies of 
the representation to the Collector and his reply thereto, if any 1 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
(a) No. Dapoli-Burandi road, which is a local board road, has not been 
closed at all. A cart track across private fields that made a short-cut to 
Bu.randi has been closed by wire-fencing. 

(b) Lieut. Laxmanrao Kadam, M.B.E., has put up probably in 1924 
wire-fencing to the north and south of the land granted to him in 1923 
by Government in order to prevent cattle from entering upon the land 
and damaging crops. He did not require any authority to enclose his 
~~ ' 

(c) No. 
{d) It is the choice of the owner of the land to allow anybody to pass 

through his land. 
(e) The length of the Dapoli-Burandi local board road is 7 miles and 

that of the closed cart track is 2,570 feet. 
(f) The &tance is 7 miles, 6 furlongs and 220 feet. 
{g) Yes. · 
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(h) The papers* containing the representation and the Collector's 
reply thereto are put up. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I should like, 
with .your permission, to invite the attention of honourable members 
to the printed papers which have been laid on the table referring to the 
Legislative Bodies Cormpt Practices Bill, which is at present before the 
Le~lative Assembly. The Legislative Assembly have expressed a 
desire to obtain the views of the local legislatures on this measure before 
it comes in January next before the select committee of the Legislative 
Assembly. I suppose that if no motion is moved by any honourable 
member in this House, it would be taken that the bill generally has the 
approval of this local legislature, but if any honourable member desires 
to move any motion in respect of this matter, then, if such a motion is 
permitted by the Honourable the President, no objection to its being 
moved at .a convenient time will be taken by Government. 
· Mr. ;R. G. PRADHAN: May I suggest to the Government that in 
this particular matter a motion may be moved by the Government, 
and then honourable members may express their views thereon. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I suggest, Sir, that 
the procedure proposed by me is the better one, because it is the opinion 
of the local legislature that is required. If any honourable member 
would desire to move any motion, and, as I said before, obtains the 
permission of the Honourable the President, no objection to his moving 
it would be raised by qovernment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to inform honourable 
members that I recognise the importance of this Council expressing its 
opinion on a question affecting non-official members of this 
House, and therefore if any honourable member wishes to table a resolu
tion on the subject, I will suspend the rules or condone the delay as the 
case may be, and Jllow him to move that. motion. I think it is very 
necessary to ascertain in that way the views of this House in regard to 
such an important matter. 
· The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : Sir, I should like, 

with your leave, to mention one other matter. There is that small bill 
to amend the Bombay Port Tmst Act, 1879, which, 1 mentioned yesterday 
would be taken up later. My honourable colleague in the General 
Department is quite ready to take it up to-day after the Stock Exchange 
Bill and the Children Bill. It is quite a short bill, and he is quite ready 
to take it up to-day, if there is no objection from any member of this 
House or no obj~ction on your part. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I take it that honourable 
members have ·no objection to allow the Honourable the 
General Member to move for the third reading of the Port Trust 
Act Amendment Bill. The first two readings have been passed ; all 
that has remained over from the last session is the motion for the 
third reading, and I propose to permit. the Honourable the General 
Member to move it if there is no objection in the House. I take it that 

• Kept in the Secretary's office. 
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there i<l no objedion, and the Honourable the General Member will be 
allowed to move his motion after . the Stock Exchange Bill and ·the 
Children Bill. 

GOVERNMENT BILLS. 

BILL No. XXIV OF 1925 (A BILL TO REGULATE AND CONTROL 
CERTAIN CONTRACTS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF 
SECURITIES IN THE CITY OF BOMBAY.) . 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, I rise to ask for the 
. . first reading of Bill* No. XXIV of 1925 (a Bill 

F!lst Readmg. to regulate and control certain contracts for the 
purchase and sale of securities in the City of Bombay). ·This bill is an 
attempt made by Government to meet the demand that has been voiced · 
by many organs of the public press in Bombay and which appears to 
be backed by a. solid volume of public opinion. On the other hand, the 
measure has not been received with favour by a considerable section 
of the members of the Stock Exchange. 

I may perhaps remind the House of the circumstaMes which have 
led up to the introduction of this measure. In October 1922, a resolution 
was moved in the previous Council by the honourable member Mr. 
Havelivala, and was carried after amendment in the following terms: 

~· That this Council recommends to Government that a Committee consisting of two 
representatives of each of the following interests, namely, investors, industrialists and 
brokers, and presided over by an officer of judicial experience be appointed to enquire 
into the present constitution, status and working of the Bombay share and stock 
exchange, and to consider what reforms and a.ctions are necessary in order to place the 
exchange on a sound, efficient and healthy footing so as to secure the confidence of the 
investing public and safeguard their interests." . . 

Some time elapsed in the formation of a committee of enquiry but 
eventually a committee was appointed which began work in November 
1923. The President of the Committee was Sir Wilfrid Atlay, a gentleman 
who had been Chairman of the London Stock Exchange,· and was by 
uuiversal consent admirably fitted for his task. The members of that 
committee were some of the most distinguished citizens of Bombay, 
their names being, Sir Fa.zulbhoy Currimbhoy, Sir Purshotamdas Thak
urdas, Mr. R. Lindsay, Captain E. V. Sa.ssoon, J\Ir. Bhulabhai J. Desai, 
and Mr. Pherozesha M. Dalal, while Mr. G. Davis acted as Secretary.· 

The Committee took evidence and in three months produced a very 
valuable report which wa.s unanimous with one dissentient. This 
dissentient, Mr. BhuUi.bhai Desai, submitted a minority report. The 
report was forwarded t~> the Stock Exchange for their opinion : and 
their views were received by Government in July 1924. After these 
were very carefully considered by Government, Government issued 
a resolution in January 1925. A copy of that resolution has been· placed 
before every member u{ this House, . . . . 

The Stock Exchange had accepted almost all the recommendations 
of the Atlay Committee and agreed to '\\lork in accordance with these 

•Vide Ap.pendi1: C. 
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recommendations. There was however one important recommendation 
which dealt with Rule 26 of the Stock Exchange Rules on which the 
Stock Exchange Committee held out; and on this important point, 
Government agreed with the minority report of Mr. B. J. Desai and the 
views of the Stock Exchange in preference to the recommendations of 
the Atlay Committee. 

In the resolution to which I have referred, Government asked the 
Stock Exchange to amend their rules in accordance with tb e recom· 
mendations which they had then accepted and have asked the Stock Ex
change at various times to expedite action thereon. The Stock Exchange 
Association has been at work discussing the revision of their rules, but 
have not up to date complied with the requisition of Government at 

· all fully. Government are not in possession of the statutory powers 
to enable them to compel the Associa.tion which is commonly known 
as the Stock Exchange to revise their rules; and the object of the present 
bill is to give Government that statutory power which they are at present 
lacking. It is for this House to express by vote their decision whether 
they consider it suitable ·and proper that Government should be put in 
possession of this power. 

It may perhaps be of some service to the House, if I attempt, however 
imperfectly, to put before the House a brief sketch of the history and 
functions of this body of gentlemen whose operations this House is n9w 
being invited to regulate and control, and the extent to which such 
regulation and control is proposed. 

The Stock Exchange is 4 body of men who de.:~.l with the purchase and 
sale of shares. of joint stock companies. The greater part of the commer
cial and industrial business of the world is conducted by joint stock 
companies, a system of management which in the last 100 years has to 
a great extent taken the place of the older proprietary concerns. In 
so far as this purchase and sale is conductd for cash we do not propose 
any form of control or regulation, for no complaint has arisen on this 
score. The bill, you will observe, Sir, is limited to the control and regula
tion of dealings in what are called futures. It is difficult to define 
futures; and our legal advisers have overcome this difficulty by defining 
cash transfers and regarding all other transfers which are not on a cash 
basis as being futures. 

This body of gentlemen has behind it a history of about 40 years ; 
for the Native Share and Stock Brokers' Association of Bombay was 
formally constituted in December 1887 ; and they claim that they have 
played a very important part in the growth of the prosperity of the 
citizens of Bombay. I think that that claim may be accepted without 
cavil for a large part of their existence. Every Stock Exchange of the 
world has had its periods of crisis which coincide with times of public 
excitement when human nature succumbs to the temptation of gambling. 
At such periods some part of the investing public is bound to lose a 
considerable share of their wealth and they do not submit to that loss 
without recrim1nation and imputation o~ bad faith. It is necessary 
to disCQUil~ very heavily thos~ complaints which arise at such ~erio4s~ · 
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The public confidence in a body which has so important an influence 

upon the fortunes of men as the . Committee of the Stock Exchange 
depends largely on the presence on that committee of men of high reputa· 
tion. For many years the affairs of the Stock Exchange prospered. 
For many years recently the Stock Exchange enjoyed a large measure 
of public confidence through the reputation of one of their great names, 
Sir Shapurji Broacha. It is unfortunate that his death in 1920 was 
followed by a period of intense speculation which has resulted in the 
present period of severe depression. Fortunes have been won and lost 
in rapid succession, and the ambitions of men have been inflamed with 
the desire to secure immense gains by methods which the law cannot 
touch but which the public conscience condemns as illegitimate. These 
methods are technically known as bull raids and bear raid~ and are 
generally recognised as detrimental to the interests of the public and 
the careful conduct of commerce and industry. 

I wish it to be clearly understood that I make no charge against the 
personal conduct of the gentlemen who now constitute or have recently 
constituted the Stock Exchange Committee. Government recognise 
that these gentlemen have discharged very difficult functions and have 
undertaken very heavy responsibilities. · 

The Committee presided over by Sir Wilirid Atlay found that the 
chief weakness of the position of the Stock Exchange Committee lay 
in the chaotic condition of their rules. It will perhaps be best for me to 
quote their exact words : 

"We recognise the fa.ct tha.t in the pa.st few yea.rs the Associa.tion ha.s been labouring 
under unusua.l difficulties due, we believe, in a grea.t mea.sure to that mistaken policy of 
tixing prices with which we shall deal hereafter ; but eo long as the policy and the rUles 
which give it effect remain, so long we cannot see how that general consensus of opinion 
which appears necessary to pass the rules can come into existence. But it is necessary 
in the public interest that the rules and regulations of a grea.t ma.rket in securities should 
be clearly laid down, should be ea.sily ascerta.ina.ble and should be strictly enforced. 

" There are in the draft l'ules a.nd regulations of the Association ma.ny excellent rules 
and regula.tions but they are of no value if they are not passed and they are of no value 
if, when passed, th£y a.re not enforced. And we are constrained to remark that there 
has been on the one hand laxity in enforcing the present rilles and on the other hand a. 
neglect of their observa.nce on the part of certain members of the Association, which is 
to be dPplored." 

Sir, it is a remarkable phenomenon, for which the Stock Exchange 
may justly take considerable credit, that there has been very little 
litigation in courts of law on the interpretation of these rules ; and I 
think it is only right to admit on behalf of Government that the Com.Jnittee 
have acted as arbitrators and have decided many difficult problems so 
completely to the satisfaction of their clients that these clients have not 
found it necessary frequently to claim the protection of the courts of 
law, Government, however, believe that the close relations which, 
i1 the bill is accepted, by this House, will be set up between Government 
and the Committee may not result in any friction but may conduce to 
a. restoration of the public confidence in the Stock Exchange and to the 
protection and prosperity of the investorR. 

It will no doubt be argued that Government does not regulate or 
control the operations of the Stock Exchange in London and other 
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countries in India, arid that this bill should be rejected on that ground. 
This argument, however, fails, and it is not applicable to the present 
bill: .for in this present bill we do not undertake any direct control of 

. Stock Exchange operations. These operations will remain entirely in 
the hands of the directors as at present. We propose to assume power 
. only to see that proper rules are framed, and not in any way to interfere 
with the administration of those rules. I should like to emphasize the 
point that in the present bill Government merely intend to take power 
to approve and enforce rules for the proper conduct of speculative tran-
sactions. · · 

I understand that one ground on which the Association is opposed to 
the measure is that Government· offered them a charter and that they 
have agreed to accept that charter ; whereas this bill is something 
d-i:flerent. It is true that we offered them a charter, but the Association 
rejected that offer, and this bill was prepared in consequence of that 
rejection. Subsequently when the Association saw that Government 
meant to carry this legislation through, they altered their mind somewhat 
in a hurry and said that they would accept a charter. But it was then 
too late; for we had no time to draw up the fresh legislation necessary 
in regard to the grant of a charter, and we had no time to obtain the 
sanction of the Government of India to that le2islation. The tactics 
pursued by the Association, therefore, would have-postponed any action 
on the part o{ Government until next July, and Government did not 
consider that the interests of the public would be served by such a post
ponement. The present bill therefore does not touch the grant of a 
charter, but it is not inconsistent with that grant. It will be possible, 
if Government are so advised, to bring in fresh legislation for the grant 
of a charter next vear. 

Government fully admit that this measure is a new departure and 
that it is necessary to proceed in this new neld of State activity with the 
utmost caution. It the House is prepared to accept the first reading 
. of this bill, it is our intention to refer it to a select committee for immediate 
and most careful scrutiny and discussion. 

Sir, I move the first reading of this bill. 
Question proposed. 
Mr .. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Mr. President, I support 

·the first reading of this bill. Really it is a matt~r for congratulation 
that the Honourable the Finance Member has brought this bill forward 
to protect the interests of the speculators. This bill will go a long way 
to save these persons from ruin in their speculative activities. 

Sir, I have to say this much. This bill should be referred .to a select 
committee only for this purpose. Certain powers are given to Govern
ment to frame rules. Under the Children's Protection Act some power 
is given to this House to amend such rules. I think the same power ought 
to be vested in this House and it should be possible for honourable mem
bers o! this House to bring in motions to modify the :rqles~ With thes~ 

· remarks I support the fifst fead,ing of this bill, 
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Mr. V. A. GRANTlUM (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, while 
I do not entirely agree with all the provisions of the bill under discussion,· 
I mUBt congratulate the Government of Bombay on their decision to! put 
forward a bill controlling in some measure the actions of the Bombay 
Stock Exchange. 

It has been said and rightly said in my opinion that a stock exchange 
is a body carrying on a public utility service, that it owes a duty to the 
public and that in view of the intimate relationship between its adminis
tration and the growth and progress of commercial and industrial ventures, 
it is a function of Government to see that its duty is properly performed. 
It is equally clear that the commercial and investing public regard the 
administration of the stock exchange in Bombay with profound suspicion 
and w~uld therefore welcome some measure whereby control of its affairs 
can, in case of need, be exercised. This suspicion has been generated 
not only by the existing rules regarding corners but also by the complete 
disregard by the Stock Exchange· of suggestions made by the public 
in connection with the various other matters dealt with under the rules 

. and it has not been lessened by the failure of the Stock Exchange· to 
introduce without delay many of the minor reforms suggested by the 
Atlay Committee, many of which are quite straightforward, and are not 
contentious in the sense that the rule suggested by the Atlay Committee 
for dealing with corners may be termed contentious. 

However it would be out of place to discuss at this stage the actual. 
rules that govern the business of the Stock Exchange. Those will be 
dealt with subsequently and all that we are now concerned with is the 
Act to control the making of those rules. 

I must say at once that in my opinion, this Act, as drafted goes too far. 
The Stock Exchange is admittedly a body carrying on a public utility 
service, but it is,. none the less, a commercial body and the proposed Act, 
to my mind, contains a dangerous measure of interference by Govern
ment in the affairs of a commercial body. 

The 2 clauses in the bill to which I take exception are :-Clauses 4 (3) 
and 4 (6), in which the Governor in Council takes powers to add to, 
amend, vary or rescind rules, and as an ultimate resort, to make 
rules. . 

It is undesirable, I think, that Government should have such wide 
powers. All that is necessary is that Government should have the power 
to refuse to sanction rules, and then, the actual rule making may safely 
be left t.<> those directly interested in the making and interpretation 
of those rules. 

A complete safeguard against the making of inadequate rules, or the 
making of no rules at all, can be obtained by Government granting a 
Charter t.o one body, after seeing and aprroving the initial set of rule'J, 
for a. definite period, and enacting that contracts contravening those 
rules are void in law. This, coupled with the knowledge that the 
Charter might not be renewed at the end of the given period, with the 
result that all dealing in futures would be automatically stopped, would 
ensure that proper and adequate rules were made and the important point 
would be gained that the Stock Exchange would be dealing on the basif! 

11756-2 
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of · rules framed by themselves without undue Government 
interference. · · · 

The Honourable the Finance Member has told us that a Charter was 
offered to the Stock Exchange and refused and that it is now too late 
to repeat the offer. His suggestion now is, I gather, that the present Act 
should be passed and that next July, Government should bring forward 
a ·second bill in which they will relinquish. the plenary powers for which 
they now ask. This, I submit, is not satisfactory and I cannot agree 
·to. such a procedure. 
, We have a precedent for a Charter in the one granted to the East India 

·cotton Association Limited, which has, I venture to say, worked exceed· 
inglywell, and I venture to say that if Government had taken power~ 
·in that connection to frame and ·alter rules, the same measure of success 
.would not have been attained. Such interference, I submit, is undesir· 
able also from Government's <;>wn point of view inasmuch as the blame 
foi a criSiS, following the making of compulsory rules and the . insistence 
upon their use, would be laH at Government's doors, and then again 
there is the fact that a deadlock may be produced by the Stock Exchange 
!efu:ring to trade at all under rulea not drafted by them. · 

I have spoken atsome length on this matter as I gather that Govern· 
ment cannot consider, in select committee, such amendments to their 

·Act as I have indicated. If they cannot do so, I regret that I cannot 
s~pport the first reading of this bill. 

:Mr. C. N. W ADIA (Bombay Millowners' Association) : Sir, I rise to 
.congratulate Government on taking action speedily in this matter. I 
find that such action ought to have been taken and delay avoided in 
bringing legislation on a measure of this character. . 
· There is only one thing that strikes me that might be slightly altered 
in this bill, and that is clause 4 which states'"that the stock exchange may, 
subject to the sanction of the Governor in Council, make rules for the 
regulation and control of all transactions in securities other than the 
ready delivery contracts. I Jlhould like these rules to be placed on the 
table of this House before they are sanctioned. Otherwise the House 
will have no opportunity of criticising such rules until they are passed 
and put into force, and then any criticism offered by this House will be 
entirely valueless. . But otherwise I wholly support the bill. 
- The-HonoUrable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: Mr. President, 1 take it 
that the reluctance of~~::mourable~members.to speak on this point is an 
indication not so much that they do not understand the bill, but that 
they· cordially cmpport it (hear, hear). And it is therefore, Sir, that I 
may proceed to ask that the bill be expedited. 
: On the point raised by the honourable member ·Mr. Grantham as to 
whether in the select committee the bill can be so· amended as to provide 
for, the grant of a charter, we had hoped that that might be possible, but 
our legal advisors tell us that it is not possible .. The grant of a charter 
would mean such a complete alteration of the terms of t~ bUI that ~t 

-·- - . - -
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cannot come within the power of the select committee to modify the bill 
and to enable us to grant a charter. · · I 

The matter must therefore be postponed until a future date. The 
public demand has been urgent that this bill should be brought fot .vard. 
As we have seen in the last two years, there has been so rapid a movement 
of public interest upward and downward in this matter at short intervals 
that since it is important that the stock exchange should be improved, we 
think that it is important to take this p~·esent opportuuity of pushing 
through this legislation. We believe it will result in an improvement of 
the working of the stock exchange. It may not be the perfect solution 
that the honourable member ~Ir. Grantham desires; but at any rate it .is 
very much better than the existing state of affairs. . 

With regard to the amendment suggested by the honourable member 
Mr. Wadia, that certainly is a point that can be discussed and advised 
upon by the select committee. With these words, I ask that the matter 
be put before the House. 

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I ask now 

that the bill be referred to a select committee consisting of the follow· 
ing members :. 

1. The Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta 
2. Mr. J. B. Kanga (Advocate General) 
3. Mr. Lalji Naranji · 
4. 1\Ir. V. A. Grantham 
5. 1\Ir. 1\I., R. Jayakar 
6. Mr. J. Baptista 
7. Mr. W. McKee 
8. Mr. Hooseinbhoy A. Lalljee 
9. The Finance Secretary 
10. The Honourable the Finance Member. 

Quorum to consist of six members and the report to be submitted within 
a week. · 

1\lr. l\[. R. JAYAKAR: I do not wish to serve on the committee, Sir, 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : In that case I shall be 

satisfied with only 9 members, Sir, and five· will form a quorum. 
M ·. D. R. PATIL : I propose the name of Mr. C. N. Wadia, 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I accept that ·addition, 

Sir. · 

Bill_referred. to select Question put and carried 
commtttee. . · . ' 

BiLL No. XVIII OF 1925 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
CHILDREN ACT, 1924). 

(A.s a~nended by the Select Committe•.) . 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : :Mr. President, ~ 
present the report of the select conim.ittee, 

11 756-!?a 
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. The re)ort of the select committee is resented. 
· The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: I move that the bill* 

Seoond reading. be now read a second time. 
Bill read a ~ond time. Question put and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 
Clause 1 (Slum title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (InsertiO'n of new sections lOA, lOB, 100, lOD, and JOE, in 

Botn. XIII of 1924) :-
Alter section 10 of the Bombay Children Act, 1924, hereinafter called 

the said Act, the following sections shall be inserted, namely :-
"lOA. If any person is found drunk in any highway or other public 

Penalty · for being place. whether. a buil~g or not or on any licens.ed 
drunk while in charge of premt.ses, while havmg the charge of a child 
a child. apparently under the age of seven years and if such 
person is incapable by reason of his drunkenness of taking due care of 
the child, he may be arrested and shall, if the child is under that age, 
be punishable with fine which may extend to fifty rupees. 

.. ExplanatiO'n.-For the pU.rposes of this section a child shall be deemed 
. to be under the age of seven if it appears to the 

~sumptlOn as to age Court to be under that age unless the contrary 
of child. · • d 

IS prove . 
lOB. Whoever in any highway or other public place whether a build
Penalty for giving ing or not or on any licensed premises gives, or 

in~oxicating liquor to a causes to be given, to any child any intoxicating 
child. liquor except upon the order of a duly qualified 
medical practitioner, or in case of sickness or other urgent cause shall 
be punishable with fine which may extend to fifty rupees. 

· lOJ. It shall be the duty of a police officer to seize any bidis, cigarettes, 
tobacco or smoking mixture in the possession of a child whom he finds 
smoking in any street or public place and any bidis, cigarettes, tobacco 
or smoking mixture so seized shall be forfeited to Government ; and 

. every such police officer shall be authorized to search any boy so found 
smoking but not a girl. 

IOD. Whoever by words, either spoken or written or by signs, 
or otherwise, incites or attempts to incite a child 

~enalty for inciting a o~ young person to make any bet or wager or to 
child or young person to • k h . . 
bet or borrow. enter mto or ta e any s are or mterest m any 

betting or wagering transaction or so incites 
or attempts to incite a child or young person to 'borrow money or to 
enter into any transaction involving the borrowing of money shall be 

. punishable with imprisonment of either description for a term which 
may extend to one month or with fine which may extend to one hundred 
rupees or with both. · 

'Appendix B. 
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IOE. Whoever takes an article in pawn from a child or young person 
whether offered by that person on his own behalf 

Penalty for taking or on behalf of any other person shall be punish
pawn from a child or able with imprisonment of either description 
young person. for a term which may extend to one month or 
with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees or with both. " 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, the amendment 
which I wish to move to this clause (2) runs thus:-

In line 6, clause 2, substitute" ten" for" sevt'!n ", 

If we read this sub-clause we find that the object is to prescribe penalty 
fvr being drunk while the person in charge of that child is incapable 
of taking care of that child because of his drunkenness. It is very clear 
that our object is to help children so far as their own protectio~ is concern· 
ed, in the hands of th!3ir drunken custodians. The limit prescribed in' 
the bill is seven years. Why is it so 1 Because a child is incapable of 
taking care of itself especially when it is with a person who is in a drunken 
state and it is his duty to afford protection to that child. I want to 
raise that limit to 10 years for the simple reason that even a. child up 
to that age is not capable of taking care of itself when it happens to be 
in the charge of a drunken custodian. When that object is before our 
eyes, I think, there is no objection to substitute the word "ten" for 
the word" seven". With these words I move my amendment. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I may 
point out that this question was discussed in. the select .committee and 
it was decided I believe with one dissentient to retain the age of seven. 
The clause is intended to safeguard children who cannot look after them• 
elves and it is copied from the Englioh Act. It was considered that a 
child up to seven years cannot probably properly take care of itself, 
over that age probably it can and if we introduce the word "ten" there 
would perhaps be difficulty in proving before a Magistrate whether 
the child was in charge of the drunkard or the drunkard ~ charge of 
the child. Because it might occur that an adult, whQ was not quite 
rapable of taking care o{ himseli having taken too much liquor, was led 
home by a child between seven and ten years. I think, therefore, it 
would be better to follow the previolJ.S experience of the English Act 
and to retain " seven " instead of " ten". 

Question put and lost. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg to move the amendment that stands in 
my name, namely : 

" In clause lOB, delete the words ' in any highway or other public place whether a · 
building or not or any licensed premises'." 

Sir, the bill as originally drafted did not contain these words ; these 
words have been put in by the select committee. Sir, the object of the 
bill is to protect children. I do not understand why, in the case of giving 
liquor to a child only, the place should be restricted. Government have 
already decided that prohibition of liquor is their goal, and I do not 
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know why objection is being taken in this case. A penalty should be 
imposed for giving liquor to a child in any place whether public or 
private, and you must protect children from drink, which is no doubt 
a great evil. Under these circumstances, I urge that my amendment 
should be accepted. · · 

Question proposed . 
. Mr. A. MONTGOMERIE: Sir, .I have very considerable sympathy 

With the amendment which has been m(y~ed. I have very considerable 
sympathy with the motive which has induced the honourable member 
to move this amendment. I quite agree with him that it is a crime to 
give children· strong drink. The difficulty is that though it may be 
morally a crime, it is a question whether it is expedient to make it an 
offence under the criminal law. It involves, as can be seen, a very 
cop.siderable interference between parents and children. It gives oppor
tunities for spiteful persons to bring charges against their neighbours. 
It may lead to enquiries ·into what goes on bemveen parents and their 
children in private hous€'s. It seems to me that the evils of introducing 
this. amendment may be greater than the benefits which are likely to 
be gained :£rom it. There are reasons why even a parent should be 
prohibited from giving liquor to a child in a public place. The action 
is scandalous in any case, and when such scandalous action takes place 
in public,' then a stop should be put to it. But, as I have already 
said, I consider that the danger of interfering with the conduct of the 
parent in regard to his own children in his house is even more impor
tant than the . benefit which would be received by allowing this 
amendment. · 

·Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment. The point is that if drinJri.ng by a. child on a high street is 
to be an offence, I really do not see any reason why the same rule should 
not apply if intoxicating liquor is given to a child in a house or any 
private place. There are several cases in which children are ill-treated, 
and in spite of their being ill-treated in the privacy of their homes, the. 
cases do come out. Similarly, if any body gives liquor to his child, then I 
think that, in course of time, those cases will come to the notice of the 
keepers of law. I might mention that every year there have been cases 
where children under the age· of 14 are tried for drunkenness by the' 

. Chief Presidency Magistrates in the police courts of Bombay. I might 
tell this House that in the City Police Administration Report for 1924, 
mention is made of 10 children under the age of 14: years who were 
arrested and were tried for drunkenness by the Presidency MagistratiS. 
Mere drinking is not punishable, but a person becomes liable to punish~ 
ment only if he becomes rowdy, or is guilty of bad behaviour, or if he is 
tinable to take care of himself. The cases which I have mentioned refer 
to this kind, i.e., cases which became cognisable by the 1 olice. If there are 
a few extreme cases, naturally there must be many in which children. 
become drunk as the result of some body giving them drink, because 
under conditions of liC·J: ce a shop~ keeper cannot sell liquor to a person· 
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under 15 years of age. If Government prohibits a shop-keeper from s~lling 
liquor to children, should it not equally do so in the case of other persons 
also ! It is admitted that drink has an injurious effect on the health of 
children, therefore the distinction which is sought to be made between 
private and public places is really undesirable. For. this reason, I t~ 
it is necessary that we should make a statutory provision that drink 
should not be given to children as laid down in the amendment, i.e., 
whether in a private place or on a high road. With these remarks, I 
heartily support the amendment that is before the House. 

1 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Sir, I think that clause lOC should 
be retained. It is well known that the vice of smoking is rapidly increas .. 
ing, especially among small children. 

An Honourable MEMBER: We are dealing with clause lOB, which 
refers to giving liquor to children . 

. Mr. R. D. SHINDE: I think that the amendment now· before the 
House is necessary, and that tlie same penalty should be provided for 
giving liquor to a child in a house or private place as is provided in a 
case of giving liquor to a child on a high way. I support the 
amendment. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Sir, I have nothing to add, but I only- wish to say 
that whenever it is convenient to Government, Government do not 
hesitate to interfere in the private affairs of parents. Here, in this case, 
why should Government insist upon not interfering in the case of a 
parent giving liquor to a child in a private house. · I think, they are 
making too much of interference in this case. With these words 
I think Government would reconsider the matter, and my amendment 
would be accepted. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I know 
that much wickedness is supposed to lurk in the Home Department. But 
in this case we were guided after very careful consideration by the majo
rity of the members of the select committee. The two dissentients on this 
particular point were my honourable friend opposite (Mr. D. R. Patil) and · 
the honourable mover of this amendment. Therefore, we have put for- .· 
ward the wishes of the select committee. Their view was that it would be 
wiser not to interfere, more than would bereasonablysafe, with the private· 
domestic arrangements of people when introducing a measure of this 
sort. The danger of going too far in this direction will result in the 
provision being a dead-letter ; a:p.d it would be wise to go only so far 
as is reasonable and to hope for some real improvement being effected. 
There is a. real danger in allowing neighbours to interfere with the domestic 
affairs of others and suggesting that this is going on and that is going on i. 
and the select committee thought it would be better to leave this particular 
question out.-side such interference. I think, therefore, that the House 
will be well advised in accepting the opinion of the majority of the 
select committee and reject the amendment moved by my honourable · 
friend. · 
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Question put. House divided. Ayes 7 j Noes 33. Amendment lost. 
Div'tS'ion No.3. 

Ayes. 
BoLB, Mr. S. K. I Sru.NKARRAO JAYA.BA..Ml!.Ao 7.uNZARBAO 
KAI.:BHOB, Mr. G. M. SBINDE, Mr. R. D. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. SU11VE, Mr. A. N. 
P ATIL, Mr. D. R. 

Tellers for the Ayes: l'!Ir. S. K. BotE and Mr. R. D. SHINDE. 
Noes. 

ABDUL LATIII' HAn liAJJIA.T KHAN, ?fir. HoTsoN, Mr. J. E. B. 
BUNTER, Mr. J. P. JADru.v, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
Cl.EMENTII, Mr. E. JEHANGm, the Honourable Mr. CowAsJr 
DABHOLXA.B, Sir VASANTRAO A. Koum, Mr. G J. 
DADACHA.:NJI, Dr. K. E. LAWRENCE, the Honourable 1\Ir. H. S. 
DALn, Mr. B. K. MASTER, l'!Ir. A. 
DEBLAvr, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. CosMA.s MEHTA, The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
FB..WJI, Mr. K. s. MONTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. MOUNTFORD, Mr. 1. J. 
GJIULA.H HusSA.m, the Honourl).ble Khan MuJUMDA.R, Sa.rdar G. N. 

Baha.dur SHAIXH Ow:&N, Mr. A. C. 
IlAmD M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE Wn,Es, Mr. G. 
HosSAcK, Mr. W. B. WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

PeUe:rs'for the Noes:. Dr. Cosus FERNANDEZ and Mr. E. E. WooDs. 

Mr, A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name, namely: 

In cla~se 10 B, line 3, sub~titute the word" spirituous" for the word" intoxicating ", 

. The idea underlying this amendment is that a child should not be 
given alcoholic drink. There may be intoxicating drinks, but only if 
they contain alcohol it should be a crime to give them. For that reason 
I think it would be better to use the word "spirituous", because 
it would convey the idea·of alcohol. It is with that object that I move 
the amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. MONTGOMERIE : Sir, I am afraid I must oppose this amend

ment. I am not quite sure that I understand what the object of the 
honourable member is in proposing this amendment. I think "intoxi
cating " is a very much wider word than " spirituous ". There may be 
intoxicating liquors which contain no spirit at aU in the sense of alcoholic 
spirit, and those would be covered by the word "intoxicating ". Our 
objection to the use of the word "spirituous" is that there is a great 
number of patent medicines which are given to children without a doctor's 
uder and which are of popular use, which do contain a certain amount 
o£ alcohol and will therefore come under the term "spirituous liquor", 
although they cannot be regarded as intoxicating. I think the honouxa.ble 
mover will serve his purpose better by keeping the word" intoxicating", 
"Intoxicating" covers anything which induces a state of intoxication 
whether it contains alcohol or not, and the honourable member's amend· 
ment will leave out some intoxicating liquors without adding anything 
to the force of the section. I think, after this explanation, he will agree 
to withdraw the amendment. 
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.Mr. A. N. SURVE: Sir, in view of the explanation given: ~. do not 
wish to press my amendment. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Amendment by leave withdrawn. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg to move : 
After clause lOB, add the following clause: 
"IOD (I) Whoe,·er sells to a child bidis, cigarettes, tobacco or any smoking mixture. 

inh•nded as a substitute for tobacco, whether for his own use or not, shall be punishabiP 
with fine which may extend to fifty, rupees." 

Sir, you know how the evil of smoking is spreading. This clause was 
originally in the bill. But for the convenience of those persons who are 
in the habit of employing minor children it has been deleted. These 
persons employ minor children for their business or for office or home 
work and they very often ask the children in their employ to fetch bidis 
and cigarettes for them. The children are thus exposed to the temptation 
of smoking from whil'h it is necessary to protect them. But more 
regard is paid to the convenience of the employers of such children and 
no heed is paid to the welfare of the children. But I hope, Sir, that 
those honourable members who have some regard for the children will 
see their way to vote for my amendment. 

Questi()n proposed. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Mr. President, I heartily 

support the amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Bole. I 
have also given notice of an amendment to the same effect. If really you 
want to stop children from getting into the evil habit of sm1•king, it is 
necessary to retain clause IOD, which was very wisely inserted in the 
bill for the welfare of the children so fat as smoking is concerned. I 
think those persons who sell bidis, etc., to children should be made 
punishable with fine. This clause was framed on the lines of section 39 
of the English law. The Honourable uader of the House said, when I 
moved my last amendment, that the words " seven years'' were taken 
from the English law, and at that time he approved of the English law. 
So, I hope he will agree with the rule of the English law in this case also. 
With these words, I heartily support the amendment. 

Mr. A. MO~'"fGmiERIE: Sir, so far as Government are concemed, 
they are neutral on the amendment. The clause was deleted in the 
select committee, beca\18e the majority of the mofussil members said 
that it would be a distinct nllliance to people in the mofus"il if a person 
wa~ prohibited from sending his child of 12, 13 or H to get bidis c:,r 
cigarettes from the bazaar. It is entirely a matter for honourable members 
(JppOI'ite, wh" l.:now more about the condition of affairs in the mofussil 
than we do, to decide whether the inconvenience to the parents should be 
remon•d or whether it should be made penal to sell cigarettes to a boy 
of H sent by his parent to get cigarette11. 

MOl'LYI RAFIUDDL'i AlillAD (Central Di-.rision): Mr. President, 
I infer from the speech of the honourable member the Home Secretary 
that Government will not take any part in the voting on this amendment 
and they will leave it to the House. I hope that the Honourable the 
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Home Member will read it in the sense that Government would not· 
interfere in this matter. I am quite willing ·to accept the suggestion of 
the Home Secretary. . . · · 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Sir, I think this clause should 
be retained for the simple reason that it is our common experience that 
the habit of smoking is becoming more and more prevalent among small 
children. Some of the honourable members may have seen even small 
children of ten smoking in the public streets. To my mind this habit 
is growing simply because the parent.s of the children are in the habit 
of send.fug them to shops to purchase for themselves cigarettes or bidiir. · 
If it is the intention of . this particular enactment to protect children r 

from this temptation, I think such a provision is necessary. . 
Mr. B. K. DALVI (Belgaum District): Mr. President, I am sorry 

that I have to diller from my honourable friends and to oppose the amend
ment which 'has been moved so ably by my honourable friend Mr. Bole. 
I have done similarly in the select committee on the ground that it 
would work a very great hardship. The members who come from the 
mofussil know that we do not send our children to buy cigarettes or bidis 
unless we are required to do so by circumstances. Sometimes it so 
happens that some of our friends come to us, and at that time we do 
not happen to have any servants about, but at the same time if we are 
inclined to treat our friends with some cigarettes we might send a child 
of seven or eight years to get some bidis or cigarettes. At the same 
time we might take due care that the child does not contract the habit 
of smoking. Besides, this amendment does not punish the parent who 
is 1esponsible for sending the child, but it punishes the shopkeeper who 
has to do his business and who does not care whether he sells them to 
the child or to his parent. But at the same time I think the next clause 
is a sufficient safeguard against the habit-of smoking in the case of. 
children. And as the clause is there, I think the other clause which 
punishes the shopkeeper will work a very great hardship in the case of 
persons in the mofussil, and therefore I oppose the amendment. · 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Sir, I have nothing much to say in reply, but I 
would say only this much that Government were not willing in the first 
place to accept my amendments which were moved when the original 
bill was passed in this House. Then they gave a promise to introdur:e 
the amendment in a fresh bill which they would bring in ; and they have 
tiied to delete the section on some ground or another. And if such 
clauses are deleted, the whole force of the bill will be taken away and 
the bill will have no real effect. I place this amendment before the 
House and trust it will be carried. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: :Mr. President, I am 
sorry my honourable friend has a short memory. The retention of this 
item or otherwise· was of no great moment to the Government. The 
bill had been brought in by Government at first with this clause in. It 
was put before the select committee and the majority of the select 
committee thought it better to cut it out. Therefore, I have put the 
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bill now before the House with that amendment cut out. · There was 
a good deal of opinion in the select committee that it would be better 
not .to go too far in this legislation and that it would be quite sufficient 
to leave in the second clause and not retain the .first. It was pointed 
out in the select coDllllittee that though the first clause w~s put in as 
found in the English Act, it was as a matter of fact found' practically to 
be a dead-letter in England and it was not likely to be . of use in practice 
in India. It was thought it would not be much use to retain it in India, 
and therefore the select committee cut it out. It is a matter entirely 
of indifference to u.s whether the clause was retained or not, but I should 
personally be inclined to suggest that it would be much better for this 
House to agree with the opinion expressed by the majority of th~ select 
committee appointed by this House. The select committee looked 
into it and came to that conclusion, and I think the safest course in a 

-matter of this sort is to go cautiously and that the opinion of the select 
committee should be accepted by the House. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 11; Noes, 34. Motion lost. 
Division No. 4. 

AHMAD, JIIOULVI RAFIUDDIN 
BoLK, .Mr. S. K. 
K.u.BHOR, Mr. G. M. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NooR MAHOMED, Mr. 
PATEL,- Mr. A. E. 

Ayes. 
PATHAY, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
RAHDlTOOLA., Mr. HoosBNALLY M. 
SHINDB, Mr. R. D. 
SuBVB, Mr. A. N. 

TellerafQf'the Ayu: l'llr. S. K. BoLE and .Mr. D. R. PATIL. 

Noes. 
ABDn LATrr HAJI HA.ru.AT Klwr, Mr. HossAcK, Mr. W. B. 
Bnt:"l'TO, Khan Babadnr S. N. HOTSON, Mr. ,J. E. B. . 
Bt:'!iTER, l'llr. J. P. JADHAV, the Honoureble Mr. B. V. 
CLEME}.'TS, Mr. E. JEHANiliB, the Honourable Mr. C-owA.s.n 
Ih.BHOLKAR, Sir VASA'BTJU.O A. Kotum, Mr. G. J. 
DADACR.um, Dr. K. E. LAWBucx, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
DALVI, Mr. B. K. MA.NsURI, Khan 8aheb A. M .. 
J>ER.LAn, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. MASTED, IIIr. A. · 
FKRNUDEZ, Dr. CosMAS McKBB, Mr. W. G. 
FBA~JI, Mr. K. S. MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CmnmA.L 
GaosAL, Mr. J. . Mmrroo:v:ERIB, llr. A. 
GHt:'LAlol HnsAIN, the Honourable Khan Mot:•:l·•·noBD, Mr. L. J. 

Bahadur 8R.AIIUI MuJt'MDAR, Sardar G. N. 
H.uno M. ABot:"L ALI, Mr. OwxK, Mr. A. C. · 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. PAU.'TER, Mr. H. L. 
HttcH, Mr. G. W. Tuo!US, Mr. G. A. 
H .l Y w A B D, The Honourable Sir WILEs, Mr. G. 

llAnuc11: WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

Tdlmfor I~ 'Sou: Mr. J.P. Bo:nEB and Mr. E. E. WooDs. 

Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 3 (Ametldmeut of scclio;, 51 of Bom. XIII uf 1924) ordered to 

stand part of the Lill. · 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Sir MACRICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I 

Third reading. move the third reading of the bill. 
Bill read a third time. Que!Stion put and carried. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is now read a third time 

and passed. 
: · BILL No. XII OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 

. . . BOMBAY PORT TRUST ACT, 1879). 
The Honourable Mr. COWASTI JEHANGIR: Mr. President, I beg 

Third din to move the third reading of. Bill* No. XII 
rea g. of 1925 and in doing so, with your permission, 

I propose to offer a few remarks. · The honourable House will 
recollect that during the second reading of this bill an amend· 
ment was moved and accepted by this honourable House which altered 
claui!e 2 of the bill and introduced the figure 11 for the figure 7. I will 
not at the present stage go into the merits of the case, but to put it very 
shortly, Government find that it is not a wise policy to force the Bombay 
Port Trust to accept the greater responsibility which has been thrown 
upon their shoulders by thiJ amendment. Therefore Government desire 
to give this honourable House another opportunity of reconsidering 
this amendment. The Port Trustees have unanimously informed 
Government that they do not recommend Government to impose 
this higher responsibility upon them and therefore Government propose 
to adopt a procedure which · with your permission I will explain.· 
Section 81A of the Government of India Act is as follows :-

.. When a Bill has been passed by a local legislative council, the governor, liPutenant. 
governor or chief commissioner may, instead of declaring that he assents to or witholds 
his assent from the Bill, return the Bill to the Council for reconsideration, either in whole 
or in part, together with any amendments which he may recommend, or, in cases prescribed 
by rules under this Act., may, and if the rnles so require, shall, reserve the Bill for the 
consideration of the Governor General. " 

The first part of the section is relevant. Under this section of the 
Act we propose to recommend His Excellency to recommit this bill for 
the consideration of this honourable House with a recommendation. 
By rule 200 (3) oi the Rules of Business this House will have before it 
an amendment embodying the recomiilendation of His Excellency. 
The rule runs as follows :-

" Where dUring the passage of a Bill the Governor makes a recommendation in respect 
thereof, and any clause of the Bill has been agreed to or any amendment has been made, 
in a form inconsistent with the form recommended, the member in charge of the Bill 
may move any amendment which, if accepted, would bring this Bill into the form 
recommended. " 

Therefore when the bill is recommitted I will have the privilege of 
moving an amendment for the consideration of the honourable House. 
While moving that amendment I will place before this honourable 
House the reasons which prompt Government to bring this measure 
before the honourable House for reconsideration. This is not the time 
to go into the merits of the question. I merely wanted to inform the 
House of the procedure we propose to adopt for more than one reason. 
The first reason is that this procedure is being adopted for the first time 
in this Council and the second reason is that no honourable member 
should be taken unawares. At present I merely move the third reading 
of the bill. 

Question proposed. 
• Appendix F of Appendices to Vol. XV. 
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MOULVI HAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, we were 
not 'prepared for an intricate problem and a new departure !rom the 
usual practice oi this House and I think we have been taken entirely 
unawares. The right procedure would have been to give us a little 
more notice about this and as Honourable the General Member has 
thought fit not to do so, the only thing left to me is to make a few 
observations ....... . 

The Honourable the PHESIDENT: In order to remove any possibi· 
lity of misunderstanding, I should like to infonn the honourable mem
ber that what I understood the Honourable the General Member to say 
was that at present the only motion before the House is the ordinary 
motion to read the bill a third time and to pass it. There is nothing more 
at present before the House. I will permit the honourable member to 
speak if he desires to say anything in connection with what has fallen 
from the Honourable the General Member, but the actual fact is that 

·· he has merely moved for reading the bill a third time. What Govern
ment intend to do after the third reading is passed is that the bill, as 
provided by the Government of India Act, will be sent up to His Excel

lm:l'.P:Y for his assent. The Honourable the General Member wishes to 
take t.tl11 House into his confidence as to what will be done afterwards. 
Governme·nt will recommend to His Excellencv to recommit the bill 
to the RO>use when the Honourable the General Member will move an 
amendmeut to the effect he has explained. The effect of the explana
tion is that honourable members get intimation now of what will come 
before them at least two or three days r.ereafter. I wanted to explain 
the position, in order to avoid further discussion on this subject. The 
motion before the House at present is merely the ordinary motion to 
read the bill a third time and pass it. 

MJULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I am very much obliged to you, 
Sir1 for the lucid explanation which you have given about this matter . 
.~.·15Upport the motion that this bill be read a third time. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. HAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): May I 
draw your attention, Sir, to the fact that in the marginal note to section 
61A · (2) the words used are " Goods not stored in licensed warehouses 
to remain at risk and expense of owner if not removed within seven days". 
I think it ought to be eleven days and not seven days. 

The Honourable the PHESIDENT : The point holds good, and the 
)ill will be read a third time with the word " eleven " in the marginal 
note instead of the word "seven". It is a typist's error. The bill 
which will be sent to His Excellency will contain the word " eleven " 
.nd not " seven". 

The Honourable Mr. COWAS.TI JEHANGIH : Sir, there is very little 
)r me to add. It was very kind of you to have explained the position 
ery clearly. I have only to add that the object Government now have 
1 view is to inform honourable members of the procedure Government 
•ropose to adopt. 
If I had merely asked for the third reading of the bill without this 

xplanation, honourable members would have been under the impression 
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[Mr. Cowasji Jehangh] 
that Government are now in agreement with the amendment that has 
been passed. Because Government camiot see their way to agree, 

·Government propose to adopt the procedure which I have explained; 
that is, the bill will be recommitted under section 81A of the Government 
of India Act, and an amendment will be moved by myself under Rule 
200 (3) of the Rules of Business. My honourable friend might look 

. up both the section and the rule. There will be still two or .three days 

. before the bill will be recommitted, Because, it will be a new procedure, 

. we thought it our duty to explain what will happen two or three days 
hence when the bill is recommitted. 

Question " That the Bill be read a third time " put and carried. 
· Tlie Honourable the PRESIDENT: The bill is read a third time 
~ill read a third time. and passed. 

(After recess.) 

BILL No. XVI OF 1925 (A BILL TO GIVE WIDER POWERS IN THE 
MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS IN CERTAIN CITIES.) 

(As am~?d by the Select Committee.) 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 

I present the report of the select committee. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The report of the select committee 

is presented. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
With your permission, Sir, I move that the bill* be read a second 
Second reading. time. 

• J3ill read a. second time. Question put and agreed to. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is read a second time; 

(Bill read clause by clause) 
C'lause 1 (8hort title)-( I) This Act may be callerl the Bombay City Municipalities 

Act, 192 • 
(2) It extends to the whole of the Bombay PreAidency . 
. JA. The provisions of the Commissioner in Sind Act (Act V of 1868) shall not apply 

. to any powers hereby conferred upon Government. · 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad) : Sir, I beg to move : 
1 ' That clause lA be deleted. " 

Clause lA reads as follows r 
"The provisions of the Commis~ioner in Sind Act (Act V of 1868) sha.ll not apply to 

· any powers hereby conferred upon Government. " 

This clause was not included in the orlooinal bill and it has now been 
inserted by the select committee. We in Sind are far removed from 
the headquarters of. Government, and therefore the administration in 
minor matters is carried on by the· Commissioner in Sind. Since the 
introduction of the Reforms Act all these powers are practically vested 
in the Ministers who carry on the .administration of the transferred 
departments •. Under the Commissioner in Sind Act, the Governor in 

•A,ppell~~. 
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[Mr. Noor Mahomad] 
Council has power to delegate the powers conferred on Government to 
the Commissioner in Sind. What I wish to urge is that the Sukkur 
Barrage is to come into being and no one can foresee the future .of Sind. 
In the near future we are going to have a Chief Court for Sind. It will 
be a point to see what should he the status of the provhre. · 

Now, Sir, the taking away of this clause or its retention does not 
matter so far as the municipal government iS concerned, because if we 
take away this clause the Commissioner will be having the powers that 
every other Commissioner is possessing. There will practically be no 
difference. Further this clause does not exist in the Local Boards Act 
passed in 1923 and amended in 1925. So, it really lies upon those who 
are responsible for th·! insertion of this clause to show in what way this 
clause is important. Now, Sir, as I said the province is developing. 
There will he a chief court. In these circumstances it will be necessary 
to examine what will the futu:·e status of Sind be. Personally I think 
it makes very little difference whether this clause is retained or deleted, 
for the Minister will be in charge of the Local Self-Government. The 
insertion of this clause simply shows that there is an attempt to bring 
down the Commissioner from the position he now occupies. As some 
other honourable members from Sind will speak on this motion, I will 
uy what I have to say in reply. I formally move the amendment 
re~erving the points that I may wish to state to a later stage. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable · member will 
he permitted to reply only to the points made during the discussion. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, under the provisions of the Commissioner in Sind Act of 1868; the 
Government of Bombay have the right of delegating any of their powers 
in regard to local self-government to the Commissioner in Sind. As 
the amendment relates to local self-government, I shall confine myself 
to that point. 

Now, Local Self-Government is a transferred subject, and that fact 
has complet4::ly changed the .aspect of the question. Now, the 'Governor 
has to ad with the advice of the Honourable .Minister. That was the 
conr;ideration that prompted the insertion of this amendment. Some 
o( the members remarked that they have a Minister from Sind in charge. 
o{ Local Self-Government who ought to know the municipalities in Sind 
much better than the municipalities in othl'r parts of the preRidency. 
If, in 5pite of me, the powers were delegated, the position would be anom
alous. However, I find that my honourable friend from Sind wants tbis 
clause to be removed. I leave it to the Council: I am entirely in their 
hands. Even if this clause is not there. I understand that the Governor 
cannot, without my advice, delegate any .of the powers under Act V of 1868 
to the Conunissioner in Sind. Whether the clause is there or not, the 
Governor must consult me if he wants to delegate the powers. ·Whether 
this dau.."l' is there or not, it does not affect the position of the Honour
able ~Iinister very much. If the Governor wants to delegate the powers, 
he must consult me, and l do not think any Minister would like to 
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[Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain] 
part with his powers. I leave the question entirely in the hands of the 
Council. .. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 1 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Definitions). 
ln this Act and in the schedules, unless there be something repugnant in the subject 

or context-
(!) "Annual letting value" shall mean the annual rent for which any building or 

land, exclusive of furniture or machinery contained or situate therein or thereon, might 
reasonably be expected to let from year to year, and shall include all payment.~ made or 
agreed to be made by a tenant to the owner of the building or land on account of occupa
tion, taxes, insurance or other charges incidental to his tenancy. 

(2) "Building" shall include any hut, shed or other enclosure whether u~ed as a 
human dwelling or for a.ny other purpose, and shall also include walls, verandahs, fixed 
platforms, plinths, door-steps and the like. . 

(3) " Commis..qioner " shall mean the Commissioner of a division appointed under the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879, and in Sind, the Commissioner in Sind. 

(4) •· Councillor" shall mean any person legally a member of the municipality in a 
:municipal borough. 

(5) "Dangerous disease" shall mean cholera, plague, small-pox, and any endemic 
epidemic or infectious disease by which the life of man is endangered. 

(6) " House-gully " means a passage or strip of land constructed, set apart or utilized 
for the purpose of serving as a drain or of ~>ffording access to a privy, urinal, cess-pool 
or other receptacle for filthy or polluted matter, to municipal servants or to persons 
employed in the cleansing thereof or in the removal of such matter therefrom. 

(7) "Judge" shall mean District Judge, Joint Judge, Assistant Judge, Judge of a 
Court of Smbll C•mses, Subordinate Judge, or Joint Subordinate Judge. 
· (8) " Land " shall include land which i., built upon or covered with water. 

(9) " Municipal borough " shall mean a municipal district as defined in the Bombay 
District Municipal Act, 1901, included or hereafter included in Schedule I, during the 
period of snch inclusion. . 

(10) "Municipal district" shall mean a municipal district as defined in the Bombay 
District Municipal Act, 1901. 
· (11) "Nnisance" shall include any act, omission, place or thing which causes or is 
likely to cause injury, danger, annoyance or offence to the sense of sight, smelling or 
hearing. or which is or may be dangerous to life or injurious to health or property. 

(12) " Octroi " shall include a terminal tax. _ 
(13) "Official ~ear" shall mean the yeo.r commencing on the 1st day of April, 
(14) " Owner • shall include the person for the time being receiving the rent of any 

land or building, whether on his own account or as agent or trustee for any other person 
or for any society or for any religious or charitable purposes, or who would so receive 
the rent if such land or building were let to a tenant. • 

(15) " Public securities " shall mean-
• (a) securities of the Government of India and of the Local Government; 

(b) stocks, debent.ures or shares in railway or other companies the interest whereon 
has been guaranteed by the Secretary of State for India in Council ; 

(c) debentures or other securities for money issued by or on behalf of any local authority 
in exercise of powers conferred by an Act of a legislature established in British Inrtia ; or 
. (d) a security expressly authorized by any order which the Government makes in this 
behalf. 

(16)" Public street., shall mean any street-
(a} over which the public have a right of way; or · 
(b) heretofore levelled. paved, metalled, channelled, sewered or repaired out of muni

cipal or other public funds ; or 
(e) which under the provisions of section 113 or 114 is declared by the municipality 

to be, or ~der any other provisions of this Act becomes a pnblic street. 
(17) "Private lrtffet" means a street whirh is not a public street . 

. (18) "Salaried servant of the Government" shall not include a retired servant of the 
Government in receipt of a pension, or a person in receipt of a salary from the Government 
who is not a full-time servant of the Government. 

(19) "Street" shall mean any road, footway, square, court, alley, or passage, access
ible whether permanentl;v or temr>raril;v to the rublic, whether a th.orou~hfare or nat i 
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.and shall include e--rery 1'&eant spaoo. nonrithctand.ing that ii fllaJ 'be private p:vperty 
and partly or wholly obstructed by 111~ l!'te. post, ehaiu m-other burler. if houes. shops 
or other build.in!!s a bat thereon and if it; is used bv 111y penon aa a IIII!'IDS of access 
to or from any pilbt.c pla.ce or thOI:"I:MJ!!'h!are,. ..mether lllcla penoas be ocrupien .ol 
ncb building! or nc.t ; bu& shall not include any put, of torueh ~ Thich the oceu.(Mel" 
of 1111 ruch building hu a right at all boon to preYUD.& all other persoos from. ~ u 
aforesaid. 

(.!0) "Tu" sh&ll mean 1117 toll, nte. cet111, fee or other impost Jeviahle under this 
Act and shall include a ll"'ter rate. 

(%1) .. \"ehicle" shall include bicycles,. tricycle!,. motor can. and fmfr1 •heeJed 
con \'t'.flllCt' tihich is used or ea pa ble of beiog u.eed on a pu hlic Bf.ree\. 

~II. D. R. PA TIL (East Khandesh District) : Yr. PresidP.Dt, the 
amend.mt>nt ""bicb stands in my name rnn.s thus: 

.. M the end cl clause !. add the follmring ulllh-claaJB (!!) ; 
' Slaughter house • ahall mean a place 1l'bere animals ue alaaghteftd to I!Upp}J Jllll!.al 

for local c:oll8ll.lllptioll." 

Xo"·· Sir, if you look to the Municipal Act itself, you will. find that 
slaug!lter bo~ are meant for supplying meat to persons belo~uing 
to a particular locality. If that is the meaning in this hill alsu, I tt.ink 
we must have a definition in the Act i.trelf jtbi; to define what a slaogh.ter 
hou..c:.e means. And with that object I have bro~oht thls amendment 
just to dEfine·' slaughter house •. This is my object in bringing forward 
th i.s amendment. 

Questi\ln proposed. 

MOLLTI R.!FILDDIY AIDI.!D (Central Dirision): M:r •. Pres:ide:nt. 
I do n<'t t.hink it is neces..<:arV to add anv definition to the section. 
• Slaughterhouse 'i.s a term kn~wn to all, and the object of the honourahle 
mover will be served \\ithout the amendment, unless he has any other 

. moti¥e which he has not stated. I think that the amendment mould 
not be accepted. 

lli. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh Di.strkt): Now, Sir, when the 
object has been made qui~ clear that meat should be supplied to persons 
C\f a pa.rticular locality where meat is :required, I do not see any l't'ason 
'Kh y we should not add that definition of slangM:er houqe in tbe statute. 
By putting that definition m the statut~ hook we shall be fulfilling the 
objects of the Act. So, I do not see any :reason why ..-e should not add 
this d~fin.ition. 

The Hon11urable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GJWLAl( H~: 
Sir, thisdefinitionis superfluous. !.slaughter house. under the old Act 
as well as this, is understood by all to he a p'lale where animals are slaugb.· 
~red for local t·on.'\mnption, and up to date ahEOlutely no difficulty hu 
arL<~en. It is a common renn which is understood by anybody. and 
I think it .-ill he simply spoiling the st.atute book by putting this 
superfluous definition in it. 

Question put and lost. 

The Honourable thE' PRE:illln'"T: I overlooked the h::mourable 
member lli. R. G. Pradha.n's amendment to rnb-dause (:!0) of clause 
" The honourable member may move the amendment. 

H 7.)6-3 
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Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, the amendment which 
stands in my name runs as follows :-

In clause 2 (20) add the word • tax ' after the word ! any •. 

In other words, if this amendment is carried the definition of tax will 
read· thus: 

"Tu." shall mean any tu, toll, rate, cess, fee or other impost leviable undor this 
Act and shall include a water rate. · 

· Now, honourab~e members v.ill see that the definition of "tax", as 
it o~oinally stood, was " 'Tax' shall inclulle "-not ' mean ', 'etc. 
When the word' include ' was used, I quite understand that there was no 
neCf'ssity of making the definition quite clear by using the word "tax". 
But in the definition of "tax" as amended by the select committee, the 
word " include " has been omitted, and the word " mean " has been 
subsbtu~d for " include ". Now i( we define " tax " as meaning toll 
and so on, it seems to me that it is necessary to make the definition abso· 
lutely clear by using the word " tax". Tax shall mean any tax, toll, ete. 
Well, I do not mean to say that the definition as it stands does not cover 
"tax". I do not mean to say that, because thera is the phrase" other 
imrost " which will include ta:r. But when we are defining an expression, 
when we say "tax" means toll, etc., it is nE'cessary, in the interests of 
good drafting, to make the definition more clear by adding the word tax · 
also. And therefore if my amendment is accepted, the clause would 
read : tax means any tax, toll, etc. This is in fact intended to make 
the definition more clear, and I hope that Government will accept my 
amendment. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN t 

Sir, I am not unwilling to accept this amendment, but I do not think 
the definition requires the additional word "tax". It is superfluous, 
and it is bad phraseology. I have consulted my legal advisers, and 
they think the definition is very clear. It includes toll, rate, cess, fee 
or other impost leviable under this Act and shall include a water rate, 
and.I do not think anything could be mDre clear than this. On the 
contrary. the wording "tax'. includes any tax" would be mere repetition. 
I hope with this explanation my honourable friend will withdraw ·his 
amendment. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I have very great respect 
for the legal advis rs of Government, but I do not think that the 
legal advis· rs of Government . are infallible and I do maintain that 
in spite of all the expert advice that the Honourable Minister may have 
received, the definition should be amended as I have proposed. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 3 (Extension of Act to and withdrawal of Act from municipal 

districls and borouglis) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 4 (Bom. III of 1901 r.ot to apply to Municipal boroughs. Muni

cipal borouglis excluded frwa Scliedule I. Ccmtinua~ of adl, rwtiji• 
C4tions, de., in rupect of borouglis) ordered to stand :part of tpe_bill, 
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Clause 5 (Transfer of rights, etc., on inclusion in Schedule 1) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 6 (Preliminaries before notification). 
(I) Not less than two months before the publication of a notification under section 3 

the Government. shall ca.uRe to be published in the BrnnJn,y Government Ga~tte in Engllsh. 
and in at h•ast one of the local newspapers (if any) in the vernacular lan~age of the 
district in which the municipal borough or municipal district ie situate, and to be posted 
up in con~picuous placeR in such municipal h:>rough or municipal district in such vernacular 
lan'!'uage, a proclamation announcing that it is proposed to include in or exclude from 
Schedule 1 the municipal district or municipal borough, as the caRe may be, or to alter 
the limits of the municipal borou~h in a certain mann11r, and requiring all persons who 
entertain any objection to the sairl proposal to submit the same, with the rea~on~ therefor 
in writinll, to the Collector wit.hin two months from the date of the said proclamation 1 
and wheMver it is proposed to add to or fl:r:clude from a municipal borough any inhabited 
area, it shall be the duty of the municipality alRo to cause a. copy of such proclamation 
to be posted up in con~picuous placE's in such area. 

(2) The Collector shall, with all reasonable despatch, forward every objection so 
submitted to the Government. 

(3) No such notification as aforesaid shall be issued by the Government unleSs the 
objections, if any, so submitted are in its opinion insufficient or invalid. 

:Mr. ~· T. KAl\IBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 6 (l) substitute the word 1 thret"' for 1 two' in the first line. 

Sir, it is absolutely necessary that the rate )ayers should know what 
their exact nsition would be when therE.> is a "ll'oncsal either to include 
in or exclude any municipal district or borough fr · m Schedule I! For 
this purpose two months period is a small one as we know the general 
indiffer.mce of the ratepayers and the length of time they require for 
a riving at a co~rect conclusion. With this object in view I have pro
posed this amendment and I hope Government will acce2t it. 

Question pro--osed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAlN : 

Sir, if the House thinks that the amendment is necessary I have no 
objection to accept it. · 

Question put and carried. 
Cia. use 6 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill •. 
Cla.use 7 (Incorporation of :Municipalities). 
" In every munidpal borough there shall be a municipality, and evf;ry such munici

pality shall be a body corporate by the name of " the Municipality of- "• and shall 
have perpetua.lsucces~ion and a common seal, and may sue and be sued in itB corporate 
name through its Chief Officer'." . 

Mr. S. T. KAliBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, I beg to move : 
" At the end of clause 7 of the bill add a proviso to the following effect, namely ::..... 

1 Provided that no suit shall he defendf'd without the apprl'lvR.l of the municipality 
and that no suit shall be filed without the approval of the municipality'." 

Sir, I beg to Propose this amendment because the clause as it stands 
is a little ambiguous. The chief officer of a municipality should have 
no ·nwer or right to file or to defend a suit without the approval of the 
municipality. The municipality should have the sole right to deter
mine whether a suit should be filed or defended. I therefore think that 
the am~ndment that I have proposed is absolutely necessary. 

Question proposed! 
B756-3a 
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Mr.:R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District) : Sir, as the drafting of the amend· 
ment is rather clumsy I Blloo!7176St the following words :-

• Provided that no anm shall be defended or ~ ~te." 

· Mr. 8~ T: K.AliBLI : Sir, I beg leave of the House to accept the 
amendment to my amendment proposed by the honourable member 
from Na.U:. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, the wording of the section as it stands at 

present is that " every such municip1lity shall be a body corporate by 
the name of ' the municipality of- ' and shall have a perpetual suc
cession and a common seal and may sue and be sued in its corporate name 
through ita chief officer ". I think the word " through " makes the amend· 
ment absolutely unnecessary. The Chief Officer is not empowered to 
sue Q1' to be sued but that he can only do it with the permission of the 
muni.cipility. The amendment is to the effect that no suit shall be 
brought without the approval of the municipality, but as the munici
pality i! alone empowered to sue, the proposed proviso need ·not be 
added. . 

Mr. S. T. K.AliBLl (Dha.rwar District) : Sir, as I said at the outset 
the clause as it stands is ambiguous. It simply says that the munici
pality may sue or be sued through its chief officer, and so there is this 
ambiguity, namely whether the chief officer can sue or be sued without 
the pemiss:ion or approval of the municipality, and therefore to make 
it dear I have proposed this amendment. 

The Honourable Khan B.1hadur SHA.IKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the clause as it stands is very clear and the doubts of my honourable 
friend are groundless. The clause states that a municipality may sue 
or be sued. That means that any suit that is filed will be with the consent 
of the municipality, or when the munic!pality wants to defend any 
BUit; the consent of the municipality will be necessary. The reason why 
we have added the words "through the chief officer " is that a municipa· 
lity is a corporate body, and the councillors cannot go into a court of law 
to defend or sue. We have here purposely put the words " through the 
chief officer " so that the summons issued may be served on the chief 
officer. We cannot have all the members of the corporation going 
together to defend or file a suit. One man is authorised, and the clause 
as it stands is very clear that, unless the municipality desires to file or 
defend a suit, the chief officer cannot do so without its consent. In 
fact,. Sir. these words were added at the suggestion of two ()f our great 
lawyers in this Ho~ the Deputy President and the lonourable member 
from Th'l!l&, Mr. Pradhan. They said that a corporate body should sue 
Q1' be sued through some one :t=erson. Therefore, Sir, the amendment 
is not necessary. as the clause is very clear as it stands. 

Question put and lost. 
Cause 7 ordered to stand part of the bill 
Claase 8 (Mwticipalitiu to coM"st of elected and nominated wuncillors). 
(1) E'ftl111ldt. municipality shall consist of-. 
(a) eJede4 ~ i aZl4 
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(b) nominated councillors, that is to aay, such persons as froiD time to time are by name 
appointed in this be hall or are executing the functions of any office from time to time 
notified in this behalf, by Government : , 

Provided that the number of elected councillors shall not be less than four-fifths of 

'In ified the whole number, and that not more than one-hall of the 
• spe<' propor. nominated councillors shall be salaried servants of the 

tlOns. Government : 

But aU counci!lors Provided also that the Governme11t may direct that aU th41 
may be elected. councillors shall be elected. 

(2) ·Any vacancy due to failure to elect thP. full number of councillors which under thia 
•. . section might be elected and any vacancy due to failure to 
_ • Failure to elect. elect a councillor under section 27 may, notwithatanding 
anyth.ing in this Act, be filled up by nominati.ln by Government. . 

(3) Councillors elected or nominated under the Bombay District Municipal Act, 19011 
and holding office in a municipal district included or hereafter 

Continuance of coun· included in Schedule l, immediately prior to such inclusion, 
cillors holding office at shall be deemed to have been elected or nominated, 18 the case 
commencement of Act. may be, under this Act : provided that where the Government 
Election in case of has directed that all the councillors shall be elected, eouncillora 
non-continuance. nominated under the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, 

shall not be deemed to have been nominated under this ~ct, 
and councillors shall be elected under the provisions of this Act in place of such 
nominated councillor. 

Mr. S. T. KAliBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, my amendment relates 
to sub-dause (3) of clause 8. It runs thus : · · 

In clause 8, sub-clause (3), delete the words "and councillors shall be elected 
.•..••.• councillors" and substitute therefor" and councillors shall be co-opted in 
place of such councillors." . 

The reason for my amendment is this, that when a municipality is 
brought under the operations of this Act and the Government notifies 
that the whole body shall be an elective body. then under the provisiQn& 
of this bill as they stand, the nominated members shall have to resign 
their seats and their seats v.ill be vacant, and, under the law as it stands, 
fresh elections will have to be held. If we look at the constitution of 
the wards in the mofussil, we shall find that wards are so arranged as to 
return nearly four times the number of nominated members. So it will 
be very difficult for all the wards together to return only one·fourth of the 
number which they are ordinarily returning. I will make my meaning 
clear by an illustration. Supposing there is a municipality of 30 council .. 
lors, elected and nominated together, and that 24 of these are elected 
and 6 of these are nominated ; if the municipality is brought under the · 
Oferations of this bill, and is declared to be wholly elective, then the 
6 nominated members shall have to resign their seats and the 6 pla.cea 
of these members shall have to be filled up by election. Now, the 
city is divided into several wards, and has to return 24 members in all ; 
again it is divided into Mahomedan and non-Mahomedan wards. It will 
be very difficult or even impossible in certain cases for the municipality 
with the existing wards to make an arrangement to return only 6 
members more to fill the places rendered vacant by the resignation of 
nominated members. Otherwise the city will be called u:pon to rearrange 
the wards and it will take a long time to do it. The re-arrangement 
of the wards and the distribution of the seats of the nominated members 
in the new wards will again entail great difficulties. To obviate these 
difficulties, for the first time when a municipality is brought under the 
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operation of this bill and when the nominated members resign their seats, 
I propose a small amendment that those· places should be filled up 
by co-option by the elected members instead of being elected. That will 
avoid the difficulty of re-arranging the wards and of wasting so much 
time over it. So I beg to submit that in such a case when a municipality 
is brought under the operation of this Act, when nominated members 
resign their seats, it will be very easy to fill up their places by co-option 
rather than by election by dividing the different wards and again dividing 
them into Mahomedan and· non-1\Iahomedan, and thus wasting time 
over it. 
· Question proposed. 

lth. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : I am afraid, Sir, I shall have 
to oppose this amendment. It appears to me that the amendment 
proposed strikes at the root of all sound constitutional principle. 
Whenever a seat has been rendered vacant, it is necessary that there 
should be a. fresh election, and I do not think it would be a wise or sound 
policy from the constitutional point of view to fill a ' acan y not by 
electio.u but by co-option. · · 

])h. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik Di<;trict): I support this amc:>ndment, 
Sir, because tmder this clause, when a particular munici1-ality will come 
under the operation of the present Act, the members who are already 
elected will be returned by election. The only difficulty will be as 
regards the nominated members, and I think tl.at so long as. the term 
of the nominated members does not ex1-ire, it will not be fair to tl.oRe 
members to make their seats vacant and have election for those }articular 
seats. 
· Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Sir, 

I rise to support the amendment because I have seen tl.at many members 
who are not v.illing to come forward for election, when they are so 
co-opted do render very ·valuable service to the ILunidJ ality. So tl.ere 
should be no difficulty in their way to come in by co·OJ-tion. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Dhi.Bion): Sir, I feel 
rather contused by the speech of the last speaker. As a ruie tl.ere are 

· two or three members of the Mal,omedan corr.n.unity in a n unici1 ality 
and it would be very unfair to leave the representation of Moslems in 
their hands. Indeed such a course would not at ail deserve tl.e term 
"representation". There are bound to be rival jealousies and many 
other evils arising from local politics and it would be quite unfair that 
co-option should be adopted. I think that election is absolutely necessary 
and I hope the honourable member will withdraw his amendment. 

llr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I have notl.ing to add 
a.nything new to· what I have said. The great difficulty will be the 
difficulty of holding fresh elections, o{ constituting fresh wards, of the 
expenses o{ a fresh elP-ction and o{ the excitement consequent u:ton 
election and that too for only the unexrired portion of the term. I 
therefore beg to submit that the Council will be justified in acce}ting 
my amendment. 
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Sir, as the Beetion stands at present, every· municipality will ~ave a 
four-fifths elerted majority. That is the least number, but Government 
have reserved to themselves the power to make any municipality sho\vn 
in schedule 1 wholly elected. In that case, the seats of the nominat~d 
members "ill be filled by election. I think the amendment of my honour· 
able friend is a very retrograde measure. He says that those places 
should not be filled by election but by co-option. This would deprive 
the ,·oters, all those who contribute to the finances of the municipalities 
and who have the franchise, of their right of electing members. Besides, 
he bases his whole case on imaginary difficulties. When Government 
intend to make any municipality wholly elected, they will give that 
municipality sufficient time and sufficient notice that after a specified 
period, aay six months or so, or at the next election, that municip&.lity 
will be made a wholly elected body. That notice will give the munici
pality enough time in wbich to re-distribute their wards. The honourable 
member says "suppoee there are 30 members, 24 elected and 6 nominated ". 
I do not think with the existing wards any difficulty will be found; they 
may tack on one member to each existing ward, and thus dispose of 
the six seats. But as I have said, when Government makes up its mind 
to make any municipality wholly elected, it will giV"e sufficient notice 
to the municipality to arrange its wards, and in that case there will be no 
difficulty. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 8 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 9 (The G()1)ernment shaU determine number of councillors; fi:t 

proportion of elected and nominated councillors and make rules for regulat
ing elections): 

(1) The Gilvernment 8haJJ. from time to time, generally or specially for ~h munici
pality,-

(o) determine the number of councillors; 
(b) fix, subject to the provis.i.ons of section S. the proportion of the councillors, if 

any, who shall be nominated; · 
(c) make rules eons.i.stA:lnt with this Act prescribing the number of counC'illors to be 

elected by publio bodies or associations, il any, the number oi wards to be constituted 
for M.ahomed.anq, Non-Mahomedan.s and depressed classes in each municipal borough, 
the e~nt of such wards and the number of councillors to be elected by each ward,. 
Jiroviding for the preparation and revision of the lists or voters from time to time fixing 
the date &fter which no application for enrolment in any such list under preparation or 
revision shall be received, declaring the manner in which the right to vote of any undivid
ed family, or any company or firm. or any other association. or body of individuals or 
any trustee& of any building or land. being two or more in number, entered in such J.iBt, 
may be recorded and exercised, and prescribing the restrictions,. if any, on. the number 
of votee which a voter may give ; 

detel11lin.i.ng the manner in which and the authority by whom any objection to such 
lists in regard to the names entered therein or omitted therefrom may be heard and 
Ji:;ded, and to what judicial authority the appeaJ.s as to such entries and omissiona shall . 

prescribing the date for the publication of the Municipal Election Roll; 
~ting generally such elections. 
E.rp~Mtio~-A depressed cl&lll for the purpose of this section shall be one which in 

the opinion of the Government is a depre&ied class and the number of which is suflicient 
to req u.ire representation. There shaJl not be more than one ward for all such clasaea 
combined. 

(2) The Government may from time to time, delegate to the Commissioner any of the 
)!OW~rt .granted to .t~e G~vernment by clause (c) of sub-section (I) IJUbject to such 
restJ:ictlons or conditions if any, as the Government may attach to the delegation a.nd 
auch powell &h&ll be u:ercliled m consultation with the llunicipality concerned. 
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; Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (.Ahmedabad and Surat cities) : Sir, 
the amendment which I wish to move to ~~ause 9 runs as follows :-

"Add at the end in clause 9 sub-clause 1 (b) after the word 'nominated', the words 
'and -thl' proportion of Mahomedan Councillors which shall not be less than one-third 
of the total number of councillors to be elected'." 

Sir, as matters stand now, l\Iahomedans have not got their due share 
of representation. Even in the recent nominations in the Kaira district, 
out of 50 only 2 were Mahomedans although there were more Mahomedans 
recommended by the District Magistrate. At present we have no 
practical voice in the management of municipal affairs; so I commend 
this amendment to this-House. 
, . Question proposed. 

MOUL YI RAFIUDDIN AliMAD (Central Division) : Sir, I own to 
a good deal of sympathy with the amendment which has· been proposed 

· by my honourable friend and the House should k:D.ow that it is extremely 
difficult for the Mahomedan minority to get its fair share of representa
tion in the local municipalities. On a matter of principle I think that the 
honoUiable member deserves support because the principle underlying 
the amendment has already been adopted in the Imperial Council 
representation and the local council representation, of the Moslems ; more· 
over, it has received the consent and the sanction of those representative 
bodies, the National Congress and Moslem League. There are 
difficulties in the way, and I do admit that complaints may arise that the 
representation in the case .of certain municipalities would be too large ; 
for instance, the Moslem population of certain places would be only 
5 per cent. and in that case certainly we would not be justified in asking 
for one-third of the total number. But in many other cases I do 
believe that Moslems would be justified in asking for one-third representa
tion. I take this opportunity of remindin[!lll those who are responsible 
for recommending nominations that they would not forget the claims 
of the Moslems. I do hope that even if my honourable friend does not 
see his way to aecept this amendment now he will have in future all the 
power of making nominations himsell, that the Honourable Minister in 
charge will see the necessity of granting full and effective representation 
to Mahomedans by nomination. I hope that there will be no difficulty 
in satisfying the wishes of the Mahomedan community in this respect. 
With these words I support the amendment. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District) : Sir, it appears to me that as 
already pointed out by the honourable member Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad 
that if the amendment is carried it may lead to the result that in some 

· cities the Mahomedan population would be hardly 5 per cent. and in 
that case it would be preposterous to give 33 per cent. representation 
to the Mahomedans. I think the Mahomedans will get the proper share 
under clause (c), because power is left to the Governl')r in Cvuncil to make 
new wards in any municipality and seats for Mahonredans, and in any 
case the population as well as the importance of the Mahomedan 
communities in any municipal areas will be takP-n into account in fixing 
the ·wards. My request to the honourable mover is that he should 
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withdraw this amendment and move an amendment to clause (c) if any 
amendment is necessary. 

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara District) : Sir, if I oppo~e 
the amendment, I hope, the honourable mover will not misunderstand 
me because I was· one of those who supported the representations of 
Mahomedans on district local b<1ards and their franchise has been 
·embodied in the Local Boards Act. According to that in my district 
proportionate representation is· g1ven to the M~omedans, and in the 
distrkt local board in a constituency of 36 mem hers two seats are 
allotted to Mahomedans aecorrling to the strength of their population. 
Also in municipal representation in the election which is to take here· 
after, Government have fixed the number for the Sa tara City Municipality 
out of 30 seats 2 seats for Mahomcdans. In certain districts the porpor
tion of the Mahomedan population would be too small to ask for 
representation of one-third in all cases. '!'here is proportionate 
representation given in all eases, but asking :for a general ·principle of 
one~third representation for Mahomedans is too mueh. I therefore hope 
that the honourable mover will see his way to withdraw his motion. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSURI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
I have nothing more to add to what I have said. My honourable friend 
Khan Bahadur Cooper has .pointed out that there are two Mahomedans 
out of 30 in Satara municipality. I was pointing out that there are 12. 
Mahomedan members out of 48 in Ahmedabad municipality. So, in 
moving my amendment, I am only asking for four more Mahomedan 
members in Ahmedabad, to make their number 16. I do not think I am 
asking for too much, and cases · mw those o£ Satara are very rare. I 
believe the Mahomedans are very meagrely represented on the local 
bodies, and they have practically no voice in them. The Mahomedans 
are at the mercy of those people who monopolise all the seats and even 
the chairmanships and memberships of the sub-committees. They are 
doing nothing beyond an act of mercy in taking any Mahomedan members 
on any of the sub-committees. Under th~se circumstances, I think my 
amendment is both just and fair, and I hope Government will accept it. 

The Honoura,ble Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I must make my position very clear. I am as ardent an advocate 
of the rights of the Mahomedans as the mover of this amendment, but 
I must tell him that I am ready. to comply with his request so far as it 
is fegitimate, and does not encroach on the rights of other communi
ties. The section as it stands leaves the power to Government to fix 
the number, and I am sure Government would fix the number in pro
portion to the strength of the population of the Mahomedans. But to 
lay down a hard and fast rule that one-third of the members should be 
Mahomedans, irrespective of their population is, I think, not fair. 
Another of my honourable friends, Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, who is 
also a great champion of the cause of the Mahomedans, has referred to 
the representation of Mahomedans in the Legislative Council and the 
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Legislative Assembly. I may, however, remind him that is due to the 
mutual· understanding between the two important communities the 
Hindus and the Mahomedans ; that is the result of the Lucknow 'Pact. 
Both the parties agreed and went before Government, and Government · 
also acquiesced in the understanding which they had arrived at. If 
my honourable friends were to induce their Hindu brethren to agree to 
the general principle of one-third as the number of seats for the Mahome
dans, I would have no objection to it, but where the Hindus are in a 
minority, as in Sind, they ought to be given more representation in 
their turn. I hope, Sir, with the assurance that Government will deter
mine the number with due consideration my honourable friend will 
withdraw his · amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. NOOR MA.HO:M:ED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause 9 (1) (c) delete the words" by public bodies or associations, if any,". 

,The clause runs as follows: 
~· make rules consistent wit,h this Act prescribing the number of councillors to be 

elected by public bodies or associations, if any, the number of wards to be constituted 
for Ma.homedans, Non-Mahomedans and depressed classes." 

I propose that the words "by public bodies or associations, if any" 
be deleted. This bill, Sir, as you are aware, does not apply to big towns 
like Karachi or Bombay, but it applies to small towns like Hyderabad, 
Sukkur, Sholapur, Ahmedabad, and towns of that size. Therefore, 
if the power of sending representatives to the municipality is given to · 
public bodies or associations, I am sure such bodies or association will 
rapidly multiply, and it will become very difficult for Government to 
satisfy the claims of these associations or to give them any representa· 
tion; and if they are given representation, that will only take away 
the right of somebody else. In other words, if the Government do not 
give representation to these special bodies the result will be that there 
will be a great deal of dissatisfaction. Therefore, from the point of 
view of the electors as well as of the Government, it is only right that 
these words should not be retained in the clause. I can only think of 
one municipality, that of Ahmedabad, where there is the Millowners' 
Association, to which this principle might be applied. The Millowners' 
Association is a responsible body, and they may require representation 
on the municipality, but in towns like Hyderabad, Sukkur, Larkana, 
etc., once this right is conceded even to Ahmedabad, all sorts of asso· 

· ciations like Citizens Association·" the ltatepayers Association," "the 
Sunni Association," " the Bahai Association," and other associations will 
come into existence ; and how will the Honourable Minister satisfy 
them ~ If he does not satisfy them, they will say that no effect is being 

. given to the provision in the Act, and if the Government give them 
representation, it will be only taking away the representation of other 

· people. If the Act were to be applied to towns like Karachi and Bombay 
I would not mind if very limited representation is given to one or 

· two important associations, but in towns like Hyderabad, Sukkur and 
Larkana, such a social representation to public bodies and association 
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a.s is mentioned in the bill, is a dangerous step, and I think Go1emment 
Ehould seriouily coll5ider to-day whether they are embarking on a ~t 
policy by making such a protision. If they do so~ they will only help 
to bring inti> existence a number of a.ssociatioll!; a1.d eT"ery one of them 
will claim special representation. Therefore, I strongly object to 
those words being retained in the cla11..-e. I would ask the Honourable 
lfin.i:,""ter to seriously consider this matter. There may be only one or 
l'\\o a&."'Ciations to-day, but thousands of others may come into 
exb"ienC:e when the Act comes to be applied, and it will be T'ety difficult 
for the GoT"ernment and the Honourable l.link"ier to manage their 
repre..-'•entation. 

Question proposed. 
lli. S. T. KAMBU (Dhan-a.r District): Sir, I rise to support the 

amendment. .! similar amendment has been grren notice of by me. 
My re&..."'n for supporting the amendment is this. The principle on 
which representation is gi>en in this bill is that ewry one who pays a 
munici. al tax i.s entitled to T"Ote. On this Irinci& le, every person in a 
munici al borough who is paying any municipal tax is entitled to vote 
for the return of members in the general constituency to the munici
pality. IDlat rube the position if any public bodies Or associatioDB 
are gi>en the sp- cial right of sending special representatiT'es to munici
palities ! If we analyse the position, we shall see that these public bodies 
or as...-.ociation.s are comp<>SOO of persoD! who are ratepayers themselves. 
These ratepayers are gi>en the right to Yote for the return of manbe:rs 
in the general constituency, and if public bodies are gilen the right to 
return a member they will haT"e an. additional right to send another 
member through these public bodies or a.ssociatioll!. In other words, 
every person who has got a right of one 1ote will han the right of 
another T'ote for returning another member through a particular 
association or body if he happens to be member thereoL If a man has 
got & right to .T"ote for returning a member in a general constituency 
there is no rea...."'n why he should not select any representatiT'e member 
of any particular public body a.s a c. ndidate in the general constituency 
and return him. I do no~ see any reason why these public bodies should 
han special rep:resentation when in general constituencies thousands 
of >oters ha>e got the right only to return one representatiT'e. These 
so-called public bodies may con.sb-t of 10 or 12 persoD! and it is highly 
unjust that these 10 or 12 persoD! should be entitled to return one 
represenUitiT"e. If they want to get themselT"es elected why 
Ehould they not put foru.rd thci:r candidate for election in a big general 
constituency. I ~to submit that the principle of gi:ring special 
I'Pf•res.entation to public bodies is "riciou.s and ought not to be approved. 
If in the new of Go-rernment they think that special representation 
Ehould be given t... any public body. they haT"e the power to nominate 
on the board of the members of that public body. I do not see any 
tes.sons why the ordinary rights of the people to elect representatins 
U!ould he curtailed. This clause -will have the eiiect of cmtailing the 
rights of -roters in the general co~"tituency. This clau_;;,e will re::..-ult _in 
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creating pocket boroughs which ought not to be created in the general 
interest of the ratepayers. Therefore these words, viz., " public bodies 
and associations , should be deleted from clause 9 (1) (c). 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I rise to support this 
amendment. Our experience in Bombay is very bitter in this matter. 
Whenever public bodies are given representation by some means or 
other they always manage to secure representation far in excess of their 
legitimate share. Those gentlemen who have read -the minutes of 
dissent to the Improvement Trust Bill will have noticed to what extent 
this abuse has grown. When these bodies seek representation, either 
as corporate bodies or associations they hardly contribute, so far as I am 
aware, anything by way of taxes in proportion to the representation 
they enjoy. I can conceive that individual members belonging to that 
particular body may be contributing their share of taxes; but in that 
case th, .se individuals have the right to stand as candidates to get them· 
selves elected. For this reason I think that the public bodies referred to 
should not be given a favourable treatment. If we are going to have a 
democratic government let everybody have an equal chance. When 
these bodies get the privilege of sending a representative they often 
abuse it as I have already pointed out. It is absolutely necessary that 
there should be no side doors or loop holes in favour of these privileged 
institutions. All should enter by means of general elections. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Noor Mahomed and 
my reason is briefly this : If we give special representation to public 
bodies or associations, some clevell people will be very busy in starting 
bogus associations merely for the purpose of getting representation and 
in that way public life will become worse. So, I support the amendment. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District}: Sir, the principle governing 
election to municipalities as embodied in the Act appears to me to be 
this: that the ratepayers, .the voters, as such, will have the right of 
election. That is a very sound principle and there is absolutely no 
reason why that principle should be departed from in favour of any 
particular public body or association. I think this is a very sotmd 
amendment and I hope Government will accept it. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\1AD (Central. Division) : Sir, I rise to 
support this amendment. The Honourable Minister in charge character
ised co-option as a retrograde step, because it took away the democratic 
rights of the masses. I may remind him that one of his colleagues on 
the Government benches during the last session when the Karachi 
Port Trust Bill was under discussion said that there were three or four 
associations which were allowed to send representatives to the Port 
Trust; but two or three associations were rejected, and as a result there 
was a good deal of heart-burning. I think the principle is bad and 
you, Sir, would remember that when this question of separate electorate 
was being discussed in the Council during the :Minto-Morley reforms 
y~u emphasised the evils of !epresentation through associations and in 
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the case of the Bombay Anjuman-Islam you protested against: that 
body being allowed to send representatives in the name of Mahomedan 
community. This is merely a retrog-ade step. I do not know what 
kind of associations there will be. Why should not the Government 
exercise their power of nomination if they found any particular man 
in any association worthy of the distinction. To single out certain 
associations is to cause unnecessary confusion and friction in the smooth 
workina of the city municipal institutions. As so many speeches in· 
favour t>of the amendments have been made, I think the Honourable 
:Minister, who is always inclined to grant concessions when there was 
practical unanimity of opinion in the House will be well advised in 
accepting this amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I should like to inform the House that the Government are not res
ponsible for the insertion of these words" of public bodies or associa
tions". They were introduced at the instance of the select committee, 
of which the two members who preceded me were members. 

:MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I had opposed it .. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur ·SHAIKH GHULAI\I HUSSAIN r 

I see there are strong feelings on this question. I therefore accept the 
amendment. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Mr. President, the amend· 

ment which I beg to move is this :-
In clause 9 (1) (c). for the words" the number of warda to be constituted for Ma.homed· 

ans, non-Ma.homeda.ns and depressed classes", the following words may be substituted 
tJiz., 

"the constitution of wards including a special ward for depressed classes". 

If honourable members will turn to section 9 (1) (c) as it stands in the 
bill and consider the amendment which I propose, they will see that 
the object of my amendment is to do away with special representation 
for any community except the depressed classes. My object in moving 
this amendment is that so far as this bill is concerned there should not be 
any statutory recognition of the principle of communal representation. 
except in the case of those submerged classes for whom we all feel the 
keenest sympathy and whose hardships and disabilities are of a peculiar 
character,-I mean the depressed classes. Except for those classes there 
should not be special representation for any community. That is the 
principle of my amendment. 

I own to a feeling, Sir, that in moving this amendment I am standing 
up for a cause which has very little chance of immediate success. I 
am aware, Sir, that a very large element in this House-l might even say 
a very powerful element in the House, as will be seen from the amend
ments that will come after my amendment-is not only in favour of speciai 
representation for :Mahomedans and depressed classes, but are also in 
favour of extending that principle to communities which are characterised 
as ba<:kward communities. Such being the sta~ of feeling and opinion 
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on this question, I do feel that my amendment has very little chance of 
being accepted by this House. But all the-same I feel that it is my duty 
to place before this honourable House my view. After all it will be realised 
that in the interests of the greatest progress of this country it will be 
desirable to do away with this principle of communal representation at 
any rate in the local bodies. In moving this amendment, therefore, 
I am looking forward not to the immediate present but to the future, 
and I feel convinced that though this amendment may not be accepted 
by this honourable House, it will serve this purpose, that it will create 
public opinion·in favour of the view which I am taking and which is 
shared by a considerable number of people in this country, and that it 
will give rise to a good deal of discussion on this question and that in the 
long run a sound judgment on this important and vital question will 
prevail. 

Sir, my views as regards special representation, whether of the Mahome· 
dans or of any other community, are fully expressed in the minute of 
dissent which I have appended to this report. I do not know 'whether 
honourable members have done me the honour of going through my 
minute of dissent, but if they· have not, I would invite attention to 
·paragraph 3 of that minute of dissent. I am one of those who hold that 
taking the political condition of this country and other circumstances 
into consideration, the principle of communal representation as applied 
to the Indian or provincial legislatures should not be abandoned. I am 
prepared to concede that. Nay, if any one were to come forward with a 
proposal to distrub the existing arrangement as regards special represent· 
ation in the Indian legislature or the provincial legislatures, I will strongly 

·oppose it. I therefore hold the view. that the existing arrangements as 
regards special representation in the Imperial and provincial legislatures 
should be maintained. But at the same...:time, I hold this view, that the 
principle of commurial representation should not be extended to local 
bodies. I know, Sir, that the priri.ciple has been extended to local,boards. 
But this House was not responsible for the extension of the principle 
t:> local boards : it was the last Council that was responsible for it. So 
far ·as I am concerned, as soon as I came as a representative in this 
Council I tabled a resolution to the effect that that principle as embodied 
in the Local Boards Act should be done away with. Whatever may have 
been done with regard to the communal representation of the Mahomedans 
in the local boards, we are not responsible for it. Sir, I maintain that the 
extension of communal representation to the municipalities and other 
locll.} bodies will be detrimental to the progress of national unity,to the 
progress of civic solidarity and to that cordiality of social feeling which 
are absolutely necessary if India is to be built up into a strong nation. 
I feel, Sir, and I maintain that the introduction of this principle into 
local bodies will divide the Indian communities into water-tight compart
ments. Owing to the introduction of this principle in the Local Boards 
Act, and owing also to the introduction of this principle in municipalities 
by the use of the rule-making powers of Government- for Government can 
make rules and they have used those rules to introduce the principle in 
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eertain municipalities already-what do we find! The result has been ~t 
the Hindus and Mahomedans are divided into water-tight compartments. 
I speak from personal experi~nce. I concede that everybody's experience · 
is limited and I am not going to think that my experience is so wide as to 
cover all parts of this presidency. But I do say from what experience I . 
have, that the result of the introduction of this principle in local bodies 
is that the two communities, the Hindus and Mahomedans, are divided 
into water-tight compartments. I am not at all surprised at this result. 
The result is inevitable. It is bound to come from the application of the 
principle to local bodies. If I, as a Mahomedan, rely on my co-religionists 
for election to the municipality, what reason have I to mix freely with 
the Hindus t What do I care for public opinion or for popularity among 
the Hindus. · 

That has been the result, the inevitable result, of the application of this 
pernicious principle. I therefore maintain, Sir, that it will be unwise, 
it would be extremely detrimental to the growth of India aa a nation, 
as a united strong and progressive nation, that this principle should 
be recognized and adopted in the administration of n:uniciralities. 
We were going on wry well indeed before the apt:lication of tl.is pincip1e 
of communal representation, and I do maintain with all the emphasis 
that I can comrrand tlat in the interests of our country it is desirable 
that this pernicious principle should not be extended to municipalities. 
Let u.s be content· to have the principle applied .to the pronncial and 
Imperia! legislative assemblies. Let us be content with that. But in 
our chic institution.s let us not be in.fluen~d by these communal consider
ations and by this principle of communal representation. Let us act 
together as members of one single· body irrespective of any race or com
muni tv-. Let us see that no communal considerations will in the least 
degree interfere with the administration of our municipalities. I do say, 
Sir, that this is a ncious principle. It is a principle which we have been· 
able to ae<:ept as only a sort of compromise in the peculiar conditions of 
this country; but let us not ext.end it and let us not in any way impair 
our national solidarity, by introducing it into the administration of 
our civic affairs. With these words, I beg to move my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
:!IIr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I am very glad to see a 

change in the honourable member from Na.si.k. Sometime ago he waa so 
very Etaunch that he would not accept communal electorates even· in the 
case of the depressed communities. Now, at least in the case of these 
cla..,;;ses he has progressed in the right direction. (H~ar, hear.) Sir, what 
is true in the case of the depressed classes is equally true in the case of the 
minorities and the bacl..-ward classes. (Hear, hear.) It was only this 
afternoon in answer to a question which I had asked about the Ratnioairl 
district that this Hou.."f is now in poiisession of infom.ation 11at out of 
94 I'osts ca~ing postal allowance llahomedanB get only two (shame, 
shame), non-Rrahmin.s get 13 and seventy-nine go to Brahmins (shame). 
Sir, are we Ji,·~ in a perfect and an ideal worldl The world as it is based 
on litl.fuh interesta. "e must take the world &i we find it, not &8 we m 
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it to be. (Hear, hear.) C~rhiinly if justice were to be dealt even-handedly 
I do. not think that anybody would have aefended the communal elector
ates; But when justice is denied to the masses, illiterate masses, the 
masses who are the chief contributors to the finances of these municipal
ities, then the question arises whether the rightful masters should be kept 
out. I myself would verv devoutly wish for that time when the communal 
electorate system should be altogether done away with, but at present 
can we do that ~ That is the question. When the time comes I shall be 
the very first man to move an amendment that the communal electorates 
are no more necessary now and let us do away with them. But as 
the matters stand to-day, I think that these communal electorates must 
be kept alive for some time, otherwise the masses will never get that 
education of democratic institutions which it is necessary that they should 
possess. If you want Swaraj do not keep out the masses, take the 
masses with you, recognise their rights and you will find that India or the 
Bombay presidency is not divided in its own house. (Hear, hear.) 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Mi. President, my 
honourable friend the mover of this amendment is like the Bourbons who 
has learnt nothing and forgotten nothing during the last fiiteen years. 
He is repeating the arguments here which had been used by certain liberals 
before the Minto-Morley Reforms. His own -leader the late lamented 
Mr. Gokhale limself came rou: d to the Moslem rpir-ion because he was 
& ·progressive man and not retrogressive like the honourable member 
who has moved this amendment. He was a statesman, he . wanted 
· Mahomedans to join the Hindus, he wanted them to be satisfied. He said 
. though in theory it was wrong as a matter of expediency and statesman-
ship it was right that the Moslems should have separate representation. 
Sir, the honourable mover comes forward and says that Hindus and 

, Mahomedans are divided-God forbid.J-because of this legislation. 
Were they united before this legislation ~ Indeed it was this separate 
register which removed the cause of friction and made them united 
(hear, hear), and that was admitted by the late Sir Pherozeshah Mehta 
himself. You, Sir, were the first to come forward in this legislative 
council to introduce this element and to support it, and I know Sir Pheroze 
shah Mehta who was your own leader was rather angry with you for 
advocating this cause, but he was reconciled to the view which you, Sir, 
took and he himself admitted to me that he was not aware that the 
Mahomedans after the grant of that concession would work so heartily 
with the nationalists. What does it matter by what door we come 
to this council so long as we are united in doing our respective duties 
here ~ The honourable gentleman as I told him the other day was 
ploughing his lonely furrow of liberalism in this house. He is not even 
a good Swarajist. At least the Swarajists have progressed in this direc· 
tion but the honourable member stands where he stood fifteen years back. 
He says Mahomedans have set a bad example in asking for a separate 
register. Well, Mahomedans sh~wed their wisdom and now it is acknow- · 
ledged by all minorities that that was the right thing to do. Tr.e non· 
Brahmins who form the masse.S, have approved of the 1\fcslem movement, 
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They ate the men of the future. Let him remember if he has forgotten 
that, Sir, 1.t one time the question of reforms was only for the educated 
classes, not lor the masses. The privileges which the educated ciasses 
enjoyed -for ins tan, e th~ monopoly of posts, the monopoly of places in the 
council and so on -they do not want to part with. The new communities 
Ate jealous ,of their rights. Hence the trouble between the Brahmins 
ttnd the non·Brahmins. But the honourable mover of the amendment 
has not yet fully realised the pith of the question. He says" Do away 
with communal repreMnts.tion and' then there will be unity" .. If he 
guarantees unity under this condition, I am ready to do away with 
it. Leave off the Moslems. Would he guarantee unity between the 
Hindus themselves? What is the use of talking thus of going back and 
putting back the hands of the clock of these last 20 years 1 I assure 
you, Sir, that no Mahomedan who has come here by election is less desirous 
of winning Swaraj at the proper time or less zealous about it than 
anybo :y else here. But why refuse us OUI rights or deny us the method 9£ 
election which we prefer 1 It is too late now in thedayfor honourable mem~ 
hers to say" Oh, no; there should be no communal representation". That 
time is now gone. The honourable- member knows very well that the 
other day a prominent Swar.:tjist himself announced that nationalism 
will come through communalism. I do hope therefore that arguments 
like this will not be heard in this House any more. We want our own share~ 
And if other communities declare that they do not want to interfere 
with our interests, then why should they mind the method of election 
adopted by Mahomedans to secJre their real representations 1 I remembe~ 
very well,· Sir, the time when you put the question in the . Legislative 
Council some 12 years ago as to what was the elected element of. Maho
medans in the local bodies, and a table was supplied to this . House which 
opened the eyes of Moslems. Before separate electorates, we were being · 
nominated, in all local bodies because we could not get elected. In this 
city of Poona, as I said the other day, from 1884: till comparatively 
recently, till a4out four years ago, not a single Mahomedan was elected 
in this enlight~med city of the Peshwas. So with what face can the 
honourable member say that we are going to take a. reactionary step 1 
How many Mahomedans did they elect at other places1 Almost none, 
Sir, there was nothing to prevent the Hindus to elect competent 
llahomedans. They never elected any. From 1885 till. the year 1909 
or 1908 we had to rest satisfied with nomination. No justice was done' 
to us. Therefore, because we did not get our share, we came forward and 
reluctantly demanded separate communal representation as the only 
method for se uting our due share. And let me remind my honourable 
friend the mover of the amendment that in this very Council the honour. 
able )lr. Gokhale admitted that nornin ,tion was a bad method of getting 
representation. He said if a time would come when instead of getting 
nominated seats the Mahomedans would like to have those seats by 
election, he would have no objection whatever. And I remember you· 
yourself at a 'on'erence which took place at Allahabad, where the 
Hindu leader brought forward the· same arguments as are brough~ 

H j,jt.i-4 
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forward to-day here, silenced them by sound arguments 1i9 the contrary. 
I know very well Mr. Gokhale himself said." We are not jealous of the 
rights given to Mahomedans ". If they want their own men by election 
instead of by nomination, why should there be any objection 1 Does 
the honourable mover prefer nomination1 Is not representation by 
election through separate electorates better than nomination by Govern
ment ! The millennium when there will be all unity when separate 
electorates and communal representation would not be necessary has 
not yet come. When it comes, certainly we shall be all happy and 
there will be no communalism : The Brahmins will not then have 87 
per cent. of the posts instead of 3 per cent. But it depends on the 
honourable member himself to hasten the advent of that time. Let him 
endeavour to increase the speed and we shall support him. With these 
words, I beg respectfully but strongly to oppose the motion. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District): Sir, if the honour
able member from N asik had come forward and had openly said " I 
have got the power, I want to retain it ", I could have. understood it 
and I would have honoured him, for that statement, but when under 
the cover of Swaraj and patriotism, he attempts to rob us, Mussalmans, 
of our rights and wants to take away the only protection we have of 
sending a few representatives of our choice on municipal boards, I must 
protest against his attack. The honourable mover's arguments are 
an insult to the intelligence of this House. Sir, there is in front of me 
the honourable member the Revenue Secretarv. He was collector 
in Hyderabad and he can from his own experie~ce sreak of the poor 
representation of Mussalmans in Hyderabad municipality before we got 
·separate representation. Even in a place like Hyderabad, which was 
the capital of Mussalman kings for many centuries, Mussalmans could 
not get proper share of representation,.. until separate electorate was 
given to them. If that could happen in Hyderabad and in all the other 
towns of Sind, in which province Mussalmans are not in a small number, 
whatmusthave been the condition of Mussalmans in other places where 
my friends, the advanced classes of Hindus v.ill not and do not give 
proper representation to their own brothers, their own kith and kin
the backward and depressed classes 1 How can we, Mussalmans, put faith 
in the advanced Hindus when they v;rill call their own people, the 
untouchables for instance, ' brothers ', merely to extract votes from them. 
When the caste and advanced Hindus will take votes from 'untouch
able brothers ' with nothing better than a pair of tongs, I refuse to 
believe in the affection of the Hindus for the 1\Iussalmans until they change 
themselves in such a manner as to inspire the confidence of those martial 
races of Hindus who have fought battles for them in the past and 
preserved for them their freedom. The caste Hindu has remained all 
along at home, it is the Maratha who has fought his battles. And, 
Sir, what is happening to-day all around us? We should take a lesson 
from it. We should take a lesson from Lahore. Because a tolerably 
good number of Mussalmans have ,come in that munici; ality, because 
Hindus failed to come ~, in the same numbers as they used to do in t~e 
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past, they do not want to have anything to do with their municipality, 
they have non-co-operated with their own countryman I Why 1 because 
some more Mussalmans have come in there I Is that a fair attitude 1 
Wherever the Hindus do not come in, in a majority, and do not have 
their own way, they generally follow the policy of non-co-operation. 
My friend, the honourable member :Mr. Pradhan, says if Mussalmans 
continue to have separate representation, social relations between 
Hindus and Mussalmans v.1.11 become strained. Social relations for the 
vote ! If I do not vote for and send in my representatives of my own 
choice in elections to protect my particular rights, I am his friend. But 
if I do not do that, I am his enemy-at least not his friend I Friendships, 
social relations which depend merely on the giving of a vote are not 
friendships nor social relations. I. am glad the. honourable member · 
1\Ir. Prad1an has not taken his stand to·day upon ' Political friendship'. 
Last time, we had the pleasure of hearing in tl.is honourable House 
that there would be no Swaraj because there would be differences in the 
legislatures between Moslems and Hindus on account of the system 
of se, arate electorates, that tLere W<-uld be no harmoLy. At that time 
I said that if Hindus insJ:ire confidence among the Moslems, Moslems 
will co-operate wholeheartedly with Hindus just as they did and are 
doing in Bengal. In that province, we have seen, how wholeheartedly 
1\Iussalmans stood by the late Deshbandhu Das, though they were 
returned by separate electorate. They trusted him, they had confidence 
in hin1, they knew that their interests were safe in his hands and they 
followed him. I was however grieved to hear a Hindu 'Nationalist' 
of this Presidency, occupying a very responsible office in a Hindu Maha 
Sabha, provincial branch, openly saying that the late Deshbandhu Das. 
was only ' playing ' with Moslems, that he was not true nor sincere in 
his solicitude for the 1\Iahomedan interests. I, a Muslim, still refuse 
to believe in that charge. I consider the accusation, though it comes 
from a Hindu to be a great calumny on the mem.ory of that great man. 
He trusted 1\Iu.ssalmans and so did Mussalmans trust him. Hindus 
may well consider the point that we in the Bombay Presidency are a 
small minority and we shall never be a majority. No one need there· 
fore fear of any Moslem domination. Therefore I really do not see the 
point in the anxiety of my honourable friend from Nasik to deprive us 
of the chance of returning representatives of our own 'choice. The 
present tin1e is not suitable for us to give up separate electorates, In 
fact in the interests of Swaraj, in the interests of democracy and 
patriotism, if the honourable member for Nasik really wants Swaraj, he 
should willingly give proper share of representation to even those of the 
Hindus to whom it is at present denied and should not grudge us the 
chance of returning those in whom we place confidence. We want 
Swaraj as muclt as advanced Hindus want; and my friend therefore 
need not be worried over it. We want social relations also to ripen, 
but all that on the basis of equality of treatment. Separate elector
ates cannot hinder the advent oi 81\·araj, if only the politically minded 
Hindus do not wish it to be hindered. 
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Mr. R. D. SBTh"DE (Nasik District): Sir, I believe the last speaker 
has given only the right reply to the amendment moved by my honourable 
friend from Nasik (Mr. R. G. Pradhan).~- The honourable House will 
.by this time have noticed that my honourable friend Mr. Pradhan is 
apt on some occasions to be an idealist and to forget the hard facts which 
.face u.s at present. It is all very well for him to say that before the 
principle of communal representation was introduced we were all 
getting on well. I do· not understand what he means by " our getting 
on well" except this that the advanced communities had the monopoly 
and the masses including the Mahomedans have had no share in the 
public services or in the Legislative Councils or in the local bodies. But 
as has been pointed out by the honourable member Moulvi Saheb, 
since the awakening of the Mahomedans and the backward Hindu classes, 
they are trying to get their·proper share in services as well as in the 
.representative bodies. If this is said to be going against the grain of 
nationalism (I must say, it is not) I have no hesitation in telling the 
honourable member from Nasik that I am as much a nationalist as any 
other nationalist member in this House, and for the matter of that I 
say that the present nationalism is the worst kind of communalism 
dressed up for show. He may say that the backward classes movement 
was getting recognition before the present awakening. I do not agree. 
The present awakening among the backward classes is contributing 
more to the welfare of the country than used to be the case before the 
days of communal representation. There is such a divergence between 
the manners, the ways of living, the aspirations, the interests of the 
backward classes and those of the advanced classes that I think some 
allowance must be made for some time to come for giving the backward 

· classes their due share in the public services as well as in the public bodies. 
It is all very well for the honourable member from Nasik to say that there 
will be a time when all these communal differences will end, but as 
far as matters stand now I do not think tliis is the time when my honour· 
.able friend from Na~ should make any attempt to do away. with 
communal representation .. It may be that 15 or 20 years hence the 
necessity for communal electorate will vanish and-therefore I think that 
in the best interest of the country he should withdraw his amendment. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHA...~ (Nasik District): Sir, I regret very much 
indeed that•some of my honourable colleagues have imported heat and 
a\,rimony into the discussion of this question. Was it not possible 
for honourable members to approach and consider this question in that 
dispassionate spirit which I expected from them 1 I was not at all surprised 
at the extremely vehement attitude which my honourable friend Moulvi 
IWiuddin maintained while speaking on this subject, because if there in 
one characteristic of my honourable friend Moulvi Saheb, it is vehemence ; 
he is nothing, if not vehement. He has Once again re}terated a remark 
which he has made in this House, that I am ploughing the lonely furrow 

·of liberalism. Let me tell him in perfect candour that I am not at all 
· afraid of ploughing my lonely funow of liber . ..lism. I am not one of 
·those who are afraid of being in a minority, even in a minority of one, 
and I feel confident that the time lrill come when this minority of one 
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will become the majority. Therefore I am not at all afraid of ~eing in 
a minority. The honourable Moulvi Saheb tells me that I am ploughing 
my lonely furrow of liberalism. Yes, I am ploughing my lonely furrow 
of liberalism, and I will continue to do so as long as my electorate reposes 
confidence in me, as long as I possess their confidence I shall not be in 
the least afraid of ploughing my lonely furrow of liberalism. 

The honourable member referred to some of the .distinguished leaders 
of liberalism. He has referred to the late Sir 'Pherozeshah Mehta; he 
has referred to the late Mr. Gokhale; he has referred to the late Mr. 
Ranade. I thought from the references which he made to those dis
tinguished names and the contrast he attempted _to make in order to 
damn me, that he wanted to show what sort of a man I was to come 
forward and cbndemn the principle of communal representation. I ask 
him this question categorically ; ·will he point out any single case or 
single occasion or a single speech in which those great stalurts of libera
lism had supported or advocated the extension of the communal principle 
to local bodies. I challenge him to point out that. I ask him to point 
out a single speech, or 1\ single utterance, or a single statement in the 
press made by either the late Sir Pherozeshah Mehta or the late 
Mr. Gokhale in support of the view that they advocated or supported 
the extension of this principle of communal :~;epresentation to local bodies. 
It is quite true that they were in favour of communal representation 
in the Provincial and Imperial Legislative Councils. It is quite true
and none were more anxious than the late Sir Pherozeshah Mehta and 
the late Mr. Gokhale to bring about harmony and unity between these 
two great communities-it is quite true that they were in favour of the 
application of the principle of· communal representation in· the case of 
elections to the Provincial Legislative Councils and the Imperial Legi'ilative 
Council, though, wise men as. they were, sensible men as they were, 
capable as they were of looking at this question from a .broad national 
point of view, they took the view ~hat it was an evil ; and they looked 
forward to the time-not to a distant time-when the consensus ·of 
public opinion, Hindu and :Mahomedan public opinion, would be in favour 
of eliminating this principle of communal representation even from the 
elections to the Legislative Councils. But, Sir, I am prepared to concede 
that they did hold the view that so far as elections to the Provincial 
and the Imperial Legislative Councils are concerned there should be this 
communal representation for the Mahomedans. Well, but what has been 
my view also 1 Have I not, at the very beginning, made it clear that so 
far as that question is concerned, no attempt should be made to do away 
with it 1 Did I not, on the contrary, even go to the length of 
saying that if anybody came forward with a proposal that the existing 
arrangement as regards elections to the Provincial and Imperial Legisla
ti~·e Councils on the basis of communal repre!entation should be done a way 
w1th, I would be the first to oppose that proposal1 What I say is this, 
and I do maintain, and I will continue to maintain and hold the view 
th?u~h a single and solitary voice it may be, that the application of th; 
prmc1ple of communal representation to local bodies is a vicious principle,. 
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:i; an injurious principle, that that principle should not be extended to 
local bodies. I ask my honourable friend Moulvi Saheb where have 
I departed from the principle of liberalism~ In what way, have I aban
doned my lonely furrow of liberalism in saying that communal representa
tion should not be introduced into local bodies~ He tries to draw a 
contrast between those great leaders and myself. They were great men ; I 
am not worthy even to touch the dust off their feet.. But I do maintain 
with all the emphasis that I can command that, in this particular matter 
at any rate, I have not in the least departed from the principles which 
they have advocated, principles for which they worked. On the contrary; 
I maintain, Sir, I am following their principles in urging that in the 
interests of this country in order that this country should progress, should 
be united and strong, it is necessary that this principl~ of communal 
representation should not be extended. to local bodies. Sir, I have no 
desire to return vituperation for vituperation. I have no desire at all 
to make any personal attacks on anybody. I leave it to my honourable 
friend !!Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, and to my honourable friends on 
my left to indulge in any kind of personal attack or vituperation they 
like, simply because I have got the courage to give expression to my 
views. I am aware, and I have admitted it at the very outset that the 
question is a controversial one, and if my honourable friends will turn 
to my minute of dissent, they will see in what conciliatory language, 
in what reasonable language I have placed my views before the Legislative 
Council. If my honourable friends will turn to my minute of dissent, they 
will find that in that minute I have said that I have not the least doubt that 
the views which my Mahomedan friends share on this question are as honest 
·as my own. Instead of indulging in personal attacks on me, if they had 
read my minute of dissent, they would have found that I have stated that 
I feel no doubt that their view is as honest and as considered, aa I trust 
they regard mine. I am afraid, Sir, my honourable friends have not 
shown me the courtesy of going through that minute of diss~nt. If they 
had read it, and appreciated the spirit in which I have placed my views 
before the House, they would have thought a thousand times before they 
made personal attacks on me. My honourable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad sdr..._ that I have yet to learn wisdom. I want to make a prophecy, 
and the prophecy is that time will show which is wisdom and which is-
1 will not say folly-unwisdom. Time will show that, and time will 
justify the plea that I am making to-day. Time will show that those 
who are calling me names and making personal attacks on me to-day, are 
lacking in wisdom on the subject. 

Well, Sir, I will now turn for a minute to the speech made by the 
leader of the non-Brahmin party. He said that I have changed my 
view at least to the extent of conceding special representation for the 
depressed classes, and he said that time was when I was even agai~st 
giving special repre~entatio~ to the depressed cla~~es. May I ask~· 
when I said so 1 Will he pomt out any speech which I have made either 
in this Council or outside where I have exp~essed myself hostile ·to the 
grant of special representation to the depressed classes 1 Sir, on the 
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contrary, my views on this question have all along been consistent. ; They 
are old, they are not new. I he1d these views not recently, ndt even 
since the time of the introduction of the 1\Iontagu-Chelmsford Reforms, 
but since the introduction of the :Morley-Minto Reforms, and I would 
fisk my honourable friend the leader of the non-Brahmin party to point 
out a single utterance of mine where I have said that special .represent
ation should not be given to the depressed classes. Sir, the case of the 
depressed classes is peculiar. They stand in quite a different category 
of their own, and to place the l\Iahomedans and-I beg the pardon of the 
non-Brahmin members- some of the backward Hindu classes on the same 
level as the depressed classes is, if I may repeat the words of my honour· 
able friend l\Ir. Noor Mahomed, insulting the intelligence of ·the House. 
Really, do these two communities stand on the satne level ~ Are the 
Mahomedans and the Hindu backward classes as forward or as backward 
as the depressed classes¥ Putting the backward classes ·on the same 
level as the depressed classes will be a very clever attempt to mislead 
or confuse the issues ; but a sensible man who understands this problem 
will in no way be misled by placing these classes together on the same 
level. 

I shall now turn to my young friend and collePgue from Nasilr, whose 
speeches I have always liked and appreciated and who, I hope, will 
one day occupy a seat on the Government benches. In spite of all his 
hostile criticisms he knows how syinpathetic I am to the .backward· 
communities and to their aspirations. Some honourable members seem 
to think that I belong to the orthodox Brahmin community. I am 
neither an orthodox Brahmin nor a Prabhu. 

Mr. NOOR JIIAHOMED : An advanced Hindu. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: Well, so far as I am concerned, .I observe 

no caste distinctions. I am not prepared to describe myself as a Brah
min, a non-Brahmin or a Prabhu. So far as I am concerned, in all 
my relations, public or private, I have never recognised caste or com· 
munal differences. · 

l\Ir. L. J. MOUNTFORD : Is that in order, Sir, on this amendment ! 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable· member is 

re· lying to vigorous speeches made against his amendment. Strictly 
speaking the speech is a bit too long and irrelevant. But I am 
inclined to extend some indulgence to the honourable member. 

Mr. R. ·G. PRADHAN : Thank you, Sir. 
. I shall now conclude my remarks. Divest the question of all the 
melevant matter and all the passion which some speakers have im
p~rted into the discussion ; I am glad to find, and I acknowledge it 
w1th the greater pleasure, that there is a general recognition of the fact 
that communal representation is an evil. I believe we are all agreed 
on that point (Some honourable members: No, no.) H there is any 
doubt about it let me .remind honourable members, particularly the 
Mahomedan members, of the speech of a Mahomedan member of th~ 
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~~adras Executive Cmincil-I ani s.o'rry i have no't gdt arl extract df 
tlie speecll1 becatise I never e:ip~cted that my turn to move the amend
ment· would ccinie sd ear1y-tll~t :Mahomedan countryman of ours 

·expressed the view that, if India was to prdgiess slte must give the 
go-by· to the communal electorates. That is the view expressed, rldt 
by a Brahmin, not by an orthodox Hindu, not by a selfish Brahmin, 
but by a Mahomedan. I am perfectly sure 'that there· are many such 
:Mahomedans who hold this view. We are there agreed that communal 
representation is an evil. My young honourable colleague from Na:sik 
has called me an idealist and says that in 10 or 15 years, communal 
representation will be dispe::1sed with. Yes, I am an idealist ; but my 
idealism is illumined by a sense of realism. I hold that we should idea
lize the real, and realize the ideal. My young friend would be better 
for a little bit of idealism. • 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member has not 
kept up the promise which he made a few minutes ago to conclude 
his remarks soon. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: He says that 10 or 15 years hence the com
munal representation will disappear. If honourable members are pre
pared to agree to that view, let them at this very moment set a time 
limit to the introduction of this principle of communal representation, 
so that ·it will expire after that period. I trust that when my next 
amendment comes upon this partiCular question, I will have the sup
port of all my honourable friends. But communal representation will 
never disappear by stereotyping it. 
. Sir, I have nothing more to add. I feel quite sure that I would have 
had the support of the members of the Swaraj party, if they had not· 
from their point of view, decided to refrain from taking part in the 
Council proceedings. And then iny- honourable friend l\Ioulvi 
Rafiuddin would have realized that on this question at all events I am 
not ploughing a lonely furrow, but that I have the fullest support 
of every member of the Swaraj party. In conclusion I wish to empha
sise that time alone will show the wisdom or folly of the principle under
lying my amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 
I assure my honourable friend that I have carefully read his minute of 
dissent, and I admire the spirit in which he has approached this question. 
I have heard with great attention his vehement denunciation of the 
principle of communal representation. He characterised it as a perni
cious evil; but in the same breath he says that so far as the councils are 
concerned the principle should be retained. In the first instance he 
introduces it for the depressed classes. For the first time in the history 
of this country, he wants to apply this principle to the depressed classes 
w~ch have never enjoyed it before. My honourable friend is blowing 
hot and cold. If it is given to the depressed classes, why should it not be 
given to the Mahomedans 1 He might say that members of the depress
ed classes and the backwarq corqmunities are not elected and therefor~ 
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it is necessary. I can asaure him that before communal representation 
was introdu~, l!ahomedans were not elected in a city like Hyderabad, 
which was the capital of Sind and where for centuries Mahomedans 
formed one-third of the population. Not a single :llahomedan was 
elected there, and the honourable member Mr. Thomas, the Revenue 
SE'<'retary and the then Collector, was obliged to nominate them. Now, 
let us consider the history of this united demand from the :Mahomedaru! 
for communal representation whether in the local bodies or in the Councils. 
'\'\lH'Il thev found that their brethren, the advanced classes, who· were 
al'O the educated clas..<:es, never returned them to the Councils and to 
the "local bodies they were obliged to make a demand for communal 
repre:-entation. Honourable members will excuse me for saying that 
the fault lay with the advanced classes. Had they returned even a 
few ~Iahomedans, the ~Iahomedans would never have had the courage 
to come forward and ask for communal representation, for then they 
\\"Ould have been told "Here is an example. So many ~Iahomedans 
are elected. How can you ask for communal representation now" t 

Then my honourable friend complained that it is only due to communal 
representation that there. have been factions and divisions in the munici
palities. I would argue the other way. Communal representation 
has made for good~will and union among the people. It was the absence 
of such representation that created bitterness in the minds of the M.aho
medans. 'When there was not a single Mahomedan in the local bodies 
when any resolution was passed, the llussalmans decried it a:t1d said 
that it was passed by a municipality of only one community who were 
doing what they liked. Xow, Sir, according to the system of communal 
representation, the ~Iahomedans will be returned aceording to their 
population. They will, however, be in the minority, and it will be the 
other communities that will be in the majority. But the Mahomedans 
will have the satisfaction of being represented on the local bodies by 
their chosen representatives. If anything goes wrong now, the other 
communities can tell the Mahomedans : " You are represented. What
e\·er you asked us we gave you: we cannot give you more than is due 
to you. If your members do not support you we cannot help it ". 

Then, my honourable friend said that it was ~aainst the national 
interests. lly honourable friend will agree with me that the local bodies 
are the best training grounds. The best publicb1:8 have been those 
who h-:.ve been good members of the local bodies. Now, M.ahomedans 
are an im.pottant community in India. In fact the two main communities 
in the corintry are Hindus and Mahomedans. Now, if we desire that 
the whole country should advance, then it is necessary that every 
community of that country should advance together. If an important 
community like Mahomedans do not get elected to the local bodies
they do not get elected through mixed electorates and without communal 
electorates they will never get elected-they will get absolutely no 
training. Without any training at all, our people cannot be fitted for 
higher national serrice. 'What will be the interest of the Mahomedans 
in the fate of the country ! Will it matter to them lrhether India gets 

• j5ti-6 
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Swa:raj or not ! The sa}yation of India-lies in the uplift of Mahomedam 
and backward communities. If they are not helped forward they will 
be merely drags on the progress of the country. We must not shut 
our eyes to facts: Te must face facts a.s they are. Is it not a fact that 
the Mussalman community requires some representation on the munici
palities and local boards Then thase bodies deal Tith such important 
questions as education, sanitation, public works, and the like 1 )loreol'er, 
as I have already told you, it imparts a sense of satisfaction and security 
to them in that they know that they have their own representatiYes to 
Tatch their interests. I hope therefore the honourable House will 
oppose this amendment. · 

Question put and loot. 
Mr. R. D. SHTh""DE (Sasik District) : Sir, I beg to mon the folloiD.ng 

amendment: 
In clause 9 (I) (c). delete the words "non-llahomtdans and depressed da.;;:;es •• in 

line 6. ud &Ub6titote the following : 
.. haekwvd Hind1111, de~ e!alll!eS and otbET non-:\Iabo!DE'dans." 

It w:iil be seen from the bill as it has emerged from the select commit
tee that some improvement has been made by the select committee by 
:recognising the claims of the depressed clas..<:es for some seats in the 
municipalities. . Thus the electorates are divided into two : )!ahomedan 
and non-llahomedan, and some seats are reserved for the depressed 
classes. I may submit that if the claims of the Mahomedans are recog
nised for special representation, the claims of the backward Hindu com
munities should also weigh to the same extent with this honourable 
House. I submit that after the interesting discussion we had on the last 
amendment, the Honse does not require any words from me to 
ronvince it that the backward Hindu communities han a l'ery good 
claim for special representation on these-bodies. 

There is one more circumstance wllich should weigh with this honour
able House as regards granting special representation to bacl'"Ward Hindu 
communities in municipalities. In the local boards, it is true that the 
backward Hindu communities are in a majority as members, but in 
the municipalities, even though their l'oting strength is as strong as 
in the rorai areaS, still the influence of the advanced classes over the 
backward communities, both by way of religion and by way of capitalistic 
domination, is such that hardly any members from those communities 
han been returned. I may quote the instance of BmJlbay. It is 
notorious that in a city which is populated to the extent of 6. to 7 lakhs 
of non-Brahmin backward Hindus, only two members get elected as 
against so many members of the advanced communities who go in by 
election. The honourable House, therefore, should make some provision 
for the backward communities so far as municipalities are concerned. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHLL..UI HtSS.UX : 
Sir, I am quite in sympathy lrith the amendment, but I am sure w~en 
I place the facts before the Council the honourable members belol\:,utng 
to the honourable mover's community Till ask him to withdraw this • 
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amendmeuL. This bill is going to be applied to the major municipaliti?s 
such as Poona, Ahmedabad and the other big cities which are shown m 
Schedule No. 1. The honourable mover himself admitted that they 
have a majority in these cities, and that their voting strength is great. 
Now, Sir, suppose I accept this amendment and give the Marathas seats · 
in proportion to their population, all the seats will be taken away ~y 
them, because they form the bulk of the population, and under the ~ill 
their voting strength will be very great. If we give them less, I am afra1~, 
Sir, my honourable friend will complain that they have not got th~lf 
due share. I must say, Sir, this bill, which gives an owner or an occup1~r 
<lf a bouse the annual rental value of which is rupees twenty-four, will 
give every 1\Iaratha voter a vote. It will also give a vote to everyone 
who pays any tax to the municipality. I think the fears of my honour· 
able friend are groundless, and he is doing great disservice to his com· 
munity. Even in the last election which took place under the old electoral 
rules, a very large number of Marathas in the city of Poona were returned, 
and after this wide franchise they will sweep the board. (Moulvi Rafiud· 
din Ahmad : What is the wider franchise 1) Two rupees. Every owner 
or t.enant of a house, the rental value of which is two rupees, and all 
other payers of taxes to the municipalities have a vote. And then there 
are other amendments such as the one for reducing the franchise to the 
occupation of a house of the rental value of one rupee per mensem, and 
those amendments are left to the decision of the House. I hope there
fore n;tY honourable friend will withdraw this amendment. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City North) : Sir, the amendment I think 
is the outcome of some bitterness and disappointment. I think the 
honourable 1\Iaratha member from Nasik Mr. Shinde has made it quite 
clear in his minute of dissent and his argument is this. He says : " I 
must say that the 1\Iahomedan members have treated us badly in this 
respect. When the question of doing away with separate representation 
in the local bodies to the ~' ahomedans was discussed we all supported 
the Mahomedans, but to our surprise we find the Mahomedans voting 
against us in a matter which in no way affect their representation". 
I think perhaps the amendment is the outcome of this feeling. So far 
as we are concerned, I think the proper attitude we should take in this 
matter is not of retaliation. Of course, we must always protest if 
we are badly treated and I think that that purpose is served by his moving 
the present amendment. We are fighting for justice and though not 
to-day in course of tii:ne our rights will come to be recognized. Therefore 
why go on making retaliatory attacks.. I think that is not quite fair. 
Therefore I would request the honourable member from Nasik that he 
f'hould seriously consider whether he should press this amendment. 
rersonally I should appeal to him that his object is served and in the 
mterest of preserving unity in this House the pressing of this amendment 
will not Le quite desirable. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Sir, I had no intention of taking 
part in this debate but I find that a question has been raised which I 
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'should not allow to be considered in the way it has been placed before 
this :ijouse. The backward communities, Sir, are very large in number 
and it is very hard for them to get their proper share under existing 
circumstances. But I beg to submit to this House that the remedy 

· suggested by my honourable friend from Nasik will not exactly meet. 
the situation and may in the long run cause a good deal of harm to the 
backward communi~ies themselves. Our salvation lies in organisation 
and in democratising the franchise. If the franchise is lowered and 
every man that is entitled to a vote is brought on the register and the 
leaders of the backward communities take proper steps to bring every 
elector to the poll, then, I think we shall gain our due share and it may 
be for the other communities .to ask for communal representation. So 
let us gird up our loins and take full advantage of the facilities that are 
offered to us under this bill and ask for lowering the franchise further 
and then do our duty by the electorate and by the community for whose 
interests we have been returned here. I think as requested by my 
honourable friend from Bombay the honourable mover of this amendment 
will withdraw it. 

Mr. R. D. SHTh~E (Nasik District) : Sir, as I have been tilling a 
lonely furrow I beg to withdraw my amendment. 

Question put and leave refused. 
The amendment was put to the vote and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will now a~journ 

to two o'clock to-morrow, Friday the 23rd October 1925. 

IIOJDL\t : l'BilmiD AT '11D OOVliJUI1fBlll1' OllfTBAL PBI81. 
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The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall,· Poona, at 2 p.m. on 
Friday, the 23rd October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHIM .RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF fuJI fuJRJ.T KHAN, 1\lr. 
ABDULPURKAR, 1\lr. N. A. 
ADDv:r.IAN, Mr. J. 
ADwANI, Mr. D. B. 
AHYAD, MomVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, Mr. S. N. 
BAPTISTA, 1\Ir. J. 
BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BaoPATKAR, Mx. L. B. 
BHUTTo, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BotE, Mr. S. K. 
BuNTER, l\1r. J. P. 
CHA.UDHARI, l\1r. L. s. 
CLEME~"TS, l\1r. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKA.R, Sir v ASANTRJ.O A. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. 
DALVI, l\1r. B. K. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable l\1r. A.M. K. 
DELVES, l\1r. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEV, 1\Ir. s. s. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. CosMAS 
FRAMJI, Mr. K. S. 
GaosAL, 1\Ir. J. _ 
GaUL.ut: HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH 
GRANTHAM, 1\lr. V. A. 
GUN.TAL, 1\Ir. N. R. 
HAMID l\1. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HARRTSON, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, 1\Ir. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir ?tlAURICE 
HossAcK, 11Ir. W. B. 
HotsoN, 1\Ir. J. E. B. 
JADHAV, the Honourable lli. B. V. 
JAYAKAR, 1\Ir. M. R. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowA.SJI 
Joo, ?tlr. V. N. 
Josm, Mr. P. G. 
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K..w3ROR, lli. G. :ll. 
:K..msu, lli. S. T. 
"I:UxG.!., lli. J. B. 
K.w L~.llTt1.I.A.KH.L~ 
Klrnmo, ~Ir. ~1 S. 
AOK.n"I, lli. G. J. 
LJ:.n XAR.L~n. :\Ir. 
L.u.u!::E, )Jr. Hoos~'"BROY .!. 
l...!'\\""RD"cr, the Honourable lli. H. 8. 
li!XSl"lU, Khan Saheb .!. :\I. 
)lliTER )Ir. A. 
lli v .!L.!XllR, )Jr. G. K 
llcKn:, )Jr. W. G . 
.lli:Hr.A, the Honourable Sir Cl:J:n"''I...AL 
:\illrr.A, Dr. :\I. ~l 
:llo:HGOliERIE, )Jr . .!. 
1Ion-rroP.D, )Jr. L. J. 
:llr1DID.ut, Sardar G. X. 
:\lt'K.!D..\)1, lli. "· s. 
X.AX.u., )Jr. B. R. 
XArrE, )Jr. X. E. 
Xt:KA.LJ..\1, :\Ir. R. S. 
X OOR )h.HO:llED, ~.Ir. 
OWEx, lli. A. C. 
P A1I.ll.!J .n"I, lli. B. G. 
P~JnER.:\Ir.JI.~ 
Pun, :\Ir . .!. E. 
Pun, :\.Ir. D. X. 
p .UE.L, :\.Ir. G. I. 
PATHJ.X, :\Ir . .!. F. I. K 
P A.TIL, lli. D. R. 
Pow .ut, )Jr. :\I. B. 
Plu.DIUX, lli. G. B. 
PR..ill!llX, lli. R. G. 
Pl::-sJ .llUlll 'f H.!.K.ER.SI, lli. 
R.!.Hnrroou, :\l:r. Hooso-.!LL 1 :ll. 
S.un:u, )Jr. H. D. 
S.!PUP..5HI, )Jr. c. )1 
S.!RDES..\1, )Jr. s . .!. 
Sru .. XKAPJUO J A 1 J..R..\){R.!O Z D'"Z..!RR.!O, lli. 
SIID.""DE, :\Ir. R. D. 
SBITD.!S.D."I, :\Ir. H. B. 
Snn:, lli . .!. X. 
SW..\){JX.!R.!Y.!.~, :\Ir. J. c. 
THOlli.S, :\Ir. G . .!. 
v ELK.!.R, Dr. )1. B. 
"AD!.!., lli. c. X. 
'\\ :r:u:.s, lli. G. 
WOODS, lli. E. E. 
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The HoniJ.tab!e the PRESIDE~!': Ord~r, ord~r. Questio:te. 
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TRANSFER oF BAcKWARD CLAss TEACHERs. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether it is a fact that backward class teachers are transferred 

to schools distant from their native places ; 
(b) if so, do Government propose to take any action in the matter! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) and (b) Enquiries are bemg 
made. 

*1\l.r. N. R. GUNJAL: I do not put my questions. 
Mr. :U. R. JAYAKAR: I do not put my question No. It. 
•The following honourable members did not put the questions stan~g in their 

names:-
Mr. N. R. Gunjal, Mr. M. R. Jayakar, Mr. P. G. Joshi, Mr. R. G. Soman, 

Mr. J. C. Swaminara.yan. · 
tThe following question was printed as question No. 1 in the third. list of Questions 

and Answers:-
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT WORKSIIOl' AT DAl'URI. 

1. lllr. M. R. JAYAKAR (Bombay University): Will Government be pleased to 
state-

(a) What:~ the cost of the total work done ·nand turned out from the Public WQrks 
Department workshop at Dapuri for the last six years, annually 1 

(b) What is the fu,nction of this workshop? 
(c) Whether Government in the public Works Department cannot get their repairs 

done in private workshops ? · · 
(d) What are the qualifications and experience of Mr. C. Holliman, the present 

executive engineer of the workshop ! · 
(e) What degree or diploma in mechanical engineering does he hold ? 
(/) if he holds any, is it merely an honorary O!Je, or the result of a competitwe test ? 
(g) in what capacity did he work in England l:iefore he came out to India? 
(h) What was his pay when engaged as works manager or foreman of the workshop? 

What is it now ! · 
(a) is it a fact that Mr. Holliman was found by the Chief Engineer Mr. Kent inaom-· 

patent and unfit to be the executive engineer of the workshop when the late Mr. Gosfol'll 
went on leave ? 

(j) if so, why has he been appointed now as acting Mechanical Engineer to the Govern· 
ment of Bombay in the Superintending Engineer's grade ! 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: (a) The total turn 
over of the workshop at Dapuri is as follows :-

Rs. 
1918-19 1,32,759 
1919-20 1,50,625 
1920-21 1,85,422 
1921-22 1,52,203 

1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

Rs .. 
1,79,253 
2,13.050 
2,97,344 

(b) The function of this workshop is to overhaul and keep in working order Govern
ment machinery of all descriptions. Regarding the class of work attention is invited to 
paragraph 15 of part III of the" Note on the activities of the Specialist Branches" 
w-hich was distributed among the Members of the Legislative Council in February last. 

(c) Yes, but they would not get the service of the surplus Tools and Plant system in. 
vogue at DapurL The advantage derived thereby is also dealt with in paragraph 14 

1of Part III of the • Note' above referred to. 
(d) Mr. Holliman was serving in the shops of Messrs. Worthington Simpson Com

ipany. He was one of a small number of apprentiaes who were carefully selected for 
training by the firm with a view to being sent to India to take charge of the erection of 
~ig pumping machinery and ultimately to fill vacancies on the staff of the different offices. 

(~) Associate Member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, London. 
(/) He was elected an Associate Member of the Institute according to the rules of that 

nstitution. 
(g) Please see reply w (d) above. 
(II) He started on Rs. 425 in the scale of Rs. 425-450-25-550. His present pay aa 
Works Mansger" is Rs. 1,100 in the grade of Rs. 11000-50-1,200. 
(I) No. 
(j) Does not arise. 

Jl 759-111 
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The Honourable Sir )Ut~ICE HAYWARD: Sir, this question 
includes insinuations against the conduct of a nublic officer and ouaht 
to be answered in the public interest under Standing Order VI, rule 7. e 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: I think that applies. The Honour
able the )linister may read the reply. 

(The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GffiJL..UI IICSSAIX 
then read the reply *). 

Mr. M. R. JAYAKAR: I do not put my question Xo. 2. 

_Mr. P. G. JOSHI : I do not put my questions. 

)fA.HOllEDA...."\"8 IX Jcr>ICUL 8ERTICE. 

Khan Saheb A. M. 1.L.\..:.\SURI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 
Will Government be pleased to state the number of District Judges, 
Joint Judges, Assistant Judges and Sub-Judges and Xazirs and Clerks 
of. the Courts in each Division of this Presidencv and how manv of each 
class are llahomedans ? • · 

The Honourable Sir jl\l,'1liCE H.A.l\YARD: As regards District 
Judges, Joint Judges Assistant Judges and Sub-Judges a reference is 
requested to the answer printed at page 9 of the sixth list of questions 
and answers in the Bombay J.,egislative Council, second session 1925. 

As regards the Xazirs and Clerks of the Courts, there are three 
Mahomedans out of one hundred and se>entv-three Clerks of the Courts 
and Kazirs in the Presidency proper and t~n out of forty in Sind. 

Khan Saheb A. M. :M.A...\St~I : Do Go>ernment think whether the 
number of }lahomedan nazirs and clerks, namely, 3 out of 170 is 
sufficient 1 

The Honourable Sir )U'L"'UCE H...\.1'\VARD: It is not in accordance 
with the proportion recently laid down by Go>ernment. 

Khan Saheb A. M. li-L.\SURI : Are Go>ernment aware that there 
are clerks who ha>e put in more than 20 years in the district court of 
Ahmedabad qrute fit to take up the post of clerk of the court and nazir 
but ha>e not been taken on in those posts 1 

The Honourable Sir "!IU'L'1liCE H..\YW.ARD: I am not aware at the 
present moment. 

}I0t"LYI RAFit'DDIX AIDLill: Would the Honourable Member 
send instructions again to the District Judges saying that they should 
see that the orders passed in the Go>ernment Resolution are carried out 1 

The Honourable Sir )LU,;"RICE HAYWARD: I have no reason to 
suppose that the orders are not being carried out. They ha>e been 
specially brought to the attention of all officers . 

• r i-ie ~ond footnote on last page. 
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Khan Saheb A. M. :UA....~SURI : Will the Honourable the Home 

n~mber find out from the district court of Ahmedabad whether there 
are not Mahomedan clerks there quite capable of holding the posts of 
clerk of the court and nazir ! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HA YW .ARD : I should be glad to do 
so on a definite question to that effect being put in. 

SUPPLY OF 1\Lu>s TO lNA.MDARS. 

Sardar G. N. ·:r.IUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars) : Will 
Government be pleased to state whether they have ever issued any orders 
to departments concerned to the effect that maps of inam villages. 
should not be given free of charge to the inamdars concerned for their 
own use, whenever such maps are revised and printed on any acoount! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNIL..\.L !IIEHTA : The answer is in the 
negative. lnamdars like other people pay for the maps if they desire 
them. 

TRANSFER oF ~IR. S. M. SHETE, TEACHER, LocAL BoARD ScHooL, 

VINCHUR. 

*Mr. R. G. PRADIIA.i."f (Nasik District): Will the Honourable 
Minister of Education be pleased to state whether it is a fact (i) (a) 
that Mr. Shankar Malhari Shete has been working as teacher in the 
local board school at Vinchur, taluka Niphad1 district Nasik, continuously 
for over ten years ; • 

(b) that the people of Vinchur have made a representation to the 
Deputy Educational Inspector, Nasik, urging his transfer! 

(2) If so, what. action has been taken on such repr~entation! 
The Honourable 11Ir. B. Y. JADHA V: (1) (a) and (b) Yea. 
(2) The teacher in question was not transferred as an enquiry showed 

that the allegations made against him were baseless. He is reported to 
have become unpopular because he carried out the orders of Government 
in regard to the admission of depressed class pupils and su'Cceede.i in 
maintaining a fair attendance when the school was boycotted by orthodox 
Hindus. 

PROSECUTION t1o.'DER THE BmmAY PRosTITUTioN !cr. 

Mr. HOOSENALL Y M. RAHBITUL.L...\. (Bombay City) : Will Govern
ment he pleased to. state-· 

(a) how many prosecutions under sections 3, 5, 7 and 8 of Act XI 
of 1923 have been initiated and, 

(b) in how many of these 'convictions were secured! 
The Honourable Sir ~UL1UCE HAYWARD: (a) 43 in Bombay City, 

9 and 1 in the t<1wns of Karachi and Poona respectively. 
(b) 30 in Bombay City, 9 and 1 in the towns of Karachi and Poona, 

respectin~ly. 

• Tilii q:mt:011 1r&> a>:O.d at the meetin& hell in Jwy-An!llst 1925, wheo an ad 
i..wl~~ti'E'plf wu ginn. "' 
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WATER F A1IINE IN SUNAG vILLAGE. 

*Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Will Government be 
pleased to state-

. (a) whether they are aware that every year the inhabitants of 
Sunag and other adjoining villages of the Bilgi petha of the Bijapur 
district experience great hardships on account of the want of drinking 
water in summer 1 

(b) if so, do Government propose to take any steps to remove these 
hardships ! If so, what steps do they intend to take ~ · 
The Honourable · Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

(a) It is true that Sunag and neighbouring villages of Bilgi petha are 
liable to scarcity of drinking water in years of insufficient rainfall. 

(b) The question of tapping water by means of water finder and boring 
is under consideration and the Sunag area will be included in the scheme 
to be formulated. 

GoVERNMENT PR:l:M:ARY ScHooL, V rncB.UR. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasi.k District): Will Government be pleased to 
state-
. (a) what was the number of boys 'on the roll of the Government 
primarj school at Vinchur, taluka Niphad, district Naisk, on 1st April 
1925: 

(b) whether it is a fact that not even one Brahmin boy was on the 
roll then; 

(c) whether all the school panchas appointed by Government were 
Brahmins; 

(d) if so, whether Government propose to take any action in the 
matter t . 
The Honourable' Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Information has been called for . 

. Mr. R. G. SOMAN : I do not wish-to put my questions. 

TIPSTERS' ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Mr. A. N. Sl.I'RVE (Bombay City, North) :Will Government be pleased 
to state-· · 

(a) whether it is a fact that in other countries advertisements in the 
press by tipsters in connection with racing are prohibited under the 
provisions of law with a view to discourage betting; 

(b) whether they are aware that advertisements are given in the 
·press, and handbills and leaflets are distrilmted by tipsters in Bombay 

and Poona which have a tendency to encourage betting 1 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) Government have 
no definite information on the point, except that they are not prohi· 
bited in England. 
·(b) Yes. 
Mr. A. N~ SURVE: May I enquire if Government possess a copy of 

the Report on Betting Duty submitted to the House of Parliament Y. 

• This que~tion -.·as asbd at the meeting held in July-Aubu~t 192!3, -when an ad 
illleri• replJ was given. · 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I cannot say without 
enquiry. I understand that no report has been submitted. . .. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: My question is whether Government pO:ss~s a 
copy ofit. . · ' . . 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I understand that there.~. 
is no report. 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have obtained one copy as a loan from the 
Finance Department (Laughter). _ . . .- •• 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : I. am told it is ·:1 eopy 
of evidence taken, not a report. · . 

~11. A. N. SURVE : May I tell the honourable member that it contains; 
both the evidence and the report together 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: May I reply, Sir 1 . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : This is a book which was 

lent to ~11. Surve from the Finance Department. ?!11. Surve has not 
quite fully appreciated what is contained in it. It contains evidence 
taken by a committee·at Home and- a .. dtaft·report which was never 
submitted to the Government. . , 

~11. A. N. SURVE: Are Government aware that the publication of: 
race results outside the race enclosure keeps alive illegal gambling in the., 
city! . I 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: !should like to have., 
notice of any futher questions on this matter. · ' 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: May I enquire if it is the· intention of Govern· 
ment to prohibit publications of such advertisements 1 

The Honourable Sir 1\1AURICE HAYWARD : I think_ that is a_ ~ugge~ .. · 
tion for action. · · 

ToTALISATOR BETTING. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be pleased 
to give the following information:-

(1) the unit of stake with the totalisator in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd: 
enclosures at racecourses in Bombay and Poona and also at l{ar.achi 
if race meetings are held there under the recent license ; 

· (2) the highest and lowest dividends given in the respective enclo~ 
· sures during each of the last five years for Win and Place stakes ; : .:

(3) the percentages of dividends during 1924 given by the totalis~ttot;:: 
at 

(a) par and also 
(b) above, and, 
(c) below par with the unit of stake at the respective eiwiolirse'S! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (1) Rs. 10, 5 and 3 
respectively at Bombay and Rs. 10 and Rs. 5 for the 1st and 2nd· 
enclosures respectively at Poona. In the 1st enclosure· multiple8 _of 
Rs. 10 can be sold in one ticket up to a maximum of Rs. 100. • · : · · £. 

.No ~cense has been issued for Karachi under the Bombay Race Courses-
Licensmg Act. · 

g~ } Government has no information o~ the s~bject. 
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Mr. A. N. SURVE : Will Govermn.ent kindly obtain and supply the 
information asked for 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I would suggest to 
the honourable member that he might apply direct to the Turf Club. , 

STATISTICS REGARDING CERTAIN :MUNICIPALITIES. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be pleased 
to give information asked in the following table about the municipalities 
of Thana, Bandra, Ah.mednagar, Jalgaon, Bhusaval, Amalner, Dhulia, 
Nasik, Poona City, Poona Suburban, Lonavla, Satara City, Sholapur, 
Pandharpur, Ratnagiri, BelgaumJ Dharwar and Bijapur :-

·1Jindns, 
\ Depre~E· - Maho· ed da.sR· .l:~ins, J.lnga-

Other~. 
Advant·l ~ack· medans,l es. yats, 

ed. ward. 

----------
1) Total number of population .. 

(<!)Total number of voters .. 
(S} Total number of fleeted conn· 

cillon, I 

('} To~l number 
COull clllon : 

of nominate~. 

(11) omelal .. I . (b) Non·offlclal .. 

The Hon"Ourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUS8AIN : 
· Information has been called for . 

. Mr. J. C. SWAMINARAYAN : I do not wish to put my questions. 
(Consideration of Bill No. XVI of 1925-Major Municipalities Bill

resumed.) 
·Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I beg to move that 
In clause 9 (1) (c), after tqe word "Non-Mahomedans", the words "other than 

depressed classes ", may be added. 

Clause 9 (1) (c), as honourable members can see for themselves, reads· 
thus: 

"make rules consistent with this Act prescribing the number of councillors to be elected 
by public boclies or associations, if any the number of wards to be constituted for Mahome· 
dans, Non-Mahomedans and depressed classaa" and eo on. 

What I want is that this clause should read thus : 
•• the number of ward3 to be comtituted for Mahomedans, Non-Mahomedans other 

than depres36d classes and depressed classes.'' 

Ail the clause stands, three divisions are made, namely, one of Maho
medans, the other of non-Mahomedans and the third of depressed 
classes. The words, as they stand, would mean that the depressed classes 
are not Mahomedans-of course, they are not-nor are they non-

. Mahomedans. In other words, th~y are other than Mahomedans and other 
than non-Mahomedans. They are_ neither Mahomedans nor non
Mahomedans. I submit that that is wrong. Certainly, the depressed 
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classes are non-l\lahomedans and, therefore, what I suggest is that this 
clause should read'' 1\Ia.homedans, non-Mahomedans other than depressed 
dasses and depressed classes ". That is a simple amendment and I do 
not think there can be any difference of opinion on it. 

Question proposed. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I rise to 

correct my honourable friend with regard to the statement he has made 
that there are no depressed classes who are l\Iahomedans. That, Sir, 
is a very serious misrepresentation, because in Khandesh there are 
the Tad vis who are Mahomedans and a depressed class, and there are 
also some Bhils who are Mahomedans. Therefore, t<> state categorically 
that there are no Mahomedans among the depressed classes would be not 
a correct statement of the fact. I therefore hope that my honourable 
friend will not insist upon his motion. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East K.handesh District): Sir, a reference 
has been made to Tadvis and other people like the Bhils in East 
Khandesh. The Bhils in East Khandesh are not Mahomedans ; they 
follow certain customs of Hindus, and they are generally knowp. 
as Hindus. The Tadvis are known definitely as Mahomedans, but no 
Bhils are l\Iahomedans. I only wanted to give correct information to 
my honourable friend. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, my honourable. friend 
Moulvi Rafiuddin has been specifically answered by my honourable 
friend from East Khandesh (Mr. Chaudhari). But in connection with the 
point which my honourable friend l!Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad has raised, 
there is another point to be taken into consideration. Assuming that 
there are certain people who are depressed classes and at the same time 
Mahomedans, certainly they would get repre~entation as Mahomedans, 
This expression " depressed classes " is obviously used for those who are 
not Mahomedans and yet are depressed classes. So, I do . not think 
there is any substance in the point raised by my friend Moulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : Sir, 
I understand that there are depressed classes among the Hindus, Maho~ 
medans and Christians, and we are giving them representation without 
taking into consideration their religion. The object is to uplift these 
depressed clas::1es without any consideration of religion. If that is the 
object-and that was indeed the object of the select committee-to give 
representation to the depressed classes whatever religion they may 
belong to, then, Sir, the present words in the bill should be retained. 
I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move the 

amendment standing in my name, which reads as follows :-
"In clause 9 (1) (c), line 10, add the following words: 
'comprising of the backward and inklrmediate Hinda and other communitie1' 

after the words ' non·Mahomedana.' '' 
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Sir, the object underlying this amendment is to give reservation of 
seats to the backward and other communities who generally obtain 
very scanty or no representation. The experience of the past many 
years in this respect is very disappointing. It is always. fmmd that the 
·backward communities are always shut out, and in this connection I 
think the statement made by the Honourable the Minister fQr IJocal Self· 
government has a peculiar appropriateness. When the Local Boards Bill 
was introduced in this House in the year 1922, he stated as follows : 

" By nomination Government experts must come in to guide the local boards which are 
in their infancy. Then we want men by nomination as they may not like to stand for 
election under the widened franchise. There are then a large number of minorities, such 
u the Parsis, Indian Christians, backward classt:s, untouchables, Jains, Marathas, and so 
forth who will have to be represented. This difficulty will increase as we go on increasing 
the elective element in these local bodies." . 

I have quoted this passage for two reasons. The first is that the 
Honourable Minister himself admits that the backward communities are 
the minorities, that is, though they are very large in number and though 
they form the masses, still so far as representation is concerned they are 
treated as minorities. That is one point. Another point is that till 
now these communities were provided for by Government undel' their 
power of nomination. Now, we :find that in the year 1922, when the 
nominated element was not reduced, Government found it rather dif~ 
ficult to give representation by nomination to all the minorities. Under 
the present bill Government is going to divest itself of its powers of 
nomination still further. Under the existing Act, Government have the 
right of nominating half the total number of members on a municipality ; 
out of this half, one-fourth are officials and the other one-fourth are non~ 
officials. So, the non-official members which Government can appoint 
now are only one-fourth of the total number. Under the present bill, 
tqis power is going to be curtailed so as tQ .. make it one-tenth. From 
one-fourth to one-tenth is a very big jump. If, when Government have 
the power of ~ppointing one-fourth of the number as non-official members, 
they find it difficult to arrange for all interests, will that difficulty be 
increased or diminished when that power is reduced to one-tenth 1 My 
suggestion is as follows: Government have the rule-making power. The 
rules Will not be embodied in the Act itself ; they can be changed and 
altered as circumstances require. If experience will show that the back~ 
ward communities are left out, is it not the duty of Government to 
protect those who form one of the minorities 1 I am sorry to see that the 
step taken by Government in curtailing their power of nomination is 
very detrimental to the interests of. the minorities. Government is the 
protector of all-not only of the majority. Though Government see that 

·the minorities are not protected, and that nomination is the only means 
of correcting the vagaries of election yet they propose to curtail their 
power of nomination still further. Therefore, I suggest that Govern· 
ment shoUld adopt some device by which the minorities will not be entirely 
at the mercy of the advanced classes. · : 

lam not in favour of retaining the power of nomination in the ·hands 
of· Government. I have made that· perfectly clear in my minute of 
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dissent. I have congratulated the Honourable Minister for the progressi,ve. 
ideas he holds, but at the same time I wish that Government. should adopt' 
some means to safeguard the interests of the minorities. It is absoluteli 
necessary to do so. I am against nomination because by that means 
people in whom electors have no faith and about whom they entertain_. 
some amount of suspicion are given representation. Though the power; 
of nomination in the hands of Government is not desirable, they can solve' 
this difficulty by asking the electorates to elect their own representatives 
after fixing the number of representatives of particular interests. There~ 
should be some device to protect the interests of the minorities and they,· 
i.e., the minorities should feel that their rights are safeguarded. That can 
be done by adopting my suggestion of reservation. If you lay down that 
a minimum number of a particular community will come in, that will· 
be quite sufficient. · · 

Then I might draw the attention of the Honourable Minister to the 
existing provision in the Bombay District Municipal Act. I am referring-' 
to section 11 (1) (c) and it reads as follows: 

" Government may make rules consistent with this Act for prescribing the number to. 
be elected by the ratepayers or by the sections of iriliabitants." 

I am referring to the latter part, namely "or by the sections of the inha.bi~ 
ants." Under the existing provisions of law Government can direct .. 
as to how many members the backward communities or any particular-' 
community can return. The non-insertion of this clause in the present~ 
bill has given rise to great suspicion as to the intentions of Government. 
I had a discussion on this point with an honourable member of this House 
and he told me-that is his interpretation and not mine-that the govern;.: 
ment is purposely divesting itself of this power so that the favoured ·com~: 
munities may come in and the other communities may be sacrificed. ii} · 
future, and the only two communities that are favoured are the Mahti:
medans and the depressed classes. I am quite sure that that gentleman· 
is wrong. But I wish to draw the attention of the Honourable Minister' 
to the charge he lays himself open to. W'hen Government had that power 
they never used it. At that time the angle of vision was different. The 
masses were to be kept out from the local bodies and therefore Govern
ment never thought it fit .to exercise the power of laying down the 
number of elected representatives of particular inhabita.1.ts which they 
posse&;ed. But now there is a change in the angle of visio., and we are 
going to associate a larger number of people in the administration of local 
Belt-government. If you want the masses to come in you must. make· 
provision so that they can find an entrance in these bodies from which . 
they are at present excluded. . · .. 

Our difficulties are numerous. You know that '' non-Mahomedans '! 
for the purposes of this bill means everybody except the Mahomedans 
and the depressed classes. Now take for instance the Hindu ·non-Brah.; 
mins. It is a big class by itself; but it is divided and sub-divided.into. 
several castes and between these castes there is jealow;y and. miSrlndez:·· 
standing. Naturally what happens is that if one member' from one 
caste comes forward as a candidate, then another member belonging to · 
another ca.ste also comes out as a. rival and competes with the. formei .J 
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in the election. As. a result of this suicidal ~o!llpetition a memher of the 
advanced community comes in because there is no reservation of S€&ts, 
and he· carries the day. In the case of Mahomedans the case is quite 
different. · There may be several sects among l\Iahomedans and 
there may be the keenest rivalry and competition, but the man who will 
be elected '\\ill not be a non-1\Iahomedan- but a Mahomedan. That is 
not the case with us. If there is a competition between non-Brahmins, 
the result will be that both these will be defeated in t.he election and a 
member of the advanced community will get the benefit of the competition 
b'etween them andhe will be returned. That is our difficulty. I beg 
til refer to the definition of the l\Iaratha and the allied castes which is 
given in the Bombay Electoral Rules. Even at present the community 
denotoo by this small phrase consists of 30 castes and this list may go on 
increasing. Therefore I say that our salvation lies in the reservation 
of seats. ll that is given to us, then only we can hope to obtain represen
tation ; otherwise not. It may be said that it is to our disadvantage 
to have reservation of seats, hut I do not quite follow that argument. 
The thing we are asking is to fix the minimum number. Let there be 
this minimum. If more than the fixed minimum get in, the rule becomes 
inoperative and it does harm to no one, but if the minorities do not obtain 
sufficient representation, then reservation will come to their assistance 
and their interests will be safeguarded. For that reason I am recommend· 
ing the reservation of seats. 

When I am talking of reservation of seats, I wish to draw the attention 
of the House to the fact that I am not speaking of communal electorates. 
The electorate is to be one and non-denominational . .Any non-l\Iahomedan 
can vote for any other non-Mahomedan be he Hindu, Parsi or Jew. But 
only when a candidate is to be returned, then only his class or community 
will be looked to for purposes of returning_him as a representative of a 
particular interest. 

Then, Sir, yesterday the Honourable :Minister had referred, so far as I 
understood him, to the instance of Poona municipality, which contains 
a large number of non-Brahmins. But I wish to point out that Poona 
by itself does not constitute the wh<!le of the Central and Southern Divi
sions." Even taking him at his word, may I ask him to consider the follow
ing contingency: suppose that all non-Brahmins united and return non
Brahmin members only what will be the position of the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government as regards the Brahmins 1 Will he 
not in that case lay himself open to the charge that he has given protection 
to the non-Brahmins and has not taken any care of the Brahmins, J ains, 
Christians 1 These minorities likewise will ask the Honourable 1\Iinister 
why he has not given any protection to them 1 Therefore this recommend
ation which I am placing before the House is not the out<:ome of any 
selfish motive, but I am looking to the interests of the minorities whether 
they be non-Brahmins, Jains, Parsis, Christians, any others; I do not plead 
for any particular community. I say simply ''protect the minorities". 
I appeal both to the Honourable l\Iinister and to the members of this 
honourable House to accept my amendment. 

·Question propooed. · 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA'M HUSSAIN : 
Sir, before I deal with the amendment, I would repudiate the aspereions 
that were made against the Mahomedans and myself by my friend the 
honourable mover of the amendment, who said that that particular clause 
was taken away for the purpose of showing favour to the depressed classes 
and Mahomedans. I may assure the honourable mover of the amend
ment and this House that I had absolutely no intention of any such kind. 
The point never occurred to me that that clause was omitted for any 
purpose. If anybody is to blame for the omission, the honourable 
mover of the amendment and the members of the various parties in this 
House who were on the select committee are equally to blame. If it 
has escaped my notice, it has also escaped the notice of the honourable 
mover and of the other honourable members of this House representing 
the various parties on the select committee. 

Then, Sir, the honourable member referred to my speech when the 
Local Boards Bill was before this House. I still adhere to that speech 
of mine. But the honourable member has not told us what has been the 
effect of the Local Boards Act in this presidency. It .is the Marathas 
that have swept the polls : it is the Marathas who have become presi
dents everywhere. Instead of the criticism of the honourable mover, I 
think, I deserve his thanks and the thanks of his community. Everyone 
of them knows it. If the polls are swept by the Marathas at the. local 
board elections and if they are now the masters of the boards, it is because 
I t<>ok care to widen the franchise and thus make provision for their 
association with the administration of their boards. Now, my honourable 
friend complains that I made a promise but did not keep it. Had the 
Marathas and any of the minorities not been elected at the polls, we would 
surely have nominated them. Even in spite of the large numbers. in 
which they have been returned, we have been nominating Marathas, 
There are also special instructions to the Commissioners to ·nominate 
depressed classes. We have been following this policy from the Bombay 
corporation down to the rural boards. So, the whole ar~ent of my · 
honourable friend was based on a false premise, and the conclusions 
that have been drawn are therefore wrong. 

Now, Sir, I may refer to the complaints about the jealousies amongst 
the members of the backward communities. If there are such jealousies, 
I am sorry, Sir. But it is the duty of the honourable mover of the amend· 
ment and of every honourable member of this House including myself 
to try t<> do away with these petty jealousies. In fact, by asking for 
separate representation for every community we are exhibiting a very 
strange spectacle. In fact, looking to the municipalities, all these twenty
nine of them, that are included in the bill, with the widened franchise 
that will be given to the people, I am sure very large numbers of the 
Marathas will be enfranchised, and they will be masters in most of the 
municipalitie~. 

The honourable member complained that Government have· been 
divt>sting them~elves of the power of nomination. But the honourable 
member should know that in most of these municipalities that are brought 
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und~ the category of .majo~ municipalitie~, .we already have 1l. four
fifths elected element and Go"{ernm.ent have the right to nominate only 
one-fifth. The same right is now retained. If members of the backward 
communities are not elected in sufficient numbers: as I have repeatedly 
said, we.have reserved this power of nomination to adjust the differences 
of representation by election among the different communities. With the 
widened franchise proposed in the bill, I am sure that the Marathas 
will come in large numbers. If I accept the amendment of my honour
able friend I "\\'ill be doing great harm to a martial race like the 
Marathas. We will be depriving them of their due share by reservation. 
They cannot get many places by reservation. If they are given seats 
in proportion to their population, we will let the advanced classes 
down. The Marathas and Mussalmaus will divide all the seats between 
themselves and leave no room for the advanced classes. If we reserve 
seats for the Marathas, we can reserve only a few seats. That means 
that by pressing for reservation the honourable member will be doing 
great harm to his own community. · . 
. : The honourable mover of the amendment further said " Let us lay 
~own a minimum number of seats. If they are returned in larger numbers, 
well and good. But we must have a minimum at least". I will 
characterise that demand as a wish to " eat the cake and have it too ". 
The honourable member wants to have it both ways. He says " Let 
~reserve the seats: ifthey come in larger numbers, let them". That 
is unfair to the other communities. Under the ·widened franchise, I 
think the honourable member will have no cause for complaint as regards 
the representation of his community. 

·Question put and lost . 
.. Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHil\ITOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 
tomove: 

To sub-clause (c) of clause 9 (1) adJ. the following : 
" Provided that the rules shall be previously published and" shall be laid on t.he table of 

the Bombay Legiglative Council for one month previous to the next session of the Council 
and shall be liable to be modified by a resolution of the said Council tabled at such next 
session!' • 

Sir, since last year Government have followed the principle that when
ey,er they provide in an Act the power for them to make rules the Council 
should be given a chance to have a discussion on those rules and express 
their opinion as regards those rules. I have taken the exact words of 
this amendment from the Bombay Children Act. I hope Government 
will accept this amendment. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULMI HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I accept it as 1 find that that is the desire of the Council. 
Question put and carried. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : I beg to move : 
In elauee 9 (l) (c) after the words "regulating generally such electioM" the following 

proviso may be added, nz.:-
• •• ProYided that rules which provide for the constitution of separato Mahome~an 
wards aad for the election of Councillol'l for such warda, shall cease to be in operation 
aftfT the fourth general election of Councillors from the date of the pusing of this Act, 
and no nch ralee ahaJ.l be made thereafter." 
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· Sir, after the full discussion we have had on my amendment yesterday 
I do not think that I should make any lengthy speech in support of this 
amendment. The general opinion which we expressed yesterday in the 
course of the debate was that communal representation is an evil. Thou.gh 
for the time being it may be a necessary evil, the expression of this 
general opinion has made me hopeful that this particular amendment 
would commend itself to the acceptance of both Government and non
official members. · If as is admitted communal representation is an evil 
it is necessary that steps should be taken to do away with that evil as 
early as possible. My honourable colleague from Nasik said that it would 
be possible to do away with communal representation in the course of & 

few years. I think, he said, 10 or 12 years. That is exactly the view 
which I am trying to embody in this particular amendment. I said 
yesterday that unless and until we set some time limit, communal repre
sentation will have a dangerous tendency of perpetuating itself, and after 
some years people will be ::;o much accustomed to communal representa
tion, they would be so much enamoured of the blessings and benefits 
which communal representation is supposed to confer that they will 
oppose any attempt that may be made to do away with it. Communal 
representation like every vice has a tendency to perpetuate itself and 
make itself permanent, and I would therefore urge that after a certain 
period it shall cease. Until and unless we introduce cpmmunal repre
sentation with this determination in our heart of hearts, it will I assure 
the honourable House be a permanent feature of which we will have to 
repent in the long run. I would therefore appeal to the good sense of the 
honourable House that if communal representation is an evil the sooner 
it i~ done away with, the better. I hope my amendment will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : I beg to oppose it~ 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division):· Sir, 'it would 
have been much better if instead of the honourable member who moved 
the amendment some other member of the Mahomedan community or 
of the minority for whose benefit a special electorate is being moved had 
c.ome up to propose such an amendment. It looks very suspicious on the 
part of the honourable member. He was in the first place altogether 
against separate electorates or class representation. He says it is a 
most pernicious element. The House, however, did not think so. Now 
he says that some 10 or 12 years should be allowed for this purpose, for 
the trial .of this experiment. How does he know that after that period 
there will be perfect unity and millennium in India 1 If there will be 
such unity after that period then I shall be the first person to come 
forward and move such an amendment. Let me remined him that, a. few 
years ago, 4 or 5 years ago, we were tall.. -lug of perfect unity between Hindus 
and ~tahotm•(tans. What is the state of affairs now ! There has never 
been a ti.mf' when there was so much dis-unity between thege two sections 
of tht> community as there is t.o-day. Sir, it is wrong to prophesy that 
much will depend on how the other communities treat the Mahomedans, 
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U the treatment would be satisfactory, .MahomedaruJ will themselves 
come .forward to say that it was no more necessary. I think therefore 
that this amendment is a little premature, and deserves to be 
rejected. The · honourable member said yesterday that he was not 
against this representation of the :MahomedaruJ in the Imperial Council 
and in the local Council, but he wa.~ against it in the local bodies. He 
says "why do you propose this element in the local bodies!" My 
answer to that is that we would have only been too pleased not to extend 
the element to the local bodies, if we had received the support of the 
Hindus for the separate representation of Moslems in the I.egislative 
Councils. But we 1mow that the representation of the Mahomedans 
in the Councils was bitterly opposed, opposed by men like Mr. Gokhale 
himself, and by every Hindu Leader. This was granted to Moslems in 
the teeth of opposition, and those persons have proved false prophets 
who said that it would mean the ruination of India, and the ruination 

"of the country. At last the heavensdid not fall by that concession. 
But for that representation there would have been friction between the 
two communities in the Councils. I think the time has not arrived for 
the honourable member to move his amendment and the amendment 
should therefore be rejected. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I do not like to make 
any long remarks in reply to the speech of my honourable friend 
the honourable member Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahma.d. I am glad to 
notice a certain amount of improvement in the tone and spirit of his 
speech, and I congratulate him upon the improvement which he has 
shown. Well, he seems to suspect my motives and he says that it is 
suspicious that I should come forward with an amendment of this kind. 
He is welcome to his suspicions. It is th(Ljaundiced eye that sees every 
thing yellow, and I remain content with this particular statement in 
reply to that remark of his. Then he has referred to the manner in 
which I am fighting this cause. He has no idea that there is such a 
thing as fighting a battle. If he cannot fight a battle wholesale he would 
not fight the battle at all; he would run away from it. I leave the 
amendment to the good sense of the Government and of this Honourable 
House. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I have explained that there is a demand from the minorities of 
separate representation, but to-day I hear that there is also a demand from 
the bacl-ward classes who are a section of the Hindu community and 
form part and parcel of that community. It is urged that they also 
want it because they are not returned by election, and would otherwise 
not be returned at all. But, Sir, the position of the Mussalmans is quite 
different. When Maratha.s who are part and parcel of the same Hindu 
community cannot trust their own advanced classes, the position of the 
}[ahomedans is much \\Orse, and they can never hope to be returned 
unless they have their own electorates. 
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Now as regards the time, I think if the differences between the rarioUs. 
communities are composed, I am sure all will make a united demand for 
the abolition of separate electorates. But it is very difficult for us now 
to fix the time and our forecast may not come true. If we find that the
time has arrived within 12 years or even earlier, we might make a united 
demand for doing away with communal representation. I therefore 
submit that till we compose our differences things must go on as they are. 
With these words, ·I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 

Mr. NOOR UAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 9, sub-clause (2) delete the words "and such power shall be exercised in con
fmltat.ion with the municipality concerned ", and substitute for them the words" and 
such powers shall not be exercised without first receiving the opinion of the. 
municipality concerned.'' . . 

Now, Sir, the powers conferred. on the Government by this clause are 
too elastic. The words " in consultation with the municipality con· 
cerned " are so vague that they may mean that the presence of the 
Commissioner or any other officer appointed by Government•may come
to be considered absolutely necessary at a consultative meeting. At 
least such an interpretation can be put on these words. Therefore, Sir,. 
to avoid misunderstanding, I suggest that this sub-clause should be 
made very clear. I, therefore, submit that my amendment should be. 
considered favourably." 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: Sk~ 
I think the wording of the clause is clear and it is obvious that Govern· 
ment cannot do anything without consulting the municipality. :However
if the House is in favour of the amendment I have no objection to it. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes 34: Noes 1. Amendment. 
carried. 

Division No.5. 
Ayes. 

AsouL LATIF H.ur IU.JRAT K.Ji.IAN, MR. 
ADDYMAN, Mr. J. ·· 
BAPTISTA, !llr. J. 
BEDREJUR, Khan Bahe.dur I. M. 
BHUTTO, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
DA.BHOLJUR, Sir V ASANTRAO A. 
DADACRANJI, Dr. K.E. 
DEiiLA.vr, the Honourable lrlr. A.M. K. 
FERNANDEz, Dr. Cosns. 
Fa.um, .Mr. K. S. 
GHOUL, Mr. J. 
GHtTU.H Ht:SSAIN, the Honourable Khan 

Bahe.dur SIUrKB. 
HARRISON, .Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
Huwun, the Honourable Sir lliUB.IOB. 
HOTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 
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JADRA.V, Lhe Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEIUNGm, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI. 
KAzi !NAITULLA.XJIA.N, 
KHUHRO, Mr. M.s. 
KOKANI, Mr. G. J. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANsuBI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTEB, Mr. A. 
MONTGOMEIUE, Mr. A. 
MOUNTFORD, Mr. L. G. 
NEB:ALJ.&.Y, Mr. R. S. 
Noou. MAHOHED, Mr. 
p .liNTER, Mr. H. L. 
RAllniTOOLA., Mr. HOOSENALLY M. 
THOlllAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. 
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Joes. 

Bmn, ll:r. J. p:---
Tell(TI Jew lit :Sou : ll:r. J. ArrTlWJ AJD ll:r. A. C. Own. 

Clause 9, as amended ordered to stand part of the bill . 

. C'lalltle 10 (Ptf'ION f•alifitd to JOlt or bt cndidaltl al • muidpal dtdio11. Electotr.U 
roll oJ 141-payt:rl) : 

(l) Save as provided in I!C!Ct:Wn l.f.. every person whcxre name is entere:l in the 
eun.ut. elecloral roll or pari thereof. prepared for a municipal bol'OUf!b which corurtitutt>S 
or fOI'IDl! pan of a ~neraJ constitut"ney, and publi!ohed undl"l'regulation 6 (3\ofPartll of 
the Bombay Electoral Begulationl!, 1923. shall be qualified to vote at a municipal 
elcetion in ncll municifal borough. 

(2) (a) Save as provided in Section J.J,, eTery person-
(i) who in any municipal borough, on tht: tim day of April next preceding the date of 

publication of the Plectoral roO. occupied as tenant a house or building, or part of a house 
or building ~eparately oecupied as a dwelling or for the purpose of any trade bo.siness 
or profeBB:ion,of which the annual rental was not less than Ba. 2.£ or of which the capital 
n.lue was not; less than Bs. 400, or, 

(ia) who for a period of not; less than three month$ next. preceding the last day bf'fore 
the }ftPil'lltion or rerisioD of the 1m of voters upon which under the rules applications 
for enrolment. JDAY he :receiv~ has paid the qualifymg tu: and who within the three 
months next preceding the a!cresait! date has }'~rid all arrears of taxes if any due from 
hlm to the llllliici!JI'lity, 
t!hall he qu.al.ifietl f;o be entered in the Jist of voten for auch muoici_tllll borough and to 
•IJte at. a municipal electioo in auch municipal oorough : 

Provided that. a penon.who-
(i) is not.a British nbject ora subject of an Indian State, or 
( it1 baa boon adjudged hy a competent conn to be of unsound mind, or 
(iia) is under %1 years of age, l!hall not be eotitled to haTe his name entered in such 

elect«al roll. 
Erphlflllima.-FOI' t.he purposes of thi'l Section, 'the qualifying tax' means a tax, 

other than odroi,wll and the tax on vehir.les and animals plying for hire or kept for the 
pnrpoee of being Jet for hUe, imposed in a municipal borough. 
· ( 6) 'Ihulectoral roll of tu-payers for the time being in ff'rce shall be conclusive evidence 
fort he purpoee of detennining whethl"l' any pel!IOD i!.!ntitled to vote under the provisioUB 
of this su'b-eeetion a\ any election. Han eiectora.l roll i'l not revised in accordance with 
the rules made under clao.se (c) of 111b-Jeetion (1) of section 9, the roll shall continue in 
force nntilnch ft'rision ha.s taken place. 

(3) Every penon so qualified to Tote who for a period of not less than six months ~~ext 
preceding the last day before the preparation 01' rev-Won of the electoral roll upon which 
nndel' the ru1ee Applicationa for tnrolment may be received has been resideut in auch 
brrongh or within ee-ren m.ile8 of the limits thereof &hall. subject to the provisions of this 
Aet. an!.l of any other Ia• for the t.ime being in'force, be qualified to be a candidate at a 
municipal election in llUCh mnnicipal borough. 

.Krpl tiiiGiioa.-F or the plll"ppE!e'll of this IIII!Ction a penon shall be deemed to be resident 
in or within aeven miles of the limits of a municipal borough if be ordinarily resides or has 
hill priDcipal place of re!idt"t:tee in or within seven miles of thE' limits of auch borough. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHA...'i (Xasik District): Sir, the amendment which 
I wish to move to clause 10 read.i as follows :-

For eectioo 10, the following may be 1111b.otnuted: 
.. 1. (•) Sa.-e .. provided in eectioa u, every person who e not. under 21 years of •~te. 

and no for a period of~ leN tbao one year ne:rt p~ing the Ia.n day before the pre
part. DoD or rvrisioo of t.he elec:toral ron upoo ... hich under the rules applications for 
enrol men' may be~ has been n&i.dent in a municipal borough. ahaU be qnali6ed 
t;o be enteftd in the liA of vo&en for soeh municiptol borough and to YOte at. a municipal 
elec~ iD IAICla ~ 
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Pro·dded that a person who-
( i) is not a British subjl-ct or a subjeet. of an Indian State, or . 
(ii) has bet>n adjudged by a competent court t·o be of unsound mmd, 

~hall not be entitled to have his name enterted in such list of voter~ 
(b) The rlectoral roll for the time being in force shall be conclusive e\ri.dence for the 

purpo~e of determining whether any person is entitled to vote under the provl'li.ons 
of thi~ sl'r.tion at any election. If an electoral roll i'!l not !'6Vised in accordance with the 
rules made under clause (c) of sub-section (1) of section 9, the roll shall continue in force 
until such revision has ta kPn place. 

(:!) Every pPr~on so qualified to vote shall, subject to the provi..~ions of this Ar.t and of 
auy other law for the time being in force, be qualified to be a candidate a.t a municipal 
election in a munkipal borough. 

El·planatioii.-For th~ purposes of this st>ction a person shall be deemed to be resident 
iu a l\Iunicipal borgngh if he ordinarily resides or has his.prindpal place of residenre in 
~nch borough." 

As honourable members mil see, section 10 in the main deals with the 
franchise. One. of its sub-clauses says that every person who is qualified 
to vote under that clause is also qualified to be a candidate at a municipal 
election in such municipal borough. ·In the main, however, this clause 
deals with the franchise. It lays down the principles governing the 
franchise and mentions what persons are qualified to vote in accordance 
with those principles. Briefly speaking, all persons who are qualified 
to vote at an election to the Legislative Council are entitled to vote. 
In addition to these people, certain other persons who pay what is 
called a qualifying tax, Rs. 2 and so forth, are entitled to vote. 
Now, what I propose by ·my amendment is that the franchise 
should he extended to every person who is a major, who is not 
below the age of 21 and who resides in a municipal b~rough, 
his residence extending over one year and being fairly continuous. In 
other words, I am seeking by this amendment .to introduce the principle 
of one person, one vote: I daresay this amendment of mine may strike 
some honourable members as. extreme, that it is a very extreme amend
ment and that the time has not become ripe for extending the franchise 
to such an extent. Now, I beg to submit to the honourable House these 
considerations, namely, fusL that this bill refers only to certain specified 
cities and towns which are mentioned in the sehedule appended to this 
bill. The hill applies only to those cities and to other cities which Govern
ment may later on, if they are so advised, deem it proper to be included 
in the schedule. In other words, the bill applies to the district towns 
and to other to""llS that may hereafter be deemed fit to be included 
in the schedule. Let us, therefore, in approaching this question of the 
fran(;hise leave out of consideration the municipalities other than those 
which will he affected by the bill, and the question is simply reduced to 
this : Have the people in these big cities-district towns and other big 
cities su('h as Pandharpur and so on-not become ripe for this a:lvance 
~bout franchise! I submit1 Sir1 that they have become ripe. Education 
m these towns has made considerable progress. The civic spirit and the 
sense of responsibility of the people in tht>se towns have also made 
considNable progress, and we have been finding in these towns a con~ 
siderable amount of inftuential and enlightened public opinion due to the 
gro·wth of education, due to the growth of public spirit, due to the 

H 759-21.1 
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developmen of public. life. Therefore, I maintain that people in alt 
these cities have become ripe for the exercise of adult franchise. 

This amendment, I submit, Sir, ought to be particularly welcome tO> 
those of my colleagues in this honourable House who represent the back· 
ward communities, because one result, if this amendment is carried, will' 
be that the number of voters belonging to those backward communities 
will be increased and therefore they will be in a position to have a larger 
representation in the municipalities. So it is to their interest that this 
amendment should be carried. Though I am against communal re
presentation, I am as anxious as the backward communities themselves 
that they should have a fair representation, an equal representation, and 
I believe, Sir, that if this amendment is carried, that object will be
sufficiently fulfilled. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SH.:\IKH GHULAM HUSSAIN ~ 
Sir, the amendment proposes adult suffrage. I do not think, Sir, the
municipalities concerned in this bill are ripe for adult su.:ffrage. We are 
now on the threshold of compulsory primary education. That itself 
is evidence that all the people residing in these municipalities are not 
educated. As they are not all educated, they will not be able to exercise 
their right properly. But if yon will look at the provisions of the bill, 
yon will find that virtually it gives adult suffrage. "\"\'no are entitled 
to vote, Sir ! All those who a.re on the Council electoral ro11. Then, 
owners or occupiers of a house the rental value of which is only Rs. 2~ 
or the capital value of which is only Rs. 400. Thus, a very 1arge number 
of the inhabitants of any one of these cities to :which this bill will apply 
become voters under this bill. I do not think there will be many houses. 
in these big cities the rental value of which is not Rs. 2 or the capital 
value of which is not Rs. 400. In fact, almost every house will have at 
least one vote. Not only that, but if you go further and !lee sub-clause 
(2), yon lrill find that all payers of municipal taxes, whether tht>y pay a 
rupee or 8 annas or 4 annas, are entitled to vote. Again, that will greatly 
add to the number of voters. I think, as I have observed already, it 
will be a big jump at once to give the municipalities adult suffrage. I 
hope therefore this House will reject tltis ~amendment. 

Question put and l<l!!t. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 10 (2) (a) (i),line 8, bt:tween the words" as" and" tenaDt" insert the words 
•owner or." 

This is merely a forma! amendment. It is only intended to give the 
right of voting to the owner or tenant who occupies the house. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN :
Sir, I accept the amendment. 

Question put and carried. 
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~Ir. NOOR ~IAHmiED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move 
the amendment of which I have given notice, t'IZ. : 

In clause 10, aul.:i-clause (2) (a) (i), delete "2!" and substitute "12 ~·. and 
delete" 400" and substitute" 200 ". 

Sir, when the object of the bill really is to give wider franchise to the 
people, and to make every man who has got any property or who has 
got any habitation a voter, I think Rs. 2! annual rental value as a qua.lili
eation for a vote is too much. That is the qualification for voting in 
the case of elections to the Legislative Counci~ and I submit that for 
municipal boroughs it should be lowered. I therefore propose that the 
qualification for vote shoul4 be Rs. 12 as rental value for buil~as 
occupied by tenants and Rs. 200 as capital value of the houses occupied 
by owners. I do hope that as the Honourable Minister desires to make 
these municipal institutions democratic, he will see his way to agree to 
my amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is also an amendment by 
the honourable member Mr. D. R. Patil which reduces Rs. 2! to Rs. 12 
and Rs. 400 toRs. 300. . I would ask him to move that as an amendment 
to this amendment. The only difference between the two amendments 
is that while the honourable member :Mr. Noor Mahomed proposes to 
reduce the figure of Rs. 400 to Rs. 200, the honourable member Mr. Patil 
proposes to reduce Rs. 400 to Rs. 300. 

lli. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I do not wish to 
move my ameni!ment, but I accept the amendment of the honourable 
member Mr. Noor Mahomed. 

Sir, I have given notice of an amendment practically to the same effect. 
The only difference is that I want to substitute Rs. 300 for Rs. 400, 
whereas the honourable member lli. N oor Mahomed proposes to substitute 
Rs. 200 for Rs. 400. I t\tink that is a very good suggestion, and I am 
Yery glad to welcome it. We know that we want to widen the franchise 
and especially in city municipalities this right of franchise ought to be 
widened to the extent to whieh the honourable member Mr. N oor Mahomed 
has proposed. By this amendment, a large majority of the tax-payers, 
practically almost all the tax-payers will get the chance of sending proper 
representathres aceording to their wishes. I think this a great improve
ment indeed, so far as the franchise in city municipalities is concerned, 
and I heartily support the amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA..\l HUSSAIN: 
Sir, I find a feeling in this House that the qualification of the occupation 
()f a house of Rs. 12 rental value or Rs. 200 capital value would better 
meet the requirements of the backv;ard and allied classes, and it has 
been urged that if the franchise is widened to that extent, they would 
be able to get fair representation in the municipalities. As the object 
(){the bill is to democratise the municipalities, I accept the amendment. 

Question put and carried. 

lli. S. T. K..UIBU (Dha.rwar District) : Sir, I beg to move: 
~h.U in cltt.ll9e 10, sulHl1aUBe (2) (a) (i) add the words" as determined by the munici

pality " a.fter the ligure "400 ". 
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The section as amended would read as follows : 
.. (1) who in any municipal borough, on the firSt day oi April next precedina the date 

of publication of the electoral roll. occupied as tenant a house or building or"' part of a 
ho~ or building 9eJI&l3tely occupied. as a dwelling or for the purpose of any trade,. 
business or }WOfest.ion. of whi<'h the annu11l rental Wl>l! not less than Rs. 24 or of whkh 
the capital nine wu not less than IU. 400 as determined by the municipality." 

The reason why I propose to mon my amendment is this. The question 
is as to who should fix the rental or capital -value of a building whether the
owner or any outside agency. If it is any outside agency it must be the 
municipality. There may be cases where the rental value or capital value
might vary with the different opinions of the persons determining the same~ 
.An owner of a cottage may say that his building i"l worth Rs. 400 or is 
capable of bringing in a rental of Rs. 2! or so while it may not be worth so
much or it may not be capable of yi£'lding so much rental. In such dis
putable cases certain persons ~ould be recognised by the statute as being 
invezrted with the power of finally determining the rental or capital value ; 
otherwise the section as it stands would leave the question open to litiga
tion. Therefore I propose that t:he determining authority should be the 
municipality either with regard to capital value or rental value of a 
building and that the decision of the municipality should be recognized 
as final · 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bah:adur SHAIKH GHlJ"'..A)I IfGSSAIN: Sir,. 

I think this amendment is unnecessary. The electoral roll is prepared by 
the .municipality, and it is the municipality that is to determine the rental 
or capital value. I do not think these words are necessary. 

Question put and lost. 

·Mr. S. T. KAMBil (Dharwar District) : Sir, l beg to. move : 
•• That in clause 10 (21 (ul (iii df"1ete the words "and who within the three-

mouthe •••••••• mnnicipalit,;." --

Sir: as the section stands, the above clause is ambiguous, and it will create 
many difficulties in the actual working of this section. In various muni
cipalities various taxes are imposed. Some of these are paid by monthly, 
quarterly or half-yearly instalments. Under such circumstances this 
clause will create great confusion, as it stands in its actual working. 

Let us take a concrete case. Let us suppose that an election roll is to
be prepared on the 1st of Kovember of a particular year, and that all the 
taxes of the municipality are to he paid· in two instalments one on the 
fust of April and the other on the 1st of October-in two half-yearly 
instalments. I..et us further suppose that a person has paid on the 30th 
September his first instalment which has fallen due on the first of April 
and has not paid the next instalment which fal]g due on the 1st of October. 
I think that such a person would be entitled to vote under the provisions 
of the existing clause as he has paid the arrears of taxes due on the 30th 
September, i.e., on a date within three months before the date of the 
preparation of the electoral roll. · It does not ~m to be the intention of 
the &amers of this bill that such a person should be entitled to vote. Th& 
1.-ords in the section are "within the three months next preceding the 
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aforesaid date has paid all arrears of taxes if any due from hill+ to the 
municipality. " This clause taken literally or interpreted literally means 
that the above described person will be deemed to fulfil the obligation of 
not being in arrears on the date when he paid the 1st instalment. My · 
objection to these words is this : If the date on which the electoral roll 
is to be prepared falls one month after the date on which the second 
instalment of taxes is due, then any person who will have paid all the 
aiTears falling due two months before the date next preceding the date on 
which the electoral roll is to be prepared escapes the liability of being 
excluded from the electoral roll. A man may pay all arrears falling due 
on the day or date when he pays them provided he makes such a payment 
within three months preceding the date of preparation of electoral roll 
and thus get his name entered into the electoral roll, although he may be 
in arrears with regard to his subsequent instalments falling du~ subsequent 
to the payment above mentioned, and before the date of preparation 
of the electoral roll. · 

Therefore I suggest that these words should be taken away. The only 
qualification for people to vote should be the payment of the qualifying 
tax. That is the only thing that should be demanded of a voter. The 
intention of the framers of this bill is that the franchise should be widened 
and the man who has paid the qualifying tax should be made eligible for. 
,·oting. I do not see the reason why these wor~s have been added in this 
clause. If he has been in arrears there is ample power given to the 
municipality to recover those arrears. It will qe very easy for a designing 
person to be on the alert to collect the taxes from certain persol\8 or 
communities and t,o leave out other persons or communities ·who are 
opponents in certain municipal areas. There are certain inhabitants in 
municipal areas who are ignorant of these intricate laws. Now, if this 
provision is retained in its entirety, many persons who would otherwise be 
entitled to be voters would be removed from the electoral list or would 
11ot be entered in it, for the simple reason that every man wishes to 
postpone the payment. of hi.~ tax as long as he possibly can; and if an 
existing municipal body does not purposely exercise its right to recover 
arrears from a particular section of its inhabitants, who are opposed to 
it and if those inhabitants are ignorant of their rights, then they will 
certainly be debarred from being voters. For these reasons I beg to submit 
that these words should be omitted and people who are in arrears of a. 
particular tax should not be debarred from being voters if they are 
otherwise qualified to vote. 

Question propo::.ed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Sil.UKll GHllWl HUSSAL.'i : 

Sir, I ri8e to oppose this amendment. Under this bill, the right to vote 
h.as been gh·en to all tax-payers. If a person pays any tax he has a 
nght to vote, and no limit is prescribed. Any tax is enough. But to 
t~afeguarcl the interests of the municipality, provision has been made 
that befor\! he getR his name re!rlstered in the electoral roll. he must 
have paid not only some taxes, but also all arrears of taxes. This is done 
because it may happen that a man, in order to get himself registered 
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may pay only one tax, for instance a water rate of Rs. 2, but may leave 
other taxes to the extent of a hundred ·rupees in arrears. BE.'Cause he 
wants to get himself ret,ri.stered he pays Rs. 2. Now, we have put down 
this condition, that he should pay arrears of all taxes, in the interests of 
the finances of the munidpalities. What the poople do at present is 
to pay only the qualifying tax and not to pay the arrears. Honourable 
members must have seen from the admini~tration reports of 
the municipalities that in most of the municipalities large amounts of 
money are not recovered, because tbe people try to avoid payment. Now, 
if we accept the amendment move(l, we will be putting a premiun on 
defaulters. We are here legislating in the interests of the municipalities 
and not for the benefit of defaulters. They want to have the vote but 
do not wish to pay their taxes. Sir, the clause as it stands is in the 
interests of the mUllicipality. Therefore, I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 

Mr. A. N. SLTRVE (Bombay Ci~y, North) : Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause 10 (2), proviso (iii), substitute the figures" 18 "for the figures" 21 ". 

Sir, the age qualification in foreign countries is 21, but there the age 
<>f majority fixed by law is also 21. In India the matter is different. 
For purposes of law, according to the Indian Majority Act, a person 
becomes a major when he completes his eighteenth year ; but when it 
comes to a matter o£ civic rights, the Municipal Act intervenes and 
lays down that though in the eye of law a p~rson of IS is a major and as 
such can enter into a contract, can s~ll, mortgage, gift away property 
-worth lakhs and crores of rupees and even be a trustee of property worth 
lakhs belo11ooing to others, yet for purposes of an election he is under an 
ine.apacity and he cannot brive a vot~. I do not see any reason why this 
anomaly should exist. In foreign countries, when a person becomes a 
major in law he becomes a major for all purposes, for purposes of law as 
well as for civic rights. Why in India alone should this anomaly exist ~ 
If he can dispose of his own property, whereby his own interests are 
affected, why can he not use the same discretion in exercising his right of 
franchise and give a vote which does not affeJt his own personal interests 
directly. I think there is very great force in the argument that if the 
law allows him to gift away his property the law should also give him 
the civic rights of giving a vote. I raised this point in the select com
mittee, and the only objection that was raised was that at eighteen a 
pen10n has nQt got mature unde~tanding. I for one cannot understand 
that argument. If he has a mature understanding in the eye of law to 
gift away his property, to the extent of even becoming a beggar, why 
~n he not be equally competent to exercise his right of giving a vote, as 
a result of which his estates or interests "ill not at all be affected ~ 

Sir, in the old days the matt~r was different. Government did not 
want more people to take part in the administration of local self-govern· 
ment. But those days are gone. Now Government want more people 
to take interest in local self-government. If that be true, I should really 
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think that the age limit should b~ fixed at eighteen because it r~moves 
.an anomaly. I 

Another advantage is that it confers the civic right on a person in 
India where the expectancy of life is very short. In Western countries 
the expectancy of life is nearly 39 years, but in India it is only 23. So in 
India there is greater reason why we should lower the age for qualifica
tion in order to make a person competent to give a vote earlier in life. 
Sir, moreover in big cities there are boys who earn their wages and who pay 
taxes. If they pay taxes, I do not really see any reason why they should 
be debarred from exercising .their civic rights. 

Quest ion proposed. 

The Honourabie Khan Bahadur SJLUKH GBULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, this proposal was carefully con.<;jidered in the select committee, and 
the select committee decided in favour of the limit of 21 years. There 
are various enactments of the local bodies as well as of the local legislatures 
.and the Imperial legislature in which the age limit is 21. If we accept 
this amendment, Sir, then we will have to deal with two kinds of minors. 
A person under the Court of Wards is supposed to have reached majority 
when he attains the age of 21. Further, Sir, the honourable mover 
of the amendment made a point that a person of 18 years of age could 
deal "'ith his property under the civil law. But when he gives a vote 
in a municipal election that fact ultimately affects not his property but 
the property of other people. Besides, Sir, it has been recognised in all 

-countries that 21 is the age at which a person is entitled to the franchise. 
For thPse reasons I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. NOOR MAHmmD (Hyderabad Di!>trict) : Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 10, sub-clause 2 (a), explanation, delete the words "and the tax on 

vt>hicles and animals plying for hire or kept for the purpose of being let for hire. " 

The explanation referred to runs as fl)llows : 
"F?r the purposes of this Section, 'the qualifying tax' means a. tax: other than 

O<"tro~. toll and the tax on vehicles and animals plying for hire or kept for the purpose 
of bemg let for hire, imposed in a municipal borough. " 

I unrlerstand, Sir, from this explanation that even if a man who has a 
vehicle or animal plying for hire and pays, for instance, Rs. 150 as wheel 
tax: would not havt: a vote. The House has agreed to giving of votes 
to persons who pay tax: on houses worth Rs. 200 or pay rupee one rent 
per month, and I cannot see the reason why owners of carria(Jes vehicles 
and animals who pay a qualifying tax: to the municipality ~£ Ra. 65 or 
Rs. 75 or Rs. 150 or more should not be entitled to a vote. I do not 
tb~k the11~ words mean anything other tl1an that owners of vehicles and 
aniD.lals will have no vote. Understanding the ' explanation' in that 
sen.se I move my amendment. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Baha.dur SHAIKH GHlJL..UI HUSSAIN : Sir• 
in the definition of " qualifying tax: " it was decided in the select 
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committee that the O\\'llers of vehicles plying for hire should not have a 
vot~, because they are only plying their v·ehicles for hire and the amount 
that they pay comes from those whom they convey in their vehicles. It 
is ultimately a tax falling on the people who utilise their animals, vehicles 
or carriag~s. Therefore the right of vote should not be given to these
men. W1th these words I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost . 

. Clause 10 as amended ordered to stand part of ~he bill. 

Cla~e 11 (General dis1ltalifioolions for becom·iny a councillor. V ucation 
of seat. Decision of Got•elnme11l i,. case q{ di~puttJ.) 

{l) No pe~on may become a councillor-
(a) who 
(i) has been sentenced by a Criminal Court to imprisonment or whipping for an offence

punishable with imprisonment for a term exceeding six months, or to transportation •. 
such sent-ence not having been subsequently reversed or quashed, if and so long as such. 
sentence has not expired, or 

(ii) has been removed from office under section 25 and five years have not elapsed 
from the date of the expiry of such removal, . 
unless he has, by an order which the Government is hereby empowered to make, if it 
&hall think fit, in this behalf, been relieved from the disqualification arising on account. 
of such sentence or removal from office ; or 

(b) who isanuncertificated bankrupt or an undischarged insolvent, or 
(c) who is a Judge. 
(2) No person-
(a) who is a subordinate officer or servant of a municipality, or 
(b) who, save as hereinafter prorided, has directly or indirectly, by himself or his· 

partner, any share or interest in any work done by order of a municipality, or in any· 
contract or employment with or undet or by or on behalf of a municipality, 
may be a councillor of such municipality. 
· (3) A person shall not be deemed to have incurred disqualification under clause (b) 

of sub-section (2) by reason of his-
(i) having any share or interest in any lease, sale or purchase of any immovable 

property or in any agreement for the same, or -
· (ii) having a share or interest in any joint-stock company or in any society registered 
or deemed to be registered under the Co-operative Societies Act, which shall contract 
with or be employed by or on behalf of the municipality, or 

(iii) having a share or interest in any newspaper in' which any advertisement 
J'E'lating to the afiairs of the municipality may be inserted, or 

(iv) holding a debenture or being otherwise interested in any loan raised by or on 
behalf of the municipality. or · 

(11) being professionally engaged on behalf of the municipality as a legal practitioner,or
(f'i) having a &hare or interest in the occasional sale to the municipality of any article 

in which he regularly trades, or in the purchase from the municipality of any article, to 
a value in eitller case not exceeding in any official year five hundred rupees or such 
higher amount not exceeding two thousand rupees as the municipality with the sanction 
of the Government may fix in this behalf, or -

(rii) having a share or interest in the occasional letting out on hire to the municipality 
or in the hiring from the municipality. of any article for an amount not exceeding in 
any official year fifty rupees, or such higher amount not exceeding two hundred rupees 
as the municipality with the sanction of the Government may fix in this behalf, or 

(riii) being a party to any agreement made with the municipality under the provi
a.iona of section 88 or of proviso (o) to sub-section (1) of section 192. 

(4) H any person is elected or nominated as a councillor in contravention of the 
provisions of this section, his seat shall be deemed to be vacant. 

(5) H any question or dispute arises whether a vacancy has occurred under this sectionc 
tb. orders of the Government shall be final for the purpose of deciding euch questio~~: 
or disputE'. 
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:Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (:Xasik District): Sir, I beg to mon the 
following amendment-

In section 11 (o) (i), for the words" six months "the words" one year" ¥lAY be
~nbstituted. 

Clause 11 deals with the general dis<1ua!ification for becoming a 
counc1llor. It reads thus-

" Xo person may hecome a councillor who has heen sentenced by a criminal court 
to imprisonment for a term exceeding six months, etc. " 

I want to substitute for the words " six: months " the words " one 
year". The object of my amendment is to bring the pro,·ision in this 
bill in a line with the recommendation made by the majority of the Re
forms Inquiry Committt!e. They say, as honourable members will find at 
page 107 of the Reforms Inquiry Committee~s Report: that the existing· 
(lisqualification from being a member of either Chamber of the Indian 
Legislature or a provincial council which follows from a conviction by 
a. criminal court should be modified by increasing tl1e pedod of sentence 
which constitutes a disqualification from six months to one year. The 
recommendation, in other words, of the Reforms lnqui.Iy Committee is 
that the period of sentence which constitutes a disqualification for elec
tion to any legislature other than the Indian legislature or provincial 
legislature should be increased from 6 months to one year. That is a 
recommendation of the Rt>forms Inquiry Committee. 

Xow if my amendment is not accepted aud the clause is allowed to 
&tand as it is, then in the light of this recommendation the effect will be 
this. One who has been sentenced to an imprisonment exceeding six: 
months Lut less than one year, "ill be eligible to vote and will have the 
right of election to the provincial council or to the Imperial Legislative 
C<luncil, but he will not be entitled to vote or to stand as a candidate 
for a municipal election. That is the recommendation of the Reforms 
Inquiry Committee, and I gather from the resolution which has been 
recently submitted by Government in support of this report that they 
have accepted this recommendation. This is a reoomruendation made by· 
a respoll.Sible body, and I believe it has been accepted by the Government. 
Whatever that may be, iu the light of this recmnmendation if 
my amendment is not accepted, the result would be that a person who has 
been sf'ntenced to impri..~nment for a period exceeding ~:~ix months but 
less than a year will be entitled to election to the provincial legislative 
council but he will not be entitled to be ele~ted to the municipal body, 
nor will he be entitled to vot~ at an election to a municipal body. I 
1-'ut it to the honourable House whether this is not an anomaly and 
whether this anomaly should uot be corrected. 

Question proposed. 

lli. A. 1ll-\..STER: Sir, Ihave just been looking up the various sections 
which lay down punishment for one year, and I find that they include the 
following: 

~tion U7, Indian Penal Code, provides a punishment for cheating. 
If the propo:5ed amendment is carried, a person, who is under f'entence 
for l1aving cheated, will be eligible to be a member of a municipality~ 
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There are several other sections which deal with mischief by destroying 
trade anil other such works 11ith intention to deceive. There is also 
section 500, a crime und~r which is punishable by one year ; that is, 
insult to the modesty of a woman. The honourable member seemed to 
think that this present section, as it stands, applies to punishments 
exceeding six months. As -the section stands, it reads as under :-

"who has been sentenced by a criminal court to imprisonment or whipping for an 
offence punishable with imprisonment for a term exceeding six months.. . • • . • '' 

This section therefore has no reference to the actual punishment in
flicted. It refers only to punishment which may be in.llicted. I think, 
therefore, that although there are pethaps not very many cases in which 
-one year is set down as punishment for an offence, that it would be 
inad\isable to accept the amendmilnt. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I am extremely surprised 
at the attitude o[ the honourable member who spoke last in f1pposition 
to the amendment. That means that this Bombay Government is going 
to oppose a recommendation which has been made by such a responsible 
.body as the Muddiman Committee. If they want to do so, let them do so. 
· The Honourable Khan Rahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN 
Sir, I am sorry that my honourable friend opposite me does not appreciate 
that we have gone much further than the l'ecommendation of the 
Muddiman Committee. We have made all convicts, as soon as they serve 
-out their sentence, eligibie. What is there in the 1\Iuddiman Committee's 
7ecommendation t Those who are sentenced for offences punishable with 
impri.<!onment for a term of twelve months are not disquahfied,· but all 
-others are permanently disqualified. lTnder the pre.sent bill, every 
·convict, whether he is 8 murderer or 8 thief or a robber, becomes eligible 
as soon as he has served out his sentence. My honourable friend's 
-amendment divides offences under the Indian Penal Code into offences 
punishable withimprisonmrntformorethan 12 months and other offences, 
and seeks to remove the disqualification in the latter case. How will 
.a man, who is sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment, and is in jail, 
be able to exercise his franchise while in jail ~ How will he seek election 1 
I think we have gone further than any other pretiidency, in that we have 
removed the permanent disqualification and made the offender eligible 
as soon as he serves out his sentence. I trust therefore this House will 
.reject the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 11 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 12 (Operation of lists, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 12 A. (Enrolment i11 .ManiGipal Eledi01l RoU nuusary /M elected councillM.) 

..A peraon shall not be qualified to be elected a councillor unless he is enrolled in the 

.llunicpal Election Roll : 
Provided that if any company, body corporate, or other association of individuals 
Re tat' l is enrolled in the Municipal Election Roll, any one person duly 

.A..K!~ JVe 
0 authorized in this behalf to represent such association shall be 

18 Ion. deemed to be qualified to be elected a councillor. 
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Mr. K T. KA11ffiU (Dharwar District): Sir, the amendment which 
I wish to move nms as follows :-
In clause 12A add the words " by a resolution of such company, body or association " 

after the word "behalf", 

I propose this amendment to make the clause definite a.nd clear and 
I hope the Government will accept my amendment. ·~ 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN ;. 
Sir, I accept the amendment to clause 12A moved by my honourable· 
friend Mr. Kambli. 

Question put and agreed to. 
Claul\e 12 A, as amended, ord~red to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 13 (Determ£nation of'valulity of eleelious.) 

(I) If the validity of any election of a councillor is brought in question by any person. 
qualified to vote at the election to which such question refers, such,erson may, at any 
time within ten days after the date of the declaration of the result o the election, apply 
to the District Court of the district within which the election has been or should hav& 
been held, for the determination of such question. 

(2) An inquiry shall thereupon be held by a Judge, not below the grade of an Assistant 
Judge, appointed by the Government either specially for the· 

P~we~s ?f Judge case or for such cases generally; and such Judge may, after 
holdmg mqUJ.ry. such inquiry as he deems necessary and subject to the provisions 
of sub-section (3),pass an order confirming or amending the declared result of the election,. 
or setting the election aside. For the purposes of the said inquiry the said Judge may 
summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses and compel them to give evidence as if 
he were a Civil Court, and he may also direct by whom the whole or any part of the costs 
of any such inquiry shall be paid; such costs shall be recoverable as if they had been 
awarded in a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure. The decision or order shall be 
conclusive. 

(3) (a) The Judge, if satisfied that a candidate has, within the meaning of sub-section 
D 1 r t' n in (4), committed any corrupt practice for the purpose of the 

of c~~r:p~ ;acticecab; election, shall decla~ the candidate disqualified. both for the 
a c d'd t purpose of that electiOn and of such, fresh electiOn as may be 

an 1 a e. held under sub-section (2), and shall set aside the election of 
such candidate if he has been elected. 

(b) If in any case to which clause (a) does not apply, the validity of an election is in 
S rut' f te dispute between two or more candidates, the Judge 

andc d:!Jar:t'onvo ~ shall, after a scrutiny and computation of the votes recorded 
other cases 

1 
in favour of each candidate, declare the candidate who is 

· found to have the greatest number of valid votes in his favour, 
to have been duly elected: 

Provided that for the purpose of such computation no vote shall be reckoned as valid 
if the Judge finds that any corrupt practice was committed by any person, known or 
unknown, in giving or obtaining it. 

What is a corrupt (4).A P.er~on shall be ~eemed to hav~ committed a corrupt 
practice. practlce w1thm the meanmg of sub-sect1on (3)- . 

(i) who with a view to inducing any voter to give or to refrain from giving a vote in 
favour of any candidate, offers or gives any gratification or holds out any promise or 
individual profit, or holds out any threat of injury to any person, or 

(ii) who gives, procures, or abets the giving of a vote in the name of a voter who is not 
the person giving such vote ; 

Candidates when and a corrupt practice shall be deemed to have been committed 
deemed t-o have by a candidate, if it has been committed with his knowledge 
committed corrupt and consent, or by a person who is acting under the general 
practice. or special authority of such candidate with reference to the 

electlon. 
Explanalioti,-For the purposes of this section the term "gratification" is not 

rPStricted to pecuniary gratification or gratifications estimable in money, and includes 
all forms of ~ntertainment and all forms of employment for reward. 

E_:rplanalwn .2.-The expression "a promise of individual profit "-
(•) does not mclude a promise to vote for or against any particular mea.sure which may 

come befo.re a muniripality for consideration, but 
(u) subJed thereto, includes a promise for the benefit of the person himself or any 

pt>rson in whom he is interested. 
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(S) If the nlidi.ty of the elecliou. is brought in question only on the ground of any enor 
liere irregularitieil by the officer or officers charged .1rith carrying out the rules 

and informalities not made under claW!e (c) of sub-eeehon (I) 'Of tJeCtion 9, or of an 
to innlidate election. irregularity or informali_ty not rorruptly caused, the Judge 

shall not set aside the election. 

E.rpl4111Gtioa.-'Ihe expression' error • in this clause does not include anv breach of or 
any olllission to ea.rry out or any non-compliance with the provisions of this A~ or the 
ruJea made thenmnder ..-hereby the result of the election has been materially affected. 

(6) If the Judge &oets aside an eR-tion under clause (a) of sub-eeetion (3). he may, if 
l)igqu.alifi.catioo of he thin.b fit, dedare any person by whom any corrupt practke 

eommitt" has been committEd 1lithin the meaning of this tJeCtion, to be -=practice. mg disqualified from being a candidate in that or any other muni-
cipal borough or district for a tt>rm of yt>ars not exe'ftding sewn. 

and the decision of the Judge shall be condusin : prorided. however, that such perso:t 
may, by an order which the Government is hereby empowered to make, if it shall think 
fit, in that behalf. be at any time relieTed from such disqualifieation : prorided further 
that no such declaration shall be made in respecl of any person without such person 
being given an opportunity to show cause v-hy such declaration should not be madt'! 

.Yr. S. T. KAlmU (Dh.an\:ar District) : Sir, I beg to move that-

In clause 13 (3) (a} add the v-ords '' v-hlch has materially aftected the result of the 
election" after the words "rorropt practice " and delete the v-ords '' for the purpose 
-of election ". 

The original clause l'U1l.ll thus : 
(3) (a) The Judge, if satisfied that a eandidate has, 1rithin the meaning of sub-eeetion 
Deelarat" • caae (4). committEd any rorropt practice for the purpose of the 

f t; 
1011 ct~ by election, shall declare the candidate disqualified both for the 

~fe. pra purpoee of that election and of such fresh election as may be 
· held under sub-eection (2), and shall set aside the elet'tion of 

such candidate if he has been elected. 

The words "corrupt practice" are defined in sub-c1alli!e (-1). It reads 
thus-

'\fhat is a corrupt (!)A. person shall be deemed to have committed a corrupt 
practice. praetice within the meaning of sub-section (3)-

(i) who with a view to inducing any voter to give or to,refrain from giving a vote in 
favour of any candidate, offers or gives any gra~cation or holds out any promise of 
individual profit, or holds old any threat of injury to any person:, or 

(ii) who gives, procures, or abeta the giring of-a vote in the name of a voter who is 
om the person giving such vote ; 

. and a corrupt practice shaD be deemed to have been 
Omdidates when committed by a candidate, if it has been committed with his 

deem~ to have knowledge and consent, or by a person who is acting under the 
~'!,.~1tted rorropt general or special authority of such candidate 1rith reference 
...-~·108• to the electon. 

E.cpl.a•alio• I.-For the purposes of this tJeCtion the term "gratification " is not 
-restricted to pecuniuy gratification or gratifications estimable in money, and includes 
.all forms of entertainment and aD forms of employment for reward. 

ErplaiiOii.o• !.-The expression" a promise of individual profit"-

(i) does not include a promise to vote for or argainsl any particular measure which 
may come before a municipality for consideration, but 

(ul subject thereto, includes a promise for the benefit of the person himaeU or any 
penon in whom he is interested. · 

I beg to submit, Sir, that there may be cases in which practically an 
inn.octnt person may come technicaDy within the definition or the meaning 
of" cormpt prsctice". There may be a very large number of votes in 
favour of a sucees.sful candidate ancl this succes.;ful canilidate may be far 
.above the dt!f12ted randidate in the eounting of votes, but the agent of 
:the candidate may have secured only a single vote from only one person 
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·in favour of the candidate.by l\ certain act which may technically fall 
within the definition of corrupt practice ; whilt> the act may be of an agent, 
the principal or the candidate will be held technically rcsponsib~e and the 
election will be eet aside. Sir, to make it more clear, the successful 
candidate may have secured a preponderatingly large number of votes 
in an election by lt>gal means and yet if it is pro\·ed that the candidate 
is technically responsible as for a corrupt practice in respect of a. single 
\'ote, then under the clause he will be non-seated. So my submission 
i~ that the principal or candidate may be held responsible only if the 
corrupt practice has materially affected the result of the election ; if not, 
the whole election should not be set aside. ~ly amendment to this clause 
is that the election should be set aside only on one condition, namely that 
the corrupt l'ractice, of which a candidate may be held technically or 
otherwise guilty, shouU have materially affected the result of the election. 
If it has not materially affected it, I beg to submit that the election should 
not be set aside. 

With regard to the ph.Tase " for the purpose of election " ,. I beg to 
rubmit that the word<J are unnecebSary and think shou1d be deleted. 
But I do not insist upon the deletion of that phrase, but I do in.t!io-t that 
the election of the candidate should not be set aside UIJ.leBS any COI11Ipt 
pr:wtice of which be may be held to be guilty has materiaJly affected the 
rc:sult (If the election. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEST : The question is-
.. In clause 13 (3) (a) add the words' which ha.s materially affooted the result of the 

election ' after the words 'corrupt practice ' and delete the words ·for the purpose of 
elootion'." 

Mr. S. T. K.AlffiLI: .As I ha\·e stat-ed, I do not want to press for the 
deletion of the words 'for the purpose of election'..... • 

The HonouraLle the PRESIDEXT: Then; the proper procedure 
was that the honourable member should have asked that the Honse 
should give him pennission to amend tis amendment. I will allow him 
now to a:.k for the necessary permisoion. · 

~lr. S. T. KA.:l!BLI: I ask, Sir, for the permission of the House to 
amend my amendmeut by omitting the words "and delete the words 
'for the purpose of elettion, ". 

Question put and leare granteai 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The amendment \\ill now read 

as follows-
In _clause 13 (3) (a) add the words "which haa materially affected the result of the 

tle<>t.J.on" after the words "corrupt practice". 

The Honimra ble Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHl..'TLUI HUSSAIN : Sir. 
the. honourable mo\·i:r of the amendment proposes by this amendment 
to mtroduce a ncious and dangerous principle. He lrishes the House 
~o ~pt the principle that every &et shouLi be judged by ita results. This 
lt! aga'?st the very el.::mentary principles of jurisprudciLCe.. H his amend~ 
ment 1S accepted, many corrupt practices will be immune. If a man 
though practising corruption is not successful in his election, then he .-ill 
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be said not to have committed corrupt practice: accordin()' to this amend
ment. Therefore, this amendment is putting a premi~ on corrupt 
practices, and I hope the House will reject it. 

Qua:.-tion put and lost. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the amendment standin()' 

in my name is io clause 13 and reads as follows :- ~ 
In clause ~3 (4), after sub-paragraph (ii) of sub-clause (4), add the following. 

snb-elansee tlt.Z. : 

(iii) who pays or pronrisell to pay any person whomsoever on account of the convey
ance of any elector to or from any place for the purpose of recording his vote. 

"(it~) who hires, employs, borroW!I or uses for the pu.rposes of the election any boat .. 
vehicle, or an.imal, usually kept for letting on hire or for the conveyance of passengers 
by hire. Provided that any elector may hire any boat vehicle or animal which is his 
own property to convey himself to or from the place where the vote is recorded." 

Sir, the idea underlying this proposal is that the tlectors should not 
be taken to the polling stations by the candidates in their conveyances or 
they should not even pay for hire any money to the electors. The 
honoural)le members of this House know that in the Bombay Electoral 
Rules, page 36, these rules are even given under part II of corrupt practices. 
The clauses which I have put here are borrowed bodily from those rules .. 
H for Council elections these practices are not tolerated or are not allowed, 
I really do not see any reason why t.he same rules should not be 
made applicable to the big cities. In the ca)le of Council elections a 
voter has perhaps to go fifteen or sixteen miles to record this vote from his 
village to the polling st&tion, but in the case of a city municipality the 
voter resides mthin the boundaries of the city itself and may perhaps 
have to walk hardly a mile or so. 

Therefore it is highly desirable why we should incorporate these rules 
_into the present bill. They will ensure the purity of elections. Why 
make a voter go in the carriage provided by the candidate 1 He thereby 
incurs some sort of obligation, and feeL<:~ it his duty that, as he has been 
taken to the polling station at the e~nse of the candidate, he must 
vote fo:: him. I think that is not a right thing. Sir, coming from Bom
bay as I do, I have seen the Bombay Municipal Corporation ehdio~. 
You are aware, Sir, what an amount of expense is incurrffi by the candi
dates. Not only are the voters carri~ in the candidates' motor cars, but 
some of the candidates even treat the voters, give very dainty and tempt
ing khanas to the electors, and people go there only to eat the khana 
which is ginn to them in return for their vote in favour of the candidate 
who provid~ it. Sir, is that conducive to the purity of elections ! I 
think some sort of line must be drawn. Besides, there is another point~ 
namely, the richer the candidate the greater is the amount of unfair 
atlvantage he gets over tbe poorer candidate. In that way, by spending 
money, whet11er he is fit or unfit he gets himself elected to the lor.al body. 
These are the days of democracy. Let there be equal opportunities for 
all. Let a candidate, whether poc1 or rich, have equal op~ ortunities with 
the other canilidates. Let there not be any extrane.ous advantage in 
favour of any one. It i:l \tith that object that I have suggesWd this. 
amendment, and I trust this House wiU accept it. 

Question propo&ed. 
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Mr. ;R. D. RHINDE (Nasik District) : Sir, I support the amen~~nt. 
If under the I.egislative Council Election Rules, the considerationa which 
are enumerated in the amendment which is placed before the House are 
held to he corrupt practices or inducements sufficient to be tabooed, 
I do not know why a different line should be drawn in the case of elections 
to the municipalities, and why these inducements should be permitted to 
he held out to .the voters. My submission is that an attempt should be 
made by Government to bring all the elections, whether to the local 
bodies or to the I.egislative Council on one and the same footing, so that 
the electors should know that one thing .which is not permitted in the 
case of elections to the Legi.'!lative Council is also not permitted. in the 
case of elections to the municipality. If the elections· are made uniform
and the same practice is fol.lowed in the case of election~ to the municipal
ities af! in the case of elections to the Legislative Council, that will be in 
the best interests of the candidates and the electors. 

MOtTL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) i Sir, I am rather 
doubtful as to the propriety of this amendment. T think it is in the in~ 
terests of the poor classes, for whom my honourable friend comes forward 
with t.his amendment, t.hat this amendment should not have been moved ; 
because, happily there is the ballot. All poor candidates cannot afford 
to have motor cars ; and yet they wish to take the poor voters to the poll .. 
As things stand poor voters have no desire to go there. Let them go in 
rich man's motor car and vote for the poor candidate. Let them teach 
a lesson to the rich candidate in this way, so that he should never again 
offer the poor voters this inducement. I do not know what the Honour~ 
able Minister will decide, but for myself, I think it would be a good 
punishment to the rich candidate i£ once or twice these poor men served 
them rightly in this way. If the rich candidate did not mind it they will 
have an excellent opportunity of going in rich people's carriages and 
voting for their own candidates who cannot afford to take them in mortor 
cars. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, very strange proposi
tions are put before this House : They are that as politicians it is not our 
duty to look to questions of fine morality, and because voting is to be 
by ballot, therefore, it iR suggested, let the poor voter go in the rich can
date's carriage and punish him by voting for the poor candidate. 
At the very outset~ I have stated that when a voter goes in the 
carriage of any candidate, at least, our unsophisticated Hindu mind 
feels that we are under some obligation t,o that man. We have abo a 
more refined s~nse of honesty. Thertfore, if we ever go in a men's car, 
I do not think that any Hindu win ever pUilish that 'rich candidate 

· b! giving a vote to his rival. The propositions to which utterance was 
given carry very bad notions a~ to what our civic ideas are, and I think 
the le..'IS we hear of them in this Hous~ th~ better. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAlii HUSSAIN : 
Sir,~ see that there is a feeling in the House that the provisions relating to 
elections to the local bodies in regard to corrupt practices should be on a 
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par with those relating to elections to the Legislative Council. I therefore 
accept the amendment. 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move 
"In clause 13, sub.clause (4) (ii), for the words' knowledge and consent', the words 

' knowledge or consent ' shall be substituted. 

Honourable members will have read clause 13 (1) (ii), and I draw 
their attention to the firE>t few lines on page 15 of the bill. It is stated 
there: 

" and a corrupt practice shall be deemed to have been committed by a candidate, if 
it has been committed with his knowledge and consent .•.. " 

In other word:'1, in order that a candidate may be deemed to have com
mitted a corrupt practice, it, is necessary, according to this claur::e, that 
there mm,t be hoth knowledge and consent on his part. No!V, my amend
ment is thi«, that either of these two thing11, knowledge or consent, should 
be quite erwngh to constitute a corrupt practice. In other words, if a 
corrupt practice is committed with the knowledge of the candidate, 
even though ~may not have been committed with his eonsent, still it 
should be regarded as a corrupt praetice, and the consequences of corrupt 
practices· should follow. 

QueBtion proposed. 

rrhe Honourable. Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, there iR one difficulty in the way of accepting tbiR amendment which 
I should like to place before the House. The amendment proposed by 
the honourable member is that instead of the words " consent and 
knowledge" the words "consent or knowledge " should be substituted. 
If we accept the words "knowledge or consent", mere knowledge 
without com;ent will make a man liable. If a man does .not give J)is 
con~ent but has the knowledge, ha cannot be expected to go out of the 
way to stop such practiees. That is my difficulty. I t~iuk we cannot 
make it an offence unless the man gives his consent also to it. Mere 
knowledge is not enough. He may be aware of c~;rtain a,ction, but may 
not have control over the person concerned. Thus, there may be 
knowledge, but no consent, and consent is of the essence of the offence. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 13 as amended ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 11 (Voter disqualified for corrupt practice) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENrr : Question is that clause 15 be 
ordered to stand part of the bill. (After a pause) "Ayes" have it and 
the clause is ordered to stand part of the bill. 

I am glad that I heard at a rather late stage the sound "Aye". If 
no one had voted the clause would have dropped. 

Clause 15 (Publications of names of councillors in the Bombay Government 
Gazette) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 16 (Election of president and vice-president. Continuance of 
president or vice-president holding office at the commencement of this Act.) 

(1) A municipality shall be presided over by a president who shall be elected by the 
councillors from among their number. There shall be a vice-president similarly 
elected for each municipality. No salaried servant. of the Government shall be eligible 
for election as president or vice-president of a municipality and the election of any such 
person shall be void. 

(2) A president or vice.president holding office in a municipal district, included or 
hereafter included in Schedule I, at the time of such inclusion shall be deemed to have 
been elected under this section and shall continue to hold the office of president or vice
president as the case may be until a fresh election has been held under the provisions 
of this Act. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBU (Dharwar District): I beg to move 
" That in cla.use 16 (2) the words ' of the whole body of municipal councillors ' be 

added after the word 'elect.ion ' in line 9." 

I propose .to add these words in order to make it clear that until a fresh 
election of the whole body of councillors takes place the existing presidents 
and vice-presidents should continue to hold office. By adding these 
words the intention of the framers of the bill will be made more clear or 
quite cleat and free from any ambiguity. So I hope that the amendment 
moved by me will be accepted by Government. 

rrhe Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
Sir, the section, as it stands, is quite clear. It means a fresh election of 
all the members. There is no ambiguity, and there is therefore no 
necessity to add these words. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 16 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 17 (Term of qffice of president and vice-president) .. 
(l) Save as otherwise provided in this Act a president or vice. president shall hold his 

office for such term, not less than one year and not exceeding three years, as the munici· 
pality shall, previous to the election of the president or vice-president determine, or 
until the expiry within the said term of his term of office as councillor, but shall be eligible 
for re.election : 

Provided that the t'erm of office of such president or vice-president shall be deemed to 
extend to and expire with the date on which his succ:essor is elected. 

(2) On the expiry of the term of office of a municipality the president and vice· president 
President and vice- shall continue to carry out the current administrative duties 

president to continue of their offices until such time as a new president and vice
to carry out certain president shall have been elected and. shall have taken over 
duties until their charge of their duties : Provided that in the case of the new 
successor.~ take over municipality constituted mider this Act, a meeting for the 
charge. election of a new president shall be called by the president of 
the retiring municipality. The president of the retiring municipality shall preside at 
such meeting and the new municipality shall then elect its own chairman for that 
meeting and then the meeting shall proceed to elect the new president. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Sir, I beg to move 
"Omit clause 17 (l) and substitute the following: 
'A president or vice-president shall hold office during the period for which the coun

cillors are elected. at a general election. ' " 

Under the existing law the period of office ofa president or vice-presi
dent is the same as the period for which the other members are· elected. 
Generally it is three years. Under clause 17 (1) of the bill the power is 
given to the municipality to decide at the beginning of their term of office 
the period of office of the president or vice-president between one year to 
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three years. My submission is that this cha_nge that has been introduced 
will have an undesirable effect. I know there is a provision or convention 

, in the ·Bombay municipal. corporation under which the president has to 
vacate his office at the end of every year and according to that convention 
·a president belonging to a particular religion in turn is voted to the chair. 
That convention is obtaining in the _Bombay municipal corporation where 
the whole burden of the administration falls on the Municipal Commis
sioner. The condition is not the same in the mofussil. In the mofussil 
the whole burden of the administration falls on the president. He will 
.take 12 months to get into the details of the administration. If he is 
made to vacate at the end of 12 months the administration of the munici
pality will suffer. My submission is that the principle that has hitherto 
been obtaining should continue: 

Question proposed. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, I heartily 

support the amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Shinde. 
I do not understand why new limit is now proposed by the bill. Formerly 
the rule was that the president was to work for three years. I£ we look to 
the District Local Boards Act, we will find the same provision ; if we look 
to the local legislature, we find the same provision; in the Imperial 
legislature we find the same provision. I do not know what was before 
the Honourable the Minister for Local Self-Government that he has been 
pleased to depart from the old provision. I think the reasons adduced 
by my honourable friend Mr. Shinde are very sound, and I hope the 
Honourable Minister will be pleased to accept the amendment without 
the least hesitation. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, I oppose 
the amendment moved by my honourable friend. I have given notice 
of an amendment to the effect that the president shall be elected only 
for one year and shall be eligible for re-election. The difficulty pointed 

· out by the honourable mover that the president in the first year will be 
getting acquainted with the work of the municipality and if he is not 
elected for the next year, his experience will be lost, can be easily met by 
the argument that •if the president continues to have the confidence of 
the municipality then he will be re-elected, but that if he has not the 
confidence of the municipality it is better that he goes out, and another 
man who has the confidence of the majority of the members comes in. 
Therefore, the election should be restricted to one year only. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I have to oppose 
the amendment. For the benefit of and to respect the sentiments of 
those who would not like a fresh election immediately after the Act comes 
into force, I gave up my amendment to clause 16, viz., to the effect that 
as soon as this Act comes into force fresh election of the President should 
take place ; hat is to say I have accepted that persons who are at present 
presidenta of municipalities should continue in office in f>pite of this Act 
coming into force. So that, all those gentlemen who are presidents or 
vice-presidenta at present will continue in office, and this Act is not going 
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to affect one way or the other the existing presidents and vice-presidents. 
The only question therefore is whether in future we should have presidents 
for one year or for three years. You will see, Sir, that certain municipalities 
have had to be suspended in the past on account of maladministration, 
mostly because of the presidential party making it impossible for the 
smooth working of the municipal administration. Such was the case at 
least in the Hyderabad municipality. There it was alleged to be im
possible for the municipality to carry on their work efficiently because the 
president and his party kept all power in their hands. Does this honour
able House want such monopoly of power in the hands of the president 1 
We should therefore follow the example of Bombay, where the system of 
presidents acting for only a year has proved very effective and has been 
very successful. I think we should take Bombay as a model for the major 
municipalities that are going to be created under this bill. If the presi
dents are elected for one year and are eligible for re-election, I am sure 
those presidents who are trusted by the municipal councillors will· be 
re-elected. I hold that by accepting this amendment the House would be 
committing a great blunder and making it possible for power to be 
retained by old men who do not like to part with it. Therefore, l strongly 
oppose 'this amendment. I hope the honourable member Mr. Patil will 
think over the matter and withdraw it. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I oppose the amendment. 
The question was gone into thoroughly in the select committee. The 
clause, as it stands, appears to me to reconcile these two positions, whether 
the president should be elected for one year or for three years, because 
it leaves it to the municipatity itself whether the president should be 
elected only for a period of one year or for a period of three years. If any 
municipality wants to elect its president for one year, this bill does not 
come in its way ; if any other municipality wants to elect its president · 
for three years, this bill does not come in its way too. We leave the 
matter entirely in the hands of the municipality. Therefore, I say that 
the clause as it stands in the bill is a reasonable one. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AID\1AD (Central Division) : Mr. President, 
I am sure, Sir, that there would be much to say for the honourable 
mover's amendment if the present bill had not allowed ex-presidents to be 
eligible for re-election. But they are eligible for re-election. If they are 
eligible for re-election and if the municipalities do not want to re-elect 
them, why should the presidents be forced on the municipalities 1 It is 
wrong, it is undemocratic. It is not wise to adopt this amendment. 

There is something more. It will be giving a chance to many more 
persons of enjoying honour .and of learning work. I do not think there
fore that anybody is a loser by confining the election to one year. I do 
not doubt that it is against the interests of the existing presidents. They 
do not like it. Nobody likes to be turned out. But then in the interests 
of the younger men, specially men of the younger communities and back
ward communities, the election should be confined to one year. This 
will also stop intrigues in many ways. For all these reasons, I think 
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it is right that the present wording should be retained and the amendment 
should be rejected. ~- -

Khan Bahadur D. B. COOPER (Satara District): Sir, I rise to support 
the motion that has been brought forward by my honourable friend from 
Nasik. Those members who have opposed this motion have expressed 
their experience which they gained in the city life, in cities like Bombay 
and Karachi. But I wish they would go to smaller municipalities like 
Dharwar, Nasik, Pandharpur and Satara to ascertain the true state of 
things. There they will learn what sort of work the president of the 
municipality has got to do. 

My honourable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad said that the bill gives 
the president an opportunity of getting re-elected. Well, that is the 
worst of it. · If the president has to get himself elected every year, he has 
to be under the thumb of the members of his party ; whether he likes it 
or not, he will have to yield to that party much against his conscience 
at all times if he wants to get re-elected every year. It is then said that 
it will give opportunities to more 'men to work as president than has been 
the case np till now. Well, Sir, we have passed so many clauses of 
th's bill np till now and I must say they were all for the good of the people. 
But hereafter we are coming to the principal portion of the bill, where 
it wi.l be seen that more harm than good to the smaller municipalities 
is being done. A1! a. matter of fact the real training ground for the,mem· 
hers to become fit for presidentships in smaller municipalities like the 
district municipa~ities which are going to come into being under this bill, 
is the managing committee which is being replaced by the standing comJ 
mittee under the new Act. 

And there too the new president becomes the ex-officio chairman of 
·that committee. As a. matter of fact under-the new Act that opportunity 
of getting the training of the men to be presidents is being lost. That 
means to say this new procedure is do:ng m01e harm for the training of 
president's posts than has hitherto been the case. The example of Bombay 
will not be quoted here where the Munic:pal Commissioner is from the 
cadre of the I.C.S. We have to deal here with a. chief officer who will 
be appointed hereafter to the smaller municipalities on a salary of Rs. 100 
or Rs. 150. Up till now the power to remove a president was vested 
in Government. Hereafter that power is given to the body itself. If the 
president is an autocrat, and if he is not fit to hold the post, the munici
pality has the power to remove him by bringing in a resolution and if 
that resolution is passed the body can turn him out without any reference 
to Government. No president can afford to be an autocrat. If he wants 
to carry out his work successfully he must have the support of his party 
and if he wants to have the support of his party he must try to please his 
party as far as possible and for these reasons no president can ever afford 
to be an autocrat. The powers given to president to nominate his own 
men for the standing committee is really a step for the destruction of the 
good work which the sma.ller municipalities have been doing all along. · 
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With these remarks I strongly support the motion that has bee~ brought 
forward by honourable friend from N asik. ' 

:Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): From the speeches of my honour
able friends M:r. Noor Mahomed and 1\Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, I really 
thought that the president was an autocrat like the bureaucrats we have 
been hearing about in this Council. But, Sir, the president is a gentleman 
who is elected by the suffrage of all the members and it is extremely 
unlikely that he will lose the confidence of the members who elect him 
within twelve months. As pointed out by my honourable friend Khan 
Bahadur Cooper in clause 19 the municipality has the power to remove a. 
president who has lost the confidence reposed in him by a resolution 
passed to that effect provided that three-fourths of the whole number of 
the councillors vote in favour of such resolution.· I do not think under 
such circumstances the president can afford to be an autocrat as described 
by some honourable members here. Besides the possibility of an elec
tion happening within one year or two years would be a check to prevent 
cliques and wire-pulling, which is unfortunately the feature of local 
self-government at present. With these remarks I support the amend
ment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHOLAM HUSSAIN J 
Sir, I have carefully considered the views of young aspirants for the posts 
of presidents as well as of existing presidents, and after very careful 
consideration I had put in that provision. In this House I see that 
opinion is divided. Some are for 3 years ; some for 1 year. The provision 
meets both points of view. As the bill stands, it gives the municipality 
the right to elect their own president, if they want, for one year, or if 
they like for 3 years. In fact it gives them self-determination. Each 
municipality will according to its own requirements elect its president, 
for 1 year or for 3 years as it likes. Now the amendment proposed inter
feres with the self-determination of the mlmicipalities whom I have 
given the right to elect their president according to their requirements. 
If we accept the amendment, we would be tying the hands of the munici
pality. For these reasons I think, Sir, we must leave the provision as it 
stands. 

Amendment put i House divided. Ayes 8: Noes 39. Amend.ment lost. 
Division No.6. 

Ayes. 

ANGA..Dl, Mr. s. T. I K...um.u:, Mr. s. T. 
BoLB, Mr. s. K. NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
Cooru, Khan Bah&dur D. B. P.a.TIL, Mr. D. R. 
D.u.vt, Mr. B. K. SBDJoE, Mr. R. D. 

Ttlkr•frw tM Ayu: Mr. R. D. SanmB, Mr. D. R. PATIL. 

ADDYXA.l.(, Mr. J. 
Aruuo, .MoULvt RA.rtuoont 
BAPTISTA, :Ur. J, 
Bzoau .. u, Khan Ba.hadur L H. 

Noes. 

I 
Bm:rrro, Khe.n Baha.dur S. N. 
Bmrrxu., Mr. J. P. 
CLEU:liTI, Mr. E. 
D.lllllOLU.B, Sir v .uA..NTBAO A. 
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Noes.-conlinued. 
DADACBANJI, Dr. K. E. . LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
DEBLA.VI, the Honourable, Mr. A. M. K. MANS URI, Khan Saheb A.M. 
FEJUrANDEZ, Dr. COSMA.S. MASTER, l\Ir. A. 
FB.um, Mr. K. S. McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
GaoSAL, Mr. J. MEHTA, The Honourable Sir CatrNILA.L. 
GHULA.M HussAIN, the Honourable Khan MoNTGOMERIE, ?tlr. A. 

Bahadur SHAIXH. NE.KA.LJAY, Mr. R. S. 
HAmD M. ABDUL ALI,l\Ir. NooR MAHoli!ED, Mr. 
HATCH, Mr. G. w. PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE. PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
Hosscu, llr. W. B. PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
HoTsoN, Mr. J. E. B. PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. I' RAIIIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
JEHANGIR, the Honou~able Mr. CowASJI. THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
KAzi lNAITULLA.ll.:BA.N. WILES, Mr. G. 
KHUHRo,Mr.M.S. · WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

Tellers fM the Noes: Mr: NooR lliBOMED AND Moutvx RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 

:Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, I beg 
to move the following amendment :-
. In sub·olause (1) of clause 17 omit the words "such term, not less than" "and not 
exceeding three years as the municipality shall, previous to the election of the president 
or vice-president determine ". 

Sir, the object of my amendment is to 'restrict the offices of president 
~nd vice-president to one year, and if the president and vice-president 
have the confidence of the majority, they can be re-elected. But if during 
the term of their office they lose the confidence of the majority they will 
not be re-elected and another man will be elected in their place. There 
is absolutely no reason why these offices should be a monopoly of any 
individual or community. The man who has the confidence and support 
of the majority should remain in office. . 

Last year we had an instance where a president of a municipality. in 
the municipality had lost the confidence aEd support of the majority of 
the members with the result that the recommendation from the majority 
came from that place to ·members of this Council for removing their 
president and there was actually a resolution in this council asking Govern
ment to do so. Such unseemly things will not happen if my amendment 
is accepted. 

Question proposed. 
. Mr. N. E. NA V1E (Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I rise to oppose this 
amendment. When in clause 19 provision has been made that municipal 
bodies may have a president or a. vice-president for one year and not 
exceeding three years, and when option is given to the municipality, 
it is not good to impose one year's time limit on them. This latitude 
given to the municipal body is better than the amendment and the clause 
should be retained as it is. I therefore oppose tM amendment. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Mr. President, I have not 
been able to follow the reasoning of the honourable member who preceded 
me in opposing this amendment. Even in the Bombay municipality 
the president is elected for one year, and from some of the districts there 
have been complaints, as the honourable mover has said, that the office 
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of the president is monopoli..~ for three years and that other members 
do not get a chance. If any member of the municipality wants to be re
elected as president he can easily do so if his electors have confidence in 
him ; but why give power by statute to any member of any municipality 
to remain in office as president for three years. 

~Ir. B. K. DALTI (Belgaum District): Sir, I rise to oppose this amend
ment and in doing so the House is aware, that I am only supporting a 
principle which has been just now enunciated by the Honourable Mini.ster 
for Local Self-goYernment. In passing the la'5t amendment he told us 
that he was for the principle of not tying the hands of the municipality 
either to one year or three years, in the matter of election of the president. 
Similarly I do not like the idea that the hands of the municipalities should 
be tied down to the proposition that they should in the first instance elect 
a president or a ,;ce-president only for one year. If he has got. a majority 
and suppo~ for instance he is elected for two or three years, and a~ the 
end of one year we find that he has lost the confidence of the majority 
then the remedy is in the hands of the municipality either to oust him 
by a majority of three-fourth of the councillors, or by passing a vote of 
censure on the strength of the majority which would make him vacate 
his post. I, therefore, oppose the amendment on the ground that we should 
not tie down the hands of the municipality but that we should leave 
the matter to the discretion of the municipality which would act in the 
b&--t way possible. 

lli. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I m sorry to oppose 
the amendment moYed by my honourable ~r:end from Bombay. The 
position of the Honourable :lliJlli,ier for Local Self-government is now very 
awl-ward. There is an amendment proposed to him by a Mahomedan 
member, and we haYe to see whether he likes to accept it. If he accepts 
it then he will be said to blow hot and cold in the same breath, because 
when mv honourable friend the honourable member Mr. Shinde moved an 
amen~ent that the post of a president should be extended to three 
years, he (the Honourable llinister) argued that the munic.pality may 
under the bill appoint a president for one year or if it so pleases for two 
years or even for three years and so everything is left to the munici
pality. That was his argument and I hope he will stick to that and throw 
out the amendment. 

Mr. HOOSE."'\ALLY ll. RAHI.llTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I do 
not understand the obje(!tion.s of my honourable friends from the db'iricta. 
\Then a man has the confidence ofa majority of members, in the first 
instance he will a.sk them to elect him for the full term of the office of the 
president of a municipality. Then subsequently, when the members 
find that his work is not satisfactory to them, they are supposed to be 
able to remove him by Yotes of three-fourths of the members which of 
course is practically impossible unless the man is a total failure. There
fore, that clau...~ will practically remain a dead letter. If the president 
or 'rice-president has to seek re-election at the end of every year, he 
will gi~e sati5faction to the public and to the members and, if he ~ 
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their confidence, he will be re-elected. I hope the House will accept my 
amendment. .._.-

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, however inclined I may be towards fixing a president's term of office 
for a year, I find that the House is very keenly divided on this 
·question, as some honourable members are in favour of one year, while 
others are in favour of three years. The solution which I will presently 
indicate will probably satisfy both sides. The argument of the honour
able mover was th~tt supposing in the first instance a municipality passed 
a resolution to elect their president for three years, then there was no 
way of getting rid of him in the event of his not proving satisfactory. 
But a municipality can rescind every resolution of their own after three 
months. If a president does not behave well, another ·resolution can be 
passed fixing his term for only one year ...... . 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: How can they do that 1-
The Honourable Khari Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

They can do it by a resolution. As I have already said, I think it would 
be better if we left it to the discretion of the municipalities to elect their 
presidents and vice-presidents according to their own needs and require
ments. However, I leave it to the option of the House. 

Question put and lost. · 
Mr. ,S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, the amendment which 

I wish to move to clause 17 (2) reads thus : 
In clause 17 (2) add the words" but he shall not be entitled to vote unless he is a member 

of the new municipality" after the words "such meeting" occurring in line 17 of the 
sub-clause. 

Under clause 17 of the bill, the retiring president of a municipality is 
invested with the power to call the first meeting of the new board. He 
is further invested with the power to pr~de over that meeting until a 
new chairman for the meeting is elected. It is a recognised principle 
that no one is entitled to vote in a meeting unless he is a member thereof. 
The retiring president may or may not be the member of the new board. 
If he is not an elected or a nominated member of the new board then 
certainly he should not have any power or right to vote at that meeting. 
A position may arise when there will be an equality of votes of the new 
meeting and the retiring president without being a member thereof may 
be inclined or called upon to vote. The clause as it stands is not. clear 
on this point. So to remove any doubt that may arise and to clear up 
the probable difficult position the amendment is moved. I hope that 
for this good reason Government will accept my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, l do not think it is necessary to add these words. The clause as it 
stands is very clear. It says that the president of the retiring municipa
lity shall preside at such meeting, and the new municipality shall then 
elect its own chairman for that meeting, and then the meeting shall 
proceed to elect the new president. That means that only the ~embers 
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cf the new municipality will have the right to vote. I do not, thi:nk, 
therefore, that the amendment is necessary. 

Que...c;tion put and lost. 
Clause 17 ordered to stand part of the bilL . 
Clause 18 (Resigtialiort of pre8ident. and t·ice-president) ordered to stand 

part of the bill 
Clause 19 (Lwbi1ity of presidetlt and t•ice-president to remoool) :-
A president or vice-president shall be removable from his office as such president; or 

,·ice-president by the municip&lity by a molution passed to that; effect;, provided tha$ 
three-fourths of the whole number of the councillors of the munic1pality vote in favour 
of such resolution. · 

Mr. S. T. K..rn:BU (Dharwar District); Sir, I wish to move the follow
ing amendment to clause 19 : -

In clause 19 add the words "of 1rhich seven clear days' notice shall have been 
given" alter the words" by a resolution". 

The necessity for seven clear days' notice will be apparent when we know 
that the agenda for a meeting of a municipality does not require all the 
subjects to be discussed thereat to be mentioned in it. It would be, 
therefore, unfair to the president or vice-president to remove him without 
giring him a notice of seven clear days at least. In the present bill there 
is nothing to prevent a municipality from passing any resolution in any 
meeting without the subject of the resolution being mentioned in the 
agenda which is attached to the notice calling the meeting. So I venture 
to suggest that th~ words shown in my amendment should be added to 
the clause so a:; to make the president or vice-president acquainted 
with the nature of the resolution to be discussed at the meeting which 
may be called to pass it. The p esident may call a meeting with an agenda 
containing certain subjects. If the president happens to be absent on 
the day of the meeting, the chairman of the meeting may allow a censure 
resolution against the absent president and have it passed. So in order 
to avoid such a contingency, I propose the amendment and hope that 
it will be accepted. · 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAll HUSSAIN 
Sir, this amendment is not absolutely necessary. It is the president who 
fixes the date of the meeting. For every general meeting 8even days' 
clear notice is necessary. That means if there is any motion to be dis
cus...~ against the president in a general meeting, then the president 
has notice of seven days as he is the man who calls the meeting. And if 
~uch a motion is to be dise11S5ed at a special meeting, then a requisition 
is nece..."Sary, and the president has the right to call such a special meeting 
lrithin a fortnight, with three days' previous notice to other members. 
That Jneans he gets more than seven days' notice of a motion against 
him. Further, at any meeting no member can bring forward any motion 
without the permission of the president. So the position of the president 
is qu te protected. ~ow, for a general meeting the president will have 
seven days' notice and for a special meeting he will have three days• 
notice. But the vice-president haa not much to do, except when he 
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acts as a president. In fact, a motion for removal will generally be 
against the president and not against the--vice-president. 

Question put and lost . 
. Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I beg to move that-· 

After clause 19, the following words shall be added :-
" ~nd P!O~ded, further, that before ~uch resolution is passed the president or vice· 

pres1dent IS g1ven a reasonable opporturuty of showing cause why such resolution should 
not be nassed. " ' 

Now, if honourable members will turn to clause 25 of the bill, they will 
find that such .a proviso exists when a councillor is to be removed. There 
is a proviso to clause 25 which says: · 
• " Provided that no resolution .recommending the removal of any councillor shall be 

passed by the municipality unless the councillor to whom it relates has been given a 
reasonable opportunity of showing cause why such recommendation should not be made.'' 

All that this amendment intends is that the same opportunity shall be 
given to the president or vice-president of showing cause as is given to an. 
ordinary member. 
· Question proposed . 
. The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

I accept it, Sir. 
· Question put and carried. 

' · Clause 19, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 20 (Consequences of absence of president or vice-president without 

leave) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 21 (Vacancies in ojJice of president and vice-president to be filled 

Up)- .. 

(1) In the event of the ~on-acceptance of office, death, resignation or removal from 
office of a president or of a vice-president or of his eiection being void, or of his becoming 
incapable of acting in such office or having ceased to be a president or a. vice-president 
under sub-section (I) of section 20 or a. councillor under sub·section (I) of section 26, 
previous to the expiry of his term of office as pres~nt or vice-president, the vacancy 
shall be filled up by the election of some other councillor thereto. 

(2) When the president and vice-president are unable or for any reason fail to call a 
meeting for the purpose of an election under sub-section (I) of section 16 or sub-section 
( 1) of this section within 15 days from the commencement of the term or the occurrence 
of the vacancy the Collector may exercise the powers of the president for the purpose 
of calling such meeting. 

Mr .. R. G. PRAD~ (Nasik District) : I beg to move that 
"Omit sub-clause (2) of clause 21." 

This sub-clause did not exist in the original bill. It has been put in 
in the bill as amended by the select committee. In the original bill 
the power of convening a meeting, under the circumstances mentioned 
in th~s sub-clause, was given to the chief officer. I invite the attention 
of the honourable members to clause 32. In clause 32 there was a sub
clause (g) under which this power was given to the chief officer. Clause 
32 deals with the powers and duties of the chief officer, and clause 32 (g), 
which has been deleted, gave the power to the chief officer to call a meet
ing under those circumstances. Now, what I propose is· that the original 
clause of the bill should be restored, that is, the new clause which has 
been added to clause 21 should be deleted, and if this amendment of . . 
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mine is accepted by the House, then I am going to propose _tha~ clause 
(g) should be restored in clause 32. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourab'e Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, in the original bill no doubt this power was given to the chief officer. 
But, in the select committee, the various members, including some of 
my honourable friends on the opposite side, were anxious that the 
<X>llector should call the meeting. Their reasons were that the chief 
officer, being a servant of the municipality, might be ·influenced by the 
candidates for the office of president, and might not be able to act 
independently out of fear that any of the candidates according to whose 
wishes he did not fix a date might become th~ president and then 
take him to task. Therefore, if the convener of the meeting is an 
independent man, he will have no interest in any party, and it is therefore 
desirable that the power should be given to him. That was one of the 
few occasions when honourable members on the opposite side wanted me 
to give power to the <X>llector, though I had proposed the chief officer. 
I persuaded them very much to retain the power in the hands of the 
chief officer, but they said "No, we have faith in the Collector and the 
power shou'd be given to him". Therefore, in the select committee the 
word "<X>llector ~~ was inserted instead of the words "chief officer". 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 21 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 22 (Term of office of rouncillors hdding o.ifice prior to rommence

ment of Act and of rouncillors then elected) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 23 (Term of o.ifice of rouncillors after general election)-
(l) Councillors nommated or elected at a general election under this Act shall. save aa 

otherwise provided in this Act, hold office for a term of three years, extensible by order 
of the Government to a term not exceeding in the aggregate four years, if on any occasion 
the Government shall think fit, for reasons which shall be notified together with the order 
in the Bombay Government Gazette, so to extend the same. ' 

(2) (a) The term of office of such councillors shall be deemed to commence on the date 
of the first general meeting which shall be held after such election and after the expiry 
of the term of the outgoing councillors hereinbefore provided and at which a quorum 
shall be present ; and. · 

(b) the term of office of the outgoing councillors shall be deemed to extend to and expire 
with the day before the date of such meeting. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move 
That after clause 23, sub-clause (1), a.dd the following:-
" Provided that before such order is ma.de the Government shall invite and consider 

objections, if any, from the voters entitled to vote at the municipal election in the muni
cipal borough concerned." 

Now, clause 23 (1) provides that the period of office of & municipality 
may be extended to a t€rm not exceeding in the aggregate four years. 
By my amendment, I do not in the least intend to interfere with that 
power of the Government, but all that I submit is that before an order 
extending the term is made, Government should invite objections, if any, 
from the rate-payers, consider those objections, and then pass their 
final order on the matrer. My reason for moving this amendment is 
this. There is a temptati~n in the way of municipalities to pass 
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re8olutions proposing that·their term of ~:$.ce should be extended, and 
such resolutions are apt to be passed without sufficient reason. In fact, 
I am aware of at least one such resolution recently passed by a particular 
municipality~ Such a resolution is passed by the municipality and is 
sent to Government. It may be, sometimes it is, that this resolution 
which is passed by the municipality and upon which the action of the 
Government is sought by that municipality may not really express the 
opinion of the ratepayers in that municipality. The members of that 

·municipality may have passed that resolution for their own reasons. 
Just to provide a safeguard against any such resolution being passed and 
against any action being taken by Government on such a resolution 
which may be passed by the municipality and forwarded to the Govern· 
ment, all I submit is, whenever any such resolution is passed or a recom
mendation made by the municipality to Government, Government 
should carefully consider that recommendation, and in order to ascertain 
whether the recommendation of the municipality really represents the 
wishes and desires of the ratepayers, they should invite objections to 
the proposal or recommendation that may have been made, and then, 
after considering the objections if any objections are made, the final 
order of Government should be passed. · · 
. Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I accept the amendment. 
· Question put and carried . 
. Clause 23, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 24 (Resignation of cOuncillors) ordered to stand part of the bill . 

. ·. Clause 25 (liiability of councillors to removal from office) ordered to 
·stand part of the b'll. 

Clause 26 (Disabilities frorn continuing ..G. Councillor). 
(1) If any councfuor during the term for which he has been elected or nominated

( a) becomes subject to any disqualification specified in section 11, or 
(b) acts as a councillor in any matter-
(i) in which he has directly or indirectly, by himself or his partner, any such 

share or interest as is described in clause (i), (ii), (iii), (vi) or (viii) of sub-section (3) 
of section 11. whatever may be the value of such share or interest, or 

(ii) in which he is professionally interested on behalf of a principal or other 

pers{ililrin which he is engaged at the time in any case against the municipality, or 
(c) departs beyond the limits of the Presidency with the declared or known 

intention of absenting himself continuously for a period exceeding six months or 
(d) not being a president or vice-president or a salaried servant of the 

Government, absents himself during four successive months from the meetings of 
the municipality, except with the leave of the municipality, 

(e) fails to pay any arrears of any kind due by him to the municipality within 
three months after a special notice in this behalf has been served upon him, 
he shall be disabled from continuing to be a. rouncillor and his office shall become 
vacant. 

(2) If any question whether a. vacancy has occurred under sub-section (1), the orders 
of the Government shall be final for the purpose of deciding such question after a reason· 
able opportunity has been given to the Councillor. 
. Mr. S. T. K.A.l\IBU IDbarwar nistrid): SiT, I b>g to IDCI\"e the follow-
ing amendment. · 

In clause 26 (1) at the end add the words" and such person shall not be re-eligible for 
re-election or l'tl·nomination for the remaining period of the term of office for which he 
waa elected or nominated. " · 
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If we look to the provisions which are givM in clause 26, "\te shall see 
that there are se~·eral grounds which would di.iqualify a 1.1itting member 
from continuing to be a municipal councilbr. It is further ptovided in 
elause27 thati{ there shall baa vaca1cy, it shall be filled· up by nomina
tion or el~tion, as the case may be. 1\ly amendment relates to the same 
pet&On, and is inte11ded to prevent him bein~ re-elected or re-nominated 
for the remdining tenn for which he J>as been disqualified under the 
provisions of clause 26. If an elected councillor is diRqualifiec1 from con· 
tin11ing to be a counc.illar, I think the same reas:1ns should disable him 
from std.nding :ts a candidate for re-election. for the vacancy. AJso, if 
a nomin:tted member becomes disqualified on any of the grounds 
mentioned ia clause 26 (l), then it ifl a simple logical cc.rollary 
that he shouM also be prevented from seeki.r-.g re-n<.roination. Otherwise, 
there will oe an incenth e to persons to remain inilifferent or neglectful of 
their duties or to remain. absent for a number of meetings crfor ~number 
of monthtt and then on the declaration of vacancy under the provisions 
oi clause 26 if he offers himself for re-election, there will be nothio~· to 
prevent him from doi'lg so nnder the p10vis1<ms d clar.ee 26. :My amend~ 
ment disable!\ him from seeking re-election. or re-nomination. With these 
words, I bt'g t-o move my amendment. 

Question proposed. · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.A:M HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the punishment propo~ed bJ' the amer.dment .is too harsh. If a 
councillo1 has any interest directly or indirectly in any contract with a 
municipality he becomes disqaalified. His Iemoval is a sufficient punish~ 
ment .. Suppose a pleader counCillor is engaged in any case connected 
with a municipality, he becomes disqualified and is removed. That is 
sufficient punishment for him. If a councillor falls io arrears in the 
payment of taxes <lue to the mumcirality, he becomes d1squalired. 
He is removed from the municipality. That is sufficient pu:1ishment for 
him. If he ~ants, let him &j!ain go to the electorat~, nnd ii the electorate 
still has confidence in him, let him be ret•Imed. Mere expubion is 
sufficient pULli~hment, and it is too drastic a punishment to e:1clude him 
for all time. 

Mr. S. T. KUffiLI: I begleaveofthaBou£~ero withdraw the amend· 
ment. 
~The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 
:: Clause 26 ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 27 (Casual tJO.C<Jncies 1ww to be filled up) ordered to stand part of 
the bill. 

Clause 28 (Municipal gooornment tJests in t~e munidpaUty; EZfAMive 
power wsts in the chief officer) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 2~ (Function.s of President). · 
It ahe.ll be ~he duty of the president of a mnnicipa.lity-
(?) to pres1de, unless prevented by rt>a.sona.ble e&Ul!6, at a.ll meetings of the munici

pality t.n~ subject to the provisions of the rules for the time being in force under clau.se 
(a) of eoct.ion 5S to regulate the conduct of business at such meetings i 
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(b) to watch over the financial and executive administration of the municipality, and 
to perform such executive functions as may be allotted to him by or under this Act ; 

(e) to exercise supervision and control over the acts and proceedings of all officers 
and servants of the municipality in matters of executive administration and in matters 
concerning the aceounts and records of the municipality; and subject to the rules of the 
municipality at the time being in force, to dispose of all questiqns relating to the service 
of the said officers and servants and their pay, privileges and allowances. 

(d) The president of a municipality may in cases of emergency direct the execution 
or stoppage of any work or the doing of any act which requires the sanction of the munici· 
pality, and the immediate execution or doing of which is, in his opinion, necessary for the 
service or safety of the public and may direct that the expense of executing such work 
or doing such act shall be paid from the municipal fund : 
. Provided that-
. (a) he shall not act under this section in contravention of any order of the municipality 
prohibiting the execution of any particular work ol' the doing of any particular act, and 

(b) he shall report forthwith the action taken under this section and the reason therefor 
to the Standing Committee at its next meeting. . 

Mr. NOOR :M:AHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I ~eg to Jl'ove : 
" In clause 29, sub-clause (d), after the words ' provided that ' add a new sub-clause 

'(a) with the words : 
' The president shall not act under this section without consulting the standing com· 

mi:tet- or any other committee appointed by the municipality for any particular work, 
unless it be a case of emergency ' " . 

Sir, the municipality is emfOWered to appoint seve1al committees, 
such as the swding conunittee, schools committee, v. orks committee 
and so c.:.a. The president IS given the power to issue ordets of his own 
accoril without even cousultkg the municiralitJ. If be is DOt to c<-nsdt 
any of the committees before giving a particular order I do not unrlerstand 
the u3ef,ilness of the afPOintment of any committees. My ObJect is 
that unless it is a case of emet~ency he should consult the committees. 
I believe my amendment is a modest and reasonable one and I hope 
Government "'111 accept 1t. 

·, 
.Mr. A . .MASTER: Sir, the honourable :rroember says that his' amend

meat is very modellt. ·1n fact it is otiose. The section as it stands sa.yf : 
"' The president of a: municipality may..in cases o£ emErgency direct 11

• 

The honourable member's amendment is: " The prellidea.t shall not 
act unless it be a ca~e o( emergency." The amendment is therefore 
unnecessary. 

M.t. NOOR ~IAHOMFJ> (Ryderabail District) : Sir, I think my 
amendment is very necessary. If Government think it otherwiEe I leave 
it to the House to decide. 
· The Hono11rable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the honourable membtr has not read the section carefally. The&e 
powers are conferred on the president only in cases of emergency where 
the service or safety of the public is involved. Dnlest we give him such 
·powers, the result -will be serious. Further the section says that he 
"shall not act under this stctio.n in contravention of any order of the 
municipality prohibiting the execution of any particular work or ~he 
doing of any particular act". Furthermore, be should report forthv.-1th 
the action he has taken to the standing committee at ita next meeting. 
I therefore oppose the amendment. 

QuE'btion put and lost. 
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Clause 29 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause i>O (Functions of vice-presidents) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. . . :. . 
Clause 31 (Appointment of Chief Officer. Conditions of tenure). 
There shall be a Chief Officer in every municipal borough, who shall be a graduate of a 

recognized university or a qualified engineer appointed by the municipality and no such 
officer shall be removable from office, reduced or suspended unless by the votes of at 
least two-th'rds of the whole number of councillors ; and no such officer shall be punish· 
able with fine. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh): Sir, I beg to move the amend· 
ment standing in my name: 

" In Clause 31, add the words" or any qualified person of approved service in P. W. D. 
or Revenue Department • '' · · 

. so far as the qualifications of the chief officer are concerned, they are· 
very good indeed. So far as clau.3e 31 gees, difficulties will {!.rise in this 
way. 1 11hall take the concrete case of the municipality ~£ Bhusawal. 
There, we have laid a rule that the pay of a chief officer shoul~ be Rs. 100 
and allrJwance of Rs. 50 a month. Now, Sir, in that case it ~ill be very 
difficult indeed to get a graduate or a qualified engilleer on that pay. 
Of course if we get a qualified engineer or a graduate of a recognised 
university on that pay we shall be very glad to accept his services.. But 
if no such person is available on the pay that will b~ pre~cribed by a. 
particular municipality, then the rosition will be very awkard. Thete
fore, I say let us add these words, namely, ''any qualified person of ' 
approved service in P. W. D. or Revenue Department". 1£ we do so 
we can accept the services of such men. With these words I move my 
amendment. · 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HU&SAlN : 
The qllalification of a chief officer laid down in clause 31 is that he should 
be "a graduate of a recognised University or a q·1alified engineer.''· 
Under this ~ill, we have given large powers to the chief officer, and there
fore the select committee found it necessary to prescribe some standard 
of qualification for that officer. There are a large number of graduates; · 
arts graduates, law graduates, graduates in medicine or engineering, 
and qualified engineers can also be appointed. I cannot make out the 
object of the amendment of my honourable friend: "Any qualified 
person of approved senice ia P. W. D. or Revenue Depaxtment". I 
do not know w hetber he means by "any qualified person of approved 
service in P. W. D." a maistry who may be qualified to carry out the 
\\Ork of maistry in P. W. D. to the satisfaction of his superiors. De I 
understand that the honourable member wants mai~tries also to be 
included 1 (Mr. D. R. Patil: No). He wa.ots then" any qualified person 
of approved service in the Revenue Department". A clerk in the 
Re\·enue Depattment may have rendered approved service. The very 
object of laying down these qualiflcatiom, will h frustrated if we accept 
thib amendment. Instead of accepting the amendment it would be 
better to lay down no qualification at all. The very object Cif laying 
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down general qualifications will be m'strated if we accept this amend
ment. I hope therefore the Bouse will-reject it. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause Sl ordered to stand part of the bill. 

· Clause 32 lPou:ers and duties of Cldef O.ificer and Appointment of health 
offic.er and engineer) . 
. (1) The Chief Officer shall-

(a) subject to the general control of the president, watch over the financial and execu. 
tive administration of the municipality and perform all the duties and exercise all the 
powerupecifically imposed or conferred upon him bv, or delegated to him under this Act ; 

(b) subject to the provision of sub-section (4), exercise supervision and control over the 
acts and proceedings of all officers and servants of the municipality as regards appoint. 
menta referred to in clause (e) in matters of executive administration and in matters · 
concerning th~ accounts and records of the municipality ; and subject further to the rules 
of the municipality for the time bein~ in force, dispose of all questions relating to the 

. service of the officers and servants and their pay, privileges, leave and allowances ; 
··(c) subject to the provisions of sub-section (4) appoint to any post the monthly salary 
forwhichas fixed by rules made under clause (b) of section 55 does not exceed Rs. 50 and 
to any other post the appointment to which has not been otherwise provided for by such 
rules.; 

(d) with the permission of the President furnish to the Collector, or such other officer as 
the Collector shall from time to time nominate in this behalf, a copy of every resolution 
passed at any meeting of the municipality ; 

(e) subject to the provisions of this Act and of the by-laws for the time being in force 
thereunder, grant, give and issue under his signature all licenses and permissions which 
may be granted or given by the municipality or the standing committee under this Act, 
other than licenses for markets or slaughter-houses ; 

(f) receive and recover and credit to the municipal fund all fees payable for licenses 
and permissions granted or given by him under the powers aforesaid ; 

(g) subject to the orders of the president, or of the standing committee or of the munici. 
pality, as the case may be, take prompt steps to remove any irregularity pointed out by 
the auditor appointed under section 210; ,, 

(h) report to the President and the standing committee all cases of fraud, embezzlement, 
thefts, or loss of municipal money and property. 

(2) The Chief Officer may- . 
(a) subject to the provisions of sub-section (4) fine, reduce, suspend or dismiss any 

municipal servant whose salary does not exceed Rs:-80 and subject further to the provi· 
siona of the rules for the time being in force any other municipal officer or servant, not 
being the health officer, engineer or auditor of the municipality. 

Provided that in respect of any punishment other than a fine not exceeding one week's 
salary his order shall be subject.to an appeal either to the standing committse or, if the 
rules for the time being in force so provide, to the municipality ; 

(b) subject to the provisions of this Act and of the by.Jaws for the time being in force 
thereunder, at his discreation suspend, withhold or withdraw any license, in any case in 
which he is empowered to grant or give a license and in which the municipality or the 
standing committee may suspend, withhold or withdraw such license ; 

(c) with the sanction of the standing committee. delegate any of his powers or duties 
to any municipal officer or servant : 

Provided that such delegation shall be subject to such limitations if any, as may be 
prescribed by the standing committee and also to control and revision by the Chief Officer. 

(3) The Chief Officer shall at any time supply any retum statement, account or report 
or a copy of any document in his charge, called for by the municipality or the standing 
committee and shall comply with any orders passed by the municipality or the standing 
committee thereon. 

(') The powers conferred on the municipality by or under any of the provisions of this 
Act to appoint. grant leave of absence to, punish or dimiss any master, teacher or other 
person employed in a primary or other school vested in or maintained by the munici· 
pality or employed in any educa tiona) institution aided by the municipality, shall not be 
exercised by the Chief Officer. 

(5) (a) A municipality may appoint a health officer and an engineer or any one or more 
of such officers, whether temporarily or permanently. 
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(b) No auch officer shall be removable from office, reduced or suspended unless by the 

assent of at least two-thirds of the whole number of councillors; and no such officer shall 
be punishable with fine. 

Mr. NOOR 11IAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 32, sub-clause (a) after the word" President" add the words" the Standing 
Committee." 

Now, in this bill very wide powers are supposed to be given to the munici· 
palities. . This bill has been described as " a bill to give wider powers 
in the management of municipal affairs in certain cities". But in 
fact this bill gives wider powers only to the presidents of the municipali· 
ties and their chief officers. If this bill is passed, as it is, it will be said 
hereafter more publicly than is being done here to-day, that this bill 
confers power only on the president and the chief officer. Whatever 
the chief officer and the president want to do, they will be able to do 
under this bill. That is the danger. Therefore, I submit that it is very 
necessary to circumscribe the powers of the president and of the chief 
officer. If the president is given uncontrolled power in municipal affairs, 
and if he is not to be responsible even to the standing committee, then 
I cannot imagine what he will not be able to do and what he will not do. 
Therefore, I want to suggest that some check be placed on his powers. 
I say that the president should act in consultation with and on the advice 
of the standing committee. At this stage of the bill some provision of 
that kind should be made, and the president should not be left to be 
responsible only to.himself. The chief officer is to be responsible mostly 
only to one maiJ., and that is the president. Even now the collectors 
and the Government are unable to interfere in municipal administration. 
Therefore, the municipality should be given enough power to watch, 
through its standing committee, over the president's acts and to guide 
them. That is my only object in bringing forward this amendment. 
The president should not be given uncontrolled power. The misuse of 
power by presidents of municipalities is very well-known in the history 
of local self-government in this province. The Honourable the 1\linister 
for Local Self-Government has been himself the president of an important 
district local board and vice-president of a municipality, and· I think he 
will realise that it is not at all very safe to give unlimited powers to the 
president. The standing committee, which is an important body, should 
be given some effective power to assist the president. We should clearly 
mention in the Act that " the chief officer shall, subject to the control 
of the president and the standing committee .... " Unless we do. that, 
only the chief officer and the president will mostly be the municipality 
among themselves. With these words, I put my amendment for the 
considertion of the House. 

Question proposed. 

~Ir. M. S. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I rise to oppose the 
amendment. The president is elected by the board. If he is not to be 
trusted by the board, then it is better not to select any president at all. 
My honourable friend suggests that the president should not be given 
any power and that he should be controlled by the standing committee. 
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It is rather difficult for the chief officer to be responsible to so many mem· 
hers of the standing committee. As ~t_is, the chief officer is subject to 
the control of the president. The president derives power from the board 
and is elected by the board, and therefore he should be trusted by them. 
The board should have confidence in their president whom they elect. 
They should elect a president in whom they can have confidence. The 
bill says that the president shall watCh over the financial and executive 
administration of the municipality, and the president is therefore res
ponsible for the efficient administration of the municipality. I therefore 
think that the powers of the president should not be taken away from him 
and given to the standing committee. I think this amendment will be 
derogatory to the position of the president; and to the improvement in 
the administration of the municipalities. I therefore oppose the 
amendment. 

Mr. NOOR 1\IAHQj\JIED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I am very sorry 
that my honourable friend from La~kana, who is also the vice-president 
of the Larkana municipality, does not see fit to support me in this matter.· 
Sir, we all do talk of democracy. But when it comes to be tested very 
little of it is to be found. No doubt the chief officer of a municipality 
is subject to the ' general control ' of the president. '\Vhat is that 
general control ~ In reality it is only a meaningless phrase. Then, 
Sir, the president is to 'watch over the financial and executive admini
stration of the municipality and perform all the duties and exercise all 
the powers specifically imposed or conferred upon him by or delegated 
to him under this Act'. If the president is alone to have all that power, 
what is then the standing committee there for 1 It will have practically 
no work. I think it is not proper to entrust such wide powers to the 
.president. I would request the Honourable 1\finister to consider this 
amendment favourably. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
The honourable mover of this amendment made a complaint as regards 
the powers of the chief officer and the president. No doubt, the chief 
officer has certain minor powers under this bill, but his other powers are 
subject to revision by the standing committee or the corporation. Again, 
Sir, he said the standing committee had no power. When compared 
with the former Act, the standing committee have now more powers. 
Moreover in this bill, the president is made more subject to the control 
of the municipality. Formerly, the municipalities had no power to 
remove the president. This bill gives them this power. The mover 
of the amendment said that the president should exercise general power 
of control over the chief officer with the advice of the standing committee. 
I have never heard of a president watching over the acts of the chief 

. officer in consultation ·with the standing committee. There cannot 
be divided responsibility. In the bill, the responsibility is that of the 
president. He is responsible to the municipality and the people for the 
whole administration of the city. Therefore he is the proper party 
under whose control the chief officer must work. It is the municipality 
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that can appoint the chief officer and it is the municipality that can 
remove him. He is not like the Municipal Commissioner in the city of 
Bombay. The complaint, .I am afraid, that very great powers are given 
to the president and the chief officer are groundless. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before I adjourn the meeting 

I should like to ascertain the wishes of the House in regard to the invitation 
of His Excellency for to-morrow's function at Government House. I 
should like to know what the wishes of the honourable members are in 
regard to meeting to-morrow ; whether they wish to meet at the· usual 
time and carry on till 7 o'clock, whether they want to adjourn the House 
till Monday or whether they want to meet earlier to-morrow and adjourn 
'at an earlier hour. Although the power of adjourning the House is 
vested in the President, I should like to ascertain the general sense of 
the House before deciding what should be done as regards meeting 
to-morrow. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to suggest, 
Sir, that we should meet at 12 noon to-morrow and carry on the work till 
about 4 p.m. with an interval for lunch. I have ascertained from some 
honourable members that they would sooner meet to-morrow in order to 
get on with the work than do no work and as a result sit for extra 
days at the end of the Sessions. · 

Mr. "V. A. GRANTHAM (Bombay Chamber of codunerce): I entirely 
Pnpport the suggestion of the Honourable the Leader of the House. l 
think that our business &hould he got· through as expeditiously as 
possi tie, and 1 cannot admit that the fact that we have got through our 
business rather quicker than usual so far, this session is any good reason 
why "'e should take a holiday on Saturday. 

This will only lead to our being kept here for an extra day at th& end 
of the session and J therefore fall in with the suggestion which provides 
for some Vl'ork being done on Saturday. 

MOULVI RAFilJDDIN .AlU1AD (Central Divif:ion): The work ·of 
the House has been done very expeditiously and we have finished the 
work in half the time that was allotted for the purpose aDd I do not see 
why we should not have a holiday to-morrow. 

Khat Sabeb A. M. l1ANSURI (Ahmedabad and 81uat Cities): l do 
uot agree with the hoaoura~le member 1\loulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad: Let 
us work to-mortow from 12 to 4 p.m. 

The Honoutable the PRESIDENT: Honourable members will have 
Sunday all the t.ame. 

Khan Bahadur I. M. BEDREKAR (Southern Division) : I wculd 
like to suppott the Honourable Leader of the HoUBe. 

Mr. B. K. DALVI (Belgaum District): We have not come here to 
enjoy holidays. We should work for some hours to-monow and enjoy 
full holiday on Sunday. 
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The Honouiable the PRESIDENT: Pe.LBOnally I am. inclined to 
adjourn the meeting to 12 o'clock to-morrow with tea interval at 2 and 
to go o.a till4 p.m. Then honourable members could, if they so desire, 
attend the GovemmentBouse functioo·'\\hich is between 3 aad 6-30 p.m. 
This is what appeals to me, but !should like to know in "iew ()f '\\hat 
has been ~:aid whether there would be any substa.atial opposition oo 
that course being adopted. 

M.r. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, No~th): There is a select committee 
meeting at 11 o'clock. I would su.ggest our meeting at 1 p.m. and going 
on till 4 o'clock. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I think the Honourable Leader 
of the House would let me know '\\hether the members of the select 
committee "'ill meet to-morrow or ~hether their meeting will be put 
oft till Monday. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I understand, Sir, 
that there is a Lelect committee meeting from 11 to 2. It '\\ill be in 
the same building and honourable members would be able to attend the 
select committee and also '\\ill be able to attend if necessary the meeting 
of this House, 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT :.I am afraid 1 will not he a party 
to an. arrangement like that. The interests of this Horse must be 
supreme. If honourable members who are members of the select 
committee agree to the fixation of to-morrow's meeting, and desire to 
attend to the '\\trk· of this Colac1l, I thiok Government should ·arrange 
the meetirg of the select committee in such a mannt.r as .aot to intedE'le 
with the "WOrk of thL Bouse. Of cou~e in the ordinary couzse the 
meeting of the select committee in question was rightly called, 11.10 I 
do not want tl) critici~e the action of Gcver.ament ia any v:aj. But 
now that v:e propose to change the hour of our meeting to-mcnow I 
think Gove.mment might consider the desirability of so alterirg their 
programme in 1egard to the meeting of the select committee as oo meet 
the convenience of honourable members. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: Sir, it is rather impc.rtant 
that we should get on with this select committee on the Stock Exchange 
Bill speCially in regard to the conveni6nce of gentlemen frcm Bombay. 
Some of them are staying to-mcnow mor.aing in 01der to attend this 
committeE and al'e going to Bomnay bj the afternoon train. I think 
the com.mittee might be able to finish its v:oik by sitting tom 11 to 1 
o,clock.' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Home proposes to meet at 
12. . 

The Honourahle M.r. B. S. LAWRENCE: Can.aot we have permission 
to attend the select comnuttee ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Honourable mewbers are not 
bound ·to attend either here in the House or in the salect committee. 
It is entirely at their discretio.a, but if 1 happen to know that there 
is such an important engagement elsewhere it will influence me in hing 
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the hour of meeting 01 this House. The'"select committee can meet 
after 4 or on Sunday, aad Sunday meetings of the seltct committee aie 
not unusual. 

The Honourable Mr. B. S. LAWRENCE: Gentlemen nom Bombay 
are anxious to srend Stmday in Bomray. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: We cannot have it every way 
in the1r favoar. They can excu.se themselves from attendance. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD; Sir, I suggest that 
the select committee should meet!:rom 11 to 1 and that the House should 
f'it from 1 to 4.. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How does that suggestion appeal 
to the hc.nourable mtmbets 1 To meet from 1 to 4 to-morro". (Honour-
able members indicated assent). · · 

The Hvuse willroeet at one o'clock to-morrow and adjo'.lrn at 4 without 
any tea interval. 

The House will now adjourn to one o'clock to-morrow, Saturday the 
2 Uh October 1925. · 
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Saturday, t.':e 24t'l Octo~er 1925. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at i p.m. 
or. Saturday, the 24th October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sit IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E:, presiding. 

Present. 

ABDUL LATIF fuJI liAJARA.T KHAN, MR. 
ABDULPURKAR, Mr. N. A. 
ADDYMAN, lUr. J. 
ADWANI, Mr. D. B. 
AHMAD, 1\IouLVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANoADI, Mr. S. N. 
BAPTISTA, 1\fr. J. 
BEDREK.AR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
~HOPATKAR, .Mr. L. B. 
BnUTTO, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BIJARANI, K1an Saheb SuER MAHOMED KHAN 
BotE, Mr. S. K. 
BuNTER, Mr. J. P. 

. CHAOJ?HARI, l\h. L. s. 
CLEMENTS, 1\lr. E. 
CoorER, Khan Bahadur D. R 
DARHOLKAR, Sir v ASANTRAO A. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. 
DAtVt, Mr. B. K. 
DEHLA vt, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
DELVEs, 1\fr. R. H. A. 
DEs.u, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
DixiT, Dr. M. K. 
FERNANDE?..Dr.CosMAs 
FltAMJI, Mr. K. S. 
GnosAL, Mr. J. • 
GnuLAM Hus<;AIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAmJI 
GRAt.'TDAM, 'Mr. V. A. 
GUNJ'AL, Mr. N. R. 
H.unD M. ABDUL Au, Mr. 

B 771-1 
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HARRISON, 1\Ir. R. T. 
HATCH, 1\Ir. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir l\IAL'RICE 
HossACK, 1\Ir. W. B. 
HOTSON, Mr. J. E. B: 
JADHAV, the Honourable l\Ir. B. V. 
JAYAKAR, 1\Ir. M. R. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable 1\lr. CoWASJI 
JoG, 1\Ir. V. N. 
Josm, 1\lr. P. G. 
KAMBLI, l\Ir. S. T. 
KANGA, 1\Ir. J. B. 
MZI INAITULLAKHAN 
KHUHRO, 1\fr. 1\I. S. 
KoK.ANI, Mr. G. J. 
LALJI NARANJI, Mr. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable l\Ir. H. S. 
1\lANsuRI, Khan Saheb A. l\1. 
1\IAsTER, 1\Ir. A. 
l\IA VALANKAR, Mr. G. K. 
1\IcKEE, Mr. W. G. 
1\IEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MEHTA, Dr. 1\I. 1\I. 
1\IoNTGOMt:RIE, l\Ir. A. 

· MoUNTFORD, M:r. 1. J. 
l\luJUMDAR, Sardar G. N. 
MuKADAM, 1\Ir. W. S. 
NANAL, Mr. B. R. 
NAVLE, 1\Ir. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. S. 
Noo& 1\IAaoMED, 1\Ir. 
PAHALAJ.A:NI, 1\Ir. B. G. 
PAINTER, 1\Ir. H. 1. 
PATEL, 1\Ir. A. E. 
PATEL, .Mr. D. N. 
PATEL, Mr. G. I. 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 

. PATIL, Mr. D. R. 

PowAR, 1\Ir. :\I. B. 

[24 OcT. 19:23 
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PRADHAN,Mr.G. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PUNJABHAI THAKERSI, l\1r. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY :M. 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAPTARSHI, Mr. C. 1\L 
8HANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRAO, 1\Ir . 
.SHINDE, 1\Ir. R. D. 
SmVDASANI, 1\Ir. H. B. 
SoM:AN, Mr. R. G. 
SURVE, 1\Ir. A. N. 
SURvE, 1\Ir. V. A. 
8WAMINARAYAN, 1\fr. J. C. 
THOMAS, ~Ir. G. A. 
WILES, 1\Ir. G. 
WooDs, 1\Ir. E. E . 
. 'l'he Honourab'e the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions. 

1\JAHOMEDAN, EUROPEAN AND ANGLO-INDIAN. EDUCATION. 

200 

MOULVI RAFHJDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Will Gov-
~rnrru'lnt be pleased to state- . 

(a) the exact sum of money spent by them for special educational 
institutions maintained by them for the benefit of the 1\Iahomedan 
community in the presidency proper ; 

(b) for the benefit of Europeans and Anglo-Indians. 
The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHA V : (a) Rs. 1,16,934 during 1924-25 

.only. 
(b) The honourable member is referred to the Honourable the Home 

Member for the necessary information. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: With regard to (a) ........... . 

(inaudible.) 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : If the honourable member 

gives me notice, I will find that out. · . 
* 1\lr. L. B. BHOPATK.A.R (Poona City) : I do not put my questions.· 

EDUCATION IN KARJAT TALt"KA. 

l\Ir. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
( a) whether it i8 a fa.ct that there is no full seven standard ·Vernacular 

school in the Karjat taluka ; 
{b) whetl1er they intend to increase the number of trained teachers 

in this ts.luka t 
The Honourabl~ Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) and (b) Information has 

hen called fur. 
Mr. P. G. JOSHI (East Khandesh District): I do not put my 

question. . 

fo.lvwiruz hon'hle members did not put thE' q•to>stions stAn~ing in their namea:-
11-. L. R. BHC\P.\.TKAR, Mr. P. 0. JO~HI. Mr. W. S. .MUIUD.ul on behalf of 

Mr. M.D. KARK{, ~Ir. J. C. S\VAlli.U.RAYA~. 
B 771-lti 
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Mr. W. S. MUKAD.AM on behalf of Mr. ·M. D. KARKI (Kanara 
District): I do not put Mr. Karki's question. 

Hnmu AND lliHOMEDAN STUDEN'l'S ·IN GoVER.."'rnENT HosTELS. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (.Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): 

Will Government be pleased to state- · 
(a) the respective number of Hindu and Moslem students residing: 

in Government hostels attached to both hlgh schools and colleges in 
the presidency proper ; · 

(b) how many Mahomedan.s an4 Hindu students have been refused. 
admi'!Sion in these hostels . 

. The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) and (b) Information has
been called for. 

MA.HoMEi>AN FEMALE· EDUCATION. 

Khan Saheb A. 1\I. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 
Will Government be pleased to state what steps they have taken to
further the cause of Mahomedan female education ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Information is being collected. 

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR lliHOMEDAN GIRLS. 

Khan Saheb A. M. 1\IANSURI (.Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): 
Will Government be pleased to state whether they ure aware of the fact 
that a sufficient number of scl1o1arships is not assigned for Mahomedau 
girls, especially in the primary English classes t 

The HonourB,ble Mr. B. V. JADHAV .= Enquiries are being made . 

• TEA-STALL FOR lliHOMEDA.NS AT ELLIS BRIDGE STATION, A.m.IEDABAD. 

Khan Saheb A. M. ?ILWSURI (A.lirnedabad and Surat Cit.ies) : 
Will Government be pleased to state whether they are aware of t~e fact 
that there is no sta!l for tea or other r~freshments for Mahomedan passen
gers at F.llis Bridge ftation, .Ahmedabad! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Y~s, but there has been 
no demand for such a staU up till now. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN A.miAD: Now that the demand has been 
ma.de by the honourable member, will the stall be now su~)~ ·lied 1 

The Honourable Sir MAl"RICE HAYWARD: I will enquire from the
honourable member in charge of the de,Partment. 

\ 

TruE-TABLES AT Ews BRIDGE STATION, AHMEDABAD. 
I 

Khan Shabeb A. l\[ MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 
Will ~vernment be pleased to state whether they are aware that wrong 
tim.e-tabl~ is put up at the Ellis Bridge Station, .Ahmedabad, which 
,..a uses inconvenience to passengers ! 

The Honourable Sit CHUNILAL MEHTA : It is understood that the
timing3 of trains on Dholka Branch were altered in the months of March 
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.and May and correction slips issued and posted. The sheet time tables 
put up at the Station were however damaged by pass:ngers, and 
particularly the portion showing the timings of Branch Line trains was in 
a torn condition on the date the Honourable Member visited the station. 

THE SATHE-PARANJPYE SCHEME. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Will the Honourable 
the Minister of Education be pleased to lay on the table a statement 
Bhowing- · 

(1) the total number of Municipalities and District Local Boards 
consulted on the question of raising the scale of salaries of primary 
school teachers in accordance with the Sathe-Paranjpye Scheme; 

(2) the total number of those that declared themselves in favour· 
of that scheme ; · 

(3) the total number of those that declared themselves against it; 
and · 

(4) the total number of those that suggested a modified scheme. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Information is being collected. 

UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS, WESTERN INDIA TuRF CLUB. 

11Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to state the amount of money representing dividends which was 
forfeited (unpaid by the Turf Club on account of failure of demand by 
winners) during the year 1924! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Government has no 
information. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: 1\Iay I 11nderstand that Government have no 
desire to obtain information 1 · 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: I recommend the 
honourable member to refer to the Turf Club as the Turf Club is not the 
property of the Government. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : l\Iay I know .how in . the 
absence of any information Government recommended this Council to 
reduce the duty on gate money 1 · 

The Honourable. Sir l\IAURICE HAYWARD: I think that that 
question ought to be made to the Honourable the Finance Member. 

:UOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: May I ask the Honorirable 
Leader of the House if there is no difierence between an individual member 
asking the Turf Club f~r information and information being asked for 
from them in the name of the Council t 

The Honourable Sir l\IAURICE HAYWARD: It is not usual for 
Government to ask private iiL'>titutions for information of the kind 
desired by the honourable member. If honourable members want any 
information from private institutions, they ought to go t.e the heads 
()f those institutions and not to Government. 
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FRACTIONS OF RUPEE DEDUCTED FROM DMDENDS, WESTERN 

INDIA TURF CLUB. 

1\Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to state- .. 

(a) the fraction of a rupee of which the Turf Club does not make pay
ments in giving out dividends ; 

(b) the total amount thus unpaid during the year 1924 ? 
The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: Government has no 

information. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to obtain the 
iniormation 1 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: The'honourable member 
should make a reference to the Turf Club. 

1\Ir. J. C. SWAMINARAYAN (Ahmedabad District): I do not put my 
question. 

(CONSIDERATION OF EILL NO. XVI OF 19~5-MAJOR 
:.\IUNICIPALITIES fILl-RESUMED.) 

l\Ir. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move that-
" In section 32 (1) (b), for' clause (e)' substitute 'clause (c)'." 

This is merely a formal amendment owing to a mistake m drafting. 
Question put and carried. 
M1·. A.l\IASTER: Sir, I beg to move that-
" In section 32 (I) (c), for 'clause .(b)' substitute 'clause (r) '." 

This again is merely a formal amendment due to a mistake. 
Question put and carried. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, I beg to 

move my amendment which reads as fo:lows : 
In sub-clause (1) (c) of clause 32, substitute "Rs. 25" for" Rs. 50". 

Mr. President, we have given some powersto the chief officer, but so far 
as the appointment of any servants in the municipal departments is 
concerned, I think if we empower him to appoint any person up toRs. 25, 
that will be all right. I am not willing to give him the power of appoint
ing persons to the extent of Rs. 50. 

Question propoRed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 

Sir, this is a power given to the chief officer to a point servants of the 
municipality up to a salary of Rs. 50. I do not think, Sir. this is excessive. 
If we are erring at all, we are erring on the side of· moderation, I must say. 
He is responsible for carrying out the duties mentioned in this bill, and 
he has authority under the bill to supervise and control tbe acts of the 
various subordinates. "'hen this bill some three years ago was referred 
to the municipalities for opinion, a \'ery large number of municipalities 
were in favour of giving him the power of appointment up to Rs. 50. 
But I may remind thi!it House that there are some municipalitie::; who 
J1ave adunlly given to their chief officer the power to appoint servants 
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[Khan Pahadur Shaikh Ghu'a,t Hussain] 
e\·en up toRs. 100. Sir, these appointments often lead to quarreis on 
account of the-; various !actions in the municipalitieR. Those who :hav~ 
experience of municipal life know that there are frequent quarrels over 
these appointments of Rs. 10, Rs. 15 and Rs. 20, and so on. A good deal 
of canvassing i3 done. Some councillors favour one party and other 
councillors favour others, and if more power is given to the executive, I 
am sure all these quarrels will cease. I think it will be in the best in
terests of the municipalities to give this power to the chief officer. With 
these remarks, I oppose the amendment. · 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member 

Mr. Noor Mahomed has got a similar amendment, but to substitute 
Rs. 30 {Qr R~. 50. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOI\IED: Sir, after hearing the Honourable Minister 
on this point, I ~o not wish to move it. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, I beg t() 
move that-

In sub-clause (2) (a) of clause 32, substitute "Rs. 15" for'' Rs. 30 ". 

Sir, my fil'st amendment is defeated because there was ·a question of 
appointment. Now, done is done. But here is an amendment which is 
importa11t and whjch I hope the H<'nourable Minister will accept, because 
my amendment does not allow the chief officer to dismiss a man whose 
pay is more than Rs. 15. Sir, when a servant is appointed and if he is to. 
be dismissed, I think there is the muruc·pality to see whether he deserves 
to be dismissed. The quE>stion of appointment is different from that of 
dismissal. I allow the power to the chief office1 to suspend or dismiss a. 
man who does not draw a pay of more than Rs. 15, and I think this 
anhndmtnt will be accepted by the Honourable Minister. 

Question ~roposed. 

lli. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to support 
the amendment. I think the chief officer should be given the power to 
distniss servants drawing pay up toRs. 15, because experience has shown 
that the power of appointing and dismissing murucipal servants has not 
been exercised rightly by the municipality in the past. If the Honourable 
Minister thinks that the figure " 15" i.~ too low, I think he can very 
well afford to consent to the substitution of figure "20 ''. But if he 
does not agree to that proposal even, I shall have to support the 
amendmt!nt. 

Mr. M. S. KHC1lRO (Larkana. District): Sir, I rise to oppose the 
amendment. In the original bill the figure provided was Rs. 50, that 
the chief officer should be empowered to dismiss servants drawing up to 
Rs. 50, and then the select committee after disclli>Sion and consideration 
changed it to Rs. 30. I think this is a reasonable figure and should not 
be reduced. · 

Mr. A. F. I. K. PATHA..'\ (Southern Division) ; Sir, I rise to support 
the amendment moved by the honourable member ~1r. Patil. In some 
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[lli. A. F. I. K. Pathan] 
of these municipa.tties there are only four or five posts carrying Rs. 30, 
and in others one or two such posts. 1;1 such cases, it will not be reason
able to invest the chief officer vritli~the power to dismiss a servant on 
Rs. 30 or below down to P~.S. 15 as by doing so we will be depriving the 
municipality of the effective check on him. So, I think the amendment 
is q,uite reasonable. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I am really surprised 
that there should be any opposition to my amendment. · However, the 
honourable member Mr. Noor 1\lahomed has supported me and the other 
honourable member (Mr. Khuhro) opposed me. Fortunately, there is a 
third honourable member who is also a 1\lahomedan who was kind 
enough to support me. So there are two Mahomedan memb~s on 
my side, and I hope the third, the Honourable Minister will also be 
with me. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.Al\I HUSSAIN : Sir, 
it is not a question of two Mahomedans on one side and two on the 
other. It is a question of how the administration of the municipality 
should be carried on, and what are the provisions which are in the 
interests of -good administration. I look at the question from that 
point of view. From that point of view, I think the executive ought to 
have very large powers. The honourable mover seems to be very in
consistent. He gives the ~hief officer the power to appoint servants up 
to Rs. 50, but as regarJs i_Junishment and dismissal, he does not wish the 
chief officer to have the power to dismiss a municipal servant even on 
Rs. 30. - Now, Sir, Rs. 30 is not a very high salary. If you reduce the 
limit, the chief officer will have power to deal with only the pattewalas 
and the bhafioais. The fowest clerk in a municipality, as I understand, 

·draws about Rs. 30 toRs. 35. Besides, Sir, the chief officer's power is 
not final I am sorry my honourable friends have not read the bill 

-carefully. There is a proviso added to the following effect: 

•• Provided that in respect of any punishment other than a fine not exceeding one 
week'!! salary. his order shall be subject to an appeal either to the standing committee 
or, if the rules for the time being in force so provide, to the municipality ; " 

The chief officer is a very responsible officer ; he has to carry out the 
provisions of this Act, and he is the executive head of the administration, 
and my honourable friend grudges him the power to dismi'ls a servant 
who draws a salary of Rs. 30 per month. It should be remembered that 
his order is not final; it is subject to an appeal to the standing committee 
or to the municipality. · 

There is a further argument. Who is the best judge of the acts of the 
various servants of the municipality 1 It is the main executive officer, 
that is the chief officer, who knows what duties each servant performs, 
and who has the power of supervision and control over their acts, 
as they all work under him. Therefore, he is the best judge of the 
merits and demer~ts of any servant, and I am sure this House will 
not grudge this small power to the trusted servant of the municipality, 
the chief officer. 
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Question put. House divided. Ayes, 11; Noes, 29. Amendment 
lost. 
Divisi,on No. 7. 

Ayes. 
AHM&n, :Moutv; RAFIUDDIN 
Bou,lllr. S. K. 
CBAtTDHABr, Mr. L. S. 
DALVI, Mr. B. K. 
KAMBLI, Mr. S. T. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 

NooR MABOMED, Mr. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
hTHAN Mr. A. F. I. K. 
SBANKARBAO JA.YA.BAMRAO ZUNZARBAO, 

Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D. 

7'ellerl .for th~ Ayrs: Mr. D. R. PATn.. and Mr. A. F. J. K. PATHAN. 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HA.JRAT KHAN, :Mr. 
ADDYMAN, Mr. J. 
BuNTER, lll.r. J. P. 
DABHOLJt&R, Sir V ASANTRAO A. 
DEliLA. vi, the Honourable Mr. A. Ill. K. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. COSMAS 
F&AMJI, Mr. K. S. 
GnoSAL, Mr. J. 

Nou. 

JADBAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CoWASJJ 
Kuuuuo, Mr. M. S 
KoKANI, Mr. G. J, 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANSURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTER, Mr. A. 

GuuLAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MouNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 

Bahadur SHAIKH 
HAMID M. AnnuL ALr, Mr. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir 1\IA.uRICE 
HossArK, Mr. W. B. 
HorsoN, Mr. J. E. B. 

MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CuuNIL.U. 
MuJuMDAR Sardar G. N. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILEs, Mr. G. 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

Teller& for the No£8: Mr. M. S. KHUIJRO and Dr. CcSMAS FERNANDES. 

Clause 32 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 33 (Provisions in regard to meetings of a municipality). 

The foil )W.ng prov:a:ons eh,ll· be observe.! with respect ta the meetings of a 
municire.lity: 

(J) There shall be held four ordinary general m11etings in each year for the disposal of 
·. general business, on or about the tenth day of the months 

Ordinary gcn~raJ meeting~. of January, April, July and October, respectively, and such 
other ordinary general meetings as the president may find 

necesRary. It shall be the duty of the president to fix the dates for all ordinary general 
meetings. 

(2) The president may, '·henever he thinks fit, and shall, upon the ~itten request of 
l!pechl.l gcoer;ll meetings. not less than one-fourth of the councillors and. for a. date 

. not more than fifteen days after the presentatiOn of such 
request, call & special general meeting. If the president fails to call a special general 
meeting as provided in this sub-clause the Vice. President may call such meeting for a day 
uot more than thirty days after the presentation of such request. 

(.1) Sevtm clear days' notice of an ordinary general meeting, and three clear days' 
Notice of meetings notice of & speci&l general meeting, spec fying the time and 
• · place at which such meeting is to be held and the business 

t? be transacted thereat, shall be served upon the councillors, and posted up at the muni
·c:~p&l o~ce or. the local k&cheri or some other public building in the municipal bur. ugh. 
1.he sud notice shall include any motion or proposition which a councillor shall have 
gtven. written notice, not less than ten clear days previous to the meeting, of his intention 
tQ brmg forward thereat, and in the case of a special general meeting, any motion or 
proposition mentioned in any written request made for such meeting. 

(/) Every meeting of a municipality shall, except for special reuona to be 
Meetio!le t.o 1>1' h~ld at mentioned in the notice convening the meeting, be helhd 

IDillllclpoll offi~. in the buildings ullt'd && a muniripal office by auc 
municipality. 
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(.j) EHry meeting shall, in the absence of both the president and vice-president, Le
Ab;enre ol the presideut presided over by sue~ one of the co~ncillors preoent as I?~'~Y 

nod tbe- •,ke-pre~ident. be chosen by the meetmg to be charrman for the occasiOn. 
and such chairman shall exercise thereat the powers vested 

in the president by clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 29, 

(II) Every meeting shall be open to the public unless the presiding \uthority deems 
)feetin~t must ordinarily Ill' any inquiry or deliberation pending before the municipality 

OJl"n to the rm'Jiir. such as should be held in private: 

Provided that the said authority may at any time cause any person to be removed who· 
interrupts the proceedings. · 

(7) If less than one-third of the whole number of councillors be present at a meeting at 
_ . . any time from the beginning to the end thereof, the presiding 

qu!~~urnm,,nt tn ab~ence of authority shall .. J,t'r waiting for not more than 30 minutes 
· adjourn the meeting to such hour on the following or some 

other future day as he may reasonably fix ; a notice of such adjournment shall be fixed 
up in the municipal office, and the business which would have been brought before the 
original meeting, had there been a quorum thereat, shall be brought before the adjourned 
meeting and may be disposed of at such meeting or at any subsequent adjournment 
thereof whether there be a quorum present or not. 

(·') Except with the permission of the presiding authority, which permiosion shall not 
. . be given in the case of a motion or proposition to modify or 

at 1 ';::!~:~;~;o a~~ t~~~~ct~ cancel any reso!ution within three months after the pa~s~ng 
bu•in~H. · thereof, no busmess shall be transacted and no propositiOn 

shall be discussed at any general meeting unleEs it has been 
entered in the notice convening such meeting or, in the case of a special general meeting, 
in the written request for such meeting. The order in which any business or proposi 
tion shall be brought forward at snt:'h meeting, shall be determined by the presiding 
authority, who in case it is proposed by any member to give priority to any particular 
item of such business or to any particular proposition, shall put the proposal to the 
meeting and be guided by the majority of votes given for or against the proposal. 

( .. ) In e'\"ery municipality there shall be kept in the vernacular language, and if any 
Councillor so desire, in English also, minutes of the names 

Jl:nut•·• nt proceedin:;•. of the councillors and of the Government officers, if any, 
present under the provisions of sub-section (14), and of the 

proceedings at each general meeting, in a book ta be provided for this purpose; such 
minutes shall be signed, as ~oon as practicable, by the presiding authority, and shall at 
all reasonable times be open to inspection by any inhabitant of the municipal 
borough. 

(/1 ) All questions shall be decided by a majority of votes of the councillors present 
. . . _ and voting, the presiding authority having a second or casting 

01 ,~~;i~\~0~J ,.01 ~.c-!·tdr<l h) vote in all cases of e~uality of votes. Votes shall be t~ken 
l · and results recorded m such manner as may be prescnbed 

by rules in that behalf for the time being in force under clause (a) of section 55. 

(I i) Anv general meeting may, with the consent of a majority of the councillors 
• present, be adjourned from time to time to a later hour ou 

Adjoumment~. the same day or to any other day ; but no business shall be 
transacted at any adjourned meeting other than th.n lrft 

undi>posed of at the meeting from which the adjournment took place . 

. -\ notice of such adjournment posted in the municipal office shall be dee'nll'd sufficient 
notice of the adjourned meeting. 

( /:!) No resolution of a municipality shall be modified or cancelled within three months 
. , . . . . after the passing thereof, except by a resolution supp?rted 

tio~,~~~~~~;~~;,':,~:I ~-~~~·-•'•- by not less than one-half of t~e whole number of councillors 
and pasoed at a general meetmg, whereof not1ce shall ha1·e 

bet>n ginn fulfilling the requirements of sub-section (3) and ~etting forth fully the 
resolution which it is proposed to modify or cancel at such meetmg and the motwn or 
proposition for the modilication or cancellation of such resolution. 
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(/.)) Except for reasons which the presiding authority deems urgent, no business. 
relating to any work which is being executed for the munici
pality by a Government Executive Engineer or to . any 

Xotice of cert.ain business educational matter, shall be trausacted at any meeting of a 
!::~::: ~~'!~t~'e t~~~~~;:r~; muni~ipality unless, at least fifteen days prev~ous to s~ch 
Lducationalluepootor. meetmg, a letter has been addressed to the sa1d Executive 

Engineer or to the Deputy Education~} Inspector of the 
district, informing him of the intention to transact such business thereat, and of 
the motions or propositions to be brought forward concerning such business. 

(U) (a) The members of the Sanitary Board, and the Executive Engineer, Deputy 
Educational Inspector and the Assistant Director of Public 

• Certain Government Health, and the Civil Surgeon in a district when charged 
r:~:"u~t~ :!t~~~:r m':~~ with any ?f.the .dutie~ o~ a healt~ o~cer therein, if not m~mbe111 
in~1.q of a mUDiclpality w1thm the distr1ct, shall have the nght of 

lwutg p1t-ttn at any mee.inR of &uth munidpa~oty, with 
the consent of the municipality, each of them may take part at such meeting in the dis· 
cussion or consideration of any question, on which, in virtue of the duties of his office, 
he considers his opinion or the information whieh he can supply will be useful to such 
municipality : 

Provided that the said officers shall not, unless they are membet'S of the municipality, 
be entitled to vote upon any such question . 
. (b) If it shall appear to a municipality that the. presence of the Executive Engineer• 
Deputy Educational Inspector, Assistant Director of Public Health or Civil Surgeon of or 
in the district, is desirable for the purpose aforesaid at any meeting of such municipality 
it shall be competent to such municipality, by letter addressed to such officer not less. 
than fifteen days previous to the intended meeting, to require his presence thereat; 
and the said officer, unless prevented by sickness or other reasonable cause, shall be 
bound to attend such meeting : 

Provided that such officer on receipts of such letter may, if unable to be present 
himself, instruct a Deputy or Assistant or other competent subordinate as to his viewsp 
~nd may send him to the meeting as his representative instead of appearing thereat 
m person. 

?!Ir. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment which stands in my name : 

"In clause 33, sub-clause (2), substitute" one-half" for .. -one-fourth" in line 10. 

Sir, when a spedal meeting is to be called a requisition is necessary 
under the bill by one-fourth of the members of the municipality, and 
this is sufficieiJ.t to compel a president of a municipality to call a special 
meeting. Suppose in a municipality there are 40 members-we know 
that there are. generally 40 members in each municipality-and suppose 
it ten members want to trouble the president without any good ground 
by sending in a requisition to call a special meeting, the position of the 
president will be a kward and he will be compelled to call a special 
meeting. If it is made necessary that there ought to be one-half of the 
members to send in a requisition to call a special meeting then there is. 
some t>ense to supprse that there is a real necessity to call a special 
meeting. In order to avoid this trouble to the president which may be 
caused by ten members unnecessarily I propose this amendment, and I 
hope the Honourable Minister will be pleased to accept it. · 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN :. 

Sir, it is not a new provision that at the requisition of one-fourth of the. 
members a special meeting should he called. This has been embodied 
in the old District Municipal Act which has been in existence for a.. 
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considerably long time. This has worked well, and there is absolutely no 
{lOmplaint about this provision. Suppose an important matter is to be 
transacted and one-fourth of the t.otal strength of the members
whatever be its number desire to have as. ecial meeting called. I think 
that that is quite a sufficient number to be entitled to ask the president to 
.Call a special meeting. If my honourable friend looks up the Bombay 
City Municipal Act, I think he will find that four members of the 
standing committee can ask the president to call a s: 'ecial meeting. 
Here the provision is that one-fourth of the members should send in a 
requisition. If we raise the proportion to one-half as proposed by my 
honourable friend I think it would be impossible to call a special meeting. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : I beg leave of the House to withdraw my amend-
.ment. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Amendment by leave withdrawn. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name which reads as follows : 

."In clause 33 (3), line 19, add the words "and also published in a local vernacular 
11ewspaper having a large circulation-if such exists" after the word 'borough'." 

The idea underlying this amendment is that the· public should be 
made to take interest in munici~ •al affairs. Government make provision 
-only for technical publication. But I think with the advance of ideas 
people must be brought more into contact with the affairs of their 
municipa] institutions. Reading the clause as it stands in the bill it 
states that the notice shall he posted up at the municipal office or the 
local katchet·i or other public buildmg in the municipal borough. Note 
·the word ' or '. The word used is not even ' and.'. So, you will· see 
what a scanty publication the notice will have. It is necessary that the 
public should be made, nay practically compelled, to know what is going· 
·On in their munici:,'ality. That object cannot be accomplished by 
publication of the nature contemplated by the clause under discussion. 

In this connection I may refer to the review on the working 
-of the munici 'alities which Government have published. That 
publication is not in the hands of honourable members yet. But that 
very obliging officer, the Director of Information, has sent a summary of 
it to the honourable members. In it is the following statement : " The 
·existence of parties and factions in municipal councils is another unfor
tunate feature and the spirit engendered by this has vitiated and hampered 
municipal administration". It appears that Government mean to 
say that owing to the existence of parties the municipal works have not 
been· well carried out and unnecessary deadlocks are created 
regardless of the welfare of the public. But have Government considered 
why such things take place 1 It is because they do not make the public 
to take interest in the municipal affairs. If that is done no party would 
-dare to create a dead! y·k, be" a use if t! ey do at the I! ext ele tion they 
will not be returned. Therefore. I say if Government really wish that the 
.people shou1d know and take 'interest in what is going· on around tb.em 
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they must arreEt the attention of the people by giving &8 much real and not 
merelv technical publicity as possiLle. If notice of agenda is ;inserte:l 
in ne~spapers whether people are willing or not they will know about 
these matters by reading them in newspapers and find out what the 
differtnt parties are doing. If the quarrel of the parties hampers the 
progress of the municipality, the voters will take a note of that fact and 
when the election comes they will not vote in favour of that i•arty which. 
has been obstructiw. Therefore it is in the futerest of the municipal 
affairs that the widest p· ssible publicity should be gh·en. In the sugges
tion I am making I am also supported. by the Bombay City Municipal 
Act. In section 36 of that Act it is laid down in sub-section {j): 

"Enrv notice of a meeting shall specify the time and place a' which such meeting' is 
to be held and the bminess to be transacted thereat and shall be given by the municipal 
eooretary by advertisement in the local ne.-spapers." 

Not only one newspaper, but the words used are cc local newspapers". 
The sub-section continues : 

" And except in the case of adjourne:l meetings or of meetings called upon a 
requisition of urgency, in the BomhaJ Gorlentm.elll Gaze&.,. 

Yon will see from this sub-section that Government contemplate· two 
kinds of publication : one is legal or technical publication and the other 
is publication to arrest public attention. Therefore: I say these notices 
should be published a.s advertisements in the local newspapers. The bill 
applies only to very big towns, and I am quite sure that there are several 
nP.wspapers- not only one, but several in each of the cities named in the 
list. Therefore, I suggest that the notification should be published in 
that paper which has the largest circulation. I hope this amendment 
~ill be accepted by this House. · · 

Question proposed. 

MOL1:.'1 RAFIL'DDIX AHMAD (Central Division): Mr. President, 
I rise to support this amendment. My object in supporting it is to 
gi\'e some information to the Honourable Mi.nistt>r in charge. ~t has been 
mentioned bv the honourablt> mover of the amendment that notices of 
the business· of meetings of the municipal corporation of Bombay are 
published in the Bombay Gurernment Gazette. I do not know whether 
that corporation pays for sucll publication, and I do not even know why 
they are allowed to be published in the B,,mbay C.~t·ernmeltl G~et!e.. 
But if one municipality is entitled to such publication free of charge, 
why should not other municipalities be a!loweJ the same privilege? It 
may be that 50 or 60 years ago, the Government, to oblige the corporatioD: 
allowed them that prhilege. If publication is charged, I think the same 
8hould be allowed to new municipalitiM. Some of these municipalities 
are very big, for example thf' municipalities of AhmeC.abad, Poona and 
KaracLi. If this is not possible then the only question that~ is: 
if the municipalities like to publish it in the local newspa~rs and are 
willing to pay for it, they should be allowed to do 1!0. I do not see why 
Govenl.lllent l'hould object to their doing so. I hope the Honoara.ble 
M.i.nisur \llill ~ept the amendment. 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: f;ir, 
I accept the amendment. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move: 
"In clause 33 (5), omit the words "of sub-section '1)." 

· The fact is clause 29 has no sub-section (1), and the reference is intended 
to clause (a) of section 29. 
· Question put and carried. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I beg to move the 
.amen~ent which stands in my name : 

" Add another proviso to sub-clause (6) of clause 33, viz., 
" Provided further that the presiding authority may cause to be removed any 

<:ouncillor who does not obey his ruling." 

Sir, it is an elementary rule that the presiding authority of a meeting 
.should be invested with power to preserve order at the meeting 
and regulate the proceedings of the meeting: otherwise if any 
member refuses to obey his ruling, then it will be very difficult for 
the presiding authority to conduct the meeting. Cases have occurred 
in certain municipalities of two or three members refusing to obey the 
president and standing up at the same time and beginning to speak so as 
to obstruct the proceedings. When the president called them to order 
they refused to obey him .. Unless, therefore, the presiding authority has 
got the power to remove from the meeting a councillor who disobeys his 
ruling or order, no meeting can be conducted at all, and two or three 
councillors can with effect obstruct the proceedings and hold the meeting 
and proceedings in abeyance. I do not think any other strong argun1ent 
is required to support the amendment. I hope the House will accept 
the amendment. 

Question proposed . 
. Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh Distrwt): Mr. President, I heartily. 

support the amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Kambli. 
This provision is necessary for the proper administration of any institu
tion and it is very salutary. Therefore, this amendment deserves to 
be accept~d. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District): Sir, I beg to support 
the amendment. The president of the municipality should have the 
J>ower of controlling the members. I hope the Honourable Minister 
will agree to accept this amendment, which is a very reasonable one. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I also 
rise to support this motion because I have seen very unpleasant things 
happening at meetings of municipalities. If one faction wants to be 
unpleasant and to have a meeting adjourned the only thing they have 
to do is to create some disorder at the meeting. The president is thereby 
overawed, and he has either to adjourn the meeting or dissolve it. In 
this Council, you have the power to eject the members, and in the House 
of Commons there is the Sergeant at Arms who is asked by the Speaker 
to take away unruly members bodily. )n the municipalities where 
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·disobedience of the rulings of the chair frequently occurs there is no one 
to do such a work. The president is very often a feeble bodied man 
himself, and it is very difficult for him to turn out a bully. Therefore, 
it is absolutely necessary that a strong person should be provided to take 
that bully bodily out of the House : otherwise the business of the munici
pality will become impossible. I therefore think that the Honourable 
Minister should accept this motion. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, as it is the desire of the House that I should accept this amendment, 
I accept it. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 33 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 34 (Rig t of 0 ief f)fficer to be present and to speak at municipal 

.and committee meetings) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 35 (Standinp Committee. Powers of standinp committees). 
(1) In every municipality there shall be a committee called the standing committee 

-consisting of such number of councillors not being more than twelve nor less than six, 
as the municipality may deterutine. Of these one-third shall be nominated by the 
president and the remainder shall be elected by the municipal councillors in accordance 
with rules under clause (a) of section 55. The members so nominated or elected shall 
hold office for a period of qne year. 

(2) The standing committee shall exercise the functions allotted to it under this Act 
and subject to any limitations prescribed by the municipality especially in this behalf 
<Jr generally by rules made under clause (a) of section 55, and to the provisions of. sec
tions 32 and 36, shall exercise all the powers of the municipality : 
( 3) The President shall be ex -officio a membcrand chairman of the Standing Committee • 

.Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : I beg to move: 
In clause 35 (l) after the words "may determine" ·add the words "and they shall 

he elected from among the members of the municipality " and delete the words " vf 
these one.third shall be nominated .... under clause (a) of sectionfi5". 

Sir, I have pointed out that the president possesses wide powers. In 
fact this bill confers extensive powers on the president and not on the 
municipality itself.. Therefore, Sir: if the president is given the power 
to nominate one-third of the members to the standing committee, there 
will be much room for continual quarrels and bickerings in the munici
pality. A large number of the membHs of this House want to move this 
very amendment ; although some honourable members will not be coming 
forward to move it.· The very fact that they have sent amendments 
andfor some reason are not participating in the deliberations of the House, 
shows that if they had participated they would have supported me, and 
that the retention of the words " one-third shall be nominated " is not 
liked by any section of the House. With these words I move my 
amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District}: Mr. President, I strongly 

support the amendment moved by my honourable friend. I have also 
given notice to move an amendment to the same effect. In these days 
of democracy we should not like to make the president an autocrat. So 
far as the constitution of the standing committee is concerned there· 
ought to be free choice in th~ matter of the selection of members to the. 
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standing committee. 'The 1•residen:t has already got sufficient powers of 
supervision, etc., and I do not think that he should be allowed to interfere 
with the elt>ction of members on the !!t~riding committee. With these
words I support the amendment. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : I rise to support 
the amendment. I have already given some reasons in its support. 
The matter was seriously discussed in the select committee, and the 
original idea was, I think, to consider the president as the Prime Minister 
of a cabinet in England. Upon that model he was allowed to nominate 
one baH of the members to a committee so that affairs may be easy and 
smooth for him. , But Sir, from a cabinet in England to a taluka board 
it is a big jump. The president in this bill is given very great powers, 
and there is serious danger of his monopolising all the power and abusing 
it. The Honourable Minister has told us that he has democratised the 
whole municipal adm:illliltration of the ·country and he says why should 
we come in the way of democratising this clause. In this particular 
matter I think he has reqeived bad advice. It very often happens that 
the man who drafts a particular bill is inconsistent in some places. The 
president very often is the head of a clique or party and very often he 
brings in people of his own choice in coiD.Jiilttee to exercise undue 

. influence and to secure undue advantages. It would be a very bad policy 
to give too much power to the president in the constitution of committees. 
The Bombay d:y Municipal Act is not modelled upon the District l\funi4 

cipalities Bill. But there also no president is allowed to nominate any 
member to the standing committee and thus allowed to interfere with 
elections. Therefore, · Sir, this is one of the most debatable and 
conroversial matte~s in the bill which is described as a democratic 
·bi l, I do think the;e'ore th&t the Honow·able Minister will see the 
force of the reasoni!lg on this point. If he has any stronger arguments 
I shall waive this objection, but if be is ~tislied, with the facts brought 
forward now, I do hope he will accept this amendment. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District): I have nothing to 
add . 
. The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl'ri Ht'SSAIN ~ 
The object of giving this power to the president was to make democracy 
successful and to save it from mobocracy. This bill gives power to the 
chosen representative of the representatives of the people themselves. 
He is not. nominated by Government; he is elel'ted by the representatives 
of the people; and he is given this power. It is in order to make the 
municipal administration successful that this power has been given to him. 
Now, Sir, there is a fenr that he might become an autocrat. The same 
Lill pro\ides safeguards against that, as there is the power to remove 
him. This l1ill gives the municipality the power to elect him for a 
term of one year, and he is re-cligil1le for election. There is a sword 
hanging O\'E:r his l1ead to prevent him from becoming an autocrat. But, 
Sir, if the honourable House does not like to give this power to the presi
dent, I have no objection. But I conscient,iou.sly believe it is necessary 
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so as to make democracy successful, and I feel strongly that, without 
this, democracy will not be successful. However, as there is a strong 
feeling in the House in favour of the amendment, I will accept it. But I 
think it would be better to adopt the wording used in the amendment 
of the honourable member ~Ir. D. R. Patil provided the honourable 
mover has no objection. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED : I have 'no objection, Sir. 
The Honourable PRESIDENT : It cannot be done in that way accord

ing to the procedure of the House. The amendment before the House is 
the one already moved and discussed. It will be put to vote· and 
declared carried if the House is in favour of it. Before we take up the 
second reading verbal alterations can be suggested by the Honourable 
Minister. There are some amendments. which. have been carried and 
which appear to me to require improvement in language. The Honour· 
able Minister will have sufficient time to consult his experts and 
determine the language of the amendments which have been carried. 
He can then move them as amendments before consideration of the bill 
clause by clause is completed. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. NOOR M:AHOMED : Sir, I merely wish to point out that in the 

next following sentence, "the members so nominated or elected shall 
bold office for a period of one year", the word" nominated" will now 
have to be taken out. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have no objection if the honour
able member who has drawn attention to it formally moves it. The 
actual wording will be looked into by the honourable member, with the 
help of the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs, and those amendments which 
require improvement in language in order to carry out the wishes of the 
honourable House will be put before honourable members and then the 
language will be put right. That is the only way in which we can deal 
with such a large number of amendments. At the present moment we 
cannot go into the question of the language of each amendment. 
During the third reading only verbal amendments can be moved. The 
usual procedure to be followed in such cases is that aft-er. all the clauses 
are disposed of I will give Government sufficient time to settle the word
ing of the clauses as passed by this honourable House, and will allow 
honourable members to move verbal and consequential amendments 
before declaring that consideration of the bill clause by clause is completed. 
This is a better way of dealing with the matter than trying to settle 
the language now when we are really dealing with what the wishes of the 
House are. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move 
the following amendment to the clause 35, (3). 

Dd.tt sub-clause (3) of clause 35. 

As I have pointed out, Sir, the president has got vast powers given to him 
in the bill. The municipality will in effect be only one man's show. He 
will practically be the chief executive officer of the municipal corporation, 

H 771-2 
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responsible to no one but donrlnating everybody and everywhere. 
There are young men and others who do '!ant to acquire experience in 

· the municipal administration, but they wlii. never have any opportunity 
of learning the work if the bill remains as it is. Therefore, I propose that 
the president shou~d not be ex-offidW chairman of the standing 
committee. If he is to come in as a member of the standing committee, 
it should be only by election. 
_ Question proposed. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I support the amend
ment. If the members of a municipality like the president as a chairman 
of the standing committee, they can very properly elect him. '\"\"hy 
should we make the president ex-officio member and chairman of the 
standing committee Y Under .those circumstances, I think, the amend
ments would be very properly acceptable to the Honourable Minister in 
charge . 
. Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I support the amendment. 
The president of a municipality has been given vast powers under this bill 
and if he is allowed to be ex-officio the chairman of the standing 
committee also, he will be wielding supreme authority and will be running 
the whole show and the other members will have almost to sit dumb and 
mute. As we know, the municipalities are a training ground for preparing 
people for the administration of local afiairs and for fitting them for 
taking part in the administration of their country. That being the 
case, othet members should have an opportunity of being elected to the 
chairmanship. of the standing committee so that they can acquire 
administrative experience. The duties of looking after the general 
administration of a municipality should, I think, be left to the president 
and the work of looking after the detailed afiairs of the standing committee 
should be left to the members and chairman of the standing committee. 
For these reasons, I support the amendm""e'nt which appears to me to 
advance the cause of democracy. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I have only to . 
add that my amendment is exactly the same as stands iu the name of 
the honourable member, Mr. S. S. Dev, of the Swaraj party, which 
shows that practically all sections of the House are agreed on it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the amendment proposed seems to me to be a vast innovation which 
the honourable members want to introduce into the administration of 

. municipal affairs. At present, there is the president, and it is for tht' 
municipality to elect the chairman of the standing committee or the 
managing committe~. Here, we wanted to make the president an 
a-officio chairman, but looking to the feelings of honourable members 
as reflected in the amendments brought by them it seems to me that the 
House is averse to the change. Moreover, the other point that has been 
uro-ed is that if the municipality so desire, they can elect their pre~ident 
as 

0
the chairman of the standing committee. They have the power of 

d:>ing so. As there is a strong feeling on ~his question in the House, and 
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as it is considered that the change is an undesirable innovation, I accept 
the amendment. 

1 

Question put and carried. • 1 

Clause 35, as amended, ordered to stand pa~t of the bill. 
Clause 36 (Other eJ:e(tdit-e committee..q), 
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section :5 (2~ other committees consisting 

of such number of councillors as t lie municipality may decide, may be appointed to e.s.ercise 
the powers and perform the dutiee of the n..nnicipality in respect of any purpoee. The 
standing committee shall not exercise any powers or perform any duties which such 
committee has been appointed to exercise or perform. 

(2) Of any such committee one.third shall be nominated by the president and the 
remainder shall be elected by the municipal councillors in accordance with rules under 
clause (a) of section 55. The members so nominated or elected shall hold office for a 
period of one yesr. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBU (Dharwa.r District) : Sir, I beg to move my &Inend
ment of clause 36, sub-clause (2) • It reads thus : 

Dd<f: sub-clause (2) of clause 36, and substitute therefor the following clause, riz., 
"2. The members of such committee shall be elected by the municipality in 

l<lCordance with rules framed under clause (a) of aection 55 and such members shall 
hold office for a period of one yea.r." 

With regard to this amendment, I have to submit, Sir, that this House 
bas accepted the principle of election to the standing committee. The 
standing committee is now to be wholly elected by the municipality·; 
and there is to be no nomination by the president. The clause refers 
to any other executive committees which the municipality may propose 
to appoint under clause 36. Clause 36) sub--clause (1), says: 

Notwithstanding anything contained in section 35 (2) other rommitteea conaisting of 
11uch number of councillors as the municipality may decide, may be appointed to exercise 
the powers and perform the duti a of the 11.nnicipality in respect of any purpose. The 
standing committee shall·not exercise any powers or perform any duties which such com
mittee has been appointed to exercise or perform. 

So it will be seen that any other .executive committees which are already 
appointed by the municipality or which may hereafter be appointed 
by it will have some of the powers and duties delegated to them by the 
municipality which are ordinarily exercised by the standing committee. 
So the other executive committees have got a standing and status equal 
to that of the standing committee in respect of such delegated power. If 
the members of the standing committees are to be wholly eJected and 
the president is not to be the ex-officio chairman thereof, I think, there 
is no reason why with regard to other special executive committees there 
should b~ the power of nomination given to the president and why he 
should be the a-officio chairman thereof. So I hope the Government 
will accept the &Inendment. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN: 

I accept it. 
· Question put and carried. 
Cia use 36, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 37 (Con$uUalit-e committees) ordered to stand part of the bill 
Clause 33 ( Jfhen persons ol.her tM11 councillor• may serve 011 comntitttet) 

ordered ro stand part of the hill. 
a7'il-:!e~ 
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Clause 39 (Oarual ttaeancies; re-eligiln1ity) orderecl to stand ptut of 
the bill · 

Clause 4Q (Ez..officio and app&inted chaiinian. Non-attendance of chair-
man)~ 

1 
• 

(I) The president or 'fi.c&.president, if nourlnated or elected a member of any com
mittee, shall be u.ojfil;io chairman thereof. 

(2) A municipality may appoint a chairman for a committee of which there is no 
u:-olfil;io chairman. 

(3) A committee, of which there is an u:-ojfil;io chairman or a chairman appointed by 
the municipality, shall. at each meeting which such chairman does not attend, appoint 
from ita members a chairman for such meeting. 

(4:) A committee, of which there is no ez-ojfil;io chairman or chairman appointed by 
the municipality, shall appoint from time to time a chairman from the members of such . 
committee. 

. Mr. NOOR MAHOli.ED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, on account of my 
former amendment having been carried, this amendment is onlv formal. 
Therefore, I beg to move that • 

In c1ause 4:0, lklete the sub-c1ausee {1) and (2) and Bv.b81itwte for them the following 
new sub-c1ause : 

"A municipality may appoint a chairman of any of ita committees from among the 
members of that. committee. ... 

Question proposed. 
. Mr. S .. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, I have to support and 
also to oppose the amendment. The amendmen~ proposed is a sweeping 
one. It says : "A municipality may appoint a chairman of any of its 
committees from among the members of that committee ". It is 
a recognised principle accepted up to this day that if a president or a 
vice-president is a member of any committeHxecutive committee or 
consultative committee he is to be the ex-officio chairman thereof. It stands 
to reason that if he be elected a member of any committee, the president 
should not oooupy a subordinate part and another member should not 
be the chairman of that committee. Sol would suggest to my honourable 
friend an amendment to the effect that suh.-clause (1) may be retained 
and this amendment (the proposed new sub-clause) be also retained with 
a proviso I am going to suggest. Then I think everything will be all 
right. It will read like this : 

•• (l) The president or vice-president, if nourlnated or elected a member of any 
committee, shall be et~-oJJitio chairman thereof. 

"(2) A municipality may appoint a chairman of any of its committees from among 
the members of that committee, provided there is no ez..<Jfil;io chairman." 

If my honourable friend were to accept the amendment I have suggested, 
I will support him. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I see the significance of the 
amendment which raises a new issue and I will allow the House to decide 
it. I therefore allow the honourable member to move that as an amend
ment to the amendment. The difference is this. The House has to 
consider whether they desire that a president or vice-president who may be 
elected to a committee should be an ex-officio chairman or not, whether 
any other member of the committee should be allowed to be elected as 
chairman. Under the original amendment, the ex-officw character of the 
president Of th~ vice-president is tak~~ 11~a1 and it b~omes !}n open 
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election .. The amendmE'nt to the amendment introduces the principle 
that the prt>sidt>nt or the nru-president, if he happens to be a member 
of that body, is to be its ez-<~.fficio chairman, and I 1fill allow th~ amend
ment in order to enable the House to decide "Which principle they are in 
fa>our of. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOID:D (Hyderabad Dibtrict) : Sir, I rise to a point 
of order. The House has just now decided to de 'de suh-<:lause (3) of 
dallSe 35, the words of which were" the president shall bee.t-<~.fficiomember 
and chairman of the standing committee ". The collllideration of this 
clause is therefore, -I submit, out of order. The House. ....••.... 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The distinction that the honour
able member wishes to make is that the president shall not be a member of 
the standing committee by virtue of his office ; and therefore the con
sequential part of that amendment, namely that the president should be 
an fZ-(I.ffi<io member first and then chairman fails. Now, the issue 
that the honourable member wishea to raise is that if the president '1rho 
is not disqualified to be elected to a committee secu.res the suffrage of the 
local body and is elected a member, then "What is to be his status in the 
committee ! Is his status to be that of an ordinary member, or should 
he be the chairman by virtue of his office a.s president ! That is the 
issue. euder the original amendment, his position will be that of an 
ordinary elected member. In new of that: I wish to give the House an 
opportunity of deciding what their wishes are in the matter. Therefore, I 
am allowing the honourable member Mr. Kambli's amendment a.s an 
amendment to the original amendment. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBU {Dharwar District) : Sir, I beg to move an amend
ment to the amendment already moved. It is : 

•• That sub-clauS~e (1) of clause 40 should be ~ta.ined u ii is, and in sub-clause (!!) 
the following prot'iso mat be added: 

'Pronded that if the presiden* or 't'ice-president is a member of any sub
committt>e '.'' 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : The honourable member may 
simply oppose the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Noor 
Mahomed, because the amendment which he wishes to move is in the 
clause already. The House either accepts the amendment of the honour
able member lli. N"oor ::Mahomed or rejects it. U it is accepted, then a 
new principle is j.ntrodnced. 

lli. S. T. K.A.l!BU: The words "or nominated" will have to be 
deleted. 

The Honourable the PRESID~"T: That is a consequential amend
ment which I have decided to allow. 

~rr. S. T. K.UIBU : The proriso should be "The president or 
\'ice-president if elected to be a member of the committee ........ " 

The Honourable the PRESID~"T: It is there already. 
Mr. S. T. KA.liBU: The "Word" or nominated" ought to be deleteJ. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE!\"T : The Honourable lfini.ste:r will 

bring forward wrbal and consequential amendments, in consultatioo 
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with his advisers. The original amendment of the honourable. member 
Mr. Noor Mahomed is before the House. · · 

1\Ir. S .. T. KAMBLI : Sir, I oppose the amendment on this ground, 
that up to this time, there has been in the existing Act a provision that 
when the president or vice-president of a municipality is elected a member 
of any sub-committee or the managing committee, then he is to be the 
chairman thereof. The amendment now proposes that if the president 
or the vice-president is elected as a member of any committee, then it 
shall be in the discretion of the committee to elect either any of the~ or 
any other member as chairman of the committee. I slibmit, Sir, that that 
is a dangerous principle, and for this reason, 1 iz. :-The president is 
elected by the free suffrage of the members of the munici:)ality to preside 
over the whole body, and therefore, when he is elected as a member of 
any subordinate committee, he should have the power to preside over 
the committee. Otherwise, we shall be relegating him to take a subordi
nate f.art in the sub-committee. That will be lowering the prestige and 
dignity of the president which the members have themselves given to him. 
I think the clause as it stands is all right, and the amendment which 
seeks to introduce an innovation is not in the right direction, and therefore 
I oppose it. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I beg to 
support the amendment. l\~y reasons are these. It is sought to attach 
too much importance to personal prestige. ·It is not wise to attach too 
much importance to personal prestige. It is an artificial dignity. If 
the president is a popular man, a strong man, an able man, he would be 
surely elected as chairman, if he is a member of any committee. If he 
is.a feeble man, a weak-minded man, an unpopular person, he would not 
be elected as the chairman of any committee of which he is a member, 
neither would his election be desirable. I d_o not think that it is wise to 
bolster up this artificial prestige. Besides, if he is a man of any per
sonality, even as a member he would be able to exercise much influence ; 
it is not necessary that he should be in the chair to exercise that influence. 
He should be a great man enough to be there as a member and help the 
new men to perform the duties of the chair. He does not lose anything 
by being a member of the committee. On many occasions even Hon
ourable Ministers and Members of the Executive Council are members of 
committees and not chairmen. They do not lose their dignity or prestige 
by that. If they are men of ability, we respect them, are guided by 
them, and seek their advice. When it comes to the bureaucracy, we 
say they stand for prestige, but when it comes to the artificial prestige 
of the president of a municipality, then we hold it up. I do not know for 
whom my honourable friend (Mr. Kambli) is opposing this amendment. 
I believe, if a man cannot be elected as chairman by a small committee, 
he does not deserve to be the president of a big municipality. I 
therefore support the amendment. 

Mr. B. G. PAHALAJANI: But he is already the president. 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDlAD : Will you speak yourself as you 

seem desirous of taking part in the debate. 
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Mr. S. K. BOLE: Sir, the principle applied in the case of the 
.Municipal Corporation of Bom~ay is that the presi~ent of the corpor~tion 
automatically becomes the pres1dent of any committee or sulH:otnnuttee 
that is appointed. So, the question of the persona] dignity of the 
president does not arise. There we have·to maintain the dignity of his 
office, and not his personal dignity. Under these circumstances, I· 
think we should vote out this amendment. 

Mr. :U. S. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I consider that the 
amendment is unnecessary. In the old Act it is provided that if the 
president is elected as a member of any. sub-committee, by virtue of his 
being the president, he becomes the chairman of the committee. Even 
in the District Local Board Act it is so. I do not think: that the president 
should be deprived of his right of being the-chairman of any committee, 
when he is a member of that committee. That right should be retained 
according to the old Act. I hope, therefore, that the honourable mover 
will withdraw his amendment, as it is unnecessary, and let the c1ause 
remain as it is in the bill. 

Dr. K. E. D.ADACHANJI (Bombay City, South) : Sir, it is highly 
desirable that the chairman of the standing committee should not be the 
president of the corporation. The reason is this. All the resolutions 
of the standing committee will be brought before the corporation by the 
chairman of the standing committee. If he happens to be the president, 
he will have to vote for himself. Therefore it is highly desirable that 
there ought to be two separate individuals for these things. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I strongly oppose the 
amendment. When once you elect your. own president of your own free 
choice as a member of a particu1ar committee, is it not in the interest 
of the ~onity of that man that you must make him the ex-officio chair
man ! If we do not accept that principle we will be injuring the dignity 
of the chair. With these words I oppose the amendment and I hope the 
honourable mover will be pleased to withdraw his amendment. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOl!En (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I have not followed 
the argument advanced by my honourable friend the honourable member 
Mr. Bole. Since yesterday the Honourable Minister has been putting 
forward the argument that the president being the chosen representative 
and head of the municipality he must be given executive powers ;· and 
the non-Brahmin members have been all along opposing that argument 
of the Hcnourable Minister; and somehow or other to-day only they 
igreed with him on that principle. To-day they also argue that the 
dignity of the president and his prestige should be enhanced which they 
want to achieve now by making the president or 'ice-pesident the 
ex o.f!u:t"<l chairman of the committees to which he is elected. I think 
there should be some consistency in us. The honourable member 
Mr. Bole brought in the analogy of the Bombay municipal corporation, 

· where the president is the ex-officio < hairman ofthe standing committee. 
But I trish to inform him that the constitution of the Bombay municipalitv 
is diffe~ent from that of the moffus . .;;il municipalitie8, as }lrovided by this 
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bill. In the Bombay Municipality, the president is not the executive 
officer, he has merely to preside at the meetings, but here, according to this 
bill, the presidents of the mofussil municipalities will be to a great extent 
what ·the chief officer of the Bombay Municipal Corporation is. Under 
the Major Municipalities Bill, the chairman of a mofussil municipality 
has got executive powers which the president of the Bombay Municipality 
has not. There he has no other functions except to preside at meetings. 
This therefore makes a world of difference between the Bombay Corpora
tion and the major municipalities. It was only 15 minutes ago that it was 
decided that the president should not be the ex officio member and chair
man of the standing committee. The non-Brahmin members supported 
that decision and did not accept the suggestion, of making the president 
ex· officio chairman of the standing committee. I hope that honourable 
members of the non-Brahmin party will be consistent and support my 
amendment. With these words, I leave the amendment to the best 
consideration of the House. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I think a good deal can be said on both sides. A president if he is 
elected to the standing committee should be ex-offici{) chairman of that 
body. That is the amendment proposed by :Mr. S. T. Kambli. If the 
president becomes the chairman of the standing committee, he would 
necessarily have an efiective voice in the deliberations of that body. 
Now all these II:IAtters discussed in the standing committee go before the 
municipal council. It will thus happen that the president of the munici
pality will be a partisan with regard to the decisions of the standing 
committee. That is against the amendment of Mr. Kambli. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to point out to the 
Honourable Minister that the honourable member Mr. Kambli has not 
moved his amendment. · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIULA.M HUSSAIN : 
On the other hand, if the members of a municipality do not like that the 
president should become the chairman of the standing committee they 
should not elect him to that body. They should realise this when they 
elect him to the standing committee. If they want to elect him to that 
body, then it is but fair that he should be its ex-officio chairman. I 
think, however, much can be said on both sides. I, therefore, leave the 
question to be decided by the House. 

Question put 'and lost. 
Clause 40 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 41 {Procedure at m£etings) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 42 {Procedure by circular) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 43 {SulKndinatWn of cmnmittees ro municipality) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 

Clause 44 (Joint committus of local bodies. Joint levy of octroi). 
(1) A municipality may from time to tim&-
(a) Join with any other municipality or with any local board, cantonment authority, 
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sanitary board, sanitary comm~t~e ?~ committee appoin~~d for a notm~d area or with 
any combination of such muntClpalittes, boards, author1t1es or comm1ttees- '. 

(i) in appointing out of their respective bodies a joint committee for any purpose 
in which they are jointly interested, and in appointing a chairman of sqch committee ; 
and 

( ii) in delegating to any such committee power to frame terms binding on each 
such body as to the construction and future maintenance of any joint work, and 
any power which might be exercised by any of such bodies ; and 

(iii) in framing and modifying rules for regulating the proceedings of any such 
committee in respect of the purpose for which the committee is appointed; and 
(b) enter, subject to the sanction of the Government, into an agreement with a. 

municipality, cantonment authority, board, committee or combination as aforesaid for 
the levy of octroi duty, and tulle whereby the octroi duties and tolls respectively leviable 
by the bodies so contracting may be levied together instead of separately within the 
limits of the area subject to the control of the said bodies. · 

E.rplanation.-(1) For the purpose of clause (b) of sub-section (1) octroi duty includes 
a terminal tax. . • 

(2) If any difference of opinion arises between bodies having joined or entered into 
an agreement for any purpose under this section, the decision thereupon of the 
Government or of such officer as it appoints in this behalf, shall be final. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move : 
" In clause 44 ( 1 ), omit the first paragraph of the explanation retaining title and 

omitting the figure (2) in the second paragraph." 

This is a formal amendment to bring this section in conformity with the 
definition in section 2 (12), which says : " ' Octroi ' shall include a terminal 
tax". The first paragraph becomes unnecessary. ' 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 44 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 45 (Power of municipality to sell, lease and contract) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. · 
Clause 46 (Mode of executing contracts) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 47 (Tenders to be invited for contracts involving expenditure 

exceeding Rs. 1,000) ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 48 (Security when to be taken for performance of contract) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 49 (Recourse to the Land Acquisition Act, 1894) ~rdered to stand 

part of the bill. . · · 
Clause 50 (Council"Wrs to be held responsible for misapplied funds) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 51 (Officer or servant of municipality not to be interested in contract 

with such municipality) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
~lau~e 52 (Pe.nalty for council"?', officer or servant of a municipality 

lemg tnterested tn contract, etc., wuh that municipality) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 53 (Councillors, etc., to be deemed public servants) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 
C~use ~4 (A~s and proceedings of municipaliiy and committee not vitiated 

by duqualifica1wns~ ~., ~(members thereof) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 55 (MumC'lpahttes to make rules) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 56 (Rules tnadewithapproval of Comm£ssioner or u>ithout apprOt!Ql) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 57 (Pou:er to suspetJ.d, reduce or abolish any exisNng tax) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 58 (P(J!(Jef ro make by-laws). 
(I)· A municipality may from time to time, with the previous sanction of the Govern

ment, make, alter or rescind by-laws not inconsistent with this Act. 
(a) for the regulation and inspection of markets and slaughter.houses and all places 

used by or for animals which are for sale or hire, or the 
~S:k~ :;:-. slaughter- produce of which is sold, and for the proper and cleanly 

' ·• • • conduct of business therein ; and for fixing the rents and 
other charges to be levied for the use of any of them which belong to the municipality ; 
and in Boroughs where there is a municipal market or a market licensed by the munici
pality for the purpose, preventing the sale of fruit and vegetables elsewhere than in such 
market. 

(b) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circumstances in which 
. and the areas or localities in respect of which, licenses may 

Ucens.lng, re~at~g and~· be granted, refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use 
epectlng certain busmesses • of any place not belonging to the municipality-

(i) as a slaughter-house; • 
(ii) for the manufacture, preparation, storing, sale or supply for the purposes of 

trade of any article or thing intended for human food or drink, whether such food 
or drink is to be collSnmed in such place or not ; 

(iii) for any of the purposes mentioned in sub-section (1) of section 184; 
and providing for the inspection and regulation of the conduct of business in any place 
used as aforesaid, so as to secure cleanliness therein or to minimise any injurious, 
offellBive or dangerous effect arising or likely to arise therefrom ; 
(c) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circumstances in which 

and the areas or localities in respect of which licenses may be 
use of ste3lD whistles, etc.; granted, refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use of 

whistles and trumpets operated by steam or mechanical 
means in factories or other places for the purpose of summoning or dismissing workmen 
or persons employed; 

(d) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circumstances in which 
and the areas or localities in respect of which licenses may be 

pllgrlme'lodging houses; granted, refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use of any 
place or building for the purpose of lodging pilgrims, and 

providing for the inspection and regulation of such places or buildings ; 
(e) prohibiting the stalling or herding of horses, camels, cattle, donkeys, sheep or 

, atalling of cattl etc • goats, otherwise than in accordance with such regulations 
e, • • prescribed in such by-laws in regard to the number thereof, 

and the places to be used for the purpose, as may be necessary to prevent danger ta 
the public health ; _ 

U) prescribing the conditions on which sweetmeats may be sold and on which licenses 
. may be granted, refused, suspended, or withdrawn for the 

mUit &bops: use, for purposes of trade, of any place for stabling milch 
cattle, for storing or selling milk, or for making, storing or selling butter or other milk 
producta ; 

(Jf) ( i) for the inspection of milch-cattle ; and prescribing and regulating the construe· 
tion, dimensions, ventilation, lighting, cleansing, drainage 

for regulating dal.ries and and water supply of dairies and cattle-sheds in the occupation 
eattiHhedB; of persons following the trade of dairy-men or milk-sellers; 

(ii) for securing the cleanliness of milk-stores, milk-shops 
mUII:-etoree, ete. ; and vessels used by milk·sellers or buttermen for milk 

or butter; 
(g) for the inspection of weights and measures under section 176 and for the stamping 

Jn.........ilh of el ht e10e. • of weights and measures and for charging fees for the 
"~""'-11 w g a. • same ; . 

(i) for defining the standard weights and measures used within the municipal 
dellnlog measure&, etc. ; borough ; 
(i) for the registration of births, deaths and marriages and the taking of a census 

. within the municipal borough and for enforcing the eupply 
reglstratiou of bl!thl, etc.; of such information as may be necessary to make such 

registration or census effective ; 
(J1 regulating the disposal of the dead and the maintenance of all places for the 

disposal of the dead in good order and in a safe sanitary 
Ul "::t~ tbt dlapoaal of condition, due regard being had to the religious usages of 

• • the community or section of the community entitled to the 
uae of 8tlt'h placee for the disposal ofthe dead; 
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(k) for enlorcing the supply of information as to any cases of dangerous disease, 
for fnforclng 1upply of In· and carrying out the provisions of sections 177 and 

formation as to epidemic&; 178 ; 
(l) for enlorcing the supply of such information by inhabitants of the municipal 
ror •nforrlng lnlorrr atfcm borough as may be necessary to ascertain their respective 

R• to liability to municipal • • . • • • 
tax&tion; liabilities to any tax unposed therem ; 

(m) fixing octroi limits and stations; providing for the exhibition of tables of octroi; 
regulating, subject to any general or special orders which 

octroi; the Government may make in this behalf, the system, under 
which refunds are to be made on account thereof when the animals or goods on which the 
octroi has been paid, or articles manufactured wholly or in part from such 
animals or goods, are again exported, and the custody or storage of animals or goods 
declsred not to be intended for use or consumption within the municipal borough; and 
prescribing a period of limitation after which no claim for refund of octroi shall be enter· 
tained, and the minimum amount for which any claim to refund may be made ; 

(n) fixing terminal tax limits and stations, providing for the exhibition of table 
of terminal tax, and regulating the mode of recovery of such tax ; 

(o) for conserving and preventing injury to sources and means of water-supply and 
appliances for the distribution of water, whether within or 

for protecting water i without the limits of the municipal borough, and regulating 
all matters and thing• connected with the supply and use of water and the turning on or 
turning off and preventing the waste of water, and the construction, maintenance and 
control of municipal water-works, and ot pipes and fittings in connectiob therewith, 
whether the p.ope ty of the municipality or not; 

Ezplan.a.tion.-sources and means of water-supply shall include private wells which 
are used by the public. · 

(p) regulating the use of public bathing and washing places within the munioipai 
pub'le batb.s, etc.; borough; · 

(q) regulating sanitation and conservancy and the disposal of the carcasses of dead 
oonser\'ancy; animals ; 

(r) regulating the conditions on which permission may be given for the temporary 
t<l'mporary atructures and occupation of. or the erection of temporary structures on, 

buihJ.i~,; public streets or for projections over public streets; 
(s) regulating the structure and dimensions of plinths, walls, foundations, roofs and 

b 1 . • chimneys of new buildings for the purpose of securing 
ul dings • stability and the prevention of fires, and for purposes of 

health and determining the purposes for which existing or newly erected buildings may 
be used in any area ; 

(t) for preventing the erection of buildings without adequate provision being made 
for the location and laying out of streets; and for the pay
ment of compensation in such cases when necessary; 

(")for ensuring the adequate ventilation of buildings by the provision and maintenance 
. • • of sufficient open space either internal or external and of 

~nbla.don • doors and windows a11d other means for securing a free 
circulation of air ; 

streets; 

(~) prescribing the qualifications of surveyors or persons by whom plans required 
'IJl • under section 121 are to be prepared, or of plumbers; for 

CIU&l ed •u"e)·ors • licensing persons to be surveyors or plumbers and fixing the 
f0011 chargeable for such licenses; and for modifying the provisions of or revoking such 
licenses ; and prohibiting any alterations or repairs or fittings to water or drainage-pipes 
or house-connections being carried out or made except by such persons ; 

(tc) regulating, in any other particular not specially provided for in this Act, the con· 
. stru tion, maintenance and control of drains, sewers, ventiJ. 

dl'lltna; ation shafts, receptacles for dung and manure, cesspools, 
water closeta, privies, latrines, urinals and drainage or sewerage works of every 
description whether the property of the municipality or not; 

(.r) determi.ui.n~ the information and plsns to be required by the municipality under 

pt!:'t;:~n~o:.:'!~~~~ and sections 115 and 121 ; 

(y) prohibiting vehicular traffic in any particular street, so as to prevent danger, 
rontrolll(jjl unwieldy obstruction or inconve1.ience to the public, by fixing up posts 

tra.lhc; at both ends of such street or portion of such street, 
prohibiting the transit of any vehicles of such form, construction. weight or ai.t:e or 
.~~Aden with euch heavy or unwieldy objecta aa may be deemed likely to cause injury to 
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the road-ways or to any construction thereon, or risk or obstruction to other vehicles 
or to pedestrians along or over any street, except under such conditions as to time, mode 
of traction or locomotion, use of appliances for protection of the roadway, number of 
lights and assistants, and other general precautions as may be prescribed either generally 
in such by-laws or in special licenses to be granted in each case upon such terms as to 
time of application and payment of fees therefor as may be prescribed in such by-laws : 

Provided that no such by-law relating only to any particular street or portion 
of a street shall be deemed to be in force, unless and until notices of such prohibition 
shall have been posted up by the municipality in conspicuous places at or near both 
ends of such street or portion of a street ; 

(z) securing the protection of public parks, gardens and open spaces, vested in or 
. . under t~e con~rol of the municipality, from injury or misuse 

pubhe parks' regulatmg the1r management and the manner in which they 
may be used by the public, and providing for the proper behaviour of persons in them 

(aa) generally for the regulation of all matters relating to municipal admini~ 
general regulation. strati on ; 

l•'ine may be imposed for And the municipality may, with the like sanction, prescrebe 
Infringement of by-laws. a fin~ not exceeding five hundred rupees for every infringi· 

ment of any such by-law. 
(2) A municipality shall, before making any by law under this section, publish in such 

. . manner as shall in its opinion be sufficient, for the information 
Pubhcahon of drafts of of the persons likely to be affected thereby a draft of the p ·o-pro}Joscd by-Jaws. . . • . I 

posed by-law, together w1th a notiCe specifymg a date on or 
after which the draft will be taken into consideration ; and shall, before making the 
by·law, receive and consider any objection or suggestion with respect to the draft which 
may be made in writing by any person before the date so specified. 

(3) When any by·law made by a municipality is submitted to the Government fo 
sanction, a copy of the notice published and of every 

Objection" and suggestions objection or suggestion received under the provisions of 
}~e~t subm.ittrd to Govern- sub.section (2), shall be submitted for the informatio.t of the 

Government along with the said by-law. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I move the amendment 
which stands in my name, and which reads as follows : 

In clause 58 (1) (a), add the words" for the regulation and restriction of slaughter of 
animals " at the beginning. 

Sir, animals are slaughtered for various purposes. They are slaughtered 
for purposes of food and they are also slaughtered for purposes of 
commerce. As far as slaughter for purposes of food is concerned, I 
think it would be inadvisabe to i:q1pose any restriction. But when the 
slaughter is car~d on for purposes of commerce then serious questions 
arise. It is very well known, that the hides, skins, bones, horns, etc., of 
animals form artic'es of merchandise, and that very often merchants, in 
order to fulfill their contracts, artificially cause much more slaughter 
than is actually necessary. For this reason, I think, it is necessary in the 
interests of the cattle wealth of the country, apart from religious feelings 
to which I am not t.ouching at all, that there should be restriction of such 
slaughter. Is it right that, for the sake of a few merchants, the cattle 
of the country should be slaughtered thoughtlessly ~ What is the result 
of such slaughter? There is serious shortage of milk supply, and the 
number of cattle employed for ploughing is also decreasing. Perhaps, 
I might cite only two figures which would throw some light on the 
seriousness of this question. I have in my hand a report on the Sea
borne Trade and Customs Administration of the Bombay Presirlency for 
the year 1924-25. . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, before the honourable member moves his amendment, I rise to a point 
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of order. The amendment seeks to prohibit'~ slaughter of animals for 
purposes of food. By a subsequent clause 1t 1s~made a penal offence 
to transgress the rules made under this clause. T~refore it is creating 
a new offence. The Government of India have refus·~d to sanction such 
provisions in all cases. They have done so in the cas of Mr. Surve's 
amendment for which he had asked for the sanction ol: the Govern
ment of India. They also did so in the case of Mr. Joshi's \private bill 
to the 11ame effect. \ 

Further, Sir, there is another point of order, and that is that t~'is amend
ment is outside the scope of the bill. The honourable membbr wants 
this provision in order to restrict the slaughter of animals on economic 
grounds. That is what he has stated. Now, the functions of a ·.munici
pality, as desribed throughout the bill, are to deal with education, 
sanitation, public health, water-supply, drainage, etc. It is not within the 
province of a municipality to deal with economic, religious or other ques
tions. As the honourable member wants this amendment to be inserted 
for economic purposes, I submit that it is outside the scope of the bill. 

Therefore my objection to the moving of this amendment is 
two-fold: one is that it is creating a new offence which will require the 
sanction of the Government of India, and t.he other is that it is outside 
the scope of the bHl, because it is not the function of a municipality to 
deal with economic matters as the honourable member desires. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: This is a very important 
amendment, about which I know there is considerable amount of feeling 
in the House. Before giving my ruling I should like to hear any honour
able member who may wish to take part in discussing the point of order. 
There are three points on which a decision is required. 

The first point for decision is whether in consequence of creating a new 
offf6!1ce the previous sanction of the Governor-General is necessary and 
whether when that sanction was refused as in the case of the honourable 
member's present amendment, the fact of that refusal applies on the point 
of order raised. The second point is -whether this amendment is within 
the scope of the bill which is now under consideration, and the third point, 
which has not been mentioned by any one, is whether the Standing Order 
which restricts amendments on the second reading to details and not to 
principles applies, and whether this amendment introduces a new principle 
not provided for in the bill at the time of the first reading. These are the 
three points on which decision is required. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, the sanction 
of the Governor-General is necessary to create a new offence. So far 
as this particular clause is concerned I do not know how it creates a new 
offence. It is an amendment, Sir, for the introduction of a new sub-clause. 
If we turn to the preamble of the bill we find it stated " Whereas it is 
expedient to amend the law relating to the man,agement ·of municipal 
affairs in certain cities of the Bombay Presidency, etc., etc.". Now, Sir, 
is not the slaughter of cows within the management of municipal affairs ~ 
If you want to manage municipal affairs, does not the slaughter of cows 
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or particular animals fall within the category of the management of. 
municipal affairs ! Of course " management of municipal affairs '' 
is not defined anywhere. We must see it from a common sense point 
of· view. So long as this particular definition is not given, I do not 
know how the question of the slaughter of anima]s can be pre\'ented 
from falling in the category of municipa1 affairs. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Sir, it is not denied that this amendment would 
create a new offence and on that ground sanction has been refused by the 

· Governor-General I think that makes . the amendment out of order. 
I entirely agree with the Honourable Minister that this amendment is 
entirely outside the scope of a municipal bill. From the preamble and 
the statement of objects and reasons the object of the bill is to provide 
for sound municipal administration in the larger cities of the Bombay 
Presidency and to amend the law relating to municipal affairs. The 
question is, what is intended by the expression" municipal affairs 11 1 If 
we are to go by the provisions of the Act we may refer to the duties 
which are laid down by the municipalities. You will find in clause 68 
(q) that it is mentioned " any other measure not specified in section 65 
likely to promote the public safety, health, convenience or education". 
I do not think that the amendment comes within the purposes detailed 
there. The obligatory duties as laid down in the bill also show what is 
intended by municipa1 administration .. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I would like to make 
a suggestion that this important clause be postponed for consideration 
to some other time. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : A point of order has been raised 
a~d it is my duty to decide it. 
T~e Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should have thought, 

Sir, that the question has been settled by_sanction having been refused 
by the Governor-General. It is a matter which cannot be discussed 
further when once sanction has been refused definitely by the Governor· 
General 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Does the refusal 
of sanction refer to ·the honourable member's present amendment 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Yes. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I would like to 

bring to your notice clause 65 which should be read with sub-clause (q) 
of clause 68. If we have regard to this sub-clause (q) the present amend
ment falls within its purview. This sub-clause deserves your considera
tion. In the light of that sub-clause the amendment cannot be ruled 
out of order. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEr,'T: I should like to say in regard to 
what has fallen from the Honourable Leader of the House that the 
Council office has received no intimation up to now that His Excellency 
the Governor-General was approached and that sanction was refused. 
No official intimation has been received by the Council office up to this 
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moment. Of course if sa,nction has been refused by the Governor-General 
the House cannot proceed with the discussion of this question, and it 
appears to me unnecessary to go into the question of the scope of the b.ill 
and the principles underlying it. I would personally welcome a dis
cussion of this character in regard to which there is considerable amount 
of feeling amongst a large section of this House. I know that an effort 
was made as the Honourable Minister pointed out, to introduce a private 
bill on th; subject, but sanction to that was also refused. In view of the 
Government of India Act and the Rules and Standing Orders which exist 
on the subject which it is my duty to enforce, it is open to honourable 
members to give notice of a resolution, and if it is sent in by a large 
number of members as their first resolution, I shall welcome a discussion 
on a subject about which there appears to be so much feeling. On the 
present occasion, as sanction to this amendment has been applied for and 
refused by the Governor-General, I must rule it out of order. 

Clause 58 (1) (a) : 
(I) A municipality may from time to time, with the previous sanction of the 

Government, make, alter or rescind by-laws not inconsistent 
Power to make by-laws; with this Act. 

(a) for the regulation and inepection of markets and slaughter-houses and ail places 
used by or for animals which are for sale or hire, or the produce 

bo~::~r!·~ •• :~:.; slaughter- of ~hich is so~d, and for the. proper and cleanly conduct of 
busmess therem ; and for fixmg the rents and other charges 

to be levied for the use of any of them which belong to the municipality ; and in Boroughs 
where there is a municipal market or a. market licensed by the municipality for the purpose, 
preventing the sale 1Jf fruit and vegetables elsewhere than in such market. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move the following 
amendment to the above clause :- · 

"In clause 58, sub-clause (1) (a), for the words "in boroughs,,,., •••.. in such 
market ", substitute the following :- · 

' for regulating the sale of fruit and vegetables in the municipal market or other 
specified pl&ces'." 

I suggest this amendment because this clause, as it is drafted, is likely 
in actual working to cause considerable hardship in some places at any 
rate. To illustrate, I shall cite the case of my own city of Nasik. In that 
city from times immemorial a market is held on what is called the 
'P.:'flTUT, an open site on the river on the Panchavati side. Recently a 
market has been built in the city. Except during the rainy season, the 
market is held on the open site on the bank of the river. Vegetables and 
fruits are sold there. In the·rainy season, until recently, these articles 
were sold in the city itself. Now a year or two ago a market has been 
built and since then in the rainy season these articles are sold in that 
market, but generally except in the rainy season these things are sold in 
the open market which has been regarded as a city market from times 
immemorial. Now, that open site is not a market licensed by the 
municipality. There is one market now, no doubt. It is licensed. But 
that open site has been used by the people of N asik from times immemorial 
but it has not been licensed by the municipality. If this clause were 
passed as it stands, the result would be that people would be compelled 
to sell all these articles only in the market which has been recently 
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built and in that case great hardship would be caused to the people. 
If the market is held on the open site, no harm is done ; in fact people 
appreciate holding the market there, b-ecause it is extremely convenient 
to them ; it is on the river side, people coming from distant villages in 
carts or on horse-back can take their meals there, wash their clothes 
and bathe in the river and for these reasons that open site, which has 
been serving the purpose of a market from times immemorial is a useful 
one, and it does not cause the slightest hardship. If this clause is passed 
without my amendment, the result will be that the people will be com
pelled to give up that market on the open site and to sell all those articles 
only in the market that has been recently built. So in order to provide 
against such hardship I have said in my amendment " for regulating the 
sale of fruit and vegetables in the municipal market or other specified 
places ". I simply want the municipality to restrict the sale of such arti
cles either in the municipal market or other places which the municipality 
may specify. I suggest this amendment in order to obviate the hardship 
which would otherwise be caused, and I hope it will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I have no objection to accept this amendment to clause 58 (1) (a) 
moved by the honourable member l\lr. R. G. Pradhan. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. NOOR MAHO:llED (Hyderabad District): Sir, I beg to move the 

following amendment : 
In clause 58, retain the old-sub-clause (4} now deleted. 
The clause that has been deleted by the select committee reads thus: 

. The Government may require a municipality to make, add to, amend, vary or rescind 
any by-law; on such requisition the municipality shall, after following the procedure 
prescribed in sub-sections (1), (2) and (3), make, add to, amend, vary or rescind the 
by-law in accordance with such requisition. . -· 

I think this section is very necessary, as experience has shown that in the 
past some municipalities have not been very wisely exercising their 
powers ; and in some cases it has been necessary for Government even 
to suspend some municipalities. It is very necessary, therefore, that 
Government should have the ~wer of requiring municipalities to 
make alterations or changes in the by-laws. Without such power in the 
hands of Government, I think things will not go very smoothly. Some* 
times in communal questions very unreasonable things come to be done ; 
and as the Local Self-Government is a Transferred subject, in charge of 
a Minister, an elected member of the House, there should be no hesitation 
in permitting Government to retain this very necessary power, which will 
be in the nature of a safeguard. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GII1JLUI HUSSAIN: I 
have no objection to acct'pt the amendment, Sir. They want to give 
me more powers; I have no objection. 
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Question put. House divided. Ayes: 6; Noes, 7. Motion JoEt. · 
I 

Divisicm Xo. 8. ' 
Ayes. 

Amuo, lioULVI Ril'IlTDDI!f l Klmmo, Mr. M. S. 
BHUTTO, Khan Bahadur S. N. M..usnr. Khan Saheb A. M. 
DABHOLXA.ll., Sir V ASAnBAO A. NooR M.ulouo, Mr. 

TeTler1 for tht Ayu': 'Mr. Nooa M.uloHED and MoULVI Ril'IUDDill' Amu.D. 

Joes, 

Kuuu, Mr. S. T. PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
Mu.rnwAB, Sardar G. N. PRADIU-'1', Mr. R. G. 
KAVLB, 1\lr. N. E. SHA!fJUBJ!.AO JAYAJLUI:BA.O ZTJliUBBAO, 
PATEL, ~lr. A. E. Mr. 

Teller• for tlr.t Nou': Mr. R. G. PuDJWII' and Mr. A. E. PATBL. 

Clause 58 ac; &'llentlei ordered to stand part of the bilL 
Clause 59 (Rul.tl$ and by-lau:s to be prink.d and sold) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 60 (Pwer to aequire and hold property far tke purposu of t'M Act) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 61 (Decision of cklims to property by or a;ainst t~e mt nici. a't'ly) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 62 (J!unkipalfund) ordered to stand part of the ~ill. . 
Clause 63 (Application of munkipal property and Jumfs within and 

ttithout the municipal borough) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 64 (Power to deposit and invest surplus funds) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
Clause '65 (Duiie8 ~f municipalities). 

It shall be the duty of every municipality to make reasonable and adequate proYision
( 1) for the following matters within the municipal borough under its authority, namely: 

(a) lighting public streets, places and buildingll; 
(b) watering public streets and places; 
(c) cleansingpublic streets, places and sewers, and all spaces, not being private 

property, which are open to the enjoyment of the public, whethet such spaces a.re 
l"ested in the municipality or not; removing noxious vegetation; and abating all 
public nuisanres; 

(d) extinguishing fires. and protecting life and property when fires occu:r; 
(e) regulating or abating offensive or dangerous tradE!I.l or practices; 
{/) removing obstructions and projections in public streets or places and in epacee 

not being private property, which are open to the enjoyment of the public, whe,her 
&och Bpl('t'S are vested in the municipality or in His Majesty ; 

(g) l!E'Curing or removing dangerous buildings or plaoos. and I'ElClaiming unheab.hy 
loca)itiet; 

(A) ~q uiring and maintaining, changing and regulating plaoee for the disposal. of 
the dead; 

(i) construrting, altering and maintaining public streets, culverts, municipal 
boundary marks, markets, slaughter-houses. latrines, privies, urinals,. drains, sewers, 
draina~-works. sewtrage works.; baths, washing places, drinking fountains, tub, 
wells, dams and the like: 

(j) obtaining a supply or an additional supply of water, proper ud mf!icient. for 
preventing danger to the he-alth of the inhabitants from the insufficiency or unwhote. 
l!<lme-ness of the existing supply, when such supply c>r •dditional auppl1 eu "' 
obtained at a reU<>nable CObi:: 

(l:) naming streets and numbering houses; 
(l) reg stering births and deaths; 
(111) publio .vaceination; 

"771-3 
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(n) suitable accommodation for any calves, cows or buffaloes required within the 
municipal borough for the supply of animal lymph ; 

(o) establishing and maintaining public hospitals and dispensaries, and providing 
public medical relief; 

(p) establishing and maintaining primary schools; 
. (q) printing such annual reports on the municipal administration of the borough as 
the Government by general or special orders requires the municipality to submit; 

(r) paying the salary and the contingent expenditure on account of surh police 
or guards as may be required by the municipality for the purposes of this Act or 
for the protection of any municipal property ; 

(s) erecting substantial boundary marks of such description and in such position 
as shall be approved by the Collector, defining the limits or any alteration in the limits 
of the municipal borough ; and 
(2) subject to such reasonable an:! adequate provision as aforesaid, for the following 

special matters, namely :-
(a) providing special medical aid and accommodation for the sick in time of 

dangerous disease ; and taking such measures as may be required to prevent the 
outbreak or to suppress and prevent the recurrence, of the disease ; 

(b) giving relief and establishing and maintaining relief works in time of famine 
or scarcity to or for destitute persons within the limits of the municipal borough. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : As the honourable 
member Mr. Surve is proposing a similar amendment to my amendment, 
I do not wish to move mine. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move t.he 
amendment standing in my name. It reads as follows :-

In clause 65 (1) (I) add the word "marriages" after the word "births". 

Sir, it is well known that a marriage causes a change in the status of a 
man. When a person is born, the municipality makes a note of it. When 
a man dies, the municipality makes a note of it also. It is only when 
marriages take place that no note is taken. I know o£ several religions 
which have excellent provision in this matter. For instance, when the 
Jews are married, a regular contract is drawn up, and it is signed by both 
the parties and witnesses when the marriage is actually celebrated. .As 
for the Christians, there is the parish register and the marriage certificate, 
but in the case of Hindus, there is absohltely no documentary evidence 
of marriages) and it very often happens that when questions of fact or 
validity of a marriage a.rise, a very great difficulty is experienced. The 
only way in which a marriage among the Hindus can be proved is by oral 
testimony, and that testimony is not always a very satisfactory one. 
For these reasons, I think it is desirable that all marriages should be 
registered by the municipality when they take place within their limits. 

Now, when I am making this suggestion, I have the support of the 
Bombay City Municipal Act. In it, the registration of marriages is 
included in the discretionary functions of the Bombay City Municipality. 
So far, it has not been possible to give effect to that provision, but it is a 
precedent which we could follow. Similarly, this House is aware that a 
private bill is coming up for the first reading during this session relating 
to this subject. If that bill is passed,.a provision will be made for all the 
rural areas, inasmuch as it is to be made applicable to all the districts 
in the matter of registration of marriages. If such a provision is madfl for 
the rural areas in the districts, let the same provision be also made for the 
towns having major municipalities. Another point to which I would like 
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to refer is that even the present bill which we ate considering hail under 
its contemplation this particular item. I would draw the attention of 
this House to sub-dause (i) of clause 58 of the bill which we have just now 
passed. It provides that a municipality may make, alter or rescind 
by-laws for the registration of birthB, deaths and marriages. Therefore, 
the municipality has the power of making rules for the registration of 
marriages. If they can make the registration of births and deaths 
compulsory, then they should make it compulsory in the case of marriages 
also. As the present bill has already empowered the municipalities to 
make rules and by-laws for registering marriages and as registration of 
marriages is a very salutary provision, I think we should include it in the 
list of compulsory duties. 

Perhaps, it may be urged that public opinion is unknown. But at 
least in one case, I know that public opinion is in favour of my proposal. 
In Poona, there is an organisation called the Poona Arogya Mandai, and 
it has passed a resolution, that this item should be included in the compul• 
sory duties of a municipality. So, we have public opinion also in favour 
of this proposition. 

Besides, if this duty is made compulsory, the municipality will not be 
put to any expense, because it will pay itself. Every registration could 
be made on the payment of fees if necessary-and if fees are charged, 
no burden will fall on the municipal revenue. As it is a very salutary 
proposal, I hope the amendment will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : Sir, 
the House seems to be in favour of this amendment, therefore I ~cept 
it. 

Question put and carried. 

lli. A. N. SL"RVE (Bombay City, N"orth) : Sir, the next amendment 
!!tanding in my name is to clause 68, and it reads a"' follows: 

After clalll!e 68 (o), add the following sub-clall8e (oo): "construction of sanitary 
d\l'ellings for the poorer cl.&sal>a ". · 

I "ish that it should be one of the discretionary duties of a municipality 
to make provision for the sanitary dwellings of the poorer classes. It is 
well known th<tt when the ......... . 

llr. W'. B. HOSSACK: Sir, I rise to a point of order. Are we not 
dealing with clause 65 now ! · 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : Yes, I have sent the Secretary 
to draw the honourable member's attention to it. 

llr. A. N. SCRVE: I am t"ery sorry, Sir. I should have moved my 
amendment which refers to clau..~ 65. I beg to move, Sir : 

In clause 65 {1) (q) add the worda" in the vernacular of the district" aftn the word 
~printing", 

The idea appears to be that Government wish that the reports should be 
publisbtd for their inlormation in English. The money is to come out 
of the municipality, but if the reports are printed in English, the difficulty 
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will be that in the districts people are not so highly educated as to be 
able to read the reports in English. If Government want that they 
should be in touch with what is going on in the municipalities, they can 
get these reports in the vernacular, and by their own agency they can 
get them translated into English. If the reports are going to be publish
ed at the expense of the municipality, I do not see any reason why the 
convenience of Government should be attended to. II the municipality 
is to bear the cost, its advantage should go first to the public, therefore 
they should be published in the language of the district, so that a 
large number of people can read them. I think, if the people are to 
take a more intelligent part in Local Self-government, it would be a 
step in the right direction that these reports should be published in the 
vernacular of the district. It is with this idea that I have brought 
forward this amendment, and I trust it will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 
l\10ULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I am not 

aware of any prohibition mentioned in the present bill for the printing 
of the report in the vernacular. Therefore I think the amendment is 
unnecessary. But the reports must be published in English. Because 
honourable members of this Council coming from different parts of the 
presidP,ncy are nut acquainted with all the vernaculars and it is necessary 
in order to enable them to read all these re_lJorts they should be published 
in English. It is necessary to publish these reports in the local vernacular 
for the information of the local people but, there is nothing to prohibit 
that under this section. I hope the honourable member will not press 
his amendment. 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have nothing more to add. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: 

Sir, if the reports are printed only in the vernacular of the district it will 
be very difficult not only for honourable members to know what is happen· 
ing in particular municipalities, but it will also be very difficult even for 
the :Minister, who is not acquainted with all the languages of the presi· 
dency. The Minister will have to study all the languages before he is 
appointed as such. Moreover as the clause stands, if the municipalities 
are anxious to publish their reports in the local vernacular there is nothing 
to prevent them from doing so. I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. • 
Clause 65 as a ,,ended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
ClallSe 66 (Provision of anti·rabic treatment of indigent persons) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
ClaLlSe 67 (Prol.iisionfor lunatic, and lepers) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Clatllle 68 (Discretionary powers of expenditure of municipalities). 
A municipality may, at its discretion, provide, either wholly or partly, out of tho 

municipal property and fund for-
(a) laying out, whether in reas previously built upon or not, new public streets, and 

acquiriog the land for that purpose, and the land required for the construction of buiJd. 
iog• or curtilages thereof, to abut on such streets; 
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(b) constructing, establishing, or maintaining public parks, gardens, lib~aries~ ~useum.s 
lunatic asylums, halls, offices, dhara.msalas, rest-houses and other pubhc buildmgs; 

(c) furthering educational objects other than those set forth in clause (p) of sub. section 
(1) of section 65; · 

(d) planting and maintaining road-side and other trees; 
(e) providing music for the people; 
(f) taking a census, and granting rewards for information which may tend to secure 

the correct registration of vital statistics ; 
(g) making a survey; · 
(h) paying the salaries and allowances, rent and other charges incidental to the main

tenance of the Court of any stipendiary or honorary Magistrate, or any portion of any 
such charges ; 

(i) arranging for the destruction or the detention and preserva~ion of dogs which may 
be destroyed or detained under section 155 of this Act or under section 49 of the Bombay 
District Police Act, 1890; 

(j) securing or assisting to secure suitable places for the carrying on of the offensive 
trades specified in sub-~, ction (1) of section 184; 

(k) supplying, constructing and maintaining, in accordance with a general systeu... 
approved by the sanitary board, receptacles, fittings, pipes and other appliances whatso
ever, on or for the use of private premises, for receiving and conducting the sewage tnereof 
into sewers under the control of the municipality ; · 

(I) the acquisition and maintenance of grazing grounds; and the establishment and 
maintenance of dairy farms and breeding stud. . 

(m) establishing and maintaining a farm or factory for the disposal of sewage; 
(n) the construction, maintenance, management, organisation or purchase of telephone 

line or for guaranteeing the payment of interest on money expended for the construc· 
tion of a telephone line subject to the previous sanction oHhe Commissioner when the 
line extends beyond the limits of the municipal borough ; 

(o) providing accommodation for any class of servants employed by the municipality; 
(p) the construction, management and maintenance of light-railways and tramways; 
(g) any other measure not specified in section 65likely to promote the public safety, 

health, convenience or education; and 
(t) by a resolution passed at a general meeting and supported by two-thirds of the . 

whole number of councillors, any public reception, ceremony, entertainment or exhibi· 
tion within the municipal borough. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the. amendment 
standing in my name runs as follows : 

"After clause 68 (o), add the following new sub-clause: 
'(oo) construction of sanitary dwellings for the poorer classes'." 

I propose to include this item in the list of discretionary functions of the 
municipality. My reasons for this proposal are that it ia well-known 
that the mortality is reduced if the people reside in sanitary buildings. 
It is one of the most important duties of a municipality to keep the 
mortality as low down as possible. Take for instance the case of the 
Bombay municipality. On account of the operations of the Improve
ment Trust and various other improvem~nts carried out by the munici
pality in the past during the whole of thfs year we are having very low 
rate of mortality. It is almost unprecedented within the last 30-40 years. 
So far as the poor people are concerned they are the care of nobody and 
they have to find lodgings in very insanitary surroundings. As Improve
ment Trust is going to be amalgamated with the Bombay municipality 
the duty of carrying out housing schemes of the Improvement Trust will 
be cast on the Bombay municipality. I also think it will do more good 
than harm if the provision of constructing sanitary buildings for the 
poorer dasses is included as one of the discretionary functions of the 
municipality. The providing of telephones and tramways and railways 
has been included among the discretionary functions, though we do not 
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prr. A. X. Surve] 
know when these will be given effect to. Therefore among these, the 
function of constructing sanitary buildinas may also be included. I 
think my amendment will be accepted. 

0 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : I 
accept the amendment, Sir. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 68 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 6!) (Arrangements purporting to be binding pem1aner1tly or for a, 

term of years) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 70 (Taxes tthich may be imposed) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 71 (Payment to be made to the municipality in lieu of a rate on 

buildings by the Government). 

( 1) The Go'l"ernment shall pay to the municipality annually in lieu of a rate on 
buildings from ~hich buildings vesting in His Majesty are exempted by proviso (a) to 
section 70, a sum ascertained in the manner provided in sub-sections (2) and (3). 
, (2) The ratea ~le value of the b~ildings vesting in His Majesty and beneficially occupied, 
1n respect of ~h1ch but for the said exemption a rate on such buildings would be leviable 
from the Government shall be fixed by a person from time to time appointed in this 
behalf by the Government. The said value shall be fixed by the said person, with a 
general regard to the provisions hereinafter contained concern:ug the valuation cf 
property assessable to property taxes, at such amount as he shall deem to be fair and 
reasonable. The decision of the person so appointed shall hold good for a term of five 
years, subject only to proportionate variation, if in the meantime the number and extent 
of the buildings vesting in His ~Iajesty in the said borough materially increases or 
decreases. 

(3) The sum to be paid annually to the municipality by the Government shall be eight
tenths of the amount which would be payable by an ordinary o~uer of buildings in the 
said borough on account of the said rate on buildings on a rateable value of the same 
amount as that fixed under sub-section (2). 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, I beg to move the amendment standing in' 
my name which runs as follows : 

In clause 71 (3), substitute" nine-tenths" for" eight.tenths ". 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\I HUSSAIN: I 
rise to a point of order, Sir. In the ola Act, the municipality had no 
right to lery any tax on Government buildings. This bill has gone to tho 
extent of giving them permission to levy eight-tenths. Now, this amend
ment proposes that the municipalities should be entitled to levy 
nine-tenths instead of eight-tenths on Government buildings; that means 
that the Government should pay more. As this affects the provincial 
revenues, this amendment should have received the previous sanction of 
the Governor under section 800 of the Government of India, Act. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT: The point of order holds gooJ. 
Honourable members have been repeatedly told that, when they wi>~h 
to bring forward such amendments, they should take the precaution of 
applying to His Excellency for his previous sanction. Otherwise it is of 
no practical use to send in amendments which obviously require the 
previous sanction of His Excellency under section 800. Honourable 
members when they decide to send in their amendments of this character, 
which obviously come within the purview of section 800, should apply 
to His Excellency for sanction, simultaneously v.-ith their sending in these 
amendment~, so that when they come up for discussion, honourable 
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[The President] 
members would know whether such sanction is given or not. The 
amendment is out of order. : 

Clause 71 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 72 (Procedure preliminary to imposing tax) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. · 
Clause 73 (Power to sanction, modify and impose conditions) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 7 4 (Publication of sanctioned rules with notice) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
Clause 75 (Preparation of an assessment-list) ordered to stand part of 

the bill. 
Clause 76 (Person primarily liable for a rate on· buildings or lands or 

both how to be designated if his name cannot be ascertained) ordered to 
stand part of the bill. 

Clause 77 (Publication of notice of assessment-list) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

· Clause 78 (Public notice of time fixed for lodging objections) ordered to 
stand part of the bill. 

Clause 79 (Amendment of assessment-list. Notice of new buildings) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. . 

Clallile 80 (Notice to be given to the standing' committee of demolition or 
removal of a building) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 81 (New assessment-list need not be prepared every yeat) ordered 
to stand part of the ·bill. 

Clause 82 (Tax from whom primarily leviable) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 83 (Remission of tax in case of vacancies: when obligatory) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 84 · (Notice to be given to the Chief Officer of all transfers of title of 
persons primarily liable to payment of a rate on building~ or lands) ordered· 
to stand part of the bill. . 

Clause 85 (Form of notice) ordered to stand part of the bill .. 
Clause 86 (Liability for payment of a rate on buildings or lands or both 

to continut in the absence of any notice of transfer) ordered to stand part of. 
the bill. 

Clause 87 (Fees may be charged for certain licenses) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 88. (Fixed charges and agreements for·payment in lieu of taxes for 
water supplted) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 89 (Taus on pilgrims may be assigned in part to local boards) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 90 (Octroi by-laws to be submitted with proposal for imposition of 
octroi) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 91 (Power to examine articles liable to octroi) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 92 (Presentation of biUs for octroi) ordered to stand part of the 
bill. . 

Clause 93 (Penalty for evasi<m of octroi) ordered to stand part of the bill, 
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Clause 94: (TablU of tolls to IH! shQtl"'l Qfl. demand) ordered tQ stand part 
of the bill . 

Clause 95 (Potcer to seiu t•ehicle or·animal or goods on f1on-payment of 
octroi or toll) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
· Clause 97 (Potter to keep account current with person, firm or public 

lxxly in lieu of letying octroi em introduction of goods} ordered to stand part 
of the bill 

Clause 98 (CoUection of octroi by one public body on behalf of others) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. · 

Clause 99 (Farming of toUs) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 100 (Potrer of Got'eT11ment to s-uspend le:r:y of objectionable taxes) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 101 (Pmcer of Got'eT11ment to require municipalities to impose 

taxes) ordered to stabd part of the bill. 
Clause 102 (Presentation ofbi'Ufor taxes) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 103 (In tchat cases warrant may issue) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. . 
Clause 104: (&le.of goods di.r;trained in special ca.ses) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
Clause 105 (Sale outside the district) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 106 (Fees and costs chargeable) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 107 (SummJJry proceedings taken against persons abcrut to leat·e the 

.borQUgh) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 108 (Appeals to Magistrates) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 109 (Entries in the assess-ment list and taxes and decisions to be 

final) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 110 (Liabt1ity of kind, buildings, etc., fM rates) ordered to stand 

_part of the hill 
Claw:e Ill (Receipts to be given for all payments) ordered to stand part 

of the bill 
Clause 112 (Pwer regarding public streets, etc.) ordered to stand part of 

the bill 
Clause 113 (PmDer to require repair, etc., of primte streets) ordered to · 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause IH (Pou:er to decla.re any street a public street subject to ol;jection.9 

by the Otl'ners) ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 115 (:t-·ew primte streets) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

· Clause 116 (The regular line of a public street) ordered to stand part of 
the bill. 

Clause 117 (Setting back pr~ecting bu11dings) ordered to stand part of 
the },ill. 

Clause 118 (Setting fQ1'1tard to regulm line of strut) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 119 (Roofs and external walls ofbul1dings not to be made of inflam
mable materials) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 120 (Let·el of bu11dings) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 121 (Notice of 11ew buildings) ordered 'to stand part of the 

bilL 
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Clause 122 (Completion ce1tificates; permisswn td occupy or use) ordered' 
to stand part of the bill.·. :. · · 

Clause 123 (Reguuuion of huts) ordered to stand part of the bill: .. 
Clause 124 (Improvement of huts) ordered to stand part of the ,bill. 
Clause ~25 (.Municipal ~ntrol over drains, etc.) ordered to stand partj>f 

the bill. · " ' ;'· 
Clause 126 (Powers for making and repairing drains) ordered to stand. 

part of the bill. · · .. . ·. -:..· 
Clause 127 (Power to require sufficient drainage of lwuses) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. · · 
Clause 128 (New buildings not to be erected witlwut drains) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 129 (Powe1·s of owners and occupiers of bu.ildings or lands to drain 

into municipal drains) ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 130 (Right to carry drain through land or into drain belonging 

to other persons) ordered to stand part of the bill. · 
Clause: 31 (Rights of owner of land through which drain is carried in regard 

to subseguent building thereon) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 132 (Proviswn of privie.s, etc.) ordered to sta;nd part of the bill. 
Clause 133 (Power to require owners to keep drains, etc., in proper order: 

or to demolish or close a privy or cesspool) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 134 (Power to close ezisting private drains) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Clause .135 (Power in respect of sewers, etc., unauthorizedly constructed, 

rebuilt or unstopped) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 136 (Encroachments on municipal drains) ordered to stand part 
~~~ . 

Clause 137 (Inspection of drains, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 138 (Standing Committee may ezecute certain works under this 

sub-chapter witlwut allowing option to person concerned of ezecuting the 
same) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 139 (Pipes, etc., constructed by municipality to be municipal proper-
ty) ordered to stand part of the bill. . 

Clause 140 (Power of carrying water mains) ordered to stand part of 
the bill. 

Clause 141 (P. rmi~.<wn tu!cesmry for cer~ain projcctwns.) 
(l) The Chief Officer, subject to any by-laws made under the provisions of this Act 

may give written permission to the own.rs or occupiers of buildings in public streets to 
put up open verandahs, balconies or rooms, to project from any upper storey of snch 
buildings at such height from the surface of the street as the municipality may fix by 
by.laws from time to time, and to an extent not exceeding four feet beyond the line of the 
plinth or basement wall of the building ; and may prescribe the ~xtent to which and the 
conditions under which roofs, eaves, weather-boards, shop-boards and the like may be 
allowed to proje-ct over such streets. 

(2) (a) Notwithstanding any proceedings which may be taken under clause (b) of this 
,ub eection, the Chief Officer may, by written notice, require the owner or occupier of 
any such building to remove or alter any such projootion which has been const .. ucted 
··idler without. ur <'ontraty in any manner to, the permission or orders given or issued 
by or on behalf of the miL.licipality. . 

(b) Any such owner or occupier putting up any projootion as aforesaid without such 
permission or in contravention of such perrn.illsion or orders, shall be punished with fine 
which may extend to twenty-five rupees; and if any such owner or occupier failit 

If 771-& 
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to remove any projection iii reepect of whieh he has been ,convicted undt>r this a.:ction, 
he shall be punished with further fine which may extend to five rupeee for each dsy on 
which such failure or neglect continues. • • . 

(3) The Chief Officer may, by 'Written notice, require the owner or occupier of any 
. building to remove or alter any projection, encroachment or 

~ ol project!~. obstruction which, whether made before or after the site 
fl. ench bonding became pan of a municipal district or borough, shall have been made 
agtt.inst or in front of such building, and which-

(a) 0\'erhanga or juts into or in any way projects or encroaches upon any public street 
10 18 to be an obstruction to safe and convenient passage along such street, or 

(b) projects and encroaches into, upon or over any uncovered aqueduct, drain or sewer 
in any ncb street, so 18 to obst.ruct or interfere with such aqueduct, drain or sewer, dr 
the proper working thereof : 

Provided always that the Chief Officer shall, if such projection,. encroachment, or 
obstruction shall have been made in any place before the date on which such place became 
part of a municipal district or borough or after such date with the written 
permission of the municipality, pay reasonable compensation to every pt>rBOn who 
suJfers damage by such removal or alteration ; and if any dispute shall arise ton hing 
the amount of such con pensation, the same shall be aacertained and determined in the 
manner provided in section 196. 

Mr. A. MASTER: I beg to move.: 
In clause 141 (l)omitthewords .. as the municipality mayfi.x by by-laws from time to 

time". 
The object of this amendment is that in the select committee the words 

" any by-laws made u.ilder the provisions of this Act " were inserted ; 
it is now proposed to omit the words " as the municipality may fix by 
by-laws from time to time". 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 141 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will now adjourn to 

2 p.m. on Monday, the 26th October 1925. 
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The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p:m. on 
Monday, the 26th October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHDI RAHDITOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HA.JI IIA.JRAT KHA...~, Mr. 
ABDULPURKAR, Mr. N. A. 
ADw..u.'l, Mr. D. B. 
AIDlAD, MOULVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, Mr. S. N. 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 
BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. ~I. 
BHOPATKAR, Mr. L. B. 
BHURGRI, Mr. J. M. . 
Bln;TIO, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
B~"'TER, Mr. J. P. 
CHAUDHARI, Mr. L. s. 
CLE::IIE~"'Ts, Mr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Baha.dur D. B. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir v ASA.NTRAO A. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A.M. K. 
DELVES, Mr. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
FER.~ll"DEZ, Dr. CosMAS 

FlWIJI, Mr. K. S. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. . 
GHt'L..UI HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH 
GRll"'TlLUI, Mr. V. A. 

. fuJI ABDnLAH HARooN 
lLui KlLUlrso GUL MA.Hom:o 
HAYID ~L ABDUL Au, l\Ir. 
HA.Rrusox, ~Ir. R. T. 
HAtcH, ~Ir. G. W. 
fu Y\r ARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HossAcK, ~Ir. W. B. 
HoTSox, ~Ir. J E. B. 
JADH.AV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JA.YA.K.A.R, ~Ir. ~1. R. 
JEHAXGIR. the Honourable Mr. CoWASJJ 

Joo, lli. Y. X. 
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Josm, Mr. P. G. 
KALBHoR, :Mr. G. :M. 
l.U.MBLI, Mr. S. T. 
KAzi lNAITULLAKHAN 

. KB:uHRo, ~lr. 1\I. S. 
KoKANI, 1\lr. G. J. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable 1\lr. H. S. 
MANsuRI, Khan Saheb A. 1\I. 
MAsTER, Mr. A . 

. MAvALANKAR, Mr. G. K. 
:McKEE, 1\lr. W. G. 
MEHTA, Dr. :M. :M. 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MoUNTFoRD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMDAR, Sardar G. N 
MUKADAM, Mr. W. s. 
NANAL, Mr. B. R. 
NARIELVALA, Mr. H. H. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
NooR MAHoMED, Mr. 
OWEN; Mr. A. c . 

• PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 

'PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATEL, Mr. G. I. 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PAm, ~lr. D. R. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PuNJABHAI THAKERSI, Mr. 
RAmMTOOLA, ~lr. HoosENALLY 1\L 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAPTARsm, Mr. C. :M. 
SARDESAI, 1\lr, s. A. 
SAYED GHULAM NABI SHAH 
SAYED SHAHJADE SAHEB RAIDAR SAHEB 
SHANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D. 
SmvnAsANI, 1\lr. H. B. 
SoMAN, Mr. R.·G. 
SURVE, 1\lr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. V. A. 
SwAMINARAYAN, 1\lr. J. C. 
THAKOR of Amod, the 
THOMAS, 1\lr. G. A. 
w A.DU, 1\Ir. C; N. 
WILEs, 1\Ir. G. 
WooDs, 1\Ir. E. E. 

[26 Ocr. 1925 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Questions. · 

CENTRAL ScnooL FOR MA.HOMEDANs, SnoLAPUR. 
f 

:Mr. ADBUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and Sholapur 
Cities): Will Government be pleased to state- . · 

(a) whether it was proposed to open a central school for Mahomeda.ns 
at Sholapur in the current year ; · 

(b) whether they have done anything up to now towards carrying· 
out the proposal ; 

(c) if not, why 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) Yes. 
(b) The opening of the school was sanctioned in August 1925. 
(c) The question does not arise. · 

:MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Has the school been opened~ 
may I ask 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: It was sanctioned. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : But has it been opened t 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: If the honourable member will 

give me notice, I shall find that out. 

REPAIRS TO CANALS AT SHOLAPOR. 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and Sholapur . 
Cities) : Wi 1 Government be pleased to state-

(a) what will be the total expend'ture of the repairs of the present 
perennial canal at Sholapur from mile No. 19 to mile No. 26; 

(b) what will be the total expend ture of the repairs of the Right 
and Left bank canals at Sholapur separately 1 

The Honourable M:r. COWASJI JEHANGIR : The information has 
been called for. · 

RESOLUTIONS REGARDING GRIEVANCES OF AGRICULTURISTS. 

'Mr. S. K. BOLE: Will Government be pleased to state- . 
(a) whether they have received resolutions passed at & meeting 

of agriculturists held at Velamb, Petha Guhagar, on the 27th March 
1925, and on the 12th May 1925 at Talesur, Taluka Dapoli, District 
Ratnagiri, and on the 24th May 1925 in Bombay regarding their 
grievances in khoti villages ; 

(b) what steps they have taken in the matter! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAI, MEHTA : (a) Yes. 
(b) The matter is under the consideration of Government. 

Mr. S. S. DEV : I do not ask my questions, 
H 788-la · 
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POWERS TO INAMDARS UNDER SECTION 88 . OF THE LA.."'ID REVENUE 

ConE. 

Sardar G. N. liDJUMDAR (Deccan $ardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state their policy underlying the grant
ing of powers to Inamdars under section 88 of the Land Revenue Code 
with regard to both surveyed and unsurveyed Inam villages 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The Honourable Member 
is referred to section 88 of the Land Revenue Code and to the orders of 
Government quoted under that section in Rao Bahadur Joglekar's 

.· annotated edition of the Code, a copy of which is in the Council Library. 
The policy of Government is to adhere to the law and the orders above 
referred to. · 

Sardar G. N. lill.JlJliDAR : Is there no difference or contradiction 
between the section 88 of the Code itself and the orders of Government 
issued thereunder (to which reference is made in Rao Bahadur Joglekar's 
edition of the Code)! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Not that I know of. 

ASSISTANT DEPUTY EDUCATIONAL INSPECTOR, NASIK DISTRICT. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
tostate-

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. E. G. Botithor, lately assistant 
deputy educational Inspector, Nasik district, has been suspended on 
account of certain allegations made against him ; 

(b) if so, what steps have been taken by Government to investigate 
- into the several complaints made by the teachers ; 

(c) if an enquiry has been already made, what is the result of the 
inquirf! . 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Enquiries are being made. 

W.ESTERN INDIA TURF CLUB RACES. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state the total number of races run during a year and also 
the number of races in which entries are confined to country-bred horses 
only1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: The entries in 8 races 
were reserved for country-bred horses out of 309 races in 1923-24 and 
a. similar number out of 308 races in 1924-25. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : In view of the small number of entries reserved 
for country-bred horses, may I enquire if there is any truth in the state
ment that horse-racing leads to the betterment of the breed of country 
horses! 

The Honot,rable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : l am afraid that is 
a questiC!n of opinion. 
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ANGLo-URDU II.IGH ScHooL, HuBLI. 

Mr. A. F. I. K. PATHA....~ (Southern Division): Will the Honourable 
Minister (Education) be pleased to state- ' , 

(a) what steps have been taken to provide a suitable building and 
host~l for the Anglo-Urdu High School at Hubli; · 

(b) what is the rental amount sanctioned by Government for renting 
a suitable building for the said high school and how much of it is now 
spent; . 

(c) whether it is a fact that the number of admissions .. to the first 
standard in the said. high school has been limited for want of accom
modation and if so, how many boys have been refused admission and 
whether no building could be secured on rent for their accommodation ! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a} The school and the. hostel 

attached to it are located at present in rented buildings. The question 
of providing the institution v;i.th its own buildings will be considered 
when the financial situation permits and after the pressing needs of 
similar other institutions are met. 

(b) The sanctioned grants for rent are-
Rs. 250 per mensem for the school and Rs. 100 per mensem -for the 

hostel. The amount spent is Rs. 295 per mensem (Rs. 170 Jor the school 
building and Rs. 125 for the hostel premises). 

(c) Yes. 19 applications for admis~ion to standard I of the said school 
were refused. l!'or financial considerations Government have decided 
not to open another class for standard I of. the schooL It was therefore 
unnecessary to hire a building for providing accommodation for students 
in excess of the prescribed limit of students for one class .. 

l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: l\Iay I know what was the amount 
necessary for opening the first standard ! · · 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHA V: ~ cannot tell just now hut if 
the honourable member gives me notice I shall find that out for him. · 

l\10ULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD: In view of the Honourable 
Minister's oft-repeated sympathies for 1\Iahomedans, may I ask. whether 
next year the amount will be sanctioned ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: I shall see what can be done. 

(Consideration of Bill No. XVI of 1925 [A Bill to give wider powers 
in the management of municipal affairs in certain cities] resumed.) 

Clause H2 (Trough$ and p1pes for rain water) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 143 (Fixing of wmps, brackets, etc., to lwuses) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause lH ll\·awing streets and tlwnbering houses: pen.Qlty for defacing, 
t'tc.) ordered to ~:tand part of the bill. 

Clause 1 !5 (Pet1alty for defacing builiing, etc.) ordered to stand. part 
of the bill. . . 

Clause U6 (&moral and trimt;,ing of hedges, treu, etc.) ordered. {o 
&Stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 147 (Ruinous fYf dangerous buildings: precautioru;t-ry measures) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. . 
· Clause 148 (Powers and duties with regard to dangerous, stagnant or 
insanitary sources of wa er-supply) order-ed to stand part of the bill. 

· Clause 149 (Displacing pavements, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 150 (ObstrUctions and encroachments upon public streets and 

·open spaces) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
· Clame 151 (Hoards' to be set up during repairs, etc.) ordered to stand 
part of the bill . 

.• · · Clause 152 (Fencing and lighting during repairs, etc.) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 153 (Timber not to be deposited Or hole made in street without 
,'permission) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 154 (Dangerous quarrying) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 155 (Provision as tQ dogs) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 156 (Depositing dust, etc.; committing nuisance) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. -
Clause 157 (Discharging sewage, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 158 (Non-removal of filth, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bil 
.Clause 159 (Removal of night-soil) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

_ .. Clause 16Q (Filthy buildings, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. · 
Clause 161 (Buildings ·or rooms in buildings unfit for human habitation) 

. ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 162 (Poi.ver to, enter and inspecf, etc., buildings) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. . 
. Clause 163 (Bathing places) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 164 (Fouling water) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 165 (Abatement of nuisance from wells, etc.) ordered to stand 

'part of the bill. . 
· Clause 166 (Using offensive manure, etc.) ordered to stand part of 
·the bill.· · · · · · 

Clause 167 (Tethering cattle, etc.) : .._ 

Whoever tethers cattle or other aninlals, or causes or suffers them to be tethered by 
· · any member of his family ()t h,ousehold, in any public street or place so as to obstruct 

or endanger the public traffic therein, or to cause a nuisance, or who causes or suffers 
such animals to stray about without a keeper or who keeps any animal on his premises 
so as to be a nuisance or danger to any person shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to twenty.five rupees. -

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District} : Sir, the amendment 
which I Wish to move reads as follows :- · · 

Ia clause 167, delete the words" or to cause a nuisance or who .•..•••... or danger to 
any person." , 

·The bill, as framed, is so very comprehensive and so very elastic 
that everything and anything can be brought under it. During the 
discussion on this bill you must have noticed, Sir, that the tendency 
of the House is to encourage cattle-breeding and that is exactly 

, the thing t at has not been provided for. In towns like Ahmedabad many 
poor people own and keep a few heads of cattle for purposes of milk. 

-At best a man keeps two or three cows and it is very difficult for him 
to keep a servant to look after his cows# because he does not make much 
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profit from the milk he sells. The middlemen get all the profit. and 
therefore gotl'li.e.s are always liable to be ha.rassOO. by the snbordinate 

. !'tafi of the municipalities. These poor people cannot afford to displease 
the municipal subordinate staff. The temptation in the way of snch 
l'ubordina e ~tafi to harass the poor gotclies is always ,.ery great. 0\ring 
to the ~trictness of the municipal laws of Rangoon, the cow has practically 
disappeared from that town. I know it for~ that in the town of 
Rango~n no fresh milk can e't'er be had. In the tea-shops. hotels and 
I•ri't'ate hou...;es people live on and consume condensed milk that comea · 
from Switzerland. That is only booau..--e in Rangoon such restrictions 
as this bill contains ha't'e been imposed. In Rangoon the cow has 
b~n practically extinguished and what has happened in Rangoon will 
happen enr~ where if this clause is allowed to remain. I shudder 
to think of the condition of cattle owners in small towns when so many 
re:;trictions are put on cattle owners in this bill Sir, in this clause it. 
is ~tated '' Who.''<)t't'er k~ps cattle so as to cause a nuisance shall be 
pu.nished with fine." The word "nuisance" is defined in clause 2 of 
the bill. The definition is : 
"·X~' t>hall include any aet, omission, place or thing w-hich eanaee orisli.b:lf 

to c-ause inju.ry, d.angn, annoyant"e or otience to the- of light., smellinc or hearing. 
or 11hi<b is or may be dangt>rous to life or injuriow! to hNlth or property." 

When such elastic meaning will be gi't'en to this clause, the only best 
oour5e is to delete them, and lea't'e it to the Police to regulate traffic and 
deal with stray cattle and other animals as is done in Bombay. When 
the llunicipal Corporation of Bombay has not got that power, why allow 
these municipalities to harass the poor in the mofussil! 

~Ir. X. E. !\AYLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend llr. :Xoor Ya.homed. Under 
the clau..-.e as it stands, ¥ery wide and extrangant poW'el'S are being 
given to municipatties. Sir, many people are in the habit of allowing 
their animals, generally cows, to go about, not. with the intention of 
c.aus.ing mischief or trouble to anybody but with the sole intention of 
gi'ing the animals some chance of free air and exercise. These con and 
other animals are lli!1lally tied up in the house for a considerable 
lt>IJgth of time, and it is 't'ery n~"UJ that the animals should have 
f-ome free air at intervals during the day time. This is the object in 
new, and fbe amendment is not mond with the object of creating any 
mi..-.ehit:f or trouble to other people. With the object of giring the animala 
some chance of getting good 't'entilation and some exercise, many people 
It-t thtir cattle to go out, and such cattle would come under the nrds 
in the claus.es which are now r·ror~ to be omitted. In order to avoid 
this diffic\Lty, I tmpport the amendment. 

Sir YASXXTR.\0 A. D.U:ROLK..\R : Sir, I ri..--e to oppose the amend
lllent, and I can Sflfil.k about four municipalities of ..-hich.I ha't'e some 
experience. ruuudy, Bandra, Dharwar, Hub~i and Ratnagiri. 'fhis clause 
has ku taken from the Bombay City ~funicipal Act, E«tion 137, which 
pro\-ilt=' that no stray cattle should be allo..-ed on the street&. ll'y 
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honourable friend who preceded me said that the amendment is necessary 
in order tq give some free air and exercise to the cows. If that is neces
sary, I think the cows can be taken to the grazing grounds under some 
lead and control. Why should these be allowed to stray and be a 
nuisance to the traffic by obstructing the roads? ,.Vhen these cows or 
cattle are allowed to stray on the road they enter anyone's compound and 
destr.oy the garden or do damage to the plantation or the standing crops. 
When such stray cattle are taken to the cattle-pound the fine is nominal; 
hence those who possess cattle and feed them at others' cost, always keep 
them loose on the public roads. If a deterrent fine, as provided in this 
clause, is inflicted, I am sure those who own cattle will not allow them 
to stray in the public streets. Under these circumstances, I oppose the 
amendment. 

· Mr. A. E. PATEL (Northern Division) : Sir, I rise to oppose this amend
ment, and my ground is that if cattle are allowed to stray in the streets, 
they generally go out of the city at night and cause great damage to the 
crops of agriculturists in the neighbourhood, and agriculturists are put to 
great trouble on this account. They have to pass nights together in the 
fields in order to protect their crops, and this destruction of crops by 
cattle ought not to be encouraged. Rearing and keeping of cattle is much 
to be desired, but I do not see why they should be allowed to stray in 
the streets. I therefore oppose the amendment. 
i • ' ' 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN ~!AD (Central Division) : Sir, I rise to 
support this amendment, and I am very glad that a'Mahomedan member 
has got up to move it. My honourable friend on my left (1\Ir. Navle) 
has raised the point that constitutional walks should be provided for the 
cattle. That of course is a very reasonable thing for their physical deve
lopment. But the point which I want to make is that it would be de
priving many people of the opportunity ofo:ffering charity, if these words 
were allowed to remain in the clause. Many cows prowl in the streets, and 
it is a matter of common knowledge that people offer grass to them. They 
think it is an act of great charity to do so, and both Hindus and Maho
medans do it. In this city of the Peshwas, Poona, there are sacred cows 
and bulls which are often grazing in the streets, and if a l\Iahomedan or 
anybody else disturbs them, serious riot might ensue. So, it would be 
inflicting a great punishment upon the people to pass this clause as it is. 
After all, in the case of nuisance, my honourable friend leaves that 
nuisance to be remedied, and there is a remedy provided for the nuisance. 
But to say that cows should not be allowed to go out in any way 
seems to me to be unfair. It is too much power to be given to the munici
palities. I think the amendment will be accepted. 

Mr. M. S. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, this section as it .stands 
will work a great hardship on the people. If, for instance, a cow goes out 
owing to the slight negligence·of the owner, he will be fined Rs. 25. T'niC~ 
may not be even the worth of the cattle, and if he has to pay the fine 
he may be compelled to sell the cow. If any damage is done by the cattl~;~ 
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the owner is liable to be sued against. Ordinarily when a cattle is allowed 
to stray, it is impounded and the owner has to pay a fine of Re, 1 or so. 
I think that will be sufficient punishment. The provision of inflicting a 
punishment of Rs. 25 is unnecessary. 

Khan Saheb A. 111. l\1ANSURI (Ahm~abad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
I rise to oppose the amendment. It has been tried to make out that they 
are giving protection to cows and bulls. One who has got experience of 
every day life in big cities will realise that these bulls and cows which 
are allowed to stray without a guide are a great danger to human life, 
and crop.:; of the cultivators. 

l\Ir. R. S. NEKALJAY: I rise to a point ol order. I want to know 
whether the honourable member is supporting or opposing the amend-
ment. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Surely the honourable member 
will be able to find that out when the honourable member Khan Saheb 
l\Iansuri concludes his speech. · 

Khan Saheb A. l\1. l\-1ANSURI : If not for anything else at least for 
the sake of safety to human life this amendment ought to be opposed. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District) : Sir, the primary object of this 
clause as stated in the section is to prohibit the practice which is 
prevalent in some bigger cities of tethering cattle in the public street, 
which causes obstruction to public traffic. In the case in which owners 
allow their cattle to stray about in public street, a punishment is provided 
for by the owner having to pay the poundage fees. My honourable 
friend to the right says that it is not a deterrent punishment. Qur 
experience in the mofussil municipalities has been tha.:t, if on a particUlar 
uay a cattle is allowed to stray and if the owner is made to pay the pound· 
age fees, it is a deterrent punishment and the objectionable practice 
ceases. In view of this I think this provision should be rejected. 

l\Ir. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I support the amendment. The practice of 
allowing cattle to stray is very dangerous and a great nuisance; but still 
I think that the fine that is proposed to be inflicted by this section is very 
heavy. It will be a great hardship on the poor agriculturists. Even in the 
big city of Bombay people charged with having allowed their 
cattle to stray are fined at the most Rs. 5, and the fine ranges between 
Re. 1 to Rs. 5. Here the fine proposed is Rs. 25, which may be even the 
worth of the cattle. Under these circumstances I submit that the 
amendment should be accepted. 

llr. A. lUSTER: Sir, I believe that this section has been framed 
with a view to cope with serious difficulties that occur in many large 
cities in this presidency. I became acquainted with this trouble in the 
city of Ahmedabad, while I was municipal commissioner. There the 
cattle nuisance was a serious problem, and one of my great difficulties 
was to remove the stray cattle from public streets. In Surat also, where 
I was for some time, the cattle nuisance was very great and I believe 
it is so even now. There is a. certain class of people who keep cows and 
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nightly turn them out in order that they may feed on the grass and even 
flowers in the compounds of bungalows or houses. These cows are so 
trained that they run away as soon as the tJCcupier of the house appears 
and come back again the moment he returns to the house. 

I was surprised when one honourable member ·referred to the fact 
that grass and other food are given by way of charity to cows straying 
in the streets. Very often that charity is involuntary, because cows 
enter into grain and vegetable shops and eat whatever they want to the 
great detriment of the shop-keeper. I am afraid that the support given 
to the amendment is due to sympathy with the cows at the expense of 
the dwellers in the city. I think it is important that the interests of the 
citizens shou~d be considered first. ' 

~lr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar Distri~t): Sir, this clause does not only 
relate to cattle straying in the streets but also to animals that are 
kept on the premises of a person. The section amongst other things 
says : " or who keeps any animal on his premises so as to be a nuisance 
or danger to any person ...... ". Allowing catt!e to stray in the public 
streets may be a source of hindrance to the public traffic. I fail to see 
how the animal that is kept within the premises of a person becomes 
dangerous to the public or a nuisance to traffic. If a man keeps an animal 
on his own premises and if he is liable to be dragged before the authorities 
under this clause, then this. clause would provide a dangerous instrument 
in the hands of menial servants of the municipality. I hope the 
Honourable Minister will consider this point. ·If it had been meant that if 
an animal proves to be a danger to the neighbourhood, then and then only 
the ·owner renders himself liable to be punished, I can understand the 
position ap.d it would have been a different thing. I fail to see the object 
of inserting this particular provision in the form in which we find it in 
this section. Under the old section 137 the provision is as follows : 

" Whoever tethers cattle or other animals, or causesor suffers them to be tethered by 
any member of his family or household, in any public street or place so as to obstruct 
or endanger the public traffic therein or to cause a nuisance, or who causes or suffers 
such animals to stray about without a keeper, shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to twenty-five rupees." 

All arguments advanced in favour of the retention of this whole clause 
were directed to pointing out the dangers and inconveniences caused by 
straying cattle in the streets and the great obstruction they cause to 
traffic in great cities like Ahmedabad. But I do not understand the 
object of inserting this particular provision with regard to animals kept 
by persons on their own premises. 

Generally the. provisions of the Municipal Act are brought into opera
tion by municipal servants and not by the chief officer. 'Ihe chief cfficer 
has not the titne to visit every house in the municipal area and impect it. 
I do not think he has the time to do all this himself and therefore he shall 
have to depend on municipal subordinate' servan~s. If n:unicir~l 
inferior and subordinate servants are made aware of this clau~e 1h€y 11ill 
be tempted to tease and torture any peaceful citizen. I request therefore 
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that the Honourable Minister will see his way to delete this provision 
from the clause. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I may tell the honourable member 
(l\lr. Kambli) that if he wishes to move his suggestion as an amendment 
I will allow it as an amendment to the amendment now before the House. 

• Mr. S. T. K.AMBLI: Sir, I thank you for it. I beg to move as an 
amendment to the amendment proposed by the honourable member 
Mr. Noor :Mahomed: 

In clause 167, delete the words" or who keeps any animal on his premises so as to be 
a nuisemce or danger to any person ". 

Question proposed. 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD {Central Division) : Sir, it was 

suggested that by ' any animal ' it was intended to exclude monkeys. I 
hope the Honourable :Minister will throw some light upon the suggestion. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
The honourable mover of the amendment said that if we retain this 
clause the poor people will su:ffer. This clause has been in the Municipal 
Act for many years, and I do not think that the poor people have su:ffered. 
The other argument was that municipal servants will misuse the section. 
There have been no complaints about that also. So far as Mr. Kambli's 
amendment is concerned, he has pointed out that those are new words, 
and as I see there is a strong feeling in that direction I accept the amend-
ment as proposed by Mr. Kambli. · 

Mr. NOOR MAHOM'ED Hyderabad District) :. Sir, the honoUrable 
member M:r. Alibhai Patel urged, as one of the reasons why this clause 
should be retained, that in Broach the cows were let loose at. night and 
allowed to graze in the fields. I cannot understand how the cattle strays 
out at night and grazes in the fields from such a big town as Broacli and 
very secretly returns to stables in the morning. Even if that does hap
pen the best cotirse is to take them to the cattle pound or to resort to the 
Police Act. The police have the power to catch hold of cattle roaming 
about like that, doing mischief or obstructing any public road. But it is 
not the function of the municipality to protect the fields of agriculturists. 

The Honourable Minister said that this clause is borrowed from the 
old Act. That is exactly the reason why I oppose it. Our experience of 
the section contained in the old Act is that poor people are harassed un
necessarily. If there is a capitalist's house near that of the gowli he 
does not and will not want his poor neighbours near him. If this clause 
is retained as it is, it will not be possible for these poor people to live in the 
municipal towns. Once a rich man goes and lives near gowlies, it becomes 
impossible for them to remain there. Everything of the poor will be a. 
nuisance to the capitalist. Some people think that it is only a fine of 8 
annas that cattle owners will pay if their cattle is impounded and that it 
is not too much. But if the poor man has got ten heads of cattle 
the fine will amount toRs. 5 a day and if feeding charges. are added it 
may come to Rs. 20. That is th~ reason why people have su:ffered by 
this section, and that is why I press my amendment. · 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The origmal amendment is 
that moved by the honourable member 1\Ir. Noor Mahomed: 

Delete the following words from clause 167 :-"or to cause a nuisance, or who causes 
or suffers such animals to stray about without a keeper or who keeps any animal on his 
premises so as to be a nuisance or danger to any person". 

To that there is an amendment from the honourable member J\lr. Kambli : 
Delete the following words from clause 167 : · " or who keeps any animal on his premises 

so as to be a nuisance or danger to any person ". 

I will put the amendment to the amendment first. 
Question put : 
In clause 167, delete the words" or who keeps any animal on his premises so as to be a 

nuisance or danger to any person". 

and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I will now put the amendment 
o~the honourable member Mr. Kambli as a substantive proposition. 

The honourable member l\lr. KambJ.i'~ amendment put as a substantive 
proposition and carried. 

Clause 167, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 168 (Feeding animals on filth) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 169 (Consumption of smoke) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next clause is 170. To 

that there is an amendment from the honourable member 1\lr. Pahalajani, 
· but that is out of order under the ruling given in regard to the amend
ment to sub-clause (20) ot clause 58. 

Clause 170 (Licensing markets arul, slaughter-houses) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 
· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The ·next clause is 171. To 

that there are amendments from the· honourable members 1\Ir. Karki, 
1\Ir:. G. I. Patel, 1\Ir. Swaminarayan, and Dr. 1\1. K. Dixit. All these 
amendments also fail in .view of the ruling given on the amendment to 
sub-clause (20) of clause 58. _· · 

Clause 171 (Openitlfl, closing arul, letting of m.arkets and slaughter-houses) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. · 

Clause 172 (Farming of market arul, slaughter-house rents) ordered to 
stand part of the bill. 

Clause 173 tSlaughter-Jw.uses, etc., beyond municipal limits) ordered 
to stand part of the bJl. 

Clause 174 (Search for and inspection of unwholesome articles) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. . 

Clause 175 (False weights and measures) ordered to stand part of the 
bill. 

Clause 176 (Licens-ing of dairies) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 177 (Powers w prevent disease which may at any time be conft:.rred) 

ordered to stand part ot the bill. 
Clause 178 (Duties of municipality o-n threatened or actual outbreak 

of dangerous du,easeJ ordered to stand part of the bill. 
1 Clause 179 (JVithdrawal and modification of pou·ers arul, orders) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 180 (Duties of municipa1ity in respect of diseases among cattle, 
sheep or goats) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clau-,e 181 (Proceedings to abate the overcrowding of the interiors of 
buildings) ordered to stand part of the bill .. 

Clause 182 (SpeciaZ powers which may be conferred by the. Government. 
in respect of overcrowded area) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 183 (Closing of places for disposal of the dead) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 184 (Regulation of certain trades). 
(1) If it be shown to the satisfaction of the standing ~ommittee that any building· or 

place used or intended by any person to be used- · 
(a) for boiling or storing offal, blood, bones or rags, 
(b) for salting, curing, or storing fish, . 
(c) for storing hides, horns or skins, 
(d) for tanning, . 
(e) for the manufacture of leather or leather goods, 
(f) for dyeing, · 
(g) for melting tallow or sulphur, 
(h) for washing or drying wool or, hair, 
( i) as a brick, pottery or lime kiln, 
(j) for soap-making, 
( k) for oil-boiling or oil extracting, 
(l) as a manufactory of sago, 
(m) as a distillery, · · 
(n) for storing hay, straw, fodder, wood, coal or other combustible material, 
(o) as a manufactory of snuff, 
(p) for the manufacture or sale of sweetmeats, 
(q) as a factory,. workshop or place of business in which animals are employed or 

intended to be employed for doing work, or in which steam, water or any mechanical 
power is used or intended to be used, 

(r) as a manufactory or place of business of any other kind, from which offensive or 
unwholesome smells arise, or which may involve risk of fire, · . 
is or is likely to become by reason of such use and of its situation a nuisance to the neigh. 
bourhood or is so used or is so situated as to be likely to be dangerous to life, health or 
property, the standing committee may by written notice require the owner or occupier-

(i) at once to discontinue the use of, or at once to desist from carrying out or allowing. 
to be carried out the intention so to use, such building or place, or · 

(ii) to use it in such manner or after such structuraralterations as the standing oo.m
mittee in such notice prescribes, so that it may not become, or may be no longer, a nusiance 
or dangerous. · 

For the purpose of sub-section (r) nuisance shall include any contamination of the 
atmosphere whereby a deposit of soot or any mechanical noise is caused. 

Nothing in this sub-section shall be deemed to affect any provision of the Indian Boilers 
Act, 1923, or shall authorize any order relating to the fixing or fencing of any engine, mill· 
!J:{'Iaring, hoist or other machinery in any factory to which the provisions of the Indian 
Factories Act, 1911, are applicable. 

(2) Whoever af~r notice has been given under sub-section (1), uses any building or 
V bTt to enalt place or permits it to be used in such a manner as to be a 

aft~: n~~i~e p y nuisance to the neighbourhood or dangerous to life, health, 
· or property, shall be punished with fine which may extend 

to two hundred rupees, and \1\'ith further fine which may extend to forty rupees for every . 
day on which sttch use or permission of use is oontinued after the date of the first convic
tion. 

(3) Vpon a conviction being obtained under this section the Magistrate shall. on the 
applkation of the standing committee but not otherwise order such place to be closed 
and tht>l"'llpon appoint persons or take other steps to prevent such place being used for 
any purpose mentioned in sub-section (1). · - · 
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(4) Whoever 1lSe8 without a license or during the suspension or after the withdrawe.l. 

of a license, any place for any purpose mentioned in sub-sec· 
Penalty for unlicensed tion (1) in any municipal borough in which by-laws are for 

places in district in the time being in force prescribing the conditions on or 
which by-laws under subject to which, the circumstances in which, and the areas 
aection 68 (l) (b) (iii) or localities in respect of which, licenses for such use may be 
are in force. granted, refused, suspended or withdrawn, shall be punished 

with fine which may extend to fifty rupees and with further 
fine which may extend to ten rupees for every day on which such use i.s continued after 
the date of first conviction, · · 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to moye : 
In clause 184 (1), Explanation, for the words" or any mechanical noise i.s caused 11 

substitute the words " i.s caused or any mechanical noise ". . 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause 184 (1), Explanation, before 1st paragraph, add a heading "Explanation 

1 "and before the second paragraph, add a heading" Explanation 2 ". 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move : 
In the same clause, Explanation, 1st paragraph for" (r)" substitute" (q) and (r)." 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause 184 (1), Explanation, 2nd pargraph for" this sub-section" read" sub-seo· 

tiona (q) and (r), " · 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 184 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 185 (Prohibition of use of steam-whistles, etc.) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
Clause 186 (lnitering (IT importuning f(!T purposes of prostitution) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 187 (Brothels) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 188 (Pilgrims' lodging houses} ordered-to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 189 (Polic~ arul municipal officers to aid fire brigade) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 190 (Service of notices, etc., addressed to individuals} ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 191 (Punishment f(!T disobedience of (!Tders and notices not 

punishable under any other section) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 192 (:Municipality in default of owner (IT occupier may execute 

worb and rewver expenses) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 193 (Occupier in default of owner, may execute works and deduct 

expenses from his rent) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 194 (PrOC'R£dings if any occupier opposes the execution of the .Act} 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 195 (Entry far :purposes of the' .Act) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Clause 196 (.Arbitrci:ion in cases of rompensatioo, etc.) ordered to stand 

f&rt 01 the bJl. 
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Clause 197 (Costs or expen.~es how determined arul reoovered) ordered to 
stand part of the bill. 

Clause 198 (Municipality may prosecute) ordered to stand part of the 
bill, I 

Clause 199 (Distress ktwful tlwugh defective in form) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. . 

Clause 200 (Damage to municipal property kow made good) ordered _to 
stand part of the..bill. 

Clause 201 (Alternative procedure by suit) ordered to stand part of the 
bill. . . . 

Clause 202 (Power to sue, cxrmpromise and pay cxrmpensation) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. · · · . 

Clause 203 (Assistance for the reoovery of rent on ktrul) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. • 

Clause 204 (Limitation of suits, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 205 (Powers of police ojficers) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 206 (Accounts to be kept) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clau"e 207 (Presentation of accounts. Budget Estimates) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 208 (Audit of accounts) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 209 (Transmission of accounts to Governm.en•)· ordered to stand 

part of the bill. . 
Clause 210 (Publication of accounts) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 211 (Power of inspection arul supervision) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. · 
Clause 212 (Collector's powers of susperuling execution of orders, etc., 

of mun 'cipa'itws), 
(1) If, in the opinion of the Collector, the execution of any order or resolution of a. 

municipality, or the doing of anything which is about to be done or is being done by or on 
behalf of a. municipality, is causing or is likely to cause injury or annoyance to the public 
or to lead to a. breach of the peace or is unlawful, he may by order in writing under his 
s1gna.ture suspend the execution or prohibit. the doing thereof. 

(2) 'Then the Collector makes any order under this section, he shall forthwith forward 
Col!ector 's order to be to the Commissioner and to the municipality affected thereby 

reported to Commission- a copy of the order, with a statement of the reasons for making 
er who may confirm or it ; and it shall be in the discretion of the Commissioner 

to rescind the order, or to direct that it continue in force modify it. 
with or without modification, permanently or for such. period 
as he thinks fit. • . 

(3) The Commissioner shall forthwith submit to the Government a report of every 
Every case under this case occurring under this section, and the Government 

t~ection to be reported to may revise or modify any order made therein, and make 
Government for their in respect thereof any other order which the Commissioner 
final orders. could have made 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Mr. President, I beg to move 
that 

For clause 212, the following shall be substituted:-

(1) If, in the opinion of the District Magistrate the execution of any order.or ~lution 
of a municipality or the doing of anything which is about to be done or is being done 
by or on behalf of a municipality, is likely to lead to a breach of the peace, he may make 
1 provi~ional order in writing under his signature, suspendin J the execution or prohibiting 
the dointr thereof. . - · 
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(2) When the District Magistrate makes any such provisional order, he shall forth
with forward to the Government and the municipality affected thereby a copy of th& 
order with a statement of the reasons for making it, and the Government may con.firm 
revise, modify or rescind such order. 
· &ovided that no such order shall be confirmed, ;;;ised or modified before giving the 
munic~pality reasonable opportunity of stating what it has to say thereon. 

Honourable members 'Will see that clause 212, for the modification 
of which I am moving my amendments, is an old proyision existing in the 
District 1\Iunicipal Act of 1901. It forms part of the chapter of the 
District :Municipal Act which deals with the control of municipalities. 
Now, I submit to this honourable House that the retent:on in this new 
bill of the old section as regards control constitutes a serious blot on an 
otherwise excellent bill. The principle as regards the constitution of 
local bodies and the outside control that should be exercised over them is 
very clearly stated ·in formula 1 of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report. 
Every measure, I submit, dealing with local self-government must be 
tested ~y that formula. If the liberalisation of our local bodies does not 
come up to the standard or to the level which has been embodied in that 
formula, to that extent the liberalisation must be considered to be defec
tive. That formula, as the honourable members are fully aware, is this : 

" There should be, as far as possible, complete popular control in local bodies and the 
largest possible independence for them of outside contol." · 

· Tills is the formula laid down that there should be the largest possible 
independence of outside control. ·I submit, Sir, that this clause and other 
clauses in the bill regarding control contravene this latter part of the 
formu1a. They do not conform to the principle that there should be 
the largest possible independence of outside control. Now, if honourab~e 
members will read the clause as it stands and the amendment which I 
beg to propose, they will find that in ~he original clause the Collector is 
authorised to interfere with a municipality to suspend the execution of its 
resolution, or to exercise the veto in more than one case. Honourable 
members will see that this right of veto, of in~rfering with and suspending 
the execution of a resolution of a municipality or the execution of any act 
done or propo~ed tO be done by a municipality is, in the first place, 
given to the Collector. Now, I am opposed in principle to such very 
large control being exercised over any municipalities, and in particular 
these major municipalities, by the Collector. That is my first objection. 
The Collector is not responsible, is not subordinate, to the Minister. 
Local Self-government is a. transferred subject. Moreover, as the 
honourable members are fully aware, the rights, privileges and status 
of the Collector are specially secured by the Government of India Act 
and the rules thereunder. It seems to me, therefore, that this is a very 
serious anomaly that control should be exercised over self-governing 
bodies, which are under a transferred department, by an officer who is not 
subordinate, at all events who is not responsible to the Honourable 
Minister in charge of Local Self-government who is responsible to the 
Legislative Council. And we must take 'steps to remove that anorp.aly 
as early as possible. It was all right in 1901 when the reforms had not 
come into existence and when Local Self-government had not reached 
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that high level which it has reached now. It was all right in those da}-s 
that the Collector, as a representative of the Crown, should have been 
invested with a large measure of control over these local bodies, but we 
are now liYing in entirely different days and we han made considerable 
progre.<>.s. Local Self-government has now become a transfemd subject 
over which the representatives of the people have control and the question 
before this honourable House is this : Is it at all right or proper in the 
present circumstances that such an. officer as the Collector should have 
such wide powers of outside control over these self-governing bodies, in 
particular the major municipalities! That is then one objection which 
I raise to the passing of the clau..«e as it is. :Yy objection goes still further. 
A careful perusal of the section as it stands will show that a Collector can 
interfere and exercise his veto in more than one ca.._qe, :Now, I submit 
that the Collector, as District :Yagist:rate, will be justified in exercising 
control and that too only provisionally only in one case; that one case is 
when breach of peace is likely to occur or is threatened by anything 
which is done or proposed. to be done by a municipality. I am perfectly 
prepared to ooncede that the Collector as Dil:>i:.rict :Y~crk"trate, not as 
Collector, should be empowered to exercise his functions, as the l-eeper of 
peace and order in his jurisdiction. If anything which a municipality 
re_"'h·es to do or has done interferes with peace and order, the Collector 
as the District :Yagistrate should have the right of exercising control 
oYer the do~o:YS of the municipality. To that extent it is reasonable 
that he should u:ercise control over the municipality, but, beyond that, 
his control must not be allowed to go because it would be inconsi.:,1:ent 
in the first place with the formula which I have already laid down and 
secondly, because it will interfere with the healthy growth and develop
ment of Local Self-government. So my amendment is this: I say that 
only in one case the Dil:>irict Magistrate should interfere; in that ease 
he should pass a provisional order and as ~n as he passes a provision&l 
order exercising his veto, he should furnish a copy of that order to the 
municipality and he should also send a copy of that order to the Govern
ment and the final order in this particular respect should en:wi.ate not 
from the District ll<\,<'istrate but from the Government. That is my amend
ment and I submit that it is a very reasonable amendment. The section, 
as it stands. would have been all right in the year 1901 or before that, and 
I ,·enture to think that the amendment which I ha\""e proposed will be 
considered to be in conformity with the conditions as they exiJ:>-t at present. 
I am very ple3...'led to OODocrratulate the Honourable llinister upon his 
t~ndency to meet the wishes of the people as fu as possible, but in this 
particular re~pect, I belie,·e, he finds himself powerless to the influence, 
coming from Commi.~oners and Collectors. With these words, I commend 
this amendment to the acceptance of the House. 

Q\!e::.tion proposaL . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SH.UKH GHUL..UI Hr'SS...\.rn : 
Sir, the t:~h of my honourable friend may have created some confusion 
in the minds of &:>me honourable members in regard to the constitution&{ 
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point. Therefore I want. in the first in<:~tance to make the constitutional 
position very clear to this Hou!'le. The stand which the honourable 
member took was that Local Self-Government is a transferred subject, 
and yet certain powers of control under this bill are to be exercispd by 
the Col~ectors. Therefore, he wants to delete the word " Colle.:,tor ;, 
and put in the word'3 "Distr'ct :Magistrate". But under the bill, the 
Collector, though he belon~s to a reCJerved de'(>artment, is, fot the pur'(>oses 
of Local Self-Government, sub'>rdinate to the Minis•e .. , and the Minister 
has the right or modifyln~, rvising or rescinding the Collector's order. 
I refer the honourable mover to the la>t clause, namely, clause 218, which 
reads as follows ·-

In all matters connected with this Act tll~ Gov'lm>n~nt. Corn>nissioners and Collectors 
Powers of Govemm'lnt shq.ll res-o'lctivelv, h'!."?'e. ani ex<~rnise the sam<:~ ~uthnrity 

and of the CommiRsion- a~1 control ~ver Co>n•msstnners, Collectors and thetr su~?r· 
ers over Collectors etc. d·n~tes as m matters of general and revenue admmts• 

' trat10n. 

Therefore the Collector, for the purooses of this A ~t. is subordinate to 
the Minister. Now, take the present chuse 212. Under it, though the 
Collector passes the order he has to fotward tbttt order at once to the 
Commissioner, and the Commissioner, if be confirm<~ it, h!ts to forwa"d 
that order at once to the Government, that is, to the Minister, and it 
is for the Minister to confi"ID. or m'iifv or re'lcin-1 that order. Therefore, 
the constitutional position is not affected by the present clause a<J it 
stands. On the contrary, if, according to the amendment of the honour· 
able mover, the words " D st-ri.c• Magistrate " are sub~tituted for the 
word " Collector ", the District Magistrate bein~ a subordin~tte in a 
reserved department will not be "ubiect. to the control of the Minister. 
Therefore, the constitutional point is in favour of the provision as it 
stands. If any order is passed bv the .District Magistrate, it will be 
subject to revision by the Se'lsions Court, or the H'gh Court.. There~ore, 
as the provision stands, it is. constitutionally correct. As regards the 
merits, I will S'(>eak herea "ter. -· 

Mr. L. J. MOUNTFORD : Mr. President, I have little to add to the 
arguments that have fallen from the Honourable Minister on this matter. 
I would point out one more d:ffiru1tv which, I think, the honourable 
member from Nasik has not oui+e understood. Apnarently, he has not 
read c1ause 211 of the b'll. Under clause 211, the Collecto~ will rPceive 
information of everythin~ that is going on in a municipality. He can 
call for re'(>orts from the municipalitv, he can call for any returns from 
the municipality ; and it is the practice for all municipalities to send copies 
of all resolutions to the Co11ector, under section 173 of the District 
Municipal Act. The D~strict'l\lagistrate :s not aware of what is going 
on ; he is not the man to interfere at all from any point of view ; the 
Collector alone knows what is going on. I do not wish to go over the 
same ground of argument as was covered by the Honourable Min}ster 
as to the subordination of the Co'lector to Government in the transferred 
department"!, but Government in +he tran!lferred departments has 
absolutely no authoritv over the District Magistrate. I doubt very 
much whether municipalities would desire to be brought under the power 
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of the criminal courts. If a District Ma!fstrate issues an order to a 
municipality, it is the order of a magisterial court, an:l must le obeyed. 
He could, on his motion, insist upon that order being carried out. ' There
fore, all through, it is far better that any sort of interference-and that 
interference is necessary is admitted by the honourable member for 
Nasik-should be carried on by those officers who are extra-judicial, 
to whom the members or the president will go and converse, and discuss 
the order, rather than a court whose order is final once it is issued. 
I therefore cpnsider that the anomaly mentioned. by the honourable 
member for Nasik is not an anomaly at all. and what he propose3 to 
introduce is a far greater anomaly than anything that at present appears 
in the Act. · 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, the honour
able member Mr. Pradhan has referred this House to the " formula " that 
there shou1d be no outside control at all, that control should not be 
exercised on occasions. I need not remind the honourable member that 
cases do arise, especially in new municipalities, where such powers are 
absolutely necessary to be given to the Collector; it wou1d be more anom
alous to hand over these power~ to the District Magistrate than to the 
Collector. He should not forget that these powers are to be exercised 
in urgent cases, and in ca~es where, if no immediate action is taken, . 
more serious harm would be done than by the non-interference of the 
Collector. As things stand at present, I am afraid some kind of contl'ol 
will be necessary for some time to come-not the kind of control which the 
honourable member fears. In urgent cases, in matters of peace it would 
be wrong to take away all the powers of control from the Collector. 
As the honourable member Mr. Mountford has pointed out, there are 
sections which already give power to the Collector to get all kinds of 
information from the municipalities. Is he not therefore the right 
person to exercise judgment or to issue temporary orders in such matters 1 
Besides, Sir, the clause is hedged round by so many safeguards. The 
Collector has immediately to forward a copy of his order to the Com
missioner, and the Commissioner also has immediately to report to .the 
Honourable Minister. Therefore, there is no serious danger in allowing 
the Collector to interfere on urgent occasions. He would be a very bad 
Collector indeed who would exercise his powers to satisfy mere whims 
and fancies, because thev are liable to be immediately revised by the 
Commissioner and the Honourable Minister. Moreover, the Collectors 
know that under reformed Councils, there is from every district a 
member in this House to exercise vigilance over the affairs of his consti
tuency. I say it is unlikely that under such circumstances the Collector 
would do anything to make a mere show of his powers. I therefore 
trust that, after the explanation given by the Honourable Minister, 
my honourable friend will withdraw his motion. 

)lr. S. T. KA)!BLI (Dharwar District): Sir, the provisions of clauses 
211 and 212 of the bil1 seem to be bodily taken from sections 173 and 174: 
of the existing District Munic:pal Act, Under these two clauses, the 
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Commissioner and the Collector have been given the power to inspect 
the accounts of the municipality, to inspect their works, etc., and in fact 
they have been given the power to be ·m close touch with the daily 
administration of the municipality. Nobody has taken any objection 
to these powers being vested in these two officers, the Commissioner 
and the Collector, and I do not think that any reasonable objection 
could be taken to them, because municipal administration is carried on in 
the interest of the public, and' in open and broad daylight. But when 
powers are proposed to be given to the Collector . and Oommissioner 
under clause 212, the honourable mover of the· amendment proposes that 
these powers should be curtailed and should be given only to the 
Collector and the Collector should immediately report the matter to 
Government. That is what the proposal comes to. Under clause 212, 
the Collector can interfere only in three cases. Let us examine these 
three cases, and let us see,.after our examination, whether it is improper 
or inadvisable or inexpedient or against the proper administration of 
municipalities that in these three cases powers should be given to the 
Collector to interfere and to take action. Clause 212 (1) says: 

" If, in the opinion of the Collector, the execution of any order or resolution of a 
municipality, or the doing of anything which is about to be done or is being done by or 
on behalf of a municipality, is causing or is likely to cause injury or annoyance to the 
public or to lead to a breach of the peace or is unla.wfu~ he may, by order in writing under 
his signature, suspend the execution or prohibit the doing thereof." 

The Collector can interfere and pass orders only in three cases, namely, 
when an act is unlawful, or the execution of any resolution is likely to 
cause injury or annoyance to the public, or is likely to lead to a breach 
of the public peace. I beg to submit that in such cases some outside 
interference is necessary especially where the municipalities do or 

· attempt to do something unlawful or prejudicial to public peace. Under 
the existing provisions there is no interference contemplated with regard 
to the executive duties of municipalitk~ I think it is necessary that 
the Collector in his capacity as District Magistrate as being responsible 
for the peace and order of the district should be invested with some power 
to interfere with the municipalities in cases where· their action might 
lead to breach of the peace or injury to the public. I think no self
respecting municipality will take it an offence if it is brought to their 
notice that their resolution is unlawful or it is likely to cause breach of 
the peace or injury to the public. I think the municipality concerned 
will take it in a better spirit and will like to be profited and guided 
by the advice of the Collector. When the Collector makes such an order 
he ·is required to communicate it to the Commissioner and as the 
Commissioner is nearer to the municipality than the Government and 
gets more time and leisure than the Government, the Commissioner can 
visit the spot and bring about some speedy settlement in the matter. 
It is provided by clause (2) : 

" When the Collector makes any order under this section, he shall forthwith forw~rd 
to the Commissioner and to the municipality affected thereby a copy of the order, mth 
Ule statment of the reasons for making it ; and it shall be in the discretion of the Commis· 
aioner to rescind this order, or to direct that it continue in force with or without modili· 
cation, permanently or for such period as he ~hinks fit." 
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These provisions make it incumbent on the Collector not only to forward 
the order to the Commiss:oner, but also to forward it to the municipality 
concerned also. I do not think that by this clause the routine adminis
tration of the municipality will be interfered with in any way. Under 
sub-clause (3) the order that the Commissioner may pass will be. sub· 
mitted to Government who may revise or modify the order of the. 
Commissioner. The Government will consider on the one hand the 
case of the municipality and on the other the report of the Commissioner. 
The Honourable :Minister in charge of the portfolio of Local Self-govern~ 
ment will consider both sides of the case and pass an order which will 
be final. I do not think this is in any way objectionable. · 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, if we read claU!!e 211 
with clause 212 we can very properly say that clause 212 is a corollary 
to clause 211. When we give power of inspection and supervision to 
the Collector what is the use of that power unless he has got power tO 
suspend execution of the orders of municipality which are either unlawful 
or injurious to the public or likely to lead to a breach of the peace ! I 
quite agree with my honourable friend the honourable member from 
Nasik (Mr. R. G. Pradhan) when he said that the Collector should not be 
allowed to interfere with the powers given to municipalities under this Act. 
But if we read clauses 211 and 212, the cases in which the Collector will 
interfere are those that relate to a breach of the peace, injury 'to the 
public and so on. I do not think that the municipality should be left 
to act without control in such cases. The Collector is given power to 
interfere with the municipality only in the abovementioned cases and 
he has no power to interfere with the real administration of the munici
pality. Suppose some members of a municipality pass a resolution 
which is really not in the interests of the public then I should think the 
Collector should be allowed to interfere. Suppose in any city municipality 
some members join together and pass a resolution that Rs. 1,000 should 
be spent on some object which will not serve any public purpose. In that 
case the Collector can interfere. So far as my experience of th.e Bhusawal 
Municipality is concerned, the Collector has very rarely, practically 
has not, interfered with any resolution which we pass there. Under these 
circumstances I hope the amendment will not be accepte~. · . 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Mr. President, I shall first 
deal with the arguments of my honourable friend l\Ioulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad. He says that the formula to which I have referred does not 
lay down that there should be no control at all over local bodies. He 
is quite right. But my amendment does not say that there should be 
no outside control whatever over local self-government. I myself 
have never said that no control whatever should be exercised over local 
self-governing bodies; but what I contend is-and that contention is 
not in the least affected by his argunients-that that control should be 
the least possible, the minimum that may be absolutely necessary ; 
and secondly that. that control should be exercised not by the Collector 
hJJ.t by the Honoura~le Minister in charge of the 110rtfolio of Local 
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Sell ..Government. In the speech I made when I moved this amendment I 
fu .y stated my reasons .or holding that th.s power should not be exercised 
by the Collector. In that connection the Honourable Minister has 
thrown some light on the constitutional position. It may be that so 
far as Local Sell-government is concerned, that the Commissioner and the 
Collector are subordinate to the Honourable Minister. But we know 
what that subordination means in the light of the essential features of 
dyarchy. We know it very well. No argument is ne:Jessary to explain 
that point. We further know what subordination means in the I ght 
of the special privileges, the special rights, the special status and so for h 
that have been secured to the Collectors by the Government of India 
Act and the rules made thereunder. In the light of the essential features 
of dyarchy, in the light of the inherent defects of the dyarchical constitu
tion under which we are working, and in view of the special privileges 
and statuJ and right; which have been secured to the I.C.S. and other 
high officers, I say that this so-called subordination of the Collector and 
the Commissioner to the Honourable 1\Iinister in charge of Local Sell
government is of the most shadowy character ; it is unreal, it is chimerical 
in it1 nature. And therefore not the slightest weight should be attached 
to the argument based on this unreal and illusory subordina ion of the 
Collector and the Commissioner to the Honourable Minister in charge. 

Sir, reference has been made by my honourable friend 1\Ioulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad that mmediate action is necessary. Certainly whenever there 
is a necessity for control and such control will be justifiable, I quite 
concede that immediate action i; desirable. But as I have said, there 
h only one case n which the Collector m the capacity of district magistrate 

. should be allowed to interfere, and in that case the amendment I move 
does provide for immediate action. The amendment is quite clear, 
that as soon as something is about to be done or is being done by the 
municipality, which is likely to interfere w.th public peace or order, 
the Col.ector in his capacity as district magistrate may pass immediately 
a provisional order veto.ng that particular action of the municipality. 
So that, the fear that my honourable friend 1\Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad 
has expressed is absolutely baseless. The only question is whether 
these wide powers should be given to the Collector-whether there s any 
justification for it. Should not the municipalities in these big cities 
be trusted to refrain from acts which are likely to be harmful to the 
public or to be unlawful! If an act is harmful to the public or unlawful 
there are other ways n which the ratepayers can control the municipality. 

As I have said, it is quite proper and reasonable that a distinction 
should be made in the case of acts which are likely to cause a breach 
of the public peace, because after all the interests of peace and order 
are of a high order ; they are of prime importance ; and they are paramount 
over everything else ; and special care must be taken to safeguard them. 
I have there.ore made the provision that if anything is being done or 
is about to be done by the municipality which is likely to disturb peace 
and order, at once the Collector should come forward and in hi3 capacity 
as district mag.strate should interfere with what ~as been done by the 
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municipality or is about to be done by the municipality. But in that 
single case alone interference by the Collector as diStrict magistrate will 
be justified ; in no other case interference will be justified. ; 

Then, Sir, may I draw the attention of honourable members to one 
point, a very important point 1 It is this. In the clause as it stands, 
in all these processes-the Collector suspend ng execution of a resolution, 
etc., hi~ reporting to the Commissioner, the Commissioner passing orders 
on his report, the submission of the case by the Commissioner to the 
Government and the final order of Government-in all these processes, 
there is not the slightest scope given for the municipalities concerned to 
be consulted. The Collector vetoes a resolution ; he refers the matter 
to the Commissioner; the Commissioner sends the matter to Govern
ment ; and the Government issues final ·orders. But throughout this 
procedure the municipality is not consulted, and no question is asked of the 
municipality, t)le municipality's views are not ascertained. I know of many 
cases where unjustifiable and arbitrary orders have· been issued ; 1 have 
known of interference under circumstances which would not warrant it. 
The whole thing is done without consulting the municipality, without the 
Government taking care to know what the municipality have got to say 
on the matter. Is it not arbitrary 1 Is it not inconsistent with local 
self-government, with what ought to be the powers and functions and 
privileges of a municipality, with what ought to be the real principle of 
local self-government 1 I do submit, Sir, that the amendment I have 
moved is in the truest and best interests of local self-government, and I 
am surprised at the mentality. of those who are against its acceptance. 

With these words I commend the amendment to the House. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN ': 
Sir, my honourable friend admits that there ought to be control, and even 
by his amendment he gives a certain amount of control. The next point 
he raised was the constitutional point-as to how far the Collector and the 
Commissioner are under me-but I am not going to deal with that. He 
admits that immediate action should be taken in certain cases, but he 
says that the Minister in charge of Local Self-government should pass 
orders and exercise that control. Now, the Mmister of Local Self-govern
ment is sitting in this hall. In Shikarpur or Hyderabad, the municipality 
passes an illegal resolution. Before I can take action, the harm wil be 
already done. It may take two or three months be ore a representation 
will reach me. I can quote examples. The municipa ity may pas; an 
order refusing to allow certain depressed classes to take water from a 
certain well, and there is no other well, private or municipal, that the 
de~ressed classes can draw from. The Collector is to be g.ven no authority 
to mterfere, and they will thus go without water till the matter is 
rep~esented to the Minister, who "ill have to make enquiries before taking 
action. I will give yet another instance. The municipalities are not 
allowed to restrict the slaughter of animals. Suppose a municipality 
takes the law into its own hands, and stops the slaughter of animals. All 
meat-eating people will have to go without meat till the Minister receives 
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a representation from the people affected and decides the matter. There
fore, power is given to the officer on the spot to take immediate action. 

I have been hearing for so many yeats that we should take away all 
these powers from these wicked Collectors, but nobody has suggested to 
me to whom we should give these powers. So far as I am aware, there · 
are two systems. One system is the system under which the Minister 
works with a paid agency, such as inspectors, inspectors-in-chief, and 
so on. It is a very costly system, and if you introduce that it. will 
cost the presidency several lakhs and the municipalities will 
murmur , each time these inspectors try to interfere with them. 
The other is the French system, like our system working through 
Collectors or men on the spot, and the third suggested by the honourable 
mover of the amendment is that the Minister should e~ercise the powers 
in question. I have already said that it .is impossible for the Minister 
to exercise these powers. If any resolution passed by a municipality 
causes injury, it would be impossible to remove the injury 'at once. Simi
.larly in the case of unlawful resolutions, it would be impossible to remedy 
the defect promptly. I do not think the honourable member would 
encourage municipalities to pass resolutions likely to cause a breach of 
the peace. I really appreciate the last point that the honourable member 
made that there is no provision in this bill giving an opportunity to the 
municipalities to consider the orders passed by the Collector and the 
Commissioner. With your permission, Mr. President, and if the honour
able House agrees with me, I may add a new clause at the end-
. " Provided that no order of the collector or commissioner passed under this section 
shall be confirmed, revised or modified by Government before giving the municipality 
rea.sona.ble'opportllllity of stating what it has to say.thereon." 

If the House agrees and if the Honourable the President allows I am ready 
to move this amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Certainly. But is this amend
ment an amendment to the . amendment moved by the honourable 
member~ 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
No. 
-, The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It is a part of the amendment 
now under discussion . 
.. ·The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : I 
oppose the amendment, Sir, but I want to add a new clause at the end 
of clause 212. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Do you want to make exactly 
the same proviso 1 · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Slightly altered, namely : 

" Provided that no order of the collector or commissioner passed under this section 
ehall be confirmed, revised or modified by Government, etc. etc. '' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The reason why I asked the 
Honourable Minister to tell me whether it was part of the amendment 
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that is now before the House was to suggest a procedure which would 
be more suitable. But I now find that the proviso is different from that 
in the amendment. Therefore the procedure appears to me to be that 
the whole amendment should at present be voted upon. The Honourable 
Minister is now replying and on the occasion of replying it is hardly proper 
to introduce new matter into the discussion. That being so, I will put 
the· amendment to the vote and if it is rejected I might allow the Honour
able Minister to move his new amendment so that honourable members 
may have an opportunity of discussing it before voting upon it. It 
cannot be done now as the Honourable Minister is at present replying 
on the debate. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAll HUSSAIN : 
With these words, I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. · 

(After reuss.) 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAli HUSSAIN: 
Sir, the amendment I propose to move is as follows : 

Add a proviso at the end of clause 212 as follows : 

" Provided that no order of the Collector or the Commissioner passed under this section 
shall be confirmed, revised or modified by Government without giving the municipality 
reasonable opportunity of showing cause against the said order." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 212, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 213 (Extraordinary powers of Collector in case of emergency) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. . . . 
Clause 214 (Power ofCommissionerto prevent extravagance in the employ

ment of establishment) : 

If in the opinion of the Commissioner the number of persons who are employed by a 
municipality as officers or servants, or whom a municipality proposes to employ, or the 
remuneration assigned by the municipality to those persons or to any particular person 
is excessive, the municipality shall, on the requirement of the Commissioner, reduce 
the number of the aaid persons or the remuneration of the said person or persons: 

Provided that the municipality may appeal against any such requirement to the Govern
ment whose decision shall be conclusive. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sif, I beg to move the following 
amendment : · · 

Omit clause 214. 

Honourable members will see that clause 214 gives to the Commissioner 
power to reduce the number of persons in the municipalities' employ or 
their remuneration. The general arguments which have been advanced 
while moving my last amendment apply to this amendment allo. If 
any additional argument is necessary, it is this: Can we not trust 
municipalities to exercise due care in employing their establishment and 
in preventing extravagance, and is it necessary to keep municipalities 
in leMing strings even in such a small matter as the engagement of 
the establishment and its pay; in such a small matter as this, is it really 
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necessary to give power to the Collector or Commissioner ? Can we 
not trust in this matter to the good sense an.d.judgment and the sense of 
responsibility of the municipalities concerned ? 

Quest' on proposed. 

!llr D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend the honourable member 
from Nasik (~lr. R. G. Pradhan) So far as the last amendment was 
concerned, it was quite a different thing. This clause really vitiates 
the principle of Local Self-government, and therefore I support the 
amendment. 

Mr. N. E: KAVLE (Ah.mednagar District): Sir, I oppose the amendment. 
l\Iy reason is this, that these powers which are given to the Commissioner 
are quite necessary as these local bodies have got into the habit nowa
days of employing excessive staff and paying them extravagantly. There
fore a salient check ,ike the one proposed in the clause s absolutely 
necessary and so I oppose the amendp:lent. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik Distri~t): Sir, my honourable friend 
Mr. Navle seems to forget that in this bill we are dealing with major 
municipalities. He makes a statement that several ·municipalities are 
in the habit of being extravagant. He has cited not a single instance in 
support of his contention. His argument ·would have received some 
support if he had been in a position to cite instances sho·wing that the 
municipalities to which this bill applies have been guilty of extravagance 
on particular occasions or in particular matters. He has not given a 
single illustration in support of his argument, and therefore I fail to under
stand why we should interfere with local self-governing bodies in such 
a small matter as their establishment. If they are not to be trusted 
in a small matter like this, then Local-Self-government can hardly be 
said to be worth having. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.l\1 HUSSAIN: 
Sir, it is not a question of trusting or not trusting the municipa ities. 
They may employ any establishment they need. This is only to check 
extravagance or excess in establishment. Instances have actually 
occurred in certain mmilcipalities in which posts have been created for 
friends of certain members. The honourab:e mover has not pointed out 
a single instance in which a Commissioner has wrongly exercised his 
power. A.fter all, what is thi~ power ? A Commissioner will simply 
write to the municipality concerned that a particular establishment 
of that muncipality is excessh·e or extravagantly paid, and the munici
pality ·will have to consider the matter. L the mmilcipality still adheres 
to its own views as regards that establishment, the order of the Commis
sioner does not become conclusive. The municipality can appeal to the 
Government, that s, to the ~Iin:ster in charge of Local Self-government. 
It is simply a safeguard against extravagance. There has been absolutely 
no complaint about these powers having been wrongly exerriserl by the 
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Commissioners. This provlsion has worked very satisfactorily up to 
this time, and I do not think there should be any objection to it, 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 214 ordered to stand part of the bill 
Clause 215 (Government inquiry into municipal matters): 
(1) The Government may order an inquiry to be held by any officer appointed by it in 

this behalf into any matters concerning the municipal administration of any municipal 
borough or any matters with respect to which its sanction, approval or consent is re· 
quired under this Act. 

(t) The officer holding such inquiry shall for the purposes thereof have the powers 
which are vested in a Court under the Code of Civil Procedure in respect of the following 
matters:-

(a) discovery and inspection, 
(b) enforcing the attendance of witnesses, and requiring the deposit of their expenses, 
(c) compelling the production of documents, 
(d) examining witnesses on oath, 
(e) granting adjournments 
(f) reception of evidence taken on affidavit, and 
(g) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses; 

and may summon and examine auo 'IIWtu any person whose evidence appears to him to be 
material ; and shall be deemed to be a Civil Court within the meaning of sections 480 
and 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898. 

Explanativn.-For the purpose of enforcing the attendance of witnesses, the loca.l 
limits of such officer's jurisdiction shall be the limits of the Bombay Presidency. 

(.J) The reasonable expenses incurred by any person in attending to give evidence 
may be allowed by the officer holding the inquiry to such person and shall be deemed 
to be part of the costs. 

( , ) Costs shall be in the discretion of the Government and the Government shall have 
full power to determine by and to whom and to what extent such costs are to be paid, and 
to allow interest on costs at a rate not exceeding 6 per cent. per annum ; and such costs 
and interest shall be leviable as an arrear of land revenue. , 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move the. 
fo lowing amendment : 

Omit section 215. 

This is a new section introduced in the bill. It did not exist in the 
District Municipal Act, 1901. As far as I see, no reasons have been 
g ven for introducing this clause into this bill. I do not want to say 
anything further than that in support of this amendment. 

Que.stion proposed. · 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : 

Sir, this clause has been introduced in the interest of the municipalities. 
Generally, the complaint is that Government take extreme steps without 
giving the municipalities an opportunity of defence. This is a clause 
which will enable Government to make enquiry into municipal adminis
tration. The public v.ill come to know about the working of the muni
cipalities, about Government's charges against the municipalities 
and the municipalities will have to rebut the charges brought against 
them by Government. In fact, it is giving an opportunity to the public 
to know actually how the municipalities are working. If they are working 
satisfactorily Government cannot take any extreme steps against 
them. If they are working unsatisfactorily, the public will know of it, 
and that will support the action of Government in supe~seding, dissolving 
or taking any other measures against the municipalities. I, therefore, 
oppose the amendment. · 
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Question put and lost. 
Clause 215 ordered to stand part. of the bill. 
Cl8.use 216 (Power of Government to pr01:ide for performance of duties 

on default by municipalities) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause .217 (Power of Government to dissolve or supersede municipality 

in case of incompetency, default ()r abuse of power) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 218 (Powers of Govemnumt and of the Commissioners over 
CoUectors, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr~ R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move : 
After clause 218 add a new clause as follows : 

" 219. All rules made by the Government or the Commissioner under this Act shall 
be laid on the table of the Bombay Legislative Council for one month previous to the 
next session thereof, and shall be liable to be rescinded or modified by a resolution of 
the said Council tabled at its next session." 

The object of this amendment is simply to bring this bill into line with 
the various bills which were passed in this se8sion. In fact, this clause 
has been taken bodily from the Bombay Children Act. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : 
I have already accepted an amendment, more or less in the same terms, 
moved by the honourable member M:r. Hossenally M. Rahimtoola. What 
is the difierence between the two 1 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN : There is one difference. That amendment 
does not contain the word 'rescinded'. · It simply says 'modified' 
whereas all along we have used the expression' modified or rescinded'. 

·The amendment already accepted refers to clause 9 (1) (c). 

· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the facts are as stated, and the 
Honourable Minister is agreeable to the addition of the word " rescinded ", 
the better procedure would be to amend that section by adding the word 
''rescinded". I have made the suggestion as that appears to be a better 
way than to insert a new clause, repeating everything that has already 
been passed and adding one word more. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY :M. RAHIMTOOLA: 1\Iay I point out that that 
amendment of mine refers only to clause 9, while this refers to all the 
clauses in the bill1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I understand that the amendment 
which has already been accepted refers to clause 9, while this refers to the 
rules made under the whole Act. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
In that case, I have no objection to this amendment. I accept it. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 219 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule I (.Mun·icipal Boroughs) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule II ordered to stand part of the bill. 

· Schedule III (Fonn of notice of transfer to be git·en. when tlte transfer has 
lwn ejfeded by instrument) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Schedule IV (Form of rwtice of transfer to be given u.:hen the transfer .ias 
ta~·en place otheruise than by instrument) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Schedule V (Form of notice of demand) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule VI (Form of Warrant) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule VII '(Form of inventory and notice) ordered to stand part of 

the bill. 
The preambie ordered to· stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 

Sir, I will move theconsequentialamendments the day after to-morrow. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the Honourable :Minister is 

ready to-morrow, and the House is agreeable to do so, the consequential 
amendments may be made to-morrow. It is a very important bill, and 
I should like the Honourable Minister to look up all the changes and 
alterations including verbal alterations, which are necessary, so that they 

·may be made before the third reading. After this is done I will then 
declare formally that the bill has been considered clause by clause. 

BILL No. XVII OF 1925 (A BILL-TO TRANSFER THE POWERS 
AND DUTIES OF THE TRUSTEES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT 
OF THE CITY OF BOMBAY TO, AND TO VEST THE PROPERTY 
AND R:rGHTS VESTED IN THE SAID TRUSTEES IN THE MUNI .. 
CIPAL CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BOMBAY). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
Mr. President, I present the report of the select committee on .B.ill* 
No. XVII of 1925 (A Bill to transfer the powers and duties of the Trustees 
for the Improvement of the City of Bombay to, and to vest the property 
and rights vest-ed in the said Trustees in the Municipal Corporation of 
the City of Bombay}. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The report is presented .. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Second reading. Sir, I move that Bill No. XVII of 1925 as amend-
ed by the select committee be read a· second time. 

BiU read a l!e('ond time. Question put and carried. 

Bill rood clause by claitse. 

Clause 1 (Short title} ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (E:rlent and operation}. 
(a) This Act extends only to the City of Bombay; and · 
(b) it shall come into operation from such date as the Government may, by notification 

in the Bombay Got>erramtt•t Gault~ appoint. 

Mr. HOOSE:XALLY :M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 
to move the following amendment : 

January 1926' for' such date as the Government 
Got1f!1'1UIItllo! GauiU ', 11 

' 

• ride Appendix F. 
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Sir, this bill has been delayed for a considerable number of years, and by . 
giving this power to Government they may delay it for a considerably 
longer period. I want this Council to fix the date when this Act should 
come into force and the earliest reasonable date is 1st January 1926. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, · I rise to support the 
amendment of my honourable friend. When the original Improvement 
Trust Act of 1898 came into existence it was provided that the Improve
ment Trust would be handed over to the ~ '.unicipal Corporation after 
20 years ; if this promise had been carried out by Government the Improve
ment Trust would have been handed over to the Corporation in the 
year 1918. Now, we are. now in the year 1925 and seven years more 
have already elapsed ; if we further leave in the hands of the Government 
as to when the Improvement Trust should be handed over to the Corpo· 
ration it Will take still longer time, and we are not in a position to say 
when this will be handed over, so a definite period must be provided. 

The reason why the Improvement Trust should be handed . over to 
the Corporation on the 1st of January is, that the Board will frame its 
next budget in January and so the Corporation or Board will have the 
control over the expenditure side; if it is handed over after 1st January, 
then the Corporation will have very little voice over the budget framed 
by the Improvement Trust. On these grounds the handing-over of the 
Improvement Trust should not any further be delayed, so that the 
Corporation may have a voice in the framing of the budget of the 
Improvement Trust. I support th's amendment . 
. The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 

. Sir; I am surprised at the attitude. of the honourable member who just 
preceded me. He complains that the Government have delayed so long 
in handing over the Improvement Trust to the Corporation, and that the 
Government was not willing to do S.Q. I must remind honourable 
members that it is now five years since this bill was forwarded to the 
Corporation for its opinion ; and it was the Corporation that delayed it 
so long. I assure the House that as soon as the bill is passed, we will 
bring it into force. 

But as regards the date, 1st J;nuary 1926, we do. not know when the 
bill will receive the assent of the Governor General. The small amend
ment moved by the honourable member Mr. Rahimtoola with regard to 
election by ballot took nearly three months to receive the assent of the 
Governor General. If we lay down the 1st January as the date on which 
this Act should come into force, how are we sure of getting the assent 
of the Governor General before that time 1 Further, there is a fresh 
election of the municipality and the new Corporation will come in 
April next. I assure honourable members that Government wi 1 transfer 
the Improvement Trust as soon as the new Corporation is constituted. 
All these various circumstances have to be taken into consideration. 
Therefore leave it to us. As soon as we get the assent of the G~vemor 
Geveral, we will lose no time in transferring the Improvement Trust 
to the Corporation. 
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Question put and 1ost. 
Clau..~ 2 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
C'au..~ 3 (&ring the prot't'.sums of the lttJian Ttl~mp~ ·.let aiUI tlle 

lndinn P.ailtroy~ Ad) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause! (Repeal) ordered to stand part of the bill 
Clause 5 (Definition.s) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clau.~ 6 (CorporatioH. rh.argeil tcith the uteHlion of this .Jet) ordered 

to ~t.ani part of the bill. 
Clau..~ 7 (J! tmicipal CommissiOfler and Ch.iRf Ojfi~r may attend medings 

of Boorcl) ordered to stand part of the bill 
Clause 8 (Existing Board to continue pettJing formation of lmprovtmt'ltts 

CommiJt«) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clau..~ 9 (Prot-i.sion~ roneerning the Board'• procttdings): 
The follo11ine proril<ioos shall be obt!en-ed with respect to the proceeding1l of the Board. 

namely:-

(1) dul'in.ll any vacancy in the Boud the continuing TrosUlea may act u if DO YaCaDCJ 
had~; 

(!!) the Board sh&U have power to make rules regard.iDg the transactioll of basiDeaa, 
8Ubject to the following provi.si<JM. na.mely :-

(a) an ordina" meetina: shall be held at leLst onoe in everv quarter. 'l'he first meeting 
aftft the romontiOD is I'OOStitou-d shall be held in the ml'llltb of April on a day DOt later 
tb.an the 20th day of tb.a' month to be fixed by the President; 

(f,) the Presidt>nt mav. whenever he thinks fit. and shaD. upon the writtf.'ll reque!lt 
of not Je,;,s than tW'"f'nty Trw;tfeS, or of four members of the lmproftlllents Committee, 
.-all a 8pl'Cial meeting ; • 

(c) three dear dal"l!' notioe of all ordinary and special mee~ shall be gifttl to a.U 
TTilllt- : evt>ry sueh notioe shall specify the time and plaoe at which the meeting is to be 
held and shall be sent by post to the last known a.dJ.res9es of the Trustees ; 

Ill no business shall be tn.nsa.cW at any mee~ unless at leLst thirty Trustees are 
prt;!t'nt from the bt>gi.nning to the end of such m~ ; 
proridoo that when any meooting: is a.djoumed for want of a quorum of thirty Trasteea. DO 

quorum shall be n~rv for the transaction, at the Adjourned meeting. of the busiDela 
undiJ;~of: • 

(t) t''"ery meeting shall. if the President be preeent, be presided over by him; if he be 
a~t. lly l!ucb one of the TrustEeS preeent as may be chosen bv the meeting; 

(/) all quMioos shall be decidEd by a majority of votes of the Trustees preeent, the 
l're;idffit of the meetine ba rinlz a aeoond or casting vote in a.ll cases of equality of "roles ; 

(g) a dl'('laration by the pi"E'6i~ authority that 1. proposition hu been carried and an 
«'ntry to that effN't in the minute book shall, unless a poll be demanded at the time ol 
~uc b d~laration by not less than foor Trul;tfe&, be eonclusive evident"e of the fact, withon' 
proof of the number of vott'tl j!i1"en for or against the proposition: · 

(l) .-ben a poll is 90 demanded the Yote of e-a;::h Trustee present a.nd Toting upon the 
propo~oition 6b.a.ll be t&ken by tellt>n~ appointed by the presiding authority and the names 
of th~ Tro~t- 1"0ting ~inly for or against the proposition shall be recorded in 
thf' mmute book; 

(i) minutt'tl ihall be kept of the namee of the Tru.steetl present and ol the prooeedi.nga 
uf t'&cb m~ting in a book to be providEd for this purpose which sb.a.U be signed at the 
next f1!;;umg ml"''"ting by thl!' Pretiidt>nt of ncb Dlfleting and shall be open to in..cpectioa 
hy any Tflli't('(f) during offi<'e holll"L 

)lr. HOOSEXALLY ll. RAIIDITOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 
htt! to move : · 

'"After dau.~ 9 t2) (b) in.eert the following aub-clallllt! as n~lallllt! (bb) : 
' In thf f'l"f1lt of tbl!' offi<'e of the presidt>nt being ncant or of the death or resignatioD 

ul t~l!' pres!<lent or of his ~I! to be a Trustft! or of his being incapable of acting. the 
Cha~rtnao of the \ommitt('(f) ~hall fix the d.av, time and p~ of all ord.inan- and special 
meetings • :· · • 
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Under the bill only the president is authorised to call a meeting of the 
board and th~re is no provision as to what should happen in the contin· · 
gencies mentioned in my amendment. I have taken this provision from 
the :rtlunicipal.Act and I hope the Honourable Minister will accept it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.A.M HUSSAIN : 
I accept the amendment, Sir. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 

to move: 
In clause 9 (2) (c), substitute "seven" for "three" and insert "three clear days' . 

notice of all " between the words " and " and " special ". 

Sir, in the present' bill it is provided that " three clear days' notice 
of all ordinary and special meetings shall be given". But the Municipal 
Act provides for seven days' notice in the case of ordinary meetings and 
three days' notice in the case of urgent meetings. I think it is desirable 

· that similar provision should be made in the case of the Improvement 
Trust Board also. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.A.M HUSSAIN : 

I accept it. 
Question put and carried. 
:1.\Ir. HOOSEN.A.LLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 

to move: · 
· In clause 9 (2) (c) insert the words" and the business to be transacted thereat" between 

the words "held " and " and". 

. It is provided that notice should be given of the time and place at which 
'the meeting is to be held, but it is not provided that the business that 
is to be transacted should also be shown in the notice. This amendment 
follows the wording of the Municipal Act._ 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.A.M HUSSAIN : 
I accept the amendment, Sir. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. HOOSEN.A.LLY 1\I. R.A.HDITOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 

beg to move: 
Insert the following sub-clause as sub-clause (cc) after sub-clause (c) of clause 9 :-
" Every meeting shall be open to the public unless a majority of the trustees present 

thereat decide by a resolution, which shall be put by the presiding authority, of his own 
motion or at the request of any trustee present, without previous discussion, that any 
inquiry or deliberation pending before the Board is such as should be held in private, and 
provided that the presiding authority may at any time cause any person to be removed 
who interrupts the proceedings." . 

This is also a clause in the Municipal Act, and it is desirable that the 
public should be allowed to be present at the meetings of the board to 
know what is happening. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.AM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I accept it. 
Question put and carried. 
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Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I .beg 
to move: 

In chuse 9 (2) (d), sub3titute the wori "twenty" for the word "thirty". 

In the bill it is provided that 30 trustees should form the quorum, whereas 
in the Municipal Act the quorum is only 20. I think in the Improvement 
Trust Board the same standard as is adopted for the Municipal Corpora
tion should be accepted. I therefore move this amendment that 
twenty members should form the quorum. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, in this matter I should 
like to point out the proviso. In the proviso " thirty " is mentioned, 
because in the substantive clause " thirty " is mentioned. If it is altered 
into "twenty " in the substantive clause, it should be so altered in the 
proviso also. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That will be consequential. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM: HUSSAIN : 

Sir, no doubt under the Municipal Act, the quorum is 20. But the 
number " 20 " was fixei under the old Act when the number of councillors 
in the corporation was 72. When we increased the number of councillors, 
we did not increase the quorum through oversight. Now, the number of 
members of the Board is 106, and 20 would be a very small quorum. 
Under the present Act (the Improvement Trust Act of 1898) out of 14: 
members, 8 is the quorum. That proportion is fixed because the Trust 
has to deal with important financial schemes. The Improvement Trust 
schemes involve lakhs and. lakhs of rupees. Besides, if we refer to section 
109, we will find a provision that two-thirds of the members present 
can remove important officers of the Improvement Trust. If we fix a. 
quorum of 20, then it will mean that only 14: members can remove im
p:>rtant officers of the Trust. Therefore, I submit that 30 is a. very 
reasonable quorum, and I think that it ought to be retained. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next amendment is from the 

honourable member .Mr. Surve. It is the same as the last. 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) :Sir, I 

beg to move : · · 
In clause 9, after sub-clause (e) add the following sub-clause (ee) :-
" any trustee who desires at any meeting to bring forward any business or to make any 

aubstlntive proposition, which is not already specified in the notice of such meeting, shall 
give written notice of the same at least three clear days before the day fixed for the meet
ing, and a supplementary notice of such business shall be sent by post to the last known 
addresses of the trustees not later than the day previous to the meetina. " 

In the M~nicipal Act, Sir, there is a similar provision. \Then ~ member 
wants to have any information or to move any resolution he can under 
this clause bring in that business before the meeting. I think that 
similar provision should be made in the Improvement Trust Act. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: ?!Ir. President, I rise to oppose the amendment. 

I should have been prepared to accept it had the mover of the amend
ment provided that Trustees should receive sufficien~ notice of special 
business. But as the amendment stands, the notice will only be posted 

B 7SS-3 
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the day before the meeting, and that means that it will reach them 
on the morning of the day that the meeting will be held. If the honourable 
mover were to agree to the amendment-being altered so as to provide 
that. notice shall be received by the trustees "two days" before the 
meeting, I for one would not oppose it. , 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Sir, I would accept the 
suggestion. 
·. The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIULA.l\I HUSSAIN : 
I accept the amendment with the alteration suggested by the honourable 
member Mr. Delves. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The amendment as amended 
will read as follows :- . . . . 

In clause 9, after sub-clause (e) add the following sub-clause as sub-clause (ee) i-
.: ." Ally trustee who desires at any meeting to bring forward any business or to make any 
substantive proposition, which is not already specified in the notice of such meeting, 
shall give written notice of the same at least three clear days before the day fixed for the 
meeting, and a supplementary notice of such business shall be sent by post to the last 
known addresses of the trustees not later than two days previous to the meeting." 

Question put and carried. · 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : I beg to 

move:-
· Insert a new sub-clause after sub-clause (e) of clause 9 :-

"The Trustees shall have the right to ask questions at the meetings of the Board 
concerning the affairs of the Trust subject to rules to be framed by the Board in that 
behalf." · 

.' In the Corporation the question of the right of asking questions is 
before a committee. A legal question was raised whether under the 
Municipal Act it was permissible to ask questions of the Commissioner 
on the affairs of the municipality. The matter is being considered by a 
·sub-committee of the Corporation. To provide against any legal tech-
nicality I think it desirable that a new clause should be added, As 
regards the merits of the subject, Sir, if w~ want to obtain any information 
we have to give notice of a resolution and then we have to move a resolu
tion if it comes on in the agenda. A discussion takes place. Considerable 
time is wasted and the Commissioner is asked to report. Some months 
after the report is received another discussion takes place and valuable 
time is wasted. If questions were allowed the information would be 
available and so much time of the corporation will be saved. I therefore 
move this amendment. 

Question put and carried; . 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City): I beg to move the amendment 

which stands in my name. It runs thus : 
In clause 9 (2) (g), omit the words" hy not less than four trustees". 

The clause as it stands requires that if a poll is to be demanded the 
demand should be made by four persons. Sir, it must be borne in 
mind, that the clause if accepted will take away the individual right of a 
member. When a poll is not demanded the decision is arrived at by 
show of hands or by the volume of sound produced, which very often 
leads to mistakes. It has often been found that the volume of sound 
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leads to erroneous. decisions. Another point is that when a poll is not 
demanded the members are not quite alert and they vote one way or 
the other. But when a poll is demanded it beeomes a matter of record ; 
and therefore every member takes care to see th~t his vote shall be 
given after mature consideration. Another point is that even in this 
House if a single member demands a poll it is granted. For these reasons 
I think it would be in the interests of individual right and also for the 
sake of correct exercise ol one's vote the poll should be granted even if 
only a single member asks for it. With this object I have moved tliis 
amendment and I hope it will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to oppose the amend
ment. Sir, in the Corporat:on of Bombay four members have either to sign 
their names on a paper or rise in their seats when demanding a polL If 
this power of demanding a poll is granted to a member or one member, 
then a poll will be demanded on every resolution and it would be difficult 
to carry on the work of the Board and it will also delay the proceedings 
of the meeting. The honourable·mover said that this power was asked 
for to see how the questions were voted upon. A poll is demanded on 
important questions when the House 'is not satisfied with the counting 
of the votes or when the House desires to record the names of the members 
who may have voted for or against ·a particular resolution. Let u.s there
fore follow the rule of demanding a poll as is provided in the Bombay 
'Municipal A11t. ' · 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I should like to say. a few 
words on the subject. I should like to ask the Honourable Minister 
what is the object of these provisions ~ Is it to be a rule· of evidence or is 
it to be a rule to grant a poll 1 So far as one can see it is a rule of evidence. 
such as provided in the Evidence Act. The declaration by a presiding 
authority, and an entry to that effect shall be conclusive evidence. But 
then it is absurd to confine it to propositions that are carried. Why should 
it not be extended to propositions that are lost ~ 

It is, of course, manifest that the declaration and entcy shall not be 
conclusive if four persons demand a poll. But if a poll is demanded, 
and a record is made of persons voting for or against, the record is not 
conclusive evidence of the facts recorded. It is rebuttable as there is 
no provision for conclusiveness in such a case. It does not seem reason
able that it should be conclusive in the first case or not conclusive after 
the elaborate procedure in reeording the votes. 

I think we must draw a distinction between a mere rule of evidence 
and a rule for granting a poll, and not rix up these two things and con
fine this provision for the purpose of evidence, and not exc.end it for the 
purpose of granting the poll. In this House when an individual asks a 
poll, I think it is much better that it should be left to the discretion of 
the board to provide by a rule whether. a poll shall be granted or shall 
not be granted. As a rule of evidence it is right to insist that four persoiiB 
&lould demand a. poll. But I cannot see why four persons must demand. 

a 788-3t.t · · · · 
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a poll, not for the purpose of evidence in a court of law ,.hut for the purpose 
of ascertaining the opinion of the board more formally than mere show 
of hands. In this Council a division may be demanded by a single mem
ber; why not in the case of the board 1 Moreover, why should it be limi
ted to the case of propositions that are carried, and not to cases of amend
ments, that are carried or rejected? I do not think, Sir, the Honourable 
Minister had really considered these points carefully, and he has not 
expressed clearly whether this is to be a rule of evidence or a rule for 
·granting a poll. So far as the rule of evidence is concerned, it seems 
right. It is right when a proposition is carried, but why not right when 
a proposition is lost. I do not know why you draw a distinction between 
a proposition that is carried and a proposition that is lost. I should like 
to ask the Honourable Minister to consider what object he has in making 
this proposition. A rule of evidence should be quite distinct from a rule 
for granting a poll. From the little experience that I have I find that 
sometimes a poll is demanded merely for the purpose of obstruction. 
On such an occasion the presiding officer should be at liberty to refuse 
a poll. When a poll is demanded for the purpose of informing the electors 
how their representatives have voted in a matter of importance, it is 
right to demand a poll. In such a case a poll would be granted, but not 
in the case of frivolous demands or obstructive tactics. I am sorry I 
could not put in any amendment. I thought, when I was in Bombay, 
that this meeting of the select committee was to be held in Poona. But 
when I came to Poona, I found it was to be held in Bowbay, and I did not 
get further notice. I am making these observations for the purpose of 
asking the Honourable Minister to carefully consider whether it is a rule of 
evidence that he wants or a rule for the purpose of granting a poll. If 
it is for the granting of a poll, then let the board make the rule. I£ 
it is for the purpose of evidence it should be clearly so stated in the bill. 
Otherwise there is a room for confusion and misapplication. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (Bombay City, South) : Mr. President, I 
am in favour of four persons demanding a polL The distinction here, 
that is, in this Council and the Corporation is this, that when four persons 
demand a poll there in the Corporation, the President is bound to grant 
it. Here, in this Council, it is at the discretion of the President, he may 
allow it or he may not allow it. Sometimes, the late President, Sir 
Narayan Chandavarkar, said he would not allow a division because it was 
frivolous. Sir, this discretion vests in the President of the Council...:. The 
discretion does not so vest in the President of the Corporation. So if we 
allow that four persons should demand a poll, the President is bound to 
grant it. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have nothing more to add. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
I have nothing more to add, Sir. Others have already said all that 
could be said. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 9, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 10 (Constitution of Improvements Committee). 
(1) The lmprovementa Committee shall consist of 18 members, that is to say, of 

1 u-offi ·io m~:>mber, 14 elected members, and 3 nominatOO. members. 
(11) The ~luniripal Commissioner shall be the u-offid.CJ m~ber. . . 
~b) Of the elected members 11 shall be elected by the Corporation, 1 by the BombaJ 

ChambE-r of Commerce, I by the Indian Merchants' Chamber, and I by the .M.illowners' 
As.•ociation out of their own bodies respectively. 

(c) The nominatOO. members shall be appointOO. by Government by notification and 
ahall be chosen from among the following :

(i) the Director of Development, Bombay, 
(ii) the Chairman of the Bombay Port Trust, 
(iii) the Collector of Bombay, and 
(iv) the Executive Engineer, Presidency District. 
(d) The election of members by the Corporation, the Chamber of Commerce, the India& 

Merchants' ChambE-r and the Millowners' Association shall be in accordance with regula
tions which those bodies may respectively frame, provided that the election by the 
Corporation shall be by ballot. 

(2) The Municipal Commissioner shall not be at liberty to vote upon or to put forwa!d 
any proposition at any meeting of the Committee. 

Mr. HOOSE~ALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 
beg to move that-

Substitute the following clause for clause 10 : 
" The Board shall, at their first meeting after this Act comes into force, and thereafter 

at their first meeting after the Corporatiou is oonstitutOO. appoint fourteen persons to be 
members of the Improvementa Committee (hereinafter called "the Committee") of 
whom 12 shall be elected by the Board from among their own members and thlee shall 
be co-opted from a panel consisting of the Director of Development, Bombay, the~ 
man of the Bombay Port Trust, the Collector of Bombay, and the Executive Engineer, 
Presidency District. The elections and co-option of members shall be made by the 
Board by ballot under rules to be framed by them in this behalf. " -

This is my amendment for clause 10 (1). 
Sir, when Government forwarded their bill to the Corporation in 1921, 

they had provided a committee of sixteen, of whom twelve were to be 
elected by the Corporation out of their members and four to be nominated 
by Government out of the members· of the Corporation. This was the · 
provision made by Government in the bill when it was forwarded to the 
Corporation in 1921. The Corporation after a long time thereafter sent 
in a recommendation on the lines of my present amendment. My 
amendment is in accordance with that recommendation. The Corpora
tion had recommended that the number of members should be reduced 
to fifteen, of whom twelve should be elected out of themselves, as suggest
ed by Government, that one should be the Municipal Commissioner, who 
should be an tx..()jficio member, and two should be Government officials 
to be elected out of a panel of four Government officials. Government, 
when they published the bill, kept the number of filieen but reduced 
the number of members of the Corporation from twelve to eleven and 
raised Government officials from two to three keeping t~e Municipal 
Commissioner a..oJ!icio. The select committee have made e. recommend
ation increasing tlie number from 15 to 18, adding three more members 
gh-ing ~:me each to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Indian 
Merchants' Chamber and the Millowners' .Association. These three 
associations are already represented on the board because they are 
represented on the corporation and the corporation will be the board. 
Therefore there is absolutely no necessity and no reason why they should 
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have a double representation on t~ new body, namely, the board wher& 
they are already repr~ented by having one representative each and then 
they wa.nt further representation by having special representatives on 
the committee. In the corporation we have got a standing committee 
which consists of 16 members, 12 elected by the corporation and 4 
nominated by Government, but all the sixteen are members of th& 
corporation. These associations say that they ha"e a great stake in 
the afiairs of the city, but up to now they have never asked for representa~ 
tion on the standing committee, which is the financial committee of 'the 

. corporation and a very important committee. This committee is not 
entirely subordinate to the corporation, but it is co~ordinate with· the 
corporation. . The authorities charged with the carrying out of the 
Bombay City Municipal Act are the corporation, the standing committee 
ttnd the Commissioner. Even there these associations have never 
thought of asking separate representation. When this bill came before 
the corporation and the corporation formulated their proposals, these 
associations had their representatives on the corporation but those 
representatives never asked for separate representation on the committee. 
When the bill came before the Improvement Trust Board, two of these 
associations had their representatives on that board, but even there 
they did not think it necessary to ask separate representation on this 
new committee to be constituted. They did not even make a representa
tion to· Government and it was only when Government published the 
bill and it came before the House for the first reading that it seems these 
associations which were sleeping until thEm woke from their sleep and 
all of· a sudden jumped up and said " oh ! we ought to have double 
representation", but I ask why should they have double representation 1 
They are already represented on the board. All important matters 
such as the budget, approving 'of schemes, appointment of officers, 
sanctioning of loans and so on will come before· the board and their 
representatives will be able to place theif.views before the board. Where 
is then the necessity of giving separate and double representation to 
these associations on the committee ? Have you ever heard of an 
association asking for and having double representation on the same 

. body ! In the Major Municipalities Bill which we have just passed~ 
Government had provided for representation of associations which 
might exist in the various cities, but in this House the Honourable 
Minister in charge accepted an amendment removing that provision. 
I hope, Sir, the Honourable Minister will be consistent and accept 
my amendment and will not grant double representation to these 
various asseciations which are already represented on the board. 

Question proposed, 

Mr: A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I oppose th~ amend· 
ment, not because I am against what the honourable member has stated, 
but simply because there is an amendment in my name which will come 
·up later on, and if his is accepted, mine will be ruled out of order. The 
honourable member suggests that the two chambers of commerce and 
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the millowners' association should not have any representation.· I 
agree with him as far as that is concerned. But I differ from him because 

·he has not made any provision for representation to the poorer and the 
working classes. As my own amendment is coming on shortly and I 
shall be speaking on. it at greater length, I. do not say anything more, 
but I oppose this amendment on the ground which I have stated just now. 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Mr •. Presi:.. 
dent, I oppose this amendment. I have already explained on a previous 
occasion in this House ~y reasons for considering it desirable that the. 
mercantile associations in Bombay should continue to be represented on. 
the Improvement Trust. I submit, Sir, that the management o~ the Im
provement Trust is not on all fours with the management of the munici
pality. The question involved is the handing over to the municipality of & 

big body on which the commercial bodies in question have been 
represented for many years and, while we agree that it should be handed 
over, we feel that w.e should be entitled for some considerable time at 
all events to representation, and by that I mean direct representation, 
on the Improvement Trust. The honourable member has pointed out 
that the Chamber of Commerce and the Millowners' Association are 
directly represented on the corporation. I would point out· the extent of 
that representation. It amounts to about 2 per cent. and I would ask this 
House to consider what the position of these big commercial bodies with 
two per cent. representation, is likely to be. Is it possible or probable that 
they \\ill always continue to be represented on the Improvement Trust 1 
I submit there i& a grave improbability of this happening. It has been 
mentioned by some honourable members that these bodies have an 
indirect form of representation in that. some of their members are sitting 
as representatives of other constituencies on the municipal corporation. 
That, I submit, is an argument which should not be taken into considera .. 
tion. The representatives on the municipal corporation, who are members 
of the Chamber and the 1\Iillowners' Association and the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber and are not directly representing those associations, represent 
their ward constituencies and they must primarily consider the interest& 
of those constituencies. I think the argument which has been put 
forward by the honourable member that these bodies have never in the past 
asked for representation on the Standing Committee of the Corporation, 
particularly, has not much force in it, because as far as I am aware it is 
not the custom for people to ask to be allowed to sit on committees, but 
usually they are invited to sit on committees. If they are not invited, 
it may b~ due to a variety of reasons and doubtless the honourable 
member will say it is because they have not taken an interest in the 
corporation's affairs in the past. That I submit is a very inadeq~te 
answer. It has been found impossible for many of these members to 
take a deep interest in the corporation's affairs in the past, because of 
th~ manner in which the corporation's affairs are managed. But in 
sp1teof that many of the representative~ of the COID¥lercial associatioll.l$ 
haye t.aken a deep and practicaJ interest in the corporation's. affairs. 
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The Improvement Trust's affairs cover finances running into very 
large figures. Any loss or m..iEmanagement in handling them will cause not 
only loss to the corporation, but also-an immense loss to the trade in the· 
city. I submit, Sir, that the report that has been submitted to the public 
by the Bombay :Municipality's retrenchment officer, Sir M.Vishweswaraiya, 
is not one that inspire~ the. public with confidence in the munici
pality's conduct of its own affairs. For that reason alone, I submit 
that the commercial bodies should continue as .at present to have 
direct representation on the Improvement Trust. I have reason to 

. believe that in , the past the representatives of the commercial bodies 
on the Improvement· Trust have given the benefit of their advice 
and service to the Improvement Trust and that their breadth of vision 
and business experience has been of the greatest value, and therefore, 
I cannot see why these members should now be denied by the municipality 
their right to continue to help the Improvement Trbst in the conduct of 
its affairs even now that this body is to be handed over to the Bombay 
Municipalty. I therefore oppose this amendment. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Sir, on this occasion, I am sorry 
I cannot agree with the honourable mover of the amendment. He said 
that these three bodies, namely, the Millowners' Association, the lnd:an 
Merchants' Chamber and the Bombay Chamber of Commerce were already 
represented on the Corporation, and to give them further representation 
on the Improvement Trust Board would be giving them double represen
tation. Does my honourable friend guarantee that the representatives 
of these commercial bodies will be elected on the new committee ? What 
guarantee is the;e that it will be so 1 If the Indian Merchants' Chamber, 
the Chamber of Commerce and the Millowners' Association claim separate 
representation, they are quite justified in doing so. Take, for intance, 
the Millowners' Association. There has been a question about the housing 
of the millhands, and the Improvement Trust is intimately connected 
with that body under the Act. If there is no representative of the Mill
owners' Association elected ()n the Improvement Trust Board, who is 
going to watch the interests of the millowners1 The honourable mover of 
this amendment has said that these bodies never cared for representation 
on the standing committee ; but from the records of the Bombay munici
pality it will be seen that members of these bodies were always nominated 
by Government, and as sueh th.ere was no necessity for these bodies to 
ask for separate representation on the standing committee. If the opin
ion of the mover of this amendment ;s that the Corporation will be losing 
its majority, if separate representation is given to these bodies, then I 
think he is wrong. The corporation has got the lion's share of 11 members 

, 3 are to be representatives of commercial bodies and 3 are to be nominat
ed. As reuards the question of nomination of the officials, the honourable 
mover wa~ts to have these members co-opted. How is it possible for 
the corporation to choose certain officials to act on that committee, 
if certain official has got no time 1 I think it should be left to 
Government. (Mr. Hoosenally M. Rahimtoola made an observation 
which was inaudible). That is not a question for the· corporation. I 
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think I was quite right in making the suggestion in the select committee, 
and it was at my suggestion in the select committee that co-option was 
changed to nomination. In the bill as read for the first time; it was to 
be co-option, but I recommended in this select committee that as far as the 
representation of Government officials is concerned, it should be left to 
Government, and they should nominate them. The honourable mover of 
the amendment says that out of the Director of Development, the Chair
man of the Bombay Port Trust, the Collector of Bombay, and the 
Executive Engineer, Presidency, two members should be co-opted; but 
how can the honourable me!p.ber say that they will have time to attend 
to the work of the committee t So, it will be better i:f it is left to Govern
ment to nominate officials of their own choice. Also, on account of the 
interest the representatives of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce and 
the Millowners' Association have taken on the Improvement Trust ever 
since its creation and the good work they have done, I think these 
two bodies have an inherent right for a special representation and the 
Council should not deny them that right. · 

Mr. C. N. WADIA (Bombay Millowners' Association)·: Sir, I rise to 
oppose the amendment, and I think the honourable member Mr. Grantham 
has very distinctly and in detail set out the reasons of his opposition, with 
which I entirely agree.- He has, however, not mentioned one fact
perhaps he did not like to--that for busy men it is quite _impossible to· 
attend to the meetings of both the Corporation and the Improvement 
Trust. The demands of commercial life in Bombay are so strenuous 
that it is not possible to find time, unless you are a landlotd or some 
other leisured, cultured individual, to attend to both bodies. Therefore, 
Sir, as we have had direct representation on the Improvement Trust 
and we have enjoyed it for so many years, we are merely asking to 
continue on the new body, and I submit we are entitled to that repre
sentation. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, if I am at liberty to. 
move an amendment to this amendment, I would like to do so. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I should like to know what 
amendment the honourable member proposes to move. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: The amendment that I propose to move is this:
The Improvement Trust Committee shall consist of 16 members as follo'Ys: 
(a) The Municipal Commissioner; 
(b) EleYen members elected by the Corporation by ballot; 
(c) Three members nominated by Government by notification from among the 

following: 
(I) The Director of Development, Bombay. 
(2) The Chairman of the Bombay Port Trust. 
(3) The Collector of Bombay. 
(4) The Executive Engineer, Presidency District. 

I understand the honourable mover of the first amendment is prepared 
to accept it. 

Mr. IIOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: I would accept it, if Govern
mt>nt also II.OO.!pt it. 
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Mr. J. BAPTISTA : If Government accept it, it would be one of the 
most reasonable things for Government to do. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That will depend upon what 
Government will ultimately do. 'ne honourable member asked the 
question as to whether his amendment would be an amendment to 

·this amendment. I am inclined to think it would be. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Instead of co-option of two members, I make 

nomination of three by Government. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think it is an amendment to. 

this amendment. 
· Mr. J. BAPTISTA : Sir, I beg to move an amendment to the amend
ment in the followiO.g terms : 

The Improvement Trust Committee shall consist of 16 members as follows: 
(a) the Municipal Commissioner; 
(b) Twelve members elected by ballot by the Corporation; · . 
(c) Three members nominated by Government by notification from among the-

lollowing : . : 
(i) The Director of Development, Bombay, 
(ii) The Chairman of the Bombay Port Trust, 
(iii) The Collector of Bombay, and 
(iv) The Extl'!Jutive Engineer, Presidency District. 

I should ·like to say that I ~annot agree with my honourable· friends 
Mr, Grantham or Mr. W adia in their desire to give representation to the 
Commercial bodies upon the Improvements Committee. Sq far as the 
present Improvement Trust is concerned, the Millowners' Association have 
no representation on it. 

An Honourable MEMBER : The 1\Iillowners' Association is represented, 
but the Indian Merchants' Chamber is not. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I knew one of them was not. I see it is the Indian 
Merchants Chamber which is not represented. But all these three bodies 
have representat!on on the Corporation of Bombay, and the Corporation 
of Bombay now becomes the board. Whatever representation they 
originally had on the lmprovement...Trust Board they will now have 
on the new board. Therefore they will have the same representation 
upon the Board as they have on the Corporation. This ought to satisfy 
the representatives of the Millowners and the Chambers concerned. I 
think, Sir, eyery one of us will agree that it is right on the principle of 
representation that they should have representation upon a governing or 
administrative body, but I think it is most mischievous to extend that 
principle to an executive body which is subordinate to the adminis
trative or governing body. Let me illustrate my point. In my opinion 
these commercial associations would be quite justified in asking for 
representation in this Council, but they would not be justified, and as 
a matter of fact they dare not ask for representation in the Cabinet or in 
the executive body of GoTernment. This is really asking for representa
tion on the executive of the board. The board will have full power 
to control this subordinate body cal:ed the Committee. I know of 
no single instance ; I have come across no case of a commercial body 
asking for representation on the executive body.. I~ is right that· we 
should hear their voice. on the governing or a~~tive body, but 
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it is most mischievous to allow them representation in the executive body. 
The Government nomination stands on a different footing. It is confined 
to four !!pecified officers. These four .llpec;,ified o~cers are public offi.~ 
doing public work. They are working m the mterest of the public. 
They have no particular interest of their own to safeguard or promote, 
such as the Millowners' Association or the Chambers of Commerce have. 
Besides these officers would be very helpful. Their knowledge and 
experience would be valuable to the Committee in ca.rrying out their 
duties, but so far as the Millowners' .Association and others are concerned, 
what will they do there ! What will be their object but to promote 
their own inU!rest ! I hope this House will not go so far as to ex:U!nd this 
principle for the purpose of giving them an opportunity to enforce their 
own interest in the executive body, which is subordinate to the controlling 
authority of the board. I, therefore, think that this amendment is a very 
reasonable one and hope that the Honourable lli.nister will find his way to 
aceeptit, becallbe I as..."Ule him that the extensionoftheprincipleof giving 
mercantile bodies representation on executive bodies will have far-reaclllng 
and disastrous consequences. I hope the Honourable Minister will a.ooept 
my amendment and will not go to the length of giring mercantile bodies 
representation on the executin bodies. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : I should like to inform honour
able members that there are amendments"in lfo!18.Id to the membership 
of the Commissioner, putting certain disabilities on the discharge of 
his duties as a member. These amendments will be allowed only if 
the honourable member :Mr. Baptista's or the honourable member 
Mr. Rahimtoola's amendment is carried. The House will then decide 
how the ~Iunicipal Commissioner as ex-officio member will d.iscb.atge his 
duties on the committee. That I think ought to be clearly understood. 
Both the original amendment and the amendment to the amendment 
are before the House. .As regards the discussion I wish to bring to the 
notice of honourable members that those who have spoken already can 
only speak on the new matter that has now been introduced. 

The Honourable lli. COW.!....~ JEH.A .... '\Gffi : llr. President, I rise 
to oppose both the amendments. As a matter of fact there is very little 
difference between the amendment moved by my honourable friend 
lli. Baptista. and the one moved by my honourable friend llr. Rahimtoola. 
The honourable member lir. Rahimtoola desires that Government 
off,cers on this committee should be co-opted by the corporation: while 
the honourable member lir. Baptb"ia is good enough to give power to 
Gov-ernment to nominate them. Both the amendments attempt to leave 
out the recommendation of the select committee that the Millowners' 
Association, the Indian :Merchants' Chamber and the Chamber of 
Commerce should ha'\e representation on the committee. The honourable 
memlx>r ~Ir. Rahimtoola pointed out that these !.ssoci.ations hav-e already 
representation on the corporation which will in the future beeome the 
Board of Trustees. The honourable member lli .. Rahimtoola called 
it .a double represen~tion. But in my humble opinion, lli. President, 
tht.~ argument 1s fallac10u.s. The committee that is r.o c.ome-into_ tx:i.stenc;e 
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will do the work that is now being done by the trustees of the Improve
ment Trust. The powers to be entrusted to the corporation can to a 
certain extent be compared to the functions now performed by Govern
ment under .the present Improvement Trust Act. The committee will 
in future carry on the administration of the Improvement Trust and the 
corporation ·will have certain powers of revision, and will be able to 
sanction, reject or initiate schemes. Therefore if these aswciations have 
representation on the corporation, that is, on the Board of Trustees, 
I contend that that representation can in no way be compared to the 
representation they now enjoy on the Improvement Trust. There is 
no dual representation. The twelve members that my honourable 
friend \\'ishes the corporation to elect to the committee are trustees 
in the first instance and are also members of the committee ; and if the 
representation of these associations in the first instance on the corporation 
and then on the committee can be called dual representation, I contend 
that all the twelve members elected by the Corporation are in the same 
position. Therefore there is no point in that argument. 

Then the honourable member Mr. Baptista tried to make out that 
this committee is an executive body. I think he has misread the proposed 
legislation. The committee is not an executive body. It will take the 
place of the old board, which is not an executive body. If the old 
trustees form an executive body then the honourable member can fairly 
contend that the new committee will also be an executive body. But 
it is not. The executive functions will vest in the new chief officer as 
they do in the chairman at present. I contend that the argument of 
the honourable member Mr. Baptista that the committee will be an 
executive body and therefore the three associations should not have 
representation on it, falls to the ground. 

The honourable member Mr. Grantham has already put before the 
House the reason why these three associations should have representation 
on this committee. These associations are representative bodies the 
members of which have large vested interests in the city of Bombay. 
They represent a very important section of the population of the city. 
May I ask my honourable friend whether he will contend that the 
representative of the Indian Merchants' Chamber is not a representative 
citizen of Bombay ~ We have been told that the representative of the 
Indian Merchants' Chamber is a representative of Indian commerce. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: They are already repre
sented on the Corporation. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: My honourable friend 
fails to realise that, they are only trustees, not in the old sense, but in 
the new sense. They are certainly members of the Corpoartion. Govern
ment's functions are being partly handed over to the Corporation. But 
the old Trustees' powers are being handed over to t}lis new committee. 
Therefore if a member of one of the three associations happens to be a 
member of the Corporation he gets no more power, exercises no more 
influence than any single member of the Corporation of Bombay. These 
associations desire their representatives to intluence the working of the 
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Improvement Trust as they do at present. They desire to continue 
to have that representation which they now possess-a representation 
given to them after due consideration-under. the Improvement: Trust 
Act. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: This was not in the origina\ bill. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : Then, who inserted it t 

• Mr. J. BAPTISTA : That was put by the select committee. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : Mr. President, the 

Indian Merchants' Chamber, the Chamber of Commerce and the Mill~ 
owners' Association have had rerresentation on the Improvement Trust 
ever since the Improvement Trust came into 'existence. (Sir Vasantrao 
A. Dabholkar: Not the Indian Merchants' Chamber.) That is because 
the Indian :Merchants' Chamber was not in existence at the time. You, 
Mr. President, are well aware of the fact. You have been a member 
of the Improve~ent Trust along with myself for many years, and you 
will agree with me that from the beginning it has been the policy of 
Government to give these bodies direct representation on the Improve
ment Trust. They have been given direct representation on the Improve .. 
ment Trust from the day the Act came into existence. If the Indian 
:Merchants' Chamber had been in existence then, it would surely have 
been represented. So, my argument is that from the day that the Act 
came into existence Government have thought it necessary to give these 
bodies direct representation, and there is no reason to deprive them of 
that representation, when the same functions that the Improvement 
Trust are performing are going to be performed by the new committee. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: But Government never gave them when they 
brought forward the bill. It was inserted in the select committee. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : That is no argument. 
The honourable member M:r. Baptista wishes to argue ... , ••• 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Are you speaking on behalf of the merchants 1 . 
The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : I am sp~aking on 

behalf of myself. · 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I thought you were speaking on behalf of the 

merchants. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: Let us come to the 

argument and not jump to personalities. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA: On a point of order, Sir. I have distinctly said 

that Government in their original bill did not give any representation to 
these mercantile bodies on the committee. When I saw the bill I 
wondered whether Government had changed their mind and whether the 
Government members all agreed, or whether there was some non-co
operation among Government members themselves. But my point is 
that my honourable friend as an Executive Member of Government has 
no business to speak in his private capacity. 
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'The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: Mr. President; bills 
are sent to select committees for consideration and improvement. I did 
not know that "bills were sent to select committees for any other purpose. 
The majority of the members have signed the report with this amend
ment in the bill, and Government consider it an improvement and have 
accepted it. Government did not think of this in the first instance, but 
that is no reason why the select committee should not make a recom
mendation and that, that recommendation should not be supported by 
Government and accepted by this House. My argument is that when the 
existing Act was passed Government thought fit to give representation 
to these bodies. Therefore if the select committee recommended this, 
they had a very good precedent to follow, and there is nothing novel 
in the idea that the select committee have brought forward. My honour
able friend has tried to confuse the duties to be performed by the 
corporation which will be called the board with the duties that will be 
performed by the committee. The duties that the committee will perform 
are the same as are now being performed by the ImprO'Vement Trustees, 
and the duties that the corporation will perform are many of those now 
performed by Government. Therefore if the old Council and the Govern
ment of those days thought fit to give representation to these associations, 
we may well follow the same precedent if we agree with the policy that 
Government then adopted. That is the long and short of it. No change 
is being made : only the old practice, tl,le old precedent, is being followed. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir,' as I was a 
member of this committee and as I wish to vote on this motion I do not 
wish to give a silent vote. I have heard the arguments of the la~t speak
er, but I am sorry that they are not convincing. The Honourable the 
General Member says that the twelve members that the corporation will 
elect will also have a dual capacity. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANJIR: No. I said, if the 
argument stands good that these representatives will have double 
representation, then all those twelve members will also have double 
representation. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I mean the same. But the 
difference is this. These twelve members who are trustees are being elected 
by the corporation, and I have not the least doubt that if the representa
tives of the Chamber of Commerce and the Indian Merchants' Chamber 
are popular and exert themselves to be returned as members the corpora
tion will elect them. If they were not popular, if they failed to take 
interest in municipal affairs, they would not be elected. 

Sir, I am in principle opposed to these rich corporations being repre
sented everywhere in their capacity as corporations. I wonder why the 
railways do not ask to be represented and why the Turf Club is not repre
sented! When the first Improvement Trust was formed, there were 
no labour organisations and no bodies of the working classes. Now it is 
different. If representation is to be given to corporations of rich men, 
I maintain the Labour Association should be represented. Labour now 
• I' 11 f' I* J 1 J f' 1 • 
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Here my honourable friend 1\Ir. Bole cried hoarse for the representation of 
labour. The father of this legislation, the Honourable Minister him~ 
self, never thought fit, when he brought this bill, to give separate' repre· 
sentation to the Millowners' Association and to the Chamber of Commerce, 
and this was sprung on him by the select committee, which had the major
ity of officials. There was a good deal of difference in the select committee 
on this point, and it was only carried by a small majority, a majority of 
one, I think. So that the question was a controversial one and the House 
should be given an opportunity to divide upon the subject. I do not 
see why double representation should be given. It is ~ double repre~.en
tation and there is no doubt about it. I am quite convinced that if the 
representatives of the, Chambe~ of Commerce and of the Millowners) 
Association like to be elected as representatives, I am sure their influence · 
is such that they will he elected by the corporation. But they should 
:not come qua representatives of those. bodies : they should .. come In 
as representatives of the public. I do not see any reason why the ame:nd
ments of my honourable friends the honourable member Mr. Rahimtoola 
and the honourable member Mr. Baptista should not , be ·adopted~ 
With these arguments I support the a~endment. · . . .. ·: 
· Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM : (Chamber of Commerce) : Sir, may I say. Q. 
few words on the honourable member :Mr·. Baptista's amendment ~. .. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to invite the honour
able member's attention to the fact that he ·can only speak on the' new 
matter introduced by Mr. Baptista's amendment. · · 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM : I propose to speak on the arguments advanc~ 
ed by the honourable member Mr. Baptista and the speakers subsequent 
to him. ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The. honourable member cannot 
do that. The real difference that Mr. Baptista's amendment makes 
is, as the Honourable the General Member pointed out, that instead of 
co-opting Government officers, Mr. Baptista wants them to be nominated 
by Government. In regard to the elimination of the proposed represen
tatives of the commercial bodies, both the original amendment and the 
amendment to the amendment are identical. The reply to the arguments 
as regards this must be made by other members who have not spoken 
or by the Honourable Minister. I am very sorry for it, but that is the 
recognised rule of procedure and it is my duty to enforce it. 

Mr. W. G. McKEE: Sir, I rise to oppose the amendments. I fail 
to understand why the honourable members propose to do away with 
the assistance that the committee will receive from these representatives. 
I would have thought their presence and assistance would have been 
welcomed. The Improvement Trust have spent and will have to spend 
t"a.st sums of nioney, and their schemes affect the cost of living and the 
cost of Bombay as a port and so affect the prosperity of Bombay. 
Therefore it is necessary to have men of commercial experience in the 

. rommittee. These bodies have been represented before, _and I am s~e 
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their representatives have done good work. I am also sure that the 
improvements committee, which is proposea to be constituted, will also 
get good assistance from them in the future. · 
·. The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, in regard to the assist
ance that may be expected from the special representative on the financial 
side of the business of the Improvement Trust, I would point out that 
we have recently seen a radical change in the body of the municipal 
corporation. The personnel was greatly altered in the last election. 
Government have been severely criticised for their. action in democratising 
the Bombay municipal corporation. There are interests concerned 
which have regarded this radical change with some apprehension. How
ever, Government took their courage in both hands and reduced the 
franchise very largely before the last election. Now, Sir, we have 
every confidence that, that radical change will eventually work out to 
the benefit of the city of Bombay. At the time when such large changes 
are in the process of being made there is always a considerable share of 
risk involved, more particularly in regard to financial problems. It is 
impossible for men to come to the discussion of large financial interests 
for the first time, to appreciate what those problems mean when they 
have to deal in lakhs and crores of rupees and when those representatives 
have never been accustomed to the handling of large sums of money. 
Now, Sir, this is a question of further delegation; the representatives 
of the municipal corporation are ·being asked to select representatives 
to deal with the affairs of the Impr9vement Trust. In regard to the 
municipal corporation, financial business proceeds more or less as a 
matter of routine in accordance with precedents and traditions and 
machinery that have been elaborated in the course of the last fifty years 
and more. Tht're are not a very large number of new and vastly import
ant problems to be faced at once. The p.Q§ition of affairs of the Improve
ment Trust is very different. The Improvement Trust has been at 
work now for not quite thirty years. Within the last ten years the 
changes introduced by the Improvement Trust have been on a perfectly 
colossal scale. Their commitments, as this House may remember, 
already amount to fifteen crores of rupees and will rise to rupees twenty 
crores in a few years. Now, Sir, in the spending of those fifteen crores 
of rupees the Government and the public of Bombay have been well 
served by a small committee of expert financial and business men. Any
body who knew Bombay thirty years ago will recognise that the work 
of the Improvement Trust has been very greatly to the benefit of the 
citizens of Bombay. We are now asked to transfer the responsibility 
of that Trust to a new body of largely untried men. I say nothing 
against their devotion to the interests of Bombay. I have no doubt 
their work will be characterised by perfect sincerity and integrity. But 
there is the solid fact that these men have not been accu~tomed to deal 
with financial problems running into crores of rupees. Now you have 

·the advice open to you of men such as the representatives of the Bombay 
Chamber of Commerce, the Indian Merchants• Chamber and the Mill
owners• Association, of men who are accustomed to financial matters 
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on a large scale. I ask this House whether it is wise to dis~ard that 
assistance which is offered to them and whether the interests of the great 
mass of taxpayers of this country which is very largely at stake would 
not be rendered more secure by the assistance of these gentlemen. 

Sir, I do not deal with the small m1tter raised by the honourable 
mover, that this representation means double representation. Because 
I regard that argument as entirely without substance. How can you 
speak of double representation when you ha'\Te one man in a body of 
60 or 80 representatives of the municipal corporation 1 How can you 
expect that that man will be elected to the subsidiary body 1 In most 
cases this is impossible. 

Jllr. H. M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : As you know, Sir, the 
first president was elected by the millowiters. 

The Honourable 111r. H. S. LAWRENCE : I regard that· argument as 
entirely unworthy of respect. Since the honourable member cannot 
bring forward better arguments, I hope that no member of the House 
will support him. 

111r. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I really fail to understand why the 
select committee rejected my honourable friend 111r. Bole's suggestion 
to give a chanc~ to labour. It is really a fact that the labour has much 
to do with tb.e Improvement Trust as a large section of labour is its 
tenant and their .voice in such c:>mmittee is quite nece3sary. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Th~ honourable member cannot 
go into that question on this issue. There is a specific issue on that· 
question which will come before the House. At present the honourable 
member can only speak on the issue which is now before the House. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 
have been opposed from a quarter from which I expected help. I mean 
the Honourable the General Member, who was a leading member of the 
Corporation, an ex-president of the Corporation and a representative 
of the Corporation on the Improvement Trust. I expected him to fight 
the battles of the Corporation instead of opposing their proposals in 
this House. But it seems, Sir, that his association with Government 
has changed his outlook and his angle of vision completely. Well, Sir, 
I will deal with him first. '\'\'hen Government forwarded the bill to the 
Corporation, the Corporation sent it to a committee and the committee 
appointed a sub-committee and the sub-committee appointed a further 
sub-committee consisting of three gentlemen, namely, the Honourable 
the General Member, the Chairman of the Improvement Trust and 
Dr. Nadirshaw Su.khia, and these three gentlemen prepared a fresh bill 
on entirely new lines without a mandate from the Corporation, changed 
the whole aspect of the question and wanted to perpetuate the Improve
ment Trust Board. And what have they done 1 They kept the new 
board consisting of sixteen members, twelve to be appointed by the 
Corporation, one to be the .Municipal Commissioner and three to be 
nom.inated by Government. They had not given any representation 

11'788-4. 
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to the Millowners' Assoc!ation, to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 
or to the Indian Merchants' Chamber. That bill, Sir, was drafted mainly 
by my honourable friend the Honourable the General Member and an 
ex-chairman of the Improvement Trust, Mr. Turner. In the report 
on this bill, in the last paragraph, it has been said : 

"As the Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir has resigned from the Corporation he 
cannot now sign this report but all the conclusions arrived a.t were made whilst he was 
still a member of the commitU!e, and only clerical emendations and the final drafting 
have been done since his resignation. This report and the final draft have been shown to 
him and he has endorsed this report in token of his having seen it. " 

He did not think it then necessary to give this. representation on the 
board to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber and the l\Iillowners' Association. Then, Sir, he was a leading 
member of the Corporation. But now for several years he has been a 
Member of Government and ..... . 

Mr~ C. N. W ADIA : l\Iay I ask the date of that report 1 
Mr. HOOSENALLY l\1. RAHIMTOOLA: It is dated 1st February 

1922. One of his main arguments was that these two associations, the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce and the l\Iillowners' Association, have 
been given representation on the present board since 1898, and therefore 
their representation should be continued on the committee because they 
were given representation in 1898. I want to ask him, ·Sir, whether the 
conditions are the same now as they were in 1898, whether we are on the 
same ground as we were in 1898, whether we have made any advance, 
whether we have progressed or not, or are we still on the same ground 1 

.. Is the representation on this Council the same as it was in 1898 1 Is the 
Corporation now the same as it was in 18981 Have we not progressed 
since then 1 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEifANGIR : Is it progress to reject 
the services of the Chairman of the Indian· Merchants' Chamber 1 
(Mr. J. Baptista: Progress in the direction of the tail.) (Laughter.) 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Sir, in 1898 the J. P.s 
had a representation of sixteen on. the Corporation. Why have you 
discontinued that 1 If people who had representation 30 years ago should 
be continued that representation, then the representation of the J. P.s 
ought to be continued, and my honourable friend ought to have been 
one of those to fight for it and get the J. P.s' representation continued. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : The one deserved 
it and the other did not. What is the J.P.s' analogy 1 

Mr. HOOSE..~ALLY M. RAHDITOOLA: What was the analogy 
in 1922, and when this bill was published last July 1 Government did 
not think it necessary to give these bodies representation. It was because 
some memhers of the select committee did not attend and the represent&· 
tives of these bodies and one or two Members of Government had a 
majority that they carried in the select committee. If all the members 
of the select committee had been present and attended1 the select 
committee would not have made this recommendation. Is it because the 
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members of the select committee happened to carry on account of the 
absence of some members that Government should change their attitude 
and say that this House should accept the recommendation of the select 
committee ? · 

Mr. A. MASTER : On a point of order, Sir. Wbich amendment are we 
now discussing ? 

The HonolJ!able the ;pRESIDENT : Both together. 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Now, Sir, it has been said 

that vast financial interests are at stake in the Improvement Trust. Are 
not vast financial interests at stake in the Corporation 1 Have not the 
Corporation raised greater amounts of loans than the Improvement 
Trust! Their loans are about 17 to'18 crores now and they want to raise 
more. And then if the Corporation can carry on their work without 
having the representation of these bodies on the standing committee, 
why cannot the work of the Corporation be carried on without having 
the representation of these bodies ou the Improvements Committee 1 I 
have got a statement here, Sir, which shows that the loans raised by the 
Improvement Trust come to about Rs. 14 ·54 lakhs. The information 
has been obtained from the Improvement Trust Office. And the loans 
raised by the Corporation come to nearly Rs. 17 · 26 lakhs-about 2 or 3 
crores more. '\Vhy have not Government thought fit to give representa~ 
tion to these associations on the standing committee which is the 
financial committee of the Corporation! The analogy ought to apply. 
If it is necessary that these associati9ns should have representation on the 
Improvements Committee, more so-all the more rea&.on-that they should 
have representation on this standing committee. But their presence 
there, they say, is not necessary. Here they say it is necessary. Have 
not Government got control on the Improvement Trust ! Are not their 
schemes to be sanctioned by the Government ! Are not their loans to 
be raised subject to the t~anction of the Government ! Then, 
where is the necessity of this want of confidence in the Coiporation 1 

As regards my honourable friend here, Sir V asantrao Dabholkar, I 
may only say, Sir, that the report of the Corporation was signed by 
Sir V asantrao and in that report the Corporation had agreed that out 
of 15 members 12 should be elected by the Corporation, 1 to be the Munici
pal Commissioner and 2 to be co-opted by them from Government officials. 
It se~>ms he has subsequently changed his mind as he did not hold this 
opinion before. · 

Sir Y ASAI.'\TRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Signed or seen ! 

~Ir. HOOSE~ALLY M. RAHDITOOLA: No, no. Not seen but 
signed. That report is dated ·15th A11c!TU.St 1924. 

The Honourable the Finance 1\Iember said that the. Corporation was a 
new body, that it was a democratic corporation, with a new element 
introduced into it and it was not wise to entrust the new corporation 
entirely with the financial interests of the Improvement Trust. My 
reply to him is this : Either you have confidence in the Corporation or 
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you have not; if you have, then transfer the Improvement Trust ro it; 
if you have not, then better not transfer it· and we do not want it with 
your suspicions and want of confidence in our ability ro carry on its 
affairs. Th:s is a. sort of a mockery like the mockery of the Montagu
Che!msford Reforms. 

Then they say that the representatives of these three associ~tions,will 
watch the interests of the taxpayers. How will they do it 1 In the 
corporation their members sit dumb like mutes, .they do JlOt take any 
part in its affairs, they come for a few minutes, sit for some time, have a 
cup of tea and at the time of voting look at ~the Commissioner's face •••. 

Mr. V. A.. GRANTHAM : I rise to a point of order, Sir. Is the honour· 
able member in order in not stating facts correctly 1 The honourable 
member knows perfectly well th.at they take ·interest in the corporation 
discussion, they make speeches and so on ..•.•. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: The honourable member J\Ir. Grantham is not 
correct, Sir. The mercantile bodies' representatives make speeches 
once in the blue moon. They do not .... , . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : A point of order has been raised. I 
do not think that the speech is out of order, but I can tell the honourable 
member who has·raised the point of order that the Rules and Standing 
Orders provide that if an honourable member wishes to make a personal 
explanation, he can do so, and if he wishes it I will certainly permit 
him ro do so. 'Ihe honourable member can make a personal explana· 
tion now if he so desires. · 

J\Ir. V. A. GRAN'I.HAM: There is' no question of making a personal 
·explanation. 'lhe honourable member has made accusations against 
member~ of three honourable bodies which are represented on the C01 pora
tion. I submit to you, Sir, that tLe honoJJ..rable member did not correctly. 
state facts, and I ask whether in doing so he was in order. 

The Honourable the FRESIDENT: The honourable member can by 
way of a personal explanat10n contradict t~ese statements made by the 
honouzable mover, and the How.e will dedde. 

Mr. V. A. GR.Al\'IHAM: I contradict these statements made by the 
hcnouzable mover. I say they are not correct •.•.•...•.•• 

· Mr. J. EAI'l~STA: On a question of fact, Sir, the honourable member 
Mr. Grantham is not in order .when he makes allegations against the 
Municipal Corporation and says it is not doing its duty properly. 'Ihese 
allegations are worthless and un~ustifiable al:egations that the honourable 
member 1\Ir. Grantham makes. · 

The Honourable the PREHDENT : I 11m sony honourable members 
are forgetting that every fUblic body and every public representative 
is open ro all legitimate cnticism. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA : What the honouzable member Mr. Grantham 
alleges against the Corporation is not true. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will decide between 
the honourable member Mr. Baptista and the honourable .member 
Mr. Grantham. : 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM :!I may explain, Sir, that the remarks made 
by me about the municipality's conduct of its affairs were not my own 
but they were borrowed from the report of the municipality's own 
retrenchment officer, Sir Vishweswaraiya. I submit that report deals 
with the municipality's gross mismanagement of its affairs. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: On a· question of fact, Sir. The honourable mem· 
her, Mz. Grantham, seems to have read that report with blue eyes .••• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I cannot allow this sort of dis
cussion. I can make and I have made allowance for the extent of feeling 
that this discussion has given rise to and I have extended some latitude 
both to the representative of the Chamber of Commerce and to the 
honourable member who is at present' the President of the municipal 
corporation, but the dignity of the Ho\1Se has to be maintained and I 
cannot allow this kind of thing to go on. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA :. The honourable member 
represeming ~he Bombay Chamber of Commerce took exception to my 
description of the conduct of the representatives of the mercantile 
associations on the corporation and he characterised my statement as 
incorrect. If he had been present at the corporation meetings, he would 
have found that I was not making incorrect statements. Every member 
here who has been a member of the Corporation will bear m} out when I 
say that I was mak!ng nothing but absolutely correct statements. As a 
matter of fact we want the refresentatives of those associations to take 
an active interest in thJ city's municipal affairs ; we would welcome 
them with open arms if they would but sacrifice their time and give us 
the advantage of their experience, advice and opinion. Unfortunately 
what do we tind t Every member of the Corporation knows that these 
representatives of the mercantile associations come for a few minutes, 
and that too no~ regularly, and that they do not take interest •••••• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member need 
not repeat that. He can go on with his next point. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Then it is said that these 
members want to safeguard the interests of taxpayers. Is it not a 
ridiculous idea ! What interest do they take and how will they safe
guard the taxpayers' interests when all that they do is to support the 
Commissioner in everything that he .proposes! It is preposterous. 

One of the main arguments put forward by the honourable member 
Mr. Grantham is that these associations have at present their representa
tives on the Improvement Trust. Now under the bill they will continue 
to have that representation but the honourable member, Mr. Grantham, 
wanta that those associations, should in addition have a second 
representation on the Improvement Trust Committee. That is what we are 
o~jecting to. Has any single institution been given a separate represent&· 
tion on the committee of any body on which it has ita representatives 
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already 1 Can the Honourable Minister qu~te a single instance in existence 
where representation to an association has been given on a large body as well 
as on its committee separately 1 Why does he want to make an exception 
in the case of these three associations 1 If their representatives would 
but evince active and keen interest in the city's affairs and sacrifice their 
time a little, I am sure they would be bound to be returned to the Im
provements Committee, just as this democratic corporation elected as its 
first president the representative of the Millowners' Association. How 
can it be then said that they might be neglected by the corporation 1 
But the trouble is that these representatives make a fetish of 
want of time, they say they are very busy men, that they cannot neglect 
their own business and that they cannot sacrifice their time. Is it right, 
is it proper, that the corporation should be responsible for the affairs of the 
Improvement Trust which have to be managed by a committee, on which 
more than one-third ofthe members will be outsiders, who will not be 
responsible to the corporation 1 Is it fair that the corporation should be 
responsible for the affairs of a committee like that which will have to 
handle crores of rupees 1 Unfortunately, Sir; the Honourable l\1inister 
does not come from the city of Bombay, and he does not feel for the city 
of Bombay. He cannot feel for the city of Bombay as I or other citizens 
of Bombay would feel. Sir, in the Major Municipalities Bill he gives 80 
per cent. representation of elected members, and even out of the 20 per 
cent. nominated, he makes provision that the municipality may be wholly 
elected in future. But here, what does he do 1 The Corporation, follow
ing his lines, suggested representation of 80 per cent., but he himself 
reduced it to something like 75 per cent. and the select committee has 
further reduced it to 60 or 65 per cent. In the Major Municipalities Bill he 
has agreed to omit representation to such commercial associations, and still 
he wants to insist that representation shou.hl be given in the city of Bom
bay to commercial associations. Is he consistent? His treatment to· 
the city of Bombay is of a step-motherly form. He is an elected repre
sentative· of the people and not a member of the Ex~cutive Courlcil. 

As regards co-opted members, I have no objection if Government want 
to change it to nomination. We thought that Government would 
not agree to a wholly elected body ; therefore we provided for two Govern
ment officials. We are not keen on co-opting if Government want nomi
nation, and they are welcome to it ; I would accept this change if the 
Honourable Minister wants it. I think I have taken a fairly long time 
of the House, and I hope the House will be consistent as in the case of 
the Major Municipalities Bill and will accept my amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I must assure the honourable mover of the amendment and the 
other honourable members of this House that though I do not belong to 
the city of Bombay, I feel as much interest in it as the honourable 
mover. But my difficulty has been increased by the citizens of Bombay 
who are members of this Council and who are members of the Corpora
tion, and by the past and present presidents of the Corporation. This 
House has heard the interesting speeches of the honourable members 
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of this House who are members of the Corporation. One member gets 
up and says that special representation should be given to these bodies, 
and another member who is a member of the Corporation desires that it 
should not be. I listened to the speech of the former pr~sident of the 
Corporation, my honourable colleague to my left (Honourable Mr. Cowasji 
Jehangir) and that of my honourable friend opposite to me, the present 
president. There is an acute difference of opinion between them. 
None of them can blame me for this separate representation. The ori
ginal bill did not contain it ; and in order to ascertain the views of the 
citizens of Bombay and the members of the Corporation," I packed the 
whole select committee with almost every member of this House who is a. 
member of the Corporation, and the recommendation of the select 
committee is that special representation should be given. If some of the 
members of the select committee did not attend the meetings of the select 
committee, it is no fault of mine or of the Government ; it is their fault. 
In addition to the present speeches, if the honourable members refer 
to the amendment standing in the name of the honourable member 
Mr. Nariman, an ardent advocate of the interests of the Corporation, they 
will see that he also wants to give representation to these three associations, 
the Millowners' Association, the Indian 1\Ierchants' Chamber and the Cham
ber of Commerce. Now, Sir, this representation was given alter the 
whole question was considered in the select committee. The honourable 
mover of the amendment says that we should not be guided by the select 
committee. If that is to be so, what is the good of appointing any select 
committee Y The select committee, which was representative of almost 
every member of the Corporation who is a member of this House, have 
decided that ·question. 

Now, Sir, under the Improvement Trust Act, the3e two bodies, the 
Millowners' Association and the Chamber of Commerce, have representa
tion, and they have done very good work on the Improvement Trust. I 
have nothing to do with their work on the Corporation,· but on the 
Improvement Trust they have done very good work. Not only have they 
representation on the Improvement Trust, but, at the same time, they also 
have representation on the Corporation. The select committee have 
given them what they have enjoyed up to this day, that is, they have 
given them the right of representation on the Improvement Trust, as 
they already enjoy it, and nothing further. With these words, I oppose 
the amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T: I will first put to the House the 
honourable member Yr. Baptista's amendment. It reads as follows: 

For clause 10 of the bill. substitu!A! the following: 
"The Improvement.CJ Committee shall consist of 16 members u follows:

(a) The :Municipal Commissioner; 
(b) Twelve members elected by the Corporation by ballot; 
(c) Three members nominated by Government by notification from among the 

following:-
(i) The Director of Development, Bombav 
(ii) The Ch&irma.n of the B:>mbay Port i';u.st, 
(~ii) The Collector of &mh6y, t.nd 
l•r) The Executive Engineer, Presidency District." 
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Question put. House divided. Ayes, 6; Noes, 32. Amendment 
lost. 

Divisio"A No. 9. 

• Ayes • 
.!muD, MoULVI R.a.mronn; I NBKALJ'AY, Mr. R. S. 
BAl"l''l!TA, Mr. J. NooR lliuoMED, Mr. 
Bou, Mr. S. K. RAH!llToou.., Mr. HoosEJl'ALLY M. 

Peller• for 1M Aye.s: Mr. J. BAl"l''l!TA ud Mr. HoosENALLY M. RA.B.IMTOOLA. 

Noes. 

ABDUL LA. Til' HAn: liA.JuT :K.Ju.N, Mr. 
Buno., Mr. J. P. 
CLumns, Mr. E. 
DAJJBOLJU.R, Sir v ASANTRAO A. 
DADACJLUifJI, Dr. K. E. 
DBBLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A.M. K. 
l>BLVBS, Mr. R. H. A. 
F:m:NANDBZ. Dr. CosMAS 
FlWm, Mr. K. S. 
Guos.u.. Mr. J. 
GB'O'LA.ll: HussAIN', the~onourable Khan 

Bah&.dur SBAIKH 
GIWmlAJ[, Mr. V.'A. 
HA.xm M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HA:&BJSON, Mr. R. T. 
lliTCII, Mr. G. W. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir lUUBJCB 

HoTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 
JADBAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEBANGm, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MAsTER, 1\Ir. A. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CBtTNILA.L 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MOUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMDAR, Sarda.r G. N. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
SAYED SHABJADB SA.BtB H..uD.&B SADB 
THOMAS, 1\lr. G. A. 
WILES; Mr. G. 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

'/ilkrl for 1M N ou: Mr. V. A. GRANTlUM and Mr. C. N. WADIA. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I shall now put the amendment 
of the honourable member ... Mr . ...,Hoosenally .. M ... Rahimtoo!a. 
. Question put and lost. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will n~w adjourn to 
2 o'clock to-morrow, Tuesday, the 27th J>otober 1925 . 

.IIOlll.ll.t.T: I'.BJ:I(U.D ,t.T TU GOV&JUfJUlit CEliTIU.L .PB.ISS, 
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The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p.m. 
on Tuesday, the 27th October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHUI RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, ~Ir. 
ABDULPURKAR, Mr. N. A. 
ADDYMAN, 1\Ir. J. 
ADWANI, ?!Ir. D. B. 
AHMAD, MouLvi RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, ?!Ir. s. N. 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 
BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BaoPATKAR, Mr. L. B. 
BHURGRI, ~Ir. J. M. 
BHUTTo, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BIJARANI, Khan Saheb SHER 1\IAHOMED KHAN 
BoLE, ?!Ir. S. K. 
BuNTER, ?!Ir. J. P. 
CHAUDHARI, ?!Ir. L. s. 
CLEMENTS, ~lr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir v ASANTRAO A. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable.?!Ir. A.M. K. 
DELVES, ~Ir. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D.P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
Dr:m, Dr. l\1. K. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. CosMAs 
FRAMJI, ~Ir. K. s. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SBA.Im· 
GRANTHAM, Mr. V. A. 
HAMID, M. ABDUL ALI, ~Ir. 
HARRISON, !.Ir. R. T. 
HATCH, ~Ir. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HossAcK, lli. W. B. 
HorsoY, llr. J. E. B. 
JADHAV, the Honourable lli. B. V. 
JA.YAKAR, Mr. M. R. 
JEHAXGIR, the Honourable Mr. CoW.lSJl 
Joo, lir. V. N. 
JosHI, Mr. P. G. 
K!LBHOR, ~Ir. G. M. 

a 79!-l 
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K.!.M:BLI1 Mr. S. 'f. 
K.!NGA, Mr. J. B,'' 
K.u:r INAITULLAKHAN 
KHUHRO, Mr: M. s. 
KoKANI, Mr. G. J. 
KOTRARI, Mr. v. R. 
LALJI NARANJI, Mr. 
LALLJEE, Mr. HoosEINBHOY A. 
LAwRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MusURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTER. Mr. A. 
MAvALANKAR,Mr.G.K. 
McKEE~ Mr~ W. G. 
MEHTA, Dr. M. M. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MoUNTFORD, Mr. 1. J. 
MuJUMDAR, Sardar G. N. 
MUKADAM, Mr. W. S, 
NANAL, Mr. B. R. 
NARIELVALA, Mr. H. H. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
NooR MAHoMED, Mr. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G.' 

. PAINTER, Mr. H. 1. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATEL, Mr. G. I. 
PATHAN, Khan Bahadur JAN MAHOMED KHAN 
PATHAN,Mr.A.F.I.K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PUNJABHAI THAKERSJ, Mr. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAPTARsm, Mr. C. M. 
SARDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SAYED GHULAM NABI SHAH 
SAYED SHAHJADE SAHEB HAIDAR SAHEB 
SHANKARRAO JAYAIWIRAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SmNDE, Mr. R. D. 
SmvDASANI, Mr. H. B. 
SoMAN, Mr. R. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
StmVE, Mr. V. A. 

[27 OcT. 1925 
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Sw.AMINAJ.U.YAN, Mr. J. C. 
THAKOR of Amod, the 
THoMAS, Mr. G. A. 
W A.Du, Mr. C. N. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
Woovs, Mr. E. E. 

Oral Answers 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Questions .. 

PLATFORMS FOR CERTAIN STATIONS ON G. I. P. RAILWAY. 

298 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and Sholapur 
Cities): Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the fact that there are no raised plat
forms at the stations of (1) Jeur, (2) Pakni, (3) Tilati, (4) Malikpeth, 
(5) Borat~ (6) Hadapsar and Bala on the G. I. P. Railway; 

(b) if so, whether they are aware of the resulting inconvenience to 
the public; 

(c) what action they propose to take in the matted 
The Honourable Sir CffiTh1:LA.L MEHTA : (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, the Agent however intimates that it is not feasible to provide 

high level platforms at the stations referred to which are used by very 
few passengers, as in addition to the large number of stations to be dealt 
with there are other complications, such as, plinth levels of the existing 
station buildings, etc. 

(c) Government do not propose to take any action in the matter. 
::\Ir. N. E. NAVLE : Is not the case of Hadapsar different from that of 

other stations! 
The Honourable Sir CffiTh'ILAL MEHTA : I have no information 

about that. 
MOL"LYI RAFIUDDIN AID1AD: Did the Agent give Government 

a list of passengers at all the stationsl 

The Honourable Sir CHIJ}."'LA.L MEHTA : The Agent of the railway 
gave a list of the passengers by each train at the stations, and they worked 
out, as he showed, to a very small number indeed. 

Sir Y • .\Sll."'TRAO A. DABHOLKAR: What does the Honourable the 
Revenue Member mean by " high level platforms "1 Is it not a fact, 
whether they are high level or low level platforms, passengers have to 
alight on the level on the ground 1 

The Honourable Sir C~ILA.L MEHTA : The question was 
"whether they are aware of the fact that there are no raised 
platforms .... ". The answer is there are no raised platforms in· 
the..C~.C stations, and high level platforms cannot be provided for the 
reasons stated by the Agent, namely that the plinth level of the existing 
stations do not allow it. 

Mr. ABDL'L LATIF HAJI IL\JR.AT KHAX: Is the Honourable 
the &!venue llember aware that there is a platform to the goods shed at 
leur! Why not to the_station then! · · 

B 791-lo 
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The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : As the Agent explains, 
there are two reasons, firstly, that the number of passengers is small, 
and secondly that the plinth levels of the existing station buildings are 
so low that high level platforms cannot be provided. 

Mr .. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN : They can be demolished 
easily. . 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 1\IEHTA : In view of the fact that the 
number of passengers is so small, Government do not think that it would 
be advisable for them to ask the railway company to undertake the heavy 
expenditure when the railway company do not desire to do so. 

1\Ir. N. E. NA VLE : If high level platforms are not possible, some sort 
of platforms should be provided for. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The company are not 
prepared to do that.· That is all that I can say. 
· Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Is it the number of passengers 
that matters or the safety of the passengers1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I do not know that the 
safety of the passengers is concerned very much. The particular points 
I made are what I have stated in the answer, namely that the number of 
passengers is very small and that the existing station buildings do not 
permit the building of high level platforms. 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI RAJRAT KHAN: Jeur is a cotton 
centre.' 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: I did not catch that 
question. 

·(Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN did . not repeat his 
question.) 

DRINKING wATER FOR DEPRESSED CLASSES OF SHOLAPUR 

DISTRICT. 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN (Poona and Sholapur 
Cities) :"Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the difficulties of the depressed classes 
of the Sholapur district owing to their having to fetch water for 
drinking purposes from very long distances 1 

(b) If so, whether they propose to take any action in this matter 1 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Inquiries are being made. 

DEPRESSED CLASSES BOYS IN liiRAPUR SCHOOL. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether the mamlatdar of Chalisgaon taluka in the East 

Khandesh district issued instructions to the headmaster of the school 
at Hirapur in the said taluka not to allow the boys of the depressed 
classes to sit with the other boys ; 
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(b) whether the said mamlatdar changed the old punch committee 

of the school because they were in favour of allowing all ~he boys to 
sit together ; · · · 

(c) what steps Government have taken in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) and (b) No. 
(c) The question does not arise. · 

HARASSMENT OF AGRICULTURISTS. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to s.tate-
(a) whether they are aware of the harassment to which the agri

culturists are subjected by the khots in the villages of Pimpar, Sheer, 
Pangari, Velamb, Kutkari, Pabhare, Terav, Adare, Konkare, Shirgaon 
Malan, Dadwadi and Varveli in the Chiplun taluka and in the villages 
of Tees, Boraghur, Natu, Sanglot, Payner, Kasedi, and Sherwal and 
Sukhadar in the Khed taluka ; 

(b) what steps they have taken in the matter 1 
Will Government be pleased to state whether they are aware of 

the oppression practised on agriculturists at the village of Kutgiri 
Pabhare in the Chiplun taluka by the khots with the assistance of 
Mahars! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA ; Khoti tenants who held 
no lands in their names but who used to cultivate khots' private lands 
struck work and demanded high wages from the khots. Thereupon the 
khots prohibited these khoti tenants from cultivating their (khots') 
private lands and from grazing their (tenants') cattle thereon. Better 
counsels have since prevailed and the khots and the tenants in all the 
villages referred to in the questions have come to terms. 

Mr. R. D. SHIJ\TDE : Will the Government be pleased to &tate what 
steps are being taken to meet the several complaints of the tenants of 
khots at present 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL .MEHTA : Government are asking 
the Commissioner of the division in his touring season to examine the 
questions that may be raised in regard to this dispute between the 
khots and the tenants. 

Sardar G. N. :MUJilliDAR: Will the Government be pleased to 
state what the subject matter of the enquiry is 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : There are no special 
terms of reference given to the Commissioners. It is a. ·general enquiry 
that they have to undertake. 

~IR. KlsHINCBA.ND, 

MOULVI RAFIDDDIN AHMAD on behalf of HAJI ABDULLA. 
HAROOX (Karachi City) : Will Government be pleased to state

(a) whether there are any existing rules regarding the purchase of 
landed property by a gazetted officer in the district where he is serving 
and, if so, what these rules are ; 
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· (b) whet~er it is a fact that Mr. Kishinchand, Head Clerk to the 
Deputy Commissioner, Upper Sind Frontier District, has purchased 
one otak and one dwelling house from a Mussalman zamindar and a 
supervising tapedar, respectively at Jacobabad; 

(c) wpether Mr. Kishinchand had obtained previous permission of 
the Commissioner in Sind for pll'l'chase of landed property in Jacob
abad; 

(d) whether it is a fact that 1\Ir. Kishinchand has been carrying on 
trade also at Jacobabad and at his native place; 

(e) what 1\Ir. Kishinchand's pay is and how many dwelling houses 
he owned at Jacobabad before his appointment in that district and 
how many he owns now ; 

(f) whether it is a fact that Mr. Kishinchand has passed the whole 
of the period of his service which is about 29 years in the Upper Sind 
Frontier District at Jacobabad. 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Already answered. 
(b) Mr. Kishinchand has purchased a house at Jacobabad from a 

Supervising Tapedar but he has not purchased an otak from a Mussal-
man zamindar. · 

(c) The purchase of the house from the Supervising Tapedar was 
made with the Deputy Qommissioner's sanction, as 1\Ir. Kishinchand 
was not then borne on the list of Mukhtiarkars and the Commissioner's 
sanction was therefore not necessary. 

(d) No. 
(e) 1\Ir. Kishinchand's present pay is Rs. 230 per mensem. Before 

his entry into Government service he owned a house at Jacobabad, but 
it. being in an unsuitable locality was sold by' him and he purchased 
another house in the Gharibabad quarter of the town for Rs. 280 in the. 
year 1901. He continues to have that house in addition to the one 
purchased from the Supervising Tapedar a~stated above. 

(f) Yes •. 
SALE OF LAND UNDER SuBURBA...'l ScHEMES. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI (Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

. (a) how much ]and has been sold under the different suburban 
schemes and at what price; 

(b) whether the lands sold on deferred payment system under Bandra, 
Khar and other schemes have been taken delivery of and paid for by 
the purchaaers ; 

(c) whether any land that is purchased has been given up ; if so, 
how much and the amount not recovered owing td the refusal of the 
purchasers to take up land 1 
The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : The information is 

being obtained. 
ANGLo-URDU HIGH ScHOOLS. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSlJRI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 
Will Government be pleased to state when they propose to open the new 
Anglo-Urdu High Schools as promised by them ? 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: New Anglo-Urdu High Schools 
have already been opened by Government by (1) converting the Camp 
Government English School, Poona, into an Anglo-Urdu High School 
and (2) taking over the Anglo-Urdu High School, Hubli, and maintaining 
it aa a Government institution. 

l\lOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Is the Honourable Minister 
aware that a promise was made to open a new Anglo-Urdu High School 
in the Northern Division ! and it is about that, that this question is 
asked. Has the Honourable· :Minister anything to say about it ~ 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHAV: Government are considering 
the question. 

SPECIAL ScHOOL AND CoLLEGE FOR DECCAN SARDA.RS AND INAMbA.Rs. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamda:rs): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a} whether there are any special schools and colleges for the 
education of the sons of the ruling Chiefs, Deccan Sardars, Gujarat 
Sardars, Talukdars, Mehewasi Chiefs, etc., in the Bombay Presidency1 

(b) if so, will they be pleased to give their names and the places 
where they are located ! · 

(c) what was the object of Government in starting and encouraging 
such schools and colleges, if any 1 

The Honourable Mx. B. V. JADHA V: (a), (b) and (c) There are no 
special schools or colleges for the education of the sons of Sardars, Taluk
dars, 1\Iehewasi Chiefs, etc., in British District in the Presidency. As 
regards the information regarding such institutions in Native States 
and Agency Areas, the Honourable Sardar is referred to the Honourable 

· Leader of the House. 

Sardar G. N. 1\IDJUl\IDAR : I do not know why I am referred to the 
Honourable Leader of the House. l\Iy question was sent to the Secretary 
to the Legislative Council and that was sent by him to Government. 
I do not know why the Honourable Minister has not replied to it. . · 

The Honourable Sir l\IAURICE HAYWARD: Because matters 
pertaining to the Native States do not come within the cognisance of 
the Honourable Minister. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I have tried to explain the 
position previously more than once. Under the Rules and Standing Orders 
a question should be addressed to an individual member or Minister of 
Government. The difficulty of .honourable members to ascertain to 
which particular member a question should be asked was realised and a 
special facility offered to honourable members to send questions in the 
omnibus name of Government. The Council office after finding out to 
what department the question relates sends it to that department and it 
gi\'es the answer. If any question deals "ith more than one department 
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a similar answer is being given by the Honourable Member in charge. 
If honourable members want to strictly carry out the Standing Orders 
their questions should be addressed to the particular Member concerned 
as is the case with some honourable members. When a question deals 
with two departments the facility of allowing members to put questions 
in the general name of Government is granted to enable them to get 
their questions answered without the difficulty of ascertaining before
hand the special department they want to interrogate. 

MOULVI RAFUIDDIN AHMAD: With regard to the difficulty 
kindly explained by the Honourable the President, I sent Government 
a question not to the Minister of Education. While the Honourable the 
Minister replied yesterday he referred the other part of the question to 
Sir Maurice Hayward. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am sorry that some misunder
standing still appears to exist. Honourable members are required to 
ask questions of individual members of Government and not of Govern
ment as a whole. It is a special facility allowed by the Council office. 
to enable honourable members not to be obliged to find before sending 
in the question to which department they should be addressed. That 
work is done on their behalf by the Council office, who send the ques· 
tions on to the departments concerned. Honourable members are only 
entitled to ask questions of one Member of Government. This is a 
facility which is specially extended to honourable members by the Council 
office. 

PAYMENT OF ZA:MINDARI 'CHBER '. 

SAYED GHULAM NABI SHAH (1har and Parkar District): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether the Executive Engineer, Eastern Nara, and the 
Divisional Officer, Upper Mithrao, engage..Zamindari " Chher " during 
the Christmas Holidays for Shikar and pleasure trips and also during 
their tour! 

(b) If so, whether they have paid the men thus engaged and 
obtained receipts for the wages paid to them ! 

(c) If the reply to the above be in affirmative, will Government 
·be pleased to state how much was paid in each month by each of the 
above officers in 1923-1924 and 1924-19251 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: (a) No. 
(b) and (c) Do not arise. 

BROACH STATION PLATFORM SHADES. 

Dr. COSM.AS FERN.t\l\"DEZ on behalf of THE THAKOR OF 
KERWADA (Gujarat Sardars and Inamdars): Will Government be 
pleased to state whether they are aware that the distance between the 
shades of the up and down platforms at the Broach r~ilway st~tion 
bei,ng very great, passengers making W!e of the overbndge there are 
exposed to sun and rain 1 · 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Yes. 
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THE NEW ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL, HUBLI. 

Mr. S. T. K.AliBLI (Dharwar District): Will Government be' pleMed 
to state- · 

(a) the grant from Government made to the New English School 
at Hubli in 1924-25. 

(b) the amount of expenditure of the said school during the said 
period; 

(c) the total number of boys in that school during the said period; 
(d) the total number of non-Brahmin students in that school during 

the said period 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) Rs. 4,900 (ordinary 

Rs. 4,733 and supplementary Rs. 167). The grant was; as usual, based on 
the expenditure of the School during the previous year, viz., Rs. 14,200. 

(b) Rs. 18,449. 
(c) 320 on 31st March 1925, 
(d) 113 on 31st March 1925. 

(CONSIDERATION OF BILL No. X\1I OF 1925--lliiPROVEMENT 
TRUST TRANSFER BILL-RESUMED). 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move that . 
In clause 10 (1), line 1, after the word "Committee", insert "(hereinafter called 

the Committee)". 

The reason for this is that the Improvements Committee is referred 
to subsequently in the bill by the term" the Committee" and it is desir
able to insert these words to make the meaning clear. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move that 
In clause 10, paragraph 1, substitute the figure" 17 "for" 18 ", 

My object in proposing this amendment is to give represe~tation to the 
poorer and the working classes. I might explain the whole idea under
lying this amendment. The clause as it stands at present is for 18 mem
bers, 1 of which is ex-officio and 11 are to be elected by the Corporation 
and 3 by the two Chambers and the !tfillowners' Association and 3 are 
to be nominated by Government. I propose that the representation 
given to the two Chambers and the Millowners' Associati9n should be 
taken away and, instead of that, it should be given to two representatives 
of the poorer and the working classes. In this way the committee will 
consist of 17 instead of 18 members. The necessity for giving representa
tion to the poorer and the working classes is that the bill contains a 
provision for housing schemes for the poorer and the working classes. 
There are various things connected with it. First, the schemes are to 
Le undertaken, then they are completed, the rents are to be fixed. For 
these reasons it is necessary that there should be some representative 
of these classes. The instance of the Development chawls is before this 
House. When the plans of the Development Department chawls were 
passed and approved, I think there was nobody representing the labour· 
ing classes, and we know how defective those chawls have been. What a 
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hue and cry was raised for.want of nahanies in these rooms1 Government 
afterwards realised that nahnnies were really essential and they according· 
ly fitted up some of the rooms with nahanies. This is therefore. an 
instance of why people who actually come from these classes should be 
consulted, and why they should have an opportunity' of expressing 
their opinion in matters which concern them very intimately. In 
matters relating to the poor people the rich cannot have an accurate idea 
of the conditions and needs of the ...... 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Only yesterday, Sir, this House has given representation to the Chambers 
and this new amendment wants to do away with that representation. 
Therefore, it is out of order, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable ·member's 
amendment is " Substitute the figure ' 17 ' for the figure ' 18 '." I do not 
see anything out of order in that. At present the only thing before the 
House is that the total number should be 17 instead of 18. For distrik
tion of the number there should be a special amendment to that effect. 
He is merely making a speech now explaining to the House that if his 
amendment, which is strictly c~nfined to the numerical strength of the 
committee, is carried, it is his intention to move certain other amendments. 
The point of order can legitimately be raised when those amendments 
are before the House. In order that the House may clearly appreciate 
his object, the honourable member is taking it into his confidence and 
explaining why he is suggesting that instead of the number provided 
in the bill the number should be 17. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, I was mentioning that the rich people cannot 
have an accurate idea of what the poor people require, and, as the Improve
ment Trust {or the Improvements Committee} is going to undertake 
housing schemes for the poor, it is absolutely essential that some represent
ative belonging to these classes should be in it. Another point is, if you 
refer to clause 46, you will find that this committee will fix the rents of 
these rooms. When there is nobody to guard the interests of the poor, 
I do not know at what rate the rents will be fixed. Therefore, this will 
make quite clear that it is absolutely essential that the poor should have 
their representative on this committee. Another fear is that some of the 
housing schemes are perhaps likely to be undertaken by the millowners, 
and if they have their representative in the committee, it necessarily 
follows that somebody should be there to combat the views put forward 
by the millowners. It must be remembered that in times of . ~trike 
the millowners' interests and the mill operatives' interests are always 
conflicting, and the millowners should not have the privilege of gaining 
audience of this committee and be able to fix rents of the rooms occupied 
by millhands during the time of a strike.. They may perhaps take 
undue advantage of their position and themillhands will be at their mercy. 

Another point is that this is going to be a committee. Therefore, 
if you go on increasing the number of members, it really loses its. charac
teristic of a committee. Therefore, I suggest that these bodies, the 
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Chamber of Commerce and the ll\fillowners' Association, should not 
be given any representation but· the labouring classes should be given 
representation. This representation is not going to be by election but 
by nomination. So, Government can make a selection of the best 
man available and put him there. With this idea, I have placed this 
amendment before the House ....... . 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: I rise to a point of 
order, Sir. The honourable member has here four amendments, all of 
which hang upon one another and it is quite impossible to make sense 
of the amendments by dealing with them, one at a time. I would suggest 
that the right procedure would be to move all of them as one single 
amendment as they really are a single amendment. It is impossible to 
understand them without reading them together. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like the Honourable 
Leader of the House to tell me under what authority I can compel 
honourable members to frame their amendments in a particular way. 

This is hardly a point. of order. The honourable member suggests 
an amendment to clause 10 (1), line 1, and I have no option but to permit 
it. If the honourable member wishes to accept the suggestion of the 
Honourable Leader of the House and asks my permission and the permis• 
sion of the House to amend or amalgamate these amendments, I for one 
will raise no objection. 

1\Ir. A. N. SURVE : Therefore I appeal to the honourable House .•.••• 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to appeal 

to the honourable member to. consolidate his four amendments into one 
so that we can understand them rather better. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: If this amendment is rejected, I shall not move 
my remaining amendments. That is why I tried to explain my object. 
As a matter of fact, the Secretary will bear me out that I had already 
suggested that I should be given permission to club all these amendments 
together, but unfortunately my request was not granted. 

Question proposed. 
' ~lr. V. A.GRANTHAl\I(Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, I oppose 
thiS amendment. The honourable member ha~ made it quite clear that 
~ object in reducing the number is not only to add members of the work
mg classes to the committee but also to remove the representation 
of the three commercial bodies. I submit, Sir, that his reasoning cannot 
be followed by this Hou.o;e. He has told the House that the reason why 
the working classes should have representation is that they should be 
there on the Improvement Trust Committee in order to combat the 
views of the millowners' representative and at the same time he does 
not ~·ant the millowners' representative to be on the committee. If 
that L'l so, why should he want a representative of the working classes 
there! I submit that the sense of his amendment will be very much 
better considered later on when we listen to what the honourable member, 
Mr. Bole, has got to say on his amendment. I oppose the amendment 
now before the House. 
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The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : May I point out 
that if the House accepts the honourabl_e.member's amendment reduc
ing the number from 18 to 17, 'he will naturally move his other amend· 
ments which, I believe, are out of order. A ruling cannot be given 
until he moves them. They deal with points that were dealt with 
yesterday and decided by the House, and therefore we cannot reverse 
any decision that was taken yesterday. But if the honourable House 
accepts this amendment, we shall be rather in a mess because the honour· 
able mover cannot mov~ his other ·amendments afterwards, and there . 
will be 17 members on this committee but there will be no clause to 
define how the Committee shall be made up. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, I only make an appeal that my amendment 
should be accepted. . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAiN : 
Sir, I oppose the amendment. 

Question pv.t and lost. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE Sir, the amendment which I beg to move to clause 

10 (1) reads as follows:-
In clause 10 (I) omit "18" and substitute" 20 "in line 1. In the same clause in line 

2 omit" 3" and substitute "5 " • 
. In the same clause, in sub-clause (c) add" of" before" the" in line 7. In the same. 

sub-clause (c) insert" 3 "between" members "and" shall" in line 7. 

After clause 10 (c) add the following clause: "(d) 2 members belonging to the back· 
ward and working classes shall be appointed by Government to represent labour." 

The original bill, as it was drafted, did not contain any clause for 
giving any representation to Capital but in the select committee the 
_representatives of Capital urged for giving them representation and 
·it was given. When representation is given to Capital, it is fair and 
just that the same privilege should be extended to Labour. In the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation Capital-is fully represented and they 
have got direct representation for certain of their bodies and many 
members of the corporation belong to capitalistic associations. Then, 
the representatives of Capital can be elected on the Improvement Trust 
Board. Besides that, now it has been proposed to give them direct 
representation on the board itself, so that they now get double represent· . 
ation. It cannot be deni~d that this is double representation. If it is 
not double representation, then I ask, what is double representation 1 
In the case of Labour they have no direct representation on the muni
cipal corporation. Even the lowering of the franchise has not helped 
them, because the franchise has been given to those who pay ten rupee~ 
monthly rent and in the case of backward and working classes, they 
are residing in rooms for which they pay less than ten rupees rent and 
so they do not get the benefit of this lowering of the franchise. Taking 
the whole population of the City, namely 12 lakhs, only one lakh has 
been enfranchised and 11 lakhs have been left out. The result is that 
in spite of the lowering of the franchise only 4 or 5 members of the 
backward and working classes have been returned to the municipal 
corporation and these men, even if they join together, cannot 
send their representative to the Improvement Trust Committee, 
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Therefore, the working classes and the backward classes require direct 
representation on the Improvement Trust Committee, as they are not 
sufficiently represented on the Corporation. What I submit is that 
Government may increase the number by 2 and nominate 2 members from 
the backward and working classes. Much has been made of Capital. I 
humbly submit that Capital is useless without the co-operation of Labour. 
Labour, though it is humble, has its own importance, and in these 
democratic days, it is but fair- that they should get just representation. 
Even some important Honourable 'Members of Government yesterday 
supported the case for the representation of Capital, and the same 
honourable members will, I hope, be gracious enough to support the 
claim for the fair representation of Labour. With these words, I submit 
that my amendment should be accepted. 

Question proposed. . 
Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Sir, I rise to oppose the amend· 

ment which has been moved by my honourable friend Mr. Bole. He 
says that the Bombay. Corporation is representative of only the 
capitalists, but he forgets that the present members of the Corporation 
are not returned by the landlords, but by the rent-payers. May I 
know, under these circumstances, where he got the idea that the 
Corporation consists of members of the capitalist class. Again, there has 
been some misunderstanding in the mind of the honourable mover that 
there will be double representation given to these commercial bodies. 
It is not so. But, even assuming that there will be double represen
tation given to these commercial bodies, they will be elected by their 
ovm bodies and not nominated. The honourable mover of this amend
ment has not shown to this House how Government can nominate 
these leaders of Labour, and from what organisation. Has the honour
able member been able to give us to understand that there are any 
properly organised Labour associations, just as they exist in the case 
of the commercial bodies, namely, the Bombay Millowners' Association, 
the Indian Merchants' Chamber and the Bombay Chamber of Commerce t 
What organisations has Labour got, and how is it possible for Govern
ment to nominate 1 It would have been more reasqnable on his part, 
if these labour organisations had existed, to ask for a representation 
so that they should return the leaders of Labour on the committee, but 
in the absence of any organised body, this Council should not take into 
consideration the amendment moved by my honourable friend :Mr. Bole. 

The honourable member further stated that Labour is humble. I do 
not agree with him at all as regards that. On the contrary, I think 
Labour is powerful, and that is why they can go on strike during a month 
when the wages are not deducted. They are getting more than 
what they require, they do not want to work more as all their wants are 
satisfied ................ . 

Mr. R. S. N'EKALJAY: I rise to a point of order. Is that relevant 
to the issue under discussion ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE!\"'T : Why is it not relevant ! Will 
the honourable member point that out ! The honourable member Sir 
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V asantrao is trying to make out a case as to why representation 
by nomination proposed by the amendment is, in his opinion, not 
necessary, and should not be allowed. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : The bogey of the honourable 
member saying that Labour is humble is groundless. 
· . Then, coming to the question of franchise for the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation, he says that the franchise is given to those who pay a rent 
of Rs. 10 and not less than Rs. 10. But, Sir, many members of this 
House must have come across the report that appeared in the Bombay 
Chronicle as regards the grievances of the millhands, and on'e of the 
grievances is that they have to pay a high rent of Rs. 10 per mop.th. If 
that statement is taken as correct, in that case the statement of the 
honourable member who has moved the amendment is incorrect. Does 
the honourable member expect us to take his statement that the 
millhands pay less than Rs. 10 rent as correct, or are we to accept the 
statement of the millhands that they pay rent of Rs. 10 as correct 1 I am 
disposed to believe the latter. If the millhands are paying Rs. 10 as 
rent, as has been reported in the statement of the millhands, then leaders 
of Labour have 2,50,000 voters in the city of Bombay, and if they cannot 
take advantage of that, I should think Labour has got no confidence in 
their leaders. Under these circumstances, I oppose the amendment. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I rise. to support the amendment, not 
'on the ground that because certain commercial bodies are given special 
representation, therefore Labour should also be given separate 
representation, but on the grounds that Labour should have some voice 

. in such bodies. The question of labour in Bombay city is quite different 
from that of labour in other cities, because Bombay city consists of a 
larger number of labourers than other cities and are more concerned with 
such bodies. My honourable friend Sir-Vasantrao Dabholkar says that 
the labourers should have confidence in their own representatives. 
Certainly, they have more confidence in their real representatives, but 
th~ir real representatives are not returned in sufficient numbers. The 
franchise has been widely extended, as.far as Rs. 10 monthly rental, and 
much has been mAde about the same. 1\Iay I know how many members· 
of the labouring classes are paying Rs. 10 rent per month 1 I 
think there will be very few of them, and hence it is not possible for them 
to send their own representatives, and advantage is taken by landlords 
like Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar who may be owning a number of houses 
and who may be having their own tenants as their voters. Advantage 
is taken by these people, the landlords, in Bombay and hence the claims 
of Labour are left out. I therefore strongly support the amendment . 

.Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the honourable member 
to my left (Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar) has challenged the proposition 
that the Corporation is not a body consisting of capitalists. Though 
I am not a member of the Corporation, yet what another honourable 
member who is a member of the Corporation has written in his minute 
of dissent I might recld to this House. The honourable m,em'Qer says : 
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"Tbe eorporation, as it is at present constituted, has no le88 than 30 members out of 
106, who belong to one or other of these aesociationa; besides each of these aBI!OCiationa 
has also a member. representing them in the corporation." 

In spite of this emphatic statement the honourable member to my left 
doubts the statement that the Corporation is a capitalist body. 

Another point is that he raises the difficulty of how the Government 
is going to nominate these representatives of Labour. I think 
Go,·ernment are quite capable of taking care of themselves. May I just 
remind him that to the Legislative Council the Government nominate 
a member from the labouring clas.~ 1 In doing that Government 
never find any difficulty. Similarly in the case of the Corporation 
Government appoint a member by nomination to represent Labour. 
E\·en in that case Government do not find any difficulty in selecting the 
right man. Therefore, may I ask why in the case of this committee 
there should be any difficulty 1 I do not see any reason. The grounds 
ad,·anced against the amendment are futile grounds. 

MOlJLYI RAFIUDDIN AIDIA.D (Central Division) : Sir, I rise to 
support the motion, because I do feel that representation should be given 
to Labour. Firstly, I will take the argument of the Honoura1le the 
Finance Member. He argued yesterday that the Improvement Trust 
handles crores of rupees and therefore rich people who are accustomed to 
deal in large amounts are qualified to serve on this committee. This 
would put an embargo upon persons who are unhappily the children of 
the poor. I think such a punishment of the poor would not appeal to 
the House. If this argument prevailed the Cabinet should consist of 
none but the capitalists, because Ministers have to handle enormous 
amounts of money. In these days every class wants to be represented. 
The depressed classes were hitherto represented by middle class members. 
They now disown those members and want direct representation from 
their own class and refuse to have vicarious representation. If want of 
the qualification of handling money stood in the way of giving representa
tion to Labour on the Improvement Trust let me remind the· Honourable 
the Finance ~!ember that the British Labour party in the House of Com
mons not only handled large amounts of money but wielded the destiny 
of the British Empire. One or two representatives of Labour on this com
mitt-ee will not be so useless as the honourable member seems to imagine. 

It has been already pointoo out that the Improvement Trust deals 
with chawls and dwelling houses for the poor, and an appeal has been 
made to the House to grant some representation of Labour on this com
mittee in order to enable labouring classes themselves to help in fixing 
the rate of rent for the benefit of the labouring population. I think 
the House will not be so deaf as not to appreciate the reasonableness 
of this demand. Rich corporators thrive on the labour .of these men 
and indeed where will Bombay be without Labour ! I submit that the 
argument of the Honourable the Finance Member is too feeble to stand. 
It is true Labour is not yet organised.. It is also true that once organised 
it will be a force in the city. They will agitate for representation and 
Government will be compelled to satisfy their demand. Is it not better 
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gracefully to grant a moderate demand now instead of makincr 
heavy concessions later to avoid agitation. If Government only kne'~ 
when to make concessions gracefully they would spare themselves many a 
trouble. It was time for Government to win the good will of Labour 
by showing them timely consideration. With these remarks I strongly 
support this amendment. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Sir, I rise to support this amend
ment. I think the honourable mover of this amendment will not in 
the least be surprised by the opposition which the honourable member 
Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar has made. Sir Vasantrao has made a complaint 
that the remarks of the honourable mover of the amendment were 
a little uncharitable as regards the present composition of the Bombay 
Corporation. I may point out to the House that out of 110 members 
only two members from the labour classes could get in by election. 
Especially in a city like Bombay, where the labouring population numbers 
about 5 or 6 lakhs, only two persons could get direct representation on 
behalf of Labour. As a p:1atter of fact we found yesterday that a special 
effort was made by the select committee to give representation to the 
capitalist classes-the Indian Merchants' Chamber, the l\1illowners' 
Association and the Chamber of Commerce. A similar provision should 
have been made by the select committee for the representation of the 
labouring classes whose interests are usually affected by the activities of 
the Improvement Trust. Vast schemes of building chawls for Labour 
are undertaken by the Improvement Trust and it is only in the fitness 
of things that the labouring class should have a voiceon the committee. 
\Yith these remarks I support the amendment. 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAl\I (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, I rise 
to oppose the amendment. Honourable members who have spoken on 
behalf of the amendment have rather confused the issue. They have put 
forward the argument that because the mercantile associations have 
representation on this committee, then Labour also· must be represented 
on this committee, because the Improvement Committee deal largely 
in schemes for the construction of chawls for housing the labouring 
class. They have further suggested that the commercial associations 
ask for direct representation solely to protect capitalist interests. 
Nothing, Sir, could be further than the truth and no argument could 
be more dangerous or misleading. The mercantile associations want to 
have direct representation on this committee because they are the custod
ians of the trade and industry of the city, which after all provides work 
for the working classes, and because they wish to prevent schemes being 
adopted by the Improvement Trust, such as have been adopted by the 
l\lunicipal Corporation, which may lead to increased taxation, a taxation 
which the trade of the city cannot bear. I submit that a representation of 
the kind they ask is entirely different from that which has now been asked 
for by the honourable member l\lr. Bole. The arguments that have been 
advanced by the honourable member Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar are very 
cogent. The municipal franchise has been widened and the labouring 
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classes are in a position to return their own representatives to, the mun
cipal corporation in large numbers. They can, if only they organise 
themselves, return a very large number of their representatives ; whereas 
the mercantile associations cannot return more than three members in 
a body of 120 members. Further, the working classes are not an org&!l• 
ised body which can return one from among themselves. That fact we 
must take into consideration in connection with a. body like the Impro·re· 
ment Committee. The decisions arrived at by this body must be binding 
on the bodies that are represented on it, especially as this committee is 
of an executive nature. The representatives on this committee must 
present the views of their respective associations with their full mandate 
and discretion and the decisions arrived at must be binding on the 
respective associations. We know from experience that the merca. tile 
associations do giv~ a full measure of discretion to their representatives,. 
but we also know that in the past the representation of labour has not 
been such as to be thoroughly representative of labour, and that 
views expressed by these representatives have not been backed by the 
labouring class. In short labour has on many occasions gone back .n the 
views expressed by its so called representatives. I sympathise with the 
amendment moved by the honourable member Mr. Bole ; but at the 1:1a:ne 

· time I submit that the present representatives of labour do not re
present the view of the working classes to the extent of being able to 
enforce their vote. They can express their personal views as to what 
the working classes should have or want and no more. Untillab.mr is 
in a more organised condition I cannot support this amendment. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Bole. My reason for · 
supporting it is this. Though we are mofussil members and though we 
know little of Bombay and its conditions, still we are aware of one fact, 
and that is that labour in Bombay is an important factor and requires 
recognition at the hands of the publit; and of Government .. When provi
sion has been made for the representation of the industrial and eom:ner
cial classes, it is but proper that some representation· -should be allJwed 
to these working masses. One honourable member said in his. speech
! think it was Sir Vasantrao-that there are no organised bodies of 
labour. Though an outside member, I know one association, the K'l.mgar 
Hitavardhak Sabha., which is fully and adequately representative of 
labour. I do not mean to say that this body alone should be recognised 
by Government for the purpose of nomination. Government shoull be 
left to choose their own methods of finding out proper representatives of 
labour. It is not a fact that labour is not organised at all Labour is 
being organised in ita own way, and it would not be difficult for Govern
ment to find out their representatives from Bombay. 

~Ir. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Mr. President, I find myseU 
iillpaled on the horns of a dilemma. Personally I am ~pposed to all 
direct representation on the executive body of the corporation of any 
capitalistic association. To be consistent, therefore, I must oppose all 

a79J-.% 
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representation ~f labour in the same way: _ But I must say that the argu
ments that have been advanced in opposing the representation of labour, 
are 'rather fallacious, and I should like to criticise one or two of them. 
In the first place, the honourable member Mr. Grantham asked " what is 
the truth, and himself answered it by saying that the representatives 
of Commerce are not there for the purpose of promoting their own 
interest, but for promoting the general interest. I believe Pilate once 
asked:-" What is truth ! " and somebody sail that truth would be 
found at the bottom of the well. So far as the capitalists are concern
ed, I do not believe that they demand seats on the Board to promote 
the general interests of the City. They will use their powers chiefly to 
safeguard or promote their own interests-Mr. Grantham claims that 
Capital finds employment for workers. This is true, but he forgets the 

• compensating advantages. Where would be theW eal.th of the capitalists 
wit]out Labour ? The capitalists cannot do without the workers and 
without the profits which they enable them to earn. It is absolutely 
useless to talk about the altruism of Capital. As for selection of represent&· 
tives. f Labour, I do not think it would be a difficult task for Govern
ment to select from many available. They can select the right or wrong 
men. No doubt they usually select wrong men, but that must not stand in 
the way of the proposal. I am convinced that the' Government in 
Bombay is a friend of Labour. I think Labour would do well to repose 
confidence in Government in matters which affect them. I am thoroughly 
convinced that no one is more anxious to pr mote the interests of labour 
than Government of Bombay. But Unfortunately in this Council we are 
reduced to dependence on Government votes. In another walk of life 

· it is said that man proposes and woman disposes. In this House member 
proposes and Minister disposes. If the Minister says " Yes , it is all 
right, and if he says " No " it is all "-''.Ong. I do not know what the 
Minister is going to do, but I hope he will say" Yes". 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I was not surprised to see this amendment 
opposed by my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar. Sir Vas· 
antrao Dabholkar is nothing if he does not come forward to oppose 
the interests of labour. He is ever ready to crush the working classes 
and their interests. Here, when members on behalf of the working 
classes come forward to ask for representation on the Improvement 
Trust Committee, Sir V asantrao comes forward to oppose them. Why 
is it ! It is because all this while Sir Vasantrao has enjoyed the mono
poly of representing all the interests on the Improvement Trust, and 
he does not want the working classes to come there. He will not help 
them ; he likes that they should remain as working classes. Had the 
working classes been powerful, Sir, they would not have remained quiet 
during these days of strike. They would have marched to the mills 
and bungalows owned by the millowners. They are powerless, humble 
and law-abiding men, and they ha\e therefore remained quiet. There 
are Ol'!!anisations of these working classes. But looking to the number 
of the:e classes, Sir V asantrao does not think that these organisations 
properly represent them. Sir Yasantrao cannot e~t to hav~ a big 
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or!!anisation covering all these 150,000 men all at once. As time goes 
or:: he will see the strength of labour growing, &!ld when labour comes 
into its own. I do not know what will be the position of Sir V asantrao. 
lfhen they will ask for equal distribution of wealth and ask for socia-
lism. . • . • . • . • . • • • • • • • . 

The Honourable the PRESID~"'T : The honourable member need 
not go exhaustively into the question. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : As he has introduced the strike matter into this 
question, I am obliged to deal with it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : I said that the honourable 
member need not go exhaustively into it. 

~Ir. S. K. BOLE: As regards the franchise, Sir Vasantrao said that 
it is wide. If, instead of sitting in the Orient Club, he will come with 
me to the Parel area, I will show him the chawls the rent of which is 
less than Rs. 10 and even Rs. 7. Even if you take the chawls built 
by the Improvement Trost what is the rent for them ! Less than Rs. 10. 
Then, what is the rent of the chawls built by the Development Depart.. 
ment t There are several thousands of rooms which are let for less 
than Rs. 10. How can he expect all working classes to rise at once 
and send their representatives to the corporation! Labourers are after 
all labourers; they are servants of their masters. My honourable 
friend :lli. Baptista will tell you· how at the time of the Legislative 
Council election mandates were issued to labourers that they should 
give their votes to the nominees of their employers and not to men like 
lir. Baptista and myself. The men were forced to come to the mill, 
and they wer.:! taken,-in spite of the rules r6oaard.ing motors and motor 
lorries,-they were taken in motors and motor lorries to the polling 
stations, and they were made to vote for the nominees of the employers 
of labour. The landlords did the same thing. They asked their tenants 
to vote for certain men and not for others, and the poor tenants were 
obliged to do so. What are they, the poor tenants, to do ! So tenants 
are hopeless in this matter. As regards nomination by Government 
we are told that there are difficulties in the matter. But when 
Government can nominate representatives on this Council and in the 
Legislative Assembly, I. don't think it would be difficult for Govern
ment to nominate representatives of labour on the Improvement 
Trust Committee. The reason why labour wants representation on 
these bodies is that the interests of labour are not properly wakh
ed. Some of the representatives of the capitalists go there just 15 
minutes before the closing time and do not take any interest in the 
proceedin,...<:>S. They do not care for the interests of the working 
das...~s. They are busy with their rupees, a{lll&S and pies and even in 
the Corporation they don·t take any interest. They are often found 
creating noise there, and the President has very often to call them to 
order (Laughter). That is how some of these representatives of capital 
do their duty. and the labour interests go unrepresented. l]'nder 
these cireWJ).:)i:ance.s I submit, Sir. that thi:l House should agree to give 
representation to labour. It is not much ; I ask for only 2 members, 

Bi~%4 
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and I hope that Government woulil'not be guided by capitalistic in· 
· fl.uences. I trust that my amendment will be accepted. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, there are many practical difficulties in the way of my 
accepting the amendment. The Bombay Corporation, which 
is a representative body of the city of Bombay, had made no 
recommendation to that effect. The question of the representation 
of labour was considered by the select committee, which was a represen
tative committee. They did not favour it. Further, Sir, there is the 
difficulty that if we allow labour to be represented on the Improvement 
Trust, I am afraid that will make other bodies also claim representation. 
Besides, if labour organize themselves, they will be able to return larger 
numbers. Even at present, the number of voters under the Rs. 10 
franchise has increased by nearly 33 per cent. from 70,000 to over a lakh 
and a half. 1\Ioreover, Sir, in a short time, the Rent Act will disappear, 
and then every labourer will have the right of vote. (Hear, hear}. In 
that case, they will be returned in very large numbers to the Corporation. 
The Corporation now returns 11 members, and I am sure that out of 
these 11, 5 or 6 will be representatives of labour. The mover wants 
only 2 members to be nominated. I am afraid they will feel sorry for 
it when they will be able to return much larger numbers later on. As 
regards nomination, whenever I have nominated anybody, I have re· 
quired representatives from members of that community that that 
man does not represent them. That shows that labour is not organized. 
Their nominee does not represent them. · Whenever I tried to nominate 
''A", I have received representations that'' A" does not represent the 
community. Similarly with· regard to''' B ". They say that'' B ''is 
not their representative, but '' C " is their representative. I am sorry 
I cannot find out who is their realrepresentative. So I also nominate 
members . at random. (Laughter). I think it would not be wise to 
accept the amendment. After the restriction of the Rent Act is removed, 
there will be more than sufficient representatives of theirs on the lm· 
provement Committee. 

Question put: House divided: Ayes 17, Noes 40. MJtion cost. 
Diviston No.lO. 

Ayes. 
ADDYJUN, Mr. J. Noo:& MAHOMED, Mr. 
AmlAD, MoULVI RAFIUDDIN OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
A:BaA.DI, Mr. S. N. PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
BoLB, Mr. S. K. PATllAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
CooPER. Khan Bahadur D. B. PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
KALBHOB, Mr. G. M. SHANJU.RRAO JAYA:&.UIRAO 'lUliZARII.lO, 
)LufsUJU, Khan Saheb A.M. • Mr. 
NAVLB, Mr. N. E. SHINDB, Mr. R. D. 
NBX.&J.JAY, Mr. R. s. SURVE, Mr. A. N. 

Ttlltrl jO'I llat. .4.yu : Mr. S. K. BoLl: and MouLVI RAF.IUDDIN AHMAD. 

Noas. 
ABDUL I...A.TII llut ll.uRAT KllAN, Mr., BuNTER, Mr. J. P. . 
BlllJli.GBJ, Mr. J. 111. CLEl!ENTS, Mr. E. 
BtJAB..t.m, Khan Saheb SHU lUHOMED DABHOLKAB. 8ir V.t.sANTllAO A. 

Klwr DADACJWi'Jt, Dr. K. £. 
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DELVEs, :M:r. R. H. A. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. Cosr.u.s 
FRA.Jm, Mr. K. S. 
GaouL, Mr. J. 

LA WBENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 

GHULA:M HusSAIN, the Honourable Khan 
Bahadur SILU:ltR 

GBANTRA.llrl, Mr. v. A. 
H.unn M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. 
HATCIJ, Mr. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir M.AURICB 
HossACK, Mr. W. B. 
JERANGIR, the Honourable Mr. Cow.&.sJI 
KANGA, Mr. J, B. 
KAzx INAITULLAKRAN. 
Kauno, Mr. M. s. 
Koum, Mr. G. J. 
LALJI NARANJX. Mr. 

MASTER. Mr. A. ; 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 1 

MERTA, the Honourable Sir CJIU'.NILAL 
MONTGOMEBlE, Mr. A. 
MOtllrTli'ORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMD.AR, Sarda.r G. N. 

I PAINTER, Mr. H L. 
P.&.THAN, Khan Bahadur Ju MAROIIlBD 

KRAN 
SAYED GHULA:M NABI SRAIL 
SAYED SRARJADB SAB.li:B llimAJI. SABEB 
TB:AxoB of Amod, the 
TROM&.S, Mr. G. A. 
WADIA, Mr. C. N. 
WILES, Mr G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

Teller~ for th-e Nou: Sir VASANTRAO A. D.&.BROLJWI. and Mr. V. A. GlWI'l'liAll. 

Mr. A. M:A.STER : Sir, I beg to move that 
In clause 10 (1) (b), deleh the word" Corporation" .and inaert" Board". 

The amendment is purely verbal The Co1;poration has no standing 
as such, but only as a Board of Trustees. 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North)·: Sir, I beg to move the · 
following amendment : 

Clause 10 (1) (c). 
Add the following para. : 
"(w) persons belonging to and working in the interests of the poorer and working 
classes". • · 

The effect of the insertion of this additional paragraph would be as follows. 
AtpresentGovernmenthave retained the power of nominating three mem
bers only out of a panel of four officers. I suggest that a. fifth paragraph 
should be added, so that, if Government find that it is worth their \\hile 
to give representation to labour, then they may have the power to do so. 
The honourable member to my left (Sir ·vasantrao Dabholkar) had 
yesterday stated that Government may find that out of the four officers 
some may be busy. Let us suppose for instance, that two are busy; 
then only two remain, and the third vacancy will have to be filled up •. 
Let that vacancy be filled up from a. person belonging to the labouring 
classes. 

Question proposed. · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I call upon the Honourable 

Minister to reply. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HA1rwARD: I suggest, Sir, that 

this may be postponed to give the Honourable Minister time to consider 
it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1"T : I have already called uron the 
Honourable Minister to rerly, and ii in l.i.s rerly he asks tlat the 
question be held onr I will consult the House and give l.im the ,time 
he \\ants. 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN : 
Sir, as this is a very important question, I request that I may be allowed 
some time to consider it. After the recess I shall probably be ready 
with my reply. 

Question put and leave granted. (Consideration of the amendment 
was postponed till after tea interval). 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move that 
In Clause 10 (1) (d) delete the word "Corporation" where it appears in two places 

.:.nd t718erl " Board ". 

This amendment is similar to the one already accepted. 
Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : As the consideration of clause 

10 has been postponed till after tea interval, I will now proceed with 
clause 11. 

Claur,e 11 (Oha1'rm.an of the Committee). 
(I) The Committee shall at their first meeting in each official year, appoint one of their 

own number being a member elected by the Board to be their Chairman until their first 
meeting in the next following official year. 

(2) A member of the Committee who ceases to be Chairman shall be re-eligible. 
(3) ll any casual vacancy occurs in the office of Chairman the Committee ~hall, as soon 

as they conveniently can after the occurrence of such va(lancy, choose one of their num
ber not being an ex-officio mt?mber to till such vacancy and evt?ry Chairmav so chosen 
shall continue in office so long only as the person in whose place he is appointed would 
have been entitled to continue if such vacancy had not occurred. 

Mr .. HOOSENALLI M. RAlliMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, I beg 
to move that 

In Clause 11, sub-clause (3), eubstitute the words "being a member elected by the 
Board " for the words " not being an ex-officio member". 

Sir, the object of this amendment is to bring this sub-clause in line 
with sub-clause ( i) of clause 11. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadiir SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
1 accept it, Sir. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 11, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 12 (Jlembers of the Committee to retire by rotation.) 
12. (1) Five of the members of the Committee elected by the Board, the selection of 

the said members being made by lot at such time previous to the first day of March and 
jn such manner as the Chairman shall determine, shall xetire from office at noon <n the 
•wentieth day of April next following the date of their election. 

(2) The remaining six members of the Committee shall retire from office at noon on 
the twentieth day of April next following the twentieth day of April aforesaid. 

In every other case the nominated and elected members shall hold office for a term of 
three years. 

Mr. A. MASTER : The amendment which I beg to move reads thus :
Clause 12 (2), between the words " Committee " and " shall " insert the worda 

•• elected by the Board ". 
Question FUt and carried. 
Clause 12, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 13 (Appointment of member1 to replac6 those who retire) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 14 (Casual vacane1'es in the Committee how to be fiUed "'P ). 

Any ca.su&l vacan~y in the office of a member occasioned by the non-accepta~ce of office, 
death, resignation or disqualification of such member shall be filled up as soon as con· 
veniently may be, by Government if the office vacated was that of a nominated member, 
or by the Corporation, or the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, or Indian Merchants 
Chamber or Bombay Mill-owners' Association, respectively, if it was that of an elected 
member, in the Bame manner and subject, so far as may be, to the same provisions as are 
applicable in the case of original appointments and elections of members; provided tha' 
the member so chosen shall reWn his office so long only as the. vacating member would 
have retained the same, if such vacancy had not occurred. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move 
In Clause 14, Buhstuute the word" Board" for "Corporation". 

This amendme~t is similar to other amendments which have been carried. 
Question put and carried. 
Clause 14:, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 15 (The CommiUee to rontinue in o.IJWe tiU a new committee is 
appointed) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 16 (Member of Committee to fXUXlte office if absent for three succes
sive months) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg leave of the House 
to move the amendments of which I have given notice, inserting a. new 
clause (Clause 16A) after clause 16. The Honourable :Minister in charge 
has agreed to accept the amendment. Therefore I ask you Sir to 
condone the deiay in giving notice of the amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have already decided to allow 
the amendment. There is one point to which I should like once again 
to invite the attention of the honourable members, both on the non
official side and on the Government benches. Many honourable members 
have got into the habit of sending amendments at the last moment. The 
Rules and Standing Orders are meant to be observed, and while in the 
matter of legislation I have tried to extend indulgence in very many 
cases, I wish again to give warning to honourable members that if they 
do not conform to rules strictly. and unless it is a very exceptional case, 
I propose not to admit amendments which are not sent in time. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA : The amendment which I beg to move runs as 
follows: 

Aft('r clause 16, insert clause 16A as follows: "The powers ~onferred by, and the 
duties imposed under this Act on the Committee shall be exercised and performed by 
the Committee subject to the general control of the Board". 

I do not wish to speak at length upon this amendment as the Honour
able 'Minister has been kind enough to accept it. I wish to submit, how
ever, that it is a fundamental principle of the transfer of the duties and 
powers of the Board to the Corporation. As a. matter of fact I may· 
mention that when Government made up its mind to transfer the powers 
and ?uties of the Board to the Corporation, there was a commi~ 
appolllted to draft a bill and that bill was re-committed to the committee. 
Then, the Committee appointed a sub-committee consisting of Mr. Turner 
who was then chairman of the Improvement Trust and myself, and we 
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laid down four principles for the acceptance of the Corporation. We 
said that if they accepted those principles the drafting of the bill would 
be facilitated. The Corporation unanimously accepted those principles, 
and the fust of them was that the Corporation shall be absolute master 
in its House, and able to control every operation of the Improvements 
Committee. But I. was rather surprised and almost shocked to hear 
the Honourable :M::r. Cowasji Jehangir say yesterday that this Committee 
is not an executive body of the Corporation. . When I went through the 
bill, I found there were some sections which supported that view, and 
there were other sections which supported the contrary view. I there
fore thought it desirable, to make matters clear, so that there may be no 
dispute upon this point, 'to move this amendment. I communicated 
with the Honourable Minister, and though he was not prepared to go 
to the fullest extent, he agreed to the present amendment which is quite 
sufficient for purposes of general control. This fundamental deviation 
from the four principles would not have occurred had ·Mr. Turner not 
gone on leave, and myself absent from the Corporation to represent 
Labour at Geneva. In our absence Mr. Delves took charge of the bill 
and skilfully made the Committee really master of the situation. The 
Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir told us distinctly that the Corporation 
now steps into the shoes of Government. I do not know how far it is 
correct, because I find provisions requiring the sanction of the Corpora
tion, and after the Corporation's sanction, the further sanction of Govern
ment. Therefore, if the Corporation has become the Government, then 
Government has become the Government of India. Be this as it may, 

. my object is to make it legal and clear that the Board can control this 
Committee. , I hope the House will accept the amendment. 

Question proposed. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I do not 

want to go into· all the questions raised by the honourable mover, but 
simply desire to know what happens in the case of a conflict between the 
Executive Committee and the Corporation. The new clause proposed 
to be inserted clearly indicates that the committee can only go to the 
Government through the Corporation. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, if we look to some of the other sections in the bill, it will be seen that 
the budget is to be prepared by the Committee, and will be sanctioned by 
the Board ; so also with regard to all schemes of improvement. In fact, 
under the Act, the CormD.ittee has to work under the general control of 
the Corporation, but I have no objection t:> accept t .e amendment 
proposed. 
. Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, I 
feel some doubts about this amendment by the honourable member 1\Ir. 
Baptista. 1 quite sympathise with the object of the honourable mover. 
The Improvment Trust is being transferred to the Corporation and 
will logically, therefore, be under the control oi the Corporatio. ·, butl 
at the same time, the colillUittee is all executive body, and has got to 
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exercise certain functions very often without having the .time to refer 
to the Board. If it were to refer all questions to the Board, the business 
of the committee would be held up. Under some of the clauses which 
follow, the committee h~s the power, for example, to compound or to 
come to a compromise in certain cases. They have also to come to 
decisions in minor matters. While I recognise that there may be 
something to be said for the general control of the Board, I feel that it 
is undesirable that the Board should step in and reverse the decisions of 
the committee which it has come to under the folloWing sections of the 
Act. I cannot see how the particular clause moved by the honourable 
member Mr. Baptista is in consonance with. the clauses which follow. 

11fr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, general control does not 
mean that the committee must come to the Board on every occasion; 
the Committee may decide whatever matters are within their powers, but 
in case they come to some decision which is not approved by the Board, 
the Board may give directions which the Committee are bound to carry 
out. At present the committee can accept the direction of the Board 
or reject it. If they do not accept it, the Board can make itself felt by 
dismissing them at the next election. But in practice we feel that 
certain duties are statutorily imposed upo:n the committee, and if they 
are not made statutorily subject to the control of the Board, then the 
Board is not in a position, ina legal sense, to control them. The committee 
itself would contend that they are bound to act as they do under the 
Act, and would be pleased to carry out the directions of the Board if 
they were equally free to do so. It is for this reason that I move this 
amendment. It makes it clear that the committee is an executive body 
of the Board. It does not mean that for everything they want to do they 
must go to the Board for sanction before they do it. This is not easy as 
the committee will meet once a month, and I do not want to obstruct their 
business in any way. My amendment will not obstruct the business 
of the committee ; it will give the Board power to control them, if they 
differ from the Board. When the committee differs from the Board, 
the Board should be powerful enough to control the committee, and not 
the committee powerful enough to control the Board. The committee 
is a committee of the Corporation, though outside meq1.bers are nominated 
on it. That is the constitutional position I wish to make clear, and it is 
for that purpose I move this amendment. 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHA.l\1: Sir, may I ask the honourable member one 
question 1 Does this clause give power to the Board to upset a decision 
or a contract that may be entered into by the committee 1 The committee 
may enter into a contract in perfect good faith, but the Board may not 
approve of that contract. If this clause is put into the bill, will the Board 
have the power to get out of that contract in accordance with the law, 
in spite of the committee having entered into it 1 I should like that point 
to be made clearer. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Any contract already legally entered into cannot 
be upset by the Board under their powers of control U they do 
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they will be liable to pay damages. "'-"Control does not mean previous 
sanction. It does not mean that no contract can be entered into without 
sanction. A legal contract is enforceable in a court of law, and it cannot 
be upset by the Board after it is entered into under the power of 
control. · 

Mr. V. A. Grantham rose. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : This cannot go on. The honour

able member has replied. 
:Mr. V. A. GRANTHAl\I: My point was this. Anybody may enter 

into a contract with the committee. Under this clause, the Board 
would appear to have the final right of confirming this contract. The 
honourable member has not answered that point. · . 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I have answered it as well as I can. A layman 
may not understand it. I cannot make it clearer. The committee 
has power to enter into a legal contract. If they do so within the powers 
they possess it would be a legal contract enforceable in a court of law, 
and the Board cannot upset it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I have nothing more to add. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 16A ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 17 (Gen~raZ dMqual.ificaticnfor be't'ng a Trustee of a Memte·r of 

t~e Committee). 
(1) A person shall be disqualified to be a Trustee or a member of the Committee 

who 
(a) holds any office or place of profit under the Board ; or . 
(b) has directly or hldirectly, by himselDrr his partner, any share or interest in any 

contract or employment with, by or on behalf of the Board : 
· Provided that a person shall not be so disqualified, or be deemed to have any share or 

interest in any such contract or employment, by reason only of his having a share or 
interest in 

(a) any lease, sale, exchange or purchase of immovable property or any agreement 
for the same ; or 

(b) any agreement for the loan of money, o1· any security for the payment of money 
only; or · 

(c) any newspaper in which any advertisement relating to the affairs of the Board 
is inserted ; or 

(d) any joint stock company which shall contract with, or be employed by, or on 
behalf of the Board ; or 

(e) the occasional sale to the Board, to a value not exceeding two thousand rupees 
in any one official year, of any article in which he trades. 
Any person who ceases to be a Trustee shall cease to be a member of the Corporation. 
(2) Any person who-

(a) becomes disqualified for any of the reasons mentioned in sub-section (1), or 
(b) is absent from or unable to attend the meetings of the Committee for a period 

exceeding eight consecutive months, or is absent without the permission of the 
Committee from all the meetings of the Committee for a period of three months, or 

(c) acts in rontravention of the provisions of snb-section (3) shall cease to bt a 
member of the Com.m.ittee and hi8 office shall thereupon become ncant. 
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(3) A Trustee or a member of the Committee shall not at any meeting of the Board 
or of the Committee or of any sub-committee thereof take part in the discu88ion of, or 
vote on, any matter in which he has directly or indirectly, by himself or his partner, 
any share o~ interest such as is described in the proviso to sub-aootion (1). 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg oo move : 
•• In clause 17 (3) add: 
• or in which he is interested either professionally on behalf of a client or as agent for 

any person'." 

Sir, tliis sentence was in the original draft bill ; but it was deleted in 
the select committee. It seems desirable that these words should be 
restored, because as the paragraph stands anybody professionably 
employed on behalf of a. client can take part in the discus ion in any 
matter in which he is ao interested. It seemb undesirable that it should 
be so, and therefore this amendment has been moved. 

Question proposed . 

. Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAJIDITOOLA: There is one difficulty with 
regard oo this. I want to know from the honourable mover of the 
amendment the meaning of the word" agent". 

:MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: It was .decided in the select 
committee. '' Agent " means representative of the principal. 

:Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: These words, Sir, are to be found in section 
17 of the present Act. This was included in the original draft of the l ill ; 
but when the bill was discussed in the select committee, they stated that 
this portion of the section was redundant, and these words were struck 
out. But they did not consider the contingency in the absence of this 
provision. A member may be an agent managing a. property on behdf 
of anybody ; but when that property is acquired by the board, it would 
be improper for him to speak or to vote when that matter is discussed 
in the committee. 

Mr. A. MASTER : I have little more to add. 
Question put and carried. 
Clause 17, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 18 (Fees) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 19 (Procisions concerning proceedings of the Committee) ordered 

oo stand part of the bill. 
Clause 20 (Appointment of sub-rommittees) ordered to stand part of 

the bill. • 
Clause 21 (Mode of executing contracts) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Cla lli~e 22 (Signal ure of Clrief Officer nwy be engratJed, etc., on cottport8 of 

debentures) ordered to stand part of the bill. _ 
Clause 23 (The Committu may compromise claims by or against them) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 24 (P01Cef' of Government to caU for ntracts from proceedif1911 

etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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. Clause 25 (Appointment of Chief Officer). 

The Chief Officer shall be appointed by the Board, subject to confirmation of Govern
ment, for a renewable period of three years ; provided that he shall be removed from 
office for misconduct or for neglect of or incapacity for the duties of the office if, 
at a meeting of the Board, not less than sixty-four trustees shall vote in favour of a 
proposition in this beha.U. 

:Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I desire to know whether it is too late to move an 
amendment, because this section is not in coniormity with the section 
relating to the removal of the commissioner. ' 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to iniorm the 
honourable member that at this stage he can only speak if he wishes 
to oppose the amendment. · 

Mr .. J. BAPTISTA: Then, I can explain the defect. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: If the honourable member 
wishes to oppose the question proposed that clause 25 stand part of 
the bill, he is entitled to do so and give his reasons in support of 
that view. 

As the honourable member will take some time and as it is now 2 
minutes to four, I will adjourn the House till 4-30. The honourable 
member can make· his speech after tea interval. 

· (After recess.) 
Clause 25 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 26 (Remuneration of Chief Officer) ordered to stand part of 

the bill. 
Clause 27 (Right of Chief Officer to attend meetings. Duties of Chief 

Officer) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 28 (Leave of absence of Chief 6}ficer) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Clal.ise 29 (The Committee may make improvement schemes) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 30 (Particulars to be provided for in an improvement scheme) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 31 (Considerations 'Which shall preva~1 in making a scheme) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 32 (Procedure on oompletion of the scheme) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. · 
Clause 33 (Right of owner to demand acquisition on issue of notification 

when building operations are in progress) ordered to stand part of the 
bill. 

Clause 34 (Right of owner to demand actuisition or 'WithdraU'al by the 
Board after the lapse of one year from the date of the notification) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. 

Clause· 35 (The Committee to forward the scheme to Goternment for 
sanction after approt·al by the Board) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 36 (On receipt of sanction the Chief Ojficer to publish the declara
tion atul the Committee to proceed to execute the scheme) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 3&-A (If the Board fail$ to acg_uire land wUhin three years from 
the date of the declaration of the Scheme, the oumer may call tLpcm the 
Committee to acg_uire such land or withdraw from the proposal.) · 

U, within three yee.ra from the da.~ of the declaration a.f~said, the Boa.rd fail to 
acquire the land or any part of the land propoeed to be atquired for the purpoeea of 
the scheme, the owner of a.ny la.nd includE"d in the decllil&tion may, by written notice 
setting out the particulars of such la.nd, caJI upon the Committee to acquire such land or 
to withdraw from the proposa.l to acquire it. Thereafter the procedure prescribed in 
section 34, sub-sections (2) to (4), shall be followed. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 36!, line 1, substitute" two" for" three". 

Under the clause as it stands buildings and lands when they are once 
notified remain tied down and they cannot be mortgaged or ·sold. It 
therefore follows that if the period is fixed at 3 years, the owner will 
be put to great inconvenience and also to loss. If the period is curtailed it 
will be in the interest of the private land-holders, and I think the 
Committee will not be seriously inconvenienced. For these reasons 
I have proposed this amendment and I trust that it will be 
accepted. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment. So 
far as I know this is the only clause in the bill limiting the time within 
which the property must be acquired. There are two other clauses 
in this bill which have already been passed, one relating to the period 
within which land mmt be acquired after its notification under section 
32, and the other limiting the period within which it must be acquired 
if buildings are in course of construction. When the land is actually 
notified I think the owners of property under these two sections can 
get their grievances remedied. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKA.R: Sir, I do not agree with the 
honourable member who preceded me. The honourable member says that 
this is the only clause in the bill (or the purpose of acquisition, limiting 
the time within which the lands must be acquired. The House must 
not have forgotten the sins of the City Improvement Trust in 1898; 
it notified the wholesale acquisition of all lands in Schemes V and VI in 
1898, and for mora than ten years it failed to acquire them, which 
resulted in great hardship to the owners, as neither could they develop 
their properties, nor on account of the notification could any one buy 
them. This C-ouncil should be very cautious in giving wide powers in 
this respect to the City Improvement Trust. Sir, the two years' period 
is not a short one for the Trust to make up its mind whether to acquire 
the notified properties or not. Public Bodies, like the Trust in Bombay, 
take undue advantage of this seetion under the Land Acquisition Act, 
"·hich must be stopped by this House. I am. citing to the House a ea.se . 
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how tht> public bodies harass the public. This-~onth there was a memo
rial submitted to the Bombay Corporation by the owners of properties 
on the DeLisle and Tulsi pipe roads whose properties were notified but 
not acquired for more than three years. During this period, the owners 
of properties whose estates were encumbered could not pay their credi
tors by selling the properties and the interest went on increasing. In 
some cws the owners could not effect any substantial repairs and the 
tenants refused to pay the rent. Sir, every one is aware how the rela
tions between landlords and tenants are strained in these days of the 
Rent Act. The Corporation realizing the difficulties of the owners in 
this case, passed a resolution that either the acquisition proceedings 
should be commenced at once bv the Commissioner or the Scheme should 
be cancelled. When these are. the facts before us, is it wise for us to 
give wide powers 1 Even in the select committee I was one of the 
members for reducing the period to two years, but my suggestion was 
thrown out and 3 years' period was adhered to. I would, therefore, 
support the honourable member's amendment. I do not think it will 
be a hard thing for the Improvement Trust to accept it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, it is very clear that the honourable member, Sir Vasantrao, confuses 
notification with declaration. Within 3 years after declaration, they 
must come to a decision. This question was carefully considered by 
the select committee, and we came to the conclusion that 3 years was 
the proper time. In these eircum.tances I oppose the amendment. 

·Question put : House diVided. 
Ayes 5 : Noes 30 : Amendment lost. 

Divisioo No. 11. 
Ayes. 

DA..BsoLEAB, Sir VAsAliT'Illo A. I RA.lmlTonLA, Mr. HoosBNALLY M. 
liA.Nsum, Khan Saheb A. M. SUBVB, Mr. A. N. 
NAVU. Mr. N. E. 

Tt.lkrr for Ult Ayu: Sir V ASAlfrli.AO A. DABHOLXAB and Mr. A. N. SURVB. 

!DD1"JJl.AJ, )fr. J, 
BDBU.U. Khan B&hadar I. M. 
BtTN'l'TR, Mr. J, P. 
CLonTS. Mr. E. 
DADACJIA.l'Jl, Dr. K. E. 
Du:t.&VI. the Honoarable :Mr. A. M. K. 
Dnn.s, :Mr. R. H. A. 
Fa.urn. :Mr. K. s. 
Gsoeu.. Mr. J. 
GJIU1.4lf Rnow!'f, the Honourable Khan 

Bahada.r StWXB 
GUliTJUJ(, Mr. V. A. 
HAxtD .M'. Aann. ALI. Mr. 
HAres, )Jr. G. W. 
JADBAl', the Honourable Mr. B. V • 
.lDAliODL, the Honourable Mr. CowASJl 

Noes. 
KA!I'o.&, Mr. J. B. 
KB't'11:Bo, Mr. M. S. 
:U WB:ENCB, the Honoarabie Mr. H. S. 
l\USTEB, Mr. A. 
McK&B, Mr. W. G. 
MBBTA, the Honourable Sir CmnnLAL 
:&IONTGOMEBJB, Mr. A. 
lllomnrOBD, Mr L. J. 
P.llNTn, Mr H. L. 
RABDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SA no SlURJ.u>B SAREB IIAmAB S.&ru:a 
TllAKOB of Amod, the 
THOIIAS, Mr. G. A. 
Wrus, Mr. G. 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

filler• for~ Nou: Mr. I. !DDTliAI and Mr. E. E. Woona 
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Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move that-
In clause 36-A, delete the words " of the scheme " and insert " of any scheme notified 

after this Act comes into force", · ' 

The reason for this amendment is that it is considered that the expres
sion " of the scheme " is somewhat vague and it is intended to make 
it more definite. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, are we to ·understand 
that this Act will only apply to the new schemes that will be undertaken, 
and it will not apply to the old schemes which have been passed by the 
present Improvement Trust 1 If that is so, I think this House will greatly 
object and this ought to have been discussed in the' select committee. 
If you are going to transfer the whole of the Improvement Trust to the 
Corporation, can you make a division like this, that this Act will apply 
only to any other schemes formed hereafter ~ And what about the old 
schemes 1 Some of the old schemes are unfinished and if in the opinion 
of the Corporation any old scheme is found to be disadvantageous and if 
the Corporation wants to cancel it, what will happen ! Corporation 
cannot cancel the old schemes which are not completed, though financially 
they may be a loss. I should like to know from my honourable friend 
the General Secretary to what schemes this Act applies. , 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 
rise to oppose the amendment. Government are accepting the principle 
for the first time that there should be a limit within which property 
notified under any scheme should be acquired. If they are accepting 
this principle, why should it apply to only new schemes and not to the 
old schemes ! It was because the old schemes have caused hardship to 
many people, as the Improvement Trust for a considerable number of 
years has not acquired property which has caused trouble and incon
venience to. people, that this clause was inserted. And, therefore, to 
restrict it only to new schemes that will be formed hereafter will be no 
good. The schemes at present undertaken by the Improvement Trust 
are so very large that it is very doubtful whether any large scheme will 
be undertaken in the future for a number of years. For instance, the 
Dharavi Scheme has been declared and notified for a number of years, 
but the Improvement Trust has not done anything. If the principle 
is accepted, it should apply to all schemes. Either Government should 
accept the principle or they should not accept it. I, therefore, oppose 
the amendment. 

:Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: Mr. President, this clallse, as I said a few 
minutes ago, is a new clause. Now, Sir, there is a considerable amount 
of land which was notified three years or upwards ago which has not yet 
been acquired for one reason or another, and I believe that the liability 
outstanding for acquisition is somewhere round one crore of rupees. 
Now, Sir, in this section if it is proposed to include land notified three 
years ago, the liability will be very considerably increased, because 
if the Boarci fails to acquire the land, the owner has the power to call 
upon the Committee to acquire the land or withdraw from the proposal 
The amendment is that it should be made plain that the clause applies 
only to schemes which may be notified after this Act comes into force. 
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1\Ir. A. MASTER : Sir, I have nothing to say. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : 

I too have nothing to say. 
Question put. House divided. Ayes 23: Noes 3: AmendmenT· 

carried. 
Division No. 12. 

Ayes. 
ABDUL LAn:r H.!JI HAJRAT Kru.N, Mr. HuwAJ.m, the Honourable Sir MA.URICiil 
BEDREIUR, Khan Bahadur I. M. HossACK, Mr. W. B. 
BuNTER, Mr. J, P. JADRAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
DADACRANJI, Dr. K. E. JERANGIB, the Honourable Mr. CoWASJI 
DBBLAVI, the Honourable Mr • .A.M. K. MASTER, Mr. A. 
DELVES, Mr. R. H. A. MONTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
FlwiJI, Mr. K. S. MoUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
G11os..u:., Mr. J. OWEN, Mr. A. C. 

'GlfULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
Bahadur Sll.UKll SARDESAI, Mr. S. A. 

HAMID M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. SAYED Sru.HJADE SAHEB HAIDAR SAHEB 
liARRisoN, Mr •. R. T. THoms, Mr. G. A. 

Tellers for the Ayes: Mr. J. ADDYMAN and Mr. A. C. OwEN. 

DABHOLKAR, Sir V ASANTRAO A. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 

Noes. 

I SURVE, Mr. A. N. 

'l'ellera for the Nou: Sir VASANTBAO A DABHOLKAR and Mr. HoosENAI.LY M. 
RAlllliiTOOLA. 

Clause 36-A, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

The Honomable the PRESIDENT: I will now revert to £1ause 10. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 

Sir, I want still further time to be ready to go on with clause 10. 

The Honourable tlie PRESIDENT: I understand that Government 
are not yet prepared to discuss cl~se 10, and I trust the House 
will have no objection to delay its consideration a little longer. I will, 
therefore, proceed with clause 37. · 

Clauc:~e 37 (The Committee on being satirfied by qfficial representation 
of unhealthiness of an area to make scheme for its improvement) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. , 

Clause 38 (The Board may direct the Committee to rnake a scheme) 
ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 39 (Meaning of "official representation") ordered to stand 
part (If the bill. 

Clause 40 (Application by employer of Poorer eza.~ses' Accommodation 
Scheme) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 41 (Land (nl which dwellings may be constructed) ordered to 
stand part of the bill. 

Clause 42 (Procedure on completiot~ of the scheme) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Claw;e 43 (Procedure when dweUings are to be COn.<Jtructed on Schedule a 
Zandl ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause H (Deposit and floticc) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 45 (Term of kase mrd amout1t of rer.t) orde~d to stand part 

of the bill. · ' 
Clanse 46 (Prot·iszons as to lease). 

The lt'ase shall commence from such date subst'quent to the completion of the exeou
Uon of tht'sch~me as may be fixed by the Committee and shall be subject to the following 
among other ronditions :-

(a) The l<'ssee shall kl'('p during the term of the lease and leave at the end theteOf 
the dPmised premillE'll together with their fixtures in good and substantial repair and 
l'oudition. 

(b) The ll•ssee shall insure the demised premises against loss or damage by fire. 
(r) The lt-ssee shall be liable for the payment of all rates and taxea. 
(d) The l11sst't' shall sublet the rooms and tenements prescribed by the Committee to 

be used as dll·ellings ouly to persons employed by him in the course of his business or 
tbPir familit>s exet>pt in so far as tbl're may not be sufficient numbers of such persons 
willintz to oerupy the same and in any oase ouly to members of the poorer classes. No 
$Ul'h room or tenement shall be Uflt'd otht>rwise than u a dwelling l'Xoopt with the 
previous conflt'nt in writing of the Committee. 

(t) The maximum rent of each room or t.f.'nement shall be fixed by the Committee 
after con~ulting the Jes.'lel and such ma.ximum rent shall be written or painted up by 
the I~S-'lt'e in a eonspic11ous position in each surh room or tenement. Surh ma.ximum 
n•nt shall not be subject to altt>ration save with the conSl'nt of the Committee. 

(/) The ll'ssee shall not de-mand or receive in respect of any such room or tenement 
anr premium or any rent in ext'eSS of the maximum rent fixf.'d and in force for the time 
llt'lllg. 

(g) The lt.·.-~t't' shall not assign or sublet the demised premises or any part thereof 
without the pre\'ious eonstmt in writing of the Comm1t.tee .. Any assignee or sub
lt>ssee shall be bound by the conditions cont.ained in this Act and in the lease. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment-

In clause 46 (t), after the word "Committee" in line 15. add the words" snbject 
t.o revision by the Board if necessary ". 

Clause 46 (e) contemplates two things. It contemplates, in the first· 
instance, the firing of the initial rate of rent. The second thing it con
templa~s is the alteration in the rent once fixed. To begin ~ith, the 
Committee is to fix this rent alter consulting the lesst>e, who is alw&)'S 

an emplo_1·er of labour. Therefore, I submit that it the emFloyer of 
labour is to have a voice in getting this rent fixed, it is highly desirable 
that, if an.r dispute arises, the right of finally determining the rent should 
rest with the Board. At present, u the clause stands, the Board will 
have absolutely no voice whatsoever. The matter 'rill be decided by 
the Committee, and it will be final. It is never in the interest of labour 
that the Committee should have the final say in t'h.e matter. 1 appeal 
to the members of this House who are in favour of hbour to aooept my 
amendment, which is in the intere~t of the labouring cla83es. 

Question propo~d. 
lli. S. K. BOLE: Sir, I support the amendment. I think the final 

ri!!h t of dt•termiuing the rent should rest not with the Committee, wlich 
''ill consist mainly of emplo:-;ers of labour and vested interests. There 
will be no representative of labour there. It is therefore necessary 
that thE> final right should rest with the Board and not with the 

B i94-3 
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C.ommittee. Sir, to give one instance, the Standing Committee o{ the 
Corporation is authorised to fix some rents, and they fixed the rents of 
the stalls in the Crawford Market. · 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : To whom does the 
Crawford Market belong t -

Mr. S. K. BOLE : It belongs to the munirirality. 
The Honourable Mr. ,COWASJI JEHANGIR : To whom do these 

buildings belong t 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : They belong to employers of labour. I want to 

show· that in the case of Crawford Market stalls, the right of determining 
the rent rested with the Standing Committee, still the CorForation took 
up the matter for reconsideration when an appeal came from the tenants. 
In this case, therefore, it i'l much more necessary that the final right of 
determining the rent should be vested not in the Committee, but in the 
Board, as tb.e Committee will be mainly constituted of vested interests 
and representatives of caJital. Under these circumstances, I hope that 
the amendment will be accepte-d. 

Mr. R. H. A. DELVES : Sir, I rise to oppose t.l:te amendment. It 
seems to me that the Committee will be the proper body to fix the rents. 
They will have the management of a very large number of tenemer.ts, 
and they know v;hat the people can afford to pay and what they cannot 
afford to ray. As regards the employ·ers of labour, it i'!l only fair that 
they should be consulted, because, after al1, they have got to pay due 
regard to the amount spent on the erection of these buildings. The 
employers of labour have got to J:iay the whole of the interest and sink
ing fund charges in 30 :vearfl. But the Committee may be relied upon 
to fix a rent whic..\ is well "\';ithin the means of the persons who are likely 
to inhabit the chawls. · The Improvement Trust at present has· fixed 
rents for similar kinds of buildings carried out under the various accom· 
modation schemes, and so far as I am aware there has been no complaint 
whatever. I there~ore oppose the amendment. 

MOUL VI RAFit:DDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, the hon~ 
ourable mover of the amendment has appealed to members of thi; Rouse 
who have supportt>d the cause of labour to support him. But we have 
already provided that the Board should have general control over the 
Committee: the Board has therefore the right to be consulted every 
now and then. The best course would, I think, be for representatives 
of labour to ask the committee to con••ult them, that is, regarding matters 
affecting thEm, and I do not doubt the committee will in all such matters 
consult the representatives of the working classes. 

:r.Ir. S. K. BOLE: The.v ·will not be there on theCommittee . 
. MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : But the executh·e committee 

has rower to consult members outside the committee. I hor,e in this 
matter the conur.ittee will giv_e consideration to the views of represen
tatives of the labouring classes. If tl'.ere arose any serious misunder
atanding, the Board has the power to control the committee, the Board 
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[Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad] 
could lay down instructions to the Committee which the committee 
was bound to obey. The honourable member has requested tl:.at all 
those members who have supforted the claims of labour should accept 
this amendment, but I hope he does not expect that they should support 
almost every detail so far as the comrlaints of labour are concerned. 

The Honourable M:r. COWASJI JEHANGIR : Sir, may I just explain 
the position 1 The Improvement Trust Act was amended to enable the 
owners of factories to build chawls for their workmen. It was felt that 
there were not sufficient chawls in Bombay, and Government were 
anxious that more accommodation should be provided. They therefore hit 
upon a method by which the Trustees could finance the millowners to 
construct the chawls. The ultimate owners of these chawls will have 
to pay off the capital expenditure both on land and buildings within 30 
years. They pay the interest, and sinking fund·charges and these chawls 
become their property in 30 years. Now, Sir, while these chawls still 
technically belong to the Trust, the Trust have the power of fixing the 
rents in consultation with the lessees, who are the ultimate owners. 
Surely, Sir, that is enough control. It is the owners of factories .who 
finance the whole scheme. As a matter of fact, you would expect that 
they would be the people to fix the rents as they liked, but as they are 
being financed by a semi-government body, that body, under this bill 
has been given the power of fixing the rents in consultation with the lessees. 
In order to see that the millowners do not take advantage of this provision 
and do not charge more than what the workmen can afford to pay, a 
check is embodied in this clause· by giving the committee the right of 
fixing these rents during the period the capital expenditure is being paid 
off. I think the safeguards provided are quite sufficient. My honour
able friend who gives the analogy of the municipal stalls in the Crawford 
)Iarket 'ather confounds the issue. Those stalls belong to the Bombay 
munic:pality, they are the property of the municipality. In the present 
case, these properties do not absolutely belong to the Improvement 
Trust. These chawls are being built on behalf of private owners. The 
private owners are paying interest charges and are getting rents. 
The Improvement Trust are merely financing private owners of 
fa.ctories. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, to begin with, the 
demand made on behalf of labour to give it a representation on the com· 
mitt~e has not. been fully accepted. There may be a representative orthere 
may not be a representative. It will depend on the choice of Government. 
lf there is no representative, then matters will go by default and the 
interests of labour will suffer. 

Another point is that even though the buildings are not to be the absolute 
property of the Trust, still for the first 30 years they are to be under the 
eontrol of the Trust. The money in the first instance is to comeoutof the 
public funds. The millowner or the builder will repay the amount in 
instalments. In order that the full money should be paid off the Trust 
will not give him tbefullcontroloverthe chawls. If this point is conce:ietl 
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[Mr. A. N. SurYe] 
then the Honourable the General Member is not quite correct in his 
statement that the building is not the a"bsolute property of the Trust. 
Till.the money is fully paid off, it will remain the property of the Board. 
Again, the rate of rent once fixed may be subsequently altered, if condi
tions change. There is a provision in the clause that the rate may be 
altered. For this reason, it is necessary that the power of fixing the rent 
should, vest finally with the Board. You have the experiment of the 
Development chawls before you. You fixed the economic rent ; but 
when you found that there were no tep.ants, then you went on decreasing 
the rent. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: 
Sir, in this case the tenements belong to the Improvement Trust in the 
first instance, and ultimately it is the property of the owners at whose 
instance they are built by the Improvement Trust. 1hese owners will 
have to pay all capital expenditure as well as interest,· while what we 
wish the committee to do is to fix the rent in consultation with the lessees. 
It is not the lessees that will fix the maximum rent. Who are the members 
of this c ·mmittee 1 They are members of the corporation returned by the 
ordinary ratepayers. I am sure that they will be as anxious to safeguard 
the interests of labour as any one of us here. I am confident that the 
interest of labour will be quite safe in their hands. Further :sir, this 
committee will only fix the maximum rent. If the rent is very high, 
nobody would occupy the tenements. Naturally, the owners would not 
be exorbitant in their demands and thus allow. their tenements to lie 
vacant. The committee will be impartial both to the owners and labourers. 
Suppose we accept this amendment. There are nearly 20,000 tenements. 

·The whole time of the Trust will be taken up in deciding appeals. The 
Improvement Committee is an important body, and we may leave this 
small matter to that body. 

Quest!on put and lost. 
C!ause 46 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
c:ause 47 (Lessee may commute the rent) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Clause 48 (Le~see not to make alterations so as to reduce the accommodation) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
C~ause 49 (Default and determina!ion of the lease) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. · 
Clause 50 (The Board to have power to make a police accomtnodation 

sclumu) ordered to stand part of the hi 1. 
Clause 51 (Procedure on completion of a scli.eme) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. · 
Clause 52 (Vesting of land in board) ordered to stand part of the 

bill. 
Clause 53 (Prwision a.s to schemes hitherto sanctioned) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
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Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): ~ir, I beg 
to move: 

After clause 53 ad.d the following as claut1e 53A :-
" The Board shall take over such of the development schemes of the Corporation as 

the Corporation may decide to transfer to the Board subjec~ ~o sue~ financial &?just· 
ments and conditions as may be agreed upon and on such declslon bemg commurucated 
to the Board all the formalities required under this Act before a scheme can be under-
taken by the Board shall be deemed to have been observed." · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
I rise to a point of order, Sir. My point o{ order i'J that this amendment 
is outside the scope of this bill. 'l'he bill contemplates the transfer of 
the Improvement Trust to the corporation ; but the property and finan• 
ces of that body will have to be kept apart. The existing schemes will 
be transferred to the corporation and if any new scheme is to be initiated 
certain preliminaries will have to he observed. My honourable friend 
wanta that the schemes started by the corporation should be taken over 
by the Improvement Trust Committee. Some of these schemes are 
already in progress. . 

And my next point is, that m.y honourable friend wanta to take away 
the power of sanction given under the bill to the Improvements 
Committee as well as to Government. Therefore, I submit that it is out 
of order. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There are one or tWo points on 
\\hich I should like to get some more light before 1 decide this point of 
order. The first point is whether the Improvement Trust is proposed 
to be transferred to the Corporation and is {or all practical purposes to 
be worked by a committee of that hody .. If it is to be worked by a. com· 
mittee of the Corporation, then the power of entrusting further work to 
be undertaken by the committee must rest with the governing body. 
and that must clearly be regarded as one of the princifles o~ the whole 
Act. Unless it is contended that the Improvements Comrr.ittee is not 
a committee of the corporation and that tl.e work of carl') ing on the 
duties of the Impro,·ement Trust are not being transferred to the Corro· 
ration, the point of order can hardly arise. If the till and the amend· 
ruent which has been accepted to-da~· VE>st the general control over the 
Improvements Committee in the corporation, and if the Improvements 
Committee iJ a coUlll"ittee of the Corporation, I cannot see what objec
tion there can be to the HolL.'\6 deciding whether the right proposed in 
the amendme11t should be conceded to Corroration or not. Whetter· 
the House will accept or reject the amendment is a question to be decided 
by itsel!. I do not understand why honourable members should 
be prennted on a point of order from discussing the matter when th~ 
kind of work which the Corporation is now doing as a separate body 
and that which the Improvement Trust has been doing is identical. 
The provision of finance is already made in the amendment. I will 
allow the Honourable Minister another opportunity to remove my doubts. 
I for one cannot see any force in the point of order. I want the 
Honourable Minister w bear in mind this. If the Improvements Com· 
mittee is a committee of the Corporation, if the officers are appointed by 
the Corporation, if the work is municipal work, if the whole object of the 
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[The President] 
measure is to transfer what has been contended for many years to be 
municipal work to the :Milnicipal Corporation; why should not the Corpo· 
ration be allowed to effect economy in municipal expenditme by calling 
upon its committee to do the work for which it is being constituted
work of the Rame or of identical character 1 I cannot see how the roint 
of order arises. 0£ course it is the business of the Legislative Council to 
decide as they like <Jn the merits of the question .. (After a pause.) If 
the Honourable Minister has nothing further to say •....••• 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
I have to say a good deal. I have even consulted the J~egal Remembran
c.er on the point. There are two diFtinct bodies here. Nominally we 
are transferring the Improvement Trust to the Corporation, but, as I 
stated before, the properties and :finances will be separate. The Improve
ments Committee has to deal with <'ertain srhemes uf the Improvement 
Trust, and not with the schemes or the property of the Corporation. 
Further, Sir, after the schemes of the Improvement Trust are over, 
then all the properties of the Improvement Trust, as well as its finances, 
will merge into those of the Corporation, but not till then. Again, Sir, 
in the case of the schemes ol the Improvement Trust, every scheme will 
come before the Improvements Committee first, and will then be sanc
tioned by Government. But the schemes of the Co11oration, which 
are proposed to be transferred by the amendment, do not now require 

. any .such sanction.· That means that the amendment is outside the scope 
of the bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Minister has not. 
I think, answered my point. 1\Iy point is, so long as additional finandal 
obligations are not imposed, why should not the Coq:oration have the 
power to entrust to its own committee wcrk of a kind similar to and 
identical with what it is proposed to entrust to that committee by tUs 
bill! The Honourable Minister savs that these are two distinct bodies. 
All the speeches I have heard upt~ now on the bill and on the amend
ment moved now, show that the work of the Imrro~ement Trust is being 
transferred to the Colloration and has to be carried out by the Corr:ora
tion. I can quite understand that if this amendment contemFlated 
imposing additional financial burdens on the committee it would be for 
con..cqderation whether it is in order. I am not dealing with merits, 
but v.ith the point of order raised. Most of the arguments advanced 
by the Honourable Minister are arguments on merits. But I am dealing 
with the legal question, which is, why should not the CoJ1oration as the 
governing body, as the board or trustees, \\ithout imposing any financial 
obligations upon the Improvements Committee, entrust the committee 
with the carnying out of similar kind of work and thus get their work 
done by an expert body more efficiently and more econon:.ically 1 It 
is not my function to deal with the merits of the case, but I do not see 
how it is not within the scope of this measure. I hold the amendment 
in order. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I should like to •••••• 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member~ too 
late now. 1 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Sir, the 
Corporation when they sent their report on the bill asked Government 
to provide a similar clause in the bill to enable them to transfer their 
present development schemes, all or any of them, to the Improvement 
Trust. Government have not done so. The Improvement Trust and 
the :Municipality will be carrying out similar work in relation to the 
development of the city, and it is very desirable that the same kind of 
work should be done by one agency in the interests of economy and of 
co-ordination. That was why the Corporation recominended to Govern
ment that they should embody a clause of this kind. I hope, as the point 
of order has been settled, Government will see their'way to accept this 
clause. · 

Question proposed. 
1\Ir. R. H. A. DELVES: Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment. I do 

not think that the transfer of the work can be carried out to the satisfac
tion of the corporation as the amendment is worded. Now, Sir, it was as 
long ago as February 1924 that a special committee was appointed by the . 
corporation to consider the draft of the bill. That committee were asked 
to consider and submit definite proposals as to the ways and means 
how tl1e corporation work can be transferred to the new Board and what 
alteratio 1 should be made in the .Municipal Act and the Improvement , 
Trust Transfer Bill for the purpose. 1'4e committee that submitted a 
report on the bill stated : 

·• Tht' Committee are awaiting a report on the question from the Commissioner, 
1111d will submit their recommendation on receipt thereof. In the meantime the 
('ommitt('e ronsider it advisable to make a provision in the new bill enabling 
the t'orporation to effect such a. transfer, !f they eo choose, anil therefore recommend 
that Government be requested to insert a section in the Bill so as to provide as 
fullows ............ " -

Well, Sir, I submit that that does not go enough into the de~il bearing 
in mind the fact that the finances of the Corporation and the Trust are 
separate. In various clauses in this bill the Board's powers are strictly 
limited, and I think that more than one clause is necessary. I have given 
a good deal of thought to thisand it has occurred to me that if any clause 
in this bill which has been passed calls upon the Board to make schemes, 
that might embarrass any of their schemes. All the formalities laid down · 
in the bill should be gone through and the new Board and the Corporation 
mwt ha\·e a chance of knowing as to what the financial effect of taking 
over such schemes must have on their finances. This is an important 
point which has not been provided for in th.e amendment. Therefore, 
Sir, I oppose the amendment. 

Sir V ASA1!RAO A. DABHOLKAR: I rise to support the amendm~nt. 
I do not agree with the honourable member the Chairman of the 
Improvement Trust that the amendment as worded would not work welL 
In the Committee's report to which the honourable member the Chairman 
had attested his signature the wording i. the same a· in the amendment. 
The Committee decided ro a wa.it the Comm.issioner'sreport only on the 
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[Sir Yasa11.tra~ A. Dabholkar] 
qu«>tion whether this department can be transferred. At the foot of the 
p~graph the Committee was emphatically of·opinion: 

"In the meantime the Committee consider it advisable to make a provision in th.:: 
new Bill enabling the Corporation to effect such a transfer, if they so choose, and 
therefore recommend that Government be requested to insert a new section in the 
Bill so aa to provide as foll;,ws :-

The Board shall take over such of the development schemes of the Corporation as the 
Corporation may decide to transfer to the Board subject to such financial adjustments 
and conditions as may be agreed upon and on such decision being communicated to the 
Board all the formalities required under this Act before a scheme can be undertaken 
bJ the Board shall be deemed to have been observed." 

That is exactly the amendment which has been moved. The C'hairman of 
the Improvement Trust approved of his recommendation at the Commit
tee meeting of the Cerporation, and I do not understapd why he is raising 
objections to it now. Further, Sir, in the bill the work of the Improve
ment Trust is to be transferred to the Corporation and as the Corporation 
has got general control over the Improvement Trust the Corporation can 
transfer all their development schemes to the Improvement Trust ; this 
is merely giving and taking responsibility for the amalgamation of 
the development department of the Corporation with the Engineer's 
department of the Trust. The amendment as at present moved is based 
on the report of the Committee of the Corporation which is signed by the 
honourable member the Chairman of the Improvement Trust. In fact 
the wording is exactly the same and I do not know why the Chairman of 
the Improvement Trust objects to the amendment now. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): What the House 
would like to know is whether this Improvement Committee is the 
Committee of the Corporation· as the Honourable 1\Iinister has 
announced, and as the two Committees have different finances. More
over the difficulties pointed out by the-.Honourable the President have 
not been answered. It is exceedingly difficult for us to vote one way or 
the other iD. the absence of this information. I hope my honourable 
friend the Legal Remembrancer will explain the legal technicality 
involved in the question. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, as a disinterested party I think that there is 
great force in the amendment that has been moved. Why should there 
be a duplication of agencies to carry out the same object 1 I do not see 
why the municipality and the Improvement Board should execute 
their improvement schemes separately. Such a procedure makes the 
administration expensive and less efficient. ,On the ground of economy 
it would be far better that, if the Corporation is of opinion that its im· 
provement schemes should be executed by the Improvement Committee. 
it should be at liberty to transfer to the committee of the Improvement 
Board. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEH.A...L\"GIR : l\Ir. President, I am 
afraid that there is some confusion and I will try to explain the position 
as clearly as I can. I will ask hon •urable members not to hesitate to 
interrupt me if they do not understand any point. The original 
Improvement Trust Act brought the Board into existence. The Trustees 
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were a body quite independent of the corporation, but the corporation 
were given representation on this body of Trustees. It has· all. 
along been contended that the creation ot this Trust infringed the privi
leges and interfered with th~ functions of the corporation, and there 
was consistent agitation inside and outside the corporation that the 
work of the Trust should be handed over to the corporation. Now, Sir, 
during the 30 years of the existence of this Trust honourable members 
will realise that the Trust did not sit idle. Large improvements were . 
effected and huge financial responsibilities were incurred ; and when it 
came to thinking out a method of handing over to the Corporation .... 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Ma.y I know, Sir, whether 
all this past history is relevant ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes, it is quite relevant. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JRHANGIR: And when it came to 

thinking out methods of handing over the responsibilities of the Trust 
to the Corporation, I can assure my honourable friend that it was not 
an easy matter. The Corporation agreed to the following main prin
ciples : That for the purposes of the Improvement Trust they should 
form themselves into another body called the Board of 'J'rustees. That 
is to say, that all the members of the Corporation should'be the future 
Trustees. When the Corporation sit to transact the work of the Improve
ment Trust, they will not call themselves the Corporation ; but 
they will call themselves the Board of Trustees. They will be pre
sided over by the President and they will have with them the Chief 
Officer, instead of the Municipal Commissioner, as the executive head 
of their department. Now, Sir, this large body of 106 members cannot 
naturally do the work of the trustees, nor have they the time to do it. 
Therefore, the Act provides that they shall have a committee, which 
is called " the Committee, " under this new legislation to do the work 
for them and they will delegate a large number of their powers to this 
committee. All the provisions are in this Act and they clearly show 
what powers are being delegated by the Board of Trustees to this new 
committee. The Board is formed merely to carry out the work that is 
now carried out by the Improvement Trust and, naturally, the powers 
of delegation are merely powers to do the work that is now being done 
by the trustees. ~Iy honourable friend desires to move an amendment 
thal this board of trustees should be able to ask the new committee, 
which is a committee of the trustees to carry on the schemes that have 
~n initiated by the Corporation and which are now being carried on 
by the officers of the Corporation. ..... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'T: May I draw the attention of 
the Honourable the G~neral Member to the fact, that the title of the 
bill under consideration, is "A Bill to transfer the powers and duties 
of the Trust~ for the Improvement of the City of Bombay to, and to 
vest the property and rights vested in the said Trustees in the Municipal 
U>rporation of the City of Bombay" 1 I merely draw his attention 
to 1t. 
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The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGm : Yes. This is the 
title of the Act. The constitution which I have just outlined is the 
constitution in the bill. Therefore, when my honourable friend desires 
to give the power to the Corporation to entrust this committee 
with· the wor..c of completing schemes that the Corporation are them· 
selves carrying on at present, he will find that it is really against the 
spirit of the constitution that the Corporation themselves have 
suggested. But the Chairman of the Improvement Trust has suggested 
a very good remedy. He says that, if the Corporation desire that any 
of their present existing schemes should be brought to completion by 
the Committee all they have got to do is to ask the president to call a 
meeting of the trustees and then to resolve that thll committee shall bring 
up recommendations for a new. scheme whi0h shall embody one or more 
of the Corporation\; existing schemes. In this way the Corporation can 
ultimately make the committee carry on the work of any of their 
existing schemes. But, if you give this power direct to the Corporation, 
I do not s Je how it will w0rk. The CJlpora~ion as trustees ca 1 pass 
any resolution, can ask the committee to bring up any scheme, but the 
Corporation as the Corporation cannot ask this committee to bring up 
any scheme. Thus the Corporation sitting as trustees alone can dictate 
to the committee and as trustees they can ask them to bring forward 
any scheme embodying any other schemes that may be in existence 
pr.ni:fed the proeeiure laid down in the bill is followed. I think that 
will solve the difficulty. If there is any difficulty that still strikes 
honourable members, and if I am able to explain it, I shall be very 
pleased to do so, . 

1\Ir. J. BAPTISTA: Sir, I beg to support the amendment that has 
been moved by my honourable friend. No doubt, juridically speaking, 
the corporation is a distinct entity from the Board that is now created. 
But, practically speaking, it is not distinct;--as it is composed of the very 
same Councillord. But the juridical idea has been so very predominant in 
the minds of the Honourable Minister and the Government that the bill 
actually provides that if there be any difference between the Commis· 
sioner and the Board, it shall be referred for decision to the corporation, 
though the corporation and the Board consist of the very same persons. 
This is nonsense, but the same nonsensical idea is contained in the 
argument o{ the Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jebangir when he says that the 
corporation cannot pass a resolution, but the Board can, to transfer 
Development Schemes from. the corporation to the Board. Evidently, 
t1is is a distinction without a difference. It seems to me, 8ir, 
that he is making too much of the juridical notion "ithout realising the 
practical effect. At present the Committee is given the power of making 
a scheme and the matured scheme will come before the Board. Of course, 
the Board can control the Committee. The board may pass a resolntton 
asking the committee to carry out a scheme which the Corporation has 
already undertaken, but it will have to be notified, and it will have to 
comply with the laborious procedure obligatory in improvement schemes i 
why not dispense with all this and enact that the resolution of the corpo· 
ration would suffice for the transfer of schemes in progress ! The process 
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•uggested by my honourable friend the mover of the amendment is a 
very simple process. The cost ~ill have to be adjusted. Now tl.ere is 
lefla difficulty on this point as tl.is proFerty of the coq:oration is now 
given to the Board absolutely. Fvrmerly it was temporarily. Now it 
is absolutely. Besides the financial burden is entirely imposed uron 
the col'{Joration. No additional burden would be imposed by transfer 
under a resolution of the Corroration. But ii the Minister and Mr. Delves 
pref(!r the circumlccutory and cumbersome rrocess, the coqoration 
will have no option. But it will be unnecessarily expensive. We stall 
have td notify the schemes over again. They have been already noti;. 
fied under the Municipal Act and the cost which we shall have to pay 
will be considerable. If a fresh notification is to be given, we 
shall have to rescind the old notification, and probably the prices of 
land, etc., may be different. It may be less or greater. If after noti
fication we find that the prices have fallen a lot o{ difficulty 
will be created. The proposed procedure is very simple and I would 
suggest to the Honourable Minister not to be guided by the honourable 
member Mr. Delves in this matter. Mr. Delves is one of those persons 
with economic consciences, who are all for grabbing and never for ghing. 
The honourable member Mr. Delves is afraid that the object of the 
amendment is to relieve the burden of the corporation by transferring 
it on to the shoulders of the Board. Nothing of the kind is intended. 
We shall make amr-le provU>ion {or the cost thereof. I think :Mr. Delves · 
would be justified in insisting that when any transfer is made that due 
pro,ision will also be made for the cost thereof. It is absurd to have 
all this overlapping of business after the transfer o{ Trust to the corpora· 
tion. What has been happening in the corporation in the past is tlis : 
TJ..is Board ~as distinct from the corporation : whenever the corporation 
wanted to get any schemes carried out they had to make a representation 
to the Improvement Trust. You know very well, Sir, what happened 
about the Fort area. The corporation represented that the Trust should 
make an improvement scheme for the Fort area. But the Board declined . 
because priority had to be given for three or four other areas far more 
insanitary thaq the Fort area. Then came the short lived tcom. The 
Corporation undertook partially to do what the Board hesitated to do. 
Tbey imagined that they were going to make a large profit but times 
hare changed and profits have vanished. Economy will be secured if 
we entrust all improvement schemes to one Body. I do not tl.ink that 
we should refuse tL.is amalgamation merely on theoretical ground tlat 
the C'orporation is one entih under the law and that the Board is anotl::.er 
entity. Tne corporation and not the councillors in their indi' idual 
capacity are to be the trustees and the COI'fOration sl.all be knoVin as 
the Board, and therefore there is no fear that the Improvement Trust 
"ill Le burdened with the cost of the development work wl.ich the 
corporati.on may a.c;k the Improvement Trust to undertake on its behaU. 
I hope the Honourable Min.ioter will acce1Jt the amendment. 

lli. Y .. A. GRA...~TILUI (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Sir, I 
oppose tlus amendment. I have listened with very great care to the 
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ingenious arguments put forward by the honourable member, the presi· 
dent of the municipal corporation. It seems to me that in sFite o[ his 
ingenious arguments he has nc:.t succeeded in making out a case in favour 
·of the amendment. The effect of it would simrly be, aiter all, that we 
should permit the municifal co:rroration to insist on the lmf•rovement 
Trust, which is, we believe, a solvent body, taking over certain develop
ment schemes about the solvency or otherwise of which the citizens of 
Bombay have considerable doubt. As I ·understand this matter, the 
municipal corporation will be the sole and final· arbiters as to what 
schemes should be taken over. In my opinion the Improvement Trust 
must have the right to reject any kind gift of this sort that may be 
offered to it and which _may effect its solvency. I oppose the amendment 
as being quite unreasonable. 

Dr. COSliAS FERS.Al\'1>EZ : Sir, I do not see why the last speaker 
should oppose the amendment because there is a provision made under 
which if there is any loss, such loss will be home by the corporation. 
Proper financial arrangements will be made by the corporation in respect 
of .wow which it may entrust to the Improvement Trust. That point 
has already been made very clear and the honourable member Mr. Baptista 
has sn&,uested another clause to put matters beyond doubt....... · 

Mr. V. A. GRA.NT!IA)l : I cannot see that the amendment says that 
"subject to such financial adjustment and conditions as may be agreed 
upon". . 

Mr. HOOSE...'\A.LLY M. RAIIDITOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I 
expected opposition from the honourable member, the Chairman of the 
Improvement Trust (lli. Delves). I will now go into the history of this 
question. The corporation asked their committee to prepare a bill and 
they also asked the conlmittee to collSlaer the question whether, when the 
Improvement Trust was transferred to the corporation, it would be 
~dvisa .le to transfer the present development schemes to the Improvement 
T.ust to be Ldministered by one and the s me body. The committee of 
the co·oorii.ti •n rtlf6 red both these questions to a sub·committee and 
Mr. Delves was asked to diaft this bill on behalf of the sub-committee. 
It seems that Mr. Delves forgot that the sub-committee had decided to 
avoid legal difficulty that such a clause should be put into the bill to 
enable the corporation if they came to a decision later on that it was 
desirable to transfer their schemes to the Improvement Trust. When the 
sub-committee's bill was finally prepared, this clause was not put in by 
Mr. Delves. When t~e report came before the committee my ·attention 
was dra'rn to it and I asked the )Iunicipal Secretary to write and ask 
llr. Delves to bring a draft clause for the purpose. Here is a copy of the 
letter which the :Municipal Secretary wrote to Mr. Delves :-

Dear M.r. DelftS, 

~Iunicipal Secretary' a Office, 
Bombay, 13th August 192-&. 

'"lfyattentioa )w been dra1111 byllr. H~nally Rahi.m~oola to t~e fad ~~ t~e 
Sub-Committee had decided to iust-11 a clause m the draft Dill for making a provmoo m 
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the Bill, to enable the Corporation, if they so desire, to transfer the Development; 
Department under tht Special E111Jinur to the Improvement Trust. It seems by 
oversight you have omitted to put in this clause. May I therefo~ request you to draft 
a necessary clause and send it to me by Friday morning to ·enable me to place it 
before the Committee on Friday. 

"Yours Sincerely, 
"(Signed) A. ~· llot"Lvl. 

"To 
"R, H. A. Delves, Esq." 

Mr. Delves did not bring this clause. Therefore, as the bill was already 
printed the committee decided to recommend to the corporation that they 
should move Government to put in this clause when they published the 
bill. That was the recommendation of the committee and Mr. Delves 
signed that report. The corporation approved of the report and requested 
Government to put in a similar clause because the bill was already 
printe i and there was no time to insert the clause . which would have 
caused a lot of trouble and expense. But Government evidently forgot 
to do so. 

Now, let us see what the attitude of the Improvement Trust is on this 
question. Here I have got the report of the committee of the Improve
ment Trust which considered this bill. The report says : 

"We observe from the Corporation Committee's Rt>port that they are anxious that 
the development schemes of the Municipality should be taken over by the Board. We 
consider, however, that as far as the Schemes now in progress are conl'erned, the Board 
should not agree to do more than undertake the administration of the same,. the Corpora. 
tion remaining liable for finjlnce." · 

This is the recommendation of the committee of the ·Improvement 
Trust Board and the resolution of the Board on that is that they· accept 
the report of the committee. That means they accept this recommenda
tion of their committee. That is the history of the question. 

Sir, what do the corporation want' They have not yet decided. whether 
it would be desirable to transfer their Schemes to the Improvement 
Trust, and whether to do so would lead to economy an~ efficiency. n.ey, 
however, feel that to carry out developmenhchemes under one .agency 
might make for economy and efficiency.. · 

And what the Corporation want to be done is what the recommendation 
of the Improvement Trust is : they want that the Improvement Trust 
should carry out to completion the present schemes of the Corporation 
as agents of the Corporation and nothing elSe, Without going into the 
formalities of notification, declaration, and so on. There will be two 
departments of the Corporation. one the Development Department under 
the Special Engineer, the other the Improvement Trust, doing the same 
kind of work. Is it not in the interests of the Corporation to see that this 
work r.hould be done by one department! It is co-ordination, efficiency, 
economy, and it is in the interest of the tax-payers. Even the Board of 
the Improvement Trust wanted it. We do not want to throw the loss · 
of the schemes on the Improvement Trust, nor do we•want to-give them 
the profi~. We want them to complete these schemes as agenta of the 
Corporation, and we will pay them for it. · 
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An Honourable ?!!EMBER : What are the schemes1 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: One is the 1\Iahim scheme, 

which the Corporation had recommended the Improvement Trust to 
take up, but they refused to do so. I am told that Government refused 
to take up the scheme, because of the loss of revenue they would suffer on 
account of the removal of the toddy palm trees. Then there is'the Hornby 
Road Ballard Pier Scheme ; because the Improvement Trust refused 
to take it up, the Corporation had to take it up. All that we want is 
that the Improvement Trust should carry them out as our agents, as the 
agents of the Corporation ; we will pay them for it. That is the object 
of the amendment, to enable them to do it ; othermse they will say 
they cannot do it: Notification, declaration, publication, and taking 
sanction of Government-the Board will not have to do all thi<! again 
under my amendment. Government have already approved of the 
schemes, because they have sanctioned our loans. We have borrowed 
from the public for financing these schemes. Why should there be any 
objection on the part of Government ~ Where is the insolvency 1 Govern
ment had appointed a special committee of experts to go into the develop· 
ment schemes of the Corporation, and they came to the conclusion that 
financially they were all right. That was two years ago. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: Government has advanced loan~ 
to the Corporation~ 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHI.l\ITOOLA: Yes, crores of rupees. 
Recently we got Rs. 50 lakhs from them. . 

Now, what does this amendment say 1 It recommends the insertion 
of a clause which was recommended by the committee and aprroved 
by Mr. Delves, because he has signed the report of the committee without 
any minute of dissent. The amendment is that the Board shall take 
over such of the development scheme& of the Corporation as the Cor
poration may decide to transfer to the Board. It is only if the Corror
ation decide it that it will be done. The amendment is moved so that 
it may not be necessary to amend the Act again, if the Corporation decide 
to do so in future. That is why 1 say " •....•...... tramfer to the 
Board subject to such financial adjustments and cunditions as may 
be agreed upon ...... ". 

The Honourable Mr. COWAS.JI JEHANGIR : Can it be done under 
the Mumciral Act 1 

'Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHI~ITOOLA: Whv not 1 I will ~ive 
one example ..... lfa work was to be carried out; one part of wLich 
belonged to the Improvement Trust, one to the Municipality and one 
to the Port Trust, only the agency carried ont the work and the cost was 
shared by all. Very often the Improvement Tmst carries out works for 
us and we pay them for dving so. In tl1e case of the Kasheli Lridge. 
we made the road for Government, and Government raid us. 

To me it appears,Sir, that the whole question is that if these two 
depart·nents are co:nbined, there \'li.J.l be a reduction of certain officera. 
That will be the necessarv result, b(ca.n.se tl.is dualitv and the extra 
numbt>r of engineera will ~ot be necessary afterwards. DUplication of staff 
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will not be necessary, and some people will have to go as a natural 

. consequence. That is where the shoe finches and tl.at is why the . 
chairman of the Improvement Trust takes objection to it. . 

Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: Sir, ma."' I rue to make a personal exrlana
tion t It has been stated that the Municiral Secretary wrote to me on 
a certain date in August 1924 asking me to subrrjt certain sectioD.fl-to 
whom! I do not know, because I did not hear ••.•.••• 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: The letter was written 
to Mr. Delves. 

Mr. R. H. A. DELVES: To whom was I to submit the sections! 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA .. : May I offer you, Sir, a 

copy of the letter which I got from the municifality t 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member 

Mr. Delve:t can see it, because he is making a persr,nal ex1lanation. 
Mr. R. H. A. DELVES : It is a demi-official letter, dated the 13th 

of August 1924, and not 1925. 
Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: I said 1924: I was reading 

from the letter. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I should like th& honourable 

member to proceed with his extlanation. 
Mr. R. H. A. DELVES : All I can say is that I have no recollection 

of having received this letter. It is dated the 13th of August 1924, 
and no reminder has ever been sent. I have no idea of the commit
tee referred to here. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: May I exrlain, Sir, that 
no reminder was sent, because the committee met on the Fridav follow
ing, and decided the question. There was no necessity therefore to 
make a draft clause. That is why no reminder was sent. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GBUL.All HUSSAIN : 
Sir, it is admitted by all that the Coiforation and the Board of trustees 
are two distinct bodies. The finances, for the pUifoses of the Improve
ment Trust, of the Board of trustees are distinct from those of the 
Corporation, and tlis bill deals only with the improvement schemes. 
The amendment purroses to transfer the municiral schemes to the 
Improvements Comrr_ittee. Now, Sir, I do not t1ink that could be 
done without amending the Bombay City Municiral Act. 

Further, under this bill, in the case of every scheme of the Improve
ment Trust, certain preliminaries are to be observed. The scheme 
has to be fommlated by the Improvements Committee, and sanctioned 
by it : tlten the sanction of the Board is required : and lastly the sanc
tion of Government is required, because Government are resronsille 
for the finances of the Improvement Trust. Now, what does this amend
ment prorose to dot It seeks to transfer the scheme's which belong to the 
Corporation and which have nothin~ to do with the Improvement Trust, 
to the Improvements Committee. This hill has nothing to do with those 
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schemes, and it is proposed to tranflfer those schemes, so that they may 
be carried out without observing any of the prelirr.inary formalities. 
At present Government have to sanction the improvement schemes, 
because they are responsible for the finances of the trust. 

Again, the amendment proposes that the Board shall take over such 
of the development schemes of the Corporation as the Corporation 
may decide to transfer to the Board, that is to sav, whether the schemes 
are good, bad, or indifferent. If the Corporation thinks that any scheme 
is not pa:ving to them, then they will transfer. it to the Board which 
consi"lts of the members of the Corporation. The Corporation may 
hand over schemes which are not paying to them, and thrust them on 
the Improvement Trust, wi~hout the schemes being examined by the 
public, or the Improvements Committee, and witl.out obtaining the 
sanction of Government. The members of the Corporation are members 
of the Board, ~nd every scheme that may not be paying to the Corpor
ation may be transferred to the Improvement Trust, without any of 
the preliminaries being observed, or without obtaining the sanction 
of Government. There lies ·the defect of the amendment. 

Again, Sir, as far as I know the finances of the Improv~ment Trust 
are not equal to all these schemes that the Corporation is going to thrust · 
upon them, and they-will have to borrow money, and so far as borrowing 
is concerned, it i.9 clearly provided that they cannot borrow except for 
Improvement Trust schemes. This amendment thus upsets all the 
principles underlying the Improvement Trust Bill. It does away with 
the preliminaries iliat are prescribed with regard to Improvement 

. Trust schemes. No doubt, the corporation can get the work done 
by the Improvements Committee provided they keep separate accounts 
for both, but not otherwise. The members of the committee are 
members of the corporation. After a few years the Corporation may 
say that the Improvement Trust is a useless body, and has run its affairs 
at a great loss, v.ithout telling the people that they have thrust all the 
corporation schemes on them. I therefore strongly object to tl.is course. 
The Cor:Foration may, if it cares, employ the Improvements Comrr..ittee 
for doing the corporation work, but they should keep separate accounts. 
With these words I oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Tle Honourahle the PRESIDENT: I take it now that the Govern

ment are ready to proceed wit.l:t the comideration oft-lame 10. 
The Honourable Khan Bab.adur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I am prepued to give representation to labour, but in the follo\ring 
way : We may retain the number 18 here and take away the municit al 
commi.ssioner as ex-qfficio member. Instead of three by norr..ination, 
we can have four by nomination, of whom three will be representatives 
of the three associations and one will be chosen by Government to· 
represent labour. I would like also to insert a new sub-clause wtead of 
clause (c) t\ereby enabling the municii al con:missioner to be present at 
the meetings of the Improverr..ents Committee but without a vote. These 
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changes wouid require an a:nendment. Shall I read out my amen~ent, 
Sid 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I want to ascertain what will 
be the best procedure. The amend.'llent before the Hou8e i'3 : . " After 
tla113e 10 (c) add the following clause: '(d) two members belonging to the 
backward and working classes shall be appointed by Government to 
represent I1abour'. " Does the Honourable Minister accept the amend· 
ment! 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: I 
oppose the amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I understand that the Honour
able Minister opposes t!le amend~ent that has been moved,and that he 
has got some other amendment by whicl1 he wants to give repre.:enta
tion to labour. With the consent of the House, I may allow the 
Honourable Minister to move his amendment. 

I will now put the amendment before the 1Iou1e tc, v,;te. 
Question put and lost. 
'Jhe Honourable the PRESIDENT: The Honourable Minister may 

now submit the amendment of which he wishes to give notice to the 
Council Secretary. I am quite prepared to condone the delay in giving 
notice but it will depend on the House whether they will agree to consider 
that amendm(.'nt. · 

Clau'3e 54 (lllurticipal street required for schem,e anrl1)acant municipal 
aud required for street to be vested in the Board). 

(1) Whenever under any scheme of the Board the whole or any part of an existing 
ublio street vested in the Corporation is required for the purpose of such scheme, or 

1\·hE"never the whole or any part of any vacant land vested in the Corporation is required 
to be included in the site of any street to be formed or altered by the C6mmittee under 
such scheme, the Committee shall give notice to the Commissioner, which notice shall be 
signed by the Chief Officer with the sanction of the Committee and put up in or near so 
much of· such existing street or vacant land as is required by the Board, that the whole 
or a part, as the case may be, of such existing street or vacant land (hereinafter called 
the part required') is required by them as aforesaid, and the part required shall 
thereupon, suhjeot to the provisions of sub.section (2) of section 59, be vested in the 
Board frt'tl of all rights and incumbrances : provided that nothing in this section 
containl'd shall be dec rued to affect the rights or powers of any municipal authority, 
under Chapters IX and X respectively of the Municipal Act, in or over any municipal 
drain or water work : 

Provided further that 

(i) the Olmmittee shall not take over the part required until three months have 
l."lapsed after the publication on or near the part required of a notice to the 
eftl'l't that the said part is required by the Board and until the objections, if any, made 
in writing to the proposal and received before the date prescribed in this behalf in the 
notil'e han bt-en considered and decided; 

(ii) unless the part required can be entirely closed without damage or substantial 
inconvenience to the properties adjacent thereto or to the residents in the neighbour· 
hood, the Board shall provide some other reasonable means of access to be substituted 
in lieu of tbe use, by those entitled, of the part required and shall pay such oompen· 
sa lion for loss of or damage to any private rights occasioned by the closing of the part 
rt>quin>d u may appear rea.sonable after taking into consideration such other means 
of acress. and shall pass a reaolution in such behalf and communicate it to the partT 
concerned. · 

B 79!-l 
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(2) If any question or dispute arises between the Committee and any person entitled 

to use the part required otherwise than as a mere licensee as to whether the part required 
·Can be entirely closed without damage or substantial inconvenience to the properties 
adjacent thereto or to the residents in the neighbourhood, or whether the other means 
of access substituted or proposed to be substituted, or whether the compensation paid 
or proposed to be paid, by the Board under the provisos to sub-section (ll11.re reasonably 
sufficient, it shall be determined by the Collector : · ' 

Provided that such question or dispute shall be referred to the Collector for determi. 
nation within three months of the communication of the resolution of the Committee 
upon which such question or dispute has arisen. Otherwise the decision embodied in · 
such resolution of the Committee shall be final. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I beg to movd the following 
amendment that stands in my name :-

"In clause 54, delete the words ' fcir the purpose of this section vaoant land shall 
mean land not built upon' at the end of clause 54." 

At present. vacant land is interpreted to be land not beneficially occupied' 
and the Trust have in the past actuaUy paid to the Corporation the 
value of such land even though it was the fact that the land was to 
be incorporated in a road which was to be handed back to the Munici
pality. T~ere was a reason for this as certain lands have to be kept 
unbuilt upon e.g. road-metal depots, public gardens, etc. If this Act be 

, amended, as proposed, the Corporation will receive no compensation iJ.1 
such cases. Though the Improvement Trust is to be transferred to the 
Corpm;ation the accounts will be kept separately. If this proviso is in
t~oduced in the bill, it will mean that the municipality will be a loser as 
far as their open spaces are concerned and the corporation will get no 
compensation for their lands taken by the Improvement Trust. Under 
these circumstances I hope the Honourable Minister will accept my 
amendment. 

Question proposed. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (BombayCity, South) : Sir, I rise to support 
the amendment. If this amendment is not accepted there will be a great 
loss of revenue. As pointed out by Sir Vasantrao, if this clause as laid 
down is accepted the corporation will not get any compensation for the 
lands that would be taken by the Improvements Committee for the 
purposes of storing road-metal and laying out gardens, If the amendment 
is accepted we will get our usual revenue. I heartily support the 
amendment. 

l\Ir. R. 'H. A. DELVES: l\Ir. President, the honourable mover has 
omitted to give the history of this section. Possibly, you know, Sir, what 
happened when the Act of 1898 was passed. Under the provisions of 
that Act, the Improvement Trust were allowed to utilise any vacant 
land of the corporation free of cost but they were to return the same to the 
corporation after their work was over. The matter came up when the 
Act was amended in 1913. This section was amended then and unfortu
nately they went to the other extreme. Then they said if the Board wanted 
any vacant land from the Corporation for the purpose of making roads, 
etc., they could take it free of cost. What have they done 1 " Vacant 
land " was interpreted as land which is absolutely unoccupied, not lanq 
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that was not built upon. We cannot take land where municipal road metal 
is kept without paying the full cost. So, I thought it would simplify 
matters if I approached the select committee and got them to agree to 
define "vacant land". They have agreed to define it thus: "For the 
purposes of this section ' vacant land' shall mean land not built upon." 
If, after this explanation, my honourable friend wishes to press his amend
ment, I have nothing further to say. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, the difference is that 
" land not built upon " would include land on which road-metal is kept. 
Such land was paid for in the past, but if " vacant land " is described as 
" land not built upon " they will not have to pay for it in future. "Land 
not built upon " would naturally include land on which metal is kept or 
land devoted for some other purpose, such as recreation. Personally 
I do not see that it makes much difference for the Corporation. After 
all the capital of the Corporation and the capital of the Board are in 
practice the same, though in theory for the purpose of keeping accounts 
they are different. The Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir has laid stress 
upon the fact that theoretically they are two distinct entities, and the 
Honourable Minister just now stated that their finances have to be kept 
separate. If they want to keep separate accounts, I do not se~ why they 
do not want to pay for the land that they take from the Municipality. 
I think the amE:ndment is a reasonable one, and I hope the Honourable 
Minister will accept it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : Sir, 
I accept it. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 54, as Amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 55 (Cost of acqtt ·ring suck land when to be repaid to the Ccwporation) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 56 (Tl1e Board may in respect of land vested in the B~rd exercise 

certain powers conferred upon municipal autho-rities in regard to public and 
private streets) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 57 (Powers and liabilities of the Board as to gas-pipes in land 
t-ested in the Board) ordered to stand part of the bill. , 

Clause 58 (T~e Board may exercise certain powers under the Bombay 
Tramwayl Act, 1874) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 59 (Minimum width of new streets) ordered to stand part of the 
bilL 

Clause 60 (The Board may acquire lmul by agreement) ordered to stand 
part of the bill. 

Clause 61 (Ertent to u:hich Land Acquisition Act shall apply to acquisition 
of kwd otlu:rwise tlian by agreemetll). 

!\ot111ithstanding anythin!Z contained in the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 (in this and the 
nt>lt succtledm!Z $!'('lion~ referred to u "the said Act"), the said Act shall not, except; 
to the ext-:nt fl('t forth 1n s~hedule A. apply to the acqu.isition of land under thia Acfi, 
but the &aid Act shall, to the extent set forth in the said schedule, regulate and apply · 
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to the acquisition of land otherwise than by agreement, and shall for that purpose be 
deemed to form part of this chapter in the same manner as if enacted in the body hereof 
subject to the provisions of this chapter and to the provisions following, namely :-

(1) a reference to any section of the said Act shall be deemed to be a reference to 
such section, as modified by the provisions of this chapter, and the expression "land", 
as used in the said Act, shall, in addition to the meaning included therein under clause 
(a) of section 3 of the said Act be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, to include rights 
created by legislll.tive enactment over any street ; and clause (b) of section 3 of the said 
Act shall, for the purposes of this Act, be read as if the words and parentheses" (includ. 
ing the Crown)" were inserted after the words" includes all persons", and the words 
"or if he is the owner of any right created by legislative enactment over anv street 
forming part of the land " were added after the wol'ds " affecting the land " i 

(2) in the construction of sub·section (2) of section 4 of the said Act and the provi
sions of this chapter, the provisions of the said sub-section shall, for the purposes of 
this Act, be applicable immediately upon the passing of a resolution under section 29, 
40 or 50 and the expression " Local Government " shall be deemed to include the Board 
and the words " such locality " shall be deemed to mean the locality referred to in 
any such resolution ; 

(3) in the construction of the sections of the said Act deemed to for~ part of this 
chapter and the provisions of this chapter, the publication of a declaration under 
section 36 or 42 shall be deemed to be the publication of a declaration under section 6 
of the said Act ; providrd that the date of publication of the notification under sec· 
tion 32, 42 or 51 shall be deemed to be the date of the publication of the declaration 
under section 6 of the said Act for the purposes of section 23 first and sixthly and 
section 24, fourthly and seventhly of the said Act. 

Provided also that where land is acquired under section 33 or sub-section (2) of sec
tion 34 the date of the notification under section 32 shall be deemed to be the date of 
publication of a declaration under section 6 of the said Act. 
Provided further that the provisions of sub-section (2) of section 23 of the said Act 

shall apply when land, other than land forming part of any sanctioned scheme prepared 
in accordance with the provisions of section 29 is acquired specifically under this Act 
for the purpose of a poorer classes accommodation scheme or of a police accommodation 
acheme ; and that in all other cases in which the land is notified, for acquisition after the 
date on which this Act comes into operation, additional compensation in consideration 
of the compulsory nature of the acquisition shall be awarded on the scale set out in 
Schedule A A. 

(I) In the construction of sub-section (2) ohection 50 of the said Act and the pro• 
visions of this chapter the Board shall be deemed to be the local authority or company 
concerned. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move: 
In Clause 61 (3), line 3, delet~ the word " or " and insert a comma between " 36 " and 

•• 42 ",and insert after the figures" 42" the word" or" ar.d the figure" 51". 

The reason of this amendment is that section 51 which relates to the 
police accommodation scheme was left out and it has to be inserted. 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir,· ·with your permission, I will take the next 
two amendments together, as they are subject to the same explanation. 
I beg to move : 

In clause 61 (3), in line 2, substitute the word "no~ification" for "declaration" and 
in line 6, tklt.u the figure" 6" and in.serl "4 sub-section (1) ", • 

Sir under the Land Acquisition Act as now amended the value of 
the property to be taken for acqui~~ion should be t~ken as at th~ t~e 
of notification and not as at the tune of declaration. Declaratwn 1s 
under &'Ction' 6, and notification is under section 4, sub-section (1). 
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[Mr. A. :Master] 
Therefore it ·will be necessary to change the wording of this sub-section. 

Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The next amendment is from 
the honourable member Sir Vasantrao A. Dabholkar. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Sir, I request you to allow 
me to move this amendment after the amendment to the schedule of 
which I have given notice. This amendment is consequential to the 
amendment of the schedule A of Part III. I have given notice of an 
amendment to that schedule that 15 per cent. ought to be given for 
compulsory acquisition, and in this proviso they have given compen· 
sation on some other basis. This. is a consequential amendment, and 
therefore I request to be allowed to move this if my amendment to the 
Schedule A of Part III of which I have given notice is carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is suggested that consider· 
ation of sub-clause (6) should be postponed. That will mean that 
the whole clause will have to be postponed. It has been suggested 
that clause 61 should stand over till the schedule is disposed of, as it 
has a direct connection with the schedule which is proposed to be amended 
by the honourable member. I take it there is no objection to comply· 
ing with his request. (After a pause). There seems to be no objection. 
Clause 61 will stand over as suggested. 

Consideration of clause 61 postponed. 
Clause 62 (Special provision as to compensation). 
In determining the amount of compensation to be awarded for any land or building 

acquired under this Act, the followiDg further provisions shall apply:-

(1) the court shall take into consideration any increase to the value of any other 
land or building belonging to the person int.erested likely to accrue from the acquisi· 
tion of the land or from the acquisition, alteration or demolition of the building; 

(2) when any addition to, or improvement of, the land or building has been made 
after the date of the publication under section 32, 42 or 51 of a notification rela.tiug 
to the land or building, such addition or improvement shall not (unless it was neces. 
sary for the maintenance of the building in a proper state of repair) be included, nor 
in the case of any in~rest acquired a.fter the said date shall a.ny separate estimate 
of the value thereof be made, so as to increase the amount of compensation to be paid 
for the land or building ; · 

(3) in estimating the market value of the land or building at the date of the publi· 
cation of a notification relating thereto under section 32, 42 or 51 the court shall have 
due regard to the nature and the condition of the property and the probable duration 
of the building if any in its existing state and to the state of repair thereof and to the 
provisions of clauses ( 4), ( 5) and ( 6) of this section; 

( 41 if in the opinion of the court the rental of the land or building has been enhanced 
by reason of its being used for an illegal purpose, or being so overcrowded as to be dan· 
gerous or injurious to the health of the inmates, the rental shall not be deemed to be 
foYJ'eate:r than the rental which would be obtainable if the land or building were used for 
lt>!!al purposes only, or wf're occupied by such a number of persons only as it was suit
a hie to accommodate without risk of such overcrowding; 
. Erp'UJMiwlt.-For the purposes of this clause overcrowding shall be interpreted as 
m sub-sections (4) and (5) of section 379-A of the Municipal Act; 

(5) if ~ the opinion of the court the building is in a state of defective sanitation. 
or as not m reasonably good rtpair the amount of compensation shall not exceed the 
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estimated value of the property &fter the building has been put into a sanitary condi. 
tion, or into reasonably good repair, less the !tstimated expense of putting it into 
such condition, or repair ; 

. (6) if in the opinion of the oourt the building being used or intended or likely to be 
used for human habitation is not reasonably capable of being made fit for human habi· 
tation, the amount of compensation for the building shall not exceed the value of the 
materials, less the cost of demolition. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : I beg to move the amend
ment which stands in my name : 

In clause 62, ckleU sub-clause (5). 

Sub-clause 5 runs thus :-

(5) if in the opinion of the court the building is in a state of defective sanitation, 
or is not in reasonably good repair the amount of compensation shall not exceed the 
estimated value of the property &fter the building has been put into a sanitary condi· 
tion or into reasonably good repair, less the estimated expense of putting it into 
such condition, or repair; 

Sir, this clause if allowed to stand will hit very hard upon the small 
landlords, the value of whose properties will come to about Rs. 10,000. 
It does not matter to me if this clause were allowed to stand as far as 
rich landlords were concerned. But, Sir, what is the meaning of the 
expression "defective sanitation ". Suppose a house has been built 
75 years ago according to the then by-laws which may have existed 
or in the absence of any by-law such houses may have been constructed; 
but if such houses are inhabited, why should not the Improvement 
Trust pay on the income of that property1 If the house was unin
habited certainly I agree with the clause in the bill. Now for instance if 
Kamatipura is notified, there are such small houses and these hoGses have 
been fully occupied. There is a source of income out of these proper· 
ties. You want the owners to put the houses in a sanitary condition. 
First what is the meaning of "sanitary condition "? The honourable 
member the Chairman of the Improvement Trust may say apply 60 
degrees and half rule. If this rule is applied to these premises the 
claimant of these properties would get nothing for the house but for 
the land. Then it is said " good repair " What does it mean 1 If 
the house is tenanted the house must be in good repairs ; if not. nobody 
would occupy it. Therefore, Sir, this clause will hit hard the small 
landlords of Bombay and I hope the Honourable the Minister will accept 
the amendment. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : I rise to support the honourable mover of the 
amendment. (Hear, hear). There are premises which the Improvement 
Trust as well as the Corporation have declared to be unfit for human 
habitation. But after acquiring the same, people are allowed to occupy 
tht>se houses for several years, and in spite of petitions from residents 
asking the Im1,rovement Trust to put them into other quarters as the 
houses were in a dilapidated -::ondition, they never took any action. It 
was after some years that thej built new quarters at Byculla and these 
men were shifted there. This is the way how poor house owners are 
deprived of their proper value and how poor residents of these houses 
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[lli. S. K. Bole] 
are put to great hardships. I think ther~fore that this clause ·should be 
tle!ded. 

Mr. A. X. SCR\"E (Bombav Clty, North): Sir, the rule laid down in the 
clause is merelv an artifice 'to reduce the compensation which is paid 
to the landlord~ Sanitary imp:rm-ements are ne¥er made by the Tnurr, 
and yet the poor landlords are made to pay for thf'm.. I ca.n cite one 
instance ~hich I personally know, Sir. In scheme Xo. 29 there was one 
building ~hich had an attic about 61 fed in height. According to the 
ideas of the lmpro¥ement T111....-t nluer that attic was uninhabitable, 
and therefore for these 5 rooms not a single pie ~as gi¥en as compensation 
to the owner. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: How many pies did you spend to buy itt 

~Ir. A. X. Sl'RYE : .All the same when the property wa.s taken away 
from the owner, the Improv-ement 'l'ru.c;t went on recov-ering rent for these 
rooms in the attic and that too not for one or two na:rs but for over 
11 years, i.t., from abot..t 1912 to 19".:!3. If the Trost authorities would say 
that those rooms were uninhabitable. why were they not kept vacant, 
wh the Trust let them out at rent. I therefore submit that these clauses 
are· only mere artifi~s to reduce the amount of t?mpensation which is 
to be paid to the landlord. . It is ¥ery unfair ro the landlord. I hope 
therefore that the amendment will be accepf:M. 

Sir Y.\.S~"TR!OA.DABHOLK!R: Sir, on tb.ispointlhad ex.pecW 
the hono\lfable member the chairman of the lmproYement Trust to say 
a few ~ords. I am sorry to see his guilty silence. Sir, it i3 not only that 
the lmpron•ment Trust reduces the amount of compensation ro be paid 
to the claimants under this clause, but that it profits it5cl!. It ta.kes the 
full l't'nt when such properties are taken possession of; n.Jt only that, 
but when the Rent Act ll"&S recently amended and more pe~tages 
were allowed to be- charged on fb.e rent to the landlonis, lmproYemenii 
Tm;t took adv-antage of the amended Rent Act, and increased the rents 
of the sQ-Ca.lled insanitary hou..c;es for which the ownen were paid reduced 
comptnsation under this clause. If the houses were insanitary and 
defectiw in repaim, ~a.s the Trust justified to increase the rent on such 
buildings. Particularly, I should like to mention the properties in Guzari 
Bazar and liemon W ada. If I am wrong, the chairman of the Trost, 
I hope, ""ill correct me. Sot only were these percentages taken adYantage 
of by the Improv-ement Trust, but at the same time they had depriYed 
the claimants of the-se properties of their just dues. When the landlord 
is to be f•aid the qut:Stion is that the building u dclecti.Ye and in.sa.nitary 
and the poor landlord is depriYed of his dues. I do not think the Council 
will allow such injustice to be done. I trust the Honourable lfinista will 
&ceert my amendment. 

The Honoural.}e Khan Bahadlll' SH!IKH GIITLAY. HLSMIX: 
All along we han! kn hearing of the poor masses, but now for the 
first time I heu of "poor landlords... Xow, Sir, what d.1es the 
clau.:se s.ayt h says: · 
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[Khan Banadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain] 
''If in the opinion of the court the building ill fn a. state of defective sanitation, or is 

not in reasonably good repair, etc." , 

·The question whether a house is in good repair or not is left to the cQurt 
and not to the Improvement Trust to determine. This clause is absolutely 
necessary. Otherwise, there will be a premium on insanitary conditions. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: We are now getting on to some 

very controversial amendments of which notices have been received 
to-day. I propose now to adjourn the House to 2 o'clock to-morrow 
Wednesday, the 28th October 1925. 

~J'A-r; l'!J.N!.ED .lT 'I'JIB GOl'ER.Niri.ENT CENTRAL l'BESS. 
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W edne~day, tk 28th October 1925. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council HaD, Poona, at 2 p.m. on 
Wednesday, the 28th October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRABBI RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., p:residing. 

Present: 

ABnn LAm II.ui ~T KR.&.N, Mr. 
ABDl"LPCRK.A.R, Mr. N. A. 
ADD\'lLL"t\, lli. J. 
Anw.&.l\1, Mr. D. B. 
Amu.n, Monvt RA..Frt'DDIN 
A.'I'GADI, Mr. S. N. 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 
B rDREK.A.R, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BB.t"RGRI, Mr. J. 111. 
BHtTro, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BIJ.A.R.U"', Khan Saheb SHEB lliRoYED K.Juy 
BotE, ~Ir. S. K. 
B~"TER, Mr. J. P. 
~rnaw, lli. L. S. 
Ci.E:Y:E!\"TS, ~Ir. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
D!llHOLK.A.R, Sir v AS.U'TRAO A. 
DEHu n, the honourable lli. A.. M. K. 
DEtn:s, lli. R. H. A.. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DE\", lli. s. s. 
DIXIT, Dr. M. K. 
FER...'I'A.\'"DEZ, Dr. Cos.HAS 
FRAMJI, lli. K. s. 
Gaos..u, lli. J. 
Gm..L.A.ll HrssAI:Y, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHA.IXJI 
GRA.\"THAY, :Ur. V. A.. • 
Hm Allnl"LLA.H IIARooN 
IIAJI KHAYrso Gn lliHo:nn 
Ilunn ll. ABDLL Au, Mr. 
Il!.RRlSOY,llr. R. T. 
HATCH, lli. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir llit1UCE 
HossAcK, lli. '\\. B. 
Horso:s-, lli. J. E. B. 
J.&.DHA\", the Honourable lli. B. V. 
Jnuu, llr. ~I. R. 
Jra&:sGIB, the Honourable Mr. CowAS1I 
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Joa, Mr. V. N. 
Josm, Mr. P. G. 
K.u.BaoR, Mr. G. l\1. 
K.orBLI, 1\Ir. S. T. 
KA..NaA., 1\Ir. J. B . 

. KAz:r lNA.ITULLAKHAN 
KHUHRO, 1\Ir. M. s. 
KoKANI, Mr. G. J. 
KOTHARI, Mr. v. R. 
LA.I..n NARANJI, :M:r. 
LA.LLJEE, Mr. HoosEINBHOY A. 
LAwRENCE, the Honourable 1\lr, H. S. 
l.\IANsuRI, Khan Saheb A.M. 
MAsTER, 1\Ir. A. 
l\IA V ALANKAR, 1\Ir. G. K. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MEHTA, Dr. M. M. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAt 
!IIONTGOMERIE, 1\Ir. A. 
MOUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMDAR, Sardar G. N. 
MUKADAM, Mr. w. s. 
NANAL, Mr. B. R. 
NARIELVALA, Mr. H. H. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NAvtE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, 1\Ir. R. s. 
NooR 1\IAHoMED, 1\Ir. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAHALAJANI, 1\Ir. B. G. 
P A.INTER, Mr. H. L. 
p ATEL, l\Ir. A. E . 

. PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATEL, 1\Ir. G. I. 
PATHAN, Khan Bahadur JAN l\iAHOMED KHAN 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. D. R. 
PowAR, 1\Ir. 1\I. B: 
PRADHAN, 1\Ir. R. G. 
PUNJABHA.I THAKERSI, Mr. 
RA.m:moou, 1\Ir. HoosENALLY :M. 
SA.HEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SAPTARSBI, 1\Ir. C. l\1. 
SARDESAI, 1\Ir. s. A. 
SAYED GHULAM NABI SHAH 
SAYED SHA.HJADE SAHEB HAIDAR SAHEB 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D . 

. SHIVDASA.NI, Mr. H. B. 
SoMAN, Mr. R. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
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SURVE, Mr. V. A. 
8WAMINARAYAN, Mr. J. C. 
THAKOR of Amod, the 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

Oral Answers 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Questions. 

MAHOMEDANS oN LocaL BoDIES. 

354 

•!IWULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (CentralDivision}: (a) Will Govern· 
ment be pleased to state whether it is a fact that no Mahomedan members 
have been appointed by nomination in the several municipalities and 
district local boards recently constituted in the Presidency proper 1 

(b) Will Government be pleased to give the. names of municipalities 
and District Local Boards to which no Mahomedan member has been 
nominated 1 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
(a) Yes. 

(b) The names of the municipalities and District Local Boards to 
which no Mahomedan member has been nominated are mentioned in 
the accompanying listst. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I find from the list, Sir, that in the 
Poona Suburban Municipality no Mahomedan member was appointed 
and the reason given was that two Mahomedans were already elected. 
I find that three Parsis were elected and still one Parsi was nominated. 
May I know the reasons from the Honourable Minister 1 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Instructions are being issued to the Commissioners that in making 
nominations, they should take into consideration the claims of the 
various minorities in their divisions. . 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN: Will the Honourable 
Minister state the reasons 1 I did not hear him. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The Honourable Minister said 
that instructions are being issued. 

DEPRESSED CussEs BoARDING HousEs. 

MOULYI RAFlODDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Will Govern· 
ment be pleased t.o state-

(a) how many boarding houses are maintained by them for the 
benefit of the depressed classes ; 

(b) and what is the cost incurred in each case 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Information is being collected. 

• This qu~.>,;tion was aslr.M at tht> meeting held in July-AugWlt 19:!5, when. an 
ad anJtf'int l'l'ply W&a giwn. 

t t"idt appendix No. 17. 
Jl 803-1-a 
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MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: These questions were asked 
at the last meeting of the Legislative Council on the 8th July 1925, 
and other questions have already been answered by the Honourable 
Ministers or Members and these have not yet been answered. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member can 
only ask a supplementary · question. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN A.Hl\IAD: Yes; my supplementary ques
tion is.: Why has the information not yet been obtained though it is 
three months now 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. v; JADHA V: The D. P. I. is collecting it. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN A.HM.AD: Has the Honourable Minister 

asked the D. P. I. to hurry up and give the information to the Council1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Yes. 

~NGLIStl CLAssEs IN PRIMARY ScHOOLS. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN A.Hl\IAD (Central Division) : Will Govern-
ment be pleased to state- . 

(a) how many English classes are opened by them in 1\farathi and 
Urdu primary schools in Central Division and in 'Southern Division ; 

(b) what is the regulation which fixes the number of such classes 
for Urdu and Marathi schools 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Information is being collected. 

ANGLo-URDU MIDDLE ScHooL FOR l\IAHOMEDAN GIRLS, PooNA. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHJ\IAD (~ntral Division) : Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) when the proposed Anglo-Urdu middle school for 1\Iahomedan 
girls will be opened at Poona; 

(b) when the second year class in the Urdu girls' normal class 
attached to the Central Urdu girls' school, Poona, will be opened ; 

(c) what amount of money has been sanctioned this year for locat
ing the above institution in a more convenient building the necessity 
of which has been already recognised by the Educational Department 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Information is being collected. 

URnu PRIMARY ScHooL, NAGARDEOLA. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\lAD (Central Division): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Educational Department had pro
mised to erect a building for the Urdu primary school at Nagardeola 
in East Khandesh ! 

(b) If so, why is it not erected as yet 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Inquiries are being made, 
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CoNsciENCE CLAUSE IN ScHooLs. 

356 

I 

:MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Wi.U Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether the conscience clause is strictly maintained in aided 
educational institutions belonging to Europeans and Anglo-Indians; 

(b) whether there has been any complaint in connection with the 
~~d; . 

(c) is there any change relating to the conscience clause and has there 
been any correspondence on the subject; · 

(d) If so, will Government be pleased to place it on the Council 
table 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Information is being collected. 

BuiLDINGS FOR JUAHOMEDAN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 

M:OULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Will Govern· 
ment be pleased to state-

(a) what amount is spent annually during the last three years for 
building purposes in connection with special educationall\Iahomedan 
institutions or aided schools in the presidency proper ; 

(b) what amount has been sanctioned by Government as a building 
grant for lslamia Urdu Aided School, Camp, Poona, and. under what 
conditions 1 
The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHAV: Information is being collected. 

SuPERINTENDENTS oF JAILS. 

l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Will Govern· 
ment be pleased to state-

(a) how many jails in the presidency are in charge of Indian Super
intendents ; 

(b) whether there is any rule which limits the appointment of the 
posts of superintendents of jails to members of the Medical Depart
ment l 
The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) A reference is 

invited to pages 273-275 of the Bombay Civil List for July 1925. 
(b) As far as possible posts of Superintendent of Central Jails. are filled 

from the members of the Indian l\Iedical Service. 
~IOCLYI RAFit'DDIN AHl\IAD: As a matter of fact, may I know 

if there is any member of the 1.1\l.S. working as a superintendent of a jail? 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Yes, several; one of 

them is an Indian. 
C'HRISTUl\1.TY IN CRmiNAL SETTLEME~"Ts. 

MOrLYI RAFICDDIX AH~IAD (Central Division): Will Govern· 
ment Le plea~ed to state- · 

(a) '\\·htther Bible teaching or attendance at Christian prayer meeting 
is comJlUlsory at any of the criminal settlements maintained_ by 
them; 
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(b) If so, do Government propose to take any action in the matter! 
The Honourable Sir M .. fGRICE HAYWARD : (a) No. 
(b) Does not arise. 

Mr. J. M. BHURGRI (Thar and Parkar District) : Will Government 
be pleased to state- · 

(a) how many Hindu and Mussalman Mukhtiarkars have held the 
charge of Jamesabad Taluka. 

(b) for what period and at what time has each MussalmanMukhtiar
kar held the charge of the tal~a _! 

The Honourable Sir CHL~1LAL MEHTA: (a) Four Hindu Mukh
tiarkars and one Mussalman Mukhtiarkar held charge of the Jamesabad 
Taluka during the last five years; 

(b) The one Mussalman Mukhtiarkar referred to held charge of the 
taluka from the 18th Aprill921 to the 30th April1922. 

BHI.Ku AlmEKAB. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware of the death of an agriculturist named 

Bhil.-a . .Ambekar whilst di&,aing a well for the khot at Hedavi in the 
Chiplun taluka ; 

(b) whether the owner of the well had taken due precautions in the 
matter; 

(c) whether the said agriculturist was subjected to forced labour ; 
(d) what compensation his heirs have received from the khot 1 

The Honourable Sir CHtThlLAL MEHTA : Information has been 
called for. 

BB.EAKING o.r IDoLS BY KnOTs. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware that some idols of Hindus were broken 

by the Khots at the cllage of Phurush, taluka Khed in the Ratnagiri 
district; 

(b) what steps Government have taken in the matter 1 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) In the affirmative 

as regards the idols of Shri Kalika, but the villagers did not suspect the 
Khots. 

(b) The police investigated the matter but no trace could be found of 
the offender or offenders. The temple is situated in a secluded place 
far away from the Hindu population of the village. 

OPPRESSION OP AGRicrl.Tt'lUSTS AT KUTGt'RI PABHA.RE •• 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to- state whether 
the7 are aware of the oppression practised on agriculturists at the village 
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of Kutgiri Pabhare in theChiplun Taluka by the'khots with the assistance 
of :Mahars 1 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Informatio~ has been 
called for. 

P A THAN MoNEY-LENDERS. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will Gonrnment be pleased to state-. 
(a) whether they are aware of the Pathan money-lenders' activities 

in the villages of the Ratnagiri district ; 
(b) if so, whether th~y propose to take any steps in the matter! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) and (b) Informa
tion has since been received and a reply will be given in due course. 

Mr. S. S. D EV (West Khandesh District) : I do not put my questions. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to read 

the answer to question No. 9* by the honourable member Mr. N. R. 
Gunjal in the public interest. 

(The Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward then read the reflY to 
Mr. Gunjal's question No. 9.) 

PASTURE LAND .IN 1\IIRPUR BATHORO TALUKA. 

MOUI.VI RAFIDDDIN AHMAD on behalf of HAJI ABDULLAH 
HAROON (Karachi City) : Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) what the quantity of pasture land available for the grazing of 
cattle in each of the villages of the Mirpur Bathoro taluka in Karachi 
District is ; · ' 

(b) what minimum of pasture land, according to the scale laid 
down by Government, is necessary for each 100 head of cattle in a 
village; 

(c) how many villages in the Mirpur Bathoro taluka have and how· 
many have not the minimum quantity of pasture land necessary for 
their cattle ; 

•The following que.1tion and answer were printed in the Seventh List of Question& and 
.\nsweJ'Il, · 

EsTATES or MmoBS IN DIBTRI01' ComTs. 

II. Mr. N. R. Gl'NJAL (Poona. District): Will Government be pleased to sta.te
(a) Thl' amount of' balances of the estates of minors in the several district courts of the 

Pre~id~>ncv? 
(b) \\'bPther they have taken any precautions for safeguarding such estates and 

balan{·es in view of the dacoity which had recently taken place in the district eourt of 
l'oona ? • 

(c) Is tht>re any audit of the accounts of such estates, and if so which of such accounts 
have bl't'n audited and with 111·hat results during the last three years ending 31st Deoem· 
ber 19:!-1 and 111hil·h are proposed to be audited during the year ending 31st March 1925! 
The Honourable Sir 'MAt'RICE HAYWARD: (a) A statt>mentt is laid on the table. 
(b) Ye.s. Ordm have ~n issued that valuables should be kept in the Collector's 

tre&Surv. 
(c) Ordt'l'll are being issut>d for a regular audit of accounts. The accounts in Poona 

and 8holapur have been audited with the result that certain defalcations were disoovered 
at the latter place. 
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(d) whether it is a fact that by Bombay Government Notification 
No. S. 35-20-43, dated the 20th January.-1923, the pasture land avail
able for the grazing of cattle of village Banno in Mirpur Bathoro 
taliika has been taken over by the Forest Department 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) The appended 

statement* contains the required information. 
(b) No minim.lllD, of pasture land necessary for every 100 head of 

cattle has .been fixed by Government. 
(c) As no minimum has been fixed by Government this question does 

not arise, but the Mirpur Bathoro taluka has no deficiency. in respect of 
pasture land. . 

(d) An area of 280 acres of deh Bano which was available for free 
grazing has been included in reserved forest but the privilege of free 
grazing to the cattle of Bano and other surrounding villages over this 
land has been reserved. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : I do not put Mr. Karki's questions on his 
behalf. 

DENOTIFICA.TION OF LANDs DURING 1924-25. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI (Indian Merchants' Ch11mber): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state whether they had to pay any amount for the 
denotification of lands for the period ending 31st March 1925 1 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : No. 

AcQUISITION oF TROMBAY WEsT FOR PoRT TRUST. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI (Indian Merchants' Chamber): Will Govern-
ment be pleased to state- · -· · · . 

(a) whether they will recover anything from the Port Trust in the 
event of their requesting Government to acquire for their purpose land 
in Trombay West under Suburban Scheme No. 4; 

(b) whether the Development Department will get anything if the 
said land is acquired for the Port Trust, and, if so, how much 1 
The Honourable 1\Ir. COWASJI JEHANGIR: (a) and (b) It is not 

known to what land the question refers. . . 
The general practice in acquiring land for public. bodies Is to recover 

from them-
(1) the actual amounts paid to owners for acquiring private interests 

in the land, 
(2) the market value of Government lands, 
(3) the capitalised value of the loss of Government assessment, and 
(4) departmental charges. ·· · 

Item (2) is credited to the Development Department only when the 
land belongs to this Department. Item (4) is also credited to the De· 
velopment Department when the acquisition proceedings are held by 
officers of the Department. 

• Yidc Appendix No. 21. 
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URDU CLAss IN MIDDLE ScHooL, GoDHRA. 

Khan Saheb A. l\1. MANSUR! {Ahmedabad and Surat Citie~} : Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) what is the population of Godhra according to the last census 
report; 

(b) how many of the population are .Hindus and how many are 
Mahomedans ; · 

(c) whether they are aware of the fact that when .Mr. Covernton, 
the Director of Public Instruction, .visited Godhra in about 1919 he 
held out hopes to the Mahomedans of Godhra that either {1) a separate 
Urdu class will be opened for them, if there were 25 to 30 Moslem 
students in standard I English or (2) a Mahomedan graduate teacher 
will be assigned to the middle school, Godhra ; 

(d) whether their attention has been drawn to the assurance which 
the Honourable Mr. Dehlavi, Minister of Excise and Forests, gave to 
the Mahomedans of Godhra in reply to an address given to·him that he 
would bring the question of a separate Urdu class in the Iniddle school, 
Godhra, to the notice of Government ; 

(e) whether they intend to take any action in the matter 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV : (a) 26,979. 
(b) Hindus 12,666 ; Mahomedans 12,820. 
(c) On the recommendation made by the Director of Public Instruction. 

in response to the request of the deputation received by Mr. Covernton 
in 1919 a Teacher in Urdu has been already appointed in the Telan:g 
High School, Godhra. There is no separate Government Middle School 
there. 

(d) No. 
(e) The question does not now arise. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Is the l\Iahomedan teacher appointed 
a graduate~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: If the honourable member 
gives me notice, I will find out. 

Khan Saheb A. ·~I. MAKSURI: Why are these Mahomedan graduate 
teachers put in charge of Urdu or Persian classes and not ordinary classes 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V . .JADHA V: Appointments are made 
anJ. work assigned with an eye to efficiency and qualifications of each 
candidate. 

Khan Saheb A. M. l\IANSURI : Is it because it mars the prospects 
of .Mahomedan graduates ! 

The Honourable ~lr. B. V. JADHAV: No. 

8LAUGHTER OF ANIMALS AT BA.NDRA. 

Khan Saheb A. M. llAXSURI (Ah~dabad and Surat Cities) : Will 
Go\'t:rnment. be pleased to state whether there is any truth in the 
report that about 300 to 400 pregnant animals are slaughtered daily 
at Bandra I 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : The 
information has been called for. ...... -

Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR! : Does the Honourable the 1\finister 
liow whether it is due to the corruption existing amongst the 
inspecting staff at the Bandra slaughter-house that pregnant animals 
are killed there daily ? 

The Honourable Khan l3ahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : 
The duty of inspecting lies with the Bandra Municipality. If the 
honourable member will give me notice, I will make enquiries. 

KAIRA FORGERY CASES INQUIRY. 

* {i) Khan Saheb A. 1\f. :MANSUR! {Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

{a) how many forgery cases the Kaira police were specially deputed 
to investigate during the year 1924 by the District l\Iagistrate of 
Kaira; · 

{b) the number of cases in which information was received by the 
police during the coutse of their investigation ; 

(c) the number of cases which were investigated on the strength 
of the information received by the police and with what result ; 

- (d) what expenses were incurred by Government in the said case~ ; 
(e) what steps have been taken by Government with regard to the 

rest of the cases in which information was received 1 
{ii) Will Government be pleased to state-

{a) how many forgery cases were investigated by the C. I. D. during 
1911 to 1916 in the Kaira district especially at Umreth; 

{b) with what result; -
(c) what were the expenses incurred ~ 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : {i) (a) One ending 
in conviction. 

{b), (c), {e) One withdrawn, two acquitted, three convicted and 
five still pending out of eleven sent up for trial out of sixteen investigated. 
The remaining nineteen were not investigated, as the time and labour 
involved in such enquiries is considerable and interferes with the in
vestigation of cognizable crime by the District Police. 

(d) Speical expenses incurred were Rs'. 300 special fees to expert in 
handwriting and Rs. 835 extra fees to the Public Prosecutor. 

(ii) (a), (b) Three withdrawn, twenty acquittals, forty-eight con· 
victions out of 71 sent up for trial out of 151 investigated. 

(c) Pay and travelling allowance of Police 
Fees and allowances of Public Prosecutor .. 

-

Rs. 
89,682 
23,!99 

• llllll qut'lltiou ne •~kt.U at the Dlt't'ting hdd iu July-AugUilt 1925, 'l'hl'D IW ud 111Jetim 
reply waa given. 
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STATISTICS REGARDING CERTAIN SCHOOLS. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(i) (a) The number of students for whom accommodation is available 
in the R. C. High School and the Government Middle School at 
Ahmedabad, and the Sir Sorabjee J. J. High School at Surat; 

(b) How many students there are at present in each of the above 
schools; . . 

(c) How many boys applied for admission in the said institutions 
last year; . 

(d) How many of them were admitted, and how many were refused 
admission and on what grounds 1 

(ii) (a) Whether their attention has been drawn to the fact that 
some of the students, from the above high schools who appeared at 
the last school leaving certificate examination, after their failure 
applied for readmission and were refused admission on the ground of 
want of accommodation ~ 

(b) Whether they are •aware that this has caused great disconte~t 
and disappointment among tne students~ 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: The information has been 

called for .. 

:r.iAHOMEDANS IN ,REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

*Khan Saheb A. M. l\IANSURI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): 
Will Government be pleased to state the total number o£

(a) deputy collectors, 
(b) mamlatdars, and 
(c) aval karkuns 

in each division of this presidency and how many in each of them are 
Mahomedans ' 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL ?.1EHTA: (a) and (b) Already 
answered. 

(c) The total number of aval karkuns in each Division and the number 
of :Mahomedans among them are as follows :-

Total No. No. of 
Division. of A val Mahomedans, 

Karkuns. 

Northern Division 52 1 
Central Division 92 3 
Southern Division 66 6 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Is the number of the Mahomedan 

Deputy Collectors considered to be satisfactory t 
The Honourable Sir CHlTh'1LAL MEHTA: The figures are given in 

answer to (c), which does not apply to Deputy Collectors. 

• This qu6i<tiou was asked at Uttt mttetiug held in July-August 1925, when &11 
o4 lllkr'ir11 reply was given. 
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MODLVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: With regard to (c) ~ay r ask 
whether one Mahomedan aval karh."llll in-the Northern Division out of 
the total number of 52 is considered to be satisfactory in view of a recent 
cirCular of Government ~egarding appointments to be given to l\lahomedan 
and . backward classes 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Certainly not. Under 
the recent rules the number of l\lahomedan aval karkuns will be 
increased. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE: Does that apply io the backward classes also 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Yes. 

CHECK ON EXCESSIVE SuB-DIVISIOXS OF HOLDINGS. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether the inam village of Pimpalgaon Bhavala, taluka and 
district Nasik, has been selected for experiment in connection with 
the proposal to check excessive sub-divisions and fragmentation of 

• holdings ; · 
(b) if so, why an inam village is specially selected for the experiment 

.and not a Government village 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) and (b) Government 

have received certain proposals for the selection of this village for the 
experiment. They are still under consideration. 
Sa~ar G. N: ~IUJU.l\IDAR: From whom have the said proposals 

been received. 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA : I should like notice of 

that question. As these proposals were received in my absence, I should 
\ike to inquire into the matter. 

REVISION OF BHO~'DAN-DIGA.R, AN INAM VILLAGE. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
Will Government be pleased ~o state-

(a) Whether it is a fact that original survey settlement was introduc
ed in the year 1870-71 in the inam village of Bhondan-Digar, taluka 
Parola, district East Khandesh, and that the inamdar passed an agree
ment for the revision survey of the village on the 8th of November 1913. 

(b) if so, who is Jes1•on~ible for the loss of proportionate increase 
of revenues caused to the inamdar so long 1 
The Honourable Sir CillTh'ILAL l\IEHTA : Inquiry has been made. 
Sardar G. N. MUJIDIDAii: The answer given is not a proper answer, 

Sir. 
The Honourable Sir CHL"'XILAL l\IEHTA: The answer is.that inquiry 

has been made, that is to say, inquiries have already been addressed to 
the officers and reports have been called for but they have not yet been 
eceived by Government. 
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Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR: Am I then entitled to have a further 
reply to my question in future 1 : 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA : Yes, certainly. 

TREASt'RE TaovE IN THE INAM VILLAGE or SmRASGAON·KATA. 

SarJar G. N. MUJUl\iDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state- · 

(a) Whether it is a fact that nineteen gold mohurs were found in 
survey No. 24 of the inam village of Shirasgaon-Kata, taluka Sirur, 
district Poona ~ 

(b) what was the value of the mohurs and how was it shared by 
the tenants, the inamdar and the Government, and on what grounds ~ 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes. 
(b) The value of the mohurs was Rs: 544. The question of sharing 

the treasure is under the consideration of Government. 

CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING EXCHANGE OF LAND AND 

VILLAGES IN THE MULSHI PETA. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUl\iDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that there was some 
correspondence between the Collector of Poona and the Rayats and 
lnamdars in the Mulshi Peta regarding the exchange of Government lands 
and villages for those acquired for the Tata. Power Company 1 ·( 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Information has been 
called for. 

LISTS OF KHOTI, SAR.AN:JAM, IZAFAT, ETC., VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N.· MUJU:MDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to supply lists of-

(a) Khoti villages, 
(b) Saran~a!U villages, · 
(c) lzafat villages, 
(J) Unsurveyed Sharkati Dumala villages, and 
(e) Talukdari villages 

iu th~ Bombay Presidency with their .talukas and districts t 
The Honourable Sir CHU11LAL MEHTA : Looking to the time and 

trouble invol red in the collection of the required information without 
any cominent'urate public advantage being obtained, Government regret 
their inability to furnish the information. 

Sardar G. X. ~IVJC1fDAR: Sir, I do not know why Government 
~>hould not supply this information when there are detailed lists in the 
Alit'nation oftice and in the {'.()llectors• offices. 

The Honourable Sir CHL"XILAL MEHTA: The reason is given in tb~ 
vrinted answer. 
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ALIENATED VILLAGES FROM THE REVENUES OF wmcH 

PAYME:STS ARE MADE TO~QOVERNMENT. 

* Sardar G. N. 1tfU.TID.IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Gov-ernment be pleased to supply a list of alienated villages from the 
revenues of which amounts on account of the items 'Mokassa, Sardesh
mukhi, Babti, Sirpatilki, Kasar, Jamavasuli, Nim-chouthai, Farmas, 
Inam-Tijai, Sahotra, Foujdari, Istmarar Judi, Zilbab, etc., are paid into 
the Government trea.sury as belonging to Government with the amounts 
so paid and the gross revenues of the villages 1 · 

The Honourable Sir CIIDNILAL MEHTA : Statements t giving the 
requis'te information are placed on the Council Table. 

TI!A.RAVBANDS OF SHA.RKATI VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MU.TID.IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to place on the Council table the Tharavbands, 
and Kharch-tipans. of the Sharkati Dumala villages in the Bombay 
Presidency for the yea~ 1922-23 1 • 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Looking to the time 
and trouble involved in the collection of the required information without 
any commensurate public advantage being obtained, Government regret 
their inability to furnish the information. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR: Is not this information available to 
Government 1 
'The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Yes, it is available but 

Government do not see, unless it is pointed out by the honourable mem-
. her, any particular reason why he wants the information. I may inform 
the honourable member that the information that he has asked for and 
has always been asking for has caused a very considerable amount of 
time and labour and the officers hav&-reported to Government that 
they will have to ask for extra staff if these questions are to be answered. 

Sardar G. N. l\fU.TID.IDAR: I wanted to ascertain whether these 
villages are really Sharkati villages or not, and for that purpose I had 
asked this information of Government. The papers which I have asked 
for relate to the years 1922-1923. So, there was no difficulty for Govern
ment to give the Tharavbands and Kharach-tipans of the villages asked 
for to me. I do not see the difficulty of Government. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I have already explained 
the difficulty of Government. The honourable member, for this day 
alone, has put in 37 questions, and to several of these unfortunately 
answers have had to be given that the information asked for by him 
cannot be supplied as it takes an enormous amount of time and labour. 
If any public purpose is to be served by the honourable member, and if 
he explains to me what particular purpose he wants to be served, I shall 
endeavour to give him the information. But I cannot do it for a number 
of years and for the whole presidency. 

• Tbia question wae asked at the meeting held in February-March 1925, when 
an ad illltrim reply was given. 

t Kept in the Secretary'• Ottie('. 
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Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR : It is only a question of the papers of 
279 villages. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I cannot allow this sort of state
ments to be made. I have repeatedly pointed out that Government 
are not bound to answer questions. The only thing that the honoUrable 
member can do now is to ask supplementary questions, not to make 
statements. 

INTRODUCTION OF SURVEY SETTLEMENTS IN INAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state in the following tabular form the number 
of inam villages in every taluka of the Bombay Presidency in which the 
Original, Revision and Second Revision surveys have been introduced 
with the year of the rommencement of each? 

No. of Inam I Ta.Juka.. 
villages. I District, 

-----i-1 I 2 . 3 

I
. Year o~ . Yea.r o~ I int;:;~c~on 
mtrod~c~10n mtrodu~~1on of &eond 
of Or~gmal of ReVISIOn I Revision 

1 Survey. Survey. . Su.rvey. 

• , • I 6 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information has been 
called for. 

LIST OF INAM VILLAGES LAPSED TO GOVERNMENT. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to supply a. list of those inam villages, with their 
talukas and districts, which have lapsed to Government during the last 
25 years, showing the year in which they lapsed with the reasons thereof ! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Looking to the time and 
trouble invoh·ed in the collection of the required information without 
any commensurate public advantage being obtained, Government 
rt>gret their inability to furnish the information. 

Sardar G. N. :UUJUMDAR : Will Government please at least advise 
me what. Looks I should refer to for this kind of information! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I do not know· that I 
can. If I was in a position to do so, I should certainly do so, and it would 
have been the simplest answer that Government could give. Here 
what is a.sked for is a list of those inam villaaes, with their talukas and 
district.:>, which have lapsed to Government 

0 

during the last 25 years, 
showing the year in which they lapsed with the reasons thereof. The 
c·ollt'<'tion of this information will take an enormous amount of time. 
If for any particular year or for any particular purpose the honourable 
lllt>lllbt>r a,-ks this information I shall give it to him, but I cannot do it 
for :!j years anJ for the whole of the presidencr. 
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CosTs ll"D RESULTS o:r AGRICULTURAL REsEARcH. 

Sardar G. N. l\IUJ(JliDAR (Deccan- Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to supply the following tabulated information 
showing the comparative costs and results of research during the last 
four years under the .Agricultural Department out of the money allotted 
to it from the Da,id Sassoon Trust Fund entrusted to Government t 

Costs. 

Pe'riod of Results Subject of research. working. 

I 
obtained. 

Staff. Other. 

1. Rice .. .. 
!. Cardamom I .. .. 
3. Lovala .. .. 
'- Gr&8111 .. .. 
5.. Bajri. .. 
6. Jowar .. .. .. Pl't:!tO .. "l i 

The Honourable l\Ir. A.l\I. K. DEHLA VI : Information has been called 
. for. 

RESUMPTION OF SANA.DI lNAM L.Al.~S. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state how many acres of sanadi inam lands in 
the different districts of the Bombay Presidency have been resumed by 
Government, during the last 25 years, showing the year in which they 
were resumed, with the reasons thereon 

The Honourable Sir CHlTh"lLAL l\1EHTA : Looking to the time 
and trouble in'foh·ed in the collection of the required information 
without any commensurate public advantage l>eing obtained, Govern
ment regret their inability to furnish the information. 

JA.PTI VILLAGES. 

Sa.rdar G. N. l\1UJ(J)IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) how many japli villages have been attached during the last 10 
years! 

(b) whether all or some of them have been restored to the khots or 
Ia psed to Government ! 
The Honourable Sir CHt~'lLAL liEHTA : Information regarding 

attached khoti villages in the Ratnagiri and Kolaba Districts will be 
called for. 
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CmLHA.B AND CASH ALLoWANCES IN lNAll VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. 11IDJIDIDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether the orders in Government Resolution No. 4168 of 3rd 
June 1897 regarding chilhar and cash allowances in inam villages have 
been modified ; 

(b) whether orders haye been issued to inquire into the claims of the 
inamdars to the chilhar, etc.; 

(c) if so, in what districts such orders have been issued and whether 
all the inamdars have been informed accordingly t 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The orders in question have not been a~•plied to any particular 

di.Htri<'t o• districts. No inamdars have been informed by Government 
but the officers concerned take such action as may be required. 

Sardar G. N. MUJIDIDAR : Why are all the inamdars not yet informed 
of Government orders t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The answer is that no 
inamdars have been informed by Government, but the officers concerned 
are expected to do their duty and to take such action. 

Sardar G. N.11nJJIDIDAR: Are Government aware that those officers 
have not yet taken the necessary action t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNJLAL MEHTA: No. If the honourable 
member can give me a question to that effect, I shall enquire into the 
matter. · 

GOVER~'YENT ORDERS AFFECTING lNAliDA.RS1 INTERESTS. 

8ardar G. N. 11IU.ITMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): WJI 
Government be J•leased to state-

(a) with reference to my questions and the re~'lies thereto· relating 
to Government Orders affecting inamdars' interests, how the 
necessity of complying with the orders of Government in the matter 
has been impressed on the officers concerned ! (Vide page ;.36, 
Volume XII, of Bombay Legislative CA:>uncil Debates) ; 

(b) whether Government have issued any fresh orders regarding the 
same ! If so, will they be pleased t~ place these orders on the CA:>uncil 
Table! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: The necessity of compJi.• 
ance with the orders was impressed on the officers concerned by Govern· 
ment Resolution No. L. C. 1225 dated 31st July 1924. A copy of the 
Resolution is laid on the CA:>uncil Table*. No further order has been 
issued. 

Sa.rdar G. N. MUJt1IDAR: Are Government aware that Govern
ment officers do not give effect to this resolution of Government t 

'.Appe,ndix Xo. %2. 
11~2 
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The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : They are expected to 
do so. . Government are sure that their officers respect the resolutions 
of Government. ...... 

Sardar G. N. MUJtTMDAR: If I show them that the resolution is not 
respected by their officers, will Government take the necessary eteps 1 
· The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : In the first place, it is a 

hypothetical question. It depends on whether the honourable member 
will show it or not, but if the honourable member does show it, we shall 
certainly inquire. · 

INAMD~S FINED UNDER SECTION 84 (4) OF THE LAND 
REvE~"'UE ConE . 

.. Sardar G. N. MUJU:MDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to supply a list of Inamdars in this Presidency 
who have been fined under section 84 (4) of the Bombay Land Revenue 
Code 1 · 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Looking to the time and 
trouble invoh·ed in the collection of the required information without 
any _commensurate public advantage .being obtained, Government regret 
their inability to furnish the information. 

MISCELLANEOUS. INCOME IN lNAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJilliDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to place on the Council Table copies of the cir· 
cular ordera No. 13-A. M. S. N., dated 7th May 1915, both as originally 
issued and subsequently modified issued by the Collector of Nasik in 
respect of the miscellaneous income (Kirkol Utpanna) in Inam villages 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Information will be 
asked for. 

INAMDARS RIGHT OF VoTING. 

Sardar G. N .. MUJID.IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleas.ed to state whether it is a fact that Inamdar, whose 
Inam village or lands have been acquired for some public purpose and 
who is given compensation in cash, loses his right of voting and election 
in the Local Legislative Council, the Legislative Assembly and the Council 
of State, etc. 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am afraid I cannot 
give a direet reply to the question as it would involve giving an opinion 
on a hypothetical case. But I would refer the honourable member 
·to rule 5 (1) and (2) of Schedule II of the Bombay Electoral Rules, rule 
8 (2) of Part II of Schedule II of the Legislative Assembly Electoral 
Rules and rule 2 (b) of Part II of Schedule II of the Council of State 
Electoral Rules, 
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STYLE OJ!' ADDRESSING INAMDA.RS IN OFFICIAL CoMMUNICATIONS. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars),: Will 
Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that Sardars 'of the 
Deccan are addressed in official communications in a particular style! 
If so, will they be pleased to state why the lnamdars in this Presidency 
are not addressed in the same manner 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: The Sardars of the 
Deccan are addressed as" Meherban ". It has not been found necessary 
to prescribe any particular style of address for Inamdars. 

RESUMPTION AND REGRANT OF 8A.RANJA.l\l, 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) Whether it is a fact that resumption and regrant are the necessary 
conditions of succession to a Saranjam 1 

(b) If so, on what grounds are those conditions based and since 
when have they been imposed 1 · 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) Yes; Saranjams 
are resumed and regranted by Government at each succession under 
rule 4 of the Rules published in Government Notification, Political 
Department, No. 2942, dated the 17th May 1898. 

(b) The Rules were framed on the authority of the following enact
ments :-

(1) Act XI of 1852, 
(2) Act VII of 1863, 

and are based on past practice in respect of Saranjams. 

ABOLITION OF KHOTI TENURE. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUliDAR (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state whether they intend to abolish the 
Khoti Tenure ! If so, how and when 1 · 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: No. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Are Government going to perpetuate the tenure 

as it is! · 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL l\IEHTA : At present they have 

no intention of abolishing it. · 
1\Ir. S. K. BOLB : Are Government going to allow the acts of oppres

sion practised under this tenure by the khots on the agriculturists ! 
The Honourable Sir CHlTh'1LAL l\IEHTA : The honourable member 

is aware of the reply which I gave to the House yesterday. I stated that 
the Commissioner was going to enquire into this question, and the honour
able member is also aware that he is going to help the Commissioner in . 
that enquiry: ': · ·. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Will not Government be pleased to amend the Act 
in accordance with the suggestions of the Commissioners ! 

11 803-2a 
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The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The Commissioners have 
not made any suggestions yet. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : After the sugges"tfo~s are made, will Government 
amend the Act ! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA : Government will consider 
the suggestions. 

DELAY IN RECORDING RIGHTS IN INAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the fact that the work of writing 
the record of rights in many unsurveyed inam villages has been delayed 
for several years 1 · · 

(b) If so, what is the delay due to ~ 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information has been 

called for. 

PosT 1\lA.sTER AT JEJURI. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the fact that the inhabitants of Jejuri 
taluka Purandhar, district Poona, are put to great inconvenience on 
account of the appointment of a postman as Postmaster in charge of 
the Branch Post O~ce there; who knows no English or even good 
Marathi! 

(b) when and why was the sub-post office there closed and branch 
post office ordered instead 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) The Post Office has 
received no such complaints. The official in charge of the branch post 
office knows :Marathi sufficiently to cope with his present duties. He 
is not acquainted with English. 

(b) Neither the work don~ nor the income earned by this post office 
justified its retention as a sub-office. It was therefore converted into a 
branch post office from 1st October 1923. 

APPOINTMENT OF VILLAGE OFFICES WITHOUT INAMDAR'S CONSULTATION. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the lnamdars of Bhuyar, taluka lndi, 
district Bijapur, were not consulted by the Assistant Collector, N. D., 
Bijapur, before the recent appointment of Patils in that village ; 
. (b) if so will they be pleased to state why they were not consulted 
and whether Government proposes to take any action in' the matter1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Information will be 

asked for. 
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Sardar G. N. MUJUMDA.R (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars): With 
reference to the reply given to my question No. 4, page 62, Second list, 
2nd Session, 1925, will Government be pleased to place on the Council 
Table copies of the revised instructions which Government have i&!ued 
in connection with the Annewari in Inam villages t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Collectors have already 
been instructed by Government to communicate a substance of the revis
ed instructions to the inamdars in their districts. Government do not 
consider it necessary to place a copy thereof on the Council Table. 

GRANT OP FoREST AND WA!)TE LANDs AS INAM. 

Sardar G. N. !IIDJIDIDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government he pleased to supply a list of villages, with their talu.kas 
and districts, in the Bombay Presidency, in whi~h forest and waste lands 
have been given as inam, with the area in each and names of the grantees 
as also the reasons for such grants, during the last twelve years t 

The Honourable Sir CHU.Nli...AL MEHTA : Information will be 
called for. 

FORFEITURE D"D RESTORATION OP bAllS. 

Sardar G. N. !IIDJUMDAR (Deccan Sarda.rs and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state the names of ~he villages, the inams 
in which were first forfeited and subsequently restored, in the Bombay 
Presidency, during the last twelve years 1 

The Honourable Sir ClllTh"TJLAL MEHTA : Information will be 
asked for. 

WIDOW OP THE LATE BILGI ClnEF. 

Sardar G. N. r.IDJUMDA.R (Deccan Sardars and Ina.mdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state the reasons for remitting annually 
Rs. 299 or so to the widow of the late Bilgi Chief ! Who was this Bilgi 
Chief! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNlLAL MEHTA : Ba.salinga Raja was a 
descendant (by adoption) and the last scion of the old Palayagars of 
Bilgi in the Kanara. District. His father enjoyed only a life pension from 
<h>vernment. On account of indigent circumstances of the Raja after his 
father's death, Government granted him exemption for his life from pay
ment of land revenue for his lands in the Kanara District. This conces
sion was further continued after his death in 1870 to his step-mother and 
two young widows for their life time only. The last survivor (one of the 
Raja's widows) died recently and the remission will cease. . · · • 

GRA.!I"T or lxA.ll LA...·•ms TO VILLAGE OrncERS. 

~ardar G. N. ~lt'JlJIDA.R (Decean Sardars and lnamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state the names of the villages with their 
talukas and districts, in which new grants of inam lands have been made 
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to village officers showing the area in each and the conditions thereof 
for the last twelve years 1 ..... - . 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA : As the collection of the 
information will involve enormous trouble on the district staffs without 
any public benefit being obtained Government regret their inability to 
furnish the information. 

AREA OF UNSURVEYED INA.M VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. 1\IUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the area of the unsurveyed inam villages 
the Bombay Presidency is treated as occupied area.~ 

(b) if so, on what grounds 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information will be 

called for. 

ALIENATED HoLDINGS IN GovERNMENT VILLAGEs. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars) : Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) the names of the surveyed Government and rayatwari villages, 
with their talukas and districts, in which there are alienated ho~dings, 
with the number of such holdings in each, for the year 1922-23 ~ 

(b) whether it is a 'fact that detailed information about these hold
ings is not given every year in the Annual Land Revenue Administra
tion Report of this Presidency 1 If so, why ~ 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information will be 

called for. 

SURVEY SETTLEMENT IN .K..wtM lNAM LANDS IN lNAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. 1\IUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether survey settlement has been extended to all the kadim 
inam lands in all alienated villages in this Presidency ! 

(b) if not, will they be pleased to name the inam villages in which 
such lands have not yet been surveyed and settled 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 1\IEHTA : Information will be called 

for. 

GRASDANA AND RAJCHlTl'I CESSES. 

' Sardar G. N. :MUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state separately the annual amounts 
levied on account of ghasdana and rajchitti cesses in the Panch Mahala 
and other districts of the Bombay Presidency? 

The Honourable Sir CinTh'ILAL MEHTA : Information ·will be called 
for, 
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IN..ut: LANDs TAKEN FOR FoREsT. 

Sardar G .. K. ~IUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars) :, Will 
Government be pleased to state- · 1 

(a) whether it is a fact that some inam lands in the Bijapur District 
have been taken for forest during the last twelve years; 

(b) if so, whether they are acquired and whether compensation for 
them has been given in land or cash ~ 

(c) the names of the villages .in which such lands have been taken 
for the purpose t , 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : Inquiry is being made. 

AccoUNTs IN IN..ut: VILLAGEs._ 

Sardar G. N. MUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state whether they are aware of the fact that 
due regard is not given by the officers concerned by givingfull effect to 
the circular order issued by the Commissioner, C. D., dated 8th April 
1909 with regard to the accounts in inam villages (vide page L4, R. B. 
Joglekar's Alienation Manual) 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Government are not 
aware of the order in question being disregarded in any cases, but 
inquiry will be made. 

REcoRD or RIGHTS BooKs TO BE RETAINED BY INAMDARS. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUl\IDAR (De::can Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether the village form No. 6 in inam villages is not allowed 
to be retained by the inamdars ! 

(b) if so, why~ 
(c) whether the inamdars can be supplied with copies of the same on 

payment of reasonable charges for the printed forms required for the 
purpose! 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information is being. 

collected. 
RECORD 01!' RIGHTS IN UNSURVEYED INAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be .(!leased to state whether they have passed any orders 
for filling in the columns No.13 and 15 (New Edition, Columns 9 and 11) 
of the Record of Rights in unsurveyed inam villages in. the Bombay 
Presidency, having regard to the Mirasi and Gatkuli relations between the 
tenants and Inamdars ! ' 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Columns 13 and 15 are 
to be found in the old form of Record of Rights (1913). These were 
superseded by columns 9. and 11 in the Revenue Accounts M.anu.al 
which are &!::ain superseded by columns 6 and 8 in the Maxwell System of 
Record of Rights. No separate instructions as to how these columns are 
to be filled in have been issued since the Chapter on Record of Rights of 
the Manual of Revenue Accounts is clear on the subject. 
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SARDARS AND INA.MDARS AND SURVEY OPERATIONS. 

S!ll'dar G! N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdar): Will 
Government be pleased to state- .... 

(a) whether it is a fact that outside gentlemen are allowed to learn 
all the survey settlement procedure and operations along with several 
Government field l ~a.rties ~ 

(b) if so, will sardars and inamdar or their sons, be allowed 
similarly to learn them ! 
The Honourable Sir CHUNJLAL MEHTA:· (a) Certain representatives 

of some Indian States were given ;nstructions in survey and settlement 
matters at the cost of the respective States. 

(b) Government have no objection to Sardars and lnamdars or their 
sons learning survey and settlement vrocedure entirely at their cost, 
with the field parties. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : I do not put any of my questions. 

FINANCIAL PROPOSALS BY fRIMARY EDUCATION CoMMITTEE. 

Mr. R. G. PRADliAN (Nasik District): Will Government be. pleased 
to state whether they have considered the financial proposals made by 
the Compulsory Education (Chandavarkar) Committee, and the Excise 
Committee, and if so, what action they have taken or intend to take 
thereon¥ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : The financial proposals of the 
Compulsory Primary Education Committee contained in section I of 
Chapter VI of their report have been rejected by Government (vide· 
section 10 of the Bombay Primary Education Act, 1923, and the proviso 
to rule 109 and rule 115 of the Bombay Primary Education Rules, 1924), 
while those in sections 3 and 4 of the chapter have been accepted 
(vide section 13 (1) of the Bombay Primary Education Act, 1923, and 
rules 109 and 114 of Bombay Prin:mry Education Rules, 1924). The 
action taken or intended to be taken on the taxation proposa's in section 
2 of the chapter is explained in the accompanying memorandum*. As 
regards the Excise Committee the honourable member is referred to 
the Honourable the 1\linister for Excise. 

THE SATHE-PARANJPYE SCHEMK. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Will the Honourable the 
Minister of Education be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing
. (1) the total number of municipalities and district local boards 

consulted on the question of raising the scale of salaries of primary 
school teachers in accordance with the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme; 

(2) the total number of those that declared themselves in favour 
of that scheme ; 

(3) the total number of those that declared themselves against it ; 
and 

(4) the total number of those that suggested a modified scheme? 

• Vide Appendix No. 27. 
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The Honourable .Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (1) to (3) The honourable 
n.:ember's attention is invited to the reply given to parts (a) and (b) of 
the question on the subject put by the honourable member for the .Panch 
Mahals Distr:ct.* · 

( 4) One district local board and seven municipalities. 

CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING RAISING STAMP DUTY AND CoURT·FEES. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik Distrit): Will Government be pleased 
to lay on the table the correspondence between themselves and judicial 
and exe( utive officers on the question of raising the stamp duty and the 
court-fees 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Government regret that 
the suggestion cannot be complied with. -

ToTAL AMOUNT or TAGAVI LoANs AND LAND REVENUE SusPENSIONS 

OUTSTANDING. 

ll!r. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to state the total amount of tagavi loans and suspensions of land revenue 
outstanding on 1st January 1925! · 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Tagavi accounts are not kept 
according to the calendar year, hence it is not possible to give the figures 
sho 1· ing amount o taga vi outstanding on 1st January 1925. The following 
table shows the outstandings on 31st March 1924 and 31st 1.{arch 192~ 

Advances to cultivators •. 
Advances to Co-operative Credit 

Societies under the Land Improvement 
Loans Act granted by the Registrar, Co
operative Societies, through the Provin
cilll Co-operative Bank • . . . 

!
Balance on 31st I Balance on ~1st 

March 1924:. .Ma.rch 1925. 

Rs. 
123 lakhs 

3 lakhs 

Rs. 
l03t lakhs 

• '11le loJowmg QJestion and Answer were printed in the &vent.h L1~t 01 QJestious 
and Answe11. 

THB SA.TRB·PA.B.!NJPYB ScHEJO:. 

8. .Mr. W. S. MUKADAM (Panch Mahals District): Will Government be fleaeed to 
state-

(a) The names of the District Local Boardeand Local Authorities and Municipalities 
which were consulted in connection with Sathe-Paranjpye Scheme! · , 

(b) ~\'hat District Local Boards and Municipalities have voted in favour of Sa.the
ParanJpye Scheme and what District Local Boards and Municipalities have voted 
against that scheme! 

(c) Whdher thE-y have selected for any part of the presidency the application of the 
Sathe-Paranjpye Scheme t 

(d) lf they have, v;ill thPy state what part t 
(t) If they have not selected any, will they be pleased to state the reasons why they 

have not done eo ! 

. The Honou~ahle.lli. B. V. JADHAV: (a) and(b) Theaccompanyingtwoatatement. t 
g1ve the rl'quired information, 

(c), (d) and (f) The qnlllltion of the pay of primary teachers is still under consideration. 
t Theie tigurea are suLje<>t t.o modificatioo pend.in8 el06nre of anpplementa.l'}'aoooanta. 

; Kept in the Secretary's offil'O. · ~· 
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As regards suspensions of land revenue the honourable member is 
referred to the Honourable Member in charge of the Revenue Department . 

....... . 

THEFTS AND BURGLARIES IN BoMBAY CITY. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) the number of thefts and burglaries that took place in the city 
of Bombay during the last three years, and 

• (b) in how many of these the offenders were caught and property 
recovered ! · 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) and (b) The infor· 

mation required will be found in serial Nos. 29, 34 and 38 and Nos. 29 
33 and 37 of Statements A, Part I of the Bombay City Police Reports, 
respectively, for the years 1922 and 1923. Reference is also invited to 
item I of statement C of those Reports. Copies of these reports have 
already been supplied. Copies will shortly be furnished also of the 
Report for the year 192! to honourable members. 

FoREsT OFFICES, NASIK. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether the Home School Building at Nasik which was recently 
purchased by Government for the use of forest offices is used at present 
solely for the offices ; 

(b) if not, why it is occupied by some officers; 
(c) whether the officers in question are paying any rent 1 

The ·Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLAVI: (a) and (b) The Home 
School buildings have been assigned fot.the use o~ six offices of the Forest 
Department. As two of the offices are held at present in a bungalow 
the lease of which does not expire till the 31st October 1925, Government 
have permitted the Divisional Forest Officer, East Thana, to reside in 
the portion assigned to the two offices till that date. 

(c) Yes. 

HousiNG ALLowANCE, NASIK. 

Mr. R. D. SHI1\"'DE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether a committee has been recently appointed by Government 
to consider the question of granting housing allowance to only gazetted 
officers residing at Nasik; 

(b) if so, who are the members of the Committee; 
(c) why are the subordinate officers, clerks and peons in all the 

departments residing in the city excluded from the consideration in 
view 6f the increasing rents of residental premises at Nasik! 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: (a) No. 
(b) and (c) The questions do not arise. 
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Mr. R. D. SHI~l>E : Are the Government aware that the rents of 

residential premises have increased ! , 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Government are not awa.re. 

REPORT OF THE A.NNEw ARI CoMliiTTEE. 

M.'r. R. D. SHUmE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
t.o state-

(a) whether the report of the committee appointed to consider the 
quesion of annewari or anna valuation of crops has been s~bm.itted 
to Government ; 

(b) if so, when will it be published t 
The Honourable Sir CHU1'1LAL MEHTA: (a) No. 
(b) It will be published as soon as possible after it has been received. 

TENURE OF LA~-vs AT CotEWADI, LoWER CoLA.BA, BoMBAY. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): (a) Will Government 
be pleased to state whether it is a fact that certain lands in the ancient 
village of Colewadi, Lower Colaba, in the City of Bombay, which were 
under the quit and ground rent tenure since 1838 and before were suddenly 
transferred to a tenancy-at-will tenure in 1919 and later on to yearly 
tenancy tenure in 1923 1 -

(b) Were the parties concerned consulted or given an opportunity to 
defend their rights before the changes referred to above were made ! 

(c) Is it a fact that in some of the transfers of properties the Collector 
of Bombay has certified these lands as quit and ground rent tenure lands ! 

(d) Will Government be pleased to explain under what circumstances 
the changes in tenures referred to above were made ! 

(e) Have Government received any representation from the landlords 
in this connection ! · 

(f) Will Government be pleased to place on the table copies of the 
C,Qllector's orders issued from time to time and of the reply, if any, given 
by the Gonrnment to the representation referred to in (e) ! 

The Honourable Sir CHU~lLAL MEHTA: (a) 1'he land3 never 
were under quit and ground rent tenure. The fact that the rents were 
not enhanced since 1838 does not debar Government from revising the 
assessment. 

(b) There was no question of depriving holders of their rights. The 
mere fact that the lands were entered in the quit and ground rent rolls 
does not limit the right of Government to assess. . 

(c) The C,Qllector did certify in some cases that the deeds of transfer 
had been registered in the register book of the quit and ground rent 
properties ; but under section 35 of the Bombay City Land Revenue 
Act, 1876, this does not effect Government's right, title or interest in 
the land. 

(d) The question arose in 19~ 7 on what tenure the holdings should be 
recorded in the new survey register. 

(t) Yes. 
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'(f) Copies* of the Collector's communications and of the orders passed 
by Government on the representation are placed on the Council table. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: In part (b) ofthe answer it is stated: "The mere 
fact that the lands were entered in' the quit and ground rent rolls does 
not limit the right of Government to assess. " Is it to be understood 
that lands of other tenure are entered in those rolls 1 
· The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I should like to have 
notice. 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE : May I enquire whether an entry in the rolls does 
not imply that the land is of quit and rent tenure 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: No. 

ANALYSIS WORK IN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND VICTORIA JUBILEE 

TECHNICAL INSTITUE. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Govermp.ent be 
pleased to state-
. · (a) whether it is true that the College of Agriculture and the Victoria 

Jubilee Technical Institute though purely educational institutions 
accept work of analysis of and report on commercial samples, etc., 
as is done by the Chemicai Analyser as mentioned in question No. 20; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Principal of the College of Agriculture 
(Dr. Mann) had put a stop to this practice in the said College; 

(c) whether it is true that after his leaving the College the practice 
has been revived ; 

(d) whether Government have received any representation on this 
subject from the Secretary, Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay; 
· (e) if so, what action have they taken or intend to take on it~ 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : Information has since 

been received and will be supplied-in due course. 

THE BHATKAL HARBOUR ScHEME. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Will Government be pleased 
to state what stage the Bhatkal Harbour Scheme has reached 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL lUEHTA : The scheme is no longer 
before the Government of Bombay. 

IMPROVEMENT 'IRUST TRANSFER BILL. 

(Further consideration of Bill No. XVII of 1925 (I~provement Trust 
Transfer Bill· resumed.) 
· Clau.Se 63 (Collector to take possession after making an award and transfer 

land to Corporation) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 64 (Provision regarding pending cases ). 

· Nohdthatanding anything contained in sections 60, 61, 62 ~nd 63 in respect of all ~efer· 
encee and appeals made to the Tribunal of Appeal or the H1gh Court und_er the C1ty. of 
Bombay Improvement Act, 1898. before the date on which this Act come~ mto operatiOn 
the eaid Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court, as the case m y be, shall contmue to perform 
the functions aeaigned to it under the said Act and every auch appeal shall, eo f&r a• 

• J'ide Append.ix ~o. 28. 
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may be, be decided in accordance with the provisions of the said Act as if this Ac~ had 
not been /assed. 1 

Provide that the certificate of the President mentioned in section 48 ( ii) shall not be 
necessary for an appea.l to the High Court preferred &fter the da.te on which this Act comes 
into operation, and that all references pendinl.l' before the Tribunal of Appeal on the date 
when this Act comes into operation shall be disposed of within eighteen months. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I beg to move the following 
amendment that stands in my name. 

In clause 64, dPieJP old clause 64 and ~ulnti u'e the following:-
Clause 64. "Subject to the provisions made in sections 60, 61, 62 and 63 all references 

ma.de to the Tribunal of Appeal under the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, before 
the date on which this Act comes into operation a.nd pending on the sa.id date shall be 
tried and decided by the High Court and the said High Court sha.ll perform the functions 
assigned to it under the said Act as if the said references were made t the said High Court 
on the respective dates on which they were made to the Tribunal of Appea.l and notwith· 
standing anything contained in sections 60, 61 62 and 63 in respect of all, appeals ma.de 
to the High Court under the City of Bomba.y Improvement Act, 1898, before the date 
on which this Act comes into operation the said High Court shall continue to perform the 
functions assigned to it under the sa.id Act a.nd every such appea.l sha.ll be decided in 
accordance with the provisions of the said Act a.s if this Act ha.d not been P.a.ssed. " 

Sir, in support of this amendment, at the outset I should like to draw the 
attention of this House to a letter that has appeared in the Bombay 
Chronicle of the 23rd instant headed : " The Tribunal of Appeal: 
Mockery of Justice: Abolition demanded," by our honourable colleague 
Mr. Nariman. Sir, unfortunately, I do not appreciate the line of action 
he has taken by writing a letter to the fress. I wish that he had been 
present here to-day to support my amendment. The proviso that has 
been embodied in clause 64 runs ·as follows : 

Provided that the certificate of the President mentioned in section 48 (ii) shall not 
be nooessa.ry for an appeal to the High Court preferred a.fter the date on which this Act 
comes into operation, a.nd that a.ll references pending before the Tribuna.! of Appeal on 
the date when this Act comes into operation shall be disposed of within eighteen months. 

Sir, in the old days, you are aware. that when a reference was to be made 
to the High Court, the certificate of. the President of the tribunal was 
necessary. When this proviso is made, no certificate is necessary from 
the President of the tribunal for an appeal to the High Court. The claim· 
mants of properties who are not satisfied with the awards will appeal 
to the High Court. Then, may I know where is the necessity of having a. 
tribunall This clause will only lead to a double liti~ation both for the 
public and the City Improvement Tru8t. What would happen under 
this proviso is this: when any claimant is not satisfied with the a" ard 
of the tribunal he will straightway go to the High Court. Why cannot 
Government give the same facility to the owners of properties as are 
given in the case of land acquired under the Land Acquisition Act for 
public purpose by other public bodies 1 Now, what happens in the 
case of properties acquired by the municipality ¥ If the claimant is not 
satisfied with the award of the land acquisition officer he straightaway 
goes to the High Court. If this facility is given to the claimants against 
the City ~mprovement Trust then there is no necessity for a. reference 
to the Tnbunal of Appeal; hence less cost of litigation and the work of · 
acquisition will be expedited. 

Sir, I would further like to point out that there has been a. great dis
aatis.faction in the city of Bombay as regards the decisions of the tribunal. 
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Instead of getting any justice to those who file a reference to the Tribunal 
of Appeal they have to pay the costS-of the City Improvement Trust as 
.their cases are dismissed with costs. I shall point out to you, Sir, from 
a statement which I have got from the Administration Report of the 
Bombay Improvement Trust, that in the year 1919-20 the cost of the 
tribunal to the City Improvem-ent Trust was Rs. 7,381 and solicitors 
charges Rs. 6,618, that means about Rs. 15,000 in the year 1919-20. On 
account of more references, in the year 1924-25, the cost has come up to 
Rs. 64,537 ; I do not know what the solicitor's charges were. If we add 
the solicitor's charges to this sum of Rs. 64,000 it will come to about a 
lakh. Out of all these references made to the tribunal about 90 pPr cent. 
of the cases were dismissed with costs, and all those costs fell on the 
claimants who made the ·references to the tribunal. Sir, in the Admini
stration Report of the Improvement Trust I have come across a reference 
which will show to this House how the affairs of the tribunal are carried 
on. In my opinion the tribunal is more or less callous to the claims of 
the claimants. 

"Reference No. 114 of 1921 involved an issue of much greater importance. Formerly 
the land acquisition officer's awards in other cases were not admitted as evidence in en· 
quiries before the tribunal, but in a later reference they were allowed to be quoted in 
apite of the Trust's opposition." 

That shows that whatever awards the land acquisition officer made 
were never taken as evidence before the tribunal, but with a change of 
the President and the assessors those awards were taken as evidence. 
The admission of those awards as evidence was a thing never heard of 
ever since the tribunal came into existence in the year 1898. What 
happened in the year 1921 1 As soon as the Trust, which is a powerful 
body, raised an objection to admitting awards of the land acquisition 
officer as evidence the objection was upheld ; and with your permission, 
Sir, I will read the extract from the Administration Report. 

" The Trust strenuously contested the point and pointed out that the admillsion of the 
awards as evidence of market value of lands would lead to almost endless enquiries and 
neceasita.te an investigation of every award quoted, to determine its correctness or other
wise. The Trust counsel also argued at great length that awards were not admissible as 
they were mere offers and could not be looked upon as sales in the open market." 

"In a lucid judgment the president decided not to admit awards as evidence of value 
of lands in the market." 

The President had allowed such awards to be quoted when it suited the 
Improvement Trust, but as soon as those awards were quoted by claim· 
ants and the Improvement Trust found that it was against itself that 
the trust solicitors raised objection, the tribunal succumbed to the 
Improvement Trust and disallowed the land acquisition awards as 
evidence. Sir, the tribunal is appointed in to sit in judgment and 
safeguard the interests both of the claimants and of the Improvement 
Trust, but the tribunal sides with the Improvement Trust. 

In the select committee it was stated that there were many references 
pendina before the tribunal and it would perhaps be difficult to dispose 
of all those cases before the Trust was transferred to the municipality. 
But, the other day the Honourable Minister gave an assurance, when the 
honourable member .Mr. Hoosenally moved an amendment, that instead 
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of transferring the Improvement Trust to the Corporation on the 1st 
of January, he would transfer it on a later date, perhaps on the 31st of 
:March. Therefore, if my amendment is carried, there will be five months 
for the tribunal to dispose of all the pa. t heard and pending cases. 
That being the case, I do not understand why an extension for a period 
of 18 months should be granted to the Tribunal of Appeal. I think five 
months will be quite sufficient. There are not more than 60 references 
before the tribunal, some of which must have been decided. As regards 
the acquisition of Dharavi tanneries, I do not think the Improvement 
Trust is going to proceed with those acquisitions and so the references 
will not be more than 60. Out of these 60, 20 are part heard cases, some 
of them may be settled and some will be apportionment cases. Those 
that remain can be easily disposed of within the five months after which, 
as t~e Honourable Minister has promised, the Improvement Trust can 
be transferred to the Corporation. 

Ever since this bill was drafted and the Corporation recommended that 
the tribunal should be abolished, there has been a tendency on the 
part of the public not to proceed with the caseR before the tribunal, but 
to ask for postponements in the hope that when the tlibunal is"abolished 
the appeals can be filed in the High Court, because the public believe 
that they would. not get justice from the tribunal and therefore they 
should rather wait and get the cases heard by the High Court. The 
: ribunal is appointed partially by the Improvement Trust and partially 
by Government. I say partially because my information is that before 
the appointment of the President of the tribunal is made, Government 
consults the Chairman of the Improvement Trust over it. That is my 
information in Bombay. (Moalvi Rafiudd:n Ahmad: That information 
is false.) I am open to correction. Why the 1 onourable member the Chair
man of the Improvement Trust is silent ¥ Is it a guilty silence ! As regards 
the assessors, one of them is a Government servant, who would naturally 
look to the interests of Government than to the interests of the claimants. 
Whatever payment is made to the tribunal comes from the coffers of 
the Improvement Trust, and naturally the Improvement Trust is the 
master of the tribunal. The third assessor is appointed by the Corpora
tion, and for the last three or four years he has been found always in a. · 
minority in the tribunal, as against the two others, the President and 
the other assessor. So, there has been no confidence to the public as far 
as the tribunal is concerned and in the judgments it gives. I hope 
the Honourable· Minister will see his way to accept the amendment. 

Amendment proposed. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : I should like to have heard 
t~e· Honourable .Minister on this subject before I spoke, but as he prefers 
~ilence, I have no altenative. I am not concerned with the allegations 
made by the honourable the mover ((Hear, hear). I do not wish to 
associate myself \\ith them. I do not know whether the Chairman of the 
Trust recommends any one for this post on the Board, But I shoul~ like 
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to point out that the litigation in the tribunal of appeal has always been 
very expensive. The counsel who appear before the ~ ribunal of appeal 
charge very exorbitant fees compared with what is charged in the High 
Court. Formerly they used to charge heavy fees when the tribunal of 
appeal was outside the High Court. But when it was brought within 
the precincts of the High Court fees were reduced but they were still 
on a higher scale. Now this tribunal is again locate! outside the 
precincts of the High Court with the consequent increase in 
the fees and expensiveness. · But my important objection is 
this. Under the provision now made no certificate whatever 
is necessary from the date on which this ,Act comes into force. 
Therefore if any one wants to go to the High Court he can do so. 
Under the original provision there was a restriction and the triblmal 
of appeal could refuse to give the requisite certificate and thereby 
prevent resort to the High Court. But now as the certificate is not 
necessary those who are dissatisfied with the tribunal's decision will go 
to the High Court. There will be double litigation and double 
expense to the Board and the parties concerned. I do not therefore 
see what. object will be served by insisting upon this disposal of all 
pending references by the tribunal. All this preliminary, laborious 
and expensive investigation is so much waste of time and money 
and this is a point which requires an answer, and I should like 
to hear what the answer is. Then, Sir, it is said that the cases shall be 
disposed of within 18 months. What will happen if it is not finished 
within 18 months 1 This is based on the assumption that they will 
succeed in finishing within 18 months. I am afraid there is no likelihood 
of their finishing all the cases within that period. Another point is, why 
insist upon a preliminary investigation by a tribunal more expensive 
than the High Court. The President Of the tribunal gets a salary of 
Rs. 2,500 a month. Considering be hears references only twice a week, 
the President of the 1 ribunal gets a salary larger than the salary of the 
Chief Justice of the High Court. This seems to me absurd. The 
President of the tribunal is a qualified person ; for the only qualification 
that is necessary is that he must be a barrister of 5 years standing. I 
,think the' ribunalis unnecessary and I should like Government to consult 
public opinion in this matter, and do away with the tribunal of appeal. 

1\Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City) : I beg to support the amendment 
that is before the House. About the method that is ~dopted by the 
Improvement Trust very serious allegation is made against it by the 
honourable member 1\Ir. Hooseinbhoy A. Lalljee who bas written a 
minute of dissent. He says : 

"It will not be denied that in the past the Improvement Trust hM gone to the extent 
of offering and have actually given half per cent. to the valuer of the land.lord,~ auch 
valuer baa induced the landlord to accept the Improvement Trust valuatiOn. 

Sir, this is a very serious allegation. It castes reflections on the Improve
ment Trust and I wish to have a denial of this. If it is not denied, I 
think there is ~ood reason in asking that the tribuna] should be abofubed 
outright and the poor landlords should receive full justice in the High 
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C::>urt. Another difficulty is this. In the tribunal of appeal the claimants 
are compelled to be satisfied with a second or a third rate legal assistance, 
because talented counsel do not wish to lose their practice in the High 
Court in order to attend the tribunal. For these reasons I think it 
would be far better if the claimants are referred to the High Court 'and 
if the tribunal is abolished outright. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: 1\Ir. President, I am 
not concerned directly in this matter, but indirectly. Because if all the · 
pending cases including part-heard cases of the tribunal are transferred, a 
large amount of extra work will be thrown on the High Court. I do not 
gather as regards part-heard cases the parties particularly desire to 
transfer them from the tribunal. Evidence has been heard and enquiry 
has been made and it would be a waste of time and money if we were to. 
transfer them from the tribunal. It has already recorded evidence and 
there will be revision to the High Court. With regard to pending 
cases I am told that there is a large number still pending involving some 
250 cases. Some are linked cases, There are 51 references involving 253 
cases. In cases previously heard by the part-time president of the 
tribunal, very slow progress was made. And it was very unsatisfactory 
both to the applicants and to the Improvement Trust. It must have 
been very undesirable from the point of view of the applicants that they · 
could not get an early decision. When they got it, it often involved · 
exceedingly long" judgments, most troublesome to those that had to 
examine them with a view to take them up on revision. It was exceed
ingly undesirable from the point of view of the Improvement Trust, ' 
because every moment's delay meant interest increasing against the 
Improvement Trust. I understand that until final decision and final 1 

settlement interest has to be paid by the Improvement Trust, and, as 
these cases involved claims of a very large amount a. every great amount · 
of interest was accumulating against the Improvement Trust. That was 
contrary to the public interests of Bombay. It was, therefore, decided 
to dispense with the part-time president, who was· only able to give · 
occasional attention to these cases, and a full time officer was engaged in 
order to work off the cases more quickly. As we had a full time officer, he' 
had to insist on hearing the proceedings regularly, and no doubt he was 
not able to comply entirely with the convenience of those who had to 
appear before him. He had to proceed with these cases quickly in order. 
to save the time and the money of the pub~ic, and possibly some discontent 
may have arisen from that procedure. But it was essential to get the 1 

,~·ork through as quickly as possible, and considerable progress has 
~mce been made by these subsequent full time presidents of the Tribunal 
of Appeal. It seems to me, therefore, that it ought to· be seriously' 
considered whether it would not be better to finish the great number of 
ouMandingcases before throwing all this extra work upon the High Court.' 
It may be said, with regard to pending cases which have not actually 
come up for trial, that they have not yet been considered by the ~ 
Tribunal and, therefore, there would not be the waste of time which has 
ht-en already spent in recording evidence and so on. But, on the othet 

II &!3--3 ~ 
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hand, it means that all that evidence wovJd have to be recorded in the 
High Court and that would mean a. very great addition of time and trouble 
to the Original Side of the High Court. I have no doubt that, if we do 
this, we shall receive applications for extra Judges on the Original Side 
ofthe High Court. It would surely be better to get rid of all the pending 
work and start afresh with work in the future and leave that to the 
High Court to decide pending cases by the present Tribunal and let the 
references in revision, if necessary, go to the High Court. The evidence 
would be recorded by the present Tribunal and then it would not take so 
much time for revisional references, if made, to be settled by the High 
Court. It takes a long time to record all this original evidence, and if it 
is recorded by an inferior co~, it materially saves the time of the 
revisional or appellate court. 

I should suggest, therefore, that this question may be very seriously 
. considered from the point of view of the public convenience and economy, 
and should recommend that the part-heard and pending references should 
be settled by the present Tribunal before throwing this extra burden 
upon the Judges of the High Court. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): I rise, Sir,. 
to support the views put forward by the honourable member the President 
of the Corporation. Serious allegations have been made against the 
Tribunal, and I regret to say that no reply has been made to any of them 
by any of the officers who administer the Trust. The Honourable the 
Leader of the House has made a very strong appeal for the continuance 
of the present state of affairs, but the only ground on which he has put 
.it is public convenience and public economy. But more important 
than these is public confidence, and public confidence has been lost in the 
case of the Tribunal. The only remedy is the High Court. Even if it 
were necessary to have an additional Judge in the High Court to dispose 
of Trust suits which meant additional expense, the public would be willing 
to bear it. Certainly he would inspire more confidence, and no reasonable 
argument has been advanced against this proposal. I complain, Sir, 
of the complete silence on this question among the Government benches. 
The usual practice on a matter like this is for Government to put up some 
speakers besides the Honourable Minister to give the official view, because 
after the Honourable Minister's speech no person can speak and we have 
no opportunity to answer the arguments of Government. In this 
particular instance the silence of the officers behind the Honourable 
Minister clearly indicates that they have no answer. But, Sir, it is very 
difficult for members of this Council, who have an open mind upon the 
subject, to decide how to vote. Sir, Government have themselves to 
thank if the division went against them, although there was no probability 
in the present state of the Council of the division going against them. 
It is all the more necessary, I think, that they should satisfy the House, 
and I ·therefore appeal to the Honourable .Minister not to carry this in a 
hurry or by a brute majority. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (Bombay City, South) : There is not the 
slightest doubt, Sir, that both in the Corporation and outside it opinioll 
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prevails that the Tribunal of Appeal must go. My difficulty, however, 
is this, as pointed out by the Honourable Leader of the House : :what 
about the part-heard cases 1 Lot of expenditure has already been incurred 
on both sides in connection with these cases, and how can they be trans· 
£erred to the High Court 1 This should be explained by the honourable 
mover of the amendment. One thing is certain, Sir, that for these 
references we have extended the services of the Trust officer to finish 
his cases before the Tribunal of Appeal. We have given him extension 
!lpecially and specifically because he must finish his work and then he 
must retire. We gave him that extension simply to carry on his cases 
pending before the Tribunal of Appeal. Now, what will be his fate 1 
Under these circumstances, if the mover of the amendment explains 
how he can get over the difficulty of the part-heard cases, I shall be 
willing to vote for him. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS: I have been asked, Sir, to say something on the 
legal points involved, and that is whether we can transfer all these pending 
cases' to the High Court. That involves two questions. One is whether 
the High Court themselves would object to the jurisdiction so thrust on 
them, and the other is a point of order, that is, whether this amendment 
is in order. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Is the honourable ·member 
raising a point of order 1 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I do not know whether Government raise 
that point of order, but I have been asked to explain what the legal 
position is. It has some bearing on that point and on the point whether 
the High Court would object to the jurisdiction given them. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If a point of order is specifically 
raised, I will have to deal with it. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like that 
point to be considered, because if the amendment is out of order it would, 
if passed, seriously inconvenience the working of the Act. If the effect 
of the amendment would be to increase the jurisdiction of the High Court, 
then I think it would not be possible for us to proceed with it without 
the sanction of the Government of India. To bring the provision into force 
earlier, that is to say, at once, so as to transfer all pending cases, I think 
would be increasing the jurisdiction of the High Court. I take the present 
provision only refers to new cases and no sanction has been received for 
old cases. If you go back and say "also old cases", I think that is 
d~'>tiuctly a material increase in the proposed jurisdiction of the High 
Court, and I think that it would not be within our powers to pass that 
without previous sanction. If we did, the result would be that some 
party in the High Court would at once take exception and say that the 
High Court had no jurisdiction and that the provision was uUra-viru 
as it was passed without the sanction of the Government of India. · 
• Mr. J. BAPTISTA: As it stands. all further references will be made to 

the High Court. The question is confined to the references alread1 
II 1103-34 
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made to the Tribunal of Appeal. If there is authority to make all further 
references to the High Court, then I cannot see how the question of 
jurisdiction arises .............. · 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: Pending references 1 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA : The point affecting further references would 

include the pending references. I believe this Council cannot deprive 
the High Court of jurisdiction, but it is not prevented from conferring 
jurisdiction on the High Court. 

Mr. J. B. KANGA : Sir, if the section 80A of the Government of 
India Act is taken into consideration, it does appear that the bill, as it 
stands and as regards which the sanction of the Government of India is 
taken, stands this way. Sanction has been taken as regards future cases. 
But the bill as sanctioned states that pending cases will be heard by the 
Tribunal of Appeal. Now, what is attempted to be made by the present 
amendment is that not only future cases but also pending references, 
including probably part-heard cases, should all be transferred to the 
High Court. That, I submit, would come under 80A, (3), (j)," regulating 
any provincial subject which has been declared by rules under this Act 
to be, either in whole or in part, subject to legislation by the Indian 
Legislature in respect of any matter to which such declaration applies ". 
If you, Sir, turn to Devolution Rule 17, page 120 of Bombay Legislative 
Council Manual, Vol. I, 1923, you will find it runs thus :-

" Administration of justice, including constitution, powers, maintenance and 
organisation of courts of civil and criminal jurisdiction within the province ; subject to 
legislation by the Indian Legislature as regards High Courts, etc. " 

Whenever any legislation is to affect Indian High Courts, it must be 
.by the Indian Legislature exce~lt where previous sanction of the Governor 
General has been obtained, and therefore it does come to this, that though 
the Government of India has sanction~ that the High Court should 
entertain all new references "hich would be hereafter filed, no sanction 
has been given by the Government of India as regards references which are 
pending or part heard before the president of the Tribunal. That I 
submit appears to me to be so under section 80A. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I bad known that this point of 
order was likely to be raised and I have, therefore, looked up all the 
authorities bearing on the subject. It appears to me that no further 
sanction of the Government of India is required for the Jlassing of this 
amendment, and I, therefore, hold that the amendment is ip order. I 
will give you reasons why I have come to this conclusion. The honour
able member who bas spoken on the subject in suppor~ of the point of 
order seems to have overlooked the fact that the Land Acquisition Act 
is an Act of the Indian Legislature, and that under that Act references 
in all land acquisition cases have been provided to the High Court. 
Therefore so far as such references are concerned, the duty of consider
ing them has been already imposed upon the High Court by statute. 
All that this House is asked to do is to restore that position. The • 
amendment is not making any departure from the principles underlying 
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an Act of the Indian Legislature. The honourable member the Advocate 
General has relied upon section 80A, (3). The preamble of this bill says : 

" Where&s the previous sanction of the Governor. General required by section 80A, (3) 
of the Government of India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act. " 

Let us now see the wording of section 64 which is now under considera.· 
tion. It reads thus : 

"Notwithstanding anything contained insertions 60, 61, 62 and 63 in respect of aU 
rl'fert>ncea &nd appeals made to the Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court under the City 
of Bombav Improvement Act, 1898, before the date on which thisActcomesintooperation 
the said Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court, as the case may be, shall continue to 
pl'rforru the functions assigned to it under the said Act and every auch appeal shall, so 
far a.s may be, be decided in accordance with the provisions of the said Act as if this Act 
had not been passed. 

Providl'd that the certificate of the President mentioned in section 48 (ii) shall not be 
necessary for an appea.l to the High Court preferred after the date on which this Act comes 
into operation, and that all references pending before the Tribunal of Appo.l on the date 
when this Act comes into opera.tion shall be disposed of within eighteen months. " 

This also indicates that the references are to be made to the High Court. 
The certificate from the President of the Tribunal provided in the 
Improvement Trust Act is to be dispensed with. Under the Land 
Acq~sition Act passed by the Indian Legislature all references in regard 
t.o acquisition cases are to be made to the High Court. Even in the 
vresent bill all references from a subordinate court (if the Tribunal of 
Appeal is to be construei as a Court) are to be made to· the 
High Court. The whole principle of this bill also, to which the sanction 
of the Governor-General has been given, is that all references shall be 
made in future to the High Court. All that is now at issue is the 
provision which makes a reservation to the effect that driring an 
interval of 18 months such references shall only be made after the 
Tribunal of Appeal has decided the cases in the first instance. 
I think it is perfectly open to the House to say that this temporary 
provision should not be allowed. So far as the point of order 
is concerned, I hold that from all these points of view, and especially in 
regard to the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act, this House is 
perfectly entitled to consider the amendment which proposes to enact 
that all references shall be made direct to the High Court. In my 
opinion the amendment is quite in orde~;. Whether the pending cases 
should be decided by the Tribunal or whether only part-heard cases 
should be disposed of by them, is a question of merit, and the House is , 
quite competent to decide it for itself. 

Sir V ASANT~AO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to thank you for 
ruling my amendment in order. I did not find any opposition ro it 

· from the official benches, but simply on technical grounds they wanted ro 
throw out my amendment by raising the point of order. Sir, the 
honourable member the President of the Bombay Corporation has said 
that I have made some allegations. They are not allegations, but the 
fad is that the pay of the president and the assessors of the Tribunal is 
paid by the Improvement Trust, and as such the Improvement Trust is 
the master of these three officers. As regards the part-heard cases, the 
Honourable Leader of the House stated that there were 51 references 
and 250 cases. I fail to understand how, if there are 51 references, 
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there can be 250 cases. Assuming that one reference has five cases, they 
must be pertaining to the same land. In one reference you cannot have 
several cases relating to lands in several parts of the island. If there 
is a reference about certain land in a certain locality, and if that case 
has reference to two or three minor cases, those cases must be about the 
reference to the same land, and as such the evidence is there. In fact, 
there are before the Tribunal 51 references out of which some which are 
part-heard can be disposed of by the time the Improvement Trust 
is handed over to the Corporation. The Honourable Leader of the 
Howie has said that interest would have to be paid if the litigation is 
prolonged and delayed. My submission is that if the awards are not 
increased in almost 90 cases out of 100, I do not know where the question 
of the payment of interest comes in. If the awards were increased by the 
Tribunal, then certainly interest will have to be paid over that amount 
which exceeds the awards of the land acquisition officer. But the 
awards are not increased at all, and so there is no interest to be paid. 
Out of 100 cases that come up before the Tribunal, there are hardly five 
cases in which awards are increased. On the contrary, as my honour
able friend Mr. Baptista suggests, the amount that is deposited with the 
Tribunal receives interest from the banks. May I know whether in the 
year 1921, when a bill was referred to the Corporation by this Government, 
any provision was made in it about the retention of the Tribunal1 Did 

. not Government then think that if the Tribunal was abolished, the 
public would suffer, and economy would not be effected 1 It is only 
now that I find that Government think that if the Tribunal is abolished 
the public will suffer. Sir, from the Administration Report that I read 
out to the House it is clear that if the Improvement Trust is transferred 
to the Corporation, it will be to the advantage of the Corporation to pay 
the salary of an additional Judge (Rs. 4;t)OO) than what the Trust is paying 
the Tribunal at the rate of Rs. 10,000 a month. I have pointed out that 
in 1924-25 the cost of the Tribunal came toRs. 64,000. For the year 
not ending 1925 the cost of the Tribunal was Rs. 43,752, and including 
the cost of the solicitor, it came toRs. 70,753; even taking the cost of 
the Tribunal alone, it was Rs .. 43,752, which comes to nearly Rs. 4,000. 

Then the Honourable Leader of the House has said that the President 
of the Tribunal is a whole time officer. I fail to understand the 
definition of the whole time officer ; I should like to know whether the 
whole time officer means that he is supposed to attend the meetings of the 
Corporation and to attend the meetings of the Standing Committee and 
get the fees. During those hours, what Tribunal work he does ~ Does 
not the public suffer thereby 1 A whole time officer means that he 
devotes the whole of his time to the work of the Tribunal, but such is 
not the case. 

As regards the question raised by my honourable friend the 
honourable member Dr. Dadachanji about part-heard cases : What 
happens in the High Court is that if some of the cases are to be heard by_a 
certain judge and that judge goes on leave, those cases are heard by h1~ 
successor. Even then, I do not want to interfere as far as part-heard 
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cases are concerned. There is going to be a period of five months-there is 
no definite period, it may be eight months-before the time the Improve
ment Trust is handed over to the Corporation. As the Honourable 
Leader of the House has stated that the President of the Tribunal is a 
whole time officer, he can dispose of these part-heard cases during that 
time. Why should this not be done by him 1 As regards new cases, 
if the opposite benches are willing that the cases which are not opened 
should go to the High Court, I will not press my amendment. As 
regards the part-heard cases, I think within the time the Improvement 
Trust will be handed over, all those cases can be finished. With these 
words, I hope the Council will pass my amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the principle that the Tribunal should be abolished has been accepted 
in this bill, in regard to all fresh cases. The difficulty is only about 
pending cases. The Tribunal is allowed to continue for 18 months to 
finish the pending cases. The number of such cases has been already 
given to this House, and in almost all these cases the Tribunal has already 
inspectd the property, and has recorded a mass of evidence. Now, in 
that case ........ . 

Sir V AS.L'\'TRAO A. DABHOLKAR: On a point of correction, Sir. 
The Honourable Minister has stated that in all the cases which are before 
the Tribunal the'Tribunal has inspected the property. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : I 
said in almost all the cases. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Very well, Sir, in almost all 
the cases they have done so. The cases in regard to which a. reference 
has been made to the Tribunal are there for the last three years, and during 
those three years the presidents have changed three times. May I know 
whether Mr. Havelivala has seen the levels of the land at Dharavi, and 
whether Mr. Arbuthnot has seen the levels of the lands in Dharavi t 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member cannot 
make a second speech. He can only make a statement to the effect that 
the facts are not as stated. • 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: I 
submit that the pending cases are actually proceeding; the properties 
have been inspected; notes have been taken; and a mass of evidence 
has been recorded. Xow, Sir, suppose we transfer all these cases to the 
High Court. Then, in most of the properties in respect of which there 
was an in.~pection and notes were recorded, there have been changes. 
X ow, if the High Court inspects those lands, it will not be able to differenti· 
ate between their present and previous conditions. In order to as· 
certain the pre-existing condition of the lands, a good deal of evidence 
will be required. Therefore, I think that it is in the interest of economy 
as well as in the interest of the parties concerned that the tribunal which 
has already heard the evidence, inspected the property and taken notes 
Ehould complete the cases before them. The time allotted to it is only 18 
months, which is not a very long time. The main difficulty, as I pointed 
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out before, arises from the changes that have taken place in some of the 
properties since the last inspection. Therefore, I submit that it is in the 
in~restof economy as well as of the parties concerned that the pending 
cases should be decided by the tribunal. If we transfer .them to the 
High Court, we will require an additional judge, which will mean 
additional expense. 

Question put and lost. 
' Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to move the following 
a1pendment that stands in my name : 

Add the following" proviso to clause 64. 
Clause 64 : "Provided that no person who is a member of the Board or Improvements 

Committee or who under the Act is disqualified to be a member of the Board or Improve· 
l!lents Committee, shall be qualified to be a member of the Tribunal." 
. ,Under the existing Improvement Trust Act it is provided under 
section 48: 

"Provided that any person who is a trustee under this Act, or, who, by reason of the 
provisions of section 14, is disqualified to be a trustee, shall be disqualified to be a member 
of the tribunal. " · 
The tribunal is .at present composed of two members of the Corporation 
and they will be sitting in judgment over cases of properties which are to 
be acquired by the Board of which they are the members. Therefore, I 
say that the provisions of the existing Act should be embodied in this 
bill. I hope the Honourable Minister will accept the amendment . 
. The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: I 

accept the amendment. 
Question put and carried. 
1\Ir. A. MASTER : The amendments that are standing in my name 

·relate to the same section and are necessary in order to bring it in con
formity with the amendments that have beeri passed. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT !Will the honourable member 
please confine himself to the first amendment 1 It will save a considerable 
amount of time if each of the amendments is put to the House separately. 

Mr. A. :MASTER : I beg to move my first amendment : 
11 In clause 64 before the word ' notwithstanding ' insert the figure ' 1 '. " 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. 1\IASTER: I beg to move, Sir: 
'' In clause 64, before the figures ' 60 ! add the figure ' 4 ', " 

' The Improvement Trust Act has been repealed and it is necessary to 
mention here that it. is kept alive for the purposes of this section. 

·The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That raises a question of order 
on which I should like to get some information. Under clause 4 the 
Improvement Trust Act is going to be repealed except certain obligations 
which have been taken under it. In some parts of this bill references are 
being made to sections of an Act which is going to be repealed. Would 
it not be better from the point of view of public convenience to bodily 
incorporate section 48, in ~his bill, so that the public may not h~ve to 
look up an Act which has been repealed. I am merely maktng a 
suggeRtion ";th rt>gard to the method of drafting. 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I should like to 
suggest that clause 4 is merely what is called a saving clause. It saves 
anything that has been done under the old Act. · The clause say& : 

" Nothing in this Act shall affect any present right of appeal which may have accrued to 
any pa.rty before the date on which this Act comes into operation. " 

In a saving clause it is unusual to repeat the law of the old provisions. 
It is considered sufficient to refer to the old Act. It would be cumbrous 
to embody the sections of the repealed Act in the new Act. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I wanted to place the question 
for consideration. A large number of people who may be interested 
in this legislation will have to look up an Act which will have been 
repealed. It would be a source of great inconvenience to them if they are 
obliged to do eo. It is a mere question of drafting. It is for Govern
ment to consider what they should do. I would like to suggest to them 
to consider whether it would not be better to insert such sections in the 
bill itself, so that the public may have a complete Act to refer to ~tead 
of having to look up Acts which have been previously repealed. It is 
a matter of public convenience which I wish to bring· to the notice of 
Government. They can do what they like. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS: May I suggest that the amendment as it is now 
worded may be put before the House, and any further amendments 
necessary may be made later. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Certainly. I have no objection. 
It is desirable to make the Act as complete as possible. 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 64, delete the proviso. 

Sir, this proviso is covered by the amendment which I shall move later. 
Question proposed. 

Mr. HOOSE~ALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Mr. President, this proviso 
was specially inserted by the select committee to do away with the 
certificate. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think it would be desirable if 
the honourable member moved this amendment along with the amend
ment by which he proposes to substitute some other proviso. Other
wise, honourable members cannot follow what the intentions of Govern· 
ment are in proposing the deletion of this proviso. At least an 
explanation from the honourable member is necessary as to what he 
proposes t<l substitute for it. 

Mr. A. llASTER: Sir, I beg to move at the same time: 
In clau~ 64, insert: 
(:!) 1-'or thl' purpO!lt's ofthissoction the provisions of section 48, sub-sections I to 4, 6to 

10 and .12 and 13 shall •·ith all noct'ssary modifications apply for a period of 18 months 
attA-r thlll Ad comr-a into force within •hkh period all references shall be disposed of. 

(:1) Thr-rt' shall~ an appeal to the High Court from the award orany pa.rt oftheaward 
of tht' Tribunal. · 

Sir, section 48 (5) of the City of Bombay Improvement Act provides 
that ~embers of the Tribunal shall be appointed for a term of one year. 
If durmg these 18 months a member were to resign or fall out for one 
reason or other, a new member will have t<l be appointed, and it would 
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be extremely awkward if this sub-seGtion were made to apply as we will 
have to appoint a member for one year. Sub-sections (6} to (10) of 
section 48 provide for the removal of members, vacancies to be supplied, 
remuneration of members, etc. Sub-section (11) of section 48, which is 
not mentioned in the amendment is the section that provides : 

"In any case in which the President may grant a certificate that the case is a fit one 
for appeal, there shall be an appeal to the High Court from the award or any part of the 
award of the Tribunal. " 
It will be useless to change the procedure laid down in the other 
sub-sections although the Act is repealed. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : My suggestion to embody the 

clauses referred to in the bill itself applies to this also. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: You might give Government 

some time. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that it is agreed that 

if the Honourable Minister brings in any consequential amendments he 
will be permitted to do so. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Sir, I wish to call attention to the wording of the 
clause. It says " the said Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court, shall 
continue to perform the functions assigned to it ,under the said Act ". 
That means that all those functions mentioned in the Act are to be 
continued. If that be so, I do not know if there was any necessity for this 
additional clause to enable them to perform those functions. The 
important thing is that the restraint under the present Act over appeals to 
the High Court should be clearly removed. I do not know if the wording 
" There shall be an appeal to the High Court ......• " will do that. Of 
course there is an appeal to-day, but that appeal is subject to a certificate. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENiL: May I make a suggestion for the 
consideration of the Honourable Minister 1 This is a very important part 
of the Act. We are very near tea time. The Honourable Minister, the 
R. 1. A. and Mr. Baptista might sit together and draft the necessary 
amendments to make the intentions clear. There is no disagreement 
as to what is intended. It is merely a; question of drafting. If the 
Honourable Minister will do that, I will put it off till after tea time. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
I agree, Sir. 

Consideration of clause 64 postponed. 
Clasue 65 (Com1en~a ion to Board on land resumed) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
Clause 66 (Power to borrow from the Secretary of State for India in Council 

or other persons) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 67 (Government to direct manner in which money shall be borrowed 

from other person') ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 68 (Provision for sinking fund to repay money borrowed) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 69 (Dates fixed for investment of sinking funds in public securities) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Clause 70 (P~riod over which loans may extend). 
Exce1 t with the Jlrevious sanction of Government- . 
( J) the period for the repayment of any loan shall not exceed atxty years, and 
(.:) when money is borrowed for the purpose of discharging a previous loan, the time for 

rPpayment of the money so borrowed shall not extend beyond the unexpired portion of the 
period for which the original loan was sanctioned. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): I should like to point out 
that this clause says in paragraph (2) : 

" When money is borrowed for the purpose of discharging a previous loan, the time for 
repayment of the money eo borrowed shall not extend beyond the unexpired portion of the 
period for which the original loan was sanctioned." 

But in clause 66 there is no provision made for that purpose. No power is 
given to Lorrow money for the discharge of a previous loan. It only says : 

"The Board may, from time to time, borrow or reborrow, etc., etc., any sum 
necess,try for the purpose of defraying any costs, charges or expenses incurred or to be 
incurred by them in the execution of this Act, inclusive of any debit balance which shall 
be chargeable to Capital under Section R6. " ' 

In the Municipal Act the wording is "any loan contracted, etc." 
Consequential changes are required in the matter. I am only making 
a suggestion and if the Honourable Minister thinks it desirable he may 
introduce it. I am not opposing. • 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAI\1 HUSSAIN : I 
will consider it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Clause 70 should stand over till 
after tea time. 

Clause 71 (Form of sccuritie~) ordered to stand fart of the bill 
Clause 72 (Payment to survivors of joint payees) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 

Clause 73 (Power of one or rnorejoint holders to grant receipts) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 74: (The Board may take advances from Banks. and grant 
mortgages) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 75 (The Board to have power to borrow from banks against 
Got'ermnent promissory twtes or securities) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 76 (Prom~swn$ for loans raised by the Board of Trustees ttnder 
Bmubay Act 1 V of 1898) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

(After recess.) 
Clause 77 (Transfer of Property to the Board}. 
(I) ,Subjed to the provisions hereinafter contained and to all chargf'& and liabilities 

afft'<'tmg the &~~me there shall VE-st in the Board from the date on which this Act comes into 
o~r~tion all the immovable and other property of the Board dissolved by this Act, t·O be 
lwld m trust for the purpOAes of this Act, including all the estate, right, title and intf>rest 
of the Board dissolved by this Act in and to the land ESpecified in Schedule C and Schedule 
ll, and in the t('('laimed lands specified in Schedule E and shown on the deposited plana. 

(:!) (a) In n·~pect of the laud;~ referred to as the Flats, specified in Schedule Cas plote 
1 (/,),I(() and l (d)~ the Board may, subject to the power of resumption reserved by sub
flt'{'tlon (!1) at any hme lay out the whole or any piU't or piU'ts of theee plots &a recreation 
JZTOunds or parks for the free use of the public, or approvriate the 11·hole or any par1 of 
the said plots to building purpoee&. 
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(b) The lands specified as plot 1 (j) shall1 11ubject as aforesaid, be permanently 
appropriated as an open space, but such appropriation shall not preclude the Board from 
letting the said lands from time to time on lease for a term not exceeding one year, or with 
the previoUI! sanction o. Government and on such conditions as may he approvt'd by 
Government for a term not exceeding 30 years, for the purpose of a ract'-course or for any 
purpose of public recreation or amusement. 

(c) All the lands specified as plots 1 (a) 1 (e) to 1 (i) both inclusive and 1 (k) shall 
vm abeolutely in the Board. 

(3) The lands respectively referred to inSchedu:eC as the Cooperage Plot and the Marine 
Linea Maidsn shall be permanently maintained as open spaces, provided that any part of 
the said lands may at any time be occupied by Government for any temporary purpose, 
subject to the provisions of any by-.aws made by the Committee under clause (b) of 
sub-section (1) of section 110. 

(4) The Committee on beha f of the Board sh:~ll be responsible for tht: maintenance and 
management of any area forming part of the .ands referred to in sub-sections (2) and (3), 
which may, from time to time, remain unsurrendered, unappropriated to building purposes 
or unresumed as aforesaid, and shall do, or cause to be done, all acts necessary for the 
preservation of all existing rights in and over such area and subject to the provisions of 
this Act, the Committee shall have power to let the whole or any part of such area for 
any temporary purpose or. sufferance le&Sl', at such nominal or other rent as the Committee 
may approve. 

(5) All the estate, r'ght, title and interest of the Board to and in any land specified in 
Schedule C and E vested in the Board, under this section, with the exception of the lands 
apecified in clause (c) of sub-section (2) shall, subject to the provisions of this section, 
remain so vested until such time as the whole of the lands so specified except those 
appropriated as open spaces, shall have been let on a building lease by the Board or as 
to any part thereof nntil such time as such part shall have been so let, and thereafter as 
to the whole, except as aforesaid, or any such part, for a further period, which shall be 
determined, 

(a) where the lease granted by the Board is a non-renewable lease, upon the expiration 
of such lease ; · 

(b) where the lease granted by the Board contains a clause for the renewal of the lease, 
(i) when a renewed lease shall have been entered into, upon the expiration of such 

renewed lease ; 
(ii) when a renewed lease shall not have been entered into, upon the expiration of a 

period equivalent to the maximum term for which the lease granted was expressed to 
be renewab;e: 

Provided that no unrenewable lease shall be granted for a period of more than 99 years, 
and that in no case shall the aggregate duration of the term of a renewable lease and of the 
term for which such lease shall be renewed or be expressed to be renewable, exceed 99 
yeant. 

(6) All lands specified in Schedule D shall vest absolutely in the Board. 
(7) It shall be lawful for the Committee from time to time with the sanction of Govern

ment in the case of land specified in Schedule C, and with the sanction of the Corporation 
in the case of land specified in Schedule D, to take any land out of the said Schedules 
in exchange for any freehold land, the property of the Board, which they wish to bring 
on to the said schedules. An exchange made under this section shall operate to 
transfer the land taken out of the schedules to the Board free from all conditions of 
resumption and revesting created by this Act and free from all encumbrances and to 

' vest the land brought on to the schedules in the Board as if it were part of the property 
originally entered in Schedule C or Schedule D, as the ce.se may be, to the said Act. 

(8) Without prejudice, and in addition to the powers conferred on the Board by section 
79, it shall be Ia wful for the Board to take over and hold any other lands within the City of 
Bombay of which they may be put in possession by the Secretary of State for India in 
Connell or by the Corporation, to the intent that such lands shall vest in the Board in the 
same manner and subject to the same conditions as if such lands, if taken over from the 
Secretary of State for India in rouncil, were included in Schedule C, or, if taken over from 
the Corporation, were included in Schedule D, and such vesting shall in every such caRe 
t.ake effect, upon delivery to the Board of possession of the land. 

(9) Any land, other than land specified in clause (c) of sub-section (2) and the lands 
referred to in Schedule C as the Cooperage Plot and the Marine Lines !tlaidan and also 
other than land leased or a~d to be leased by the Board, specified in Schedule C, which 
ahall be J"eCillired by Government for a puhlic purpose, or srecifitd in Sche~ule D which 
shall be required by the Corporation for a public purpose, may at an' time, after giving 
lis months' notice to the Board, be resumed by Government or by the Corporation a• 
~he cue may be. 
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(10) Government may, with the concurrence of the municipality in the case of land 
specified in Schedule D, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette from time to 
time add to or amend the entries in Schedule C or Schedule D so far as may be necessary 
in consequence of any exchange, resumption, acquisition or other transfer of land, 
and correct mistakes in the said schedules or in the deposited plane, and upon such notifi. 
cation the said schedules or plans shall be read subject to such addition, amen::lment 
or correction. Such notification shall in the case of any alteration of Schedule C or 
ScheduleD include a notification of the whole se'ledule or schedules as so altered. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE {Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move an 
amendment to clause 77, paragraph (2), sub-paragraph (b), line 5. It 
runs as follows : · 

In clause 77 (2) (b),line 5 omit the words "for the purpose of a race-course or" and 
add the words" excepting a race-course" after the word" amusements". 

Sir, paragrah (b)of sub-clause (2) of clause 77 contemplates the reservation 
of plots of land for purposes of public recreation. The Board will have 
the power of letting these lands on small leases of one year, but it also 
reserves power of a longer lease subject to the sanction of Government. 
The only condition is that these plots should not be built upon, and the 
purpose is also fixed that the lands should be leased out for purposes of 
1mblic recreation. But one objectionable feature of this provision iB 
that it makes an exception in the case of a race-course. It authorises 
the Board, subject to Government sanction, to let the plot for a race
course for 30 years. Now, the idea underlying this clause is that plots are 
to be reserved for pnrposes of public recreation or amusement. But a 
race-course can hardly be called a public recreation or amusement. 
It is a place, as we all know, reserved for legalised gambling, and still 
Government desire that the Turf Club may become a lessee of such plots. 
Sir, there is a very strong feeling against gambling and its increase, and I 
am told that even the Municipal Corporation is not in favour of allowing 
the Turf Club to have any licenses within the city of Bombay. For this 
reason I submit that the Turf Club should not be given a lease in respect 
of these plots of land. · 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable :Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. fresident, I merely 

suggest to this House that the honourable member in his zeal is uceeding 
the limits of discretion. Why should this body not be given authority 
to decide its own affairs in such matters as the granting of a license to 
other parties 1 We have just passed legislation dealing with taxation 
on the race-course. I submit that the House would look foolish in the 
eyes of the public if, immediately after they have sanctioned that 
l{·gislation, they were to accept an amendment of this character. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE {Bombay City, North) : Sir, the objection raised 
was that several b)lildings have been built and the lease has already 
been given. What I contend is that this clause will not refer to the 
existing lease. The terms of the existing lease will be regulated by the 
olJ Act but when the term of the lease will come to an end and the 
question of renewing it will come for decision, at that time the Turf Club 
~houlJ not be gh·en a renewal of the lease. That is my suggestion. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: 
~ir, I do not share the view of my honourable friend. As far as I 81!1 
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aware, a large section of the public consider races also as a recreation or 
amusement. · Therefore, why should thfs oody be debarred from letting 
out sites for race-courses when they can do so for ·other public re
creations or amusements. Besides, the Improvement Trust has been 
spending large sums of money, and if we go on restricting their powers, 
it would be interfering with their rights. Therefore, it is for them to 
decide whether to let their plots for the purpose of race-courses or not. 
It is not for us to restrict their powers. 

Question put and lost. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY ?II. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, the 
amendment which I wish to move to clause 77, sub-clause (5), reads as 
under:-

In prov'sj t:> sub-c:lause (5) of clause 77 substitute" 999 "for" 99 ". 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I rise to a point of order. At present Government have authorized 
the Improvement Trust to lease out Government lands for 99 years. 
After 99,years, those lands will revert to Government. The amendment 
proposes that the Improvement Trust be authorized by Government to 
lease out Government lands for 999 years. That means that the lands 
which are to revert to Government after 99 years will not do so for 999 
years. That will naturally affect the revenues of this presidency, and 
my honourable friend cannot, therefore, move that amendment without 
the previous sanction of the Governor. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I am inclined to uphold the point 
of order. The amendment comes under section 800 of the Government 
.of India Act, and therefore, it is out of order. 

Clause 77 ordered to stand part of the bill. · 
Clause 78 (Vesting of property in His M.gjesty and the Corporation on the 

termination of leases granted by the Board) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 79 (Power to the Board to acquire and hold property) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 80 (Power to apply certain lands vested in the Board to the purposes 

of any scheme under this Act) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 81 (Provision for dissolving the Board and effect of dissolution) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 82 (Anwunt of payment to be made by the Commissioner to the 

Board on the first day of !Jlay) ordered to stand j•art of the bill. 
Clause 83 (Assessment of municipal taxes in respect of property of the 

Board) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 84 (Payment to be made by Government) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Clause 85 (Accounts: Application of proceeds of sale awl exchange of 

property) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 86 (Application of numeys credited to Capital Account) ordered 

tO stand part of the bill. 
Clause 87 (Value of land in Schedules 0 and D to be included in the 

Capital Account) ordered to stand part of the. bill. 
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Clause 88 (Capital Account) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 89 (General Account) ordered to stand part of the bill. ; 
Clause 90 (Charges to whick rrwneys credited to the General Account skaU 

be applied) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 91 (The General Account to distinguish between items included in 

it) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 92 (The cost of Management to be first debited to General 

Account and thereafter to be apportioned between Capital Account arul 
aeneral Account.) 

The net cost of management including-,-
(a) the sA-laries &nd allowances of the Trustees, the Chief Officer, Acting Chief 

Officer, and the scheduled staff ; 
(b) the expenses in connection with the Land Acquisition Officer; 
(c) pensions, gratuities and contributions by the Board to the Provident Fund; 
(d) office expenses, cost of audit, expenses of loans, losses on investments and other 

incidental expenses ; . 
shall in the first instance be debited to the General Account and shall be apportioned at the 
close of each financial year between the Capital Account and the General Acoonnt in such 
proportion as the Committee shall determine. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, the amendment I beg to move to clause 92 (b) 
runs as under-

In clause 92 (b) add "and the Tribunal of Appeal". 
Question put and carried. 
Cia use 92 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 93 (Procedure in event of default by Board in payment of interest 

or investment of sinking fund charges) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 94 (Procedure in case of default by Commissioner) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. , 
Clause 95 (Certain sums to be a charge upon the property of the Board) 

ordered to stand part of the bill. · 
Clause 96 (Chief O.ificer to frame an annual estimate of income and 

expenditure) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 97 (The Committee to sanction or amend suck estimate) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. · 
Clause 98 (Estimate to be submitted to the Board for sanction) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 99 (Latest Budget estimate sanctioned under Bombay Act IV of 

1898 ro be ronsidered as sanctioned under this Act) ordered to stand part 
of the bill. 

Clause 100 (Committee may prepare supplementary estimates) ordered 
to stand part of the bill. 

Clause 101 (Sum tlot included in estimate may not be expended) ordered 
to stand part of the hill. 

Clause 102 (Audit of Accounts)-

(/) ~ere shall be a pre-audit and a post·audit. The pre-audit shall be conducted by 
the Ch1ef Aceountant under the supervision of the Chief Officer. 

( ~) Whenevt'r any difference of opinion &rises between the Chief Officer and the Chief 
A('("()~ntant u to •·h~ther any sum 18 or is not covered by some estima.t.l which baa been 
ean,·t wned un~··~ &e<'hon 98 or I 00, the same shall be reported by the Chief Officer who shall 
forward the op1mon of the Chief Aecountant together with his OWil to the Committee wh0110 
de-cision shall be till&l. 
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Mr. HOOSENALY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 
to move-

In &ub-claW!e (2) of clause 102 substitute the words " both with their respective 
opinions " for the words "the Chief Officer who shall forward the opinion of the Chief 
Accountant together with his own". 

Sil, a clause similar to that in the bill was submitted by the Chairman of 
the Improvement Trust to the sub-committee of the Corporation, and the 
sub-committee of the Corporation changed that wording to what I am 
suggesting now. It seems in the Im~novement Trust they suggested the 
wording as now appearing in the bill, and Government have supported 
the Improvement Trust. The reason why the Corporation Committee 
suggested this change which I am now moving as my amendment is that 
our retrenchment adviser has recommended that in the municipality the 
chief accountant should be authorised and should have the power to 
re1ort directly to the Corporation, and not to the Commissioner, though, 
for disciplinary purposes, he may be under the Commissioner. It has 
been recommended that he should have the power to report directly to 
the Corporation without the intervention of the Municipal Commissioner. 
On the basis of that recommendation, the Committee of the Corporation 
made the change. And therefore by my amendment I want the clause in 
the bill to be changed. I shall, Sir, quote from the report of the 
retrenchment adviser. He says: 

"For disciplinary purposes, he, (that is the Chief Accountant), may be under the Munici 
pal Commissioner, but he should have the privilege of making independent representations 
to the Corporation, whenever in his opinion sound financial practices or procedure are 
depa.rted from. 

Therefore, in view of the recommendations of the retrenchment adviser 
I have moved this ame~dment. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, sub-clause (2) of clause 102 provides that.whenever any difference 
of opinion arises between the Chief Officer and the Chief Accountant as to 
whether any sum is or is not covered by some estimate which has been 
sanctioned under section 98 or 100, the same shall be reported by the 
Chief Officer who shall forward the opinion of the Chief Accountant 
together· with his own to the Committee. The Chief Officer, being the 
superior officer, will forward the opinion of the Chief Accountant with his 
own to the Committee. The opinion of the Chief Accountant and of 
the Chief Officer will be before the Committee, and it is for the Committee
to act upon the opinion of the Chief Accountant or of the Chief Officer 
whichever they prefer. The Chief Officer forwards the opinion of the 
Chief Accountant because he is a superior officer ; he will in no way 
distort that opinion. 

Again, Sir, looking to sub-clause (2) of clause 27 which we have already 
passed, it will be seen that it is provided that the Chief Officer shall 
exercise general supervision in matters concerning the accounts and 
records of the Board, exercise supervision and control over the acts 
and proceedings of all officers and servants of the Board in matters of 
executive administration and sh.all be directly responsible to the Board 
and the Committee for the due performance thereof. Now, if we accept 
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[Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain] . 
this amendment, it will be inconsistent with clause 27 (2) which the House 
has already passed. Even under.this clause, the Chief Accountanfwill 
give his opinion, which the Chief Officer will submit to the Board and 
the Committee, and it will' be for the Board or the Committee to decide 
matters as they like. I think, in view of clause 27 (2) which we have 
already passed, it is necessary that the present clause should be retained 
as it is. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 102 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 103 (Accounts to be audited and examined by auditors appointed 

by Government) ordered to stand part of the biD.. · · · 
Clause 104 (All moneys to be deposited in Imperial Bank of India or 

otlter prescribed Bank):- . 
(I) .All moneys payable to the Board shall on receipt be forthwith paid into the Bombay 

ne&d Office of the Imperial Bank of India to the credit of an account which shall be styled 
' The Account of the Trustees for the Improvement of the City of Bombay '. 

(2) Surplus moneys at the credit of the said account may, from time to time, be deposit· 
ed by the Board at interest in the Imperial Bank of India, or in such other bank or banks 
as may, from time to time, be prescribed by the Government or may be invested in any of 
the securities mentioned in section 20 of the Indian Trusts Act, 1882. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY ~1. ~AHIMTOOLA. (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 
to move the following amendment : 

In sub-clause (2) of clause 104, substitute the word" Board" for the word" Govern· 
ment ". 
This was how the clause was worded in the Corporation bill and the 
Improvement Trust Board did not raise any objection to it. Under the 
City of Bombay Municipal Act, the power of fixing the banks vests in. 
the Corporation, and Government have got ..to say in the matter. As 
regards the Improvement Trust also, I think it is desirable that simliar 
provision should be made. I therefore move my amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I would recommend 

the acceptance of this amendment. I cannot see why this trust should 
not be reposed in the Board. The Corporation deposit large . Sll.llijl of 
money in any bank they please, and I cannot see why the Board which 
is the Corporation cannot be trusted with depositing with the Banks 
they please the money of the Trust. The Standing Qommittee and the 
Corporation have at times got to deal with the matter immediately. 
Sometimes, their decision in the choice of banks depends on the interest 
they can get. Sometimes the deposit is for short term only. There would 
be no time to refer to Government. I think this distrust of the Board 
resembles the old distrust of the Corporation, when Government 
instituted the Improvement Trust Board. 

Mr. G. WILES: Sir, I venture to plead for the retention of the clause 
as it standl!. The honourable member is, I think, under a slight misap
prehension as to the force of the clause. Government will not prescribe 
that such and such a bank only shall be selected. Government publish 

· from time to time a list of banks-at present they are, I think, 13 in 
number-in which Trust securities may be deposited, so that there will 
be a considf'rable number of banks on the list from which the Board will 

• b03-f 
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[Mr. G. Wiles] 
be. in a position to choose any bank they like. Government are not 
imposing any new restriction on the municipality, but they are simply 
exercising the discretion which is exercised in the case of trust securities. 
The municipality may choose any bank out of the list of banks prescribed 
by Government. · 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, this sub
ject was very much discussed in the select committee. I should like to 
hear. arguments from the opposite side of the House. Is the board 
likely to sele()t any bank which was not sound or which was likely to 
be insolvent 1 Will the Corporation intentionally run serious risks 1 
Has it done so in the 'past 1 Wby should Government insist upon it 
to invest only in such banks as it would name from time to time 1 The 
corporation .deals with crores of rupees and they are trustees of public 
money. They are as careful as Government,· perhaps more, in this 
respect. In this little matter why should Government distrust the 
corporation when they have imposed so great a trust in them in 
matters far more important 1 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM (Bombay Chamber of Commerce) : I rise to 
oppose this amendment. In the case of the Improvement Trust Govern· 
ment have prescribed certain banks in which that body should invest 
its surplus funds. But in the case of the municipality they have not done 
so, because they do not take the same financial responsibility in the case 
of the Corporation as in the case of the Improvement Trust. That 
being so, I cannot understand why this section should not be accepted. 
There is no want of dignity in prescribing the list of banks in which the 
funds should be invested. It is no more an indignity than that trustees 
have to invest in securities prescribed by the Trustees Act. Tr.ere are 
many cases of trust funds where such limitations have been imposed by 
Government. It does not mean any interference with the rights of the 
municipality ; but the municipality has got to satisfy Government that 
the bank in which they wish to invest their money is sound and well 
managed. Government must have the power to see that the funds are 
not invested in banks which are considered by Government as unsafe. I 
think Government should have this power. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, it is surprising that this 
opposition should have come from the honourable member Mr. Grantham 
who had strongly and vigorously supported the representation of the 
commercial bodies on the Committee. He stated that if the represen· 
tatives of these three associations were to be on the committee the financial 
interests of the Improvement Trust would be carefully watched. At the 
same time he now states that the Government should have the power 
to prescribe the banks in which alone the money of the Board should be 
invested. My honourable friend forgets the interest the corporation 
has got in the lm1)rovement Trust to which the corporation has advanced 
large amounts of money during the last 20 years. Moreover, the Govern
ment are not responsible for the finances of the Improvement Trust. 
To the Improvement Trust, he has forgotten that the Corporation has 
advanced money to the tune of 2 crores and 57 lakhs. Is it possible that 
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the corporation can neglect the financial interests of the Improvement 
Trust ! Has the honourable member pointed out any instance in which 
the bank in which the corporation has invested ita money has been 
objected to by Government ! 

Mr. v. A. GR.urrarn: Safety first. 
Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLK.AR : \Thy should there be 

suspicion first ! The corporation has been handling its finances for the 
Last so many years without any cause for suspicion. 

My honourable friend the Finance Secretary says that the funds should 
be invested in the recognised banks of Government. But he did not 
gi\·e any instance in which tl1e corporation has committed great blunder 
in its investments. In the absence of any such information the amend
ment should be supported anJ I hope the Honourable Minister will 
accept it. 

The Honourable 11lr. H. S. LA WREXCE: Sir, it seems to me that there 
has been a certain amount of heat and violence imported into this very 
small technical matter. There is no question of dignity or indignity 
about this affi.air. It is only a question of the application of a regulation 
which is well-known throughout the business world. \Then you have 
tm~tees, they are bound by the terms of the Trust Act. Here you have a 
board of trustees for the Improvement Trust. What indignity can there 
be if such a board of trustees is obliged to conlorm to certain regulations 
which are conside."'ed necessary in every country in the world t This 
matter might conceivably, but unlikely, affect the financial interests of 
the country. I submit that Government have prescribed the banks for 
certain purposes and these regulations are very rightly made applicable 
to the funds of the Improvement Trust. 

Mr. HOOSEXALLY M. RA.HDITOOLA (Bombay C'ity): Sir, in the 
Municipal Act it is pro,;ded under section 122 (2) : 

"All surh surplus moneys which it is o~ tq ket>p readily available for appli~ 
tion to auch purpOill:'tl, and all such surplus molll"ys which c-annot in the opinion of the 
:Munic-ipal C(lmmissioner.ronciUT'£'d in by thestandingeommi~. be favourably deposited 
or inVt't'tt'd u aforesaid. may be depo.;;ited at interest at any bank or banks in the City 
of Bombay 1rbkh thl" standing eommitt~ n111y, subject to the control of the oorporation. 
from time to timt>, Ill' led for the purpoEI('." 

There is no mention of Government there. I submit that the municipal 
corporation are aL--o trustees of the public money. They are not 
indh·iduals. According to the int..>rpretation of the Honourable the 
Finance Member, the corporation also should come under the regulation 
of the Trustees Act. In what is well hown now as the Turner-Cowasji 
bill the provision as regards banking is : 

"All mom"ys at the credit of the Board 1rhirh cannot immt'd.iately be applied in the 
mannt"'' or t 1 the purpoE~H ~p«ifioo in this A t shall be dt>posited in such Bank 01' Banks 
and eubjeort to llUl'h conditions as may from timt> to timt> be pre«:ribed by the Board with 
the appronl of the rorporatioo ...... " 

In the present case the Board takes the ~·lace of the cor~ration &nd 
the Committee that of the Board of that bilL I submit even then 
it wa.s not thought necessary to insert the word' Government ' in that 
bill. 

B 803-w 
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As regards the financial position of· the corporation and the Trust it 

cannot be de~ed that the Municipality deals with larger amounts of 
money than the Trust. The Municipality has actually received from 
Government over 8 crores of rupees by way of loans whereas the Improve
ment Trust has received something less than 8 crores, so that the munici
pality owes more to Government than the Improvement Trust. The 
Government does not think it necessary to have control in the case of the 
Municipality whereas they want control in the case of the Improvement 
Trlist. Now, Government want us to invest the money in the banks 
prescribed by them. I want to know whether the Alliance Bank was on 
the list of Government banks. The Alliance Bank was never on the list 
of the Corporation. So far as I am aware, I have been informed by the 
Commissioner that all the banks that are on the list of the Corporation are 
on the Jist of the Government ; but not all the banks that are on the list 
of Government are on the list of the Corporation. It shows how careful 
the Corporation is with regard to its investments. Under these circum
stances I hope the Honourable Minister will accept my amendment. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
I have nothing to say. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 104, (2) line 3, substitute the words 10 decided by the board subject to the 
approval of" for the words "presctibed by", 

Sir, my amendment is a compromise. Unfortunately the Board is 
indebted to the Government to the extent of several crores, and it is 
everyday experience that the debtor must submit himself to the conditions 
imposed by the creditor, whether they are mild or arbitrary, reasonable 
or unreasonable. Here at any rate Government have a show of 
reason on their side. They say that public money to the extent of 15 
crores is at stake and therefore they are entitled to have the power of 
prescribing where the money shall be deposited. Sir, my amendment is 
a compromise between two opposing views. It. secures self-respect to 
the Board and it also secures the public interests whose custodians are 
the Government. I therefore propose that the Board should in the first 
instance decide as to where they will keep the money and then should 
ask for the sanction of Government. In that case both the parties will 
be equally well protected. I hope that my amendment will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 

I accept it. 
1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I oppose 

this amendment. I think this amendment has no sense at all. It is 
indeed against the dignity of the Board. The amendment presumes that 
they have no sense and that they should go to Government to learn it. 
I do not think it serves the object of the first amendment, and perhaps 
for that reason the Honourable 1\Iinister has accepted it. I, for one, 
am opposed to it. 
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Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I am quite at one with 
the honourable member who preceded me. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"! : If there is no other honourable 
member who wishes to speak, I will call upon the honourable mover to 
reply. 

Mr. A. N. SL"RVE : Sir, there is hardly any reply to be giYen. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member's 

amendment has been opposed, and therefore I have to call upon him to 
reply. If he does not wish to do so, it is his business. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH G~I HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I find a certain amount of opposition to this amendment . Therefore, 
I leave it to the decision of the House. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 104 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 105 (Mode of payment) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 106 (OrilR:rsfor mal-ing deposit, etc., by U'horn to be signeil) ordered 

to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 107 (Schedule of o.ffieers and senxmts of the Board) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. . 
Clause 108 (The Committee to j1ame regulations for regulating grant of 

leave, etc.) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 109 (Appointments, etc., by whom to be made), 
(l) The Engineer, Estate Agent, Chief Accountant and Land Manager shall be appointed 

by the Board and sh!lll be removable at any time from office for misconduct or. for 
neglect of, or incapacity for the duties of the office on the votes of not less than 
two-thirds of the Trustees present at a meeting of the Board and voting in favour of a 
proposition in this behalf. 

(:!) Subject to the provisiob.R of this seetion and of the regulatioD.R and of the schedule 
for the time being in force framed by theCommi~ underaection 107 the power of appoint
ing, promoting, suspending, dismissing, fining, reducing, discharging, accepting the re
Bignation of, or granting leave to the officers and aervants of the Board shall be exercised 
by the Chief Officer in the caae of officers and servants whose monthly salary does no' 
ucetd three hundred rupees, and in every other ease by the Committee. 

(3) Thtpowerof dispensing with the services ofany offioer or aervantoftheBoard 
having a lien on a permanent post otherwille than by reason of such officer' a or aervant's 
own miscondu~t, or of permitting any officer or any aervant to retire on a pension, gratuity, 
or compassionate allowance, shall, subject to the aforesaid provisions, be exercised by the 
Committe-e alone. 

(f) In this aection the word" Engineer" mt-ana the engineer of the highest grade on 
the Board'a ordinary staff. 

Mr. A.. N. St"RVE .(Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move: 
In daue 109 (1), line t, add the word" special" before the word" meeting ... 

Sir, this clause refers to appointments and dismissals of officers of the 
standing of Engineer, Estat-e Manager, Chief Accountant and others. 
The original provision was that these officers could be dismissed on the 
vo~. of 53 trust(!fil present at the meeting. The House is aware that 
106 IS. the t<.>tal number of the Board, and if the ol\,crinal clause has stood 
then 1t would have been a reasonable thing. But unfortunately in the 
select committee the figure " 53 , was omitted and in ita place was put 
"two-thirds of the trustees pr~nt at a meeting". Now, it is well 
known that some of the meetings of the corporation are not held at the 
appointed time becau..c:e there is not a sufficient number to form the 
quorum though it is fixed at so low as !:!0. If at a meeting of~ members 
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a proposition of this seriousness is dispo_sed of, I think that in these days 
of 11arty organisations no officer will be safe. For that reason I have 
suggested that if an officer is to be appointed or dismissed it should be 
done at a special meeting. The object underlying this suggestion is to 
draw the particular attention of the members to the business that will be 
transacted. When -a special meeting is called, the members will pay. 
their particular attention to it and make it a point to attend it. With 
this object I have stated that the word "special" should be added 
before the word " meeting ". 

Question proposed. 
J\fr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I rise. to 

oppose this amendment. Under the Municipal Act certain officers of the 
municipality are removable at any meeting of the Corporation on the 
votes of not less than two-thirds of the members voting in that behalf. 
'A similar provision was added in this clause in the select committee to 
bring it in conformity with the section of the Municipal Act. There is 
absolutely no reason why a different treatment should be given to officers 
of the same body working in different capacities, and that is why the 
select committee agreed to the amendment. My honourable friend is 
under a misapprehension. The quorum is not 20, but 30 in the case of 
the Improvement Trust. Further, the Corporation meetings are held 
every month, but the Board meetings will be held quarterly. The 
'business that the Corporation has to do is very heavy, whereas the business 
of the Board will be very limited, because most of the work will be done 
by the Improvements Committee. As the Board meetings will be held 
quarterly a large number of members will be present. Further, when-

. ever there is a motion of censure, there is a whip going round to all persons 
interested in the officer, and therefore my honourable friend need have 
no apprehensions on the score that an officer of the Improvement Trust 
will be dismissed or censured by a small number of the members of the 
Board. I therefore oppose this amendment. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City) : The honourable member who 
opposed this amendment has stated several facts: namely that the 
quorum is 30, and that the meeting is quarterly. But he loses sight of the 
fact that the Board meetings are only like the corporation meetings 
under a different name. If for the municipal meetings they do not 
muster in strong numbers there is chance of further default on their part 
in regard to attendance at the Board meetings because additional burden 
is cast upon them. For these reasons I think that my amendment 
should be accepted. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
I oppose it. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 109 ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clau.~e 109-.4 : 
" Any officer or servan' who has been in the Bervice of the Board con11tituted under 

Ad IV of 1898 for a period of not less than five yean before the date on which this Act 
cotnee into force shall be entitled within a period of two yean after such date to go on 
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lean plt'paRWty 1oo n:tiremen~ enjoy all leave due to him llJlder the rulee in forte at the 
~ate of the pusing of this Act, dru hi& &hare of the Trustees'. contribution to the Provident 
FllJldandaoy gratuity which may beduetohim undet' the.Ruleadated the 10tlaJanuar;y 
192.... ' 

Mr. HOOSEXA.LL Y M. RAJIDITOOLA. (Bombay City) : Sir, I beg 
to move: 

Clauee 109·A ahould be deleted. 

I beg to draw your a~ntion to clause 4 of the hill which says that all 
appointments, rules and orders, etc., shall he binding under the new Act. 
Even if clause 109-A is deleted these officers will enjoy all the benefit of 
the existing rules. If this is so, I think this clause is not necessary. 
If it is not, then the amendment is one of principle which should only 
hne been moved at the first 'reading. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : Is it a point ~f order that is 
raised! 

Mr. HOOSE...'\A.LLY M. RAHDITOOLA.: Yes, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESID~""T: I have always had some difficulty 

in deciding whether an amendment is one of principle or of detail. The 
House was given an opportunity to amend the Standing Orders to remedy 
this defect which is constantly cropping up. The House refused. to 
take that opportunity. It is very difficult for me to decide the question. 
On the present oceASion I am inclined to rule that the amendment is in 
order. This amendment is not one of principle. · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SIL\..IKH GHlJLAM HUSSAIN~ 
llr. President, will you kindly allow this clause to he considered 
to-morrow! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE..'IT : The consideration of clause 
109-A is postponed till to-morrow. 

Clause 110 (Tle Oommittet may ,&a];~ by-latts) ordered to stand part 
of the hill. 

Clause 111 (Approval and publicotiott oftk by-lal.fs) ordere.d to stand 
part of the hill. 

Clause 112 (Pt11alty for breacA ofby-la~r) ordered to stand part ofthe bill. 
Clause 113 (By-lav-1 to be printed) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 114 (For being illltrestal in et:mtrads toitJa tM Boartl) ordered to 

stand part of the hill. 

Clause 115 (For obtai~tiflg illegal gratification) ordered to stand part of 
the hill. 

Clause 116 (For rtjusittg or ~~~ing to appear befor~ art auditor of 
acootlll.ls} ordered to stand part of the bill. · 

Clause 117 (C09ftwnct of offenctt vnder tAil .Jet). 
~off~ against~ Aet or against any by-Jaw made llJlder &foCtioa 110 ahail be 

~1Uble by a ~dt'ncy :Magi,;trate. 
All tillft and d&ma~ rero'n!l"fd from any ofttod€t' shall be paid to the Board. 

Mr. A. N. St'RVE (Bombay City): I beg to move: 
OaW~P 117, add the word " Stipeodiary " bt-fore the word " ~dency ". 

The ohjtd underlying this amendment is that the Presidency 
Magistntt is a t .. 'rm ..-hich indndl-& rtiprndiary as ..-ell as the Honorary 
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Magistrates, but some belonging to the latter class will be members of the 
Board, and if any offence under this Act is to be tried by the 
honorary magistrates, I am afraid they would be interested in cases in 
which they are acting as judges. And I do not think the Council will 
allow such anomalies in the administration of justice. For this reason 
I have added the word " Stipendiary " in order to make it clear that the 
honorary presidency magistrates will not have jurisdiction. I trust 
that my amendment will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I have no objection to this amendment. I accept it. 
Question put and carried .. 
Clause 117 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 118 (Provision, y;hen day appointed for any purpose is a Sunday 

or Public holiday) ordered to stand par~ of the bill. 
Clause 119 (Measurement of distances) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 120 (Limitation, on suits) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 121 (Repeal of Act XIV of 1904) ordered to stand part of the bill. 

SCHEDULE A. 

(See secticn 61.) 
Porlio118 of the .Wnd Acquisition Act, 1894, regulating the acquisition of land8 under this Act. 
Part !-Preliminary, except clauses (e) and (f) of section 3. 
Part II-Acquisition, except sub-section (l) of section 4, section 6 and sub-section (2) 

of section 17. 
Part III-Reference to Court and Procedure thereon, except sub-section (2) of section 

23 and clauses (6) and (7) of section 24. 
· Part IV-Apportionment of compensation. 

Part V-Payment. 
Part VI-Temporary occupation of land. 
Part VIII-Miscellaneous. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to move the amend· 
ment that stands in my name, namely: 

In Schedule A, Part III, delete the words" sub-section (2) of section 23 and". 

Sir, sub-section (2) of section 23 of the Land Acquisition Act reads : 
"In addition to the market-value of the land as above provided, the Court shall in 

every case award e. sum of fifteen per cent. on such market-value, in consideration of the 
compulsory nature of the acquisition." 

Sir, this is the sub-section in the Land Acquisition Act and I want it to 
be provided here, because under the acquisition proceedings for the 
Improvement Trust compulsory 15 per cent. is never given, while in the 
case of other public bodies where compulsory acquisition is made extra 
15 per cent. is given. And why it should not be given in this case is a 
great surprise to me 1 "'b~n I had raised this question in the se~ect 
committee, the select comlllittee thought that for the last so many years 
great injustice was done to those people from whom the properties were 
compulsorily acquired, and it had agreed to give some percentage for the 
compulsory acquisition, so the committee admitted the principle, but it 
does not admit the whole of the principle altogether, namely, to give 
15 per cent., as is done in the case of other public bo<lies. Sir, I should 
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[Sir \'aoa.ntrao A. Dabho:larj 
like to read to you from the reference to the Tribunal (Xo. 1U of 1921) 
what the award of the land acquisition officer, means. It says: ' 

.. The Tru!lt CoU~U~el also arguoo at great length that a nrda were DOt adm.is&ible u thef 
ftft mere often and t'ould Dot be looked upon aa &ale& in the open madret. " 

Sir, if these awards of the acquisition officers are considered as mere 
offers, I ask 1rhether the claimants can accept or refuse them, as they like ; 
while, as a matter of fact, as soon as the award is made by_ an acquisition 
offic-er, it is binding on the owner whose property is being acquired. But 
if it had been any printe contract, the owner of the property, unless he 
gets a suitable offer, ..-ould not part with it. But here it is not an offer 
but a compulsory acquisition. \Thatev.er award is made by the acquisi
tion offic-er, the owner whose property has been notified has to part with 
that property. When the compulsory acquisition is made, and the 'Word 
" offer " is used, that itse1f proves that it is Mt the correct market 
value of the land, and therefore I maintain that 15extra per cent. should 
be provided a.s is giren in the case of other public bodies for the com
pulsory acquisition, and this is nothing extraordinary. 

Question propo..~ 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I oppose the amendment. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. L!WRE...\CE: I certainly think this 

should be Of1~ Sir. It means a very great tax on municipal revenues. 
Sir \"ASA.XTIUO A. DABHOLKAR: Sir, my honourable friend the 

Finance llember says, it will be a tax on Muillcipal revenues. Does 
he know that the municipality has been acquiring acres and acres of land 
in Bombay and paying 15 per cent. extra compensation to the OW1lel8_ 

for the compuL;;,ory acquisition ! h it no tax on the municipality ! If 
the municipality is paying in one direction and is willing to pay, why 
Ehould it be hard for the municipality to pay in other eases ! If the 
municipality had approached ·this House for amen<ling the Land 
Acquisition Act so as not to pay 15 per cent. extra then the reD1.&lb of 
the Honourable the Finance Member were justified. For the. triplica
tion of Tansa. and the 'Widening of the DtLi.&le Road, properties 'Worth 
lakhs and lakhs of rupees were acquired and 15 per cent. extra compensa
tion wa.s granted. (The Honourable Mr. CowasjiJ~ai:r: Why are 
you so modest ! Why not Euggest 30 per cent. !) Sir, my friend the 
Honourable the General Member ash ..-hy I am so modest and do not 
@ll.gge.st 30 per cent., but he faili to understand that the Land Acquisi· 
tion .~ct can be amended only by the· Legislatin Assembly and not 
by t!W Council 

The HonouraLl~ Khan Bahadur SH..UKH GJKL.ll[ IItSS.!.3: 
Sir, the Impronmen.t Tru.st was createJ. for the purpose of clearing the 
slums. That is, it 1ra.s a measure d~aneJ. for the greatest good of the 
great~t numkr, and in the City of Bombay Improvement Act of 1898 
abrolut .... ly no cvmptll.Sil.ti(ln i£&s allowed, and this· W'&s based on the 
Englbh Art.i. Thus, unde.r the Engfuh Act of 1919-the ~enta of 
Compensation Act-payment of compensation is bamd in all cases 
where land u ~u.ired for Go\·ernment or public purposes by the local 
authorities, and is only allo..-ed if the property is acquired for a company 
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[Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghu:am Hussain] 
with a view to carry on some business, that is, where it is a profit· 
making undertaking. The Improvement Trust is not a profit-making 
concern. Moreover, Sir, in the Calcutta Improvement Act also no 
compensation is awarded. Further, look at the good that the Improve· 
ment Trust has done. It has provided better roads, better ventila
tion and better health to a very large number of people. Moreover, 
by removing slums and widening roads, the actual value of most of the 
properties is enhanced, and no betterment charges are levied under the 
Act. If owners are not given compensation for compulsory acquisi· 
tion, the value of their property has considerably increased. Further· 
more, Sir, I should like Sir Vasantrao to look at the provision made in 
the schedule. We have ~llowed there 6 per cent. compensation on the 
market value, on the first 10,000 and then a sliding scale as shown in 
Schedule AA is followed. Sir Vasantrao and other members should 
remember that this House is always anxious about the money of the 
ratepayers, and I trust they will be as anxious in this case also. 

Question put and lost. 
Schedule A ordered to stand part of the bill. 

SCHEDULE AA. 

(See aection 61.) 
Scale of Additional CompeMation. 

Market Value. Rate of additional compensation. 

6% = Rs. 600. Up to and including Rs. 10,000 •• 
Above Rs. 10,000 and not exceeding 

Rs. 50,000. 
6% on the first Ra. 10,000 and 4% on the 
balance. 

Above Rs. 50,000 and not exceeding 
Rs. 1,00,000. 

6% on the first Rs. 10,000 and 3% on the 
balance provided that in no case 
shall the total amount be less than 
Jrs, 2,200. 

Above Rs. 1,00,000 6% on tl:e first Rs. 10,000 and 2!% on the 
balance provided that in no ce.se shall 
the total amount be less than Rs. 3,300. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the amendment standing in my 
name, which is as follows :-

Substitute the Schedule AA a.s follows :-

SCHEDULE AA. 

Scale of Additional Com pulSation for wmpulaory Acqui8ition, 

Market Value. Percentage to be allowed in addition under 
clause 61. 

Not exceeding ten thousand rupees, or, if Six per cent. 
the a.mount exceed ten thousand rupees 
for the first ten thousand. 

Exceeding ten thousand but not exceeding Four per cent. 
fifty thousand, for the amount by 11·hich 
it exceeds ten thousand. 

Exceeding fifty thousand rupees but not Three per cent. 
exceeding one lakh, for the amount by 
which it exceeds fifty thousand. 

Excetdin~ one lakh, for th11 a.mount Ly 'fwo pu cent.'' 
which 1t t•xreeda one lakh. 
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I have to point out, Sir, that there is a lllistake in the last-mentioned 

entry of " two per cent. " as shown in the amendment here. It should 
be " two and a half per cent.". I do not know whether I have to ask 
the permission of the House to amend my amendment by changing " two 
per cent. " to " two and a half per cent." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Has the honourable member the 
permission of the House to amend the last part of his amendment by 
changing " two per cent." to " two and a half per cent. " ! 

Question put and leave granted to amend the amendment accordingly. 
~fr .. t MASTEH: Sir, there is another slight mistake in the heading 

in the amendment of Schedule AA. It should read " percentage to 
be allowed in addition under clause 61 ". I beg leave of the House to 
amend the amendment accprdingly. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. A. MASTER : I will now give the reasons for the re-draftmg of 

the schedule. It was considered that the schedule as it stood was some
what clumsy and that it would defeat its object, and therefore under 
legal advice Government have re-drafted the schedule so as to make it 
correspond with the schedule in similar Acts. 

Amendment proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I should like to draw the atten

tion of the honourable mover that instead of the words " market value " 
used in the amendment the words " the amount of compensation .. 
awarded " might perhaps be more appropriately used. Market value is 
determined before compensation is decided and this percentage will be 
paid on the amount of the compensation. Is it not so ~ 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): So far as I can make out 
this schedule carries out the original intention of Schedule A itself. 
It is not intended to make any change. I should like to have it explained 
clearly that no deviation from the original intention of schedule A is 
contemplated by this amendment. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY l\1. RAHIMTOOLA: Sir, may I point out that in 
the schedule which is recommended by the select committee it is put down 
as" above rupees fifty thousand and not exceeding rupees one lakh .••• 
6 per cent. on the first 10,000 and 3 per cent. on the balance provided that 
in no case shall the total amount be less than Rs. 2,200 ". This proviso 
and the proviso in the next item are not shown in the amendments moved 
by the honourable mover, with the result that if the amount of compen
sation is fifty thousand the man will get an extra. six hundred for the first 
t€n thousand and one thousand six hundred for the next forty thousand or 
in all rupees 2,200 ; but if the amount of compensation is 51,000, he will 
get six hundred for the first ten thousand and 1,230 for the next 41,000 or 
in all 1,830. That means that he will get less than what the man who 
wu awardoo compensation of fifty thousand would get. Therefore, 
this minimum was provided in the select committee. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : It is clear from the amendment 
dra!t.:d that the O\\"ncr gets 6 per cent. on the first ten thousand, 
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[The President] 
4 per cent. on the next forty thousand, 3 per cent. on the amount up to 
next fifty thousand and 2! on any amount over a lakh of rupees. 
That is the intention and that is made quite clear in this amendment. 

Mr. R. H. A. DELVES : 1\Ir. President, I for one should be disposed to 
accept the suggestion which you made just now. The three per cent. 
shown in the schedule are really intended to cover the costofthe claimants 
before the Land Acquisition Officer. As the law stands at the present 
time, he does not get his costs when he appears before the Land Acquisi
tion Officer, but he does if he wins his case before the ':fribunal of Appeal. 
The heading to the first column of the schedule is " market value ". I 
undertstand that to be the market value of the property, but that would 
not cover any amount that ~ght be awarded as compensation. There· 
fore, I am going to accept your suggestion personally speaking and to 
allow this substitution of the words " the • amount of compensation 
awarded". In that case I think the claimants will not have any 
grievance in future. 

Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg permission of the House to accept the 
suggestion which you have just now made and to substitute the words 
" the ~mount of compensation awarded " for the words " market value " 
shown in the amendment. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Amendment amended accordingly. 
Mr. A. MASTER : I do not think, Sir, there is anything further £or me 

to say on this amendment. Every point has been made clear i the 
amended amendment will result in some cases in an addition to the extent 

. of compensation but I believe honourable members will not raise much 
objection to that. 

Question put and carried. 
Schedule AA (Scale of additional com~nsation) ordered to stand part 

of the bill. 
Schedule B (Form of Debenture) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule C.* 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment: 

In Schedule C, plot No. 1 (e), column 4, line I, substitute the word "on" for "in" 

Question put and carried. · 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment : 
In Schedule C, plot No. 1 (j), column 4,line 1, subst:tute the word" on" for the word 
,, in,, 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment : 
In Schedule C, plot No. A, column 1, insert the figure" 4" before the letter "A". 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, I beg to move the following amendment: 
In Schedule C, plot No.6 (b), column 3,1ine 3, delete" 1.439" and insert ";}11 ". 

Question put and carried. 

•}'or S(·hrdule C, r-Iease see Appendi('e8 to thiH \'olJme. 
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Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment :' 

lA Schedule C, plot U (G), column 5, delete the figum "3,130" and inaen." ~,130 ... 

Question put and carried. 

llr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment: 
In Schedule C, plot I (B), column 3, line I, delete the figures" 639" and insert" 6S9" 

llr. R. H. A. DEL YES : Sir, I beg to propose an amendment to that 
amendment. The amendment proposed does not relate to Schedule C 
at all: It relates to plot 1 (B) in Schedule D. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The honourable member the 
Secretary of the General Department seems to have, by an oversight, made 
a mistake. I take it, in view of the mistake haYing been pointed out, he 

'does not wish to moYe this amendment. 
Mr. A. lUSTER : I am willing to accept the amendment of the 

honourable member. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : You cannot haYe any amendments 

to Schedule D at this stage. We are dealing with Schedule C, and I 
take it the honourable member does not move the amendment. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Yes, Sir. 
Schedule C, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Schedule D.• 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I beg to moYe the following amendment: 

lA ScheduleD, plot 1 (B), column 3,line I, delete the figures" 639 ''and i.nae.rt." 689 ". 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. A. MASTER : Sir, I b('g to move the following amendment : 
Ia ScheduleD, plot! (B), columa 2, add the figures" 418.5 (6 to 8) ''· 

Question proposed. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : May I point out, Sir, that 

these amendments are taking away a good deal of our time. These are 
not really amendments, but ¥erbal alterations. I think they can be 
easily done under the rule for making corrections. They are not really 
changing anything or\,crinally not intended. 

The Honourable the PRESID~'"T : The procedure followed is strictly 
in accordance \\ith the Rules and Standing Orders. What the House 
is l~ of is the bill as is supplied to honourable members, and 
any change in the bill, however verbal it may be, can be made both when 
the bill is consiJt>red clause by clause and when it iS considered at the 
third reading. This is the only procedure by which the bills as submitted 
to the House can be amended. -

MOCL \1: R \FlUDD IS AID[ !D : Cant his not be done at the third 
reading! 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : It may be done on both oeea.sions. 
It will take the same amount of time then aho. . 

Question put and carrie-d. 
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Mr. A. 111ASTER : I beg to move : 
!' Sche4ule D. Plot 2 (B), column 3: Add the figures" 1600" and "1601 ;, 

Question put and carried. ~· · 
Mr. A. MASTER : I beg to move : 
"Schedule D. After item (B), column 8: Delete the figures "16 293" and insert 

'16,223". • 

Question put and carried. 
Schedule D as amended ordered to stand 1)art of the bill. 
1\Ir. A. 1\IASTER : I beg to move : 
"Schedule E• Plot No; 2, column 4, line 26: Insert the word" of" between the words 

" portiolll! " and Fazil ". · 

Question put and carried. 
Schedule E as amended m:dered to stand part of the bill. 

Schedule F* ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There may be certain verbal 

amendments which may be necessary. Let us deal with the balance 
of the bill at one and the same time. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, clause 10 requires an amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the Honourable 1\finist~::r is 
ready, he can go on with it. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\I HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the amendment that I wish to move runs as follows : 

In clause 10 (i) omit the words' 1 ex-officio member' and substitute 4 for 3 in linet 30. 
Omit lines 32,33. 
For (b) substitute (a) line 34. 
For (c) substitute (b) line 40, 
Line 42 after " and " insert " 3 of them ... 
After' District' add and the fourth shall be chosen by Government to represent labour 

from among the members of the Board. _ 
(d) Shall be changed to (c) in line 52. 
In sub-section (2) omit the words from" not be at liberty" to the end, and subRtitute 

the words' have the same right of being present at a meAting of the Committee or of a 
Sub.Committee, and of taking part in the discussions thereat as a member of the said 
Committee or Sub-Committee; but he shall not vote upon or make any proposition at 
such meeting. He shall attend every meeting of the Committee unless prevented by 
sickness or other reasonable cause. 

The object of this amendment is this : We keep the number of members 
on the Improvement Committee at 18, as provided in the bill. We do 
away with the municipal commissioner as an ex~officio member. We take 
power to nominate one more member over and above the three specified 
for the three mercantile associations ; and this additional member will 
be a representative of labour. In sub-section (2) we make it compulsory 
for the munici;1al commissioner to attend all meetings of the committee 
or sub·committee unless he is prevented by sickness or some such cause. 
I hope this will meet the wishes of the House. While we retain the same 
number of members, we give rel1resentation to labour. It was the desire 
of the corporation that 12 members should be elected from among the 
members of the corporation ; now we are giving them eleven members 

• For SJileJwee E a.nJ F ple,w, see Appendices to this volume. 
t The linea .referred to here are &8 shown in the bill placed on the Coundl Table. 
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by tllection and are nominating one member to represent labour. I 
therefore trust that this will meet the. wishes of the House. 

Question proposed. 
Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause IO,aftertheword" Board" in line lO,add the following words: "or outside". 

Sir, yesterday the Honourable Minister stated on the question of the 
representation of labour on the committee that it ~as ~ery diffi.cult for 
him to find a leader of labour. If he were to restrict his selection of a 
representative of labour to members of the Corporation alone, I think 
his difficulty will be increased. There may or may not be a representative 
of labour elected to the Cortloration. If the words " or outside " are 
added, it will give him a wider circle for selection. If Government 
finds a representative in the Corporation well and good ; but if 
it does not, Government can go outside. Take for instance, Mr. 
N. M. Joshi, who is a representative of labour and who was sent by 
Government to Geneva ; he is not a member of the Corporation. If 
Government wants to nominate him, Government cannot do so, as 
Government proposes to choose from amongst the members of the Cor
poration. If Government wants to get a real representative of labour, 
there should be the words " or outside ". 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I am surprised that this amendment should have come from the 
honourable member who is a member of the Corporation. We want to 
give representation to labour from amongst its representatives on the 
Corporation. I am sure labour is now being returned to the Corporation. 
I might cite the name of the President of the Corporation (Mr. Baptista) 
who is also a representative of labour. There are others also. Besides, 
as we are transferring this control to the Corporation, it is necessary 
that labour should be represented by one of the gentlemen who is 
already on the Corporation. The amendment gives greater freedom of 
choice to Government, but Government prefer to confine the nomination 
to members of the Corporation. With these words, I oppose the 
amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The next amendment is from the 

honourable member Mr. Surve . He will have to omit the word " or 
out.side ",as that issue has been decided by the House. "'\Vho belongs 
to the backward communities and identifies himself with the aspirations 
of-and works for the welfare of those communities" is all that I can 
allow now. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name : 

Ia dau.ee 10, aft« the word" Board" in line 10, add the following words: who belongs 
to the b&ckwvd communities and identifi.ee himself with the aspirations of and worka for 
the ft!fll't' of tho!lf' t'ommunities ". 

Sir, your suggestion has rather.,,. 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : But the House has decided 
that this member shall not be an outsider, -and I cannot put the same 
question to the House again. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : All the same I shall move my amendment. 
The point is that if Government is desirous of giving representation to 

labour, let the representative come from the ranks of the labourers them
selves : let him be a person who knows their aspirations, who works 
for their welfare .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am sorry to interrupt the honour· 
able member. But I should like to point out to him that in the course 
of his observations he must confine himself to representation from 
amongst members of the Corporation, who may fulfil those conditions. 
He cannot say that Government should now go outside the Corporation 
for this representative. It would be perfectly relevant for the honourable 
member to suggest what special qualifications Government should 
require before they nominate a representative from the members of the 
Corporation. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Sometimes the representation that is given is 
made on principles which are quite inexp1icable to the outsider. I might 
cite the instance of the first Legislative Council. I am stating it only as 
an instance. In the first Legislative Council, because the rules provided 
that there must be a representative of labour, therefore Government did 
appoint one gentleman, but that gentleman happened to be a merchant 
and belonged to the Gujarati community. I am not casting reflections 
on anybody, but I am pointing out to this House that sometimes this 
power is not very wisely used by Government, and I want to direct their 
attention to this particular fact that if representation is to be given it 
should be given through a person who can command the respect and trust 
of labour. If it is given to an outside1:, it will be giving representation 
with a vengeance. For that reasorr;-I point out to Government that if 
their desire is to give representation-! am sure that their desire is 
sincere-then, when making the nomination, they should confine 
themselves to giving nomination to a person who really possesses the 
qualifications laid down in this amendment. · 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: Mr. President, may I 

point out that under this amendment, my honourable friend will exclude 
some of our best leaders of labour 1 My honourable friend opposite 
(Mr. Baptista) will be excluded. I do not know whether my honourable 
friend Mr. Bole will not be excluded. (Sir Vasantrao A. Dabholkar : He 
is included). I do not know whether the honourable member :.Mr. Surve 
himself would not be excluded. 1\Iessrs. Joshi, Ginwala, Jhabwala and 
Co. will be excluded. I do not think it is the intention of my honourable 
friend to exclude all these very worthy gentlemen from representing 
labour. 

Mr. A. N. SURYE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, the only point that is 
made is that a Christian or a Parsi or anybody can represent labour. I 
only ask one question, and that is, if anybody can represent labour, why 
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the member who represented labour in the first Council was not 
renominated. I think any further comment is unnecessary. , 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN,: Sir, 
my reply to that is, that labour seems to have a large number of 
representatives, and therefore Government do not like to confine their 
nomination to any single person because there will be bickerings and 
heart-burnings amongst other leaders of labour. As there is no other 
new point, I an:t not going to waste the time of the Council. 

Question put and lost. . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Khan Bahadur 

Shaikh Ghulam Hussain's amendment. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City): The Corporation recommended 

that the Commissioner should be ex-officio mem~er of the Committee 
with the same rights as any other member. The bill made him member 
without the right to move resolutions or amendments and without the 
right to vote. It seems to me absurd to make him a member and then 
1leprive him of the power of discharging his duties effectually. But now 
t.here is a further change. The amendment says that the Commissioner 
shall have "the right to attend,, and in the same breath says that he 
"shall attend". The" right" has no meaning if it.is obligatory to attend. 
They convey conflicting ideas. If the law says that he " shall attend ", 
the result is that the Commissioner is bound t() attend. Why 
should the Commissioner be compelled to attend1 In matters relating 
t.o the functions of the Board, the Chief Officer occupies the same position 
as the Commissioner does in municipal matters. We do not want both · 
the Commissioner and the Chief Officer at the same time. He would be 
useful as a member with full rights of a member as he is on the present 
Board of Trust. But if he is to be disabled in the way proposed, then 
I would not make it obligatory on him to attend, but leave it entirely 
optional. He can use his discretion in the matter. I do not know if I 
am at liberty to move an amendment ; if I can, I should delete the words 
'' He shall attend, etc., etc. ". 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In view of the fact that this 
amendment is only proposed to the House to-day, I will allow any 
amendment of that character if the honourable member wishes to move it. 

!l!r. J. BAPTISTA: I move-
. DeM~ tht> words" He shall attend every meeting of the Committee unless prevented by 

s1ck.nt>ae or other reasonable cause", 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. COW ASn JEHANGIR: May I just explain 

this question ! The wording in this amendment has been taken bodily 
from clause 27 of the bill where it says that the Chief Officer shall have 
the right of attending and shall attend. This phraseology appears in 
other Acts besides this one. We first give a man the right to attend and 
then make it compulsory on him to attend. There is nothing strange 
or inconsistent in it. Now, Sir, it is necessary for the Municipality that 
the Commissioner should attend. That is the main point of the argument. 

H Sti3-.} 
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[Mr. Cowasji Jehangir] 
May I point out that considerable amount of discussion took place as 
to what co-ordination there would be .between the work of the Corpor
ation and the work of the Board in the future, and the question was 
decided by making the Commissioner ex-officio member of the Com
mittee, so that he will attend this Committee and will give such advice 
and effect such co-ordination as may be necessary. As far as I recollect it 
was the opinion of those interested in this transfer that the Commissioner 
should be present at every meeting of the Committee. It will also be 
recollected that the Municipal Commissioner is now an ex-officio member 
of the present Trust. The work of the Corporation and the work 
of the Board is of a similar character and, therefore, Government in 
the old days thought it very desirable that the Commissioner should 
attend every meeting of the.Trust to give his advice. Now, if you exclude 
him from the Committee he may not attend as there is nothing to force 
him to attend. He may say" the work is very heavy, I do not want to 
attend". The change that has now been made is that he is not being 
appointed an ex-officio member of the Committee. He is not entitled to 
any fees. Now if he is excluded from the Committee and it is laid 
down that he will have the right to attend without fees, then the Com
missioner in future might not attend as there is nothing to compel him 
to attend, and there is no temptation to attend because there will be no 
fees. I would, therefore, respectfully suggest that the words be allowed 
to remain. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City) : I rise to a point of order. I 
should like to point out that in the Municipal Act the Commissioner is 
bound to devote his whole time to the affairs of the municipality. Now 
this bill seems to modify the Municipal Act so far as the Commissioner is 
concerned. I submit, Sir, there is no sanction of Government asked to 
amend the Municipal .Act. There is no provision in the Municipal Act 
compelling the Commissioner to att~md at the Improvement Trust 
meetings. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I could not claim to know the 
exact wording of the Municipal Act after my having severed my connec
tion with it for such a long time. If I am not mistaken, the Act 
provides that in addition to giving his whole time to the Corporation 
he is permitted to devote some part of it in other directions. The exact 
details I cannot be expected to remember, but that was the principle. 
Secondly, this is said to be a bill to transfer the work of the Improvement 
Trust to the Coq:oration, and in devoting his time to this work 
the :Municipal Commissioner will be attending to the work of the 
Corporation. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\!AD (Central Division) : Mr. President, 
a difficulty has arisen in my mind out of what the Honourable the Genera] 
Member has said. He has stated as his opinion that there is no induce
ment as far as fees were concerned for the Commissioner to attend these 
meetings and, there'ore. he would be unwilling to attend the meetings. 
To use his words, " it is human nature that the Commissioner will not 
have the temptation to attend as there are no fees". It has therefore 
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[Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad] 
occurred to me that you might compel a man by law to attend, but you 
cannot compel him to contribute to the debate. I think it will be useless 
to compel his attendance when his heart is not in the work. Would it 
not be wise therefore to give him the option to attend as has been 
pointed out by my honourable friend Mr. Baptista1 

Mr. HOOSENALLY 111. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): I am glad, 
Sir, Government are now coming round to my point of view. Originally 
in the Corporation I had moved an amendment to the similar effect that 
the Commissioner shall not have the right to vote or make any proposition 
at the meeting, but shall have the right to attend the meeting. He 
shall not vote or move any proposition or receive fees but only be present 
and take part in the proceedings. I am glad to find that Government 
have now come to my point of view. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the first part of sub-section (2) gives the right to the Municipal Com
missioner to be present. The second clause makes it compulsory for him 
to be present. My honourable friend the honourable member Moulvi 
Ra.fiuddin Ahmad says it is useless to make it compulsory for him to be 
present. He may be present, but he may not give his best advice 
because he is not paid. The honourable member has forgotten that 
only a few months back we raised the Municipal Commissioner's salary. 
And I am sure that any Municipal Commissioner, when this duty is thrown 
on him, will faithfully carry it out. Further the work that will be 
done by him will be part of the work of the Corporation, because the 
" Board of Trustees " is nothing but the Corporation, though in other 
words. Therefore, I oppose the amendment. 

The honourable member M:X. Baptista's amendment put and lost. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain's amendment 

was put and carried. 
Clause 10, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 61 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 64 (Provision regarding pending cases). 

Notwithstanding anything contained in sections 4, 60, 61, 62 and 63 in respect of all 
references and appeals made to the Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court under the City 
of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, before the date on which this Act comes into operation 
the said Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court, as the case may be, shall continue to 
perform the functions assigned to it under the said Act and every such appeal shall, so 
far as may be, be decided in accordance with the provisions of the said Act as if this Act 
ha.d not been passed. 

I'rovided that the certificate of the President mentioned in section 48 (ia) sha.ll not 
be necessary for an appeal to the High Court preferred after the date on which this Act 
C'Omes into oper~tion, and that all references pending before the Tribunal of Appeal on 
the date when thiS Act comes into operation sh11.ll be disposed of within eighteen 
months. 

The Honourable Khan Bahabur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, the amendment which I beg to move to clause 64 is as follows : 

In pl&<'e of the proviso to clause 64 insert the following :- · 
"(2). For the purpOtll:>s of this section the provisioDR of section48 of the City of Bombay 

Improvement Act, 1898, with the exception of sub-sections (5) and (11) and the proviso 
tQ sub-section (3), shall remain in f·Jrce for & period of 18 months after the date on which 
this Act comt'.!l into operation, within which period all references shall be disposed of. 
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[Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain] 
"(3) There shall be ft.Jl appee.l to the High Court from the award or any part~ the 

award of the Tribunal • 
. Provided that no person who is a member of the"Board or Improvements Committee 

or who under the Act is disqualified to be a member of the Board or Improvements 
Committee, shall be qualified to be a member of the Tribunal." 

Sir, the proviso which I have inserted after (3) gives effect to 
Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar's amendment, which has been accepted by the 
House. The sections that are mentioned will be printed in the foot-notes. 
· Question proposed. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I think it would be better if we consider the 
suggestion which you made that the clauses together with the original 
sections should be published in the foot-notes so that any one will 
have the original sections before him. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I simply say that it is 
the ordinary practice to give the annotated writer an opportunity. 
It is usually done in the annotated editions. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I understand the Honourable 
Minister, in the course of his observations, gave an undertaking that it 
will be done, and that, I think, will be satisfactory. 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: What is the under
taking given ~ 
· The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

That the sections that ar~ mentioned will be printed iri the foot-notes . 
. The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: That can be done, Sir. 
J\lr. HOOSENALLY nr. RA.I:iiMTOOLA: Am I to understand that 

there will bean appeal to the High Court from the award of the Tribunal! 
· ·The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes, clause (3) of the amendment 

says that there shall be an appeal to the High Court from the award or 
any part of the award of the Tribunal. _ 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 66 (Power to borrow from the Secreta·ry of State for India in Council 

or other persons). 
The Board may, from time to time, borrow or re-horrow and take up at interest from the 

Secretary of State for India in Council, or, with the previous sanction of Govern
ment, from any other person, any sum necessary for the purpose of defraying any costs, 
charges or expenses incurred or to he incurred by them in the execution of this Act, in· 
elusive of any debit balance which shall be chargeable to Capital under section 86. 

Provided that no loan exceeding in amount twenty-five lakhs of rupees shall be raised 
by the Board, unless the terms, including the date of 6.otation, of such loan have been 
approved by the Government of India. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, my amendment to clause 66 runs as follows : 

I.ti clause 66, after the words " section 86 " and before the proviso insert a comma 
followed by the words " or for the purpose of discharging any loan raised under this Act 

• or the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898". 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 66, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 70 (Period over which loans may extend) ordered to stand 'part of 

the bill 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Is the Honourable Minister ready 
t.o go on ·with clause 109 A 1 . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: No, 
Sir, I shall be ready t.o-morrow. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: We shall now postpone the con
sideration of the bill clause by clause till the Honourable Minister is ready 
with any further amendments of a verbal character or of a consequential 
character which may be necessary. 

:Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Before we adjourn I should like t.o bring t.o the 
notice of the Honourable Minister an important point in regard t.o 
clause 10. The original clause read that the Board shall appoint officers 
at such and such a time and the second part provided for the constitution 
of the Improvements Committee itself. But now, as amended, we have 
got the constitution of the Improvements Committee but the provision 
as regards the time when they shall be first appointed is not there, and I 
should have thought that this is necessary. I hope the Honourable 
Minister will consider this point. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I am sure the Honourable 
Minister will consider any suggestion that the honourable member 
Mr. Baptista may make t.o him t.o supply any omissions that may have 
been inadvertently left out. That is the reason why time is given t.o 
the Honourable Minister to consider any verbal, consequential and 
necessary amendments of a non-controversial character which he may 
bring forward. 

The House will now adjourn till t.o-morrow when it will take up, if the 
Honourable Minister is ready, his amendments in regard t.o the :Major 
Municipalities Bill, or we will proceed with further legislative 
measures that are. in the agenda paper. It is rather late to proceed with 
any fresh legislation now, and the House will, therefore, adjourn till 
2 o'clock to-morrow, Thursday, the 29th October 1925. 
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The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p.m. on 
Thursday, the 29th October 1925, the Honourable the President 
Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 
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FRA~!JI, Mr. K. S. 
GHoSAL, Mr. J. 
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THoMAs, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

Oral A11.81.0t1'.~ 423 . 

The Honourable the PRESIDE NT: Order, order. Questions. 

THE EKRUK TANK CANALS. 

Mr. ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN on behalf of Mr. N. A. 
ABDULPURKAR (Sholapur City) : Will Government be pleased .to state 
to what lemrth the three canals, viz., the Perennial, the Right Bank 
and the Left 

0 

Bank of the Ek:ruk Tank were run for twelve consecutive 
years before the year 1922 and the area irrigated on each of the three 
canals of Rabi, Kharif, Hot weather and Perennial crops! 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGffi : The information has 
been called for. 

WATER SUPPLY FOR ATRANI. 
Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Be~gaum District): Will Government be pleased 

to stat.e-
(a) whether the Athani municipality has submitted any scheme for 

the water supply to the town ; 
(b). if so, what is its estimated cost ! 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAll HUSSAIN : (a) 
No; but certain possible sources for the water supply ~ere investigated 
by the Sanitary Engineer to Government at the request of the 
Municipality. 

(b) Namt of scheme. Estimated coSt. 

(i) Agarani Nala scheme (complete scheme) . . . . 
( ii) Ditto for 6• pumping main with pumping 

machinery but without service reservoir or other works .• 

(iii) Krishna River scheme for s• main with pumping : 
machinery but without other works 

Rs. 
6,87,000 

1,60,000 
(in 1924). 

2,50,000 
(in 1924). 

Ur. S. N. A..'{GADI: Do the Government propose to take up any of 
these three schemes! 

ThP. Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
\V e will consider the question when the municipality send up any 
particular scheme. 

MR. FEIL"f, POTrERY SUPEB.IY!E~"DE..~. 

~lr. LA.LJI NARA ... '"\JI (Indian Merchant~' Chamber): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Fern, Pottery Superintendent of 
the Sir J. J. School of Arts, had borrowed Rs. 6,000 (Rs. 5,000 on 
18th St?ptember 1919 and Rs. 1,000 on 17th February 1920) on interest 
at the rate of 7! per cent. per annum from the Bombay and Mofu.ssil 

H svs-1. 
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Grass Trading Company of Bombay who were then the proprietors 
of Sorab Dalal Tile Works at Than ~~ad on certain conditions 1 

. (b) whether Mr. Fern asked for a six annas share from the Bombay 
·and l\lofussil Gra8s Trading Company for manufacturing fire bricks, 
tiles, pottery, etc. t 

(c) whether ]')lr. Fern had any connection or private interest in the 
Fern Pottery Works Ltd., being floated in 1919 at Nadol in the 
Dehgham district of the Baroda State ! · 

(d) If the facts are as stated in (a), (b) and (c), do Government 
intend to take any action in the matter 1 If so, what action do they 
intend to take 1 
The Honourable ~. B .. V. JADHA V: (a) The answer is in the 

affirmative. 
(b) and (c). The answer is in the negative. 

(d) Government do not propose to take any action in the matter 
beyond informing :Mr. Fern that they consider that in the circumstances 
it was inadvisable for him to have entered into the transactions mentioned 
in part (a) of the question. 

THE GBADI MASJID, DABOD. 

Khan Saheb A. M. :M:ANSURI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): (i) 
Will Government be pleased to state whether they are aware-

(a) that the Ghadi Masjid at Dahod was closed by the mamlatdar 
of Dahod during the war time ; 

(b) that the well and the "Houz ", i.e., tank for making ablutions 
. before praying, were taken over by- the Public Works Department 
simultaneously with the closing of the masjid ; 

(c) that the masjid was handed over to the Mahomedans by the 
mamlatdar after the Great War but that the well and the " Houz " 
are still in the t harge of the Public Works Department ; 

(d) of the great hardship and inconvenience experienced by the 
Mahomedans of Dahod at the time of prayers owing to the well and 
the " Houz " belonging to them being in the charge of the Public 
Works Department 1 · 

(ii) Will Government be pleased to state what action they propose to 
take in the matter 1 

The Honourable .Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
The infor.ution has been called for. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR!: Has the Honourable Member considered 
the urgency of the situation? 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
I have called for the information. 
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MAHOMEDANS lN THE EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT. 

I 

Khan Saheb A. M:. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) ! Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a,) the number of Mahomedan graduates of the Educational Depart
ment taken up in the provincial service during the last 5 years ; 

(b) whether they are aware that the demand for taking up .Mahomed· 
an graduates of the Edu ational Department in the provin ial service 
was made in this Council some two years ago and that the Govern
ment answer was that qualified Moslems were not available ; 

(c) whether they are aware of the fact that there are some highly 
qualified Moslem graduates in the Educational Department quite fit 
to be taken in the provincial service ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : (a) 6 (including 2 acting men) 
and excluding 3 (part-time Professors at the Law College). 

(b) Yes. 
(c) There are no suitable qualified men in the Subordinate Educational · 

Service at present who can be taken up into the Bombay Educational 
Service. Moreover, those who are at present in the Subordinate Educa
tional Service are all junior in service. 

DEVELOPMENT ScHEMES oF BoMBAY MUNICIPALITY. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether they had examined through a committee in 1922 or 
1923 the financial aspect of the various development schemes of the 
Bombay Municipality before recommending the Government of India 
to sanction the loans of the Municipality ; 

(b) if so, will they be pleased to lay on the table the papers before 
the committee and the minutes of proceedings of the committee and 
the resolution at which the committee arrived, and the resolution of 
Government thereon ; will they also state the names of the members 
of the committee; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the following statements were made 
to the committee referred to in clause (a) by the Municipal Commis
sioner or some other municipal officer as regards the Hornby Road 
Ballard Pier Scheme 

(i) that the resolution of the Corporation laying down that the 
oceupants of aequired properties should not be dishoused in less than 
seYen years without the specified sanction of the Corporation had 
alt~red the prospects of the scheme; 

(ii) that if this decision had been arrived at at the outset it 
would have been advisable for the Municipal executive to proceed 
slowly with acquisition ; 
(J) If so, by whom were the sta~ments made; 
(e) Will Government lay on the Council table a copy of the state

ments made before the committee by the Municipal Commissioner 
or other municipal officers in this matter ! 
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The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: (a) No Committee was 
appointed but a Conference of the executive officers of the Development 
Department, the Improvement Trust and the Bombay Municipality 
considered certain aspects of the Development schemes of the Bombay 
Municipality and their inter-relation with other development schemes 
in 1923. 

(b), (c), (d), (e) Government do not propose to lay on the table of the 
House the papers before the Conference and the minutes of the pro
ceedings. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : What was the object of 
Government in holding such a conference 1 

The Honourable :Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : In order to consider certain 
aspects of the Development schemes of the Bombay Municipality and 
their inter-relation with other development schemes. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : May I know what was the 
· decision of this conference on the various aspects 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LA ""'RENCE : There was no decision. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Was any permission of the 
Muriicipal Corporation taken by Government to allow municipal servants 
to attend this conference 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: I am not aware that any 
such permission was necessary. The Municipal Commissioner was 
asked to diicuss something in a· private conference with other officers of 
similar position. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Is the information asked for 
confidential, that it cannot be placed _?n the table 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : The information, I believe, 
has already been placed before the municipality. 

PoLicE PROTECTION ro GAI.KwAD W ADA, PooNA. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-,-

(a) whether it is a fact that during the last Ganpati festival in Poona 
city an application was made by the owner of Gaikwad Wada, which 
is the office of the Kesari, for the help of European police officers to 
be stationed at the W ada ; 

(b) if so, how many officers were stationed and for how many days 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) In the negative. 
: (b) A European Sergeant was detailed for duty at the Gaikwad Wada 
on 3 or 4 occasions for some hours in the night to regulate the crowd, 
which visited the Gaikwad W ada. 

MOUL \'1 RAFIUDDIN A.ID1AD : The question is whether it was 
the request of the Kuari press. 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: The answer to that is 
in the negative. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE :The reply says that an applicafon was not made 
by the ovi'Der of the Gaikwad Wada. Was it made by somebody who has 
something to do with the Gaikwad Wada or the Kesari office ! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am not aware that 
any application was made. I think they were the necessary arrangements 
made for the maintenance of law a~d order. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE: Does the Honourable the Home Member suggest 
that there was no such application at all t 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: That is my information. 

CONSTRUCTION Ol1' CERTAIN GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS IN 

NASIK DISTRICT. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(1) what are the total amounts of the estimates for the new Head
quarters Police Lines at Nasik, the new Police Lines at )lanmad and 
the Central Jail at Nasik Road; 

(2) the names of the contractors to whom these works are given ; 
(3) whether Government had publicly called for tenders for these 

works; 
(4) if the answer to (3) be in the negative, why tenders were not 

called for in these cases ' 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN : 

The information has been called for. 

8AVINGS IN RENTS oF ScHOOL PREMISES IN NASIK CrrY. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government 
be pleased to state the saving effected in rents of school premises in 
Nasik City t 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Information has been called 
for. 

Ur. LALJI NARL'\JI (Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Sir, before the 
regular business of the day is taken up, I should like to know whether the 
Honourable the Leader of the House has got any information about the 
riot between Hindus and Mahomedans at Sholapur. I have received a 
tdcgram from Sholapur from the Chairman of the municipality, and the 
leading citizens of Sholapur. I should like to know whether the Honour
able the Leader of the House has got any information about the matter. 

The Honourable Sir ~L-\.URICE HAYWARD : Mr. President, the 
honourable member for Sholapur city mentioned the matter to another 
honourable member who asked me last night whether I had any inform
ation, and I had rt'plied then that no official intimation had been receiv
ed by Government. I took steps early this morning to ascertain what 
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had happened, and I have received info~ation now that there was a 
disturbance about 3-30 yesterday afternoon in the bazaar in the Sholapur 
city. My information is that it was in connection with a Hindu pro
cession passing a mosque and in the disturbance there was loss of life 
of two Mahomedans, which is very much regretted by Government. 
The exact circumstances under which this has occurred have not yet 
been fully reported, and it is not possible for me to make any further 
statement with regard to that. But the reports are that order was res
tored within half an hour, that there is no immediate cause for alarm, 
and that all arrangements have been made by the District Superintend
ent of Police and the District Magistrate to see that there is no 
further disturbance in Sholapur city. 

Mr. N. E. NALVE: Was firing resorted to 1 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD :My information is that 

firing was resorted to .. 
. · MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : May I ask the Honourable the 
Home Member how is it that, considering the seriousness of the case, 
the Home Department did not receive any information until they them
selves telegraphed for it the next day, though the disturbance took place 
at 3-30 p.m. the previolls day 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I understand that a 
telegram was received last night by the police but that was not commu
nicated to the Home Department. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Will the honourable member 
please inform the House why the delay has occurred in communicating 
the matter to the Home Department 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am not .in a position 
to say why the information was not received at once, but I think honour
able members will realise that it was probably due to the fact that the 
District Superintendent of Police was more busy with the immediate 
matter in hand-that was in preserving law and order on the spot-than 
in telegraphing the facts to Government. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI: Has Government any information as to how 
many persons were injured and taken to hospital1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : My information is 
that 12 were injured. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI: Were they Hindus or Mahomedans 1 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: We have not got any 

definite information except that 12 persons were injured of whom two 
Mahomedans were killed by gun shot. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : Is Government in a position to state which party
Hindus or Mahomedans-took an a&,trressive part 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: It is impossible to 
give any ~tatement of that nature. I think honourable members would 
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prefer that judgment should be suspended until full enquiries have been 
made by local officers and reported to Government. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: Will Government be pleased to place before the 
House fuller information as soon ·as the report is received t 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I will be glad to do 
so as soon as I am in a position to give further information of a useful 
nature to the honourable House. 

BILL No. XII OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY PORT TRUST ACT, 1879.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In connection with this bill, 
the Secretary to the Legislative Council has received a letter from the 
Private Secretary to His Excellency the Governor to the following effect : 
Sir, 

1 have the honour to state that Bill No. XII of 1925 (A Hill further to amend the 
Born bay Port Trust Act 1879) which was read for a third time and passed by the Legisla· 
tive Council of the Governor of Bombay on the 22nd October 1925 was submitted to His 
Excellency t.he Governor for his a.ssent a.a requested in letter No. 612·P, dated the 23rd 
October 1925, from the Secretary to Government, Legal Department. His Excellency 
the Governor has carefully considered the provisions of the Bill as passed, a.nd is una.ble 
to agree to it in the form in which it has been passed. 

2. His Exct llency is of opinion that the words " by them " occurring in the third line 
of sub-section (1) of new section 61 A in clause 2 of the Bill and in the marginal note to 
that clause should be deleted, as the retention of these words will have the effect of 
excluding all import cargo landed in the docks from the operation of the Bill, as cargo is 
not landed by the Port Trust a.uthorities. 

3. His Excellency is also unable to agree to the substitution of the word " eleven " 
for the word "seven " in sub-section (2) of new section 61A in clause ,2) of the BilL It 
appe-ars that the intention of the Bill was that in respect of goods landed within the premi
ses of the Board the Board should, if the goods are not removed by the owner, be liable 
for seven days only from the date of landing of the goods. His Excellency thinks that · 
the substitution of ll days for 7 was probably made under some misapprehension, and 
that it would not be fair to throw responsibility on the Port Trust for a longer period 
than 7 days. He therefore hopes that the Council will agree to reconsider the matter. 

4. His Excellency has accordingly decided to return the Bill to the Council for re· 
cou8ideration under section 81A of the Government of India Act with the following 
recommendations : 

( 1) In sub-section ( 1) of new section 61A in clause 2 of the Bill the words " by 
them " occurring in line 3 and in the marginal note should be deleted. · 

(2) In sub-eection (2) of section 61A in clause 2, and in .the marginal note the word 
"seven " should be substituted for " eleven ". 
In pursuance of the message which I have communicated to honourable 

members and in terms of the Government of India Act and the Standing 
Orders I call upon the honourable member Mr. Cowasji Jehangir to move 
his first amendment. After this is disposed of, I will call upon him to 
move the seeond amendment. 

Clau~r 61A. 
(1) The Board llh&ll, immediately upon the landing by them of any goods, take 

Board to take charge thereof, except as may be otherwise provided in the 
charge of goods landed bye-laws, and store such as are liable in their opinion to 
bv th~:~m suffer from exposure in any shed or warehouse belonging 
• · to the Boa.rd. · 
(2) lf any owner, without any default on the part of the Board, fails to remove any 
Goods not stored in goods, other than those stored in the wa.reholl868 appointed 

lict-nst'd •al't'houses to by the ~rd for the stora.ge of dut.y-paid goods or in wue. 
remain at ri.>k and ex- houses licensed under section 16 of the Sea Customs Act, 
pense of owner if not 1~78, from the premisee. of the Ba&rd "or froiD: any public 
removed 1rithin lle'l"f'D •a.rebouse on the prelll.llieli of the Board appomted under 
days. l!«'tion 15 of the Sea Customs Act.. 1878 ", &nd withineleYlm 

dear days from the date on •·hlch such goods ahall have 
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been landed, such goods shall remain on the premises of the Board or in such publio ware 
house at the sole risk and expense of the owner, and the Board shall thereupon be 
discharged from all liability theretofore incurred by them in respect of such goods." 

The Honourable 1\h. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : 1\:Ir. President, I beg 
to move: 

That in sub-section (1) of new section 61A in clause 2 of the bill, the words" by them" 
occurring in line 1 and in the marginal note be deleted. 

This is an amendment to a clause recommended by His Excellency on 
which the Council moved no amendments on the last occasion. If 
honourable members refer to the bill, they will find that the proposed 
new clause runs as follows : 

" The Board shall, immediately upon the landing by them of any goods, take charge 
thereof, except as may be otherwise provided., ... " 

By an unfortunate oversight these words " by them " were included 
in the original bill. But the Port Trust have now reminded us that 
if these words are included in the bill the object of the bill will be frustrated 
as goods are not landed by the Port Trust but by stevedores. If these 
words " by them " are included, the bill will not apply to any goods 
at all because the Port trust do not land any goods. 

The honourable House will realise that this is more or less a verbal 
alteration. It was due to an oversight and we are grateful to the Port 
Trust for having reminded us about it, and we are also grateful to 
His Excellency for giving us an opportunity of amending this bill in this 
direction. I feel sure the House will agree to this amendment, as other
wise the bill will not have the effect that the honourable House intended 
that it should have. 

· Question proposed. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Mr. President, 
the Honourable the General Member hastold this House that owing to 
an oversight the words "by them" occurred in the original bill. May I 
ask him whether the original bill was not sent for the perusal and 
opinion of the Port Trust, and whether this serious mistake was not 
then pointed out to him by the Port Trust 1 Moreover, may I ask who 
is responsible for this oversight in such an important bill 1 

Mr. V. A. GRANTIWI : Rising to a point of order, Sir, is the honour
able member relevant in his remarks 1 Does it matter who was responsible 
for the oversight 1 Are we not here to discuss whether the amt:ndment is 
necessary or not ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I think it is perfectly relevant. 
The amendment must be put ~o the vote of the House, and provisions 
are made to regu!ate the procedure after the amendment recommended 
by His Excellency is either carried or rejected. 

MOUL'l RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I am sorry, Sir, that the honourable 
member for the Chamber of Commerce is always ready to take upon 
himself the defence of Government even when they themselves have no 
defence to offer. The oversight was mentioned and emphasised by Honour· 
able the General Member. Before the House agrees to thls amendment, 
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therefore, it would like to be informed as to how it occurred and why 
it could not be corrected long ago. Why and how His Excellency the 
Governor was .obliged to bring this matter to the notice of this House! 
Of course, the Honourable the General Member has told us that the 
whole object of the bill will be defeated if this wording remained, and 
therefore, there would not perhaps be any objection to allow him to 
amend it. But one point is quite clear, that Members and Ministers 
bring in bills of which they do not always seem to know the phraseology 
and even after the second reading, they are unable to remember whether 
they themselves or their clerks are responsible for serious mistakes. · 
The Honourable the General Member owes an explanation to the House. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEII.L~GIR : Mr. President, when 
the bill was drafted Government were not aware of the fact that the 
Port Trust did not land goods : we were under the impression that the 
Port Trust did the work, and the words " by them " were employed 
to include all goods landed by them. The Port Trust have drawn 
the attention of Government to the fact that they were not respon
sible for landing these goods, and therefore, the words " by them " were 
not necessary. 

MOUL\1 RAFIUDDL" AIDIAD: But why did not Government 
bring in the amendment after the second reading of the bill ! Did not 
the Port Trust remind them then ¥ 

The Honourable l\Ir. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : They reininded me 
after the second reading of the bill, but they had also written, I believe, . 
to Government drawing their attention to this fact before the bill was 
presented to the House. 
~lotJLVI RAFITJDDIX AHM.A.D: Why did you not tell us about it 

then! 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHA...~GIR : As I said, it was an 
ow~:ght.. And honourable members will realise that oversights do 
occur. Sometimes mistakes do occur, and, if this is a mistake, I have 
to apologise for it. I think we should rectify the mistake as we have 
an opportunity. If the bill had gone through and we had not had this 
opportunity of rectifying it, we would have had to wait till the next 
se&:>ion to rectify it by an amending bill. I again apologise on behalf of 
Government for the oversight. 

Question put and carried. 

The Honourable llr. COWA.SJI JEILL"GIR: Mr. President, I beg 
to move: 

In l<Ub-~eCtiuo (:!)of aection tilA m clalllie :!, and m the Dl&l'gin&l not.e, the word "aeveo." 
~substituted for" ~l~vt>n ". 

Honourable members who were present when this bill wa.s introduced and 
the second reading was proceeded v.ith, will remember that the honour
able member the repre...;;entative of tht> .Ahmedabad l!illowners' Association 
moved an amendment during the second reading, that the word " eleven" 
F:hould be suh!:titutt>d for the word " ~en ". No notice had been given 
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to the HoWle or to Government of the intention of the honourable member 
to move that amendment. A discUBsion took place during the first 
reading, and it was decided, to save time, that the second reading should 
be proceeded with and that the bill should not be sent to a select 
committee before the second reading. The amendment was allowed, moved, 
and it was carried notwithstanding the opposition of Government. 
It was most unfortunate that we did not send this bill to a select 
committee, for if we had, we could have thrashed out the whole question, 
and the HoWle would then have been in possession of all the facts before 

· the third reading was proceeded with. Sometimes, Mr. President, 
a little haste means more waste. This is one of those instances where 
a little haste means a little more waste of time of this honourable House. 
As the amendment was carried, Government did not proceed with the 
third reading of the bill, becaUBe they realised that the amendment 
threw upon the shoulders of the Port TrUBt more responsibility than 
was provided for in the bill, and they thought it advisable to consider 
to what degree the responsibility had been increased and whether it 
would be fair to thrust this increased responsibility upon the Port Trust. 
They have made full enquiries as to what would be the effect of increas
ing seven days to eleven days, and they have come to the conclusion 
that it would not .be in the interests of the Port TrUBt and the large 
commercial community of the city of Bombay that this increased 
responsibility should be incurred by the Port Trust. The whole quest:on 
was brought to the attention of His Excellency the Governor, and His 
Excellency thought it desirable that this honourable House should 

. have full information before they definitely decided that the responsi· 
bility should be extended to eleven days. I am in a position to place 
before the honourable HoWle all the information that the select committee 
would have had before them, and it is now for the honourable House 
to re-consider the whole position. 

I may inform this honourable HoWle that the Port TrUBt considered 
this question and have unanimously come to the conclusion that Govern
ment be approached for the reconsideration of this matter. They have 
placed before Government the following reasons : 

In the Calcutta Port Trust this period of liability is limited to 3 days 
and it was limited to 3 days because in that body the period of free time 
is also 3 days. That is to say when goods leave the ship and are landed 
on the wharf in Calcutta Ior 3 days no charges are made. They are 
allowed to remain for 3 days free of charge. In Bombay the free period 
is 5 days. In Calcutta the period of responsibility is also 3 days. On 
the same analogy the period of responsibility in Bombay should be 5 
days, but under the provisions of the bill the period is 7 days and therefore 
the honourable HoWle will realise that as compared to Calcutta the 
proposals of the Port TIWit are very liberal. It has been proved from 
experience that in a vast majority of cases merchants can and do take 
delivery of their goods "ithin the free period of 5 days. Therefore 
if you have a period of 7 days as the period of liability, you have made a 
v~ry liberal provision. The 7 days provided in the bill was suggested 
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as corresponding to the time hitherto allowed by law for lodging claims 
against the ship for loss or damage of goods. This period has recently 
been reduced to 3 days by the new International Act governing Carriage 
of Goods by Sea, the provisions of which have recently been adopted 
by the Indian. Government. Well, the honourable House will realis~ 
that even if this comparison is made the provision of 7 days is more than 
fair. Beside~ that, the responsibility that the Port Trust l).re incurring 
is much greater than that of Calcutta. The Calcutta Port Trust 
Commissioners under their Act do not accept responsibility on account of 
damaged goods while the Bombay Port Trust propose to accept 
responsibility for rvoods damaged and un-damaged. Therefore if a longer 
period were inoisted upon the responsib'lity incurred by the Port Trust 
would be much greater than that incurred by the Port Commissioners 
a.t Calcutta. It is impossible, Mr. President, to lay down a sliding scale 
of responsibility and say that if a merchant in Ahmedabad claims 11 days 
because he is 300 miles away from Bombay, a merchant doing business 
in northern India can just:fiably claim a month. The difficulty that 
has been pointed out of merchants being at a distance from Bombay 
can well be overcome by the appointment of accredited agents in Bombay. 
It is practically impossible for any upcountry merchant to carry on 
work at Bombay satisfactorily unless he has such an accredited agent, 
and I may inform the House that if up~country merchants have accredited 
agents in Bomhay, their work can and is done expeditiously and most 
satisfactorily. Mr. President, I have briefiy given the honourable House 
the reasons why the Port Trust have appealed to Government and this 
honourable House not to insist upon this responsibility of 11 days. I 
desire to point out to this House that increased respons:bility might 
mean increased expenditure and increased expenditure on the part 
of the Port Trust means increased taxation and increased taxation comes 
from the pockets of the merchants of Bombay and therefore this appeal 
to the honourable House to reconsider their former decision is just as 
much on behalf of the merchants of Bombay as it is on behalf of. the 
Port Trust. 1\lr. President, I have nothing further to say. I trust 
this honourable House will take all the points I have given into . their 
serious consideration and while doing so will realise that we had not 
the opportunity of taking the bill to the select committee and that this 
unusual procedure has been adopted in the interests of all concerned. 

Question proposed. · 
Mr. A. N. SURVE ~Bombay City): I rise to oppose the amendment 

that has been placed before this House for the following reasons. The 
Port Trust is a body of the nature of public utility. Therefore the public 
must not be asked to conform themselves to the convenience of this 
corporate body. It is for the corpora~ body to accommoda~ itself to 
th~ demands made upon it by the public. Sir, it is in the memory of 
this House that as the bill originally stood the period fixed was 7 days 
and the select committee after very careful consideration increased it 
to 11. I am afraid that the Honourable the General Member does not 
mean to say that the gentlemen who formed the select committee ..... . 
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Mr. A. N. SURVE : I will not labour that point. When that bill 
came before this House it was carried to a division and it was the majority 
opinion of this House that the period be fixed at 11. TherefQre I think 
that the procedure adopted to get the thing altered again is rather not 
quite proper. The proper thing would have been to obtain some 
experience and after having obtained that experience, if it is found that it 
is not satisfactory an amending bill should have been brought before this 
House. While defending or rather supporting the amendment, the Honour
able the Generall\Iember has placed before us the instance of Calcutta Port 
Trust. But in that connection he has n_ot given us all the relevant 
information that was necessary. We do not know the accommodation 
which is available to the Port Trust in Calcutta and the accommodation 
that is available to us in Bombay. Second point, we do not know and 
no number of the incoming and outgoing ships is given to us and 
therefore we are unable to come to a decision whether the demand made 
by the Bombay Port Trust is a reasonable one. Another point was 
raised about the Calcutta Port Trust not holding itself liable for 
damages. There also, the most relevant point was not given by the 
Honourable the General Member. If he were to give us the rates 
charged by the Bombay Port Trust and the Calcutta Port Trust, it would 
have helped us to make an accurate judgment. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : May I rise to a point of 
explanation, Sir 1 I did not say that the Calcutta Port Trust was not 
liable for damages. I said that the Calcutta Port Trust did not take upon 

· themselves the responsibility for damaged goods. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : But I think that has something to do with the 
rate of taxation, and that is why I mentioned that. The Honourable 
the GeneraLMember had omitted to mention the rate of taxation. 
For . these reasons I oppose the amendment. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI (Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Sir, I support 
the amendment that has been moved by the Honourable the General 
Member for the following reasons. The question at issue is only this, 
whetqer the trustees' responsibility should remain for seven days or 
eleven days,-responsibility after the landing of the goods in the docks. 
The member for Bombay North has opposed it Jor one reason and he 
says that the charges of the Calcutta Port Trust and the Bombay Port 
Trust are not given. But he must"remember that if we ask the Port Trust 
which is a corporate body and a public body, to meet the convenience 
of the public, they will also demand an additional sum for more responsi
bility, for eleven days, when there will be an additional charge which 
will have to be home by those who bring in the goods, and it is for that 
reason and the reason which I do not wish to repeat which the Honourable 
the General Member mentioned, that compared with Calcutta, we are 
offering better terms. That is, the Bombay Port Trust has already agreed 
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to raise the number from five days to seven days. It was stated that 
it was more convenient to mofussil merchants to have more time.' That 
was the argument used, but owing to the increased cost which would be 
thrown on the Port Trust, it is not fair to demand eleven days now, and 
looking to all the Port Trusts elsewhere, I think seven days is a very 
reasonable offer that is made by the Bombay Port Trust. I therefore 
E~upport the amendment. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Sir, 
I also rise to support the amendment. My amendment was carried 
on the last occasion against the Government's proposal, but looking to 
the practical side of the question, the practical difficulties of the Port 
Trust, I have come to this conclusion and I certainly support the 
amendment. 

Mr. V. A. GRANTHAM (Bombay Chamber of Commerce) : Sir, I 
rise to support the amendment of Government. The argument advanced 
by the honourable member for Bombay North is to some extent 
fallacious. He has made an impression ori. the House that the Port Trust 
is a corporate body which does not meet the demands which the people 
make or want. I submit, Sir, that the people who manage the Port 
Trust are the merchants of Bombay. The majority of the Port Trustees 
on the Port Trust are merchants. An equal portion of the Indian 
community is returned and represented. It is to their advantage to 
St'e that the Port Trust is run economically and that the charges are 
not put up and it is the merchants themselves who insisted that this 
period should not be more than seven days. The merchants themselves 
realise only too well the difficulties that would result by any further 
delay and tbat the question of congestion a,rises, which must lead tO 
extra charges. Therefore, they want to give only seven days and they 
do not want the charges of the port to go up. They have through
out insisted on a seven days' period. I hope, Sir, in view of that 
explanation the honourable member for Bombay North will not oppose 
this amendment. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Mr. President,' 
I must at the outset make it clear that both myself and my honourable 
friend behind me (Mr. A. N. Surve) are independent members, 
benevolently inclined more towards ministerial party than the regular 
opposition. But, Sir, in the altered state ol parties and somewhat 
peculiar circumstances, it has fallen upon us to criticise adversely the 
measures of the Government, because without that expression of opinion 
Government will have no opposition at all. Sir, I oppose this motion 
upon a different ground and for a very serious consideration. We 
are asked a second or third time to rescind a decision of this House. 
Aft€r the reforms, Sir, we thought we would never have legislation 
by mandat<!, All the arguments that are used now by the Honourable 
the General ~!ember and his support.ers, namely, the honourable member 
for the Chamber of Commel'C6 and the representatives of the rich 
l'Orpors.tions had been used on the previous occasion when they had 
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opposed the amendment which was carried by the House against them. 
I find the same arguments trotted out now and I am sorry to say that 
the honourable member Mr. Lalji Naranji, who had opposed the Govern
ment motion on the last occasion, is supporting Government now-
1 do not know for what reason, perhaps because of the evil infiuence 
exercised upon him by his colleagues on his return to Bombay. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI: For the reasons given by myself now. 
!IIOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Well, Sir, those reasons I consider 

very futile. And, Sir, if the honourable member wished to change 
his mind he could do so without giving any reason, I am 11ure the House 
will not find fault with him for that (Laughter). That very often 
happens with Government benches. Sir, it is a serious matter
to cause a deliberate decision of this House to be rescinded. The 
Honourable the General Member says that "we have now learnt from 

· the Port Trust some additional reasons " and the additional reasons, 
according to him, are given. But we already knew all these reasons, 
and for these reasons it was th'lt he said on the last occasion that he 
would not move the third reading of the bill. Circumstances in this 
House have changed and it is possible therefore that this bill is brought 
again. But, Sir, I would not like to be too severe upon the Honourable 
the General Member. Sir, if Government desired frequently to rescind 
the decision of the House, they might at least furnish us at the beginning 
of each session with a list of the bills or resolutions they desired to 
rescind. We shall in that case be spared these sudden and painful 
surprises. Sir, I respectfully request Government not to infiict this 

. humiliat:on upon · us more than once in the same session. Sir, 
it may be that there are certain secret reasons given to the' Honourable 
Member, but the reasons that he has advanced, I am convinced, 
are not satisfactory to the House. In conclusion, Sir, I would entreat 
the Honourable Member and the Government in the interests of this 
august assembly not to ask us again to rescind a deliberate decision of 
this House, because it would be reducing the proceedings of the House 
to a mere farce. Sir, with this protest, because nothing else is possible, 
I would further request the Honourable the General Member to throw 
further light if he has any, upon the necessity for adopting this 
unusual course. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Mr. President, I fully 
sympathise with the constitutional stand taken by my honourable 
friend Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad but I am afraid he has spent much 
powder and shot on a very trifling matter on this occasion. There is 
one aspect of the question I would like to place before the Treasury 
Benches in this House. The Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir told 
us at the third reading what was going to happen, namely that His 
Excellency the Governor was going to return the bill to the House 
for the purpose of amending it in the manner indicated by the Honourable 
Mr. Cowa.sji Jehangir who said that he would make that recommend· 
ation to His Excellency the Governor. No doubt His Excellency the 
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Governor is endowed with the power of returning bills for reconsideration 
after the third reading suggesting such amendments as he deems desirable, 
but I think that the procedure adopted was an unconstitutional j.nterfer· 
ence with the powers and duties of His Excellency the Governor. I think 
it is desirable that in such cases His Excellency the Governor should 
exercise his judgment independently after the passing of the third 
reading; and not before the third reading. Otherwise what will happen 
is that the Government Benches will arrange with His Excellency the 
Governor to utilise this power of His Excellency to make amendments 
which could not be made under the rules. I do not know how far the 
constitutional issue is involvEd in this matter but I hope the point will 
be borne in mind in future. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, !·should 
just like to say that no constitutional question is involved in this matter. 
It is always open to the Honourable 1\Iember, if he wishes to do so, to 
make a recommendation to His Excellency the Governor. .t\8 far as I 
recollect, what the Honourable the General :Member stated was that he 
proposed to make a recommendation to His Excellency the Governor. 
He said no more than that. He no way endeavoured to interfere with 
the discretion vested in His Excellency. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : Mr. President, I can 
assure my honourable friend, 'Mr. Baptista, that I did say that " we 
proposed to recommend to His Excellency the Governor ", and I am abso
lutely certain that I said that because we had considered that point very 
carefully. We informed the honourable House of. the procedure we 
proposed to adopt, because it was the first time this procedure was going 
t.o be adopted in this honourable House. 

Now, Sir, my honourable friend opposite, l\1oulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, said 
that I had all the arguments in my possession on the last occasion and that 
still I had given expression to them. I refer my honourable friend to the 
debate that took place on the last occasion. · I think he will realise th3.t he 
is mistaken. Not one of the points that I have mentioned to-day to the 
honourable House was I aware of. All that Government was aware of 
was that a greater responsibility was being thrown on the Port Trust and 
not knowing to what extent that increased responsibilty went, Govern
ment proposed to enquire and investigate and it was because Government 
deilieJ to investigate and enquire that they held up the third reading 
of the bill. I can assure my honourable friend that these points were 
supplied to Government by the Port Trust in consultation with the 
Trustees after the second reading of the bill, and also I can assure my 
honourable friend that my honourable friend, the representative of 
the Indian ~Ierchants' Chamber, changed his opinion after having discussed 
the whole question with his colleagues on the Port Trust and that 
he was not aware of these facts just as I was not aware of them when he 
suprorted the amendment. The whole trouble occurred because the 
amendment was suddenly moved withoJt notice either to Government 
or to this honourable House, and not being absolutely conversant with 

11 sos-: 
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the working of the Port Trust, I was Bot in a position to place before 
this honourable House the case as fully and as exhaustively as I should 
have been able to do had this honourable House sent this bill to a select 
committee. After this explanation I trust my honourable friend Qpposite 
will realise that we have brought this amendment not because my hon
ourable friend sits opposite rue alone to-day to oppose. We should have 
brought this bill for reconsideration whether my honourable friend 
happened to be present or absent, alone or supported by his other friends. 
The only reason why we brought this bill is that we have now been made 
acquainted with facts and we desired to place those facts before the House 
for their consideration and judgment. 

Quest:on put and carried; 
·Clause 61A, as amended, orde~ed to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: Sir, I now beg to move 
Third reading. the third reading of the bill, 

· Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The bill is now read a third time 
and passed. 

BILL No. Xill OF 1925 (A FILL TO IMFOSE A T.!.X ON 
TOTALISATOR EETTING). 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to inform honourable 
members that the Secretary to the Legislative Council has received a 
communication from the Private Secretary to His Excellency the 

. Governor to the following effect :-

"Sir, 
I have the honour to state that Bill No. XIII !>! 1925 (A Bill to impose a tax on 

totalisator betting) which was read for the third time and passed by the Legislative 
Council of the Governor of Bombay on the 21st October 1925 was submitted to His 
Excellency the Governor for his assent as requested in let.ter No. 629-P, dated the 26th 
October 1925. from the Secretary to Government, Legal Department. His Excellency 
the Governor thinks that the intention of clause 3 (I) of the bill is that in the City of 
Bombay and the Cantonment of Poona the Act should come into operation on a date 
to be specified in the clause itself. His Excellency believes that the omission to specify 
the aforesaid date was probably due to an oversight and considers it desirable that the 
nece.s.sary date should be specified in clause 3 (1) of the bill by an amendment of that 
clause. His Excellency has accordingly decided to return the bill to the Council 
for reconsideration under section 81A of the Government of India Act with the recom· 
mendatioa that in clause 3 (1) of the bill the date on which the Act should come into 
operation in the City of Bombay and the Cantonment of Poona. should be specified. " 

In virtue of the message I have communicated to the House, I call upon 
the Honourable Mr. H. S. Lawrence to move an amendment in accor
dance with the recommendation of His Excellency. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I may ex
plain at once to the House that this oversight did occur and that it is 
much regretted by Government. I now move an amendment as 
follows:-

Jn clause 3 (1) of 1he bill after the words "the first day of " the word 
"December " shall be inserted and for the figuree " 192 " the figures " 192 j " 

ehall be IU btltitut«J, 
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It is proposed to bring this into operation on the 1st of December: next, 
a short time before the new racing season begins in Bombay. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to oppose the 

amendment that is placed before the House. The very fact that an 
amendment is brought so soon after the bill had passed its third reading 
shows the evils of rushing legislation through. I shall not comment on it 
any further. I hope at least in future, in matters of legislation, the bills 
will not be rushed through. 

Coming to the clause which is proposed to be amended, I think that 
even if the amendment is not made, the Act will not be made inoperative. 
I would refer the Hou.se to the General Clauses Act, Bombay .Act No. 
I of 1904, section 5 of which lays down: 

"Where any Bombay Act is not expressed to come into operation on a particular day, 
then it shall come into operation on the day on which it is first published in the /Jorii/HJJ 
GQVernment Ga:etU, a.fter having received the assent of the Govemor General." 

Therefore, the moment this Act is published in the Govern men~ Gazett ·, 
nfter recehing the assent of the Governor Genera~ it will come into force. 
Whether a date is mentioned therein or not is a matter of indifference. 

Some point may be made about the fact that there is a clause actually 
referring to the date. But I submit that in legal documents if there are 
any words of which the meaning cannot be made out then they are treated 
as unmeaning words, as surplusages, and do not affect the val.dity of 
the law, and for that reason, the clause in its unmeaning form will be 
safely neglected, and the Government can go on taxing the totalisator, 
if they Bl choose, from the date on which it is first published in the ~.,ombay 
Got>ern•nettl Ua:ette. For that reason, I humbly submit that it is not 
at all necessary to accept this amendment. 

MOUL YI RAFIDDDlN AIDLID (Central Division) : Sir, I do not 
rise so much to oppose the amendment as again to make a protest that a 
Member of the Government, who is one of the most clear-sighted of men . 
and farsighted of statesmen should now plead an oversight again. These 
O\'ersights, I am sorry to say, are being crowded together in this session. 
One more important bill is subjected to the operation of this section 
under the Government of India Act. I do not know, Sir, that any words 
of mine will have any effect on the Government, but I do again appeal 
to them that in future they will see to it that oversights of this nature, 
which the public do not alway3 think are oversights, do not occur. We 
have no desire, as far as llahomedans are concerned, to obstruct the 
Government or to embarrass them, but the ~anity of the House we must 
keep ; or else, this House will be reduced to an insignificant and third· 
rate institution. With these words and with this protest, I conc!ude 
my observations. 

lli. G. WILES: Sir, my honourable friend opposite (Youlvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad), whom I may perhaps allude to as the Leader of the Opposition. 
is insatiable in his demands for & scapegoat for these oversights, and I 
offer myseU to his sacrificia.J. knife. The only point in bringing this bill 
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baek with this amendment is that we do 11ot wish to put on the Statute 
Book an Act containing an ugly gap. We are perfectly aware of 
what was pointed out by the honourable member for Bombay City, 
North (Mr. Surve}, but we prefer that the bill shall be put on the 
Statute Book as a complete bill. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Sir, the honourable member 
· Mr. Surve very correctly referred us to the General Clauses Act. We 

are quite aware that the bill would not be inoperative if this amendment 
were not made ; but, as pointed out, we consider that it would look 
better to have the bill complete. We must accept the criticisms 
of the Leader of the Opposition with as good grace as we can. The 
matter was omitted through oversight, and I have already expressed 
my regret for that oversight.. I therefore ask the amendment to be 
accepted. 

Question put and carried. 
. Clause 3, as amended, ordered to stand part· of the bill. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I now move that the bill 
. · Third Rt>.ading. be read a third time. 
· Bill read a third time. Question put and carried.· 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is read a third time and 
passed. 

MAJOR MUNICIPALITIES BILL. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I understand that the Honourable 

Minister for Local Self-government is now prepared with all his amend
ments, verbal and consequential, to the Major Municipalities Bill. I 

·:·think it would be better, therefore, to take that bill now and to dispose 
it of. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.Ali HUSSAIN : Sir, 
the Legal Remembrancer has drafted the amendments, and I would 
request you to allow him to move them. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That can be done. 
· Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Sir, I beg to move the amendments standing 
in my name. They are only formal. The fust one is : 

That the proviso inserted by an amendment at the end of sub-clause (1) of clause 9 
be deleted. 

I beg to move this amendment, because the same provis:on has been 
inserted in the new clause 219. The proviso added at the end of clause 
9 (1) . is as follows: 

"Provided that the rules shall be previously published and shall be laid on the table 
of the Bombay Legislative Council for one month pre~oua to the _next s~ion of the 
Council and shall be liable to be modified by a resolutton of the wd Council tabled at 
auch next aess.ion. " 

· Clause 219 as added by this Council reads as follows: 
•• AD rulee made bv the Government or the Commissioner under this Act ehall be laid 

on the table of the Bombay Legislative Council for one month previous to the next 
~e~~~~ion thereof. and shall be liable to be rescinded or modified by a resolution of the 
aid Cquncil tabled at ita next session." 

Practically speaking, they amount to the same thing. 
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Question proposed. 
Question put and carried. • . , , 
Clause 9 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Sir, I beg to ·move: .. ; . 
"That in sub-clause (2) of clause 33, line 28, substitute' clause' for 'eub~laUIIO'," 

It is only a formal am ndment. 
' Question put and carried. 
Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I beg to move: 
"In clause 33, sub-clause (6) in second proviso a.dd the words 'from the meeting' 

after the word ' removed • " 

I want to insert these words in order to remove any ambiguity with 
regard to the interpretation. The proviso says: 

" Provided that the said authority may at any time cause any councillor to be removed 
who does not obey his ruling. " 

Sir, the presiding authority is invested by the proviso with the power to 
expel a. defiant councillor from the meeting of a. municipality. The 
president indeed should possess such necessary powers to remove from the 
meeting, by force, if force be necessary, any councillor who disobeys his 
orders. But the clause is capable also of another possible interpretation, 
viz., that the president can remove a councillor from councillorship for 
ever for the remaining period of his term of office. That was not my 
intention, Sir, when I moved my amendment for insertion of this proviso. 
I only meant that the president shall be invested with. the power of 
expelling or removing by force a councillor from the meeting who dis
obeyed such presiding authority. Therefore in order to avoid the ambiguity 
I propo£e ,he above verbal amendment. The verbal amendment makes 
it clear that the presiding authority is by the proviso invested with power 
to expel or remove by force if force is necessary from the meeting any 
councillor who refuses to obey his ruling and thus to prevent such defiant 
councillor from taking any part in that ruling. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 33 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEME~TS: Sir, the next amendment standing in my name 

is as follows : · 
" In clause 35 as it stands after amendment, delete ' and the7 shall be elected from 

among the members of the municipa.lity' and delete the number 55. 
"Sub~titute for the words and number eo deleted • and elected by ~e municipality 

in a.t"eordance with rules framed under section 55, clause (a)', 
•· Delete the words • nominated or • from line 15." 

The object of these amendments is to make the section clearer. These 
follow the wording of an amendment which stood in the name of another 
honourable member. · 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 35 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill 

Mr. E. CLEllEXTS: I beg to move, Sir: 
.. In clause 36, sub-clause (2) substitu~ • committees' for • committee'." 

I do not think I need explain this. 
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Question put and carried. 
Clause 36 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Sir, I beg to·move: 
. "In clause 39 from lines 8, 12, 13, 15 and 19 delete the words' nomination or' • nomi. 

nated or',' or nomination' as the case may be wherever they occur. " ' 

These words are out of place considering the amendments that have been 
accepted by the House. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 39 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
"In clause 40, sub-clause (1) from lines 2 and 3 delete the words 'nominated or'." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 40, as amended, 9rdered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
"In clause 44,line 46, insert the ~gure' (2) 1 

." 

Question put and amendment carried. 
Clause 44, as ~mended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEr.ffiNTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
''In clause 68, sub-clause (00) inserted by the amendment, a.dd ' the 1 at the 

beginning." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 68, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
"In clause 141, from lines 10 and 11 delete the words from 'at' to ' streets •, and 

from line 13 delete ihe word ' and '." · 

I might explain, Sir, that the object of this is to make sense of the 
clause as it stands after the amendment. It is necessary to delete 
these words. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 141, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Mr. E. CLEr.ffiNTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
"In clause 184, sub-clause (1) in the two explanations, for sub-sections (q) and (r) sub-

atitute 'clauses (q) and (r) 1
." 

It needs no explanation, .Sir. · 
Question put and carried. · 
Clause 184, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, as regards the alterations in the numbering, 
there are a large number of them. May I move it as one amendment t 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member the 
Remembrancer of Legal Afairs has asked my permission to move in a 
body as one amendment the alterations in the numbering of all the 
clauses. Honourable members will observe that certain clauses which 
have been added by the select committee have been numbered with the 
lett~r "A, added to the figure to distinguish them from the clauses 
bearing numbers without the letter. The ordinary procedure is to ask 
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the honourable member to move each amendment by itself bul; it will 
take at least an hour or so of the time of the House, because there is 
a very large number of such amendments. As these are not 
amendments of substance, but merely amendments for the purpose of 
renumbering the clauses of the bill, I should like to ask whether honour· 
able members would agree that all these amendments should be moved as 
one amendment so that the renumbering could be sanctioned by one 
question. I think considerable amount of the time of the House will 
be saved if that procedure is agreed upon by the House. I will ask 
honourable members whether they agree. Does any honourable member 
object to considering this as one amendment t I take it tha~ no one 
objects. The honourable member Mr. Clements can move this as one 
amendment. · 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move that 
"In clause lA the number be altered to 2 and clause 2 to 3. Then in clause 3 ae re. 

numbered, sub-clause 16 (c) substitute ~or 113 and 114 the figures 115 and 116. The old 
clauses 3 and 4 will be renumbered as 4 and 5 and in clause 5 as renumbered, sub-clause 2 
in the third line change the figure 3 into 4. Clause 5 will become 6 and 6 will become 7 ; 
in line 5 eection 3 will become section 4. Clauses 7 and 8 will be renumbered as 8 and 9 ; 
in clause 9, sub-clause (2) the figure 29 to be substituted for 27. Clause 9 will becomelO 
and in sub-clause (l) (b) 9 to be substituted for 8 after the word '&ection '. Clause 10 
beoomes 11 and the figure 14 in the second line becomes 16; in sub-clause (2) the figure 
41 becomes 16 and in sub-clause 2 (b) in line 78 substitute 10 for 9. Clause 11 becomes 12 
a.nd in sub-clause (1) (ii) substitute 27 for 25; in sub-clause (3) (viii) substitute 91 
for 88 and 194 for 192. Clause 12 becomes 13, clause 12A becomes 14, clause 13 becomes 
15 and clauses 14, 15 and 16 become 16, 17, and 18. Clause 17 becomes 19, 18 and 19 
become 20 and 21 and 20 and 21 become 22 and 23. In line 12 of clause 23 (J) ae re· 
numbered substitute 22 for 20 and 28 for 26 in line 14; in sub-clause (2) substitute 18 
for 16. Clause 22 becomes 24 ; in line 8, 8 becomes 9, in sub-clause (2) 23 becomes 
25. Clause 23 becomes 25, 24 becomes 26 and 25 becomes 27. Clause 26 becomes 28, 
in line 16, section 11 becomes section 12. Clause 27 becomes 29, in line 10 substitute 
15 for 13 and in line 22, 28 for 26. Clause 28 should read 30, in line 11, 31 becomes 
33. Clause 29 becomes 31, and in line 9 for 55 read 58. Clause 30 becomes 32 
and in line 11 for 29 read 31. Clause 31 becomes 33 and 32 becomes 34; in line 17, 
(e) becomes (c) and in line 32, (b) becomes (c) and 55 becomes 58. Clause 33 becomes 35 
and in line 80, 29 becomes 31 and in sub-clause (10) for section 55 read section 58. Clause 
3' becomes 36 and 35 becomes 37 ; and in line 15 for 55 read 58 and in line 25 for 55 
read 58 and for 32 in line 26 read 34 and for 36 in line 27 read 38. Clause 36 becomes 38 
and in the second line for 35 read 37 and in sub-clause (2) for section 55 read section 58. 
Clause 37 becomes 39 and in line 16 for 36 read 38. Clause 38 becomes 40 and in line 10 
for 36 and 37 respertively read 38 and 39. Clause 39 becomes 41 and in line 5 for 36 
read 38. Clause 40 becomes 42 and 41 becomes 43 a.nd in line 4 for 33 read 35 and 33 
in line 12 becomes 35, and section 33 in line 22 becomes section 35. Clause 42 becomes« 
and in line 17, 33 becomes 35 and 33 in line 23 becomes 35. Clause 43 becomes 45, 
and in aubofle('tion (2),line 18, read 38 for 36 and 81 for 78 in line 20, and 58 for 55 in line 
2S. Clause 43A becomes 46 and in line 16, 35 and 36 become 37 and 38 respectively. 
Clause U becomes 47, and 45 becomes 48. In line 18 of sub-clause (2) of clause 48, 
aa renumbered read 114 for 112. Clause 46 becomes clause 49 and 47 becomes 50. 48 
bt-comea 51. In line 6 of that clause for 47 read 50. Clause 49 becomes 52. 50 becomee 
53, til becomes 54, and in aub-<'lause (3) of that clause, line 26, change 11 to 12. Clause 52 
becomes 65, and in line 10, 11 becomes 12. In line 24 also, 11 becomes 12. Clause 53 
becomes clause 56, 54 becomes 57, and 55 becomes 58. In sub-clause (f), line 41, for 31 
read 33, and in the nu.t line for 32 read 34. In sub-clause (j),line 97, for 88 read 91, and 
in line 99, for 87 read 90. In line 114, read 106 for 104. Clause 56 becomes 59. In line 
4 of t bat clause, read 58 for 55, and also in line 8 read 58 for 55, a.nd in line 18 aJao in 
line 21, read 58 for 55. Clause 57 becomes 60. • In the 4th line read 58 for 55, and in 
t.he 7th line clu~nge 101 to 103. Clause 58 becomes clause 61. In sub-<'lause (b) (iii), 
read 1S6 for lS4 in line U. The aub-clausee &fU1r (/Hff) becomes (g) on page 48, line 
9~; (g) becomee (II); for 176 in tha.t sub-<'lause read 177; (A) beoomes (i) ; (i) beoomea 
(j); (j) booomes (L-); (k) becomes (1), t.nd in line J.l7 for 177 and 178, read 179 and 
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180 respectively; (l) becomes (m) ; (m) becomes (n) : (n) becomes (o); (o) becomes (p). 
Similar changes are made in (p), (q), (r),,-~a), (t), (u), (v), (w), (x) (y) and (z), 
which become respectively (q), (r),. (a), (t), (u), (v), (w), (.r), (y) (z) and (aa). 
Then, in line 246, page 50, for 121 read 123, and in line 275, for 115 and 124read 117 and 
123. On the next page, 52, for clause (aa) read (bb). Clause 59 becomes clause 62, and 
60 becomes 63. 61 becomes 64 and 62 becomes 65. Then, in line 17 for 60 read 63. 
Clause 63 becomes clause 66, and 64 becomes 67 ; 65, 68; 66, 69; and 67, 70. 68 becomes 
'71, and in line 21 for 65 read 68; in line 39 for 155 read 157, and in line 45 for 184 read 
186. There is an amended sub-clause which is numbered (oo); that becomes (p), and 
aub-clauae (p) becomes (q) and (q) becomes (r); in line 80, 65 becomes 68; sub-clause 
(r) becomes (8), Clause 69 becomes 72. Clause 70 becomes 73, and in line 6, for 72 and 
73 read 75 and 76 respectively. In line 78, for 72 substitute 75. Clause 71 becomes 74, 
and in line 8 for 70 read 73. Clause 72 becomes 75, and in line 8 for 70 read 73 and in 
line 10 for 55 read 58. Clause 73 becomes 76; in line 4 for 72 read 75; also in the 11th 
line for 72 read 75. Clause 74 becomes 77 and '1' should be added in brackets (1) 
after the number 77; in the second line 73 becomes 76 and also in line 19, 73 bco::>mes 76; 
in line 39 for 55 read 58. Clause 75 becomes 78. Clause 76 becomes 79; 77 bet omes 80. 
Clause ~8 becomes 81, and in line 5 of that clause, 77 becomes 80. In sub-clause (6), 
line 98, read 82 for 79 ; in line 100, 108 becomes 110 and in line 103 read 82 for 79. Clause 
79 becomes 82; in line 28, read 81 for 78; in line 35, read 110 for 108. Clause 80 becomes 
83. 81 becomes 84; in line 15, read 80, 81 and 82 for 77, 78 and 79 respectively. Clause 
82 becomes 85; 83 becomes 86; 84 becomes 87 ; 85, 88; 86, 89; in line 23, for 110 
read 112. Clause 87 becomes 90. In clause 90 (as amended) sub-clause (3), line 38, 
substitute 61 for 58; line 41, put (h) for (g), and line 42 put 61 instead of 58. Clause 88 
becomes clause 91 ; in line 14, 55 becomes 58; line 49, 58 becomes 61, and in line 67, 
155 becomes 58. Clause 89 becomes clause 92. Clause 90 becomes 93 ; in line 8 substi. 
tute (n) for (m) and 61 for 58. Clause 91 becomes 94, and clauses 92, 93, 94 and 95 
become respectively 95, 96, 97 and 98. Clause 97 becomes clause 99. Clause 98 
becomes 100; in line 5, for 44 read 47. Clause 99 becomes 101; in line 19, for 95 read 
98, Clause 100 becomes 102. Clause 101 becomes 103; in line 7, for 213 read 215; in 
line 11, read 218 for 216 and in line 16, read 73 for 70; in line 27, read 75 for 72. 
Clause 102 becomes 104. In line 8, read 98 for 95. Clause 103 becomes 105. In line 5, 
read 104 for 102. Clause 104 becomes 106. Clause 105 becomes 107. In clause 107, as 
amended, line 14, read 106 for 104. In clause 107, as amended, line 16 and in line 26, 
read 106 for 104. Clause 106 becomes 108. In line 4, for 102 read 104. In line 6, for 
103 read 105. In line 13, for 103 read 105. Clause 107 becomes 109. Clause 108 
becomes 110. In line 5, 102 becomes 104. In line 24, substitute 81 for 78 and 82 for 79. 
In line 29, read 104 for 102. Clauses 109, 110 and 111 become 111, 112 and 113. 
Clause 112 becomes 114.. In line 11, same clause, read 48 for 45. In line 29, same 
clause, read 48 for 45. Clause 113 becomes 115..._ In sub-clause 2, line 23, substitute 
194 for 192. In sub-clause 3, line 36, substitute 194 for 192.. Clauses 114 and 115 be
come 116 and 117. Clause 116 becomes 118. In line 33, substitute 143 for 141. In line 
37, substitute 123 for 121. In line 50, substitute 198 for 196. In line 62, substitute 149 
for 147. Clause 117 becomes 119. Line 5, substitute 118 for 116. Line 62, substitute 
198 for 196. Line 74, read 149 for 147. Line 80, read 149 for 147. Clauses 118 and 
119 become 120 and 121. Clauses 120 and 121 become 122 and 123. In line 9 of clause 
123 as amended for section 117, read 119. In line 13, read 118 for 116. Clause 122 
becomes 124. In line 64, substitute 123 for 121. In line 108, substitute 123 for 121. 
Same alteration to be made in lines 110, 114 and 121 that is to say, read 123 for 121. 
Clauses 123 and 124 become 125 and 126, Clauses 125 to 128 become 127 to 130. 
In clause 128, as amended, line 28, read 198 for 19.6. Clauses 129 and 130 become 131 and 
132. Clause 131 becomes 133. Line 6, read 132 for 130. Clauses 132 to 135 become 
134 to 137. Clauses 136 to 139 become clauses 138 to 141. Clause 140 becomes 142. 
Clause 141 becomes 143. In line 84, substitute 198 for 196. Cl!luses142 to 147 become 
clausee 144 to 149. Clauses 148 and 149 become 150 and 151. Clause 150 becomes 152. 
In line 67, aubstitute 143 for 141. Clauses151 to 155 become 153 to 157. Clauses156 to 
162 become clauses 158 to 164. Clause 163 becomes 165. Clause 164 becomes 166. In 
line'· read 165 for 163. Clauses 165 to 170 become 167 to 172. In line 9 of clause 172, 
as amended read 61 for 58. In line 43, read 61 for 58. Clauses 171 to 178 become 
claulle8 173 to 180. In clause 174, as amended, in line 7, for 171 read 173. In clause 
180 u amended, line 97, read 179 for 177. Clause 179 become.t 181. In line 5, read 
179 for 177, In line 6, read 180 for 178. Clause 180 becomes 182. Clause 181 be· 
comes 183. Clause 182 becomes 18·l. In line 82, for section 190 read section 192. In 
line 108, for 196 read 198. In line 123, for 196 read 198. Clause 183 becomes 185. 
Clause 184 becomes 186. Clauses 185 to 188 become 187 to 190. In clause 190, · as 
amended, in line 8, read 61 for 58. Clauses 189 a1~d 190 become 191 and 192. In line 
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104 of the lll.ilt clause (192) &II amended read 199 for 197. Clause 191 b~oomes 193. 
Clause 192 beromt>s 194. Line 29, for 127 read 129. In line 45, for 113 read 115. In 
lin· 46 l't"ad 117 for 115. Line 47. read 123 for 121. In line 48, for 125, 127,132 and 
133 l't"ad 127, 129, 134 and 135 respectively. In line 50 read 131 for 129. ClauBeS 193 to 
19S berome 195 to 200. In line 47 of clause 200, as amended for 52 read 55. In line 48, 
for 116 read 118. In line 48, for 169 read 171. In line 49, read 117 for 115. In ~ne 50, 
read 184 for 182. Claust>s 199 to 213 become 201 to 215. New clauee 215 at page 164. 
in line 29. for 212, read 214. 

ClauRes 214 to 218 become respectively 216 to 220. The new clause added, which W&l! 

cl11uRe 219 becomes 221. In Schedule I in the second line, read "section 4" for "section 
3 ". In Schedule II, second line, for "72" read "75 ", and at the end of the l&l!t 
lint> but one make the same alteration. In Schedule III, second line, read " 88 " for 
"85 ", and also in the second line below the word "Municipality". In Schedule IV, 
8erond line, r<"ad " 88 "for" 85 " ; also in the second line below the word " Municipality.' 
In Schedule V, read" 104" for" 102" in the second line. In Schedule VI, read" 105" 
for "103" in the second line. The same alteration is to be made about the middle of 
that Schedule where the words "section 103" appear. In Schedule VII, line,3, for 
"103 "and •· 95 "read" 105" and" 98 ",respectively. 

That is all, Sir. 
Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: This completes the consideration 

of the bill clause by clause. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA:U HUSSAIN: 

Third reading. 
Bir, I move that the bill be read a third time. 
I am grateful to the House and the members of 

the select committee for their co-operation and valuable assistance. 
This bill, Sir, is a step forward and a great advance on the existing law. 
It affords greater opportunity to the people at large to associate 
themselves with their local affairs. I feel confident that the masses, if 
they organise themselves, will capture all the seats in the municipalities 
and will come into their own. (Hear, hear). With these remarks, I 
mo,·e that the bill be read a third time. 

Question proposed. 
~IOGLVI RAFHJDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, in rising 

to support the third reading of this bill, I wish heartily to congratulate 
the Honourable Minister for successfully piloting this bill-one of the 
mo~t compreh~sh·e, voluminous and important bills that have ever been 
placed before this House. The bill is a landmark in the history of legis
lation as far as local self-government is concerned; and as far as I know it 
is an aJ,·ance upon any measure that has yet been passed in any other 
rro\incial 'council in this country. 

I hope the Honourable Minister will permit me to allude to the mid~ 
nil_.!ht oil he has burnt over this bill and to the fact that he has almost 
l'hattt•red his health. The House will be llllecrrateful were it to allow the 
O<.'ca:-:-ion to pass by without expressing its deep gratitude to him for the 
grt•at trouble he has taken, for the foresight he has shown, and for the 
labour which he has bestowed on his bill. I also take this opportunity 
of thanking the honourable the Legal Remembrancer for the knowledge 
and experience he brought to bear upon the provisions of the bill ; and 
if I may be permitted I offer my thanks to the Secretary of the Legislative 
Council, for the great trouble which he has taken in suppl~ to 

a SOS-3 
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the members the countless amendments in. reasonable time. Time there 
was when I had to criticise the Honourable Minister, rather severely but 
on this occasion I should be failing in my duty if I did not give expression 
to the debt of gratitude which we all owed to the Honourable :Minister 
for his laudable efforts to satisfy all parties in the Council including the 
Swaraj party who have not been sparing in their criticisms on the bill. 
Sir, on this occassion we are all united in offering our congratulations to 
him. With these remarks I support the third reading of this bill. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I support the third 
reading of the bill and in doing so, I echo the sentiments that have 
been expressed by my honourable friend :Moulvi Saheb. I have had 
some difference as regards· specific provisions with the Honourable 
Minister in charge of Local Self-government. Even at this stage, 
I feel that, so far as that portion of the bill which deals with outside 
control over municipalities is concerned, it is not liberal enough and 
I have every hope that the Honourable Minister for Local Self-govern
ment will realise the soundness of my views upon this question and 
at no distant date will come forward with an amending bill reducing 
·outside control proposed to be exercised over the municipalities and 
liberalising local self-government still further in that direction. Apart 
from this and other differences between the Honourable Minister and 
myself, I do heartily join my honourable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad in offering my sincerest congratulations on the measure the 
third reading of which he has moved. 

I agree with the Honourable Minister when he said that it was a liberal 
bill, and that it was a step in advance of the existing state of things. 
I have no poubt that if the masses take advantage of the facilities 
that are afforded by this bill, as the Honourable Minister pointed out, 
so far as local self-government is concerned, they will not only have 
adequate representation but will be able to exercise a decisive voice 
in the administration of municipal affairs. I again most heartily 
join my honourable friend Moulvi Saheb whom I have great pleasure in 
calling the Leader of the Opposition, in offering congratulations to the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government upon this bill. It is one 
more feather in his cap, Turkish cap, as an Honourable Member reminds 
me and I hope he will win more laurels still in the departments under 
his charge. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, on behalf of the non· 
Brahmin party I give my heartiest support to the third reading of the 
bill and in doing so I congratulate the Honourable Minister who has 
piloted the bill in all its different stages. This bill aims at broadening 
the base of municipal constitutions and aims at democratising the 
municipal institutions. I am quite sure that the prediction of the 
Honourable Minister will be truly fulfilled. The masses have been 
given a ·wider franchise which they have hitherto not enjoyed and 
many disqualifications that stood in the way of many fit persons aspiring 
to become members of municipalities have been removed. I am quite 
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sure that if only the masses organise themselves, they will be able to 
wrest the municipalities from th~ hands of oligarchies wherever they 
may happen to exi'lt. This measure will surely democratise municipal 
illRtitutions throughout the presidency. 

The attitude of the Honourable Minister at the second reading of 
the bill was indeed commendable. '\'\"henever there was a combined 
or unanimous expression of view on this part of the House, he took 
great pleasure in yielding to that view and accepting the amendments. 
Whenever this part of the House was divided he stuck up to the original 
section in the bill. I hope that this attitude of the Honourable Minister 
will be copied, imitated and followed by the other two Honourable 
Ministers when they bring in their bills. In other words the combined and 
unanimous expression of views of the House should be given effect to 
by them at the time of clause by clause reading of bills. Many members 
both inside and outside the House were under the impression that the 
second reading of the bill would not take more than a few hours owing to 
the unhappy and unfortunate non-participation of a respectable number 
of members of this House in the business of this House. But I am glad 
to say that those members who participated in the debate took a very 
keen and intelligent interest in the consideration of all the clauses of the 
bill. Several important amendments-amendments of a far-reaching 
character- were put forward, moved, fully debated and discussed and 
most of them were succesM'ully carried. The non-official members did not 
like that there should be so much power vested in one person, namely, 
the president. · 'Vben the bill emerged from the select committee and 
came up for second reading most of the members of this House .were 
tmrprised to see tliat the president was made, so to say, an autocrat .. 
~ot only was the president to have the power to supervise and superin
tend over the general administration of the municipality, but he was to 
be ex-officio chairman of the standing committee. and of any of the 
other executive committees the municipality may appoint.. In other 
words, he was to be seen everywhere, and his influence and power was 
to be felt everywhere. The non-official members thought tha~ that 
ought. not to be. These municipalities are the training ground for the 
people to fit them to take part in tlie larger administration of their 
<'()Untry. Viewed from this point, this side of the House thought that 
an opportunity should be given to the other members of the municipalities 
to become chairmen of the standing committees. I am glad to say , 
that the Honourable the Minister after feeling the pulse of the House 
accepted the amendment. · 

. Sir, the bill a.s finally p~ed in the second reading shows important 
unprovemenu and is a great advance on the existing law. If you 
r~mpare Act III of 1901 with the bill now under consideration you 
\\111 see that greater power is vested in the municipalities than before,
there is less interference of Government and greater power given to 
the municipalities. That is the principle on which this bill is based.· 
I hope this House will agree with me when I say that this bill will 
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have the blessing of the whole country, !tnd will be carried out in the 
spirit in which it has been passed in this House. 

Before I resume my seat, I congratulate the Honomable l\Iinister 
for having successfully piloted the bill through all its stages. 

1\Ir. M. S. KHUHRO (Larkana District): Sir, I wi~h heartily to 
congratulate the Honomable :Minister for having brought such an 
excellent piece of legislation before us and got it carried. I discharge 
this duty, on this occasion, on behalf of my honomable colleagues, the 
Sind l\Iahomedan members of this Council. The greater reason for 
us to be proud is that the Honomable Minister is a Sindhi. I might 
remind the House that dming the time this bill was being discussed, 
the Honomable l\Iinister took the most democratic attitude, and all 
important amendments he left entirely to the House to decide 
by majority; for instance, the case of the president being ex-officio 
chairman and the power of nomination given to the president in the 
case of the standing committee and various other important amendments 
brought before this House and discussed. The point worth noting in 
this bill is that it has considerably widened the franchise of the munici
palities. He has also agreed to provide in this bill a clause giving the 
president sufficient powers to conduct meetings, and thus the constitution 
has been made perfect. Sir, this bill will form a landmark in the history 
of the life of this Council, and I am sanguine that every one in this 
honomable House will agree with me in thankillfl the Honourable l\Iinister 
for having taken so much trouble to bring forward this bill and get it 
passed in such an excellent and democratic spirit. 

1\Ir. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : 1\Ir. President, I cannot 
but thank the Honomable l\Iinister for Local Self-Government for the 
service he has done to the backward classes in the city municipalities, 
especially in widening the franchise.~ At the last time, when my 
honourable friend l\Ir. Bhopatkar brought a bill about the same subject, 
naturally he (the Honomable Minister) got up with anger and said " I 
have taken all the labours. Why should the credit go to 1\Ir. Bhopatkar 
now n If we look to the excellent work he has done so far as city munici
palities are concerned, I think he deserves every support from all the 
parties here and at last he got the credit which he rightly deserved. I 
thank him heartily for that. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\I HUSSAIN: 
Sir, I am grateful to the House for the very kind references they have 
made about me and for the support they have given to the bill. One 
word only about the control-a point that was raised by my honourable 
friend opposite me (Mr. R. G. Pradhan). If my honourable friend refers 
to the various enactments in other countries, he will find we have les:-~ 
control here than in any other country. 

Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~T: The 1Iajor Municipalities Bill 1s 

read a. third time and passed. 
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BILL No. XXIV OF 1925 (A BILL TO REGULATE AND CONTROL 
CERTAIN CONTRACTS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF 
SECURITIES IN THE CITY OF BOMBAY). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I present 
the report of the select committee on Bill *No. XXIV of 1925 (A Bill 
to regulate and control certain contracts for the purchase and sale of 
securities in the city of Bombay). 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The report of the select committee 
is presented. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : 1\ir. President, I beg to move 
the second reading of the bill. The House will 

Second readin~. observe with satisfaction that on this somewhat 
difficult and intricate business, the select committee have been able 
to arrive at an unanimous conclusion. Cynical people may think, because 
the conclusion is unanimous, that means that there must be a lack 
either of thought or of intelligence on the part of the members of the 
committee. I would deprecate any such criticism in this matter, for 
in this particular bill, though it was adopted under considerable stress 
of time, it was debated at considerable length and various points of 
view were put forward and dealt with in complete detail, and the result 
you Virill see is a bill altered in certain important aspects from the bill 
that was first placed before this House. But if the complaints and 
criticisms are stilled for the present, I think I must warn the House that 
there is not the slightest doubt that they will arise in the future. 

This bill takes us into a new and untried country. The administration 
will not be easy. The Act gives the Government power to recognise or to 
refuse recognition to any stock exchange. That recognition will be granted 
or refused at the discretion of Government and it will be in various condi
tions that that discretion will be exercised. A certain stock exchange 
desirous of recognition may be constituted of persons who do not command 
the confidence of the public. Another stock exchange desirous of 
recognition may submit a set of rules which Government will not regard 
as satisfactory. In either of these cases recognition will be refused. 
Some people may perhaps be a little puzzled at the words in the bill 
"stock exchange desirous of recognition" and they may ask "how 
can a body of persons who are not recognised by Government be called 
a stock exchange l " and I wish to emphasise that point. There is 
nothing in this bill to control or to regulate transactions of stocks and 
!!hares on a cash basis and therefore any body of persons who can secure 
the confidence of the public can constitute themselves a stock exchange 
provided they deal only on a cash basis ; and that stock exchange will 
not come within the purview of this legislation. It is only in regard to 
those tran .. ':.actions which are known as futures that this bill applies and 
the power to c<>ntrol is being taken by Government. The small investor 
is seldom interested in ~;peculative dealings in futures. If this important 

• fkfe appendex G. 
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point is fully recognised the House will appreciate the threats which 
have been uttered by some section of dissatisfied members of the existing 
association, threats that they will close down the business rather +,han 
subniit to any control, these threats are of no great interest to the invest
ing public. For these reasons Government as also this House, may re
gard with equanimity any such dissatisfaction of members of the existinrr 
association. Members of a stock exchange are persons who play a~ 
important part in the transactions of commerce and industry. But it 
must be remembered that they are the agents and servants of the public 
and the recent trouble ha:s largely arisen from the fact that these gentle
men have fallen into some error on this point and have arrogated to 
themselves a position of mastery. The public who have been suffering 
long in patience and silence has finally revolted against this arrogant 
mastery and has asked this House as their representatives to bring these 
refractory persons under control. That I think is a fair summary of 
the situation. I will only invite the special attention of the House to 
the fact that whereas in the original bill Government proposed to take 
power to sanction, add to, vary or rescind rules for the regulation of the 
stock exchange they have now, on further advice and consideration, 
decided that it is unnecessary and inexpedient that Government should 
interfere in such detail in the internal working of the stock exchange and 
that it will make for better relations and will encourage a better spirit of 
self-administration, if they contented themselves with this power of grant
ing or refusing to grant or withdrawing recognition, and for the reason 
which I have explained in my earlier remarks I suggested to the House 
that Government would not be at any time unwilling to exercise that 
power if at any time a stock exchange is known to be working to the 
detriment of the public. They would then exercise their power and 
close down that exchange until a better system of management of the 
exchange has been brought about. This is a somewhat drastic power, 
but on the advice ~pen to Government we have decided that that is the 
system which we should recommend to this House. I ask that the bill 
be read a second time. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City) : 1\Ir. President, I must congratu
late the Honourable the Finance Member for having introduced a measure 
of this description. (Hear, hear). No doubt it is with considerable 
reluctance that he has intervened in the affairs of the associations of 
long standing and great utility. But the doings of these associations 
have reacheJ the dimensions of a scandal in the city of Bombay. I 
therefore congratulate the Honourable the Finance l\Iember for having 
overcome the reluctance anu for having displayed considerable firmness 
and thoroughness, which has enabled him not to surmount all obstacles, 
and to bring about the present state of affairs. I might almost disarm 
the opposition of the most interested association, but also to command 
their confidence and approbation. I believe the bill has now emerged 
from the select committee considerably improved. The Government 
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have now power to recognise or refuse to recognise a stock· exchange 
instead of the power merely to make rules as originally intended. To 
recognise or to refuse to recognise means that they would naturally 
refuse recognition when men of straw come forward to constitute a. 
stock exchange and ask for recognition. The result will be that a 
recognised stock exchange would receive the hall mark of Government's 
approval. I trust that this hall mark of approval will not be given except 
after a careful consideration of the question whether confidence can be 
reposed upon the members of the· stock exchange and their constitution 
and solvency. I should like however to sound one note of caution. I 
do not think that this bill will prevent speculation or prevent gambling. 
It may to some extent reduce gambling and speculation, if Government 
remember the cause of all trouble. The cause of trouble is the power of 
the stock exchange of declaring the existence of a corner and then fixing 
arbitrarily the rates of settlement or dealings to the scrips concerned. 
Any one who has had anything to do with the share bazaar feels that 
the bazaar had become a family compact to enable the bear members 
to rob the public by their manouvres. This measure will be entirely 
futile unless the Government insist upon the removing of the rules 
relating to corners in accordance with the recommendation of the 
Atlay Committee at all costs and whatever the threat of the bazaar. 
That is all I have to say and I hope the House will approve of the bill. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I do not think, Sir, that 
• it is necessary to take up the time of the House with further remarks. 
I have said all that I had to say. · 

Bill read a second time. Question put and carried. 

(Bill read clause by clause}. 
Clause 1 (short title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (extent and operation) : 

(I) This A~t shall apply to the whole of the Presidency of Bombay. · 
. (2) It shall come into operation in the city of Bombay on such date as the Governor 
m Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government GazetU, appoint: The 
0>vl"mor in Council may further, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, 
du-ect that the Act shall come into operation in any pla.ce in the Bombay Presidency 
other than the city of Bombay on such date as may be specified in such notification. 

Mr. G. \\1LES: May I draw attention, Sir, to a typographical error! 
In the fourth line a full stop has appeared in the copy before 
me. After the words " Bombay Presidency " the full stop should be 
erased. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: No amendment need be made now. 
Th~ ~onourable member can move it, if necessary, at the third reading. 
If 1t IS a typist's error, then merely drawing attention to it is sufficient. 

Claus~ 2 ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Clfluse 3. 
In t.hia Act unless there is something repugnant in the subject or context-
(I) :· Hleuritiee " includes stocks, shares, bonds, debentures, debenture stock ud an1 

otht>.r wtrumenu. of' like nature. 
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(2) "stock-exchange " means any association, organisation or body of individuals 
whether incorporated or not, established for the purpose of assisting, regulating and 
controlling business in buying, selling and dealing in stocks, shares, bonds, debentures, 
debenture stock and any other like securities. · ·· · 

(3) "recognised stock exchange " means a stock-exchange which is, for the time being 
recognised by the Governor in Council as provided in section 4. · 

(4) "ready delivery contract" means a contract for the purchase or sale of securities 
for performance of which no time is specified and which is to be performed immediately 
or within a reasonable time. 

Explanation.-The question what is a. reasonable time is in each particular case a 
question of fact. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment : 

In clause 3 (4) Explanation, substitute the word "shall" for the word "is" where 
it occurs for the second time and add the word " be " after the word " case ". 

The clause as amended will read as follows : 
The question what is a reasonable time shall in each particular case be a question of 

fact. 

Sir, this amendment really relates to drafting. ·It is laid down here 
that the question of reasonable time is to be decided by evidence. What 
is a question of fact is in a court of law proved only by evidence. 
That is, what is a question of fact is a futurity, and therefore the appro
priate words there would be " shall be " and not " is ". With that idea 

. 'I have suggested that instead of employing the word " is " 
we should employ the words " shall be ". That would be a desirable 
amendment and I think the honourable member will see his way to 
accept it. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. J. B. KANGA: Sir, I want to point out that my honourable 
friend who has moved the amendment should have read, before moving 
the amendment, a section of the Contflict Act which ·was passed in 1872 
and in respect of which there has been no trouble up to now, which 
contains exactly the same explanation as is given here. I mean section 
46 of the Contract Act, where the words " reasonable time " are used 
in the section, and the explanation given there is : " What is a reasonable 
time is in each particular case a question of fact." I am quite sure, 
·after this explanation, my honourable friend will withdraw his 
amendment. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I have nothing more to add. You may put the 
question before the House. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. H. S. LAWRENCE : 1\Ir. President, I think 
what is good enough for the statutes of the Government of India for 
the last fifty years should be good enough for us. It is also the phrase 
which we use in the House of Commons. It is also the phrase that 
would be used by every one who has studied English grammar (Laughter). 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 3 ordered to stand part of .the bill. 
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Clause 4 (Recognition) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 5 (Rules). 
(1) A Stock-Exchange subject to the sanction of the Governor in Council may make 

and may from time to time add to, vary or rescind rules for the regulation and control 
of transaction in securities (other than ready delivery contracts). 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, auoh 
rules may provide for:-

(a) The Government of the stock exchange by a governing body and the constitu· 
tion of such governing body ; • 

(b) the powers and duties of the governing body and the manner in which ita business 
thall be transacted ; 

(c) the fixing of a scale of charges; 
(d) the making, settling and closing of bargains; 
(e) the exercise of emergency powers in the case of corners; 
(/) the regulation of dealings by members for their own account, and 
(g) the settlement of disputes arising between members and the punishmen~ of 

defaulting members. 

(3) Rules made by a stock exchange under sub-section (1) shall be published Ui the 
Bombay Got•ernment Gazette one month before they are sanctioned by the Governor 
in Council. 

(4) All rules made by a stock exchange and in existence on' the date on which this Act 
comes into operation relating to transactions in securities other than ready delivery 
contracts shall be of no effect and shall not be enforceable by law on and from the date 
this Act comes into operation. 

NothiM in this sub.section shall affect the validity of any contract entered into 
prior to the date on which this Act shall come into operation. · 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move my 
amendment to clause 5, sub-paragraph (3). 

Add the words at the end to clause 5 (3) ; "and shall again be published after a&nction 
with alterations if any ". . 

Sir, the bill makes provision of previous publication for one month. 
That is, the rules are to be published before the Government give sanc
tion for one month, and that was the only thing. But now an amend
ment has been suggested. It will come before the House after I have 
moved my amendment. The idea is th:s that even if the subsequent 
amendment is added, what is meant ;s that first there shall be a. 
publication and aft.er one month there shall be a republication. But the 
idea underlying the first publication is to call attention of the public 
that they may send in their objections or suggestions if they have any. 
Therefore, when the rules are published and some people· send in their 
sugge8tions, then Government should have the power of either accepting 
these suggestions or rejecting them. If Government accept the sugges
tions and they find that it is desirable to improve those rules, then if 
my amendment is not accepted, I am afraid Government will not have 
the power of giving their sanction. They can only accept or reject. 
But if my amendment is accepted, then, by implication, Government 
will have the power of altering the rules, if any, and thus when the rules 
are altered, they can be republished in the Government Gazette. 

Question proposed. 
18·~ 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I noticed that the honourable 
member Mr. Wiles has also a similar amendment. If he wishes to speak 
now, he may. _ 

llr. G. WILES : Just one word, Sir. It was never the intention of 
the select committee in amending this clause that subsequent publication 
should not be made. That publication should follow, as it was originally 
proposed in the original clause. I, therefore, have given notice of an 
amendment, similar to the honourable member's amendment, which 
reads " and shall agai:ri be published after sanction ". The words 
which are proposed to be added by the honourable member M!. Surve, 
"with alterations if any", are unnecessary. Government has no 
authority under the Act to e:ffect alterations in the Rules. And any 
alterations which are e:ffected after publication will have to be made 
by arrangement with the Association. It is the Association that makes 
the Rules. Therefore, I say that my amendment is preferable and 
should be accepted. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Does the honourable member, 
Mr. Surve, agree to withdraw his amendment in favour of the amendment 
of the honourable member Mr. Wiles 1 It is practically the same. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : No, Sir, because there is a vast di.:fference as the 
next amendment suggests that the rules are to be republished. My 
amendment makes it quite clear and leaves no room for doubt. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member, 
Mr. Wiles, has already explained that Government have no power to alter 
the rules. 

·. Mr. A. N. SURVE :In that case I have no objection to withdraw my 
amendment in favour of that proposed by the honourable member, 
Mr. Wiles .. 

Question put and leave granted. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member, 
Mr. Wiles, can now move his amendment. 

Mr. G. WILES : Sir, I. beg to move the following amendment : 
To clause 5 sub·ola.use (3) a.dd the words " a.nd shall a.ga.in be published after 

aanction ", · 

Question put and carried. 

Mr. G. WILES : Sir, I beg to move the following amendment : 
Omit sub·cla.uae (4) of clause 5. 

The alteration made in clause 6 by the select committee makes it 
unnecessary, so our legal advisers tell us, to retain this clause, 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 5 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clan.se 6 (Contracts fiOl made subject to rules robe t•oid), 
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Every contra.ct entered into after the date on which this Act oomea into operation for 
the purchase or sale of securities, ot er tUm a ready delivery contract shall be void, 
unleea the same ia made subject to and in accordance with the rules duly sanctioned 
under section 4 and every such contract aha.ll be void unleas the aa.me is ma.de between 
memben or through a member of a recognised stock-excha.nge; and no claim shall be 
allowed in any Civil Court for the recovery of any commission. brokerage, fee or reward 
in respect of any such contract. 

~Ir. G. WILES: Sir, I' move the following amendment: 
In clause 6, for the words •• Every contract .• , •.•.. sha.ll be void " au bstitute " Every 

contract for the purchase or sale of securities, other than a rea.dy delivery contraot, 
entered into after a date to be notified in this behalf by the Governor in council shall be 
void", 

The object of this amendment is to prevent the interregnum which would 
arise after this bill comes into operation and before the subsequent 
sanctioning of the rules. The select committee has entered in the bill 
a clause which provides for one month's publication of the rules. My 
amendment is in order to avoid the interregnum which would otherwise 
prevent futures business and interrupt the course of trade. Govern
ment ·will now take authority to notify a date after which all operations 
other than those carried on under the rules shall be void. That date 
will be naturally the date on which sanction is given to the rules. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 6 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : ~Ir. President I now move 
Third reading. that the bill be .read a third time. 
Bill read a third time. Question put an~ carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The bill is now read a third time 
and passed. 

BILL No. XVII OF 1925 (A BILL TO TRANSFER THE POWERS AND 
DUTIES OF THE T.RUST.EES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
CITY OF BOMBAY TO, AND TO VEST THE PROPERTY AND 
RIGHT3 VESTED IN THE SAID TRUSTEES IN THE MUNICIPAL 
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF BOMBAY). 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is the Honourable the Minister 
ready to go on with clause 109A ! 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHlJLAll HUSSAIN : 
Yes, Sir. 

Mr. IIOOSEXALLY M. RAJII.llTOOLA: Sir, as I had not finished 
my remarks on the amendment which I had moved to this clause yester
day I beg permission to continue my observations. This clause shows 
want of confidence in the sense of fairplay .••.. 

&606-k 
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The Honourable the PRESIDE1""T : The proper procedure is that 
I will propose the question that clause 109A do stand part of the bill. 
Then the amendment can be moved and the recrular procedure will 
be then followed. The question is that clause 109A 

0
do stand part of the 

bill 

Clause 109 A. 
" Any officer or servant who has been in the service of the Board constituted under 

Act IV of 1898 for a period of not less than five years before the date on which this Act 
comes into force shall b~ entitl '' ~thin a period of t'Yo years after such ~ate to go on 
leave preparatory to ret~rement, enJOY all leave due to h1m under the rules in force at the 
date of the passing of this Act, draw his share of the Trustees' contribution to the 
Provident Fund and any gratuity which may be due to him under the Rules dated the 
lOth January 1924. " 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): Sir, I beg 
to move: . · 

"That .clause 109A be deleted. " 

This clause shows want of confidence in the sense of fairplay and justice 
of the Corporation. It is absolutely unnecessary in my opinion, and 
was inserted at the last moment in the select committee. I therefore 
move that it should be deleted. 

Mr. J~ BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I am rather reluctantly 
obliged to oppose this amendment ; for this reason. I think, if the 
intention of the clause is as stated by my honourable friend, I would 
certainly sympathise with him. The language of the clause itself seems 
to convey the impression that the officers of the Improvement Trust 
do not wish to serve. under their new masters, and that they would 

. rather resign and retire from service than serve under their new masters. 
Of course, no self-respecting councillor can countenance such an attitude 
on the part of the servants of the Improvement Trust, and I hope that 
nobody would E:L.courage an attitude Of that description. But, Sir, 
I have had a consultation w:th the Honourable :Minister, and, so far as 
I can make out, that is not the object of the clause. The real object 
underlying the clause is this. There are some of these servants who 
have been in service for more than five years, who have the benefit of 
certain existing rules. These rules may be amended by the new Board, 
may be more liberalised, or may be made more illiberal. .t would not be 
right to deprive the Board of the power of making rules, liberal or illibe
ral, even though it would affect those persons who have taken up service 
under the existing rules. But I think it is right that they should have 
the benefit of the rules which existed at the time at which they took up 
service. But it cannot be left open for a long time. The question of 
transfer of Trust to the Corporation has been discussed for the last 
five years. Therefore, it would be right to say that only those who 
have been serving for the last five years shall have the benefit of the 
old rules. If we want to give them the benefit of these rules, we must 

· make some provision for it. Therefore, I propose that the right 
thina for us to do is to give those officers who have been in service 
for the last five years the benefit of the existing rules, but to impose 
a limitation of two years within "hich the benefit can be available ; and 
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this only in the case of those who wish to retire. No other cases are to 
be provided for. There may be many good reasons why they should 
retire, and it seems to me to be in accordance with reason that they 
should get the benefit of these rules. I have, therefore, endeavoured 
to put on paper what I consider would be an amendment to the clause 
as it stands. The honourable member Mr. Rahimtoola. moves that 
it should be deleted. His amendment is equivalent to rejecting the 
clause altogether. I do not know, Sir, whether you would permit me 
to move the amendment which I wish to move. It is as follows : 

Clause 109 should read as follows: 
" Any officer or serva.nt, who ha.s bef!n in the service of the Boa.rd constituted under 

Act IV of 1898 for a period of not less than five yea.ra before the date on which this Act 
comes into force, shall be entitled, in ca.se of retirement within two yea.ra from the date 
of the p&asing of this Act, to a.ll the benefits of the rules rega.rding lea.ve in force at the 
da.te of the p&ssing of this Act, and to draw his share of the trustees' contribution to the 
provident fund." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: In the special circumstances 
of the case, I am prepared to allow it. The amendment is in order. 
The only question is one of notice, and I am prepared to condone it, 
and accept the amendment if there is no objection in the House to that 
course being followed. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AID\IAD : That is hardly an amendment. 
It is a new section. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The clause is there; and he has 
moved an amendment to the clause as it stands. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I believe my amendment really carries out the 
reasonable intention of the clause itself. I understand the Honourable 
Minister is prepared to accept this amendment to the original clause. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I was enquiring whether any 
honourable member wished to object to this amendment being moved 
at this late stage. I take it that there is no objection from any honour
able member to that being done. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Sir, I accept the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Baptista. 
Question put and carried that clause 109A should read as follows : 

•• Any offioor or serva.nt, who has been in the.service of the Boa.rd constituted under 
the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, for a period of not less tha.n five years tefore 
th~ dak! on which this Act comes into force, shall be entitled, in case of retirement 
within two yea.ra from the datA! of the pa.ssing of this Act, to a.ll the benefits of the rulee 
l'f!g&rding leave in force at the datA! o the pa.ssing of this Act, and to draw his share of 
the trustees' contrLution to the provident fund." 

The honourable member Mr. Hoosenally M. Rahimtoola's amend .. 
ment " That clau e 109A be deleted " put and lost. 

Clause l09A, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

The Honourable the PRESILE:XT: We will now deal with the 
oonsequential amendments. 
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Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I have an amendment to propose to clause 
10 which is not a consequential amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT~ 1 hold that the amendment 
which I saw this morning and which, I presume, the honourable member 
wiahes to move, is consequential. New seats have been allotted to certain 
interests, and that makes such an amendment necessary, and the amend
ment can be moved as a consequential amendment. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
Clause 10, sub-clause (3) : After sub-clause (2) add the following 

sub-clause numbered sub-clause (3): 
" The election of members by the Board shall be held at their first meeting after the 

date on whlch this Act comes into operation, and thereafter at their first meeting after 
each general election of councillors of the Corporation. The elections by the Chamber 
of Commerce, the Indian Merchants' Chamber, and the Millowners' Association shall 
be held, and the nominations by Government shall be made, within ten days therea.fter, 
and the names of all persons so elected and nominated shall be published by the officiating 
Chief Officer or the Chief Officer in the Bombay Government Gazette." 

Clause 10 deals with the constitution of the committee. This amend
ment simply provides for the first elections and nominations. Provision 
for the meeting of the board is made in clause 9 (2) (a). This is a neces
sary amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, this is a new clause. 

There is no provision made compelling these associations to notify to 
the chief officer their nominations, so that the chief officer may notify 
them in the Bombay Government Gazette. If these associations do not so 
notify their nominations to the chief officer, he will not be in a position 
to notify 'the nominations in the Gazette. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : If the honourable member 1\'Ir. Baptista moves 
an amendment, I will accept it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : He cannot move an amendment. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS: Then we may leave the matter as it stands. 
Question put and carried. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I beg to move, Sir : 
"In sub-clause (2) of clause 10 delete the word' or' where it occurs for the first time 

and in sub-clause (1) of clause 27 •••••••• ,. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I cannot allow amendments to 
two clauses at the same time. I have to put each clause to the vote 
of the House. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I move : 
"In sub·clause (2) of clause 10, delete the word 'or ' where it occurs for the first 

time, and eubstitute ' and '. '' 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Do you rule, Sir, that this is a 
consequential amendment ¥ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Unle8s the honourable member 
points out that it is not. Honourable members who vote on these 
amendments should ascertain for themselves and object to any 
amendment, which in their opinion is not a consequential amendment. 
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Question put and carried. 
Clause 10 as amended ordered to stand part of the hill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : :My next amendment, Sir, is : · 
"In sub-clause (1) of cause 27, line 5, substitute the word 'and' for the word' or'." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 27 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I move, Sir : 
" In clause 28 (3), line 38, substitute the word ' if 1 for the word • it'. " 

This is a printer's mistake. 
Question put and carried. 
Clause 28 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I beg to move, Sir. 
"In the explanation to clause 62 (4), line 611 for the word 1 clause' aubstitute the 

word • sub-section •," · 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 62 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 64 as amended ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 66, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLE~ffiNTS : Sir, I beg to move: 
" In clause 77 (7), in line 129, for the word 1 section 1 substitute the word ' sub. 

section 1," 
Question put and carried. 
Clause 77, as amended, ordered to stand part of the hill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
''In clause 94, in line 2, for the word' and' 11ubstitute the word' any'." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 94, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, I beg to move : 
''In clause 106, in line 13, after the word 'Chairman' insert the words • ·of the Com· 

mittee '." 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 106, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 109A1 as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

Mr. E. CLEME!\TTS: Sir, I move: 
"In clause 117, in line 5, for the word' stipendiary' substitute the word' salaried'." 

The reason for making this alteration is that "salaried" is the word 
used in the Criminal Procedure Code. 

Question put and carried. 
Clause 117, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

lli. E. CLEME:STS : Sir, the last amendment (before the re-numbering 
amendment) which I beg to move is: 

"In echedule B, after the word • Act' insert the figures • 1925 '." 

Question put and carried. 
Schedule B, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bilL 
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Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I ask your permission, Sir, to move the re
numbering amendments as was done in the case of the MaJ' or :Municipal. 
ities Bill · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I tab it there is no objection to 
the same procedure being followed. (After a pause). No honourable 
member objects. The honourable member is allowed to do so. 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, clauses 17 to 36 should be renumbered 18 
to 87 ; clause 36A becomes clause 38 ; clauses 37 to 109 should be 
renumbered 39 to 111 ; clause 109A becomes clause 112 ; and clauses 
110 to 121 should be re-numbered 113 to 124. 

Then there are several references which should be altered, which I 
shall now deal with. In clause 2, for the letter" (a)", substitute" (1)"; 
and for the letter "(b)" substitute "(2) ". In clause 4, line 10, 
for "bye-laws" substitute "by-laws". In clause 5, line 21, for 
" 77 " substitute " 79 ", and in the next line for " 78 " substitute 
" 80 " ; in line 26, for " 61 " substitute " 63 " ; in line 30 for 
"25" substitute" 26"; and in line 32 for" 28" substitute "29 ". 
In clause 8, line 20, substitute " 26 " for " 25 ". In clause 9 for the 
paragraph after (b), put the heading (c) instead of (bb); for " (c) " 
substitute " (d) " ; in the next paragraph introduced by amendment 
substitute " (e)" for "(c)"; for "(d)" substitute "(f)"; 
in line 49, substitute a comma for semi-colon; sub-clause (e) becomes 
sub-clause (g); then sub-clause (ee), inserted by amendment, becomes 
(h), and (eee) becomes (i) ; the present clause (f) becomes (j); (g) to 
(i) becomes (k) to (m). 

I now come to clause 16A which will be numbered 17. Clause 17 
becomes 18 and 18 becomes 19 and at line 21 for 19 substitute 20, and 21 
for 20 in line 25. Clause 19 becomes 20 and in sub-section (1) of clause 20 
as renumbered insert a ";" after the word "occurred". In clause 20 
now numbered 21 in line 14 for "bye:laws" read ''by-laws", and in 
line 15 for 110 read 113, and in line 72 substitute 20 for 19. In clause 
28 as renumbered for 119 in line 25 read 111. In clause 29 as renumbered 
(old clause 28) in line 26 substitute 27 for 26, and in line 33 substitute 
"by-law" for "bye-law", and in line 38 ".it" becomes "if". 
In clause 30 as amended (old clause 29) put a small" t" at the begin
ning of sub-clause (1). In old clause 33 now numbered 34 on page 19. 
read 33 for 32 in line 8, and 33 for 32 in line 48. Also in line 8 of the next 
clause 35, read 33 for 32, and 37 for 36 in line 10, and in line 46 read 33 
for 32. Also in the next clause line 10 read 33 for 32, and in line 29 for 
32 read 33. In the old clause 36 now numbered 37, substitute 36 for 35 
and in line 60 of the same clause substitute 36 for 35, and 33 and 36 for 
32 and 35 respectively in line 61. In clause 38 as amended substitute 
35 for 34 in line 88. In the old clause 38 now numbered 40 substitute 33 
and 37 for 32 and 36 respectively in line 20, and 30 for 29 at the end of the 
clause. In clause 44 as renumbered substitute 33 and 37 for 32 and 36 
in line 5. In the next clause substitute 79 for 77 at the end. In clause 
U now numbered 46 substitute 37 for 36 in line 7. In clause 47 line 58 
substitute 33 for 32. In clause 51 now numbered 53, line 5 for 32 and 36 
read 33 and 37. In clause 54 now numbered 56, line 27, read 61 for 69, 
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In clause 61 now numbered 63, on page 36 line 52, for 29, 40 and 50, read 
30, 42 and 52 ; in line 64 for 36 and 42, read 37 and «; in line 77 for 33 
read 34 ; in line 78 read 35 for 34: and in line 79 read 33 for 32 ; in line 88 
mbstitute 30 for 29. In line 20 of the next clause now numbered 64 for 
32, 42 and 51 read 33, « and 53, and in line 37 substitute 33, « and 53 for 
32, 42 and 51. In clause 64: now numbered 66 insert (1) (2) and (3) at 
the beginning of sub-clauses. In clause 66 now numbered 68, line 15 for 
86 read 88. In clause 68 now numbered 70, line 33, for 66 read 68. In 
clause 7 4 now numbered 76line 3, for 66 read 68 and the same alteration 
in line 8. In clause 75 now numbered 77 third line for 66 read 68, and in 
line 8 for 104: read 106. ~n the next clause line 28, for 68 read 70 and 
in line 40 for 93 read 95. In line 57 of the next clause on page 45, 
for 110 read 113 and in line 142 on page 46, for 79 read 81. On page 
47 in old clause 78 now numbered 80 read 79 for 77 in line 5. In clause 
79 now numbered 81 line 24:, for 77 read 79. In the next clause now 
numbered 82 read 79 for 77 in line 4. In clause 85 now numbered 87 in 
line 10, for 75 read 77. On page 51 in clause 89 now numbered 91line 
10, for 82 read 84 and in line 12, for 117 read 120. In clause 90 now num· 
bered 92, for 92 in line 15 read 94:. In clause 93 now numbered 95, for 
66 read 68 in line 5; for 68 and 76 in line 8 read 70 and 78 respectively; 
the same change to be made in line 13. In clause 96 as now numbered 
line 4, for 82 read 84 and for 93 in line 5 read 95. In the next clause 97 
as amended line 4, for 93 read 95, the same alteration in line 8; and for 
94: in line 9 read 96. 

In clause 104:, old clause 102, on page 56, line 11, read 100 for 98 and 
102 for 100. In clause 107, now numbered 109, line 25, read 110 for 108, 
and in line 27 read 111 for 109. In old clause 109, now numbered 111, line 
17, read 109 for 107. In clause 112, now numbered 115, in the third 
line, read 113 for 110. In the last line of 114, now numbered 117, read· 
18 for 17, on page 61. On the same page, in clause 119, old clause 
116, line 11, for 103 read 105. In the next clause 120, old clause 117, line 
t, read 113 for 110. · 

In Schedule A second line, for 61 read 63 ; the same alteration 
in Schedule A.A. In Schedule B, second line, read 73 for 71. In Schedule 
C, second line, for 77 read 79. In Schedule D, second line, read 79 for 
77. In Schedule D, on page 78, in the second line, for 77 read 79. The 
same alteration in Schedule E; and in Schedule F, second line, for 84: read 
86. 

That is over. 
Q?estion put : That the clauses be renumbered as proposed, and 

earned. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"'! : That completes the consideration 

of the bill clause by clause. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SH.A.IKH GHUL.Ul HUSSAIN: I now 

ThiN nltoding. 
move, Sir, that the bill be read a third time .. 
I must express my gratitude to the House 

and to the members of the select commitue for their 
co-operation and nluable a.ssi...<:tance. I think, Sir, it would · not 
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be out of place to say a word about the present trustees and the officer11 
of the Trust. I may assure the House that the present trustees as well 
as the officers of the Trust have been carrying on the work of the Trust 
efficiently and successfully. Now, this bill proposes to transfer the Trust 
to the Corporation. The Bombay Corporation, as you are all aware, is 
~he premier corporation of our presidency, and is proverbial for its 
efficient administration. I am confident that, true to its traditions, the 
Corporation will successfully administer the affairs of the Improvement 
Trust. I also trust the day is not distant when the Improvement Trust 
will entirely merge in the Corporation. With these words, I move that 
the bill be read a third time. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the duty of offering 

felicitations is always a pleasant one. Rightly or wrongly, the Bombay 
public have been complaining for a very long time that the operations 
of the Improvement Trust were carried on in a very expensive and 
spendthrift manner .. But now when this bill will pass into law, I think 
the public of Bombay will not have any ground for complaining in the 
strain in which they are in the habit of doing at present and have been 
even in the past. Sir, it is a very good step which the Honourable 
Minister has taken. It is a bold step and, though during the passage 
of this bill, he has not conceded all that we demanded, still he has seen 
his way to meet our demands as far as his constitutional position would 
allow him to do. Sir, we appreciate the restraints imposed upon him 
by his constitutional position and, though for the moment he has dis-

. appointed us and not granted what we wanted, still we appreciate that he 
has been doing his best and that he has discharged his duty con ·cient
iously. Again, if in the course of heated debate we may have used some 
very angry terms, I am sure the Honolil'able :Minister will bear in mind 
that we also owe a duty to the public and we are here to discharge it 
fearlessly. Therefore, as the bill has now passed, or is about to pass, I 
think the bitterness, if it was ever created, will not be carried out of the 
precincts of this Hall. I very heartily congratulate the Honourable 
1\Iinister for the successful passage of this bill and I trust that he will 
also admit that the opposition has done its duty of guiding and giving 
advice to Government benches. So, there has been thorough co-operation 
on both sides. I again offer my congratulations to the Honourable 
1\linister and hope that many such beneficent bills will come in future 
before this House for consideration. 

Dr. K. E. DADACIIA.;.';JI (Bombay City, South) : Sir, I support the 
third reading of the bill. You will remember when the Honourable 
Minister first introduced this bill, I con:,rratulated him as the first 1\Iah
omedan Minister who has given this large measure to the dty (Bombay). 
Now it has been proved that this bill has been shorn of some of the 
contentious clauses, and I hope the corporation will both economically 
and beneficially carry out in the interest of the city this measure. The 
corporation no doubt has a huge responsibility anrlliability-their own 
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amounting to about 19 croreti of rupees, and these 14 crores of th~ 
Improvement Trust-and it is rumoured that in ten years more the 
Development Department will also be transferred to the Bombay 1\lunicipa- . 
lity. These huge burdens the city is prepared to bear and it mus~ be said ~ 
the credit of its citizens that they are prepared to carry out therr respoDSI
bility as best as they can. There need be no fear as regards the Co~ration 
not carrying out the work of the Improvement Trust. They will carry 
out the work both economically, I repeat, and beneficially to the city. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat cities) : ·Sir, 
I rise to offer my hearty congratulations to the Honourable 1\Iinister 
for Local Self-Government upon the pains he has been at in piloting 
this bill through to success. · 

'My honourable friends from Bombay who are members of the Improve
ment Trust, especially Dr. Dadachanji, have already expressed their 
appreciation of the manner in which this bill has been got through. I 
have had the honour to know the Honourable the 1\linister of Local 
Self-Government since 1898, when he was reading for the Law and I 
was a student at the Elphlnstone College. It was then that I prophesied 
that my friend would one day rise to a position of eminence in the service 
of his country. I am glad that my prophesy has come true and I now 
hope that the Honourable the 1\linister for Local Self-Government will 
attain to still higher heights and that we shall be able to congratulate 
him on that achievement. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I should like tO join 
in congratulating the Honourable 1\linister for Local Self-Government 
for the measure he has piloted through this House. I do not know who 
is really responsible for Government consenting to the transfer of Improve
ment Trust. I believe Sir, you yourself had taken a considerable part 
in it. However, I am prepared to allow to the Honourable Minister 
full credit for the part he has undoubtedly taken in this affair. I have 
not the slightest doubt that the Honourable 1\Iinister is on:e of those 
persons who respond readily to public opinion in ·matters that come · 
before him. More than once I found him blaming us for not having 
attendt..._l the select committee meetings and placing before him the view 
of the public. He is certainly entitled to assistance of that description. 
However, I congratulate the Honourable Minister upon having righted 
the \\Tong that was inflicted on the Corporation of Bombay many years 
ago. It is a matter for gratification that after all patience and persever
ance have triumphed and that difficulties have been overcome-difficulties 
which we should not have been able to overcome without the assistance 
and the readiness with which the Honourable ?llinister took up this bill 
He has L\boured at it very insistently and he has laboured at it wi h 
the willingness of one who has espoused the cause with a full heart. I 
can assure him and al o the mercantile communities of Bombay that 
they will find that the Corporation of Bombay are as anxious as them
Sl'lves.to carry out this transfer most successfully and most economically. 
In thts anxit>ty I wi~h the <'orporation could count upon the cordial 
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. assistance and co-operation of the merc.antile communities of Bombay 
and particularly of the honourable member, l\lr. Grantham. I hope 
the Government will nominate him even against his will on the Corporation 
of Bombay and thus give him an opportunity of contributing all he can 
to help us to make this transfer a real and thorough success. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, I rise 
heartily to support the third reading of the bill. There is hardly 
anything left for me to add to what has fallen from the eloquent speeches 
of those honourable members who have preceded me in offering their 
congratulations to the Honourable l\finister of Local Self-Government. 
I take this opportunity of congratulating the Honourable Leader of 
the House because we know that without the support of the other half 
of the Government the Honourable Minister would not have been 
able to offer to this House what he has given. Solon was asked whether 
he gave the most perfect laws to the Athenians. He said he gave as 
pEr:ect laws as the Athenians would allow him to give. In the present 
Government the Honourable Minister can give us as perfect a bill as his 
colleagues would permit him to give. I therefore thank the chief of the 
Government for their generosity in permitting so wide a latitude to the 
Honourable Minister in the drafting of this bill. 

Mr. R. II A. DELVES: Mr. President, I also rise to support the 
motion for the third reading of this bill, but with your permission, Sir, 
I should like to say a few words regarding the work done by the old Board. 

The old Board came into existence in the year ·1898 and that was a 
disastrous time for Bombay. Bombay was going through the throes 
-of a very serious epidemic of plague, and Government felt that a special 
body had got to be constituted in order to cope with the havoc 
which was threatening the city. The ~culties to be overcome were 
many ; they were both physical and natural, but the Trust has always 
been fortunate inasmuch as they have found public-spirited citizens 
willing to assist them in their work. I may remind this House of just 

· a few names of those who have served as trustees. First of all there is 
yourself, Mr. President. Then there are the Honourable Sir Chunilal 
Mehta, the Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir, Sir Dinshaw Wacha, 
Sir Sassoon J. David, Sir Walter Hughes, the late Mr. W. L. Lory, 
l\lr. W. D. Sheppard, General Wilcox, :Mr. P. R. Cadell, Mr. G. W. Hatch 
Mr. Owen-Dunn and Mr. Turner, all of whom served the Board for a 
very long time and in a very able manner. When I arrived in Bombay 
in the y~ar 1903 the Board had not got beyond the ordinary work. They 
had just then started the Colaba Reclamation, and they had done one 
thing for which the city will be grateful for ever-they had declared 
under their Act that the Cooperage and the l\larine Lines :Maidan should 
be maintained as open spaces for ever. Then, Sir, they were purchasing 
property now known as Princess Street and Koliwada which contained 
some of the worst slums in Bombay. All those slums have disappeared 
and ·we now have in their place Princess Street and other wide roads. 
Difficulties aro..~ in regard to housing the people who had to be turned 
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out and those members who are present in the House to-day will 
remember that large camps were erected on the Kennedy sea face where 
people erected temporary accommodation until they could be moved 
into the chawls erected for them in Chandan Wadi. They constructed 
Sandhurst Road. Sandhurst Road runs from one side of Bombay 
t<> the other. I think if they had been sufficiently far-seeing they 
would have made it 120 feet instead of 80 feet. That only shows how 
careful we have to be ro look forward ro future requirement. 

Then Sir, they rook up Nowroji Hill which was one of the most 
insanitary places in Bombay. In 1905 where Gamdevi and Hughes 
roads are, there were small houses but now we have there a large 
number of residential flats which are extremely popular. They filled 
in the old race-course. All these places have now been rendered sanitary. 

Then, Sir, you will remember, and other people will remember, that 
if one wanted to get to the end of Queen's Road, one had ro turn 
up Charni Road and run through a series of very narrow lanes. You 
have now the New Queen's Road, the Lamington Road, and you can get 
to the north of the island in a very few minutes. Furthermore, they 
have filled in some 1,200 or 1,500 acres included in the Dadar-Matunga 
Estate and the Sewri-Wadala area. Those areas were very largely below 
high-water and could not be drained or made available till they had 
been filled in. They have made very large areas available for building 

· there, and those of you who have visited the Dadar-Matunga ·estate 
recently will have seen that colonies are springing up and a very large 
number of houses are at the present time under construction. Then, 
Sir, they had started and completed two-thirds of what will be one of 
the finest roads in the Empire ; I am not sure whether it is not one of 
the finest roads in the world. I refer ro the Eastern Avenue, which is 
8 miles in length and which runs from the Fort, and the total cost of 
which will be in the vicinity of Rs. 4 crores. That, Sir, is. a great work. 
It will not be completed at all till the new Board comes into force. It 
will be for· them to complete, and I have no doubt they will see the 
necessity of completing it at as early a date as possible. So much for the 
past. What about the future' · 

The Board are handing over to the Corporation very valuable property, 
a property which comprises 20 per cent. of Bombay island, that is to 
l'i4ly, one-fifth of Bombay island. I do not think that people really 
realise that the Improvement Trust has under its oontrol such a. very 
large percentage of the land in the island. It is, I believe, Sir, the 
biggest building estate in the world. It produces to-day a. revenue of 
well over Rs. 50 lakhs, and in a few years time it will produce considerably 
O\'er a crore and a quarter. In 30 years time or thereabouts the first 
loans will be paid off, and I am certain that the future citizens of Bombay, 
when these loans have been paid off and they find themselves in receipt 
of a net income of about Rs. 125 lakhs a year, will have cause to bless 
their predecessors. Now, Sir, we are handing over great assets; we 
are also handing over liabilities. The Trust, as it stands U>-d.a.y, is 
perfectly solvent, but we havt- b~n going through and we are going 
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through rather a. bad time and the assets and the estates generally will 
have to be carefully nursed for the next four or five years. Given careful 
nursing, I have every reason to believe that the Corporation will not 
for one moment regret having taken over this vast property, and I wish 
them every success for the future. 

?th. S. K. BOLE: Sir, I fully associate myself with the previous 
speakers who have offered their congratulations to the Honourable 
:Minister. I think the Honourable Minister's name will be long remember
ed in the city of Bombay by the passage of this bill as well as the Bombay 
City Municipal Bill, in which he has taken a bold step in extending the 
franchise to a larger number of the residents of the City of Bombay, 
I admit that there was some opposition to the bill, but the Honourable 
Minister will admit that the opposition was not merely for opposition's 
sake, but it was on the lines of constructive opposition. 

I also beg to offer my coqgratulations to the honourable member 
:Mr. Delves. He has given us a long list of those who helped the Bombay 
Improvement Trust, but he has omitted his own name. I know from 
my personal experience that he is very considerate and very responsive 
to public opinion, and he has helped a very great deal the Honourable 
Minister in piloting the bill through the House. With these words, 
I again offer my congratulations both to the Honourable :Minister and 
to Mr. Delves. · • 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I am grateful to the House for their appreciation. 

Bill read a third time. Question " That the Bill be read a third time " put 
and carried. 

· The Honourable The PRESIDENT : The bill is read a third time 
and passed ... 
BILL No. XXV OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 

DIS~RICT MUNICIPAL ACT, 1901). 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN : 

First Reading. Sir, I beg tomove that Bill* No. XXV of 1925 
(A Bill further to amend the Bombay District :Municipal Act 1901) be 
read a first time. Honourable members will remember that at the 
last session I promised this honourable House that I would bring 
amendments to all the enar tments relating to local bodies in regard to 
the removal of the disqualification of convicts and others. In order 
to carry out that promise, I have brought this amending bill. If honour· 
able members refer to· the statement of objects and reasons, they will 
see that the object of the bill is to provide that persons sentenced by a 
criminal court to imprisonment or whipping for an offence punishable 
with imprisonment for a term exceeding six months, or to transportation, 
and so on shall be relieved from the disqualification as soon as they serve 
out their sentences. The law at present is that they are permanently 
disqualified, but under this ~~ if a man has served out a ~entence ~f 

· six months, he can become elig1ble. Secondly, we are removmg by thiS 

• J'ide Appendix H. 
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hill the disqualification of persons who are dismissed fr~m GoverllDlcnt 
,.;ervice. They also will become eligible as soon as they are dismissed. 
Rimilarly, pleaders whose sanads have been permanently withdrawn are 
not eligible under the Act as it stands. By this bill, we now propose to 
remove the disqualification in their case as well, and also in the case of 
,.;orne others. 

With these words, I move that the bill be read a first time, and I 
trust that the House .will support the first reading. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): Sir, I heartily support the 

first reading of the bill. It is a good bill, and I congratulate the Honour· 
a.ble Minister on his bringing it forward. 

Mr. S. 'T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of the bill. The bill introduces certain reforms which 
public opinion has b~en demanding for some time, and the Honourable 
Minister after having ascertained public opinion has given effect to it. 
The Honourable :Minister is indeed to be congratulated for having 
felt the pulse of public opinion and for having respected it. A person 
who is convicted is permanently debarred from being a candidate to the 
membership of a municipality under the existing Act. If we look to the 
provisions relating to legislative bodies, we find that five years after 
a person serves out his term of imprisonment he becomes eligible to 
stand as a candidate. On the very face of it surely this is an anomaly. 
The present position is this : a person who is qualified to be a candidate 
for a membership to a legislative body is not qualified to be a candidate 
to a local body. This anomaly has been removed by this bill with 
regard to municipalities and therefore I heartily support the first reading 
of this bill. I hope Government Vlrill be able to give effect to this measure 
at the earliest opportunity. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.l\1 HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I wish to say a word. There is a cry in the country that the disquali
fication with regard to political convicts should be removed. Here, 
this bill goes farther than that. My honourable friend referred to the 
disqualification of convicts for election to the legislative bodies for five 
years after they served out their terms of imprisonment. In this bill, 
there is no question of waiting at all. 

Bill read a first timt>. Question put and carried. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.l\I HUSSAIN : 
&<-ond reading. . Sir, I move that the bill be read a second time. 
Bill read a St'<'ond Question put and carried. 

time. 

(BiU read clanse by clause). 

Clause 1 (Slwrt Tille) ordered to stand part of the bill 
Clause 2 (.4mnulment of Sfl'tion ].) of &mbay III of 1901) ordered 

to :o:tand part of the bill. 
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The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN : 
Third reading. · Sir, I move that the bill be read a third time. 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : In this connection I wish to 

draw the attention of the Honourable Minister to the previous speeches 
in connection with the third reading. I hope he has not committed any 
oversight. With these remarks I support the third reading. 

1\Ir. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I am very glad that 
the Honourable Minister has introduced in this bill the principle of ' trust 
and fear not'. This bill makes eligible for election dismissed Govern
ment servants and it is really a very sound principle and Government 
should be congratulated on introducing it. But'this principle of 'trust 
and fear not' has been introduced in this small matter and I hope they 
will extend this principle to other matters which affect the welfare of 
the country. . · 

Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The bill is read a third time and 

passed. 
BILL No. XXVI OF 1925 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 

VILLAGE PANCHAYATS ACT, 1920.) 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : Sir, · 
First reading. I move that Bill No. XXVI of 1925 (A bill* to 

amend the Bombay Village Panchayats Act, 1920) be read a first time. 
This also relates to the removal of certain disqualifications with regard 
to elections. ' 

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 
Second reading. · I move that the bill be read a second time. 

t
. Bill read a second Question put an~l_ carried. 
Jme. 

(Bill read clause by clause.) 
~1ause 1 (Short Title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 6 of Bom. IX of 1.?20) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 
Third reading. I move that the bill be read a third time. 
Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourablt> the PRESIDENT: The bill is read a third time and 

passed. 
, BILL No. XXVll OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 

BOMBAY LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923.) 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: 

First reading. Sir, I move that Bill t No. XXVII of 1925 (A bill 
further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be read a first 
time. This also relates to the removal of certain disqualifications. 
---- ··---~----·- .~------· ------

• ridt Appendix I. 
t .J. 
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Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIUL.lll HUSSAIN : Sir, 
Second reading. I move that the bill be read a second time. 

Bill read a second time. Question put and carried. 

(BiU read clause by clause.) 

Clause 1 (Short Title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Anwndment of section 9 of Bom. VI of 1923) ordered to stand 

part of the bill. . • 
The Preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA:U HUSSAIN : Sir; 
Third reading. I move that the bill be read a third time. 
Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is read a third time and 

passed. 

BILL No. XX.Vlll OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND. THE CITY 
OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIUL.lll HUSSAIN : 
First reading. Sir I beg to move that Bill* No. XXVIII (A Bill 

further to amend the City of Bombay :Municipal Act, 1888) be read a 
first time. The statement of objects and reasons will show that this bill 
has been brought for the purpose of removing certain disqualifications 
and to make certain consequential amendments rendered necessary by 
the insertion of clause 62E. 

Question proposed.· 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to oppose. the 

first reading of this bill. This bill refers to two things. The first part 
provides for the removal of disqualification, but the second part refers 
to provision of further control over the Corporation in respect of clause 
62E. Sir, as it is a matter of imposing further restrictions, it is the duty 
of this House to scrutinise the bill very carefully. In the first place, 
proper notice of this bill was not given. The books that are at our 
disposal do not contain the section numbered 62E. We do not know what 
it refers to. And as section 518 refers to control, I hope the Honourable 
Minister will see our position. As it is a restrictive bill and its object is 
restriction, we cannot allow it to be rushed through all its three readings 
at a lii.ugle sitting. For this reason, I oppose this bill. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.A.M HUSSAIN : 
Sir, there is nothing objectionable in the bill. However, as there is a 
feeling in the House against its being passed straight away, I am prepared 
to refer it to a select committee, if so desired. 

Mr. A. N. SL"RVE: I have no objection if the bill is to go to the select 
commit~ · 

Bill read a first time. Question put and carried. 

AppendiJ: K.. 
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The Honourable Khan. Baha.dur SHAIKH GHULAM .. HUSSAIN.: 
Sir;) :move that the bill b~ referred ~o a.select com:mittee-consis#ng of 
Mr. A.~~ ~urye,_J)r. K:· ~· Dadach~nji, ~1r. J. Baptista, ~. Hoosenally 
M. Rahimtoola, Mr. R. G. Pr~,tdhan, ~1r, _S. :K.. Bole, l\1r. A. Master, the 
Remembrancer of Legal Affairs, and the ·Honolirable Member in. charge, 
the committee to report.within a fortnight, and four to form a quorum. 

Bill.referred to select Question put and carried. . 
comm1~tee. . · · · 

.:The'Hono~able the PRESIDENT: The House Will'now adjourn.:·to. 
2 o'clock tomorrow, Friday,. the 30th .October 1925. 

-·----
JOKB.lY: PB.IliTBD .lT 'l'BB OOVJJUI'KI:NT CBliTTB.lL PBI:SS. 
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The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p.m., on 
Friday, the 30th October 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHIM RAIDMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

ABDULl'URKAR, Mr. N. A. 
ADWA.NI, Mr. D. B. 

Present: 

AHMAD, MouLVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, Mr. S. lf. 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 
BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BHOl'ATKAR, Mr. L. B. 
BHURGRI, Mr. J. M. 
BHUTTO, Khan Bahadur S. N. 
BIJARANI, Khan Saheb SHER MAHOMED KHAN 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
BuNTER, Mr. J. P. 
CHAUDHARI, Mr. L. S. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir v ASANTRAO A .. 
DADACHA.NJI, Dr. K. E. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
DELVES, Mr. R. H. A. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
Drxn, Dr. M. K. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. CosMAS 
FRAMJI, Mr. K. s. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH 
GUNJAL, Mr. N. R. 
HAMID M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
HARRISON, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HOTSON I Mr. J. E. B. 
JADBAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowA.Sli 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
JosHI, Mr. P. G. 
KALBBOR, Mr. G. M. 
K.umLI, Mr. S. T. 
KJ..NGA Mr. J. B • 

• s~l 
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.. lUzi lNAJ.1'ULl'..AlOI 
Knmmo, Mr. M. S. 
KoKANI, 1\h. G. J. 
KoTHARI, Mr. V. R. 
LA.LJI, NABANJI, Mr. 
LALLJEE, Mr. HoosEINBHOY A. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable 1\h. H. S. 
MANsuRI, Khan Saheb A.M. 
MAsTER, Mr. A. 
MAvALANKAB, Mr. G. K. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MEHTA, Dr. M. M. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MoNTGOMEBIE, 1\lr. A. · 
MoUNTFoRD, Mr. L. J. 
MUJUMDAB, Sardar G. N. 
MUKADAM, Mr. w. s. 
l\luKBI JETHANAND PBITAMDAS 
NABmLVALA, Mr. H. H. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
Noo:a MAHOMED, Mr. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G. 
p AINTEB, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, :Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATHAN, Khan Bahadur JAN MAHOMED KHAN 
PATHAN, 1\lr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
Pow AB, 1\lr. M. B. 
PltADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PuNJABHAI THAKERSI, Mr. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
BAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
BAPTABSHI, Mr. c. M. 
BARDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
BAYED GHULAM NABI SHAH 
SAYED SHAHJADE BAHEB HAIDAB SAHEB 
8HANKABBAO JAYABAMRAO ZUNZARBAO, 1\{r, 
SniNDE, Mr. R. D. 
BoMAN, Mr. R. G. 
Su:aVE, Mr. A. N. 
SUBVE, Mr. v. A. 
SWAMINABAYAN, Mr. J. C. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. 
The Hono~able the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions. 
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THE NoRTHCOTE HIGH ScHOOL, SHOLAPUR. 

~lr. N. A. ABDULPURKAR (Sholapur City) : Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) How many students were refused admission in the Northcote 
High School at Sholapur each year from the year 1920 for want of 
accommodation t 

(b) Whether admission is allo:wed to students in the order of the 
receipt of the applications for admission ~ 

(c) If not, what is the practice followed and the principle underlying 
the practice ! · . 

(d) Whether Government intend to increase the accommodation 
in the said high school ~ · 

(e) If not, will they state the reasons! 
{f) Whether all the rooms in the hostel of the said high school are 

occupied by students ! 
(g) If not, whether there is any objection to their being \tSed as 

class rooms ! 
The Honourable ~Ir. B. V. JADHA V: Information has been called 

for. 
THE WAKAV RAILWAY STATION, G. I. P. RAILWAY. 

l1r. N. A. ABDULPURKAR (Sholapur ·City): Will Government 
be pleased to state--

(11.) whether the.v are aware that there is considerable increase in 
the nwnber of passengers going to and leaving from the " Wakav " 
railway station of the G. I. P. Railway ! . 

(b) Whether they are aware that great hardship is felt by them for 
want of a platform and a waiting room ! 

(c) li so, do Government propose to take any action in the matte! ! 
The Honourable Sir CIIDNILAL MEHTA: (a:), (b) and (c) The 

information has been called !or. · 

DHARA.MSHALAS AT RAILWAY STATIONS. 

Mr. N. A. .A.BDULPURKAR (Sholapur City): Will Government 
be pleased to state-- · . 

(a) how many railway stations between Sholapur and Poona possess 
dharamshalas ; 

(b) how many of them are in good condition; 
(c) how mueh has been spent for the repairs of these buildings 

during the last ten years ! 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL METHA: The information has 

been called for. 

TELEPHONE AT SHOLAPUR RAILWAY STATION, 

llr. N. A. ABDTJLPURKAR (Sholapur City): Will Government 
be pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware that there is no telephone service on 
the rafruy station of Sholapur for the p11blic; 

B 809-l«J 
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(b) if so, what steps do they intend to take in the matt.er t 
. The J.Ionourable Sir CHUNILAL _MEHTA: (a) and (b) The 
mformation has been called for. 

DEPRESSED CLAssEs BoARDING HousEs. 

MOlTL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) how man.v boarding hou.'les are maintained by them for the 
benefit of the depressed classes ; 
· (b) and what is the cost incurred in each case 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) and (b) Only one boarding 

house is maintained by Government for depressed class students and 
its cost in 1 924-l5 was Rs. 12,000 (in round figures). 

ANGLO-URDU MIDDLE ScnooL FOR MAHOMEDAN Gmts, PooNA. 

MOlJLVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) when the proposed Anglo-Urdu Middle School for .Mahomedan 
girls will be opened at Poona ~ 
(b) when the 2nd year class in the Urdu girls' normal class attached 
to the Central Urdu girls' school, Poona, vrill be opened ; 

(c) what amount of money has been sanctioned this year for locat
ing the above institution in a more convenient building the necessity 
of which has been already recognised by the Educational Department. 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) Government have already 

·decided that if a regular attendance of at least 30 girls could be guaran
teed an Anglo-Urdu :Middle School for Girls should be Ofened in Poona 
as soon as funds permit. However in view of the unlikelihood of even 
30 pupils for this school being forthcoming, the proposal to open it is 
being re-examined. · 

(b) There is no proposal before Government for opening such a class 
as refemd to hv the honourable member. 

(c) Rs. 900. • 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I should like to k-now whether 

the honourable n1ember is aware that both the Mahomedan Deputy 
Education Inspector and the Inspectress of Girls' Schools have reported 
to Government that 30 students are available and if so, how does he aa.v 
that they are not available t 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : The thirty that are available 
are not sufficiently coached up in vernacular education for beginnin/.! 
English education. For beginning English education these 30 should 
have pass.ed 4th vernacular standard. 

MOUL'1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: My information is, Sir, that 30 
already receive English education. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Yes, it is a fact, but all of 
them have not completed their fourth standard. 
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DISTRICT LocAL BoARD VoTERS AND SEATS, BELOAUM AND 
BAIL HONGA.L TALUXA.S. ' 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum DiBtrict): Will Government b~ pleased 
to state what is the number of non-Mahomedan district local board 
voters for Belgaum and Bail Hongal talukas respectively and the number 
o! seats assigned to each taluka 1 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAl\1 HUSSAIN: 
The infonnation is being called for. 

BHIKU AMBEKA.R. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE; Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware of the death of an agriculturi.st named 

Bhiku Ambekar whilst digging a well for the khot at Hedvi in the 
Chiplun taluka ; 

(b) whether the owner of the well had taken due precautions in 
the matter; . 

(c) whether the said agriculturist was subjected to forced labour; 
(d) what compensation his heirs have received from the khot. 

The Ho~ourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes. In April last 
Balbishna Joglekar, khot of Hedvi, Peta Guhagar, District Ratnagiri, 
had engaged five coolies (three from his village Hedvi and two from the 
neighbouring village Umrath, one of whom was the deceased Bhiku 
Ambekar) for deepening his well. They were assisted by his two private 
8ervants. The five coolies were employed on daily wages. They worked 
for two days and on the third day at about 11 a.m. while the deceased 
was at work in the well a laterite stone out of the masonry work at the 
bott01u accidentally gave way, fell on the deceased's left leg and broke 
it. The decea.sed was at once taken out of the well and his broken leg 
was dressed with the aid of a private kunbi physician. The deceased's 
wif~, who had been sent for from Umrath by the khot on this. occurrence, 
t'ame to Hedvi immediatelv to see her husband. The same afternoon 
the khot arranged to send the deceased to his house at Umrath in a 
dvolg accompanied by his wife. On the 4th day, i.e., on 21st April 
1925, the deceased's condition grew worse and he ultimately died in a 
fit of high fever and delirium. 

(b) Enquiry does not disclose any fault or neglect on the part of the 
khot. On the contrary he is said to have taken all necessary precau• 
tions and given the deceased all possible assistance in securing medical 
treatment and spent money for that purpose out of his own pocket. 

{c) Ball"!ishna Joglekar is not the khot of the deceased's village 
Umrath, but that of lledvi. Therefore the deceased was not likely to 
be subj~c~d to forced labour. As noted above the deceased had been ~ 
cmplo:red on daily· wages along with other coolies. 

(d) Th~ "idow of the deceased states that he had borrowed some 
money from the khot, but the exact amount i'3 not known ~ her. The 
l..hot paid a!l the expenses incurred for the deceased's treatment. He 
IWo paid ri.S. 5 to his wife as a matter of ch&rity for the decea.sed's funeral 
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expenses. AB the death was due to a mere accident the khot is not 
prepared to pay anything more and cannot be held in any way respon· 
sible for the accidental injury to the deceased. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Is it a fact that Bhiku Ambekar was given anv 
medical treatment! · 

The Honourable Sir CIIUNlLA.L :MERTA: The answer says that 
he was taken out of the well and given medical help. His broken leg was 
dressed with the aid. of a private kunbi physician. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Was it done immediately 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Yes, at once. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : May I know who made the enquiry 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILA.L :r.IEHTA: This report was received 

from :the Collector. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Was the enquiry conducted by the Collector himself 

or •••• 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I should like to have 

notice of that. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Is it a fact that the person was made to work in 

consideration of the loan money he received from the khot 1 . 
The Honourable Sir CRUNILAL MEHTA : I should like to have 

notice of that. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE : May I know the qualifications of the physician 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: I cannot say. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: In part (c) it is stated that the man was not the 

.khot of the deceased's village and therefore he was not likely to be sub· 
jected to forced labour. In part (d) it is stated that he had borrowed 
some money from the khot. Is it not likely that he was called to work 
simply because he was a debtor 1 -

The Honourable Sir CRUNILAL MEHTA : I have given as much 
information as possible and you will see that the Collector reports that 
he was not likely to be subjected to forced labour, as he was not the khot 
of the deceased's village but of some other village. Therefore it is un· 
likely that he could have been subjected to do forced labour. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: 'Vas he in fact giyen any wages at all1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL l\IEHTA : I should like to have 

notice of that. 
Mr. N. E. NAVLE: Was he a Government servant 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA: I do not know. I should 

like notice. 

PROSECUTION BY THE GADAG .MUNIClPALITY FOR THEFT. 

Mr. S. T. KMIBLI (Dharwar District) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Gadag municipality prosecuted some 
. perso~ for theft of municipal property in 1924 and in 1925 t 
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(b) if so, .the name or names of the accused 1 
(c) what was the result of the prosecution t , 
(d) whether any of the accused were related to any of the municipal 

councillors of Gadag Municipality, and if so, how 1 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIULAll HUSSAIN: 

(a) Yes. 
(b) the following men were the accused in the case:

(1) 11Iudlagiri Shriniwas Kulkarni, 
(2) Balesab Hasansab Alnawar, 
(3) Sikandarsab Jandisab Mulla. 

(c) No.1 was sentenced to pay a fine of Rs. 500 and Nos. 2 and 3 
to pay each a fine of Ra. 250. An appeal is pending before the Sessions 
Court. · 

(d) No. 1 is a bhauband o£ Municipal Councillor, Mr. V. R. Kulkarni. 

GRAZING GROUND AND DRY TANK IN NULVI. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dha~ar District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether it is a. fact that there is only one public grazing ground 
and one dry tank in Nul vi village in Hubli taluka; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the earth of this tank has been from 
time inunemorial used by the potterd of the village for making 
pots; 

(c) whether it is a fact that G<>vernment intend granting the grazing 
site and the dry tank to one individual only for agricultural purposes i 

(d) whether a representation was made to G<>vernment by the 
villagers of Nulvi against the proposed grant ; 

. (e) what action Government have taken or propose to take in the 
matter 1 · 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) No. There are three 

free grazing grounds and two dry tank beds in the village. . 
(b) Yes. From a certain portion of the tank; but they can take 

earth from other places also. 
(c), (d) and (e) The areas in question were given out for cultivation 

by the Collector on lOth June 1925; but in consequence of a petition 
made by the villagers the Commissioner cancelled the grant on 26th 
August 1925 and further ordered that the land should not be given out 
for cultivation as it is required for pub]ic use. 

GRAZING GROUND, NULVI. 

Mr. S. T. KA~IBLI (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
tA> state-

(a} whether the occupancy rights of R. S. No. 255 of the village of 
Nul,i in llubli taluka of Dharwar District are proposed robe given 
ro a certain person for Rs. 71 or so ! . · 

(b) whether it is a fact that the said survey number was u.sea aa the 
only grazing ground of the said villagers ! -
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(c) whether the villagers have or had any objections to urge in the 
matter 1 
· (d) whether the said Survey number is such as can bring an annual 
reve~ue o( Rs. 100 or more to Government if the grazing rights are 
auctioned every year 1 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a). Yes. The honour

able member's attention is invited to the reply to clauses (c), (d) and (e) 
of question No. 2 put by him at the current session of the Legislative 
Council. 

(b) No. There are other grazing lands in the village. 
(c) The potters and ot1er villagers raised an objection after the grant 

on the ground that they have no suitable earth elsewhere for carrving on 
their business and for grazing, respectively. · 

(d) The highest amount of bid fetched in 1922-23 was Rs. 92. 

ADMISSION IN GovE&Nl\IENT HIGH AND MIDDLE ScHOOLS • . 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Will 

Government be pleased to state whether thay are aware that some Maho· 
medan and Hindu students are refused admission in Government high 
and middle schools 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Yes. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSURI : May I know from the Honourable 

Minister why this admiesion was refused 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I cannot say; but if the hon· 

ourable member will give me notice, I shall find that put for him. 
. Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Is any separate rule fixed £or the 
Ma.homedans! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I should like to have notice. 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Has the Honourable Minister 

made any enquiry with regard to the cause of these refusals or admis
sion f The only stereotyped reply is "Yes". But there are students 
who have not got admission. Has the Honourable Minister made any 
enquiry as to the cause of the refusal 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: There was no room for them. 

REVISION OF BHONDAN·DIGd, AN INAM VILLAGE. 

Sardar G. N. MUJU~IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars) :·Will 
Government be :pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that original survey settlement was introduced 
in the year 1870-71 in the inam village of Bhondan-Digar, taluka 
Parola., district East Khandesh, and that the inamdar passed an agree
ment for the revision survey of the village on the 8th of November 
1913! 

(b) if so, who is responsible for the loss of proportionate increase of · 
revenues caUJed to the inamdar so long ! 
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The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes. 
(b) ThP- survey of such villages is made according to districts. The 

work has hitherto been confined to districts other than East Khandesh. 
The village in question cannot be taken up out of its turn. 

Sardar G. N·. MUJilliDAR: If it is so, why was the inamdar asked 
to give an agreement in 1913 ! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: I should like to have notice 
of that. I should like to make enquiries. 

SardarG. N. MUJUMDAR; !have already givennoticein'the question 
itself. My first question is whether it is a fact that the inamdar passed an 
agreement on the 8th November 1913, and the next question is: if so, 
who is responsible for the loss of proportionate increase of revenues 
caused to the inamdar so long! The latter is in (b), and there is no 
proper reply to (b). 

The Honourable Sir CHU:NlLAIJ MEHTA: There is a reply t~J (h). 
It savs: "The work has hitherto been confined to districts other than 
East.Khandesh. The village in question cannot be taken up O'l.t of its 
turn." 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR: For so long a time since 1913 it has not 
been pC'Ssible to take up East Khandesh t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNIL:AL MEHTA: That is apparently so. 

CoRRESPONDF.NCE REGABDING ExcHANGE or LAND AND VILLAGES 
IN THE MULsm PETA. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): ·will 
Government be pleased to state whether it is a fact that there was 
some correspondence between the Collector of Poona and the rayats and 
Inamdars in the Mulshi Peta regarding the exchange of Government 
lands and villages for those acquired for the Tata Power Company ! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Yes. 
Sarda.r G. N. MUJIDIDAR: Then, according to the corresfondence, 

were the rayats and inamdars given comrensation in exchange for lands 
and \"illages acquired from them! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNIUL MEHTA: I should like to have 
notice of that. But I may te~ the honourable member from memory-I 
11.111 only speaking from memory now-that certain pieces of land were 
offered by the district officers to the rayats and the inamdars. Those 
pieces of land were refused by the rayats as being unsuitable. 

Sardar G. N. UUJU:nDAR: Was it the same case with the inamdar 
of Sanhivi in tile Mu.l.shi peta t Was he offered & certain village in 
exchange and ilien Government themselves refused to give him that 
'illage t 

The Honourable Sir CHL"1'1LU. MEHTA: If the honourable member 
had asked me that specific question, I should have given him & reply. 
But I cannot do so from memory. · 
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INAMDA.RS FINED UNDER SECTION 85 (4) OF THE LAND REVENUE 
ConE. 

~rdar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Decc~- Sardars and Inamdars): 
Will-Government be pleased to supply a list of Inamdars in this Presi
dency who have been fined under section 85 (4) of the Bombay Land 
Revenue Code during the last twelve years ? 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Looking to the time and 
trouble involved in the collection of the required information without any 
commensurate public advantage being obtained, Government regret 
their inability to furnish the information. 

APPOINTMENT OF VILLAGE OFFICERS WITHOUT INAMDA.R's 
CONSULTATION. 

Sardar G. N. MUJIDIDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Inamdars of Bhuyar, taluka Indi, 
district Bijapur, were not consulted by the Assistant Collector, 
N. D., Bijapur, before the recent appointment of patils in that village? 

(b) If so, will they be pleased to state why they were not consulted 
and whether Government proposes to take any action in the matter 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Two Patils have 
been appointed in the inam village in question. Both of them are 
representative watandars. One of them Madappa Bhimanna, was 
appointed in 1922 as a Revenue Patil for life, after giving due notice 
to the lnamdar. He was appointed as Police Patil on 4th February 
1925 in addition to his duties as Revenue Patil. As he was already 
officiating since 1922 and as that appointment was for life the Inamdar 
was not given notice through oversight at the time of his appointment 
as Police Patil. On the application of the Inamdar to the Collector he 
was informed that the mistake was due "to oversight which would not 
be repeated. Appaji Tippaji is a representative Watandar Part I of the · 
village. He has been officiating as Patil since the year 1910. He was 
appointed on behalf of his father for 10 years till 1920 when he was 
reappointed as Police Patil by the then District Deputy Collector with· 
out giving notice to the Inamdar probably on the understanding that 
no outsider was appointed. The Commissioner has already taken 
action on the petition of the Jahagirdar, and the Collector has been 
asked to report why the appointment of the village officers oi Bhuyar 
made without consultation with the, Jahagirdar should not be cancelled. 

FORFEITURE AND RESTORATION OF lNAMS. 

Sardar G. N. MUJIDIDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
Will Government be pleased to state the names of the villages, the inams 
in which were first forleited and subsequently restored, in the Bombay 
Presidency, during the last twelre years 1 

The Honourable Sir Cll:U::NlL.AL MEHTA: As the collection of the 
information will require an expenditure of time and labour quite out 
of proportion to the importance of the matter from the public point of 
view, Government regret their inability to furnish the iniormation. 
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Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR: Can this information be collected from 
the Land Revenue Administration P..eports or any other Government 
publications t 

The Honourable Sir. CHUNILAL MEHTA: No; I do not suppose 
that it could be done. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Would the Honourable Member 
point out the source of information 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: I do not think the infor· 
mation is available in any published books. The information is available 
in Government records, but as the question relates to villages all 
over the presidency in which inams have been forfeited and subsequently 
restored during the last twelve years, it seems to me that it will take a 
very great deal of time and work of the staff, and unless the honourable 
member tells me what specific information he wants, I do not think it 
would be justifiable to call upon the staff to collect all this information 
for twelve years. 

Mr. R. G. SOMAN: I do not ask my questions, Sir. 

PUNISHMENT OF A SCHOOL TEACHER, 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District) : (a) Will Government be 
pleased to state whether their attention has been drawn to the article 
of " Tirugata " that appeared in the · Kannadiga of Bagalkot, dated 
14th August 1925, regarding the penalty meted out to be a poor Kaiinada. 
school teacher by the educational authorities1 

(b) If so, will they be pleased to state if it is a. fact and, if so, what 
action they have taken or mean to take t 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Enquiries are being made. 

RAYATS OF BALLOLLI. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Will Government be pleased 
to stare-

(a) whether they are aware that in Ballolli, taluka Indi, district 
Bijapur, the names of the rayats have been entered in the c register 
of the Record of Rights (village form VI) though they have been 
shown to be annual tenants by proving the beginning of their tenancy; 

(b) if so, do they propose to take any action in the matter 1 ' 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA: Inquiry is being made. 
Mr. LALJI NARANJI (Indian Merchants Chamber): Has the Honour· 

able the Home Member got any fu.rther information to give to thia House 
about the rioting at Sholapur! I have seen a further telegram from 
Sholapur which shows that the position is very serious there and t.hat 
the hou.<1es of Hi.~;dus have been raided, that Hmdu women have been 
assaulted and thatshopshave been looted. Will the Honourable the 
Home Member be pleased to give the further infol'Illation which he 
promised yt'sterday I . 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I can 
give some further information about the Jjoting at Sh~Iapur, but I would 
deprecate too much attention being paid to alarmist telegrams which 
may- be received by honourable members in this House. 

The City Magistrate had made efforta to settle this dispute beforehand 
between the leading Hindus and Mahomedans and had passed an order 
that the Rath procession of the Hindus on the Kartiki Ekadailii day 
should pass with music, but not during Frayer-time, past the Punjabi 
Talim Musjid. The City Magistrate was with the procession and it was 
also ioined by the District Superintendent of Police. The City Magistrate 
and the District Superintendent of Police were both present at the time. 
They came to within a hundred yards or so of this mosque at 1-30 p.m. 
the day before yesterday, and they waited there for 1! hours for the 
prayers to finish. They waited until3 p.m. The District Superintendent 
of Police then enquired when these prayers were going to stop, and after 
some discusc;ion he was iniormed,by the Mahomedans in charge of the 
moaque that the procession might proceed. The City Magistrate and the 
District Superin~endent of Police. then proceeded at the head of the 
procession and passed the mosque with the usual music and after they 
got past the mosque, they heard a disturbance and shouta of " Din ", 
"Din", and they saw stones and ·soda water bottles beipg hurled at the 
crowd and they heard firing. They had' neither of them given any orders 
fer the firing. The crowd scattered upon the firing and disappeared and 
they· then found that several Hindus and two policemen who had been 
with the processi()n were injured. One policeman had been seriously 
injured apparently by a soda water bottle which had hit him on the 
:temples and he was profusely bleeding. They found that two Mahomed
ans had been hit by the firing, who shortly after expired. Mter the 
crowd dispersed, it seems that several Hindus wera assaulted in various 
quarters of the town by .Mahomedans. -The District Superintendent 
of Police proceeded in a motor lorry with a guard to put down 
these miscellaneous assaults and placed I ickets in the town, and 
complete peace was restored by 6 o'clock that night. There was no 
further trouble yesterday and the District Magistrate has given orders 
for a full enquiry as to the circumstances in which the £ring took place 
and has made all the necessary arrangements to maintain law and 
order in Sholapur. 

Mr. LALJI NARANJI : Is the bazaar closed or working 
normally! 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: I am not aware of it 
but there is no reason why the shops should not be open throughout 
Sholarur. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : May I ask the Honourable 
Leader of the House, as it is a very serious matter, namely, that firing 
was ordered without the pt:rmission of the magistrate, whether he would 
let the House later on k-now the reoult of the enquiry which the District 
Magistrate is holding and, ii necessary, will Government thetnJelves 
enquire into the matter! 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: My information is 
that no or<lers were given for fixing and that the District Ma..,ITistrate 
has ordered a full enquiry into the matter. The result will be duly 
intimated to the House. 

BILL No. XXVIll OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
CITY OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

(As amended by t1te select comm1'ttee.) 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.l\1 HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I present the report* of the select evmmittee. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The report of the select commit-
tee is presentE-d. 

The Honourable Kh~tn Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Second reading. I move that the bill be read a second time. 
Bill read a second time. Question put and carried. 

(BiU read cl4use by clause.) 
Clause 1 (sh.ort title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 16 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. · 
Clausa 3 (Amendment of section 118 of Bom, Ill of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
Clause 4 (A.m.endment of section 518 of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the bill. 
The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 

Third reading. Sir, I move that the bill be now read a third time. 
Bill read a third time· Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is now read a third time 
and passed. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, there 
is onlr one other bill, namely, the Sind Courts Bill, to be dealt with. 
I am i10t in a position to pro00ed vtith it to-day, as we are still waiting for 
the final orders o{ the Government of India. I propose to take it up 
later ii those orders are received before the end of this session. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: During non-official time with 
the tonsent of the non·official members ! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: It will be a Govern
ment day. 

~1!. XOOR ~L\.HOliED : ~Iay I point out, Sir, that if the Sind Courts 
Hill is going to be taken ~r the private business is over. that Sind 

•ride_Appendix.I.. 
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[Mr. Noor Mahomed] 
.members may not be present as some of them, I believe, are thinking of 
going away .•.... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to make the point 
clear. If during the time that the House is considering non-official 
business, Government desire to take up this blisiness by complying with 
the necessary formalities, it can be done that way ; if, ,however, they 
propose to take it up on a day allotted for Government business that 
can a1so be done. If the honourable member wishes to say anything 
more in view of that statement, I will be glad to hear him. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED : I was only going to enquire whether it 
would be possible to move amendments of principle at the time of the 
second reading, since the bill is coming so late now, 
· The Honourable the PRESIDENT: It does not mean they are going 
to do it a£ter the private business is over ; they will do it in the interval, 
if possible. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I think, Sir, the 
honourable member is contemplating a departure at an early date for Sind. 
I can say this, that I do not anticipate that there will be much opposition 
to the principle. of the bill which is that there should be a Chief Court, 
and we would not put· any difficulties in the way of any details being 
discussed thereafter. My intention is that, if I can get the first reading 
passed and refer it to a select committee, the select committee should 
sit some time during December in Bombay. 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Without restricting the House 
as regards amendments of principle at the second reading ~ 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HA"!_WARD : Yes, Sir. 
. MOTIONS. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, the motion 
standing in my name is: 

"That this House approves of the Report of the Committee on Public Accounts on the 
Audit and Appropriation Reports on the accounts of the Bombay Presidency for the 
year 1923-24 and recommends to Government that effect may be given to its recom-
mendations." . · 
Sir, I present the report of the Public Accounts Committee, and I move 
that it be received by this House. The report is, I think, in the hands 
of all honourable members of the House and has been so since the begin
ning of this session. 

I have frequently been asked what are the functions of the Public 
Accounts Committee, and what is the pNcedure adopted in the House 
of Commons in regard to the Report of the Public Accounts Committee 
in that House, and I have usually referred enquirers to a book called 
11 The Financial Administration of Great Britain", published by 
Messrs. Willoughby and Lindsay, on behalf of the Institute of Government 
Research of the United States. That book was the result of enquiries 
set on foot by that Institute into the financial administration of Great 
Britain, and I gave a summary of their conclu.sionB when I presented 
a similar report last year. But within the last few days I have come 
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[Mr. H. S. Lawrence] 
across another and a somewhat fuller and more authoritative report 
entitled "The System d National Fioonce" by Mr. Hilton Young, which 
was published only last year. :Mr. Hilton Young, the House will recognise 
the name, is the Chainnan of the Commission which is to visit India next 
month to investigate our currency problem, and, with the permission of 
the President, I will read out an extract from this book. This book, 
speaking of the Public Accounts Committee, sayJ: 

"Many documents submitted to Parliament, when they have been laid before it &nd 
have been ordered to be printed, have received all the attention from Parliament that 
they ever will receive. But the House of Commons ill not content with a merely formal 
receptiotl of the Appropriation Accounts. It is not content to take it for granted that 
its directions as to the appropriation of public funds havl.' been curied out; it imposes 
upon itself the tasks of careful and minute scrutiny of the II.Ccounts, of inquiry into aU 
irregularities, and of admonition, and in case of final need, of punishment of peccant 
otlicia.ls. For the performance of these duties close consultation with the Treasury is 
necessary and the examination of witnesses and of documents. The House itself would 
be quite unable to do the wc.rk ; it would have neither the time nor the means ; so it 
entrusts the task to a Select Committee, called the Public Accounts Committee, which 
is appointed for " the examination of the accounts showing the appropriation of the 
auma granted by Parliament to meet public expenditure. " 

Members of every party are elected t() it, and especially any member who may be 
distinguished by a knowledge of public finance. · 

After the report d th~.~ot Committee, a. discussion takes place with the Treasury, and 
it a very seldom the Treasury does not agree with the Committee. If there is such 
disagreement, special attention is then called in the report to the House of Commons, 
with which the Committee ends its labours, and it is for the House to take II.Ction if it 
pleases, which it very seldom finds time to do. 

This is the last stage in the history of national finance for a year. The Report of the • 
Public Accounts Committee is its epitaph. It may not be until late in the session that 
the Report is received. By then the departments are already beginning to think of their 
estimates for the next year. 

H&ving received the Report of the Public Accounts Committee the House of Commons 
has completed its task under the system of control which it has devised to maintain its 
power. It has granted the money needed, it has appropriated the sums granted to spe
cilio purpo~s, and through the Public Accounts Committee it has seen that its orders 
u w appropriation have been obeyed. As regard the finances for the year reviewed 
Parliament is then functus oifido; and it leaves their dead record for a prey to the 
sta.tisticiau." · 

That, Sir, is the procedure and practice of the House ()f Commons, 
and I have read it out for the infonnation of those members who have 
been making enquiries of me within recent months. 

Now, if there is any point in the Report of the Public Accounts Com
mittee on which the House desires full d.iscu~ion, the GovLrnillent will 
welcome that discussion. I merely wish to draw the attention o( the 
House to the {act that the practice in England is that the House of 
C10mmons does not do over again the work that has been performed by 
a co1wuitt~ appointed for the purpose ; and, in the interests of economy 
of time, t.\e House of Commons practises a self-restraint which perhaps 
some members might consider to be too severe; a self-restraint, how
ever, which some members of this House have already shown themselves 
to be capable of. I hope I shall not be misunderstood. I do nrot 
venture to criticise or offer any objection to a. vow of silence. I am 
merely answering certain enquiries as to the procedure which is adopted 
in the House of Commons, and I know no better way of answerin$ 
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those enquiries than by referring my· questioners to these two 
authoritative works. 

With these remarks, Sir, I place the Report of the Committee before 
this House with the recommendation that it be received. 

Question proposed. 
1tiOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I happen 

to be a member of this Public Accounts Committee, and if it is to be 
praised by me I fear I wou1d be praising myself. I therefore would 
not venture to praise the proceedings o! the committee, but I would 
be failing in my duty if I omitted to mention that the Treasurv, which 
is represented on this occasion by the Honourable the Finance. Member 
(Mr. Lawrence), did its best to meet the wishes of the non-official members, 
Indeed I may go further and say that the Honourable the Finance Member 
not only accepted the recommendations of the non-official members, 
but showed a. more severe attitude towardc certain offending officials 
who were brought before the Committee than that which the non-official 
members were disposed to· adopt. I am much obliged to him for the 
two learned works which he has brought to our notice. Knowing his 
generosity I beg of him to make a present of these two books to every 
member of the Public Account:s Committee. If that were too much 
to ask-even from a generous man-1 would request him to place one 
copy o£ each oi these two books in the library of this House. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I would be very much 
· pleased to do so. · 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : I heartily support the motion 
·moved by the honourable member and hope the House will adopt the 
report. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District)..:. Sir, I do not happen to be a 
member of the Public Accounts Committee and I hope the House will 
show me some indulgence if I make some remarks on the report presented 
to this House. I am glad, Sir, that this year they have drawn up a 
formal report. Last year as a member of the Public Accounts Committee 
I made a suggestion in the committee that a formal report should be 
drawn up ; and I am very glad indeed to find that that suggestion of 
mine Wa.J approved of by the Accountant General, and has been 
complied with by the committee. I must however say that the report 
presented by the committee is too brief, I am almost tempted to 
describe it as perfunctory. If honourable members refer to page 77 
of volume II of the Bombay I..egislative Council :Manual they ,ill 
find under rule 34 the functions of the Public Accounts CoDliilittee 
defined. Clause 2 says : 

"It shall be the duty of the rommittee to bring to the notice of the council-
(i) rvery re-appropriation from one grant to another grant; . 
(ii) every re-appropriation within a grant which is not made in accordance Wlth 

the rulf.'S regulating the functions of the Finance Depa.rtment, or which has th~ effect 
of increasing the e:a:pE"nditure on an item the provision for which has been apeci.fically 
reduced by the vote of the council ; and 

(iii) all expenditure whkh the Finance Department baa requested should be brought 
$0 the notice of the council." 
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I submit, Sir, that the report of the Publi~ Accounts Committee should 
be so drawn up as to incltde all these points which according to the rule 
it is the duty of this committee to bring to the notice of this honour
able House. I must say with regret that this brief and perfunctory 
report does not conform to the conditions which have been laid down 
in thitl rule. This committee is responsible to this House; it is a statu
tory committee. That being S·J, it i.d necegsary that the rules with regard 
to the working of thia committee as laid down in that rule should be 
strictly complied with. 

I expected that my honourable friend the honourable member 
Mr. Lalji Naranji who'might be described as the non-official· financial 
member of this Council, would go thoroughly into the financial adminis
tration of this presidency and submit a well considered separate report on 
the financial administration of this province. After reading the report 
and the minutes of the meetings appended to it I must say that the 
report is a melancholy reading. It reveals a sad tale of laxity of financial 
control. Nobody can fail to be impressed with the fact, as he reads the 
report and the minutes of the proceedings of the committee, and also the 
Appropriation Report, that the Government have failed to exercise 
adequate financial control. I regret to say that on account of this laxity 
of financial control this presidency has been put to a good deal of loss. 
It is the duty of the Government to see that the utmost care is taken in 
future to prevent this loss. 

Sir, I do not want to make any further remarks, as my ardour has been 
damped by the gentle hint given by the Honourable the Finance Member 
that in this particular matter we might well follow the example of our . 
~warajist members and take a vow of silence o.n the principle that 
silence is gold, speech is silver. I content myself with these observations. 
Again I repeat that the Public Accounts Committee should draw from 
n~xt year a fuller and a more comprehensive report strictly in conformity 
\nth the rules laid down on the matter and the Government ought to see 
that. not a single pie of the revenues of this presidency is wasted, owing to 
negligence either on the part of the Government or of their subordinate 
officers. 

~Ir. G. WILES: Sir, I apologise for my lateness in rising. I waited 
to see whether any honourable member would make any further remarks 
so that I might reply to them. Like my honourable friend opposite, I 
do not want to arrogate to myself any credit for the work which has 
b~n don.e by the Public Accounts Committee ; but I have to plead 
~ltr of being the author of this report, which was placed before the 
Public Aceounts Committee and accepted by them. 

The honourable member for Xasik has drawn our attention to the 
Rules of the Council which detail the duties of the Accounts Committee; 
and he criticised the report on the ground that the report is not full 
and that the Committee have not dischar"'ed..their duty as laid down in 
the Rules. 0 

.IISO'J-2 
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The Rule is as follows: 
ult shall be the duty of the Cpmmittee to bring to the notice of the Council

• (•) every re.appropriation from one grant to another grant'." 

The Committee, Sir, has done so: 
"(ii) every re.appropriation within a grant which i~ not made in accordance with the 

rules regarding the functions of the Finance Department, or which has the effect of 
increasing t.he expenditure on an item the provision for which has been specifically 
red'lced by a vote of the Council." 

I submit, Sir, that the Public Accounts Committee's report has done 
that. 

'(iii) all expenditure which the Finance Department has requested should be brought 
to the notice of the Council.' 

· The report of the commitiee has also done that. Let me explain what 
I mean. The honourable member said that the report itself should 
have dealt with all these details. In drawing up the report to the Council 
my trouble has been to keep up within limits. The detailed report 
has been made by the Accountant General and the details which are 
referred to in the Rules of the Legislative Council have been dealt with 
by the Accountant General in his Audit and Appropriation Reports. 
It would be a work of supererogation for the Public Accounts Committee 
to repe'.t again those criticisms of the Accountant General which are 
put in the gre: test detail in the Audit and Appropriation Reports. These 
books have been placed before the Council and are referred to throughout 
the minutes of proceedings and report of the Public Accounts Committee. 
I submit, Sir, that the honourable gentleman in his criticism of the 
Public Accounts Committee has gone off the lines. 

If I may, before I sit down, make a recommendation to this House, 
I would submit that it is in the interests of the House that the Public 
Accounts Committee should not be eleeted for one year only, but should 
be e1ected for the whole period of the Legislative Council. We have, 
for instance, lost the services of the honourable member who has criticised 
the report, and his loss has been a great loss to the Public Accounts 
Committee. If the members of the Public Accounts Committee could 
only retain their seats on the committee for the whole period of the 
Council, their work would be made simpler, Government work would be 
simplified, and I think the work w:ould be better done. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHl\1AD: Can it be done under the Rules~ 

Mr. G. WILES: It cannot be done under the Rules as they stand at 
· present, but it can be done in effect by the same gentlemen being 
re-ebcted by the House. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (Ea.at Khandesh District) : Mr. President, from the 
re?ort and proceedin~s of the meetin~s of t~e Co~mittee on Public 
Accont<J 01 t\e Auiit and A. ">l)l'0'1riatio1 Reports, paragra. y h 4, page 2, we 
find t'1at t'1e Go7ern-nent of India are p1yi 'g only 2 per cent. interest on 
our provincial balances. Sir, the committee has very rightlv observed that 
that rate is Yery inadequate, and we are told in the Report that the Local 
Government is also making to the Government of India. some proposal 
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in regard to tb.is. In paragnph 3 of tb.e Report we find that it is 
recoumended that t1ere ou~ht to be sone sort of check U(On tie growth 
of expenditure. I believe Government will take steps to see that they 
cut tb.eir coat according to t1eir cloth, and in order to have more 
monev, I hope they will try tJ.eir level best to approach the Government 
of India wit1 a prayer t\at t,1e rate of interest on our provincial 
balances should be increased from 2 per cent. to at least 3 per cent. 

Then, Sir, I object to one procedure th3.t is being followed by Go,·ernment. 
We know that there is a certain amount of famine fund with the provincial 
Government. That famine fund should, in my opinion, be exclusively 
used for the purpose of famine. But we find in paragr1ph5o£ the report: 

" The Auditor General has taken exception to thf! action of Government in contribut
ing from the Famine Fund ten lakhs towards payment of interest on the loans taken for 
the Sukkur Barrage." 

I say, Sir, that the Government should be careful in future not to spend 
a single farthing out of the famine fund which should be exclusively 
utilised for famine purposes. . · 

With these remarks I support the motion. I cannot help saying, 
looking to t:1e efforts of individual members of the committee, that 
Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad has put so many questions to the Finance 
Member and that he has done excellent work, for which I admire him. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, the sugges
tion of the honourable member for Nasik that this is a perfunctory 
disposal of a very important matter, I think, can only proceed from a 
gentleman with an insatiable appetite for literature and statistics.· We 
have already had before the House an Audit Report which runs into 30 
and odd folio pages, an Appropriation Report of 70 or 80 pages and 
appendices of another 20 pages, and we have the proceedings of the 
Public Accounts Committee running into 64: pages ; and the whole thing 
is finely summarised by this brief . report.· I do not know quite what 
would satisfy the honourable member. Does he want that the final 
report should be of the same length as the reports on which it is based? 
That is not the ordinary practice of well organised and well administered 
dcpart!nents. The honourable member has very rightly said that the 
proceedings of t1e Public Accounts Co:nmittee are t.\is vear presented 
in a more detailed form and enables the House to keep' some track of 
the sagacity of its individual members. That also is a good tJ.ing, and 
we are undoubtedl_r indebted to the honourable member's suggestion 
for ha,ing brought that about. 

The ho:1ourable member for Khandesh (Mr. Patil) referred to the 
question of t 1e sun paiil fro n tJ.e fa:uine grant for interest on tJ.e loan 
for Suikur Blrra:re, but he diu not draw attention'to t1e ta.ct tJ.at there 
was co.1sid~ra.~le discussion on his point in t1e course of tJ.e proceedings 
which is full; dealt \\it.l in pages 28 to 30 of tJ.e Report. Government 
have d~idt'd t'tat t tis pa 7ment may be ri~htly regarded n.s paym.ntforthe 
protA.-ction of Sind against famine, and on t:at ground we have made 
this grant from tJ.e famine insurance fund: It is perfectlv true that 
there is a difference of opinion ill tlle matter, and that the Auditor Gener~ 
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does not agree with th.e Government of Bombay. But this the committee 
were aware of, and I submit that ~e sagac1ous gentlemen ot the committee 
haV'e coruddered the action of Government to be right and have not 
agreed with the Auditor General. 

Sir, the honourable member for Nasik has made a general charge against 
us of laxity of financial control, but that charge would have been better 
understood if he had given some illustration. However, he has told us 
that his zeal in pointing out our deficiencies is damped down by a. hint 
!rom the Finance M&D.ber. I must say I greatly regret that. If there 
are instances of laxity of control which have not already been pointed 
out to us, I shall be very·glad to receive advice from the honourable 
member on that point. It .is the anxiety of the Finance Department 
to tighten up that control. But as the House is aware, the expenditure 
of the revenues of Bombay represents over 15 crores in the ordinary 
expenditure; and in Development, and Irrigation another 10 crores or so. 
It is extraordinarily difficult to stop all points of leakage and any 
assistance that any member of this House is prepared to give u.s in 
pointing out any leakages would be gratefully received by the Finance 
Department. Sir, I ask this report be received. 

Question put and carried. 

GOVERJ'MENT RESOLUTION. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: Mr. President, I beg 

to move that : . 
"This House recommends to Government that the scheme for the formation of the 

Bombay Subordinate Engineering Service as outlined in the printed note placed on the 
table be instituted and introduced as soon as possible." 

I do not think, Mr. President, it is necessary for me to speak at any 
length as the printed note is a comprehensive one and gives all the neces· 
sary information and details to the House. But if there is any honour· 
able member who has not up to now had time to read it, it will become 
necessary for me to give a short summary of this note. The Public 
Services Commission recommended that the Public Works Department 
should be divided into three services. Their recommendation was 
acceptEd by the Government of India and they have asked lvcal Govern
ments to form three services in their Public Works Department. The 
three services are the Indian Service of Engineers, the Provincial 
Engineering Service, and the Subordinate Engineering Service. The 
first two services .were formed in 1920 and these proposals that are now 
before the House are to enable Government to form the third service, 
namely, the Subordinate Engineering Service. The Government of 
India have directed that the Upper and Lower Snbordinate Services 
t~hould be abolished And all recruitment to these services should be 
suspended except that we still continue to make the guaranteed 
appointments from the Engineering Colleges. The proposals very shortly 
are as follows :-

That the salary should be Rs. 60-5-100, Efficiency bar; 
Rs. 110-10-170, Efficiency bar; Rs. 180-10-250, and thereafter a 
selection grade of not more than 3 per cent. on Rs. 275 i 
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that the members should be called overseers ; 
that the number of this cadre should be 450 ; 
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I. 

that those Upper Subordinates who have up to now not been promoted 
to the Bombay Provincial Service should be retained on their original 
salary; 

that the Lower Subordinates as a body be taken into the new service ; 
that the local allowances which they enjoy at present should continue;. 
that the members of the new service if in charge of sub-divisions should 

continue to draw their allowance of Rs. 75 per month ; and 
that there should be one promotion every alternate year from among 

the members of the new service to the Bombay Engineering Service. 
These shortly, Mr. President, are the proposals of Government. These 
proposals were placed before the Finance Committee and the Finance 
Committee made one recommendation which this Government have 
accepted. They suggested that instead of promoting every alternate 
year one man to the Bombay Engineering Service they should promote 
one every year. In the orders that will be issued that recommendation 
will be included. Now, Sir, the average salary of a man in this new 
service will be Rs. 150-4-0. Perhaps honourable members would like to 
compare that average with the average sanctioned by other Provincial 
Governments. I do not know whether honourable members want me 
to read out those figures but they will realise that our proposals are very 
reasonable and that the salaries suggested are less than other provincial 
Governments except Bengal. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : What is the average for the 
Bombay Engineering Service 1 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: We are not now 
concerned with that. We are dealing with the Subordinate Engineering 
Service. Madras has not yet formed this new service, but as I said the 
average pay in these proposals is less than that in all other Governments 
except Bengal. The total expenditure for the new service per annum 
is Rs. 8,12,160. It might be useful to compare this figure with the figure 
of Rs. 6,86,064 which we would have to incur if we retained the present 
staff of 77 Upper Subordinates and 375 Lower Subordinates. The new 
proposals entail a higher expenditure of Rs. 1,26,096. There is just one 
condition that we should like to include in the orders which is not men.; 
tioned in the note and that is, that all new entrants to this service should 
be given to understand that their services may be lent or may be trans· 
ferred to district local boards. Honourable members are· aware that 
my honourable friend the Minister for Local Self-Government is consi-

. dering the question of transferring a certain number of roads now 
ad.mini.stered by the PubEc Works Department to district local boards. 
U that is carried out, we shall have to make corresponding reduction in 
the staff of the Public Works Department. It is quite possible that 
district local boards may require the services of some of our officers and 
therefore it will be necessary to have a clear understanding with them 
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. that when such a contingency occurs their services will be transferred to 
district local boards. I have nothing further to say but if any honour
able· member desires any further information I shall be very pleased to 
give it. 

Question proposed • 

. ·Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, whenever a new cadre 
is going to be formed out of old establishmeiJ.t, it generally happens 
that the interests of several peo1le are sacrificed. In the papers that 
are handed to us one cannot find out if any real injustice is being done 
to old Feople who are in the service already. But I think there is a 
chance of some FeOfle suffering injustice. On page 3 of the note cir
culated, it is 1:1tated that the fresent upper subordinates have a time 
scale of pay of Rs. 100-12-460. That is, if the present proposal is ac· 
certed, men in the upper subordinate grade tan rise as far as Rs. 460. 
But, according to the new scale that will be fixed, the maxirr,um laid 
down· there is only Rs. 250. So, my point is: if some pec.ple are actually 
drawing to-day more than Rs. 250, what will be their position ~ 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHAN<JIR : Read the top of 
page 3. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : So {ar as I can see, a little provision has been 
made there that there shall be one promotion every alternate year from 
among the men hers of the new senice to the Bombay Engineering 
Service. I think perhaps the honourable member is referring to 
this. (The Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir: Look at the top of 
-page 3). That is what I have read " That there shall be one promo
tion every alternate year" and so on. (The Honourable Mr. Cowasji 
Jehangir: No, no.) All right, the hon~able member might give his 
explanation in his re:ply. 

Another roint that strikes me is about the qualifications. It is laid 
down here that "the Government of India also stated that the quali· 
fications of sulordinates for admission to that service should, so far as 
rossible, aaroxin:.ate to tLose at fiesent required in the Upper Subor· 
dinate Senice ". 'l'he roint is this : At present, as there are two services, 
the upr;er subordinate and lower subordinate, the qualifications are 
different. But in future a man must begin in the subordinate service, 
and at that time he will be reqtdred to f;Ossess qualifications required 
for the upr:cr grade. Tllat would be im1osing a sort of hardship. But 
you will notice that tl.ough the man will be required to J:Osess higher 

· qualifi.cations, there is absolutely no provision made to give him higher 
pay, because at present the present lower subordinate starts at Rs. 60, 
and even when the new rules come into force, tt.ough he will be required 
to r.osscEs the qualifications requirt~ for upr.er su~ordinate~, he. will 
be 1aid only ~ s. tO. T.t.us, even while foss~ssmg higher ~ualificatl?DS• 
he "ill te 1 a1d SII.aller rate of :ray. Ttat lS another rotnt. SubJect 
totl:ese remarks, I tl.ink tlat on tle "lole the pro:tosal is a very reaoon• 
able one and the Council can adoJ-t it. 
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"'Mr. R. T. HARRISON: May I explain one or two Ioints, Sir, .which 
have be~n raised by the hontuxaUe mm.hr for Etn:lay city. 
Aprarently he is under the imft€Sbion tl.at the perent uner sub· 
ordinates on Rs. 100-12-4W stand to lose by tl.e introduction of the 
new service. This, Sir, will not be a fact. · There is no further 
recruitment of upFer su1ordinates 1ut no rran in tl.at sen ice at pesent 
will get less pay tL.an he is drawing and all will continue on tl.eir fresent 
scale of pay of Rs. 100-12-460 till they eventually "die out" as a 
service. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Mr. President, ·while 
we discussed this matter in the finance committee, the Honourable 
Member in charge said that the interests of the backward classes 
would be protected and he gave us some sort of undertaking. I t1ink 
he will repeat the same promise which he had made there. {'l'he Honour
able Mr. Cowasji Jehangir: What is exactly the assurance you want! 
If you state what it is, I am prepared to repeat t.ue assurance here.) 
Government have issued a circular as regards the proportion to be observ· 
ed in the matter of appointments to some Uovernment ser~ices so far 
as the backward classes are concerned. I think that circular ~ould 
be also observed even in the subordinate engineering service. 'l'hat 
is all I have to say. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Dh·ision): Mr. President; 
there is one point to which I would draw the Honourable Member's 
attention "hkh wa.; raised in the finance committee ly the Deputy 
President, namely, with regard to the urgency of the motion to be brough~ 
in this session. l'er.haJ.;s the House ~·ould l.ui:e to have some informa:tion 
on that point. I think otherwise we are all agreed with regard to 
the proposal. · 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : Mr. President, my 
honourable friend opposite (Mr. D. R. Patil) wants some assurance. that 
when recruiting for this service Government will consider the question 
of reserving some appointments for backward classes and Mahomedans. 
I gave that assurance in the finance committee. The prin<:iple .that 
has been adopted and carried into force, whereby out of the three appoint
ments that are made from the colleges, one appointment is reserved for 
backward classes and Ma.homedans, will be continued, and when we take 
a. larger number, we will consider the question of increasing the number 
of appointments from those communities. I trust that will satisfy 
my honourable friend. I gave the assurance in the finance committee 
and I repeat it now. 

My honourable friend the honourable member Moulvi Rafiuddin asks 
for reasons why we bring this proposal at this sessions. You, Mr. Deputy 
President, raised this point in tt.e finance commitree. I regret you are 
not able to raise it here directly yourself, but, as my honourable mend ' 
Moulvi Rafiuddin wants an e1.1lanation, the e:q:la.nation we ga,·e in the 
finance committee is very easily repeated. There has been considerable 
delay in bringing these proposals before this honourable House. So much 
r.o, that my honourable frknd the member for Na.sik (Mr. R. G. Pradhan} 
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has had occasion to officialJy remind us Dn more than one occasion, and 
also my honourable friend Mr. Shinde in the current session. Considering 
these reminders, we thought that these proposals should be placed before 
the House at the very earliest opportunity. We are not making any 
financial demand. We are placing these proposals before you for your 
approval. The financial pro,ision will be made in the next budget. 
I th.ink the point raised by the Deputy President was that this question 
was better discussed and considered during the budget discussion than 
now. My reply to him was that we have certainly more .leisure on the 
present occasion than at the budget sessions when honvurable members' 
attention has to be devoted to financial problems oi great importance 
and that if an important p~oposal of this sort is brought forward at a 
session in Poona, it is much more convenient for both honourable members 
opposite and for Government because they can devote more tiine and 
atte)ltion to these proposals. . I will also draw the attention of my 
honourable frie..;,ds opposite to the fact that this motion was on the 
agenda from the very beginning and that honourable members ha1!~ 
notice that it was to be brought up during t...is session. I have no · 
furtheJ; to say. I trust this proposal "ill meet with the approval of the 
honourable House. 

Question put and carried. 

DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I beg to ·make a. demand 
as follows :-

That R!t. 4,900 be transferred by way of re-appropriation from 33-Publio Health to 
30-Scientifio Departments for grant·in-aid to the Historical Museum at Satara. 

At Satara a. new museum has been conStructed at the cost of a lakh of 
rupees and at the budget session Rs. 13,000 and odd were sanctioned by 
this Council for {urni.sJ.dng and carrying on the work of the museum. 
Ra. 5,678 were for administrative purposes and Rs. 8,000 for furniture. 
But when the contractors were consulted and it was found that more 
articles were needed than were estimated for on the first occasion, it 
was found that the total estimate for furnishing went up to Rs. 15,400. 
A contract has been given to an Indian firm and the furniture is ready. 
The museum will be opened on the 3rd of November next, and I have 
to request this House to allow ID.e the sum of 4,900 by way of re-appropria
tion. The real estimate for the furniture amounts to Rs. 15,400, t.e., an 
excess of 7,400 out of which 2,500 have been found from the sum at the 
di.spo&al of the Scientific Departmmt and only Rs. 4,900 are wanted by 
re-appropriation. That re-appropriation is to be made uom 33-Publio 
Health as shown here and to be added to 30-Scienti.fi.c Departmenta. 
I request tl.is House to sanction this grant. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. R. D. SHTh"DE (Nasik District): Sir, I should request the Honour· 

able :Minister to tell this House whether the Sa tara museum is going to be 
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run by Government entirely or if it is to be made over to a priv~te institu· 
tion with a grant to be made to it by Government. I think this in
formation will be required by the House before it can sanc.tion the 
re-appropriation. 

llr. S. T. KAl\ffiLI (Dharwar District): Sir, J rise to support the 
motion before the House. The amount now demanded is quite necessary. 
Of course the point raised by the honourable member, l\Ir. Shinde, is an 
important point, and I think this House will be much obliged to the 
Honourable Minister if he will make it clear whether the museum will be 
maintained as national property or Government property, or as the 
private property of the gentleman whose name is mentioned in the 
printed statement supplied to us. If it is to continue to be private . 
property of Rao Bahadur Parasnis, then I hope the Honourable 
Minister will see that the rights of the public of this presidency are safe· 
guarded. With these words I. support the motion . 

.'1\lr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North}: Sir, I would like the Honour
able Minister to make one point clear. We do not know what is the 
nature of this Historical Museum, whether it is open to a very limited 
circle, whether it is public or private : we are, therefore, I think, justified 
in asking information and a clear statement on that point. 

The next thing I want to know is that if Government is going to support 
this institution and if it is going to be a public one, how a private gentleman 
happened to order out furniture ! If it is going to be a museum supported 
out of public funds and in which the furniture also is going to be paid out · 
of public funds, I should like to know why the furniture was not purchased 
through Government agency. 

liOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, on this 
motion I should like to ask. the Honourable Minister the conditions upon 
which this institution will be conducted by Government and about the 
private rights of the manager of the institution. I understand that in 
future the Government will carry on this institution and I am told by the 
Honourable Minis~r that money has already been provided for it in the 
last budget. If that be so, the House would like to know something about 
the conditions upon which this institution is to be conducted and about 
the future, whether the present manager is to be the ~le trustee; I should 
like to know also what arrangements have been made with regard to any 
loan that other public bodies or private persons may like to give to this 
institution with regard to exhibits : Also whether any assurances have 
been taken with regard to the non-in~ference in the management of the 
institution by heirs and successors of the present manager after his demise. 
We do not like that this institution should be entirely in the hands of one 
family. I hope, Sir, the Honourable Minister will en.igh~n this House 
fully upon these matters. 

The Honourable Mr. B. Y. JA.DH.A V: Sir, there are certain manuscripts 
nnd certain objects of historical importance collected by Ra.o Bahadur 
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Parasnis and kept by him for the use of ~he public in his own house. 
Government recognised the worth of this collect10n and at the same time 
its national importance, and as Rao Bahadur Parasn:is gave his consent to 
make a present of these artic.es to Government, they have been granting 
him a sum of Rs. 3,000 every year for the proper upkeep of these articles 
and for housing them properly, and Rao Bahadur Parasnis has been 
getting that amount. Government have constructed a bui.ding at the 
cost ot about a lakh of rupees. The building is being furnished and the 
museum will be opened, as I told the House, just now, on the 3rd of 
November. The llao Bahadur does not keep any property in the articles 
presented to the museum, and it will be run entirely as a Government 
mstitut.on, but as he has been in charge of those articles so long, it was 
but natural that he should be consulted in arranging the exhibits in the 
museum, and the equipment and such other things should be done under 
his guidance, because he is the expert as to how they are to be exhibited, 
and how they are to be kept. T.lus is the reason why he was consulted in 
the granting of this contract, and in seeing that the cupboards and other 
things are proper.y done and the exhibits kept there. Of course, there is 
the general supervision of the Public Works Department who constructed 
the building, and he will be in charge of the building until it is opened and 
given into the charge of properly constituted trustees. . Correspondence 
is going on and a. proper trust will be constituted, and the museum and 
the establishment will be handed over to them for the use of the people 
that will go there. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN .AHMAD : Has Rao Bahadur Parasnis 
· reserved any rights in the museum for his heirs and successors ! 

The Honourable :Mr. B. V. JADHA V : No, Sir. 

· Question put and carried. 

Rs. 

Supplementary demand by way of re-appropriation from" 32-:Med.ica.l "
'.iransfcrred, to " Grant at the disposal ot the High Commissioner for trans• 
fcrred eJ:);It>nditure 5,180 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. J.ADHA V : Sir, I now beg to make another 
demand ior a grant by re-appropriation. At the budget session this 
Council sanctioned a venereal clinic at the J. J. Hospital, and in order 
to encoura()'e local firms and manufacturers, it was intended to p:ace the 
order for the purchase of the surgical equipment w.th them. But it was 
found that the local firms were not in a position to supply the whole 
equipment, and therefore indents have to be placed in England and to be 
pa1d through the High Commissioner. So, this de~and had t~ be mad.e 
for translerring the sum ot Rs. 5,lb0 already sanct10ned by this Council 
in the budget to the High Colllillisaioner's budget. 

Question proposed . 

.lli. S. T • .KAMBLI (Dharwar Dibtrict): Sir. I rise to support the 
demand. The present demand will involve no extra. expenditure. It 
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is only a small amount of Rs. 5,180 and has already been sanctioned 
by the House. The motion only seeks for a book adjustment. I there
fore support the demand. ' 

Question put and carried. 
Ra. 

Suppiementary demand, by way of re-Appropriation from 47-Miscellaneous 
Reserved, to 41-(;ivil Works, Transferred, for conversion of Shik&rpur 
Subordinate jail into a prison • • · 34,438 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : Sir, I ask for sanction 
to the re-appropriation of Rs. 34,438 from 47-:Mll.cellaneous, Reserved, 
to 41-Civil Works, Transferred, for the conversion of the Shikarpur 
subordinate jail into a prison. 

The Shikarpur subordinate jail is the old district prison. It was given 
up when a new prison was built Itt Sukkur, but it has since been found 
that the over-crowding in the other prisons in Sind has made it neces- ' 
sary for us to re-open it as a· full prison. It is in good order, as far as it 
goes. It is old-fasL.ioned, but it is in good order and only requires some 
modifications to give better ventilation and to make proper provision for 
workshops and so on to comply with modem requirements. The over-: 
crowding is very serious. The accommodation is only 386 in the Sukkur 
prison, whereas the average is almost double that-784. It is proposed, 
therefore, to re-open the SLikal}ur sulordinate jail as a full time prison 
in order to provide for the £uq.lus 356 prihoners t1at it will accommodate. 
It is a. matter of very great urgency, owing to the great heat and the 
climatic difficulties in Upper Sind. 

Question proposed. 

lli. 8. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I want to know from the 
Honourable the Home Member whether e:ffcrts have been made to let 
the prisoners on probation of good conduct. Instead of ·encouraging 
over-cro\\ ding in t1e jails, I tlink it is Lighly ad\isable and e:q;edient 
to let pruoners go out ot prison on probation for good conduct, so that 
they may be given an OlJfOrtunity o{ correction and improvement. I 
!Link it will te a good com.ctive, and a better step than spending money 
m constructing new jails or enlaq;,ing the e.x.isting ones. 

U~. A. MO~TTGOMERIE : Sir, I think I can assure the hor.ourable 
member that we are doing evel') thing in our power to rendH it pos<~ible · 
W reduce ~e jail ,lJOpulation. 1'.uere arc corrudttet:H sitting periodically 
on all long-term prisoners, to consider their senteLces, and a lOnsider
&blc nwnbt:r have alrt:ady been released. Unfortunately, it is not pos
fillc w comider tLe case of every short-term pisoner. If a magistrate 
Eentencea a ILan w Eix n:.onths' iillprisonment, we cannot let him go out 
of jail, l~cause tLe jails are over-crowdt:d. We cannot do tlat. Tle 
sencral f uLlic might rai-;e djt::ctivn to that. Seeing that there are a 
\·ery large tumber of c<Jnvicts in Sind, I tl.ink ~e n:.u.st make much more 
rearonaLle pro\ it.ion for them tl.&n uista at present. 
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Mr. N. E. NA VLE : May I know from the Home Secretary who are 
the persons who serve on these cominittee~ generally ! 

Mr •. A. MONTGOMERIE: The District Magistrate, the District 
Judge, the lnspec..tor General of Prisons and non-official members in each 
district where there is a prison. 

Mr. G. WILES: Sir, I wish to draw the attention of the House to a 
misprint which may possibly give :dse subsequently to misapprehension. 
The amount of Rs. 13,31,685 is Mt the Reserve v.ith the Finance 
Department. It is the total under the Reserved head 47-Miscellaneous. 
The words " Reserve with Finance Department " should be scored 
out. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I do not think 
there is anything to say except that the climatic conditions in Sind 
include very severe cold weather as well as very severe hot weather, 
and it is important to make proper _provision for the prisoners, both 
against the cold and hot weather 1.1f Upper Sind. 

Question put and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, the Account;. 
ant General, Bombay, pointed out in his Appropriation Report that 
there was excess expenditure in the final accounts under certain heads 
and that this excess expenditure required the sanction of the Legisla
tive Council. Tnese excesses are detailed in the printed note* which 
is before. honourable memben. T.lley are as follows :-

:a.. 
· (1) 9!-Scheduled Taxes • . 415 
(2)• 27-Ports and Pilotage.. • . . . . . . . 2,303 
(3) 37-Miscellameous Depanments • • , • . . . • 1,10,532 
(4) 51-Miscellaneous adjustments between Cent.ral and Provincial Govern• 

menta · 5,236 

All these items were inve:>tigattld witll the help of the Finance Commit· 
tee, and the application to the House is that these excesses should be 
sanctioned. 

Question put and carried. 
Supplementacy demand by way of re.appropriation from 47, Miscellaneous Rs. 

(Reserved) Reserve with Government to 24, Administration of Justice, for 
revision of salaries and fees in criminal cases for District Government 
Pleaders and Public Prose~:utors and their assistants 8,450 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: .Mr. President, I ask 
for a re-appropriation of Rs. 8,450 from 47, :Miscellaneous (Reserved) 
Reserve with Government to 24-Administration of Justice, for revision 
of the retaining salaries and fees to Government pleaders and public 
prosecutors in the Presidency proper and in Sind. The revision of these 
salaries and fees has been pressed upon us for a long time, but has hither· 
to been put off, in \iew of financial stringency, but it is now urged upon 
us that it will no longer be right to postpone this matter any longer, now 

• •• UU. Ap~ndix M. 
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that revisions of the salaries have been effected of all other servants in 
the various departments of Government. The table appended to this 
statement shows what the retaining- salaries were originally and what 
they are proposed to be now. The increases have been fixed after 
consultation with all the district officers, the District Magistrates, the 
Commissioners, the Judicial Commissioner in Sind and the High Court. 
The retaining salaries now proposed are an improvement on the present 
salaries, but they are not the improvements which were recommended 
by the High Court. The High Court recommended double the present 
salaries. From financial considerations we could hardly go as far as 
that i but we have given substantial increase which we hope will meet 
the case and enable us to secure and retain the services of leading 
pleaders in the various districts. The daily fees have also been pro
posed to be raised from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20. That again is less than what 
was recommended to us by the High Court, who wue strongly of opinion 
that they ought not to be less than Rs. 25. Here again, financial 
considerations had to prevail and at present we are only proposing to 
raise the daily fee to Rs. 20. We hope that with these increase~ in 
the retaining fee and the daily fee we shall, as I stated, be able to 
secure and retain the services of leading pleaders in the various 
districts. 

It is proposed in view of the increases in the daily fee to effect some 
saving in special fees. It has been very common in view of the low rate 
at present in force for the local officers to recommend rather freely in
creases in the rate in special cases.. It has been difficult to resist theEe 
claims in view of the low rates existing at present in comparison with 
the rates obtainable by pleaders doing private practice. The saving 
that is likely to be effected is taken into consideration in order to meet 
the increase in the cost. There will probably be a further saving in the 
special fees to special counsel. We have been frequently pressed by the 
police and the District Magistrates to engage special c.ounsel in caEes 
where the present rates have not attracted the services of most leading 
pleaders of districts. It is hoped t.1at with the improved rates we shall 
be able to retain the servLes of leading men and avoid the great expense 
on special counsel. As honourable members know special coWlsel from 
Bombay charges anything from Rs. 300 and upwards and the total cost 
of extra. coune.el is very muc'l more than the extra u.Rt we expect to have 
to pay in improved fees to our mofussil Government pleaders. The extra. 
expense on account of retaining salaries \\ill be some Rs. 14,000 a year, 
and the estimate on increased fees is something like Rs. 36,000. ·Of 
course, we hope to save something in special counsel fees. The matter 
is urgent as it is important to put thjs matter right as early as possible 
and the cost will be Rs. 8.450 this year. I have given you, however, 
here the full ~oures for a whole year as there will be a recurring increased 
liability in the next year' s budget. I think both in justice to tlJ,e 
mofussillawyers doing a very great deal of important and lllleful work 
to Government including not only prosecuti(Jns but giving opinions on 
e.llmatters to all departments of Government, this amount should be 
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sanctioned by this honourable Rou~e. I hope on these grounds I have 
mentioned the grant will dn.ly be sanctioned bv the House. 

Question proposed. · 
Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmedna~ar District) : Sir, we have no objection 

for itl.is. supplementary grant. The only t\ing t1at I wish to bring t.o 
the JIOtice of t:!:!e Honourable t"!le Ho:ne :Member i.:t that Government 
should lay down a policy of encouraging, as far as the&e appointments 
of Government pleader11. pul:)lic prosecutors and assistants are concerned, 
the hck .vard cla _.3 pk1ders. Unfortunately for the backward classes 
all t 1es.::.· :rosts ;lave been monopolised by pleaders of one caste. 
Fortunately now our pleaders are coming forward and they are to 
some extent encouraged by Government, and I hope Government will 
·continue this policy and give further encouragement to our pleader!!. I 

.·hope, Sir, that Government will accept my suggestion. With these 
remarks. I support t\e grant. - . 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to support the 
motion. There is a long-standing grievance that the Government 
pleaders and public prosecutors have not been treated fairly with regard 
to their remuneration by way of retaining and daily fees. The monthly 
retainer in some cases of Rs. 50 per mensem is· very unattractive and 
the ; 1: blic prosecutors have been rightly complaining that their case has not 
been properly considered by the Government. The daily fee of Rs. 15 
is negligible and I think the public prosecutors and Government pleaders 
are right in. making a representation to Government for a revision in 
their daily fees as well as in their monthly retainers. With regard to 
daily fees, Government propose to increase it from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 
and with regard to the monthly retaining fee from Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 
and from Rs. 100 toRs. 200 in certain cas~~ I think, the daily proposed 
remuneration is not still fully adequate and highly attractive. It 
seems that Government have taken into consideration the financial 
situation and they have gone some way to meet their demands. I hope 
Government will further consider the matter and at least raise the daily 
fee to Rs. 25. 

With regard to the point made by the last speaker, I am glad to say 
that the Government have taken the necessary action in some cases in 
that matter by selecting competent non-Brahmins for new appoint
ments to the posts of public prosecutors. But I want to bring to the 
notice of Government that it is not on account of want of competent 
pleaders among non-Brahmins that they did not appoint non-Brahmins as 
public prosecutors hitherto, but because Government were guided by the 
influence of Brahmins in this connection and Brahmins got the monopoly 
of these places for themselves. I may quote the case of Dharwar. 
There, the posts of the government pleader, the public prosecutor, the 
assistant and even the honorary assistant, hithertobefore not only 
belonged to the Brahmin community but they were almost all relations 
of each other. This fact was brought to the notice of Government, 
and they have remedied matters in the Karnatak by appointing 
competent non-Brahmins as public prosecutors. I hope Government will 
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view the situation not in the light of the past but lay down a 'policy 
which is fair and reasonable to· meet the just and fair demand of the 
non-Brahmins. I do not mean to say that unfit persons or unquali
fied persons should be appointed. What I do mean to say is whenever 
there are qualified persons, still Government are hesitating to appoint 
them and this causes great discontent amongst the non-Brahmiris. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is labour
ing the point at great length. That is not the issue before the House. 
I do not wish to stop honourable members, but surely references to 
such points should be very brief as they do not relate to matters before 
the House. 

Mr. S. T. KA.MBLI; I bow to the ruling of the Chair. But that was 
a point I wanted to lay stress on. I have said what I wanted to say. 
With these words I support the motion. 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) ; Mr. President, I am very 
glad that Government have at last recognised the grievances of public 
prosecutors. In order to attract first class men it was very .necessary 
that the fees should have been en1anced long ago. It is really a sur
prise that the payment so far given to public prosecutors was so low 
It was only in exceptional ca'Ses that first class pleaders came to 
accept public prosecutorships, and the only thing that persuaded them 
to accept the posts was the honour that those posts were supposed to carry 
with them. Otherwise, first class pleaders in the mofussil are extre
mely reluctant to be public prosecutors, because the payment of Rs. 15 
is abnormally small. Even junior pleaders, if they go to the mofussil, 
get not less than Rs. 25 per day. If we compare this low payment of 
Rs. 15 with the payment which the pleader representing the accused 
gets, we shall find that there is a ·very large difference. The present 
increase is not, I think, quite satisfactory, and I hope Government will 
come forward with greater increases in the fees to be given to public 
prosecutors. Otherwise, really good pleaders will be quite reluctant 
to accept these posts. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): I think, Sir, 
the proposal of the honourable member the Home Secretary does not err 
on the side of generosity at all. Rs. 20 per day to public prosecutors is 
the minimum that should be given to them in these days. 

With regard to the charge that has been brought against Government of 
not appointing members of the Moslem community and other backward 
classes it may be mentioned that the honour ble member the Home 
Secretary is quite alive to the suggestion and ready to remedy the 
deficiency. I may give an illustration of his activity. In this very 
city (Poona) the honourable member Mr. Montgomerie has appointed 
a member of a small minority notwithstanding the protests of the 
Brahmins, I mean the honourable member Mr. Bunter, who belongs 
to the Indian Christian community, who by the way are not backward. 
There is therefore no danger of any class retaining a monopoly of posts, 
so long as the matter is in his hands although there is cause to fear 
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if 1\Iahomedans would receive their due and , adequate share. There 
is also no danger of the class to which also I belong, I mean the lawyers, 
objecting to such resolutions from Government. Considering that 
this class is known as impecunious and garrulous and forms mainly the 
articuL1.te portion of this House, the amendment of the Home Member 
will be gratefully accepted by them. I hope he will remember all the 
remarks that have been passed during the discussion with regard to the 
inadequwy of the additional emoluments proposed. 

1\Ir. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I also wish to support 
this additional payment to public prosecutors. Compared to what they 
pay to pleaders in the High Court, this appears to be very miserable 
indeed. The Honourable the Home l\Iember says that when Govern
ment engage counsel from Bombay the minimum fee is Rs. 300 a day. 
I find the minimum fee is Rs. 300 per hour in Bombay. Therefore, I do 
not think that this proposal errs on the side of generosity. I do not 
mind whether they make these appointments from the backwud or 
forward classes from the 1\Iahomedans, the Christians or the Hindus, 
provided the persons appointed are men of legal acumen. That is abso · 
lutely necessary. There is one hint I will throw out, namely,not to appoint 
as public prosecutor any member of this Legislative Council. (Laughter.) 

The Honourable Sir ~UURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I do not think I 
have much to say in reply. We are doing our best to distribute these 
appointments evenly among those communities who put forward quali
fied candidates. We recognise that the rates at present proposed are a 
small improvement only, but we put them forward as being as much as 
we can fairly offer in the present financial position of Government. 

Question put and carried. 
Construction of a. Police.station and quarterR for police at Ranchore in the Karachi 

Headquarters District. 

The Honourable Khan Rthadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, 
I beg to move for a dem;nd of Rs. 1,23,450 by reappropriation from 47, 
l\liscellaneous (Reserve:l) to 41, Civil Works (Transferred). The note* 
shows the necessity of this demand. 

Question put and carried. 
Supplrmentary Grant for gTant·in·aid to the Bombay Boy Srouts Association. 

The Honourable l\Ir. B. V. JADHAV: Sir, when the Boy Scout move
ment was started it was financed by the Educational Department and 
the salary of the Provincial Secretary and the expenses of his office were 
also borne on the educational budget. After the movement advanced, 
Rs. 15,000 were budgetted as grant-in-aid to the Boy Scouts Association. 
In the budget for the current year Rs. 46,864: have been provided for. 
Since then, 1\Ir. Miller who was Provincial Secretary has reverted to the 
Educational Department and his place as Provincial Secretary has been 
taken by one )lr. Venkateswaran, who is not a Government servant, on a 
much smaller salary. Out of Rs. 31,864 spent on establishment 
Rs. 28,000 were included in the non-voted items and Rs,. 3,864 was votable. 
Now it is thought desirable that as the movement has been wholly handed 

*Vide Append.Lt N. 
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over to the Boy Scout Council there should be a definite grant made to 
this association for expansion. At present Rs. 46,864 are budgetted 
for that movement. Government now propose that Rs. 6,864 should be 

·saved from that amount and a total grant of Rs. 40,000 be made to the 
Boy Scout Council. It will consist of the following items :-

Grant on account of Provincial Secretary and his establishment 
Provincial grant 
For expansion .. 

Rs. 
•• 15,364 
•• 15,000 

. 9,636 

40,000 

So, now, a demand is made that Rs. 21,136 be transferred from non
voted provision in 11 31-Education" and added to voted item in "31· 
l~ducation (transferred) ". 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City) : Sir, it is a very great pity that a 

saving should be effected in a grant to a movement like the Boy Scouts 
movement which deserv~s all encouragement at our hands. I think 
if Government had come forward with a proposal asking for more 
grants, there would have been nobody in this Council who would not have 
consented to that profosal. We now find that a saving of Rs. 6,864 is 
being made on such a worthy object, not only that but that it is suggested 
that we should retrench that amount because there is no demand for it. 
I see at least one difficulty why demand is not made. At present 
Government makes a direct grant, but in future it is stated that the major 
municipalities will make provision for this item. Whether they will 
make provi~ion or not is a different question. If they are not going 
to make such a provision, such a worthy object is to be sacrificed. 
I think that the Honourable the 1\Iinister will in future at least bear 
in mind that the attitude of this House towards this movement is very 
liberal, land I would request him that in future he will not bring in 
any proposal which would curtail the grant given to this body. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 1\IEHTA: I should like to say just 
one word ot gratefulness to the honourable member opposite for having 
expressed his view, which I have no doubt is shared by many members of 
this House as regards the usefulness of the Boy Scouts Movement and as 
regards the desirability of giving it every financial and other assistance. 
He is perfectly right in saying that the Boy Scouts movement is a counter
part and perhaps an important addition to the instruction that is usually 
given to boys in ~ducational institutions. In this particular instance the 
demand put forward by the Honourable Minister does not really mean 
any reduction in the amount of money that will be available to the Boy 
Scout Council. But I cannot refrain from expressing my gratitude to 

·the honourable memb~r opposite for the tribute he has paid to the utility 
of that movement. 

Mr. R. S. NEKA.LJAY: Sir, I would only like to know from the 
Honourable Minister whether Government have any control over th~ 
association. 
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MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Mr. President, 
this question was discussed in the finance committee and it was pointed 
out there by the Deputy President, who 'has taken a vow of silence, tllat 
this is not a saving at all, because Mr. ~filler belongs to the Imperial 
serVice, whose services were lent to the Boy Scout movement and he 
has now gone back to do some other work but continues to draw the 
same pay. 

·This is not actually a saving, because when 1\Ir. 1\'Iiller reverted to his 
usual work, corresponding changes had to be made up to the lowest officer 
that was doing badli but the salaries of all would continue to be charged. 

Sir, with regard to the Boy Scout mov~ment, I do not think there is 
altogether unanimity of orinion in this House as has been expressed 
by the Honourable the Revenue Member, who, we know, is a great 
supporter of this movement in this presidency. There have been doubts 
freely expressed in the press with regard to its utility. The founder ofthis 
movement in England had announced that it was a Christian movement 
or sometl.ing to that effect and when he came to this country he had 

· either to withdraw his words or offer an apology for them. Sn, there has 
been considerable suspicion about this movement. I do not sa.v this 
movement is not doing good. But it is not yet popular and in order to 
do so it requires considerable modifications in certain respects. Of course, 
this is not the time to give expression to modifications or to the views of 
persons who are opposed to this movement. But I do maintain that 
if this movement should be rendered beneficial to all people alike, 
if people have any doubts about it, they should be removed. 
With regard to the Girl Guides movement, for instance, there is a 

.large number of Mahomedans who do not quite approve of the 
present svstem. For purdah ladies a modified system will have to be 
introduced. On this occasion I do not _1!ish to oppose the demand, but 
I would like the Honourable Minister to explain how he thinks a saving 
of 30 tl.ousand would be effected. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I do not think I will take 
up much of the time of the honourable House on this question. The 
Boy Scout movement is a very good movement and I am very grateful 
to the honourable members who have offered their support and at the 
same time criticised myself for proposing to make a saving of about 

: Rs. 6,000 and odd. I may assure the honourable members, Sir, that 
Government do not want to check the movement at all. Government are 
improving the finances of that movement to a very considerable degree. 
There has been a considerable saving in the salary of the secretary (Mr. 
:Miller). Mr. Miller was very highly paid, about Rs. 2,000 a month. 
The pre8ent man will get only about Rs. 700 a month. So there is a 
substantial saving and the demands of the Boy Scouts Association for 
imniediate expansion are fully provided for in the total grant of 
Rs. 40,000 which Government propose to make to that association. 
'AB a matter of. fact, the resources of that association are JUaterially 
augmented and there is no check to that movement at all. 
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[Mr. B. V. Jadhav] 
Now, as to the point raised by the honourable member Moulvi 

Rafiuddin, I should say that although Mr. Miller is in service, · he has 
been taken back into the department to do the work of the two or three 
gentlemen who have already retired. So, as a matter of fact, although 
1\Ir, Miller will get his salary, so much salary will be saved from that 
department, and in that way there is an actual saving. And therefore 
I place before this House these two facts and request them to grant 
this demand. 

As to the point raised by the honourable member for the depressed 
classes, I shall only say that the whole of the Educational Department, 
the head masters, the deputy educational inspectors and the inspeetors 
have an eye upon the troops that have been st~d in various places, 
and therefore, this movement is fully under the eye of the department 
and no fears need be apprehended. 

Question put and carried. 
Purchase of Stores for the Forest Department: Rs. 36,990. 

The Honourable Mr. A. 111. K. DEHAL VI : I move, Sir, for a demand 
for' a supplementary grant covered by reappropriation of Rs. 36,990 
from a grant at the disposal of the High Commissioner for transferred 
expenditure to Forest. This provision was made, Sir, in the High Com
missioner's estimate for the purchase of stores required for the Forest 
Department during the current year. But it has been found that these 
stores can be purchased here through the Indian Stores Department, 
and therefore the transfer. 

Question put and carried. 
AdditiiJnal provision for meeting outstanding claims for building grants to non-

GovE"rnmE"nt colleges : Rs. 1,00,000. . 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I make a demand of 
Rs. 1,00,000 to be reappropriated by transfer from non-voted to voted. 
The various private colleges. in the Bombay presidency have had exten
sions and building grants were promised to them and we have to redeem 
the promises and, as the department now finds that there is likely to lie 
a large saving from the non-voted allotments under pay of officers, it 
proposes that Rs. 1,00,000 should be transferred to voted, to pay some of 
the outstanding grants. 

This leads to the presumption that the non-voted grants are too 
much inflated and I promise this House that when the next budget is 
framed, I shall see that no unnecessary amounts are included under 
non-voted. 

~Ir. A. X. SURYE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the Honourable the 
~tinister of Education cert:linly, I think, deserves our congr.1tuhtions. 
I think it is a sound principle not to allow savings to lapse, but 
to utilise them tow,trds another useful object. This should be the case 
in the nation-building departments at any rate. 

The next point is that the grant is to go towards fulfilling certain 
promises which the Government have made. That is a very good reasoq 
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[Mr. A. N. Surve] 
but at the same time I feel it my duty to bring it to the notice of the 
Honourable Minister that the demands made by primary education 
are far more imperative than the demands made by colleges. I am not 
one of those persons who would advocate that the colleges should be 
starved altogether, but I would very humbly and respectfully bring 
it to the notice of the Honourable :r.finister that any grant or any aid 
that is given to primary education is increased a hundred .fold, that is to 
say, its advantage is received by numerically more persons. It was only 
a few days ago that the Director of Information issued a pamphlet relat
ing to the progress of education and in it he states that in the Ratnagiri 
district there are 72 schools which are held in temples. The necessary 
implication of that is that as .those schools are held in temples, students 
of the depressed classes are excluded from receiving the benefit of prim· 
ary education. Relating to the same district I may as well draw attention 
of the Honourable :rtfinister to the fact that there have been several 
instances in which Government have promised help. towards school 
buildings in villages.· Those promises are not yet redeemed. 
Therefore, I say, that the Honourable Minister, when he is making a\).y 
reappropriation of this kind, should see to the relative importance and 
the benefit to be received by the public and then suggest the direction 
in which that grant should be given. 

lfr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
motion. It is certainly a good idea and a very commendable idea on 
the part of the Honourable bfinister to utilise savings for the purpose 
of encouraging higher education by giving grants to various colleges in 
.this presidency. I hope the Honourable bfinister would give us detailed 
information about the number and names of the colleges which he is going 
to help in this manner. With these wor<h I support the motion. 

~Ir. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I support the motion 
before the House. It is good that the Honourable Minister is going to 
fulfil the promises Government has given to the non-Government aided 
co1leges. Sir, these institutions are conducted mostly by people of the 
forward classes. I want to ask the Honourable ~finister whether he is 
fulfilling the promises Government has given to the institutions conducted 
and owned by the backward class people. For instance the Shri Shivaji 
High School in Poona is solely conducted by backward class teachers 
and is meant also for backward class students mostly. Government 
have made certain promises of giving a building grant to this institution. 
I want to know from the Honourable Minister whether that grant has been 
given to this institution or not. With these words, Sir, I support the 
dem:md for this grant. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. (Central Division) : Sir, I rise to 
oppose t\is grant. The Honourable MiniRter for Education would have 
done well in Sj)ending any surplus tlat he might have for tle needs of 
Mahomedans. He has been neglecting the interest of the :Maho
medan communit\·. This is not tle first time that this charg~ is 
openly brought ag~inst him on the floor of this House,.,..... · 
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The Honourable M:r. B. V. JADHA V: I refute it. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: I am ready to prove it. Tl:e 
Honourable Minister for Education has been giving us evasive replies 
to questions repeatedly a!lked. He has failed to redeem the promises 
and pledges which he and his department have given to the M:ahomedan 
community. Sir, he is extremely s1ueezable. When pressure from 
missionary bodies or from advanced classes is brought upon him for 
more money for their colleges, money can be squeezed out of him by 
them. But the Ma.homedan community has no means to comrel him 
and no influence to bear upon him. Hence the Honourable :Minister 
does not pay any heed to their demands. Only the other day my 
honourable friend Khan Saheb Mansuri asked a question for the con· 
struction of a class room at Hubli for Mahomedans learning English up 
to the third standard. He said he had no money for the purrose. The 
chief need of the Malomedan community is secondary education and the 
excuse that the Honourable Minister has is that there is no money for 
the pUifOse allotted to him. Government has made solemn promises 
in that connection to the community for the redemption of whicli he has 
no money, but he has money to redeem pledges given to the manager of 
some aided institutions of advanced classes which do not require the 
money so much as the Moslerr s do. Therefore, mine is a formal protest. 
I am not opposed to his giving grants to advanced classes for their aided 
colleges ; although we do not derive much advantage from them, our 
need is secondary education. I am protesting against his policy of starv
ing Moslem secondary education. I do not say that the requirements 
of higher education are not genuine or necessary, but I do say that the 
Minister's first duty i!\ towards secondary and primary education and the 
needf of backward cla~ses and .Moslen s. Though some other classes 
take the credit for maintaining him on the Front Bench, in reality it is 
the Mahomedans that keep him in office. We therefore have a right 
to ask him to pay more attention to the demands of the Ma.homedan 
conununity. He must not give us evasive replies and he .must not try 
to get behind the pledges to which he is openly comn-itted. It is only 
when supplementary demands are made here that we get an opportunity 
to ventilate our grievances on the oren floor of this House. It is only 
by way of protest on behalf of the 11Ialomedan members of tLis House · 
that I ha\'e risen to protest against the policy pursued by the Honour
able Minister regarding Mahomedan Education. 

Khan Saheb A. 111. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
I rise to join my voice with that of my honourable colleague (!IIouhi 
Rafiuddin Ahmad) in the protest tht he has raised. I have off and on, 
by means oi questions and resolutions in this House,·tried to impreE.I 
upon the Honourable Miuister of Education tiat the Mahomedans are 
keJ:t in the background so far as their education is concerned. Sir, 
whe~e,·er I have put any que&tions or interpellations, he has given 
e,·as~ve answers. He tries to make out his case alwa··s b"' percentages, 
ho · mg the rerrentage of tl:.e Mahomed.ans here and there, but not 
giving us the actual Sir .••..•••••• 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. The Honourable 
.Minister in his capacity as :Minister is not .now before the House, and his' 
career is not open to criticism on this occasion. The issue before the 
Honse is a very simple one, namely that this saving should be utilised to 
aid aided colleges for building purposes. It is perfectly relevant for 
honourable members to point out that the direction in which the saving· 
is being used is inappropriate, and that it should be used in some other 
direction, and in that way honourable members who wish to press for 
the claims of the Moslems can bring the point in. But I do not think 
that the Honourable :Minister and his policy are now before the Hvuse 
{or criticism on this issue. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : I was coming to the same point, 
Sir. What I wanted to day was that the Honourable :Minister ·instead 
of re-appropriating the grant in the way in which he proposes to do, 
would do better to spend it for the education of Mahomedans. In con

. elusion, I would point out that we have two Mahomedan Ministers who 
are equally responsible for the education of Mahomedans, and it is for 
them to pull the sleeves of their honourable colleague who is sitting 
amidst them. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I would not have 
·spoken on this question but for the speeches that have been made by two 
honourable members who preceded me. Perhaps, it will not be exactly 
correct on our part if we do not admit this much that during the time 
of the present Minister of Education more has been done for the Maho
medans than bad been done by his predeces.,or. We were positively 
harmed in the last ministry. The honourable member, Moulvi Rafi.uddin 
'Ahmad, rightly pointed out that the need of the Mahomedan community 
was secondary education. I trust that the policy of the present :Minister 
of Education will be directed towards- the upliit of the backward 
communities in secondary education. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I do not wish to oppose 
this motion. I rise to say that I should like my Mahomedan friends to 
place a higher ideal before them than was expressed by my honourable 
friend Moulvi Rafiuddin. He says that the Ma.homedans keep the 
Minister in office, and he gives me the impression that they do so on the 
principle of quid pro quo. That is not a right principle ora high principle. 
If the Honourable Minister neglects his duty, by all means censure him; 
if he neglects Mahomedan education, then censure him by all means, 
but do not even for a moment keep him in office in order to make him 
~espond to your demands and frighten him into giving what he could 
not in duty give. · 

I now want to pass on to the statement that the Honourable Minister 
was very squeezable by Christian Missionaries. But my experience 
is quite different. I do not find him squeezable. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member does 
not take any notice of the ruling I gaYe. 
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Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I am recommending the support of this grant, 
in order that I mav ask the Honourable :Minister to divert some portion 
of it to the St. Xavier's College.· The St. Xavier's College gets a grant 
of Rs. 40,000, and the grant has stood ·at this figure for several years. 
The number '~f pupils receiving education is twice the number of pll ,j]s 
in t:1e Government College in Bombay, and it is higher tLan that of 
anv other college in this presidency. Yet, it gets a grant, less than th~ 
Fergusson College, and other colleges with less number of undergraduates. 
That does not Rhow t.1at the Honourable Minister is very squeezable by 
Christian Missionaries. That is all I have got to say on that point. But 
there is one statement made to which I must take exception. Primary 
education is certainly very important, but it is not more important than 
higher education. Higher education has always been and will always be 
much more important than primary or secondarv education. The great
ness of a country depends uron the greatness of the few men of genius 
it produces-men who make di.:~coveries in the fields of science and other 
branches of human activities and pursuits. I hope we will all get rid 
of that curious notion that primary education is more important than 
higher education. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, Government have been attacked for not giving 
sufficient importance to primary and secondary education, secondary 
education especially in the case of Mussalmans, and it is urged that the 
interests of higher education should not be considered until the interests 
of these other two branches have been completely satisfied. I do not 
think that any honourable member will allege that no attention at all 
has been paid to primary education. It is only sufficient to look at the 
budget grants for primary education to show that very considerable 
attention is being paid to it. The same can be said for secondary educa~ 
tion. Now, as regards the present supplementary grant, there are cases 
in which Government have promised a grant a very long time ago. So 
long as ten years ago, certain grants were promised, which have not yet 
been paid ; only a very small part has been paid. In the case of the 
St. Xavier's College no grant has hitherto been paid. There is the 
D. J. Sind College in Sind; a grant has been promised for that college. It 
will not be possible to give anything now, but something will have to 
be given sooner or later, and that college, I imagine, will benefit the 
Mussalmans considerably. 

Mr. NOOR ~UHmiED: It is not doing so now. 

Mr. A. !lUSTER: It is not doing so now, certainly. But the 
prinriple is the same, and old promises have to be fulfilled before new 
promises . 

. I hope members of this House will not look at this particular grant 
\\1th a narrow view. I think it is important that the interests of higher 
education should be kept in mind, and tu.at they should not be sacrificed 
to the interest-.8 of primary and secondary education. It seems to me to 
L~ the opinion of some member.:; that not a single pie should be spent on 
htgher education Wltil primary education is absolutely incapable of further 
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expansion. Of course, that is not possible: It takes time to introduce 
primary education. Even the opening of new schools takes time, and 
now that primary education is being handed over to local authorities, 
it will rest more and more with the local authorities to deal with primary 
education themselves, and ~eave Government to deal with higher 
education. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, from the speeches that 
have been made here on this question, I find that nobody has raised any 
objection to this grant, but extraneous matter has been brought in, 
and it has lengthened the debate. As regards the demands of primary 
education Government is fully alive to it and they have made provision 
for immediate demands in that connection. The district local boards 
and municipalities have been given the c~ntrol over primary education. 
Government are prepared to do their part of the work. Now, if primary 
education lags behind I think the blame should not be laid at the doors 
of Government ; but people must find fault with their representatives 
on the local bodies. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. The Honourable 
Minister has himself realised that criticism has gone on extraneous matters. 
I had to rule out of order some. of the members who exceeded the limits 
of the latitude allowed on this question. I hope the Honourable 1\Iinister 
Will bear in mind that he J has to be strictly relevant in his reply. 
There has been some criticism on the subject and I will allow him some 
latitude in replying to it but as briefly as possible . 

. The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: There has been severe 
criticism ....• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That. is why I am allowing some 
latitude to the Honourable Minister; but it does not mean th1t he 
should expound the policy of Government in great detail. I hope the 
Honourable :Minister will be as brief as possible in dealing with the 
criticism which has been levelled against him. 

The Honourable ~I.r. B. V. JADHA V: The question of Mahomedan 
education has not at all been overlooked by Government. A state
ment was prepared by the Director of Public Instruction last time when 
the Mahomedan Educational Conference met here and was distributed. 
That will show what Government has been doing for Mahomedan educa
tion. Government has been spending on 1\Iahomedan education much 
more than they have hitherto spent on the education of the backward 
community which is three or four times bigger than the Mahomedan 
community in population. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: 1\Iay I say that that statement 
is being answered 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I cannot allow such interruptions. 
I have appealed to the Honourable l\Iinister to be as brief as possible 
and I hope he is doing so. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I shall explain the policy of 

Government on another occasion. The backward communities whether 
Mahomedans or Hindus are receiving due attention at the hands of 
Government. Government are doing their level best to advance their 
education as much as possible. 

I think I need not say anything more with regard td the remark 
of my honourable friend 1\lr. Baptista that the St. Xavier's College has 
not been getting as much grant as the other Christian colleges. I think 
the reasons have been already given. But I think that question ' 
requires to be re-examined. 

Question put and carried. 
"Supplementary grant for Rs. 3,100 by way of reappropriation from 31, Education 

(Transferred) non-voted to 31, Education (Transferred) voted for running the work
shop attached to the College of Engineering, Poona. " 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I move for a supplement
ary grant of Rs. 3,100 by way of reappropriation for running the work
shop attached to the Engineering College, Poona. The committee that 
was appointed to consider the development of engineering reported 
that the workshop should be better equipped so as to provide education 
for a larger number. Hence the expenses have increased. It requires 
Rs. 4,500 of which Rs. 1,400 has been found in the budget of the 
same institution. The remaining amount is wanted. 

Question put and carried. 

"Supplementary grant for Rs. 10,500 by way of reappropriation from U, Provincial 
Works to 37, Miscellaneous, for examination of wiremen and electrical contractors." 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN : 
I move for a supplementary grant of Rs. 10,500. The note* sufficiently 
explains the purpose for which the demand is made. 

Question put and carried. 
"Supplementary grant for Rs. 39,500 by way of reappropriation from 31, Education 

(Transferred) non-voted to voted for building grant to English teaching schools." 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I move for a supplementary 
grant of Rs. 39,500 by way of reappropriation for building grants to 
English teaching schools. 

Question put and carried. 

DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 
following resolution : 

" Thia Council rocommends to Government that they be ple&aed to communicate to 
the G?vernment of India their considered opinion that the' Legislative Bodies Cmup\ 
Pr&choea Bill ' is unnecessary and detrimental to the dignity and independence of the 
~em~ra of the Legislative Bodies, and that the nme eonfidence should be reposed 
an the sense of honour of members of the Indian Legislatures as in the Members of 
Parliament in Gre.at Britain." 

•J'Idt Appendix 0. 
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[Mr. J. Baptista] 
1\Ir. President--You are aware that tlie· Government of India have 

introduced a bill in the Assembly, which is known as the ' Legislative 
Bodies Corrupt Practices Bill. During the debate the Honourable 
Member in charge promised that he would obtain the views of the 
Provincial Governments and Provincial Legislatures and place them 
before the select committee before they make their report. I presume 
that the Government of Bombay will communicate its views to the 
Government of India independently. My proposition is intendad to 
ascertain the views of this Council in order that they may be placed 
before the committee for its information, if not for its edification. I 
hope I may be permitted to say, at the outset, without any egotism, 
that there is no member in this Council who could be more intolerant 
of corrupt practices than myself. I have not the slightest doubt that 
every member of this House would deeply deplore and emphatically 
.condemn the remotest tendency to corrupt practices of every descrip
tion. I am fully confident that every one of us would insist that every 
member of this Council should be above suspicion like Cea~er's wife. 
Yet none of liS would venture to dogmatise upon the absolute incorrupt
ibility of law-makers in any part of the world. Nevertheless I have 
no hesitation in declaring that I thoroughly disapprove of legislation 
upon this subject. 

In the first place 1 submit that it is unnecessary. I say it is unneces
sary, although the Muddiman Committee have unanimously recommended 
it. The 1\Iuddiman Committee has managed to muddle through many 
things somehow. But this is admittedly one of their side issues. They 
have given no reasons for recommending it. It is not supported bv 
any evidence of the existence of any corrupt practice. It is entirely 
the outcome of the natural feeling and the natural sense of honour of 
every Indian that he cannot tolerate corrupt practices. It has not been 
investigated nor considered carefully. It is chiefly directed against the 
corruption of members of Council by outsiders or insiders. The number 
is limited scarcely exceeding one thousand all over India. This one 
thousand consists of the intellectuals of India and constitute, more 
or less, the elite of Indian society. Prima fac·ie, therefore, it must be 
assumed that it is unnecessary to have this bill for repressing 
corrupt practices among the elite of India. On the contrary, any 
one who advocates this measure must prove, it is incumbent on 
him to establish, a prima facie case of the necessity of this bill by 
evidence of the existence of the evil. I can understand legislation 
of this description for the purpose of counteracting an existing 
evil, but I cannot understand a measure for counteracting an imaginary 
evil or an anticipatory evil. It seems to me when we legislate for 
combating an evil which does not exist, we do more harm than good 
and the harm is aggravated if the measure proves a dead-letter. I find 
from the proceedings in the Assembly that the stoutest advocates of 
this measure confidently predicted that it would be a dead-letter. 
The honourable member's speech reminds one of the auto-biographers 
who deliver their own funeral oration during their own lifetime. 
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[Mr. J. Baptista] 
I therefore submit that I have made a prima facie case. that it is 
absolutely unnecessary to have this measure. 

My second point is that it is derogatory to the dignity of this House. 
There can be no doubt of this. But we are told that we are following 
the precedents of Canada and the United States of America. But why 
not the precedent of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ~ 
The Mother of Parliaments is a much better model than her daughters in 
Canada or America. The House of Commons has power under law or 
convention to take measures to repress corrupt practices or to punish those 
guilty of l'Orrupt practices. I am quite prepared to support any measure 
that will give to this House the same powers that are possessed by the 
House of Commons in Great Britain. I do not know why the .Muddiman 
Committee have gone out of their way and recommended something 
different. They distinctly say in the report that they do not recommend 
that the Legislatures in India should have the power which the House 
of Commons have. They prescribe the Penal Code for India. They 
keep the sword uf Damocles hanging over us. It is not consistent with our 
dignity. None of us should be subjected to the indignity of being dragged 
into the police courts by policemen. I know that there is a provision 
that no man can be prosecuted without the sanction of Government 
under section 196 of the Criminal Procedure Code. But these sanctions 
have a very peculiar all;d sometimes a very undesirable effect. The 
moment the sanction is obtained the offence under the Corrupt Prac
tices Act would be regarded by the public at large as a political offence. 
But we know very well that for political offences the present method of 
trial is very unsatisfactory. It does not command the confidence 
of the vast majority of intellectuals, because it is not a trial by jury 
consisting of one's peers as in England, where no conviction is possible 
without the unanimous verdict of the jurymen. The result will be 
that a corrupt man will be exalted into a martyr; and the whole object 
of this bill will thereby be frustrated. I do not wish to 'say anything 
against Canada or the U~ted States. I do not quite know what is the 
history of the Legislation in Canada. It may be due to the old " Family 
Compact " which was once omnipotent. Their deeds and misdeeds 
caused riots and even a revolution. The memory of those deeds and 
misdeeds may be the cause of the legislation in Canada. So far as the 
United States is concerned, everyone knows that it is due to the Spoils 
System of the American constitution. In America, when a Party gets 
into power, it dispenses with the services even of permanent officials 
anl ~heir own friends are appointed in their places. This practice is now 
cons1derably reduced, but it still exists to some extent. But what 
happened in the United States 1 It gave birth to the Tammany Boss and 
under this Institution corrupt practice in the United States of America. 
has become a fine art, so fine that I do not know whether there.is any 
man who can escape the corrupting influence of the Tammany Boss. 
I a~ sure no one desires the importation of the American System in 
India .. Therefore, I ssy, Sir, that the example of Canada. and the United 
States lS no model for India. I prefer the model of Great Britain.. 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, is it in order to 
make remarks of that nature with regard to foreign governments 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. I do not find 
anytl.ing in the Rules and Stan~g Orders which gives me the a~thority 
to call to order any honourable member" ho may indulge in these remarks. 
But there is one aspect of the question which stould be borne in mind, 
and having regard to the general I owers vesting in the President, that 
point will have to be taken into consideration. America is at reace 
with Great Britain and the assertion that the honourable member does 
not know whether there is any man wLo is incapable of being corru1 ted 
by Tammany .Bass System in regard to a nation which is at peace with 
His ~Iaj€sty is too sweeping and not in good taste. I would therefore 
appeal to the honourable member to refrain from making remarks of 
such a sweeping character. 

~lr. J. BAPTISTA: I never "aid that no one is free. from corruption. 
I merely said that under this system every one is in danger of being cor
rupted and that this system is the result of American Legislation. I do not 
want the introduction of the Tammany System here. That is what I said. 
History supports me. If anybody reads Burke's history or any other 
hiqtorythere he will .find facts and figures supporting what I have said. 

Well, Sir, as I said, we do not want the introduction o! the Tammany 
System which is the result of this kind of legislation upon the corrupt 
practices. · . · 

The next point is that it is detrimental to the independence of the 
members of this Cl)uncil. I need hardly say that the independence of 
members is an absolute necessity, an indispensable necessity for the 
proper discharge of their duties. We enjoy immunity at present under 
the Reform Act. "No person shall be liable to any proceedings in any 
Court by reason of his speech or vote in any such Council ". (Section 
72 D. Cl. 8). If the members are to discharge their duties with fearless· 
ness they must be protected. The fearless di...charge of duty often 
ofitlnds persons with vested interests. In their anger or irritation they 
may consfire to concoct false charges agai.qst the offending member. 
Let me give a simple illustration of what is possible. Tb.is bill fc.rbids 
anv gratification for " doing what he does not intend to do ". These 
ar~ the words of the bill. Let me assume that the Government Whip 
asks a non-Brahinin member whether he intends to vote for a bill brought 
forward by a Swarajist member. He will say "no". He may change his 
mind later on, and vote for it or he may be required by party decisions 
to vote for it and therefore he votes for it. In these circumstances 
any one can easily bring in a false accusation against him. He will 
have the true evidence of the Government Whip who would depose that 
the accused told him that he did not intend to vote for the Swarajist. 
A perjmr-a man of straw, will say that he gave him Rs. 500 for voting 
as he did. W.b.at har~~ossment I He may be acquitted eventually by the 
High Court, but he will have to spend a lot of money, engage tJ.e best 
counsel to conduct his case and to submit himself to the indignitv of a 
Jroaecutio.t. I have LOt the slightest doubt that this sort of 
proaecution is practicable under a measure of this description. We 
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ou~ht to be protected against th1s Jcind of tyranny, seriously 
calculated to interfere with the inJ.ependence of the memben of this 
House. 

Sir, my Ftrongest objectiun to this measure is that I do not believe 
in the purif,\ ing power of the P~nal Code. I do not believe that law 
makes men more rooral. I prefer to rcl.\" upon the t~ense tf honour of a 
member than upon the fear ol the Penal Cod". We should cultivate 
the sense of honour more than the fE>ar of the Penal C'lde. Sir, a measute 
of this uescriptiiJn is calculated to lower the standard of conduct. Men 
will ask whether an act is forbidden b.v the Penal Code. If it be not, 
it will be assumed that it is permissible to a man of honour. But the 
Code o{ Honour forbids manv acts not forbidden bv the Penal Code. 
For example, the Go,·ernm~nt Whip may approMh an honourable 
member, and i$&y to him : "When I was collecfA.Jr I did Rome good service 
to you. and now you can do me good service by voting {or my pr<iptRa.l ". 
This \\'ill not bl" punishable under the Penal Ct de, but no whip 
in England would ever a' oop f.<\ canvasR in this fas!-.ion. I do not for 
one moment mean to say that any whip in t~1is Council has ever stooped 
to do so. The point I wish to empha3ize is that the Penal Code cannot 
compare with the Code of Honours tc, prevf'nt corrupt practices. Be, ides 
our partv system i'l nc.t yet well establi<ilied. It is still in infancy. 
In England the peopll" have tra\·ellP-d far from the days of Burke: In 
the days of Burke there was no such thing as mandates. Burke dis
tinctly declared that the electors are entitled tJ their representative's 
service, but l.u judgment he owes to his God and conscience. But 
even in England mandates are now given before the election· and not 
after the election. Nobody would dream of regulating the conduct of 
members of Parliament by rules and regulations of the parties-whether 
Liberal or Conservative Party, outside the House of Commons. It is 
not the same in India. At the present moment the Swaraj party have 
rules governing the conduct of members in the Councils. · For example 
the party members on principle of non-co-operation could not accept 
any office. A!ter the elections the party modified this rule to enable 
members to capture the election ofhces. Pandit Motilal Nehru could 
not serve on the Shena Committee without the permission of 
the party. . 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE: What about Executive Council member- · 
ship! 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: You can deal with that question as you are 
appointed a Public Prosecutor (laughter). We are still in the i.nfanc.;y 
of the rarty system in India. I therefore submit that this bill is 
objectionable. It is unnecessary; it is derogarory to the dignitv of the 
House; it is calculated ro destroy the independence of this House and 
what is more important it is calculated to pla.ce the member's conduct 
on the lower Jllane of the Penal Code instead of the higler code of l.onour. 
Let us leave it ro the higher sense of honour of the membera&nd repose 
confidence in them. Nothing haa occurred in this Council .which 
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would justify any one in saying that they ·cannot place confidence in a 
member's sense of honour. 

Question proposed. 
?llr. A. MONTGOMERIE : I rise to oppose the resolution. In the 

first place I would draw the attention ..... 
Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I rise. to a point of order. The opinion of the 

legislature is required; Government have already given their opinion. 
It is entirely for the nominated and elected members to decide the 
question. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : This cannot be a point of order. 
The resolution is submitted to the House and, according to the Rules 
and Standing Orders every honourable member of this House is entitled 
to speak on this motion. Whether, as a matter of policy, a parti
cular course should be adopted or not is not a matter for my 
consideration. 

Mr. A. MONTGOl\IERIE : Sir, I rise to oppose this resolution. In 
the first place, the arguments produced by the honourable member are 
only half arguments. He has only noticed one half of the bill. If he 
will read the whole of the bill, he will see that the bill proposes to set up 
two offences. One is the attempt to bribe a member of the legislature. 
The other is the acceptance of the bribe. On the first half of this bill, 
I should imagine that no member of this House would object for a moment 
to the statement that an attempt to bribe a member of the Legislative 
Assembly should be, as it is in England, a high crime and misdemeanour. 
I take it for granted, as the honourable member has devoted no argument 
whatever to this part of the bill, that apparently he has not studied it 
with that minute care which one would have_JJxpected from him and has 
probably omitted to notice altogether the fact that there is such a 
provision. I take it for granted that even the honourable mover of the 
resolution will admit that at least the first part of the proposed new 
section should receive the wholehearted support of this House. 

I turn to the arguments which he has addressed to the other part of 
the section. His first argument was that it was unnecessary on the 
ground that the members of the Indian legislatures are the elite of India, 
the intelligentsia of India, and are not likely to commit any offence. 
I expand this argument a little. The people of India, as w.e have been 
told over and over again in this House, are law-abiding and orderly, 
and therefore, it would seem to follow logically (I think, that my syllogism 
is quite as good as his) that the existence of the Indian Penal Code is 
quite unnecessary and it should be forthwith abolished. Now, the fact 
that the present members of this House or the other Houses are not 
amenable to bribery and corruption is; it seems to me, no reason why 
there should not be legislation against the possibility of any such corrup· 
tion. I do not think that even the honourable member "ill put 
forward the suggestion that corruption in India is, unlike corruption in 
any other part of the world, impossible. The claim would be one to 
which I think no one even in India would dare to agree. 
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Then, Le tells us it is derogatory to the dignity of the Legislative 

Assembly. I cannot see how it can be derogatory to the Assembly to 
impose upon themselves limits of th!s nature. The proposal is not coming 
from without ; it is coming from within. It was accepted as a right and 
proper proposal by all sections of the Legislative Assembly, by the re
presentatives of the people in Canada and in the United States. What 
they did not believe to be derogatory to their dignity cannot, I suggest, 
be derogatory to our dignity. And a law imposed by the great Mother 
of Parliaments upon itself cannot be derogatory to the dignity of this 
House. It is part of the penal law in England that the acceptance of a 
bribe by a member of the House of Commons or the House of Lords is a 
high crime and misdemeanour, punishable with imprisonment. The 
fact that it is not statutory law has nothing to do with it. The resolution 
of the House of Commons of 1697 is substantive law. The fact that these 
offences are not tried in the penal courts is entirely due t9 a historical 
accident. In England Parliament was not originally a legislative and 
deliberative body; it was a court. The fact that it was a court is still 
to be found in the name or title of the Parliament. Parliament is the 
" High Court of Parliament " and it is for that reason that offences of this 
nature are tried in that court. It is as much a crime in England as it is 
in the United States or in Canada. Had there been as many cases of 
bribery as there were cases of election petitions, the power of trying such 
cases would long ago have been given up by Parliament just as it wp.s 
given up in the case of election petitions. I do not know that any one 
starting, a priori making a new law would suggest for a moment that 
cases of this sort should appropriately or properly be tried by any 
legislative body ronsisting it may be of 112 that we are here, or 620 or 
thereabouts-625-as they are in England. 

That, I think, disposes of what see~ to be the basis of the honourable 
member's resolution as expressed in his own lafioouage. He says that 
it should be left to the honour of members 'Of the Indian legislatures 
as it is left to the honour of members of Parliament in Great Britain. 
It is not left to the honour of members of Parliament in Great Britain. 
It has been made, as I have said, by Parliament, a high crime and 
misdemeanour. I am afraid that I am quite unable to follow the honour
able member in his argument about the interference of such a measure as 
this with the fearless discharge of the duties of members. It seems to me 
to be a thoroughly topsy-turvy argument. I have a glimmering of 
what was perhaps at the back of his mind, but I take it he could not 
possibly mean that. It would be an insult, a very comprehensive insult, 
to the people of this country. His suggestion was apparently that a 
man would be so liable to deliberately false charges against his honour 
th~t h~ would be unable fearlessly to discharge his duty if a law like 
this t>ruted on the statute book. I can hardly think that the honourable 
mt>mber had clearly followed out the implications of his own argument, 
or he would not have put it before the House. Nor could I follow him 
in his extraordinarily involved argument about the relation between 
the Tammany Hall System in America and the existence of a law in 
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America dealing with bribery and corruption. It is possible that there 
may be some logic in his argument which; however, I find myself unable 
to follow. His argument has precisely the same value as the argument 
that the exi'ltence of secti m 3 l2 of the In lia.'l Penal C 1de on the Sta 1ute 
Book is responsible for the number of murders, say in the Dharwar 
district. Perhaps in his reply he will expand what his argument meant. 
I must confess, however, that I was utterly unable to follow him. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombav City, North) : I rise, Sir, with considerable 
tliffidP-nce to support a piece of legislation ~hich apparently aims 
at restriction of liberties of the people. When the libt'rties oi the peorle 
are concerned in this House, I always try to do my little bit to "ith· 
sta~d every attempt which curtails them, but contrary to that practice 
I am going to maintain something to·day which may appear to some · 
to be a direct negation of. what I usually de. I am going to oppose the 
resolution and support the bill. 

We are told that there is no necessity for this bill because we may be 
trusted. I think that men are divided into three classes, viz., those who 
are altogether above law, i.e., those who would act morally whether 
there is law or there is no law. Then there is another class consisting 
of those who would be moral only if there is a law j otherwise they 
would have the temptation of committin:~; criminal acts. The third class 
includes the violators of law; they would make it their business to break 
every rule of law. For the first class, there is absolutely no necessity 
for making any provision of law. But for the other two classes, I think 
there is a necessity. It would keep weak men within the bounds of law 
and it· would punish those who would make a breach of it. So out of 
the three classes, two classes do require the providon of law. For that 
reaoson, I think, that the proposed legislation will be a desirable one. 

The point about this legislation being ..derogatory. is a proposition to 
whir.h I cannot suhscribe. The Penal Code is there even to·day. It 
contains various definitio:lls such as theft, cheating and other .::rimes, 
but has any honourable memb~r of this House ever complained that, 
becac.se he is not likely to commit theft, etc .. therefore the Indian Penal 
Code should be repealed 1 I think that that sort of argument is not a 
very .sound one. 

Then it has been said that no st.ch necessity has b'.!en found as regards 
the members of the Houses of Parliament. Perhaps every member of 
this Holl.SO is aware of the growth of that institution. Was n\·t the 
British Parliament at one time a sma.ll body C·)mposPd r f prelates, i.e., 
priests, who acted as the advisers of kings and later on was not that body 
enlarged by t.lte association of pt'ers and knights 1 Ell'en so late as abvut 
the last decade labour member'3 had hardlv any represent11.tion worth 
serious consideration. Even to--day it Cl)uld hardly be said that the 
House of Com'llons is a tl:.oroughly democratic body. When institil
tions go on expanding and be<:oming more and more democratic, the 
nicf.!<~Sity for this kind of lf'git~lation does arise. Thill will explain th.:o 
difference between the United State11 of Amr.rica and the House of 
Commcn.... One has a thoroughly democratic legislature anti the tither 
is progressing in that direction only by sluw degrees. Therefore, to say 
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that because t3.e Honse o£ Commons has no such kind of restrictive 
lcdslation, that therefore we also should not have it, is not quite a 
nght propositi .. m. 

Again I think it. was the famous utterance of Walpole that uP-very 
man ha~ his price". What it means I think need not be explained. 
If that was the ca!>e in E-r:qland, let that stage not be reached in. India. 
What we shoul·l F.trictlv guard against i2 pressure and peiBuation from 
the benches opposite. When the division time comes, the Governn ent 
Whip is very active and in order to prevent him from interfering with 
the taking of deci.,ion by the non-official members,'! think this sort of 
legislation will be a very salutary one. It is thP purmation of the 
Government that we non-officials are greatly afraid of. H for nothing 
else at least for this one thing, viz., in order to prevent the Government 
Whip from pressing us let us have this legislation, so that if somebody 
comes to persuade us-non-official members-at the time of di•Hon, we 
can check him at once. It may perhaps be an evil, but it is a necessary 
one. In one d the sister presidencies a very undesirable state of tl.ings 
was brought to light by the pre!'ls. It was disclosed that the Members 
of GJYe:nme1t were using their patronage in a rather unbecoming 
fashion. So in order to protect ourselves from such practices, 
I think this legislation is necessary. I think I need not press this matter 
any further. I would only say that even Pandit 'Motilal Nehru, who 
is the leader of the Swaraj party, has aooepted the principle underlymg 
this legislation. I quote an extract from his speech as follows :-

" As I understand it the principle of the bill is simply this, that corruption in a member 
of the legislature should be made an offence and punishable. That alone I consider to 
be the principle and no more, and I take it that it will be open to the select committee to 
say that instead of this bill it is quite enough to add a section to the penal code to secure 
the desired result." 
I t.llink, after reading these words of Pandit Motilal Mehru, any further 
comment from me is quite unnecessary. I oppose the resolution. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOliED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to support 
the motion. I am very sorry that the honourable member from 
Bombay (Mr. Surve) could net follow exactly the implications contained 
in the bill. If we take his speech into consideration along with that of 
the honourable mover of thi'l proposition, both the speeches simply mean 
thi'l, that we do not want this bill, in the interest of the independence of 
the non-official members. The honourable member the Home Secretary 
complained that he could not follow exactly the argument advanced by 
the honounble member, Mr. Bar,tista. I would inform him that if he 
has not been able to follow the argument oi the honourable member 
~Ir. Baptbta, then he could follow more correctly the a··gument that has 
been advanced by the honourable member Mr. Surve, because Mr. Surve 
has candidly conveyed the meaning which Mr; :Baptista perhaps did not 
lik~ to dl). Sir, the pooition is this: Tl1e country is at pre~nt in a 
transitional stage; there are no well-defined parties. There are at best 
two parties in all the legislatures, one .the Government party and the 
other. tJ.e opposition party ; and the opposition party is not so well 
<>r1=am'1t'd so as to assume in the nl'ar future the charge of Government. 

II 609-4 
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Therefore, necessarily f(Jr some time to come at least, all the le()'islatures in 
India would be against giving such a power to the Government~ which they 
can use if they want to, to the disadvantage of the non-official members. 

The honourable member, Mr. Surve, said that we have to take into 
consideration the conditions prevailing in a sister presidency. That is 
exactly the mistake that we are making. In giving an opinion about 
this bill that is before the Legislative Assembly, we are not to think of 
Bengal, we are not to think of any other province. In that province 
there are allegations from one side and counterallegations from the 
other. So that, we have really no evidence to judge of the actual condi
tions that are prevailing in that province or in any other province. We 
are simply to say whether this bill, considering our own conditions 
in this Presidency is necessary or not, in the interests of the reputation 
·of the honourable House and its members. This bill will not work at 
all, .knowing as we do what happens at present. I believe there is not 
the slightest suspicion of corruption in any member of this House ; and 
therefore, this bill, in this transitional stage, is not at all necessary. 

The honourable member Mr. Baptista appealed to the official benches 
to refrain from voting on a motion like this. I, Sir, join in that appeal. 
This is a bill that affects the rights, independence and dignity of the 
non-official members, and not of the Government benches ; and there
fore, what the Legislative Assembly really requires is the opinion of the 
non-official members of this House. If the official benches vote on 
this motion, I do not think the Legislative Assembly will be having 
the correct opinion of the House on this point. 

Now, Sir, another point that the honourable member the Home 
Secretary wanted to make was that he could not think that Indians, 
our countrymen, would be so bad as to coine and make false allegations 
against any elected member of a legislature. He did not think that we 
were so bad, or the people were so bad as to make false accusation. But 
he is mistaken. Now, we know as I said before, that the country at 
present is in a transitional stage whatever the duration of that stage. 
Therefore, there will be so many people coming forward for their own 
gain-1 do not insinuate anything against the Government, I wish to 
make that clear-there will be so many people who will think that it will 
please Government and will not hesitate to say that this man or that man 
is not a right sort of member of the Legislative Council, he is creating 
trouble for the country. There will be some people who, to please 
themselves or to please anybody else, will come forward and make false 
allegations, and the members of the opposition in the Council will 
always remain in terror, and will not have any influence. With these 
remarks, Sir, I support the motion. 

Mr. R. D. SHU.IDE (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to support 
this motion before the House. I may point out that the material 
on which the Government of India have proposed to undertake 
legislation is what ~~ the unanimous recommendation of what is 
known as the Muddiman Committee. But, as has been pointed 
out by the honourable mover of this motion, for the purposes of this 
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recommendation there was hardly any material before the coiDmittee 
when they took evidence on the subject. If we go through the vol~e 
of evidence before the Muddiman Committee, I think the Home Secre
tary can hardly point out any evidence worth the name given before 
the committee which justified such a recommendation as that which 
has been made, and on which the proposed legislation is to be 
undertaken. 

The next point is the dangers of the proposed legislation. If we go 
through the provisions of the bill, we would find that the provisions are 
extremely wide, and probably they will cover every action of any 
honourable member. Thirdly, there is a point of the utmost importance 
which we must take into account, and that is the position of the various 
parties in this country at present. You know, Sir, that at present even 
honest differences of opinion on pressing questions of the day are repre· 
sented in certain quarters as being selfish and in this position it would 
be quite possible for certain interested persons to get up false accusations 
against certain members of this House or the Legislative Assembly, 
and perhaps Government who have to give their sanction might, in a 
weak moment, do so ; and in this way the independence of the elected 
members will be seriously jeopardised. With these remarks, I support 
the motion. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik Distri~t) : Sir, I feel it my duty to oppose 
the motion. At the outset, however, I must express my very great 
surprise at the attitude of the Government in dealing with this matter. 
When, Sir, a few days ago, I suggested that a resolution on this question 
should be tabled by the Government, the Honourable the Home Member 
said that it was the opinion of this honourable House that the Indian 
Government wanted, and that therefore the motion should be tabled not by 
the Government but by some non-official member. He distinctly gave the 
impression that what we wanted was a clear expre3sion of opinion among 
the non-official members of this House. But now we find the honourable 
mem.ber the Home Secretary opposing this resolution, and probably 
trying to induce some honourable members of the HoUBe to oppose the 
resolution. I do feel, Sir, that there is an inconsistency between the 
position which has been just now taken up by the Government and the 
pot>ition which was indicated by them a. few days ago on the subject 
After having dealt with this point, I shall now turn to the merits of the 
re~olution. It appears to me extremely strange why so many honourable 
members of this House should fight shy of this piece of legislation. In 
dealing with this ma~r. it would be desirable for the honourable members 
of this House to hear in mind certain facts in connection with the proposed 
piece of legislation. When the question of reforms was being 
inquired into, a sub-committee wu appointed consisting of Mr. Jinnah 
and other members of the Reforms Enquiry Commi~e. That 
sub-committee re<onmlended that legislation on this matter was 
de:;irablt>. The recommendation of this sub-committee was unanimously 
arceptA•d by the Re£orms Enquiry Conm1ittee. In pursuance d that 
unnnimous recommendation, the Government of Inilia. brought forward 
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in the Legislative Assembly the bill which ~e are discussing. to-day. It 
will. interest honourable members to nute that the principle of the bill 
was accepted by all parties in the Legislative Assembly. I would particu
larly in'ite attention of the honourable members to the fact that the 
princi}le of t'.le bill was accepted by no less a person than the leader of the 
Swaraj party in the Legislative Assembly, Pandit Motilal Nehru. Among 
the papers circulated on this question to the honourable members o£ this 
House they will find on page 3 ...... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: That passage has been read 
by the honourable member Mr. Surve. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: Veriwell, Sir,Ididnotknow. 
What I want to emphasise is that the principle was unanimously 

accepted by all parties and it was accepted by no less a person than the 
leader of the Swaraj party in the I~egislative Assembly. 

Now, it has been stated that this bill is derogatory to this House. The 
resolution towards the end says : " that the same confidence should be 
reposed in the sense of honour of members of the Indian Legislatures 
as in the Members of Parliament in Great Britain. " I quite agree with 
that; I will go even further and say that confidence should be reposed 
in the sense of honour of not only of members o{ tt.is House but in the 
seme of honour uf all men. But, Sir, the confidence may be betrayed; 
it may be abused. It is certainly our duty to provide by legislation 
against the betrayal e:r abuse of such confidence. What this bill seeks 
is to provide against the betrayal or abuse of such confidence. When 
members of legislatures do not realise their responsil ilit) and do something 
which ought to be condemned and condemned in the severest terms 
possible, it should be regarded as an offenceand they should be punished. 
In the Munid .. al Act and in the District Local Boards Act tliere exist 
similar provisi~ns ; and electors and candidates have been made liable 
to punishment for corrupt practices. This has never been considered 
a serious infringement ur on tieir sense of honour or dignity by either the 
candidates or electors to such bodies. If that is not so considered, I 
do not at all see how t..Lis legislation can be an infringement of their 
dignity and self-respect. It seems to me that the argument about dignity 
and self-respect has no substance. 

On the contrary what I would submit is t.1is. Representative insti
tutions are new in t\is country •. Therefore it is our dut; to jealously 
guard t:leir reputation and to see tJ.at they are properly nourished and 
developed. It is our du~r to see tJ.at we as members of Council are above 
suspicion. In t.ie present infant stage of our representative institutions, 
we must take care to sa!eguard t.1eir purit"f to maintain them at a ligh 
]e,el of honour and purity. I t!lerefore subn'.it t'lat it is necessary to have 
this legislation. T.b.e House ought to supFort such a piece of legislation. 
Personally I tn.ink t!J.at t~is bill does not go far enough. I would go much 
fu:'ther and say that the bill should be so amended as to make punishable 
any undue or rorrupt influencing of votes within the four corners of the 
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council chamber. I, Sir, approve of the principle of the bill and strongly 
oppose the resolution. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East K.handesh): Sir, I agree with the view 
expressed by my honourable friend Mr. Shinde. It is only very recently 
we have been given these reforms. L~t us see how we work them out. 
I am of opinion that this bill is premature. If we look to the debate 
that took place in the Legislative Assembly, we find the following funny 
Rpeech. M:oulvi Abdul Kassim, a Bengal member, says : 

"I did not want to take part in this debate but for the speech made by my honourable 
friend Dewan Bahadur Ramachandra Rao. I think the Government have done wisely 
in bringing forward this bill for the sake of the good name of the legislatures in this 
country. Purity of public life is essential for the advance of any nation and specially 
for a nation that is striving for responsible self-government. There is no doubt that 
corrupt practice exists in legislative bodies ..••• 

Mr. Shanmugam Chetty : Who practises it ? 
Another honourable member: The nominated members." 

Nominated ur elected, that does not matter. This legislation may be 
acceptable to members from Bengal. So far as Bombay Council is 
concerned, there is no necessity for such a legislation. We may take one 
view. Others ma" take another view. 

There are parties in this Council and one party might set up something 
against the other even for honest difference of opinion. 1\Iy honourable 
friend Mr. Shinde has rightly pointed out that as a result of this legislation 
factions will increase and the consequence will be immense- trouble. The 
reforms are still in their infancy and as time goes on if we find such a 
legislation is necessary, then we shall accept that. But at this stage 
we must not hasten such a measure and consent to the desirability of this 
bill. 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : Sir, I rise to support the reso~ 
lution, which has been moved by my honourable friend :M:r. Baptista. 
My reason for supporting this resolution is this : The public &.lways 
regards any political legislation with great suspicion. The public as well 
as honourable members of this House, whenever Government introduce 
any piece of political legislation, think that the measure has been intended 
for punishing the best people in India. The honourable member the 
Home Secretary taunted by saying that the people of India are law
abiding and very orderly, and if that be really so, where is the necessity 
of the Indian Penal Code1 To draw a comparison between the Indian 
Penal Code and the proposed piece of legislation is ridiculous. This 
legislation is going to be applied to the intelligentsia of the country, to the 
best people of the society who come here as representatives of the masses, 
whereas the Indian Penal Code is made applicable to every one, whether 
good, bad or indifferent. Therefore, to draw a comparison between a 
piece of legislation like this and the Indian Penal Code, which is applicable 
t) one • nd all is, in my opinion, not quite correct. Besides, under the 
present conditions, it is not quite safe to arm the executive with greater 
and greater weapons of punishment. That might end in many 
ilisastrous results to the country at large. The non-official members are 
always rductant to arm the executive roth greater powers so long as the 
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executive is not responsible to the people. "To think that members of the 
legislature are capable of being bribed is simply ridiculous. I cannot 
conceive for one moment that the honourable members of this House 
could be bribed by either outsiders or insiders, as the honourable member 
Mr. Baptista put it. Therefore,_! support the resolution moved by the 
honourable member Mr. Baptista. Such a bill may be necessary in the 
case of Canada, the conditions whereof are entirely different from the 

. conditions prevailing here. Canada is an independent country and the 
executive there is responsible to the people. The present conditions 
in India do not justify such a piece of legislation being taken up. 

1\Ir. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I support the resolution 
moved by my honourable friend 1\h. Baptista. In the unsettled and 
chaotic political and social conditions which obtain in our country at 
present, it is not desirable to have such a piece of legislation at this time. 
Because, there will not be wanting people in this country to come forward 
and put forth accusations against one another. There will not be wanting 
unsuccessful candidates of one party to come forward and accuse successful 
candidates of other parties, and evidence also will not be wanting at all. 
Therefore instead of any good resulting out of such a measure, the social 
and political life of the country will be made worse. This bill instead 
of stopping bribery and corruption, will encourage and induce people to 
find out some other methods of doing the same thing under some cover or 
other. So, in my opinion, the bill though intended for good purposes 
will not serve those purposes, and instead of doing good it will do harm 
to the people of the country at large. So, I support the resolution that 
is ·before the House. · 

1\lr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, nobody can deny the 
necessity or the' importance of securing and-maintaining purity of public 
life in members of . the various legislative bodies in the country. But 
looking to the present condition, the transitional state of things in this 
country, it is necessary that the members of the legislative bodies should 
be able to discharge their duties fearlessly and independently. There 
are no organised parties in all the legislative councils in India. Of course, 
the Swarajists have formed an organised party in the various councils, 
but it is common knowledge that the other parties except the non
Brahmins in certain places have not been sufficiently organised, and on 
many an occasion bitterness of feeling is created when the opinion of one 
party is opposed to that of the other. If we look to the reports of the 
speeches and proceedings in this Council, as published in some of the party 
papers, it will be seen that the criticisms on them are not such as are 
desirable. Imputation of bad faith is freely made against members 
who express their views honestly and in their own light. Under these 
circumstances, to enact a law of such a nature would be to give a power
ful handle or weapon to unscrupulous persons who are not wanting in this 
country. Undoubtedly in ordinary conditions such a law would have been 
welcome indeed, but looking to the special state of transition through 
which the country is passing, I think that this legislation will prove more 
detrimentl\1 than beneficial to the country. The bill may well be deferred 
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for some years. I, therefore, support the resolutionmovedbythehonour· 
able member Mr. Baptista. 

Mr. W. G. McKEE: Sir, I rise to oppo!!e this motion. As a new mem· 
ber of this Council, the :first thing I noticed was that we were always 
addressed as honourable members. I have no doubt all members are 
honourable and so long as we remain so, this proposed legislation does 
not affect us. I welcome the new bill as it places in our hands an addi-. 
tional weapon to deal with anyone who dares to try and corrupt any 
of us. With these words I oppo;:;e the motion. · . 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District) : M:r. President, I whole
heartedly support the resolution . brought by my honourable friend 
Mr. Baptista. In doing so, I associate myself with the sentiments eX:press
ed by him, and I agree with him that the bill is derogatory to the sense 
of honour of this House and also that it is absolutely unnecessary. This 
piece of legislation may, perhaps, be introduced in India at a later stage, 
but at present it is very unnecessary. One man's food is another man's 
poison. What may be working well in other countries may not work 
well in some other country. For instance, in England and some other 
civilised countries, the whole country is guided by case-law, but in India 
we have many codified laws under which no discretion is left to magis
trates to exercise their option. In civilised countdes of Europe people 
will not tolerate that amount of codified laws that exists in this country, 
but they will depend upon case-law. This piece of legislation i:1 a. danger 
because there are so many parties in India. I go further and say-and 
) ou will certainly pardon me for a little digression-that even the magis
krial courts in India are unsuited to the needd of the people of India. 
In those old days even criminal cases were being disposed of by the village 
Panchayats. Members who constituted the Panchayat were a highly 
dignified people equal in dignity to the High C,ourt Judges of the present 
day and these people disposed of jllStice to one and all. The village 
Panchayat system, for which Dr. Annie Beasant has been asking, is 
not even thought of by the British Government. I think the old system 
would meet the needs and requirements of India and not the magis
terial system which is weless to the needs and requirements of India. 
In these circumstances if any such piece of legislation is attempted -to 
be introduced in India, I think, Sir, it will be disastrous, and I even go 
further and say, that it will completely darken the annals of legislation 
in India. With these few remarks, I beg to support the resolution 
moved by my honourable friend the honourable member Mr. Baptista. 

~Ir. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay Cit)~. North): Sir, we have had an 
ink resting discussion, and I have no dJubt that my resolution commends 
itt>eli to the majority of the members of this House, apart from Govem
uu:nt members. I am not quite sure whether Mr. Montgomerie 
expref.Sed the views of Government or expre83ed his personal opinion as 
a member of this House. In the first place I am sorry that Mr. 
Mon tgomerie has deemed it proper to accuse me of not having studied the 
bill oeardull\'. He said that I have overlooked one-half of the bill. I 
have not o~·erlooked. It is such a prominent and essential feature of 
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the bill that it would not be overlooked even by a blind man who does 
not wish to see. But is it possille to lel!islate for one-half only ~ Is it 
possible to legislate for corrurtors ou~ide the Council and exclude the 
corruptors or the corrupted inside the Councils 1 I cannot conceive of 
a more absurd idea. I should like to ask him whether the Govern
ment of India would take the trouble for lE\gislating for one-half only. 
-I do not think so. Apart from it, I distinctly observed that the. bill 
is chiefly directed against the con11ption oi law-makers. Had 
Mr. Montg,>merie paid due attention to what I said, he could not have 
with reason alleged that I had overlooked half the bill. 

Mr.· L. J. M01JNTFORD : Is it in order, Mr. President, to name an 
honourable member by name and say · " :Mr. so and so " ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have repeatedly drawn atten
tion of honourable members to the fact that they should address their 
colleagues aa the honourable member Mr. so and so. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I did not say the honourable Mr. Montgomerie. 

Mr. A. MONTGOMERIE: You missed out the honourableness. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: The honourable memb2r, Mr. Montgomerie
it is such a long thing-(laughter)-the honourable member the Home 
Secretary said that the people of India are peaceful, and that therefore 
on the basis of my contention, there would be no necessity for thE.' Penal 
Code. This is a very fanciful analogy. We are dealing with one thousand 
members and not with 320 millions of the people of India. I am quite 
sure that out of· the 320 millions of people in India not one in· ten 
thousand would require the Penal Code. The argument is absurd. Then, 
Sir, the honourable member the Home Secretary said that even I could 

· not say that there is no one who could be ever corrupted. Evidently he 
did not pay due attention to what I actually said. I distinctly declared 
at the very outset that no one would venture to dogmatise upon the 
a.bsoh:.te incorruptibility of law-makers in any part of the world. But, 
Sir, he wns so wholly absorbed with what he was going to say that he 
did not listen to what I said. The honourable member Mr. Montgomerie 
has a peculiar knack of turning every thing topsy-turvy. He referred , 

· to the cases of election petitions which were once tried in the Rouse of 
Commons but are now triable in the High Court. This is true although 
the House of Commons is not wholly divested of its powers as a Court, 
but the point I should like to make is that though the Rouse of 
CQmmons has already passed a le~lation to tranofer the trial of election 
petitions to the Ri.!!:h Court of Engbnd, it has not yet thought it desirable 
to transfer the trial of members of Parliament for corrupt practices 
from the House of Con mons to the High Court. I have already stated 
that I am prepared to give the Indian legislatures the same pow~>rs as arE.' 
JlQSSCSsed by the Rouse of Commons by law or convention and to make 
corrupt practices an offence as in En~dand to be dealt with by the 
C1uncils themselves, 
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There is one other aspect of this bill which I should like u; mention 

and that is about the sanction that is necessary under section 196 of'the
Cri.min.al Procedure Code before launching a prosecution. · It is entirely 
at the discretion of Government to sanction prosecution. Government 
are not likely to sanction the prosecution of their own Wbips or officers. 
In effect, therefore, this necessity of sanction would protect offenders 
when Government would like to protect, and . create a special privilege
for Government Whips and officers and encourage canvassing of a very 
questionable character. There is a kind of corruptibility, which is worse
than gratification consisting of rupees, annas and pies, I mean honours 
and titles and the loaves and fishes of office. That is entirely in the 
hands of Government. Even the wealthy succumb to this kind of cor· 
ruption without losing their sense of honour. But this is quite outsid& 
the province of the bill and the Penal Code. I did not refer to this in 
my opening remarks because I thought the official benches would leave 
us severely alone and not participate in the debate. I hope at least 
that they will refrain from voting. 

The honourable member from Karachi distinguished between men 
of honour and men who have lost their sense of honour. But how is 
he going to penetrate into the mind of man ! One great lawyer in Eng.:. 
land said that devil himself cannot know the mind of man. All of us 
are anxious to repress corrupt practices. Our sense of honour empha~
cally condemns corruption. I would do all I can to sharpen this sense of 
honour by reposing confidence on members' sense of honour. I dis~ 
approve of any lowering of the standard of honour by this bill. Apart 
from it I anticipate abuse of this kind of legislation with disastrous con
sequences. It will inflame party feelings and encourage false partisan 
accusations. If it is evidently premature as we cannot foresee the lines 
of evolution in India, I hope this House will wait for 10 years at least 
before entering upon a legislation of this character. . 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE. HAYWARD: I was considerably 
surprised, Sir, at the opposition to this measure, and I regret, Sir. very 
much the light tone in which it has been dealt with by the honourabl~ 
mover of this resolution. I had hoped' that from him we should have 
had. a more ample and serious discussion of what is a very important 
matt€r relating to the Legislative Councils and the Legislative Assembly. 
I statoo the other day, Sir, that it would be left to an unofficial member 
to move any resolution which he might think fit to move in this matter. 
~Iy position at the time, Sir, was that the desirability of .some such mea
sure w_as so obvious that it would probably save the time of the House to 
leave 1t to an unofficial member, if he thought fit, to move any amend
ment pointing out any possible directions in which this measure might 
be improved. But I certainly was not then expecting that the whole 
measure would be objectoo to as unnecessary and as derogatory to the 
dignity and independence of members of this honourable House. I 
~·.Sir, that the position taken up by the honourable mover is a suffi
cie~t _Justification for the position taken up by the official benches in 
dectding to take part in this debate. The official members, under the 

88()9......0 
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·constitution, are the members of this Le~lative Council just as much 
as are those who are: elected and sitting on the opposite benches, and we 
:should, Sir, be failing in our duty if in a matter of this importance we did 
npt take part ~the discussion and register, by our vote, our opinions 
~pon this matter so important to this honourable House. It is in mat
ters of this sort particularly that the official element has been introduced 
into this House ill order that their views upon matters of this importance 
may be at the disposal of other honourable members and that the result 
may be the decision of the whole of the Legislative Council as constituted 
under the Government of India Act. . 

I am glad, Sir, exceedingly glad, and I entirely endorse the opinion 
expressed that, so far as this honourable House is concerned, this measure 
is unnecessary (Hear, hear). I do not for a moment suppose that any 
members of this honourable House would themselves submit to any 
.attempt at corruption. But I do think that we should declare-should 
not only hold this opinion but should declare-that no member of this 
House shall be corrupted, and that if any man so debased as to allow 
~elf to be corrupted should unfortunately obtain the privilege of 
entry into the precincts of this House, then he should at once be handed 
-over to the processes of the law and that anybody who should venture 
to make any attempt on the honour of any member of this House should 
similarly be handed over to the law courts, the criminal courts. I think, 
·sir, that much of the opposition to this measure is due to misapprehen
sion. A number of fanciful arguments have been put forward, pictures 
have been drawn of honourable members who would be dragged from 
their seats in this House by the myrmidons of the law, by policemen in 
uniform, and locked up in the lock-up during the night and. produced 
the next day before a magistrate. Sir.,_ the picture is absurd. It is 
not in accordance with the proposed bill. My honourable friend stated 
he has very carefully studied this bill. I will ask him : Would that be 
the process under the bill f Would it be open to a policeman to seize an 
honourable member, drag him from his seat in this House, lock him up 
in the lock-up and produce him next morning in the police court 1 

1\Ir. J. BAPTISTA : May I correct the honourable member, Sir ! 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Yes, if the honourable member 
gives way. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA : I never said that. I said " dragged to the police 
court by the processes of law by a police officer lodging a complaint 
before a court". I did not say that a policeman would come here. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am glad, Sir, of the 
honourable member' s correction. The honourable member spoke so 
lightly about this matter that I unfortunately received from what he 
said the impression that we were in danger of being dragged off to the 
police court by a policeman from our seats in this ~ouse. Sir, the pro
cess would be by summons, and the offences would be non-cognisable 
offences ; therefore it would be quite impossible for this fanciful picture 
to have effect in this House. And over and beyond that, there is the 
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fact that no prosecution could be instituted without an enquiry and 
sanction by the Government. It is extremely unlikely that any such 
case would occur here. But if it should occur, then there would be a 
preliminary enquiry; and not until then would it be possible to proceed, 
after obtaining the sanctiol). of the Government. I think also that the 
arguments of other honourable members were advanced largely under 
misapprehension when they referred to the probability of false 
complaints being made by one party against another party. ·Surely, Sir, 
that itself is rather derogatory to the dignity of this House to suggest 
that one party would bring false complaints against another party simply 
because they differed in their political opinions. I do not, Sir, myself 
believe that any party in this House would ever be so unscrupulous as 
t.o bring false charges against another party simply because they differed 
in their political opinions and found themselves in the opposite lobbies 
in this honourable House. I submit, Sir, that we should as a House 
declare that we do not intend that any of our members should be 
subjected to offers of corruption from any persons outside this House and 
declare that, if it should unfortunately occur that any member open to 
corruption should obtain entry into this House he should be immediately 
expelled and handed over to the criminal courts. · · 

I submit, Sir, that there~ strong reason for supporting this measure: 
It was unanimously recommended by the Muddiman Committee: It 
has passed the first reading in the Legislative Assembly. It is now before 
the select committee of that honourable House. If it was not considered 
derogatxny t.o the dignity o{ the members of that House, why should 
we consider it derogatory to the dignity of the members of this Honse1 
(Mr. J. Baptista: Higher sense of honour). Surely, Sir, we can send up 
our opinion and say that we know of no case here, and we believe there 
will never be .any case here, which will require the working of this bill so 
far as any member is concerned inside this House. But why should 
we refuse our support to this measure ·with regard to people outside this 
House? I think, Sir, that we ought to accept the principle of this bill. 
We ought to say that we fully recognise that this is a principle which 
ought to be accepted. We know that it will be verv seldom used, but 
it iihould be on the statute book, that it is our conside~ed opinion that the 
highest ~tandard of conduct should be observed by all members of the 
loca.lleglSlatures. We ought not to feel that it is derogatory in any way 
()r detrimental to our dignity to say that we will be above corruption. 
Where is the loss of dignity in saying that we will be above corruption 
an~ that we "ill haYe anybody punished who approached any of us with 
a new to corruption? Where is the occasion br declaring it derogatory 
to OW' d~rnity when a similar Act has been p88sed by the .United States 
of Amenca and a flinlllar Act has been put on the Canadian statute book1 
~[y hon?urable friend (the mqver) laughs, but he hardly knows what he 
LSlaUf!hmg at. Does he know the United States of America so well that 
he is in a position to tell us exaetlv why there hiU! been a statute of this 
k~d in the United States of Ame.ri.:;a and Canada just as in the United 
Kmgdom! Does he think that this law was pa5.sed only in the United 
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States? The law in the United State; ~nd Canada simply followed 
the .Jaw in the United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom it is an offence 
W corrupt a member of Parliament, but no member of Parliament ever 
thought that this was derogarory w his dignity. No member of Parlia
ment ever thought that it was an interference with his independence .••• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Will the Honourable the Leader 
o! the House allow me to answer a question that the honourable member, 
Mr. Baptista, has asked? The only right that the honourable member, 
Mr. Baptista, now possesses is to make a personal explanation and 
nothing more. . · · . 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am sorry that my 
honourable friend, 1\Ir. Baptista, has not the right of reply, if I have 
misunderstood his position, but I was simply stating what my impression 
was of his speech. I would strongly recommend to the honourable 
members of thu House not to be carried away by any sense of dignity or 
independence, but to boldly declare that they believe that corruption of 
any member of any local legislature ought to be treated ad a crime and that. 
they support; this proposed law which is based upon the law not onlv 
in the United States of America, not only in Canada but on the law of 
England as expressed in the practice of the.British House o£ Commons. 

I wish. to add only one thing, namely that if it is necessary to go to 
division upon so simple a matter, we will see that the division lists are 
duly forwarded with a copy of this debate, so that the discussion upon 
this matter and the opinions of all members of this honourable House 
not excluding those of the official benches, shall be placed fully before· 
the Government of India. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes-24:; Noes 27. Resolution' 
lost. · 

Division No. 13. 

ABDtTLPURUB, Mr. N. A. 
A.NGADt, Mr. S. N. 
B.lPTJSTA, Mr. J. 
BIIUBOBI, Mr. J. M. 
BOLB, 1\lr. s. K. 
CooPE:a, Khan Babadur D. B. 
DADAORANJI, Dr. K. E. 
Knsu, Mr. S. T. 
K.BUHRO, Mr . .M. 8. 
L.u.n N AB.A.N.n, Mr. 
Musuro, Khan Saheb A. ~1. 
MuJtnllDAB, Sardar G. N. 

Ayes. 
MUKBI JETRANAND PruTAMDAS 
NAVLB, Mr. N. E. 
NBULJAY, Mr. R. s. 
Noo& M.u!:oMED, Mr. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATRAN, Khan Bahadur JAN MAHOM!-:II• 

Klu.x. 
PATRAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
RA.BlliTOOLA, 1\lr. HooSENALLY M. 
SABDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SAYED GHULA.lll. NABI SHAH. 
SHTNDE, Mr. R. D. 

Telltr1 fM tAt Ayu: MB. NooB M.ul:oMBD and MB. R. D. SHINDE. 

BIDBEKAB, Khln Bahadlll' I. M. 
Bll'NTEB, Mr. J. P. 
CBAUDRARI. ~lr. L. s. 
(\.Kli!INTS. Mr. E. 
Dt:BL.t.vt, the Honourabl" Mr. A. lt[. K. 
FIIAIIJl, !llr. K. s. 

Noes. 
GHOSAL, '&lr. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khaa 

B~o.hadur SIUlKH. 
H.urro !II. ABDt'L Au, 1\lr. 
HARRISOY, !\Ir. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr G. W. 
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N oes-oontd. 
HnwARD, the Honourable Sir 'MA.mucE MoUli"TFORD, Mr. L. J, 
J&DHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
JEBANGm, the Honourable Mr. CowASJl PAINTER, Mr. H. L .. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. B. PRADRAN, Mr. R. G. 
!IIA.sTER, Mr. A. SAYED SRABJADB Saheb HAIDAB Saheb. 
McKEE, Mr. W. G. SUBvE, Mr. A. N. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir Cm:rNILA.L Txo:rus, Mr. G. A. 
MONTGOMERIB, Mr. A. WILES, Mr. G. 

'J.'eller~for th£ Nou: MD. R. G. PRADHAN and Ma. W. G. McKEB. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will now adjourn. till 
2 o'clock, to-m~Jrrow, Saturday, the 31st October 1925. 

'tU GOVIL'IM&IIT Cll.liTII.t.L fiUL 
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Saturday, the 31st October 1925. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, on Saturday, 
the 31st October 1925, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the President, Sir 
IBRAHTIII RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

ABDL"LPURK.AB., Mr. N. A. 
Anw .. un, Mr. D. B. 
AHMAD, 1\loULVI RAFIUDDIN 

ANGADI, Mr. s. N. 

Present: 

BEnREJUR, Khan Bahadur I . .M. 
BaoPATJUR, Mr. L. B. 
BHnGRI, Mr. J. M. 
BoLE, Mr. S. 1):. 
BUNTER, 1\lr, J: P. 
CRA.UDHARI, Mr. L. s. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLJUR, Sir v ASA.'to.'TRAO A. 
DADACHLWI, Dr. K. E. 
DEHU.VI, the Honourable :Mr. A.M. K. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
Dn:n, Dr. M. K. 
FERSANDEZ, Dr. CosM.As 
FRAMJI, Mr. K .. S. 
GaoSAL, Mr. J. 
Gnt'LA.M HussAis, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH: 
Gt~JAL, Mr. N. R. 
H.urm ll. ABDUL Au, 1\lr. 
lliRRI~ox, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
lLuv<ARD, the Honourable Sir :UAURICE 

HorsoN, Mr. J. E. B. 
JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V .. 
JEHAXGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 

Joo. llr. V. N. 
Josar, ~Ir. P. G. 
KALBao&, Mr. G. ~1. 
KAMBU, lli. s. T. 
IU.z1 bAJTt'l..L.AX.BAS 

Kaeano, Mr. Y. S. 
KotBABJ, lli. V. R. 
LAwREXCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 

II t-1.}---1 
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MANsuru:, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
M!.VALA.NKAR, Mr. G. K. 
_McKEE, Mr. W. G. 
MF.H'fA, the Honourable Sir CuUNnAL 
MONTGOM'ERIE, Mr. A. 
MOUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMDAR, Sardar G. N. 
MUKADAM', Mr. w. s. 
MUKHI JETHANA.ND PRITAMDAS 
NARIELVALA, Mr. H. H. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
NooR MAuoMED, Mr. 
OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAHALAJANI, Mr. B. G. 
pAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATHAN, Khan Bahadur JAN MAHOMED K1uN 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. G. B. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
PuN'JABHAI THAKERSI, Mr. 
RAmMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SA.PTARSHI, Mr. c. M. 
SARDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SAYED GHULAM' NABI SHAH 
SAYED SHAHJADE SAHEB HAmAR SAHEB 
SHANKARRAO JAYARAM.RAO ZUNZARRAO, Mr. 
SHINDE, Mr. R. D. 
SOMAN, Mr. R. G. 
St."RVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SWAM'INARAYAN, Mr. J. c. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. ~ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. Questions. 

DRINKING WATER·SuPPLY AT RAILWAY STATIONS. 

Mr. N. A. ABDULPURKAR (Sholapur City): Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether they are aware of the fact that there are no adequate 
arrangements for drinking water on several railway stations, especially_ 
small ones, of the difierent railway companies in the presidency 1 
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(b) If so, do they propose to take any action in the matte~ t 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) and (b) Enquiry 

is being made. 

SuB-TELEGRAPH OmcE ron MANGALWAR PETH. 

Mr. N. A. ABDULPURKAR (Sholapur City) : Will Government be 
pleased to ~tate-

(a) whether the Sholapur merchants had applied once to the 
Government telegraph authorities to open a new sub-telegraph office 

• in the city in Mangalwar Peth ; 
(b) if so, when they intend to undertake the work! · 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information has been 
called for. 

BOMBA. y COTTON CESS. 

:Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to give in a tabular statement the total amounts of money received each 
year on account of the cotton cess duty imposed on cotton bales 
imported into Bombay from the year of imposition down to the end 
of 1921 with the following particulars, vi~.:- . 

(a) the utilisation in each year of the proceeds of the said tax; 
(b) the place where the proceeds of the tax are invested in case the 

whole amount is not expended in any year ; 
(c) the rate of interest at which the investment is made ; 
(d) the cost of collection in each year 1 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAli HUSSAIN : A 
tabular statement containing the information required is appended.* 

(a), (b) and (c) The honourable n:.ember's attention is invited to 
the answer given by Government to part (b) of his question at 
the 'ast session (Vide Vol. XV, page 882). • 

(d) The information is included in the st.atcment appended. 

MINUIU!Il QrA.LIFICATIONS FOR GovERNMENT SERVICE. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) what are the min:mum qualifications for a clerk in Government 
service; · 

(b) whether a duly qualified vernacular final candidate with know
ledge of English up to standard VII is eligible for appointment as 

' a clerk t 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: (a) As for educational 

qualifications, the honourable rr.ember's attention is crawo to Nos. 
II and III of the rules laid down in Government Notification, Educational 
Department, No. 1273-A, dated 3rd March 1921, a copy of which ill placed 
on the Council1able.t As regards other qualifications, the candidate 
must be physically fit and o! I!Ood moral character. 

(b) Yes ; to a vernacular office. 

• rldt Ap1 e.nd.s !\o. 51. 
861.5-la 
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Khan Sa.heb A. M. MANSUR! : Is the honourable member aware 
that a Mahomedan clerk having the qualifications mentioned, that is, 
the vernacular final examination, was sent away from the office of the 
Collector in Gujarat 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I do not know the reasons 
for his dismissal. , · 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Because he has not passed his matric. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : If the honourable member 

gives the necessary information, the Honourable the Revenue Member. 
will be able to do full justice to it. 

KA.N'NA.DA PANDIT IN THE KARNATAC COLLEGE. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) why the post of the Kanarese pandit in the Karnatak College 
has not been filled as yet ; 
· (b) whether it is a fact thfl,t the whole of the fust term was spent 

idly by those students whose optional subject was Kanarese ; 
(c) if so, why the post was not filled up before the commencement 

of the first term ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) The post was filled on 28th 
.September 1925. 

(b) The students had no instruction in Kanarese from 20th June 1925 
unto 28th September 1925 when the post of Lecturer in Kanarese was 
filled as stated in the answer to clause (a} above. 

(c) The status of the post was changed with effect from 20th June 1925. 
Another incumbent had to be obtained and time was taken in reconsider
ing his case and in finding out a more suitable person. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI: May I know the name of the gentleman? 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Mr. Kundanjar. 
Mr. S. T. KAMBLI : '\'\"hat is his qualification ? 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: M.A. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: '\'\"hen was it proposed to change 

the status of this post ! · 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: In April. 
MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Has it taken three months ! 
Mr. S. A. SARDES.AI: May I know how many persons applied fox 

this post! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: More than a dozen. 
Mr. S. T. KAMBLI: What is the salary of this post 1 
The .Hopourable 1\Ir. B. V. J.ADHA V: I do not just remember. 
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Poo:s.a. RAILWAY STATION GATES FOR T~uw CLAss 
p A.SSENGERS • 

. Mr. A. N. SlJRVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to state whether it is a fact that there are two gates for the use 
of third class passengers in the new railway station at Poona. of which 
only one is kept open and the other is kept dosed 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The information has 
been called for. 

ENTRY oF THIRD CLAss P.a.ssENGERS ON PooN.& STATION 
PLATFORM. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that third class passengers are allowed to 
enter upon the platform of the new railway station at Poona only 5 or 
10 minutes before the time fixed for the departure of trains and till 
that time they are kept out waiting for admission ; 

(b) whether there is any rule fixing how long before the arrival 
of trains third class passengers should be allowed to enter the platform! 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) and {b) The 

information has been called for. 

COMPl'LSORY VACCINATION. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) the number of prosecutions for refusal to vaccinate children 
instituted during the last two years in Hyderabad (Sind) ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that resolutions have been passed by the 
Hyderabad (Sind) Municipal Council against the enforcement of the 
Vaccination Act ; . 

(c) whether it is a fact that prior to the Act of 1919 the India. Office 
intervened on several occasions on behalf of objectors to vaccination 
in India. who were being prosecuted and stopped the prosecutions ! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : (a) Information has been 

called for. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The Governru.ent of India. have from time to time brought ~ 

correspondence of the Anti-Vaccination ~ITU.e with the India Office on 
the subject of compulsory vaccination in India. to the notice of this 
Government. . 

_Mr. N. A. ABDl1.PVRKAR: May I know whether Government 
Wlll make any further statement on the Sholapur rioting and whether 
Government intend to take any action in connection with it ! 

The Honourable Sir MA'CRICE HAY'WARD: I am in a position 
to give further information. As for the casualties there were two 
Mahomedans killed, four :Mahomedans injured, 4 or 5 policemen injured 
and 36 Hindus injured. Then~ were J•robably some other cases treated at· 
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private dispensaries. The number is not actually known. Most of the 
injuries were inflicted not at the scene of actual rioting but in other 
places of the town. The enquiry into the firing is proceeding and it has 
not yet finished. Reinforcements of police have been received and no 
further trouble is now anticipated. A further report on the completion 
of the enquiry into the responsibility for firing will be submitted in due 
course to Government. 
· Mr. R. G. PRADHAN : May I know by whom the inquiry is being 
made! · 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The Honourable the Home 
Member stated that persons were injured in other parts of the city, 
besides the scene of the riot. ·Are we to understand that firing took 
place at random in other parts of the city also 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: There was no firing 
except at the scene of the riot. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Then how were these injuries 
caused! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: They were caused 
probably by sticks or stones. There is no full information before 
Government. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : With regard to the statement made by the 
honourble member Mr. Lalji Naranji that some Hindu women were 
molested, may I know whether Government intend making any inquiries 
into the matter t 

"The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I have no information 
as to that fact at present ; but full inquiries will be made by 
Government. 

Mr. NOOR M.AHOMED : To which caste the police inspector and the 
city magistrate belong 1 

The Honourable Sir lt!AURICE· HAYWARD: The city magistrate 
is a Hindu and I am not aware of the community of the police inspector. 
The District Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police are 
Europeans. · 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : Who were fired at : whether 
Hindus or Mahomedans 1 
·The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I have no information 

on that point. 

BILL No. IV OF 1925 (A BILL TO ENABLE THE HINDU) OF SIND 
TO RJ:.SIRICT TRE.LY .. SELVES TO MCNJGAMOUS MARRIA~ES). 

(As amcfld~d ly th~ &lccl Commt~te~.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Bill No. IV of 1925. Mr. D. B. 
Adwani. (The honourable member was absent). The bill drops. 
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BILL No. Vlll OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
ACT VIII OF 1867, BUN 1 AN A(,T FJR THE REGt1LA1ION OF 

THE VILLAGE POLitE' IN THE PR£.SIDF.NCY OF BlM.BAY). 

(As amencleil ~y the SElect Co-nmit'ce.) 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh) : Sir, I present the report* of the 
select committee. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The report of the select committee 
is presented. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh): Sir, I move that Bill No. vm• 
of 1925 be read a second time. When I 

Se~ond reading. introduced my original bill, I wanted thereby to 
invest the police patel with the power of inflicting fine also for cases under 
section 14:, that is for petty assault or abuse. My object in investing 
the patel with this power of fine is that in cases where he is convinced 
that the convicted person is a person of respectability he should be 
given the option to fine him, as under the present law in the event of 
conviction there is no other alternative but to pass the sentence of 
confinement. But, Sir, when the bill was referred to the select 
committee my contention was not upheld. I do not make a long speech 
now about that, but when the amendment is moved I am sure I will 
be able to satisfy the House that my demand was reasonable. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
second reading of the bill. The Village Police Act enacts that persons 
\\·ho have committed petty assault.~ and abuse may be confined by the 
police paM in the village c.~avdi for the ~riod of a certain nurubc!r of 
hours, provided the complaint is I:O.ade within seven or eight days. The 
honourable mover of the bill wanted to invest t.ha police patel with the 
power of inflicting fines in the alternative. The select commi~e have 
made two important changes in the bill. Thily have rt>duced the period 
within \\·hich the c<1mplaint can be made from eight days to 2! hours. 
That, I think, i'i a right step taken by the select committee. With 
rPgard t<1 the power of the police patel they have omitted the word 
"confinement" and substituted ther~£or the word "detention". By 
this change the select committee has continued unaltered the power of 
the police patel to deta.ia a person accused of petty assault or abuse in 
the \'illage chavdi for a certain period o£ hours. But with regad t<1 th• 
alternative power of in!licting tine, I beg to submit the select committe"' 
have not met the desire of the House. It \\"ould have been desirable if the 
police pate! had been given the power of inflicting fi.ne as an alternative 
or in lieu of a sentt>nce of detention. I hope that point will be fully 
d.i.icussed "'hen the bill is rad clause by clause. With these words, 
I support the second reading of the bill. 

Mr. R. D. SIID"DE (Nasik District) : I think, Sir, that the object 
of the honourable mover of the bill has been to a certain extent frustrated 

•ridiAp~P. 
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by the labour of the select committee, in so far as the option of lt:vying 
a fine to the extent of Rs. 5 has been omitted. As has been pointed out, 
in a certain number of cases when the police patel finds .that certain 
persons have committed petty assaults or abuse and there is evidence to 
show that they have committed the offence, then there is no option left 
to the police patel except to confine those offenders in the villaO'e cltavdi, 
a punishment which is generally looked upon as a social obloq1~v, and it 
was to prevent such a state of affairs that the honourable member from 
East Khandesh had introduced his bill, under which the police pate! could 
discriminate between offenders and offenders and inflict a punishment of 
fine, when, in his opinion, imprisonment in the village cltavdi for a certain 
number of hours would not· be desirable. My submission to this 
honourable House is that they should not accept that finding of the select 
committee. As regards also the period within which complaints to the 
police patel shall be made, I think, Sir, the recommendation of the select 
committee has been retrograde. Up to this time the period within which 
complaints had to be made to the police patel was eight days. The 
select committee has reduced it to 24 hours, which, in my opinion, is too 
short. It will hardly give time to persons who have to make complaints 
against villagers, and I think this will also increase the work before the 
stipendiary magistrates, because if any person is not able to lodge a 
complaint with the police pate] within 24 hours after the occurrence of 
the offence he will have to go a considerable distance to lodge a 
complaint before the stipendiary magistrate and in that way litigation 
in the criminal courts will be increased. In those particulars the select 
committee's report does not meet with my approval. With this 
reservation, I support the second reading of the bill. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khan~sh District): I rise to support 
the second reading of the bill. When the first reading was moved, there 
was one amendment moved by the honourable member, Mr. Joshi, and 
I supported that amendment. That amendment was to the eflect that 
instead of the punishment of confinement, the punishment of ·fine only 
should be inflicted. As that amendment failed on that occasion, I think 
it my duty to support the original bill, namely, to innst the police patel 
with the alternative pw.llshment of fine. The select committee has not 
accepted the whole object of the honourable mover of the bill. I think 
that when this bill is considered clause by clause, the original intention 
should be carried out. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): :Mr. President, the select 
committee, I think, was not right in omitting the option of fine. In my 
humble opinion, the option of fine is quite necessary. In this connection, 
I am glad to tell the House that the whole class of patels in the 
:Bombay presidency is highly obliged to the Honourable Sir Maurice 
Hayward for declaring in this House that this power (of confinement) 
should be given to the patels and that if that powe~ is taken away the 
whole class of patels would resent. That is what Sir :Maurice declared on 
behalf of Government last time, and the whole class of patels are obliged 
to Government and to Sir Maurice Hayward for that. As for this option 
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of fine, it is absolutely necessary in the interests of justice; because in 
some cases the patel might think that an accused should not be confined 
but only sentenced to a punishment of fine. I think, therefore, that the 
decision of the select committee should not be upheld and the option of 
fine should be embodied in the bill. With these few remarks, I beg to 
support the bill. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to support the second reading of the bill. 
As the bill has emerged from the select committee, it provides only that 
the patel shall be possessed of the power of confining, but I think it is 
better that he is also invested with the power of inflicting a fine instead 
of detention. . That will be an improvement in the right direction. With 
these words, I support the second reading of the bill. · 

Mr. NOOR l\:IAHOMED (Hyderabad District): Sir, I beg to support 
the second reading. The amendment which has been suggested is very 
reasonable and I hope the Honourable the Home Member will accept it 
and restore the clause as it originally stood. 

Mr. M. S. KHUHRO (Larkana District) : Sir, . I also support my 
honourable friend Mr. Patil. As Government have already agreed to 
invest the police patel with the power of detaining a person in the village 
c!Lavdi, I think they should also agree to give them the power of in:Bicting 
fine. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I suggest that 
we should now get on wit.h the clause by clause reading, because we are 
not particular about this one way or the other. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Sir, I had a rr.ind to speak on the subject, but 
after the observation of the Honourable the Home Member, I shall 
refrain from doing so. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: Sir, I thank all honourable members who have 
approved of m~ amendment. Of course I shall deal with it at length 
at the proper t1me. 

Bill 1\'au a Sl'~ond Question put and motion carried. time. 

(BiU rrod clause by clause.) 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordert>d to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 14 of Bomhag Act No. VIII of 1867): 
In &:etion 14 of the said Act for the word" confinement" substitute the word 

" detention" and for the 'lrords "eight days" substitute the words "twenty-four 
hours". 

llr. D. H. PATIL (East Khandesh District): I beg to move the 
following amendment to clause 2 which stands in my name :-

Dele~ the "'bole clau~~e and substitute the follo.-ing in ita stead~ 
"In Sedion 14 of the said Act afkr the words 'to punish • and before the wordl 

' with confinement ' in line ::! the words ' with fine not exceeding five rupeea and iD 
default of payment thereof with confint>went trhich may emnd to h·elve hourt1 or' 
shall be addl-d. " 
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Sir, the first thing that I want is that the'Village police patil should be 

invested with the optional power of fine. The second is that the word 
" detention ,. should be removed and the original word " confinement " 
be restored. The third thing is that the original period of 8 days for 
lodging a complaint should be retained. Sir, I will take up the first point, 
namely, the question of fine. From the days of the Marathas and the 
Peshwas the patil is the head of the village and he is made responsible for 
the village administration. Even the honourable member Mr. Mountford 
will support me when I say that the village patils are really good 
administrators, even with small remuneration. They are really in 
charge of peace and order. The object of giving the village police patil 
the power of confinement in the· original Act was that so far as petty 
offences were concerned the persons concerned should not be required 
to go to courts and fight out their cases spending a lot of money. Thus 
the power of confinement was conferred upon the patil. He has been 
nsing this power for a long time and no case has been made out that he 
has been oppressive. Even when the police patil is satisfied that the 
convicted person is a respectable man he is bound under the present law 
to order the confinement of that convicted person in the village chavdi. 
If my bill is,passed, the police patil can discriminate between accused 
and accused and will be able to pass either the sentence of confinement 
or of fine accor,ling to the mel'its of the particular case. Even three 
District Magistrates are in favour of allowing this power of fine to police 
patils. I am sure the honourable member Mr. Mountford will be kind 
enough to make a speech. As a Commissioner, he knows the value of the 
work of these police patils and while once discussing the villll.ge adminis· 
tration he had exprl:l!lsed his view that the village police patils were good 
administrators. There "are no reasons to .!_hink that the police patils 
have misused their powers. I know that there is one section, namely, 
section 15, where particular patils are allowed to inflict fine to the extent 
of Rs. 5. The powt'r to inflict fine un!ler discussion is one meant for 
every village police pat.il. So I would very gladly accept that the maxi· 
mum fine should be Ra. 2 or eom~thing of that kind under section 14. 
Thi.'J is so far as the question of fine is concerned. 

Now, I will deal with the word" confinement". Even if we look up 
any law, we shall never come across the word" detention" in any section 
prescribed as punishment. The Indian Penal Code does not have it. 
There the punishment is described as " sentence of imprisonment or 
fine, etc." So " detention " as 'Punishment is unknown to any legal 
enactment. Not only that, but I may go further and say that " dt!teu· 
tion '' as punishment is a word against legal dect!ncy. I am sure that 
my point will be appreciated by the Honourable Leader of the House. 
He had been a judge of the High Court and if he says" detention" will 
do I shall be glad to accept his word. But accorcling to my submission 
"detention" is not suited to legal decency. ll, anyone were to argue 
that there is no difference between " confinement " and " detention " 
and both are really synonymous, then, Sir, there is no sense in substituting 
the word detention for confinement. Detention is the result of sentence 
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of confinement and therefore, Sir, I strongly oppose the use of the word 
"detention" for" confinement". 

As regards the period of eight days, I have no objection to accept the 
pe1iod of four days which the honourable member, Mr. Shilide, suggested. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member 
Mr. Shinde, suggested two days and not four days. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: I would accept two days. Before concluding I 
would like, Mr. President, that you will be pleased while putting my 
amendment before the House to take votes separately on the three points 
proposed by me. With these words, I hope the honourable House will 
accept my amendment. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1Tif : I understand the honourable 
member wishes that the three points in the amendment should be 
separately put to vote. But the honourable member need not in the 
course of his observations discuss them separately. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : That was my idea, and I have to say nothing 
more now. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that the honourable 
member wishes that the three points involved in the consideration of this 
amendment, namely, whether after the words " to punish " the words 
" by fine " should be inserted or not, whether the word "detention" 
should be substituted for the word " confinement ", and whether the 
expression" 24 hours" should be changed into" eight days", should te 
put to the House separately when the amendment comes up for voting. 
These three issues will be put before the House separately, though the 
amendment will be discussed as a whole. Honourable members who 
are in favour of any one or more of the three issues will be given an 
opportunity of recording their votes separately. 

I notice that the honourable member Mr. Shinde has also an amend .. 
ment to this clause. As far as I have been able to find out, the only 
difference between the amendment put by the honourable member, 
Mr. Patil, and the one tabled by the honourable member, Mr. Shinde, is 
that instead of" 24 hours," two days" should be substituted. If he 
wishes to move it as an amendment to this amendment, I will allow 
him to do so. ' 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Xasik District): I beg to move, Sir, the following 
amendment: 

Delete the whole clause and iiLbstilute the following in its stead: 
"The poli<'v patil shall have authority to try and on conviction to punish with eon. 

lint>mt"nt in the 'l"illage cA •till for a period not exceeding twenty-four hours or 11ith 
fine not uceedin~t five rupees and in default of payment thereof with confinement which 
may ex~nd to tweh·e houn any person charged with committing within the limite of the 
Ylllage petty a.ssault or ahuse provided the charge be laid within two days of th11 ofience 
humg been committed." 

I move this as an amendment to the amendment moved by the hon
ourable member, Mr. Patil. 

lli. D. R. PATIL: I accept the amendment, Sir. 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I suggest the wording 
of the honourable mover as the bette!' wordmg, and all that the 
honourable member might suggest is that for the words in the original 
amendment substitute "two days" for "eight days". 

Mr. R. D. SIDNDE: I accept the suggestion of the Honourable the 
Leader of the HoUBe. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member may 
move it as an amendment which the honourable mover is, I understand 
prepared to accept. The only difference between the amendment of 
the honourable member, Mr. Shinde, and the one that has been proposed 
by the honourable member Mr. Patil, is that instead of the words 
"twenty-four hours" as appearing in the select committee's report .... 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: It would go like this, 
Sir : To add to the amendment proposed the words " For the words 
'eight days' substitute 'two days'...... · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is not what I was referring 
to. What I wanted to say was that I understand the mover of the 
amendment is agreeable to amend his amendment by inserting, " two 
days "instead of" eight days , . ·That being so, I will ask the honourable 
members whether they will consent to allow the honourable mover to 
amend the amendment accordingly. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Tlie Honourable the PRESIDENT: I take it, therefore, that the 

honourable member, Mr. Shinde, does not wish to press his amendment. 
Mr. R. D. SHINDE : No, Sir. I heartily support the amendment. 

· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In order to remove all possibility 
of misunderstanding, I take it that the honourable member, Mr. Patil, 
agrees to substitute the words" two days !!.for the words "twenty-four 
hours " and to add that to his amendment. I take it that no one 
objects to permit the honourable member to amend his amendment 
accordingly. 

Question put and leave granted. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Now, let the discUBsion proceed. 
Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur'District): Mr., President, it gives me 

great pleasure to su1port the amendment moved by my honourable 
friend Mr. Patil, becaUBe I have got patilki watans and kulkarni watans. 
I am both a patil and a kulkarni and also a sardesai. As I have got 
jahagirs in these thr.ee respects, I am vroud to support this amendment 
and it would not be exaggeration if I say that these patils are very 
dignified persons. Whether you look to the Peshwa Government or to the 
Badshahi Government, these patils were very dignified persons. They 
had the power of increasing or decreasing the revenues and they were 
endowed with powers to try persons accUBed of several crimes. So I 
suggest that the British Government v;ill also give them some dignified 
status and social position. 

JJ. for the amendment in question, I am completely against the word 
.. detention" and I think that the word "confinement" should be 
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substituted. We may detain anybody. We sometimes detain the 
Collector or any other person for various reasons when they pay us 
private visits. So " detention " may mean anything. It is a very bad 
word in the English language (Laughter). Therefore, " con£nement , 
should be substituted. As for the other part in the amendment, to 
substitute 'two days' for 'eight days', that is alright. As for the 
amendment which provides for a fine of Rs. 5, that also is alright, and 
even with this little fine of Rs. 5 the patils will be content. I whole
heartedly support this amendment .• I think that this bill, even so 
amended, is not in a perfect condition and in the further stages I will 
try to amend this Act probably in the next session. With these few 
remarks, Sir, I beg to support the amendment. 

Mr. L. J. 1\lOlJXTFORD : Sir, after the lucid speech which has been 
delivered by the honourable member from Bijapur, there is not very 
much left for me to say. But I would like, in the first place, to impress 
upon the House, especially upon members who come from the cities, 
the amoUllt of work which falls on a village patil, a man of whom we have 
heard a great deal during the last session. He is asked to maintain Ia w 
and order in the village and must have the necessary power to do so. 
Now, in very many talukas we have large Wlprotected areas, no police 
stations and no police posts, and there the work of law and order falls 
upon the humble patil. The patil is a man who has been in charge of the 
village for generations long before our present rule. He is a man who was, 
in the days of the Peshwas, entrusted with the authority of collecting 
revenue and of punishing crimes, and he is a relic of the old system of 
the village community which this House is so jealous to maintain. 
Now, the duties of the patil and his responsibilities are very great, and 
his powers must be, therefore, also great to cope with those responsibi
lities. In the first place he controls the entire village eStablishment and 
upon him lies the duty imposed by law of taking precaution against 
conunitment of robbery, breach of peace, etc. He acts therefore as the 
local police officer. In the case of e>ery crime against property if the 
perpetrator cannot be foWld, he has to immediately eall attention of the 
police to the offence. He must follow the perpetrator of that crime even 
outside the precincts of the village and when the perpetrator is found 
he has to bring him to justice. In the case of unnatural or sudden 
death, upon him lies the duty of holding an inquest upon the corpse and 
he mU£t send for the police or a civil surgeon, and he must take proper 
measures to dispose of the dead body. He has power to arrest under 
t'eetion 12 anyone who, he considers, has committed a serious offence. 
This is the man who, we are told, ought not to have the power to fine 
a person a few rupees. He has authority to call and examine witnesses. 
He is a man who wields great authority and influence in the village. 
Yet he is not to be given power e\"'en to fin~. Under section 13 he 
admini5ters oaths. He has power to search for property and pursue 
criminals out side the hoWldaries of his village. In the case of unclaimed 
property which is frequently foWld in every village, it is the business 
of the patil to take charg~ of that unclain1ed property and, as an 
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honest man, to hold it until the proper owner is found or to hand it 
over to the courts for disposal. . 

witat doeR he get for performing all these responsible and necessary 
duties ! He gets, first of all, S\ high position in the village. His emolu- \ 
ments are small, but you will be told by any district officer that at any 
time, when there is a. vacancy among patils, there are several claimants 
for that post. The high position and power which a patil enjoys in a 
village is sufficient to compensate him for the enormous responsibility 
and task he has to undergo. I may be told bv some cynics that possibly 
there is probably a good reason why people should be desirous of 
obtaining a post so poorly paid. I would like to say that the patil works 
under the fiercest light possible ·which beats down upon the head of any
one. He works under the fiercest light of village criticism in a small 
village where there are rivals on all sides who are prepared to snap him 
up at any moment and where the rivals are watching him as keenly as 
could be imagined in case he makes any false step. He is not a man 
who holds his court in camera but he is a man who holds his court in the 
open village and any mistake he ever commits comes immediately to the 
notice of the District Magistrate. 

If a patil has to perform his duties properly and if he has to obtain the 
assistance of villagers in the performance of those duties, it is necessary 
that he must be given the power to fine those who disobey or misbehave. 
I do not press for large fines in villages ; we are not dealing in villages 
with millionaires but we are dealing with small people for whom a fine 
of Rs. 2 is ample. That is all we need to start with ; we only want the 
patil to have the power to fine to the extent of rupees two. · 

A patil has not only to look to the safety of life and property in his 
village but a~so to look to the safety of the health of the village. A patil 
has to make a report on the very first appearance of any ep:demic, eit.ber 
among humans or among animals, to enable us to at once apply proper 
remedies by sending for doctors or veterinary assistants in order to deal 
with human or cattle disease. 

All the records and statit:;tics of disease that go to the Government 
oflndiaandareeventually laid upon the table of the Houses of Parliament 
are compiled by whom 1 By the village patil. He is the man who sends 
up the material for our returns. It is true that these returns are checked 
by the sanitary authorities but the patils have by long experience and 
practice become fairy proficient in these matters, although they .ca.nnot 
be looked upon as experts. I know a case where Sanitary Commts~noner 
held a patil to blame for an epidemic of cholera, which as you know is 
n1t easy to distinguish because the patil failed to notify the occurrence 
of the first case of cholera in his village and reported it merely as bowel 
complaint. This is the man who has to look after the sanitation and 
even after such events as births and deaths in his village. · 

We heard the other day at the Government House Dr. I'( ann holding 
forth upon the desirability of a perfect and a happy village. We all wish 
that a village should be a place where peace, prosperity and progress 
reign supreme. The best way to bring about and maintain such a 
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happy condition in a village is to have a man there who can preserve 
law and order and control the residents of his village. This he cannot 
do successfully unless he has the power to enforce his orders. We do 
not wish to give him power more than is absolutely necessary to ensure 
that he will be listened to and obeyed ; the more power we give him, 
the more infl.r:ence he will be able to command if he is eventually to 
be able to lead us towards that happy time when village factions will 
be no more and all discord and strife will be at rest. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I have listened with 
great interest to the able speech made by the honourable member, 
Mr. Mountford. It is quite clear from that that a village patil is a very 
venerable institution and has very arduous duties to perform. But under 
the Act as it exists at present a patil can confine but cannot fine. The 
object of this bill is to give him the option either to fine or to confine. 
Now, Sir, I should have thought that the power to confine was a larger 
power than t.he power merely to impose a fine. A patil who can be 
entrusted with the larger power of confining a man can surely be entrusted 
with the smaller pow~r of fining him. The fine that he may impose is not 
exceeding five rupees. lam sorry and surpri..~ to find that the honourable 
member, Mr. Mountford, wishes to limit the power to fine to only two 
rupees. From the speech he has ma~e I should have thought that he 
would have gi\·en the patil the power to fine up toRs. 50 instead of Rs. 2. 
I have risen to speak merely to appeal to Government not to oppose the 
amendment. It is consistent with the power that is usually conferred on 
magi'!trates, namely, the power of fining or confining, that is to say, 
sentencing a man to imprisoment. I do not know what the distinction 
is between confinement and detention. It mav be that the word 
"detention" is milder and does not mean that the man can be placed in 
a dark room or a cell or something of that kind which may be derogatory 
to the dignity of the person who is convicted. I have never come across 
the word "detention" used as a word of puni<iliment. Up to no\V I have 
not seen in any crim.i.rul.t code the word "detention" used by way of 
punishment. I have seen the word " detention" used as the definition 
of some offence under the Indian Penal Code but not as punishmen.t. 
Sir, I am not quarrelling with the words .. I agree with Shake.<~peare 
that " a rose by any other name would smell as sweet". I think. Sir, 
that it is nece~ry that thi11 option of fining should be given to the patil. 
I do not think we should insult the patil by fixing the ma.ximum limit 
at Rs. 2. I hope this House will accept the amendmen.t. 

lli. A. YO~"TGOll.ERIE : Sir, I am afraid that there are many 
people in the villages who would quarrel with the honourable member. 
Yr. Ba: .tita's idea that Rs. 5 is a very moderate amount to be inflicted 
as a fine. I think if lli. Ba: ,tista knew more about village life, he 
would reo.lise that five rupees, at least to a villager out in a village in 
the Deccan, is a very large sum and that it means sevt!ral days wages to 
him. I think that in the select committee it was generally recognised 
th.at that was so. The power of fining Ra. 5 is a very considerable 
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power indeed, and it would be very much better if the honourable 
mover would be prepared to substitute Rs. 2 for Rs. o. 

With regard to the word 'detention', I am very grateful {or the 
lessons I have received in the use of my own language. It was I who 
suggested the word 'detention' as more likely to bring the section 
into relation with the actual facts as they exist. Ordinarily, a patil 
exercising this power does not confine a man in the chavd-i, or confine 
him in a cell. What he does is to tell the man" Look here, y6~ have 
been abusing so and so by his mother and sisters, you sit there until I 
have finished with the kulkarni doing the collections, and then when 
I have finished you can get out". That is the actual sort of thing that . 
occurs. It is actually detention. It is in no way confinement. How
ever, I do not quarrel with the word 'confinement' in any way. The 
word ' detention ' as a matter of fact is used in penal enactments in 
India and England, but I do not .stand for it particularly. But, at the 
same time, I would ask the honourable member to accept Rs. 2 as a proper 
fine. It really deals with the most petty offences in the village, and • 
Rs. 5 to a villager is undoubtedly a very serious fine indeed. If the 
honourable mover of the amendment would accept Rs. 2 instead of 
Rs. 5, I shall have no quarrel whatever with his amendment. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: Sir, I have great pleasure in accepting the sugges
tion made by the honourable member the Home Secretary, and I accept 
the amendment to substitute Rs. 2 for Rs. 5. 

Question put and leave granted to the honourable member to amend 
~s amendment accordingly. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I made a suggestion to the 
Honourable the Leader of the House that, as this is a matter of legislation, 
and as the first amendment has been amended by the amendment of 
the honourable member Mr. Shinde, and then by the suggestion that the 
honourable member the Home Secretary made, it would be much better 
if the language was settled by Government. An amendment in legal 
language may be substituted for the amendment which the honourable 
member wishes the House to pass. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I suggest that the 
amendment should be in these words : 

"In section 14 of the said Act, after the words' to punish 'and before tho words' with 
confinement' the words ' with fine not exceeding Rs. 2 and in default of payment thereof 
with confinement which may extend to 12 hours or' shall be inserted, and for the wordR 
'S days' the words' 2 days' shall be subijtitutPd ". 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that the House is agree
able to allow the honourable member to substitute this amendment for 
the amendment which is now before the House. The amendment in 
that form is now before the House for consideration. 

MOt'L VI RAFHJDDIN AIDIAD (Central Division) : Sir, I was a 
member of the select committee, of which my honourable friend the 
Honourable Leader of the House was the chairman. I do not rise to 
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oppose the motion, but only to make a few observations regalding one 
aspect of the question. 

f The other day when some honourable members desired that the report 
of the select committee of the Improvement Trust Transfer Bill shoull 
be accepted by GQvernment with some fresh amendments the Honour
able Leader of the House laid down a dictum that there was something 
sacred in the report of the select committee, which prevented ita being 
amended without any protest from him. But in this bill the report 
of the select c-ommittee is being amended with his consent which is 
very strange. I know not whether it was the speech of the honourable 
member the Commissioner, Southern Division, as magnifying the patel 
into a govemorofthe village, or whetherit was the witty speech of my 
honourable friend thehonourablememberMr. Baptista,orwhetherit was· 
the clever canvassing of my honourable friend the honourable member 
Mr. Patil, which has led the GQvernment itseU to propose this amend
ment. What has happened, I do not know. But it is astonishing that 
the chairman of the select committee has no explanation to offer for this 
sudden change nor has the honourable member the Home Secretary 
at whose insistence the select committee modified the bill, has anything 
to say. Under the circumstances, I shall not come in the way of the 
amendment being accepted. 

Mr. D. R. P ATIL : I have nothing to add. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I have nothing to add. 

Question put 
In IIE'Ction 14: of the said Act, after the words" to punish "and before the words" with 

l'onfinemt>nt " the words " with tine not exceeding Rs. 2 and in default of payment 
th('reof with confinement which may extend t.o 12 hours or" shall be inserted, and for 
the "·ords "8 days" the words" 2 days" shall be substituted. 

and carried. 

Clause 2, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 

The preamble ordered to stand part of the bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1'"T : That concludes consideration 
of the bill clause by clause. 

lli. D. R. PATIL: Sir, I move th~t Bill No. VIII of 1925 (A Bill 

1'h irJ lt.>•d in g. 

Question proposed. 

further to amend the Bombay Village Police 
Act, 1867) be now read a third time. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESA.I (Bijapur District): Sir, I have gr~t pleasure 
in supporting the third reading of this bill. 

Bill .,..J a third tim.... Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~'"T : The bill is now read a third timQ 
andpassed.. • 

B lila-! 
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BILL No. X OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY HEREDITARY OFFICES ACT, .1874.) 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I present the report 
of the select committee on Bill No. X of 1925 (a Bill further to amend 
the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, 187 4 ). 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The report of the select committee 
is presented. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: Sir, I rise to move that Bill* No. X of 1925 (a Bill 

Second Reading. 

Question proposed, 

further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices 
Act, 1874) be read a second time. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to support the 
second reading of the bill. The select committee has made certain altera
tions in the bill which meet with the wishes of the mover of the bill to a 
certain extent. There are some amendments which are tabled with 
regard to the various clauses in the bill as modified in the select committee. 
These amendments raise important questions with regard to the right of 
Government to forfeit the life interest or the whole interest of the 
representative watan~ar for the fault of the deputy. I will not deal with 
the merits of the amendments now, but will reserve i:ny criticism with 
regard to them at the time when those amendments are moved. With 
these words, I support the second reading of the bill. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Sir, I rise to support the second 
.reading of this bill, and I should like to make a very few remarks on this 
subject. I think the select committee has not met with the wishes 
of the honourable mover or of this ho.!!_ourable House, and in order 
to make this bill perfect many amendmeQts are necessary. The Govern· 
ment, it seems, are very anxious to retain their powers of attaching tht~ 
property of the original watandar patel. Although this privilege has 
been enjoyed by Government for a very long time, I think it is high time 
that they should show some concession to these watandars. I do not 
object to punishing the man actually guilty ; but my contention is that 
the watandar should not be punished for the fault of his deputy, which I 
consider to be not equitable. In many countries such things prevailed. 
Even in England three hundred years ago the lawyers were held responsi· 
ble for the correctness or otherwo:ise of the statements made by their 
clients. Those days are gone and now-a-days lawyers are not so held . 
responc;ible for the incorrect statem~::nts of their clients. In this very 
Council some discussion took place some years ago upon this subject ; 
but Government did not then think it proper to agree to the view that the 
watandar should not be punished for the fault of his deputy. Now, it 
is high time that the Government should show some concession ; but I 
am not against punishing the watandar who is really concerned in the 
crime. If the original watandar is punished for the fault of his substitute, 

• VKk .Appendix Q, 
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it is really doing the original watandar a great injustice. Now-a-dayg 
a good many things which existed before have disappeared. Supposition 
is one thing and practice is another. For instance, some years ago, in 
England, the profession of barristers was said to be an honorary one. 
The barristers were looked upon as men who were to do some honorary 
duties by ,appearing in court on behalf of clients and getting them justice. 
These barristers were clergymen and they used to appear in court in 
their ecclesiastical robes and perform the honorary duty of obtaining 
justice for their clients. Now, this system has disappeared. In a 
similar manner a good many things have disappeared. Now, barristers 
are receiving remuneration for appearance in courts on behalf of their 
c:lients. In the same manner, still to retain the law on the statute 
book which inflicts punishment on the watandar patel for the fault of 
his substitute is a mistake and the sooner it is taken out of the statute 
book. the better would it be for the public. I humbly request Government 
t<> do away with this sort of thing and amend the bill accordingly, I 
heartily support the bill moved by my honourable friend the honourable 
member Mr. Patil. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khandesh District): Sir, I support 
the motion before the House that the bill be read a second time. From the 
speech of the honourable member .Mr. Mountford, it will be evident 
to the House what an important position the pate! holds in the village, 
and therefore how important the question of watan is. Looking to the 
importance of his position, it is only desirable that his dignity and his 
position should be maintained. The object of this bill is to keep up 
that dignity, which was taken away by the old Act. The principle 
underlying the bill tba.t is before the House came up for consideration 
in the old Council in the nineteenth century. But that view was not 
acceptable to Government then. Fortunately for patels this bill has 
been introduced by my honourable friend, and it has become acceptable 
at this stage. The underlying principle of this bill is that one man should 
not be punished for the fault of another. In order to achieve this object, 
all the clauses of the present bill are proposed to be incorporated in the 
olJ Act. Reserving my remarks till the bill comes up for discussion 
clause by clause, I support the second reading of the bill. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: I have nothing more to say. 

Billtead a soound time. Question put and carried. 

(BiU rood clause by clause.) 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 2 (Amendment of section 60 of Bombay Lfct No. Ill of 1874): 
In ll('(·tion 60 of Bombay Act Ill of 1874, delete the words" direct the forfeiture of the 

".hole or of any part of any watan in which he has an interest. Such forfeiture may be 
t•llht>r abs.olute or for such period as the Governor in Council thinb fit" · 
and insert- • 

.. (tJ) if the otien~ is u is de6C'ribed in Chapter n of the Indian Pen&l Code, direct the 
forfl'~tlllt! of the 11·hole or of any part of any watan in which he haa an interest. Such 
ftXfe1ture may be either absolute or for such period aa the Governor in Council thinb fi~. 

ll tlS--2-G 
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... (b) if the offence be committed in the discharg~ of his official duties or be any of • 
thoee enumerated in Schedule U (2) to (6), direct the forfeiture of the life interest of the 
person convicted or if he be not the representative wa.tandar also of the representative 
wa.t.mda.r." 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh) : Sir, I beg to move the follow
ing amendment : 

In clause 2 (a) delete the words 11 any wata.n in which he has interest" before the 
words " Such forfeiture may be " and insert in their stead the following " the interest 
in the wata.n of the person convicted ". 

Sir, under the Watan Act, the provision is that if the deputy commits 
any of the offences mentioned in section 60, the watan of the watandar is 
liable to be forfeited. When this bill was referred to the select committee, 
a great improvement has be~n made to this extent that the forfeiture 
of the watan will be operative only when the deputy of the representative 
watandar commits an offence against the State, mentioned in Chapter VI 
of the Indian Penal Code. I regard this as a great improvement. But 
my contention is that if the representative watandar is not proved to 
be guilty of any offence against the State in a court of law, and his act 
falls short of abetment of State offence but comes under the proviso to 
clause 3, no more than his life-interest in the watan shouid be liable to 
be forfeited. To that effect an amendment has been given notice of by 
my honourable friend Mr. Navle. Sir, the forfeiture of a watan is a 
serious thing. I quite admit that the State should be given the right to 
forfeit that watan, whose watandar has committed an offence against 
the State. But when that offence is not proved in a court of law, there 
should be no forfeiture of watan. The proviso to clause 3 says : 

" Provided that the Governor in Council shall not direct under this or the preceding 
·section the forfeiture of any watan or part thereof belonging to a person other than the 
one so convicted or found guilty, unless it is proved to his satisfaction that that person 
had previous knowledge of or connived at the dlence or misconduct." 

Clause 3 is a little safeguard but it is not aproper safeguard. If Govern· 
ment want to forfeit the whole watan or part thereof, then let them drag 
the watandar to a court of law and prove the State offence against him. 
If by means of departmental enquiry Government find that he has 
previous knowledge of or connived at the offence of his deputy, then his 
life-interest can be forfeited. When Government cannot prove any State 
offence in a court of law, but are convinced only after a departmental 
enquiry, then they should not go the length of forfeiting the whole of 
the watan, but should punish the watandar with only forfeiting his life
interest. That is my submission so far as this amendment is concerned. 
By proposing this amendment, what do I demand 1 I grant to the State 
the right of forfeiting the watan if any offence against the State is proved 
against a watandar, but if Government cannot prove that offence they 
should not forfeit the whole watan, because it is not the property of one 
person but of so many persons born and unborn. I am willing to give 
even much more latitude to the State, and I am ready to drop my amend
ment in favour of Mr. N'avle's which is acceptable to me. My amend
ment is ~o the effect that if the watandar is not proved to be guilty in 
open court, the forfeiture of his watan should not be directed but I am 
"illing.to_go further and say that even if Government do not prove any 
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state offence in an open court but are only satisfied after a departmental 
enquiry that the offence has been committed, then let them forfeit the 
life interest only of the guilty person. My amendment is very reasonable, 
of course taken along with Mr. Navle's amendment. This present amend
ment is only so far as clause (a) is concerned. As regards clause (b) 
I shall deal with it afterwards. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is 
perfectly cognizant of the procedure. He has been called upon to move 
his first amendment. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: Sir, I move the first amendment. If Govern· 
ment is pleased to accept the amendment of Mr. Navle,. I also shall be 
very glad to accept that. 
· Question proposed. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar D~trict) : Sir, I have great pleasure 
in supporting the amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Patil. 
Sir, the honourable member has rather confused the matter. His amend· 
ment deals only with one thing. For the words " any watan in which 
he has interest " he wants to substitute " the interest in the watan of the 
person convicted". (Mr. D. R Patil: I have said so.) I think, Sir, 
he ought to have restricted his remarks to that amendment. 

I wish to place a few remarks before this House in this' connection. 
At present the state of things is this: when a representative watandar 
is convicted of any offence under chapter VI, which deals with State 
offences, then the whole watan is forfeited. That is rather hard upon the 
watandar. For the fault of one representative watandar, the generations 
that come after him are deprived of their interest in the watan. At the 
most the punishment should be only forfeiture of the life interest of the 
person convicted. For hi.'i fault to punish all his descendants and all 
the future watandars that are to succeed him is rather too harsh a. 
p1mi.shment. I think the amendment proposed is reasonable and I hope 
it will he accepted by the House. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I have asked. the honourable 
member to move his amendment as an amendment to the honourable 
member Mr. Patil's amendment. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE: Sir, I beg to move (as an amendment to the 
amt-ndment moved by the honourable member Mr. D. R. Patil): 

In clau~ 2line 15 delete the words" any watan in which he has an interest" and inser~ 
for them the following " the interest in the watan of the person convicted. But if the 
N>prest>ntative watanda.r i.e a person other than the person convicted, the forfeiture shall 
exU>nd only to hie life interest in the watan, if the Governor in Council i.e satisfied that 
he! h&d a previous knowledge of or had connived at the commission of the offence proved 
ag•inst hie deputy ". 

Sir, my amendment deals with and covers all cases. Where a repre
sentative watandar has allowed his deputy to commit an offence under 
chapU!r n, or he has previous knowledge of, or has connived at, his 
deputy• a offence, then in that case his life interest should go and not the 
whole watan. Clause 2 (a) as it stands is rather hard upon watandars, 
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as I have already stated, because all the-successors of the representative 
watandar are made to lose their 'future share in the watan property. 
Therefore, I have provided that if he had a previous knowledge of, or had 
connived at, the. commission of the offence proved against his deputy, 
then ¥a life interest only should be forfeited. I have also provided that 
this need not be proved in a court of Jaw, but only that the Governor in 
Council should be satisfied officially that the representative watandar 
had previous knowledge of, or had connived at, the commission of the 
offence proved against his deputy. I hope therefore, Sir, my amendment 
will be accepted by the House. 

Question proposed. · 
Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I accept the amend-

ment of my honourable friend Mr. Navle. · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The best procedure would then 

be for the honourable member to ask the permission of the House to 
withdraw his amendment in favour of the amendment proposed. 

Mr. D .. R. PATIL: Sir, I beg permission to withdraw my amendment 
in favour of my honourable friend Mr.,Navle's amendment. 

Question put and leave granted. · 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The amendment is by leave with

drawn. Mr. Navle's amendment is·now before the House. 
Mr. E. CLEMENTS : Sir, may I be permitted to point out that this 

amendment is rather badly worded 1 The clause as proposed reads :-
" If the offence is as is described in Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code, direct the 

forfeiture of the whole or any part of the watan of the person convicted. But if the 
representative watandar is a person other than the person convicted the forfeitm·e shall 
extend only to his life-interest in the watan, if the Governor in Council is satisfied that he 
had a. previous knowledge of or had connived at the commission of the offence proved 
against his deputy." -

The forfeiture where it appears a second time is a different thing from 
the forfeiture first mentioned. I would prcpose that the amendment 
should be in the following form :- · 

After the word " forfeiture " insert the words " either absolute or .for such period 
aa the Governor in Council thinks fit". Then for the word" he" in line 15 substitute 
the words "person convicted". Then delete the words "such forfeiture ••.••.•••••• 
thinks fit " and substitute the words "and may if the person convicted be other than the 
representative watandar also direct the forfeiture of the life interest of the representative 
watandar." 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : May I make a suggestion to the 
honourable member, the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs 1 It is difficult 
for honourable members to know the amendment in that way. I should 
like him to write down the amendment he suggests, so that I can read 
it to the House to enable honourable members to follow it. · 

Mr. E. CLEMENTS : I am not bringing in a fresh amendment, but it 
is only a fresh draft. I must explain first of all that the provision 
regarding the Governor in Council being satisfied as regards previous 
knowleqge is covered by clause 3 of this amending bill and so I have 
omitted it. My draft of the amendment would read: 

" U the offence ia as is described in Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code, direct ~be 
rfeiture l'ithl'r absolute or for such period as the Governor in ('ounril think& fit, of the 
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whole or any pa.rt of any watan in which the pemon convicted has an interest, and may 
if the pemon convicted be other than the representative watandar also direct the for
feiture of the life interest of the representative wat&ndar. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE: I accept the amendment. 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL .MEHTA : The honourable member 

t.he Legal Remembrancer is not moving an amendment. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : He is only suggesting the draft 

which the honourable the mover accepts. I should like honourable 
members to consider whether this draft meets with their wishes. If it 
does and they ask the permission of the House to substitute it for the 
amendment moved, I will ask the House for their permission. If this 
draft does not carry out the intentions of the honourable movers, then 
they might say so and decline to accept it. In that case I will allow, if · 
be so desires, the honourable member the Legal Remembrancer to move 
this as an amendment . 

.Mr. N. E. NA VLE : I do not accept it, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Very well, then we will proceed 

with the further consideration of the amendment as proposed by the 
honourable member Mr. Navle. 

Mr. G. W. HATCH: Do I understand, Sir, that the amendment as 
drafted by the Legal Remembrancer has been accepted ! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : No, it has not been accepted. 
The original amendment stands. 

Mr. G. W. HATCH: Sir, it seems to me that in this matter our friends 
on the other side of the table are asking us to go too far. When the 
honourable member Mr. Patil introduced this bill, he gave some of us to 
understand that if we would modify section 60 so as to save the watan 
from forfeiture in the event of most of the offences mentioned in that 
section being brought home to the officiator, he would be satisfied and he 
would not go so far as to suggest that for offences against the State, the 
State should not have the power of abolishing the watan. However, the 
honourable member Mr. Patil has been so successful in his legislation that 
he now thinks that he has only to rise and demand, " and it shall be 
given ". Personally I have very strong objection to the proposal now put 
forward. I do not think we should altogether surrender the position 
we have always adopted in this matter, namely that the watan isa matter 
of joint responsibility. No one here, I suppose, will deny that it is a 
grant from the State, a grant given by the State out of its o'wn free will. 
It is given to a selected family, not to an individual but to a selected 
family, and in return for that grant and the powers attached to that 
grant-in return for that grant to a family-it is not too much to expect 
that the family will continue to exercise its influence in maintaining 
proper service to the State. That influence can only be properly exercised 
if the family is held responsible for the proper work of the officiator. 
Well, we have gone a great deal to meet the honourable member 
Mr. Patil's wisht>s and we have surrendered the greater part of section 60 
We no longer say that in the event of any conviction by a court of 
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session we will retain the power of abolishing the watan. But I do say 
that any Government that surrenders the power of abolishing the watan 
which is its own gift, when that watan is misused by its enemies,
Chapter VI deals with ofiences against· the State, therefore persons 
convictedunderthatsectionareenemiesofthe State-I do say that any 
Government that allowed such a watan to continue in the hands of its 
enemies, would be mad. I believe, Sir, that it will be many years before 
any Government sitting on these benches will give up the power that the 
honourable member Mr. Patil now asks us to give up in his present 
amendment. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Mr. President, the 
view expressed by the honourable member the Commissioner, Central 
Division, I think, is very reasonable, because if a man actually commits an 
ofience against the State, I do not mind if the whole of his watan is 
forfeited by Government, because he deserves forfeiture by that kind of 
action. If some person can acquire a watan 'from the State for good 
service, then the man in possession of the watan committing an offence 
against the State, must lose that watan. I agree to this. The form 
suggested by the honourable member, the Legal Secretary, I think, is 
very reasonable. Sir, I· would agree with the honourable member the 
Commissioner of the Central Division, provided he agrees to make certain 
changes in the proviso to clause 3. Sir, there are certain words ..... . 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable member can 

only speak on the new matter introduced in the honourable member 
Mr. Navle's amendment. He cannot deal with the whole bill at this 

. stage. 
Mr. D. R. PATIL : I think if only the life interest of the watandar 

is forfeited, there is no objection to .that ....... . 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is the honourable member 

supporting or opposing Mr. Navle's amendment 1 
Mr. D. R. PATIL : I am supporting the honourable member 

Mr. Navle's amendment, Sir. 
Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, as I think that 

Government is rather opposed to the amendment which has been moved 
by me, I am prepared to accept the draft suggested by the honourable 
member, the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In that case the procedure is 
that the honourable member Mr. Navle must ask permission of the 
House to allow him to amend his amendment in terms of the draft 
suggested by the Remembrancer of Legal Afiairs. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE: Sir, I beg permisison of the House to amend my 
amendment in terms of the draft suggested by the honourable member, 
the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs. 

Question put and lost. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The original amendment as 

moved by the honourable member, Mr. Navle, is now before the House 
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Mr. N. E. NAVLE : I have nothing further to add except to show my 
regret that Government have not accepted the draft suggested by ~he 
Remembrancer of Legal Affairs. I think my original amendment is 
a reasonable one and should be ac,cepted by the House. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : :Mr. President I should 
like to clear the situation first, because there is no doubt that there is a 
considerable amount of confusion. The honourable member who moved 
the first amendment accepted an amendment to his amendment moved 
by the honourable member, Mr. Navle. As Mr. Navle's amendment ;was 
not in proper legal phraseology, the Legal Remembrancer, in order to help 
him, suggested a draft which would cany out what Mr. Navle intended 
to move. There· was no indication either from the Remembrancer 
of Legal Affairs or from any other officer of Government that the 
draft suggested by the Remembrancer of Lega.l Affairs met with the 
approval of Government. · In spite of the misunderstanding which was 
in the mind of the honourable member that it met with the approval of 
Government, he refused to accept the suggested draft of the R. L. A. 
Further the honourable member, 1\Ir. Patil, when he rose to speak on 
this question again, seemed to disagree \\ith Mr. Navle. It seems to 
me that there is so much confusion that the Council cannot do better 
than accept the amendment as it has been drafted by the select committee ; 
the more so, as the select committee consisted of 11 members, of which 
only 3 were officials and of the rest, 5 non~official members were opposed 
to the view that Mr. Patil strenuously put forward in the select 
committee and whose view was lost. I do not think that it would be 
reasonable to accept this amendment in view of so much confusion and 
in view of the decision to which the select committee came after very 
considerable discussion. I, therefore, regret that I ·cannot -accept the 
amendment moved by the honourable member, Mr. Navle, in the form in 
which it stands. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes 14: Noes 27. Amendment 
lost. 

Division No. 14. 
Ayes. 

ANGADI, Mr. S. N. NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
BotE, Mr. S. K. Nooa M.lllolii.ED, Mr. 
CH.U:'DHARI, 11lr. L. s. PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
CooPEB, Khan Bahadur D. B. SARDESAr, Mr. S. A. 
lULBHOB, Mr. G. M. SHAN:a:.uuuo JAYABAlii.BAO ZuNURBAO, 
K.a.nu, Mr. S. T. Mr. 
KsrRBo, Mr. M. S. SmNDB, Mr. R. D. 
MANSt'RI, Khan Saheb A. 111. 

TJ/m for IM Ayu: Mr. N. E. NAVLB and 111r. D. R. Pnu.. 

Hoes. 
RHtRGRI, Mr. J. 111. 1 
Brnn, Mr. J. P. I 
CLE.lUliTS, Mr. E. ' 
nuaou:.ur., 8ir v .lSANTRAO A. I 
D.t.D.t.Ca.un. Dr. K. E. I 
nx1:1un, the Honourable Mr. A. ~1. K. 
FIRtu.Nl.lEr., Dr. CosMAS · 

FRAlii.JI, Mr. K. S. 
Gaos.&L, Mr. J. 
GHULA.K HrrssADT, the Honourable Khan 

Bahadur SlilXB 
llAluD M. ABD1JL Au, Mr. 
IUTCII, Mr. G. W. 
H.t.TWABD, the Honourable Sir llitrJUCI 
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JApHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. Muk.B:r JETHANAND PRITAMDAS 
JKHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI NEKA.LJAY, Mr. N. S. 
L.&.WRENCB, the Honourable Mr. H. S. OWEN, Mr. A. C. 
MASTER, Mr. A. . PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL SAYED SHAHJADB SAHEB HAIDAB SA.HEB 

MoNTGOMERIB, Mr. A. THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
MoUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. WILES, Mr. G. 

Tellera for the Nou : Mr. A. MASTER and Mr. E. CLEMENTS. 

After Recess. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment which stands in my name : 

In·clause 2 (b) delete the words "·or if he be not the representative watandar also of 
the representative wat.andar ". · 

Clause 2 (b) deals with offences which are not so very serious as offences 
against the State. Therefore, in this case, I submit, Sir, that the 
representative watandar should not ·suffer in any way for the offence 
committed by a deputy. Therefore, I suggest that my amendment 
should be accepted by the House. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khandesh District): Sir, I wish to 

move an amendment to the amendment which has been proposed by 
the honourable member Mr. Patil. My amendment runs thus : 

" Retain the words ' or if he be not the representative watandar ' and add thereafter 
the following words : 
• ' the representative, ";~tandar should be disqualified to work as patil in his life. time 
if he •••••••...••• 

· The Honourable the· PRESIDENT: The first part of the amendment 
is not necessary. The honourable member Mr. Patil wishes to delete 
those words and the honourable member Mr. Chaudhari wants to retain 
them. Therefore, he may simply move the latter part of it. The 
words are there already. It will become a new amendment, and not an 
amendment to the amendment proposed. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI: I shall move the amendment in a different 
form. It will be as follows : 

" After the words ' representative watandar ' add the following words : 
'Then the representative watandar should be disqualified to work as patil ih his 

life. time •. " 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That is a new amendment, 
and not an amendment to the amendment. The honourable member 
Mr. Patil wishes to delete certain words, whereas the honourable member 
Mr. Chaudhari wishes to add certain words. If the honourable member 
asks me afterwards whether I will allow him to move his amendment 
I will consider it. It cannot be an amendment to this amendment. 
If the honourable member asks me after this amendment is disposed of, 
and if the House has no objection, I will consider his request. 

The Honourable Sir Cli1Th'1LAL MEHTA : Sir, here again, I do not 
understand whether my honourable friend wishes to press his amendment, 
or whether he wishes to accept the amendment of the honourable member 
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Mr. Chaudhari, or what he really desires. The amendment as it now 
stands will make the provisions of the bill more or less nugatory .. Joint 
responsibility is necessary in watan cases, and I do not see how we can 
do away with that joint responsibility. I do not know what additional 
reasons the honourable member has-at least I have not heard any 
additional reasons now. This matter was also fully discussed in the select 
committee, and the select committee, by a substantial majority and also 
by a majority of non-official members threw his amendment out. Under 
the circumstances, I regret we must oppose the amendment. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khandesh): Sir, I beg leave of the 

House to move my amendment. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Very well, I will allow· you to 

move it. 
Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI: I beg to move the following amendment: 
"That in clause 2 (b) after the words 'representative watandar' delete 'also of the 

representative watandar ' and insert ' then the representative watandar should be 
disqualified to work as patil during his life.t.ime '." 

Sir, these watans are acquired not by the present generation of patils but 
by their ancestors for valuable and loyal services rendered to the 
then existing Government. These watans have been in existence for 
generations and this institution has got very great importance from the 
view point of patels concerned. It has been stated just now that these 
watans were grants made not to an individual, but to selected families, 
for the valuable services rendered to the then existing government.· 
After these watans were conferred upon t.hose families, they have . 
expanded and divided themselves into many families called taxims, 
and they still keep their joint responsibility. Therefore I say that 
in view of the joint responsibility which is thrown upon all members 
of the watandar family, it is highly desirable that for the fault of a 
member of a watan family, all other members of that taxim should 
not be made to suffer. 

In the select committee, clause 2 was divided into sub-clauses (a) and (b). 
The offences mentioned in Chapter IV are dealt with in sub-clause (a) 
of clause 2 and the remaining offences are given in sub-clause (b). These 
offences are mentioned in items 2 to 6. They were considered by the 
select committee and on account of the comparatively less importance 
of these offences they are put in the sub-clause separately. Therefore it is 
quite in conformity with the spirit in which the select committee thought 
that offences under Chapter IV should be dealt with by & more severe 
punishment and that the offences in 2 (b) should be dealt with milder 
punishment. Therefore there is no objection to the forfeiture of the life 
interest of a member of a watandar family, whether he is an officiating 
watandar, representative watandar or deputy appointed by the represen~ 
t.ative watandar if he commits offences under 2 (a). But that is not the case 
with minor offences. These are ordinary offences occurring in the course 
uf the discharge of daily official duties, such as, the harbouring of offenders 
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and so on. Therefore, the punishment that should be inflicted on the 
offender . should not be as severe as is provided in the bill, but it should 
be to disqualify him for service during his life-time. Under the present 
bill, the life interest not only of the man who is negligent of his duty 
becomes liable to forfeiture of life interest but other persons also who 
have no hand in the perpetration of that offence. I shall give a concrete 
case. Suppose the father commits an offence, then his son who has got 
a vested. interest in the watan loses his interest during the life of his 
father. My object is that no other person, except the offender, of a watan 
family should be made to suffer. And the object of my amendment will 
be achieved if the man who is the actual perpetrator will be disqualified 
from doing service as patil dUring his life-time, therefore, the clause 
which seeks to deprive the life interest of the whole family should be 
amended; and the amendment I have moved is a simple one, and I 
hope it will be accepted by the House. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Sir· CHUNILAL MEHTA : Sir, in the first place, I 

would like to know whether this amendment is in order, because it says 
that the representative watandar should be disqualified to work as police 
patel during his life-time. This is an Act which applies to all hereditary 
offices. How can we move an amendment which confines itself solely 
to patels. There are the watandar kulkarnis as well-all hereditary 
offices. I should like to clear that point whether the amendment is in 
order. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do.not see any objection to the 
House considering a part of the whole. If the hereditary officers 
include patels, then the House can amend a part of the whole. I am 
not concerned with the merits of the castr; I have to deal with only the 
point of order. When a whole Act deals with several parts, any one 
part of that Act can be amended and the amendment is therefore in order. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Very well, Sir. 'Then on 
this particular account we are certainly opposed to this amendment. We 
cannot possibly have the Act made applicable to one set of hereditary 
·officers only and not to others, whatever the merits on the point raised by 
the honourable member may be. Even on other grounds it is question
able whether this amendment should be allowed. The honourable mover 
suggested that as clause 2 was divided into (a) and (b), there was no 
necessity for making a representative watandar responsible for the acts 
of his deputy. The honourable member will correct me if I am not 
representing his argument correctly. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI: No, Sir. I do think ihe representative 
watandar should be made responsible for the acts of his deputy, but 
instead of his being deprived of his life interest he should only be 
disqualified to work as an officiator or to appoint a deputy. 

The Honourable Sir Clfill.."JLAL MEHTA : Then, I do not see what 
d.ifierence it does make. If he is disqualified, then he would not be 
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allowed for his life to officiate. The section only says the life interest 
of this man should be forfeited. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI: There is great dillerence. If he is deprived 
of his life interest in the watan no man nearest to him will be appointed. 
If he is only disqualified to officiate, his brother or other nearest relative 
will be appointed by Government. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Sir, the select committee 
very carefully considered this. Under section 61 of the old .Act it was 
not provided that the representative watandar should have knowledge 
of, or should connive at, the misdeeds of this deputy. The select 
committee have now provided in clause 3 that unless it is proved to the 
satisfaction of the Governor in Council that the person had previous 
knowledge of, or had connived at, his deputy's misdeeds, no forfeiture 
of any kind shall be made. I t.hink, Sir, if it is proved that the repre
sentative watandar had previous knowledge of, or had connived at, the 
Inisdeeds of this deputy, then the representative watandar should be 
liable to the punishment that is here provided. Let it be remembered, 
Sir, that it is not at the option of Government that any watandar is 
appointed : he is there by right. He has the right to appoint ·a proper 
deputy. If the deputy goes wrong to the previous knowledge of the 
representative watandar or with his connivance, then surely the 
representative watandar ought to be liable to the punishment that 
is provided by the select committee. 

Question put and lost. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 2, su b-ela use (b), substitute the words" if he be the representative watandar " 

for the words "or if he be not the representative watandar also of the representative 
watandar ". 

After the amendment, clause (b) will read as follows: 

(b) if the offence be committed in the discharge of his official duties or be any of those 
t>numerated in Schedule II (2) to (6), direct the forfeiture of the life interest of the person 
com·irt~d if be be the representative watandar. 

Sir, the object underlying this amendment is that the Jlerson who does 
the Act should suffer its consequences, but another person, who had no 
direct hand and who could not or did not take any direct or indirect part, 
should not suffer punishment. The clause as it stands contemplates 
that case. Even persons who do absolutely nothingcan be punished under 
the clause. There are various cases in which the widows of previous 
watandars are int.erested in the watan property and have rights in it. 
If the representative, or the deputy or the substitute, does anything, 
~hey are likely t<l suffer for it. For that reason, my humble suggestion 
1s, let the offending party be punished-there can be absolutely no objeo
tion to that, but when under a section of the law another party who is 
altogether innocent runs the risk of being penalised, there is good 
reason t.o see whether what we are doing is quite right. I trust my 
amendment will be accepted. 

Question proposed. 
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Mr. G. A. THOMAS : Sir, I think that the honourable member's object 
is already secured. He says that a pe_rson who is not guilty should not 
be punished. Clause 3 provides that " the Governor in Council shall not 
dire~t ...... unless it is proved to his satisfaction that that person had 
previous knowledge of or connived at the offence or misconduct." That 
means that only if the Governor in Council is satisfied that a person had 
previous knowledge of or connived at the offence Government will take 
action. Therefore, the man who is not guilty will not suffer. 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE: Sir, I have nothing to say. 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I have nothing to add. 
Question put and lost. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 2, mark sub-clause (a) as (b) and (b) as (a) and transpose them. 

This amendment relates to drafting. In the old section the order given 
is, the offence covered by sub-clause (a) comes after the offence covered 
by sub-clause (b). In order to preserve the same sequence, I suggest 
that (b) should be marked (a) and (a)· should be marked (b). 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 1\IEHTA : Sir, I accept the amend· 

ment. 
Question put and carried. 
Clause 2, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 3 (Amendment of section 61 of Bombay Act III of 1874). 
To section 61, the following proviso shall be added: 
" Provided that the Governor in Council shall not direct under this or the preceding 

section the forfeiture of any watan or part thereof belonging to a person other than th11 
.one so convicted or found guilty, unless it is proved to his satisfaction that that person 

, had previous knowledge of or connived at the offence or misconduct." 

1\lr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh Distri9t ): Mr. President, as two of my 
amendments are lost, I wish to get your permission to move the present 
amendment not in its present form, but in a modified form. . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Let me see what you wish to 
move. 

1\lr. D. R. PATIL : I would like to move my present amendment like 
this: 

For the words "that person had previous knowledge of or connived at the offence ", 
substitute the words "that person had knowingly connived at the offence", 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Please read the proviso as you 
propose to amend it. 

Mr. D. R. P ATIL : The proviso will read :-
" P1ovided that the Governor in Council shall not direct under this or the preceding 

eection the forfeiture of any watao or part thereof belonging to a person other than the 
one 110 convicted or found guilty, unless it is proved to his satisfaction that that person 
had knowingly connived at the offence or mtaconduct." 

The distinction between previous knowledge of an offence and know· 
ingly conniving at an offence is this. Previous knowledge is an indefinite 
expression. Two witnesses can come forward and say "we know that 
this person had previous knowledge of the offence". It is very easy 
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to prove. Any two witnesses .can do that. If the House accepts my 
amendment and if the clause reads " knowingly connived " one must 
have a stronger proof and that is a thing necessary to affect the interests 
of watandars. With this idea I have moved my amendment, namely, 
delete the words " previous knowledge of or " and substitute the word 
" knowingly " for them. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : The distinction is too 
subtle for me to follow and I will not say anything but simply oppose it. 

Question put and lost. 
Clause 3 ordered to stand part of the bill. 
Clause 4 (Amendment of section 62 of Bombay Act III of 1874). 
In section 62 of the Act, for the words " or after investigation recorded in writing 11 

substitute" if any and after investigation recorded in writing in which an opportunity 
of being heard shall be given to the party against whom any such order is proposed to 
be passed." 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh Distrit) : Mr. President, I beg to 
move the follo"ing amendment which stands in my name :-

In clause 4 insert the following words " either in person or tlirough pleader " 
between the words " of being heard " and " shall be given ". 

Sir, this is the last amendment of mine. If you want to punish a man, 
you have got to give him a chance of being heard. I think, Sir, that he 
must be given such a chance in order that he may be able to say his 
full say before the authorities concerned. If he is a man of position and 
can afford to spend money, he must be given the help of a pleader. This 
is a very reasonable amendment and as the Honourable the Revenue 
Member has got success after success, I hope he will accept at least 
this amendment. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmednagar District) : I support the amendment 

that is moved by my honourable friend Mr. Patil. Sir, where the 
representative watandar is given the right of appearing in person, 
I don't see why he shou1d not be allowed to engage a. pleader to 
represent his case in a proper manner before the investigating authority. 
I see, Sir, that there is no harm in accepting this amendinent and 
I therefore support it. 

Mr. L. S. CHAt'DHARI (East Khandesh District): I rise to support the 
amendment brought forward by my honourable friend from East 
Khandesh. We have learnt on the floor of this House that the village 
}'atils are valuable peace-makers of the village. Looking to the present 
illiteracy that prevails among the village patils, it is highly desirable to 
gi\'e some assistance by law to these patils. We know some of these 
police patils do not know how to sign their names ; they do not 
understand the questions put to them and in order to assist them it is 
highly desiraLle to give this help of being heard through a. pleader. U 
this help is not given to them and if any patil is .punished, it is not a 
punishment to him, Sir, but it is a punishment on the future generation 
of that family. In these circumstances, this request should be granted. 
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M.r.A.N.SURVE(BombayCity,North): Sir,Iriseto support the amend 
ment and in doing so I beg to draw the attention of this House and also 
of the Honourable the Revenue Member to the practice that is generally 
being observed in investigating cases of this sort. As an instance, I am 
submitting the case of one Nana. Bivaji, patil of Othoor, talukaJunnar, 
districtPoona.. This man was disqualified under section 45E of the Watan 
Act. The charges that were brought against this man were five or six, 
but I am drawing the attention of honourable members to only 3 of them. 
First he was charged with having extorted Rs. 25 from a villager and 
the only thing that was established in evidence was this. The accuser 
himself admitted that he had absolutely no evidence to substantiate the 
charge against this man. The second was that he was charged with 
having.received stolen property. In the trial court he was fined. There
fore he had moved the High Court and there he was let off. The 
conviction was set aside and the fine was directed to be refunded. The 
third charge was that he was in involved circumstances and the only 
thing that came out in the evidence was that one khatha was produced 
in which it appeared that the man owed Rs. 150 to his creditor. I 
really do not know of any case in which a man did not owe some money 
to others. But if Rs. 150 were found due by him, then Government 
have to declare that the man was in the worst circumstances and therefore 
unfit to hold police patilki in a village. That, I think, is an inference 
which is rather too excessive. Now, the deputy collector who held the 
enquiry himself did not take all the evidence. He had deputed the 
mamlatdar for some local investigation and the enquiry was made by 
that mamlatdar. The mamlatdar simply says this: 

Mr. Dev, the then Mamlatdar, who inquired into his conduct on the spot was satisfied 
that the patil's conduct was bad and he deserved removal. The patil has made many 
enemies among his castemen in the village. He has incurred hetvy debts. I do not 
think he deserves to officiate a's patil of such a hrge village as Othoor. 
So, the deputy collector accepts this finding of the mamlatdar himself. 
He did not examine witnesses on this point. Then, when the order was 
passed, the man appealed to the Collector and the answer given to ldm by 
the Collector was . . .. . . . . . · 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: May I rise to a point of order 
Sir 1 Is all this relevant to the amendment before the House 1 

The Honoutable the PRESIDENT : I was myself wondering what 
relevance there was to the present amendment. I cannot see any. The 
amending Act provides that the party shall be heard. The question is not 
that the party will not get an opportunity of being heard, but whether 
a special provision should be made that the party should be heard either 
in person or through a pleader. That is the only issue. The honourable 
member could not be justified in pointing out cases in which the parties 
were not heard, because the bill itself provides that the parties shall 
be heard in the future. That being so, the only issue before the HolL'!e 
is whether the words inserted in the bill are adequate for the purpose or 
whether a special provision of pleaders has to be introduced in the clalL'le. 

Mr.' A. N. SURVE :·With due respect, I submit that I was putting this 
as an instance of the present practice, and I was suggesting that as thil-1 
practice is followed, therefore the option should be given ....•... 
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The Honourable the PRESIDENT: But that practice is now going to 
be done away with and a provision that they shall be heard is already 
there. The only issue, therefore, is whether the words are adequate for 
the purpose or whether special words are needed to emphasize the fact 
that pleaders shall be permitted to appear. . 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : Yes, Sir. I submit that pleaders should be allowed 
to appear and to be heard, owing to the fact that when the orders go up 
for revision to the higher authorities, the parties are not at all given an 
opportunity of placing what they have to say before them. When the 
party appeals to the Collector for revision, the only 'order he receives is 
that " The Collector sees no sufficient reason to interfere with the order 
passed by the deputy collector. The appeal is rejected". Now, Sir, 
from such an order the person concerned does not know on what 
particular grounds his appeal is rejected. Being dissatisfied with this 
order, he goes to the Commissioner-appeals to the Commissioner
and that Commissioner on a quarter sheet of paper passes the following 
order: "The petition is summarily rejected". Whether the papers 
were read, whether any consideration was given to the points heard, the 
outside people have absolutely no opportunity of knowing. When he 
goes still further, the answer given by Government is this : 

"In reply to his petition received on 5th April ......... , ....................... . 
. . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . is informed that Government decline to interfere." 

Then, all his rights of appeal are exhausted. Now, I place these three 
orders before this House and also before the Honourable the Revenue 
Member and humbly ask him if the aggrieved party gets any opportunity 
of vindicating his innocence. I should, therefore, suggest that proper 
procedure should be laid down whereby there can be no miscarriage of 
justice. 

Mr. H. L. PAINTER: Sir, I rise to oppose this amendment. It has 
been stated by the honourable mover that in the ease of educated per· 
sons who come within the purview of section 62, they are quite ablo to 
understand what the charges against them are and to make their defence. 
But in the case of other persons not so gifted, it is impossible for them to 
understand the charge against them or to defend themselves except 
with the aid of a·pleader, and therefore he has suggested this amendment 
that pleaders shall have the right of being heard in any proceed.ings under 
this section. I would suggest that, in the first place, proceedings under 
!h~ section are hardly judicial proceedings. But quite apart from that, 
1t 18 well known to everyone in this House and outside it that pleaders 
already perform in practice the function of drafting petitions and of 
prt•paring defences for people, whether illiterat{'l or otherwise, who are 
t·harged in any proceedings in which pleaders are not by law entitled to 
appear. Any person who comes within the purview of this section and 
is not in a position to understand what he is charged with or to make his 
ddent'e will, '\\ithout this amendment being adopted as part of the law, 
go, as a matter of course, to his own pleader or, if he has not got one, to 
some local pleader, put the whole case before him and get his advice and 
haYe his petition or his grounds of defence drafted by that pleader. If 
the pleader himself has not the right to appear, the man will bring with 
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him a typewritten document, written in excellent English, stating the 
reasons he has to urge in defence, and this will be accepted by the officer 
who is dealing with the case and will form part of the proceedings. · I fail 
entirely to see, Sir, why anything beyond that is necessary in the 
interests of justice. 

As regards the remarks of the honourable member who just spoke 
(Mr. A. N. Surve), I could not altogether follow the cases he quoted but 
I rather think tbt they were cases dealt with by Government in 
revision, and not original proceedings before the officer who was acting 
under section 62. I do not know whether the honourable mover of this 
amendment desires that pleaders should be allowed to appear in all 
subsequent appe'late or revisional applications which may follow as the 
result of proceedings under all that part of the Act covered by section 62. 
But, whether it is his intention or not, I submit that it is absolutely 
unnecessary that the pleaders should have the right to appear in such 
cases, for the simple reason that they will be able to reduce the arguments 
of the person who is charged under section 62·to paper and they will be 
considered and form part of the record of the proceedings. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I rise to 
support this amendment. ·I do so in the interests both of the watandars 
and of the legal profession. I also protest against undue apprehension 
in the minds of district officers of lawyers and of their kind. I fail to 
understand what possible objection can be raised to allowin@; a harmless 
pleader to put in an appearance before a district officer to argue a case or 
to read out a petition when there is no objection to the same being 
presented by his client. My honourable friend, the honourable member 
Mr. Painter, said that he had no objection to a petition being drafted in 
good English by a pleader and presented by his client, that is to say, by 
the watandar. Now, read the amendment, Sir. It reads "in section 
62 of the Act, for the words ' or after investigation recorded in writing ' 
substitute 'if any, and after investigation recorded in writing in which 
an opportunity of being heard shall be given to the party against whom 
any such order is proposed to be passed". The only .inference drawn 
from the objection is that Government seems to be frightened by the 
very face of a pleader. We all know that these patils and· watandars 
are illiterate people. In all other revenue matters, Government do allow 
pleaders to appear. In the present instance the pleader has nothing 
more vicious to do after appearing before a district officer than he is 
already doing in other revenue matters. The district officer is at liberty 
after hearing him, to tell him that he does not want to do anything and 
to ask him to go away. I do not think it is fair that Government should 
concede the right to the watandar of being heard and refusing to hear his 
pleader. I believe it is merely an old prejudice against pleaders in the 
minds of district officers that is causing this difficulty. I do not think 
that Government in this matter can enlist even commonsense in its 
favour. I do not know wha.t view my honourable friend, the Honourable 
the Revenue Member, will take of the matter. But I doubt if he will 
venture to differ as the past shows that very often he is only the 
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mouthpiece of district officers. I know be faithfully performs the daty 
of administration, .but I wish him to go further and perform the functioDB 
of Government. I do say that there is nothing in it to frighten the 
Government; I do not see any serious harm in it. It is not a matter 
in which sedition is involved or other charges against the State. In an 
ordinary investigation an ordinary pleader is to be beard on behalf of a 
simple illiterate man. It seems to me that Government is afraid of 
shadows. I was very much moved by the piteous and frantic appeal to 
Government made by n;y honourable friend, the honourable member 
Mr. Patil; I am however taking my stand upon the rights of the Bar to be 
heard. I hope the Honourable the Revenue Member will make up his 
mind to accept the amendment. · 

Mr. L. J. MOUNTFORD: Mr. President, as I am one of the officers 
who are supposed to be frightened by the intervention of the Bar, I 
would like to say a few words against this amendment. I think that 
district officers as well as other people yield to no one in the respect they 
have for the legal acumen of the gentlemen who form the Bar of this 
presidency, and I have no doubt all pleaders will naturally feel interested 
in this amendment. It is only natural, but let us look at it from rather 
a higher plane than that which bas just been put before you by the 
honourable member who has iust sat down. 

In the first place, is there a~y good having a pleader to plead a case 
before a court which bas not the power of deciding 1 It is not the Collector 
who decides these cases at all, it is Government. If you read section 58, 
you will see that the Collector with the previous sanction of Government 
passes the order. If you go further and if your interest carries you to 
section 60, you will find that it is the Governor in Council who takes 
action and directs the forfeiture of the whole or any part of the watan. 
If you go further to section 61, you will find that it is the Government who 
directs the forfeiture of the life interest of the watandar. The Collector 
merely makes a report, expresses his opinion and that opinion is based 
not on arguments but on facts. Government then weighs those facts 
and any arguments that may be urged in the representation that is 
produced by the watandar. To what extent therefore would this pleader 
be of use t You must admit that be would merely be an additio~al expense 
on the unfortunate watandar whose interest is now in jeopardy, and 
"·ho::;e interest is now assailed. How will he use that pleader 1 Can 
h,e use that pleader before. say, the Revenue Secretary or before His 
Excellency the Governor in Council t Where would be use t,be pleader 
except in so far as stated by the honourable member, the Commissioner, 
Northern Division ! A pleader is required, as a matter of fact, to put 
fac~s in !he~ ri~ht light, to marshall arguments and to take part in the 
vanous mtncae1es of law before the court which will pass the final 
dechi.on. We do not want pleaders here to place matters before the 
Collt>ctor or the Assistant Collector who holds the preliminary enquiry 
and who f;ames that report. It is open to the representative watanda..r 
to have h1s draft prepared by the pleader and put before Government 
officers. That is always the case. I know of no case where there has 
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been a proposal put forward by a-representative watandar that has not 
gone before Government with the representation of a pleader. If it is 
his wish to have his case prepared by a pleader to be put before the 
Collector, it is open to him to do so. In any case, with the Collector's 
permission, he can be represented and this should meet the wishes of 
the honourable member who moves this amendment ; and, if that is so, 
there is no point in having a pleader at all by statute. 

Again I would like this House to remember that the sanad which is 
held by a pleader is granted to him by the High Court. And the pleader 
is therefore subject to certain conditions and penalties so long as he 
practises in the courts subordinate to the High Courts; and when he 

. practises in the revenue .courts he is not subordinate to the High Court. 
The High Court has no authority over Revenue Courts and the pleader 
cannot appear in the revenue courts, except by courtesy, just as a 
representative watandar might also ~ngage people known as mukhtyars. 
Therefore, there is no particular object in bringing in a pleader ; he could 
use a mukhtyar to appear before the district officer and for drafting his 
petition he could engage a pleaP,er. That is the crux of the whole question
a petition which is properly drafted to be put before the enquiring officer. 
The final decision rests with the Governor in Council, and I cannot see my
self that there is any point in having a pleader especially as he would merely 
add considerably to the cost of the case. If now you make it obligatory 
that a watandar shall be heard through a pleader, that will greatly add 
to the cost. The pleader will charge so much a day ; he will take some 
time no doubt, and he will want some provision for witnesses and so 
forth, and the unfortunate watandar will be deprived of some portion of 
his emoluments, and if he wins his case he would find he has got nothing 
left. These watandars are not rich people. We give them a very careful 
and also a very exhaustive process orenquiry. First of all, we have the 
report of the mamlatdar, which is enquired into by the prant officer ; 
that goes before the Collector, who hears any objections- which the 
watandar may have to raise; the Collector then reports the matter to 
the Commissioner and to the Government. The Commissioner comments 
upon it, and it goes to Government. Surely, there is no question of the 
interests of the watandar being neglected to any extent. You know, 
as I said in the beginning of my remarks, that the Collector has no power 
to issue any drastic orders of this nature. So far, Government has been 
careful of the watandars, and Government has conserved the rights of the 
watandars to such an extent that only Government itself can pass any 
orders in any way affecting the interests of the watandars. There have 
been various enquiries into the position of the watandars, and amendments 
of the Watan Act from time to time, and when in the course of certain 
amendments the Commissioners asked to be given the power to deal with 
the watandars, Government refused and insisted on retaining the power 
iU!elf. If you now introduce intricacies of the law and the presence of 
pleaders in what is practically an enquiry into the conduct of the w~tandar, 
it would serve no useful purpose at all, would not advance the mterest 
of the watandar and would seriously embarrass his financial position. 
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Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District}: Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment before the House. I think this amendment is a very reason· 
able one. The grievance against which this j rovision is sought to be 
made is a long-standing one, and, in my experience, I have seen that 
the Government have not given a hearing by pleaders in many of the cases 
against watandars, and that is a very long-standing grievance. Of course, 
I have carefully listened to the speeches of the honourable member 
the Commissioner, Central Division, and also of the honourable member 
the Commi8sioner, Southern Division, but I do not see any point in 
those speeches. The honourable member Mr. Painter says that because 
something is typed, or something is very nicely written, or something 
is received in the form of an application containing the grievances of 
the watandar, and is presented to Government, he does not want any 
provision to be included in the present bill that the watandar should be 
given a hearing t,hrough a pleader. That, I think, is not a legal objection. 
Again, coming to the arguments of the honourable member the 
Commissioner, Southern Division, I find that he says that everything 
comes in black and white, and everything is decided by Government. 
That. is all true, but in making provision that the watandar should be 
heard through a pleader, it may be taken as a recommendation to 
Government. This is certainly a great grievance ; it is a grievance of 
~rievances, no doubt. W'hy should not a hearing be given to the pleader ~ 
The Commissioner of the Southern Division says that it will be a very 
costly thing. Let it be a costly thing. Government have not to spend 
anything ; it will be a costly thing for the watandar. So far as I can see, 
I do not find any point in the speeches of the honourable members the 
Commissioners of both the Central and Southern Divisions. In mal'ing 
this provision, I think there is no legal objection, and the Government 
have not made out any case against it. I think such a valuable provision 
is very necessary in the interests of justice, and my suggestion is that 
Government should accept the amendment. I would appeal to the 
honourable members here not to omit this amendment. I think they 
should all wholeheartedly support this amendment, and Government 
also should accept it. With these few remarks, I support the 
amendment. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Sir, I have listened very 
rardully to the speech made by the honourable member Mr . .Mountford, 
Lu~ I am sorry to say that there is some misunderstanding as regards his 
pomt. The bill, as it has emerged from the select committee, has made 
an amendment to section 62 which previously ran as follows: 

"Xo ordt•r ~hall bl' pasR<'d undl'r this Part excl'pt upon p<'rusal of the judgment of a 
<-ourt or aft<'r inwstigation l't'<'ordl'd in writing." 

The amendment made is as follows : 
. "1-\.•r tl~t> \\'ords' or aftt>r invl'stigation re<'ordl'd in writing • substitute·· if any and aft:E.r 
111\'t••llo:at•ou l't'<'ordt·d iu writing in 'll'hil-h an opportunity of bl"ing ht>srd shall be given 
to th(' part) agam8t 'II hom any su('h ordt>r is prop()S('d to be p8.8sed '." 

The point made by the honourable member the Commissioner, 
Boutlw!ll Division (Mr. Mountford), is that it iS not clear to him who is 
the exact officer before whom the pleader will appear. But it has 
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already been conceded that when any action is proposed to be taken by the 
Governor in Council, before that order is actually passed, it has got to be 

· communicated to the person affected, and that an opportunity of being 
heard is to be given to him. Government have in view a certain officer 
of Government who communicates the order of Government and to 
whom appeals will be made by the person to be affected. So, it is clear 
that the person whom Government have in view for the communication 
of the action to be taken will be the person before whom, if he is to be 
allowed, the pleader will appear. Otherwise, there would be no meaning 
in the alteration which has been adopted by the select committee. 
Government have in view some officer who is to communicate the order 
proposed to be passed, before that final order is passed by the Governor 
in Council. So, there would be no difficulty, and the accredited pleader 
will a.ppear before that officer. . . 

The Honourable 1\fr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, I rise with 
some difE.dence to reply to some of the arguments-the united 
arguments-of the two Leaders of the Opposition facing me. The point 
that appeals to me most in this discussion is the great expense that will 
be caused throughout the Central and Southern Divisions of this 
presidency. When, after having served a good many years in the peaceful 
province of Sind, I came down to the Southern Maratha Country, and 
became Commissioner in Belgaum, I was horrified to see the turbulence 
that arose there chiefly out of watan disputes. It appeared to me that 
the major;ty of the population of the Southern Maratha Country must 
spend the whole of their time in watan disputes. The expense of these 
suits is perfectl;r enormous. The cost to Government seemed to me to be 
most abnormal. From these two points, both financial, I ask this House 
to regard this question. Is it worth.,lVhile to increase the cost of this 
litigation 1 No doubt the members of the legal profession may not regard 
it as a very serious injury to the country. Those who are not of that 
persuasion, I believe, will look upon this matter with less-jaundiced 
eyes. There can be no doubt that i you allow pleaders to represent these 
matters which can be expressed perfectly clearly in written documents, 
the ryot, who is pre:,ared to go in matters of his watan to any expense 
will eventually .lose his fields and his lands and will be reduced to 
miserable indebtedness. This further drain of paying pleaders' fees 
throughout the number of stages through which· watandar cases are 
r.a.rried, will be a very serious economic injury to the ryot. We do not 
meet with the same degree of litigation in other parts of the presidency. 
In these matters Sind is practically free ; but in the Southern Maratha 
Country and a portion of the Deccan, this canker is gnawing into the 
vitals of agr;icultura.l pros1Jerity. I ask the House to reject this 
amendment. 

Mr. S. T. KMIBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, the argument has been 
advanced that as final orders will be passed by His Excellency in Council 
it is not desirable that opportunity should be given to the watandar of 
being heard either before His Excellency or before the Secretary, ete. 
It is an admitted fact that neither His Excellency nor any of the :Members 
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of the Executive Council will personally carry on or conduct the i.tlvestiga.
tion referred to in the sections. The in~estigation will be carried on 
by some subordinate officer of Government, some district officer, as has 
been pointed out by the honourable mover of the amendment. The 
investigation is usually carried on by some district officer in the case of 
watans. The amendment before the House is that the watandar may be 
given an opportunity of being heard during the course of the investiga
tion. I do not see that there is any inconvenience caused thereby either 
to the investigating officer or to the' watandar concerned. 

A considerable amount of sympathy was expressed by the Honourable 
the Finance Member with regard to the economic condition of the watan
dar. The Honourable the Finance :Member stated that the economic 
condition of·the watandar was already miserable and that the cost of 
litigation would still further impair or add to his already miserable 
economic condition. While we are much indebted to the honourable 
member for his expression of sympathy, I wish to point out that it is 
a.part from the issue involved in the question before the House. The 
issue is very simple : whether these watandars whose very existence 
or whose character is at stake, and whose watan which they regard dearer 
than their very lives, are at stake should be given an opportunity of 
hearing ~ The hearing may be through a pleader or through a friend. 
From the enormous number of speeches that have been made on the 
floor of this House, it is abundantly made known that the watandar 
regards his watan as near and dear to his heart as his life and is prepared 
t.o defend it at any cost. An instance was quoted by the honourable 
member Mr. Mountford that when a vacancy occurred in the cadre of 
patels several applications poured in, not on account of the emoluments 
of the office but on account of the value and dignity or prestige attached 
to the position as patil. I beg to submit that it is not the cost of 
litigation that should be considered in this case but the question whether 
they are to be given the natural right of being heard in their defence. 
Under this section which is under consideration their conduct and 
rharacter in the discharge of their official duty is to be enquired into. 
It is not onl v a case of the forfeiture of their watan, which indeed they 
value most, but in this particular case of investigation their character and 
conduct in the course of the discharge of his official duty will be one of the 
issues. All this may not take place and is not to take place in a. court of 
law. Still to all intents and purposes, the final order that will be passed 
will be tantamount to a judgment of the highest court of appeal in this 
country. There is no appeal against this final order, passed after 
investigation. If such a final order is to be passed against which there is 
no appeal, I beg to submit that the watandars are only asking for their 
natural right of being heard in their defence. That is the natural right 
of every accused person to claim the right of hearing in his defence. 
The final orJer is as binding as any order passed by a court of law. The 
order \\ill be final in this Eeme that it is not liable to be questioned or 
challengl>d in any proceedings in any court civil or otherwise. It cannot 
be retried in any civil court. Under these circumstances, I appeal to 
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the honourable members of Government to reconsider this question in the 
light in which I have presented, t'iz., that it involves not only their watan 
which they regard as very valuable but also their conduct and character 
in the discharge of their official duty which will form one of the issues. 
Under these circumstances it is only fair that Government should allow 
them the right of being heard, which is the natural right of every citizen. 
Their conduct and character will be called into question in the course 
of such investigation and therefor~ it is only fair, reasonable and just 
that they should be given the right of being heard in their de.fence, no 
matter what the expense is. It is for the watandars to see whether it will 
pay them to engage a pleader and defend their case. Intricate points of 
law may be involved in certain cases and the watandar is not expected 
to be conversant with the legal aspects of the case. They should be given 
the right of defending theiDSelves either in person or through a pleader. 
I therefore appeal to Government benches to consider this point in favour 
of.the watandars who are their best administrators and who bear the 
heavy responsibility of preserving peace and order. I appeal to Govern
ment to see that such valuable servants of Government are not unjustly 
and unfairly affected by denying to them the natural right of being heard 
in their defence. Therefore, Sir, I strongly support the amendment. 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : Sir, we have just been told 
by the Honourable the Finance Member that if these watandars were 
given the right of being represented by pleaders their position will get 
so bad that in a short time they will be reduced to dust. We know very 
well that it is not only the watandars that litigate. All classes of 
'people.litigate everywhere, not only in India but also in the continental 
countries. We also know that criminal cases and civil suits are more 
in number than watan cases, and that Government will never be able to 
stop litigation nor will Government succeed in preventing these litigants 
from engaging pleaders whether in criminal courts or civiL courts. 
And it is also true that when it is a question of prestige and a question of 
losing their very watan, which, as was stated by the honourable member 
Mr. Kambli, they regard as more valuable than their very lives, they 
should not be prevented from employing pleaders. The watandars 
theiDSelves would consider it a petty expenditure to engage pleaders 
when they stand to lose the very watan. I do not think that the plea 
that it will lead to the financial ruin of the watandars will convince this 
honourable House. Sir, I think that it is the natural right of the 
watandars that they should be given an opportunity of being heard 
either in person or through a pleader, before they are made to lose the~ 
watan. There is no meaning in what has been stated before us this 
evening. I emphatically say that more harm will be done by denying 
this right of being heard than would otherwise be the case. I therefore 
strongly support the amendment. 

Mr .. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : 1\Ir. President, I am 
really surprised to see the attitude of the Government. When we asked 
them that before forfeiting the watans they should drag the watandar 
before a court of law and give him every sort of opportunity to prove 
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his innocence, they told us "Do not ask us to do that in a court of law, 
and we shall give the watandar a full hearing and if he is not guilty we 
shall not do anything against him." With that assurance many of the 
members of the select committee approved of this proviso in clause 3. 
It is very clearly stated there that " an opportunity of being heard 
shall be given to the party against whom any order of forfeiture is proposed 
to be passed." When that proviso is there, why not allow that represen
tative watandar, whose life interest Government want to forfeit, the 
chance of being represented by a pleader 1 It has been stated that the 
party will consult his. pleader and can get the explanation drafted for 
him by his pleader in writing, and that will be sufficient. If we look to 
the proviso in the clause we find the wording : 

"unless it is proved to his, i.e., Governor's satisfaction that that person had previous 
knowledge of or connived llt the offence or misconduct". 

If we strictly interpret this proviso, it means that some sort ~f enqu.iry 
will have to be made and witnesses examined to see whether the person 
whose watan is to be forfeited had previous knowledge" of or connived 
at the offence. That is my submission. Otherwise, the words in the 
proviso will be only good on paper and will be useless. In that case, 
is it not necessary that the person whom you are going to deprive of his 
watan should be enabled to prove his innocence through the aid of a 
pleader 1 I do not understand why my amendment is opposed. Sir, 
this is not an ordinary case, in which the watandar is only suspended for 
the time being. Here is a serious question which affects the interests 
·of all watandars. Sir, I for myself was against the forfeiture of watans 
in the case of offences against the State, but I give up that contention. 
I~ven then this is the treatment which we received at the hands of Govem
m'ent. Now, I strongly object to the attitude of the official benches. 
lf ~they cannot give the watandar a chance of proving his innocence 

· before a court of law, let them at least give him a chance· of being heard 
thr ugh a pleader. If they want to give him a real hearing, they should 
allo him to be represented by a pleader. Let them not talk of justice 
and o injustice. 

Th Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Mr. President, honourable 
ruem ers have heard what an officer of very great experience, who has 
been ecognised as a friend particularly of the non-Brahmin members 
of th Central and Southern Divisions, has had to say on this question 
al~r an experience of thirty years of service. I confess, Sir, that I was 
consi lcrably impressed by what the Honourable the Finance Member 
said a out the expenditure that would be involved in the litigation that is 
bount to ensue on a matter to which, as the honourable members say, 
the " atandars attach such great importance. Sir, nevertheless, the 
rue\u"'t ·rs opposite desire that some kind of opportunity should be given 
to th watandar to be heard through pleaders. Well, I suppose it is 
the b siness of the members opposite. Not being a lawyer myself, I 
canno fully see the extent to which litigation will be carried if the amend· 
ruent is accepted or who are li.kely to be benefited, the watandars,or 
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the pleaders. I therefore suggest that we should look at this question 
from both points of view, the proper representation of a case and the 
expense. I want to know in the fust place whether this amendment 
means that a pleader shall he allowed to appear before every successive 
authority before whom these papers go. If that is not intended, and 
if it is understood that it is not intended that all officers right up to the 
Governor in Council· should hear the representation by pleaders, the 
honourable mover may agree to the addition of the words " at one stage 
of the proceedings " after the words he proposes to add. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Will that not mean that the Governor 
in Council should hear 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I want. to avoid that. 
What we do not want is the recurring appearance of pleaders before 
every subsequent revising authority. Therefore if you will agree to 
restrict the appearance of pleaders to one stage of the proceedings I sha11 
accept the amendment. It will almost always be at the investi
gation stage where a record is to be made in writing. I do not want it 
at every subsequent stage. Therefore I suggest the words " at one stage 
of the proceedings ". · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : There is one objection which I 
want the House to consider before the Revenue Member's suggestion is 
accepted. He says "at one stage of the proceedings". Who is to 
determine at which stage 1 There is nothing definite about it. There . 
ought to he the addition of some such words : " at such· stage as the' 
Governor in Council may notify in the Government Gazette". Som~ 
such definite provision is necessary. It is for the Honourable the 
Revenue Member to decide what form it Should take. Let it be ma.;de 
quite definite so that no question may arise hereafter. If the Honoura:.ble 
the Revenue Member so wishes, I will postpone the consideration .of 'this 
clause till Monday so that he may he able to consult his experts:and 
suggest the exact words that should be added. t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : It would be better if we 
postpone consideration of this clause till 1\Ionday. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The consideration of this clause 
stands over till Monday. 

SIND COURTS BILL. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE RA YW ARD : Mr.· Presic)ent, I 
should like to make a short statement with regard to the Sind ,]Courts 
Bill. I am glad to say that we have received the necessary sunction 
to 'Proceed with the bill and I trust that the final form in which :the bill 
will appear will be placed on the table of this House on Monday \with a 
view to our proceeding with the fust reading at the earliest oppo;rtu.nity 
convenient to the honourable members and yourelf, Sir. 
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BILL No. XIX OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
CirY OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). : 

:Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I move that *Bill No. XIX (a Bill further to. 
amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, be read 
for the first time. Sir, the object of the bill is to 

democratise the constitution of the Bombay Municipality. It is a matter 
of bitter experience that in a general election the members of the back
ward, working and depressed classes find it difficult to get in through 
general election, as a result of which there are very few on the corpora
don to represent their interests. This bill seeks to do away' with this 
sad state of affairs and also proposes a scheme of reserved seats for the 
backward, working and depressed classes. However in setting apart 

·seats for these two classes particular care is taken to preserve as far as 
pcssible the number of seats now open to general election. This is done 
by reducing the number of seats filled up by nomination and co-option 
each one-half and adding them to the number of seats that are filled 
up by election. So that the seats that will be open for general election 
are 89 out of which 10 are reserved for the backward and working classes 

} irst reading. 

and 8 for the depressed classes. · 
· Occasion has also been taken to see that the seats are fairly allocated to 

wards. There are 7 wards in the city of Bombay and the committee 
of the corporation is sitting for 10 years to decide the question of 
re-division of the wards and so it has been left out in this bill. A committee 
is also sitting to settle the question of redistribution of seats per ward, but 
it has not come to any conclusion. The schedule B attached to the Act 
was rushed through at the last moment when the last municipal amend
ment act was passed and no time was given to members to suggest an 
improvement. The seats are required to be fairly distributed. As a 
matter of fact a fair distribution of these seats per ward is very necessary. 
There are wards of a smaller area and there are wards of a larger area. 
There has been no change whatsoever in the matter of the adjustment 
of the areas of the wards, but it has been proposed to distribute the seats 
on the basi.'!! of population. . 

Another change that this bill seeks to make is to widen the franchise. 
By the last amending Act the franchise was lowered to a rental of Rs. 10 
but that does not go far enough and does not help the working and 
depressed classes. That has been the result of the last elections. Sir, 
prior to the passing of the amendment Act some 3 members of the 
bru:::kward classes were elected on the corporation. And during the last 
election also not more than 3 members were elected on the corporation. .. 

Mr. HOOSEXALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA: How many were thrown 
out? 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Some two or three were thrown out. That shows 
that the bacl..-ward classes are not able to hold their own in these elections. 
Therefore, the widening of the franchise to the extent of Rs. 5 is necessary. 
The Bombay Corporation is termed as the demOI.'ratic Corporation, but 
from the results it can be said that it is capitalistic Corporation. Sir, 
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. taking the population basis, the number of Hmdus in the city of Bomba v 
is 8,37,690. They ought to have got in proportion to their popu
lation 52 seats, while they have got 37 seats and 4 are nominated, 4 are 
co-opted, and one representative comes through the Indian mercantile 
association. Thus they get in all 46 seats. Then take the case of the 
1\Iahomedans. Their population is 1,84,685. They ought to have got 12 
members, but they have got 14 elected members and besides that 6 are 
nominated and 3 are co-opted. In all, they get 23, that is, nearly double 

. the number. Then, the Parsi community. Their population is only 
52,234 ... They ought to have got 3 seats in proportion, but they have got 
18 elected, one nominated, 2 co-opted, 1 from Millowners' Association 
and 1 representing the Bombay University. So, in all they have got 23 
members. Sir, it may be remembered what a hue and cry was raised 
in this Council when the amending Act was passed lowering the franchise 
to its present level. But, in spite of that, the Parsi community is able 
to hold their own in these elections owing to their wealth, influence 
education and solidarity. The Europeans and Christians form a popu
lation of only 68,169, and ought to have got 5 members, but they have 
got 7 elected, 5 nominated, 1 co-opted and 1 representing the Chamber ot 
Commerce. So in all they hav~ got 14. Sir, roughly speaking, the Hindus 
have got 46. Out of these 46, Gujaratis are 22 while the number of 
Gujarathi population is only 1150,000. The population of the Deccanis is 
about 7,00,000 and they have got only 15 members. Out of these 15, there 
are 6 Brahmins, and besides, the Brahmins whose population is a few 
hundreds get 2 more seats through · nomination and 3 more through 
co-option. Sir, that is the position of these other classes. But what is 
the position of the backward and depressed classes~ No one from the 
depressed classes has a chance to get elect.e.d in the general elections. 
"While the population of the backward classes and depressed classes 
is 5 lakhs, they have got only 3 elected representatives of their own, 
while Government give them only 1 nominated member for the 
backward classes and 1 for the depressed classes. In all they get 5. 
Is that fair representation, Sir 1 So, something ought to be done 
and the remedy which the bill proposes is to have reserved seats. 
Unless reserved seats are provided, these men will not get their due 
or proportionate number of the seats, and unless these men get their 
due number, the municipality of Bombay cannot be said to fully 
represent the people of Bombay and cannot be said to be a really 
democratic Corporation. Even the so-called Democratic Party in the 
Corporation did not elect even one member from the bacl,..ward classes, 
while they elected 2 Brahmin members through co-option. So,· great 
injustice is being done to these clasEes. There are many grievances of 
these classes that have got to be placed before the Corporation. As 
their number is inadequate, no proper attention is paid in the Corporation 
to their grievances. Take into consideration the roads, lights, drainage 
schemes in the localities where the people of the backward classes reside. 
Sir, they receive a differential treatment as far as these classes are con· 
cerned. If you take the services maintained by the municipality, what 
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do you find 1 There are more than one thousand teachers 'employed by 
the municipality. But the proportion of the backward classes is only 
1 per cent., even when you have got qualified candidates. As regards 
the depressed classes, nobody pays attention to them. Therefore, in 
this connection much dissatisfaction prevails amongst the masses in 
the city of Bombay. Sir, the other day-I shall cite one instance-when 
one proposition protesting against the action of the Bombay Government 
as rell'ards the excise duty was brought forward before the municipal 
Corp;ration, the Government of Bombay came in for severe criticism. 
But when I proposed an amendment protesting against the unjust action 
of the millowners in making an 11! per cent. cut, it was thrown out. 
That shows what is the constitution of this Corporation. It is nothing 
but a purely capitalistic Corporation and it is a misnomer to call it a 
democratic Corporation, when the interests of the capitalist and advanced 
classes alone are looked after. Sir, it is said that the backward classes 
are not organised and that they should organise themselves and capture 
the seats. But it is very easy to say that they should be organised. In 
theory it is all right, but in practice it is very difficult. They are poor, 
they are illiterate, and they are not well-versed in the art of politics. 
They do not know the art of manreuvring elections. They do not know 
the art of issuing bombastic manifestoes and giving all sorts of possible 
and impossible promises which are never meant to be fulfilled. They 
are very simple and straightforward men and they cannot hold their own 
against the wealthy and influential persons residing in the city of Bombay. 
For these reasons some sort of special treatment is required to be given 
to this class and that treatment, I submit, is special representation. 
Much is said against communal representation, but we have to take things 
as they are and not what they ought to have been. When the late 
Right Honourable Mr. Montagu, the then Secretary of State for India, 
came to the city of Bombay, some members of the backward classes 
including the Honourable Minister for Education, Rao Bahadur Latthe, 
the honourable member Mr. Kothari and myself had a private interview 
with him. In the first place he found it very difficult to grasp the 
situation here; he could not distinguish between classes and castes. 
Some people say there are classes in European countries also, but there 
is a vast difference between classes and castes. This is because the castes 
in India are divided into water-tight compartments. No one man, 
however intelligent, however wealthy, however brilliant. he may be, 
can rise tQ the level of the higher classes. He has always to remain as 
bach·ard as he was. That is the case in India and even Mr. Montagu 
had to admit the principle of communal representation. When the 
principle of communal representation has been accepted in the Council, 
I do not see any difficulty of accepting it in the municipal corporation. 
When the District ~Iunicipal and the District Local Boards Acts were 
rect>ntly passed in this Council we were told that our Mahomedan friends 
were not able to hold their own in major municipalities and in local 
hoards and therefore they were given not only reserved seats but separate 
clecwrates. We non-Brahmin members of this House helped them that 
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time and now it is the turn of the Mahomedans to sympathise with us. 
In the city of Bombay the Mahomedans are able to hold their own and 
they do not require any reserved seats and special electorates. I submit 
that we do not want any special electorates. 'What I urge is that we 
should be granted reserved seats through general electorates as is done 
in the Council elections. These reserved seats will help a great deal 
in uplifting the masses and many of their grievances which require to 
be redressed will receive that attention which has so far been denied to 
them. I therefore submit that this Council will accept this principle 
of special.reserved seats for these classes; the reserved seats proposed so 
far are very small in number compared to their population, viz., only ten 
are reserved for backward classes and eight for the depressed classes. 

The other thing that is sought to be done by this bill is to redistribute 
the seats allotted to different wards. · I know, Sir, that it is a difficult 
task, but however difficult it may be, it has got to be done. The cor
poration has been sleeping over the matter, as those who have got seats 
out of proportion to their population do not like to part with their seats, 
and therefore they will never come to any decision unless their hands 
are forced by Government. So that question requires to be considered. 
Now, take the case of A ward. It has been given 12 seats for a popula
tion of 60,000, whereas the population of G ward is more than double that 
of A ward and consists largely of industrial and working classes and yet 
the number of seats is six only, i.e., half the number given to the A ward. 
That shows how uneven and unjust this distribution of seats has been. 

Now as regards the franchise, I say it should be brought down to a 
rental of five rupees. It is true that the Honourable Minister deserves 
great credit for having lowered the old fr3:nchise and for having brought 
it down to a rental of Rs. 10. That, howevef; I submit has not helped 
the backward and working classes, many of whom have been left out. 
Out of lllakhs of the whole population of the city of Bombay only one 
lakh have been enfranchised and 10 lakhs have been left out in the cold. 
Is that a fair representation 1 Can you allow a lakh of people to govern 
the other 10 lakhs 1 That is very unfair and unjust. In the E, F and G 
wards it will be found that there are hundreds of rooms, the rent of which 
is less than Rs. 10. The number of rooms in the Development chawls 
is more than 15 thousand with a rent less than Rs. 10. All those people 
who live in those chawls go without any representation. This bill there
fore proposes to make such changes as would give all these people a right 
to vote, and I, therefore, hope that the bill will be read a second time ..... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Not a second time but a first 
time . 

.Mr. S. K. BOLE : I beg your pardon, Sir. I hope the bill ll'ill be 
read a first time and that it will reach the second reading stage without 
a hitch. 

,Question proposed. 
Sir V AS.U,'TIUO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to oppose the first 

reading of the'bill. This Council is quite aware under what curious 
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circumstances the honourable mover got leave to introduce his bill in 
this House. He is trying to follow the principles of democracy, and in 
order to democratise the Corporation he is recommending that the back
ward communities should be given special reserved seats. I want to 
know from him whether these are the principles of democracy under 
which reserved seats are set apart specially for certain communities. He 
said that because the grievances of the backward classes were not 
redressed either by the old Corporation or even by the present one he is 
complaining about the Corporation as it is constituted at present. How
ever, he has not been able to point out to this House how the old or the 
present Corporation has done harm to the backward classes. He says 
the interests of backward classes are not properly watched. Even 
assuming for a moment that according to his wishes the bill will be 
passed in all its stages, may I know whether the necessary legislation 
will be enacted so as to b"" ready for the elections of the next year ~ If 
it is not going to be so ready, where is the use of passing this bill when 
the Corporation has got a committee of its own. appointed in order to 
divide the city into as many wards as possible and to re-arrange the 
allocation of seats 1 The honourable member appears to be in a great 
hurry to carry this bill through. I cannot understand the need for this 
hurry. I think in all fairness we should wait to hear what the Corpora
tion has got to say on this subject and what its committee is going to do 
in the matter of the redistribution of seats. The mover of this proposition 
has stated that a committee of the Corporation has been sitting for the 
last ten years to allocate seats in the different wards and to divide the 
wards. Where did he get this information . from, that a committee of the 
Corporation has been sitting for the last ten years 1 The fact is that in 
the old Corporation there were 72 members, while in the new Corporation 
there are 106 members, and there has been no such committee sitting for 
the last ten years to consider the matter. 

An Honourable MEMBER: He said" ten months." 
Sir V ASA.NTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: He said "ten years". What· 

is the use of misleading this Council1 · 

. M~. S. K. BOLE: I said "ten years". I will explain the matter 
m "Ill~~ reply . 

. Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: He said "ten years". What 
IS the use of misleading this Council by giving wrong information that a. 
committee has been sitting for the last ten years 1 Sir, the next electioDB 
to the Corporation are to take place in the year 1926, and that being so, 
I do not think that this Legislative Council should pass the second or 
the third reading of this bill. 

Sir, the honourable mover has been telling the House that the interests 
of the bach ard classes living in the north of the island are not watched. 
llay I know what attempts he has made as a member of the Corporation 
for the last five years ! . 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: I have not been there for five yeara. 
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Sir VASANTRAO ·A. DABHOLKAR: However, assuming that he 
has been there for two years, there. were 24 agenda of the monthly 
meetings and so many meetings a w~ek. Will the honourable member 
show from the proceedings of these meetings what he has done for the 
backward classes whose interests he alleges that the Corporation is 
ignoring¥ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member should 
address the Chair. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: If the honourable mover of thls 
proposition has been there for the last two years, he must have attended 
so many meetings of the Corporation during that time, and as such, 
may I know from him .what attempts he has made to advance the 
interests of the working classes 1 Absolutely none ; and the honourable 
mover says that the Corporation failed to watch the interests of the 
working classes in point of drainage, in point of lighting, and in point of 
better roads in the north of the island. This information on the part of the 
honourable mover is absolutely incorrect. As regards the drainage of the 
north of the island, my friend the Honourable the General Member knows 
what the Corporation wants to do. The scheme of the Corporation to take 
the outfall on the east is being discussed with Government, the Port Trust 
and in the Corporation itself for more than five years. As regards better 
roads in the north of the island, my honourable friend conveniently 
forgets about all the new roads whlch have been newly constructed 
in the north of the island in F and G wards ; on the east from the Byculla 
Bridge to Sion with cross roads, so also on the west from W orli to 
Mahim causeway. Crores of rupees have been spent over it by the 
Corporation as well as by the Improvement Trust. As regards lighting, 
the northern parts of the island enjoy better lighting than the southern 
parts. We have introduced electric '"lighting in the north of the island, 
which we have not even provided in the crowded streets of B and C 
wards. · · 

Coming to the question of the representation of the working classes, 
·he has given a very inaccurate figure to the House in support of it. I 
do not know what he means by backward non-Brahmins, and I should like 
to have a clear definition from him with regard to that expression. In 
that case, I could give him a more accurate figure. But it is not a 
question of Brahmins and non-Brahmins. He wants to give more 
representation to labour. Even on that question he has given a wrong 
figure to the House. He said there were three representatives of labour, 
but in my list I have got 10 including the President, Mr. Baptista, 
and there is :Mr. Ginwala. (l\Ir. S. K. Bole made an observation 
which was inaudible.) I do not understand what the honourable member 
means by saying that. I can look upon Mr. Baptista as a more real 
leader of labour than the honourable mover (Mr. Bole), who has got 
only lip-sympathy for labour. What is the u.<Je of saying that there are 
12 Brahmin members? There are only 10 high class Brahmins, and as 
against that, we have got 10 representatives of labour, leave alone the 
representatives of the backward community. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Are there any low class. 
Brahmins! 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Does the Honourable 
"Minister want to have a third class of Brahmins 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: But you said high class 
Brahmins. . 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : The honourable mover of 
this proposition has said that there are 5 lakhs of working class peo: •le. 
I should like to know where he got this figure of population from. 
But assuming that 5 lakhs is correct, what does the total po~,ulation 
of the whole city come to 1 Then it must come to 14 lakhs ; which 
is not the population of Bombay, my information is that the working 
class population in Bombay, as far as the mill-hands are concerned, 
is about 1,75,000~ Add to that 15,000 railway operatives; that 
comes to about 1,90,000 and adding another labour class say 50,000, 
it comes to 2,40,000. By giving inaccurate figures, he is trying to get the 
sympathy of the members of this House to induce them to vote for the 
first reading of the bill. He further says that out of llakh of Gujaratis 
there are 16 representatives on the Corporation. May I know where he 
got those figures from! Assuming that is correct, may I enquire whether 
he includes the Gujaratis among the non-Brahmins and therefore among 
the backward classes ~ My information is that Gujaratis can be included 
among the non-Brahm.ins, and as such they can come among the 
bacl-ward communities. • 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : It is very good logic.· 
Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: Logic ·or not, the fact is 

there; the Gujaratis are non-Brahmins, and my honourable friend 
Mr. Narielvala will bear me out. If he says they are Brahmins, I will add 
to my list of Brahmin members. If they are not, they must go to the 
bacl-ward communities. If that is so, including the 16. Gujaratis, the 
bacl·ward classes are represented by 26 members, while the Brah.mi.n.s. 
a1e only 10. 

Sir, it has been trotted out here that the Corporation consists of 
capitalists. Can the honourable mover of this proposition say with his 
hand on his heart that the present Corporation consists of capitalists t 
"hen it is the rent-payers that elect the representatives of the Corporation, 
1 do not know how this question of capitalists being in large numbers on 
the Corporation c.omes in. 

~en, Sir, in the schedule that he has appended to the bill, leaving 
as1de the 26 representatives that he bas got according to the formation 
of the present Corporation, what does he want to do ! He wants 10 for 
himself, that is, for the backward communities, and 8 for the depressed · 
classes in all the wards. That comes to 18. Adding 26 to 18, he wants 
H members, that is, nearly half of the p~nt Corporation, to be reserved 
for his community. May I know from this House whether they are 
going to allow such a state of affairs as far as the Corporation is concerned., 
and w give H seats to one community alone ! 

R 81.)~ 
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Then, Sir, my honourable friend the mover has stated that the 
Corporation has given 12 seats to A ward which has got a population of 
60,000. He has taken only the number of people staying there,but he 
forgets how many citizens of Bombay out of the whole population attend 
the Fort ward during business hours and what is the revenue of this 
ward. I think it would be much more than the number of people living in 
F and G wards and so also the revenue,and as such the question is whether 
12 seats are in any way more for that ward. I do not think they are. 
Then, if he is going to protect the interests of the minorities, following 
hiS own principle, if he wants the illiterate people to be protected, it is 
the bounden duty of the Council and of the Corporation tO protect even 
the interests of the minorities. If that is so, it is only in that ward that 
the Parsi community can come in. They have got 50,000 voters in the 
City, and if we were to reduce the number of seats in the Fort ward, I 
do not think that we shall have more than 6 Parsi members in the 
Corporation. The honourable mover of the proposition says that there 
are 5 lakhs of working people and they have not got, according to his 
statement, more than 4 representatives. But my statement has been 
able to prove that they have got something like 44 representatives. 

Coming to the question of the seats that he has added to F and G 
wards, I can quite understand that there has been an increase of po:;:m'a
tion of the F ward, but on what grounds has he doubled the number of 
representatives for that ward. Has the population been doubled ? 
Does he know the population of F ward 1 He has not given any 
figures to this House, nor is he giving any replies to my questions. That 

. itself shows that he has not been able to prove that the 12 representatives 
he wants to allot to F ward are justified. In my opinion, Sir, there is no 
justification for this demand. As regar~ the E ward there has been an 
increase of population and the corporation is even thinking of giving more 
.seats to E ward, by reducing the number of seats from C and D wards. 

He told us that the population of Mahomedans is 2lakhs and that they 
will be able to take care of themselves. Why? Are there not illiterate 
Mahomedans ! Why should they not have reserved seats ! why should 
not Mahomedan members ask for reserved seats for their community ~ 
I cannot recommend to give our Hindu friends more seats, because there 
is no need for it. The other day at question time the honourable member 
Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad protested that the Mahomedan education 
was necrlected by the Hindu Minister and I as Hindu joind the protest 
at the ~tate of affairs. If likewise the honourable member had brought 
in a bill on the ground of illiteracy of the backward communities and 
also of the Mahomedans, I would have supported him. Instead of that 
he is drawing a distinction between the backward and forward classes, 
and I hope the Council will not support the line of action the honourable 
mover has taken. 

Moreover, it has been an established practice of this honourable House 
not to interfere with the affairs of the corporation without previously 
consulting that body. If he had moved this proposition in the corporation 
and the corporation had refused to accept it, it would have shown that he 
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was in a minority and his proposition was not accepted. In that event 
I would certainly have supported him. But without making any attempt 
in the Corporation, he has come to this House with his bill. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : I have got a right of reply. I will answer this 
point. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. The honourable 
member has got a. right of reply. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : That is what I stated, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is a well known fact that the 

honourable member has got a right of reply. It need .not be stated. 
Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLK.AR : Without bringing his proposi

tion before the corporation, he simply wants to take the Corporation 
by surprise and steal a march over that body by bringing a bill before 
this House and getting it passed. If this honourable House were to 
encourage such things, I shall be sorry about it and will enter my 
emphatic protest against such action of the mover. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: What are the facts 1 
Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLK.AR : The Honourable Minister 

is in charge of the portfolio for Education and this subject does not 
concern him but I am sorry for his constant interruptions .. What is not 
a fa~t 1 What meaning am I to understand from the interruptions of the 
Minister 1 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : The bill was submitted to the Corporation. 
Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : This question was discussed 

informally by some members of the Corporation soon after leave was 
granted to the honourable member Mr. Bole to introduce this bill. Many 
members of the corporation are of opinion that this House should not 
interfere with the allocation of scats in the wards by amending the Act 
as proposed now unless this House or the Honourable :Minister in charge 
of that portfolio gets a requisition from the corporation. 

The honourable mover of the bill has not shown into how many wards 
the city should be divided, what are their boundaries, and what is the 
population of each ward. He simply wants that it should be divided 
and in his haste he has not given the number of population for each ward. 
He gives some number at random. For authoritative reference on· this 
~>ubject he has got the last census report, and the last electoral roll ; 
these documents are available to any member of the corporation but he 
has made no reference to these documents nor are these in his possession. 
He has at present brought forward this bill with a selfish object and I 
appeal w the House and the Honourable Minister in charge of the 
portfolio of Local Self-Government to reject this bill . 

.!Jr. N. E. NAVLE : Is such word as "selfish " allowed, Sir. It 
amounts t() a censure. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1~ : It depends upon the sense m 
which it is used. If it is used in the sense of attributing motive to 
-any honourable member, it is unparliamentary. 
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Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : I have no desire to attribute 
any motive to the honourable mover of the bill. The word ''selfish" I 
lise in the best of spirit. I have given my view that both the illiterate 
communities should be treated alike, and I will support such a movement. 
If I were to side with the mover I will also be charged with selfishness, 
as the sole object of the bill is to give reserved seats to illiterate Hindu 
backward class alone, which I sincerely deprecate. With these remarks I 
oppose the first reading of the bill. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I heartily congratulate the honourable 
mover of this bill and I think it is also my duty to congratulate the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. I may remind this. 
honourable House that since the portfolio came into his hands he has not 
forgotten the interests of both the communities, I mean to say, the back
ward as well as the depressed classes. He has been nominating members 
on the major and minor municipalities and the municipal corporation 
of Bombay and local boards also, both from backward and depressed 
classes. 

This bill has been brought in this honourable House on the ground 
that the political appetite of these communities is increasing day by day 
and such being the case the honourable mover is justified in bringing 
forward this bill and deserves congratulation· for having taken so much 
trouble and for having exerted himself in public work for so many years. 
These two communities are very badly represented on these bodies. 
They are nowhere in the corporation. If anything that is in the interest 
of these two communities comes up before the corporation, it is simply 
laughed at. People who take great interest in civic a:ffairs come to the 
tea-room and say that a certain thing has been brought and they are 
talking it out. A similar motion was brought in the corporation by a 
member (Mr. Gole) in connection with communal representation and 
when that motion was under discussion, many members joined in the 
tea-room and said that it was for the depressed classes, the Bhungis, 
etc. Certainly Bhungis are human beings and are at liberty to claim 
their rights and privileges. Why should they be ignored 1 I know for · 
certain what the fate of this bill will be to-day ; still, I think that it 
is my duty to support the first reading of this bill. I heartily support 
the motion for first reading. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I !mpport the first 
reading of this bill. The honourable member to my left (Sir Vasantrao 
Dabholkar) challenged a few statements made by the honourable mover 
of this bill. The first statement that he made was that the interests of the 
backward communities have not su:ffered on account of lack of representa
tion or representatives belonging to that class. Sir, the honourable 
member lives somewhere at Chowpati, but if he will take the trouble of 
going round with some members connected with the movement which has 
been in existence for the past one year or so, called the Sanitation Round, 
he will find the condition of the people, in what dirt and squalor they live. 
Sir, there are places in the north of Bombay, where the sullage water uf 
the gutters runs on the ground-floor of the rooms, the rooms are damp 
and the people there live the life of dogs and not of human beings. He 
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himself has admitted that the question of drainage is under consid~ration. 
'\'\'hether the defects are to be remedied in this generation or the next 
generation will not be a matter of concern to gentlemen living in the 
more sanitary parts of the city. I challenge him to follow me to some 
of these places and stay there for two hours, let alone ~ll the 24 hours of 
the day. 

The next point he referred to was about the roads in the north of the 
city. They are aU newly constructed roaas. May I just humbly remind 
him that those roads are the trunk roads connected with the improve
ment of the city ! They are the roads along which the rich capitalists 
drive in motor cars from Bombay perhaps to the Juhu island. Those 
roads are made not for the convenience of the labouring classes : they 
ar" trunk roads to open a direct communication from the suburbs to 
the city. 

The honourable member has also challenged the figure given by the 
honow:able mover of this hill. He says that there are only 125,000 
operatives or somewhere near that. He is talking only of the people 
who are actual workers. Have they got no families~ Have t.hey no 
children 1 Every workman must have a wife and he must have children. 
In that Viay does .not the number swell t The honourable member is 
counting only the actual operatives. What about the women t 

Another point he has raised is about the distribution of seats. He has 
made a great point of the fact that the honourable mover has not given 
the figures. I pxesent him this sheet which gives the figures of all the 
wards, and for the information of this House I will state the figures which 
will show how out of date the allocation of seats is. Take, for instance, 
the B, E and F wards. The B ward has a population of 129,oo0 ; the 
E ward 276,000, and the F ward 145,000. The B ward, with its popula
tion of 129,000 has 16 seats ; whereas the E ward with a population.of 
276,000 has only 10 seats, and the F ward with a population of 145,000 
has only 6 seats. Now, Sir, may I enquire on what basis the seats are 
allocated ! I think I need not carry the point any further. The in
formation that the honourable member has given to this House is quite 
vague and misleading. He has stated that a committee has been appoint! 
ed. We do not know what that committee is doing. I am an outsider 
and I do not ·belong to the Corporation. But this committee is 
thinking and thinking and time is passing. The honourable member has 
also charged the honourable mover that he is actuated with .motives of 
~U-betterment. Sir, was this que!)tion not moved in the Corporation 
~ueU! I am quite sure that it was. I will present him with the proceed
mgs of the Corporation where this question was moved by members who 
sympathise with and who belong to these classes. The House will see 
what fate that motion received. That motion received a very dismal 
fate. Actually a committee was appointed with the following t~ of 
reference: 

"Xo. 8 Rt'$erntion of 6 sea~ for the backward cl&llile'l in E, P and G ..-arda, t 
IN~ for ec.eh nrd. Adoption of the principle of reservation of seata." 

B 1>15--.5 
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These were the pointii which were referred to that committee and what 
was the decision of that magnanimous committee ~ Its decision is given 
ufollows: 

"As regards N11. 5 a separate committee appointed by the Corporation resolution •••. 
is considering whether nomination of members by Government should not be done away 
with. This committee of the corporation are decidedly in favour of extending the system 
of election. It is for Government to consider whether any of the seats should be reserved 
fOI' the particular communities." 

With regard to the last point1 No. 6: 
" The Com~ittee are of opinion that reservation of seats for any community is not 

lieeira ble." 

Note the words "any community". Is there anybody in this House 
who will deny special representation to the depressed classes ~ This 
committee of the Corporation was so very magnanimous that it did not 
make a distinction even in the case of the depressed classes. 

Sir, my honourable friend has raised tlie point that this House is not 
in. the habit of coming to any decisions on a point relating to the city 
municipality unless on a. recommendation from that body. It is that 
magnanimous body that has made this recommendation. They do not 
make a distinction in the case of anybody. Why would they make a 
distinction 1 The point is quite clear. I am stating these facts simply 
because the House should be in possession of accurate information. 

The Honourable.the PRESIDENT: Is the honourable member likely 
to take mo1·e time ' 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I will take some time, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Will he finish in five minutes 1 
Mr. A. N. SURVE : No, Sir. It .c.annot be. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Then, the House will adjourn 

till2 o'clock on Monday, the 2nd November 1925. 

aOIIIIBAY : PBIJITID AT '111. GOTJIBUili:liT Ol.l>TB.LL PBJ.h, 
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Monday, the 2nd Nove~nber l9Z5. 

The Council re-assembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p.m. 
on Monday, the '2nd November 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

AHMAD, MouLvi RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, Mr. S. N. 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 

Present: 

BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
BUNTER, Mr. J. P. 
CHAUDHARI, Mr. L. S. 
CLEMENTS, 1\l:X. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir v ASANTRA.O A. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. , 
DEHLA VI, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
DESAI, Rao Saheb D. P. 
DEv, Mr. S. S. 
FERNANDEZ, Dr. CosMAs 
FlWlJI, Mr. K. S. 
GHosAL, Mr. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan 'Bahadur SHAIKH 
GuNJAL, Mr. N. R. 
HAMID M. ABDUL Au, .Mr. 
IIA.R.RrsoN, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
II! Yw ARD, the Honourable Sir llimucE 
Horso:s-, Mr. J. E. B. 
JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHA.:SGIR, the Honourable Mr. CoWASJI 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
IWI:Bu, Mr. S. T. 
KAzi INAITtJLLAXHAN 
KotHARI, Mr. V. R. 
LAWREXCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
lli:ssURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
~UVALAXKAB, Mr. G. K. 
~IEHTA, the Honourable Sir Clro:mi.AL 
MO:!\"TGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
MorxTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
Yu.rnmAR, Sardar G. N • 

• 816-1 
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MUKADA.M, Mr. W. S. 
NARIELVA.LA, :r..&. H. H. 
·NAVLE, ?\.&. N. E. 
NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
Nooa MAHOMED, Mr. 
OwEN, Mr. A. C. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, ?\.&. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. 
PIW>HAN, Mr. G. B. 
PRADHAN,Mr.R.G .. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SAHEBA, 1\Ir. H. D. 
SARDESAI, Mr. s. A. 
SAYED SHARJADE SAHEB HAIDAR SAHEB 
SHANKARRAO JAYARAMRAO ZuNZARRAO, Mr. 
SmNDE, 1\Ir. R. D. 
SOMAN, 1\Ir. R. G. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SuRvE, Mr. V. A. 
SwA.MINARAYAN, :r..&. J. C. 
THOMAS, 1\Ir. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E. 

[2 Nov. 1925 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT~. Order, order. Questions. 

CULTIVATION OF LANDS AT KARl, SHOLAPUR DISTRICT. 

1\Ir. S. A. SARDESAI on behalf of Mr. N. A. ABDULPURKAR 
(Sholapur City}: Will Government be pleased to state-

(a} Whether Government are aware of the fact that a very great 
acreage of lands at "Karl" in the Barsi taluka of the Sholapur district 
cannot be brought under cultivation, on account of the rowdyism of 
a section of the villagers as stated in the Kesari, page 15, issue 37, 
Volume 45, dated 15th September 19251 

(b) Whether they propose to take any action in the matter 1 
The Honourab~e Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Enquiry is being made. 

ENGLISH CLASSEs IN PRIMARY ScHooLS. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AH~UD (Central Division} : Will Govern
ment be pleased to state-

(a) how many English classes are opened by them in l\Iarathi and 
Urdu primary schools in Central Division and in Southern Division 1 
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(b) what is the regulation which fixes the number of such classes 
for Urdu and Marathi schools 1 ' 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAY : 
Revenue Division. Jlarath •• Urdu. Total. 

(a) Central Division 4 1 5 

Southern Division .. 2 1 3 

(b) There are no special regulations for fixing either the number of 
classes or the proportion for Urdu and Marathi. However, when the 
proposals for opening these classes were sanctioned, it was intended that 
out of the five classes which were to be opened in the Central and South· 
ern Divisions each, one should be attached to an Urdu School. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: :With regard to (b), is the Honour· 
ab'e Minister aware of the object for which English classes were 
proposed to be opened in vernacular schools 1 May I remind him that it 
was because the 111ahomedans have no Urdu side in the Government 
High Schools in the lower classes that the English classes were proposed 
to be opened in the vernacular primary Urdu schools ! That difficulty 
is not felt as far as Marathi schools were concerned. The demand of 
the Mahomedans for opening English classes in their Urdu schools being 
sound I desire to know whether in the light of the explanation the Hon
ourable the 1\Iinister would consider the desirability of increasing the 
proportion fixed for Urdu schools with regard to English classes. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: The honourable member is 
I think under a misapprehension. The necessity for English classes is 
equally felt in the Urdu schools as well as in the Marathi and Kanarese 
schools. Taking into consideration the number of Urdu schools and the 
other vernacular schools this proportion was fixed. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The Honourable the Minister 
has not understood my question. My question is that in the High Schools 
there is provision in the lower classes for learning English through 
Marathi. But there is no Urdu side in the lower classes of High schools 
for Mahomedan boys to learn English through Urdu. If, therefore, they 
are enabled to learn English up to the fourth standard in the primary 
schools they would be able readily to join the ~gh Schools after that. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: There are Urdu Middle 
Schools. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD: How many Urdu Middle Schools 
are there! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I shall find that out. 

MOt:LVI RA.FIUDDIN AirnAD: Will the Honourable the Minister 
kindly name one 1 (No reply.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDE!IT : The Honourable Minister doea 
not want to reply. 

B 816-la 
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·ENQUIRY BY NoN-OFFICIAL MEMBERS. REGARDING WoRKING OF 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS. 

Sir V .A.SANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Will Government be pieased 
to state-

(a) Whether their attention has been drawn to a confidential circular 
sent by a. non-official member of this Council to the Indian members 
of the Imperial, Provincial and Subordinate Forest Services requesting 
them to furnish him confidentially with information regarding the con· 
stitution and working of the Forest Department 1 

(b) If so, will they be pleased to place a copy of the circular on the . 
Council Table 1 . 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: (a) In the affirmative. 
(b) A copy of the Circular* is-placed on the Council Table. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Will Government be pleased 
to state whether the circular conflicts in any way with the Government 
Servants' Conduct Rules 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Government servants 
are prohibited under rule 17 of the Government Servants' Conduct 
Rules from communicating to any one not specially authorised any 
information which has come into their possession in the course of their 
public duties, and the circular in question amounts to a direct incite· 
ment to officers and subordinates of the Forest Department to commit 
breaches of that most necessary and salutary rule. Government issued 
supplementary orders on the subject in .1922. Copies of the Rule 17 
and of these orders will be laid on the Council table. Honourable l\1em· 
bers of this Council have been vested with the special privilege of obtain
ing by means of question~ in this HOiise any information that is not 
included in published papers which it. is possible to furnish them having 
due regard to the public interests and it is not open to them to seek it 
by direct reference to subordinate officials. The invitation to supply 
it " through channels which will avoid publicity " is particularly ob· 
jectionable, tempting them to underhand methods subversive of the 
high standard of morality required of the public services of the State. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : May I know who is the 
author of this circular 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I see the circular 
printed does not contain the signature of the honourable member. I shall 
have na objection to stating the name prodded there is no objection 
on the part of the particular member. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Is the honouxable member 
present in the House1 

MOUL YI RAFIUDDIN AID lAD : Will the Honourable the Leader 
of the House inform us wh~re there was any tircular issued in connection 

•Vide Appendix No. 53. 
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with this letter and if so whethrr re would be plca~ed to I lace it on the 
Council .table. 

The Honourable Sir M:AURICE HAYWARD: A circular is be'ing 
issued but I am not. quite sure whether it has already issued. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA. '\1: I think it has gone. · . 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Has the hononrable member any 
objection to placing the circular on the Table 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: That is a. question for 
the honourable the Minister. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLAVI : I do not think any purpose 
will be served in doing so. · 

Mr. D. R. PATIL: Ia the author of that circular the honourable 
member 1\!r. 1\!ukadam 1 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD (after consulting the 
honourable member for Panch 1\!ahals District} : I am glad to say there 
is no objection to disclosing the name. It was the honourable member 
{or the Panch :Mahala District. 

Mr. R. G. PRADIL4..N: Wa~ not the circular issued with the best of 
intentions? 

The Honourable Sir MAUR1CE HAYWARD: That is a question to be 
referred to the particular honourable member. 

Mr. D. R. PATII1: Why was the name disclosed when the circular 
is marked confidential1 · · 

1\.han Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Can the Swarajists take part in the 
proceedings after they kept themselves deaf and dumb! 

The Honourable Sir K\URICE HAYWARD: I am not aware that 
any honourable member has broken his vow o! silence. 

THE URDU HIGH ScnooL, HUBLI. 

Mr. S. T. K.A...'JBLI (Dharwar District): Will Government be pleased 
to f>tate-

(a) the total amount of expenditure inet.ir:red bv Government for 
Vrdu High &:hool at Hubli, during the year 1924::25; 

(l) what was the income from fees of the said High School for the 
same period ; 

(c) The t(ltal number of boys in the said school during the same 
period! 

The Honourable Mr. B. Y. JADHA V: (a) Rs. 23,650. 
(&) ns. 4,227. 
(r) lit on 3lot March 19~j. The average monthly number waa 159. 

~Ir. R. 8. NEKAWAY: Was this amount spent for the maintenance 
of tld.s High &4ool or was it for ,any building purposes in thi.8 
~bool. 

TLe Honourable M.r. B. V. JADHA V: For maintenance, I presume. 
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Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities)·: Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) The amount estimated for the construction o£ the Ismailia 
College at Andheri. 

(b) What is the amount spent out of the said funds towardti its 
construction. 

(c) How far the construction of the building for the said college 
has progressed. 

(d) When they expect the college to begin working. · 
(e) Whether they have settled the details as to the staff of the col

lege. 
(/) Whether they are aware that the object of the donor o£ the 

college will be frustrated if the college be removed from its present 
site as recommended by the University Reforms Con:mittee. 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) The main block of the 

Ismailia College is estimated to cost Rs. 4,67,85!. This does not include 
the cost £or hostel and other subsidiary buildings and the cost of com
pensation paid for the land acquired for the college. 

(b) A sum of Rs. 2,55,247 has been spent from the fund up to.now in 
paying compensation for the land acquired for the college. 

(c) The work of construction has not yet been started. It is expected 
to be started very shortly. 

(d) In June 1928 if the buildings are completed in October 1927. 
(e) The Director of Public Instruction is being asked to 1mbmit pro

posals relating to the staff, equipmti].t, etc., in good time next year for 
consideration as a bu.dget item for 1927-28. 

(j) The question of the removal o£ the college from the site referred to 
has not yet been considered by Government. 

Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR!: With regard to (c) why is the word 
"expected" used and not the word "hoped"~ 

The Honourable 1\fr. B. V. JADHA V : It is a much stronger word. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Why is the construction so long 

delayed. 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : The honourable member is 

referred to the Honourable the :Minister, Public Works Department. 
Khan Saheb · A. :M. MANSUiU : Will the Honourable the Minister, 

fublic Works Department, answer that q~estion? 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL.AM HUSSAIN : 

As far as I remember, the contract has been given. 
MOUL '\'1 RAFIUDDIN A.IDIAD : Is the Honourable the Minister, 

Public Works Department, aware that when His Excellency opened 
this College he gave us to understand that the work of tonstruction 
would be commenced at once 1 May I know why 18 months have been 
allowed to elapse without any work being done 1 
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The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GffiiLAM HUSSAIN: 
The honourable member should remember that there is such a thing a.s 
the preparation of plans and estimates. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : I should have thought that His 
Excellency had taken all this into consideration when he made that 
statement. 

The HonOllrable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GIIUL.All HUSSAIN;: 
The plans and estimates were not ready before but they were undertaken 
afterwards. 

ALIENATED HoLDINGS IN GovERNMEST VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJU~IDAR (Decca,n Sardars and lnamda.rs): Will 
Government be pleased to statA;-

(a) the names of .the surreyed Government and rayatwari villages, 
with their taluka.s and districm, in which there are alienated holdings, 
with the number of such holdings in each, for the year 1922-23 ¥ 

(b) whether it is a fact that detailed information about thete holdings 
is not given every year in the Annual Land Revenue Administration 
Report of this Presidency 1 If so, why l , 
TLe Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a.) Government regret 

they cannot furnish the information as the labour involved will be quire 
incom.rr:em,urate with the result. 

(b) Yes. The return is compiled every five years as the figures for 
ea<;h fifth year amply serve the purpose and their compilation involves 
great labour. This return was last embodied in the Annual Land Revenue 
Administration Report for the year 1921-22. 

~rr. W. S. MUK....\DAM (Panch Mahals District) : Sir, I do not put 
my questions. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like in the 
public interest to read the answer to question* No. 1 standing in the 
name o[ the honourable member for Panch :Mahals District, as there 
St't.>nu; ro be some misapprehension as regards this particular question. 

(The Honourable Sir :Mauri.ce Hayward then read the answer to 
question Xo. * 1 standing in the name of Mr. W. S. ?!IUKADAlf) • 

. • The following question &nd answer were printed aa Question No. 1 in the EleYenth 
wt of Questions &nd Answers :-

DEATHS CAUSED BY EUilOP!Al{S. 

1. Mr. W. S. MUK.ADAY (Pa.nch Mah&la District): (I) Will Government. be pleaaed 
to state how many deaths have been caused by Europeans in this Presidency during the 
last t('n years giving details in the tabula.r form given below :_;, 

(I) ~amto of the ~('(:used. 
(2) Hie desi,:mation and profession. if lllf· 
(3) Name of thE' pei"SSD killed. 
(f) D.tHf dt>&th. 
(5) Da~ of judj.rment. 
(6) Senten~ in.ll..i.cted. 
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FIJ..LlNG OF VACANCIES IN CERTAIN GOVERNMENT OFFICES. 

llr. R. D. SillNDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to lay on the Council table a statement sho" ing the number of vacan
eies of clerks' rosts, the number of such vacancies Fermanent or acting 
filled up and the caotes of the persons so appointed from l~t January 
to 1st of July 1925 in the offices of the Executive Engineer, Public 
Works Department and Irrigation, Nasik, the Collector of Na.,ik, Forest 
offices at Nasik and the District Court and subordinate courts in the 
Nasik District 1 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Information is being 
obtained. 

LIQUPR SALES IN NASIK DISTRICT. 

Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): Will Government be pleased 
to ghre the total amount of liquor alloted to each of the liquor shops 
in the Nasik Dibtrict and the an:.ount of quantity actually sold at the 
same sho}'B during the past years since the system of rationing was put 
into force 1 
. Honourable 1\lr. A. M. K. DEHLA\1 : Information has been called 

for4 
CHEMICAL ANALYSER TO GOVERNMENT. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) Whether it is a fact that the Chemical Analyser to the Govern
ment of Bombay undertakes the work of conducting analysis, examin
ing and reporting upon commercial l!!.ld economic samples submitted 
to him for investigation by the mercantile community and the general 

. public? . 
(b) for what purposes is the Chemical Analyser to Government 

appointed, i.e., what are his duties 1 
(c) whether there has been a departure from these purposes by way 

of acceptance of other work, e.g., products at mines or ware-houses, 
docks and. railway yards in or out-side Bombay 1 

(d) whether it is true that certificates relating to work mentioned 
in the preceding question are issued on Government forms and over 
the official designation of Chemical Analyser to Government 1 

(e) whether the fees charged for work of this kind are credited to the 
public treasury; and if not, why 1 

(j) the scale of fees charged by the Chemical Analyser· for work 
which he undertakes from the public 1 

'7) U the accused was released, the date of his release. 
(8) District in which the offence took place. 

J. If information for the last ten years is not available, will Government be pleased 
to gite information for such period aa is available t 

Tht Honourable gir MAURICE HAYWARD: A etatementt i1 placed on the 
iablt . . 

t Vide Appendix No. 54. 
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(g) whether such work is treated as Government or private ; and 
il it is treated as private work, whether it is done in Government 
premises, during office hours, and with Government apparatus! 

(h) il the answer to (g) be in the affirmative whether Government 
get any share out of the fees charged for such private work to cover 
the rent of premises, use of Government apparatus and loss of time of 
a public officer involved in the carrying out of such work of a private 
nature! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) The answer is in the affirma

tive. 
(b) They are medico-legal expem to Government. It is also their 

duty to examine and report upon samples submitted to them for investi
gation by the Customs and Preventive Service ; to conduct analyses for 
the Government of India, when required ; to analyse and report on 
samples of water, food and drink when called upon to do so by muni
cipalities and district boards or by authorized heads of the various 
Departments of Government ; to act as testing Officer under the Petroleum 
and Explosive Acts ; to examine n.edico-legal exhibits ; to act as exam
ining officer under the Food and Poisons Act ; and to supply expert 
information within the scope of their duties to any of the departments 
of Government which may consult them. They have also to deal with 
medico-legal and toxicological specimens sent to them by Military Medi
cal Officers, to attend courts-martial and to give evidence when required 
to do so. 

(c) The Chemical Analyser is allowed to take up private work and its 
performance cannot, therefore, be considered as unregulated. 

(d) The answer is in the affirmative. 
(e) The Chemical Analyser is debarred from private practice, but is 

allowed to receive fees for all analyses not effected on behalf of Govern
ment and local bodies, less 4: per ct>nt. to defray cost of materials. 

(f) No scale of fees for charging for work undertaken by the offices 
from the public has been laid down. 

(g) and (h) The work is private, done with the assistance of the 
Assistant Chemical Analysers in Government premises and with Govern
ment apparatus during or after office hours. 4: per cent. of the fees 
recei\·ed by the Chemical Analyser is credited to Government to defray 
cost of materials, the remainder is distributed between the Chemic.al 
Analyser and his Assistants. 

AN.ursrs WoRK rs AcRICULTt'B.A.L CoLLEGE D"D VIctoRIA. 

JniLEE TEcm•xc..u. b'sTITlJTE. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North}: Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether it is troe that the College of Agriculture and the 
\~ictoria Jubilee Technical Institute, though purely educational insti· 
hons, acc~pt work of analysis of and report on commercial samples, 
e~c., as is done by the Chemical Analyser as mentioned in question 
~0. 20; 
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(b) whether it is a fact that the former Principal of the College of 
Agriculture (Dr. 1\Iann) had put a stop to this practice in the said 
'College; 

(c) whether it is true that after his leaving the College the practice 
has been revived ; 

(d) whether Government have received any representation on this 
subject from the Secretary, Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay; 

(e) if so, what action have they taken or intend to take on it ~ 
The Honourable 1\Ir. A. M. K. DEHLA VI: (a) No analytical work 

has ever been done at the Agricultural College as such from the beginning. 
The Agricultural Chemist to Government ha:s however his office in the 
same building, and he examines and analyses samples of &gricultural 
interest, for the public. No charge however is made for this work. 

(b) Does not arise. 
(c) Does not arise. 
(d) and (e). The honourable member is referred to the Honourable 

Minister for Education with regard to this as well as for information 
pertaining to the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute referred to in 
clause (a) above. 

1\Ir. J. C. SWAl\HNARAYAN (Ahmedabad District): I don't put my 
questions. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Order, order. I have to intimate 
to the House that the following Acts have received the assent of the 
Governor General :-

(1) An Act further to amend the Bombay Rent War Restrictions 
Act, 1918, and the Bombay Rent War Restrictions Act, No. II of 1918. 

(2) An Act further to amend the Bombay Abkari Act, 1878. 

SIND COURTS BILL. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should juot like, 

Sir, with your permission to invite attention to the copy of the Sind 
Courts Bill placed on the Council table and to say that I have been 
asked by certain Sind members to bring it up for first reading this after· 
noon if that would suit you and the honourable members of the House. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I have no objection of course, 
bu I should like to consult the honourable membt>rs as to whether they 
desire that the first reading of this bill should be taken up to-day after 
the recess. 

Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The first reading of this bill 

will be taken up to-day after the recess. 

FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF BILL No. XIX OF 1925· 
(A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE CITY OF BOMBA 1" 
MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888)-RESUl\IED. . 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City North): Sir, when we adjourned tl1e 
other day I was speaking about certain statements made by the honourable 
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member, Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar, and I was endeavouring to show how 
they were all confusing. The honourable member has placed before the 
House figures which are quite, I may say, manipulated. He stated 
that even without reservation there are many non-Brahmins (that is 
the word he used, we are not using that word but we are using the words 
''backward and labouring classes") on the Bombay Municipal Corpora
tion. I do not want to make any assertion as my individual assertion, 
but I want to place before the House the information which is elicited in 
questions and answers. Last time I had asked the Honourable the 
Minister for Local Self-government a question as to how many repre
sentativ<::s belonging to the Hindu backward classes were on the Munici
pal Corporation of Bombay. His answer was that there are five elected 
and two nominated councillors, but as I know that the number five given 
was not quite correct, I asked a supr,lementary question requesting the 
Honourable Minister to state the names of those five councillors but the 
Honourable :Minister replied" I am sorry I do not remember the names". 
Those five gentlemen are not really representatives of the Hindu back
ward communities. The only members who represent the Hindu back
ward communities and who have been returned to the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation are only two and not fixe. The other three who are tried 
to be brought into these classes do not really belong to these classes. 
They are two gentlemen whose names are Messrs. Parelkar; they are 
Somavanshiya. Kshtriyas and as such they are grouped in the advanced 
communities. Then the fifth gentleman is a Kamati. The Kamati 
community does not properly belong to this presidency. Their mother
wngue is not Marathi. They have hardly anything in common with tbe 
Hindu backward communities whose mother tongue is Marathi. Therefore, 
Sir, even Government were notquite accurate in sa.ving that there were 
fi\'e members belonging to the backward communities; there are only 
two of them. · 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Are the Kamatis an advanced communitv ! 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I have never said ~o. What I said was that their 
n:-other·tongue is not Marathi. They hardly know what are the aspira
tiOns and what are the grievances of the Hindu backward communiti~s 
in Bombay. That is my point. So, as a. matter of fact, there are only 
~wo gentlemen in that body who have been returned by election, belong
mg to tl1e bacl.."Ward cla.<>ses, not ten : and two are returned by nomi
nation, one is for labour and the other is for the depressed classes. So, 
the actual position is that in a body of 106 members, there are only four 
members who really belong to these two classes, the bac'b-ard 
conmtunities and the depressed claso.es. Sof you "ill see that there is 
absolurely no adequate representation to these two communities. That 
is the point I am trying to emph8.8ise ; and these gentlemen also came on 
the C<>rporation with the gl'tatest difficulty. I will explain how it 
happened la~r on. 

Then, we are rold that the franchise has been extendkd and the 
members of the ba('b ard c:ommunitiea can c<mte in any number. That is 
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not quite a rorrect statement. The experience of the last elections to 
the Corporation does not confirm it. I may cite the instance of the 
G ward. There, there were two candidates, but not a single one was 
elected from the backward Hindu communities. We are accused of 
feathering our own nests. We are accused of being selfish ; but 
may I place before this HollSe the definition of the term Maratha or 
labouring classes ! It gives a list of so many communities. So, when the 
charge of ~Mllfishness is brought against us, it will be.seen how very wrong 
i~ is. It is not only one community. I am sorry to say that the Govern
ment are, to a certain extent, under a misapprehension. They consider 
the backward Hindu community as one single community, but that is a 

. mistake. It is divided and sub-divided. Our point is this, that we do 
not want reservation for any particular caste ; we want it for a very 
large section of the people, and that large section consists of numerous 
castes, and those castes have nothing in common with one another. The 
Government have always stated that those classes can organise them
selves, but what sort of organisation is possible where this large section of 
the people is divided into castes and sub-castes. It is never possible 
for ua members to organise it. That is our greatest difficulty. If any 
member from one community co~es forward, a member from another 
community also comes forward as a rival, and as the communities are 
divided, the votes will also be divided, and a third gentleman, who has 
11obsolutely nothing in common with these communities gets representa
tion. I may cite the instance of the G ward. · In the G ward, in the 
last elections, there were two tandidates, as I told vou, and the number 
of votes secured by them was as folluws: one me~ber got 1,403 votes, 
and another member got 1,540 votes. If these two gentlemen had not 
belonged to different communities, th{m of course, perhaps those votes 
might have gone to one of them, and he might have been returned. But 
&3 two gentlemen belonging to different backward communities came 
{orward, the votes were dh·ided· and both of them failed. That was the 
case in G ward. In F ward, there was no other competitor, and there
fore one member was returned from that ward. Therefore, when it is 
stated that the franchise hA.s been extended, and anybody can come 
in, it is a mistake to calculate it on that basis, because the gentleman 
who waa elected from F ward came last. These two gentlemen whose 
names I have given were 7th and 8th. Therefore, it is not quite comet 
to say that the backward communities have been benefited by the lower
ing of the franchise. If the franchise is lowered still further, if it is 
brought down toRs. 3 or Rs. 4, perhaps the working classes v;ill be bene· 
fited. There are very few persons among the working classes who pay 
Rs. 10 rent, which is the qualification for becoming a voter. They are 
not in a position to afford to pay such a high rent. Therefore, it is abso· 
lutely necessary that if reservation is not to be given, then you must 
take the other course and lower the franchise. Take the instance o{ the 
Legislative Council elections. In the Council elections, there were no 
less than 12 candidates, and I, who am returned, stood fifth in the list. 
If no resen·ation had been gi>en, then I would not have come here. 
Therefore, I have been suggesting that reservation of seats is the only 
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way by which we can get representation. If it is denied to us, then we 
will never have the sligbest chance of coming in. I have already stated 
the difficulty, and that is that we are already divided and sub-divided 
inoo several castes. Then there are other points also. 

There are only one or two members. belonging to the backward com.mun· 
ities, and they are trying their best to make matters easy for our people, 
and the present bill, which is brought forward by the honourable member 
Mr. Bole is an instance of that. Had he not been there, I do not think 
that this bill would have been brought up here, after paosing through 
the Clorporation. He had first taken precautions to get this bill placed 
before the Corporation. You know that there are various difficulties, 
and that the Corporation, as it is constituted to-day, is a very happy 
family arrangement. 

Sir VASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : The honourable member 
Mr. Bole is a member of that happy family. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: Take for instance a small community like that 
of the Parsis, whose numerical strength is hardly 50,000, or 4 per cent. 
of the total population. They are able to secure representation to the 
extent of 24 out of a total of 106. So, when there are vested interests, 
is it ever po~siLle for the Corporation to agree oo a proposition, whereby 
their vested interests will be retrenched 1 It is not in hwnan nature. 
Again we have been making a reasonable and modest demand. We do 
not say : "Give us representation according 00 our numerical strength." 
We want at present some sort of representation. Let there be a few 
persons who belong 00 these classes, who know what the grievances of 
th('se classes are and who will endeavour to remedy those grievances 
which at present are not at all attended to. For these reasons I humbly 
submit that the reserv~tion of seata which is the cardinal principle of 
this bill tiliould be accepted by this honourable House. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (Bombay Citj, South): Sir, I am sorry I have 
to oppose the first reading of this bill. This is a. constitutional question 
which is sought to be introduced by means of a private bill. There are 
various conflicting interests in the city and they have not been consulted. 
The honourable member ~1r. Bole, the champion of the depressed and 
ba.ekward classes, brings foNard this bill without consulting any of them. 
liaH lte consulted the backward and depressed class members on whose · 
behalf he is making the demand here! They do not know wha+ is" £ranch· 
ise "and what is" vote". I will give the honourable House an instance. 
When the franchise was reduced oo Rs. 10, many of the voters belonging 
to tltese classes were brought oo the polling booth. When they were 
~ked to put the papers in the brown box or the red box, they could nt~t 
dkt.iuguish the colours. They cannot distinguish between a. bullock
~..art and a motvr car sym bois. These bacl..-ward and the depre.ssed classes 
are still in their pri.nutive stage and without making efforts oo bring 
the1u up, the honourable member Mr. Bole comes here and wants that 
they c.hould be gh·en the right of representation and that the franchise 
::)houlJ be reduced to Rs. 5. This means universal suffrage which l1as 
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not been given in any part of India, because there are very few who 
pay a rental of less than Rs. 5 in the city o! Bombay. 
H~ brought this proposition through one of his friends in the Corpor~

ti ... n and the Corporation referred it to a committee, who threshed out the 
question. That committee recommended that nothing could be done at 
present until the members of the back--ward and depressed classes were 
educated, and until there was no illiteracy among them. Therefore 
the first and foremost necessity is to educate these classes and lift them 
up ; and we will be the first to encourage steps taken in that direction. 
When this question was under the considera~ion of that committee, 
one big Mahratta gentleman asked my co-operation. He told me 
" If we lower the franchise, Dadachanji, we would get all the seats in 
the Corporation." There are six lakhs of people belonging to these classes 
and they will give all their votes to members of these classes. What does 
he mean by this~ I do not understand this. Are there no other people 
living in the city of Bombay except the backward and depressed classes 1 

Besides, Sir, he wants 18 seats to be given to the depressed and back
ward classes. How be has calculated that number we do not know. 
He advanced the argument that the population should be taken into con
sideration. As regards the distribution of seats, the Corporation takes 
into consideration population, revenue and education. We consider in 
the Corporation these three things together and not only the population. 
In the Byculla and F and G wards the revenue is not much as compared 
with other wards and still they want more representation. 

A complaint was made that because there are not many of the 
representatives of the depre~:sed and backward classes their com{.:>rts 
are neglected. Sir, we have given them-asphalted roads, lights and so on. 
But the places mentioned by the honourable members are private lanes 
and passages which municipality cannot take over. Under section 
305, unless these private lanes are properly metalled, channelled, drained 
and lighted they cannot be handed over to the municipality. There 
are eo many of them in the city of Bombay, and it is very difficult for 
the Corporation to take them over. It will be premature to bring this 
bill now. The honourable member must wait for 10 or 15 yeard more 
before he can bring a bill of this nature. At present the Corporation 
is sure to set its face against it. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I rise to oppose the 
stormy opposition of my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao. Sir, he has sung 
the melodious song of democracy with the tone of aristocracy. The 
honourable member talked so much of democracy wishing the Corpora
tion to be really a body representing the people of Bombay. What i~ the 
constit11tion of Bombay ! Bombay consists of a large number of popu
lation of labouring classea. According to his own idea, if the labouring 
classes form the largest population it is only fair that they should be 
represenred on the Bombay Corporation. What are the demands of the 
honourable mover of this bill1 He says that some seats should be re~erv· 
ed for the bad.-ward classses and that the franchitie should be lowered. 
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Is it not just that there ought to be proper representation on the 
corporation of the backward classes in accordance with their numeri
cal ~;trength ! Is that not in consonance with the sound principles of 
democracy 1 It is my opinion that the demand made b/ this bill is quite 
jus tined and in consonance with the principles of democracy. I should 
like to say of the honourable member Sir Vasantrao that destiny has 
pla.c~d him in such a happy position that he has the fortune of enjoying 
the sweet honey of nomination and therefore he avoids to taste the 
Litter tonic of election. Let him seek election and he will know what 
election means. 

So far as the honourable member Dr. Dadachanji is concerned, if 
only we accept his argument it will come ro this: ~'Let no single represen
tative come from the back"Ward and depm:sed cla"ses. Let all the 
elected persons be Parsis and oth~r educated persons from higher cL'lSSt'e." 
If we accept his argument, then Parsis and others who are men of edu
catiJn will capture all the seats; and the bacl"Ward and the depressed 
classes will be shut out. If we accept his suggestion the backward and 
the depressed classes will never be able to capture any seat either in 
the corporation or in the Legislative Council for generations to come. 
Under the~ circumstances I hope Government will see the justi~ of 
the demand and if they want real democracy I think they ought to pass 
the bill. Of coW'Se, I do not say that the number is quite ju.etified, 
but it is a. matter that can be left to the select committee to settle. I 
hope tb e Honourable Minister will accept the first reading of the bill. 

Mr. N. E. NA YLE (Ahmednagar District) : I support the first reading 
of the hill, brought by my honourable friend Mr. Bole. In doing so 
I would like to place before the House a few remarke dealing with this 
queEti\)n, The corporation as at present constituted conaist.~ of capi
talists and adranced class members, except a few representing the poorer 
dal~Ses. It has been placed before this House in plain tenns that the 
had.."Ward clasoes who form the bulk o( the population of Bombay have 
\'err meagre representation on the Bombay Colforation. This state of 
affa~ ought to stop in these days. These days are days of democracy: 
the days of aristocracy are gone. The labouring and the backward 
and dl•pressed cla.."Ses ou~ht to get representation, if not in proportion 
to their number, at least in fair numbers, on an important body like the 
Bombay Corporation. 8ir, Bombay has been called the premier city 
in India, and it is the capital of the presideney, and it is tlierefore but 
lair that on its municipal corporation alll·lasses should be represented 
in fair proportion, if not in their numerical proportion. Now, what 
d1Jl'~ the honourable mo\·er suggest in his bill ! He has placed before us 
two tlings. The Mt is reserration of a certain nt:1Ilber of seats for 
tlJe ba.ckwat'd and depressed classes (10 {or the backward and 8 for the 
•lr,l\'ssed clas.."'t's). Let u.s consider whether this demand isexorbitant 
or out of proportion. ~ly humble opinion is that this demand is quite 
modera~ and therefore it ma,r be granted. The seoond thing is that the 
frillchi.8e ~:.-hould be loJwered. It has been placed before this House 
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by previous speakers that only one lakh of the population oi Bombay 
have been enfranchised, and the rest have not been. This state ot 
affairs ot.ght to stop and we ought to enfranchise more people, in order 
that their representatives may be returned to the municipal corpora
tion. The honourable mover wishes to have as minimum qualification 
the pay·ment of Rs. 5 by way of rent. This demand is quite fair and 
moderaU>. 

Speaking on this bill, my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar 
put before us many things. He put before us a very funny argument, 
which is familiar to wily politic·ians and selfish political agitators who 
want to deceive the masses. The argument was this. He challenged 
the honourable member Mr. Bole to show the occasions on which the 
interests of the backward and depressed cla~ses were ignored by the 
present Corporation or the past Corporations. Sir, I am not able to quote 
instances, because I am not much familiar with Bombay and its muni· 
cipal administration. But it cannot be denied that whe~ever the repre· 
sentation given to any class of people is vicarious, that representation 
does not properly serve the interests of that particular class. The 
viciousness, and the sins of commiRsion and omission which are atten
dant on vicarious representation are patent enough. These things v.ill 
ever be found in any body where there is no direct representation to the 
poor reople and only indirect representation is allowed to them. This 
sort of thing should now stop, and people should be giYen direct repre
sentation. The franchise should be lowered so that the poor people 
may be able to send their representatives to. the Corporation. Elections 
in these days are a very expensive business, and it is very difficult for 
poor re()ple to return their own representatives, and if we do not lower 
the franchise it will be inipossible for them to sen.d their own represen· 
tati' es in fair proportion to their population. Sir, in these days, when 
the cry for Swaraj and provincial autonomy is rewunding in our ears, 
it sounds quite unreasonable that the bulk of the population oi Bombay 
should go withot~.t any franchise at all. An argument may perhaps be 
advanced that both reservation and lowering of the franchise is 
unnecessarv at one and the same time. But I think that even if we lower 
the iranchise it will be very diffkult {or the poor people of the backward 
classes to cope with the J•rescnt system of elections and return their own 
representatives. Therefore the reservation of some seats for such people 
is a necessity. · 

My honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji told u.s that we should educate 
thtse poor people first and then come to the Council with a bill like this 
and ask for lowering of franchise. Sir. it is very easy to talk like that, 
but the diffkultue~ are manifold. (Mr. Hoosenally 1\1. Rat1imooola : 
What about t.be :Mi.nister {or Education?) The Minister alone cannot 
do that in two or three years. There is no doubt that the sepeople ought, 
to be educated, but it is quite oontrary to fair play. to say tha~ ULless 
these people are educated to a fair standard the,v should have no 
representation at all. It is quite unreasonable.· I appeal to the IIou.se 
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and to the Government that though this bill may in certain respects be 
demanding more than they are prepared to give, still they should aocept 
the first reading and let it go to a select committee which will well 
represent both vested interests and the interests of labour and depres~ 
dasses. Let it go to the select oommittee and let it be flhaped into 
proper ~orm there. With these words Sir, I support the first reading 
of the bill. 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Be]gaum District): Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of the bill. I was very much struck by the ingenuous 
arguments of my honourable friend Dr. Dadacbanji. He says that these 
back··ward das.,es do not know what a franchise is; they do not know · 
what a vote is i they cannot distinguish black from red, and therefore 
be asks why the~r should be represented. This argument instead of 
strengthening his case, weahns it. It is because they are very ignorant 
and educationally backward, and because they are under the thumb of 
the capitalists and of the legal profes~ion that they cannot return their 
0'11.'11 people, even if there be a few educated people among them. That 
is why the honourable member Mr. Bole has come forward with this 
asking for special representation. It is for these reasons that communal' 
representation was conceded to the Marathas in the Legislative Council 
and it is for these reasons that communal representation was conceded 
to the Mahomedana. In the face o£ these facts, I am really surprised 
that my honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji should trot out these hack· 
neyed arguments. He says that the time has not yet come to· give 
special representation, and that it ·will rome after 15 years. He is 
unfortunately mistaken. After fifteen years, the time will have gone 
when we should give special representation 'for these backward classes. 
After fifteen years these bacJrward cla:;1ses will be suffidently educated 
and when they v.ill know how .to protect their interests special repre~ 
sent..ation will not be wanted and they will not demand it. Therefore, 
i1 there is any time when spetial representation should be given to these 
bacl.."ward and depressed classes, it is now, and not after 15 yeal"!, when 
I think it '\\ill 'be ·considered an anachronism. Capitalists and other 
interestA:'d classes V.'ill always oppose such a democratic measure. Their 
{ea~ is that they will be divested, in due course, of all their prhileges, 
which they have been so safely enjoying, from times immemorial. 
Government ought to come forward, as they have always done before, to 
protect the interest of the back"Ward classes. With these words I etrongly· 
SUpfX'rt the bill. 

Mr. L. S. CHAlJDHARI (East Khandesh District): Sir, i rise to 
supp<>rt the first reading of the bill. As I come from the mofn.ssil I 
h.ave got little knowledge of the internal affairs of the Bombay Corpora
tion. Yet, Sir, I am tempted to say a few words in support of the bill. 
\\1:en I heard the arisoorratic arguments advanced by these two 
members o{ the corporation, the honourable membl'r Dr. Da.dathanji 
and the honourable member Sir Yasantrao Dabholkar, on the one side, 
and \he honcmable member Mr. Bole and ihe honourable member 

• 816--2 
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Mr. Surve on the other, it seems that this fight is between roverty and 
wealth. It is fortunate for them that Dr. Dadachanji and Sir Vasantrao 
are put in a very favourable position and they can, at least the latter, 
very well enjoy.....t;~f course, I am using with yoUl' permission, the phrase 
which was intended to be used by the honourable member Mr. Patil
enjoy the easy pushes of nomination. He is not accustomed to the 
thorny bushes of election. Therefor':l, it i.3 easy for him 8J:Id even for 
Dr. Dadachanji to advance such arguments with such an indifferent tone. 
While this House was bein~ addressed by the hon:mrable member Mr. 
Navle, a voice was heard from behind that the Minister of Education 
is responsible for this. But the Honourable Minis1 er has to do much 
and the corporation itself is resronsihle for keering ignorant these masses 
who are living in s11ch riteous condition and on whose labour the wealth 
is accl.&D.lulated in the hands of the few rich people in the prell'ier city 
of Bombay. Sir, it is a well known fact, when there is a fight between 
the weak and the strong, it is the bounden duty of Government to take 
up the sine of the weak. And here we see, looking to the proportion of 
the population of the different communities in Bombay, it will come 
to your notice, Sir, that 2lakhs of the whole ropulation consist of Mahom· 
edans, nearly 4 or 5 )akbs ronsist of the baclr.rard and derressed classea, 
and the remaining of wealthy mercl.ants. I hd a talk with one of my 
Mahomedan honourable friends, and }jg aprrehension is tht if the 
honourable member Mr. Bole's bill is aliter ted and the francl.ise is lowered 
to Rs. 5, the Ma'homedan representation will be proportionately reduced. 
As a matter of fact, the Mahomedan comn:unity of Bombay is represented 
according to the pofulation communal strength. The.v have 14 seats, 
for the population iJ 150,000. That is, they have got their proportionate 
share in the matter of the munidpal C'Orforation. As a matter oi fact, 
tlle masses of the backward classes and depressed classes, which consi..;t 
of over 4 lakht~, are really given not even one-third representation of 
what they are entitled to. It seems the.v have got hardly 4 represent&· 
tives. Out of the 4 seats 1 is given to the share of the depres.red classes 
1 is given by nomination to the labouring classes .••••••• ,,. . 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR: That is quite sufficient. 
Mr. L. S. CRAUDHARI: Sir, that may be quite suffirient from the 

standpoint of my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar, because 
he has not got to live in tho~>e filthy chawls where these unfortunate 
people are made to stay at pres:mt. It has been made very clear by my 
honourable !rknd Mr. Surve that these places which are tb.e. habitations 
of these masses are not fit to be made the habitations of dogs even, while 
my honourable friend (Sir Vasantrao) tl.inks that that locality is quite 
fit for these labourers. But an open challenge was thrown to him by the 
honourable member Mr. Surve that Sir VM&ntrao should at least stay 
for two hours and see whether it is congenial to him to do so. · 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. D.A.BHOUUR: I consented. 
Mr. L. S. CH.A.UDHARI : It is onl} the wearer, Sir, who knows where 

lbe shoe pinches. It id only those who mix with these masses and who ·· 
: ~-
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have experience of the real condition of these masses, alone feel for 
them and know how they are made to live, and not those people who 
are the favoured sons of fortune and who can afford to live in palatial 
buildings in Bombay. 

Sir, looking to the bill itself, it seems that there are only three requests 
made : the first is that some seats are to be reserved for the depre3Sed 
and backv.·ard clal:lses; the second is that reallocation of wards should be 
made, and the third iLS tJ-.e lJwering cUbe franchise. If the last request 
is granted, I think the object of the bill rill be satisfied; so that, if 
the franchise which is now Rs. 10 is reduced toRs. 5, a greater number 
of these backward and depressed tlas5es will be brought on the voters' 
list and therefore the object of the honourable member :M:r. Bole will 
he satiElfied. But now we have heard how these people are ignorant. 
We can take the statement of Dr. Dadachanji as proof of the ignorru~ce 
of these people as they are not able to distinguish the colours of boxes 
even. They are in most pitiable ci:&.umstan..:es, and I therefore think 
that even by the lowering of the franchise the object of the moYer\\ ill not 
be satisfied, and therefore the second request that reservation of seats 
should be given to these masses is made. For this purpose, these 18 
seats which are demanded for the backward and the depressed classes 
should be givt>n. Sir, even by granting these two requests the object 
will not be achieved, because it i1:1 our experience in smaller municipalities 
that though these different communities have got a numerical strength 
on the voters' list, still they happen to live in a partict1lar locs.lity and 
though the voters' strength is numericall) big, still they cannot return 
a greater number than what may be allotted to a. particular ward. There
fore, ll-te third request of rearranging the wards is made. If it '~ill not 
be cllnvenient to the Minister in charge of Local &lf·government to grant 
the whole req1!est of the honourable member Mr. Bole, it would be quite 
in accvrdan~:e with my honourable friend's wishes that the third request 
of the lowering of the franchise should be granted. With these remarks 
I support the first reading o{ this bill. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, I should 
like to offer a few observations on this bill. In the first place, Sir, I 
heard the phrase " arisoocratia members " of the corporation from aU 
the previous speakers. The Corporation has no representative of the 
ari.<:.Wcratie class, as far as I know. 'What do you mean by the "aristo
cratic class" 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The honourable memb~r should 
~~~~~~ . 

. MOlJL \1 RAFIUDDIN AID!AD: Yes, Sir. Who are &risfucrats ' 
People who are born ""ith bltJe blood. How many persons have got · 
blne blood in the Corporation' What the honourable members mean 
is re~y p1uWcracy, and not aristocracy. There are capitalists. in it, 
certainly, but not \\ith very blue blood. (An Honourable ~f.ember: 
They have got blue blood.) They have got titles which do not always 
mean blue blood. It is not like the House of U.rda. 

I Sl$--24 
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Then, Sir, let me remind honourable members that as far as 

· the Mahomedans in Bombay are concerned, there is no separate commu
naJ. tepr~sentation for them. That shows the fairness of our contention: 
Where we get our due representation without a communal register, we 
certainly do not insist upon separate electorates. I hope honourable 
members would bear that in mind, Then, Sir, I maintain that the 
honourable members from the baclnvard classes should either take their 
stand upon the basis of theory or upon exp€diency. If their basis is 
population, then why do they fall short of their demand 1 Why do they 
not say that nothing but representation according to the population 
will satisfy them ! The reason is clear. Because they know that practi~ 
cally it -would be of no avail. We have found in this House that one 
able man like Sir Pherozeshah, from the Parsi community, for instance, 
could do more than 20 or 30 people of inferior merits would do. 
Therefore, it is to their interest not to insist upon representation strictly 
ac..:ording to population, but think of sending very able representatives 
to the Council or to the corporation, Take the case of labour in 
EnF:lnnd. There, there are no seats reserved for labour. Labour 
organised itself and secured the Governn:.ent of the country. Indian 
labour should organize itself and when they organize therr selves tl.ey 
could easily retum their re11resentatives in larger numbers. It is also for 
the backward classes to organize their own people. Then, Sir, I was 
very much amused at the arguments advanced by my honourable fritnd 
Dr. Dadachanji. What was the argument of Government against 
Indians having enlarged and representative Councils ~ They said tl at 
the constituencies were very ignorant. But the Indians said " No, it 
does not matter, they mil be educa~d later ; we must have our repre· 
s£ntltives.'' That the advanced classes should now use arguments of the 
Government in keef·ing ballk the backward classes is very rcgrettalle 
intleed. Certainly, the backward classes are hch ard in education, 
but Government would be justified in ghing some representatil)n to 
them by nomination and bj reservation of one or two seats. But 
this is not really the remedv. The remedv lies "ith non-Brahn:ins tl:.em
selves. They should insist UfOD lowerin"g of the franclise. When the 
Mtudcipal Act was passed this demand for reservation was insisted upon, 
but they withdrew it as the Honourable the Minister kindly offered to 
lower the franchise. I do. not think it would be right for the back
ward classes to alienate the sympathy of the wealthy classes. There 
are some representatives of the wealthy classes who are really doing 
very good work for the backward classes. They "ill have· to continue 
to represent the backward classes for some time to come. The back· 
ward classes should return them and insist upon them to be their mouth· 
piece. With ~ese words I partially a110pport the bill. 

Mr. S. A. S.UlDESAI (Bijapur District): Mr. President,· I rise to 
support the first reading of the bill moved by my honouraMe irie~d 
:M.r. Bole. In doing so I would like to make a few observations. ~ll, 
every action in .this world has its merit.a and demerits. 11 you g1ve 
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reserved seats or nominate backward and depressed classes it is said 
that it will make them dull and less indu,;trious. They must educate 
themselves and t.ry to improve their condition. This is one line of 
argumP.nt. Again as pointed out by several honourable members, they 
should be nvminated and both Government and the people should 
educate and improve their less fortunate brethren, the backward and 
depressed classes. This is a very important subject and even if 1 talk 
for hours and hours together I shall not be ab]e to do justice in this 
matter. We have both backward communities and forward communi· 
ties and it is imposoible to arrive at a proper definition of the backward 
classes. Leaving these things aside, I now tum to the reservation of 
18 Reats. Even though t-is number is not reserved I think 10 or 12 
seats may be reserved for t:1em, I do not t.:.tink the lowering of the 
franchise will help the bach·ard classes but on the other hand it may 
make t:1eir case more intricate and complex. As for a3king Govern· 
ment to nominate members to the municipalities and local boards, it is 
very rearonable. Government look to the numerical strength and 
poptJati-:>n and they also look to justice being done to the ~lasses. In 
this respect Government are very reasonable. As has been pointed 
out, I tJink t!!e backward classes should also trv to stand on their own 
legs ; both Government. and the people should try to educate and 
in1prove their condition. The backward communities also should 
make efforts in this direction. With these few words, I wholeheartedlv 
sup1;ort the first reading of the bill brought fonvard by my honourabie 
friend Mr. Bole. . 

.. Mr. S. K. BOLE : I have been reminded of the circumstances under 
which leave was granted to me to move my bill. To my mind leave was 
granted with the desire of establishing a convention in this matter. Sir, 
my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao when opposing my bill made a speech 
in which there is very little of reasoning but more of bluff to which he is 
accustomed in the Municipal Cmporation. Sir, this House well remem· 
her that "itb the same vigour he opposed the last Municipal Amendment 
Act introduc~d b_V" the Honourable Minister. 

Sir YAS.\1\"TRAO A. DABHOLKAR: When was itt 
Mr. S. K. BOLE: I am not surprised at the attitude of mv honourable 

friend. It is very consistent. . • 

Sir YASA1"TRAO A. DABHOLKAR: On a point of correction. 
I was not in this House when the Act was introduced bv the Honourable 
~linistd. • 

Mr. 8. K. BOLE: He did it in the O:>rporation. In spite of his opposi
tion the backward and depressed tla.s..."es are determined to survive. They 
have surriwd and they would survive. They would struggle even for 
their existence and they would not be wiped off the world. I am aooused 
of sdfuhness and making false statements, but I am going to give one 
instance of selfishness and it will be for the House to see whose selfuiline~~~ 
it was. When on.te I stood for election in the municipal corporation 
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my honourable friend wrote a long letter praising the services whkh I . 
have rendered in the interests of the working clas...~s, and then he asked 
me to withdraw in favour of his brother Mr. Mangeshrao Dabholkar. 
It i$ my nature to help others and so I quietly submitted to his wish. 
That will show who is selfish, myself or Sir Vasantrao ! 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : On a point of enquiry and 
correction. Will the honourable member, Mr. Bole, produce my letter here 
in the Council ! He is again making an incorrect statement. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I did not think that the honourable member 
Sir Vasantrao would go so far as to charge me with having made a false 
statement or with selfishness, and so I did not bring the letter with 
me, but I am prepared ro bring his letter and produce it on the floor 
of the House. : 

As to his advice given to us that we should get ourselves elected 
through the general electorates, I may tell him that though we are 
numerically strong, we are weak in influence and wealth. Even my 
honourable .friend Sir Vasantrao's brother, Mr. Mangeshrao Dabholkar, 
when he stood for election last time, oould not hold his own against a 
member of the priestly class. He failed in SI)ite of the wealth, influence 
and domineering character of his brother. Even in the city of Bombay 
a member of the priestly class can get himself elected merely because 
he belongs to the priestly class. Though Sir Vasantrao considers himself 
to be a Brahmin, the priestly class regards his community as low class 
Brahmins. In his native place his COlllillunity is called " Baman " 
and not "Brahman, and the ''Brahmans" are called Bhate •••••••• 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to know what rele
vancy all these matters have to the motion before the House. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: I was going to show, Sir, how difficult it is for a 
member ofeven Sir Vasantrao's family to get himself elected and to show 
that his ad'\'ice to the backward c~sses fu get themselves elected through 
general electorates cannot hold good. It is far more difficult for back· 
ward classes to succeed in an elt!ction through the general electorates, 

· when in spite of Mr: :Mangeshrsw Dabholkar's high position, high status 
and great influence through his brother whom the Governor-General 
has knighted, he could not succeed. The honourable member Sir 
V asantrao knows that though the backward and deprt>ssed classes are 
numerically strong, they are under the thumb of their masters. 
Enn at the time of the elections influential members bring pressure 
even on intelligent persons such as clerks in offices through their employers 
and ask them to vote in favour of their own candidates. As to his 
argument about the redhision of wards you will see, Sir, that my bill 
makes no mention of redivision of wards. It has not been touched at 
all, but it is my honourable friend Sir Vasantrao himself "ho has made 
a mess of the whole thing and confot:nded the issue. There is no mention 
of redivision of seats and I am right in the statement that the matter 
haa been hanging for ten years, that the Committee is sitting ever it a~~ 
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has not yet come to any conclusion. The question referred to in my bill 
is only about the redistribution of seats per ward, and what my bill seeks 
w do is to redistribute the seats on the more democratic ba!!is of pofula· 
tion. It has been s&.id that the population should not be the basis and 
that revenue should be the baslil, but in the city of Bombay no man can 
live" ithout contributing his mite to the revenue of the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation. He has to pay rent, boarding charges, though he is alone 
and some portion of this eventually goes into the coffers of the Bombay 
Municipal Corporation in some form or another. Therefvre population 
should be the proper basis in matters like these. My honourable friend, 
~ir Vasantrao, says that I have not produced figures but I thought that: 
my friend Sir Vasantrao, being an e.v-president of the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation and therefore conversant with all these figures would have 
been the last person to ask for them on the floor of this &use. However, 
for· his information and also for the information of the House I quote 
the following figu.res :-

Backward classes 
Depressed classes 
Mahomedans 
Christians 
Par~es 
Other udvanced classes 

463,514 
157,733 
184,685 
68,169 
52,234 

218,147 
As I said yesterday the backWard and depressed classes are represented 
Qnly by some five members, two by election and two by nomination, 
whilst those "ho are fully represented get non:.ination to the extent of 
about five and six. Though these backward and depressed classes are 
ig-nort'd in this manner, it must be said to the credit of the Honourable 
Minister that during his regime a. member of the depressed classes got 
his seat through nomination on the Bombay Municipal Corporation. 
The Brahmins though only a few hundreds in number have got 11 
members, 9 by election and 2 by nomination. Mahomedans 23 ; Parsees 
with a population of 50,000 have got 23. As for Gujerathis, there is no 
question of forward and backward classes amongst them and therefore 
they ha\·e been omitted from my bill. Then again my bill refers only to 
tb~ M.arathi-ttpeaking Hinda backward classes and therefore in my whole 
~·ill the word non-Brahmin does not appear. What I, therefore. urge 
l8 that a due proportion of seats should be given to the Hindu backward 
classes. As ro the wards, 1 give the following approximate figures:-

Ward. Population. Number of 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 

60,000 
125,000 
200,000 
150,000 
260,000 . 
125,000 
1501000 

members. 

12 
16 
16 
10 
10 
6 
6 
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If you look to the allotment of the seats per ward you will see that the 
distribution is not fair and just. There is no principle observed in 
allotting these seats to the different wards. The Corporation is sitting 
over the matter, but I do not think, when their interests are concerned, 
they will come to any decision. As tO the charge that I did not s1.1.bmit 
this bill to the Corporation, I would say that I moved in the matter, and 
I have got a printed reply from the Corporation in my hand. In the year 
1923, I referred to the Corporation some questions, and the first of which 
was altering the number and boundaries of the wards into which the city 

· should be divided for the purposes of election of municipal councillors ; 
the second question was reapportioning the councillors elected at ward 
elections among the wards; the third question was the reservation of 
6 seats for the backward classes in the E, F and G wards, 2 in each ward. 
This was a very moderate demand ; the demand made was only for six 
seats ; the fourth questinn was the adoption of the principle of reserva
tion of seats in' the Corporation for the members of the Maratha and allied 
castes and the depressed classes. The reply of the Corporation was: 
" With regard to the first two points, the committee are awaiting the 
report from the Commissioner and would submit their recommendations 
in the matter on receipt of the report." Now, this happened in the 
year 1923, and they are still sitting over the matter. The reply further 
says : " With regard to the last two points, the committee are of opinion 
that the reservation of seats for any communities is not desirable." 
That being the reply;·two other non-Brahmin members submitted resolu
tions in the Corporation, recommending the reservation of seats, but 
those resolutions were thrown out. · '1'.1.en · my bill was submitted to 
the Corporatinn before I came to the .Council, and it was pressed before 
the Corporation by one of us. My honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji 
is wrong in saying that the bill was sent to the committee. The Cor
poration did not agree to send it to the committee ; it was thrown out. 
That is the position. We cannot expect anything from the present 
Corporation which is constituted of aristocrats and capitalists and the 
advanced classes. These facts would show, Sir, who is making incorrect 
statements and this is the knowledge the honourable member possesses 
of the proceedings of the Corporation, ' 

My honourable frknd Sir Vasantrao asked me what I have done for 
the backward classes in the Corporation. I have been in the Corporation 
only for two years, but may I ask him in the so.me tone, what he 
has done for the bacl..-ward communities for the last fifteen years when 
he was nominated a member by Government. Can he show his record 
to me and to the House ! But his record in one respect is very important. 
''"hen any person from his own commwuty has got. to be appointed to 
a high post, he moves heaven and earth and gets him appointed. 
I may tell the honourable member that 1 have worked in my own humble 
way, and the Corporation proceedings will show .what I have done. 
But our voice, as we are few, does not count there.. , 

Aa to the picture drawn by my honourable friend Sir Vasa.ntrao, the 
beautiful picture of electric lights and asphalt roads, and many othe_r~ 
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things, l may tell him that these are meant for ·the pleasures of the 
wealthy. , 

Mv honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji has given us paternal ad.v:kk 
that we should get our people educated. But whose duty is it 1 The 
Corporation collects the taxes, and it is the duty of the Bombay Munici
pal Corporation to impart primary education to the citizens of Bombay. 
You knvw very well, Sir, that when you were a member of the Corpora-

. tion some influential elements "ere against the introduction of free and 
compulsory primary education in the city of Bombay. Then, Sir, at 
that time, you took up the cause of the poor people, and you moved a 
resolution to that effect, and got the principle passed that free and com· 
musory education shoald be introduced. That is the position, Sir, and 
~11 these gentlemen are talking of education and so many other things. 
The light of l-nowledge and education was very bailly wanted for the 
advancement of the backward classes, and it is only to-day, .Sir, that 
compulsory primary education in the city of Bombay is to be introduced, 
though it has already been introduced in minor municipalities and cities. 
8ir, after resorting to every other remedy, of course, I deemed it desirable 
to come to this House, which is a court of appeal, and we expect to get 
justice for us in this House. 

Sir, as regards improved roads and lights in the north of the island 
I may tell the honourable member Sir Vasantrao that there were sanitary· 
rounds carried on by the Social Service League of Bombay, and some 
few members of the Corporation who to~o~k an interest in these rounds
others did not care for the weliare of the bacltvard and depressed and 
other classes, they left them to their fate-some few members ,vho took 
part in these rounds have submitted a repllrt, wherein they have said 
that those parts of Bombay which they visited were nothing less than 
hell on earth. That is the other side of the picture drawn by my 
honourable friend Sir Vasantrao Dabholkar. 

Then as to the management of the primary schools committee and ita 
affairs, look at the number of schools conducted in areas inhabited by 
the wealthier and advanced classes, and look at the number of schools con
ducted in the areas wherein the backward classes reside. The difference 
will show you the differential treatment given by the Corp01ation. 
There &.!.so, as to the nwnber of teachers of the backward classes, I have 
~lready pointed out the other day that the percentage of teachers belong
mg to the back\\·ard classes is only 1 pet' cent., among a total number of 
some 1,500 teachers. That is the position, Sir. This thing is happening 
when we ha\'e got qu.alified teachers belonging to the back-ward com
lllWli~es. \\nen we had unqualified men, thef said "How can you be 
tak~ m sen ice witllout any qualification!" But here, ~hen we have got 
qualified men, nQ het>d is paid to their demands. This sort of thing 
happens on account of almost all the se11ts being ooou.Fied by the mem
bers of the car)italist and advanced classes. My friend Sir Va.santrao 
wotud be !Jleased to give representation to members of the non-Hindu 
cla..~s; he would like to include even non-HindllS among representatives 
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of labour, when this bill refers only to the B"mdu backward and 
working classes, and he would take up the cause of the 1\fahomedans. 
'But he would not like to give fair . representation to the people 
belonging to his own Hindu community, That is the thing. These 
members of the advanced classes would not give us help and do not 
. want us to rise. . 

:Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOIJ\:AR : On a point of correction, Rir. 
What I said was that I wished to give representation to the Mahomedans. 

·As there are illiterate people among the backward Hindu classes, there 
are also illiterate people among the Mahomedan community and so 
they should also be given a separate representation. Instead of that 
the honourable member says that I wanted to give representation to 

· Mahomedans only. It is incorrect. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : I did not say that. What I say is that the bon· 
ourable member wants to give representation to Mahomedans along with 
. us.. Not to us alone. That is playing one community aga.inst another. 
That is his dodge. These members of the advanced classes want us 
Hindus belonging to the working, backward and depressed classes to 
join them in the Sangathan movement. With all this how can we join 
that movement of the high class Hindus ~ They want to remain a high 
class for ever, and want us to remain members of the low caste for ever. 

On the basis of the population I have made the minimum demand-
10 ·seats for the members of the backward classes and 8 seats for the 
mem.b.:rs of the depressed classes. It is only a minimum demand. I am 
not encroaching upon the rights of the general public. I have reduced 
the seats given by nomination. At present 16 seats are given by nomi· 
nation. Those of us who do not come by nomination say that it is 
coming by the back-door. But I know so may patriotic men have come 
by the back-door, at least as patriotic as the critics of norr,ination in the 
initial stages of the O:mncils and other local bodies and we are also in 
our initial stage of politics and there is no harm in our coming by the 
back-door of nomination. If they take objection they should reduce 
the number of seats by half and give that number to us in the reserved 
.seats. I would not go into the method of nominatiun. For a pvpula
tion of nearly 5lakhs, Government gives one for labour and one for the 
depressed dasses. Is that a fair representation 7 

The last principle v.·hich has been urged in the bill is .of franchise. 
The figures will show to how many people the present franchise is giving 
the power of vote. Almost all the members of the bacl-ward classes 
are being excluded from enjoying this franchise as many of them pay 
rent below Rs. 10. Therefore unless the franchise is reduced to some 
low figure to the extent of rupees five, I do not think the backward classes 
vill enjoy the privilege of franchise. I moved a proposition in · the 
Corporation to reduce it to Rs. 3 but they did not care, and they did 
not accept the suggestion contained in this bill also. Under these 
·circumstances I have placed IllY bill befo~e this House and I hope they 
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will be pleased to accept the principles underlying my bill and refer it 
to the consideration of the select committee. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHtJLAll HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I am in svmpathy with the aspirations of the backward communities 
and the depr~ssed classes ; but I am sorry that I cannot accept the prin
ciples underlying this bill, because they do not suit the conditions prevail-. 
ing in the city of Bombay. When honourable members of this House 
hear me, they will be convinced that the attitude I have taken towards 
this bill is quite justified by the facts and circun1stances. Honourable 
members representing the depressed and backward classes. cannot deny 
that I have been their very good friend (Honourable :Members: Hear 
hf'ar) and that I am as democratic in my feelings and action as any mem
ber of the Ho11se. I have actually shown by various enactments that 
I have introduced in this House with regard to the district local boards, 
district municipalities and the municipal corporation of the city of Bombay 
that the backward and depressed classes should be able to capture 
all these bodies and come into their own. I am sure in the city munli
palities they will be able to capture almost all the seats. I had 
undertaken to democratise the Bombay c.ity munidpal. constitution 
some two years ago with a view to associate the masses with their local 
affairs. 

Before I deal with this bill, I will refer to an im.porta.n:t fact, and that is 
that the provisions of this bill were fully discussed in the corporation, 
and, as I understand from the mover of the bill, the corporation set its 
face against it. Honourable members are aware that with regard to 
every piece of legislation that has been introduced in .this House with 
regard to the local bodies, Government have always made it a point to 
coll8ult those bodies and ascertain their views. Now, in this case, we 
know what the views of the Corporation are. The Corporation have 
decided against any such provisions. The franchise in the city of Bom· 
bay was widened only two years ago. Before that, the number of voters 
in the city of Bombay was only 17,000 or 18,000. Owing to the new 
Act, that is my amending Act, the number has increased to nearly a.· 
lakh. In other words, the number has increased about five-fold. We 
should not forget one fact in this connection, and that is that the total 
population of Bombay is about 12 lakh.s. Under the City of Bombay 
M~cipal Act every occupier of a tenement of a rental of Rs. 10 is.· 
entitled to a vote. Ordinarily that tenement is occupied by four or five 
persons-that is the number of an ordinary fa.mily. Out of these fo~ 
or five, one man pays the rent, and he gets the vote. That means that 
t?e population of twelve lakh.s, may be divided into three lakha of fa.m.i .. 
lies, and out of these three lakh.s, one lakh are entitled to vote. That 
means that one in every three has got a. vote. That is a. wide enough 
franchise. Besides, my honourable friend has not given us any figures 
:regarding the extra number of voters that will result from the proposed 
reduction of the franchise qualification from Rs. 10 to Rs. 5. It will 
~simply a leap in the dark as we do not know what will be the number 
of votem. Another fact is that &fter the lowering of the franchise to 
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Rs. 10, we have had only one election, and the new electio~ is'comincr. 
I think we ought to wait and see the result of the new elections. At 
~he first election, moreover, the voters had very little time to organise, 
and. there was very little time to get voters enlisted, because the Act 
had come into operation only a little while before. As far as I know-
1 am open to correction-before the Act came into force, the backward 
cla.sses had not sent a single representative to the Corporation. But 
after the Act came into operation, they got five seats by election and two 
by nomination-a thing which they never enjoyed before. My honour
able friend opposite me said that one of these five was a Kamati. He 
admitted that he was a member of a backward community, but he said 
that he did not belong to the Bombay city and that he did not know 
Marathi. I think that that is creditable to Bombay and speaks volumes 
in its favour. That shows that Bombay city is very cosmopolitan ..... 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir; may I correct the Honourable Minister ~ He 
sai~ that t~ere were no persons returned to the Bombay Co.rporation by 
the backward classes before the amending Act came . into operation. 
There was the same number of members of the backward communities 
eleeted .. to the Corporation before the Act, and the number has remained 
the same after the Act. There were three members elected before the 
Act. 

·- The ·Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM: HUSSAIN : 
:But now they have five elected and three nominated (Mr. S. K. Bole: 

· No.) The honourable member may think what he likes. That is the 
information I have from the Municipal Commissioner who khows the 
position much better. That shows that the tity of Bombay does not 
find fault with A because he is a Kamati and with B because he is a 
Kamati : but that the people of Bombay vote without distinction of 
creed or caste. Here is a case of a man who belonged to a backward 
community-not an aristocrat or capitalist-not a permanent resident · 
of Bombay, not a very rich man, with not many of his caste residing 
in the city, being elected. Look at the fairness of the city of Bombay I 
They have elected a Kamati. (Mr. A. N. Surve : He has a very large 
following.) Similarly, my honourable friends have a very large follow
ing, they have six lakhs of people belonging to them. Why don't they 
copy the example of the Kamati and return their people in large numbers 1 
U it is the fault of any one, it is their oWn. fault. 

Now, I come to the two demands. First they want the reservation 
of seats-eighteen seats to themselves,-and secondly they want at the 
same time a lowering of the franchise to Rs. 5. But these propositions 
are inconsistent with each other. If they get reservation, whether the 
franchise is Rs. 10 or Rs. 25, should not effect them. I cannot under
stand their logic. U they get reservation, it does not matter whether 
the franchise is Rs. 10 or Rs. 5 : they will get a certain number of seats 
and no more. After reservation where is the necessity of lowering the 
franchise ! Therefore, Sir, the proposalJJ are inconsistent with each 
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other. (Mr. D. R. Patil: Then, accept one of them). I am coming 
to that presently. 

Sir, I do not want to be responsible for spoiling the good name of the 
city of Bombay by introducing the principle of communal representa
tion in it. Bombay is a most cosmopolitan city, and has proved true to 
its traditions. Now, my honourable friend said that the vote is mostly 
with the Hindus, Mahomedans and other communities, and that the 
Pn.rsis are a small number but that in spite of that theCorporation is mono
polised by the Parsis. That shows, Sir, that the Bombay people vote 
without any distinction of creed or caste ; they vote for the .best man. 
If, in view of the services that the Parsi community has rendered to the 
city of Bombay, they vote for the Parsis, I think they ought to be en. 
couraged to do so. There are several classes to select from and yet why · 
do they prefer the Parsis ¥ It is because of their services to the Corpora
tion. That is why they want to return them in large numbers. What 
does this proposal mean 1 It means restricting the right of vote given 
to the people. By this reservation we will be creating water-tight com
partments. It means that the Marathas must, whether they are willing 
or not, vote for a Maratha, whether they consider him fit or not .. 

An honourable :rt1EA1BER : That is not the case. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAli HUSSAIN : 

You will be creating 18 separate constituencies, and the votes for those · 
constituencies will have to go to the Marathas. 

Now, Sir, I should like to deal with another complaint. They say 
that even if the franchise is reduced, they cannot organise themselves 
because there are jealousies between them. They say that generally 
more than one candidate stands. I would say that the same is the case 
with the other communities too. There are castes and sub-castes among 
Mahomedans also. It is the duty of the backward communities to 
organise themselves, and have only one candidate to stand. If the 
people are really anxious to be represented by their own people, I am 
sure they will vote only for their own people. Well, it is for the leaders 
of those communities to educate them, and tell them the value of the 
vote. Perhaps up to now, it seems that people have .been preferring 
members of their own community. They think they are better repre
sentatives. Besides, in the corporation there are so many leaders of 
the people, and I am sure they can very well educate their 
cunstituents. · 

Lastly, about the redistribution of the wards. My honourable friend 
complains that Government have not come to any conclusion as yet on 
this matter. That means it is a very difficult task, and he wants the 
House to decide it within two hours. · . , 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : No, no. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHUL!M HUSSAIN: 

Redistribution of wards is also very difficult. Again, my honourable 
friend wants redistribution only on the basis of population. I do nO$ 
think it is fair to proceed merely on the basis of population. We m~ 
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take into consideration the revenue derived, the literacy, the education 
and such other factors of importance. Besides, Government have 
always this question in mind, and, whenever the corporation wants 
redistribution, Government will consider the matter. In these wards 
I think that we should not introduce a spirit of communalism in Bombay. 
If reservation is allowed to one community, there will be other commu
nities wanting to ask for it. He admits that 46 Hindus are already 
elected. He asks for 18 more by reservation. That means 64. If 
they combine, they will take away also the remaining seats by co-option 
because there cannot be a greater party than that of 64. That means 
there will be no chance for the various other communities, the Indian 
.christians, Mahomedans, Parsis and others. Then, the result will be, 
Sir, there will be a demand from all the minorities, and we will not be 
able to resist their demand for representation. The minorities will 
turn round and say: Here is a majority consisting of 6 lakhs of people 
and you have reserved seats for a section of them which forms part and 
parcel of the Hindu community and which has already been returned 
as a part of a community that possesses as many as 46 seats and it is 
now proposed to add 18 more seats to these. That means the whole 
corporation is being made over to one community by legislation, and it 
would be impossible then to resist the demands of the other communities. 
I think it is a very viciouS principle to introduce in the city of Bombay, 
where things have gone on very well. As the history of the Corporation 
shows, you have all communities fully represented, Parsis, Europeans 
and other Indians, and the honourable House will be surprised to know 
that the Corporation have elected as the chairman of their standing 
committee a Government servant in.... the person of the Executive 
Engineer. That means they are working more or less on national lines 
in the city of Bombay rather than from any communal spirit. (An Hon
ourable Member : And the .president is a Maratha Kunbi). The very 
president of the corporation is a Maratha Kunbi, Sir. With these 
remarks, I oppose the bill moved by the honourable member, Mr. Bole. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 13 : Noes, 26. Motion lost. 
Division N o.l5. 

UG.&J)I, Ma. S. N. 
BB.DBXUB, Khan Bahadur I. M, 
BoLB, Mr. 8. K. 
KALBllOB, Mr. G. M. 
K.&JUILI. Mr. s. T. 
N.nLB. Mr. N. E. 
NIULJ&.T, Mr. R. s. 

Ayes. 
Owu, Mr. A. C. 
PAINTii'R, Mr. H. L. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
SARDE!IAI, Mr. s. A. 
SHANXARRAO JAYA..RA.Mli,&.O ZtTNZ&RRAO, Mr. 
StrRVB, Mr. A. N. . 

· 'l'dltr•for ehc .dgu: MB. S. K. BoLl and Ma. D. R. P.&TIL. 

BunBB, Mr. J. P. 
CLnurs, Mr. E. 

:Noes. 

D.& BllOUt6.Bt Sir V uumuo A. 
D:mu.n. the Honourable Mr. A. :&l. K. 
hu.&lllld., Dr. CoPW 
fJ.uUI. }lr, K. s. 

GllOSAL, llr. J, 
GJIULAlll HusSAnr, the Honourable Khan 

Bahadur SHAIKH 
H.uuusoN, Mr. R. T. 
R&TC:U. Mr. G. W. 
li&.YWAJr.D, the Honourable Sir M.&tmiCI 
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JEB.&KGm, the Honourable Mr. CowAs.n 
Kut ltu.rrt'LL.U:R.llf 
l.AWBE!I'CB, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MA.NSUIU, Khan Saheb A. :M. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHt':nt.A.L 
MoNTGOMEBIB, Mr. A. 
.MomrTFOBD, Mr. L. J. 
Mu.Jl!llDAB, Sardar G. N. 

Nooa MA.Ho:on, M:r. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
Plr.ADHAlf, Mr. R. G. 
RAHIXToou. Mr. HoosnALLY Jrr, 
THOJUS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 
WooDs, Mr. E. E • 
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Tdkr~for tht Nou: Sm VASAliTB.t.O A. D&BHOLKAB and DB. Cosx49 F.unnn.' 

(After recess.) 

BILL No. XXIII OF 1925 (A BILL TO CONSOLIDATE AND AMEND 
THE LAW RELATING TO THE COURTS IN SIND). 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr President, I rise 
to move the first reading of Bill* No. XXIII of 

First reading. 1925 (A bill to conaolidate and amend the law 
relating to the Courts in Sind). 

The main object of this bill is the constitution of a. Chief Court for 
the province of Sind and the supplementary object is to take this 
opportunity of consolidating the law relating to the district and sub
ordinate civil courts in Sind. The bill, as now placed before the honour· 
able members, contains one or two modifications which have been 
decided upon in the course of correspondence in order to bring the bill up 
to the latest Chief Court Act, namely, the Chief Court for Ou.dh Act of 
1925, and also to include certain recommendations of the Civil Justice 
Committee as regards the formation of Benches in the Chief Court. The 
main object as I said is the constitution of a. Chief Court for the province 
of Sind. The Statement of Objects and Reasons gives the past history 
and shows how from the old Sadar Court arose in 1906 the Court of the 
Judicial CQm.missioner with two Assistant Judicial Commissioners a.t 
the time when the commerce of Karachi had risen to what was then 
considered a very large amount, viz., 15 crores of mpees, ·and the city 
of Karachi considered itself to ha.ve grown into a big city with a popula
tion of one lakh and twenty-five thousand. At that time there were 300 
suits in a year in the District Court of Karachi The Court of the 
Judicial Commissioner was then formed. It was an anomalous court. It 
constituted an appeal court with powers of appeal in civil and criminal 
cases throughout the province of Sind. It included another side which 
-w-as an ordinary District and Sessions Court for the original work of the 
City and District of Karachi. It was anomalous because a court of 
Judicial Commissioner ordinarily is purely an appellate court and it 
was a compromise between th~ old system and a regular chief court in 
order to provide better arrangements for the trial of original suits in the 
commercial city of Karachi. It worked well enough for a. time but com
merce grew and trade grew and population increased. and in 1920 the 
number of ot\,crinal suits had risen from 300 to some 1,100. It waa found 

• Appendi.z S. 
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necessary to appoint permanently a third Additional Judicial Commis· 
sioner. It was found that even so the court was unable to cope with 
the work which continually increased until in 1923 the institution of 
suits had risen to so high a figure as 1,600 and it was found necessary 
to engage a Fourth Additional Judicial Commissioner, making in all 
five judges in the court. It was then obvious that the work had entirely 
outgrown the capacity of this old anomalous court and the local autho
rities, the Bar and the merchants of Karachi made urgent representations 
that they should be given a proper court with a regular appellate side 
like the appellate side of a High Court and a regular original side like 
the original side· of the High Court. They pointed out that litigation 
had enormously increased, that suits averaged about 1,600 and over 
a year, that the population had doubled from 1! lakhs to 2! lakhs, and 
that the commerce, as. measured by the exports and imports, had 
increased from the sum of 15 crores of rupees to the immense sW:n of 80 
crores of rupees. It was obvious that something has to be done, and 
that as urgently as possible, to relieve the state of affairs then existing 
in Karachi. The Civil Justice Committee also held enquiries in Karachi 
and they very strongly recommended that steps should be taken to 
remedy the existing state of affairs. The Sind Courts Bill, as now placed 
before the House, is the result of our investigations as to the best means 
of meeting the situation .. I took the opportunity of discussing this 
measure during my tour last cold weather with the local authorities 
and also with the members of the Bench and the Bar and I think this 
bill will meet the situation in Sind. 

This bill provides for a court of a Chief Judge and three judges with 
power to appoint additional judges as...may .be required. We have lirp.it
ed it at present to a Chief Judge and three judges because the Civil 
Justice Committee has recommended an increase in the powers of the 
Small Causes Court, which may perhaps have some effect in reducing the 
litigation and because we also hope that the new arrangements, which 
will give us more senior and experienced judges and a very much better 
establishment and an improved procedure, may also result in rather 
quicker litigation. But I am personally not very sanguine that we shall 
be able to do without a fifth judge, but it is only reasonable that we 
should wait and see the result. of the constitution of an efficient Chief 
Court before we take any step towards making permanent the fifth 
judge. If, during the next two years it should appear that it is abso
lutely necessary, it will be a very simple matter to introduce necessary 
legislation to provide that the Chief Court, instead of consisting of a 
Chief Judge and three judges, should consist of a Chief Judge and four 
judges. I do not propose to go in detail into the proposal of jurisdiction 
of the Court. The provisions have been based upon similar provisions 
in the Chief Courts in the Punjab and Rangoon and upon the latest Chief 
Court Act, that of 1925 for Oudh. 

The supplementary object of this Act which I referred to is the con
solidation of the law relating to the District Courts and the subordinate 
civil courts in Sind. They are worked at present under some sections~ 
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of the present Sind Courts Act together with a number of other secti~ns 
of the Bombay Civil Courts Act which have been exten~ed by .notifi
cation to the province of S~nd. Honoura~le ~embers will r~adily ~e.e 
that this is a very inconveruent way of legtslatmg for subordinate mvil 
courts. It was thought, therefore, that this was a good opportunity of 
bringing all these various enactments into one bill so that we should have 
a complete Act both for the Chief Court and the District and Subordi· 
nate Civil Courts in Sind. With these remarks, I recommend the first 
reading of this bill to this honourable House. 

Question proposed. . · · 
M:r. NOOR MAHO:MED (Hyderabad District) : I beg to support the 

first reading of this bill. This matter has been on the anvil for a. long 
time and I am very· glad that the Honourable the Home Member is 
going to give us this measure towards the eve of his retirement. I only 
hope that the bill will be passed before he actually lays down the reins 
of office. This bill is important from another point of view, namely 
that Sind and Karachi are having an i'nportance which they never had 
before. Karachi is rapidly expanding and growing into an imrortance 
never thought of before. It is rapidly having. an international import
ance. I think a time will soon come, when Sind will become a unit 
of administration on the lines of Orissa. with a Deputy Governor. Tl:.at 
is the direction in which the people of that province are desiring a change 
and I think that it is a change that will be welcomed both by the people 
of this Presidency and the people of Sind. It is mostly from that point 
of view that I welcome this bill. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I rise to support 
the first reading of the bill. It is indeed a very good bill, as it has satis
fied my honourable friend Mr. Noor 1\rahomed. If Sind really gets a 
fl('parat~ U.gislative Council, we will be very glad to accept that idea. 
It will satisfy my honourable friend Mr. Noor !\Ia.homed, so that he can 
}1lace all the grievances of Sind very properly and very satisfactorily 
before such ugihlative Council. 

Mr. S. T. K.UIBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of the bill. The present constitution of the courts in Sind, 
as has been pointed out, does not meet modem conditions in Sind, 
bee a use litigation has increased and comm&ce has increased. That has 
been pointed out so ably by the Honourable the Home Member, and 
the Chil Justice Committee has also recommended changes to be made 
in the constitution of the colll'ts in Sind. The bill is modelled upon 
~he law relating to the constitution of the Chief Courts in the Punjab and 
1n Bunna, and I do not think there is any objection to the constitution 
as outlined in the bill. But what I want to know is what will be the 
ad~tional (\)St of this new measure to the Presidency. That is a thing 
w~11-h w~ not made known to this House. Sir, there are many good 
thmgs wh11:h are neces.~ry. but the question is what will be the cost 
of these new arrangements which are so welcomed by this House. I 
hope the lionouraLle the Home ~tember will throw some light on this 
pomt of the a.d.ditional upenditure that will have to be home by the 
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provincial exchequer on account of this measure. With these words, 
I support the first rea4fug of the bill. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, the Honourable the 
Leader of the House has, in the statement of objects and reasons, given 
a resume of the facts which have led to the introduction of this bill. 
Sir, the facts stated here are sufficient to warrant a revision of the law, 
but there are even more cogent reasons why we should undertake to 
revise the law relating to courts in Sind. I do not know if it is known 
to a very large number of members in this House that the administra· 
tion of justice in Sind is in a very deplorable condition. The Civil Justice 
Committee has stated in its report that it takes an inordinately 
long time for the disposal of suits, and the e1.-planation that was· given 
for this delay to that committee by the' judiciary is rather not quite 
convincing. At least the committee itself thought that the proper 
explanation had not been given. The explanation given by the judi
ciary was to this effect. The Committee's report states on page 578: 

" It was explained to us that, apart from delays in the service of process and execu
tion of commissions outside the province, a. good portion of duration of the uncontested 
suits represented the time spent in efforts made by the courts in bringing about com
promises between the parties."· 

I really do not know whether it is the duty of a court of law to 
administer justice or to bring about compromises between the parties. 
If that was the function of the court, I really do not see why people 
should go there. They could bring about compromises without the 
intervention of the court. But the bad effect of this attempt on the 
part of the court to bring about a.-settlement between the parties is 
very glaringly illustrated when other witnesses placed their views before 
the Civil Justice Committee. They brought it to the notice of 
that committee that uncontested suits took a longer duration not 
because the court wanted the parties to come to a compromise, but 
the court purposely gave very long adjournments, and often adjourned 
the proceedings in order to drive the litigants to come to a compromise. 
Sir, I am perfectly sure that it is true, because it is stated in the Civil 
Justice Committee's Report as follows : 

" Some witnefiS(ls ha.ve stated that in the moro complicatDd classes of suits inHtituted 
in districts and the Judicial Commissioner's court the parties were so eM~pera.ted by 
the numerous adjournments that thlly were virtually driven into a compromitJe." 

If this statement is correct, and I have no doubt that it is correct, then 
it practically means a negation of justice, and nothing short of it. Simply 
to drive a litigant to accept a compromise, the hearings were adjourned 
from day to day. That practically means a negation of justice, and 
nothina else. Now, I am very glad that the Honourable the Leader 
of the House has brought something forward, but the question is whether 
the measure that is before us is a sufficient one. To me at lca:-;t it 
appears like that very prudent father who orders a coat for his son to-day, 
on yesterday's measurement, and for tomorrow's use. l\lind, the coat 
is ordered to-dav, on yesterday's measurements, and it is to be used 
to-morrow. That will give a correct idea of the provliiions in this bill. 
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We are told that at present there are actually five judg~, and even 
with five judges the work is in heavy arrears. Still, what do we find 
in the bill ! The bill does not make any further provision; it keeps 
the figure 5 where it is. I should have expected that the number should 
haYe been raised to 7 or any other higher figure. We are told that 
Sind is expanding. There is now the Sukl111' Barrage and with the 
increa.se of railw·ay ext~nsion and expansion of land under cultivation 
the number of litigation is bound to increase. Therefore if the number 
of judges as fixed in the bill is retained, there will be great difficulty even 
in the immediate future; let alone the distant future. In a year or 
two the laud commanded by the Sukl..111' Barrage will come in the market. 
There will be increase in litigation and this. will go on increasing for at 
lea~t 15 to 20 years. This bill as it stands makes no advance over things 
as they are to-day.· Therefore, I humbly submit that the number of 
High Court Judges should .be properly considered in the select committee. 
It is not a very easy matter. To-day people are not obtaining justice 
and if the litigation is increased and the number of judg~ as fixed in 
the bill is retained there will be absolutely no justice whatsoever. 

Another point I wish to refer to is this. When complicated cases 
come, the judiciary finds it difficult to dispose of them. There is also 
mention in the statement of objects and reasons that the judiciary is 
not quite competent. But the reason ~ll'Iled there is something 
•·b('. It is financial. These people are not sufficiently paid and 
thert'fnre they seek to get themselves transferred to more lucrative 
jobs. If that is the case, the remedy suggested by Government is to 
make the services for Sind alone, that is, some higher salary should be 
giwn. These gentlemen will be made to sit where they are. As regards 
the provision of the appointment of the chief judge, he is to be appointed 
with the sanction of the Governor General in Council. That means there 
is no guarantee that the second judge, the second judicial commissioner, 
can ever ha,·e the certainty of being promoted as Chief Judicial 
Commi~::;ioner. An outsider may be imported and naturally those who are 
in the senice and whose rights and interests are over-ruled would not 
t<lke any interest. For that reason if you want that there should be a 
judicial St'n·ice for Sind I think it is the duty of the Home Department 
to make adt>quate proruion as regards the pay of others so that nobody 
would like to take senice elsewhere but remain permanently there. 

The third point is v.ith regard to the dual system. In order to help 
the judit'iary a nowl system has be€n introduc-ed, that is, the attornies, 
the barri:St(•rs and adYocates are to be allowed to practice only in a few 
courts, just as we ha,·e in Bombay. In Bombay on the original side 
of tla• High C..mrt practice is confined to advocates and barrisrers with 
the as~i$t<::nce of solicitors. Ordinary pleaders have no hearing on 
the ori(!inal side of the High Court in Bombay. The same system is 
&mt!l1t to be introduced in Sind. If you consult the Bombay public 
they will tdl something different. Whether the introduction of this 
syskm will curtail the duration of litigation is a matter on which I do 
Hot dt>sire to express au opinion at this stage. But in the interest of 
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the public I can say that the cost of litigation will be enormously 
increased and there will be no corresponding advantage as to the short
ening of duration of litigation. Again it is the trend of public opinion 
to-day, at any rate in the profession, to do away with the difference 
between advocates, pleaders· and barristers. The majority opinion in 
the profession is that there should be no monopoly in favour of certain 
class of the profession, and that all should be treated alike. Even a 
piece of legislation has been passed whereby this distinction is to be 
wiped off. 

The next point is about the appeal to be made by the subordinate 
officers of the judiciary. ·I think that thing would require serious 
consideration of the select committee. When I read the section I find 
that officers below Rs. 30 can be dismissed by the sanction of the 
Judicial Commissioner. These will have no right of ~ppeal in the case of 
dismissal. In clause 40 there must at least be some misprint or the 
sense of that clause is not well brought out. It refers to certain items 
of work. These items are not mentioned there ; but they are men· 
tioned in clause 39. I think clause 40 must be clause 39. In the select 
committee this thing can· be considered. As this is a bill in the direc· 
tion of giving some relief, I think it will be our duty and pleasure to 
support the first reading of this bill. 

Mr. A. MONTGOMERIE : Sir, I would like to clear one or two points 
that have been raised. One of the honourable members said that the 
Honourable the Home Member in introducing the bill had made no 
reference to the cost. Well, like all good things even chief courts must 
be paid for and it will be necessary to fall in with the suggestion which has 
been made by the honourable member-for Bombay, North (Mr. A. N. 
Surve) to improve the pay of the judges of the court-to give the judges 
of the chief court the same pay as is given to the chief judges and judges 
of other chief courts in India. It is also necessary to improve the 
establishment. There is no doubt whatever that the establishment of the 
chief court has been very badly organised. The honourable member for 
Bombay City, North (Mr. A. N. Surve) has a war of shooting at us with 
arrows which he borrows from our qnivers. I ought to have known that 
there was something behind it when he asked me the other day for a 
copy of the Civil Justice Committee's report. I must admit that he has 
extracted some arrows pointed and barbed from that quiver. 

With regard to the administration of justice in Sind I admit that 
that report makes sad reading, both as regards the subordinate judiciary 
and the Judicial Commissioner's court. In the Judicial Commissioner's 
court a great deal of trouble is due to the inadequacy of the staff and to 
the fact that the staff is organised on the lines of an ordinary district 
court instead of on the lines of a High Court. We propose to improve the 
staff. We should have an official receiver and official commissioner and 
other staff which are necessary for carrying on the important work in 
connection with the important commercial litigation which goes on in 
Sind. That also will cost money. The Judicial Commissioner in Sind 
suggested improvement in the staff and in the pay of the establishment,_ 
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which taken together with the improvement of the salaries of the judges 
of the court, would amount to about Rs. 86,000 per year. I do not think 
that that in itself will be any excessive charge for getting rid of what is 
at present a very great scandal on our administration. We have been 
trying to do justice on the cheap in Sind and we have failed, with the 
result that a very large number of people in Karachi among the 
commercial firms, who would otherwise use the courts,find that justice is in 
fact denied to them by the delays which take place. No man is going to 
bring a suit in a court for Rs. 300 or Rs. 400, of which some debtor han 
defrauded him, if it is going to take him three or four years to recover 
that sum. He will have to meet his lawyers' expenses, and the longer the 
suit lasts the less chance there is of his recovering the sum. In the long 
run it may be that this additional expenditure will be recovered by more 
expeditious settlement of suits and the resulting greater litigation that 
will be brought in the court. Although the Judicial Commissioner has 
suggested this sum of Rs. 86,000, I think it will be possible with the help 
of the Finance Department to make him see that he should not open his 
mouth too wide, and I promise, in the course of the next month or two 
to reduce his demand by Rs. 10,000 or Rs. 20,000. 

One effect of improving the pay of the judges will be to meet· the 
objection raised by the honourable member for Bombay City (North). 
There is no doubt that one of the difficulties about the administration of 
justice in Sind has been that the judges in the Judicial Commissioner's 
Court, both Civil Service judges and barrister judges, have sat with one 
eye on the litigation in Sind and the other eye slightly turned towards the 
bench of the High Court in Bombay. They have regarded the Court of 

. the Judicial Commissioner in Sind as merely a step towards higher pro
motion. If we improve their pay to the rate of pay obtaining in other 
chief courts in India it will be possible to get men of the standing of high 
court judges who will be willing to stay in Karachi, because although the 
pay is not the pay of a high court judge in Bombay, the cost of living in 
Karachi is a good deal less than that of Bombay. We are likely therefore 
to get what the honourable member desires-a permanent service in the 
bench of the chief court. The honourable member complained that our 
proposals were not expensive enough. He said we were only providing 
for five judges and he wants more. As a matter of fact we only provide 
for four, and I must take the credit for having suggested that economy. 
~ do not see the point in constituting a court permanently at the outset 
m such a way as to make it obligatory to employ more judges than are 
nece..."''<uy. If it is possible to get on with four or five judges, why frame 
the Act in such a form that the court will not be properly constituted unless 
there are more judges! The honourable member's analogy fails. We are 
not pr.,paring a suit to measure ; we are preparing an elastic suit which 
can be extended. One of the clauses in the bill enables us to put in 
additional judges, and if we find that the additional judges are necessary 
and that they should be made permanent, they can be made permanent. 
llut I think there is no reason why we should start with more than we 
actually need. I suggested the figure (, because it i.a possible tha.t the 
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enormo~ wave 'of litigation which has taken place in Karachi may not be 
permanent. In Bombay it is the same. There has been an enormous 
wave of litigation, possibly as a result of the war, which made it necessary 
in Bombay for us to have two additional high court judges. I think the 
Council would rightly object if we make them permanent judges until we 
see that the post war conditions, as they settle down, are not likely to 
bring about a return to the normal in the bulk of litigation which takes 
place. 

One point raised by the honourable member was promotion to chief 
judgeship; He rather suggested that we should have a serv{ce of judges 
of the chief court, which should be rather on the lines of the subordinate 
services, in which one rises by seniority slightly tempered by merit. 
That has never been the way in the High Court in Bombay, for instance. 
From time to time distinguished judges from outside have been imported 
into the High Court and they have added lustre to that bench. And 
I suggest that that is the principle that we should follow in this new 
legislation. 

There is only one other point I wish to refer to, and that is the honour· 
able member's fears that the Act as framed entails the introduction of 
the dual system of advocates and attorneys in Sind. It does not entail any 
such thing. It merely gives the court power, if it finds necessary and 
proper, to introduce rules for the guidance of legal practitioners in Sind, 
and the il'ltroduction of this system is merely suggested in the statement 

· of objects and reasons as one possible example of what might be done 
by the court. It woula be inconceivable that the court should introduce 
such a system if it were entirely againstJhe will of the public or against 
the will of the local Bar. 

I think I have dealt with practically every point of any importance in 
principle that has been raised to-day on the bill. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Mr. President, 
in rising to support the first reading of this bill, I do not desire to weary 
the honourable member further with obvious comments and -inevitable 
inferences. My object, Sir, is to point out that while legislating for the 
improvement of the Judicial Commissioner's Court in Sind, Government 
should not forget the administrative defects of Mahomedan law in Sind. 
Sind is the oldest Mahomedan province in India but there has been no 
improvement in the judicial machinery through which that law is 
administered. The Kazi's courts have been abolished, and wlth them 
the practical side of Mahomedan Law that existed in the days of the 
A.m.irs. There have been cases of failure of justice caused by the ignor
ance of that law in the lower courts. Care must be taken to see that 
judicial officers in the subordinate courts are really conversant with 
Mahomedan Law. For the administration of this difficult branch of 
Law, I hope Government will in future see that in this Chief Court there 
will be competent persons to elucidate and explain the Mahomedan 
Law. I also hope that, as far as this matter is concerned, no watertight 
compartment of provinees theory would come in their way but persons 
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competent to deal with Mahomedan Law satisfactorily to the people 
of Sind will be appointed even from other provinces, should need arise 
as was so wisely suggested by the honourable the Home Secretary. The 
Punjab Government had appointed a very distinguished Mahomed.a.n 
Barrister from Allahabad to the Lahore High Court for his proficiency 
in Mahomedan Law. 

Mr. R. D. PATIL : I ri8e to a. point of order, Sir. While discussing 
the first reading of this bill would it be relevant to discuss the question 
of the appointment of Mahomedans on the benches of the High Court 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The legislature is asked to make 
efficient provision in the court for administering Mahomedan Law. I 
have not understood that the honourable member is making any claim 
for any communal representation on the bench. All he said was that in 
a Mahomedan province care should be taken to put in judges fully 
competent to administer Mahomedan Law .. That is perfectly relevent. 

MOUL\1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I do not see, Sir, why the honour .. 
11.hle member should imagine that I am bringing in the question of cum
munal representation before allowing me to finish my sentence. I have 
nothing more to add, Sir. I was just finishing my remarks when this 
point of order was raised. . 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I rise to support the first reading of this bill. All the Sindhis, 
irre8pective of caste or creed, Hindus, Mahomedans and Europeans, and 
in fact aU the associations have asked for a Chief Court. Justice has 
greatly suffered in Sind because of the limited number of judges in the 
Judicial Commissioner's Court. No doubt, by converting it into a. 
Chid Court, there will be additional cost, but I am sure the additional 
cost will be recovered by the judicial revenue that will accrue to Govern
ment by the institution of a large number of suits that are ·at present 
not bein~ filled owing to the long time that litigation takes. Besides, 
Sir, it will remove the complaint of the Sindhis that the appointments 

• in the Judicial Commissioner's Court are made a stepping stone to the 
High Court. Every officer appointed to the Judicial Commissioner's 
Court now tak~s advantage of it, hardly remains six months in Sind, 
and as soon as there is a vacancy, accepts a High Court judgeship. Now, 
by con\·erting it into a Chief Court, all the judges including the Chief 
Judge will receive salaries similar to those usual in other Chief Courts, 
and I am sure the Chief Judge and his colleagues will stick to their 
np[k.lintments, bee a use I find that there is a provision in the bill for increas
ing tlw salary of the Judges of the Chief C{lurt to the level of that of the 
lli;!h Court Jud~es. Therefore, Sind will have the advantage of the 
expt~rit'nce of judges who will stay for a long time there. With these 
remarks, I support the first reading. · 

~tr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Sir, I support the bill whole· 
hcartt>dly. Speeches from the GoYernruent benches and also from the 
uon-ollici.a.l bt-nches have rewaled the necessity of this bill and therefore 
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my remarks will be very brief. It has been universally admitted that 
Sind has been in want of proper administration of justice and therefore 
the Government are to be congratulated on having brought this bill. 
As rel'!ards my honourable friend Moulvi Rafiuddin that the judges 
should be conversant with the ::Mahomedan Law; that is a very important 
suggestion and is a good suggestion also. Therefore, the judges who 
are to be ap:tminted there should be fully conversant with the Mahomedan 
Law, because in Sind 80 per cent. of the population are Mahomedans 
and for the province of Sind continuity of service is wanted because the 
judges have to study .Mahomedan Law and have to be very conversant 
with the subject. Therefore, there should be no temptation for these 
judges to fly away to other High Courts, so that, the judges' pay should 
be adequate and their position should be as dignified as the High Court 
judges elsewhere. As for the apprehension of my honourable friend 
.Mr. Surve I am very much surprised because he says the judges that have 
been provided for are very few. Well, Sir, we ~ould not think of diffi
culties many years ahead of us beuuse we must accept the Biblical 
adage that "Enough for the day is the e'<il thereof". As provided in 
the bill: there are going to be four judges and if more judges are wanted, 
Government will take steps to have them and make any alteration pos
sible, and if the alterations are necessary, amendments may be brought 
in this honourable House and the bill embodying such amendments 
will also h·' passed. As for the several questions that may be decided 
L this cJurt, of course, this cannot be tha final court. Even in England 

. which has been the Mother of Parliaments, all the laws that the Houses, 
of Parliament pass are not final ones, because it is the divine law that 
changes must take place always and the changes have been rapidly 
taking place in all directions in the whOle world. There are two lines 
of argument. Some people suppose that civilisation is something like 
a cirCle and if one starting from any point as he goes on progressing in 
the long run he is bound to return to the point from which he started. 
But I take civilisation as something like a ladder reaching the horizon. 
Nobody can tell the distance of horizon. As we are going further and 
further, we find the horizon far away from us, because just as it is impos· 
sible for a ladder to reach the horizon, full civilisation is impossible to 
attain. In tlis way it is sufficient if the present bill is introduced and 
passed and four judges are apfointed, and if some alterations are neces· 
sary, tl.ose alterations will be carried out by Government. With these 
few remarks, Sir, I support wholeheartedly the bill. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Before asking the Honourable 
Leader of the House to reply, I should like to invite attention to the 
fact tl.at two honourable members from Sind have given notice of 
several amendments. I understand that the Honourable the Home 

. Member in asking the House to pass the first reading does so on the clear 
understanding that on the occasion of the second reading no question 
of order as regards princi:tle or detail will be raised. That will save the 
time of the House to-day and honourable members will be entitled to 
move any amendmenta at the ~~econd reading. 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I can give that a.ssur· 
ance, Sir. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : That a.ssuranct having been 
given, I call upon the Honourable Leader of the House to reply. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD : I should not like to 
weary the House, Sir, with any lengthy remarks as I think all the points 
have been sufficiently made in the discussion on the bill The Chief 
Court will consist of judges, under our scheme, who will permanently 
stay in Sind and will be proof against temptations of such things as the 
H4!h Court. They will also have an establishment which will be of 
sufficient standing to enable them to delegate to them a good deal of the 
routine work which the judges at present have to do themselves but 
which is not done by judges of a High Court. The result of the improved 
standard of judges and establishment, together with the improvements 
in procedure which we hope to introduce, and the possibility of a trans
fer of certain of the petty suits from small causes courts, will, we hope, 
result in the reduction of the work of the judges of the new Court.· It is 
on this ground that we have been cautious and have for the present 
laid down a court consisting of 1 Chief Judge and 3 judges. There are 
proYisions to increase the number of judges, If required. Should ex
perience in the next two years show that it is necessary to make them 
pennanent, it will only be neeessary to make a small amendment to this 
bill which will then be the Act. 

I think the cost will not be great for the improvements which are so 
necessary for our purpose and I think that a large part of the cost will 
probably be recovered from the increased fees which will be taken by the 
cou:t· I ·am aware myself that a number of litigants who w~uld orid
narily rome to the court does not do so because of the hopeless delay that 
occurs at present in the Court. But I think in any case the increased 
cost is small compared to the necessities of the situation· while we · 
hope that that increase will to soruc extent be made up by the increase 
in court-fees. "ith these words I move for the first reading of· 
the Lill. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : What will be the cost ! 
The Honourable Sir MA.l.i"RICE HA1"\VARD: The cost as estimated 

by the Home Secretary is about B.s. 75,000 while the Judicial Commis
sioner puts it at B.s. 86,000. In view of tile increased income in 'the 
shape of tourt-fees it is difficult to estimate a«!urately. But it would 
be v.:ell under a lakh of rupees. This is not a very large amount 
con.s1J.ering the contributions made to our budget by the Province 
of Sind. 

Bill rwl • 6.rst. time. Question put and carl"ied . 
. The Honourable Sir MAL"'RICE HAYWARD: I propose to refer the 

Lill to a adect oomn...ittee consisting of 12 members of v.-hom 6 will fonn 
the quorum. The names will be :-

M.r. B. G. P&b.alajani. 
M.r. Noor M.ahomed. 
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·Khan Bahadur S. N. Bhutto. 
Mr. G. B. Pradhan. 
Mr. S. T. Kambli. 
1\&. A. N. Surve. 
1\Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad. 
1\&. W. B. Hossack. 
1\&. V. A. Grantham. 
1\&. A. 1\lontgomerie. 
The Honourable Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain. 
The Honourable Sir Mau_rice Hayward. 

I also propose that the committee should meet early in Dec~mber in 
Bombay. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : I would like to add the name of Mr. R. G. Pradhan. 
The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: I would be glad to do 

it, but I rather deprecate adding new names and increase the select 
committee to a very large number. · I would rather keep it at 12. 

1\I.r. S. A. SARDESAI: I object to this sort of procedure. Some new 
names should be proposed instead of having the same names again and 
again. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is entitled 
to move an amendment adding a new name or substituting one name for 
another included in the list. 

1\&. S. A. SARDESAI : That will be a reflection. I appeal to the 
Honourable the Home Member to put in some new names instead of 

. having the same over and over again. .... 
The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: I think the committee 

,is fairly representative. 
· Bill. referred to select Question put and carried. 

comnuttee. 

HEREDITARY OFFICES ACT AMENDMENT BILL. 
(Further consideration of clause 4 resumed.) 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL .MEHTA: We have considered this 
matter and we find that the draft as it now stands with the addition 
proposed by the honourable member for East Khandesh will mean that 
the appearance of the party or his pleader will be restricted to the investi· 
gation where a record in writing is made. This is the only stage where 
such appearance v. ill be allowed. That seems to meet also with the 
desires of the honourable members opposite. I have no objection to 
accepting the amendment of the honourable member 1\Ir. D. R. Patil. 
Question put. 

•• In clause 4., insert the words • either in person or through • pleader' between the 
words • of being heard • and • shall be given '." 

and carried. 
Clause 4, as amended, ordered to stand part of the bill. 
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Mr. D. R. PATIL : Sir, I move that the bill be 
read a third time. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. R. G. PRADIU ... ~ (Nasik District): Sir, I support the third reading 

of this bill and in doing so I wish to congratulate the honourable member 
for East Khandesh for the courageous fight that he put up in order 
that some of the amendments of which he gave notice may be accepted 
by the House. 

Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khandesh District) : In view of the 
statement made br the Honourable the Revenue Member I think it will be 
better if the wording of the suggestion is given as a note in this clause. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House cannot deal with that 
aspect of the question. The proceedings of the House will be published. 
As regards subsequent publication the House has nothing to do 
with it. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : I rise to support the third 
reading of this bill and also to congratulate the Honourable the Revenue 
Member for having yielded to the wishes of non-official members especially 
with regard to the honourable member Mr. Patil's last amendment 
the object of which was to give an opportunity to a watandar to appear 
himsdf or through a pleader to explain and to defend himself when he is 
charged for misconduct, etc., in the discharge of his duty. The 
HonouralJle the Revenue Member has graciously yielded to the request 
of a non-official member in this matter and I therefore heartily 
congratulate him and support the third reading of the bill. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Sir, I rise to eongratulaie 
the honourable mover of this bill and also the Honourable the Revenue 
Member. As for the provision made in the bill that an opportunity 
should be given to a watandar in the first instance when evidence is 
rt>corded, I differ from this because I think an opportunity should be 
gi,·cn to the watandar to produce his pleader before the Commis
sioner or the Collector. I do not know whether a mamlatdar or a 
deputy collector will be an investigating officer and therefore I think 
the pleader may have to appear before the mamlatdar or a deputy 
Cullt'Cklr also if either of these officers is going to be an investigat-
ing ofiicer ...... . 

. The Honourable the PRESIDE).""!: The honourable member's speech 
w1ll be re!e,·ant only if he wishes to oppose the third reading on the 
ground th<lt the bill does not satii.fy him. Otherwise the speech is 
not relevant. . 

~Ir. S. A. S.\.RDES.U : I accept the bill, Sir. 
~lr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, I cannot but say 

tl.1at the prai::.e which has been showered upon. me is entirely due to the 
kindness of the Col.lllll.i.s.sioner, C.,.ntral Division, Mr. Hatch. Before 
the bill \\l!.S ref~:rred to the select committee, I had occasion to see him 
and he was kind enough to give the advantagt!B which I got under the 
bill in the select committee. Of course my hearty thanks are dne w 
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the Honourable the Revenue Member also for having granted my 
request so far as clause 4 is concerned. · I now move that the bill be read 
for the third time. 

Bill read a third time. Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is now read a third 

time and passed. 

BILL NO. XX OF 1925 (A BILL FURTHER TO Al'flEND THE 
BOMBAY LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923). 

Mr. NOOR MAHOl\IED .(Hyderabad District}: Sir, I beg to move 
that Bill* No. X.~ of 1925 (A Bill further to amend 

First reading. the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923} be read 
for the first time. You are well aware, Sir, that municipalities have 
hitherto been registering births and deaths, but marriages which really 
give rise to births and deaths were not registered and it was during the 
present session of the Council that the necessary addition was made. 
Hitherto no record had been kept of marriages in any .of the local bodies 
and this led to a great deal of mischief and great was the wrong that 
was being done to married people in law courts. We have seen, Sir, 
that in civil suits, when there is a question of inheritance and the opposite 
party happens to be a purd.'wna.slnn lady or small children, the domin· 
ating party always tries to raise the plea of illegitimacy of the children. 
That plea is facilitated by the fact that no authoratative record is kept 
of the marriages. In criminal cases we have seen that when, under 
section 498, Indian Penal Code, cases are brought in criminal courts 
and when other offences relating to marriage form the subject--matter 
of cases in criminal courts, the parties are easily able to get out of the 
clutches of law on account of there being no authentic record available 
of ;marriages. In a case where a marriage has taken place ten or fifteen 
years ago, the priest who performed the marriage ceremony, the witnesses 
and agents do not remember all the details of the ceremony ; and 
when they come before the court and are cross-examined by pleaders, 
those witnesses are not able to stand the cross-examination. In 498 
Indian Penal Code cases, marriage has strictly to be proved and that is 
the main issue in also all those cases that fall under section 494, viz., 
bigamy. 'Vhen marriage has so strictly to be proved, the aggrieved 
party naturally manufactures such of the witnesses as are dead j and the 
result is that those witnesses who are false witnesses and have been brought 
in simply to give evidence according to the requirements of the Indian 
Evidence Act, they are not able to stand the cross-examination of the 
pleader and the case generally fails. In this way no redress is given 
to the aggrieved party. Sometimes disappointed suitors who have 
got really no matrimonial rights on the other party go to court 
and lodge false complaints and that is also facilitated by the fact that 
no record is kept of marriages. We have seen that offences relating 
to marriages are increasing in the Bombay Presidency. In Bengal. 

• J'ilk Appt'Tidix T. 
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in the Punjab and also I believe in Madras record is kept of marriages ; 
and therefore when any case whether in a civil court or in a criminal 
court is brought, record is easily available and is made use of. I have 
~ot some figures regarding marriage offences that are committed in the 
Bombay Presidency and the convictions obtained in such cases. In 1920 
in the Presidency proper 1,319 offences were reported and the number 
of persons who were reported or were under trial was 1,977 ; the number 
of persons acquitted or discharged was 1,665 while the number of persons 
actually convicted was 131. It will be seen, therefore, that o:ut of 1,977 
persons reported or sent up for trial only 131 were convicted .. In 1921, 
1,134 cases were reported to the courts and out of 1,740 persons under trial 
only 130 were convicted. In 1922, 990 cases were reported to courts 
and out of 1,849 peron~ under trial only 118 were actually convicted. 
In 1923, 1,193 cases were reported, 2,360 persons were tried and 240 were 
convicted. In Sind the situation is still worse. In 868 offences reported, 
out of 3,253 persons under trial in 1919, only 48 were convicted. The 
figures for 1920 and 1921 are not available. In 1922, 865 offences were 
reported and out of 3409, only 126 were convicted. In 1923, 963 offences 
were reported and out of 3,320 persons reported or who were under trial, 
only 53 were convicted. In 1924, out of 3,163 persons under trial only 
62 were convicted and the number of offences reported was 759. In 
the absence of any authentic record there is no means of definitely saying 
whether the cases reported are genuine or false. The fact however 
remains that absence of any record of marriage has increased matri
monial offences. I, therefore, request this honourable House to authorise 
local boards to register marriages as is done in Punjab and to impose 
penalty on those persons who do not report the fact of the solemniz· 
ation of marriages to a duly constituted recorder or to a person who may 
be authorized by a district local board to record marriages.· Further, 
Sir, I make a provision in my bill that if any community does not want 
registration, they have simply to send an application to the district 
local board, and the district local board will exempt that particular 
c.ommunity from the operation of the bill. So that, Sir, this bill will 
be less inc<>nvenient than even the bill which was passed a few days 
ago, I mean the Major Municipalities Bill, where no such power for 
e~empting any c.ommunity is given to the municipalities. I trust, 
Su, that C<msidering all the circumstances, considering the fact that 
in civil courts and in criminal courts the work in connection with 
matrimonial suits and cases is increasing substantially, considering the 
fact that in absence of documentary evidence that so many witnesses 

· hare to be examined, and considering also the fact that if a. record of 
marriages were kept, false cases will decrease, as false cases have decreased 
in the Puujab, the House will pass the first reading of the bilL We 
have got the example of the Punjab where all communities a're taking 
aJrant.age of the legislation for the registration of marriages, and where 
the number of false ca..<:.es in civil and criminal courts has decreased. 
In the Bombay Presidency, offences regarding marriages are 
on the increase, I therefore hope that the House will be justified in 
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giving this power to the local boards. With these words, I move the 
first reading of the bill. · 

Question proposed. 
Mr. L. S. CHAUDHARI (East Khandesh District) : Sir, I rise to 

oppose the first reading of the bill. The honourable member, while 
commending this bill for the acceptance of the House, has not made it 
clear from what particular community the cases which he has reported 
come. He did not mention the class of the people from which these 
cases have cropped up. Besides, looking to the small number of con
victions, it is quite clear that such a kind of measure is not necessary 
at this staga. Sir, we thi¥ that these ideas of registering marriages 
are quite new at least to the Bombay Presidency. It might be very 
desirable in Sind, but as this bill is going to be applied to the whole of 
the presidency, I think it is not desirable to impose this legislation on 
the whole of the Bombay Presidency. Sir, if I am not mistaken, the 
Hindu Sabha of Sind has expressed its apprehension against such kind 
of legislation. Though the honourable member who has moved the 
first reading of this bill has stated that these offences have taken place 
·in connection with matrimonial matters, he has not stated whether 
these offences were of the nature that two persons claimed to be married 
to the same woman or whether it was in connection with any other 
aspects of matrimonial relations. As these points have not been made 

. clear, I oppose the first reading of the bill. 
?~Ir. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I rise to oppose the 

first reading of the bill moved by mJ:_ honourable friend Mr. Noor 
Mahomed, and while opposing the bill I am offering a few remarks on it. 

Sir, as far as the presidency proper is concerned, the backward· classes 
and their condition ought ta be taken into consideration. This bill 
is going to make the registration of marriages compulsory, and looking 
to the backward state and the ignorance and the illiteracy of the masses, 
this bill is going to create great difficulty in their way as far as the 
Deccan proper is concerned. Sir, we fear that this bill will also put a 
premium on the conversion of the Hindus to Islam. I will explain 
myself in detail without offending the feelings of my 1\Iahomedan friends. 

Sir, at present we, the representatives of the Deccan, hear the cry from 
the Hindus of Sind that the condition of the Sind Hindus is becoming 
day by day more and more precarious in Sind. We are hearing every 
day the representations they are making to us that the Hindus in Sind 
are in a dangerous position. Many young Hindu girls are taken away 
forcibly and converted forcibly to Islam, and if we are going to make 
by this bill such offences legal by registration then there would be 
an end to' justice. Sir, practically, .it means that an offence under 
section 498 of the Indian Penal Code would be legalised by this bill. If 
this hill beconws law, then registration would be presumptive evidence, 
and ·whatever ill~gality might ha\'e occured in the case of a Hindu girl 
whether she is enticed away from h~r lawful guardian or whether she is--
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forcibly converted to Islam would be covered by forcible marriage and 
registration. As soon as the marriage is registered, that would be 
a presumptive proof that the marriage has taken place in a legal 
way. Sir, if this bill becomes law, it would be very difficult to prove 
facts which are totally illegal, namely, the enticing away of Hindu girls 
and their forcible conversion to Islam. All these things it ·would be 
difficult to prove, once the marriage is registered by the registering 
body. I do not understand exactly why my honourable friend wants 
this bill. Looking to the condition 0£ the ignorant and poor masses, 
we at least think that this bill, instead of doing any good to them, will 
rather have great miseries for them. A heavy fine is provided in the 
bill for non-registration of marriages, and t1wugh, when the bill goes 
to the select committee, it may be reduced, still it creates a great hard
ship in the way 0f the poor people. 8o, instead of doing any good, 
this bill is going to do a great mischief, and therefore, I oppose its first 
reading. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to support the 
first reading of the bill. The honourable member who preceded me 
opposed it in such a way that it was difficult for me to understand what he 
was saying. Another honourable member to my left (Mr. Chaudhari) 
said that the idea of registering marriages is a new thing. May I know 
from him whether he was not present in the House at the time when we 
passed the third reading of the Major Municipalities Bill ? The honour
able member who preceded me stated that the backward classes would 
greatly resent the registering of marriages, but the suggestion to introduce 
registration of marriages in the Major Municipalities Bill came from my 
honourable friend to my right (Mr. Surve). Further, Sir, has not the 
honourable mover of the bill stated that he has made provision in this 
bill for the exemption of any community that does not want any regis
tration of marriages under the bill? If any community does not want 
registration· of marriages, exemption is provided. If it is more or less 
from the Mahomedan point of view that the honourable mover wants 
this bill to be passed, I do not think that any non-Mahomedans 
should object to it. If births and deaths are registered, where is the harm 
in registering marriages ? I think the honourable mover has made 
all his points quite clear on the subject, and it is but right that the House 
should pass this bill. As the Honourable Minister has accepted the 
registration of marriages in the case of the Major Municipalities Bill, 
I hope he will accept the first reading of the bill. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I rise to oppose the first reading of this bill. 
Sir, I think the principle involved in the bill is very dangerous, and it 
would embitter the feelings between the two communities in Sind. As 
it is the feeling is running very high there. (An honourable member : 
After the Bombay Municipal Bill.) You must say so. 

The Honourable th€1 PRESIDENT: The honourable member should 
addre~s the Chair. 
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Mr. S. K. BOLE : That will evidently create friction between the two 
eommunities. I think it is better that the first reading of this bill should 
not be accepted by this House. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, I rise to 
support the first reading of this bill. I am sorry to say that a good deal 
of heat and unnecessary prejudice has been introduced in the discussion 
of this bill. Even at the present time Mahomedan marriages are always 
registered by the Kazi.~ who perform the marriage, but they are not 
altogether reliable. The only question is whether there should be a 
reliable record of marriages in district local board offices. The objection 
of my honourable friend, Mr. Navle, is based on hearsay. An alarming 
cry was raised from the Hindu Maha Sabha of Hyderabad, Sind, and it 
has resounded on the hills of the Deccan. Now, what is the real fact. 
This principle has been already accepted with regard to the major muni
cipalities. It came, as it was pointed out by the gallant Knight behind me 
(Sir V asantrao), from the leader of the non-Brahmin party, my honourable 
friend, Mr. A. N. Surve. As far as the Hindus of Sind are concerned they 
generally live in the cities, where marriages will be registered as has 
already been agreed to. Moreover if the Hindus of Sind do not like 
registration to be compulsory in local board areas it is open to them not 
to take .advantage of this bill. The right course, therefore, for the 
honourable member will be not to oppose this bill but to allow its first 
reading, and send it to the select committee where all objections will be 

. duly considered and the bill will be amended in such a way as not to be 
prejudicial to any community. But merely on the strength of rumours 
that some Hindu girls would be abducted, to deprive the community of a 
very reasonable piece of legislation, which is already too late in coming, 
I think is a most unreasonable attitude for the Hindu members to adopt. 
I do say that there is no desire on the part of any person to encourage any 
kind of crime. It has been stated by the honourable member that many 
ofiences have been committed by the Mahomedans of Sind with regard 
to Hindu girls but the number of cases which are in the imagination of 
my honourable friend he has not stated. Because some Hindus cried 
cock-a-doodle-doo, at Hyderabad, it is foolish that honourable·members 
in this House should also cry cock-a-doodle-doo. Considering that the 
sugaestion for the registration of marriages first came from the leader of 
the 

0
non-Brahmin party (Mr. A. N. Surve), it is but a poor compliment 

that the members of the non-Brahmin party, are paying to their 
chief. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : That is in cities. 
!IIOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : The honourable member has 

~lso stated that the Hindus of Sind are miserably treated. Take all 
appointments in Government service and all seats that the Hindus of 
Sind occupy in city municipalities and compare the saine with that of 
Moslems in the presidency proper, it would be found that they have the 
lion's share, though the Mahomedans outnumber them by four to 
one. If any class of people in Sind are badly off in this respect, it is the 
Mahomedans and not the Hindus. For these reasons I hope my-
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honourable friends will withdraw their objection and _pass the first reading 
of the bill. · 

Mr. S. T. KlliBLI (Dharwar l:>istrict) : Sir, if we look to section 
50 of the District Local Boards Act, we find the obligatory duties and the 
discretionary duties laid down there. We also find that it has not been 
imposed, either as a discretionary duty or as an obligatory duty, on the 
district local boards to register either births or deaths. Under the 
District Municipal Act, the registration of births and deaths has been 
imposed as one of the obligatory duties on municipalities, because the 
area is compact. In the case of district local boards it has not been 
made so, because the area is vast and it will be difficult to register births 
and deaths. For that very reason I submit that the registration of 
marriages should not be made one of the duties of the district local boards, 
whether obligatory or discretionary. In the case of births and deaths 
it is quite easy in a compact area. The municipality has engaged 
certain ward peons to report births and deaths and the owners also are 
required to report births and deaths to the municipality. There is 
no fear of any ca~e being omitted, because it is a physical fact. 

In the case of marriages if we enforce registration we will be opening 
a new road for personation and fabrication of evidence. The question 
of marriage involves judicial determination. There may be a case of 
marriage between two persons. Who is to testify to the factum of the 
marriage ! In such a case, who is to determine the validity of the 
marriage? The bill before us provides that the fact of the marriage should 
Le notified to the district local board. This must take place some days 
after the marriage is over. I am quite sure that either the president or 
the ,·ice-president will not be the person who will be entrusted with this 
duty of recording the factum of the marriage. It will be some clerk. 
What will he do ! If anybody comes to him for recording a· marriage, 
he will record it but he will not be in a position to prove the fact of the 
marriage, where it took place and so on. There may be a. girl of 12 or 
13 years under the guardianship of some person. A man will silently 
go with one of his friends and register a marriage with that girL There 
will be a record. The law says that the person is bound to give informa
tion to the registrar of marriage. The registrar will simply record the 
marriage and he has no power to ask the party to prove it. How will 
you invest him with those powers to go into the legal evidence of the 
marriage f I do admit that the registration· of marrigea may be desir
able but it is not the local boards that will be able to do it. In spite of 
the registration of marriagea among other communitiea we see so many 
pro..'t'rutions are taking place every day. Before whom are the bride 
and the bridegroom to appear! If the registrar of marriages in the local 
board is entrusted with this work of registration, he will simply regis
ter the marriages. But it should not be entrusted as a mere ministerial 
work to the district local boards. If it is, it will give rise to many 
difficulties. I will give a concrete example. A man goes before the recorder 
of marriages and tcll.s him that he haa married such and such a girl and 
that the marriage .should be registered. Another IIlAll comes the same 

II 616-l 
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day before that recorder of marriages and says that he has married the 
same girL What will the clerk do 1 Is he to hold an inquiry and sit as 
a judiciary 1 Is he to be entrusted With the ,powers of a magistrate 1 Is 
he to go from village to village and from house to house and make local 
enquiries and investigations and enter the result of his enquiries and 
investigations in the book 1 Such will be the q.ifficulties standing in the 
way of authorising the local boards to enter ma~ages in their registers. 

Sir, the argument advanced is that tr_e municip1lities have been 
emrowered to rerister marriages. I would like to :point out that in the 
case of the municipalities the area is cow pact, and the chances of rerjury 
and false personation are small indeed. Any cases of perjury and false 
personation can be easily detected. There are a number of officers, the 
chief officer and so DJ.any otl:.er officers who go round the streets, and 
the sli~htest fraud will be disclosed at once. But in the case of the local 
boards the area is large and it will be not possiUe to detect false entries. 
Wh.at will be the safeguard against two persons coming on the sarr.e day 
and claiming that they have married the same girl1 That will be one 
of the difficulties, that will beset the clerk of the district local board who 
will be entrusted with the work of registration. Such cases have not 
been wanting. I myself have been engaged in a certain case in which 
two people were clairr.ing to have married tl:e same girl, and the case 
had to be taken to the district court ro get a settlement. If such a case 
were to be brought before the recorder of mania.ges, and if false marriages 
are sought to be set up, what will the clerk do 1 My only point is that 
even if registration of marriages be deemed necessary the agency of the 
district local boards is not tl:.e riglt one to be entrusted with t}:.at work. 
They ought to institute serarate trilunals for recording and registering 
marriages with sufficient rowers of taling e\ idence and deciding cases. 
The local boards should not be entrusted with such powers. 

As I said at the beginning of my speech, it is not an obligatory or 
discreti.->nary duty of the local boards to record births and deaths. I 
think the Honourable Minister was wise in not making it their duty in 
the Act. Now, in the lill the 1onouralle rr.over wants to make it 
comf·ulsory on the boards to record marriages. The bill says that a 
new section (mm) shall be added after sub-section (m) of section 50. 
Now, section 50 of the Act begins by saying that "it shall be the duty 
of the local boards" and enumerates the duties from (a) to (o). The 
honourable member, therefore, wants to include comrulsory registration 
of marriages as one of the obligatory duties of tl.e district local boards. 
And then in anotler clause he says: "The District locll Board slall, 
witlin three montl.s from the date of tlis Act becoming law, take steFB 
to introduce the s· stem of re{:istration of marriages •••• frame by-laws" 
ere. Sir, the wording of tl.e lill itself is the very defect of the lill. Taking 
all these cases into consideration, I beg to subn_it tlat tle district local 
boards should not be a:a ointed as an agency for recording marriages. 
If it is desired necessarf or er1 ·edient tLat marriages sl.ould be recorded, 
eome other agency must be set up for it. 
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Again, Sir, there is another view of the question. What v;ill be the 

cost 1 Generally, the district is di,ided into many talukas and the 
ta.lukas are di.ided into many villages. If a person from any village 
wishes to register Lis marriage, is he to go to the district headquarteJS o 
to the ta.luka. head1_uarters 1 Even if we set up an agency at the taluka 
head1uarters, some villages are about 20 miles away from th taluka 
head1uarters. In addition to the heavy burden on the district local 
boards of setting up separate offices in the head:J_uarters of every taluka, 
it will also create trouble to the reo1 le, who v;ill have to travel all the 
distance from their villages to the district or taluka head1uarters. There
fore, taking the question of cost into consideration, and taking into 
consideration the question of the inadequacy of the means to be adopted, 
and taking into consideration the fact that so many doors '\\ill be opened 
for perpetrating false personation and fabrication of evidence, I think 
that this bill should not be allowed to pass the first reading. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
.I rise heartily to support the motion before the House. I am surprised 
to see the attitude of my honourable friends the non-Brahmins who one 
and all have tried to oppose the bill. I fail to see the reason why they 
oppose it. If you look to the figures, you will see, Sir, that in the year 
192! there were 724 cases of abduction reported in Sind, while in the 
presidency proper there were 1,193 cases. So, the argument of my 
honourable fril·nds that these cases were occurring more in Sind than 
iu the presidency proper is not based on any fact. Again, you will see 
that out of the 724 cases in Sind 3,163 persons were prosecuted and out 
of those only 63 persons were convicted and the rest were acquitted. In 
the presidency proper out of the 1,193 cases, 2,630 persons were prosecut
ed and out of these only 226 persons were convicted. So, you will see 
from the figures that the percentage of actually convicted persons is very 
small. So, it is in the interest of the ryot that these marriages should 
be registered. · 

My honourable friend tried to make out a case that it will affect the 
Hindus in Sind. It is a mistake, because the Hindus in Sind are mostly 
of the Amil caste. My honourable friend Mr. Noor :Mahomed said the 
other day that they were all imported into Sind to monopolise GOvern
ment senice. So, these people do not mostly live in villages and they 
are a wealthy class of people. I do remember the honourable member 
~lr. Pahalajani saying the other day that in the villages their number 
lS small. So, it is mostly the :Mahomedans in Sind who will be affected. 
If it affects any cOmmunity more than another, it will be the Mahome
dans i~ Sind and not the Hindus. If you look to the presidency proper 
you 'lnll find that most of these cases occur among Dharalas and Wagria. 
~lany of the murders that occur in our part of the presidency, in Surat, 
are due to the abduction of women by Dharalas and Wagris amongst them· 
selves. Xot only these murders occur. but there is not safety of women 
among those poor classes of people. One Dharala abducts the wife of 
another caste and fighting goes on among them, and the matter is then 
&ettled by a payment of Rs. 20 or Rs. 30, according to what they call 
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afford. Therefore, if their marriages are registered as proposed by the 
honourable mover Mr. Noor 1\Iahomed, it will enforce morality, a virtue 
preached by every member in this House. It is for the safety of our 
fellow brethren that this bill should have a place in the statute book of 
this• country. Sir, I fail to understand the attitude of my honourable 
friends. I must assert myself and say that I cannot see the attitude 
of my fellow brethren, the 1\Iarathas, in this House, rfter the last 
voting on the matter in regard to the Major Municipalities Bill. So, 
with these words, I strongly support the bill. 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : Sir, I· rise to oppose the 
first reading of the bill. I do not pretend to know the conditions of 
Sind and I very much wish that the honourable the Deputy President 
Mr. Pahalajani and the honourable member :Mr. Adwani had been present 
here to-day just to give an insight into the conditions prevailing there. 
But we know that a resolution has been passed in the Hindu Conference 
that was recently held in Hyderabad (Sind) disapproving of the bill that 
is proposed by the honourable member Mr. Noor Mahomed. Leaving 
aside the question whether the bill is going to prove useful to the Hindus, 
looking at it entirely from the point of view of the Mussalmans I think 
there is a danger lurking in it. For instance, I may point out that the 
Mahoroedans observe the purdah system and therefore I presume that 
in every marriage it is not the woman that goes to the district local 
board office. But the man will go to the district local board office and 
he will say that he has married a certain girl and the marriage should 
be registered. It is not stated in the bill whether the father and mother 
of the girl will accompany him to pro.ye by their presence that the gi:d 
is so married to this man. Any man.roay go to that office and say he 
has married such and suoh a girl, and it may in reality not be a fact. 
So, such a. bill, it is quite obvious, has many dangers contained in it. 
As was pointed out by roy honourable friend Mr. Kam1li, it is quite 
possible, if A has married B, 0 might claim the same B as his wife or 
the same girl may be claimed by D, and so on. And in that way not 
only one husband but there may be a hundred husbands springing up 
like mushrooms. Of course, the reason which the honouratle member 
Mr. Noor Mahomed gave as a justification for moving this bill is that 
there are more acquittals under sec.tion 498 than convictions. Well, 
I do not think it is because of there not being any such registering autho
rity for registering marriages that there are acquittals. That only shows 
that many false cases are being got up to the chagrin of all concerned. 
So long as the father and mother of the girl do not coine and tell before 
a.· court that she is married to such and such a person, the marriage 
is not proved. In the Karnatik I have found that it is very difficult 
to escape conviction under section 498, because the mother comes and 
the father comes before a court and they say the girl is married to a 
particular man. The e!lt~cement is easily_ proved. So it is ~xtremely 
difficult to escape conVIction under section 498 of the Indian Penal 
Code. The hon~urable member Mr. Noor Mahomed says that so 
far aa the province of Sind is concerned there are more acquittal~ 
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than convictions ; that merely goes to show that in the province 
of Sind at least there are many got up cases under section 498. That 
is a very good reason for rejecting this bill. And even considering 
this bill from the point of view of the Hindu community, I will put 
it forward as a matter of . argument, that supposing a M:ahomedan 
kidnaps a Hindu girl and he immediately goes to the district 
local board office and gets the " marriage " registered, are the father 
and the mother of the girl to go to the wall t I do not see how they can 
prosecute this man. Of course, the registration will not be any con· 
elusive proof of the "marriage". It may be repudiated by the father 
and the mother, but all the same, it means so much trouble, bother and 
expenses to the father and the mother. So, instead of having such a 
bill, a bill which has in it several dangers, I think we had better reject 
this bill. I therefore oppose the first reading of this bill. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, when any measure 
affecting large interests is under consideration, I think it is our duty not 
as politicians but as statesmen to take a very wide view of the matter. 
If we have any doubt about the utility of a particular measure, we must 
gh·e it out boldly and place it before the House. But if we have some 
secret information that a particular measure may in some particular 
part have some very undesirable result, then I think that sort of argu
ment should not come in the way of our deciding the desirability or 
undesirability of a measure. We are here not looking to the interests 
of any particular religion. As statesmen, religion is not an item which 
is to be taken into account. Whether we are making a provision for a. · 
religion A or for a religion B is 'llot our consideration if it is equally 
applicable to both. Now, from the bill as it is before us, is there any 
thing from which we could say that this bill is in the interesta of any 
particular religion or, if it is accepted, that it will advance the interests 
of any particular religion t So far as I am able to see through this bill, 
~ do not fin~ any lurkil;lg .danger in it. To begin with, this bill is app· 
bcable, I thmk, both to Smd as well as to the whole of the presidency. 
So, to search into the motives of the author of this bill will not be quite 
a ~ood thing to do. U we were to restrict ita operation only to Sind 
and not to the entire presidency, then at least I would have been justi
fied in going very dosely into the motives of the author. But so fa.r, 
w_hen I see that it is applicable from one end of the presidency including 
Smd tQ the other, I think that motive should not form a m.a.tter of con· 
si~~~ation. The only thing that should guide us is whether this bill 
willm practice prove a good thing or a bad thing. I think the honour· 
a.Lle member Mr. Ka.mbli has admitted that to have registration is a 
g~d thing from the legal aspect of the question. Well, if it is a good 
thmg~ I think it is our duty to accept it. His objection is one of 
l1ra.ctlcaLility. To look to that point, he admits that births and deaths 
are to be registered. They are actually registered. No difficulty is 
found .•••••••• 

~lr. X. E. XA YLE: &>gistered not by the local boards. 
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Mr. A. N. SURVE: In all the local boards there is the agency at 
present. If a birth can be registered I think marriage can be registered 
with greater ease. Because birth does not create such a public adver
tisement as marriage. :Marriage is an open thing ; birth is not so very 
public. If in recording births we do not find any difficulty I should 
think that in registering marriages there should be quite less difficulty. 

Then, coming to the provisions of the bill itself, I think if any honour· 
able member reads the provisions as regards making rules he will find 
that ample precaution has been taken. First of all the rules are to be 
framed by the local board. Then they are to be published and if any· 
body objects to those rules, 'the local body can revise their judgment 
in the light of those criticisms and when anybody brings it to the notice 
of Government that the framing of a particular rule is undesirable, I 
think Government will use their discretion. Therefore as so much 
provision has already been made I do not see any reason why the bill 
should not at least be sent to the select committee and all the points 
that are involved in it should not be thoroughly examined. If we find 
that if any honourable member can show to the select committee that 
the thing is really very dangerous I think he can write a minute of dissent 
even though he is over-ruled by the majority and the House will take 
that into due account. Therefore I think no harm will be done if this 
bill is referred to the select committee. Even if it passed into law and 

· later on if it is considered a bad measure we can bring in an amending 
bill whereby this can be removed from the statute book. As the majority 
of members in this House are fully convinced that registration of 
marriages is desirable I think there is good reason to send this bill to the 
select committee. For these reaso~ I support the first reading of 
the bill. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City): I am 
astonished, Sir, at the attitude of the members of the non-Brahmin 
party who are opposing this bill. There was not a word of opposition 
when in the City Municipalities Bill such a provision was passed. When 
the amendment was moved by the leader of the non-Brahmin party 
asking for compulsory registration of marriages in the municipalities 
not one word was raised in opposition to the amendment ..... 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : The honourable member :Mr. Surve is not the 
leader of the non-Brahmin party. He never was and he never has been. 
He has no authority to speak on behalf of the party. 

Mr. HOOSENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA : Sir, up to now the honour
able member representing Bombay North (Mr. Surve) has been consi· 
dered and called in this House the leader of the non-Brahmin party. 
This is the first time we hear that he is not the leader of that party. 
As I said, Sir, no word was raised when passing the amendment for 
registration of marriages in the municipalities. Therefore, Sir, the 
attitude of these honourable members cannot be understood. 

Sir, a gloomy picture has been painted of the conditions of the Hindus 
in Sind. I want to know from these honourable members how they, 
having such a feeling for the Hindus in Sind, failed to ask for an 
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adjournment of the House to consider the question of the ~dus in Sind, 
if their condition is as described by them, and why they did not table a 
resolution and ask for a committee of enquiry into their conditions and 
hardships in Sind 1 If they believe in the correctness of the story which 
they have described why have they not done these things 1 What have 
they done for them 1 They have done nothing. They are now smiling 
and laughing. If they believe in the story it was their duty to 
table a resolution or call for a statement on the matter, but they have 
up to now done nothing in the matter. I therefore submit that their 
opposition is not well founded. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District): .Sir, I confess I find it a some
what difficult task to come to any definite conclusion as to the merits 
of the question. Inasmuch as I am not convinced of the necessity of 
t1is rarticular riece·of legislation I must think twice before I take up 
any attitude. On the face of it, I tannot but tl..ink it is an innocent 
measure. I have carefullt gone through tl..e rro,·isions. Looking to 
the provisions themselves-apart from the consequences which the orer· 
ation of these pro,isions may have in tertain circumstances as they 

· may exist in one province or another-apart from the working of these 
provisions-! admit that I do not find anytl..ing objectionable in the bill 
itself. But on the other hand I do not understand why this bill should 
haYe e\'oked opposition-and I believe very sincere and genuine opposi
tion-among Hindus from the province of Sind. Some honourable 
members of this House. may b ave been persuaded to think that this 
opposition on tl e part of the Hindu community in Sind is unreasonable. 
I am not prepared to accept that view. At all events tLis House must 
take into consideration the fact that an important community in ilie 
pro,·ince of Sind is opposed to the introduction and the enactment of 
tlis lefislation. That shows tl:.at at all events it is a good case for a 
more careful and fuller consideration of tlis bill and I would suggest 
that it would be d~sirable that this bill before it is passed by th.is HOuse, 
should be widely drculated among all the communities and the opinions 
of tl.ose communities sh.ould be eli.:ited on the bill. After having 
a.srertained those ~rinbns and after having carefu1ly considered why 
tl.is lill is opposed by some communities, then and then alone will the 
House be in a position to pass its final decision on tlis imrortant bill. 

I have another objection to tL.is bill, viz., tl:..at according to my ~iew 
the Lill is ultra t•ires. My honourable friend the l<!ader of the 
D:On·Brahmin party, Mr. Kambli, referred to section 50. I in'ite the atten· 
tton of this House to that section. It says "it shall be the duty of the 
local boards "-I imite special attention to the words that follow, viz., 
" so .far as the local fund at tl::.eir disrosal will allow to n:ake adequate 
pronsion for the ar~a respectively subject to ita authority in regard 
to, etc." Clause 2 of this bill proposes a sub-section, namely (mm) to be 
added to &.>etion 50, namely," the compul.aoey :registration of marriages", 
!\ow, Sir, a.>etion 50 v.ith the new sub-clause added would read: 

" It sh&ll be the duty of local bO&rds 110 far aa the local fund at their disposal &lloWI 
to proride b tl.e c~ puJ.sory registr&tiOil of ma.rri.a.,.-.es". 
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In other words it is quite obvious from the wording of this section 

that the registration of marriages will no longer be a compulsory but 
an optional duty of the district local board. Suppose that a particular 
district local board is asked to provide for the compulsory registration 
of marriages then that local board might say" We have not got funds; 
our funds are limited ; our funds do not permit of our making any 
provision for the· compulsory registration of marriages". The district 
local board will be perfectly within its rights to take up that stand. 

Clause 4 of the bill provides : 
•• The District Local Board 'shall, within three months from the date of the Act 

becoming law, take steps, etc." . 

It is obvious from this clause th'1t it makes it obligatory upon a 
district local board to provide for tll.e compulsory registration of mar· 
riages, whether the local board is in possession of fdnds or not. There
fore I say this particular provision is absolutely contrary to the provi
sion of section 50 of the District Local BoardS Act. It may be contended 
that what this would involve is that section 50 might be amended but, 
Sir, it will not be open to this ugislative Council, in considering this 
bill, to make any amendment in section 50. I submit that, and there
fore taking the District weal Boards Act as it is and the proposed amend· 
ment and clause 4 of this bill, I submit that this piece of legislation and 
particularly clause 4 of this piece of legislation is ultra vires. Therefore. 
suppose we pass the bill, what will be the result 1 The local boards will 
find themselves between these two contrary provisions, viz., clause 
4 will say that steps must be taken to provide for the registration of 
marriages while on the other hand sewon 50 will enable district local 
boards to say "we cannot do so because we have not got funds". My 
submission therefore is that the bill as it stands is ultra vires. 

I now invite the attention of this House to clause 6 which says "not· 
withstanding anything contained in this Act it shall be lawful for a 
District weal Board to exempt from the operation of the compulsory 
registration of marriages any particular community living within its 
limits". The singular under the General Olauses Act includes the 
plural and when this bill authorises a district local board to exclude 
any community from the operation of tl.is bill, the result woill.d be that 
the district local board would be perfectly justified in excluding every 
community from the operation of the bill which will as a consequence 
be null and inoperative. These are some of the considerations which I 
submit to this Honourable House. There is still another consideration, 
tJ"iz., the religious consideration. The House is fully a ware that in 
re~«ious matters I am in no y;ay orthodox ; but it must be conceded 
at the same time that Hindus are very sensitive about their marriages 
being registered. To them marriage is a sacrament and not a contract. 
We, Hindus, particularly the orthodox section of Hindus, have religious 
acruples, reasonable from their point of view, honest from their point 
of view, about the registration of marriages. Therefore I submit that 
it would not be proper on the part of this House to act in hasre without-
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ascertaining the opinions of the different communities who are likely 
to be affected by this legislation. I therefore strongly advise that the 
House will be ill-advised in going in for the first reading of this bill, witl:.out 
further inquiry and without ascertaining the views of the various 
communities affected by it. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: Mr. President, I should 
first like to thank the last speaker for pouring oil on the troubled waters and 
for not searching for flames on which to pour his oil as appear·~d to be the 
object apparently of some members who spoke previously. The honour
able member pointed out certain objections to this bill and I must 
admit that I share some of those objectiom; and in particular I have 
some doubts as to the machinery that can be employed for makin~ such 
registration effective. It is that fact which differentiates this piece 
of legislation from legislation regarding the registration of marriages 
inside municipal areas. How will the district local boards be able to 
set up effective machinery in areas over 5,000 square miles or 10,000 
square miles. I think, therefore, that there is much reason and wisdom 
in the last speaker's suggestion that this piece of legislation should be 
'Widely published in order to elicit the opinions of district local boards 
and communities which may be affected by this bilL I feel sure the 
honourable mover of this bill would be prepared to accept such a sug
gestion, for this is a most important point of social legislation, and he 
knows very well that in matters of social legislation very often the more 
haste the less speed. 

Some honourable membe~ appear to have listened to certain exag
gerated fears which have reached this House from Sind. Now, Sir, I 
had a good deal to do with the hearing of criminal cases in Sind for· a 
great many years, and I think that those fears are very seriously exag
gerated. There are occasionally cases of the kidnapping of Hindu 
girls for the purpose of marriage, but those cases are not an every day 
occurrence, as some honourable members seem to fear, and within my 
experience those cases were most common within municipal areas, which 
would be outside the purview of this particular piece of legislation. 
It would appear that those fears emanated from the town of Hyderabad, 
Sind; but that town of Hyderabad (Sind) is one to which this bill would 
not apply. Those alarmist reports from the town of Hyderab&d (Sind) 
therefore need not seriously perturb the minds of this House. (Mr. Noor 
Mahomed: Hear, hear). The honourable member who said "Hear 
hear " knows the atmosphere of Hyderabad (Sind) better than most 
of us, and he probably knows the reason why those fears from those 
quarters in Sind have been sent down here. 

However, Sir, I submit that if machinery can be set up for the 
registration of marriages, it will be an advance in social legislation in India. 
The Punjab has machinery for the registration of marriages, machinery 
which, I understand, is working there reasonably well, and which has 
not led to those very serious results which some honourable members 
fear. Let us find out what is the precise form of that legislation in the 

H 816--5 
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Punjab, and what have been the advantages or disadvantages which 
have resulted from that legislation in the Punjab. Let us find out 
what is the opinion of the different communities in the different districts 
of this presidency. 

Although this bill would make it compulsory on a district local board 
to take steps in this matter, yet there are safeguards within the bill 
itself which would prevent a district local board from being compelled 
to do something which it is not able to do-an absurdity which the honour
able member just now pointed out. The bill states that the district 
local board shall, within three months from the date of this Act becom
ing law, take st€ps to introduce the system of the registration of mar
riages. Wbat steps are they to take 1 They are to consult various 
persons and public bodies, and then frame by-laws and all those by-laws 
must be forwarded to Government for sanction. Well, it is fairly ob
'ious that unless Government has become in the next few years less 
sane than it is at present, they would not sanction by-laws which, when 
framed by a bankrupt district local board, would be incapable of being 
brought into force, nor would they sanction by-laws which are inequi
table and unjust to any particular community. So that, although this 
bill makes it compulsory on a district local board to take steps, it is 
still within the function of Government to see that those steps are not 
injurious to the community. Therefore, Sir, the sum of my remarks 
is this, that this bill is not the very dangerous explosive substance that. 
our friends opposite have feared it to be, and I would suggest to the 
honourable mover that he might take such steps as are open to him to 
have this bill referred for further c_~nsideration, before he proceeds 
further in the matter. 

The Honourable Sir l\B.URICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I should 
myself accept the prin(;iple of the bill, that is registration of marriages, 
without hesitation, because it is obviously a step in advance to have a 
proper registration of marriages just as you have registration of births 
and deaths. Registration is not to take the place of any religious 
ceremony; it merely is a record, which may or may not be of evidentiary 
value. The religious ceremony of those communities who require a 
religious ceremony would still be required. Without the religious 
ceremony, there would be no marriage. The mere fact that some one went 
and registered it would be nothing. It would not affect the marriage 
which would otherwise be no marriage without such registration. It 
would merely be a convenient way of giving publicity to those marriages, 
those fonns of marriage which at present do not require a particular 
publicity, and of course it affects particularly the Mahomedan fonn of 
marriage by Nikka which, though it requires two witnesses, yet can be 
perfonned "ithout any very great publicity. The necessity of some 
sort of re(l'istration in the case of ~.Iahomedans is a matter wLich has 
('orne ton~· personal knowledge as one of considerable necessity. I have 
seen, durin()' my service of 17 years off and on in Sind, a great many 
<'<\St'S in wh~h the factum of marriage was the substantial point at issues 
t·ithcr in a ciYil suit or a. crin:inal trial, and it ltas often been exceedingly 
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.difficult to ascertain whether the marriage did or did not take place· 
Yow, I think that any measure which would go to remedr those 
Jifficulties which lead to innumerable cases of litigation, the wastmg of a 
great deal of good money, and the rousing of very great and undesirable 
ill-feeling among the different parties would be a decided step in advance, 
if we could take some satisfactory step to provide that all marriages 
should be compulsorily registered. 

Such a step has been required for a long time for many years. It seems • 
to me that is a step which ought to be taken at the earliest possible 
moment. But it is a question of social legislation and in these matters 
I myself would prefer always to go slowly. I prefer in any matter of 
this sort to proceed with the unanimous consent of those concerned. 
If you do not do so, your legislation is probably going to be a dead-letter. 
It is no use passing this legislation when the public opinion is against 
it. Unless you have public opinion behind you, you will find it practi
cally impossible to make them do it. It is all very well to say that 
the man who does not obey will be punished. But how will you catch 
him, and how will you collect evidence and prove it ~ It is not going 
to be an easy thing, until you get public opinion entirely in your favour. 
Whenever you get public opinion in your favour, you will find it easily 
workable and it will be a step in advance in the social legislation you 
require. I do not myself see how the que~tion of religion comes in at 
all, if it is properly considered. But that has been raised here and no 
doubt some honourable members feel that it does affect the religioll8 
question. If they were to have a little more time to consider the matter, 
1 think those honourable members will agree to the view that this does not 
affect the religious question at all. If however there should be any such 
danger, it would be quite possible and comparatively simple to intro
duce such safeguards as to make it quite impossible for any local board to 
frame rules which would in the slightest degree affect the religious ques .. 
tion against the wishes of any communities whether Hindll8 or sects of 
~Liliomedans. Take the case of Christian marriages. We regard 
marriage as a religious sacrament just as much as any Hindu ; but at 
the same tin1e we always have insisted on registration. We have the 
rdigious ceremony, but together "ith that we insist on registration. 
The priest who performs the religious ceremony has also by law to regis
ter it in a register maintained in the church. A marriage without that 
ceremony would be no marriage ; the mere writing in the book without 
tl1at ceremony would not be a legal ma.rriage. So far as I can see, there 
is no objection from the religious point of view to require that a marriage 
"hen perfom1ed by religious ceremony should at the same time be re
~istered. It may be necessary to provide that it should be registered 
by the priest who performs the ma.rri.age, by the Brahmin or other Hindu 
priest who performs the marriage ceremony. It doea not seem to me 
that there will be any difficulty in making such a provision as in the 
txisting provisions whu·h rdate to Chl'ibi:ian marriages. It seems to 
me that there would be no greater difficulty in so providing by 
legislation for rt>gistratilln of Hindu marriages. I believe if those 
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hnnoura.ble members here and those gentlemen in Sind who seem to Le 
alarmed by this bill were given time to look round and see what tht• 
proposition is, they would probably come round to this view and say: 
"This is certainly an excellent thing from the Mahomedan point of viev. ; 
and we will not stand in their way if they want this piece of legislation. 
We will simply require that necessary safeguarQ.s and protection should 
be introduced to safeguard our own position as Hindus. " 
. The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Is the honourable member likely 
to take more time 1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to make 
a. few more observations .. 
· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The House will now adjourn to· 

2 o'clock to-morrow, Tuesday, the 3rd November 1925. 
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Tuesday, the 3rd November 1925, the Honourable the President, 
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Fwm, Mr. K. S. 
GHOSAL, Mr. J. 
GHt'LAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SRAIKB 
Gl'NJAL, Mr. N. R. 
HAMID M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
liARRISON, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. G. W. 
lutwARn, the Honourable Sir 1\l.AURICE 
HOTSON, ~lr. J. E. B. 
JADHA.V, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
JEHA.~GIR, the Honourable 1\lr. CowA.SJI 
Joe:, 1\lr. V. N. 
IU.tBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
IU.YnLI, Mr. S. T. 
fiAzriNA.ITl~LAKHAN 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable 1\lr. H. S. 
~I!.xsrru, Khan Saheb A. M. 
~UsTER, 1\lr, A. 
~IA\'A.UNKA.R, !llr. G. K. 
~lEHTA., the Honourable Sir C~re~'IL!L 
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NEKALJAY, Mr. R. s. 
· Noo& MAHOMED, Mr. 

OWEN, Mr. A. c. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. N. 
PATHAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATIL, Mr. D. R. 
PowAR, Mr. M. B. 
PRADHAN, 1\Ir. R. G. 

Oral Answers 

RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SAHEBA, 1\Ir. H. D. . 
SARDESA.I, Mr. s. A. 
SIIA.NK.ARRAo JAYARAMRAO ZUNZARRAo, 1\Ir. 
SURVE, Mr. A. N. 
SURVE, Mr. v. A. 
SWAMINARAYAN, 1\lr. J. c. 
THOMAS, 1\Ir. G. A. 
WILEs, Mr. G. · 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

[3 Nov. 1925 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Questions. 

l\IISCELLANEOUS INCOME IN INAM VILLAGES. 

Sardar G. N. 1\lUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to place on the Council table copies of the Cir~:ular 
orders No. 13-A. l\1. S. N. dated 7tlt May 1915, both as originally issued 
and subsequently modified, issued by ...... the Collector of Nasik in respect 
of the miscellaneous income (Kirkol Utpanna) in Inam villages 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Copies of the circulars 
issued by the Collector of Nasik and referred to by the honourable 
member are placed on the table. * 

Sardar G. N. MuJUl\IDAR: Are there any Government orders or 
resolutions under which the Collector of Nasik issued these original and 
modified circulars 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Not that I am aware of, 

INAM LANDs TAKEN FOR FoREST. 

Sa.rdar G. ;N. MUJUl\IDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is ·a fact that some inam lands in the Bijapur District 
have been taken for forest during the last twelve years ; 

(b) if so, .whether they are acquired and whether compensation 
for them has been given in land or cash ; · 

(c) the names of the villages in which such lands have been taken 
for the purpose ! 

• fade Appendix No. 55. 
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Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLAVI: (a) Some inam lands in 
Badami Taluka. only were taken for forest during the last 12 years. · 

(b) and (c) A statement furnishing the required information is placed 
on the Council table.* 

. TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICERS. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN on behalf of Mr. A. C. OWEN (Presidency): 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the rate of travelling allowances 
formerly granted to Government servants of the first class for railway 
journeys, viz., double first class fare, was reduced when railway fares 
were increased ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that railway fares have now been reduced ; 
(c) if the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, whether Government 

intend to re-examine the question. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE: (a), (b) and (c) Yes. 
[Further consideration of Bill No XX of 1925 (A Bill further to amend 

the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) resumed]. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, I 

suggested last night that this bill is sound in principle ; that registration 
of marriages is a sound step forward ; that it is not in any way a. religious 
matter; that it is not substituting forany previous form of marriage a new 
form of marriage ; that registration will not effect marriage and it will not 
afftlet any religious ceremony which has duly been gone through before
band, nor will it make valid any religious ceremony which has been 
gone through beforehand in an improper manner. It is merely a step 
forward oo have some record of a marriage that has taken place just as a. 
rt-cord of births and deaths. Registration will not make a.. marriage 
any more than registering the birth of an infant will make an infant or the 
registering the fad that a man is dead will make him dead. Also I 
pointed out that it is a matter which was peculiarly required, within my 
twr&mal knowledge, by 'Mahomedans in Sind, and I appealed to the 
Hindu members not oo put any unnecessary difficulties in the way of at 
all events the requirements of the Mahomedans of Sind. 

Rdl•rence was made yesterday to certain alarmist report:.a which have 
h1·en rL>eeived from time oo time about kidnapping in Sind. Well, Sir, 
members of this Legislative Council brought these reports to my notice 
at the last session, and the report:.a which I received are now under in
n:;'tigation, and everything will be done oo ascertain how far those 

· rumours are true or correct, and, if they are true, oo see that justice is done 
in those particular matters. But I would earnestly ask the House not to 
~ lt>d away unnecessarily by alarmist rumours without their being fully 
J•ron'l1 after careful investigation. Any way, Sir, it is difficult for me 
to under:;tand how the...o:.e rumours, even if true, would really affect 
the bill which is at present before the House. Kindnapping would 
nut, as far as I can see, be promotoo in any way by enacting that m.arria
gt>s should be registered. Suxely it would rather be discouraged by the 

a 611-lo 
• riJc A.ppendir No. 56. 
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fact that publicity would be necessary or, at all events, it would not be 
encouraged by the bill which is before the House. · It is difficult to under
stand how the misapprehensions ever arose that any detrimental effect 
could be caused by this particular bill. It is very difficult for me to 
understand how this sudden fear should have arisen among certain com· 
munities in Sind. It has however been reported that the matter was 
discussed at a recent meeting of a particula~ party in Hyderabad (Sind). 
But I would earnestly request honourable members not to be unneces
sarily led away by these fears which so far have not been supported by 
facts or proof and to remember that we are now simply discussing the 
question of principle. Is it or is it not a step forward to have marriages 
registered t Ronoura:ble members will remember that the principle has 
already been accepted by this House in the recent bill which has been 
passed-the Major Municipalities Bill. So I ask honourable members to 
consider how they can logically refuse to accept the principle in the 
case of local boards when they have already accepted it in the case of the 
Major Municipalities Bill. Even if you do not have registration in the local 
boards you are going to have it under the Major Municipalities Bill. So 
far as these fears go it does not matter whether there are local board registry 
offices or not. It would be open to any one to go to the registry office in 
the nearest big town such as Hyderabad (Sind). The principle of regis· 
tration it seems to me is one which we have already accepted and we 
should be stultifying ourselves if we now say that we would not accept 
it in the case of the present bill. It is quite true that there may be greater 
difficulties in forming the necessary machinery under the Local Boards Act 
than under the Municipalities Act. lt is obvious that the difficulties will 
be greater in view of the greater area to be managed. But these are ques· 
tions which seem to me to be matters of detail which can very well be 
considered by a representative select committee and that committee 
would at the same time be able to receive. opinions not only from local 
officers but also from any communities who like to send representations 
to them. I would remind honourable members that there is a special 
provision in the Standing Orders which gives the select committee th~ 
power to take opinions and take even evidence and representations of 
particular persons affected. I refer to standing order 8, rule 6, sub-rule 4 
and I would suggest that that would be, in a case like this, the particular 
duty of a representative select committee appointed for the purpose to 
enquire into the practicability of these proposals. I suggest therefore 
that our most straightforward course in the present case would be not 
to go back on the opinion which we have already recorded in favour of the 
registration of marriages in the l\Iajor Municipalities Bill, but to reaffirm 
that position, that registration of marriages is a desirable thing if 
it can be effectively arranged with due regard to the religious and other 
requirements of every community in the Presidency proper and in Sind. 
I would suggest that this can effectively be enquired into by the select 
committee if the honourable mover were to propose that instead of 
two months for the report of the select committee, they should be asked 
to report, sar, within six months. This would give everybody ample 
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opportunity to make an enquiry and it would give also an opportunity to 
obtain opinions of local officers as to how far these proposals should be 
practically given effect to both in the presidency proper and in Sind. 
This would also give an opportunity to all classes and communities to 
represent any of the difficulties, of the dangers and of the fears that they 
feel in respect of this particular legislation and it is for them to propose 
before the select committee any further safeguards that they think neces· 
sary in the present bill. I would suggest therefore that our best proce
dure would be at once to pass the first reading of the bill and then to 
appoint a. really representative committee.· In a case of this sort I shall 
not, for one, object to the appointment of a large committee, not restrict~ 
ing it to just a dozen, but a really representative committee which shall 
enquire thoroughly into the matter, giving them instructions that they 
should take opinions of officials and others and any representations which 
are made to them and submit their report after full consideration, say 
within 6 months, to this honourable House. 

The Honourabl Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN: Sir, at 
the outset, I must make my position very clear. I am not a partisan of any 
side in this question. I have carefully read this bill, and not only read it, 
but studied it, and I cannot find any cause for alarm. I must assure 
the House also that my relations with Hindus are of the best. I do not 
find anything in this measure to legalise marriages with kidnapped 
Hindu women by means of registration. I assure the House that had 
there been anything to that effect, I would have been the last to be a 
party ro this bill, and I assure the House also that the Ma.homed.an 
members of this House too would not have been a party to the bill. 
(Hear, hear). The bogey that has been trotted out is that by this bill 
we are going to legalise marriage with kidnapped Hindu women or any 
women. Sir, those who know the Mahomedan ·law are aware that 
!llarriage is a free contract. Registration which is proposed by this bill 
18 not of the e..."Bence of the marriage. It is merely proposed in the bill 
that, when all the ceremonies and formalities of marriage are completed 
~he ~arriage should .be registered. Therefore, whether the marriage 
18 rt>~1stered or not, e1ther ~y has to prove the factum of marriage, 
that .Iii' whether such a mamage has taken place according to the cere
momes under the Mahomedan law; whether there was a vakil; whethet 
there were witnesses ; and whether there was an officiating priest. I do 
not want to take this House through the various details of the M.aho· 
mt.\lan marriage. As I have put it, it is a free contract, where there is a 
1•ropo11al and acceptance, and if either party is not willing, it is not a 
lt'~"~l m~rr~e under the law. Sir, having established the point that 
rrlp~tratlon 18 not of the essence of :Yahomedan law, I come to the 
que~tion whether by registration we will be able to legalise any forced 
marriage. To my mind, Sir, registration is in the interesta of such 
~reed parties. Sow what will happen! Under the :Mahomedanlaw, 
if there is a proposal and acceptance, if there are vakils and witnesses, 
thC>Se persons lx•ar testimony to the marriage. Now it may be said 
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that these persons may be in collusion with the man who has kidnapped. 
the girl. But whether she has accepted him as her husband or not has 
to be proved before a third party, and if she is unwilling to do so, she 
can repudiate such a marriage. I must now give an idea of the form, 
as far as I am aware, of marriages in other :Mahomedan countries. The 
register is a detailed form. It gives the names of the parties, their 
parentage, names of the vakil and the witnesses and the officiating 
priest. If the woman is kidnapped, she can therefore easily repudiate 
the marriage. Sir,. it appears to have been taken for granted that this 
bill will help to create false evidence of marriage. But suppose this 
bill is thrown out, and ·a man kidnaps a girl from a local board area and 
performs the marriage in a municipal area and gets his marriage 
registered there, can he not do so 1 Very easily. Therefore, I say, by 
throwing out the bill the object of preventing bogus marriages is not 
served at all. On the contrary, registration is in the interests of an un-· 
willing g=.rl. If a girl is willing, nobody can help it. But if she is unwill1 
ing, registration will help her out of the difficulty. If a man wants to create 
false evidence, he can do it under the municipal law--the Major Munici
palities Act-he can get the girl into a municipal area and perform and 
register the marriage there. But, as I told you, mere registration by itself 
is not sufficient evidence of marriage. The fact that the marriage has 
been performed, that all the ceremonies have been completed, is 
absolutely necessary to prove the marriage. Every party has in the first 
instance to prove the factum of marriage. 

Now, I am sorry and this House will pardon me for saying so-that the 
level of the debate in this case has been lowered to sectarian issues. I 
must assure the House that it is farirom the intentions of any :Mahomedan 
members of this House to trespass on the religious rights of other 
communities. Sir, if we go on distrusting each other, the Mahomedans 
distrusting the Hindus, and the Hindus distrusting the Mahomedans, 
and both spiting each other, I do not think we will ever be able to make 
any headway. It is clearly in the interests of both of us to live peace
fully, and I would assure this honourable House that we have not 
the least intention to encroach on the religious rights of any other 
communities . 

. Now, Sir, I will deal with the question of agency. No doubt, the local 
boards are not a compact area. But, as far as I know, this work is 
carried out by local boards in other parts where the conditions are the 
same. Further, Sir, what does the bill seek to do 1 It seeks to empower 
the local boards to make by-laws for the registration of marriages. Our 
duty ends as soon as we accept the principle of the bill and confer this 
power on the local boards. It is for the local boards to consider the 
question of agency. On the local boards, we have the representatives 
of the people. They will be the best judges of the agency to be employed 

. for the purpose. Besides we can see how this work is being carried on 
hi other parts and we can copy their example. (1\Ioulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad : Have you got a blank form of marriage?) So, Sir, the que~~tion 
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of agency is for the local boards to consider. Besides, it is not a question 
of principle ; it is a matter of detail. · 

Then, my honourable friend objects that the mover of the bill wants 
to make provision for an obligatory duty under the discretionary powers 
of the local boards. I agree with him. It was not he alone who made 
that discovery. I have already brought it to the notice of the mover 
of the bill. It is a matter of detail, however. The principle is whether 
the local boards should be allowed to carry on the work of registration 
of marriages or not. These are details, and could be gone into in the 
select committiee. 

Then, another honourable gentleman who had absolutely no idea of 
the Mahomedan form ·of registration attacked the bill on the ground 
that it would keep the door open for false evidence even in the case of 
the Mahomedans or other communities. I am not very familiar with 
the form of Hindu marriage. But: as far as I know the Mahomedan 
form of registration, it is a complete form. Unless the girl and the man 
are both agreeable, no one can force them to record their thumb impressions 
if they are illiterate or their signatures if they are literate. First, the 
parties themselves have to sign, then the priest has to sign, then the 
witnesses have to sign, then' the vakil has to sign.. I do not think this 
can lead to false evidence, but, on the contrary, registration is a great 
safeguard against false evidence. 

Then, another gentleman opposed the bill on a very flimsy ground. 
He says a large number of figures have been trotted out by the mover: 
Which offences did they relate to 1 I may inform the honourable members 
of this House they related to matrimonial offences under sections 498, 
497, 495 and so oa. Registration, however, leaves no loop-hole for false 
evidence. 

Then, Sir, one or two points are worthy of notice. As far as my 
information goes, even at present, marriages amongst my Hindu friends . 
are registered. I understand the Prai:thana Samaj, which was introduced 
by our late President, Sir Narayan Chandavarkar, and the late Sir 
Ramkrishna Bhandarkar, registers marriages.· The husband and wife 
sign their names in the register and, if they are illiterate, they put their 
thumb impressions ..... .. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: It is not in all cases that they register the 
marriages. They do in some .• 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAll HUSSAIN: 
Xow, under the Social Reform Association which undertakes widow 
marriages, the same system of registration is followed. Now this bill . 
is intendl>d for the purpose of social reform. The object is very laudable. 
I think the honourable member should have no objection to referring 
the bill to a select committee. I am sure, Sir, the honourable mover, 
to remove all suspicion from the minds of any one in this House, will 
make it a very rt>presentative committee, and he will allow it, as suggested 
hy the Honourable Leader of the House, a very long time, v.ith 
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instructions to the select committee to obtain evidence and further 
opinions. With these words, I trust this bill will be referred to a select 
committee. 

Mr. J. P. BUNTER: Sir, I should like to say a few words on this 
bill. Christian marriages are registered under the Christian Marriages 
Act and a copy of the Register is sent to the Registrar in due course. 
It will certainly be superfluous, therefore, to have such marriages re
registered in the local board office. Secondly, I would point out that 
no safeguards have been provided in this bill to protect the interests 
of minor girls. Suitable provision should, therefore, be made in the 
bill or in the rules to be made under the Act, sho:rlld this bill pass into law, 
to safeguard the interests of minor girls. The minor should be accom
panied by her father or mother and if the parents are dead, then her 
guardians should accompany her ~nd their signatures and thumb im
pressions should be shown in this register1 so that there will be absolutely 
no opportunity for perpetrating fraud on any party or on any religion. 
With these remarks I think that the bill ought to go to a select committee 
and I support the first reading of the bill. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, a legislation of this nature will be very 
helpful to both the Mahomedan and Hindu communities a:o.d more 
especially, I may say, to Romeos and Juliets. These Romeos and 
Juliets cannot get their marriages performed in the regular way by their 
respective communities and great difficulties are thrown in thru way. 
In case A is an engaged person, he finds vast difficulties in registering 
his wealth or other property he may wish to have in the name of the 
issues which he gets from B. Therefore I support this bill as it will be 
of conside:rnble help to this kind of people. ' 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : Sir, it is a matter of no 
small surprise to me that a measure of this kind has received the opposi
tion that it has received in this honourable House. I expected that it 
would be hailed in these days of reform because the subject matter is 
such that it should appeal to every one who wants to purge our society 
of all its defects and to bring it into line with what is called the civilized 
society. The condition of affairs in the matter of marriages and want of 
registration of marriages is· so appalling that it is a menace to civilized 
society and particularly Mahomedan society in Sind, and any attempt 
to remove that ought to be helped and assisted by this honourable House 
which is composed of men of enlightenment. The grievance in Sind 
is very strong in this respect and the attempt made by my honourable 
friend, the mover of this bill, is specially praiseworthy and is intended 
to protect particularly the interests of Mahomedans. In Sind it has 
been an old grievance and a measure of this kind was considered as far 
back as 1904 when I happened to be in Sind. The dear old leaders of 
Sind, some of whom were members of this honourahle House, and are 
now no more-l refer to Mir Allabux Khan and Khan Bahadur Sayed 
Allahando Shah and several others. They gathered together and consi
dered what measures should be taken to secure the proof of marriage, 
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and to save the .Mahomedan community from disrepute as it appeared 
in various cases before courts. Several measures were thought of, and 
I congratulate the honourable mover that he has after all given it some 
shape and brought it into the form of a bill in this House. The old 
Kazi system in the olden days was so well organized that Mahomedan 
marriages were registered regularly in big cities, and also in smaller 
places where the Kazis had their naibs, assistants. The Kazis are no 
more organized, and therefore the difficulty of registering the ])Iahomedan 
marriages is the greater. For this reason the step proposed is a 
stt>p in · the right direction. !A pointed out by various honourable 
members, I think that all suggestions should be accepted to remove any 
suspicion of the measure being a kind of a weapon in the hands of people 
to bring about conversions and forced marriages, and to establish things 
which otherwise would not be established. I, therefore, entirely agree 
that we should accept the principle and send the bill to a select com
mittee to give the bill all. the possible consideration that it deserves and 
to deprive it of any possible defects. If it can do nothing for the other 
communities, it should certainly be allowed to help at least the Maho
medan community-specially that of Sind, in this respect. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Sir, there is a saying 
"Don't put off till to-morrow what you can do to-day." The speech 
of the Honourable Leader of the House appears to have come to the 
rescue of the honourable mover of this bill, and his putting off the debate 
"till to-morrow", that is to-day, has been very helpful to him. We can 
see the change. We know the fate of the bill. 

Mr. ~OOR ~H.HOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, when the heart is 
full, the words are few. I was surprised at the sudden and unexpected 
<•pposition which has been directed against this bill. Once, Sir; a small 
child accompanied her mother j,o a cemetery. Beautiful epitaphs were 
illS('ribed on the tomb-stones, " To the memory of so and so. He was so 
angelic, so innocent, so dear, etc." On all the tomb-stones nothing but 
good was said of the dead. Being of an enquiring turn of mind, the little 
child llhked her mother " Mamma, mamma, all the good people seem 
to C()me here. Where do the bad people go !" I now hear in this debate 
that Sind is the place where the bad people go and that discovery has 
been made by my honourable friend, lli. Navle. He has solved the. 
m~·~tery for the confounded mother-all bad people go to Sind! The 
11\ln·Brahmin opposition has been a surprise to me particularly because, 
before I brought this bill, I had consulted members of the non-Brahmin 
I~uty and got their consent and appro¥al They told me that this 
Ltll was as necessary for them as for Mahomedans, especially was it 
ntx'es...;;ary for the protection of the marital rights of the poor people. 
Therefore, the arguments I heard yesterday from them caused me great 
pain. 

llr. ~.E. NAVLE: No assurance was given to the honourable member 
on l)(.'half of the non-Brahmin party. 
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Mr. NOOR MAHOMED : Unfortunately for me the honourable 
member, Mr. Shinde, is not here tO-day. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : Mr. Shinde might have given his opinion in his 
individual capacity. . 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED : Oh ! That is it. It is a pity they are only 
individuals when it suits them and also a party when it suits them. 
But it was not Mr. Shinde alone whom I consulted. I consulted most 
of them. 

. Sir, this measure did not originate with me. The late Mr. Sedgwick 
·was struck by the conditions which were prevailing in Sind and he thought 
that there should be some Act whereby protection could be given to 
married people. So he prepared a draft and sent it to the Commissioner 
in Sind. The Commissioner in Sind however thought that the people 
being conservative, 3 social legislation of that kind should be introduced 
by some non-official member, particularly when there were so many elected 
members in this House. I assure you, Sir, I did not bring this Bill light
heartedly. I did everything. in my power to ascertain the views of 
those sections of the House who were to be affected by it, before even 
asking leave . of the House to introduce it. Even the Honourable 
Mr. Jadhav, the Education Member, encouraged me and promised to 
extend to me his support. Therefore, Sir, when I heard some of the non· 
Brahmins attributing motives tO me, it did cause me a shock. Sir, this 
Council has been free from the communal spirit, and for the first time 
we find that we are drifting, on account of the instability of parties, 
into communal lines. I wish only to say that we also know what is 
happening behind the scene. I wish to assure this honourable House 
that there is no intention whatsoever of interfering with religious 
ceremonies or the sanctity of marriage. Priests will perform the 
marriage ceremonies as heretofore but we must make them responsible 
men. They must keep a record of the marriages they celebrate. I never 
thought, Sir, I never dreamt, that this bill would convey the idea 
that marriages in future would be performed by registrars, or that 
couples would be wedded by registrars appointed by the local boards. 
That is not my idea ; and there is nothing in the bill that can give that 
impression. All that the bill seeks to do is to make the 'priests respons· 
ible, and to make them keep 3 record of the marriages which they perform. 
We want to do exactly 'what th& late Sir Narayan Chandavarkar and 
Sir Ramakrishna Bhandarkar were doing in keeping a record of the 
marriages celebrated. The honourable member Mr. Navle, who knows 
little about Sind, said that the Hindu Sabha of Sind has protested against 
the bill, but the Hindu Sabha of Sind never advanced the argument8 
which the honourable member .Mr. Navle did. The resolution which 1 

that Sabha passed is as follows : 
"This Conference protests against the proposed introduction of the bill for. th1 

compuleory 1egistration of marriages, in the province of Sind. This Confe.rence ~8 O' 

opinion that the introduction of such a bill is extremely inopport.une and lll·ad~l!led 
and may likewise cause an interference with the notions of the Hmdu commumty at 
regards the nature and sanctity of the marital rights and obligations." 

The Hindu Sabha, labouring under a misunderstanding, said th1 
Mme thing that was said yesU!rday by the honourable member 
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M:r. R. G. Pradhan, tiz.,that marriage among the Hindus is a sacrament and 
not a contract and therefore this bill will violate that sanctity. It seems 
to me that some gentlemen have deliberately created that impression 
in the Hindu Sabha. My intentions have been distorted ; and it has 
been made to appear that this bill does away with the sanctity of marriage 
which among the Hindus is a sacrament. But, Sir, this bill does not 
interfere with the religious rites and ceremonies performed by priests. 
All that it seeks to do is that a record of the marriages should be kept. 
Sir, from the year 1880 the local boards in the Punjab have been 
empowered to do the work of the registration of marriages and that . 
work has been performed by the local boards there. Not only Mussalman 
marriages are registered, but even Anand marriages have come to be 
registered there. The power of registering marriages was given to the 
local boards in 1880 in the Punjab, but we in the Bombay presidency 
cannot entrust that work to the local boards even in 1925, though we 
claim that we are the most advanced presidency, and though we know 
that offences relating to marriages are increasing! The figures that 
I gave yesterday regarding marriage offences were all under Chapter XX 
of the Indian Penal Code. Those offences are : Co-habitation caused by 
a man inducing a belief of lawful marriage; marrying again during 
life time of husband or wife; same offence with concealment of former 
marriage from person with whom subsequent marriage is cOntracted ; 
marriage ceremony fraudulently gone through without lawful marriage ; 
adultery: and enticing or taking away or detaining with criminal intent 
a married woman. Now, Sir, so far as the resolution of the Hindu Sabha 
of Sind is concerned, the Hindu Sabha has accused me of trying to do 
away with the sanctity of marriage, and the same argument has been 
f('PNlted here; and an attempt has been made in this House to divide 
the House on communal lines. It is regrettable that an honourable 
member of this House, who is a chosen leader of the non-official side, 
l'hould have gone so far as to state in the "Indian Daily Mail" that 
the Honourable :Minister for Local Self-government accepted forthwith 
many an amendment proposed by a Sind Mahomedan member. The 
in8inuation is that the Honourable Minister for Local Self-government 
accepts amendments that are brought forward by members from Sind, 
Lecause he happens to come from Sind. You are ~ell awar~, Sir, that 
it was by accident that I happened to have a prior right to move some 
amendments on the Major Municipalities Bill ; it was another accident 
that some of the honourable members of the Swaraj party and the 
non-Brahmin party had given notice of the same amendments that I had 
given of. It was yet another accident that the Swaraj party did not 
participate and I got a chance to move some amendments. But only 
those amendments of mine were accepted which were supported by all 
s..>ctions of the House and it was therefore unfair for the Deputy President 
to i.n!'inuate in the manner he has thought fit to do. Therefore, my request 
to the House is that we should try to subordinate our communal feelings 
and in the present case should consider the bill on its merits. That is 
the way in whkh the Legislative C.ouncil of this presidency can boast of 
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being above petty communalism. I hope, therefore, that this bill will 
be carefully considered by this House on its merits, and not in the 
light of any insinuations that may have been made. Sir, " stories " 
of the enticing away of girls have also been advanced as an argument 
against this bill. It has been stated that this bill will legalize kidnapping 
and the offence of enticing away married women. But may I point 
out that the registration of marriages is done now in all civilised countries 1 
Sir, if registration of marriages were legalising kidnapping of girls and 
enticing away of married women, could Europeans have adopted the 
system of registration of marriages and stuck to it 1 They are civilised 
people and they would not tolerate registration, if it were to facilitate 
the commission of offences relating to marriages. But, Sir, some 
argument was to be advanced in opposition, and I am very sorry that 
an argument of this nature that cannot weigh with any sensible man 
was brought forward. 

Sir, the Mussalmans of Sind have been accused of enticing away girls. 
My submission is that that sensation has been created by the Hindu 
Sabha, to keep that body going ; because they know that no movement 
can start without food for excitement and sensation. These stories are 
put forth simply for creating mutual distrust and hatred. Even Mahatma 
Gandhi ...•....... ~ 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : I do not Im:ow how that is relevant, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is himself 

responsible for the reply. He referred to the Hindu Sabha and their 
general meeting held in Sind recently, and the passing of a resolution 
by them was adduced by the honolirable member as an argument 
against the bill. The honourable member Mr. Noor Mahomed is replying 
to that argument. If there is any particular part of the speech to which 
the honourable member Mr. Navle takes exception, I am quite prepared 
to consider it. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : I do not understand why Mahatma Gandhi 
should be brought into this question. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: He only mentioned the name, 
and I am waiting to see how that argument is brought forth before 
I can rule·one way•or the other. The mere mention of the name of 
Mahatma Gandhi cannot be out of order. 

Mr. NOOR 1\IAHOMED : Mahatma Gandhi has recently said in 
"Young India" that the stories of kidnapping, etc., are very often 
exaggerated, and people should not believe them, without carefully 
examining them. He says that exaggerated stories of the kidnapping 
of girls are served out by "dirty sheets", both of Hindus and of Mussal· 
mans. That statement has been made by Mahatma Gandhi, who, aiJ we 
all know, has no axe to grind. Now, I think I may be considered more 
relevant than the honourable .member thought me to be. As regards 
the abduction of women, Mussalmans have just as much grievance 
against the Hindus as Hindus can have against Mussalmans ; but 
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Mussalmans who have got a glorious history behind them feel a sense 
of shame when such things occur ; and do not advertise such occurrences. 
There 'are bad and good people among all communities. I£ some dregs 
of society commit an offence, is the whole community to be blamed 
on that account 1 I hope and trust that the honourable members of 
this House who are chosen representatives of the people will weigh 
things with care and not come to any sudden and hasty csmclusion. 

Another honourable member stated that there will be frauds if this 
piece of legislation is passed. Perhaps that may happen in some cases. 
I want to ask the honourable member whether there exists any legislation 
which is perfect 1 There are legislative measures regarding land, local 
self-government and so on. Are they all perfect 1 Mere lurking suspicion 
of some fraud should not be an obstacle in the way of this piece of legisla
tion being passed. If there are any clear defects we shall rectify them 
in the select committee. 

Another honourable member advanced the argument that if the district 
local boards are empowered to do this registration work, they will appoint 
some clerks to do this work. We can trust to the discretion of the local 
boards to appoint some competent and responsible men who will do the 
work, as will be done by the major municipalities. 

The question of cost was mentioned as an obstacle in the way of this 
bill. But in the Punjab the contracting parties contribute some fee 
for registration and if such a system is introduced here, I do not think the 
question of cost will stand in the way. 

As regards the argument of the honourable member Mr. Pradhan. 
for whose legal knowledge, I have great respect, though I regret to 
say he does not know how to bring a vote of censure on the Honourable 
Minister ...... . 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN : Is it in order, Sir 1 
The Honourable the . PRESIDENT : No. The honourable member 

Mr. Noor Mahomed's appreciation of the honourable member's legal 
knowledge is in order; but the latter part of it is not. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED : The honourable member Mr. Pradhan says 
that because the words " compulsory registration " are not put in the 
proper place, that because they are inserted three lines below instead 
of being three lines above, the bill is ultra vires. This is a slight defect 
which can be rectified in the select committee. The Honourable Minister 
pointed this out to me at a very early stage and I see my mistake, but 
that does not make it ultra vires. 

The honourable member Mr. Bunter has very rightly pointed out 
certain directions in which the select committee should go in the consider
ation of this bill. They are valuable suggestions which will be taken into 
consideration by the select committee, along with the valuable suggestions 
made by other honourable members. 

Considering all things, the bona fide of this bill, and the increasing 
number of matrimonial offences, I trust the House will pass the first read
ing of this bill. I place myself entirely in the hands of the Honourable 
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Leader of the House and the Honourable Minister for Local Self· 
government, and I accept their advice. 

Question put. House divided. 33 for the Ayes; 11 for the Noes. 
Motion carried. 

Dimsioia No. 16. 
Ayes . 

.AliMAD, MOULVI RAFIUDDnl' 
BAPTISTA, Mr. J. 
BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. · 
BuwrER, Mr. J. P. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E .. 
DABHOLKAR, Sir v ASANTRA.O A. 
DADACHA.NJI, Dr. K. E. 
DEBLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K 
FEI!.NA.NDE~Dr.CosMA.s 
FI!.A.MJI, Mr. K. S. 
OHOSAL, Mr. J. 
OHULA.M HusSA.nr, the Honourable Khan 

Bahadur SIIA.IKB 
H.&.lmisoN, Mr. R. T. 
HATCH, Mr. 0. w. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
JADHA.v, the Honourable Mr. B:V. 

JEHA.NGm, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 
KAzi lNAITULLA.KHA.N 
LA 'WBENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MANSURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNtLAL 
MoNTGOMERtE, Mr. A. 
MouNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
NooR MAHOMED, Mr. 
PAnrTER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATHA.N,Mr.A.F.I.K. 
RAHIMTOOLA, Mr. HoosENALLY M. 
SUI!.VE, Mr. A. N. 
THOMAS, Mr. 0. A. 
WILES, Mr. 0. 
Woons, Mr. E. E. 

Tdlersfor the Ayes : Mr. N ooa MA.HOMED and KHAN SA.HEB A. M. MANS URI. 

Noes. 

ANGADI, Mr. S. N. 
BOLE, Mr. 8. K.. 
CHA.UDliARI, Mr. L. s. 
KALBHOR, Mr. G. M. 
K..utBLI, Mr. s. T. 
MUJUMDA.R, SARDA.R G. N. 

NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
PATEL, Mr. D. R. 
PRADHAN, Mr. R. G. 
SARDESAI, Mr. S. A. 
Sif.ANKA.RRAO JAYARAMRAO ZUNZ4RRAO,Mr. 

, .Teller~ for the Noes: Mr. N. E. NAVLBandMr. L. S. CHA.UDHARI. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOMED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, I beg to move 
that Bill No. XX of 1925 be referred to a select committee, consisting of 

The Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government, 
Mr. A. Montgomerie, 
Mr. A. Master, 
The Remembrancer of Legal Affairs, 
:Mr. K. F. N ariman, 
Mr. A. N. Surve, 
Khan Bahadur S. N. Bhutto, 

· Mr. 1\I. S • Khuhro, 
Mr. L. S· Chaudhari, 
Mukhi Jethanand Pritamdas, 
1\Ir. R. G. Pradhan, 
Sir Vasantrao A. Dabholkar, 
l\Ioulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, 
Khan Saheb A. M. Mansuri, 
Dr. K. E. Dadachanji, 
Mr. J. Baptista, 
Mr. H. B. Shivdasani, 
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Mr. J. P. Bunter, 
Mr. D. R. Patil, 
Mr. S. T. Kambli, 
Mr. G. B. Pradhan, 
Mr. B. G. Pahalajani, and 
tl1e mover of the bill, 

to report within six months and eight t:> form a quorum. 

.660 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I would suggest the addition of the 
Honourable :Minister for Education. 

Mr. NOOR MAHO!IIED : I agree. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Question proposed that the bill 

be referred to a select committee consisting of 
The Honourable Minister for Local Self Government, 
Mr. A. Montgomerie, 
1\lr. A. Master, 
The Remembrancer of Legal Affairs, 
Mr. K. F. Nariman, 
Mr. A. N. Surve, 
Khan Bahadur S. N. Bhutto, 
Mr. 'M.S. Khuhro, 
Mr. L. S. Chaudhari, 
Mukhi Jethanand Pritamdas, 
l\lr. R. G. Pradhan, 
Sir \•asantrao A. Dabholkar, 
Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, 
Khan Saheb A. 1\1. Mansuri, 
Dr. K. E. Dadachanji, 
Mr. J. Baptista, 
Mr. H. B. Shivdasani, 
Mr. J. P. Bunter, 
Mr. D. R. Patil, 
~Ir. S. T. Kambli, 
~Ir. G. B. Pradhan, 
~Ir. B. G. Pahalajani, 
The Honourable Minist-er for Education, and 
the mo\·er of the bill, 

hl rt'}>Ort within six months and eight to form a. quorum. 

~Ir. ~OOR liAHOl1ED: It might be added "with instructions to 
t..ke e\iJence ". 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : It is unnec~ry. As the Honour
a Lie Leader of the House pointed out, under the Standing Orders 
tLe ~loct cDmmittee is itself authorised to consult experts and to take 
t\iJence if necessary. 

~lr. D. R. PATIL: ~1r. President, I beg to make a motion by way of 
amendment to the bill .....• 
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. The "Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the honourable member is 
going to move an amendment regarding publication, I may inform him 
that I have received notice of an amendment on the same subject from 
the honourable member Mr. Surve. If the honourable member 
(Mr. Patil) has no objection, I should like to call upon Mr. Surve to move it. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : I have no objection, Sir. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move, under 

Standing Order for the VIII, 5 (1) (c), 
That Bill No. XX of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 

1923) b~ published fof the purpose of eliciting opinion thereon, for a period of thr:e 
months. · 

Sir, my object is not to create any difficulty. But it will be conceded that 
the local boards are the chief parties who are concerned, and they must 
be given an opportunity of stating their case-whether they will be able 
to carry this burden and whether they have any difficulty. I think, if 
my amendment is accepted, practically no difficulty will be created, 
because the period of publication is only three months. Within that 
time all the local boards will express their opinion and their opinion will 
be before the select committee within the period of three 
months. This period of three months will be over in January. 
Therefore the select committee can meet in February before the budget 
sessions and submit its report and the bill can come for the second reading 
in this House. Whether this amendment is carried or not, if it is taken 
into account that the select committee will not be called till the begin· 
ing of February, I think I shall not press my amendment. My point is 
that the local boards should have an opportunity of expres~ng their 
views. With this explanation I place..w.y amendment before the House, 

Question proposed. 
Mr. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District) : I rise to support the amend· 

ment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Surve. I had thought from 
the speech of the honourable member Mr. Lawrence who said that he 
was himself of the opinion that this bill was a delicate matter and should 
be circulated for further consideration that Government would refrain 
from voting on such a bill. But to-day when we find that the Govern· 
ment have voted we are on the horns of a dilemma. The amendment 
brought forward by the honourable member Mr. Surve is an excellent 
one and I do not know what was responsible for the change of attitude 
on the part of Government. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE H.:\YWARD: I may say that there 
was no change of attitude at all. 

Mr. S. N. ANG.IDI : I therefore very strongly support the amend
ment moved by my honourable friend 1\lr. Surve. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment put forward by my honourable friend 1\lr. Surve. The 
Honourable the Finance Member who spoke yesterday may not have 
given a definite assurance but there can be no doubt whatever that 
he gave the distinct impression that the proper course to follow would le to 

·follow the course sugget~ted by the honourable member 1\Ir. Surve in hi!! 
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amendment. That is shared not only by myself but also by many honour
able members on this side. It seems to me extremely surprising that an 
attempt should now be made to go back on the position taken up yester· 
day. No doubt, t.he first reading of the bill has been passed owing U» 
the aid of the Government official benches. On a social legislation like 
this which is a matter of extreme importance and which is likely U» give 
rL<~e to a good deal of misunderstanding and pain aniong the entire 
Hindu community in this Presidency it is a matter of surprise that 
Government should have thrown the weight of their in.tluence and the 
weight of their voting in its favour. They ought to have refrained 
at least from voting and allowed the non-official members to register 
their votes just as they pleased. That has not been done. The result 
is that it has given a shock to the feelings of a considerable section on 
this side of the House. Sir, the principle of the bill may be right or may 
not be right. From what I have heard in this House from Mahomedan 
members and from Christian members it may be that the registration 
of marriages, so far as the Mahomedan commUnity is concerned and the 
. Christian community is concerned and perhaps other non-Hindu com-
munities are concerned, may be acceptable to those communities. 
To us ..... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not like to interrupt the 
honourable member, but I cannot help pointing out to him that as the 
House has decided to read the bill a first time, the honourable member 
is not entitled to criticise the decision of the House. The only issue 
before the House is that this bill instead of being sent to a select com· 
mittee should be circulated for eliciting opinion and the honourable member 
will be perfectly entitled to all observations he may wish to make within 
that is8ue. I am sure the honourable member will himself appreciate 
that it is hardly fair to be allowed to criticise the decision of the House 
{lllce it has been reached. • · 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: Sir, the motion that has been proposed by 
my honourable friend Mr. Noor Mahomed includes the names of some 
of those who have opposed the first reading. The motion is that some 
()f us who opposed the first reading should be on the select committee. 
The attitude,of some of us whose names have been included in the select 
committee 11ith regard to the principle of the bill is just at present one 
of non-<'ommittal ; becaUE-e as I have already pointed out in my speech 
ft>sterday we have not before us the views of one important com· 
rnunity affectOO. by this bill. I had hoped, Sir, that just as the Mahomedan 
Ministers in this House tried th~ir best to put the Mahomedan point 
of ,·iew before this House the Hindu members of the Government would 
h11ve tried their bE-St to press the Hindu point of view before the House 
(Hear, hear). But, Sir, it pains me to see that that has not been done. 
However, so fu as we are concerned, we whose names have been included 
in this bill, our attitude 11ith regard to the principle of the bill is that of 
non-committal and we f~l that if this amendment that has been proposed 
by my honourable friend Mr. SUITe is not accepted it would not bo 

11817-1 
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proper for us to take our seats on the select committee and to serve 
thereon. Some of us do not accept the principle of the bill. Some of 
us have strongly opposed it, but so far as I am concerned my attitude is one 
of non-committal. We want to hear all sides and if we are convinced 
that there is necessity for this bill we shall accept the principle, but at 
the present time our attitude is one of non-committal. It may be that 
a good case has been made out for the registration of marriages so far 
as l\Iahomedans are concerned, but no case has been made out for the 
registration of Hindu marriages and the question is, if the Hindus do 
not want this measure, why should this Council force it upon the Hindu 
community ! That seems to me a. consideration which the House has 
lost sight of. Sir, what does this amendment propose ¥ It proposes that 
the bill should be circulated to the local boards. Let it be circulated ; 
let it be referred to the Hindu community and let their views be obtained 
and their objections be taken into consideration. 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: May I 'rise to a point 
of order t I should like to know what the motion is. I have been in 
some doubt. The honourable member suggested that the bill should be 
circulated for three months and then the select committee should sit. 
I understood him to say that he wanted the bill to be circulated for 
three months, to which there would be no possible objection, and that 
he did not want the select committee to sit before January or February 
next. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Honourable Leader of 
the House is well aware that the motion is under Standing Order VIII, 
5. Under that Standing Order, the :hOnourable member in charge may 
make one of the following motions : 

The first motion which he cat make is that the bill be read a second 
time at once ; the second motion is that the bill be referred to a select 
committee, which the mover has availed himself of ; and the third 
alternative, which is open to any other member to move in the form 
of an amendment, is that the bill be published for the purpose of eliciting 
opinion thereon, for a period to be specified in the motion. The honour
able member Mr. Surve has moved his amendment under clause (c) 
of sub-section (1) of section 5 of Chapter VIII. The effect of this 
Standing Order is that if the honourable member Mr. Surve's amendment 
is carried, the motion for referring the bill to a select committee will be 
defeated, and after circulation is completed, the bill will come back 
again before the Council, and then a motion for the second reading or 
that the bill be referred to a select committee will have to be made. 
(Mr. J. Baptista shook his head). There is no doubt about it. The 
honourable member Mr. Baptista shakes his head. To provide for 
publication while the select committee is sitting, there is a Standing Order, 
Standing Order 6 of Chapter VIII, clause (4) of which says: 

.. A 11el~ committee may hear expert evidence and repreeentativee of apecial intel't!ll!t8 
affected by the meuure before them. " 
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Therefore, the procedure to be followed is either under Standing Order 
5 or Standing Order 6 of Chapter VIII. In the case of Standing Order 5, 
the proposed amendment, if carried, will defeat the motion for reference 
to the select committee, and after circulation the bill will come back 
again either for the second reading or for a motion for reference t1> the 
select committee. If the intention is that the select committee should 
flicit expert opinion and should give a hearing to all special interests 
affected by the measure, then the procedure would be the acceptance 
of the original motion, the reference to the select committee, with direc
tions either specifically provided in the motion or an understanding 
given to the House that the select committee shall not proceed with the 
consideration of the bill for a certain length of time, and that in the 
mean time the procedure laiJ down by sub-clause (4) of clause 6 of the 
Standing Orders, namely that expert evidence and representatives of 
Bpecial interest-a affected by the measure shall be heard, will be foll~wed. 
These are the two alternatives before the House and they may decide 
as tht-y like. That is my answer to the point of order raised by the 
Honourable Leader of the House. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Thank you, Sir. I 
thought it better that the House should have a clear idea of the motion 
before it. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: I maintain the course proposed by the 
amt-ndment is a better one, is a more reasonable one, and ought to be 
the more acceptable one to the House. That course does not preclude 
at a lat~r stage a reference of the bill to the select committee, and if this 
particular course is adopted, it will then be more convenient to us and 
better for us, to decide after considering all opinions, whether the 
principle of the bill is a sound one, to decide whether we should accept 
that principle. It is a reasonable compromise and I do want to say 
emphatically that even if a moderate and reasonable proposal of this 
kind is not ~pted by the Government benches or other benches we 
shall have nothing to do with the bill. 

~.Ir. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): I am sorry, Sir, that the 
la.st Fpeaker should have given expression to such a view and asked why 
the Christians should force this measure on the House. Sir, we are 
he!'@ to gi'·e expression of opinion on the merit-a of the case and if upon 
examining the case they decide to vote for it, I do not think it is justifiab~e 
on the part of anyone else to complain that the Christians are forcing it 
upon the other honourable members. Otherwise, it would be impossible 
to work or to get on with the work of the CounciL If any Hindu objects 
to com:ider a me.a..o;;ure becaUBe it conies from the Mahomedans, or if the 
~lahomedans object to a measure because it is proposed by the Hindus, 
that vmuld be reducing this House to a farcical position. So far as 
t Lis motion is oonC'emed, I should like to point out that the provision 
for circulation of the bill for obtaining opinions can be well carried out 
by referring this matt~r to the select committee. There is a provision 
to delay the oonsiJeration by six months. The whole object is w 

a617-~ 
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elicit opinions as far as possible and I am sure that the :Minister who is 
concerned with this bill will do well to publish the bill not only in the 
Government Gazette, but in all other newspapers which are necessary 
for the purpose of eliciting opinions. Then these opinions will be con· 
sidered in the select committee. But if the proposal made by the honour
able member Mr. Surve is carried out, what will happen is this, and I 
want to call your attention to the provision that 

Where a motion that a bill be "published for the purpose of eliciting opinion is carried 
and the bill is published in accordance with that direction and opinions have ·been 
received thereon within the period specified, the member in charge, if lie wishes to proceed 
with the bill thereafter, shall move that the bill be referred to a select committee unless 
the President, in the exercise of his power to suspend this provision, allows a motion to 
be made that the Bill be read a second time. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Does it not come to the same 
'thing that I explained to the House ! 
· Mr. J. BAPTISTA : Sir, it is compulsory for him to move that the 
bill be referred to a select committee .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Or proceed with the second 
reading! . 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: If in the exercise of your power to suspend this 
provision you allow it. But, Sir, you did not read that out in full. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : 1 . thought the Standing Orders 
were known to all honourable members. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: But you did not know why I was shaking my 
head (Laughter). If it is compulsorily referred to a select committee, 
the result would be that this bill would-be delayed inordinately. What 
would happen here is this : Supposng opinions come here-and they are 
not the opinion of the select committee-opinions come to this House 
and somebody moves with your permission that the bill be read a second 
time, the very advantage to be secured by referring the matter to the 
select committee and the delay for eliciting opinion would be frustrated. 
The object would be better carried out, if any honourable member is 
anxious that opinion should be elicited, by referring the bill to the 
select committee at once and delaying it for six months. Then the 
bill will come befor(l the House with all the opinions elicited, with all the 
merits duly considered by the select committee. Therefore, I suggest 
that the procedure proposed by the mover is the better procedure ; 
otherwise it would frustrate the very object of the Hindu members. I 
do not think it is possible for us to include that in the bill, but if it is at 
all possible we should get the opinions of all the local boards on that point. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to point out in 
answer to the question raised that the power of deciding whether the 
select committee shall hear expert evidence and the representatives of 
special interests affected by the measure before them, is vested in the 
select committee by the Standing Order. The form in which amend
menta to bills can be moved is specifically laid down. Therefore it 
appears to me that a better procedure would be that both the honourable.~ 
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member in charge and the Honourable Minister in charge of the depart
ment concerned should both give an assurance to this House that the 
select committee shall not proceed with the consideration of the measure 
without complying \\ith this clause, namely that they shall hear expert 
evidence and the representatives of special interests and carry on all 
consultation that is required before they will meet to consider the bill. 
Instead of an amendment that would in my opinion be a better procedure 
by which the wishes of those honourable members who desire publication 
would he satisfied without raising any question of order. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: I certainly think that the procedure suggest00. 
by you, Sir, will be a better procedure than an amendment and I hope 
that the assurance will he forthcoming. 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I give an assurance on behalf of Government and as chairman of 
the select committee, and I hope the honourable mover of the bill will 
also agree with me, that before this bill is considered by the select com· 
mittee, that body will elicit the opinions of all the boards by publishing 
this bill and inviting their opinions and will hear expert evidence and 
the representatives of the special interests. That should satisfy the 
honourable mover of this amendment. His object is that the select 
committee should have the opinions of all the boards and other interests, 
and I assure this House that we will not go on with the work of the 
select committee unless we are in possession of those opinions. ,Then 
the select committee will consider those various opinions, after which 
the report of the select committee will be placed before the House. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that the honourable 
mover of the bill joins the Honourable :Minister in the assurance 
given. 

Mr. NOOR M.A.HOMED : Yes, Sir, I join the Honourable Minister 
in that assurance. 

Dr. COSllAS FERNA1"DEZ : Sir, yesterday when this matter was 
bt>ing discussed I was very much struck by what the honourable 
mort>r had to say and also by the arguments advanced in opposition 
to the bill. I wanted very much then to make the suggestion 
that before registering the marriage the parties contracting the 
marriage must go through the usual religious ceremoniaL That would 
o\·eroome all opposition. Fortunately the Honourable Leader 
of the Hou...<~e explained that point and made it very clear. I was 
perfoctly satisfied and convinced then that the measure would be a 
,.ery good one if that clause were to be put in. If the bill is 
circulated as it is, I am sure that the opinions of the people who are 
concerned with this matter will be unfavourable as the people would 
be unaware of the actual methods of contracting the marriage and 
getting it registered. C nless this point is made very clear and definite, 
tht>y will not be convinced of the soundness of this legislation. Similarly, 
unless this point is made very clear to the local bt; irds, I am inclined to 
believe that. mOISt of them will vote against the measure. Therefore 
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I think the committee· ought to meet before circulating this bill and 
make this point very clear, namely that no registration will take place 
unless the usual religious ceremony is gone through. That would remove 
all fears and make the passage of the bill very much e.:sier. 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District) : Sir, as the Honourable 
Minister has given the assurance that the bill will be circulated for the 
purpose of eliciting opinions of the district local boards, I hope he will 
go a step further and have the bill translated in all the vernaculars of the 
presidency so that the people or masses will know what the bill is 
intended to do . 

. Mr. S. N . .ANGADI (Belgaum District): Sir, I think this should be 
advertised in some of the popular vernacular papers so that the masses 
will come to know the object and implications of this bill. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, a question 
has been put to me whether it would be within the functions of the select 
committee to recommend that any particular community or communities 
should be excluded from the purview of this legislation. I take it that 
an amendment to that effect could be produced in the select committee 
and could be considered by this House so that if any section of the Hindu 
community or any section of the Christian community could be excluded, 
that provision might perhaps allay anxieties and fears. 

The honourable member Mr. Pradhan seemed to think that there 
was some variance between the position taken up by myself yes
terday evening and that taken up by the Honourable Leader of 
the House this morning, but I should like to assure this House that 
I am unable to see that distinction myself, for there is complete accord 
between our views that this matter requires further consideration. 
In fact, I suggested last night that it should be referred for the opinion 
of the district local boards and that suggestion is supported by the 
Honourable Leader of the House and it would be carried out by the 
procedure now proposed to be adopted. 

The Honourabl8 the PRESIDENT : · With reference to the point of 
order raised, I should like to invite the honourable member's attention 
to the fact that the bill itself makes provision to the following effect :-:-

"Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, it shall be lawful for a district local 
board to exempt from the operation of this compulsory registration of marriages any 
part.i.cular oommunity living within its limits.~· 

The honourable member will observe that a definite provision has already 
been made in the bill. Apart, however, from that aspect of the question, 
I hold that the select committee is entitled to restrict the principle in 
making their recommendations. The question as to whether they can 
expand the principle is not free from doubt but my present view is that 
they cannot expand the principle but they can restrict it. Apart from 
that, it has been the recognized view that the recommendations of a 
select committee are merely proposals for the consideration of this 
·honourable House and that assuming that the select committee makes 
an1 recommendations, it will not debar this honourable House from_ 
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going against those recommendations up to the extent of the principle 
rmbodied in the bill and accepted by the House. I think I have made the 
position quite clear. 

The Honourable Mr. A. ]'){. K. DEHLA VI : Then, I understand that 
it would be within the power of the select bommittee to limit the 
application of this bill to the Mussalman community only. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not know why the Honourable 
Minister wants me to tell him what the select committee can and cannot 
do. The Honourable Minister knows that the power of giving exemption 
t.o one small section of a big community is given to the district local 
board and not to this Council. Let there be no misunderstanding. 
The power given by this bill is to the ~trict local board to exempt any 
community living vorithin its jurisdiction, from the operation of this 
bilL I have gone further in explaining the point of order raised by 
the Honourable the Finance Member, namely that it is open to the 
select committee to make a recommendation restricting the principle 
of the bill, but the House is free either to accept those proposals or to 
reject them. 

The Honourable Sir C~rrLAL MEHTA : Sir, I should like to have 
one or two points made clear in this connection, and I would desire to 
be pardoned by you, if you think that points of meticulous detail are 
being raised at this stage. I should like to know whether, as is usual, 
amendments of principle can be allowed in select committee and later. 
I understand that one of the principles of the bill is that it will allow any 
community to be excluded. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : By the district local boards. · 

The Honourable Sir ClllllirrLAL MEHTA : That is the point I am 
coming to. The bill provides that the district local board shall have 
the power to either exempt or not exempt a. community. Would it 
he in order for the Council, after the bill comes back from the select 
committee, to take away this power from the district local board! 
That i!'l one point that I would like to be made clear. Another point 
that stmck me in the discussion that took place on the bill yesterday 
was, whet her it would be permissible, under the acceptance of the principle 
of the bill by the passing of the first reading, to exempt individuals ! 
1 1\m now dealing with individuals. Would it be in the power of either 
the district loc:al board, or of the select committee, or of the Council, 
when the bill comes back again from the select committee, to make any 
J)~'ision by which an individual or individuals who might have changed 
h~s or their religion can be exemptoo for a limited period of time. These, 
8~, seem to me to exercise the minds of my hono"!lf8.ble friends opposite, 
thlS latter point particularly, and I wish it to be made clear whether it 
will be within the power of the select committee or of the C<>uncil to 
raise this question as a question of principle or whether by the passing 
o~ the fil1l1. reading that principle would be debarred from conailleratiou 
tither by the select committee or by the C<>uncil. 
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· The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is not my business to sit in 
judgment as to what the select committee shall do or shall not do. I 

. can only say that it is open to the select committee to make recommenda
tions to restrict the principle embodied in "the bill, and not to expand it, 
or in other words, to go beyond it. The principle of 'the bill, as the 
Honourable . Leader of the House has clearly pointed out, is that 
marriages shall be compulsorily registered. That principle cannot 
be departed from, unless the motion for the second reading, which will 
be placed before the House, is rejected by the House. I think it docs 
not require any statement from me to say that in all matters affecting 
legislation the powers of this legislature are supreme. If it was not 
for the Standing Order in the form in which it stands, all amendments 
of principle would be in order at the second reading. We have tried 
to get ~ver that difficulty by obtaining an assurance from the mover 
of the bill, that no questions of order will be raised at the second reading 
as regards amendments of principle of the bill. In this case, if the Honour
able the Revenue Member so desires, he can ask for an assurance that 
at the second reading no question of order will be raised as regards amend
ments of principle. If that assurance is given, there will be no difficulty. 
I hold that the principle of the bill is compulsory registration of marriages. 
The question whether it should be done by the district local board or 
by some other authority is certainly open to the select committee to con
sider as it is open to this House; and as regards the exclusion of indivi
duals, I am not quite clear about that issue. But if the House so desires, 
and an assurance is given by the Honourable Minister on behalf of Govern
ment and by the honourable mover, an amendment to that effect can be 
considered by this House. Whetherjt can be considered by the select 
committee or not is the privilege of the chairman of the select committee 
to decide, and I am sure the honourable member will recognise that it 
is not fair that I should intt rfere in his discretion and indicate to him 
what his duties are in regard to that matter. 

MOULVI R.A.FrunDIN AHI\IAD: I have one more question to ask 
on a point of order, with regard to the obligatory principle which we have 
now passed. Would it be possible for the select committee to go behind 
it and make it optional1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : As I said, the principle that has 
been accepted on the first reading is compulsory registration of marriages, 
and I do not think you can go back on it. But honourable members do 
not seem to realise the far-reaching powers that are vested in the House. 
Supposing the select committee does something which is not acceptable 
to the majority, they have the power of rejectir1g the bill in toto at the 
time of the second reading, and also when the third reading is proposed. 
Those powers are vested in the House, and the House, can do what it 
likes before the bill can become an Act. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNlLAL .MEHTA : I should like to know 
whether, in view of the explnation that you have given, Sir, the honour· 
able mover of this bill is prepared to give the assurance .••• ,. --
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committee also. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: I should like to know 
whether the honourable mover of the bill and as suggested by you the 
chairman of the select committee are prepared to give the 8SSUI'ance that 
a point of order will not be raised later on if these questions are brought 
up in the select committee or by any member of the Council at the time 
of the second reading. · 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I have just asked your ruling and 
I desire to make it clear, Sir. I asked whether it was open to the 
select committee tq.turn the obligatory nature of the bill into an optional 
one. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The assurance that has been 
asked for and given in the past is to the effect that no question of order 
will be raised in regard to amendments of principle or of detail. As 
regards amendments of details, there can be no question. The question 
is whether amendments of principle can be allowed at the time of the 
aecond reading. Our Standing Orders debar it, but 8SSUI'ances have been 
given constantly in regard to that matter by the members in charge, and in 
the case of a private bill both by the Member in charge and the Member 
of Government in charge of the department. Whether they will do so 
or not in the present case is their option. The principle of the bill has 
been accepted, and the first reading is carried. I have allowed so .much 
discussion on this subject-which I am not sure whether I am justified 
in doing-expressly to meet the wishes of the House, in view of the fact 
that there is considerable amount of feeling in the matter amongst honour· 
able members. I have tried to give so much latitude, because better 
understanding may be produced among all sections of the House.· 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GHULA.M HUSSAIN : 
Sir, I assure the honourable House that I have no interest either way 
in the bill. I v.ill welcome any suggestion in the select committee. I 
am simply surprised at the attitude of my honourable friend (Sir Chunilal 
Mehta) who thinks that I will not allow any amendment. I a~e him 
that I will allow any amendment that may be moved. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: It was not from the 
Honourable Minister that I asked for any 8SSUI'ance. It was your 
suggestion, Sir. I only asked for your ruling. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE!IT : It was my suggestion in VIew 
of the honourable member Sir Chunilal's enquiry. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: Yes, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDID-."T : I do not think we need pursue 

this matter any further. Does the honourable mover of the bill join 
tl:.e Honourable Minister in his assurance! 

Mr. NOOR MAHOllED: Y&~, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESID~"T : Let u.s now proceed with the 

motion for referring the bill to the &elect committee. · 
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As regards the amendment moved, I should like to inform honourable 
members with regard to the point made by the honourable member 
Mr. Kambli that the power of deciding in whlch of the vernaculars a 
bill should be translated and published vests under the Standing Orders 
in the President. With regard to this particular bill I have given 
instructions that it should be published in almost all the vernaculars. 
The heading of the bill is "to be translated into Marathl, Gujarathl, 
Kanarese and Urdu and the translation should be published · in the 
Bombay G(ll)e'fflment Gazette ; and also to be translated into Sindhi and 
the translation to be published in the Sind Official Gazette". It is further 
added that the date of all publications should be reported. I hope 
that will satisfy the honourable member Mr. Kambli. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: I wish to mona slight amendment .. The 
Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta should be added on to this committee. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL :MEHTA : I am· sorry I cannot 
serve on the committee. 

The Honourable· the PRESIDENT : I take it, that after all, these 
misunderstandings have now been removed. I should like to ask the 
honourable member Mr. Surve whether he will withdraw his amendment 
in view of the developments whlch have taken place. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I beg leave of the House to withdraw my amend
ment. 

Question put and leave granted. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT ;_The question is that the bill 
be referred to a select committee consisting of the following members 
to report within six months and eight to form the quorum : 

The Honourable Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain, 
· Mr. A. Montgomerie, 
Mr. A. Master, 
The Remembrancer of Legal Affaire, 
Mr. K. F. Nariman, 
Mr. A. N. Surve, 
Khan Bahadur S. N. Bhutto, 
Mr. M. S. Khuhro, 
Mr. L. S. Chaudhari, 
Mukhi Jethanand Pritamdas, 
Mr. R. G. Pradhan, 
Sir Vasantrao A. Dabholkar, 
Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, 
Khan Saheb A. M. Mansuri, 
Dr. K. E. Dadachanji, 
!Ir. J. Baptista, 
Mr. H. B. Shivdasani, 
Mr. J.P. Bunter, 
Mr. D. R. Patil. 
Mr. S. T. Kambli, 
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Mr. G. B. ;Pradhan, 
Mr. B. G. Pahala~ttni, 
The IIonu:u:rable Mr. B. V. Jadhav, and 
Mr. Noor lVIahomed,. 

Bill referted to seh;~t !Question put and carried. 
committee. 

After recess. 

The Honomable the PRESIDENT: Bill No. XXI of 1925 (A Bill 
further to amP,r1d the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879)-first 
reading-the honr.)urable member Mr. Bhopatkar. (Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar 
'Was absent). 

BILL NO. XJI'.ll OF 1925 (A. BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE CITY 
OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : With regard to this bill further 
to amend Lhe City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, I should like to invite 
the attent.iion of the honourable member Mr. Surve to Standing Order 
3 of ChaJ ;>ter V, which reads as follows : 

"A .moi ;ion shall not be moved which is inconsistent with any decision at which the 
Council hf ~s arrived at the same stage of the or in the same session unless such 
decision h ,as. been arrived at at a different stage. 

Honou1Lible members are aware that this honourable House has only 
recently discussed and decided a bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
Municir tal Act, 1888 from the honourable member Mr. Bole, which 
amo;ngs 1t other things also provided for the reservation of seats for 
back'.Nard communities. The House having taken that decision, another 
moti~ .:>n for ri'}Servation of seats for the backward communities cannot 
be rr 1oved under this Standing Order. In my opinion, the bill appears 
to be Ol.l.lK of order. But if the honourable member wishes to say 
any1 Ghing, I am quite prepared to give him an opportunity of doing so. 

lV Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, the only statement I 
WO'J.Id :like to make is that my bill is not identically the same as Mr. 
Bolle's. ' There is a great difference. Mr. Bole wanted to do away partly 
with cc ~option and nomination, and he wanted re-allocation of seats, 
and he wanted also to lower the franchise. Again he wanted reservation 
o~f seatn. He wanted a number of reserved seats by diminishing the 
I'1umber of the present nominated and co-opted members. Therefore 
t¥e House might have taken the view that Mr. Bole wanted reservation 
in favour of a particular community with all these changes. But my 
bill is quite a simple thing. I accept everything that is in the present 

. Act. M: r. Bole asked 18 seats to be reserved. I ask only 15 seats, 
10 for th e backwacrd and 5 for the depressed classes. In all other respects 
the Act , will remain just as it is. Therefore I think my bill is not quite 
on all fo ,,urs with· the honourable member Mr. Bole's bill. But if the 
House th inks that it is on all fours with that bill, I shall have nothing to 
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say. But if the House is of opinion that in some ·esser..tial matters it 
differs, then I may be permitted to move this bill formally. Whatever 
I have to say I have already said. The decision of the House may be 
taken on that matter. · \ · · 

The Honourable ·Khan Bahadur SHAIKH GUULAM HUSSAIN : 
Sir, one of the principles underlying Mr. Bole's bi4t was the principle of 
reservation of seats for a particular communit~ or • communities. 
Mr. Bole wanted to have by reservation 18 seats .. Th!a~e principle is 
repeated in the honourable. member· :Mr. Surve's hi .,. :because he also 
wants reservation of seats for the backward and epressed classes. 
The honourable member 1\Ir. Surve disagrees with Mr. B 1le only in regard 
to the number, but the principle is the same. This ho :~.ourable House 
has set its face against that principle when the bill of \Mr. Bole was 
discussed. Hence, as the principle underlying both the billS,1 is the same, 
and as the House has already decided on that question, I, I think the 
present bill is out of order. \ 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like once ag~in to draw 
the attention of he honourable member specifically to th1'3 wording 
of the Standing Order which I read out. It says : \ 

No motion shall be moved which is inconsistent with any decision at whioh t:he Council 
has arrived •••• ,, •• " ~ 

The Council has arrived at the decision on :Mr. Bole's bill that ~1 .~ "Y do 
not approve of reservation of seats for the backward communitit ~· The 
present bill embodies the same principle that was conta ined in 
Mr. Bole's bill. ?!h. Bole's bill amongst_other things also provided for 
reservation of seats for the backward communities, and the H:ouse in 
dealing with that issue has decided not to have it. Therefor~·, his 
motion appears clearly to be inconsistent with the decision which the 
House has arrived at only a couple of days ago. The honourable me; mber 
(Mr. Surve) has pointed out that Mr. Bole's bill contained in addition 
to the provision for reservation of seats other matters. That is per£1. ~ctly 
true. But, then, according to the procedure of this House, the hoq.our, able 
member (~lr. Surve), if he had disagreed with the other pr~visjions 

·of Mr. Bole's bill and wanted merely to confine the bill to tht>/ 1ue~tion 
of reservation of seats, could have got up and moved an a1. ·nd ent 
to that effect, saying that he did not agree with the rest of the b1U ; e ·en 
if he agreed with the bill, he could have moved an amendment in or~ler 
to give the House an . opportunity of deciding between the two issues, 
namely, whether they wanted reservation of seats by itself or whetht;r 
they wanted reservation of seats plus the other points embodied iY,I 
the bill. If the honourable member had done so, the House wr,uld hav~ 
been in possession of Mr. Bole's bill with the honourable membet 
Mr. Surve's amendment restricting the scope of the bill to the principle 
which is embodied in his bill. But he did not do so. As far as I r1 ~member, 
he v;holeheartedly supported 1.lr. Bole's bill. That being so, t .he House 
decided on that bill that they were not in favour of any reseJ :vation of 
seats for the backward communities. That decision having been: arrived at 
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at this session, I cannot allow the moving of the present bill and must 
rule it out of order. 

A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY PREVENTION OF 
GAMBIJNG ACT, 1887. 

(Motion for leave to introduce the bill.) 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I beg to move for 
leave to introduce the Bill further to amend the Bombay Prevention of 
Gambling Act, 1887. · 

Sir, the object of this bill is to make certain verbal alterations in the 
Prevention of Gambling Act. These VP.rbal alterations are designed to 
carry out the original intention of the Act itself, by. removing the am
biguity that exists at present in the definition of the word " gaming ". 
The definition of the word " gaming " at present prevents wagering or 
betting of all description except upon a horse race under certain 
conditions. There are three conditions laid down in the exemption. 
The third condition is : 

•• Wagering or betting upon a horae raoe when such wagering or betting takes place 
bt>twl'lt'n &DY individual in person on the one h&Dd &Dd such licensee on the other hand, 
in auch manner &Dd by auoh oontriv&Dce as may be permitted by such license. " 

Under this definition, Sir, the Government in its executive authority, 
under th Licensing Act has permitted the betting by the method known 
as the totalisator. Now, Sir, you will observe that under this d~tion 
any one person can bet with the licensee himself, but with no one else. 
But my submission is that under the totalisator system people at large 
do not actually bet with the licensee himself. As a matter of fact the 
licensee therefore is merely the stage holder. Punters really bet with 
one another and not with the licensee. If that is correct, then the 
punt.ers are not really exempted, because they do not really bet with the 
liwl!\ee, and not being exempted they are liable to prosecution, although 
the license given to the Turf Club intends that they should not be 
prosecuted but that they should be protected from the prosecution. 
Indeed that the punters really bet with one another by this method 
of the totalizator has really been conceded in the definition of "totali
uwr "in Bill X o. XIII of 1925 which we passed the other day for imposing 
a tax on the totalizator. It is said there that "totalizator" means a 
totalizator in an enclosure which the licensees have set apart in accordance 
\\ith the Bombay Ra.c~urses Licensing Act, 1912, and includes any 
imtrument, machine or contrivance of a like nature or any scheme for 
enabling any number of persons to make beta with one another on the 
like principles. That is betting with one another pn the principle of 

. the t.>talizator. U you want to remove the ambiguity which at present 
exists, some additional explanation such as the words I have proposed 
~mes absolutely necessary. The additional words which I propose 
\\•oulJ be: 

.. (r) bet'fllttl any indiridual in per80il, being preeeot in the enclosure,. on the one ha.nd. 
aoJ auda ~ or other penon liocDa:ld bJ Rch ~ iD term.~ o( s.bo afumu..i4 
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license on the other hand, in such manner, or, by such contrivance as may be permitted 
by sucb license. " 

The additional words are " such licensee or other person licensed by 
such license in terms of the aforesaid license on the other hand ". It 
is doubtful that under the totalisator system there is any betting between 
the licensee and other persons. There is not the slightest doubt that 
those people ought to be protected. As a matter of fact they are not 
protected so far as I can read the intention itself. This is the object 
of my present bill. I have no desire if they would be protected even 
without the insertion of tl!ese words, to press my bill. That can only 
be done by a test case ·in the Police Court and prosecuting the Turf Club. 
That is not a procedure, Sir, which commends itself to me. I have 
therefore thought it desirable to introduce my present bill so as to ascertain 
the views of Government on the matter and to make the necessary 
alterations if Government agree with me. That is the whole object. 
Sir, it is not intended to enlarge the difficulty that already exists. On 
the other hand, if my proposal is accepted, it will make the meaning 
clear and definite. 

Question proposed. . 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I am not going to 

object to the granting of leave to introduce the bill. I understand that 
the object is merely to make verbal amendments. If that is so, there 
would be no objection. But it will require careful consideration in the 
select committee . 
. Question put and leave granted. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT-:- Leave to introduce the bill is 
granted. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA: Sir, I beg to introduce the bill. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The bill is introduced. 

INVALIDATION OF HINDU CEREMONIAL EMOLUMENTS 
BILL. 

(MotU:m for leave to introduce the bill.) 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I beg leave to introduce a bill to amend the 
law relating to the emoluments claimable by watandar Hindu priests. 
The principle laid down in this bill has long been the established law in 
all parts of British India except the Bombay Presidency, where it has 
been held that a watandar priest can get his customary emoluments, 
though as a matter of fact his services for performing the ceremony 
may not be given. This state of affairs has caused a great deal of 
annoyance to the non· Brahmins. Even though they do not requisition the 
services of a Brahmin they are made to pay the emoluments of the Brah
min priests, by the law courts in the Bombay Presidency, but this practice 
does not obtain in the other parts of British India and to do away with 
this anomaly and injustice I beg the lean of this }louse to introduce thi.s"' 
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bill Sir, a similar bill of this kind was introduced in the Legislative 
Assembly in the year 1922 by Rao Bahadur A. B. Latthe and there the 
the bill was passed, but when it was sent to the Council of State it was 
thrown out mainly on the ground that it was a provincial matter and 
that this sort of bill should be sent for consideration to the Provincial 
Government and therefore I beg the leave of this House for introducing 
the Bill. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : If no honourable member objects, 

I declAre that leave to introduce the bill is granted. 
~Ir. S. K. BOLE: I beg to introduce the bill. 
The Honourable the PRF.SIDE~"T : The bill is introduced. 

MAMLATDARS' COURTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL. 

(Motion for leave IIJ introd~ tJ~ bill.) 

~Ir. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District) : Mr. President, I beg 
leave to introduce a bill further to amend the Bombay Mamlatdars' Conrta 
Act 2 of 1906. Under the present lAw the mamlAtdar is the final judge 
of facta. What.ever he decides in a case, his position can be questioned 
either in the Collector's court or in the High Court only on a point of 
law. Many hardships have been experienced by the litiganta and their 
contention is that the Collector should be invested with power of appeal 
against the decision of a mamlatdar not only in point of law, but also 
in point of facta. This bill is intended to confer this power of appeal 
on the Collector. To ensure the proper appreciation of evidence in 
the matter of decisions.of facta on the part of the mamlAtdar with more 
care and responsibility, I want that the power of appeal should be vested 
in the Collector. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESID~"T: Does any honourable member 

nh to object ' As no honourable member wishes to object, leave is 
granW. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL : Sir, I now beg to introduce the bill 
The Honourable the PRESID~"T : The bill is introduced. 

MOTIONS TO AMEND STANDING ORDERS. 

(Moti.m }.To. II of 1925.) 

The Honourable Sir !tllt'RICE IU.YWARD: I move the following 
motion. Sir : 

For l'tanding Ordl'l: m the follolfin« llh.tJl be eubstitatro_ JWDe!y:
M llL-C<IO.Dcil official&. 
.... (I) Ah« tbe DK"mbrn hue~ n-ora ia at the begin.oinf ala DII!'W' C'AMmcil 
Dectioll al De-puty ud aft« the elect.ioG al the Pre.Ddent. the Cov.nciJ lhtJl 

rt.ideca. elect CIGe al ia.t IDt'lllben $o be Deputy ~ 
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'' (2) Every member who wishes to propose a member for election as Deputy President 
must-

(a) ascertain previously that the member he wishes to propose is willing to serve 
if elected, and 

(b) hand to the Secretary a notice containing the name of the member he desires 
to propose signed by himself and some other member as seconder. 
"(3) The President shall read out to the Council the names of the candidates together 

with those of their proposers and seconders and if only one person has been proposed for 
election shall declare that person duly elected. If more than one person has been i>roposed 
the members other than the President shall then proceed to vote on the question by a 
ba.llot and the President shall declare the person who receives the majority of votes to be 
duly elected. 

The ballot shall be held in the following manner :-
(a) Every member shall be entitled to vote for one person only at each ballot. 
(b) If there are only two candidates only one ballot shall be held. If there are 

more than two candidates the name of the candidate who obtains the fewest number 
of votes at the first ballot shall be omitted from the list of candidates. The remaining 
candidates shall then be ballotted for1 and the name of the candidate obtaining the 
fewest number of votes at the second ballot shall similarly be omitted from the list of 
candidates. 

This process shall be continued at the third and all succeeding ballots until only two 
candidates ' names remain on the list, when a final ballot shall be held. In the event of 
an equality of votes the President shall have a casting vote, 

"(4) If a vacancy in the office of Deputy President occurs in the life of a Council, 
or if the Governor withholds his approval to any election, a fresh election shall be held 
in accordance with the procedure hereinbefore laid down ; Provided that a member 
whose election has not been approved by the Governor shall not be proposed as a. candi· 
date during the continuance of that Council. " 

I move this amendment to bring our standing orders into conformity 
with the rule recently made by the Government of India with regard to 
the election of the President. 

Question put and carried. 
The Honourable Sir :rt!AURICE HAYWARD: I move, Sir, that the 

motion be referred to a select committee. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The Standing Orders provide 

that the select committee should consist, in additibn to the President and 
the Deputy President, one Chairman to be appointed by the President. 
I appoint the honourable member Mr. Kambli as a member of this select 
committee. Then, there are seven members to be elected by the House. 
I should like to know what the wishes of the House are. Ordinarily, 
we proceed to election as provided in the Standing Orders. But on some 
occasions, by general consent of the House, we have appointed them by 
the unanimous voice of the House. I do not know what procedure is 
proposed at present. Unless there is any consensus of opinion in the 
House as regards which seven members should be elected to this select 
committee, we will proceed with the election. · 

The Honourable SirJIAURICE HAYWARD: I should say we can 
come to some arrange .nt and save time. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: Certainly, I can give time for 
the purpose. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (Mter consultation 
with other Members) : I suggest, Sir, the following names for the select 
committee :-

Mr. N. E. Navle, 
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?!Ir. W. S. Mukadam, 
1\loulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, 
Mr. R. G. Pradhan, 
Mr. J. Baptista, 

. Sir Chunilal Mehta, and 
myself. 

Question proposed. 

678 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that it is the. unanimous 
wish of the House that these seven members (besides the President, the 
Deputy President and Mr. Kambli) should be elected to this select com
mittee. ·Does any one object I (After a pause). As no one objects, I 
declare that these seven members have been duly elected as members of 
the select committee. ' 

ltfoti<m No. III of 1925. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I now move, Sir, 
Motion No. III of 1925, which is as follows: 
A ~~M"nd~nt of Stattdifl.!l Order II 3 (2) -

Add the words" or of a statutory motion." 
.4,...ndmtll.l of Stall.di119 Order IV, 1 (1) :-

Add the words" Governmt-nt business shall be deemed to include statutory motions." 
l11.tutio" of o uw Bt41ldiflg Order VIII .A:-
After Standing Order VUI insert the following :-

VIII-A StatWory Motiou. 

A member who wishee to move a resolution which he is entitled to move in pursuance 
of any statute or legislative enactment for the time being in force ah&ll give 10 clear days 
notit'e unless it is otherwise expressly provided by such a statute or legislative enact. 
mNlt or unless the President with the consent of the Member in charge of ~e Depart. 
ment oonoomNI otherwise direct. a.nd shall together with notice submit a copy of the 
proposed resolution." 

I mo,·e this motion to amend the Standing Orders in accordance with the 
promise given that provision should be made in the Standing Orders for 
the mo\'ing of resolutions which any member has the right to move 
under any statute, such as the recent enactments that we passed, for 
~hing members the opportunity of taking objection to rules made under 
rertain Acts. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable the PRESIDID-"T: U no honourable member wishes 

to object, I will put it to the vote. 
Qu~tion put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"! : I take it that this motion to 
amend Standing Orders is also referred to the same select committee. 
f>o€.s any one object ! I take it no one objects. That is agreed to. 

MotKm No. IV of 1925. 
In Olapt« IX. Standing Order 3, after the word • President; '• where it GeeUI'I for tihe 

IK'l'Ood time. inaert the 1fOI'de : 

• Sl7-l 
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"and the Leader of the House, or other Member of Government, and, in th11 case of an 

amendment proposed by a member other than a member of Government, the member 
in charge", and substitute the word" eix" for the word" seven". 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I move motion No. IV 
for the amendment of Standing Orders. This motion has reference to 
motion No. I of the honourable member Mr. Joshi, which hl!-s dropped 
since he was not here to move it. But it includes his proposal and a 
further proposal that a Member of the Government should be an ex· 
officio member of the committee to amend Standing Orders. 

Question put and carried. · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that all honourable 
members are agreeable to refer this also to the same select committee. 
I take it no one objects. This motion to amend Standing Order' is also 
referred to the same select committee. 

Motion No. V of 1925. 

In Standing Order IV-
(1) for paragraph 1 (1) substitute the following:-

" (1) The Government may arrange Government business in such order as it 
deems fit"; 

(2) In paragraph 1 (2) insert the following as the beginning :
" Subject to the provisions of Rule 6". 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I move Motion No. V 
to amend the Standing Orders. It is purely a formal matter to bring 
-the Standing Orders in accord with the new rule which has been passed 
by the Government of India. 

Question put and carried. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I take it that this Standing Order 

also is to be referred to the same select committee. Does any one object 1 
No one objects : so it is agreed to. I take it that the House wishes to 
refer this also to the same select committee. 

Question put and carried. 

DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
the resolution which I have the honour to move reads as follows :-

"Thil Council places on record its high appreciation of the services rendered by the 
Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward, K.C.S.I., during the time he held office ae Leader of 
the House." 

Sir, I do not think this resolution requires many words or a lengthy 
speech on my part to commend itself to this honourable House, because 
we are all aware of the excellence of work that has been done by the 
Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward as the Leader of the House. He 
has already had a distinguished career. He has been far-seeing, weighty 
in Council and persuasive in his eloquence. His conspicuous power 
of debate, clearness of expression and charming powers of persuasion 
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during the course of debates will remain fresh in the memories of honour· 
able members of this House for a long time to come. As a Member 
of Government and as the Leader of the House, he has shown exceptional 
powers of debate, tact and ability in dealing with questions arising from 
time to time. He has yielded to non-official view whenever necessary 
and has yielded with good grace. In sub-committees I have seen him 
give in whenever he found that the minority had a good case. He has 
been a Leader of unusual ability. The assistance and encouragement 
which he has given to us has been very valuable. We all know that 
after retirement Sir Maurice Hayward is not going to rest in idleness but 
that he is going to do some more important public work, owing to the 
mature experience and insight that he has obtained of the inner working 
of Government during his career as a Member of the Executive Council 
and as the Vice-President of that Council during the last few years. 
During the time he has been the Leader of the House, he was instrumental 
in appointing Indians to hold very responsible posts in the Government 
of Bombay, and as the Member in charge of the Home Department he 
appointed Indians to the higher posts in the departments of Justice and 
Police. 

His triumph has been due to his freedom of thought and action which 
is the birth-right of every Englishman. He has shown us that it is 
po@ rible to be a faithful servant of the Crown and at the same time to 
serve the best interests of this country. He has shown that there can 
be :o.o antagonism between the rulers and the ruled because their interests 
are Hentical. He has impressed upon us the value and the necessity 
of unity and co-operation without which India. can never expect to 
pro.~per. He has watched the interests of the country as a watch-dog, 
but at the same time he has enhanced the prestige of Government. While 
he has been resplnsive to the public opinion of this country he has never 
betrayed any weakness on his part that would compromise the prestige 
of Government. He has treated members of all shades of opinion and 
parties with the greatest courtesy. His retirement will be a great loss 
which will be regretted by us all. 

8ir, his success has been due to the fact that he has not been a senti
mentalist but an eminently practical man full of commonsente and 
tact, with clearness of intellect. His remarkable application to the study 
of public questions coupled with unb:>unled zeal and enthusiaRID. to 
promore the best interests of his country, with sobriety of judgment, 
and his charming personality have been the chief cause of his success. 
We all wish him a very prosperous life after his retirement and we all 
pray to Almighty God to grant him long life and health to enjoy his 
\\·ell-earned rest. From the way he has proved his usefulness in the 
past, I am sure he "ill continue to be useful in the future, and I fully 
believe that the day will not be far oft when after his retirement he will 
be called upon to take still higher responsibilities and when it will give 
us an opportunity to offer him our sincerest co~IYl'lltulations on his 
appointment to preside over the destinies of one of the provinces of India • 

• 817-3. 
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With these few words I wish the Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward 
a long life, plenty of health and brilliant success in whatever walk of 
life he may choose to occupy himself after retirement from the onerous 
duties of a Member of the Executive Council of the Governor of Bombay. 
· Question proposed. 
Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): Sir, I rise to support 

the resolution moved by my honourable friend Khan Saheb A. M. 
Mansuri. It is rightly said that the Indian Civil Service is the pride of 
the British .Administration, and I have no hesitation in saying that the 
Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward is one of the most distinguished 
members of that service. He was born on the 2nd of June 1868 and in 
the year 1888 he began his official career as Assistant Collector and now 
he has been raised to the dignity of the Vice· President of the Executive 
Council of the Governor of Bombay and .also of the position of the Leader 
of the House. Whether as Assistant Collector, a Judge of the High 
Court or as the Leader of this House, he has done great justice to all 
matters that came before him. And in all these capacities he has 
discharged his duties with credit to himself and to the Indian Civil 
Service to which he has the honour to belong. I think he is now in his 
57th year and I hope that when he retires from the Indian Civil Service 
he will go home and enjoy his well-earned rest and pension which he 
so richly deserves. 

In conclusion, I wish Sir Maurice Hayward a long life, prosperity 
-Godspeed and a happy journey. With these remarks I beg to support 
the resolution before the House. 
· Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) ~Sir, I wish to associate myself 

heartily with the terms of this resolution and the sentiments that have 
been expressed by the honourable mover. Some of us have had the 
privilege of coming in more or less close contact with the Honourable 
Sir Maurice Hayward only for the last two years, but we all feel that 
Sir Maurice has won the regard and esteem of every one of us ; all parties 
feel the profoundest respect and esteem for him. One thing that has 
impressed me as I have tried to watch his work in this Council is what 
I may describe as his good parliamentary spirit. He is, I should think, 
a very•good parliamentarian. It is not an easy thing for officials accus· 
tomed to the unquestioned obedience of their orders to cultivate the 
parliamentary spirit, which requires patience, infinite tact, and a desire 
to see various questions from every point of view, and to conciliate and 
reconcile conflicting opinions ; but I may say without the least 
exaggeration that Sir 1\Iaurice as a parliamenfarian would do credit 
to any representative assembly in the world (Honourable 1\Iembers : 
Hear, hear). All the qualities which a good parliamentarian possesses 
he has displayed in no small degree in the deliberations of this Council, 
and it is sad to think that we shall soon miss him, and that he will not be 
here to guide the. future deliberations of this Legislative Council. I 
beg his permission to express our sincerest hope that a long life will be given 
him, and that he will be enjoying every felicity which mortal man can 
have in this imperfect world. I have not the least doubt that afwr hill 
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retirement, wherever he may be, he will do his best to promote the 
interests of this country. If I may venture to make a suggestion, and 
if that suggestion will not be regarded as impertinent, I would say that 
he might well emulate the example of some of the brightest ornaments 
of the Indian Civil Service, ornaments like Sir William Wedderburn, and 
perhaps seek entrance into the House of Commons, and both on the floor 
of that House and outside do his best to promote the interests of this 
country in the transitional stage' through which she is passing, and by 
sympathising v.ith the aspirations of the Indian people and doing all 
that he can to promote those aspirations, to cement the union between 
England and India. With these words, I heartily support this reso
lution. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (Bombay City, South) : Sir, I have great 
pleasure in supporting the resolution. The Honourable Sir Maurice 
Hayward will be sitting for the last time in this Council before his retire
ment. h is but meet and proper that we should appreciate his various 
services. His varied work and wide experience has enabled him to be a 
very good Leader of the House. 'Vhat we appreciate most in him is 
his sympat.hetic mood, his good qualities of head and heart and his 
high charact.er. One thing we notice in him is that he is outspoken, 
frank and fearless. He treated us all equally. He was fair to his critics 
and to those who held views adverse and opposite to those of his own. 
He was very sympathetic to the people, and at this juncture of our 
political life we require such high officers to assist us and to point out 
our shortcomings and our mistakes. We wish him many, many happy 
days in his well-earned rest. With these few words, I beg to heartily· 
support the resolution. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, I entirely 
associate myself with the views expressed by my honourable friend 
Mr. R. G. Pradhan about our Leader of the Hpuse. Now, Sir, this is a 
re.o;;olution on which I have every hope and I am quite sure there will be 
unanimous opinion. Sir, we know the Honourable Sir Maurice 
Hayward as the Leader of this House. What do we find in him! We 
have found in him so many good qualities which will go a long way. 
t(lwards the promotion of the interests of Indians. Now, Sir, whenever 
any question of public importance was discussed here on the floor of · 
this House, he was very impartial He looked at questions from every 
point of view, and he gave his decisions according to the dictates of his 
own COil.Seience, which is really a rare quality in· an officer. Of course 
I cannot help but repeat that that is a rare quality found in an officer, 
and I am very glad to say that he possessed that quality very prominently. · 
Sir, we have heard his speechfS, we know his power of eloquence, we know 
his oourtesy, we bow his dispassionate discussion, and we know that 
he always carefully analysea and critically examines all the pro1 and 
roll& of any subject with which he dt>a.Ls. Sir, he is really an ornament 
of this House. Of course, I can say this much that we have been very 
greatly I·lea..<~t>,l with the duties he has done in this House. I am BUI't', 
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Sir, had the members of the Swaraj party been here, and had they not 
sealed their mouths, they would also have joined us in applauding our 
noble-minded Leader of this House. 

Now, Sir, I do not want to take much of the time of the House, because 
I am sure that members may be eager to shower their praises upon this 
most respected and worthy Leader of the House. 

1\Ir. N. E. NAVLE {Ahmednagar District) : Sir, I riRe to fully associate 
myself with the sentiments expressed in the resolution that is before 
the House. The Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward has been always a 
great friend of the poor and the backward classes. He is gifted with 
rare qualities of head and heart. Ris judgment has always been balatced 
and his arguments have ever been quite logical. Sir, we are greatly 
indebted to Sir :Maurice for the services he has rendered to us in general 
and to the poor backward classes in particular. This House remembers 
well the resolution that stood in my name some one year and a half ago 
during the Poona ses~ion. It was about the release of the Akola convicts. 
The Honourable Sir Maurice was kind enough to accept that resolution 
and not only did he accept it but he also advised His Excellency to 
release these poor convicts, who were rotting in the Andamans. Now, 
these poor convicts are free and have come home. Really he has by 
this measure put the whole of Ahmednagar under his obligation and I 
am personally indebted to him for that act and to the Government as 

. a whole. I heartily support the resolution. 

· MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD . {Central Division) : Sir, I rise 
· to associate myself with the sentiments .expressed by previous speakers 

with regard· to this resolution. The resolution is confined to the duties 
of Sir Maurice. as Leader of the House. Therefore, I will confine myself 
to that part only. Sir Maurice has as Leader of the House added weight 
as he added a.. dignity to the deliberations of this House which it would 
be almost impossible adequately to replace. He brought to our debates 
a judicious mind and he raised in public estimation the whole level 
of our proceedings and thus rendered valuable service in maintaining· 
the worth of public life. There were reasons to fear at one time that the 

· steel :rame, would refuse to co-operate to make the Reforms a success 
or might not possess flexibility of adaptation to the new system. 
When you were the Leader of the House, Sir, you were to a certain extent 
brought up and trained to be a leader of deliberative assemblies. 
Different is the case of civil servants; they were not meant for deliberative 
bodies ; they are used to dictate, not to discuss ; to command and not 
to obey. The whole of the service was therefore in a way on trial when 
Sir :Maurice was leading the House. He stood his trial well and came 
out successful. We hope that in successive years his example will be 
followed by the younger members of that service. 

Prayer has been made and wish has been expressed that Sir l\Iaurice 
may join the House of Common.~. I, Sir, if I may be permitted to offer 
an opinion, would like him to make this a model House. I would say 
that he bas shown us how to he the Leader of the House : I would like · · 
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him to show us how to be the leader of the opposition. If he were to 
remain here and offer himself for e!ection and come over to these bencha'! we 
will be very happy indeed to elect him 88 the leader of the opposition. 
I would like him to be then made Prime Minister and break a lance 
\lith the Leader of the House the Honourable the Finance Member. 
We talk of drain of wealth from India to England, but the drain of 
intellect and the drain of experience which annually occurs when the In~ 
Civil Servants rl!tire and settle in England is more regrettable than 
the drain of wealth. I am convinced that if the members of the Indian 
Civil Service after retirement would reside in this country and adopt 
it as their own, then, Sir, many of the diffi.cultia'! in the way of Swaraj 
will automatically disappear. Their interests will be our interests 
and the racial difficulty will disappear. I do not know whether this 
suggestion would commend itself to Sir ~Iaurice. In any case, I wish 
him every happiness in his retired life. With these words I heartily 
support the resolution. 

Sir V ASA1'1'RAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, I rise to support very 
heartily the resolution so ably moved by my honourable mend Khan 
Saheb Dr. ~I.ansuri and fully associate myself with the remarks of the 
honourable mover and the honourable members who have supported 
him. I should like to add only one word. and that it is the good qualities 
of head and heart which have made the Honourable Leader of the House 
so very popular here as well as outside this House. In conclusion, I should 
like to add that in the Honourable Sir ~Iaurice we have found a free, 
frank, outspoken friend, a saintly man and honesty personified. With 
these words, I support. the resolution. 

Mr. A. N. SUR\"E (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I heartily associate 
myself with the sentiments expressed and praise showered on the Honour· 
able Leader of this House. We see in him a different man in the select 
wmmittees and he is not the same man as we see him inside this House. 
In this House what we see of him is only an outward appearance of the 
man. But those who have had the privilege of seeing him in the select 
C(.)mmittees, and in his official capacity in the Secretariat, will have re
afu.ed that Sir Maurice Hayward, though he has got an exterior appear· 
ance of a bureaucrat, is at heart a very kind gentleman, very sta~ 
manlike, very sympathetic and inclined to help us on the road to the 
attainment of self-government. He is always willing to help us in our 
progr('SS so far as his official trammels would permit him to do so. If 
his official position had not tied him down, perhaps he would have helped 
us more than he has adually done. I again heartily associate myself 
with the sentiments that have been expressed and wish to state that we 
part "'ith him with a severe pain. It is a great pity that 88 he will be 
tttiring to his native country, we cannot have the benefit of his company 
and ad\ice in this House. In his well-earned rest I wish him long life 
a.nd health. 

Mr. S. T. K.AID3LI (Dharwar District): Sir. I wholeheartedly 
Fupport the resolution SO ably mov~ by my honourable mend Khan 
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Saheb Mansuri. Sir, Sir Maurice Hayward has served in this presidency 
for over 35 years. He has served in various capacities and has introduced 
several measures which have earned him high distinction. He has 
displayed in every capacity admirable skill, tact and devotion to duty. 

As Leader of this House he has proved himself a keen debator and a 
parliamentarian of a very high order. His speeches on the floor of this 
.House have been always characterised by sobriety and moderation. 
Every one in this House is impressed by his breadth of vision, clarity of 
tl;1.0ught and lucidity of expression. He always treated his opponents . 
with unfailing courtesy and due respect. These qualities of his have 
won for him the high respect and esteem of all the non-official members 
of this House. This House will long miss his persuasive eloquence and 
.~:fiective oratory. With these words I support the resolution. 

Mr. NOOR MAHOl\IED (Hyderabad District) : Sir, it is always sad 
to part with friends, but that sadness is somewhat counterbalanced by 
the prophesy of Khan Saheb Mansuri. I consider Khan Saheb Mansuri 
somewhat of a prophet in these matters, and therefore I do hope that 
there ~ something better for Sir Maurice Hayward in the future than 
the Leadership of this House. Sir, it is a curious thing, but all the same 
it is a fact, that Sind has supplied brains to the Bombay Government. I 
do not know how that happens, but it always happens. In the social 
life of Sind, Sir 1\Iaurice and Lady Hayward have done much, and they 
·have done a good deal for the poor people. As a Judicial Commissioner 
of Sind he did excellent service by improving the judicial administration 
of the province of Sind and by arranging for quick disposal of judicial 
work. He was chairman of the Rasai Committee, and he did really 
excellent work in that capacity. I have no doubt that the Sind Courts 
Bill will be a standing monument to his work. We wish him all happiness 
in his future life. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I rise to associate myself with the 
resolution, and I fully join with the previous speakers in what they have 
said about Sir 1\Iaurice Hayward. I may add one point only, and that 
is that before his appointment to this high office the Press gallery had 
always spoken very high of him and he has quite come up to the 
expectation. With these words, I support the resolution. 

M. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I heartily associate myself with what has been 
said by the previous speakers in support of the resolution before the 
House. Sir, I had to see the Honourable Leader of the House when 
he was in charge of the portfolio of ~hour, in connection with some 
labour matters. He gave me very patient and calm hearing and he 
showed a great deal of sympathy towards labour. I wish him health, 
happinsess and long life. 

Mr. E. E. WOODS : Sir, I am thankful for the opportunity and 
pri\'ilege of associating myself with the sentiments expressed by several 
honourable members on this occasion. I too would like to add my 
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appreciation of the many good qualities of head and heart which all of 
us are bound to admit are possessed in such large measure by Sir Maurice 
Hayward. We members of Council are singularly fortunate in having as 
Leader of this House one who, by his ripe experience and training, his 
quick sympathy and deep interest in the fortunes of this presidency, 
has done much to increase the esteem in which we hold him. We are 
particularly pleased that as Leader and a worthy successor in a worthy, 
though at times a rather thankless office, he has shown by his judgment, 
skill and tact, a combination of those qualities which allow an official 
of his position under the Crown to so regulate his conduct and discharge 
his duties with honesty of purpose, and yet withal a sober dignity and 
true knightly gentleness of manner. The wish is conveyed in all sincerity 
that Sir Maurice may have many years of usefulness before him, and in 
his retirement from the scene of his present labours may he retain as 
kindly a thought of us as we shall of him. I therefore, Sir, heartily 
support the resolution before the House. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, it is unneces· 
sary for me to say that the sentiments of respect and appreciation which 
have been so admirably expressed in all quarters of this House are fully 
echoed by the benches of the members of Government and the officers 
of Government. 

It has long been recognised, Mr. President, that it is a remarkable 
and pleasant feature of public life in England, and a feature which 
distinguishes that public life from the conditions in other countri£'1J of 
the world, that whatever differences may exist on questions of public 
policy, men are not afraid or ashamed to express their private esteem 
and re~;pect for persons from whom they happen to differ ~ opinion. 
And I am gratified to see that this generous attitude is becoming a tradi
tion in India. In this presidency, thanks in particula.r to the example 
set in the relations between the many communities represented in the 
cosmopolitan life of Bombay city, I venture to submit that it is an 
ind..isputable fact that we have advanced further in the direction of 
mutual re8pect and toleration probably than anywhere else. 

Sir, I am not permitted to reveal the secrets of the Council Chamber. 
But I think we all have sufficient experience of Sir Maurice Hayward 
in the debates in this House to realise for ourselves that Sir Maurice 
ba.s always held fast to that path which he saw ma.rked out for him by 
his conscience ; and if he has gained popularity, as is very evident from 
the tributes ju.st paid from all quarters of the House, that popularity 
baa been gained without the slightest deviation from the course which 
he ha.a set for himselL 

Sir, to an officer trained in the traditions Qf judicial service, compromise 
is always a thing rep~anant. The man opposite to him in the dock is 
always either a criminal or a citizen to be set free; and that attitude of 
mind is a little difficult to reconcile with the veering winds and ev~ 
changing gu.sta of pulitica.l life. The presidency owes a greater debt 
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than it can ever realise-for it will never know-to the steadfast mind of 
Sit Maurice Hayward. 

We have heard Sir Maurice advise us, on the claims of law and order 
with an insistence which has sometimes somewhat disturbed the equani
mity of our unruly members·. There are undoubtedly many people who 
fail to recognise what a vast advance is implicit in the substitution of 
the reign of law for the law of despotic will. In some parts of India 
even to-day it is more effective to say to the populace that this is the 
hukum o£ Government thanto say that it is the law. Respect for law 
is the fundamental condition of civilised progress. And if I select one 
aspect of the many services which Sir Maurice has rendered to this 
House and to the country, it is his emphatic doctrine that if a thing 
is law, and so long as it is law, that must be obeyed. 

With these words I associate myself in the expressions of gratitude 
of this House for the services which Sir Maurice has rendered, and I 
join in the good wishes for his health, prosperity and long life after 
retirement. · 

Question put and carried unanimously. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President and 
members of the Bombay Legislative Council, I am extremely grateful 
to you for your good wishes and for the kind manner in which you have 
received and passed the resolution of my honourable friend the member 

· for the Ahmedabad and Surat Cities. I cannot but admire the enter
prise and intrepidity which have contributed so powerfully to the success 
in life of the honourable mover and which have encouraged him to 
·undertake the difficult task of the defence of the deeds and misdeeds 
of an officer in. the responsible-and sometimes rather thorny-position 
of Leader of this honourable House. I cannot at the same time but 
fee~ Sir, that his eloquence and that of so many kind members who 
have spoken after him have far exceeded the strict truth of the record. 
I can only assure them that if I have in the long service of 35 years 
contributed at all to the progress and prosperity of this Presidency, I have 
done no more thari what they have a right to expect and would, I 
believe firmly, receive from any member of the Imperial Services in India. 

The honourable mover of this resolution, Sir, represents along with 
others including the honourable member opposite (:Moulvi Rafi.uddin 
Ahmad) the Mahomedans of the Presidency proper and it has always 
been a pleasure for me to do anything to help them to secure a position 
worthy of their great historical traditions. (Hear, hear). I think the 
organizing ability of my honourable friend opposite, Moulvi Rafiuddin 
Ahmad, will be of great help to them in forming a ministerial party, 
strong enough successfully. to press their requirements before this 
House through their representative the Mahomedan Minister. I can 
testify to the persistence with which that Honourable Minister, 
Mr. Dehlavi, bas represented their reasonable requirements before us from 
time to time, particularly in the matter of education which is at present 
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the greatest need of the Mahomedans both of the Presidency propet 
and of Sind. 

The honourable member for Bombay City, Mr. Surve, and the honour· 
aLle member for Khandesh, Mr. D. R. Patil, and others who have spoken 
in this matter represent a similar party who are organizing themselves 
to advance and improve the position of the Mahrattas of the Deccan and 
the peoples of the Southern Mahratta Country. It has been to me a 
matter of particular interest to watch the progress of this party as th~ 
earliest years of my service were passed in the Deccan, and it has become 
habitual to me to regard the Deccan as my home. (Hear, hear). There. 
can be no question that they represent their requirements effectively 
through their :Minist.er the Honourable the Minister for Education. 

It is with particular regrets that I part with many personal friends 
among the honourable members from Sind. I hope the honourable member 
from Hyderabad, :Mr. Noor Mahomed, "ill convey to them my regrets 
and particularly my sympathy "ith them for the reason of their early 
dt'parture, namely, their anxieties with regard to the partial failure this 
year of the Indu.<:~, the water supplier of the whole of Sind. They too 
here ha\·e their representative who has shown himself so well able to 
represent them in this Council and outside, the Honourable Minister 
Khan Bahadu.r Shaikh Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah. 

There are besides these ministerial parties, those that represent the 
~at city of Bombay. I should like to take this opportunity to a.cknow· 
ledge the courtesy received from them on all occasions from the honour· 
able member the Doctor opposite and my honourable friend Sir 
\' a81lntrao and the many business men whose duties have compelled 
them to return to Bombay. I should like to acknowledge the great 
help that t~ey have always been to us and t.o me as the Leader of the 
House and to thank them for the time and trouble which they have 
expended in att.ending the long sessions of this honourable House both 
ht'l'e and in Bombay. I must also mention the pleas-ure it has been to 
me to see the pres.ent President of the Corporation sitting on these 
benrhes following the excellent example set by eo many previous 
Presidents of the Corporation, some of whom are now on my right on 
the Government benches. 

The Swaraj party will take it in good part I hope if I refer also to them. 
nohithstanding their self-denying ordinanc-e, taken, it seems to me, 
under some rni'i.apprehension (laughter) and which has prevented their 
prl'&.'nce this aft('moon in this honourable House. They joined us with 
obstruction on their lips but remained t.o perform in practice much 
useful work (Hear, hear) as a regular opposition. St.em discipline 
forbids them t.o come forward and deny it and their silence must be 
l.('<'t'pted as proof of my remarks. But I take this opportunity to thank 
them for the courtesy which I have received from individual membm 
of that party and in particular from their leader, the honourable 
member for the l'niv61:'Sity, llr. Jaya.kar. I look forward t.o the time 
when they shall hue purged themselves of their self-denying ordinance 
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arid will take up a. practical programme of po~tics and be prepared 
to promote it by undertaking the practical responsibility of office. 

Mr. President1 I should like to turn for a few moments to the official 
benches. Their position is sometimes not understood, but I think it is 
now being realised that they are just as much members as anyone else 
of this honourable Hollile and that they do play a llileful part in the 
promotion of political progress and reform and that their votes are 
necessary to represent from time to time the true opinions of the local 
legislatures on important matters before them under the Government 
of India Act. It is hardly necessary, I think, for me to remove in 
particular some of the misapprehensions which WJed to exist upon the 
question whether it is right for them to use their persuasive eloquence 
not only on the floor but in the lobbies of this honourable HoWle. I 
have noticed during the last few days that honourable members from 
the other side have WJed their persuasive eloquence both here and in 
the lobbies to such good effect that important private legislation relating 
to the Watan Act and the District Police Act has been passed notwith· 
standing the previous scruples of honourable members on the official 
benches of this Hollile. I think then that as honourable members 
from the other side have realised that it is open to them to use their 
persuasive influence not only here on this floor but outside in the lobbies, 
they mllilt have readily recognised that it is not unbecoming of members 
from this side of the Hollile also to seek to llile their influence not only 
on this floor but also in the lobbies as in the House of Commons. It 
·is in fact the duty of the official members to do their best to press forward 
all measures which they think are for ji_he good of the people of the 
presidency and in particular to support, wherever it is possible for them, 
the ministerial programme of the :Ministers of the transferred part of 
the Government. 

With regard to the officials behind us, I should like in particular to 
acknowledge the hard work of these officials, without which it would 
have been impossible to carry on the work of the front benches. With· 
out the hard work and the unfailing loyalty of the Secretariat, it 
would have been impossible for us on the front benches to support 
the strain of the perpetual sessions in this honourable liollile. I 
should like to mention also one member of the Secretariat, who is not 
in the House,-the Director of Information,-but who not infrequently 
has been assailed with public obloquy which ought really to have been 
addressed as his own personal property to the Home 1\lember. I 
should like also to go back further even behind the back benches.. I 
should like to refer to the district officers who stand steadfastly behind 
the Secretariat. I am sure that honourable members will readily join 
with me in acknowledging the loyal services of the district offic~s, 
without whose aid it would be impossible for the necessary informat10n 
to be provided by the Secretariat and to be furnli!hed .by the front 
benches for the use of the honourable members of this House. I am 
sure that if honourable members v,ill only consider bow much ext~a 
work is thrown on the district officers by the pres.ent system, they will 
do their best to restrict it to a minimum by a careful consideration of 
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their proposed questions and resolutions and to save, wherever they 
possibly can, not only the time and trouble of the district officers and 
of the Secretariat but also the extra expense to the State. 

It is hardly necessary for me to refer to my honourable colleagues. 
I think they know perfectly well how grateful I am to them for all their 
courte.sy and the help they have given to me in the very many difficult 
matters which have come before us as a Government. 

I have reserved for the last perhaps, Sir, the most important person in 
this honourable House. I refer, Sir, to you who, for some years, were the 
Leader in my place of this honourable House and are now the Honourable 
President. I should like to acknowledge gratefully my indebtedness to 
you, Sir, both for your experience of men and practical politics and the 
example set me when you were Leader and for your unfailing patience and 
courte.sy as President of this honourable House. . 

Mr. President and members of the Bombay Legislative Council, I 
have been glad of this opportunity of speaking for myself, thus personally 
to you all; shedding as it were for the moment my official robe and 
t~peaking to you as a fellow member of this honourable House ; of this 
opportunity of thanking you for the unremitting indulgence that you have 
always shown towards me in all situations and for your kind references 
to me and mine in this my last session of the Bombay Legislative ~uncil. 
We have fought many battles together. Sometimes one side has won; 
sometimes the other. But we have always learnt, and if in the course 
of the battle hard words have been spoken on either side, I trust they 
will be forgotten by every honourable member of this House as they 
have assuredly been forgotten by me. We have learnt, Sir, that how· 
ever political opinions may differ, they will not prevent the parting 

. hand-shake of friends. We all have the same object·in view even if 
we favour different paths. We all have the same spirit of "unselfish 
labour for the spiritual and material welfare of the people. We have 
maJ.e great progress in my view of the situation in the past five years. 
But I look forward to even greater progress in the future. I shall watch 
with keen interest your further steps along the political path of self
J!Orernment, confidently expecting that they will contribute to the greater 
happiness, progress and prosperity of all the peoples of this great Presi
dency (Applause.) 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1'"T : I have received a letter from the 
honourable member Sir V asantrao Dabholkar asking for priority for 
his l't'solution. He has attached signatures of three honourable members 
from amongst those whose names have been drawn in the ballot before 
Lim. The other honourable members being absent, I grant the priority 
and call upon the honourable member Sir Vasantrao to move his 
1\':'.olution. 

Sir Y.~.C\IIU.O A. D!BHOLKAR: Sir, before I move my 
resolution I wi-h to thank you and the honourable members who have 
granted me priority to mo¥e my resolution. I now beg to move the 
fe:i.Olution -.bich l'f'W ~ follows; 
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This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that an extra allowance be pqid 

to the police force in Bombay up to the rank of inspectors for the hard and risky work 
which they have to do during the present mill-strike in the city and for any other labour 
strikes in future. • · 

Sir, in support of this proposition I do not think very many words 
are necessary, because every honourable member in the Council knows 
what hard and extra work the police of Bombay have to do during the 
mill-strikes. The fact remains that the Bombay police force is under· 
manned, and no outsider wishes to join the police service because of the 
hard and strenuous service that he has to do. In some of these strike 
cases, whenever the military· is to be sent for, though their services are 
not required still the military gets an allowance and the police, 
who bear the brunt as soon as a strike breaks out,-in some cases some 
policemen have even lost their lives,-they do not get· any allowance. 
Sir, this is one of those low-graded services which has stuck so· very 
loyally to this Government and who have never gone on strike but have 
brought many strikes to an end. I do not think, Sir, that many more 
words are necessary in support of this proposition and I hope the Council 
will pas.<J my resolution. 

Question proposed. 
:Mr. A. MONTGOl\IERIE : Sir, I am afraid that the resolution cannot 

be accepted exactly in the form that it has been put forward. At th¢ same 
time, I might assure the honourable member that this question of special 
remuneration for the police during strikes has already been taken up 

· by Government and is under consideration. It was raised some years 
ago when definite i>roposals were made by the Commissioner of Police, 
Bombay. I rather think that the present-Commissioner of Police was then 
acting Commissioner of 'Police when those proposals were submitted. 
For financial reasons they could not be accepted, but when this present . 
strike arose, I got permission to take the matter up again and I hav9 
now asked the Commissioner of Police to submit definite proposals with 
estimates of the cost of giving some extra remuneration to the police when 
they are caused extra expense and have to work extra hours owing to 
strike. I do not know that it is possible to give an idea of the exact form 
which this strike pay will take, but we are considering a definite proposal 
which has already been submitted by the Commissioner of Police, which 
is something in the way of bhatta to the police who are taken out 
for long hours during strikes. Fortunately this present strike has been 
a very much easier time for the police than any other strike in the history 
of Bombay, owing entirely to the orderliness and respect for law which 
have been shown by strikers and partly also owing to the fact that the 
police force is better recruited than it was formerly and that by the use 
of motor lorries ...•..• 

Mr. N. E. NAYLE: There is no quorum, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : The honourable member can 

only draw attention to the fact that there is no quorum and I will count 
the number of members present. (After a count.) The quorum is 
present and so the honourable member Mr. Montgomerie can proceed. 
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during the present strike have not had such hard times as they have 
bad in the past. At the same time Government are quite willing to 
take up the question of extra remuneration for extra duties arising out · 
of strikes. I think probably that the honourable member will withdraw 
his resolution after the explanation I have given. 

Mr. J. BAPTISTA (Bombay City, North): Sir, I do not know whether 
the honourable mover is going to withdraw his resolution bub before he 
does withdraw, I should like to thank Government for the sympathetic 
consideration which they are giving to this question. There is no doubt 
that the conduct of the strikers has been exemplary and that the work 
of the police may have to that exrent been reduced, but this is a question 
of giving special protection to the m.il.ls and therefore I think, Sir, the 
question arises whether the special duty which is imposed upon the 
police should be not paid for by a special contribution from the mill owners 
themselves. My suggestion is that it would be quite a legitimate thing 
for Government to ask millowners to make a special contribution 
towards payment for the special services rendered by the police, because 
after all the benefits of these special services go more especially to the 
millowners than to the public at large. So far as the public at large are 
concerned they are not in any danger of any head-breaking from the 
peaceful strikers. The only danger that comes to them is that there 
may be a menace to public health. I think this House should strongly 
support Government in their endeavour to obtain a contribution from 
the millowners to themselves if they decide to move in that ~on. 

Mr. A. MOXTGO:MERIE : I· can assure the honourable member 
that the millowners would be only too pleased to make a contribution 
towards increasing the pay of the police. 

MOLl. \1 RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD : Before my honourable friend 
the mofer of this resolution withdraws it, I should like to ask the 
honourable member the Home Secretary whether the amount necessary 
"·ould be placed before this House and what would be the nature of the 
amount. We are entirely in the dark about it as we have no precedents 
in the past to guide us. So the House certainly would like to know 
the intentions of Government in this respect. 

llr. A. 310!\"TGG:llERIE : Estimates of cost have been ca.lled for, 
but I do not think they would ever. exceed a few thousands of rupees 
in the course of a year u we hope there will be fewer and fewer strikes 
and the cost may be nothing at all in the course of any year should there 
be no strike at all. 

llr. A. N. 8l"RYE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I rise to support the 
resolution moved by the honourable member Sir Y a.santrao Dabholkar. · 
To appreciate the real merits ofthe questio=.I may Le permitted to state 
the nature of the duty thst is exacted from the Bombay Police. The 
ordinary policeman hs.s to work in two shifts. One man works from 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and for night service two men work from 6 p.m. to 8 
a.m. Thus in 2t hours there are three men .-orking. That is in normal 
times. But if there is any extra work, all the thref men hue to .-ork 
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throughout 24 hours. For instance during the Moharum holidays and 
the Divali illuminations the police have to work not according to the 
number of hours fixed in the rules but as the necessity or the exigency 
of time requires. The effect of this is that it tells upon their health. 
To begin with, the police is below the sanctioned strength. Secondly, 
they are oyerworked and the result of that is that they often are required 
to go to hospital. Thus they break their health very early ; that is a 
point which must not be lost sight of. When they are called to work 
for 24 hours during the day, so far as I am aware they are given practically 
nothing for refreshment, they have to eat out of their own money and 
whatever they can get on the streets. Such hard service is expected 
and exacted from these men and after all what is their pay 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member should 
always remember what the issue is. The issue is special remuneration 
for extra work in connection with strikes. The honourable member 
is going over the whole ground of the hours of work and amount of 
pay to the police in regard to their normal duties during the year. How 
is that relevant 1 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: It is relevant in this way, Sir, if the police have 
to do this hard service in ordinary time, in strike times their work becomes 
far more ardous. That is my point. Therefore I suggest that during 
strike service or whenever they are called upon to do extra work they 
should be paid extra money for the work that is exacted from them. 

Sir V ASANTRAO A. DABHOLKAR : Sir, after the very satisfactory 
explanation given by the honourable 'member the Home Secretary, I 
beg to withdraw the resolution as my ~ject is already gained. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Dr. K. E. DADACHANJI (Bombay City, South} : Sir, I beg to move 

that 
"This Council recommends to Government to draw up a comprehensive scheme of 

sanitation and medical relief both in the municipal and rural areas, and place it before 
the Council ao as to reduce the heavy mortality from plague, cholera, malaria and other 
epidemica in the presidency.~: 

Sir, from the various annual sanitary reports sent to honourable members, 
they must have seen what a heavy mortality is caused by the ravages 
of these epidemics both in the minor municipalities and in the rural 
areas. I need not take up, at this late hour of the evening, the time of 
the Council by quoting figures. I have got them for the years 1915 to 
1924: for the various districts. I must go direct to the point. 

The point is, what is being done in order to prevent this heavy 
mortality 1 Is anything being done or not 1 Sir, the population of the 
presidency is 1,95,87,383, or nearly 1,96,00,000. For this' population 
there are only 46 dispensaries in· the presidency, that is, one dispen.cmry 
for every 42,000 men. The proper standard ·of medical relief according 
to European standards is one dispensary for 5,000 persons. Here there 
is one dispensary for eight times the number of what is regarded as 
a proper standard in Europe. Sir, if we go to the rural areas, how 
many sanitary inspectors are there 1 In answer to one of my questions 
the information that I got was that there were about 15 sanitary 
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inspectors including vaccinators. Sir, there are over 4:0,000 villages in 
the presidency, and for these 40,000 villages we have, even including the 
vaccinators, only 15 sanitary inspectors-that is one sanitary inspector 
for evtry 2,666 villages. The population of the villages is, 1,54:,00,000, 
and for this population this small number of inspeetors will not be able 
t.o render any medical relief and will not do for the sanitation of 
the rural areas. Hence from these facts you will see that the measure 
of medical relief and sanitation in the presidency, especially in the rural 
areas, is very inadequate and out of all proportion to the pOpulation. 
Sir, life is no longer safe in rural areas on account of the ravages of 
epidemics. The sturdy peasantry, which was once the recruiting ground 
of the Indian army, is fast losing its vitality and robustness. One expert 
says that malaria does not cause so heavy a mortality, but it so under
mines the constitution that manhood is losing its glory in the rural areas. 
This being a question of life and death, we must move a little further. 
Then, it may be argued that we give two-thirds of the total expenditure 
incurred for this purpose, but this two-thirds grant has not done much to 
advance the cause of medical relief in rural areas. My firm belief and 
conviction is that a special sanitary service organised for this purpose 
is necessary. Unless that is organised, the question of medical relief 
and sanitation in rural areas and minor municipalities will never be 
11olved. Some such scheme for the rural areas was advocated by the 
Indian Medical Congress of Calcutta, and they have grouped the villages 
according to population and appointed sanitary sub-inspectors, sub
assistant surgeons and officers of those grades. It is a big scheme they 
ha\·e advanced, and if Government refer to the report, they will find it 
¢ven there. This sort of scheme has been successfully worked in Ajmer 
and in the United Provinces, bnt here we remain content with giving a 
two-thirds grant and rendering what little help we can to the people, 
of the nature I have de.<!Cribed.. My anxiety for the rural areas is that 
it is really the nation that resides in villages and huts. That great states
man, John Bright, used to say that a nation resides in villages and huts. 
If you want to reconstruct your presidency, you must put the unit of 
~·our reconstruction in \'illages and huts ; you begin from there and go 
up to cities. Fortunately, this subject is a transferred subject, and is 
under the hand of the Honourable Ministers, who are the elected 
representatives of the people, and these are the nation-building 
dt>partments. \Then I said that a nation resides in villages and huts, 
I quot.ed the highest authority on the subject, and I think if the 
Honourable Minister takes into his hand the work of regenerating these 
people and pre\'enting the nrious epidemics prevailing in the rural 
l1'W, he will shine himself and will be doing great justice to these people. 
Another thing is that for the bigger municipalities like Ahmedabad, 
8urat, Broach, Ahmednagar, Satara, etc., there are no special sanitary 
institutes with sanitary museums attached, just as we han in Bombay, 
60 that from these sanitary institutes various lt'dets in the vernaculars 
ea.n be sent as propaganda throughout the surrounding villages. There 
is no such scheme. The bigger municipalities should start with these 

11817--. 
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thlligs instead of remaining content with what little they are doing now. 
Sir, I submit that as we have what is called the famine policy-and the 
Government has earned the lasting gratitude of the people by this famine 
policy as it has been able to save millions of lives-as we have an education 
policy, so also we must have a medical relief and sanitation policy as well. 
Without the sanitation policy, the education policy will not do much 
good. My reason is this. The people must first be saved from the ravages 
of the epidemics before they can be educated. If they fall victim.~ 
to these epidemics, what is the good of education being extended in 
rural areas1 They must first be saved from these epidemics, and though 
I am an ardent advocate of education and I appreciate the patriotism 
of those who espouse the cause of education, I must say that along with 
education if there is no medical relief, it is of no avail. Therefore, Sir, 
I ask by my proposition that a well considered scheme should be placed 
before the Council, so that we can work it from year's end to year's end, 
until it is completed. With these few remarks, I move my resolution. 

Question proposed. 
Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities}: Sir, 

I rise to support the resolution moved by my honourable friend 
Dr. Dadachanji. The idea underlying his resolution is very important, 
and I sincerely believe that every member of this House will welcome 
it. As regards organising sanitary bodies in the various municipal 
and rural areas, I would like to point out that it is a very healthy sugges
tion, and it is a suggestion required to build up the constitution of the 
masses of the rural areas. Sir, we have sanitary associations, which are 
private bodies organised by some enthusiastic citizens of the city of 
Ahmedabad. These associations do very important and instructive 
work. These people select ward after ward and street after street in 
the performance of their duty in the dirty city of Ahmedabad and lecture 
to people and give them practical lessons on sanitation and impress 
on them that they themselves are responsible for the insanitation of 
the city and that if they only take a little more care they can contribute 
a good deal to the sanitation of the city. The custom of the people 
living in towns has been to throw dirt and filth on the streets in 
front of their neighbouring houses and the neighbours in turn throwing 
dirt and filth in front of their neighbouring houses. Thus they add to t~e 
dirt and filth of the city, instead of helping the municipality in its 
efforts to maintain the city in good sanitary condition. On account of the 
important work performed by these sanitary associations people have 
now begun to realise the importance of keeping their houses in sanitary 
condition. I believe if only this sort of propaganda. work is continued 
with the same enthusiasm and vehemence with which it started, 
Ahmedabad will become one of the most sanitary cities in the presidency. 

So far as rural areas are concerned, they are completely at the mercy 
of nobody else but God. It is only heaven that must come to their 
assistance. Unless Government come to the help of these poor ryota 
I am sure it will go very bad with them. The little assistance these 
ryota had in the shape of travt>lling dispen.<~aries has now hecome 11till 
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lesB, because Government have reduced t~ number of such travelling 
di.Rpensaries. Who is responsible for this f The Honourable the Finance 
Member, because he states that he has not sufficient finance. The poor 
\'illager has no means of relief of any kind whatever. If we examine 
the lot of the villager he is taught by these people in the town that he 
is destined to live a most miserable life and wretched life. Sir, it is 
the villager who pays money to the treasury of the State and he gets 
practically no return. \\'hat• little protection there was by police has 
been taken away by the Government llllder the plea of want of money. 
These people in the rural areas have hardly half a meal in 24 hours. 
If these poor people carry a little babul wood, the police patels catch 
hold of these people and exact from them the little money they may 
possess. 

But here medical relief is the main issue of my honourable friend's 
resolution. These so-called travelling dispensaries visit at their sweet 
will and pleasure once a week these villages. '\'hat do they do ! They 
visit in rounds villages and give some quinine to the police patel and 
cheer him up, in order to escape any stricture by the civil surgeon. I 
heartily agree with the resolution of my honourable friend and I hope 
this House will surely accept it. · 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmeanagar District): Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution moved by my honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji. The 
resolution requests Government to draw up a comprehensive scheme 
for the medical aid to be given to municipal areas as well as rural areas. 
From what little experience we have of rural life, we can S!lY with 
confidence that people in villages are really at the mercy of God. When
tver a great epidemic like plague or influenza. or cholera occurs, the 
people in the villages are subjected to the ravages of these epidemics. 
There is absolutely no medical aid to these people. In municipal areas, 
people get some medical aid through the agency of Government 
dil'pensaries. But, what is the case in villages ! These people get no sort 
of medical relief. It is good that the mover of this resolution has 
pro\ided that e en in rural areas some medical relief should be given. 
I therefore heartily support the resolution. 

llr. L. S. CIUUDHARI (East Khandesh District): Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution moved by my honourable friend Dr. Dad.achanji. It is 
highly desirable that this resolution should be a-ccepted by Government. 
If anything by way of help is required for the agriculturists, who form 
the greatest part of the population, it is this medical help which is 
suggested in this resolution. Those people who have lived in villages 
and have an idea as to how people live in the midst of insanitary surround
ings, will realise how important this resolution is. An argument may 
be advanced in reply to this resolution by Government that local bodies 
are entrusted with this work and it is their duty to extend medical help 
to the people in their jurisdiction. Looking to the poor financial 
eonJition of these local bodies, they are not in a position to carry medical 
hf'lp to each and every village. As a matter of fact, I have some 
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experience of the district local board ol East Khandesh, which is supposed 
to be a rich district. Even the East Khandesh district local board has 
not been able to provide· sufficient medical relief. That district local 
board only recently opened eleven Ayurvedic dispensaries. Looking to 
the extent and the large number of population this provision of medical 
help is not at all sufficient. There are six or seven dispensaries. in the 
whole of the district. The idea of the people regarding sanitation is 
so crude that they do not feel that they are living in insanitary surround
ings. Mothers are ignorant and they do not know to bring up their 
children in the most healthy manner. No doubt, the Baby Week move
ment has been started with this philanthropic view of educating the 
mothers, but that movement is not carried to the nook and corner of 
every district. That movement is at present confined to big cities. 
Looking to the importance of the resolution and the present unsatisfactory 
condition of medical help given in rural areas, it is highly desirable that 
the resolution moved by the honourable member Dr. Dadachanji should 
be accepted. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District) : Sir, I support the resolution 
moved by my honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji. In doing so I wish 
to mention that plague, cholera and malaria are the three most dangerous 
diseases. If I remember aright I think plague visited India as far back 
as 1896. Even then I do not think that it was a new disease in India, 

. because that very disease had destroyed the whole population of Bijapur 
in ancient times. Since 1896 science has very much advanced, and in 
Germany and elsewhere many medicines have been invented for curing 
plague. Plagu~ inoculation has done a-great benefit to the people. 
In India also our Government have been trying to destroy this disease 
entirely. Again, cholera is not a new disease to India : it has been lurking 
in this country for many years. We know also what bad effects have 
resulted from malaria in this country. All these diseases require careful 
investigation. 

I am sure that His Excellency the present Governor of Bombay has 
been keen on this point of giving medical relief to the people of this 
presidency. As soon as he stepped into India, on the very first day, 
in reply to an address presented to him by the Bombay Corporation 
he recognised in his speech that the medical aid given at present in 
the presidency is quite inadequate and that more medical aid should 
be organised in this presidency. I hope a good deal more will be done 
towards eradicating these three deadly diseases out of India. Of course, 
in this resolution only three diseases are mentioned, because they are 
more dangerous than the rest. I would go a step further and say that 
Government should do their best to give more medical relief in the case 
of every disease. It is Government alone who can do something in this 
respect. \Vith these few remarks I beg to support the resolution moved 
by my honourable friend Dr. Dadachanji. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD (Central Division): .Mr. President, 
I rise to support this resolution. I do not see any difficulty, Sir, for the 
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Honourable Minister to accept this resolution. · It is so delightfully 
vague. It simply says "This Council recommends to Governennt to 
draw up a comprehensive scheme of sanitation and medical relief both 
in the municipal and rural areas .... " No time is mentioned as to 
when they should draw up the scheme, no amoUnt of money is demanded, 
and no method is suggested as to how it should be carried out practically. 
But, Sir, I rise to call his attention to a definite matter. · I had tabled 
a resolution at the last session recommending to Government that they 
should appoint qualified lady doctors and attach them to selected dispen
saries. I remember the Honourable Minister informing the House that a 
scheme was being consjdered. I ai.Q. sure if Government appoints 
lady doctors in some chosen dispensaries and hospitals who would tour 
in their respective districts, that in itself will be a very great relief. 
With regard to rural and. municipal areas, I do not know how far Govern
ment is responsible to provide medical relief to them. Government, 
I understand, are giving them a grant for this purpose. The conditions 
of that grant will have, I think, to be made stricter, but if that were done 
l suppose more money would be demanded by the local bodies .. That 
money will certainly have to be sanctioned by the House. 

I do not know whether the Honourable Minister is going to accept 
this resolution or not ; no indication of his mind is yet given to the House. 
I wish therefore again to protest against the ~tics of the official benches. 
We have not yet been given the least indication of what the inclination 
of the Government benches is. The usual practice at any rate is for 
t.he Secretary or some officer in charge of the department to speak and 
let us know the intentions of Government. How can the honourable 
non-official members offer any useful criticisms without any speech from 
the Government benchest What will now happen is that the Honourable 
Minister will make his reply which will be the last word upon the resolution 
and we shall have no opportunity to criticise his views. If somebody 
from the Government benches had spoken and gives us an idea. 'of the 
intention of Government, we should have made better use of our time 
and offered more US('1ul contribution to the debate. 

Mr. A. MASTER: Sir, in response to the moving appeal of the 
honourable member Moulvi Rafiudd.in Ahmad, I rise to say a few words 
on the subject. In the first place, I am very glad that the subject has 
been brought before this honourable House. It is a matter about 
which Government are always deeply concerned, and to the general 
tenor of the resolution I am perfectly sure Government would consent. . 
The troubles of the village people a.s regards medical relief are, a.s honour
able members statOO., very very great. I have personal experience 
of it myself. In my tours a.s a district officer I have often been bombard
ed with requests by people who came to my camp and occasionally it 
has been possible to do something from the medicine chest. The 
difficulty is that in any urgent case there is a long distance to go to the 
ne&.rest <lli:pensary in order to obtain relief : in minor cases the disease 
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simply runs its course. There is, therefore, no doubt that if a comprehen
sive scheme can be prepared it will be extremely desirable. The people 

· in the villages should be looked after as much as those living· in the 
towns. The mover of this resolution has asked Government to prepare/ 
a comprehensive scheme. He has not stated however of what naturi 
he wishes the scheme to be. I wish it had been possible for him to give 
a. rough idea of what he wants. At present we have an organization' 
for dealing with sanitation and medical relief in villages, which is divided 
between the Surgeon General and the Sanitary Commissioner. It is 
well known that the Director of Public Health-because the subject 
ot his department has been discussed-looks after vaccination and also 

·to special matters such as advice to municipalities on sanitary subjecu
7
!'1,.. 

The House will be no doubt be interested to know that in addition.·" 
·this department there are schemes on foot in the fust place in order

1 

to 
provide medical aid in villages. A system is being introduced of giving 
first aid help in villages. That is to say school masters are paid a small 
sum for giving fust aid help to villagers in certain villages. It is hoped 
to further expand this system which promises to be very successful. 
In addition to that a plan is on foot of giving the services of doctors 
by making them to live in villages. It is recognised that doctors do 
not like to stay in villages. They go to the large towns to practice 
and the large towns are over-stocked with doctors. So the villages 
can have no medical aid. In order to counteract this it has been 
·proposed and the plan will be carried out of paying for a term of 3 years 
or so a sum to a medical practitioner on the condition that he resides 
and practises in a particular village. jt is hoped that in process of time 
the villagers themselves will appreciate their services and be prepared 
to pay for the medical relief. All this of course means money. If 
Government approve of the scheme which the mover of the resolution 
has in mind, it will most certainly mean that this Council will have to 
provide an extra grant. At present the grant for sanitation is very 
small. We have found in the matter of giving help to dispensaries that 
although Government promised to grant half the additional recurring 
expenditure it has not been possible to do so. It has not been possible 
to give anything like half the amount to a very large number of dispen
saries. It is hoped that it will be possible to do so and to give half the 
amount as promised at some future date. Until Government fulfils 
its obligations in this way it will be hardly possible for them to embark 
on any further large scheme of that kind. On the other hand, there is 
no reason as far as I can see, subject to the remarks of the Honourable 
Minister to whose portfolio this subject belongs, why a start should 
not be made in preparing a scheme. 

Mr. D. R. PATIL (East Khandesh District): Mr. President, so far 
as the sentiments in this resolution go I have to admire my honourable 
friend Dr. Dadachanji. The reason is that by this resolution he has 
come to the rescue of the illiterate persons who live in the rural area 
although he was against the honourable member Mr. Bole's bill for 
reservation of seats. So far as this resolution goes, of course I would 
be very glad if Government approve of the pre:rent scheme for sanitation 
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and medical relief both in the municipal and rural areas, but as some 
difficulties have been pointed out by the last speaker, I think the quemon 
a!l to whether how far this will be practicable is one for Government to 
decide, because they are experts in that. :My request is that Govern
ment should be more liberal in their grants to district local boards for 
Mnitation and medical relief. This is the only solution and therefore 
I would appeal to Government that they should in future be really very 
serious in ghi.ng liberal grants so that this question may be solved. 

Dr. COSMAS FERNA1"DEZ: Sir, in a matter .like this involving 
questions of medical relief and sanitation, prevention of disease has 
first to be considered. Most of the speakers before me have laid stress 
on medical relief. I think in a scheme like this much stress ought to 
be laid on the prevention rather than curing of disease. Special attention 
must be paid to prevention, because prevention will mean the eradica
tion of the disease and special pro,ision ought to be made for propaganda 
because, after all, no scheme of sanitation will be a success without the 
co-operation of the people and for this co-opeartion, education, that is 
propaganda, is essential. So, I would suggest that in any scheme of this 
sort a large pro,ision should be made for education or propaganda to 
be carried on in the villages so that the people can be shown how they 
can co-operate with Government in helping them to prevent disease. As 
regards the question of medical relief the provision that has been made 
to give the villages first aid help is sound. If this is carried out thoroughly 
&nd t>l-tended, it will be quite enough for this part of the scheme. As 
regards sanitation a larger scheme ought to be made in that connection. 

Dr. K. E. DADACIL.\...\"JI (Bombay City, South) : Mr. President, 
I am nry much thankful to those members who have supported my 
resolution. It is in the int~rests of rural areas. I do not belong .to the 
rural art'as. Still, Sir, during my visits to the rural areas I saw this 
disa11trous state of affairs. That is why I brought this resolution in this 
Council. As l't'gards what has fallen from the honourable member the 
Gt'nE"ral 8«l't'tary, that I have not given any ~oures or even a rough sketch 
or lint'S on which the scheme can be run, I indicated, Sir, that it should be 
on the linl"S of the Indian lledic!il Con.:,c:rress of Calcutta. There is a big 
tt'port. This has been followed I understand by the United Provinces 
and th~ Jaipur State, and they have su~y carried it out. For the 
Bombay Presidt>ncy it "ill be very easy for the Government to ca.rry out 
such a scheme or, failing that, they could suggest their own scheme. 
At Jaipur,-a small State-they have kept sub-inspectors, sub-assistant 
surgoons, trained nu.rses, and so on, and that scheme has worked very 
su~fully. If th.e Gt>neral Secretary likes, I have got a copy of the 
I't'port in J.k,mbay and I will send it to him if he does not find it with 
Gvwmment. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: What report have you got! 
&pt>rl of tM Jaipur Sta.Lt1 

Dr. K. E. DADACHA ... \"n : No ; report of the Indian Medic.al 
('()~~. Calcutta, on thE' m~lkal rt'lit>f and the sanitary relief of rural 
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areas. Sir, the General Secretary has admitted that the grant given at 
present is too small aml my honourable friend Mr. Chaudhari has 
pointed out that in' his district, Khandesh, whatever grant is given by 
Government to the local board-Rs. 2,000 or so-is insufficient for each 
district. Therefore, Sir,"my only object is to ask Government to give 
us a comprehensive scheme on the lines of the Indian Medical Congress 
of Calcutta or any other scheme which Government themselves can 
recommend, so that we can see how to work it. My resolution is 
placed in the interests of the rural areas to give them medical and 
sanitary relief as sp·eedily · as possible. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : How long is the Honourable 
Minister likely to take to reply ~ 

The Honour~+ble Mr. B. V. JADHA V: About 15 minutes, Sir. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : In that case the House will now 

adjourn till 2 o'clock to-morrow, Wednesday, the 4th November 1925. 
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Wednesday, t'M 4th N~e~f1925 •. 
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The Council reassembled at the Council Hall, Poona, at 2 p.m. on 
Wednesday, the 4th November 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Anw.n, MoULVI RAFIUDDIN 
ANGADI, Mr. S. N. 

Present: 

BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
BUNTER, Mr. J. P. 
CHAUDHA.RI, Mr. L. S. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
DADACHANJI, Dr. K. E. 
DEHLA VI, the Honourable 1\Ir. A. :M. K. 
FRAMJI, 1\Ir. K. s. 
GHOSAL, 1\Ir. J. 
GHULAM HussAIN, the Honourable Khan Bahadur SaAnm 
GUNJAL, 1\Ir. N. R. 
HAMID 1\1. ABDUL ALI, 1\Ir. 
IIA.RRISON, Mr. R. T. 
furoR, Mr. G. W. 
lliYWARD, the Honoura-ble Sir MAURICE 
HorsoN, Mr. J. E. B. 
JA.DHAV, the Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 
WBLI, Mr. S. T. 
Km IN.uTULLAKHAN 
LA. WRENCE, the Honourable 1\Ir. H. S. 
lliNsuru, Khan Saheb A.M. 
111ASTER, Mr. A. 
~lAv.u.ANXAR, Mr. G. K. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNn.AL 
MOl\'TGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
Mom.--rroRD, Mr. L. J. 
Mt:Jt".MDAR, Sardar G. N. 
Mt'XA.DA!l, Mr. w. s. 
NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
NtKALUY, Mr. R. s. 
P.U!I."'TER, Mr. H. L. 
PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
PATILL--t, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
Pow AR, Mr. M. B. 
PR!.DHA.N I Mr. R. G. 
SAHEBA, Mr. H. D. 
SARDES.U, Mr. S. A. 
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SUBVE, Mr. A. N. 
SUBVE, l:lr. v. A. 
SWAMINA.l!.AY.A.N, l:lr. J. c. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILEs, lli. G. 

Oral Answers [4 Nov. 1925 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Questions. 
PATH.A.N MoNEY-LENDERs. 

lli. S. K. BOLE : Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware of the Pathan money-lenders' activities 

in the villages of the Ratnagiri district ; 
(b) if so, whether they propose to take any steps in the matter. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) and (b) A report 
which has been submitted by the District Magistrate is laid on the Coun· 
cil table.* 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJ AY : In order to recover their debts is it a fact that 
these Pathans drag away young females from the houses of their creditors1 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I have no information 
to that effect. 

l:lr. W. S. MUKADMI : I do not put questions on behalf of Mr. Karki. 
CmtHAR. IN SAR.A.NJAM VILLAGES. 

SARDAR G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
(a) Will Government be pleased to state whether they have passed any 
orders regarding the Chilhar and Cash Allowances in Saranjam villages 1 

(b) If so, will they be pleased to place those orders on the Council 
table! 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes. 
(b) In 1897' Government directed that Kadim cash allowances payable 

out of inam villages should cease to be paid by the Inamdars directly, 
but that they should be disbursed from the taluka treasury after being 
recovered from the lnamdars concerned. These orders were made 
applicable to all inam villages, including Saranjam villages, and so all 
kadim cash allowances including Chilhar, were ordered to be brought 
to the taluka treasury. Subsequently the lnamdar of Sukene and the 
Saranjamdar of Jalalpur filed suits against Government in respect of 
their right over the Chilhar. The High Court declared the Inamdarof 
Sukene to be entitled to administer Chilhar in his village and refused the 
claim of the Saranjamdar of J!i-lalpur. As a result of the High Court 
decisions in these two cases Government directed in 1923 that in the 
case of a village held on terms similar to Sukene or Ganga ware in which 
it appears that the Inam Commissioner in his decision did not record 
that Chilhar should be administered by Government or the accounts of 
the village prior to its grant do not show that the allowance for Chilhar 
was deducted, the Inamdar's claim to administer it should be admitted. 
In other cases Government are entitled to administer it. Saranjam 
villages fall under the second category. A copy of the orders passed by 
Government in 1923 is laid on the table.t ... 

• HJe AppenifuNo:-32:--t ftde AppendixN'O.-as:------
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SARDAR G. N. MUJUMDAR: Are Government aware that the 
decision of the High Court in the case of the Saranjamdar of Jalalpur 
is based on the statement of the mukhtyar to the effect that the Chilhar 
was not administered by the Saranjamdar but that it was administered 
by the village officers or Government 1 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : I cannot reply offhand 
but if the honourable member will give me notice, I will make enquiry. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAl\i (Panch Mahals District): I do not put my 
question. 

LOCAL BOARD SCHOOLS IN THE KARNATAK. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD on behalf of Mr. A. F. I. K. 
PATHAN (Southern Division): Will the Honourable Minister (Education) 
be pleased to state- • 

(a) how many buildings were built during the last ten years in each 
of the four Karnatak districts for local board schools and the total 
cost incurred on them ; 

(b) how many of these buildings were for Urdu schools and how 
many for non-Urdu schools in each of these four districts 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: The accompanying statement* 
gives the information required. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN Aill1AD: With regard to the appendix 
may I know from the Honourable Minister the reason why in Dharwar 
the number of buildings for Urdu schools is nil whereas the number 
of buildings for non-Urdu schools is 151 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: If notice is given, I shall 
make enquiries. 

MOVLVI RAFIUDDIN AID1AD: I think the Honourable Minister 
could have easily understood the motive for asking the question and 
asrertained the reason why sufficient number of buildings for Urdu 
schools were not created, instead of waiting to be asked a supplementary 
qu<'stion on the point. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V ~ A certain question was put; 
the information required was asked for and, when received, it was 
gi\'en here. · 

Question again proposed : · 
". ThiB Councill'('('()mmends to Government to draw up • comprehensive acheme of 

llllmtation and mediral relief both in the municipal and rural area.s, and place it before the 
Coundl eo a~ to redu(('J the heavy mortality from plague, cho.era, ma!ario~. and other 
ep1drmit't in the preeide.nC'y, " 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADIU. V: Sir, the honourable member 
Dr. Dadachanji deserves the thanks of this House for moving this 
re~lution, anJ I have to congratulate him on his perseverance in trying 
to move it for more than four years. He first tabled his resolution in 
the year 1921, ht<t I think he got no opportunity of moving it. Hi.a 
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resolution is a very good one. Health is a paramount necessity, because 
a healthy mind can only be found in a healthy body, and if the health 
of the subjects is undermined, I do not think that either the subjects 
or the Government can prosper under such conditions. Health is an 
important subject no doubt, and I may assure the honourable mover 
and the House that Government have ever paid their attention to this 
question. Government have recognised that it is their duty to improve 
health and look after sanitation as much as possible, and for that 
purpose the Department of Public Health has been started with a 
Director at its head and deputy directors under him, who are administer
ing the health matters of the various Divisions. Government desire 
to augment this staff, to have more health officers, one for each district 
as well as health inspectors and so on. But: Sir, financial stringency 
came in the way and I may at the same time observe that this House did 
not think it expedient or necessary to provide larger grants for this impor
tant subject. The Retrenchment Committee which was appointed by this 
House has gone into the question and has recommended that the office 
of the Director of Public Health should be abolished, and that the work 
should be handed over to the Surgeon General, and the various debates 
at budget times and on other occasions that have taken place in this 
House, have raised the question whether it is profitable and necessary to 
maintain the present very highly paid staff of the Deputy Directors of 
Public Health. Government have therefore to presume that the 
House is not in favour of enlarging this important department. If 
this House will change their attitude alld will ask Government to develop 
the department, Government will only be too glad to accede to the desire 
of the House. Government desire that each district should have a 
district health officer, and with that object in view they have been 
requesting the district local boards to appoint district health officers, 
and Government are ready and have promised that two-thirds of the 
pay of these officers will be borne by Government, and the district local 
boards will have to provide only one-third of the expenditure for the 
health officer. The presidents of the district local boards were called 
in conference in July last, and they have generally accepted their duty 
of engaging health officers, and I think the few who did not fall in line 
with the others will also see that it is in their own interest that the 
health department of the local board administration should be developed 
on better lines. 

I may point ou:t, Sir, as the honourable mover has said, that the health 
conditions in the mofussil are not as they ought to be. Malaria and 
other epidemics have been making inroads in the village area, and there 
are now more deaths from these diseases than was ever the case. But I 
may point out that the health conditions ofthe city of Bombay are, to a 
great extent, responsible for the deterioration of the health in the 
mofussil. The labonrer comes down to Bombay in search of bread; 
he has to live here in unfavourable and unhealthy conditions i he 
contracts a number of diseases, and when he goes to his native place for 
a change he carries in his body the seeds of the various disealles and in 
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this way epidemics spread from city to the rural areas. It is not my 
intention to accuse the Bombay municipality of being negligent to this 
duty. They have been trying their best to improve the conditions, 
and matters have been steadily improving no doubt; and as the health 
of Bombay improves, I think there will be a. marked change in the improve
ment of health in the mofussil. Ever since His Excellency the present 
Governor of Bombay assumed charge of his office, his attention has been 
drawn to the paucity of hospital accommodation, and His Excellency has 
been exerting himself to see how the hospital accommodation can be 
improved. Next month, Sir, His Excellency is going to hold an import
ant meeting in Bombay, and there the hospital campaign will be formally 
inaugurated. With the improvement of the. hospital accommodation 
in Bombay the labouring classes will get better treatment, and when they 
return to their native places, it is hoped they will do so fully recovered 
from their illnesses, and the sources of infection in the mofussil will 
thereby be diminished. 

The honourable mover has supplied certain figures to this House, 
and by means of these figures he has tried to picture a very lamentable 
statt of affairs. For instance, he has stated that the population is about 
I ,95,00,000 and there are only 46 dispensaries in the presidency. I am 
afraid, Sir, that the statement is very far removed from the truth. The 
number of dispensaries in the presidency is evidently much larger. I 
think that this misunderstanding occurred because he might have got 
the information that the number of dispensaries maintained wholly by 
Government was 46. But there are a large number of dispensaries 
which are maintained by district local boards and municipalities and 
which are subsidised by Government, and their number is not included 
in the number 46 which the honourable mover has given. 

Dr. K. E. DADACHANn : That was the information I got in answer 
to a question. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: That is the answer I am 
alluding to. The information given was evidently for dispensaries 
maintained wholly by Government, and the other dispensaries maintained 
by d~trict local boards and municipalities and other private individuals, 
to which Government give subsidies, were not included in the number, 
t·iz., •6. 

MOrL VI R.:\FIL'DDL'i AIDIAD : Can the Honourable Minister give 
the total number of dispensaries now ! · 

The Honourable lli. B. V. JADIIA.V: I am not in a position to give 
that information offhand. At the same time, the honourable mover haa 
said that the total number of villages is 40,000 and this enormous nnmbel 
of villages has been looked after by only 15 sanitary inspectors. 
It i.i a nry horrible stAte of t~as no doubt. I do not know whence he 
got that figure 15. 

Dr. K. E. D.\D!CH..L~n : That is the answer given to my question 
by the Honourable Yin1.w'a predecessor. The reply was that the tota.l 
number of \"~inators and sanitary inspedms waa 15. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : There is some misunderstanding 
in the figure supplied to the honourable member. The number of 
sanitary inspectors is much larger in fact but perhaps they are classed 
under different designations. 

MOULVI R.AFIUDDIN .AHMAD: What is the nillnber now? 
The Honourable.!Ir. B. V. JADH.A V : That will have to be found out. 
It is simply ridiculous to say that 15 people are looking after both 

sanitation and vaccination at the same time . 
.As regards the suggestion .of starting sanitary associations, I under· 

stand that various cities are awakening to the need of such an institution. 
I am very glad to know from my honourable friend Khan Saheb Mansuri 
that Ahmedabad has started a very good sanitary association, and I 
hope the other cities will follow suit. · 

As for travelling dispensaries advocated by the honourable member 
Khan Saheb Mansuri, I may say that there are various opinions. Even 
in his speech he stated that the dispensaries were not of much use. The 
experience of Government is almost the same ; and these travelling 
dispensaries are not insisted upon in these days. Government have 
under consideration a different scheme of establishing qualified 
medical officers in village centres so that the villages around them should 
have within easy reach a medical man to consult. The inauguration of 
that scheme depends upon the sanction which will be asked of this House 

. at the next budget session. .As soon as this sanction is given, Govern· 
ment will be· in a position to launch that scheme. 

The honourable mover recommends the appointment of a committee. 
Government have no objection to appoi.Bt such a committee ; but I may 
point out that perhaps this House is rather sick of these committees . 

. If a proposal is made for the appointment of a committee, I am afraid 
this House will turn it down. 

Development in health matters should be gradual and natural. 
Development of health is not like the construction of a building. The 
health conditions and the conditions of society and the people vary from 
district to district ; and a scheme which may be suitable for one district 
may not suit another district. Therefore a cut-and-dried scheme to be 
formulated for the whole presidency may not be useful. .At the same 
time in these days of democracy, many of these matters which are for 
the welfare of the people themselves have to be left to the decision of the 
district local boards formed of the representatives of the people elected by 
them. Any re!!.dy-made scheme prepared for the whole presidency may 
not meet with the approval of particular district local boards and in that 
case friction may arise. The Director of Public Health and his deputies 
are always ready and willing to give advice on these health matters, when
ever the district local boards come to ask for it. Until they come forward 
Government have been taking care of the general health administration 
of the district and specially devote their attention to the prevention of 
epidemics at centres of pilgrimage and fairs. It is very widely known 
that Pandharpur fair was a cholera centre and that cholera spread from 
Pandharpnr to other places almost hice a year. The management or 
the Health Departrut>nt has succeeded in checking to a v~ry great extent 
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the cholera epidemic at Pandharpur and other places of pilgrimage, 
and this is one result of the working of the Health Department and the 
steps Government have been taking to improve sanitation. 

Government will be very glad to accept the resolution but, as I have 
pointed out, the mere appointment of a committee will not be of any use. 
Paper schemes will not be of much value in checking ravages of diseases 
or epidemics. it is work and real work that is wanted in these cases. 
Government will always be very glad to examine the advice of private 
members. If the honourable mover has any scheme, it will be examined 
by Government. On behalf of this Council, I tender my hearty thanks 
to the· honourable mover for drawing the attention of Government and 
of this House to the importance of this question. 

Question put and carried. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I should like to intimate to the 
House that the following Act has received the assent of His Excellency 
the Governor General : 

"An Act to make better provision in the City of Bombay and elsewhe~ in the Bombay 
Presidency to prevent the adulteration of articles of food and the sale of such adulterated 
article11." 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, the 
resolution standing in my name runs as follows : 

"Thie Council recommends to Government that all ancient mosques and mausoleums 
in the ~ion of Government in the districts of Ea.st and West Khandesh should be 
restored to the Mahomedan community to be utilised by them for the purpoSI:lil for which 
thty were originally constructed. " 

Sir, my honourable friend the Minister of Local Self-Government 
is not here to-day. He has asked me to postpone the consideration of 
this resolution. He has assured me that in the meantime Government 
will make enquiries as to the exact. number of such places in Khandesh 
and that he himself will go to Khandesh for this purpose. Under these 
circumstances, I beg your permission to postpone the consideration of 
this resolution to the next session. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I am sorry to 
~-ay that the Honourable Minister is not sufficiently well to attend the 
Hou:;e to-day, and he will be' very thankful to the honourable member 
for postponing his resolution to the next session. 

The Honourable the PRESIDEXT : If the honourable member 
wants to postpone it to the next session, a motion will have to be put 
before the House and the view of the House taken. The other alternative 
is for the honourable member to withdraw the resolution and give fresh 
notice for the next session. 

. The Honourable Sir lU.l"RICE HAYWARD: Or simply not move 
lt. 
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MOUL VI RAFillDDIN AHMAD : In view of the statement made 
by the Honourable Leader of the House, I may make a motion. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I wanted to point out that it 
cannot be postponed without a motion. 

MOUL VI RAFillDDIN AHMAD : Sir, I beg to move that the 
consideration of the resolution standing in my name should be postponed 
to the next session. · · 

Question put and carried .. 
Resolution postponed to the next session. 

Mr. S. N. AN GAD I (Belgaum District): Sir, I beg to move the resolution 
which stands in my name, namely : 

•• This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a meclica.l school be 
immediately established in Belga.um. " 

Sir, it is with a good amount of diffidence that I rise to move this resolu
tion. Already haH the House is empty and our Swarajist friends have 
observed a vow of silence. So, I am feeling that the atmosphere is very 
unfavourable for moving my resolution. All the same, as my resolution 
is one that ought to commend itseH to Government at once, I have no 
hesitation in moving it. 

I do not think, Sir, that I need make out a very strong case for moving 
this resolution. The idea of Government was to start a medical school 
in Dharwar. That proposal was actually before Government; Govern
ment considered it ; but Government thought that Belgaum was a 
better place for starting a medical schOol. Then the Surgeon General 
put forward a scheme, at the instance of Government and this question 
was before Government for a pretty long time. And, I should say, 
that it would have been almost an accomplished fact but for the uncalled 
for, if I may not say mischievous, interference of the predecessor of our 
present Honourable Minister :Mr. Jadhav. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AII1\1AD: Will the honourable member 
make it clear what was the uncalled for interference ~ 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI : I know that it was Dr. Paranjpye who came 
in the way of the medical school being established at Belgaum. His 
idea was-imbued as he is with provincialism and with the feeling of 
everything for Poona-that there should be a medical college in Poona 
and that there was no necessity of any medical school in Belgaum. His 
only reason was that it was thought that clinical material was not avail
able in Belgaum and so Belgaum would not be a fit place for a medical 
school. That was his idea, and that is why he opposed the scheme. 
If he had not done so, it would have been an accomplished fact, because 
I know that the Surgeon General was very much in favour of this school, 
and he was persistently asking Government to have the school at Delgaum. 
In spite of all this, it was Dr. Paranjpye who came in the way, and but 
for his interference it would certainly have been an accomplished fact.
Karnatak has always been looked upon rather in a step-motherly whion 
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by Government although Karnatak has been paying into the provincial 
exchequer dearly one--sixth of the total revenues, and although 
Karnatak has been helping Government in several ways, yet it is rather 
unfortunate that Karnatak should have been selected for the perpetual 
callousness and indifference of Government. Up till recently we had 
not even an art.a college. When some of the honourable members of 
the then Council representing Karnatak said that they wanted an arts 
college, Government accepted that idea, but they accepted it. only on 
certain conditions. They said that in order to prove their earnestness 
about having an art.a college, the people should collect two lakhs, and 
that condition had to be fulfilled before the arts college was started. 
The Lingayata had to collect a lakh and the Brab.m.i.ns had to collect a 
lakh. I hope that such a condition will not be imposed in connection 
with this request of mine. I hope Government will not ask us to collect 
a certain amount in order to convince Go~nt of the earnestness 
of the people of Karnatak to have a medical school 

Sir, I do not want to take up much of the time of the House to commend 
this resolution to their acceptance. I know that Government will 
probably put forward the plea of financial stringency (An honourable 
member : Hear, hear), as they have always been doing in the case. of 
e\'ery good resolution that is moved before the House. (The Honourable 
Mr. H. S. Lawrence : Hear, hear.) Sir, when Government h&d to carry 
out the recommendations of the Lee Commission, I do not think they 
found it very difficult to find at once ten lakhs. They found out the 
money at a moment's notice. (Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad : Hear, hear.) 
What I say is, if Government is really serious about looking to the 
interests of every district and also of the four important districts of 
Karnatak, it won't be difficult for Government to find out the means. 
They know how to find out the money : they are better experts than 
any non-official member on this side. They will certainly accept it 
if they have a desire to do so. It is only when they have no desire that 
they will scratch their brains to find out an excuse. Sir, this is not a 
new scheme that I am br~~ forward before this House. Government 
themselves had intended to start a medical school in Belgaum, but as I 
said, but for the unfortunate and uncalled for action of Dr. Paranjpye, 
it would h&\'e been an accomplished fact long ago. I need not dilate 
upon the ne«ssity of a medical school in Belgaum. .All the time 
students from the Ka.rnatak if they wanted to receive education in all 
matters, whether it is agricultural education or whether it is medical 
education or any other damned education, had to come over to Poona or 
Bombay. You can t"ery well imagine what terrible handicap that meant 
to the poor students. How can the parenta of intelligent poor studenta 
•.fiord the expenses of oollegiate education especially in these daya 
~nher a~ Poona or Bombay I Another reason given by Dr. Paranjpye 
lD sheh'lllg this proposal. I understAnd, Sir, is that clinical material in 
Be4,"tlum 1rill not be auilable and that instead of giving an inadequate 
and ill-tquippOO medical school it would be better that the students 
::-houlJ come over to a pw.e. like Poona or Bombay and have their 
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education here.' Well, all I can say is that if Dr. Paranjpye were to 
be present here I would tell him " let the Karnatak have a medical 
school and also have an agricultural college and other colleges and let 
all the colleges in Poona be abolished and let Dr. Paranjpye's daughter 
and children and all the students in Poona be compelled to attend the 
schools and colleges in the Karnatak ". Then he would really understand 
the difficulties properly. There is no other way to make a man of this 
mentality understand the P.ardships. Sir, instead of having a medical 
school in Poona and a Grant Medical College in Bombay it would be 
much better if students were to go to England to receive their education, 
where the equipment is still better and clinical material is available 
quite in abundance. I am rather surprised that he did not put forward 
an argument like this. A medical school is a very urgent necessity for 
the Karnatak. In all matters Karnatak has been disregarded and the 
people neglected in the past notwithstanding their numerical strength, 
the fact of their paying into the provincial coffers nearly one-sixth of the 
total revenues. Despite all this they have always been treated in a 
step-motherly fashion. Sir, another reason why I was diffident to move 
this resolution is that when I moved my resolution last time for a new 
vernacular school to be established in Belgaum I received a very half· 
hearted reply from the Honourable Minister. The present Minister 
also does not possess a soft heart for the Karnatak. So I appeal to him 
and implore him that he should find out the money, because if Govern
ment have a mind to accept the resolution they can do so and by accept· 
ing the resolution they would obtaift:... the gratitude of the Karnatak 
people. With these words I move my resolution. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. S. T. KAMBLI (Dharwar District): Sir, I rise to support the 

resolution. The idea of starting a medical school in the Karnatak is 
one which ought to commend itself to the acceptance of this House. All 
the other parts of the Presidency, Sind, Northern Division, and Central 
Division, have been supplied with a medical school. It is only in the 
Kamatak that this has been left out of consideration. There is a medical 
school in Hyderabad, Sind, and in Ahmedabad in the Northern Division 
and there is a medical school at Poona for the Central Division and for 
reasons best l'llown to the official benches Kamatak is left out of consider
ation although Kamatak is paying as much revenue as the other parts of 
the Presidency, at least not less revenue than other parts of the Presidency. 
Sir, if Karnatak is a member of this Bombay Presidency and is feeding 
the exchequer of this Presidency, I do not see any reason why its demand 
in the matter of medical education should not be attended to. Kamatak 
is not asking for an extravagant thing, it is only asking for the establish
ment of a medical school for the training of the people in the elementary 
principles of medicine. Sir, as pointed out only recently there is an arts 
college in the Kamatak. It was only some years ago that Government 
thought it fit to establish a college at Dharwar and that too when the 
people subscribed Rs. 2lakhs from their own pockets. Sir, I have put before 
the Honourable Minister the various difficulties of students of the 
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Karnatak. They have to come 400 miles, the nearest place being Poona, 
a place the language of which is foreign, the customs and manner!! 
of which are foreign to them. They find themselves in strange 
environments and the students feel all this a good deal more than they 
would otherwise do if there was a school in the Karnatak. By 
the absence of a medical school in the Karnatak the Government 
have placed the Karnatak under great disadvantages. I put the case 
on another ground. It is admitted that the rural areas have not been· 
provided with any medical relief ; in the villages there is no medical 
relief at all. If the Government really desire that our villages should 
have some medical relief, will it not be right that in different parts of 
the presidency there should be schools intended to train the people of 
that part in the medical science ! If there are no. trained men, how can 
there be medical relief for the villages ! If there is a school in the Kamatak, 
there will be many young men who will come forward to receive their 
medical training in the school, and many of them will be impelled by 
philanthropic and purely charitable considerations to go and settle them
selves in the villages and thus try to ameliorate the sufferings of humanity. 
Sir, yesterday there was a resolution moved by the honourable member 
Dr. Dadachanji, in the discussion of which it was. pointed out, and 
effectively pointed out, that the people in the villages are suffering very 
horribly on account of want of any medical relief, and it was admitted 
by the Honourable Minister in the course of his reply that it is so. If it 
is so, if the condition of the villages is very miserable, will it not be a. 
sU>p in the right direction if a medical school is established in any of 
the places in the Klrnatak for training the youth in the art of medicine ! 
Sir, it may be urged on behalf of Government that there is a great financial 
stringency and the few lakhs which will be required. for the purpose 
cannot be found. Sir, for such an important subject as this, I do not 
think any plea of financial stringency would be a good answer. A few 
lakhs may be taken from the reserve which is in the hands of the Govern
ment and may be well invested in this medical school, and this amount, 
if invested for starling medical school and medical relief, will result in 
untold blessings to the suffering humanity of the Karnatak. With these 
-.·ords, I support the resolution. · · 

Mr. S. A. S.ARDESAI (Bijapur District): Sil, I beg to support the 
resolution put before this House by my honourable friend :Mr. Angadi 
from Belgaum, and in doing so I wish to make a very few remarks 
because many of the points have been made by both the honourable 
members from the Kamatak. I think in this matter of giving medical 
aid to all in this presidency no one is so solicitous as His Excellency the 
Go\·ernor of Bombay, Sir Leslie Wilson, and I think the Honourable 
Ministers who are concerned with such medical schools and medical 
relief should take the example of His Excellency. I think the plea. of 
financial stringency should not come in our way of having such a very 
useful scheme of medical schooL Even Government themselves may 
propose not a meJica.l oollege like the Grant Medical College of Bombay, 
but a small college may be opened in Belgaum or eomewhere in the 
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Ka.rnatak. But a case has not been made out, and at this stage only a 
medical school is very necessary in the Karnatak. When the school is 
opened and some progress is made, if a case is made out for a college, then 
Government may think of opening even a medical college there. If 
you look at the examples bf civilised countries like America and England, 
it is very desirable that such schools should be established everywhere 
in the presidency, because by having medical schools only in Bombay, 
Poona, Ahmedabad and such big places, you will never render them 
free from congestion. If you take away some schools from big cities, 
of course, you will make them free from congestion, but this medical aid is 
a thing which is everywhere wanted. Perhaps an arts college may not 
be wanted in an area where the people are very backward and there is no 
demand for higher education, but medical schools are everywhere 
wanted, and for this reason, this resolution being very important, I hope 
Government will accept it and open immediately a medical school 
in Belgaum or even in Dharwar or somewhere in the Karnatak. But 
that is not the idea of this resolution, so I cannot go beyond it. It may 
be opened in Belgaum. With these remarks, I support the resolution. 

Khan Saheb A. !11. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Sir, 
I rise to support the resolution. I think there is a necessity and a case 
has been tried to be made out, and has been made out, for a medical 
school in Belgau.m:. I think theN orthern Division and the Central Division 
have both got one medical school each, and I do not see any reason why 
Government should grudge a medical !chool at Belgaum. But, at the 
same time, when I heard my honourable friend Mr. S_ardesai to say that 
Government can well afford to give up their Arts College at Andheri 
and utilise the funds of that college for this medical school at Belgaum, 
I am simply surprised to hear the analogy or logic of my honourable 
friend. Does he know where the amount of 8 lakhs given for that college 
comes from 1 (The Honourable Mr. B. V. Jadhav: He never said 
anything like that ; he never said anything about the Andheri college.) 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI : I never said anything of the kind. 
Khan Saheb A.M. MANSUR!: I am sorry. Then I have got nothing 

to say. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, in the 

first place, I would like to draw your attention to the wording of this 
resolution. It says : " This Council recommends to the Governor in 
Council". I want to know whether this is the right form, in matters 
pertaining to the transferred departments. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Strictly speaking, it ought to 
be addressed either to Government or to His Excellency the Governor 
acting with the Minister. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN A.m1AD : So, I take it that it is not so much 
to the membe1'8 of the reserved department that this resolution refers 
aa to the membel'l of the transferred department, though we know 
that the former must be consulted. I was not a little surprised to bear 
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aspersions made on the action and motives of Dr. Paranjpye as a :Minister 
and I do hope that some of his colleagues who were with him in the last 
cabinet will throw light upon them. I also hope that the Minister him
self will clearly state how far the charges can be substantiated. As far 
as I know, Government can have no serious objection to the acceptance 
of this resolution. You will remember, Sir, when the resolution about the 
Karnatak College was brought before this Council by Rao Bahadur 
Rodda, I had made a speech strongly supporting the proposal, and I 
think it right on this occasion also 'to support this resolution. If 
Government have no other objection, except that of financial 
stringency, the best course for them is to accept it and ask this Council 
to grant money to carry it out. The Council is always ready, as the 
Honourable :Minister knows, to give more money for the nation-building 
departments and it would not hesitate to sanction more money to the 
Honourable Minister. I am sorry to say that the honourable mover 
of the resolution seemed to think that if the Swarajists had been taking 
part in the proceedings he would have received much support. I assure 
him that whether the Swarajists are here or not, a measure like this 
would always receive full support of this Council. The Honourable 
:Minister knows it well that a resolution is only a recommendation 
which would not. bind him to give Belgaum a medical school 
this year. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I am sorry to say that 
Government are not in a position to accept the resolutio~ in the form in 
which it has been moved. The resolution makes a demand for a medical 
school to be opened at Belgaum immediately. I do not think that Govern
ment can open a medical school there immediately, and at the same 
time I have to place certain considerations before this honourable House. 
I was very sorry to hear the unjustifiable charges made by the honourable 
moYer against my predecessor. I have gone through every paper in the 
file on this question and I think that had I been in office in 1923 I would 
ha\·e come to the same conclusion. There is a dearth of clinical material 
in Belgaum and I do not think that Belgaum is a fit place for opening a 
medical school. An efficient medical school requires a big hospital and 
unles.s there is a large number of patients for the proper tuition of medical 
!ltudents, a mere building and lecture halls and laboratories will not turn 
out efficient medical men. For that purpose Belgaum is not & very good 
place. It has a small hospital, it has not got a big population and the 
number of patients there will be limited. Therefore as there will not be 
suffident clinical material available at Belgaum Dr. Paranjpye was 
IX'rfectly justified in saying that Belgaum was not a suitable place ••..•. 

~lr. S. T. KAMBLI : Is there no other suitable place in the Karnatak I 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: That is not the question 

~fore the House, but I submit Belgaum is not a suitable place. I 
now wish to f.IY a few words about this regrettable provincial 
mentality ; every province fighting for itself. If e'fery presidency of 
this big country of India were to look for itself and every dirision of each 
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province or presidencyis to look for itself, where will the nation be, 
I ask t If each district were to ask for all the facilities, for an arts <'Ollege, 
for a medical college, for an agricultural college and so on, where is 
this to end, may I know ! Will it be possible t 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI: There will be a f.ollege in every village. 

The Honourable llr. B. V. J.ADHAV: If that were possible, I should 
not be glad of it. Government have gone through this question very 
fully. I think students from the Karnatak do get accommodation in the 
Poona Medical School. I shall be obliged if the honouraUe mover will r<>int 
out whether any students from Belgaum or from the Karnatak have hen 
refused admission into the Poona Medical School. If there is a marked 
want of accommodation in the existing medical schools, then there will 
be a very good plea for opening more medical schools •... 

Mr. S. T. KAMBLI: Does not distance count in the matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. J.ADHAV: I do not think it counts 
much in these days of railways and telf!graphs--distances have been 
much curtailed by modern improvements in transport. I want to 
tell this House that I am not averse to the opening of more 
medical schools or more hospitals. I am always asking for more provision 

· for the nation·building departments, but I for myself do think that the 
time for a new medical school has not yet arrived. The Poona Medical 
school can be expanded a little to take __ aJI the Karnatak boys that will 
be offering themselves for admission and till these boys or any other 
boys are not denied admission to the medical school, I do not think a 
strong case has been made out for the addition of a medical sehoul. As 
'I have pointed out, the clinical material for a medical school is the first 
need of the highest importance and a medical school can only be opened 
at a 'Place where there is a large number of patients available fo1 teaching. 
Dr. Paranjpy!! came to the conclusion that Belgaum was a place which 
did not contain sufficient clinical material and I also tbink that he was 
in the right. And for this reason Government regret that they cannot 
accept the resolution in its present form. 

The Honourable :Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : It appears to me that 
there is a certain amount of misunderstanding in the minds of the gentle· 
men who are putting forward such proposals" ith so much fervour. The 
first poiDt I would ask this House to consider is whether it is more impor· 
tant to have schools in local areas than to have efficient schools for the 
teaching of medical science. We have recently seen a very gyeat 
develorment c.;f interest in medical institutions. The nrmbet of la<ls 
who are now asking for medical training b11s increased enormorsly. 
The rre.~l're uron tbe acoommcdation available in the J. J. Hosrital 
has reflulred in GoYernment being reqrired to srend a very co:rsiderable 
sum of money in imp:rvving the teaching equirment in the J. J. Hosrital, 
Bomhav. The same thing has happtned in Ahmedabad; the 11ame
thing hM happened m Poona, and the t~~ame thing is happening L1 
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Hyderabad, Sllid. All these emting medical institutions have demanded 
very m11ch larger sums than ever f efore, for better equirment, for better 
laboratories and for the teaching of more stGdenta. Go"'emment are 
doing their best to cope with all these dmands that have come uron them 
within the last few years. When we are asked to Ofen a new schoo~ 
we have to comp!l.re the merits of that demand with the merits cf the 
demand for improving c.ur e:ristirg institutions. I submit to thir. Bone 
that it is far better that young men should be trained to a full degree of 
competency than that me.a should be t:·ained in local areas. When 
funds are being <futributed by Government, it is always a queFtion 
of com raring the urgency of one flemand "ith the urgency of a.o.other 
Jemand and we have to do our heat to measure the degree of urgency, 
and in our estimation it is of greater imrortance to D.lake the teaching 
thoroughlyeflkientin existinginstitlltions than to oren new institutiors. 
That is an additional argument to the argument which has very rightly 
been put forward by the Honourable Minister to say that Belgarm is 
not a g-ood centre. 1 would merely reinforce that argument,-because 
I happen to know Belgaum-b) saying that the ropulation of Belgat·m is 
small compared llith that o{ other cent..--es like Poona, .Ahmedabad and 
Bombay, and that the number of patients attending at the hosrital 
has been very :.mall up to the last few years. It is, I know, increasing, 
becauoe the ho!!pital itself has been very greatly improved at consider· 
able expense "ithin the last three years. 

Some honourable members have based their claim on the scote of 
the re,·enue derived hom the Karnatak. That, Sir, is again a claim 
based on local considerations, which the Honourable Minister very 
rightly deprecated. I would not merely deprecate it, but I would point 
out that the claim is incorrect in the application which has been given 
tl) it. The revenues e;f the Southern Division are no doubt similar 
to the revenues of other Divisions, but the Southern Division is divided 
into two very dearly defined sections, namely, the districts of Kanara, 
ltatnagiri and Kolaba, and the three districts of the Karnatak. The 
di.strids of Kanara, Ratnagiri and Kolaba are, in respect of their medical 
~aching for the it young men, served by the medical institution in Eombay 
c1ty. Theref<..re, the demand which these honourable members put 
ftlrward is limited to three districts, and the claim mllSt be compared 
on the basis of the revf'nues of these three districts, and not the whole 
of th" Chision. It is therefore an incorrect claim. Students from the 
Karnatak have, I understand, hem attending the institution here in 
Pl)(,na, and though no doubt, as the honourable member Mr. Kambli 
l"'?intOO. out, it is inconvenient for young men to come to a city where a 
ddierent language is spoken and it does add to their eJT'('nsea, yet I 
would s~est that the proper method of meeting that difficulty is not 
by estat.Ii.shing an institution which cannot be efficit>nt in cirrtm'stances 
which are quite unsuitable, but by protiding some system of scholarships 
to enable the young men from that pat1 of the country to meet the 
additional expenses. That is the process ~hkh has been apr·lied else
where, and if that is any alleriation c.f the difficulties expe1ienced by 
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the people of Karnatak, I would suggest that to the honourable members 
as a reasonable form of relief and assistance to the people whom they 
specially represent. But I 'do suggest that the particular motion before 
this House is one which should not be accepted for the reasons which 
the Honourable Minister has given and which I have supplemented. 

:M!. S. N. ANGADI (Belgaum District}: Sir, I want to point out very 
emphatically that neither Dr. Paranjpye nor the present Honourable 
Minister is a fit person to judge of the suitability of a rlace for starting 
8 medical school. When I say that the Surgeon General was persistently 
putting forward this proposal for a medical school at Belgaum, it must 
be presumed that he had taken all the considerations put forward not 
only by the Honourable Minister but also by the Honourable the Finance 
Member into his consideration. Besides, I would point out that there 
is also 8 Vaccine Depot at Belgaum, and that Belgaum was deliberately 
preferred to Dharwar. The proposal was at first to start it at Dharwar ; 
then it was thought that Belgaum, was a much better place for reasons 
best known to the QQvernment themselves. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : May I ask the honourable 
member what the Vaccine Depot has to do with the question 1 

Mr. S. N. ANGADI: It is said, Sir, that we should care more for 
efficiency than for· the number of schools. So says the Honourable 
Finance Member. I never said that we did not want efficiency. We do 

·want efficiency,· and I was surprised that the medical schools and the 
Grant Medical College have not been sufficiently efficient and Government 
have still to make efiorts to make them efficient. 

When I moved my resolution I anticipated all these objections, and 
said that if Government did not desire to accept the resolution, they 
would come out with all sorts of excuses and all sorts of arguments. I 
however hope that they will once again reconsider the FOsition and 
accept the resolution. • 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I have nothing to add. 
Question put. House divided. Ayes, 11 ; Noes, 21. 
l\lotion lost. 

Division No. 17. 

AmrA», M8iliii-VI RAI'IUDDill' 
AlfGADI. Mr. s. N. 
BIDBIKAB, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BoL.. Mr. S. K. 
IWI:BLI. Mr. S. T. 
M.usUBI. Khan Saheb A. M. 

Ayf!S. 

MuJlTMDA.B, Sardar G. N. 
NAvt..l!l, Mr. N. E. 
PATBAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
SABDESAI, Mr. S. A. 
817BVB, Mr. A. N. 

Teller• for U.. .dyu: Mr. S. N. AlfGADI and Mr. S. T. K.ui:BLL 

Noes. 

Bmnu. Mr. J. P. I GHOSAL, Mr. J. 
CLI1Bl•TS. lllr. E. • HABBISO!f, Mr. R. T. ·-
Duu:n, the Honourable lllr. A. }L K. ltiTCII, llr. G. W. 
Fa.uut, Mr. K. S. lUTWABD, the Honourable Sir liA.mucJC 
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HoTSON, Mr. J. E. B. MoNTGOMERIE, Mr. A. 
JADHAV, the Honourable Mr. B. V. MouNTFORD, Mr. 1. J. 
JEHANGIR, the Honourable Mr. COWASJI PAINTER, Mr. H. 1. 
KAZI !NAITULI.AKHAN PATEL, Mr. A. E. 
LAWRENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. 8. THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
MASTER Mr. A. WILES, Mr. G. 
MEHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 

Tellers for the Noes: Mr. A. MASTER and Mr. E. CLEMENTS, 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik Di'!trict) : Mr. President, the resolution 
that stands against my name reads thus: 

" This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that in view of t.he recommenda
tion by the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces Committee, immediate steps be taken to 
teach elementary military drill, and, in general to impart military education in high 
schools." 

Honourable members are pro hably aware that in 1924. in pursuanct> 
of a resolution adopted by the Legislative Assembly, the Government 
of India appointed a committee to inquire into and report on i11ter alia 
the expansion of the Indian Territ01·ial Force and other cognate questions 
in connection with the expansion and improvement of the Indian 
Tenitorial Force. That committee was presided over by no less a 
distinguished military officer than Lieutenant-General Sir John Shea. 
Adjutant-General in India. Among the prominent members of the 
committee were distinguished men like Sir Sivaswamy I yet, Dr. Paranjpye, 
Dr. Hyder, Captain Ajab Khan, Captain Suraj Singh and Lieut.-Col. 
Gidney. The recommendations they made were unanimous and among 
those recommendations waB one on which my resolution is based and 
which it seeks to give effect to. 

This honourable House will show me some indulgence, if I read the 
exact terms which they have used in their .report. They say : 

"We recognise that in the present time, there may be serious difficulties in i!he way of 
establishing cadet corps in all schools in India but a beginning can be made even in schools 
with the teaching of the elementary principle of civic duty and with physical training 
and elementarY military drill. " 

It is this recommendation, Sir, that I am asking this Government to 
.give effect to by my resolution. Sir, when one thinks of this resolution 
one is bound inevitably to be reminded of the military problem of India 
in all its aspects and in all its phases. But it will not be proper for me 
in speaking on this resolution to deal with that problem as a whole : I 
must confine myself to the particular issue which I have raised in my 
resolution. There are, however, two fundamental considerA,tions t~J 
which reference must be made. The first of those fundamental considera
tions is, that His Majesty's Government have now declared that India 
shall be a fully self-governing country, that in the fulness of time India 
shall have responsible Government such as obtains in the Dominions 
within the British Empire. That has now been declared and adopted 
as the deliberate goal of British policy in India. That is then the first 
consideration which I ask the honourable House to bear in mind in 
approaching my resolution. The second consideration is this, that it iR 
recognised on all hands, by our English friends as well as by ourselves, 
that full responsible Government connotes that we must be self-sufficient 

H 825-2. 
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in matters o£ national self-defence. The ideal, the goal, o£ self-govern
ment necessarily involves that India should be self-sufficient so far as 
her national defence is concerned, so that she may be able to maintain 
peace and order within her own borders and also to defend herself when 
her integrity is threatened with foreign aggression. That is a consider
ation which has been recognised on all hands. The principle of national 
self-sufficiency in matters of national defence necessarily means that 
we must have an Indian navy and an Indian army, consisting almost 
exclusively, if not quite exclusively, of Indians, officered by Indians 
and complete m every branch. Now, Sir, these are the fundamental 
considerations about which there is absolutely no difference of opinion. 
Now, it follows from this that if these considerations are to materialise 
into concrete results, if the ideal is to be reached in the fulness of time, 
if the indianisation of the Army is to take place, we must have the 
necessary military training, the martial spirit must be evoked and must 
be diffused amongst all classes and communities in India, and we must 
have what I might describe as the military atmosphere. This military 
atmosphere must then be created in our country. And what can be a 
better means of creating and diffusing that martial spirit and of producing 
that military atmosphere than to train our young boys in the military 
art and impress upon their minds from the days when they are receiving 
their education in schools, that it is their patriotic duty to defend their 
country whenever any danger might threaten her frontiers ~ Therefore 
it is necessary from the time that they begin to take their lessons in 
high schools that they should imbibe lessons which will make them good 
citizens and also good soldiers so that if circumstances occurred they 
might take their legitimate share in the defence of their country. We 
must, therefore, from the time that our boys receive their education 
in high schools give them military drill and the elements of military 
education. 

Sir, I do not think that there will be any difference of opinion as 
regards the propositions that I have advanced, particularly in view of 
the fact that I have behind me the unanimous support of the committee 
to which I have made reference at the beginning of my speech. Sir, 
in almost all civilised countries some such thing is done. Of course fri> 
some countries there is compulsory military training, but in all civilised 
countries such as England, France or Japan care is taken to educate 
the youth of the country on the lines which I propose. Sir, with your 
permission I shall just refer to a few sentences from a book, entitled 
" ,Japan of the Japanese ". I am sure they will be found very interesting 
and inspjring by members of this honourable House. I shall quote a 
few sentences in which the action which is taken in this direction by the 
Japanese Government is described. 

"We should not conclude" (the author says) "without a word as to the manner in 
which the military spirit has been fostered in all the elementary and secondary schools 
of the empire. Military drill is obligatory in every school, and it is not only on the 
parade or playground that it is carried out. Whole schools perform long marches of 
several days' duration in the country, each boy carrying his knapsack and other requi· 
sites, the elders carbines, and the younger, not. strong enough to use a carbine but 
healthy enough and with sufficient courage and endurance to aocomplish a march, carrying 
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wooden dummil'fl with which they proudly and jea.Joualy go through the rule drill alOII!t 
with their elders. TheM bovs are alrea.dv soldiers 111·hen the time oomee for them to join 
the rank~ not only having mastered all the element« of their drill, but having acquired 
110me knowledlle of the principles of campaigning ......... No one who has ever ma.de a 
~ummer trip among the hills adjacent t{) any large town in Japa.n can have fa.iled t.o meet. 
onct> at lt'&!!t, an entire school on the march, and whoever has done eo, cannot but have 
been impre&ll.'d by the bearing of every boy in it, and the pride with which a.ll step out 
to th~ music of their trumpets. C<lnscription and drill from early youth have given Ja.pan 
an army which makes her impregnable. They have &lao immensely improved the national 
ph\'Kiqut>, and have bec.>n prominent fa.ctors in changing the crouching, timorous eerf of 
fort~· yt'ars ago into a dauntless soldier and a self.respecting citizen." 

What the Japanese Government and the Japanese people have done 
we want w do in our country. We aspire to bring about that state of 
things which the Japanese Government and the Japanese people have 
brought about in their country. Sir, I feel confident that my resolution 
will be acceptable to the Honourable the Minister for Education. He 
belongs, Sir. t.o a community which has martial traditions and which 
has played a remarkable part in the military history of this country. 
If he accepts this resolution, he will have the satisfaction of making a 
contribution. by no means unsubstantial, to the solution of an important 
and difficult problem. I believe that if he accepts this resolution and 
if he does his best to gin effect to it, his name will remain imperishable 
in the annals of this Presidency. (Hear, hear.) This single act will 
immortalize him in the history of the progress which India has been 
making under the refonned constitution. I sincerely hope that he will 
accept this resolution and not disappoint me. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. B.\?. JADHA V: Sir, I have great pleasure in agree

ing with what has fallen from the eloquent lips of my honourable friend from 
~a.sik. not for the bait or the temptation he has held forth before me of 
~ my name imperishable but for the fact that military education 
is ''elY necessary for the progress of this Presidency. The Territorial 
Auxiliary Force Committee's report is in the hands of Government and 
al~ in the hands of the public and I may assure the honourable member 
that it has been engaging the serious consideration of this Government 
as well a.s the Go\·ernment of India. This Government is in 
<'ommunieation with the Government of India and as the military is a 
arubject m.&inly in charge of the Central Government, this Government 
ia not in a position to come to any decision until the Government of India 
~\'et\ their decision. I mav assure the honourable member that as soon 
as the decision of the Go~ernment of India is known, this Government 
will do all that lies in their power to see that the interests of Bombay 
are furthered in this n>spect as much as po6Sible. With this assurance, 
I hope that the hon9urable member will withdraw his resolution. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAX (Xa.silr Dil>"trict): Sir. I must express my gratitude 
for the ,.ery sympathetic speech which the Honourable Minister }w 
made. I w&O oonfident that he would receive this resolution in a sym
pllbetic spirit and I am glad that my oonfidenee }w been justified by 
wllat ht> b&O said. If be would give me this further assurance that the 
p!OC~ of thii. Coun<'il. brit>f as th('y an>. with rt>prd to this resolutiou 

~~~.l-~ 
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\viii be sent to the Government of India, I am prepared to withdraw my 
resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Yes. 

1\Ir. R. G. PRADHAN : I ask for permission to withdraw my 
resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 

1\Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay North) : I beg to move formally my 
first resolution which stands in my name. It reads as follows : 

"This Council recommends to Government to abolish the totalisator in tht~ third 
enclosure at race eourses in Bombay and Poona." 

In view of the statement or rather the assurance given by the Honourable 
Leader of the House I do not think that it is necessary on my 
part to make a speech in support of this resolution. I simply place the 
resolution before the House and I trnRt the Honourable Leader of 
the House will accept it. 

Question proposed. 

1\Ir. A. MONTGO:\IERIE : Sir, I have already pointed out to the 
honourable member that in the first place there is no third enclosure in 
Poona and there can be no totalisator in it and in the second place that 
we have approached the Western India Turf Club with a view to the 
closing of the third enclosure in Bombay at the earliest possible oppor
tunity and in the next license which is.issued to the Western India Turf 
Club there will be provision against the third enclosure·in Bombay. I 
think that meets with the honourable mover's wishes and I think 
he will withdraw his resolution. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. H. S. LAWRENCE: I propose the omission of 
the words" and Poona ". 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The resolution as amended reads 
as follows :-

"This Council recommends to Government to abolish the totalisator in tho third 
enclosure at the race course in Bombay. " 

The Honourable Sir 1\IAURICE HAYWARD: We can accept this, 
Sir, as we have already accepted to do it from next year. 

Question put and carried. 

~Ir. S. K. BOLE: Sir, the resolution that stands in my name runs thus : 
"This Council recommend!! to Government to appoint a committee to enquire into th11 

whole question of the management of the Bombay mill industry. " 

Sir, so much has been said on this subject that I need not take up tl1e 
time of the Council. But at the same time, I shall have to say 1mmething. 
Sir, the House i11 well aware that Juring the last session I moved for the 
adjournment of the House in connection with the mill industry situation, 
and at that time a rccommentlation was made to Government for the 
rt'mis.sion of the exci~e duty. But I ft•el very sorry, Sir, that the Govern
mfnt of India whom the Bombay GowrnmPnt approached, did not move 
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in the matter. I may say that the Government of India is" fiddling whilst 
Rome is burning". Sir, the strike situation in Bombay, owing to the 
Ill per cent. cut that is effected in the wages of the mill workers, will 
grow gradually worse, and worse, and therefore, it is very necessary 
that Government should interfere. It is true that the industry is 
suffering on account of high freight charges, the· exchange policy of 
Government, enhanced import duty on the machinery, Japanese 
competition, and so many other things, one of which is excise duty, about 
which I have said enough. But, Sir, when the Government of India 
is not moving in the matter, it is the duty of the Bombay Government 
to come to the rescue of the industry as well as to the· rescue of the poor 
workers. It is now about 7 weeks that the strike is going on and the 
poor strikers are suffering on account of the loss of employment. The 
wages that they used to get were not sufficient enough to maintain them
~elves and it is but natural that they found it advisable and necessary 
to go on strike on account of the cut of wages as there was the fear that 
if the wages were once cut, they would never be restored. Sir~ the other 
remedy I submit is to make an enquiry about the industry. The mill: 
owners themselves should have made a sufficient enquiry in this 
connection. They should have made a searching enquiry into their own 
affairs. The only cut, the small cut, which they have made in the wages 
of the poor workers would not help them very much. Sir, in the boom 
time had they used their bumper profits in building sufficient reserve 
fund, then the present position would not have arisen. There must he 
ROmething rotten in the system of the industry itself. Sir, in the first 
place, the hereditary agency system is not good. That is at the }>ottom 
of all this trouble and it must, I submit, go. Sir, the industry has fallen 
into incompetent hands on this account. No doubt the originators of the 
industry might have been efficient persons, hut now the present generation 
into whose hands the industry has fallen, are not looking to the industry 
a11 their forefathers did. Then again, there is the system of mutual 
directorships. Sir, it will be found from the names of the directors of 
mills that the same men are direct.ors of several other mills. Some are 
dm'Ctors of certain mills, and some are directors of other mills. So there 
is that mutual understanding between th~ directors of different mills. 
TI.lt're is that happy family arrangement. Then again, one of the causes of 
nusmanagement and depression is, I submit, speculation. Sir, these 
lllallllj!ing agents indulge in speculation, and whenever they make 
profits by their spt.'Culation, they credit the profits t.o their private account, 
and when thl're is any loss, then the same is debited to the mill account. 
That is the "liY of keeping accounts and managing these mills. Then 
th~re are various other ways by which colllillissions are pocketed. The 

1 

null agents are agents of the mills. They pocket their oommission for 
ma~ging their mills, _and have got their own private agencies by 
wluch they manage the msurance firms, and they pocket the insurance 
rt·bates. That is a vast amount. Then, there is the coal commission. 
In the purchase of cotton, which amounts to 80 per cent. of the cost of 
expenditure, tht>re al-;o tlu·y pocket nst amounts as coDllllission 
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and brokerage. If they had purchased cotton direct without any agency, 
then the whole of the commission would have been credited to the account 
of the mills. But that they are not doing. They have got their private 
commission agencies for that also. Then, there is the machinery 
agency, mill-supplies agency. Some of the mill agents have got their 
own relatives from whom they buy their supplies and give them 
commissions. That is the way of pocketing commissions and brokerage 
in various ways, and that is the cause of the ruin of this industry. 

Then again, the expenditure of the management has increased. They 
get their own relatives and friends as managers and deputy managers, 
superintendents and deputy superintendents, and so on, and they have 
got also other very highly paid men for the management of these mills. 
Had they impartially made selections of expert men, they would have 
got among our own Indians and outside their family groups very com
petent men who could manage the affairs of mills very well and with 
less cost. Then, a good deal of corruption is also going on. ·when they 
employ highly paid men .•.. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: I rise to a point of order, Sir. 
There is not one representative of the mill industry present here to-day 
to answer the aspersions made by the honourable mover on the character 
of the millowners and mill managers. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: How is that a point of order 1 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: l thought it was. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: The representatives of those 
interests who are members of this Council had notice that this resolution 
was coming on and it was their business to be present. It is not a point of 
order, and the honourable mover is perfectly entitled to speak on the 
question ?f the management of the Bombay Mill Industry. 

(After recess.) 

1\Ir. S. K. BOLE : Sir, one honourable member took objection when I 
made some charges of corruption against some of the mills, but that was 
not a general charge or a charge made behind the back of the mill 
representatives but the charge has been publicly made in the press and on 
the platform. It must be remembered that it is not made against all 
the mill managers or mill agents. It is a well-known fact that when 
one has to get employment in a mill, one has to pay some consideration 
to some responsible officer in that mill and this system of employing men 
is responsible for inefficient management to some extent. 

This time every effort was made on behalf of the mill workers and 
neO'otiations were carried on between the millowners and mill-workers. 
D;putations on behalf of the workers waited on the committee of the 
Millowners' Association and they placed the grievances of the mill-worker11 
before them. The deputations even waited on Ifu Excellency the 
Gonrnor, who, I must admit, gave a patient hearing to the deputations 
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and who showed sympathy towards labour. But now what is required 
is practical sympathy. Unless practical sympathy is shown by His 
Excellency the Governor, I think the situation will grow more serious 
and go from bad to worse. The mill-workers are by nature docile and 
quiet and sober but necessity has no law and when they will be out 
of pocket and get nothing on credit then I am afraid there will be trouble 
and mischief. If that happens, the responsibility will lie on tl::.e mill· 
owners. It is said that Government have no statutory powers to 
appoint a committee of enquiry. I submit that if Government have no 
statutory powers, they must find out some way for settling the dispute. 
'While Government are not coming to the help of the mill-workers 
they are giving protection to the millowners by protecting their mills 
and posting police guards at their mills •••••• 

Khan Saheb A. M. !IIANSURI : Without them we .won't exist. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE: Then Government should at least be impartial. 
There is another thing I want to point out and that is that when I 

referred to mis-management of mills, I did not mean that all the mills 
were mis-managed. There are some mills which are making profits and 
yet they have served notices on their workmen that there would be a 
cut in wages. About half the number of mills in Bombay were working 
at a profit and yet they reduced the wages of their workers. Is that just ¥ 
is that fair, is that right t It is for this House to judge. 

It is said that the industry is a national industry. I ~t that. I 
also admit that the wealth and influence of the city of Bombay are due 
to the existence of this industry to a large extent. But I must say that 
the welfare of about 2lakhs of people depends on the fate of the industry 
and so Government must take some action and should not adopt the 
policy of " wait and see ". That policy will be dangerous not only 
to the prestige of Government but also to the interests of the mill-workers, 
the mill-owners and even the country as a whole. I would go further 
and say that Government might as well take steps even to nationalize 
the industry ...... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is 
exceOOing the limits of the issue raised in his resolution. The question 
of strikes, reduction of wages, and various other matters might perhaps 
be indirectly brought in but this question is about an enquiry into the 
management of the mill-industry and therefore all these questions which 
the honourable member is now entering into can hardly be regarded as 
relevant to the issue . 

. Mr. S. K. BOLE: What I was goiDg ti> say was thatifthemillmdustry 
l~ nationali.."Ed, thEn the profits tht are divided amoz:gst the agents, 
and the shareholders could be restrictoo. A ceitain amount lt'ould 
go to the management, and the rest would go to the workers. That 
\\'Ould sa\·e a \"ery considerable •••..•. 

The Honourable Mr .. COWASJI JIHAN'Gm: Is it the point of the 
honourable member that it shoultl be nationalised .t 
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l\Ir. S. K. BOLE: Ultimately, if the committee of enquiiJ thinks 
it sh?uld he done, it may he done. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: How can that be the issue in 
the resolution as moved by the honourable member ~ An enquiry into 
the management of the mill industry-that is the issue. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: I have placed my views on the point before the 
House. What I urge is that it is high time that Gove1·nment should 
step in and institute a t~orough enquiry, and investigations should le 
made into the management of' the whole mill industry. 

Khan Saheh A. l\1. :MANSUR! (Ahmedabad & Surat Cities): Sir, 
I rise to oppose the resolution that has been moved by my honourable 
friend 1.&. Bole. I fail to understand why a man of his standing, who has 
been working in the mill areas for a long time should have emloldened 
himself to bring a resolution of this nature before the House. Sir, under 
the statute as it .is at present, any shareholder, who has got his interest 
in any mill which is a limited concern, is at fullliberty t<? apply 
to a court to enquire into all the details of the management of the mill, 
in case the mill refu~es to show him the accounts. As it is, Sir, I do 
not think that any mill will refuse to allow a sha1eholder to go into the 
statements of account. Sir, my honourable f1iend the mover of the 
resolution fails to realise that we are fortunate in having such philan-

. thropic people who have come forward and started mills, which is a 
nation-building industry. Is it right and fair that people should come 
up, without having the least interest for themselves in the industry 
with such a resolution as my honourahl_e friend J\fr. Bole has moved 1 
Sir, I think the time at our disposal is limited, and I do not think a long 
speech is necessary. I would simply say the resolution is uncalled for, 
undesirable and unjust, and should be thrown out. 

·Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I rise to suppczt the 
resolution that is before the House. The resolution ~:bows the good 
intentions of the honourable mover. There is no doubt that the mill 
hands are not justly, equitably and fairly treated. The existing statutory 
arrangement is not quite sufficient to give them adequate protection. 
There are the factory laws. Those laws only provide to see that the 
mill hands are not overworked, and provision is made for some other 
matters also. If the Statistics Bill had been passed, then perhaps the 
Government would have been able to appreciate better in what ways 
the mill hands were ill-treated. At least I can point to one or two 
instances in which ,they are very unfairly treated. 

Take for instance, the non-payment of fractions of annas. In some 
mills, if a mill hand gets say abo.ut 11 pies, then, at the time of makir:g 
payment to him those 11 pies are not given to him, because it is a fraction 
of an anna. In some mills they cut fractions of 2 annas. That is, if 
a man gets about 1 anna and 11 pies, that man will not be ymid that 
amount. I rt'ally do not see under what Jlarticular rule the millownPHI 
ran make a cut like that. If each man every month ha.'l to lose thes•~
fractions o£ an anna, it makes a very large sum, because the numhr 
of the mill hands is over a lakh and a quarter. All this monl:'y practically 
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goes inoo the pocketa of the millowners. Also, take for instance the fines. 
They maintain a fine fund, but what happens to that fine fund ! It iB' 
only the millowners that know. I had sent in some questions on the 
subject, but according to our rules they were not admitted. If the 
Government had the power of getting out the facta on these points, 
thev would see what a. vast amount the millowners are pocketing from 
th~e mill hands. There are other factors also. The mill hands are 
in the hands of the jobbers, the other higher servants in the mill, and 
they have to surrender to inequitable demands on the part of these 
jvbbers. So, there is very good scope for an enquiry into the question 
raised by the honourable member representing labour. His intentions 
are very good, and I request Government to see their way to accept 
this resolution as far as they can. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I was not surprised to see that my resolution 
was opposed by the honourable member Khan Saheb :Mansuri who is 
dealing i11 cotton waste. Sir, the resolution no doubt affects his interests. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is not 
entitled to attribute motive~ to any honourable member for the attitude 
he takes in regard to such public questions. 

Khan Saheb A. lf. MANS URI : May I rise to offer a personal 
explanation! 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I have already ruled him out 
of order. 

Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR! : I am not a mill agent. 

~rr. S. K. BOLE: He said there are shareholders who could scrutinise 
the accounts of the mills. The thing is this, that these mill agents 
tl~t.·msch·es possess a large number of shares and hold from other share
holJers proxies and in that way they nonplus any shareholder who takes 
objl"('tion at such m~tings. That is the way how the mill agents get 
the uppd hand at the annual general meetings, and those shareholders · 
who take any' objection a~'e not able to cope with the situation. :My 
honourable friend ~rr. Surve was right when he said that had the 
Gvvernment got the Statistics Bill passed in this House that would 
hare helped the C'..overnment wry much. But in that connection I 
think the Governmt>nt have played into the hands of the capitalists and 
diJ not introduce ~mch a bill So also, the Industrial Disputes Enquirv 
(\nHmittee that was appoinW by this House had made a report fut 
Milne Board of A.rbitration should be appointEd by Government for 
the ~ttlement of strikes and for that purpose a bill was s~o-ested by 
them. The Bombay Go\·ernment took up the sugge£tion and introduced 
the Industrial Disputes Bill iLto this Council. but the Government 
of India came in the wav and the bill was withdrawn. Had that bill 
been ~~,.}, it would ha.ve belpal us now. All these things will show 
how the Gvvernruent of India is responsible for these things. Still I 
hope the Bombay Governmf'nt will find out some me._ns to ease the 
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situation that has been created. With these words, I request the 
Honourable Member in charge of the portfolio to aecept the resolution. 

The Honourable 1\h. COWASJI JEHANGIR : 1\Ir. President, 
honourable members who have followed the discussion in the press and 
sometimes on the platform during the present mill strike most probably· 
are already aware of many facts connected with this resolution. This 
is not the first time that the honourable mover is face to face with 
Government discussing this question. I regret that the honourable 
mover did not confine himself a little more to the resolution before us 
and point out how Government ca.Ii give efiect to it. He has made 
serious allegations against the millowners in Bombay, and I am not 
here to defend them. That is not my duty. As you have already 
pointed out, 1\h. President, the respolll!ibility ofddending the millowners 
lies on the shoulders of the repxesentatives of the millowners in this 
Council. In their absence it is not for me to either defend them or to 
condemn them. I have only to confine myself within the four corners 
of this resolution and examine how Government can give efiect to it 
alld if Government give efiect to it, what the result will be. If the 
honourable mover had helped Government by his suggestions in this 
direction we should have been obli!ed to him; but I have listened to 
his speech most carefully and did not find one single practical suggestion 
as to how to put this resolution into e:ffect and that if we did what would 
be the result. He simply asks Government to appoint a committee to 
enquire into the whole question of the ma_nagement of the Bombay mill 
industry. Inother words, he asks this honourable House to join him in 
a demand for the appointment of a committee to go into the internal 
management of a particular industry in this presidency. 

Now, Sir, it has always been held that Government should interfere 
as little as possible in the private affairs of the citizeps of this presidency. 
This Iesolution demands that the committee should be appointed to 
inv~tigate how ceJtain industrial concerns are being man&.fed and 
the honourable member Mr. Surve would actually require this committEe 
to go into such details as how they make payments and ~ow fines are 
disposed of by private companies. SupFose for one minute that Govern
ment were inclined to give effect to the suggestion put forward by my 
honourable frimd and my honourable friend was the chairman of this 
committee. How would he proceed 1 He would first require evidence 
to prove the many accusations. he bas made. I think be would find it 
rather difficult to obtain proof without the assistance and co-operation 
of those whom be accuses. Either they must plead guilty to the cha1ges 
he may make or they must defend themselves before this committee. 
He knows that the committee can be given no powers to compel any 
witness to appear before them. He knows also that Government 
cannot compel any one to sen·e on this committee if he does not desire 
to do so. Under these circumstarces this committee will be a fiasco. 

What would be the Jesuit of the appointment of this committEe 1 . 
A.esume for the sake of argument, that the committee has been appointed 
&Dd that th&e is some mismanagement in certain mills. The well-
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mana~ milia may submit their accounts. How is he going to insist 
upon the co-operation of the mills that.have been misma.DBged t My 
honourable friend will turn round and ask : "When axe these people 
gfling to be prev~nted from continuing their refarious actions resulting 
in the rein of their employees!, The answer to it is: If there is mis
management, it is not only the employees who suffer hut all those who 
have invested their moneys in thatconce:rn. Those who have invested their 
mont>ys in the concern have an effective voice in the management and 
it is for them to ask for explanations and to call upon the management 
to re:rnedy the state of af!airs both in the interest of themselves and 
perha·ps in the interest of their employees. My honourable biend says 
that the shareholders are helpless and that the millowners at general 
meetings possess proxies. He has given a complete answer by that 
assertion to his ow11 argument. The very fact that the millowners get 
proxies from shareholders shows that the shareholders have confidence 
in the management and that they do not believe in these allegations of 
mismanagement. •••• 

Mr. S. K. BOLE : They themselves possess a large numbe-.: of shares. 
The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGffi: That is another point. 

Surely my honourable friend does not mean to contend that in the mill 
industry of Bombay the majority of shares are held by mill ~oaents. 
They are not. 

Mr. President, I must repeat that this investigation can only be 
effectively held by the shareholders themselves. Under the present 
circumstances Government are absolutely helpl~ •••• 

MOL'L\1 RAFIUDDIN AIDl'AD: Why! 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI .fEHANGIR: Because if you appoint 
a committee Government cannot insist upon millowners being members 
of the eommittte or give power to the committee to insist upon millowners 
to •PI~U before them to rEfute or plead guilty to any charge that mav 
be made. To go into· the question of mismanagement you must make 
them produce their account books. They will not do so. With no 
&('(()unt books and with no co-operation it will be a futile effort, and 
fo.r t~ •· ho are really anxious to see better management the position 
11111 he worse than ever. The committee will have to admit that they 
~uld prove none of the allegations, and the position of my honourable 
fnend and his friends11· ho supportEd him would be worse than it is to-day. 

Mr. President, I have tried to point out that however anxious Govern
llltnt may he to help those who are now in distress, if they adopt the 
method now suggestEd it would be to the advantage of nobody. There
fo~ I regret that Go\"CJ'nment cannot accept this re;olution and cannot 
appoint this committee for reasons •·bich I have already staUd, for 
rea.sons •·hich have repeat-edly been statal to the honourable member 
•·ho happens to be a member of the associations which have ~pproached 
Government officially 11·ith this suggestion. 
· Question put and lost. 
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Air. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District): Sir, I beg to move the 
resolution that stands in my name, namely : 

" This Council recommends to Government that those revenue and police patils in 
the Ahmednagar district who get an annual remuneration below Rs. 25 ~ be given Rs. 25 
annually with effect from March 1926. '' 

Sir, the police and revenue patils, as is well known both to Government 
and to the people, are very important Government servants. They 
have in the past rendered important services to Government, and they 
are still rendering very important services to Government. These 
people are extremely low paid. I know a number of cases, at least 
in my own district of Ahmednagar, where the patils get Rs. 3 or Rs. 5 
annually. It may be argued that along with this emolument of Rs. 3 

. or Rs. 5 they have their inam lands and they get some income from those 
inam lands. But if we take into consideration the condition of agriculture 
in the Ahmednagar district, we shall be convinced that the yield of these 
inams, owing to the famine-stricken condition of the district, is very 
meagre. When they get practically little or no yield from these inam 
lands, and when they are given only Rs. 3 or Rs. 5 for their valuable 
services, I do not understand how in these hard days they can maintain 
themselves and do very great services to officers of Government. If 
Government want services from these people, they ought to pay them 
at least a fair remuneration for their services. I have not with me the 
exact number of cases in which these people are paid below Rs. 5 in the 
Ahmednagar district. But in my opinion there is no need of having 
such statistics. If a patil of a village, whether a revenue patil or a 
police patil, gets below Rs. 25 annually, -then, in my opinion, he ought 
to get at least Rs. 25.. Government derive revenue from the village, 
and the patil has to render so many important services about which I 
need not say much here, because much has already been said of the 
patil and his valuable services by the Commissioner, S. D., when the 
Hereditary Offices Act Amendment Bill was before this House 
some two days back. These loyal servants of Government are 
not paid properly by Government and Government seem to neglect 
them altogether. :My submis.'lion to Government is that if they cannot 
pay them a bigger sum, they should at least pay them Rs. 25, which 
is a very moderate payment in their case. I had tabled a resolution 
asking Government to double their pay, and another resolution asking 
Government to increase it by 50 per cent. But for all those resolutions 
I did not get a favourable ballot. In the case of this resolution, fortunate
ly I have secured the ballot, and I am able to move it. The demand I 
am making in this resolution is very modest-only Rs. 25 in the case of 
a patil who gets below that sum in the Ahmednagar district. I hope 
that Government ·will be able to accept the resolution. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. A. N. SL"RVE (Bombay City, North): Sir, I ri'ie to support this 
resolution. During the past ii''fe years this question has come several 
times before this House, and the information elicited during the di'lcus- .. 
llions is really wry startling. During the life of the first Council, I 
remPTnher that it was t~tated by the benches opposite that there were 
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some patils-whether they are revenue or police patils matters very little 
for our present discussion-there were some patils who were getting the 
princely salary of four a.nnas per year. If that is a. real fact, I really 
do not know why they should be paid at all. We are always told that 
the patil is not a lull time servant. But I may tell this House that his 
position is worse than that of a full time servant. If a man is engaged 
as a full time servant he works during fixed hours of the days. Take, 
for example, a clerk : he has his office hours from 11 to 5 or 6. But 
a police patil has to work at any time almost. If there is a fight say 
at mid-night he cannot say that it is midnight and that he will attend to 
it the next day. He must run and attend to the fight and catch the 
defaulters. Thus, to say that a police patil is not a full-time servant 
is not quite a sound argument to a.dvance. The police patil I know has 
to attend to several duties and those duties generally engage much more 
of his time. In some places his duties really are very exacting. Again 
the police patil is the representative of Government in the village and 
as such he ought to be paid as befits his dignity. I think the suggestion 
made in the resolution is a very modest one, Rs. 25 per annum, that is 
Rs. 2 per month. I think nobody in this House on the non-official side 
would grudge to give Rs. 2 per mensem to the representative of Govern
ment in the village. With these remarks I support the resolution. 

Mr: G. W. HATCH: Sir, it would seem absurd to oppose a resolution 
of this character. The resolution suggests that patils in receipt of an 
annual remuneration of less than Rs. 25 be given Rs. 25 annually with 
effect from :March 1926. The amount is not a large one, it only means 
an expenditure of Rs. 3,000 per annum roughly for the Ahtnednagar 
m~trict. It looks preposterous at first sight that an official like the patil 
occupying the responsible position and performing the responsible duties 
which my honourable friend on my right (Mr. Mountford) so eloquently 
described a few days ago should be paid such an inadequate salary. But 
I hope to show in a few words that it is not so preposterous as it looks at 
flrst sight. The remuneration of the patil as this House is probably 
aware is based on what is known as the Wingate scale; that is, on a 
percentage of the land-revenue of the village. Well, if the land revenue 
is Ema.ll the remuneration is also small. There is one village I have a 
note of in the Ahmedn.agar district where the land revenue is Rs. 4:9 
a~d the patil's remuneration itt Rs. 1-8-0. That is a deserted village 
With no population, the p~til probably living in a neighbouring village. 
He has to collect and pay up land revenue of Rs. 49 once in a year and 
having done that his work is finished. The remuneration of Rs. 1-8-0 
is not entirely inadequate for the work that he has to perform. So it 
gOt'S on in other villages. There are a number of small villages with & 

population ranging from 7 to 200, land revenue ranging from Rs. 49 to 
JUst owr Its. 2((1 and the remuneration of the patil in proportion. 
In caSt'S amch as these I do not think it is too much to say that the patil'a 
"·or!.: can be measured in hours per annum. Therefore the trifling 
remuneration that we gt\""e him is commensurate with the work he has 
to do. If his ,·illage grows bigga he will have more work to do, both 
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from the land revenue point of view and the point of view of other 
miscellaneous work that he is expected to do. A pa.til who draws Rs. 30 
has to bririg in 3 times as much land revenue as the patil who draws Rs. 10 
per annum. If we accept this resolution, the latter would get an increase 
of 2! times his present pay, the former would get nothing. It is therefore 
quite clear that there is no logic or sense in the resolution placed in this 
form. We cannot accept it. Besides this remuneration the patil in 
important villages gets special allowances which may come up to Rs. 50 
per mensem. There is in addition his emoluments as pound-keeper. In 
some villages in East Khandesh the patil gets as much as Rs. 150 a year 
as pound-keeper. So much about his emoluments. Now, it is clear 
that a patil's emoluments have really nothing to do with the case. 
Whether we pay or whether we do not pay, the patil takes up his office. 
I have never in my service known an occasion in which the appointment 
of a pa.til did not produce several candidates all eager for the post. The 
indirect advantages are so great that no man asks whether the 
remuneration is sufficient for the work that he has to do, he simply takes 
up the job. I can well imagine some future Government hard up for 
money putting the patil's appointment up for auction (Hear, hear). Some 
thing similar was known in the past. To deal with the present I may 
say that we have not been entirely deaf to requests where there was real 

· hardship. Within the last few years the wages of patils have been 
increased in three districts, Bijapur, Ratnagiri and Kolaba. There 
are I believe a few cases in the Central Division where the emoluments are 
not commensurate with the work. Such cases, I am authorised to state, 
we are prepared to deal with. I, as Commissioner, shall be prepared to 
put up recommendations in those cases where the work of the patil 
haa increased and the emoluments are incommensurate with the work 
he has to do. I will put up such cases to Government with a recommen
dation that increased remuneration should be given either in the form 
of cash or land. · 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Sir, 
I rise to oppose the resolution as far as alienated villages in the 
Ahmednagar district are concerned. Supposing th~ resolution is accepted 
by the House, then the inamdars will have to pay this additional 
charge for the revenue and police patils in their inam villages. 
I have marked the speech of the honourable mover and I do not 
remember of his having made any mention of alienated villages. If he 
excludes these alienated villages from the operation of this resolution, 
then, I have nothing to say about it. But if he includes these villages 
in his resolution then certainly I strongly oppose the resolution and my 
argument for that is that Government have got many sources of income 
from which they can make up this additional charge. But the inamdars 
get limited income only from land revenue and some miscellaneous items 
in their inam villages. Agriculturists depend on rain for their income 
and similarly the inamdars also depend on the rain for their income. As 
there is lately a succession of famines in the Ahmednagar district the 
agriculturi.'lts ha,·e had 'f'ery bad yf.'ars, and the inamf!ars also 11.re similarly 
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plaoed.. n being 80, how can this add.itiooal charge be met by the 
inamdara! 

The inamd.m a.re unable to pay this charge and as far u alienated 
~ are concerned, I strongly oppose this resolution. 

liO'CLVI IUFirnDIX A.JDLU) (Central Division): Sir, I n.s 
very mach startled to heu the arguments of the honourable representative 
of the inamdan. The case that has been brought here by my honourable 
friend behind me is for fair remuneration ~ if there is any injustice, 
to remove it. W' ell, I cannot find any justification for my honourable 
friend getting up there and saying that even if there is a case made out 
for the inamdars to pay a fair remuneration to these people, that the 
inamdars would not do it and that they should be exempted from it. 
U noJH)fficial members on this side of the Hoose won't do equity to their 
own people, what right have they on this side of the Hoose to ask the ben
ches on the other side (official benches) to do equity to oor people! I think 
that is a very u.nfair attitude for any non-official member to take. On 
the contrary, I have very great sympathy and Ina very mnch moved 
by the consideration !!hown by the honourable member the Corn.miSoner 
for the Central Division. He, at any n.te, said that if there be any 
a._-.ea of injustice, Govmunent would look into the whole a1fa.ir and 
mnove it. I think that is a very fair attitude to take up and I do not 
think there is anything for my honourable friend behind me to complain 
at the attitude of Government. But I do think that these demands 
rome when the Government benchES exaggerate the importance of a 
particular office, ..-hen the police patil becomES the ~tive of 
His lla jesty in the village and an sorts of things a.re said about hiins then, 
Sir, why, it givES members on this side opportunity to actuaily bring 
these observations to the notice of the official5, and then, ..-hen soc:h 
ohsm-ations are brought to the notice of the officials, when the office is 
80 important, ..-hen you expect ao many things fnm them (the patils), 
•hy don't you give them a little more than ..-hat they now get! So, 
"' the hen comes horne to roost" (Laughter). I bow that hOJlOOl'lble 
members (the official bench!!;) will not !!how mere lip sympathy 
and refwle the demands .-hen they are actuaily made here. Wrth these 
remarb I support the resolutioa. 

Mr. !\. E. !\!¥I.E (!h.mednagu District): Sir, I hue nothing more 
tD add txct'pt one rem&rk. The honoun.ble membet- the Com:missioner 
of the Central Dit"ision .-u very kind in his :remarb in ~ying that if 
partirula.r ~of lwdship are br<x1euht to his notice. he woold mquire 
into such ~ and if such ~ a.re found, he woold give them proper 
tonsideration. But, Sir, he 6&il that no representation h.a.s reached 
Govern.ment from tht pa.tils rompW.ning &ea-ainst lo• remuneration. I 
think he i! nther mi~en in thi5 remark. The police pa.tili held a big 
ronference in Poooa un.ler the president.Wp of Hia late Highne!ll the 
llalwaja d Gnlior and I think the representation mil5t have reachtd 
Goverume.;.;.~ •he-n they h.aJ such 1 ~ tonf~ here &nti they puled 
~ important resolutions. ••••.• 
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The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : May I point out to the 
honourable member that the Commissioner, Central Division did not 
say that no representation had been made by the patils lbout the 
inadequacy of their pay 1 He said that during his long periq_d of service 
he had not come across any case where a patil was ready to give up his 
office owing to low remuneration. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE : I am rather mistaken. Sir, resolutions were 
moved in the first Council for the increment of the patils. But I think 
any how Government has not seen its way to do something for these 
people. I hope, Sir, that something may be done for these loyal servants 
of Government, if not in the terms of the resolution which I have placed 
before the Council, at least some assurance may come from Government 
and something may be done for these patils. 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL ~IEHTA: Sir, I think the Commis
sioner for the Central Divison explained in great detail the sympathetic 
point of view that Government are prepared to take on this matter. He 
said that he was authorised to make a statement and he has done so. I 
should only like to add a few words for the consideration of the :honourable 
member who has moved this resolution. It is perfectly true that his 
resolution is restricted to one particular district. I do not think, Sir. 
that it would be fair to take action with regard to one particular district 
only. As a matter of fact, for several years together ever since 1920 and 
1921, the question of revision of the remuneration of the patils all over 
the presidency has been examined with very considerable care by Govern
ment. As a result of that, in Ratnagiri, Kolaba, Kanara and Bijapur 
the rates of pay of the patils have been revised and Government looked 
at it from the point of view, which I believe is the correct point of view, 
that in considering any revision they ought to take into account the fact 
that this remuneration is not based upon any economic standard of living 
at all, that it is part-time service, that the duties are, if I may say so, 
fitful in their nature, and they (Government) were then guided by the 
one principle that, where cash remuneration was paid to the patil and where 
that was insufficient, an increase in the cash remuneration should be given. 
Well, the reason why we cannot now accept the figure of Rs. 25 that has 
been put forward by the honourable mover is that in those revisions that 
have actually come into force in the four districts that I mentioned, the 
minimum is fixed at Rs.l2 and the maximum is fixed at Rs. 72. Obviously. 
if we accepted this resolution for Ahmednagar district, we could not 
possibly say that other districts. should not get an equal or, indeed, 
where circumstances so required it, even a higher minimum. On that 
ground, Sir, it is not possible to accept the resolution as it stands. More
over, the revision scale in these districts was fixed on the populat!on of 
the villages to which these revisions. applied, and you ";n finrl that where 
the population was below 500 the pay per annum was Rs. 12, and as the 
population increases and consequently the work increases, the scale rises 
from Rs. 12 to Rs. 72, as I said. So it was based on the amount of work 
that was involved on the patil in the collection of the revenue, et<: .. ·I 
repeat now the assurance that has been given by the CommiRRioner, Central 
Dhi..,ion, that wherever cases of hard:;hip are brought to the notic? of the 
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Collectors and the Commissioners, they have authority to deal with them in 
a sympathetic manner and they will get the support of Government to that 
end. I think that the honourable member may rest satisfied with this 
assurance, and for the reasons that I have given, I hope he will withdraw 
the resolution. 

Mr. N. E. NAVLE (Ahmednagar District): After the assurance given 
by the Honourable the Revenue Member, I beg leave to withdraw the 
resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I move 

t,he following resolution: -
" Thl• Council recommends to GQvernment that the Poon& Urdu normal ela.ssea should 

be converted into & full training college teaching the third year 00111'118. " 

It is not necessary for me to make a lengthy speech in favour of this 
resolution. As you are aware, Sir, about 12 years ago after the councils 
were reformed under the Morley-Minto scheme I had brought a resolution 
in this House for establishing training colleges for Urdu in the several 
Divisions and Government had accepted that resolution. Government 
have accordingly established training schools or classes for Mahomedan 
pupils in different parts of this presidency. The Committee for the 
E<lucation of the Mahomedans that was appointed by Government in 1913 
had made several recommendatioM, one of the most important of which 
was the establishment of a full Urdu training college. I must also state 
that last year during the Poona session at the instance of the honourable 
member, the then Educational Secretary (Mr. Thomas), a committee of 
the Mahomedan members of this Council met under the presidency of the 
Honourable Khan Bahadur Shaikh Ghulam Hussain. It was asked to 
point out the urgent educational needs of the Moslems. The committee 
made a unanimous recommendation about certain matters of which a 
full t~rdu training college with a third year course was a prominent one. 
The Secretary Mr. Thomas assured UB of his support and the Honourable 
the Minist(!r for Local Self-Government as chairman gave UB to understand 
aft(!r !lOme correspondence that there would be no difficulty and Govern· 
n1ent would a.cx:ept that demand. 

The "·hole question of primary education as far as the :Uahomedans are 
C'onrerneJ, is the question of supplying trained teachers. Trained teachers 
cannot be supplioo without normal schools and any economy in this 
re:;pt'Ct was a bad policy. Considering the number of new schools that 
would come into existence in view of the Compulsory Education Act, the 
di'J>'lrtment "ill require a l'ery large number of trained teachers. The 
only objection, which I anticipate from the Honoursble the Minister for 
·~uration 1rho has been so loud in his sympathy for :Mahomedan educa
t aon and whom I am now putting on his tria~ is to the latter part of the 
rt"'''lution about the third year course. For that reason a few remarks 
on the subject would be necessary. The Honoursble J.P.nister told me 
the other day that Got'ernment had aboliJled the third year course hi 
every t'ernaeular training college, and the second year course is the 

II i!S--3 
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ultimate course now that is to be obtained in every vernacular training 
school and college. We knew this when we met last year in committee. 
Let me point out to him that Gujarati and :Marathi training colleges, have 
produced a very large number of third year trained teachers, during the last 
60 years that these schools and colleges had been in existence. It is 
therefore quite easy to understand that these teachers have outgrown 
the demand and that therefore they are not necessary. But the Urdu 
normal schools teaching the whole course in Urdu have been in existence 
only during the last ten years. The teachers that have passed the third 
year course through these schools are. very few indeed. There are 
no doubt other 1\Iahomedan third year teachers in the department 
but I want to point out to him that these third year Urdu trained 
teachers were trained in Marathi or Gujarati and they have learned all 
the subjects in those languages and they are therefore quite incompetent 
to teach the course which is thoroughly Urdu. There is, therefore, 
a very great demand not only for first and second but also for third 
year trained teachers and therefore I hope the Minister will meet the reason
able demand that the third year course should be added to the Urdu 
training college. The Urdu normal schools are still called classes. They 
have not reached the dignity of normal schools. There must first be 
at least one college teaching the full course. That is a very moderate and 
a modest demand which I think is admitted to be an urgent one. I have 
shown the reasons why we want the third year course for Urdu teachers 
and I have already mentioned that a promise was given to us last year. 
Hence I hope the Honourable Minister will have no hesitation in 
accepting this resolution. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, I need not take much of the 
valuable time of this House in giving my reply to this resolution. This 
resolution, as has been observed by my honourable friend the Moulvi Saheb, 
consists of two parts. One part is that the Poona Urdu Normal Classes 
should be converted into a £ull Urdu college and the other part is about 
the teaching of the third year course. 

As regards the first part, Sir, I need not say much. Up to the present 
year the Urdu classes were located in the building of the 1\Iarathi Training 
College and the Principal of that training college was the head of the 
Urdu training classes also, but from the current year this has been changed, 
and the Urdu training classes have been removed to another buililing 
and full authority is invested in the headmaster of the training college. 
It is now a training college and does not occupy the secondary 'Position 
which it did up to the L1st year. 

As for the third year course 1 need not say much. I \\ill merely 
read a few lines from the Re:;olution N'o. ~G58 dated Gth Novemler 19~3. 
This resolution is about the training of Urdu teachers and it says that 
the percentage of second year and tl1ird year l'rd u teachers in tlte 
Central DiYL-ion and the Southern Division is sufficient, and there i:J 
no need. of increasing, at all e,·ents, the third year trained. teacl1ers. &, 
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in the Poona Urdu training school two classes-a first year training class 
\dth 35 boys and a second year training class with 25 boys-have been 
maintained, and every year 35 and 25 students from the first year and 
the second year class respectively are turned out as Urdu teachers, and 
that is quite sufficient for the necessity Qf the present demand. I may 
also at the same time say that, when the need for third year trained 
teachers arises, Government will always be ready to open third year 
training classes for Urdu teachers, and also for the llarath~ Gujarati 
and Kanarese schools, if the necessity arises, they will also open those 
dasses. But at present, the number of teachers for Marathi, Gujarat~ 
Kanarese and· Urdu is quite sufficient according to the proportion laid 
down, and until the necessity arises, Government do not think it necessary 
to open additional classes and have additional teachers, because there 
is not sufficient work for third year trained teachers. It has also been 
found that there is not much difference in the efficiency of second year 
trained and third year trained teachers. The third year trained teacher 
is a dearer article, but his efficiency does not rise in proportion to his 
t.raining. The department is rather unwilling to have a third year 
training course. They are now proposing to have improvements in 
the second year course, so that the second year teachers in future will 
be made more efficient. All these rules will be applicable to the Urdu 
training colleges as well. The needs of the Urdu schools are sufficiently 
borne in mind, and the proportion of Urdu teacbers to Urdu schools 
is maintained, and I do not think there is at present any need of a third 
yt'ar training course for the Urdu schools. As for the Northern Division,. 
there was need for them, and even after the closure of the third year 
training classes for GujaratL ?l!arathi and Kanarese, the third year 
training dasses were maintained for Urdu teachers in Ahmedabad 
rollt>ge for two years. So, Government are alive to their duty of having 
an adf.'quate supply of Urdu teachers, and therefore I hope that this 
f'X}llanation of mine will satisfy the honourable mover and he will with
draw the resolution. 

!tfOl'L\1 RAFIL'DDIY AHlfAD (Central Division): Sir, I must 
t~ay that the rtply of the Honourable Minister is extremely disappointing. 
He has Mt answered my arguments. He says that there is already 
an adf.'quate number of third year trained teachers in Urdu schools, 
but he has not quoted figures to show that. I do not know what he calls 
an adt>quate number. I say that they are inadequate. 
~ndly, I have told him that the Gujarati and Marathi training 

t:ol~r~t'S have been te&('hing for the last 00 or 60 years and the Urdu 
tramtng fi,('hools have been stamd only ten years ago. Should not 
more fOr.!!ideration be shown to the new t'rdu schools and do they not 
fall in a difie~nt eatt-goryt He has no reply to give to that. 

Then, Sir, he says that there is adequate number of third year trained 
~fahoruooan teachers. But I challenge him to deny that these third 
year trained te&('hers are trained in Marathi schools and therefore I 
a.'k that an additional number of such trained teachers from the new 
tlf hools is nect>ssary. Is that not a legitimate demand ! We do not benefi~ 

• 82S-44 
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much from the old third year teachers, and we badly require new third 
year trained Urdu teachers. The answer given by the Honourable 
Minister is. no answer at all. In the fust place, we require a large number 
of fully qualified Urdu teachers. Other communities have got the 
benefit of having an adequate number of third year trained teachers 
because their colleges had a start of 50 years. Ours are infant institutions. 
Some of the third year trained Urdu teachers-are sent to Marathi schools, 
which is another grievance of ours. He has no answer. Then, Sir, 
the second year trained teachers cannot be as efficient as the third year 
teachers. Other communities produced such teachers in excess of their 
requirements. We are hampered at the very start. 

Then, Sir, I want to ask the Honourable Minister what is his idea 
of a full training college 1 He is ready to give us a full college, but a 
full college must teach up to the third year course. Our school just 
now teaches only up to the second year course and to develop into a 
college it must teach the third year course. Other training colleges 
have all been teaching the third year course so. long that they have 
too many of the third year teachers and therefore they need not turn 
out any more of them. But that is not the case with the new Urdu 
training institutions. 

Lastly, Sir, there is the question of payment. We have heard so 
much in this House of the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme which is intended 
mainly for third year trained teachers. Our Urdu teachers cannot 
be satisfied with the pay of only second year certificate. The Honourable 

• Minister stops their prospects of promotion by refusing to grant them 
the third year course. The Urdu teachers from these new schools have 
justcome into existence. They complain that the Honourable Minister 
desires to shut their door of promotion as he does not allow them 
the third year course. That is a very legitimate grievance. 

Sir, I have advanced very sound arguments, and I am not satisfied 
that my arguments have been answered. At any rate it was open to 
the Honourable Minister to say that as an exception he would allow this 
facility to the 1\Iahomedans. He has made no such answer. After that 
how can he avow that he is satisfying Mahomedan aspirations, anil what 
becomes of his loud sym,t>athy for Moslem Education! It is hypocritical. 
Is it too late to ask him to change his mind and accept this resolution ! 

The Honourable 1\lr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, the honourable mover of 
the resolution wants figures, and I am ready to supply them. His 
argument is that the third year trained teachers are trained in the other 
vernaculars but Urdu, and they are unfit for teaching Urdu: I do 
not accept that vie\\, and from the figures it will be shown that his pre· 
sumption is not conect. In the Central Division the number is vernacular· 
Urdu, 5; Urdu-vernacular, 52 third year trained teachers; ~ all 
57. They are Urdu teachers for Urdu schools, they are not for other 
vernaculars. 

MOt'L'lR.!Fit"DDIN AIDIAD: '\Yhere do they teach? 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: They teach in the Urdu schoola 
in the Central Division. In the Northern Division the number is verna
cula.r-Urdu 43 and Urdu-vernacular 33; in all 76. In the Southern 
Division ....... . 

Mr. A. E. PATEL: What is the total number of third year trained 
teachers in Urdu f For comparison, give us the total number of other 
trained teachers also. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: These . are Urdu teachers 
employed in Urdu schoola, and they are teaching Urdu. 

MOUL\1 RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: To ascertain the proportion 
between the Urdu teachers and the other vernacular teachers, will the 
Minister give figures of other vernacular teachers also ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I fail to understand the 
propriety of that question. If the other schools are ten times more 
in number, the number of teachers will also be ten times more. The 
teachers are provided for the schools, and not for any other purpose. 
If the number of schools increases, the number of teachers will also 
increaBe, 

In the Southern Division, the number of teachers is 22 pl'UI 86, that 
is 108 ; they are third year trained. The total number of the second 
yea: trained teachers there is not very high. So, it will be seen that 
the proportion of the third year trained teachers is too high. The 
second year trained teachers in the Central Division are 16 plta 100, 
that is 116 ; it is 38 plta 34, that is 72 in the Southern Division. In 
the Northern Division there are 72 second year trained teachers while 
there are 76 third year trained teachers, a difference of 4. As a matter 
of fact, if the third year training class is maintained, the number of third 
year trained teachers will abnormally increase, and we cannot maintain 
the proportion of first year, second year, and third year trained teachers. 
The second yea: trained teachers in the Southern Division are 18 plta 
U, that is 92; while the number of third year trained teachers in that 
Division is 108, that is, 16 more than the number of second year trained 
teachers. So, it will be admitted that due proportion of first year, 
se<'Ond year and third year trained teachers ought to be maintained. 
~he number of third year trained teachers ought to be stopped for a 
tune. The first and second year teachers are trained in large numbem 
and as soon aa proper proportion is reached, that will be time· for starting 
the training of third year teachers. 

Khan Saheb A. ~L lLL'\SL"'U: What about Ahmedabad I 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. J!DRA. V: It is in the Northern Division. 
There are 76 l'rdu third year trained teachers. 

~fOl"L\1 R.A.FIL1>DIX AlDL\.D: How can you call them third 
year trained tea.che.rs in Crdu, when they are trained in llarathi and 
Gujarati training &ehoolA. 

The Honourable Mr. B. Y. JA.DHA. V: They are teaching the 'Czdu 
Yernacular...... · 
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MOULVI RAFIUDDIN ARl\IAD: Are there not third year 
Mahomedans who are trained in Gujarati and Marathi training colleges! 
Is the Honourable 1\finister prepared to deny this ! 

The Honourable 1\lr. B. V. JADHA V : I think I may deny that. 
)\WUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD : What are your arguments ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: They are shown here as Urdu 
trained teachers who have had three years' training in the Urdu training 
college. . 

l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN .AHMAD: Have they not received their 
degrees in the Marathi and Gujarati training colleges~ 

The Honourable l\Ir. B. V. JADHA V: Those teachers trained in 
1\larathi and Gujarati schools are not teaching in Urdu schools but 
they are teaching in Marathi and Gujarati schools. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Have these third year trained 
teachers received training throughout in Urdu ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Ever since the Urdu training 
college has been started, the teaching has been through Urdu. 

Khan Saheb A. 1\1. MANSUR! : What about these 76 teachers ! 
The Honourable 1\Ir. B. V. JADHA V : 'l'hey have received their 

training in Urdu training college. 
Khan Saheb A. 1\I. MANSUR!: Whether these 76 teachers received 

their training in Urdu only or whether they had their training in Gujarati 
and Marathi schools also ! 

Question put. House divided. Ayes: 7; Noes 17. Resolution lost. 

Divisi<m No. 18. 
Ayes. 

BEDBElt.AB, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BoLB, Mr. S. K. 
KAzi l:NAIT'CI'LLAKRA.N 
MANS'OlU, Khan Saheb A. M. I 

NAVLE, Mr. N. E. 
PATRAN, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
SA.BDESAl, Mr. s. A. 

Teller• for the Ayu: .MouLvt RAFIUDDIN AHMAD and Mr. A. E. PATEL. 

Noes. 

Bunu, Mr. J. P. 
CI.DtBNTS, Mr. E. 
Du:t.Avt, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
FJWUI, Mr. K. S. 
Gaos.u., Mr. J. 
li.uLB.nloN, Mr. R. T. 
HA.TCJJ. Mr. G. W. 
HA.YWA.BD, the Honourable Sir MAUBICB 
JA.DBA.V, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 

JEHA.NGm, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 
MASTER, Mr. A. 
lliBTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MONTGOMEBIE, Mr. A. 
MoUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
PAINTEB, M.r. H. L. 
THOMAS, .Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

Ttlltr•Jor the Nou: Mr. A.lli.sT:U ud Mr. G. A. THOMAS. 

Mr. R. S. 1\1J:KALJAY: Sir, I beg to move: 
.. Thia Conncil recommends tO the Governor in Council that a amall mixed committee 

of official membere of the Council nominated by Government and non.otlicia.l membere 
eleck!d by the Houae. with a clear non.-officia~ majo.rity be appoin~ to hold ~~ o~ 
enqu.iry and to take evidence with a new to mvestlgate the question of the difficulU. 
of watandar Malwa and Dheda. " 
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Sir, I need not take much of the time of this House, as most of the 
honourable members are anxious to go home. I have already made a 
tedious speech during the last session of this Council-a speech which had 
the honour to be described by the newspaper Bornhay Chronick as a very 
tedious speech,-and I am not going to' do so on this occasion as the House 
as well as the Press gallery is tired. In moving my resolution during 
the last session I have already enumerated the difficultiEs of these people, 
and I do not think it is necessary for me to repeat them now, The addi
tional difficulty is this, that most of these people have lost their watan 
inam lands. In this connection I have received about thirty applications, 
which I have forwarded to the Honourable the Revenue Member on the 
3rd of October. When I came here for the Council session, I immediately 
asked him what reply he was going to give to those applicants. He told 
me verbally that he was going to forward those applications to the collec· 
tors of the districts concerned and get the grievances redressed. Similarly 
I had a talk with the Commissioner, Central Division, and he said that 
if these people were tired of their duties, they could go. I would like to 
know from the Commissioner, Central Division, and also from the 
Commissioner, Southern Division, who also said the same thing during 
the last session, as to where these people are to go. They say that they 
can go and take up jobs as motor drivers. May I know from the 
Commissioners whether they are going to provide such jobs to all the 
watandar llahars and Dheds in the presidency t 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL ?lffiHTA: Will the honourable 
member permit me to interrupt him t I do not quite understand him. 
Is he speaking of the conversations he had with the Commissioners outside 
~~~' . 

~lr. R. S. l\~KALJAY: I may point out to the Honourable the 
Revenue ~!ember that the honourable member Mr. Mountford (Commis· 
siom•r, Southern Division) stated in this House that they can go. 

Tbe Honourable Sir CIIUNILAL MEHTA: I think the honourable 
member referred to some conversation that took place outside this House. 

lfr. R. S. l\"EKALJAY: Partly outside and partly inside. 
The Honourable Sir Clll)NILAL MEHTA: I would suggest that any 

('Qnversations that took place outside this House should not be repeated 
or 111-lOO here. 

. ~lr. R. S. ~'"EKALJA. Y: Then, I need not say much about it. I leave 
It to (1n·ernment, and I hope Government will aecept the resolution. 

Question 1)roposed. 
The Honourable Sir CHL~1LA.L MEHTA : Mr. President, I would 

like to point out that it is not rossible to aecept the resolution. It 
recommends the apfointment of a committee.. In the first place we ue 
not alt<~gether clear as ro what the commit~ is required to do. I see 
that at the last session there was a very long discussion on this ''ery 
question and the honourable member suggested two points. One was 
tLat the- pay of the lfahiU'S should be raisal, and the other was that the 
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lands at present held by watandar Mahars should be continued free of 
assessment with the present holders. That resolution, as the records 
show, was lost, and therefore the. question of pay cannot be one of the 
points on which investigation is required. I understand from the honour
able member that the most important point to which he wants to draw 
the attention o£ Government is that Government should see that the 
watandar Mahars do not lose their Watan lands. That was mentioned 
officially by the honourable member in a letter he wrote to my predecessor' 
Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas when he was acting as Revenue Member. We 
are quite prepared to see, and we are anxious, that the watandar Mahars 
do not lose theirlandsif it can be helped. We will assist every watan
dar Mahar to retain his land as far as we possibly can do it. As a matter 
of fact I have a report here from the Commissioner that such cast:s are 
being investigated very closely every day by prant officers, and I may 
assure the honourable member that it is the desire of Government that 
these lands should not be lost to the watandar Mahars. I have received 
alsQ some representations from the honourable member, and, as I have 
informed him, these representations have already been sent to the 
Oommissioners for necessary action. I think that his purpose would be 
served by the action I have already taken. I can go further and tell 
him that if he brings to the notice of the Commissioners or Collectors 
any cases where lands are being unfairly taken away from the watandar 
Mahars Government will be only too anxious to help them. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJA Y: I thank the-Honourable the Revenue Member 
for his assurance, and I hope he will keep his promise. In view of the 
assurance I beg leave to withdraw the resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I beg to move: 
" This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that a small committee con· 

sisting of some elected members of the Legislative Council, one or two officials and one or 
two financial experts be appointed to consider and report on the financial measures that 
should be introduced in order to give full effect to the policy of prohibition of the traffic 
in alcoholic drink and drugs. " 

Sir, in moving this resolution I deliberately refrain from criticising 
the general excise policy of Government, because, in the first place, that 
is not germane to the issue that I have raised, and secondly my object 
in moving this resolution is not to censure the Government or the Honour
able Minister for Excise (A Member : Hear, hear) but to give a little 
more impetus to the matter and above all to offer my co-operation to 
Government in the solution of a problem the difficulties of which I have 
never denied. 

Prohibition is now the declared goal of our excise policy. I take it 
that we are all earnest about it and that we are anxious to see that that 
goal is reached at the earliest possible moment. A policy of prohibition 
nec~rily involves loss of revenue. Our excise revenue amounts at 
the present moment to over Rs. 4 crores. If we pursue-as we ought to 
pursue, and I hope the Minister for ExcL'le will do his best to pursue-this 
policy of prohibition to which we are pledged, it is bound to result if nut 
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in the total extinction of our Excise revenue at least in a considerable 
reduction of that revenue. This is admitted by aU and therefore as a 
responsible body it is our duty in the interests of efficient ad.mini.st:ration of 
the province to see that there is no serious financial dislocation as a result 
of the measures we may adopt in order to carry out this policy of prohibi· 
tion. We must therefore be ready to face the financial aspect of the 
problem and in order that we may be able to face that problem 
satisfactorily and that we may be able to propose financial measures 
which will be of a sound character and which will be acceptable to both 
sides of the Council, I venture to bring forward this resolution. The 
honourable House has no doubt carefully read the report of the Excise 
Committee which was appointed by this Government in the year 1922-23. 
That committee recommended in paragraph 212 that before any steps 
are taken to introduce any changes into the present excise policy it is 
necessary that legislation should be passed which may enable Government 
to impose the taxation requisite to avoid financial difficulties. Now, 
in a letter which I received from His Excellency, in connection with my 
ill-fatoo Prohibition Bill, I was rold that His Excellency had been advised 
to &oc<'pt that particular recontmendation to which I have made reference. 
Governm<'nt therefore, it is obvious, ought to be willing to thoroughly 
<'xamine the financial aspect of the problem. Nobody will say that the 
financial question is an easy one. No questions are probably more difficult 
than the financial questions; those questions are always the most difficult, 
as I am sure my honourable friend the Financial Secretary will agree. It 
is therefore necessary that this financial aspect of the prohibition problem 
slwuld be thoroughly investigated and as we are earnest about this prohi· 
bition policy we should ultimately arrive at a set of financial proposals 
"hereby we may be in a position to recoup the loss which would be caused 
l•y the adoption of this policy. I venture to think that this is a resolution 
"·hich ought to be acceptable to Government and I do hope that they will 
attt-pt it. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. A. N. St"R\"E (Bombay City, North): Sir, I rise to support the 

resolution. It must be within the memory of this House that about 
this time last year a resolution was moved and carried fixing 20 years 
as the period for the introduction of the total prohibition. That goal 
has not been accepted by Government, but the Honourable the llini.ster 
ha.s &aid that he would do his utmost w reach that goal aa early aa possible; 
The~ore whether Government reach that goal within 20 years or even 
~lier than that, I think it would be in the right spirit if this resolution 
1a ~ptoo by the Government. Because the point underlying it is 
that if we make any suggestion that suggestion will marerially help the 
~lonourable llinister in fighting the case of the non-official benches 
ln the cabinet. Another matter is that the recommendations made by 
the ExcL~ Committee are altogether one"fiided. You can see the nature 
of their reoommendation from the fact that the Prima.ry Education 
Comm.itt~, a.s well as the Excise C<.mmittee, make the same reoommenda
tiun.s. They suggest the same souree. Now the difficulty would be 
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that primary education would be absorbing the money and the Excise 
Committee suggestions are in the direction of stopping a revenue which 
actually we are getting. Now both committees indicate the same source. 
Another difficulty is that some of these sources are not examined as 
thoroughly as they should be. Take for instance taxation on gambling 
on the race course. The non-official side of this House do not like that 
that source should be tapped. For this reason I think it is most desirable 
that the sources suggested by both these committees should be examined 
from all points of view, not only from the point of view of their bringing 
in money. Therefore I heartily support the resolution which is before 
this House. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District): I rise to support the 
resolution so ably moved by my honourable friend Mr. Pradhan. Sir, 
Government have declared in clear terms that their policy is to make 
the country dry. The period suggested was 10 years but they have 
declared that they will achieve it within 20 years. But, Sir, the whole 
process and the methods to be adopted should be entrusted to a commi
ttee of honourable members as proposed in this resolution. The 
committee will go into the question properly and also be able to deal 
with the financial aspect of the question suggesting ways and means 
and the methods to deal with the question exhaustively so as to reach 
the goal within a reasonable time. With these words, Sir, I support 
the resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. :QEHLA VI : Sir, the honourable 
member has done well in bringing this resolution, for it shows that he 
and those who think like him, are prepared to investigate the enormous 
difficulties, particularly financial, which face the great problem of 
prohibition in this presidency. Cries of prohibition raised from several . 
quarters in an irresponsible spirit, and which are usually oblivious to the 
innumerable difficulties which threaten the demand for prohibition, 
do not carry weight if they are not accompanied with a determination 
to make a practical effort, and endeavour to investigate the real barriers 
in the way, and find out the ways and means to surmount them. I, 
therefore, congratulate my honourable friend for showing his willingness 
to enquire into and solve the financial difficulties of prohibition first, 
and then ask it to be pushed on. I, therefore, accept his resolution and 
stand here to assure him of Government's wholehearted assistance to 
the committee he proposes in its endeavour to come to practical conclusions 
and suggestions for the consideration of Government so that the uphill 
path may be made easy. 

I accept the resolution for the evident reasons which I may refer to 
here, briefly, so that the facts and figures which I am able to place before 
this House may help the committee in its financial enquiry and enlighten 
the House on the fact that the problem of prohibition is a huge one 
and cannot be pushed on at such a rapid, or even an easy, pace as people, 
who have not studied it, are apt to think. .-

Government has declared total prohibition as the goal of ita excise 
policy, and I need hardly assure the llouF~e that Government is prepared 
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to stand by it, if the honourable House, and the country behind it, is 
equally and practically prepared to stand by Government. The House 
perhaps remembers my statement made at the last budget session while 
introducing the famous resolution of this Government on their excise 
policy-a resolution, I may take this opportunity to submit, which is 
the first of its kind, perhaps in the history of India, and one for which 
the best compliment Bombay Government could rooeive was paid to 
it by all India during the last debate on excise in the Assembly. Well, 
Sir, in that statement of mine I have already briefly and sufficiently 
pointed out to this honourable House as to how far Government are 
prepared to go towards prohibition and ·how far Government rightly 
expect people to go with them in the matter of facing and meeting the 
great difficulties of prohibition. Now that this resolution, brought 
by my honourable friend with the best of intentions, is before the House 
1 can more appropriately refer to & few of those difficulties which this 
resolution proposes to overcome. It needs no argument to state that, 
having prohibition as our goal, every step taken towards it, by one and 
one hundred methods, which in turn may have to be adjusted and read
justed as experience, circumstances and conditions demand, will annually 
cause a gap in the revenues of the presidency, and that that gap will 
grow bigger and more alarming as we pass on from year to year towards 
prohibition. The House very well knows that one of the methods 
adopted by Government as the surest means to prohibition is rationing. 
It was started in 1922 and has been kept up by Government, in spite of 
the fact that the Excise Committee did not advise it in every direction, 
and let that action of Government be the most complete answer to those 
._.ho are inclined in various irresponsible quarters to take an uncharitable 
view of Government's excise policy, let that prove Government's bona 
fida beyond suspicion. But let us see for the purposes of this resolution 
what this particular method of prohibition has already cost the country, 
and what it is likely to C?St every year in future. There are figures in 
my hand which show that at the end of 1924:-25 the presidency has 
actually lost Rs. 18,93,760, pltU roughly & loss of 5 lakhs more under 
what is called " Gain on liquor " in that one year. Our entire loss 
from 1922-23, ._·hen we started rationing, to the end of 1924:-25, is 
Us. 38,81,95!, both still-head duty and license fees taken together. This 
is the result of 40 per cent. cut in Bombay, and 20 per cent. cut in the 
mofussil by rationing. Now, if we continue the cut at that rate next 
year aLso, it is eMy for this honourable House to iiDAoaine as to how much 
more t.·e ._ill stand to lose in revenue ; and I would be failing in my 
duty as the ~ponsible Minister in charge, if I did not point out, for the 
m()St careful and serious consideration both of Government and this' 
JlollS(>, as to t.·hether it would be in the interest of sound administration 
and sound finance to go on incurring this increasingly reaming loss 
"ithout preparing ourselves to m.ake it good, and thus jeopardise, if 
I may say so, the •·hole fi.n.a.ncial programme of the presidency. I waa 
~ked by some honourable friends, who take an interest in this question 
u to ._·by I did not do away with the auction system, because they 
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thought that rationing and auction together were inconsistent, and that 
the consequential high bids put up prices of liquor too high, which had 
a direct effect both on crime, and on driving custom to cheap poisonous 
foreign liquors. I think there is a good deal in that, Sir. This moment 
I have before me the proposals for the excise arrangements for the 
coming year from the Commissioner of Excise. They include this and 
similar questions which 'will undergo a car~ful scrutiny and the best 
consideration of Government. But what I wish to point out here on 
this resolution is that, if it were not for the auction system, the loss of 
revenue I have pointed out, in the figures I have already quoted, would 
indeed have been very much bigger than it is to--day. The actual figure 
can easily be worked out from these figures. I am sure.. . . . · 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Iwouldrise to a point of order, 
Sir. Is the Honourable Minister right in reading out his manuscript 
speech 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : On all such occasions when 
important questions of policy are to be expounded by the Members of 
Government, they are allowed to read from manuscript speeches. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : I am sure I tl.m echoing 
the feelings of this honourable House and of the presidency, that our 
revenues are hardly sufficient for the legitimate needs and ambitions 
of the presidency. The medical, the educational, and the irrigational 
calls of the country are pressing, and have been waiting long for expansion. 
On the other hand, there is the intricate problem, which great minds are 
trying to solve, as to whether the country can bear the burden of any 
more taxation. Permit me, Sir, quite frankly to state that it is for this 
House to consider and decide as practical administrators, in vi!lw, I 
repeat, of the requirements and the ambitions of the presidency, whether 
we are right, or are prepared to push on our excise policy in such a way 
as to create a fresh and a serious gap in our revenue, and undermine our 
activities in the directions I have referred to just now, without preparing 
ourselves seriously and actually to fill the gap so created, at our own 
bidding. From year's end to year's end the budget figures convince 
us that the excise revenue is the second biggest source of revenue of 
the presidency. All this is food for reflection for this honourable House 
and may help the committee in its inquiry. 

But this is not the only loss to be considered and taken into account. 
As we go along pushing our policy of prohibition from year to year the 
expenditure on excise administration is bound to grow and must be met. 
The Excise Commissioner calculates that to approach 2 crores. By 
the time prohibition is reached the loss to be met, therefore, roughly 
11peaking will be 6 crores. Let that be ascertained and ways and means 
found to meet it. These figures may be disputed, and perhaps rightly, 
but the argument cannot be refuted that a heavy loss will have to be 
met, unless the presidency can afford to ignore the gap and the additional 
expenditure brought about by our own policy. But I am sure, that we 
cannot afford to do. That will not be practical politics. If I am asked 
by any one why expenditure on administration would increase so 
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enormously, my simple reply to him is that he has not studied the question. 
All the same I do not mind mentioning a few of the reasons. Apart 
from the question of finance, the chief difficulties in the way of our 
prohibition policy are the Indian States, foreign liquor, .and crime. Un
less the Indian States are brought round to see eye to eye with us in 
the matter of our excise policy, they will always stand as an expensive 
handicap in our way : and to bring them round is not an easy problem 
to my mind. 

Now Foreign Liquor-The greatest possible check has to be kept on 
it, otherwise the high still-hea.d duty, the auction system, and the 
consequential high prices will drive the drinkers to these deleterious 
cheap liquors; and what is worse, if once the taste is acquired for them 
not only would the havoc of this poisonous stuff have to be faced, but 
it would practically mean the transference of the provincial revenue 
t>lsewhere, over and above the fact that no advance towards prohibition 
would be made, the point involves the question of loss of revenue if the diffi
culty is met.. It may be asked, why raise still-head duty, why keep up 

· the auction system, why let the prices go high ! My reply is, these are not 
only within certain limits some of the methods of prohibition, but, if 
given up, they may still further affect the revenue, and make the financial 
situation more difficult for the advocates of prohibition to meet. Govern
ment is not bound to any of these methods, as I have said before, and 
may have to change and rechange any or all of them; but this is an 
item for the consideration of the committee my honourable friend 
proposes. 

The third difficulty I have referred to was crime. Crime ·consists 
mainly of two elements, illicit distillation and illicit importation. Sir, 
let it be taken from me and accepted as a fact beyond doubt, that ever 
since we have launched on this policy, crime has come into existence, 
where it did not exist before, and it has gone up four times in most 
Jllaces. A policy started with such sublime intentions, both by the 
~\·ocates of prohibition and accepted by Government, in the best 
interests of our country, should not be permitted, if it is to exist and 
continue, 88 it should, to. be rendered ineffective by neglecting to guard 
the gntes and the loopholes, which will result in rendering it useless. All 
this 111eans increa.singly extra expenditure from year to year. 

Before I conclude I think I am entitled to ask that no unkind or 
uncharitable construction should be put on my speech and I should 
n~t be painted 18 a half-hearted representative in Government of the 
Wllihes of the ad,·ocates of prohibition. I ha,·e formulated the policy 
of prohibition and I am ready to stand by it. I point out aU these things 
only to show that this great and unprecedented policy should not 
be doomed, 88 being impracticable by reason of the people not rising 
to the OCtasion to ~ the problem and surmount the difficulties. 
Again, 18 the representati>e of the people, and 18 a Ministe.r of Govem
lllent, it is 111y honest duty to lay bare before this House the pitfalls 
of the problem, and ask the House to meet them, if they expect me to 
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carry out their wishes, as one with heavy administrative and political 
responsibilities. 

Sir, I have only to submit in conclusion that I accept the resolution 
proposed by my honourable friend Mr. Pradhan, and would ask him if 
he would agree to the omission of a few words in the resolution, namely 
the words " one or two " which occur in the second and third lines of the 
resolution. If he agrees to omit them, I can assure him that Government 
~be pleased to appoint a committee which will represent every opinion 
m1t. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: I am willing to omit those words if the House 
allows me to do so. 

Question put and leave granted. Resolution amended accordingly. 
The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : Mr. President, the Honour· 

able l\Iinister has given us an excellent exposition of the policy of the 
Excise Department. As this resolution has a certain financial flavour 
about it, I think I ~ught to say one or two words upon it. 

In the first place I would respectfully protest against the language 
used by the honourable mover in this resolution. He suggests that 
the committee should consist of some elected members of the Legislative 
Council, officials and financial experts. I understand that he means 
that no official can be a financial expert, also that no member of the 
Legislative Council can be a financial -expert, at least no elected member. 
The honourable member may be congratulated upon its acceptance by 
Government: He has moved this resolution in advance of the report 
of the Taxation Enquiry Committee which has been investigating this 
question with regard to conditions in the whole of India. That report 
will be in our hands before very long and it will no doubt be of considerable 
assistance to this committee. The problem before this committee will 
have to be defined in the terms of reference and it will not be easy to 
draft those terms of reference. This year we have seen the results of 
the policy of the Minister represented not only in a very large reduction 
in the consumption of alcohol but also most unfortunately, as I think 
honourable members will agree, in a very large reduction in the revenue 
of Government. This problem has already become exceedingly urgent, 
and the advice of this committee will be most welcome to the Finance 
Department. We are told by the honourable member and also by one 
at least of his supporters that the House will be prepared to fill the gap 
in the revenue which is already being caused by the reduction in the 
consumption of alcohol. I must say that so far we have not seen any 
keenness on the part of the House to accept any new measures of taxation, 
and I only hope that the honourable members who have stood as sponsors 
for the keenness of this House will make good their words. I suggest that 
this is a most urgent problem which is facing us to-day-bow are we to 
make good the revenue that is already being lost through the progre.<is 
that has been made by the excise policy of Government in the increase 
of temperance and the reduction of the consumption of licit liquor ! 
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Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 
I wish to suggest to the honourable member that in the committee he 
should suggest that no fresh taxation should be proposed, but any 
decrease in revenue should be made up by decreasing the departmental 
expenses~ 

1\lr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Sir, I plead guilty to the 
charge involved in the protest made by the Honourable the Finance 
Member. I certainly did not mean, when I used the words in the resolu7 
tion that officials, at any rate some of them, were not financial experts, 
nor certainly shall I ever be so disrespectful to my colleagues on this side 
or to myself (Honourable Members : Hear, hear, and laughter) to suggest 
for one moment that we are not financial experts. All that I meant by 
using the words "financial experts" was financial experts outside the 
LPgislative Council. That was the idea in my mind, and therefore I 
used t.his language. ' . 

Well, Sir, I am very grateful to the Honourable Minister for accepting 
this resolution. I ori.ly wish that he had followed my example and 
denied to himself the privilege he has taken of defending his excise policy. 
I deliberately refrained from criticising the excise policy of the Govern
ment, and I do honestly think that he would have also done better if 
he had not attempted to defend every aspect of his policy. However, 
Jet that go. I have no desire on this present occasion to enter into any 
controversy \Yith him. I will have, if necessary, other occasions to 
point out to him where his excise policy can be improved. At present 
I do not want to make any reply to the various statements that he has 
made in his speech in defence of his policy. 

One thing, however, I do want to refer to before I conclude. He has 
rt>ferred to the various difficulties in the way of carrying out the policy 
of prohibition. There is a tendency on the part of the Government always 
to exauerate such difficulties, just as there is a tendency on this side 
of the House always to under-rate those difficulties. Difficulties there 
are, and difficulties there will be, but it is only a weak man and a weak 
Minister who is afraid of those difficulties. My earnest appeai to the 
Honourable Minister will be to take courage in both his hands, and face 
tho.~e difficulties boldly; and if he finds that any section of the House 
or even any single member of this House does not support him in carry
ing out the prohibition policy, and in carrying through the financial 
proposals, let him do his best to use his influence and exercise all his 
penmasion and reasoning to win their support. Above all, it is his 
dut_y to formulate a definite and complete prohibition policy, to stick 
to It: to ask for the support qf this Legislative Council for that policy; 
and if he fintb that support is not forthcoming, I for one would 
ad\"i....;e him that as a Minister responsible to this Legislative Council 
and as a self-respeeting member, he should be prepared even to give up 
the high office which be is holding. . 

The Honourable lfr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI: Sir, I have very little 
tAl say except a woJd as regards the last sentiment which my honowable 
friend bas uttered regarding the habit of Government to exaggerate 
difficulties. This committee "ill ~ able to find out whether, in this 
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respect, Government have exaggerated matters or not. I am very 
glad that the proposal has come, and the committee will go into the 
question of the financial difficulties, and see whether Government have 
been gu.ilty of exaggeration or not. . 

The Honourabl~ Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : I suggest that the word 
"other" may be put in before the words "financial experts ". 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : l do not think the Honourable 
the Finance Member really wishes to press his suggestion, 

Resolution, as amended, put and carried. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE. (Bombay City, North): Sir, I beg to move the 

resolution that stands in my name, as follows: 
"This Connell recommends to Government to represent to the Government of India 

the necessity of amending the Bombay Electoral Rule No. 7 (1) (d) by prescribing HI 
yea.l'B as the a.ge qualification." 

Sir,· when the Major Municipalities Bill was u,nder consideration, I 
have already stated in great detail and at great length the reasons why 
this suggesti()n should be accepted. Therefore at this stage of the 
proceedings I shall not repeat what I have already stated. I think that 
the House is with me and will accept my suggestion. This is the most 
opportune moment because next year there will be a fresh election i 
and for· that reason the Government of India would be revising the 
electoral rules. Therefore, if my suggestion is accepted by this House 
its decision can be sent to the Government of India. I think this is 
a fair opp01tunity when we must make this suggestion. With these 
remarks I pl~ce the resolution before the House. 
Mr~ E. CLEMENTS: Sir, I do not think that this is a resolution which 

this House is likely to accept, because it is against the general rule 
adopted by this House with regard to all other elective bodies. In the 
case of district local boards and municipalities the age-limit given for 
electors is 21. The only exception is the cal!e of the Village Panchayats 
Act, which gives the vote to all adult males. I do not know what the 
honourable member's reasons are for making this proposal, but I cannot 
think they 'have much force. This propoEal, moreover, has not the lea~t 
chance of being accepted by the Government of India. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : I have nothing to add. 
The Honourable Sir :MAURICE 'HAYWARD: 1\Ir. President, I 

suggest that it would be wrong to give to a gentleman of 18 years onJy 
the right to elect, when it is propoeed by the same honourable member 
that no one under the age of 21 should be trustoo to bet on the totalisator. 
I submit seriously, Sir, that the time has not yet C(Jme to recomn1end 
that the age-limit should be revised by the Government of India. 

Question put and lest. 
Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijspur District) : Sir, I beg to move the 

following resolution that stands against my name: 
"Taking into consideration the pecuniary hardahipe of primary teachel'll in the pre!i· 

deDCY, t.h.ia Cowleil recommends to Government that primary teachei'IJ ebould be pail.( 
ll't'OM'ng to the Sathe-Paranjpye l<'heme from March l!l23." 
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I think it would not be out of place were I w give this House at thia 
Ktagt certain figuxes with regard to the Sathe-P8l'8lljpye BCheme. The 
Hathe-Paranjpye scheme recommended that unpassed perso1111 should 
get Ra. 20 ; untraina.i but qualified assiatanta should @.et Ra. 25-i-30. 
UIJtra.ined but passed headmasters should get Ra. SO-l-35; first year 
pWlsed head mastet8 R!i. 30-l-00 ; second year passed headmastera 
R11. 35·3-f-65; thild year passed headmaatera Rs. 40·2-80. The salary 
for the selection cadre of 10 J:er cant. was proposed aa Rs. 55, Rs. 75 aDd 
u~. 100. They a.L:io reoommended thd till this scale oomea fully into 
operation they mw;t be given some temporary relief which they have 
suggested. This is the 1ecommendation of the committee appoint.OO 
by this Oouncil. They recommend that all unpassed men should get 
R11. 20 aud that all untrained and passed assistant~ should begin oo get 
Ra. 23 and all unttained and passed headmasters and first year men 
1hould cvmmence to get Rs. 25. They also recommend that every other 
teacher, if he is getting more than Rs. 25 at present should continue 
to get their salaries on the piesent scale till the full scheme given above 
oomes into operstion. They further say that the scale they recommend 
~>hould come into operation hom 1st November 1921. 

Then, Sir, a press-note was issued by Government on this Sathe
Paranjpye scheme which suggested that the recommendations should 
l'IOme inoo force shortly ; but we find that the reoommendations were 
never given effect to at all. In all walks of life we find that the clerical 
etitaLlishment has had increase of pay. In mills and in other privat.G 
11ervices all the establishment.B are getting increased pay in view of the 
increa.sed cost of living. I request Government by this resolution f.<, 

give the ~tame sort of relief to the poor school masters who need really 
this relief. With these words, I conm1end this resolution to the accept
ance of the House. 

l!Ot"'.\1 RA.FIUDDIN AIDI.AD (Ckntral DiVision): Sir, this 
lll&tter about the salaries of }Jrimary teachers is under C()DSid!.>ration. 
This HoUJ>e had a}llJOinted a committee which las published ita report 
but it has not yet been discussed ; though there is a keen desire to 
el.llllliite the discussion. The inatter is very important and I do not wish 
that this l'el!Olution should be discussed in such a thin House, and thrown 
(lUt by Goverrunent. It is not fair either to this House or to the primary 
tear he!'$ to take up this resolution on this wt day. I suggest, therefore, 
&o my honourable friend M'.r. Sardesai to withdraw it. 

~lr. R. S. ~"'EKAUAY: lilly I know whether the other ret>Olutioru~ 
are unimportant! • 

The Honourable the PRESIDE~"T : Tl1at is a matter of opinion. 

:YOtl.\1 RAFil1>DIN AJDIAJ): The honourable member's ~
lution is more important than this. I aw sure my honourable friend 
the honourable member ~lr. Sardesai can tither ·witldraw the reeolution 
or ~k for ita post}JOnement to another session. Tbetie primary teachers 
havt' ~ holding ml'€'ting! in allJ)arts of the J·t~:-idency a.nd writing to 

• 81&--4 
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me~-as- to . other members of the Committee appointed to .con~ider their 
claims to- bling the matter for-discussion before a full.House. I hope 
the honou:rable member will beg leave to withdraw his resolution . 
.-The Honourable the PRESIDENT:· I want to make it definite 

whether 'the honourable member· is moVing for the postponement of 
this resolution to the next session . 
. Anyway it is 7 o'clock. . The House "·ill now adJourn till 2 o'cl()('k 

to~111o:tt<rn·, Thursday; the 5th November 1\:25. · 
l: ' "' 

O)IB.t.T: I'JII:STJ:ll .AT TU& GOV&BIOlDT C.E.lfTR.AL PBI!Ilj, 
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The Council re-assembled at the Counoil HaD,· Poona, at 2 p.m. 
on Thursday, the 5th November 1925, the Honourable the President, 
Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., presiding. 

Presem: 

!mu.D, MOULVI RAFWDDIN 

BEDREKAR, Khan Bahadur I. M. 
BoLE, Mr. S. K. 
BUNTER, Mr. J.P. 
CLEMENTS, Mr. E. 
CooPER, Khan Bahadur D. B. 
DEHLAVI, the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
FBAMJI. Mr. K. s. 
GBOSAL, Mr. J. 
GUNJAL, Mr. N. R. 
RlwD M. ABDUL ALI, Mr. 
IWuusoN, Mr. R. T. 
IUTCH, Mr. G. w. 
IUYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HOTSON, Mr. J. E. B. 
J.wuv, the Honourable Mr. B. V. 
J BIWJG IR, the Honourable Mr. Cow WI 
K.u.uoR, Mr. G. M. 
K.w INAITULLAKBAN 
LAWUNCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
M'.uauJU, Kha.n Saheb A. M. 
Lma, Mr. A. 
LV.u..t.NIU.R, Mr. G. K. 
IllaTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
IIOft'OOKERIE, Mr. A. 
llommoRD, Mr. L. J. 
IIDIUII:DAR, Sardar G. !\. 
IIULU>d, Mr. W. S. 
N.tYLI, Mr. N. E. 
Nll.lL.J.tY, Mr. R. S. 
P.t.D~~TEa, Mr. H. I. 
P.li'IL, Mr. A. E. 
P.t'l'IIAM, Mr. A. F. I. K. 
Powu, Mr. K. B. 
hADIWT, Mr. R. G. 
&su..l, Mr. H. D. 
8.umJaW, Mr. S. A. 
Suava, llr. A. N. ·--· 
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StmVE, Mr. V. A. 
SWAlf.INA.RAYAN, Mr. J. c. 
THOMAS, Mr. G. A. 
WILES, Mr. G. 

[5 Nov • .1925 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : Order, order. Questions. 
TRANSFER OF AGRICULTURAL hlNDS, AHMEDNAGAR DISTRICT. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar District) : Will Government be 
pleased to give the number of transfers of agricultural lands made during 
the year 1924: in the Ahmednagar district ~ 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information will be called 
for. 

THE NASIK STATION RoAD. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN (Nasik District) : Will Government be pleased 
to state-

(a) (1) for what amounts the toll bar between the Nasik City and 
the Nasik Road Station was auctioned during the last three years; 

(2) the amounts spent during the same years in repairing the road 
between the city and the station ; 

(b) whether they are aware that the condition of the road is not 
satisfactory and that it badly needs repairs ~ 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) (1) The toll bar was 

. auctioned for the following amounts :-
Year. 

1922-23 (1st June 1922 to 31st-March 1923) 
1923-24: 
1924-25 

Amount. 

Rs. 
7,025 

13,750 
. . 22,100 

(2) The following amounts were spent in repairing the road :-
Year. Amount. 

Rs. 
1922-23 5,281 
1923-24 11,111 
1924:-25 12,409 

(b) Yes. An estimate for improving the road has been sanctioned 
and the work will be taken in hand as· soon as funds become available. 

ENGINEERING CoLLEGE, PooNA. 

MOVLYI RAFIUDDIY AH)IA.D on behaU of Mr. HOOSENALLY M. 
RAHlllTOOLA (Bombay City): Will Government be pleased to state

(a) if they have reserved any places in the Engineering College, 
Poona, for students of the different communities : 

(b) if so, the names of such communities and the number of places 
reserved for each ; 

(c) whether any places have been reserved for the Mahomedan 
community; 

(d) if so, the number ; 
(e) if not, will Government state the reasons t 
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The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) to (e) The attention of 
the honourable member for Bombay City is invited to Government 
Resolutions No. 1394, dated the 6th November 1922, and the Government 
Resolutions quoted therein and also to Government Resolution No. 1653, 
dated the 2nd September 1925, copies of which are in the Reading Room 
for the members of the Legislative Council. As 60 new admissions are 
made to the College of Engineering, Poona, annually 6 places will be 
reserved for Mahomedans and 15 places for the Hindu backward classes 
including depressed classes in accordance with the orders referred to 
above. · 

:MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD : May I know from the Honourable 
Minister whether in the case of vacancies occurring owing to sufficient 
numbers of students not taking advantage of the reservations for the 
bacl-ward and depressed classes, Mahomedan candidates will be given 
preference in the filling up of those seats ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: When there will be necessity for 
Mahomedans, places will be given to Mahomedans. As a. matter of 
fact it has been found that the ten per cent. reserved for Mahomedans is 
almost sufficient for the present. If there be necessity, Government 
will increase the percentage. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: My question is, in case there are 
any vacancies in the seats reserved for the backward Hindu communities, 
will Mahomedan candidates be given preference ! · 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Yes. 
Mr. N. E. NA VLE : In case there are vacancies in the Mahomedan 

seats, will preference be given to the Hindu backward classes! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Yes. 

NABIK STATION Ro.w. 

Mr. N. E NAVLE on behalf of Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District): 
Will Go\'ernment be pleased to state-

(a) what is the total income realised during the last five years by 
the auction of the toll naka on the road from Nasik town to Nasik 
station; 

(b) what amount of money was spent for each of those years for 
repairs of the road ; 

• (c) whether Government are aware that the road is at present in a 
wry bad condition ; 

(J) what stt>ps are being taken to improve the road ! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) The tolls which were 

abolished during the period 1909-10 to 1921-22 were re-imposed in the 
ye.ar 1922-23. The total income realized during the last three years by 
the auction of the toll naka referred to is therefore as follows:-

Rs. 
1922-23 (1st June 1922 to 31st March 1923) 7,025 
~~ ~~ 
192!-25 22,100 

• ~6-l• 
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(b) The following amounts were spent:-

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24: 
1924-25 

[5 Nov. 1925 

Rs. 
6,506 

.. 10,097 
5,281 

. . 11,111 
12,409 

(c) and (d) Yes. The plans and estimate for improvements to the 
road have since been sanctioned) The work will be taken in hand as 
soon as funds become available. 

AssiSTANT DEPUTY EDUCATIONAL lNSl'ECTOR1 NASIK DISTRICT. 

Mr. N. E. NA VLE on behal£ of Mr. R. D. SHINDE (Nasik District) : 
Will Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. E. G. Rotithor, lately assistant 
deputy educational inspector, Nasik District, has been suspended on 
account of certain allegations made against him ; 

(b) if so, what steps have been taken by Government to investigate 
into the several complaints made by the teachers; 

(c) if an enquiry has been already made, what is the result of the 
inquiry 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: (a) No. 
(b) An enquiry into the conduct of Mr. Rotithor was conducted by 

the Educational Inspector, Bombay Division, and the allegations made 
against Mr. Rotithor were carefully investigated by that officer. 

(c) The. officer has been reverted to the teaching branch and his 
increments of pay have been stopped for two years. 

SnBMERGED LANDs IN KoLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Will Government be pleased 
tostate-

(a) Whether it is a fact that some rice and garden lands have been 
submerged along the coast of the Kolaba district during the past five 
years! 

(b) If so, their extent and situation~ , 
(c) What steps they have taken to help the people who have 

sufiered by this calamity t 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA: (a) Yes; garden land 

was permanently submerged in one case during the period. 
(b) It was in Milkatkhar and its area was ll acres. 
(c) The owner of the land did not apply to the Collector on this acci:>unt 

and no action was taken. · 
Mr. A. N. SURVE : With regard to part (c), if the owner applies for 

· compensation, will he be paid any 1 
The Honourable Sir CIIU11LAL MEHTA : It is rathet a hypothetical 

question. 
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Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North): Will Government be 
pleased to st.ate--

(a) whether it is a fact that in 1922 the Mahomedans of Nasi.k had 
urged that a Government Anglo-Urdu middle school should be opened 
in Nasik as early as possible; 

(b) whether it is a fact that they also urged that the Anglo-Urdu 
class maintained by the municipality was not working well ; 

(c) what amount of money is required for recurring and non-recurring 
expenditure for this object; 

(d) whether it is true that details were called for from the Director 
of Public Instruction as far 'back as 1919 and the proposal was 
administratively approved by Government j 

(e) whether it is true that Government intended to open the school 
from Aprill925 and the item of expenditure in this behalf was inserted 
but was subsequently removed from the Budget of 1925-26 ; 

(f) if the answer to the preceding question be in the affirmative, 
why was this item removed from the budget ; 

(g) what steps they have taken to remove the grievance of the 
Mahomedan community referred to above ! 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yea. 

(c) The ultimate annual recurring expenditure involved in the proposals 
before Government for opening the proposed school amounts to 
Rs. 7 ,800, the charge in the first financial year of the school for 9 months 
beginning from the month of June being Rs. 3,510. The non-recurring 
cost is estimated at Rs. 2,000. 

(d) Yea. 
(e) Yes. 
(f) Owing to financial stringency, no provision could be made for the 

school in the budget for 1925-26. 
(g) U funds permit, it is proposed to make the necessary provision in 

the budget for 1926-27. 
Mr. A. N. SlJRVE: Will the Honourable Minister kindly state if 

there has been any saving in the rent of buildings which were used as 
IK:hools in Nasik City ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I cannot say at present whether 
there is any saving. If notice is given, I will find out. 

llOtLVI RAFIL'DDIN AIDIAD: I would remind the Honourable 
Minilltd of the fact that in the Finance Committee this item was 
discus.....OO.. It was not first put in the budget, but when the Mahomedan 
mt•mbers insisted upon it, it was put in. I want to enquire why it was 
taken out later. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. J!DIIA V: I think the answer to that is 
given in (/) and (g) of the answer. "Owing to financial stringency no 
}'ro,·it~ion could be made for the school in the budget. If funds 
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permit, it is proposed to make the necessary provision in the budget for 
1926-27." 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHl\IAD : Would the Honourable Minister 
see to it that the necessary funds are provided in the coming budget, 
because it has been hanging fire for a long time ~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: I will try my best. 
l\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: The Honourable Minister replied 

yesterday that there was one Anglo-Urdu middle school. Was it this 
school (the Anglo-Urdu class maintained by the municipality) ? 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: No. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: What school was it ·of which 

the Honourable Minister made a deliberate statement in the Council ~ 

LEPROSY IN MAHADEVKHAR. 

Mr. S. K. BOLE: Will Government be pleased to state-
(a) whether they are aware of the spread of leprosy in the Maha

devkhar village near Revdanda in the Kolaba district ; 
(b) if so, how many persons are affected by the disease and what 

is the total population of the village ; 
(c) what steps they have taken to check the disease and to uproot 

it altogether ? 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V : Inquiries are being made. 

AHMEDABAD RAILWAY STATION. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (A:bmedabad and Surat Cities): Will 
Government be pleased to state-

(a) what is the estimated cost for overhauling the old railway 
station at Ahmedabad and building one on the modern lines like the 
one at Poona ; 

(b) how much of the sanctioned amount has been spent on the said 
scheme till now ; 

(c) what work remains to be executed out of the proposed changes. 
(d) Is it a fact that the original intention of the Railway Company 

to bring the metre gauge line side by side with the broad-gauge line 
to avoid inconvenience and hardship to passengers has not been 
carried out by the B. B. and C. I. Railway Company. 
The Honourable Sir CJIGXILAL MEHTA: (a), (b), (c) and (d) The 

information is being called for. 

Cosr oF CoMMITTEES. 

Sardar G. N. MUJUMDAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): \\'ill 
Go\·ernment be pleased to state the cost of each of the various 
com.nllttees appointed since 1921 ~ 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWREXCE: The honourable member 
is referred to the statement placed on the table during the July ses~ions 
a of which is now printed in the appendix. * 
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The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir I want to read 
the answer to question No.1* of llu.khi Jtthanand Pritamdas. 

(The Honourable Sir Maurice Hayward then read the answer to 
question No; 1 *of Mukhi Jethanand Pritamdas.) 

BAK.lll-ID HoLIDAY IN THE SMALL CAuSES CounT, BoMBAY. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD on behalf of Mr. HOOSENALLYM. 
RAHIMTOOLA (Bombay City) : (1) Will Government be pleased to state 
if it is a fact that-

( a) Friday, 3rd July, was fixed for Bak:ri-Id holiday in the Small 
CauseR Court, Bombay, when Government had originally announced 
tentatively Thursday 2nd July ; 

(b) when Government changed the day to Friday 3rd July it was 
changed to Thursday 2nd July in the Small Causes Court; 
(2) If so, will Government state the reasons for fixing a day in the 

Small Causes Court originally other than that which was fixed as a public 
holiday by Government. • 

(3) Will Government also state the reasons for changing the actual 
day in the Small Causes Court to a day which was not a holiday when 
Government had changed the tentative day to the actual day as a public 
holiday! 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (1) (a) and (b) In 
the affirmative. · 

(2) The ho~days in the Small Causes Court, Bombay, are notified 
under section 92 of the Presidency Small Cause Courts Act and do not 
necessarily fall on th~ same days as those notified under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act. 

(3) The orders to observe the Bakri-Id holiday on 3rd July were not 
rec.eived in time by the Chief Judge of Small Causes Court. 

• Th11 foUo1ring qtestion and answer were printed as questiun No. 1 in the Fifteenth 
List of Questions t.nd Answers. . 

ABDUCTIONS Ill' Snm. 

l. WtKHl JETHANA..~D PRITAM.DAS (Eastern Sind) :Will Government be plea.sed 
t~ ltt.t&-

(a) how many C&8e8 of abduction of Hindo minor boys and girls and Hindu women by 
Kabomed&na in Sind han oooumd since January 1923; 

(b) how many sueh c:aaee of abduction have oooll!Ted in which offenders are Hindus 
and the vic:tims M&homed&ns ; 

(t) how many of the vic:tima of each commuui.ty have been recovered and restored to 
thtir guardian~ ; 

(4) •ht'ther G~vemment propose to take any action in the matter! 
The Honourable Sir :JUl"RICE HAYWARD: (a) %2.. 
(b) 6. 

(() 20 Hindlll. 

6 Ku.bammad.ana. 

(4) C... II th~ arise II\' Cc.'.\lt with a.nder the ord.inuy criininalla w and Go't'el'llmell$ 
do Dot think Lhat aiiJ lpN:ial act ioll il nece&lilrJ " pnliftlt. 
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PosTAL INCONVENIENCE. KANARESE DISTRICTS. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bi]apur District) : Will. Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the inconvenience 
caused to the people of the Karnatic owing to the irregularities of the 
post office referred to in the issue of the "Laka Baudhu" of Dharwar 
of the 16th August 1925; 

(b) whether their attention has been drawn to the inconvenience 
caused to the people of the Karnatic owing to the absence of Kanarese 
forms, notices, receipts, delivery timings, etc. ; 

(c) if so, whether they propose to take any action in the matter ? 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : Information has been 
called for. 

TRANSFER OF COLLECTORS' HEAD CI.ERKS. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City~ North) : Will Government be 
pleased to state-

(a) whether there are auy rules governing the transfers of head 
clerks of Collectors from Qne place to another ; 

(b) the number of years the following officers served as head clerks 
in one district-

(i) the head clerk of the Collector of Sholapur; 
(ii) the last head clerk of the Collector of Poona ? 

The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA :(a) No. 
(b) (i) 6 years and 6 months. (The transfer of this officer has been 

decided upon and will shortly be notified.) 
(ii) 6 years and 6 months. 
1\Ir. A. N. Sl"RVE: "'ith reference to part (a) is it the intention of 

Government to make rules providing for transfer of head clerks ? 
The Honourable Sir CHUNILAL MEHTA : There is no such intention 

at present. 
Mr. A. N. Sl'RVE: With reference to part (b) will the Honourable 

the Revenue Member kindly state the circumstances under which it has 
been decided by Government to transfer these men ? 

The Honourable Sir CHUKILAL MEHTA: I should like to have 
notice of this question. I myself did not order the transfer. It happened 
that the transfer was re~ently decided upon and ther(;fore I mentioned it. 
If the honourable member wants to know the circumstance.~, he will 
have to give me notice. 

BtTK ETSHOP GA~IBLI:SG. 

~Ir. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, ~orth): Will GovernmPnt be 
pleased to state-

(a) the number of cases relating to bucketi<hrJp gambling that \\'f'Te 
Jdected in Bombay an!l Poona (c::ity and c::antrmment) sill!'!' it wa::l 
made illegal ; 
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(b) will Government be pleased to state what steps they have taken 
to enforce the provisions of the law for the suppression of bucketshop 
gambling t 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: (a) and (b) The cases 

detected have numbered 4-0 in Bombay and 19 in Poona. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE: With reference to (b) no answer has been given. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD.: The answer is there 

that the cases have been detected by the Police. Those were the 
prosecutions by the police. 
· Mr. J. C. SWAMINARAYAN (Ahmedabad District): I do not want 
to put my question. 

Question again proposed.· 
" Tal.ing into consideration the pecuniary hardships of primary teachers in the Presi· 

dency, this Council recommends to Government that primary teachers should be paid 
&ooording to the Sathe.Paranjpye scheme from Ma.rch 1923." · 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): I moved the resolution 
yesterday. To-day I find that the House is thinner than yesterday and 
many of the representatives of several districts are not here. I think 
this is not the proper time to ...... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : If the honourable member wishes 
to withdraw his resolution, he should ask for leave to do so. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI: I beg the leave of the House to withdraw my 
resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE: Sir, I beg to move the resolution that standS in my 

name which runs thus: 
"Thia Council recommends to Government to take urgent steps for the relief of mill 

•orkt•rs who v•ill be in & stat.~ of distresa during the period of unemployment owing to the 
pre&l•nt mill strike in Bombay." 

Sir ,I do not think that any speech is necessary in support of this resolution. 
I think that Government do not want to be as hard-hearted as the mill· 
owners themselves and they would come to the relief of persons, men, 
women and children, who are sufl'ering on account of these strikes in 
the city of Bombay. There are so many cases of misery and distress 
among the mill workers that if no immediate steps are taken it will result 
in grl•at hardship and even in death and disease. Millowners themselves 
want these men to be starved to submission and I think Government 
would not lik" that they should die of starvation. It is impossible for 
any private agency to take up this work and· therefore I submit that 
Government should do the needful in the matter. With these words 
I mo,·e my resolution. 

Que$tion proposed. 

Mr. S. A. SARDESAI (Bijapur District): I beg to support thi8 
resolution. I trunk, Sir, this is a necessary demand, but unlortunately the 
mover of this resolution does not state w-hat &Oft of help he wa.nts Gov· 
ernment to gi\·e, whether he wants Government to find labour for them 
or to do any other thing. The resolution is vague and the mover of the 
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resolution should make it clear what particular help he wants from 
Government. With these observations, I support the resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : Mr. President, I think 
my honourable friend Mr. Sardesai has practically replied on my behalf. 
The resolution, as has been pointed out, is rather vague, and the 
honourable the mover of the resolution has not made it clearer by his 
speech when introducing it. He has asked Government to give relief to 
the mill workers, but we have not been told either in the resolution 
or by the mover in his speech in what direction he thinks Government 
ought to give relief. Does he mean that Government should find employ
ment for these men or does he mean that Government should have a 
system of doles 1 If the honourable member had made his meaning a 
little mo;re clear, I should have been able to give a reply. If he means 
doles, that is, hard cash, I think he realises that this honourable House is as 
much interested as Government in providing money. If he means 
finding employment, perhaps he might have pointed out how Government 
should do it. The Development Department and the Port Trust, on 
account of the restrictions on their activities, cannot find employment 
for these men, but the Municipality . can. But up to now there 
has been no demand on the part of mill workers for any work 
other than in the mills. I will reply again, Mr. President, if 
the mover of the resolution will make his meaning a little clearer than 
it is at present. I think I will give him a chance of speaking again. 

:Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I rise to support the 
resolution moved by the honourable member representing labour. 
Sir, the Honourable the General Member says that the resolution is 
vague and it does not contain any suggestions as to the direction in which 
help should be given. I think several suggestions were made by the 
friends of labour which waited upon His Excellency and, I think, of 
them, the free passage was one-that the labourers should be given free 
passages to go to their native places. The idea underlying was that at 
their native places they may at least get something to eat, whereas in 
Bombay they would he all the while starving. Well, nothing was done 
in that direction. Therefore, when the Honourable the General Member 
says no demand came from labour, I think he is not quite accurate ....... 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEHANGIR : I said no demand for 
some other kind of employment. · 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: ·Another point is that even foreign countries are 
coming to the rescue of the Bombay millhands. Even the General 
Council of the British Trades Union Congress have sent some help to the 
Bombay workers. I might just read the telegram which is a very short 
one: 

"The General Council of the British Trades Union Congre88 has appealed to all 
aociEtiet affiliated to the Congress to contribute to the International Relief Fund for: 
'he Bombay cotton mill strikers. It is stated that the Council ba~ decided to send £250 
eterling to Ullist the strikera. " 
Sir, if foreign associations are coming to our help, is it not the duty of our 
paternal Government to do something in the matter 1 If they have the 
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will, they can find many ways. Even to-day there have been private 
organisationa in Bombay who are actually collecting funds and giving 
ration~ to the needy and starring millhands. Why cannot Government 
contribute something to that fund 1 Thus there are several waya in which 
if they have the wish to do it, they can do it. I very heartily support 
this resolution. 

llr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, I am told that I did not make it clear in what 
way the relief should be given. I did not do that as I thought that if 
Government meant to do it, they would find out all sorts of means. 
But I know that though I cry hoarse, that will be a cry in the wilderness 
if the Government do not mean to do anything. So I did not waste the 
time of the Council by doing that, because in this connection all the 
suggestiona, in what way Government should help these men, are made 
in the press and on the platform. The deputation which waited on 
Government, pointed out to them some ways and meana for giving relief 
to some of the men. That is my impression. As regards the first demand, 
referred to by my honourable friend Mr. Surve, I think something can be 
done by Government in arranging for free passage to the men who want 
to go to their native places either by trains or by steamers. There are 
several men who cannot find it easy to go to their native place on acCount 
of want of funds. So, free passages may be given to these men, and that 
suggestion was made to Government several times. . And then, in the 
case of distress, there are many cases in which, as I have already pointed 
out, no private agency ~ cope with the situation. There would be 
many cases of distress in the case of women and children who are 
actually sufiering on account of this strike. There are hundreds of women 
in the city of Bombay who were working for their own maintenance and 
they are greatly suffering for want of food, etc., on account of thiS strike. 
So, Government may give these women doles and if they want to do it, 
I think they can get sufficient funds for doing that. The other day when 
the proposition was brought forward before this House for giving some 
extra allowance to the police guards that have been posted to protect the 
mills on account of this strike, it was told that Government are considering 
that matU!r, and if Government are considering that ~atter I do not 
understand why Government should not find money for giving relief 
•·hich is quite necessary in this matter. I therefore submit that 
it is the duty of Government to find out the ways and meana how relief 
~ he given to these men and in what direction. They can hold a 
b~g meeting for collecting funds and they can subscribe their own 
contribution to the funds and go on collecting subscriptions, and in that 
•·ay they ..-ill be able to collect a large amount from ..-hich they may give 
he~p in the shape of rationa u ..-ell u in the shape of cash to women and 
children, particularly to those who may be suffering extremely on acoount 
of this strike. I think, Sir, that this appeal will go home to the Honour
able the General Member, ..-ho is in charge of the department, and I hope 
he 1lill mal:e it a point to see that something is done in this connection. 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEIIANGffi : Mr. Pre:Qdent, I have 
beeu referred by the honourable mover to discussiona in the press and to 
certain mea.surea auggested to Government by deputationa that waited 
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upon Government. My honourable friend 1\h. Surve has asked me to 
explain the question of free passages. The House realises that the 
peculiar character of this strike is the large number of workmen that 
have already left Bombay. A large majority of those that are left in 
the city are permanent residents. There might be a few who may be 
anxious to go and cannot do so. But I should think that that number 
is extraordinarily small. Besides that, to give free passages to a 
very large number of workmen who may happen to be on strike is going 
in for a principle which is not only exceptional but one which requires 
mature consideration and the existence of exceptional facts and excep
tional circumstances before Government can adopt it. I should have 
thought that honourable members would have suggested such a method 
only if the health of the city was in jeopardy,or if there were other serious 
similar reasons which would tempt Government to adopt an extreme 
measure of this character, but under the present circumstances the men 
have already left. Only a comparatively small number are in the city 
of Bombay and out of that small number, a large majority are permanent 
residents of the city and have nowhere to go to. Therefore to rake up 
the guestion of free passages as a means of granting relief is rather out 
of date and unnecessary ..•• 

Mr. A. N. SURVE : May I point out, Sir, that the voluntary organiza
tion that has come into being now is giving free passages even to-day t 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : My honourable friend 
relies upon a few facts that he reads in.!_he newspapers ; would he mention 
how many free passages have been given and how many have demanded 
those free passages from the organization that my honourable. friend 
mentions! 

Mr. A. N. SURVE: I cannot mention them here because I was not 
prepared for it, but that information can be got from the report in the 
press. 

The Honour~ble Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR: We cannot always 
rely upon facts that appear in the newspapers and base our arguments 
upon them. The honourable member Mr. Bole stated that a suggestion 
bas been made that doles should be paid out. I do not think it would 
be any breach of confidence if I informed this honourable House that 
while diseussing this question \\1th the deputations we asked for sugges
tions as to how much should be paid, and from their own figures we worked 
out that it would cost Rs. 45 lakhs a month. They suggested that 
Government should give a mpee per head for the relief of workers who 
bad gone on strike. If you take the number of men to be 150,000, it 
comes to 45 lakhs a month. The argument may be now put fo.rward 
that there are a very few men left ~nd that we should give this dole to 
those men that are left in Bombay, but my honourable friend seeml! to 
forget that if this very handsome dole were given, all those who have 
left Bombay would return very quickly indeed and we should very 
quickly reach the figure of 45 lakhs a month. Is this honourable Houl!e 
prepared to even consider such an extravagant proposal! Besides that, 
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the principle of handing out doles is not one that should be easily or 
readily accepted by this House. A principle is involved which should 
only be adopted after mature consideration and under the most unusual 
circumstances. I co:utend that unusual circumstances do not prevail 
that should lead this House to ask the Government and to demand of 
Government that doles should be paid out. On the last occasion when 
a strike broke out children's kitchens were started and my honourable 
friend the Leader of the House took a very prominent part in collecting 
funds, I believe, and setting that organization afoot. The result was that 
very few women and children took advantage of the kitchens. It is very 
easy indeed for honourable members to come to this House and ask that 
relief should be granted from public funds. My honourable friend ought' 
to have stated in this resolution that in the opinion of this Council Govern
ment ought to have spent so many lakhs of rupees and put that. definite 
proposal to the House for their rejection or acceptance. IJ1o throw the 
whole onus and the whole burden of giving this relief on Government 
a.nd to absolve the whole Council from any further responsibility is not a 
method that I most respectfully suggest any honourable member should 
adopt. We are jointly responsible for the public funds. And if my 
honourable friend desires that 10 or 15 lakhs of rupees should be spent 
in this connection, let him take a vote of the House whether that 10 or 
15lakhs should be spent or not. I have nothing further to say except 
to trust that this House will not accept a resolution of this kind without 
further investigation and at least mature consideration ..... . 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: May I know if Government is 
going to take a most sympathetic view of the matter! 

The Honourable Mr. COWASJI JEHANGIR : Government is· most 
sympathetic and willing to do anything that will have a real practical 
result and I can assure my honourable friend that if any ~uggestions are 
ma.de which will really do some good, Government will not be behind.: 
hand in adopting them and in carrying them into effect. 

Question put and lost. 
Khan Saheb A. ~L MANSlJRI (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : 

The resolution that stands in my name runs thus :-
.. In viNf of tht> fad that the liquor shop situated at Patharkuva.. Ahmeda.ba.d. is situat

tod in the immediat-e vicinity of two mosquE~B, this Council recommends to Government 
t.h.t i~ be fortb·itb removed from it. preeent plAce. " 

Sir, this liquor shop is situated in the immediate vicinity of two mosques 
and there are poor Mahomedans who are staying in the vicinity. The 
people ~·ho mostly frequent these shops are millhands and they are living 
not in this very locality but at some distance from this place. These 
drunkards when they return from their mills, take their drinks freely out
side the shops and cause great nuisance and annoyance to the Mahomeda.n 
ladit"8 who remain in the locality. These Mahomeda.n ladies usu.ally do 
their marketing such as the purchase of milk, ghee, and other necessaries 
just about that time and they are very much oppressed and troubled by 
these drunkards and I have no words to portray their real hardships. 
They are very much harrassed and troubled, and I do not think words 
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would be sufficient to describe their real hardships. I do not ask Govern
ment to close up the shop, so that any revenue of Government may be 
lost. My humble submission is that from this place the shop may he 
removed to a locality a little further off, where these drunkards mostly 
abound. I can assure the House that practically there are no drunkards 
in the locality in which the shop is situated. With these words, I commend 
this resolution for the acceptance of the ..... ~ouse. 

Mr. J. GHOSAL : Mr. President, I am afraid it is very difficult for 
Government to accept the resolution as it stands. In the resolution it is 

· stated that the liquor shop should be removed, because of its being in the 
vicinity of mosques. I think the honourable mover knows Ahmedabad 
thoroughly well, and knows that if we strictly follow the rule that there 
should be no shop near temples, schools and mosques, there would be no 
liquor s~op in Ahmedabad. This is not a new shop, it is an old one. 
Formerly it used to be near· Pismad Mosque, which was a bigger mosque, 
and then it was removed from there, and the present site was selected 
after great difficulty and after personal inspection by Mr. Chatfield. 
1\Ir. Garrett, the present Collector, has also approved of this site. We 
would be only too delighted to move it to another place, if that was 
possible. This site, I must say, has got some advantages. It is quite 
true that there are a couple of mosques near by, and the nearest mosque is 
in sight of this shop, but it opens on another street. Then, this shop 
faces an open square, and has a yard with a high wall, and there is less 
objection to this site than to many other possible sites. The honourable 
mover in the resolution wants this shop to be promptly removed, This 
is one of the very biggest shops in Ahmedabad with a license fee of 
Rs. 1,25,000 and with a ration of 10,000 gallons. It is impossible to 
close it all at once and immediate removal means this. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : I do not ask for it. 
Mr. J. GHOSAL : That is what the resolution implies though the 

honourable mover only wants it to be removed to another place. We 
have looked at every other possible site but have been unable .to find 
any suitable one. What I am prepared to do is this. If the Collector 
can find any other site, or if the honourable mover will help me to find 
out any other site, I would be glad to-move the shop at once. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division) : Sir, I fail to 
understand the position taken up by the honourable member the Com
missioner of Excise. According to his contention it is as it were 
necessary that there must be a house of Satan where there is a bouse of 
God. He says in any case the evil must exist, and we are bound to face it. 
If these liquor shops cannot exist without giving offence to people at 
prayers or to worshippers proceeding to the mosques, then it is better 
that these shops should not exist at all and we forego the revenue derived 
from them. This is the opinion of this House. Government has adopted 
prohibition as their goal. How do matters stand in practice ! There is a 
liquor shop between two mosqu~ ; this liquor shop is fo~d to be. a source 
of serious annoyance to the public whose humble request IS that lt should 
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be removed somewhere else. The Commissioner of Excise himself does 
not move but asks the honourable mover to suggest another site for the 
shop. Let me inform the Commissioner that the honourable mover does 
not receive three thousand rupees per month to conduct the department. 
Public opinion must prevail and the Commissioner must accommodate 
himself to it. I think the Commissioner of Excise should have given a 
better reply than the one he has given. I expect, especially when there 
is a Mahomedan Minister in charge of Excise, that he would at once come 
to the rescue of the poor Mahomedans in Ahmedabad. This prayer, 
although brought forward by the honourable mover here, is· really the 
prayer of the Mahomedan community o£ the whole of Ahmedabad. 
Is it too much to expect Government seriously to take it into consideration 
and remove this grievance as soon as possible ~ Although the resolution 
says that the shop should be immediately removed, surely the honourable 
mover will be satisfied if it is removed as soon as arrangements can be 
made. But the kind of reply given by the Commissioner on behalf of 
Government when the excise policy of Government is solemnly 
announced to be prohibition, is most unsatisfactory. I would beg of the 
Honourable Minister to see that this resolution in some shape is accepted 
and relief is afforded to the Mahomedans o£ Ahmedabad. 

Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, North) : Sir, I had absolutely no 
desire to intervene in the debate, but I rise only to ask for some infor
mation. The honourable mover of this resolution has not stated whether 
this shop is an old one or a new one. The shop may have been there 

· for a very, very long time, and the mosques may have been newly built. 
So, I want information on that point. If that information is given, I 
shall be in a position to make up my mind in which lobby I should vote. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities): Sir, 
this shop has been there for the last 4i years, and there were many 
applications and memorials submitted to the Collector. Only the other 
day, that is on the 15th of last month, when I had occasion to celebrate 
a marriage ceremony and to give a big caste dinner to 5,000 people, the 
Collector sent word at 2 o'clock that he would come in to see the site, 
and there were no less than 400 persons residing in the locality who 
accompanied us. We went round with .the Collector, and not only the 
Mahomedan but other caste ladies also told the Collector that the liquor 
shop was a source of great danger and trouble to them andagreatnuisance. 
The licensee was also there, and the Collector, after visiting that place, 
when he was approached by so many persons in all solemnity asked 
the licensee to find out some other suitable place. Then we went round 
to another place which is at a distance o£ less than a quarter of a mile, and 
after the Collector had inspected that place, we asked t,he licensee whether 
he could not remove the shop to that place. The licensee replied that he 
would not be able to do so. The Collector then asked the licensee to 
find out another suitable site and promised to give him assistance to do 
so. I do not know what happened afterwards. Perhaps, some clerk in 
the office must have put up to the new Collector some old paper31 saying 
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that there was no application from the people of the locality for a change ' 
of the liquor shop. It was during the time of Mr. Chatfield that this 
thing happened, and perhaps his successor has not seen the previous 
orders of Mr. Chatfield on the subject. I tell this House in all seriousness 
that this liquor shop is a real nuisance. I have not the least personal 
grievance against the licensee of this shop. It is really a serious grievance, 
and the seriousness will be realised whe11- I say that even purdah ladies 
came out in the open and appealed to the Collector to remove the shop. 
I do not understand what tactics wE>.re employed afterwards. I think 
there must have been some mishandling of the matt.er somewhere. ·' 

Sir, I fail to understand the attitude of the Honourable Minister, who 
is a Mahomedan, on this question. He does not appear to have any 
sympathy for the Mahomedans. I had a talk with him about this resolu
tion and he said to me " We will give you a reply that you should find out 
a suitable place ". This, I think, on the very. face of it, does not seem 
to be a sensible reply. I give him a challenge that if he takes up this 
position, I will see that he is not returned by his constituency during the 
next elections. With these. few words, I commend my resolution for 
. the acceptance of the House .. 

The Honourable Mr. A.M. K. DEHLA VI: Sir, I am sorry the honour· 
able mover of the resolution has sat down with a threat to me. I accept 
it because the conscience of Government and the Minister is clear on that 
point.. It is the definite policy of Government that liquor shops which 
are situated near any places of worship-no matter whether they be 
Mahomedan or Hindu places of worship-or near schools should be 
removed wherever there is a possibility and whenever there is an 
opportunity to do so. Further, no new shops are permitted to be located 
in. places where they may be a nuisance to the public. This is an old 
shop 4· or 5 years old-my honourable friend says it is 4! years old. ·The 
shop is situated at the back of a huge old mosque, a stone building. 
The mosque opens in one street and the back of the mosque wall~ 
another street. I may say that the entrance is in street A and the back 
in street B. 

Khan Saheb A.M. MANSUR!: I do not know what he wants to say 
by saying street A and street B. Tliere are two mosques as the two 
entrances to the Council Hall opposite to each other and the shop is 
between them. I do not know why he should bring in A, B and C. 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. .DEHLA VI : I would request my 
honourable friend not to get excited. I assure him that it is the intention 
of Government to come to his rescue. I was just trying to explain the 
situation. 

These are the facts. I have got a report here in support. According 
to this report the shop is behind this mosque. The front of this mosque 
is in a street which is different from the street. where this shop is situated. 
fbe back of the mosque is entirely closed right up and there is no question 
of disturbing the people who come to say their prayers. There is no 
possibility of any noise being heard from street B into the mosque 
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through t.he huge puce& stone wall which has been standing there for 
centuries. The yard of this shop again is surrounded by a high wall. 
The cUJStomers sit in this yard and drink. Therefore, as far as the 
question of nuisance is concerned, there is not the least disturbance to 
the mosque. No doubt, it is a fact that the shop is situated behind the 
mosque and there is another mosque at a short distance from there. As 
the Commissioner of Excise pointed out, it is an old shop, and it is 
difficult to remove it from that place until a suitable location is found. 
The standing orders are that shops should not exist in such places. If it 
is possible to remove them tQ some other place, they will remove them 
forthwith. · 

I have got the. report from the Collector about which there seems to 
be some misunderstanding. I do not know myself how the facts stand. 
My honourable friend says that the Collector did actually promise to 
remove this shop. I do not find the promise in the report. · It is not 
easy to find another suitable place for the location of a shop when
ever an attempt is made to removes hops. The hono~able member 
the Commissioner has assured my honourable friend that wheng he goes 
to the spot, he will examine the question on the spot, and I hope 
my honourable friend and other interested citizens will assist him-it 
is not their bounden duty to find another place for the location of this 
shop but it is their public duty to the people there. · 
. MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AH!IAD: Has the· Honourable. Minister 
visit-ed the locality ! 

The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : I have lived in Ahmedabad 
for five years. I how the locality of this particular mosque"; but I do 
not know the shop. 

Khan Saheb A. M. M'ANSURI : Will the Honourable Minister visit 
the place now ~ 

The Honourable Mr. A. !L K. DEHLA VI : I assure my honourable 
friend that during the last eight months I have visited such places in 
Surat and Broach, where objections were raised to the location of liquor 
l'lhops. I found that in those places the location of the shops was objec
tionable such as no MUJSlim could tolerate. The shops in consequence 
have been removed from there though the step was likely to cost Govern
ment nearly a lakh of rupees. 

The difficulty with regard to the removal of shops mnst be clearly 
stat-ed. When a question for the removal of a shop is brought up, it 
mUJSt be a genuine case of nuisance. When it is a genuine case, the 
Government officials are bound and are instructed to pay their best 
att~ntion to it. If it is not a genuine case, it usually ends in being found · 
?ut to be an indirect attempt to bully the department. Suppose, for 
mstance, my honourable friend sucet>eds in pointing out some plaee 
for this shop, I am sure there will be a hundred petitions from that 
locality on the ground that the shop has been newly brouaht to that 
locality and causes nuisance. In that way, if it is not a ge~uine case 
it will happen to be a source of harassment to the department and t~ 
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other people. If it is a real grievance, as a Mrslim- and I am 
quite as ardent a Muslim as my friend-it is my duty to have it removed 
at once. But the assistance of the people of that place is necessary for 
the removal of the shop. I can assure my honourable friend that the 
Commissioner will take every necessary measure to remove this shop if a 
suitable place can be found. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT: I ·put the question. N'oes have 
it ; noes have it. The resolution is lost. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSl}1U : I ask for a division. 
The Honourable Mr. A. M. K. DEHLA VI : Again I request my 

honourable friend .••• 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AmLID: Then why should not the Honour

able Minister accept the resolution 1 
The Honourable the PR.ESIDENT : Order, order. A division has been 

called for and I must grant it. 
Question put. House divided. Ayes 2: Noes 18. Resolution lost. 

Di·~.;ision No. 19. 
Ayes 

AIDIAD, 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN I MANSURI, Khan Saheb A. M. 

Tellers for the Ayes : Khan Saheb A. M. 11ANSURI and 1\IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 

CLEME'!I'TS, 1\fr. E. 
DEHLAVI. the Honourable Mr. A. M. K. 
FRAMJI, lllr. K. S. 
GaosAL, Mr. J. 
H.nca, Mr. G. W. 
HAYWARD, the Honourable Sir MAURICE 
HoTsON, Mr .. T. E. B. 
JAPHA v, the Honourable 1\fl'. B. V. 
JEHANOIR, the Honourable Mr. CowASJI 

Noes 

I.A'I'I"'RENCE, the Honourable Mr. H. S. 
MASTER, 1\Ir. A. 
llhHTA, the Honourable Sir CHUNILAL 
MoNTOOMERIE, lllr. A. 
MoUNTFORD, Mr. L. J. 
MuJUMPAR, Sardar G. N. 
PAINTER, Mr. H. L. 
THOM.\S, Mr. G. A. 
Wu:s, l\Ir. G. 

Tellers .for t!.e Noes: :Mr. J. GJIOSA.t and Mr. A. MASTER. 

11IOULVI RAFIUDDIN AmfAD (Central Division): Sir, I beg to 
move: 
"Thi~ Council recommends to Government that an Anglo-Urdu middle school for 

Ma!l'Jrncdan girls should be established at Poonn at an early date." 

Question proposed. 
The Honourahle Mr. B. V. J ADHA V : Sir, imitating the very good 

example of the honourahle memher .Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmad, I shall 
not take much of the time of this honourable House. At present the 
Celltral Urdu Girls School teaches English up to the third standard, but 
the clemand is to have a separate school. Government is agreeable to 
that. If they f.nd that thirty girls arc available, then a separate sclJool 
will be opened. At pre-;ent there are 33 girls in the English cla'3~es, hut 
11 of them h:we not completed their Urdu course. I will prom!se that 
as soon as Government are assured of a regular attendance of thirty 
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girls, they will be prepared to have an Anglo-Urdu middle sch~l for 
Mahomedan girLJ in Poona. · 

MOl"L \1 RAFIUDDrn AIDLID : If Government accepta the 
resolution I have nothing more to add. 

The Honourable the PRESIDE1"'T : I do not know whether the 
Honourable Minister accepts the resolution. 

Question put and carried. 
.lli. R. S. NEIU.LJAY : Sir, I beg to move the resolution that stands in 

my name: 
"Thia Council recommends to the Governor in C'ouncil to prohibit by law the Jnctice 

prevailing a1nong certain cl.aeeea of eating the flesh of dead animals keeping int.ac\ the 
right t, take out the wu of dead animals. " 

Sir, I move this resolution purely from the medical point of view and 
of sanitation. The people who eat this kind of flesh are attacked by a 
number of diseases and are put to great difficulties. You are aware, Sir, 
that the Bombay Corporation gets a monthly statement from the Com
missioner of the amount of bad flesh destroy£d in the Bombay markets. 
This amounts to several pounds, and this flesh is destroyed in the inteMt 
of the health of the citizens of that city. Therefore, I do not think it will 
be a difficult task for Government to adopt a legislation of this kind in 
the interest of the people in the rural a.ceas. Perhaps the Minister in 
charge might say that it is difficult to get this thing done. I may point 
out to him that when rabid dogs a·e moving about in the 'rillages, the 
village patils are made responsible for killing those rabid dogs and taking 
their tails to the village officers. A similar arrangement can be made in 
every village in the case of dead animals. Soon after an animal is dead, 
it should be flayed and buried in the presence of the village officer (patil). 
This arrangement, I hope, "ill be a very good one. Then I may i IQmt 
out to the Honourable Minh:ter that the members of the community 
themseh·es are prepared to give up this habit. In the Satara district, 
to which the Honourable Minister belongs, he might be aware that in 
many ,·illages the people have le!t this habit. I may also point out to 
him that several resolutions in this connection have been passed by the 
corumunitie.q, If he wants to refer to any of these, then I have got some 
of them here. But I need not go far in this connection. I would only 
suggest to the Honourable Minister that if he is really anxious for the 
removal of untouchability, and if he wants td take the credit for removing 
the stign.a of untouchability, he should accept this resolution. 

QL.estion proposed. 
The Honou able lli. B. V • .L\DHA V: Sir, I am afraid I shall not bf:' 

aLle to accept this resolution moved by the honourable member for the 
depressed. classes for the simple reason that if Government undertake 
l~gislation it will be very difficult to bring it into operation. A man 
ought to be free, Sir, to choose his food, and if Government were to 
prescribe -.·hat one ought to eat or one ought not to eat, the restrictions 
put by Gonmment may, instead of doing good, prove inju:ous to 
the independence of the man and cause friction. I do not wish myseU 

a S;!~o 
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that carrion flesh should be eaten, but whether they should eat carrion 
flesh (as they have been doing all along) or whether they should give it 
up is a matter for the decision of that community. Nobody can dictate 
to them in that respect and I do not think Government intervention is 
called for in this respect. and for this purpose Government cannot 
undertake this responsibility. 

Question put and lost. 
llr. A. N. SURVE : Sir, I beg to move that: 
" This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee to inquire if the 11 i 

per cent. cut in wages effected by the mill owners· of Bom tay is at all necessary." 

Sir, this House is very well aware of the seriousness of the strike situation 
and the privations that the mill hands are suffering. Now to give a few 
reasons why this committee is necessary, I ma.y be permitted to state the 
attitude taken up by the millowners themselves. First of all, the mill
owners avoided an inquiry by the taxation Committee. The second fact 
is that they were given a chance of proving their case by the Tariff Board ; 

·there also they sat on their backs and gave out the excuse that unless 
their wrong is righted they ·were not going to submit to any inquiry. 
Then, the third point was the appeal made by the members of the Legisla
tive Assembly. They requested them to withhold their resolution on 
terms that they would at the next budget help their case in getting the 
excise duty abolished. Even to that appeal the millowners have 
not given any sympathetic reply. If the millowners are the real 
sufferers, I do not really see any reason why they should avoid an inquiry. 
If the case as they represent is true, then all sympathy-sympathy from 
. Government, sympathy from the people, and sympathy even from the mill 
hands-will flow in their direction. But, so far what has been the case ? 
The millowners have been putting off this inquiry and the only inference 
from this conduct on their part is that they have no case whatsoever 
which can bear scrutiny. Another point is that the attitude of the mill
owners towards their employees even in normal times is very unfair .. Take 
for instance the conditions of service, the forfeited wages, the nonpay
ment of the fraction of an anna and the fines imposed. All these things 
are really helping them to put in their own pockets money amounting to 
over a lakh and a half per month. I aln told that tl1is non-payment of 
the fraction of an anna, the forfeited wages, etc., and the fines imposed 
per mill on an average amount to about a thousand and a half per month 
and there are 80 mills in Bombay. It works out about a lakh and a 
quarter per month. All this money which really belongs to the labour 
is pocketed by the mill agents themselves. That is my information. 
Now, let us look at the attitude taken up by the :Millowners' Associa
tion. By the presence of.this body the millowners have a chance of 
carrying on individual negotiations with the labourer and this fact be
comes more important when you take into account that some mills are 
badly managed and some nicely managed. I am making myself clear. 
There are some mills worked with new machinery. Therefore their cost of 
production is comparatively less than the production of mills with old 
machinery. Now in order to save the millowners having_ old machinery, 
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this association fixes particular kind of conditions for all mills. . I really 
do not know why the millhands should be penalised if the millowner 
does not renew his machinery. Then a large cry is raised about the mill 
agents themselves. Various charges are laid against them. First, that 
there has been no reduction in the commission which they charge. But 
apart from that, they have various ways in which they can keep their 
profits quite secure. It is stated that in making purchases of 'raw 
materials these agents are able to obtain a very large amount of money. 
Now, I might as well state that the friends of labourers had made two 
proposals to the Government. The first was the not giving effect to the 
resolution for reducing wages, and the second was to institute a public 
enquiry. To that proposal the answer given by the Millowners' 
Association is very characteristic. They say : 

"With refcrenee to the demand for the appointment of a commi~tee of enquiry for the 
purpose of investi~:at.ing into the methods of management, my committee maintain that 
the question ia one for the shareholder& of the individual concel11JI who have ample 
redms under the Comp&nieR ' Act if dissatisfied with the management of the particular 
concerns in which their money is invested. Neither the Governme'!t nor the Association 
have the power to compel individual mills to submit evidence before a rourt of enquiry 
1ucb as baa been sur.rgested, a,nd even if it were possible to institute such an enquiry, it 
could not possibly bring nearer the termination of the strike. " 

This last sentence shows the obstinacy of the millowners, that whatever 
the decision of an independent committee, they are bent upon not taking 
back the resolution which they have already arrived at. If they have a 
good case, then public opinion will not support the mill labourers. But 
here, they say that whatever the decision of the committee, it will not end 
the strike. That means it is showing their obstinacy. Another point is 
that the Millowners' Association seeks shelter behind the Indian Companies 
Act. Sir, I would ask, if the millowners have themselves the largest 
amount of shares and with proxies they can pass any sort of resolution 
which is in their favour, how can a small shareholder ever think of 
exposing the irregular actions taken by these large shareholders ! That 
is the difficulty. The large shareholders are generally themselves the 
millowners or mill agents. Therefore, the excuse given that there is a. 
remedy at law falls to the ground. There is absolutely no remedy.· 

Then, Sir, about the attitude of the Government themselves. Govern
ment themselves are convinced that the millowners have no case. I am 
quoting only two or three extracts from the speech of the Honourable 
the Finance Member. He told us on the 30th of July in the last session 
that there has been a lot of money with these millowners. What he 
stated is: 

"Thl'IJ(' figurt>ssuggPst that they havea margin now of 7 annas on 2,000 million yan 8 
~·bt•reasforwerlythey had a margin off annas on 11 hundred million yards, that istosav, 
tn round fi~tures, 20 c:roree margin against 7. There is a very large margin there to meet 
many of their Upt'DSPS. " 

Therefore, even Government themselves are not willing to accept th~ 
statements made by the :Millowners' Association. Let us look at another 
f!tatement made by the Honourab'e the Finance Memler. He is 
rt>ferring ·to the Japanese competition. This House is aware that 
the millowners are raising a point about the Japanese competition 
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But to that a reply has been given by the Honourable the .Finance 
Member. He says: 

•• But theae allegations when made are promptly denied, and the Mill owners' Association 
dOllS not appear to be in a position to prove its case." 

Where is the use of making allegations which one is not able to prove t 
Sir, let us take the third extract. He says also: 

"This industry has commanded profits actually greater than the whole revenue of the 
Bomb"Y Government in recent years, and it is certainly incumbent on them to make 
these simple facts perfectly clear to the public, when they ask for the sympathy of the 
public." 

Thus it is quite clear that even Government is not willing to accept 
the statements made by the Millowners' Association. Now, the object 
of this enquiry is that at present the public is not able to form its judg· 
ment as to who is in the right, whether it is the millowners or the millhands, 
and in order to create a sort of public opinion it is absolutely necessary 
that there should be an enquiry. '\Vhen public opinion has been created, 
the strike will come to an end in no time. Government is sitting quiet 
simply becaus2 there have been no disturbances. But if there were 
disturbances, would Governni.ent sit quiet as they are sitting quiet to-day 1 
Sir, the loyalty of Indians to their employers is proverbial. May 1 
quote the instance cf the siege of Arcot, where th~ Indian soldiers offe· ed 
to take only rice water and give the rice to the European soldiers when 
they were in difficulty ! If the labourers see and are convinced that the 
millowners are really suffering a loss, I am quite sure that they will come 
forward and say" All right, we will come to your rescue and take the 
reduced wages. " But here, what do we find 1 The millowners insist 
on them that they should accept them at their word. But do they give 
any definite statement 1 The millhands are willing to accept reductions 
in wages provid~d they are only temporary. But what assurance do the 
millowners give 1 " Well, ii the trade conditions improve ancl the circum
stances are just as they are now, then we will think of restoring the wages 
to the prt:!sent level". Sir, this is simply taking shelter behind words 
and I at l~ast do not think that with such assurances anybody ·willsym· 
pat.hise ·with the millowners. 

Then, the next point is that even foteign institutions have been moved 
by the privations that the millhands are suffering from. I have 
in my hands the" Bombay Chronicle" of the 3rd November wl1ich con
tains a telegram about thd strike. I have already read the first part of it, 
but now I am reading the latter part of that telegram ; 

.. It is stated that the Council (that is, the General Council of the British Trade Union 
Congre!lll) ia making a representation to the India Office to support the atrikera' demand 
foran inquiry." 

Sir, this is a thing to which Government should kindly give their most 
urgent and seriou..q attention. Becau.se the millhands are not quite so 
well organised and because they are very tame, therefore, I do not think 
that in ordinary humanity we can put them to the serious test that we are 
putting them to. Till now they have behaved in an exemplary manner. 
But human patience has, after all, limits and as statesmen Governm~nt 
will take into their hands this case very early and see that the strike 
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comes to an end, and I think the suggestion which fhave· made in my 
speech is a \·ery reasonable one and it will be accepted by this House. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. S. K. BOLE : Sir, rrise to ·support this resolution. This cut of 

lll per cent. will give relief to the millowners to the ext~nt of 6 lakhs of 
rupees while they say t~ey are making a loss of 24: lakhs per month and 
that they are going to bear the burden of 18 lakhs themselves. I submit 
that when they are going to bear the burden of 18 lakhs they ought to 
be able to bear the smaller burden of 6 lakhs which is a mere flea-bite. 
I am afraid a keen fight iii going on between the Government of India 
and the millowners of Bombay for the removal of the excise duty. A tug
of-war is going on between them in this respect and the poor mill workers 
are made to suffer. The mill workers were prepared to share the losses of 
the millowners by accepting short hours rather than accepting a cut 
in wages. They were prepared to help the m.i!lowners and they were also 
prepared to make a demonstration in asking the Government of India 
to remove the excise duty, hut at the same time they made a request 
to the n:illlowners that in the meantime they should restore the cut. 
Our representation to the Government of India for the removal of the 
Excise duty was duly submitted but t)le request fell flat. A deputation on 
behaU of the workers waited on the Committee of the l"illowners /.ssocia
tion and the Government of Bombay and placed all the facts regarding 
the cut before them, and showed how the cut was unjustifiable. They 
also made out a strong case for enquiry. There is no justification for 
this cut I submit, and therefore an enquiry in the matter was very neces · 
sary. I do not know wl1y themillownersare shirking the enquiry. That 
very fact clearly shows that there must be somet!!.ing rotten in the indus
try and in the management itself. With these words I sufpOlt the 
resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. COW ASJI JEH..A.NGIR : Mr. President, this is 
a demand for another enquiry into the strike and I presume the main 
object th».t my honourable friend has in view is to have an enquiry which 
will bring an end to the strike. That is his main object. In moving 
the resolution he has again brought forward a long list of complaints 
against the m.illowners of Bombay. He has alluded to their refusal to 
go before the Tariff Board i he has alluded to what he believes to be a 
fact, namely their refusal to negotiate with the Leader of the Swaraj 
party in the Assembly, and he has quoted from their replies and has 
drawn the inference that if a comm.ittee is appointed they are not prepared 
to consider the question of restoring the cut even if the comm.ittee comes 
to the conclusion that the cut was not justified. It is not my duty to 
reply to all those- allegations against the millowners. I desire to confine 
myseU within the four corners of the resolution. 

The resolution asks that a comm.ittee be appoinred to consider whether 
t~ere is any justification for the cut of Ill per cent. My honourable 
fr1end has himst>U supplied the strongest argument against appointing 
such a committee and against the usefulness of doing so', He has stared 
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that there are some mills in which this cut is justified, while in others 
it is not. W~thout expressing any definite opinion, I think he hit the 
nail on the head when he made this assertion; Suppose this assertion 
is correct, that there is justification for this cut in some mills while there 
is no justification for any cut in other mills, it may be that in the minor· 
ity of the mills there is no justification for a cut and that in the majority 
of the I¢1ls there is a justification. If that is a fact, how is a committee 
going to investigate whether on the whole the cut is justified or not 1 
They will have to go into the management of each individual mill. They 
will have to show in which mills the cut is justified and in which it is not, 
and if they investigate the management and financial post:tion of each 
mill in Bombay, they will come to some general conclusions. But, 
Mr. President, my honourable friend most probably realises the length 
of time that will be taken for such an investigation. Again such an 
investigation is only possible if the committee have the wholehearted 
support and co-operation of the mill agents in Bombay. Mere balance
sheets will not give the necessary information or satisfactory information, 
and as my honourable friend· knows very well indeed, this Government 
cannot compel either the millowners or the representatives of labour to 
join such a committee or to co-operate with such a committee. Suppose 
that we had the co-operation of the millowners and of labour and such 
a committee was appointed. I do not know whether the leaders of 
labour are in a position to give an undertaking that if this committee 
comes to the conclusion that this cut is justified that they are in a position 
to guarantee that the strike will come to an end. Without divulging 
any secrets or being accused of breach of confidence, I can state that I 
have not ye~ heard any labour leader in the city of Bombay coming for· 
ward to undertake that on his advice or on their combined advice they are 
in a position to guarantee that under any stated circumstances labour will 
go in and give up the fight. On the other hand, the millowners are in the 
happy position of being able to guarantee and see that their guarantees 

· are carried out. The whole object of this resolution is to influence the 
strike one way or another by the force of public opinion. But as far 
as- labour is concerned, public opinion does not go very far. That is 
one more reason for refusing to appoint such a committee. My honourable 
friend will remember that the McLeod Committee was appointed· 
last year on a clear-cut issue. The millowners contended that they 
were not bound to continue to give the bonus ; the millhands contended 
that there was a guarantee in writing entitling them to a bonus. That 
was a clean-cut issue which could be decided by a committee ; the commit~ 
tee had only to express the opinion what the agreement really meant. 
and force of public opinion would do the rest. Here the issues are 
extraordinarily wide and extraordinarily intricate, and to decide whether 
this cut of 11! per cent. is justified or not requires facts and figures, 
co--operation and assistance which Government are not able to obtain, and 
therefore the object of my honourable friend is bound to be frustrated 
When we know what the result of this committee will be, it is futile for 
Government to appoint one, and I feel sure that my honourable friend 
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himself will realise the futility of the proposal he has put forward before, 
this House. · 

Question put and lost. 
Khan Saheb A. :M. ~IANSURI (Ahmedabad and Sm·at Cities) : Sir, 

I rise to move that : 
" This Council recommend! to Government that early steps be taken to give elfeet to 

the reKolution of this House regarding the adequate representation of all communities 
in all the eervicea, especially in the Educational Department and on the clerical st&fl." 

Sir, I rise to say that though there is a resolution passed by the House 
the Mahomedans are not given their proper and legitimate share in the 
various services of this Government. I will take the various depart
ments one bv one. 

Firdt, I will take the Education Department. Sir, in the Indian Educa
tional Service in the Bombay Presidency out of 58 there"are only 2 
Mahomedans. In the Bombay Educational Service, out of 70 there are 
only 6 Mahomedans, and out of these 6, 4 are Urdu deputies and 2 are 
headmasters of Anglo-Urdu Schools. There are 4 educational inspectors 
for 4 Divisions, out of which there is only 1 Mahomedan educational 
inspector in the Bombay Division. He has been· there for a very long 
time, and during the last 12 years no other Mahomedan had any chance of · 
becoming educational inspector. Looking to the numbet; of headmasters, 
we find that out of 23 head masters, there is not a single Mahomedan 
headmaster. There are 2 headmasters, belonging to the Mahomedan 
community, but they are headmasters of Anglo-Urdu Schools, but there 
is not a single Mahomedan headmaster in other high schools and middle 
schools. Looking to the deputy educational inspectors, there is not a single 
Mlthomedan among them, except the four that I mentioned. who are 
purely Urdu deputies. So also, among the assistant deputy educational 
iru;pectors, the number of Mahomedans is very meagre. Sir, look at 
the number of Mahoinedan students in the various schools. In the 
Elphinstone High School, out of 900 students there are only 30 
Mahomedans. In reply to an interpellation of mine on the question, the 
Honourable Minister has given a statement admitting the fact, but at the 
same time he has pointed out that that is due to the Anjuman Islam and 
other private schools being in the vicinity. But I would point out to my 
honourable colleague the Minister of Education-! call him a colleague 
be<>ause I had the honour of sitting with him on this side of the House 
before last year-that even 15 years ago, the number of Mahomedan 
students in the Elphinstone High School was the same, and at that time 
a]go these Anjuman Islam and other institutions existed. So~ there 
is no justification for his statement that out of 900 students in the 
Elphinstone High School there are only 30 Mahomedans because some 
other educational institutions are in the vicinity. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: Does the honourable member
mean to say that Mahomedan students found it difficult to get entrance t 

Khan &.heb A.M. MANSlJRI: Yes, I a.m prepared to prove it. In 
the R. C. High School there are .only 24: Mahomedan students out of 400J 
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and I would like to ask the Honourable Minister why there should be 
such a small number of Ma.homedan students. Sir, I could point out 
that in other private schools, eYen in the non-co-operatina schools such as 
the Proprietary High School, the number of Mahomedan students is 
much greater than in the Government High Schools, and I may assure this 
House that when I myself sent two Mahomedan students from the non
co-operating Proprietary High School to "the Government High School, 
the reply was that there was no room for them. I fail to understand 
how the orders of Government with regard to the admission of a certain 
number of Ma.homedan students in the high schools are brushed aside. 
I think it is due to the unsympathetic headmasters that are in the schools. 
They think they are lords and monarchs of all they survey, and there is 
nobody to ask them why they take up this attitude. In reply to a 
question o.f mine whether it was a fact that some Mahomedan students 
were refused admission in the Ahmedabad High School, the reply from 
the Honourable Minister was in the affirmative. But when I asked the 
Honourable Minister in all earnestness whether he had taken the trouble 
to enquire why they were refused admission .•••••. 

The Honourable Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE : May I ask, Sir, what has 
. the number of Mahomedan students in high schools got to do with the 
present resolution 1 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member is 
trying to argue that the reason of the paucity of Mahomedan students in 
Government iigh schools is due to the fact that there are no Mahomedans 
as headmasters of such schools. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Whenever a question is asked as to 
why there is a paucity of Mahomedans in a particular department, say 
for example the Education Department, the reply is that qualified men 
are not forthcoming. I am prepared to point out to the Honourable 
Minister that there are really capable and intelligent and experienced 

· Mahomedans who are quite competent to occupy high and responsible 
posts in this Department. For example Mr. Kazi, Superintendent in 
charge of the Yerowda Reformatory is there.His work has been praised by 
His Excellency and by the Honourable Minister himself. May I know 
the reason why he has not been appointed as educational inspector~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: He docs not want to leave that 
place. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : I can contradict that statement. 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I myself asked him. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : This is what he told me. 
Mr. Noor Ma.homed was a headmaster in Rangoon School. He 

was first in our service and Mr. Lory had a special liking for him and 
· took him in his own department. He is the best man for the place of 
a headmaster. 

Now, take the Judicial Department.· Out of the 19 sub-judges there 
is not a single :Ma.homedan occupying the post. Out of the kind courtesy 
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and sympathy for Mahomedans, only recently I think the Honourable 
the Home Member has passed orders to appoint one Mahoinedan in 
the person of my old teacher, Mr. M. A. Kadri, in the new post 
now being created at Nadiad. There is practically no Mahomedan who 
is occupying the post of assistant judge. Government are going to confer 
this appointment on qualified pleaders who have got 10 or 15 years' 
experience at the bar. :Mr. Mahomed Latif........ ' 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, the discussion of the 
qualification of so many persons is hardly in order on the general proposi· 
tion whether Government intend to give effect to their orders, as early 
as possible, which they intend to do. There is no intention on the part 
of Government to oppose it. The honourable member can dispense 
with the discussion of the qualifications of these persons. 

Mr. R. G. PRADHAN: Have we got a quorum t 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT (Aft.er a count) : Under the 

Standing Orders, I call upon the Secretary to ring the bell for three 
minutes. (The bell was rung and a count was taken). We have a quorum. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : What I wanted to point out is this. 
Hithrrto the plea has been that there is no suitable man available. I 
was just pointing out the men who are at hand duly qualified to take up 
these posts. 

In the selection grade, there i.-J not a single Mahomedan among the 
three persons. Among the first class sub-judges there is not a single 
Mahomedan. Out of the 26 second class sub-judges there are only two 
Mahomedatls. Out of the 120 nazirs and clerks of courts, there are only 
three Mahomedans. 

In the Revenue Department, among the aval-karkuns, in the Nortbem 
l li,·ision there is one :Mahomedan out of 52, in the South em Division and 
6 out of t 6 and 3 out of 9.: in the Centr~ Division. Amongst the 
ms.mla tdars, there is a very meagre number of Mahomedans. 

In the Police Department, we had 4 superintendents of police who 
have recently retired. Not a single Mahomedan has been appointed to 
any of those vacancies. But, Sir, I must say to the credit of Government 
th11t, after similar resolutions have been passed in this House, they have 
lately changed their policy and ar~ now appointing Mahomedarui to these 
posts. Recently they have appointed a Mahomedan as Collector in 
Gujarat. I thank heartily the Government for this act. With these 
words, I commend the resolution to the ncceptance of the House and 
hope tht Government will see their way to accept it. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: Sir, I wish only to 

say that we are doing everything we can in this direction to give fair 
representation in the public services to all communities and orders to 
tl.is eff~ct have been isllued. We nre quite ready to meet the wishes of 
the honourable member. I am prepared, in the absence of the Honourable 
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the Finance Member who has been called away on urgent business, to 
accept the resolution on behalf of Government. 

Question put and carried. 
(After recess.) 

MOUL VI RAFTIJDDIN AIDIAD (Central Division) : Sir, I beg to move : 
"This Council recommends to Government that no fees should be charged to outdoor 

patients receiving treatment at all civil hospitals in the presidency." 

Sir, my object in moving this resolution is to elicit information as to 
what has taken place with regard to the resolution of this House passed 
at the first session of the Council in Bombay. That resolution recom
mended to Government that all fees should be abolished. I understand 
that Government had appointed a committee-whether to give effect to 
this resolution or to shelve it, I do not how. But we have not yet 
received the report of that committee. As I had made a formal protest 
some days ago against the action ofGovernment in rescinding the deliber
ate resolutions of this House, I desire to know what Government 
intend to do about this resolution. If Government are going to carry 
out the wishes of this House as conveyed in that resolution, I have 
nothing more to say, but if Government are not going to carry it out 
without giving any sound reasons for it, I should like to make some 
observations. · 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable 1\'lr. B. V. JADHA V: Sir, the committee alluded 

to by the honourable mover have submitted their report to Government, 
and Government have accepted their recommendations and passed certain 
orders, and I think. they are being issued in the Government Gazette. 
The patients are divided into two categories, well-to-do and others. 
The well-to-do patients are those who have an annual income of Rs. 1,800 
or those who pay land revenue of Rs. 300 or above per year. All those 
who are not well-to-do are to be treated free both at the dispensaries 
and at civil hospitals. The fees for the well-to-do are also moderate . 
. The object of charging fees for the well-to-do. is to give some encourage
ment to the independent medical profession. If no fees are charged 
even for the well-to-do, it will be tantiiinount to killing the independent 
medical profession. Government found that it was not desirable to 
exempt well-to-do persons. Therefore these rules have been sanctioned 
by Government. 

MOULVI RAFTIJDDIN'AIDIAD: In the light of the information 
given, I beg for the present leave to withdraw this resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 
Mr. A. N. SURVE (Bombay North) : Sir, I beg to move that: 
" This Council recommends to Government to insert a condition in the license given to 

the Western India Turf Club prohibiting persons under 21 years of age from betting on the 
totalisator ... 
Sir, the obj.ect underlying this resolution is the curtailment of a gambling 
tendency. Sometime back I had asked a question which is given in 
Volume, XI l'age 58 asking whether it is true that inexperienced boys 
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and girls go within the raee course enclosure at Bombay for betting 
and the answer given was that it was possible that many persons of 
all ages do so. The only condition that is in force at present is that 
persons under I 2 years of age are not allowed to enter the race 
course, but a person over 12 years, irrespective of the sex, can go to 
the race course and bet. There the question of his age does not arise 
at all. It was only last night that we were told in this House that if a 
person is to exercise his civic right, he must be of the age of 21 years 
whereas our law fixes 18 years in all other matters. Here when respon
sibility is to be thrown on the man to build up his charaeter and dis
cretion wisely, there the policy of the law is to the contrary. But where a 
person loses his money and loses character, the Government do not think 
it its duty to lay any sort of prohibition. Sir, this is a sad commentary. 
I think especially as the volume of gambling is going to increase Govern
ment should seriously consider the proposition involved in this resolution. 
It must be within the memory of this House that I had put a question 
during the session drawing the attention of the Honourable Leader of 
the House to the provisions of the legislation in the Dominions. I can 
st.at.e at least two or three instances where persons under 21 years of age 
are not allowed to bet at the totalisator. That k-ind of legislation is in 
force in the Cape of Good Hope. Even in Natal there is a similar 
provision. The age there is 18. Even in Transvaal persons under 16 
years of age are excluded from the race ~ourse. Why is this so there'1 
Because in the Dominions, government and the governed belong to the 
same class. What .do we find here 1 We have urged on Government 
that race course gambling is not an Indian vice ; it is imported from 
foreign countries ; we, Indians, do not want it and so we request Govern
ment in the interests of the public to adopt stringent measures against 
it. What do we find ! We find that Goverment is not tak-ing any heed 
of the suggestions made by the opposition. This is a matter, Sir, having 
Rerious consequences upon the weliare of the subjects and I trust that 
Government will see their way to accept it. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. A. :MONTGOMERIE: Sir, I am afraid Government cannot see 
their way to agreeing with the suggestion of the honourable member that 
we should engage in a legislation of this kind. I would only draw attention 
to the fact which was noted yesterday by the Leader of the House 
that the honourable the mover of this resolution seems to have a somewhat 
uncertain sense of values. He proposes that a man should be allowed to 
take part in choosing the legislators of the country of choosing the man to 
whom the des~nies of the country are to be entrusted on his attaining th~ 
a~e of 18, whtle he suggests that for 3 years longer it would be unsafe to 
trll8t him with a modest Rs. 5 on the race course in Bombay. The 
honourable member assures us that this limit of 21 obtains in South 
Africa. I know the honourable member is not a betting man. But if he 
were I would offer him very long odds indeed, that if there is a law of this 
sort on the statute book of South Africa, it is certainly not enforced 
nor indeed enforceable ; and it would be very much less easily enforceable 
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in India. In India a man can marry and beget a son long before he 
reaches the age of 21, but we are to enact that married men with families 
should not be allowed to enter the race course or to make a bet. I have 
every sympathy with the honourable mover's desire to prevent this 
evil. But when he suggests that a man does not reach the age of 
discretion before 21, that will not I think commend itself to anybody 
in the House. Sir, there will be numerous practical difficulties in dis
tinguishing the age. We must have a regjment of doctors at the entrance 
of the Turf Club enclosure making an expert examination of the crowd as 
they enter eliminating those who might be under the age of 21. It is 
perfectly easy to distinguish a child of 12 or 14 but to distinguish pt>rsons 
in this country of the age of 21 or 19 or even 24 is practically impossible. 
I therefore oppose the resoluti?n· . 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AIDIAD (CentralJ>ivision): I am sorry I am 
unable to support the resolution. I think the arguments of the hon
ourable member the Home Secretary are very sound. I really do not 
see how even the very eminent managers of the Turf Club would find 
means to ascertain the age of persons entering the race course. I think 
the proposition is simply impracticable. I do feel that the honourable 
mover is not justified in asking us to pass this legislation. I hope he 
will withdraw his resolution. 
• Mr." A. N. SURVE (Bombay City, Nortb): Sir, I do not know if the 

honourable member, the Home Secretary, was quite serious. I think he 
said something about people getting married and having a child at the 
age of 21. Is there anything immoral in getting married and getting 
children 1 I do not really think so. For a man to gamble it is certainly 
immoral. Another point is, that the Home Secretary has not given any 
explanation as to why in the Cape of Good Hope Government feel the 
necessity of having a provision in their law to that effect. The same is 
the case with Transvaal and Natal. Are we here to safeguard the 
interests of the Turf Club or are we here to safeguard the· interests of 
the public at large 1 It is a serious question. Simply we are looking 
at the goose that is laying the golden egg. Eut I warn Government that 
it should not rroYe the golden egg bringing in its t~rn e rse and ruina
tion. I think I hardly need mention anything further. 

The Honourable Sir :MAURICE HAYWARD: Mr. President, the 
Children's Bill which we recently passed checks dealings of people under 
the age of 16 and I think that is about as far as we can go. This recom
mendation would keep persons under tutelege up to the age of 21. I do 
not think that is a practical proposition. As has been pointed out by 
the Home Secretary, that would mean that you are going to refuse 
responsibility for ordinary dealings to men who may be already burdened 
with the responsibilities of families. It is not, Sir, I think, a practical 
proposition. Nor do I think the necessity for the enactment has been 
proved. It is very doubtful whether there are any large number of 
persons under the age of 21 who put any money whatever on the totalisator, 
and if they do, it is certainly not to ~uch a large extent that it would make 
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any material difference either to the profits of the totalisator or to those 
of the Turf Club. I am afraid, however sympathetic we may be.with the 
objects of the honourable mover, we could not accept this proposition 
as a practical Government .. 

Question put and lost. 
Khan Sabeb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir, 

I rise to move the resolution standing in my name. It runs thus : 
"Tbi1 ('ouncill'i'commends to Government that the propoPal made by the University 

Reform• Committee regarditi!I the removal of the Ismail College from Andheri to the Fort 
1hould not be given ctiwt to. 
Sir, there is something very interesting about the history of this question. 
Sir Mahomed Yusuf, the donor of tbis.college, after whom the college is 
named as the Ismail College, made a handsome donation of 8 lakhs of 
rupees to Government with a cherished wish that an institution for higher 
education be provided for in the suburbs of Bombay, both for his com· 
munity and the other sister communities. Sir, it was as far back as the 
year 1914 that he made this handsome donation. But tilll924 Govern
ment had been sleeping away and sleeping a long sleep and bad no time 
to think of the affair. Sir, after this handsome donation was made by 
Sir Mahomed Y usuf of 8 lakhs of rupees, certain people from Belgarim-I 
mean from the Southern Division-gave only 2 lakhs of rupees and a 
college has been already provided for those people and it has already 
begun its work. Sir, the foundation-stone of this College was laid by 
His Excellency Sir Leslie \'.\~son seventeen months ago, but still I regret 
to say, Sir, that the Public Works Department have got so much work at 
their disposal that they have not found these seventeen months since 
the foundation was laid sufficient .....• 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: I rise to a point of order. 
The honourable member is discussing the delinquencies of the Public 
Works Department. I do not think the wording of this resolution 
justifies it. 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : I do not know how the honourable 
member wishes to argue his case. But if his argument is that the delay 
in establishing the college has led to this recommendation from the Uni
versity Reforms C.ommittee, that if the college bad been built before now, 
no recommendation of the kind could have been made and that 
the building of the college should be expedited, then I cannot see how 
his remarks can be regarded as irrelevant. · 

Khan Sabeb A. M. MANSUR! : Yes, Sir. That is my argument. 
So, though it has been complete seventeen months since the foundation 
.,.as laid, still the plans have not been ready. It has given rise to the 
suspicion whether Government are going to postpone this building on 
account of the recommendation of the University Reforms Committee. 
On this committee, Sir, my friend Mr. Mirza Ali Mahomed Khan had 
also the honour to serve, and he has written a dissenting minute in regard 
~o the location of this college and be has pointed out that, if the college 
lS locaW on the Cooperage, the public of Bombay will have something 
to SJJ.y about it as •••••• 
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· The Honourable the PRESIDE~""T : I understand that Government 
is prepared to accept the resolution. The honourable member need not, 
therefore, be long in his remarks. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : I am glad, Sir. Then, I have nothing 
to say. 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: Sir, I do not think Govern

ment are entertaining any idea of not lia'ving this college at Andheri or 
that they are going to accept the proposal of the Univeristy Reforms 
Committee as to the removal of that college from Andheri. So I may give 
an assurance that Government have no objection to accept this 
resolution. 

MOUL VI RAFIUDDIN A.IniAD : Only one word, as I was very 
much interested in this movement. I think really, if the Government 
is in earnest, that they should make haste .... 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : May I draw the honourable 
member's attention to the fact that there is another resolution 
from the same honourable member, on which this speech will be more 
appropriate t 

Question put and carried. 
Mr. R. S .. NEKALJAY: Sir, I beg to move that 
" This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to recommend to the Imperial 

Government to make necessary provision as early as possible to form a full Mahar batta.· 
lion or a Mahar company in each of the Indian regiments. 

I need not say much about this, Sir. A Mahar battalion was already 
formed during war time and it was confined only for the war measure 
and it was disbanded after the war was over. My reason for moving 
this resolution is that we are tired of the village life and Government is 
also tired of the watandar 1\Iahars. They say they can go anywhere 
they like. Well, if my suggestion is accepted, I think Government will 
also be relieved to a great extent and these people will also lead a good 
life, and my object of their giving up the eating of the flesh of the dead 
animals will also be served, because they will be under the commanding 
officer and such kind of flesh, I know it for certain, will not be allowed. 
Another thing is that when the MaharsWill get entry into the regiments, 
their children will be able to receive education, because in every regiment 
they have a school attached to it and many of such purposes will be 
served and they will be leading moral and honest lives which will make · 
good improvement in them. 

Question proposed. 
Mr. L. J. MOUNTFORD : l\lr. President, I would like to reassure 

the honourable member who has raised this point upon one or two features 
of this case that possibly may have escaped his· notice. In the first 
place, I can assur.e him of the entire sympathy of this Government on the 
question of Mahar recruiting. That has been evidenced by the fact that as 
far back as December 1916, at the time when the Government of India did 
not allow Mahars to be recruited, the Government of Bombay approached 
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the Government of India and obtained from them sanction · to recruit 
Mahars. This speaks well for the sympathetic attitude of Government 
towards a resolution of this kind. The result of that decision of the 
Bombay Government to recruit lUahars when allowed to do so by the 
Government of India was that a separate battalion was raised .. A meet-
ing was held at the Town Hall, Bombay, which was probably attended 
by the honourable mover .•.••.••• 

:Mr. R. S. :N"EKALJAY: Yes, Sir, I attended the meeting which was 
presided over by your predecessor, the late Sir Narayan Chandavarkar, 
and you were also there. 

:Mr. L. J. MOUNTFORD : At first a special company of l\Iahars was 
formed and it was afterwards turned into a battalion and a total of 3.200 
men was enlisted. That battalion was stationed at Santa Cruz and 
when the Great War was over it was used in operations in the Aden 
hinterland. The lllth Mahars under Colonel Dyke performed extremely 
well in those minor operations and we were all quite content with the 
material and with the standard of military efficiency that was displayed. 
Soon after the Great War drew to a close, it was found essential to disband 
a large number of the regiments and it was natural that the latest forma• 
tions such as third battalions, (there were even 5th battalions) in certain 
~larat.ha regiments and the Mahars, who were also one of our latest 
regiments, should be disbanded. It was entirely a question of cash and 
these reductions took place not only in Bombay but in the Punjabt 
Bengal and everywhere else. On account of the disbandment of the 
Ill th Mahars, when the late Commander-in-Chief, Lord Rawlinson, came 
to Belgaam, I led a deputation to him to ask His Excellency whether the 
orders could not be revised and whether the lllth Mahars should not be 
absorbed in other regiments or whether it could not be continued to be 
maintained. I received a very sympathetic answer from His Excellency 
the Commander-in-Chief, but he told me it would be quite impossible 
as this was entirely a question of money and that if we could find th& 
money, he would recommend the battalion to be maintained. That 

· of course was quite impossible. The honourable mover therefore will 
see that not only has the Mahar won a position in the minds of this 
Government, of the Government of India and of His Excellency the 
Commander-in-Chief, but that efforts have been made to maintain the 
lllth Mahar battalion in its full strength and dignity and that thos& 
efforts broke entirely upon the rock of finance. You cannot maintain 
rt>giments beyond the required strength in the defence of the Empire and 
of India. You cannot maintain any unnecessary regiments and I can 
a.'ISure the honourable member that should there ever again be a necessity 
to widen the sphere of our recruiting, Mahars would most certainly b& 
called upon to add to the fighting forces of the Indian Empire. 

For the benefit of this House, I would like for one moment to allude to 
the past history of the :Mahars to show that the call upon such material 
will meet with a good response. In the days of John Company a very 

H~:.!'\-3 
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large proportion of its regiments consisted of 1\Iahars. Those of you, 
who have gone to Koregaon and taken the trouble of seeing the monu
~ent ~here, will remember there are names upon that monument which 
Signalises one of the greatest and the most glorious feats of arms in the 
East, and that every name there is that of a Mahar. That was the time 
when Captain Staunton marched down just· after the battle of Kirkee 
to join Colonel Burr before Poona and stopped at Koregaon. Captain 
:Staunton with 800 troops, a large majority of whom were Mahars, in· 
-eluding some Arabs, who manned the guns, met the troops led by the 

· Peshwa in person ; Captain Staunton lost his guns three times but 
.re-captured them. The Peshwa's troops numbered 25,000 while Captain 
Staunton's force consisted only of 800 men who, be it said to their credit, 
kept the Peshwa's troops at bay for a day and a night and eventually 
routed them. .That is the record of the Mahars. Later on the Mahars 
were put into the Marine battalion and stationed in Bombay, but owing to 
lack of discipline, they became disorganized and were finally absorbed 
into the first battalion of the Second Bombay Brigadeers and eventually 
it was decided not to recruit Mahars any longer. If we are to expect 
:Mahar ·recruiting to be successful, it would be far more advisable in 
the future to try for a brigade of Mahars than for a small battalion, 
where they can be brigaded by themselves. As we ·all know, in another 
place there are frequent demands to cut down expenditure in the army 
and we have seen an earnest desire on the part of the Imperial Government 
for retrenchment in the army, and therefore it is quite impossible to make 
any recommendation for raising a new Mahar battalion to the Govern
ment of India. Honourable members may be assured that the Mahar, 
~s a fighting man, has won the respect of this Government and also of 
the Government of India and that he will most certainly be called upon, 
if necessary, to swell the fighting forces of the Empire. Under the 
present rules it is still possible to have a limited number of Mahars 
attached to Maratha regiments, and if the honourable member would like 
to knowwhattheordersareon the subject, I should be glad to com
municate them to him. At the present moment the Mahars are taken on 
for the regimental bands or as clerks. These orders whereby Mahars can 
be enlisted came out only a year or two ago and therefore I 'cannot see 
.any reason for making any such recommendation as is suggested by the 
honourable mover in his resolution.· After this assurance, I hope the 
honourable member will withdraw his resolution, 

· 1\Ir. A. 1\IONTGOMERIE: Sir, I am quite v.illing to accept the 
resolution in a modified form for the reasons pointed out by the honour
able member, the Commissioner, Southern Division (Mr. Mountford}. 
It is impossible to make a recommendation to the Government of India 
for the formation of a battalion or a company, but there are other fields 
in which the Mahars may serve in the army. Their natural aptit~de for 
mechancial appliances ought to make them very helpful ~deed. 
Most of the chauffeurs and people of that sort who attend to engmes are 
Ma.hars. They have shown an extraordinary aptitude for mechanical 
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em nloyment, and Government would be willing to accept the resolution 
if the honourable member would modify it in this form : 

"Thil Council recommends to the Governor in Council to recommend to the Imperial 
Govrrnment to considE'r the question of giving further opportunities to Ma.hara of enlisting 
in t:u• Indian Army. " 

That would not tie UB down to any definite recommendation but would 
do all that the Mahars desire. 

Mr. R. S. NEKALJAY: Sir, I ask the permission of the House to 
amend my resolution as suggested by the honourable member the Home 
Secretary. 

Question put and leave granted. 
The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD:· Sir, I shall be very 

glad, on behalf of Government, to accept the resolution in that form and 
make the necessary recommendation to the Government of India. 

Resolution, as amended, put and carried. · 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! (Ahmedabad and Surat Cities) : Sir~ 

I beg to move : · · . 
" This Council recommends to Government that the opening of the lsmail College at 

Andheri be expedited. " · , 

Sir, I rise to say that it is a. well known fact that the wheels of the 
machinery of Government move slow but sure, but in this case the slowness 
has been more than proverbial. It seems that the wheels of the machinery 
of Government, so far as the Education Department is concerned, have 
been dislocated on account of the want of grease and proper oiling. 
It is eleven years since the charitable philanthropist, Sir Mahomed 
Yusu£, gave a handsome donation of Rs. 8 lakhs to the Government.· 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV:: Is it necessary, Sir, to go into 
dili~Y · 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : It is not necessary. 
Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : Though the donation was given 

eleven years ago, the college has not yet been started. It is meant 
not for Mahomedans alone, but for students of all classes. It is & 

residential college, and there is great necessity for the same, because it is · 
not meant for people living in Bombay, but it is more orless meant for 
people from the mofussil, and especially the people living in the suburbs 
round about Bombay, and we know that Government have spent crores 
of rupees on the development of these suburbs ...... . 

The Honourable the PRESIDENT : The honourable member would 
· be entitled to point out that though the foundation-stone was laid 17 
months ago, no progress has yet been made, and to ask Government to 
expedite the matter. 

Khan Saheb A. M. :MANSUR! : Sir, though it is 17 months since the 
foundation-stone of the college was laid by His Excellency Sir Leslie 
Wilson, still it is a matt.er of great regret that the work has not begun till 
now. I sincerely hope and believe that if this fact is brought to the notice 
<>f this House, Government will see their way to begin the work of thiB 
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college at a very early date. . With these few words, I commend this 
resolution for the acceptance of the House. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHA V: I may say, Sir, that the building 
work will soon be undertaken by the Public Works Department, with 
which I have ·got no concern, but I may- assure the House on behalf of 
the. Education Department that as soon as the buildings are ready, steps 
will be taken to open the college. 

MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (Central Division): Sir, I desire tG 
mention a very serious incident in the past for the information of Govern~ 
ment and the Ministers concerned, owing to which Mahomedans apprehend 
that this college will not be built at all. Sir, some 15 years ago the founda
tion-stone was laid by Sir George Clarke of a Mahomedan college 
building not very far from here. We all witnessed the ceremony at the 
hands of the Governor. For two years no progress in its construction 
was made. · I brought the matter to the notice of the Council, when 
Sir George Clarke was presiding, and told His Excellency that for two 
years no progress in the construction having been made, there was 
danger of the foundation-stone being stolen and desired to know the
fate of the follege. His Excellency assured me that there was no such 
danger, and the college was sure to be built. Sir, after 15 years, we· 
know that the college was not built~ the whole scheme was abandoned. 
I do not know what has happened to the foundation-stone. 

The Honourable Mr. B. V. JADHAV: It is not stolen. 
MOULVI RAFIUDDIN AHMAD: Therefore, Sir, the public have

great apprehensions about the Ismail College. Seventeen months ago, 
when His Excellency the Governor laid the foundation-stone of the 
college, we were assured that the work would commence immediately 
and it was hoped that in two years' time His Excellency himself would. 

· preform the opening ceremony. The work of construction has not 
yet begun. It does not matter whose concern it is. If the cap fits the 
Minister of Education let him wear it ; if it fits the head of the Honourable 
Minister in charge of the P. W. D. let him have it. What people desire 
to know is how 17 months have been allowed to be passed without any 
commencement. No report, no explanation is given to us, about the· 
delay, until we bring this matter to the notice of the House. Therefore, 
I do hope and trust that the public will be assured at once by some· 
notice in the papers that the work has begun and an opportunity given 
the'll to examine the works for themselves. With these remarks, I 
support the resolution. 

Mr. K. S. FRAMJI: Sir, when the foundation-stone was laid by 
His Excellency the Governor in February 1924, no plans and estimates 
were prepared for this building. There was only a scheme to acquire 
the land. After the ceremony of laying the foundation-stone was 
performed, it was intended that the plans and estimates should be taken in 
band. The Consulting Architect to Government was put in charge of 
this work. When the plans and estimates were ready after some time,. 
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we could not undertake the work owing to limited funds and the plans 
had to be altered. Then I understand there was some delay on account 
of some dispute about the transfer of the land. Recently the Finance 
Committee has sanctioned the money, we have invited tenders for the 
work, and we have accepted a tender. We are now only awaiting the 
transfer of funds from the Education Department. That has now been 
done, and in a year or two the buildings will be ready. 

The Honourable Sir MAURICE HAYWARD: I should like to say 
on behalf of the Honourable Minister in charge of the Public Works 
Department, who is unfortunately not here to-day on account of ill-health, 
that he will see that all possible delay is avoided in building this college 
so important for Mahomedans. 

Khan Saheb A. M. MANSUR! : After the assurance given by the 
Honourable Leader of the House, I am glad to withdraw the resolution. 

Question put and leave granted. 
The Honourable the PRESIDENT : This concludes the business before 

the House. 
I have now to intimate to the House that I have received a commission 

from His Excellency directing me to announce that he is pleased to order 
that the present session of the Legislative Council should b~ prorogued. 
Accordingly, by virtue of this commission of His Excellency, I declare 
this Council prorogued until the date of which due notice shall be given. 
This Council is now prorogued. · 

8(\KI.\1': Rtn'Jm .il IBI 00YIRli:KD1' CQTI!AL PB.BS8. 
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. \'o.·mes of !Jlunicipalities and District Local Boards in which 110 

· · Malwmedan member hai been r~ominated. 
' 

Northern Central Southern urba~ bftv~~~~ r:LllL 
Division. Division. Division. 

-
Municipalities. \ 

Kaira Sangamner. Nipani. Bandra. Nil. 
Anand. Jalgaon. Athni. Kurla. 
Dakor. Yawal. Gokak. Ghatkopar. 
Umreth. Parola. Soundatti-Y e 1 Juhu. 

Dharangaon. lamma. 
Erandol. Bail-Hongal. 
Chalisgaon. llkal. 
Shahada. Hubli. 
Sindkheda. Navalgund. 
Malegaon. Nargund. I 

Igatpuri. Gadag-Bettige1;. i 

Trimbak. Haveri. 
Nandgaon. Byadgi. 
Sasvad. Ranebennur. 
Jejuri. Gudguddapur. I 

Baramati. Karwar. I 

Indapur Kumta. 
Sirur. Sirsi. I 

Talegaon. Da bh8, Haliyal; I 

de. Bhatkal. I 

Lonavla. Gokam. 
Alandi. Ali bag. 
Poona Subur Mahad, 

ban. Mathe ran. 
Ashta. Pan vel. 
Islam pur. Roha-Ashtami. 
Karad. Uran. 
Mhasvad. Chiplun. 
Panchgani. Ratnagiri. 

1 Rahimatpur. Mal wan. 
: Tasgaon. 
• Vita. 

I 
i Wai. 
: Sholapur. 
: Barsi. 

I , Karmala. 

I 
1 Pandharpur. 

: 1 
DiBtrict Local I Boards. 

! I 

Kaira. i Ahmednagar. Belgaum. 
i 

Nil. Nil. 
Broach. I West Khandesh. Bijapur. 
Surat. Nasik. I 

I 

1 

Sholapur. 
I Poona. 
I 

:a: 827-l 
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.APPENDIX No. 20. 

Btatemen.t showing the amount of balances of the estate8 of mi~s 
in the several District Oourts of the Presidency. 

'· __L Amount of balance of the estates of mll'lon. 

Dm~~ ----------.~~-----------.,---------
\ Cash balance, etc: Value or ornaments. Total, 

Ahm 

B 

edabad 

roach .. 
8 ora& .. 
T ban a .. 
A.b mednagar 

aslk .. N 

Khan 

p 
desh •• 

oona 

Sa tara 

8 holapur 

Be lganm 

B ljapur 

D harwar 

tnaglrl Ba 

x:.n 
Kara 

II 

ara 

chi 

yderabad 

11 ukkur 

La rllana 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

- B.s. a, p. Rs. a, p, 

.. .. 14,04,439 10 11 1,41,659 7 

.. .. 1,23,732 6 4 19,145 10 

.. . . 96,291 11 0 17,611 0 

.. .. 16,006 7 8 4,666 u 
.. 6,47' 10 10 1.,412 14 

.. .. 1,56,898 1 7 21,662 11 

.. .. 3,66,226 7 6 9,653 0 

.. .. 50,1&4 6 0 44,815 7 

.. .. 81,042 u 6 15,667 11 

.. .. 6,84,260 6 9 49,859 10 

.. .. 11,488 11 0 26,227 9 

.. . . 66,887 ' 0 .... 

.. .. 70,058 7 7 6,743 0 

.. .. 142 6 8 .... 

.. .. 6,423 6 lf~ 8,765 •7 

.. .. 1,43,536 13 0 •1,976 0 

.. .. 6,873 7 0 291 0 

.. .. 2,09,084 6 1 8,168 0 

.. .. 6,530 611 150 0 

Total .. 84,05,051 6 9~ 8,73,375 6 

845 0 

3,73,720 6 -
• In addition to this, there are 28 sovereigns • 

.' , Ra, 23 X lli • Rs. US, 

9 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

s 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Rs. a. p. 

15,46,099 ll 8 

1,42,878 0 4 

1,13,902 11 0 

20,673 6 8 

7,887 8 10 

1,78,000 12 '1 

3,75,779 7 8 

94,969 12 8 

96,710 9 6 

6,34,120 0 9 

37,716 4 0 

66,887 ' 0 

76,801 7 7 

142 li ~ 

10,188 lS ··o~ 

1,45,511 13 0 

6,164 7 0 

2,17,252 6 1 

6,680 611 

37,78,426 10 9~ 

845 0 0 

37,78,771 10 Ill 
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Taluka Mirpur Bat'Jwro, District Karachi. 

Tll.lub Deb.. Area available for 
&r&Unfl. 

2 ..3 

A. 8· 
Mirpur Bathoro • • Jorar Folt'st .. 12,563 35 

Dhankha.d .... 
Miranpur 339 21 
K.hangankha.di .• 
Achh 
Atll.lshah .. 308 ' Bachal Gugo 590 30 
Ra.U Mulchand .. 252 36 
Tiko 840 13 
Ba.no 605 35 
Ra.hot 951 22 
Pa.d 684. 7 
Kotkia 888 ' Shah pur 1,726 11 
Hussein pur 1,568 8 
La.ikpur 1,201 29 
Abral 1,538 4 
Khirda.hi 917 38 
Ma.ngiladho 1,628 0 
Gullllahomed , , 3,0i7 16 
Da.chri 1,389 10 
Ga.dki 208 35 
Khan pur 374 .29 

1 Da.ro 332 1 
Chowba.ndi 946 20 
Chowbandi Cha.nhki 946 2 
Ara.ro 1,205 28 
Karim pur 791 16 
Pa.rhyarki 257 24 
Ja.rawah 245 22 
Ka.ndo 323 n 
Mirpur Bathoro 409 31 
K.hadedni 1,787 2 
Ba.nt.o 789 11 
Sa.mani 793 3 
Relo 1,069 19 
Nahati 878 3 
Fateh Mahomed Abro 1,908 34. 
Jboke 2,031 11 
Dll.lidll.l 1,70) 30 
Ga.niro 1,383 3 
Charbati 1,472 11 
Da.ndi 1,223 25 
Tarai 1,169 8 
Juneja.n 2,572 24 
&hijki 564. 2 
Kungaohi i 616 7 "I 
Sanda.nji 621 .25 
Damri 2,435 1 
.Murh&di 772 36 
Son&hri 2,683 10 
Tirsyat 

"I 3,725 19 
Katoro 

•• 1 497 38 

II St7-l4 
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Taluka Mirpur Bathcwo, District KaracAi-contd. 

Taluka. 

~ur Bathoro-eonlrl. 

De h • 
...... • 2 

•• Amra. 
Kukrat 
Ba.bri · 
Chelhiroom· .• 
Dachri 
Amro 
Lurcharo 
La.yari .. 
West Laikpur .. 
East L'l.ikpur •. 

::1 
.. .. I 

Area available for 
grazing. 

3 

A. g . 

551 21 
1,721 3 
2,766 37 

787 34 
686 34 
467 16 

1,247 0 
911 15 

1,187 25 
2,542 9 -
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Communication to inamdars of 
Government orders afitlCting 
their interests. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

Resolution No. L. C.-1:!25. 

Bombay Castle, 31st July 1924. 

Question No. 4 put by Sardar G. N. Mujumdar, M.L.C., at the first· 
session of the Legislative Council of 1924 :-

" Will Government be pleased to state what steps have been taken to 
publish Government orders affecting inamdars' interests in pursuance 
of Government Order, Revenue Department, No. 4067 dated 3rd April 
1918 '" 

Government memorandum No. L. C.-1225~F-24 dated 29th Feb
ruary 1924 to the Commissioners, N. C. and S. Divisions. 

Letter from the Commissioner, S. D., No. W.T.N.-183 dated 26th 
April 1924. 

Letter from the Commissioner, C. D., No. 370 dated 8th May 1924. 
Memorandum from the Commissioner, C. D., No. 402 dated 16th May 

192t 
Letter from the Commissioner, N. D., No. W.T.N.-460 dated 11th 

June 1924. 
Reply to Council Question No. 4 given by Government at the second 

session of the Legi.,.lative Council of 1924 :-
" In almost all the districts in the Presidency Government . orders 

affecting inamdars' interests are communicated to them by the officers 
concerned. The necessity of complying with the orders ol Government in 
the matter is being impressed upon the officers concerned." 

RE&OLUTION.-It appears from the reports from the Commissioners, 
Northern, Central and Southern Divisions, called for in Government 
memorandum No. L.C.-1225-F -24 dated 29th February 1924, that the 
instructions of Government regarding communication to inamdars of 
Government orders affecting their interests issued in Government Order 
No.l2598 dated 19th October 1917, with regard to the Central Division, 
and in Government Order No. 4067 dated 3rd April1918, in respect of the 
Northern and Southern Divisions, are not carried out in some districts. 
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The officers concerned are requested to comply with the orders of Govern· 
~ent in the above Orders strictly in future. · 

To 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

The Commissioner, N. D., 
The Commissioner, C. D., 
The Commissioner, S. D., 

...... . H. K. KIRPALANI, 

Deputy Secretary to Government. 

*The Commissioner, Bombay Suburban Division, 
*The Collector, Bombay Suburban District, 
All other Collectors in the Presidency proper. 

' With a copy·of Government Order No. 4067 dated 3rd April 1918. 

APPENDIX No. 27. 

Memorandum showing the action taken or intended to be taken on the 
ta:z:ation proposals contained in section 2, Chapter. VI of the Report of 
the Compulsory Prirn,ary Education Committee, 

Item (3) has already been adopted. Item (1) has been considered 
and Government have decided to await the proposals of the Indian 
Taxation Enquiry Comm.ittee on the subject. Item (2) and (6) have 
been considered but Government have not yet reached any definite 
decision thereon .. Items (4), (5) and (7) have not been considered. 
Item (8) is being considered by the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee 
whose report will be awaited. Items (9) and (10) are for local bodies 
and not for Government to deal with:- It should be noted that imme· 
diate action on all the taxation proposals was not necessary and has 
therefore not been taken. Action will be taken as and when necessary. 
For the present. Government await the report of the Indian Taxation 
Enquiry Committee. 
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No. O.R. 
Bombay Collector's Office, 

Old Custom House, 

};'rom 

To 

Sir, 

TB.B: CoLLECTOR or BoMBAY, 

Bombay. 

Ma. 

192 • 

I have the honour to bring to your notice that the Government 
land at Colaba. described in the margin is at present held by you on a 

Situ&tea yearly tenancy. I am therefore directed by 
Area Government to ofier you a lease of the land on the 
C.N. No. following terms and conditions. N.S. No. 
c.s. No. of Colaba (1) The term of the lease will be 99 years on 
Preaent ~~~~~t~ssment. renewable at revised rents. 

(2) '1he rent payable during the first term of the lease will be charged as 
under:-

For the first ten years at 1 per cent. 
For the next ten years at 2 per cent. 
For the next ten years at 3 per cent. 
For the remaining 69 years at 4: per cent. on the present value 

of the land. 
(3) The lease will be in a simple form without any onerous conditions. 
(4) The lease and its counterpart will be prepared by the Solicitor to 

Government at the cost of the lessee in every respect including stamp 
and registration fees. 

(5) The ofier is subject to the final sanction of Government. 
2. The form of the lease can be seen at the Collector's office in the 

Old Custom House, on any day during office hours. 
3. I have further to add that in view of the long occupation of the 

lands at a low assessment, specially favourable terms commencing with 
a rent of 1 per cent. only,have been ofiered, and that if these terms are not 
accepted, you ·will be losing the opportunity of securing a better tenure 
for your land. • 

4:. Please send an early reply. 
I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 
Your most obedient servant, 

Collector. 
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No. O.R. 

Bombay Collector's Office, 
Old Custom House, 

192 • 

Lease of Government land at CoJaba bearing 0.8. No. 227. 

Th? attention of ~ is invited 
to this office letter No. O.R. dated 
and the subsequent reminders and ~:e is informed that if ~e does not 

ac~ept the terms of the lease offered to ~: within 1!) days from the 
date of receipt hereof Government will assess the land under section 8 of 

Bombay Act II of 1876 and then ~:e will have to go to Court to 
set aside the assessment so fixed. 

for Collector. 

Lands : Bombay. 

Colaba. 

Petition from the Lower Colaba 
Landowners' Association in 
the matter of their holdings 
in Colewady. 

GOVERNMENT ov BOMBAY. 

REVENUE DEP.ABTMENT. 

Resolution No. 2213/24. 

Bombay Oastle, 9th July 1925. 

Petition dated 24th October 1924 from the Lower Cola.ba Landowners 
Association-Stating that the signatories to the petition hold certain 
lands in the old village of Colewady, Lower Colaba, on quit and ground 
rent tenure, but that in the year 1919 the rent hill form was changed as if 
the land were held on a yearly tenancy, and in 1923 they were offered by 
the Collector of Bombay a 99 years' lease on certain terms ; observing 
that in accordance with the terms offered the rent would be raised from 6 
pies per square yard to nearly 38 to 48 pies for the first decade and would 
come to 152 to 192 pies from the fourth decade onwards, thereby causing 
serious .hardship; representing that the rent was definitely fixed at 
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6 pies per square yard in 1838 as a permanent measure, that tlie tenure 
of the lands had all along been recognised as quit and ground rent 
in the official registers, that ~~ales and transfers were efiected on that 
IJa·•h, and that Government are consequently estopped either from 
enh::.nc.ing the rent or from changing the nature of the tenure; adding that 
owing to their refusal to accept the ofier of 99 years' leases the Collector 
of Bombay has threatened to assess the lands under section 8 of Bombay 
Act II of 1876; and praying that either the Collector may be instructed to 
restore their holdings to the original quit and ground rent tenure, or that 
an opportunity may be given to them to redeem their holdings on pay
ment of an amount equal to 30 times the present assessment in the same 
way as other holders were allowed. 

Rs:soLUTION.-The petitioners request ·that their holdings may be 
restored to the quit and ground rent tenure. In support of this request 
they rely upon the fact that the rent has remained unaltered since the 
year 1838-39. They also maintain that from the year 1878 their holdings 
had been entered in the " rent rolls of quit and g1'9und rent lands ~·, 
that when transfers were registered with the Collector he certified that 
"they had been duly registered in the register book of the quit and 
ground rent properties" and that purchases were consequently. made 
on the understanding that the land was of quit and ground ~ent tenure. 
They also lay emphasis on the fact that notices issued under .Act II 
of 1876 for payment of rent expressly stated that it was "ground rent 
for quitand ground rent land". 

2. Government have given careful consideration to the petitioner's 
representation but cannot admit their contention that the tenure of land 
is quit and ground rent. The rent was raised more than once prior to the 
year 1838 and the mere fact of its having remained unaltered since then 
does not debar Government from enhancing it now. The land is the 
property of Government and its erroneous entry in the quit and ground 
rent rolls cannot raise an estoppel against Government. As regards the 
certificates endon:ed by the Collector on deeds of transfer they too do 
not creiLte an ec;toppel. Such endorRementli! were made prior to the pre~ 
sent Land Revenue Act and generally bad for some years containt11 a 
Rta.tement to the effect that the rights of Government were not to be 
affeeted by reason of the registration of deeds of transfer, the sole object 
of the register being to enable the Collector to apply to the proper per
son for payment of rent. Section 35 of Act II of 1876 is also clear 
on the point. 

3. For the reasons given above Government are unable ~ grant the 
l)etitioners' request that their land should be regarded to have been 
held on the quit and ground rent tenure or that they should be allowed 
to rt>d:em it on payment of 30 times the present assessment. The 
orders tssued in Government Order No. 2929, dated 25th March 1918, will 
therefore remain in operation. Go\'ernment, however, recognise that 
1:10me concession is due to the petitioners in wnsideration of the fa.ct 
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that for nearly 40 years the land was entered in quit and gro~d rent 
land regis~rs. They are accordingly pleased to direct that the land· 
holders in question should be allo~ed the option of commutation, during 
the first decade of the lease period, at the rate of one per cent. on the 
value of the land. Thilil is a valuable concession and will enable the 
redemption of land at a rate considera.l>ly short of that leviable under 
the orders of 1918. The concession will not be admissible to those 
who fail to avail themselves of it within the prescribed period. 

4. : The petitioners should be informed of the issue of these orders. 

To 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

H. K. KIRP ALAN!, 
Deputy Secretary to Government. 

·The Collector of Bombay, The Executive Engineer, Presi-
The Superintendent, Bombay City dency Division, 

Survev and Land Records Office, The Finance Department, 
· The Solicitor to Government, The Public Works Department, 
·The Accountant General, The Petitioners (by letter). 
The Superintending EnginP-er, 
' · Northern Circle, · 
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Subject.-Pathan money lender~. 

No. C.R.S.R.-97. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

V. B. Mardhekar, Esq., M.A., . 
District Magistrate, Ratnagiri ; 

The Deputy Secretary to Government, 
Home Department, Bombay. 

Ratnagiri, 3rd September 1925. 

With reference to Government memorandum No. L.C.-711-D (H. D.)., 
dated 16th July 1925, I have the honour to submit the following informa
tion in reply to Question No. 13 put by Mr. S. K. Bole, M.L.C. 

2. In fact the Pathans in this District are not a terror to the public 
like those in Bombay and other places. There are about 31 Pathans 
in the whole district. They are money lenders and carry on their busi· 
ness chiefly among the low classes. It is a fact that they advance money 
to their debtors at a high rate of interest varying from six pies to two 
annas and in some cases even at four annas per month per rupee. The 
borrowers who are generally men with very low credit or with no credit 
and who cannot get loans elsewhere agree to pay the e:xhorbitant rates 
of interest demanded by the Pathans. To recover the money the Pathans 
never go to the Civil Courts. In order to recover their arrears they 
frequently visit the houses of their borrowers, sit at their doors and at 
times threaten their debtors with rough treatment, i.e., abuse, illegal 
restraint, etc. But on enquiry it appears that these Pathans do not 
give any kind of trouble to the people who are not their debtors. 

3. There is no doubt that the Pathans cause some annoyance to their 
debtors, while recovering their arrears, by threats, abuse or rough handl
ing but it appears that the borrowers who are generally poor and 
belong to low classes do not dare to come forward and complain openly 
for want of sufficient means or for fear of further harassment or high· 
handoo treatment at the hands of these Pathans. Unless complaint.a 
about their violence or other offensive acta are received or unless there 
is reliable independent evidence for prosecution under section 110, 
Criminal Procedure Code, they cannot be dragged into Criminal CX>urts. 
Rectntly proceedings against two Pathans were taken under section 
110, Criminal Procedure Code, but they were discharged by the trying 
Magistrate as there was no reliable and independent evidence to show 
that the Pathans habitually committed offences specified in the said 
section 110, Criminal Procedure Code. I think that, in order to remove 
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the nuisance, the Police should keep a systematic wat<:h over the move· 
menta and doings of these Pathans and after· securing sufficient evidence 
against them take necessary proceedings against them in Criminal Courts. 
The Police are being instructed to take necessary action accordingly. 
My District Superintendent of Police suggests that it would be very 
desi~aUe to deport one or two of these men to their native place as undesir
~ble Foreigners under section 3 of the Foreigners Act (II of 1864) which 
measure would act as a deterrent one in inducing the others to behave 
themselves properly and the Pathan menace would disappear. There 
is no doubt that they terrorise the poor people who happen to be their 
debtors and I generally agree with the District Superintendent of Police 
in his proposaL It is difficult to procure independent evidence against 
them except of those who are their debtors. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed) V. B. MAlmHEK.AB, 

District Magistrate. 
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A COP'!J of tilt order~ pasaed by G01Je1'nmem in Govemmem Rta<Xw.tWJ. 
No. 5131, dated 20th July 1923. 

" Government accept the opinion of the Remembrancer of Legal 
A1J&.irs in the last sentence of his memorandum. In view of that opinion, 
in the case of & village held on terms similar to Sukene or Gangaware in 
which it appears that the Inam Com.missioner in his decision did not 
record that chil/w,r should be administered by Government, nor do. the 
accounts of the village, prior to its grant, show that the allowance for 
ckilhar was deducted, the Inamdar'a claim to administer it should be 
sdmitted. In other cases Government are entitled to administer it. 

2. In cases in which inamdars are declared entitled to &d.minister 
chilhar, the amount should be paid to them by the village officers while 
handing over the revenue of the village in accordance with the policy 
laid down in Government Resolution No. 4168 dated 3rd June 1897. 
The orders in that Resolution are modified to this extent.'' 
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Statement skowirtg the number of bu"1dings built J()'f Lxxil Boatd ac'lwols 
in tM Kamatalt: during the last ten years. 

Part (a). I Pa.rt (b) •. 

Number of 

Na~ of District. 
buildings built Total coat Number of Number of 
or Local Board incurred on buildings for buildings for 

') Schools during the buildings Urdu Schools. non-Urdu 
the last ten in column2. Schools. 

years. 

1 2 4 5 

. •. Rs • 
Dht.rwar· .•• · ' .. 15 . 1,04,486 15 
:Belgaum .. ' ... ' 16 1,19,709 2 14 
Bijapw 10 75,979 1 

.. 
9 .. .. .. 

Kanara io .. 4* 10,197 .. 4* 

• Besides these, 8 school houses were built by the villagers for non·Urdu schoola the 
oost of which ia not known. · 
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Slate'!Mnt ahowing the gross realisations, cost of colkction, an& t'M 
netrevenueilerivedfrom Cotton Im'P(»'f.Duty /rMn 

1st January 1921 to 31st March 1925. 

Year. 
f 

Grose colleotioa.. . Cost of colleotioa. l Net colleotioD. 

Rs. •· P· Rll. a. p. Ra. .. p. 
1920-21 (Jan '21 to 

Mar. '21) .. 8,96,326 l 7 16,4,26 9 8 8, 79,899 7 11 
1921-22 .. 35,88,610 li 2 1,07,658 4 11 34,80,952 0 3 
1922-23 .. 38,94,832 10 8 1,07,088 11 0 37,87,743 15 8 
1923-24 .. 37,07,051 0 0 1,14,389 13 8 35,92,661 9 ' 
1924-25 .. 31,67,487 13 9 1,12,065 12 6 30,65,422 1 3 

Total •. 1,52,54,307 15 2 4,57,629 3 9 1,47,96,678 11 6 
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Jccompaniment ro Government Order, EduMt:onal Department, 
N_o. 1273, aated the 3ra March 1921. 

NOTIFICATION. 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT. 

Secretariat, Fort, Bombay. 

Dated the 3rd March 1921. 

: No. 1273-A.-In supersession of the rules published in Government 
Notification No. 1944, dated the 12th November 1907, Government 
are pleased to prescribe the following revised ruJes for regulating the 
admission of candidates into the lower grades of the Public Service :-

I. To · wlwm applt'cable~-Except as hereafter mentioned, these 
rules apply to all appointments of a clerical nature in the Revenue and 
Judicial Branches of the Public Service or Departments subordinate 
thereto and to appointments in the Income Tax Office in Bombay City 
(provided that these rules may be departed from at the discretion of 
the Collector of Income Tax, Bombay, in the case of appointments to 
the out-door and cashier's establishments in his office)~ as well as any 
other branches of the service to which His Excellency the Governor in 
Council may from time to time declare them to be applicable by noti· 
fication in the Bombay Government Gazetre. They do not apply to 
persons already in permanent Government service or to graduates and 
others who have passed any specially prescribed tests, or to persons 
seeking employment in the Executive Police. 

II. Qualifying examinatiom.-Hereafter no one, save as aforesaid, 
will be eligible for employment in any appointment to which these 
rules apply except-

(a) Those who have passed the .Bombay University School Final 
Examination: or the Departmental School Final Examination, or 
the Matriculation Examination of the University of Bombay before 
the year 1919, or who have obtained from the Joint Examination 
Board the School-leaving Examination Certificate which is given 
to those who have qualified for Government service, or who 
have passed the European High School Examination, or the Senior 
Commercial Education Certificate (vide Educational Department 
Government Resolution, 1996 dated 14th November 1922), 
Examination of the London Chamber of Commerce, or the 
Cambridge Senior Local Examination, or the Second Grade Public 
Service Certificate Examination under the old rules, or the Third 
Grade Public Service Certificate Examination, or the Examination 
for the Public Service Certificate in vernacular, or the Vernacular 
Final Examination ; 
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(b) (For appointments in the Judicial Department) Barristers or 
~olicitors or persons who have passed the High Court Pleaders' 
Examination or the Examination formerly prescribed for candidates 
for pleadershipa of the district and subordinate courts ; or 

(c) (For appointments in the Educational Department) holden of 
Vernacular Training College or School Certificates, Secondary Teachers' . 
T:.:aining College Diplomas, Drawing Teachers' Certificates, and 
Gymnastic Certificates. ' 

(d) In Sind only-

(i) For appointments in the Revenue Department passed pupils of 
the Agricultural School at Hyderabad or the Tapedan' Training 
School at Hyderabad. 

(ii) Forappomtments in theJudicialDepa.rtment Pleaders holding 
sanads from the Sadar Court in Sind. 

III. Vernacular and English o.J!ices.-A candidate who has passed 
the Third Grade Public Service Certificate Examination or the Exami
nation for the Public Service Certificate in vernacular or the Vernacular 
Final Examination will be eligible for admission to a Yemacular office; 
a candidate who has passed the European IDgh School Examination 
or the full Senior Commercial Examination of the London Chamber of 
Commerce (with foreign languages) or the Cambridge Senior Local 
Examination will be eligible for admission to an English office, and other 
candidates qualified under rule II (a) and those who have passed the 
full Senior Commercial Examination of the London Chamber of Commerce 
(with vernacular) will be eligible for admission to a Vernacular or an 
Englioh office. 

IV. Arrangem-ents for holding examinations.-Arrangements , for 
holding the European High School Examination, the Vernacular 
Final Examination, the Vernacular Training College or School Exami
nations, the Secondary Teachers' Training College Diploma Examination 
and the Drawing Teachers' Certificate Examination will be made by 
the Educational. Department : the School-leaving Examination of 
the Joint Examination Board will be conducted by the Board : arrange
ments for holding the Senior Commercial Examination of the London 
Chamber of Commerce and the Cambridge Senior Local Examination 
will also be made by the Educational Department on receipt ·of due 
notice. 

V. Age restrictWn.-Holders of certificates of the examinations 
described in rule II will not be admitted to the Superior Public Service 
until they have completed their 18th year. This condition will not, 
however, apply to holders of the Vernacular Final Examination Cer
tificate who may be appointed as assistant teachers in primary schools. 

VI. Special Departmental E.mmination.r.-Every person appointed 
to the Public Senice, in vi.J;tue of his eligibility thereto under these 
rule!, will enter it subject to the condition of passing any special exa
mination required in the Department to which he is appointed. 

I 8%7-2 
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VII. Acting V<JMncies.-Acting vacancies in offices to which these 
·rules apply shall, as far as possible, be filled by candidates who have 
passed the prescribed ~ts. · · 

By order of the Government of Bombay: 

J. C. KER, 
Secretary to--the Government of Bombay, 

Edur.ational Department. 
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Priwh ami Personal 
and Confidential. • • * 

19th Aprill925. 

To 

Dear Sir, 

I hope you will kindly excuse me for addressing this letter to you 
though I have not the pleasure of your acquaintance personally. The 
important questions which arise in connection with the administration 
of the Forest Department of this Presidency is my justification in address· 
ing this letter to you. 

I may mention that, acoording to the rules of the Bombay Council 
Swaraj Party of which I am a member, the subject of Forest Department 
baa been assigned to me for special study and consideration. Though a 
layman, I have been endeavouring to study the question according to 
the facilities available to me. Of course as an outsider it is not possible 
for me for some time to obtain from Indian Officers working in connection 
with the Department as much help as I possibly can with the view of 
discovering how that department should be managed economically 
and with benefit to the Presidency. It is my earnest resolve to bring 
up questions and fight for the rights of Indians employed in the Forest 
Dt>partment. I need hardly add that my hands in carrying on this 
endeavour would be strengthened in proportion as I am helped by the 
Indian members of the Department and supplied from time to time with 
such information and other material as I may require. I am endeavour· 
ing to place at the disposal of the Indian Officers and subordinates of the 
Forest Department my services as a member of the Bombay Legislative 
Council, and I would be very grateful if I am helped in this matrer with 
such information from time to time as I may want in connection with the 
Forest Dt>partment. 

The chief aim of the members of the Bombay Council Swa.raj Party 
in entering the Lt'gislative Council is to be of use to the public including 
the officera of Government who from time to time may desire to have their 
help and co-operation in amending the administration in iUI several aspects 
and departments. I will be highly obliged if you will be so good as to 
let me know in detail your views and the way of enforcing them 
regarding the following points, which in my opinion are of great 
importance:-

(1) What l"tt>ps should be taken to lndianize the Forest Department! 
Plt>ase state in deuil your news on this point, illustrating the same 
"·ith ex mples and instances if any are available. 

(2) Please let me know in deuil the cases in which the righU! of Indiu 
Offict>rs have been overlooked in favour of non-Indians in the Forest 
Dt>partment. 

118:?7-'!c 
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(3) How many posts have unnecessarily been created in order to find 
employment for non-Indians ! 

(4) What steps should be taken to stop the recruiting of non-Indians 
employed in the Forest Depa:rtment Service, Imperial as well as 
Provincial ' 

(5) What steps should be taken to decrease the costliness and the 
extravagance of this Department if any-! 
. (6) What steps should be taken to raise the scale of pay of the 
officers like the Range Forest Officers ! 

(7) What industries is it possible to start out of the produce of Forest'! 
in this Presidency and what steps should be taken for their development 
under Indian control t 

(8) Do you think that the abolition of the post of Chief Conservator 
of Foresta and his establishment is likely to decrease the revenue of this 
Department and cause any and what inconvenience to the Forest 
Department ! 

(9) Do you think that Indians of engineering qualifications are 
capable of carrying out the engineering work arising in connection with 
this Department and that there is any necessity of having a Superin· 
tending Engineer and other Engineers of European or non-Indian 
origin! 

(10) Do you think that the Forest Department can do without a 
Saw Doctor or a Superintendent of Saw Mills t 

(11) Please forward to me or suggest if you have any plan or scheme 
by which the Forest Department can be managed more economically 
nnder Indian control and be made more beneficial to the ryot and the 
poor people of this Presidency t 
These are some of the questions I have ventured to put to you. My 

motives in doing so are, as I have said above, merely to strengthen my 
hands by obtaining the necessary knowledge and prevent the maladminis
tration of the Department. Very often I feel that the rights of Indians 
in this Department are ignored in favour of non-Indian favourites. You 
are aware of the great political awakening which has taken place in the 
country. Under its influence we are all anxious to be of the greatest 
service to our countrymen. I am anxious that advancement and pre
ferment in office should go on the strictest merits without any regard for 
the complexion or nationality of Government servants. I am aware of the 
stupendous nature of this enterprise but I am hopeful that with the 
help and co-operation of Indian friends in this Department I may be able 
to be of great use and service in the cause of the country. I know of 
several instances where men of intelligence, ability and capacity have, 
owing to various causes including their Indian origin, been pushed back 
in favour of non-Indian rivals who do not possess their qualifications. 
I realize that the self-respect and dignity of Indian Officers has to be 
protected and therefore I am anxious that I should place my services, 
entirely at the disposal of my Indian friends in this Department. I 
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need hardly add that every correspondence will be treated as strictly 
confidential. If, in spite of this warning, however, any member of the 
Forest Department to whom this letter is addressed is still afraid of his 
name being exposed, th(l'y might send me their requests through channels 
which will avoid publicity. I should be grateful if I get a chance of 
seeing them personally under circumstances of the strictest confidence. 
My sole desire is to become acquainted with the inner working of this 
Department in order that out of my. knowledge greater strength can 
spring leading to greater usefulness to my country. 

Yours faithfully, 
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Statement giving information regarding deaths cawed by Europeans i~ 

I Hisd=tlon 
I 

S. .No. and aame of the and ession, .Name of the Date of death. Date of .Tudg· I 
aoouaed: 

J 
it any. person killed. ment. I 

..... .. I 
I 

1 Tbomu WilldDson .. Asstt. In Messn; J Mr. Farrow •• 6 Aug. 1915 .. .... I Marcks & Co. ' 

C&pt. D. Marson 
I i z .. Capt., B.. A. M. C. · Shaik Abdul 14 June 1917 .. 19 July 1917 

··~ Baaan t'hand 
Khan. 

II MrB. H. Baird .. Married woman •. Rustomii Jam· 22 Sept.1917 .. . ... 
setji Panthaki. 

t Capt. Dillow, 
"ObenaD". 

H. T. Master Mariner . . Ling Hockchin •. 26 Apr.1918 •. 21 May 1918 .. 

' Rimel .. .. British Soldier •. Kerba Girja •. 7 July 1919 .. 9 Dec.1919 .. 
6 A.. O.l. G. H. Taylor •• ~yal Air Force •• Devjl Deva .. 17 Jan.1920 .. ... , 
7 AOCW!Ild alleged to be ...... Kaisam Khan 22 May 1920 .. .... 
a European. Taber Khan 

(a child aged 
about 4 

I R. F. Gordon .. Sgt., S. &T, 
months), 

• . Musmat Lacb· 18 Nov. 1920 .. 17 Feb. 1921 
mldevi,daughter 
of Sondi, Sweep· 
erwoman, 

II .Tames Simpson Tait • Chartered Ac· Khudadad, son 22 Mar.1921 · · 11 Apri\1921 
countant. of Jan 

Mahomed • 
10 G,.l. Coales .. Sergeant •. Deva Anantn 27 Mar.1921 .. 16 June 1921 •. 

Gbadge of 
Upalwate, Tal. 
Karma! a. 

11 Elias George Ellpolis. Asstt. Agent to Ragbunatli 4 May 1921 • . 26 May'l921 .. 
RaUl Bros., Hubll Krishtapa 

Watawe • 

Ul Samuel Thomas Sgt., R. l!', A. 

. } "' '"'' 
.. { ... ,.., .. , Steams. 

R.F.A, 
1 Aug.1921 

18 H. H. Speare .. Do. Do. 

1' 0. I. B. Shrubsole .. Lieut, No.4 M.&T. Shriharak, son 26 Aug. 1921 . . 20 Dec. 1921 
Coy. of Ramphal. 

lG T. Little .. British Soldier • • ~.-Maj : Basto, 14 Oct. 1921 . . 2 Nov. 1922 .. : 
.L.I. 

18 l!', W. Slelcker .. Merchant •• Deo Fatoo .. 80 June 1922 . . 18 July 1922 .. 
17 Lldstons .ldama .. C&pt. 8. 8. Kioto .. Mohmed, son of 8 Aprl11928 .. 6April192S .. 

Hajl Mullah, 

18 Sapper M. Dempsey •• !Wyal Engineer, Corp. W .Andrews, 6 Ang.1928 • . 21 Dec. 1928 
Manora. !Wyal Eng!· 

neer, Mauora. 
Ul Pears ton .. Sgt., B.. F. A. , • Misll Ingham • . 17 Aug.1923 . . 30 Nov. 1928 

20 A.ngilOI JlouCOI .. Greek Merchant .. Joseph Baker .. 27 Aug. 1928 . . 14o Dec. 1923 . . 
1!1 .T. Walker . . 

1 

British Soldier , . Arinna Laxmanl 19 Deo.1928 SO Aprl11924o •. 
Khandve, 

II W.O.Petll'l • . A89U. Manager, Shambo, BOD of so May 192, 20 J'Uil8 1924 .. 
Mackinnon Jdac. Ad.im, hand· 
kenZie. car driver. 

II B. W. H. Dl'ff• eou~ctor, Jamr!" 
Bundar Qadi, 
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No. 54. 

t'h.6 Bombay Presidency during tht. last ten year~. 

I, U the 11001111ed The District 
wu re· ln wblcb the 

8eot.enllllllnfllcted. I leued, the oiJenoe took 
! 4ar!1e:!e~ placle. 

&mar Ira. 

Fined Ill. 450 In default 21' 
mtbl' 8. I. Jl.l, .00 to be paid 
out of the line to the deoewd'l 
Wife. 

FIMd 111. 601ndetaultl mtb'a! 
a.L j 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Impr110nment till the rieln~~ 
of the Oourt and line of Jh. 
&00 and In dflault 8. L for 21 
lllmlthl. 

S montha' R. I. and Rl. 600 
ftne. 

7 Yn' R. I. by 8etlll0111 
Q)wt, IWachl. 

DMt.b 

fYn' L I. 

Bombay 

Poou 

Bombay 

Karachi 

Poona 

Karachi 

Bombay 

Do. 

Sho!Apur 

Dbarwar 

Naalk 

• . Accueed committed eulclde by ehootlng 
himMif With the ume weapon with 
wblell be killed lfr. Farrow • 

• . Cue 1111der eectlon 304·A, 1. P. C. aod 
Section 6 of lfotor Vehicle• Act. 

• . Aocldeot by motor ear. ClauUied u 
mistake of fact. 

• • Cue under eection 802, I. P. C. 

::~~~~ ::d::O:O~o~1 i~~~t~.a~? 
, • Caee uoder eectlon 6 of the lfotor Vehl· 

clee Act. 

• . Accident by motor car. ClalaiOed u 
mistake of fact. 

. . A.sl!ault at night on PersiAn refugee• by 
2 nnknoWD Europea1111. 

• . Aocldent by motor car. DiBCharged. 
8eetloa 253, C. P. C. 

Do. 

• • Caee under aection 804·A, 1. P. C. 
Diecharged nader eectloa 253, c. P. Q, 

• . Calle under aectlon 18, lfotor Vehicle• 
Act and 30,..!, I. P. C. 

• . Case under aectlon 004·A, I, P. C. Con· 
vtcted nader aectlon 823, I. P. C. 

Do. . . Cue wttbdraWD 1111der aection 4.114., 
C.P.C. 

KArachi • . Accident by motor car. Acquitted. 
Section 1!58, C. P. C. 

Ah.mecl.lll.gar.. Cue 1111der aectlon 302, I. P. C. Ac· 
quitred on ground of ln&anity by High 
Court. 

Bombay • . Accident by motor car. Dllllharged. 
Section 253, C. .P. 0. 

KArachi . . Accident at wharf. DiecJwied. 

Do. 

Poona 

Jlomblly 

Poona 

JWat.bl 

Bectioo 253, c. P. c. 
•. <Ue nader ~ectloo ~•. I. P. C. 

. . <Ue nader ~ection 802, I. P. 0. 

. . <Ue 1111der eectioo lKI4, L P. C. 

• . Accident. Out &booting. Aoquitted by 
tbe High Court. 

• • Acciden' by motor car. Dl.echarged, 
Bectioo 263, c. P. C. 

Do. • . Accident b:r motor car. CIMelile4 u 
lllitlt&U of ...... 
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APPENDIX No. 55. 

'\· ~· ij. ;:f. t '· 
~~Gf~ 

ar~ ijt. ~ ~ m{ij, ~, 
~ 0 'ill~ trelij, fa:m .... -. 

~, m. ;:nfuen ~ ~\Rfi ~ ~ ~ cow
lntN anliRffa' CfiF.f qit ~ ~~ fi'lR ~ tlf4t~<M ~o1 ~ 
aWffil fch\m ~~ ~ cfitou<'fi'[il ~ \iil1Rf ~~~ ~'wl ~en~
~ W1 ~ iRf an): ctf, fch\~ ~i{ ~t'~ ~R ~ if 
~a tti tt<<'fit<i{.:t"i4 ~ ~ q~~ ~; ct ~ ~ 
~ ~~~~TUfT lli~~ ~~eft. 

~, m. 13 ~"4 ~ ~~~~\ ~· 
(Sd.) C. M. BAKER, 

. tfj~. 

APPENDIX No. 55-contd. 
Oircular. 

In modification oi this office circular No. 13 dated 7th May 1915, it is 
hereby ordered that in cases of miscellaneous revenue in which 
Government get no share orders should not be issued by Government 
Officers but by the Dumaldars as before. The Mamlatdars should 
however make sure in such cases that Government are not entitled to get 
any share in the revenue. In cases of doubt, orders of the Prant officer 
ahould be obte.ined. 

(Signed) H. L. PAINTER, 
Collector of N asik. 

No. of 1917. 
Nasik, 15th April1917. 

Copy forwarded to -
All Prant Officers, 
Mamlatdars, who should inform the Dumald.ars concerned 

accordingly. 
Chitnis Branch. 

By Order, 
(Signed) J. MATHIAs, 

Head Clerk to the Collector of Na.sik. 
True copy. 

Chitnis to the Collector of NMik. 



Name of 
village. 

Ada gal 

Badami. 

Land taken up. 

' Survey Area. 
/ No.' 
I 
I 

A. g. 

30 13 30 
32 I 10 21 

102 10 14: 
103 liS 24 

-Cbola.cb I 138 23 12 
gud •. 

Halgeri .. 92 14 29 
Nagaral S. 69 12 19 
Badami. 

Appendices 

APPENDIX No. 56. 

Stafem..ent. 

Compensation p~~ I 
In land. 

813 

In cash. Remarks 
Survey 

No. 

310 
358 
120B i 

I 
102Bi 
205 

of I 

Obla.pur. 

A. g. 

17 22 
liS 29 
23 12 

13 25 
8 39 

I 

The land being 
Sanadi inam, the 
cash remuneration of 
Sana.dis was increas. 
ed according to scale 
in lieu of oompens•· 
tiou, 

Voluntarily given to 
the Forest Depart;. 
ment in exchange 
for Oblapur Survey 
No. 205, by . the 
owner. 
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APPENDIX No. 60. 

StalemenJ showing the approximate cost of the important Ownmiuets 
appointed by Governrntmt since January 1922. 

No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 

Name of the Committee. 

lfhe Bombay Retrenchment Committee 
The University Reform Committee 
The Stock Exchange Enquiry Committee 
The Excise Committee • • • • . . . • 
The Free and Compulsory Primary Education Committee •• 
The Technical and Industrial Education Committ~e and 
Sub-Committee • • . . . . • • 

The Country Craft Registration and Meaaurement Rules 
Committee •• •• · •• 

The Cattle Breeding Committee . . . . 
The Committee for the Protection of Crops from Wild 
Animals •• 

The Election Petition Committee • • . • • • 
Select Committee : Affiliation of the Sind National College, 
Hyderabad •• •• 

Local Self-Government Re-Organization Committee, 
Salsette .. .. .. 

The Guja.rat Taluqdari Committee • • • • • • 

Approximate 
C011tin. 

Ra. 

94:,200 
49,700 
44,900 
35,000 
28,000 

24:,000 

15,470 
6,4:60 

5,920 
5,4:50 

1,320 

750 
MO 
410 

•. '15 
Organising Committee for the British Empire Exhibition .. 
Specl&l Committee for the re·distribution of the Eaat and 
West Khandesh Districts .. .. .. 380 

No. 3914-D, 
Finance Department, 

29th July 1925. 

Total . • 3,12,500 

(Sd). S. J. SAYAN!. 

For G. WILES, 

Secretary to Government. 
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Bijapur 

Dharwar 
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APPENDIX No. 58. 
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Statement /Qf' the year ending 3llt December 1924. 

Civil Appeala Criminal Appeala 

Diat.riot. 
Received. Disposed of. Received. Diapoaed of. 

.. 315 167 . 33 33 

.. 126 124 57 .56 

.. .. 319 388 87 82 
I 

APPENDIX No. 59. 

Statement sliowing tl~e cost incurred ffll advertising the residential, scherMS 
of the Development Department and the names of persons to whom the 1 

adverti.~ements have been given, together with the a1fUJunts. 

s~rial Newspapers. Amount. No. 

···-- " .... ---·~--~ 

Rs.· a. P·.:. 
I Times of India .. d,710 8 0 
2 Indian Daily Mail .. 2,966 8 0 
3 . Bombay Chronicle .. 1,305 0 0 • : Jam-e-Jamshed .. 1,025 0 0 
5 1 Praja Mitra and Parsi .. 400 0 0 
6 i Bombay Sam&Ohar .. 1,020 0 0 
7 1 Satya Mitra 437 8 0 
8 ; Kaisar-1-Hind 120 0 0 g Hindustba.n 180 0 0 

10 G. I. P. Magazine .. 225 0 0 
11 I B. B. & C. I. Magaltine .. 225 0 0 

I Total .• j 14,614 8 0 
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APPENDIX A.. 

BILL NO. XIll OF 1925. 

(A Bill to impose a tax on totalisator betting). 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMlllTTEE. 

We the undersigned members of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XIII of 1925 (A Bill to impose a tax on totalisator 
betting) have the honour to report as follows :-

We have considered the Bill and have had an opportunity of examining 
certain representatives of the Turf Club. 

We have decided by a majority that the preamble of the Bill and 
clause 3 should be accepted. 

We have also decided by a majority that the rate of tax proposed in 
clause 5 and also the rest of that clause should be accepted. 

We have made slight verbal alterations in clauses 6 and 7. 
As the Western India Turf Club has now been converted into a limited 

company, we consider that the last four lines of clause 8 are unnecessary. 
We have therefore deleted them. :::¥ 

We have decided by a majonty that clauses 9 and 10 of the Bill should 
be accepted. 

We recommend that this report and the Bill as amended be translated 
into :Marathi, Gujarati, Kanarese and Urdu and that the translations 
should be published in the Bomhay Government Gazette. They should 
also be translated into Sindhi and the translation published in the Sind 
Ojfici.a1, Gazette. 

(Signed) H. S. LAWRENCE. 

( , ) B. V. JADHAV. 

( , ) G. WILEs. 
( , ) 1. B. BHOPATKAR (subject to a 

-· minute of dissu~). 
· ( , ) A. N. SURVE (subject to a minute* 

of disserd). 
( , ) v. A. GRANTHAM • 

. ( u ) J. ADDYMAN, 

( a ) HoosENALLY M. RAruMtOOLA 
(flubjtct to a minute of dissent). 

( ,, ) RAFIUDDJN AHMAD (subject to a 
minute of dissent~ 

( , ) G. B. Plw>HAN (subject to a minute 
of dissent). 

( II ) v ASA.NTRAO A. DABHOLKAR 
(subject to a minute of dissent). 

( ) J. BAI'TISTA. 

• Will be publiahed when received. 
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(.Minute of dissent by Mr. I. B. Blwpatkar1 Jl.L.O.) 

I do not agree with the Select Committee iD some parts of their report. 

The rate accepted by the Select Committee ·will not iD my opinioll 
make any substantial addition to the public revenue of the Presidency. 
It should have been at least 10. Besides, the higher rate will pu~ a 
check on the growing evil of betting. 

Clause 10 of the Bill should have been altogether deleted. 

(Signed) L. B. BHOPATU.B. 
Poona City, 7th September 1925. 

(Minute of dissent by Mr. Hooserw.lly M. Rahimtoola, M.L.O.) 

I do not agree with the report. The Bill has emerged from the Select 
Lommittee practically the same as it was ccmmitted. Though two 
committees, one on Educetion and the other on Excise, have indicated 
this tax as one of the sources of revenue for their pUlpose the majority 
of the Select Committee have not considered it fit to allocate this revenue 
for either purpose. 

By leaving the rate of ta:x:atiLn to the discretion of Government and 
by accepting clause 10, the majority have justified the popular belief 
that G>vernment have a soft heart for the Turf Club. 

(Signed) HoosENALLY M.· RABlMTOOLA., M.L.O. 
Bombay, lOth September 1925. 

(Minute of dissent by Moulvi Rafiuddin Akmad, M.L.O.) 

Section 5 of the Bill was discussed at great length by the committee 
and wu eventually carried only by the vote of the Chairman. I am 
strongly of opinion that the words "such rate not exceeding" should 
be deleted and a tax of 4 per cent. should at once be levied. This would 
im·ohre, as a consequence, the deletion of the wo1ds "as the Governor 
in Council may from time to time notify in this behalf". Some of us 
were indeed iD favour of increasing the tax to 5 per cent.: but as it was 
suggested that the amendment would involve the reference cf the Bill 
back to His Excellency in Council and even to the Government of India 
for sanction the :proposal was dropped. <k·nsidering that the Turf 
Club has recently opened a third enclosure at Poona and Bombay and 
thus afforded further inducement to public betting and that too for the 
benefit of classes that can least affo1d to lo!e money and have thus been 
:juflered to defeat one of the principal objects of the Bill, viz., to discourage 
gambling, a tax of 4 per cent. is the minimum that should be at once 
le\·ied. There can be no reasonable ground for the Turf Club to complain 
when Go\"e.Inment has gone out of their way to oblige them by reducing 
the entrance fees 25 per cent. by section 10 of the Bill. 

(Signed) RAFIUDDIN AlllrUD. · 
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(Minute of dissent by Mr. G. B. Pradha·n, M.L.C.) 

In clause 5,line 8, I would delete the words " such rate not exceeding ". 
·In lines 10 and 11 in the same clause, I would delete the words " as the 

Governor in C.Quncil may from time to time notify in this behalf". 
, . In lines 15, 16 and 17 of the same clause, I would delete the words 
"at the rate notified as aforesaid by _the Governor in Council in this 
behalf''. 

My reasons for omitting these words are that I do not want that there 
should be a tax at less than 4 per cent. at the discretion of the Governor 
in CounciL The reasons that are given for this discretion are that 1here 
are large commitments of the Turf Club, some of them imposed upon 
them by the action of Government in taking portions of their land. 

While accepting that reason, I do not think that this tax of 4 per cent. 
ought to prove such a heavy burden as to hamper the Turf Club in its 
legitimate activities. I hold that view for the following among other 
reasons:-

(a) The Turf Club may continue to take 10 per cent. out of the total 
balance after deducting the 4 per cent. tax unless it finds that there is a 
considerable reduction in the number of the betting public, Some 
members apprehended it and they seem to think that the Turf Club 
will have to reduce its percentage. Unless experience shows that, 
I am not inclined to levy the tax on a graded scale. If the Turf Club 
continues to take 10 per cent., then the loss to which it would be put 
is largely compensated in the reduced super-tax. 

(b) The principle of taxation must alwaJS be that the same tax 
must not be enhanced every now and then as it creates friction and 
unpleasant feelings between the taxing authority and the tax-payer. 
It is a sort of an operation which must be done at one stretch and the 
wound must not be touched every now and then. 

(c) The Turf Club has a very large income and the expenditure 
seems to be on a very lavish scale. In the beginning the Club may 
find it rather hard but it is bound to adjust its expenditure according 

· to its reduced means. 
(d) Thera is always a lurking susPicion in the mind of the public 

that the Government have leanings towards the Club and a graduated 
scale at the discretion of the Governor in Council will lend a further 
colour to that suspicion. 
· (e) From the next year the Turf Club is going to pay a consider~bly 
reduced amount in the shape of super-tax and that compensates, if 
not wholly, largely the present loss; and further reduced income will 
further reduce the amount of income-tax 8lld super-tax. 

(/) So long as the third enclosure is there which I consider as a 
bane to society the Tuxf Club should not expect any reduction in the 
tax. 
I should have liked to raise the tax to 5 per cent. at least i but in the 

first place I was ruled out of order on the grou11d that no member has a 
right w prop<:se an increase in the taxation, he may reduce it and seoondly 
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I thought that it might amount to killing the goose that lays the golden 
egg as a heavy tax may bring into opeution the law of diminishing 
returns. If the Turf Club is p1epared to close the third enClosure I 
would be ready to redu~ the tax to 3 per cent. even. 

Secondly I would entirely delete clause 10 of the bill My reasons 
are theF.!e: 

(a) This amendment is against the preamble of the Act. The, Bill 
is introduced as its heading shows. to impose a tax on the totalisator 
betting. The pxeamble shows that the tax is necessary to make an 
addition to the public revenue; so, a change in another Act to reduce 
that tax is outside the scope of the Bill. 

(b) To reduce the tax on gate-money is an indirect way of reducing 
the entrance-fee and inducing more people to enter the enclosures. 
It is admitted to be an evil. The State has a right to make a profit· 
out of this human frailty; but there ia no reason why there should 
be an encouragement to that vice, 

(c) Both the taxes are different and there is no reason to reduce one 
tax because a second is being levied. It may be that the same ibstitu
tion pays both the taxes. A family pays different taxes for different 
Riticles but that is no reason why the impoEition of one tax should 
necessitate the reduction of another tax. 

(d) The Turf Club charges the tax over and above the original 
~:rate-money. 

Under these circumstances, I see no necessity of putting in clause 10. 
Subject to this minute of dissent I sign the Select Committee's report. · 

(Signed) G. B. PRADHAN. 
12th September 1925. 

(.11imde of dissem by Sir Vasantrao A. Dabholkar, Kt., O.B.E., M.L.O.) 
• 

I agree with the majority report of the Select Committee except clause 
10 of the Bill. If Government desire to reduce the tax on the gate
money by 25 per cent.,· then in my opinion the third enclosure must 
be a!~olished as recommended by the Bo'mbay Municipal Corporation . 
t.o Government, as its existence has proved a source of great temptation 
fot gambling among the poor people and has brought misery and disaster 
to many a poor family. 

(Signed) VASANTRAO A. DAIIHOLKAR. 

BILL No. Xlli OF 1925. 

A.~ Act U> impo8e a tax on towlisator beuing. 

(As amended by the Seled Committee.) 

\\liereas it is necessary to make an addition to the Jlublic revenue of 
the Bombay Presidency and for that Jmrpose to impose a tax on totali
fator betting; 
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And Whereas the previous sanction of the Gol'emor General requil ed 
V 5 & 6~ Geo. by section 80-A of tle Governmellt of India Act has been obtained for 

' c. · the passing of this Act: It is hereby enacted as follows :-
1. This Act may be called the Bombay Totalisator Betting 

Short Title. Tax Act, 192 • 

E:xtent. 2. It extends to the whole of the Bombay Presi
dency. 

Cf. Ben. V of 3. 
1922 •. 1 

(1) It shall come into operation·o~ the first day of 
Operation. in the first instance in-

192 
(2), (3) and 
(4). (a) the City of Bombay, and 

(b) the Cantonment of Poona. 
· (2) The Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay 

Government Gazetie, direct that this Act or any rortion thereof shall 
come into operation in any other area in the Bombay Presidency on such 
date as may be specified in such notification. 

Provided that no such notification shall be published in respect of any 
area. included in a Cantonment without the previous sanction of the 
Governor General in Council. 

Cf. Ben. V of 4. In tbis Act unless there is anything Iepugnant in the subject 
1922, a. 14. Definitions. or context-

Bom. Ill of 
1912. 

(i) 'backer' includes any person who bets at a totalisator; 
(ii) 'bet' includes '~wager '1 and 'betting' includes 'wagering'; 
(iii) 'prescribed' means prescribed by rules under this Act; 
(iv) 'licensee' means a person to whom a license has been granted 

fo: horse racing on a race-course under section 4 of the Bombay 
Race-Courses Licensing Act, 1912 ; 

(v) 'totalisator' means a totalisator in an enclosure which the 
licensees have set apart in accordance with the Bombay Race
Courses Licensing Act, 1912, and includes any instrument, machine 
or contrivance known as the totalisator or any other ~strument, 
machine or contrivance of a like nature cr any scheme for enabling 
any number of persons to make bets with one another on the,like 

· principles. . 
Cf. Ben. v. of 5. There shall be charged, levied and paid to the Government of 

1922, a. 15. . Bombay out of all monies paid into any totalieator 
Tu: on totalisa.tor and by way of stakes or betA a tax on backers herein· 

payment thereof. • 
. after referred to as the totalisator tax at such 

rate not exceeding 4 per cent. of every sum so paid as the Governor in 
Council may from time to time notify in this b€half; and such portion 
of the monies so paid into a totalisator as is equal to the amount of the 
totalisator tax at the rate notified as aforesaid by the Governor in Council 
in this behalf shaH be deemed to have been paid by the backer on account 
of the totalisator tax and shall be received by the licensees on behalf 
of the Govemment of Bombay. 

Cf. Ben. V of 6. The licen:sees shall forward at &aelt the time and in the manner and 
1922. "" 16. to the officer prescribed in this behalf a return 

Totalisator taz to be stating the total amount of the monies paid 
paid to GoYernment. 

into the totalisator at any meeting and shall 
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whenever required make over to the prescribed officer the amount of 
the tax collected at each meeting. 

7. Every person having the custody or control of &u:eft t:otalisaror OJ. Ben. ~~f 
. . accounts shall when requi.Ied in writing by an 1922• a. • 

Inspect!Onoftotalisa.tor officer empowered in this behalf by the Governor 
accoun te. ' C ' ' h ffi ffi 1n oune1l, pe1m1t sue o cer or an o cer 
authorized in writing by hi.In in this behalf to inspect and to take copies 
ofthem. . : 

8. The totalisator tax payable under section 5 shall be recoverable OJ. Ben. Vof 
Method of recovery of from the licensees as an arrear of land revenue. 1922• a. !1. 

tota.lisa.tor ta.x. &Ha aBy pet·tieB: ef BlieB tax whleB. is Ret se 
Pf:le-evered. sB.all a.lse tie reeevera'Ble hem BlieB lieeB:sees jaiB:tly aB:i 
se¥t'pa,jJy:. 

9. The Governor in Council may make rules for securing the payment O'i~;n. ~;f 
Rules. of the totalisator tax, the production and inspec- 'a. ' 

tion of accounts kept under this Act, and generally for Clll'rying into 
effect the provisions of this Act and for dealing with such matters as 
are herein diiected to be prescJibed. 

10. In sub-section (1) of section 3 of the Bombay Entertainmenta Bom. I of 
Amendment of section Duty Act, 1923, for the ngures "00" the figures 1923, 

8 of Bom. I of 1923. " 25 " Ehall be substituted. 
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APPENDIX B. 

BILL No. XVI OF 1925. 

(A BiU to give wider powers in the maruzgement of municipal 
affairs in certain cities.) 

REPORT OF THE SELECr- CO~IMITTEE. 

We, the undersigned members* of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XVI of 1925 (A Bill to give wider powers in the manage
ment of municipal affairs in certain cities), have the honour to report as 
follows:-

We have examined the bill and have made several changes in it. 
We consider that some provision should be made for the creation of 

special wards for the depressed classes also where they are sufficiently 
numerous to justify special representation. We have therefore redrafted 
clause 9 (c) of the bill, and have enlarged the franchise. 

We have amended clause 13 (4) of the bill so as to make the definition 
of corrupt practice more comprehensive. 

We consider that some provision is necessary in clause 21 of the bill to 
provide for the calling of a meeting in case the president or vice-president 
is unable or unwilling to call it. We have therefore provided by sub
clause (2) that in such a case the collector shall have the power of 
calling a meeting. 

We are of opinion that the president of a municipality should have 
power in case of emergency to direct the execution or stoppage of any 
work. We have therefore inserted a new sub-clause (d) in clause 29 on 
the lines of section 23 (2) of the Bombay Local Boards Act of 1923 
making this provision. 

We consider that the change made by clause 50 of the bill is 
.unnecessary. We have therefore deleted that clause and inserted in 
its place section 42 of the District Municipal Act III of 1901. 

The more important of the other chan~s made in the bill are dealt 
with in the notes on clauses appended to this report. 

We recommend that this report and the bill as amended be translated 
into Marathi, Gujarati, Kanarese and Urdu and the translations published 
in the Bombay Government Gazette. We also recommend that they 
should be translated into Sindhi and the translations published in the 
Sind Official Gazette. 

Notes on clauses. 

Clame 1 A.-We have provided that the powers vested in Government 
by this bill should not be delegated to the Commissioner in Sind. 

• Nt.k.--Signaturea of l\le1!8111. G. B. Pradhan, L B. Bhopatkar, R. D. Shinde, 
M. K. Db it, P. G. J011hi, S. T. Kam bli, V. N. Jog, Dr. K. E. Dadachanji and Khan 
&heb A. M. .Mansuri will be notified when received! 
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Clause 2 (11).-We dele~d this clause as the bill does not provide for 
notified areas. 

Clause 2 (20).-We al~red the definition to tax so as to include water 
rate in it. 

Clause 4 (2).-We have provided expressly that when a municipal 
borough is excluded from the operation of this Act it shall come under the 
operation of the District Municipal Act of 1901. ; 

Clause 10.-We have amended clause 10 (2) so as to al~r and enlarge 
the franchise, and have provided for a residential qualification. 

Clause 12.-This clause appears to u.s to be unnecessary and we have 
deleted it. 

Clause J.1 (5).--We have made it clear that any error which has 
materially affected the result of an election should not be disregarded 
by the judge. 

Clause 26 (1) (b) (iii).-We have amended the clause so as to provide 
that a pleader shall be disabled from continuing to be a councillor only, 
if he acts as a councillor in any matter in which he is professionally 
engaged in a case against the municipality. 

Clause 26 (1) (e).-We have thought it necessary to insert a clause that 
a councillor who fails, after due notice, to pay arrears due by him to 
the municipality shall be disqualified. 

Clause 26 (2).-We have provided that before Government passes 
orders disqualifying a councillor he should be given an opportunity of 
being heard. 

Clause 27.-We have added a clause to provide that a councillor whose 
office has become vacant under section 26 shall, if his disability has 
ceased, he eligible for re-election. 

Clause .11.-We have provided that for the remova~ reduction, or 
suspension of the chief officer, the votes of two-thirds of the whole number 
of councillors should be sufficient. 

Clause 32 (I) (g).-We do not consider it advisable to give this power 
to the chief officer and have therefore deleted the clause. 

Clause 33 (2) (i).-We have provided that when the president fails to 
call a special general meeting the vice-president shall have power to 
do so. 

Clause 33 (7).-We think that some time should be allowed before a 
!llecting is adjourned for want of a quorum and have made provision for 
lt. 

Clause 33 (9).-We think that the minutes should be kept in the 
vernacular in every case, and in English also if any councillor so desires. 

~lause 34.-We have amended this clause so as to provide that the 
cl~il'f officer shall he present at every meeting,· but may address it only 
\nth the permission of the president or of the municipality. 
. Clause 41.-We have provided for the calling of meetings of committees 
tn the absence of the chairman. . 

llli27-3a 
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Clause 4.3 (a).-We have provided for delegation of powers on the lines 
of section 37 of Bombay Act III of 1901. 

Clause 4.5 (3).-We have inserted this on the lines of section 40 (3) of 
Bombay Act III of 1901. 

Clause 55 (b).-This corresponds to section 46 (b) of Bombay Act III 
of 1901. 

Clause 55 (J).-We have amended thi~on the lines of section 46 (e) of 
Bo~bay Act III of 1901. 

Clause 58 (I) ([{).-This follows section 48 (1) (d) of Bombay Act III 
of 1901. 

Clause 58 (I) (o).-We have included in the clause private wells to 
which the public have access. 

Clause .58 (1) (t}.-Provision has been made for compensation where 
necessary. 

Clause 58 (4}-We consider this clause unnecessary and have 
deleted it. 

Clause 68 (I).-We have included the establishment and maintenance 
of dairy farms and breeding studs. 

Clause 70 (xiii).-We have made provision for special educational tax. 
Clause 83 (4).-This has been inserted on the lines of section 69 (4) of 

Bombay Act III of 1901. 
Clause 96.-We have deleted the clause as we do not consider that 

such provision should be made in this bill. 
Clause I09.-We have provided for a revision application against the 

decision of the magistrate. 
Clause 1I6 (3) (b).-We have made the approval of the municipality 

necessary, as the order of the chief officer may render the municipalit,y 
liable to pay compensation. 

Clause 122.-We consider these provisions unnecessary for mofussil 
municipalities and have therefore deleted the clause, 

Clause 14l.-We think this power sbpuld rest with the municipality. 
Clause 150 (4).-The period of four days provided by the clause is too 

short : we have therefore increased it to ten. 
Clause 177 (4}.-We have reduced the penalty. 
Clause 18-J.-We have inserted a proviso on the lines of section 392 (2) 

of the City of Bombay Municipal Act III of 1888. 
Clause 204.-We have increased the period of notice from one month to 

two. 
Clause 207 (2).-We have extended the power of sanctioning 

re-appropriations to committees other than the standing committee, 

(Signed) GRULAM HussAIN Hu>AYA~ALLAH, 

( , ) M. s. K HUHRO. 

( " ) s. N. B.a:UTTO, 
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(Signed) RAFIUDDIN AHMAD (subject to a minute* 
of dissent). 

( , ) BBOJSING G. PAlULA.J.U't (subject to a minute* 
of dissent). 

( " ) A. F. I. PATH.AN (subject to a minute* of dissent). 
( , ) W. S. MuKA.DAM {subject to a minute* of dissent). 
( , ) D. B. CooPER (subject to a minute of d~sent). 
( , ) D. N. PATEL {subject to a minute* of dissent). 
( , ) A. N. SURVE (subject to a minuu of dissent). 
( , ) L. J. :MoUNTFORD (woold like to make scnne 

remarks on section 17). · 
( " ) c. w. A. TURNER. 

( " ) G. w. liA.TCR. 

( , ) D. R. P ATIL (subject to a minute* of dissent). 
( , ) R. G. PRADIIAN (subject to a minute* of dissent). 

(Minuu of dissent by Khan Bahadur D. B. Cooper, M.L.O.) 
I have signed the majority report on the Bill No. XVI of 1925, subject 

to the following note of dissent. 
2. The alterations which the Bill seeks to make in the existing law 

by clauses 17 and 35 are in my opinion uncalled for and in fact are a 
concession to a demand which does not exist. 

3. Clause 17 leaves the term of office of the President to be fixed by 
the Municipalities. The arguments advanced in favour of the curtail· 
ment of the term of this office are-

(I) that no President can afford ·to become an autocrat, 
(2) that the Municipalities can have wider powers of control over 

each and every individual Councillor, 
(3) that frequency of change in the office will conduce to the training 

of more men for responsible public office, 
(4) that such first class municipalities as the Bombay Corporation have 

not suffered by the annual election of the President. 
4. Regarding argument (1), the President, whoever he may be, 

cannot by the very facts of his having been elected and being constantly 
under the necessity of having majorities in his favour as long as he 
remains in his office help being a party man. I refer to his inward 
sympathies and the sympathies of his supporters, and leave apart his 
opinions on minor questions not involving any main principle of 
poliry, when he may side with minorities. Need of support in future 
as well a.s gratitude for past support is a more effective check on 
autocracy even than annual elections. Then the right which clause 35 
gives him to necessarily head and nominate a third of the personnel of 
the Standing Committee, will make a greater autocrat of him than 
tri1'Unial dections. 

• W .11 Le found at tle end of tbeae •PI'endicea. 
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5. Passing to argument (2) in ihe present state of things the 
President is not the less subject to the control of the General Body who 
ll.ave the power of voting censure against him. The Bill elsewhere further 
empowers the General Body to turn the President out by a i majority 
resolution. • 

6. Coming to argument (3) the President's office under the Bill does 
not include any great practical individual duties and individual powers. 
The end of diffused training would be "better served by leaving the 
entire personnel of the Standing Committee to be elected as in the case 
of the present managing committees. 

7. Lastly, in reply to argument (4) the analogy of the Bombay 
Corporation is clearly inapplicable to major municipalities in the mofussil, 
if for no other reason, on account of the former being able to pay for and 
having ever at the head of their administration a competent administrator 
from the cadre of the Indian Civil Service. There lies the security of the 
continuity of a well thought out civic policy, whereas in the mofussil the 
major municipalities look for the continuity of their policies to the manag
ing committees. These latter being only annual, no single Board can 
safely look forward .to its policy remaining substantially unaltered with
out at least one office-bearei' at the head being there throughout its term. 

8. As against the foregoing, the disadvantages of an annual election 
of the President are these :-

(1) No individual, however pre-eminent in talent and tact, can hope to 
bring to fruition in one year's time any decent idea of civic good he 
may enter on his office with. This inability to effectively do any 
public good will act as a great deterrent to people of merit from 
seeking this office. The President's office therefore will attract 
fewer men of real merit to try for it. 

(2) Majorities who will not care to rise above cliques and intrigues 
may not mind pitchforking an unworthy man into that dignified 
office for the trifle of a year and take trials with such men as 
Presidents. Before electing incompetent dummies to be there for 
three years, even such majorities will think twice and many more 
times over. 

(3) The justification for a President being in his office is that he must 
be able to lead a local body. Annual elections might bring in only 
such men as would submit to be led by their supporters. 

(4) The President's office must remain one of the few rewards and 
encouragements public life has out in the mofussil, and public men 
with experience and capacity to lead must have a chance to remain 
at the helm sufficiently long to be able to do public good and carry 
out their y;et policies therefor. The liability to be turned out after 
12 months will to a great extent detract from the value of and 
allurements to the President's office. 

6· Taking the analogy of the Chairman and Vice-chairman of a School 
Board under the Primary Education Act, the identical reasons must 
operate in both cases. The principal reason why the chairman's and 
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vicHhainnan's terms of office, and in fact the terms of office of the 
School Boards, are made co-extensive with the terms of their respecth·e 
local authority Boards is the necessity of a continuity in the policy 
initiated by them. There is no reason why the Presidents of 
Municipalities should be treated on a different footing from the chairman 
and vice-chairman of a School Board. 

}(), I, therefore, am of opinion that the existing law on the subject 
!ihould be maintained intact and clause 17 should be amended accordingly. 

11. Clause 35 makes the President ex officio chairman of the standing 
committee and gives him the power to nominate members thereon to the 
extent of a third of the entire number thereof. In my opinion, the first 
and third of the four arguments which I have noted and met on clause 17 
of the Bill are really applicable here. These powers would place a major· 
ity of the committee constantly at the beck and call of the President. 
Every year there would be fewer people trained in practical civic affairs 
than i'l possible in the absence of such a power in the President. 

12. If there is one individual office-bearer who is bound to receive real 
and intimate training in the working of municipalities more than any 
other, it is the chairman of the standing committee. There should be no 
ex ~fficio chairman. The office should be left to be filled by free election 
every year, the municipality of course being left their present choice of 
electing the President on the Standing Committee. If elected, the 
President should be as he is ex officio the chairman for the year. The 
analogy of the District Local Boards is inapplicable. The difficulties 
in the way of these two classes of local bodies are the same in this matter, 
the ordinary residence of every member of a District Local Board not 
being necessarily at the head-quarters. Therefore the ex o.fficio provision 
l1as had to be made in the special circumstances of the case. In my 
opinion the existing provisions of the law should be maintained in the 
present Lill and clause 35 accordingly amended. 

Satara, 26th September 1925. (Signed) D. B. CooPER. 

(M inuu of dissent by Mr. A.. N. Sun~, M.L.O.) 

With due respect I beg to differ from the majority report on the 
following important points. 

Clause 9(c).-The majority have kindly met my wishes as. regards 
repre:-;entation to the depressed classes, and a provision has now been 
made for the creation of special wards for those classes. But I regret 
that my suggestion as regards the Hindu bacl-ward classes and other 
communities has not been accepted. If we take into account the present 
condition of political consciousness of the electorates and the reduction 
of power of nomination of non-<>fficial members from one-fourth to one
tenth of the total number of members, then, it is feared, the interests of 
minorities will be sacrififed. In order to safeguard these interests, I 
con:si\Il·r the reservation of seats in favour of minority communities is 
lll'<'t!'\..."<lry. If that is not done, I am afraid the consequences will be very 
serious if not di..."<l.Strous. To rue it appears very unwise and also partial 
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to divide the people into two groups, viz., :Mahomedans and non-Mahomed
ans, and to secure fixed proportion of representation for the former only, 
and to let all other communities consisting of Jews, Parsis, Christians, 
Jains, Lingayata and numerous Hindu communities to take care for them
selves without evincing the least regard for their welfare. Municipal 
Democracy-in the true sense of the term-should mean equal 
opportunities to all classes and sections of the public to have representa
tion and voice in the administration "'f the affairs of that body. 
Unfortunately in almost all municipalities of this presidency this desirable 
state of representation is non-existent. Classes rule over the masses. 
Intellectual classes obtain the sole monopoly of representation to the 
total or partial exclusion of the representatives of the masses ; and what 
is regrettable is that they obtain it under the pretence of rendering public 
service out of philanthropic motives when as a matter of fact their 
activities are directed in channels of self-aggrandisement. Dispropor
tionate representation· obtained by the intelligentia at the sacrifice of 
the just claims of the masses even though it be out of real motives of 
philanthropy-which is never the case-is not conducive to the welfare 
of the people. It never occurs to these pseudo-philanthropists that by 
their intrusion they are keeping out the rightful claimants and thereby 
retarding the political evolution of the masses which is resulting in the 
postponement for an indefinite period of the much talked of but little 
understood "Swarajya " for which all are thirsting. Government have 
realised that in the ordinary course those who have a claim for represen
tation do not and will not obtain it, therefore they have given separate 
electorate to the 1\Iahomedans. I do not grudge them that privilege, but 
my complaint is that Government have not made provision for other 
communities whose interests need similar protection. Government 
have-I am sorry to say-not only failed in their duty towards these 
communities but have divested themselves of the power of remedying 
the vagaries of elections which they possessed in the shape of 'Nomina
tion'. I should not be understood as defending the retention of that 
power in Government. I congratulate the Honourable :Minister on the 
forward step he has taken in curtailing the power of Government. 
My only grievance is that no device for correcting abnormalities in 
election is adopted. I had therefore suggested that under the rule
making power they should fix the proportion of non-1\Iahomedan seats 
to be allotted to rightful claimants who would be shut out from obtain
ing representation in the absence of this device. The advantage of this 
course will be that the municipality will be thoroughly representative 
of all interests. Government will not lay itself open to the charge 
unnecessary interference in the right of electors because they will not 
prescribe the election of any particular individual (as is the case in 
nomination). What they will prescribe is that a particular community 
shall have representation. Electors will be quite free to choose any 
individual belonging to that community. There is to be a common 
electorate for all non-Mahomedan communities, therefore there will be 
no division of people into separate groups. For this reason I trust my 
suggestion will not offend the advocates of " one nation " feeling-if 



it ia sincere and is not merely a cloak for advancing selfish interests. 
When the eledorates are sufficiently educated this device will not be 
necessary ; but in the present state of affairs it is absolutely nOOessary. 
I am afraid the Honourable Minister is much in advance of the times 
and I trust he will reconsider this point in the light of what is stated 
above and will not expose himself to the charge of sacrificing the 
interest8 of the minorities. · , 

The qualifying age is fixed at 21. I still maintain that it should be 18. 
I admit I was in the minority in the select committee, but in it no one 
was able to point out wherein my mistake lay. On the contrary the 
arguments advanced against me were not only unconvincing but were 
also totally wrong in some respects. 

Clause 13 (4) has undergone some change and my suggestions were 
partly accepted for which I am thankful, but I think that in the interests 
of purity of elections, the definition of corrupt practice should be brought 
in a line ·with its definition as laid down in Bombay (Legislative 
Council) Electoral Rules. 

1st October 1925. (Signed) A. N. ~URVE, M.L.C. 
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BILL No. XVI OF 1925. 

A Bill to git-e wider powers in the managemenl of muni· 
cipal affairs in certain cities. 

[As amended by the Select Committee.) 

01~~!'!::!:: WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the law relating to the mana
::,e marginal to gement of municipal affairs in certain cities of the Bombay Presidency ; 
•ec~fo:.~:"ihe And Whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-General required 
e:bA:JuniJl~ by" section SO.. A of the Government of India Act has been obtained for the 
Ata 1a~t v., passing of this Act; It is hereby enacted as follows:-
~L . 

CJ. s. I. 

CJ. a. 3. 

Bom. V of 
18j9. 

CHAPTER I. 

PRELIMINARY. 

Short title and extent. I. (1) This Act may be called the Bombay 
City Municipalities Act, 192 . 

(2) It extends to the whqle of the Boml1ay Presidency. 

1A. The prcrvi;wns of the Ocnnmisswner in Sind Ad (Act V of 1868) 
shaU not apply to any powers herel:y conferred upon Government. 

Definitions. 
2. In this Act and in the schedules, unless there 

be something repugnant in the subject or context-
(1) " Annual letting value " shall mean the annual rent for which 

any building or land, exclusive of furniture or machinery contained 
or situate therein or thereon, might reasonably be expected to let 
from year to year, and shall include all payments made or agreed to 
be made by a tenant to the owner of the building or land on account of 
occupation, taxes, insurance or other charges incidental to his 
tenancy. 

(2) " Building " shall include any hut, shed or other enclosure, 
whether used as a human dwelling or for any other purpose, and shall 
also include walls, verandahs, fixed platforms, plinths, door-steps 
and the like. 

(3) " Commissioner " shall mean the Commissioner of a division 
appointed under the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879, and in Sind, 
the Commissioner in Sind. 

(4) "Councillor" shall mean any person legally a member of the 
municipality in a municipal borough. 

(5) "D.lllgerous disease" shall mean cholera, plague, small-pox, 
and any endemic, epidemic or infectious disease by which the life of 
man is endangered. 

(6) "House-gully" means a passage or strip of land constructed, 
set apart or utilized for the purpose of serving as a drain or of afford
ing access to a privy, urinal, cess-pool or other receptacle for filthy or 
polluted matter, to municipal servants or to persons employed in the 
cleansing thereof or in the removal of such matter therefrom. 
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(7) "Judge" shall mean District Judge, Joint Judge, Assistant 

Judge, Judge of a Court of Small Causes, Subordinate Judge, !Jr Joint 
Subordinate Judge. 

(8) "Land" shall include land which is built upon or covered with 
water. 

(9) " Municipal borough " shall mean a municipal district as ; de--
fined in the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, included or here- Bom. III of 
after included in Schedule I, during the period of such inclusion. 1901". 

{10) " Municipal district 11 shall mean a ~unicipaJ district as de--
fined in the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901. Bom. II1 11t 

(lCl) •q;:tttitit>•l aFea 11 nu•aas aa aFea netitieElll:H:Eler seetiea H~7 190
1. 

ef-t~ta1Jay Distriet 1\Ia:aieitlaJ. Aet,-1-Wl. • Bem.-lll 

(14) (11) "Nuisance" shall include any act, omission, place or thing ef-~Wl.. 
which causes or is likely to cause injury, danger, annoyance or offence 
to the sense of sight, smelling or hearing, or which is or may be dan-
gerous to life or injurious to health or property. 

(12) " Octroi" sluill include a terminal tax. 
{13) "Official year" shall mean the year commencing on the first 

day of April. 
(11) " Owner " shall include the person for the time being receiving 

the rent of any land or building, whether on his own account or as 
agent or trustee for any other person or for any society or for any 
f(•lit,rious or charitable purposes, or who would so receive the rent 
if such land or building were let to a tenant. 

(lJ) "Public securities" shall mean-
(a) securities of the Government of India and of the Local Gov-

ernment; · 

(b) stocks, debentures or shares in railway or other companies 
the iut~rest whereon has been guaranteed by the Secretary of State 
for India in Council ; 

(c) debentures or other securities for money issued by or on 
behatf of any local authority in exercise of powers conferred by an 
Act of a legislature established in British India ; or 

(d) a security expressly authorized by any order which the Gov
ernment makes in this behalf. 
(JG) "Pli.blic street., shall mean any street-

(a) O\'er ~hich the publlc have a right of way; or 
(b) IH•rct{)fore levelled, paved, metalled, channelled, sewered or 

repaired out of municipal or other public funds; or 

(c) which under the provisions of section 113 or lit is declared 
by the municipality to be, or under any otl1er provisions of this 
Act becomes a public street. 

(17) "Pri\'ate street., means a street which is not a public street. 
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(18) " Salaried servant of the Government " shall not include a 
retired servant of the Government in receipt of a pension, or a person 
in receipt of a salary from the Government who is not a full-time 
servant of the Government. 

(19) ., Street" shall mean any road, footway, square, court, alley, or 
passage, accessible whether permanently or temporarily to the public, 
whether a thoroughfare or not ; a!!:<J shall include every vacant space, 
notwithstanding that it may. be private property and partly or wholly 

· obstructed by any gate, post, chain or other barrier, if houses, shops 
or other buildings abut thereon and if it is used by any persons as a 
means of access to or from any public place or thoroughfare, whether 
such persons be occupiers of such buildings or not ; but shall not include 
any part of such space which the occupier of any such building has a 
right at all hours to prevent all other persons from using as aforesaid. 

(20) " Tax " shall iB:efatle mean any toll, rate, cess, fee or other 
impost leviable under this Act and shall include a water rate. 

(21) 11 Vehicle " shall include bicycles, tricycles, motor cars, and 
every wheeled conveyance which is used or capable of being used on 
a public street. 

CHAPTER II. 

CONSTITUTION OF MUNICIPALITIES. 

(1) Mun·icipal borouuhs. 

Of. a. '· 3. (1) ~lt<lljeet te the flPevisieBs e£ seetieB t:l the The Government 
may, by notification in the Bombay Government 

Extension of Act to Gazette and with effect from a date to be specified 
and with~r~wal ~f :\ct in the said notification, include in Schedule I 
from mumc1pa.l d1strJcts • • 1 di • h h h · · J 
and boroughs. any mume1pa strict ot er t an t e mummpa 

district of Karachi or exclude any municipal 
borough from the said schedule. 

(2) The Government may, after consulting the ~unicipality, by noti
fication in the Bombay Government (}.azette and With effect from a date 
to be specified in the said notification, extend, contract or , otherwise 
alter the limits of any municipal borough. · 

(3) A notification altering the limits of a municipal borough shall 
• . be ifi d clearly set forth the local limits of the area to 

L~m1ts to spec e • d · 1 d d f h ' ' 1 in notification altering be mclude m or exc u e rom sue muruCipa 
a.rea. borough. 

Cf. •· 2. 4. (1) The provisions of the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, 
Cf. Bom. l of ' 
1904 88 9 Bom. III of 1901 not ll l · • 1 di t • t · 1 d d 
and 25. · to apply to mun~ci.pe.l sha not app y to any muruc1pa s nc me u e 
Bom. 111 of boroughs, Mume~pa.l 
1901. boroughs exclud~ from or hereafter included in Schedule I from the 

Schedule I. Contmua.nce 
of acta, notifications, etc., 
in respect of boroughs. date of such inclusion : 
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ProviJed that-
(a) rderences in anf other enactment or in any itlf!trument. to the 

Bombay District Municipal Act, 1001, shall, unless a dfferent intention ro~.m of 
Hppears, be construed in respect of any municipal borough as refer· 90 

' 
enccs to this Act ; 

('') any appointment, notification, notice, tax, order, scheme, license, 
permission, rule, by-law or form made, issued or imposed under the 
Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, in respect of a municipal dis· rooi' IIT of 
t.rict included or hereafter included in Schedule I, so far as is not 9 

• 

incollf!istent with the provisions of this Act, and any appointment, 
notification, order, scheme, rule, by-law or form made or issued under 
any other law in respect of such distri.ct shall continue in force and he 
deemed to have been made, issued or imposed under the provisions 
of this A'Ct or of such other law in respect of the municipal borough 
constituted by such inclusion unless and until it is superseded by any 
a.ppointment, notification, notice, tax, order, scheme, license, permis· 
11ion, rule, by-law or form made or iesued under this Act or such 
other law. 

(2) From the date spedfied in a notification under sub-section (1) of 
section 3, excluding a municipal borough from Schfldule I,~~ 
ftf...+hlti-~U net Rflflly te ~>melt nmui~·iral he~:ft it shaU cease 
to be a municipal borough and the provision~ of the Bombay District Bom.. 111 of 
Municipfl.l Act, 1901, shaU apply to it, 1901. 

5. The property, rights and liabilities of the municipality in a Cf. •· 4 (t). 

Tramror of rij;~hta, municipal district inclu~ed or herea~~r ~eluded in 
rt11, on indusion in Schedule I shall vest 1n the muniCipality of the 
Sl'h..,dule L municipal borough constituted by such inclusion, 
from the date of such inclusion. 

G. (1) Not less than two months before the publication of a noti- Cf. •· 8. 
fication under section 3 the Government shall 

~~lilll:inarit•a before cause to be published in the Bombay Governrrwttt 
nollhl'ataon. G • E 1' h d • l ' f h 1 1 azette 1n ~ ng IS , an m at east one o t e oca 
ncw~papcrs (if any) in t.he vernacular language of the district in which 
the murdcipal borough or municipal district is situate, and to be posted 
~1p in conspicuous places in such municipal borough or municipal district 
m such ''ernacular language, a proclamation announcing that it is proposed 
to include in or exclude from Schedule I the municipal district or municipal 
borough, as the ca~~e may be, or to alter the limits of the municipal 
ho~ou~h in a certain !llanner, and requiring all persons who entertain any 
oLJe<:tton to the sard proposal to submit the same, with the reasons 
therefor in writing, to the Collector within two months from the date of 
the said proclamation; and whenever it is proposed to add to or exclude 
from a municipal borough any inhahited area., it shall be the duty of the 
!llunidp~lity also to c~use a copy of such proclamation to b(posted up 
ID COllS}IlCUOUS places lD SUCh area. 

(2) The Collector shall, with all reasonable despatch, forward ever1 
objection so submitted to the Government. 
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(.1) No sue~ no~ifica~on as aforesaid shall be issued by the Government 
unless the obJections, if any, so submitted are in its opinion insufficient 
or invalid. 

(2) Municipalities. 
7. In every municipal borough there shall be a municipality, and 

. every such municipality shall be a body corporate 
In~~rpo~~t10n of by the name of " the Municipality of-" and 

mume~palitles. h l1 h ... · · , 1 

s a ave perpetual successiOn and a common 
seal, and may sue and be sued in its corporate name t!trougl~ its Chief 
O.Jfi~r. 

Municipalities to con• 
sist of elected and nom
inated councillors. 

(3) Election of Councillors. 
8. (1) Every l!uch municipality shall consist 

of-
(a) elected councillors; and • 
(b) nominated councillors, that is to say, such persons as from time 

to time are by name appointed in this behalf, or are executing the 
functions of any office from time to time notified in this behalf, by 
the-Cemmissieaep Government : 

Provided that the number of elected councillors shall not be less 
than four-fifths of the whole number, and that 

In specified proportions, not more than one-half of the nominated council
lors shall be salaried servants of the Government : 

But all councillors Provided also that the Government may direct 
may be elected. that all the councillors shall be elected. 

(2) AD.y vacancy due to failure to elect the full number of councillors 

Failure to elect. 
which under this section might b.e elected and any 
vacancy due to failure to elect a councillor under 

section 27 may, notwithstanding anything in this Act, be filled up by 
nomination by the Gemmissieaer Government. 

(3) Councillors elected or nominated under the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, and holding office in a 
municipal district included or hereafter includ
ed in Schedule I, immediately prior to such 
inclusion, shall lie deemed to have been elected 
or nominated, as the case may be, under this 
Act : provided that where the Government has 

Continuance of council· 
lora holding office at 
commencement of Act. 
Election in case of 
non-continuance. 

directed that all the councillors shall be elected, councillors nominated 
under the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, shall not be deemed 
to have been nominated under this Act, and councillors shall be elected 
under the provisions of this Act in place of such nominated councillors. 

The Government shall 
determine number of 
councillors ; fix propor. 
tion of elected and 
nominated councillon 
and make rules for 
regulating elections. 

9, (1) The Government shall, from time to 
time, generally or specially for each munici· 
pality,--

(a) determine the number of councillors; 
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(b) fix:, enbject t<1 the provisions of section 8, t~e proportion of the 
councillors, if any, who shall be nominated; · 

(to) make rales eeasistent with this Aet flFeseribiag the BlHB:ber 
ffi-Mfl.ltei!H'aaa IHtd aen }.lahomedan wards to be eonstitated 
in taeh IBll:l:!:iei}Jal boraagh,~l"xttat of saeh wards aad the 
fllliBlJtoF ef eelHieillers te be eleeted by eaeh ward, ).'lrevidiB:g fer 
tht> J'IF!"lJaFatilm aad revisiea of the eleeteral rell of tax ).'layers, 
~i:Bg the aate8 8Ba the time 8BQ lftQB:B@P ef holdiB:g eleetiOBS

1 

~. er easaal of ee1:l:l:!:eillers to l:le eleeted. 
(c) make ruks consistent wiJA this Ad prescribing the number of coun

ciUors to be elected by publw bodies or associatioruJ, if any, the number 
of wards to be constituted for ]fahornedans, non-Mahomedans and depress
ed cla.sses in each municipal borough, the extent of stl.Ck wariU and the 
number of councillors to be eleded by each ward, providing for the prepara
tum and revision of the lists of wters from time to time fixing the date 
after u•hich no application for enrolment in any BUCh list under prepara~ 
tion or revision shall be received, declaring the manner in which the right 
to vote of any ttndit.uled family, or any company or form, or any other asso
ciatt'on or body of individuals or any trustees of any building or land, being 
two or more in number, entered in such list, may be recordl!d and exercised, 
ami prescribing the restrictions, if any, on the number of votes which a tJOter 
may git'e; 

determining the manner in which and the authority by whom any objectilm 
to such lists in regard to the names entered therein or omifted therefrom may 
be hemd ami decided, and to what judicial, auJJwn'ty the appeal$ as to stl.Ck 
entries and omissions shaU lie ; 

prescribing the date for the publication of the Jlunicipal Ekdion 
RoU; 

regulating generally sue! elections. 
E:rplatliUion.-A depressed class for the purpose of this section sMJJ. be 

one •thich in the opinion of the GovemmenJ, is a depressed class and the 
Jwmber of tdtich is sufficient to require representation. There sMJJ. not 
be rnnre than one ward for aU BUCk classes combined. 

(2) The Government may from time t<l time delegate to the Com.mis
E-ioner any of the powers granted t<l the Government by clause (c) of 
sub·section (1), subject t<l such restrictions or conditions if any, as the 
Government may attach t<1 the delegation and BUCk powers shall· be 
uercised in ronsultation wiJA the Municipality concerned. 

10. (1) Save as providOO. in section U, every person whose .name is 
entered in the currellt electoral roll or part there-

l'rrsoua qualified to f ared f . . al 
"rote or be candida!Eia at o ' prep or a mummp borough which 
a municipal election. constitutes or forms part of a general consti
~~t:al roll of tax- tuency, and pubfuhed under regulation 6 (3) o( 
1 

• · Part II of the Bombay Electoral Regulations 
1923, shall be qu&lified t<l vote at a municipal election i.P. such munici.pai-
borough. · 
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(g! . (a) Save as pPe:viEle.(l i;a seetiaa 1 ~ evePOf peFsaB: wha. iB: aay 
mlHHetpal tiaFaagh has paul1:11 the yeaF 1:11 whieh the ~leehell take& 
plaee mllB:ieipa~, atheF thaa eetFai eF te1·millaJ. tax aF tell,...Qae 
faP the eilieial yeaP pPeeedillg that ill whieh the t"leetiaa tal~:es plaee 
aaa whase aama is eB:teFe£1 ia the lllllB:ieipal--J:ell ef sueh vett>Fs, 
shall tia EfRali:fie£1 te vete at a mll:B:ieipal eleetia11 ia saeh lllllliieipal 
~gh: 

(2) (a) Sat'll as provided in Secticm .Jl; every person-
. (i) wlw in any municipal lxn-ough, on the first day of April next preced
ing the date of publication of the electoral roll, occupied as tenant a house 
()T building, ()T part of a Jwuse ()T building separately occupied, as a dwell
ing ()T for the purpose of any trade, business or profession, of which the 
annual rental, was not less than Rs. 2.J or of which the capital value 
was not less than Rs. 400, ()7'1 

( ii) wlw for a period of not less than three m<mths next preceding the 
last day before the preparati<m ()T revision of the list of voters upon which 
under the rules applications for enrolment may be received has paid the 
qualifying tax and wlw within the three months next preceding the 
aforesaid date has paid all arrears of taxes if any due from him to the 
Municipality, 

shall be qualified to be entered in the list of voters for such municipal borough 
and to vote at a municipal electi<m in such municipal lxn-ough : 

Provided tl1at a person who-
(i) is not a British subject or a subject of an Indian State, or 
(ii.) has been adjudged by a competent court to be of unsound 

mind, or 
(iii) is under 21 years of age, shall not be entitled to have his name 

entered in such electoral roll. · 
Explanation.-F()T the purposes of this Section, 'the qualifying tax' 

· means a tax other than octroi, toll and the tax on vehicles and animals 
plying f()T hire ()T kept for the purpose of b~ng let for hire, imposed in a 
municipal lxn-ough. 

(b) The cl~ctro] roll of tax-payers for the time being in force shall be 
conclusive e\idence for the purpose or determining whether any person 
is entitled to vote under the provisions of this sub-section at any elec
tion. If an electoral roll is not revised in accordance with the rules made 
under clause (c) of sub-section (1) of st:ction 9, the roll shall continue 
in force until such revision has taken place. 

(3) Every person so qualified to vote wlw f()T a period of not less than 
six months next preceding the last day befo-re the preparation or revi~ion 
of the electoral roll upon which under the rules applications for enrolment 
may be reuived has been resident in such lxn-ough or within seven milell 
of the l·imits thereof shall, subject to the provisions of this Act and of 
any other law for the time being in force, be qualified to be a candidate 
at a municipal election in such municipal borough. 

Explanation.-F()T the purposes of this section a person shall be deemed 
to be resident ifl. ()T within seven miles of the limits of a municipal OOrOU{Jh 
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if l1e ordiMrily rf$ideB or has his principal place of res.iiknoo in or within 
Beven miles of the limits of Buill. l»rough. . 

Gcnera.l dillqua.lifica. 11. (1) No per~on may become a councillor- OJ. 8• 15. 
tioDJ for becoming a 
t'Ouncillor. Vacat.ion of 
~e&t. Ueci~ion of 
Government in ca~~e of 
dil<putc. 

(a.) wlw 
(i) has been sentenced by a Criminal Caurt to imprisonment or whip· 

ping for an offence punishable with imprisonment Jar a term exceeding 
six nwnths, or to transpQ7't.ation, suck sentence not having been subse
quently reversed or quashed, if and so long as such sentence has not 
expired, or 

(ii) has been removed from ojJWe under section 25 and five years have 
not elapsed from the date of the expiry of such rem.OvaZ, · 

unl.ess he has, by an order which the Government is hereby empowered to 
make, if it shaU think fit, in this behalf, been relieved from the disqualifi
calion arising on account of suik sentence or rerrwval from ojJWe ; or 

(b) who is an uncertificated bankrupt or an undischargoo insolvent, or 
(c) who is a Judge. 
(2) No person-

(a) who is a subordinate officer or servant of a municipality, or 
(b) who, save as hereinafter provided, has directly or indirectly,· 

by himself or his partner, any share or interest in any work done by 
order of a municipality, or in any contract or employment "ith or 
under or by or on behalf of a municipality, 

may be a councillor of such municipality. 
(3) A person shall not be deemed to have incurred disqualificatioq 

under clause (b) of sub-section (2) by reasou of his-
( i) having any share or interest in any lease, sale or purchase of 

any immovable property or in any agreement for the same, or 
(ii) having a share or interest in any joint-stock company or in 

any society registered or deemed to be re!,rli>tered under the Co-opera-
tive Societies Act, 1912, which shall contract with or be employed II af 1Q12. 
by or on behalf of the municipality, or · 

(iii) having a share or interest in any. newspaper in which any 
advertisement relating to the affairs of th~ municipality may be 
inserted, or 

(h) holding a debenture or being otherwise interested in any loan 
raised by or on behalf of the municipality, or 

(t·) being professionally engaged on behalf of the municipality as 
a legal practitioner, or 

(ti) having a share or interest in the occasional sale to the muni
cipality of any article in which he regularly trades, or in the purchase 
from the municipality of any article, to a value in either case not 

1827-f 
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exceeding in any official year five hui:uhed rupees or such higher 
amount not exceeding two thousand rupees as the municipality with · 
the sanction of the Government may fix in this behalf, or· 

(vii) having a share or interest in the occasional letting out on hire 
to the municipality or in the hiring from the municipality, of any 
article for an amount not exceeding in any official year fifty rupees, 
or such higher amount not exceeding . two hundred rupees as the 
municipality with the sanction of the Government may fix in this 
behalf, or 

(mi•) being a party to any agreement made with the municipality 
undert he provisions of section 88 or of proviso (a) to sub-section 
(1) of section 194 192. 

(4) If any person is elected or nominated as a. councillor in contraven· 
tion of the prov:Lions of this section, his seat shall be deemed to be 
vacant. 

(.5) If any question or dispute ari~s whether a vacancy has occurred 
under this section, the orders of the Government shall be final for the 
purpose of deciding such question or dispute. 

gf.-s.--t-9. 1-2. A f!SFBeB: wh~ has a.lfeaay lleeB: eleetetl el:' Qf!pemted-a 
. · eeltB:ei:lleP eft eRe er mere eeeasieRs PhaJl,-H 

Religieility -el etherwise Elaly lfllaJJJiea,~ligihle-~ 
. eeeei:llers. time fer reeleetieB: er re &flf!Si:DtmeB:t, 

12. (1) When, in QCC(Yf'dance with rules framed under sub-clauses 
. . (iii) and (iv) of clause (c) of sedicm 11, a list 

Optf'atltYII of hats. of voters has been prepared or, upon a general 
revision, completed, a copy thereof signed by such person as may be desig
nated in this behalf in the rules aforesaid, shaU be the Municipal Eledion 
RoU. A new EZedion RoU shaU be published in each year on such date 
M may be prescribed by the rules, and shaU continue in operation for a 
perWd of twelve ~rumths fr(Jm t!'at day :. . . 

Provided that if a new Electum RoU ts not publUJhed ~n any year before 
the date prescribed, the roU then in operation shaU continue in operation 
until the new roU is published. 

(2) At every eledion of councillors every person enrolled in the Munici· 
pal Eledion RoU as for the tirM being in operaticm 

Righi to rote to depend under sub-secticm (1), shaU be deemed to be entitled to 
Oil entry i,. roll. oote; and every person not so enrolled shaU be deemed 
to be not entitled to vote. 
En~metd . i~t 12A. A person shaU not be qualifoil to be 

..1/tm..:tpal Eltci!O'I& eZeded a councillor unless he is enrolled in the 
Roll f&UUI!a'1J for M . . """1 Ele . R U 
el«ttd cot~11dllor. un'Wll""' chon o : 

Protided that if any company, body corporate, or other association of 
individuals is enrolled in the M unicipaZ Election 

Rt~n~li~Je of RoU, any one person duly authorized in this behalf 
a~t ..4880Caahon. to represent B'UCh association shaU be deemed to be 
qualified to be elecktl a cotm.cillor, 
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13. (I) If the validity of any election of a councillor is brought Cf. a. 22 
. in question by any person qualified to vote at the 

. Determinati?n of va.li· election to which such question refers, such 
dJty of elect•on•· person may, at any time within ten days after 
the date of the declaration of the result of the elootion, apply to the 
District ~ Court of the district within which the elootion has been 
or sbould have been held, for the determination of such question. 

(2) An inquiry shall thereupon be held by a Judge, not below the grade 
of an Assistant Judge, appointed by the <Klvem-

Po.wen. of Judge hold- ment either spooially for the case or for such cases 
lng anqulry. generally ; and such Judge may, after such inquiry 
as he deems necessary and subject to the provisions of sub-section (3), 
pass an order confi~ng ~r amending the doola.red result of th~ e!ecti~n, 
or setting the election aSide. For the purposes of the s&d mqtury 
the said Juc!ge may summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses 
and compel them to give evldence as if he were a Civil Court, and he may 
also direct by whom the whole or any part of the costs of any such inquiry 
shall be paid ; such costs shall be roooverable as if they had been awarded 
in a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure. The decision or order V of Igos. 
shall be conclusive. 

(.3) (a) The Judge, if satisfied that a candidate has, within the meaning 
- of sub-section (4), committed any corrupt practice 

Deola.ration.in caae of for the purpose of the elootion, shall declare the 
corru.pt prachoo by • candidate . disqualified both for the purpose 
cand1date. h el . d f h h--'- el . of t at ection an o su.c e&~. ection as may 
be held under sub-so...>tion (2), and shall set aside th6 eiection of such 
candidate if he has been elected. 

(b) If in any case to which clause (a) does not apply, the validity of 
s('rutiny of votes and an e!t:etion is in dispute between two or m?re 

dt•da.ration in other candidates, the Judge shall, &fter a scrutiny 
cast's. and computation of the votes recorded in favour 
of each candidate, declare the candidate who is foWld to have the greatest 
numbe1 of valid votes in his favour, to have been duly elected : 

Provided that for the purpose of sach computation no vote shall be 
reckoned as valid if the Judge finds that any corrupt practice was 
committed by RllY person, known or unknown, in giving or obtaining it. 

(J) A person shall be deemed to have committed a corrup~ practice 
\\11at ia a corrupt within the meaning of sub-section (3)- · 

pra<'tloe. 

(i) who with a view to inducing &llY voter to givo or to refrai.u from 
giving a vote in favour of any ~dida.te, offers or gives any ~ 
?' !~h•aele eeasid~ratiaa gratiftcati.oft or holds out any promise of 
ln~\'ldual p~fit, ur holds out any threat of injury to any person, or 

(u) who gtves, procures, or abets the giving of a vote in the name 
of a voter who is not the person giviug such vote i 

and a. corrupt practice shall be deemed to h~t.ve been committed by a 
C&nd~<lat<N~ .-hen candidate if it has bee.n committed with his 

d~m!'d to hue com. kn • . 
mittt'd rorrupt prartioe.. owledge and consent, or by a person who IS 

. . acting under the gener.J or special ~uthority 
of such cattd1date v.·.th reference tv the election. 

B SZ7-+a 
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Explanation 1.-For the p11rposes of thi.s section the terms 11 gratifica
tion., is not restricted to pecuniary gratification or gratifications .estimable 
in money, and includes aU forms of enterta.inmeut and all forms of employ· 
ment for reward. 

Explanation 2.-The expression "a promise of individual profit"
(i) does not include a promise to vote £or or against any particular 

measure which may come before a..._municipality for consideration, 
but 

(ii} subject thereto, includes a promise for the benefit of the person 
himself or any person in whom he is interested. 
(5) lf the validity of the electiou is brought in question only on the 

ground of any error by the officer or officers 
Mer11 ~gular~t~es charged with carrying out the rules made under 

:~: to mf~:a~~~:! clause (c) of sub-section (1) of section 9, or of an 
election. irregularity or informality not corruptly caused, 
the Judge shall not set aside the election. 

Expla.nation.-Tlte expression ' error' in this clause does not include any 
breach of or any omission tO carry out or any non-compliance with the 
provisions of this' Act or the rules made thereunder whereby the result of the 
election has been materially affected. 

(6) If the Judge sets aside an election under clause (a) of sub-section 
(3), he may, if he t.hinks fit, declare any person 

Disqualification . . of by whom any corrupt practice has been committed 
persons comm1ttmg "thi th · f th' ti' t b d' }' corrupt practice. Wl n e meanmg o IS sec on, o e 1squa I-

fied from being a candidate in that or any other 
municipal borough or district for a term of years not exceeding seven, 
and the decision of the Judge shall be conclusive: provided, however, 
that such person ruay, by an order which the Government is hereby 
empowered to make, if it shall think fit, in that behalf, be at any time 
relieved from such disqualification : provided further that no such de· 
claration shall he made in respect of any person without such person being 
given an opportunity to show cause why such declaration should 
not be made. 

Of. 8• 22.A. 14. Any person who has been con-m.cted of an offence under section 
XLVofl860. 171-E or 171-F of the Indian Penal Code, or 

Born. VI of 
1923 
Of. a. 20. 

Voter ' disqualified has been disqualified from exercising anv electoral 
for corrupt practice. right for a period of not less than five years on 
account of malpractices in connection with an election, shall be disquali· 
tied for five years from the date o£ such conviction or disqualification 
froru voting at any municipal P.lection in any municipal borough or 
district or at any election to a local board constituted unrier the Bombay 
Local Boards Act, 1923. 

15. The names of all councillors, finally el~::cted to any municipality 

Publication of names 
of councillors in the 
Bomhrrg Govern. 
mtnl Gazdle. 

and the names of the nominated councillors, if 
any, appointed thereto shall be published, as soon 
as conveniently may be, in the Bombay Government 
Ga~ettr. 
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(4) Appointment of presideuts and vice-presidetrts. 

16. (/) A municipality Khall be preside':! over by a. president who CJ. e. 23. 
&hall be elected by the councillors from among 

Elcct•on .of pre~ident their number. There shall be a vice-president 
and . VICt!·pretl~ent. similarly elected for each municipality. No sala-
Contmuanoeof pres1dent . • . · 
or vive-president holding ned servant of the Government 11hall be elig>.ble 
offiot'l at th~ commence· for election l'tS president or VIC~· president of a 
mtnt of th•• Act. municipality and the election of any such person 

shall be void. · 

(2) A president or vice-president holding office in a municipal district, 
included or hereaft.er included in Schedule I, at the time of such inclusion 
shall be deemed to have been elected under this section and shall continue 
to hold the office of president or vice-president ~ts the case may be until 
a fresh election has been held under the provisions of this seetiea Act. 
~-~lt>etiea shaJll:Je hela as seea as m~e after the } .. et 
('OIIIt>8 iat&-fu~he-HHHl:iei:[:lRl aistfiet is iaelaaeil iB Seheaule 
1-M tht> E'QfJE! ~. 

17. (I) Save as otherwise provided in this Act a president or vice· Cf. a. 23 (7} 
. president shall hold his office for such term, not 

Term of ~ffi<'e of .pres•· less than one year and not exceeding three years, 
dent and VIce-president. • , li ll . . 

as the muruc1pa ty sha , prevtous to the electiOn 
of the president or vice-president determine, or until the expiry within 
the said term of his term of office as councillor, but shall be eligible for 
re-election : 

Provided that the term of office of such president or vice-president 
shall be deemed to extend to and expire with the date on which his 
successor is elected. 

(2) On the expiry of the term of office of a municipality the president and 

1
' 'd .~ • vice-president shall continue to carry out the current 
I'U! en.t Oil" t•tcfl· d . . . d . ,, l_. ,n;,DO ·z 1 

prui f(nllo continu~ to a mtnMtratwe td~f!S oJ trt-e~r oJJ!N<A> unt~ sum 
tar.,g out mklin duties time as a new president and vice-president skaU 
1111-lil tll~ir 8lltcusors ta':e have been elected and shaU have ta.ken over charge 
ot-trrh.arge. ,f hei d · p ... ':J.:J z_, • r. ,f h oJ t r utws : TO'UIJ(J;OO, tru.u ~n trt-e case oJ t e 
tww municipality ronstituted under this Act, a rru?R.ting for the election of a 
tww pre$ident shaU be called by the president of the v1iring municipality. 
The president of the retiring municipalily shaU preside at such rru?R.ting 
a11d tlte new municipa}ily slw.U then elect its own chairman for tluU rru?R.ting 
and tlu~n tlt.e t11ecling shaU proefA!d to elect the new president. 

18. A president may resign his office by tendering his resignation CJ. a.l5-A. 
n. . • f . in writing to the municipality, and such resig-
'"'slj!'llatiOn o presl• • b II k ff • b h 

dent and vice-pl't'6ident. nation s a ta e e ect on 1ts acceptance y t e 
municipality. Such acceptance shall be pub

li'>hoo in the Bomhay Gotwnment Gazette ay iB the ease 91 ~~~ 
~. A vice-president may resign his office by ten
dering his resignation in writing to the president. 
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CJ. •· 23 (7). 19. A president or vice-president shall be removable from his office 
as such president orlvice-president by the mum-

CJ. 1.23(5) 
and (6) 

Liability of president • lit b 1 ti' d 4-~ th ff and vice-president to Clpa Y y a reso u on passe w at · e ect, 
removal. provided that three-fourths of the whole number 

of the councillors of the municipality vote in 
favour of such resolution. 

20. (1) Every president who for a~.period exceeding three months 
· and every vice-president who for a period ex-
Consequences of ab- edin th h ll b t himself fr aence of president onice. ce g ~~e mon , s a_ a sen om 

president without leave. the mumCipal borough m such manner as to 
. be unable to perform his duties as such president 

or vice-president, shall cease to be president or vice-president unless 
leave so to absent himself has been granted by the municipality. 

(2) Leave under sub-section (1) shall not be granted for a period 
. Limit to grant of exceeding six months, and whenever leave is 

leave, and arrangements granted to a vice-president under that sub-section, 
pending absence of vice- a councillor shall be elected by the councillors 
president. from among their number to perform all the 
duties and exerciSe all the powers of the vice-president, during the period 
for which such leave is granted. 

Cf. •· 23 (8). 21. (1) In the event of the non-acceptance of office, death, resign· 
ation or removal from office of a president or 

Vacancies in office of of a vice-president or of his election being void 

Bom.Uiof 
liX)l. 

president and vice-presi- f his b · · · bl f t" · h
1 

dent to be filled up. or o ecommg moapa e o ac mg m sue 
office or having ceased to be a president or a 

vice-president under sub-section (1) of section 20 or a councillor under 
sub-section (1) of section 26, previous to the expiry of his term of office 
as president or vice-president, the vacancy shall be filled up by the 
election of some other councillor thereto. 

(2) When the president and mce-president are unab"k M for any reason 
· fail to caU a meeting few the purpose of an election wru1er sub-section ( 1) 

of secti<m 16 M sub-section (1) of t~is secti<m wiJ,hin 15 days from the 
commencement of the term M the occurrence of the vacancy the Collector 
mllY exercise the puwers of the president Jew the purpose of calling such 
meeting. 

t5) Term of office of counct?lors. 

22. (1) Save as otherwise provided in this Act councillors deemed 
to have been elected or nominated under sub· 

Term of office of conn- • (3) f · 8 h ll t' to h ld cillors holding office sect10n o section s . a con mue o 
prior to commencement office for the term for which they were elected 
of Act: and ofcouncillora or nominated under the Bombay District Muni
then elected. . cipal Act, 1901. Councillors elected under the 
said sub-section shall hold office for the same period as councillors 
deemed to have been elected as aforesaid. 

(2) The provisions of clause (b) of sub-section (2) of section 23 shall 
apply to such councillors. 
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23. (I) Councillors nominated or elected at a general election under Cf. s. 17. 
this Act shall, save as otherwise provided in 

Term of office of ooun. this Act hold office for a term of three years 
cillon after general 'bl' b d f h n- ' election. e:x:tens1 e y or er o t e. uvvernment to a 

term not exceeding in the aggregate four years, 
if on any occasion the Government shall think fit, for reasons which 
shall be notified together with the order in the Bombay Governm£nt 
Gazette, so to extend the same. 

(2) (a) The term of office of such councillors shall be deemed to com· 
mence on the date of the first general meeting which shall be held after . 
such election and after the expiry of the term of the outgoing councillors 
hereinbefore provided and at which a quorum shall be present ; and 

(b) the term of office of the outgoing councillors shall be deemed to 
extend to and expire with the day before the date of such meeting. 

. . 24. Any councillor may resign his office by CJ. s. J5.A . 
. Restgnatwn of coun. mvmg' notice in writing to that effect to the 

cillora. o· • 
prCBldent. 

25. The Government if it thinks fit, on the recommendation of the CJ. s. 16. 
. . . . municipality supported by aJ. least two-thirds 

Ltabtlity of councillor• o' the whole number of councillors may remove 
to removal from office. :J • :1 • ' • 

any counmllor elected or nom.mateduJmder this 
Act, if such councillor has been guilty of misconduct in the discharge 
of his duties, or of any disgraceful conduct, or has become incapable 
of performing his duties as a councillor : 

Provided that no resolution recommending the removal of any coun
cillor shall be passed by the municipality unless the councillor to whom 
it relates has been given a reasonable opportunity of showing cause 
why such recommendation should not be made. 

Dise.bilties from oi>n· 26. (1) If any councillor during the· term for Cf. s. 15 (2) 
ti.nuing • councillor. which he has been elected or nominated -

(a) becomes subject to any disqualification specified in section 
11, or 

(b) acta as a councillor in any matter-
(i) in which he has directly or indirectly, by himself or his part

ner, any such share or interest as is described in clause (i), (ii), 
(iii), (vi) or (viii) of sub-section (3) of section 11, whatever may 
be the value of such share or interest, or 

(ii) in which he is professionally interested on behalf of a prin· 
cipal or other person, or 
( l') eei:Bg a ~leailer is eagageil iR aey ease a.g&i:B:st the BHHl:i 

~,-eP 
"(iii) i" which ltt is engaged aJ. tht. tim,e in a.ny case agai'Mt tht. 

IIWIIictjnWy, or • 
(c) departa beyond the limita of the Presidency with the declared 

or known intention of absenting himself continuoU.Sly for a period 
exceeding ail Dlonths, or 
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(d) not being a president or vice-president or a salaried servant 
of the Government, absents himself during four successive months 
from the meetings of the municipality, except with the leave of the 
municipality, 

(e) fails to pay any arrears of any kind due by him to the municipality 
within three months after a special notice in this behalf ha.s been sert'fd 
upon him, 

he shall be disabled from continuing to be a councillor and his office 
shall become vacant. 

(2) If any question ar ElisfJute arises whether a vacancy has occurred 
onder sub-section (J), the orders of the Government shall be final for the 
purpose of deciding such question aP El:isfJute after a reasonable opport
unity has been given to the Councillor. 

27. Where a vacancy occurs through the non-acceptance of office 
· c 

1 
. h by a person elected or appointed to be a councillor, 

asua vaoanc1es ow h h h b · · lifi d f to be filled up. or t roug sue person emg disqua e or 
· becoming a councillor, or through any election 

being set aside under the provisions of sub-section (2) of section 13, 
or through the death, resignation, removal or disability of a councillor 
previous to the expiry of his term of office the vacancy shall be filled 
up, as soo~s it conveniently may be, by the election or nomination as 
the case may be of a person thereto, who shall hold office so long only as 
the councillor in whose place he is elected or nominated would have 
held it if the vacancy had not occurred . 

.A councillor whose o.Jfice has become v ;cant under section 26 shall, if !lis 
disability has ceased, be eligible j& re-election. 

(6) Municipal Government. Function.s of President and Vice-President. 

28. (1) Except as in this Act otherwise ex-
Municipal Govern- 1 · · 1 f 

ment vesta in the muroi· press Y proVIded, the murucipa government o a 
t:ipailty: municipal borough vest::~ in the municipality. 

· Executive power vestA 
in the Chief Offioer. 

(2) The executive power for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of this Act vests in the Chief Officer appointed under section 31, subject, 
wherever it is in this Act expressly so directed, to the approval or sanction 
of the municipality or of the standing committee and subject also to all 
other restrictions, limitations and conditions imposed by this Act andJhe 
rules ma.de t/,ereunller. 

Cf e. 24• Functions of presi- 2~. It shall be the duty of the presidert~ of a 
dt'llt. municipality-

(a) to preside, unless prevented by reasonable cause, at all meetings 
of the municipality, and subject to the provisions of the rules for the 
time being in force under clause (a) of section 55 to regulate the conduct 
of business • at such meetings ; 

(b) to watch over the financial and executive administration of the 
municipality, and to perform such executive functions as may be 
allotted to him by or under this Act ; 



(c) to exercise supervision and control over the acta and proceedings 
of all officers and servants of the municipality in matters of ~xecutive 
administration and in matters concerning the accounts and records 
of the municipality ; and, subject to the rules of the municipality at 
the time being in force, to dispose of all questions relating to the service 
of the said officers and servants, and their pay, privileges and 
~n~ ' 
"(d) The president of a municipality way in cases of emergency direct 

the executimt or stopp<UJe of any work or the ®ing of any ad which requires 
the sandimt of the municipality, and the immediate execution or ®ing of 
u·ltich is, in his opinimt, necessary for the service or safdy of the public, 
and m11y direct tha.t the the expense of e:ucuting stroh work or ®ing su:h 
ad slmU be paid from the municipal fund: Provided tlw.t 

(a) he shaU not ad under this section in contravention of any order of 
the tnunicipality prohibiting the e:ucution of any particular work or the 
doing of any particular ad, and 

(b) lie shaU report forthwith the adion taken under this section and the 
rooson therefore to the Standing Committee at its next meeting. 

Funetions of vice- 30. It shall be the duty of the vice-president f/. a. 25. 
proHidents. of a municipality-

(a) in the absence of the president and unless prevented by reasonable 
cause, to preside at the meetings of the municipality and he shall when 
so presiding exercise the same authority as is vested in the president 
under clause (a) of section 29; 

(b) to exercise such of the powers and perform such of the duties 
of the president as the president may from time to time depute to him; 
and 

(c) pending the election of a president, or during the absence of 
the president ~. to exercise the powers and perform the duties 
of the president. 

(7) Appointment and powers of chief and other municipal ojficers. 

31. There shall be a Chief Officer in every municipal borough, saeh: C'. a.l82. 
~·who shall be a graduate of a recogniud 

~ppoint.ment. ~f Chief university or a qu(l1ified et~gineer appointed by the 
Offioor. Condit1ona of • • _,:ty d h ffi hall b bl 
~nure. muruClpWl an no sue o cer s e remova e 

from office, reduced or suspended unless by the 
votes of at least tlu·ee faw{l.ts two-thirds of the whole number of council-
lors ; and no such officer shall be punishable with fine. · 

r~nl'lions of vice- 32. (/) The Chief Officer shall- CJ. -. 29,138 
J.lf\"'Ulenta. and 185. 

(a) subject to the general control of the president, watch over the Cf. a. 64: 0~ 
financial and executive administration of the municipality and per- Bom. n of 
fonn all the duties and exercise all the powers specifically imposed or 1838

• 
conferred upon him by, or delegated to him under this Act; 
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('J) subject to the provisions of sub-section (l), exercise supervision 
and control over the acts and proceedings of all officers and servants 
of the municipality as regards appointments referred to in ckzme (e) 
in matters of executive administration and in matters concerning the 
accounts and records of the municipality ; and subject further to the 
rules of the municipality for the time being in force, dispose of all 
questions relating to the service of the _atti:Q officers and servants and 
their pay, privileges, leave and allowances; 

·(c) subject to the provisions of sub-section (4) appoint to any post 
the monthly salary for which as fixed by rules made under clause 
(b) of section 55 does not exceed Rs. 50 and to any other post the 
appointment to which has not been otherwise provided for by such 
rules; 

(d) with the permission of tlte Preside'lll. furnish to the Collector, 
or such other officer as the Collector shall from time to time nominate 
in this behalf, a copy of every resolution passed at any meeting of the 
municipality ; 

(e) subject to the provisions of this Act and of the by-laws for the 
, time being in force thereunder, grant, give and issue under his signature 

all licenses and permissions which may be granted or given by the 
municipality or the standing committee under this Act, other than 
licenses for I)larkets or slaughter-houses ; 

(f) receive and recover and credit to the municipal fund all fees 
payable for licenses and permissions granted or given by him under 
the powers . aforesaid ; 

(g) tnEel'eise the poweFs of the pPesiaent fop the l'lil'l'ose of 
ea.lliB:g a. meetiag fop an eleetiea li:BGSP sa-9 -seetieB:-(l)~ieB:-
19 OP llBB8P seetion 21 when the pPesiaent aB:Q v4ee pFesiaent are 
1:mable ol! for any l!eason fail to eall Slieh a meetmg ; 

(g) subject to the orders of the president, or of the standing com
mittee or of the municipality, as the case may be, take prompt steps 
to remove any irregularity pointed out by the auditor appointed under 
section 210 ; 

(h) report to the Pretiident and th;standing committee and-t&-the 
aaditor appemtea 1:maer seetiea 2~ all cases of fraud, embezzle· 
ment, theft, or loss of municipal money and property. 
(2) The Chief Offic~r may-

(a) subject to the provisions of sub-section (4) fine1 reduce, sus
pend or dismiss any municipal servant whose salary does not exceed 
Rs. W 30 and subject further to the provisions of the rules for 
the time being in force, any other municipal offiC'er or servant, not 
being the health officer, ·engineer or &ee9li:B:taB:t auditor of the 
municipality. 

Provided that in respect of any punishment other than a fine not 
exceeding one wee~'s salary.his orde~ shall be subject~ an ~ppe~l 
either to the standing co:mtn1ttee or, if the rules for the tlDle bemg m 
force so provide, to the municipality i 
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(b) subject to the provisions of this Act and of the by-laws for the 
time being in force thereunder at b.i8 discretion BUBpend, withhold or 
withdraw any license, in any case in which he is empowered to grant 
or give a license and in which the municipality or the standing com
mittee may smpend, withhold or withdraw such license; 

(c) with the sanction of the standing committee, delegate any of his 
powers or duties to any municipal officer or servant: : 

PrO\ided that such delegation shall be subject to such limitations, 
if any, as may be prescribed by the standing committee, and also to 
control and revision by the Chief Officer. 

(3) The Chief Officer shall at any time supply any return, statement, 
account or report or a copy of any document in his charge, called for by 
the municipality or the standing committee and shall comply with any 
orders passed by the municipality or the standing committee thereon. 

(4) The powers conferred on the municipality by or under any of 
the provisions of this Act to appoint, grant leave of absence to, punish 
or dismiss any master, teacher or other person employed in a primary 
or other school vested in or maintained by the municipality, or employed 
in any educational institution aided by the municipality, shall not be 

· exercised by the Chief Officer. 
(5) (a) A municipality may appoint a health officer and an engineer Of. .. 182. 
Appointment of or any one or more of such officers, er eae persea 

Health Officer &nd ta iiseaarge tae S:aties ef taese we eftieers, 
engineer. whether temFora.rily or permanently. 

(b) No such officer shall, 6lWe wita tae pre'riaus sa.aetiea ef tae 
Gevt>rB:IBeat, be removable from office, reduced or SUBpended unless by 
the ~ a-~sent of at least tJH.ee femas two-thirds of the whole number 
of c{)uncillors, and no such officer shaU be punishable with. fine. 

Provisio111 in regard 
to meetinge of a 
munici pa.lit 1· 

CHA.PTERID. 
Colli"DUCT o:r BusiNEss. 
(1) Municipal Meetings. 
33. The following provisions shall be observed OJ •.. 26. 

with. respect to the meetings of a municipality :-

(1) There shall be held four ordinary general meetings in eaCh year 
Ordina.rf general for the disposal of general business, on or about 

meeting!. the tenth day of the months of January, April, 
. July and Oct<>ber, respectively, and such other 

ordinary general meetings as the president may find necessary. It 
shall be the duty of the president ro fix the datea for all ordinary 
general meetings. 

(2) The president may, whenever he thinks fit, and shall upon 
Special g~neral meet. the written request of not less than one-fourth 

in&&. of the councillors and for a date not more 
than fifteen days ~r the presentation of 

such request, call a special general meeting. If the presidenl faiU to 
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call a special general medit1g as prot·ided in this sub-clause tl1e Vice
President may call such meeting for a day not more than thirty days 
afU!.r the presentation of such request. 

(3) Seven clear days' notice of an ordinary general meeting, and 
Notice of meetings. three clear days' notice of a special general 

meeting, specifying the time and place at 
which such meeting is to be held and-the business to be transacted 
thereat, shall be ei:Pe:alatea te sertvil upon the councillors, and posted 
up at the municipal office or the local kacheri or some other public 
building in the municipal borough. The said notice shall include 
any motion or proposition which a councillor shall have given written 
notice, not less than ten clear days pre,ious to the meeting, of his 
intention to bring forward thereat, and in the case of a special general 
meeting, any motion or proposition mentioned in any written request 
made for such meeting. If whea tile saia aetiee is ei:re:alatea te 
the eeeei:llePs, aay eeeei:lleP is aet :11e:ma, a aetiee ia WPitiag 
speei:fyiag the time aaa plaee ef the meetmg shall lie seat te slleh 
eeeei:lleP l!y Pegistepea pest iB: aa eB:-Velepe aadresseEl te him at 
his liSlial eP last lmeWR plaee e:l1 resiEleaee as seen as-f!esaihle. 

(4) Every meeting of a municipality shall, except for specw.l reasons 
. . to be epeeifiea· mentioned in the notice 

'~~ Meet~~s to· be held convening the meeting, be held in the buildings 
at muruclpal office. used as a municipal office by such municipa-

lity. 

· (6} Every meeting shall, in the absence of both the president and 
vice-president, be presided over by such one 

Absence of the of the councillors present as may be chosen by 
president and the the meeting to be chairman for the occasion 
vice· president. 

and such chairman shall exercise thereat the 
powers vested in the president by clause (a) of sub-section (1} of 
section 29. 

(6} Every meeting shall be open to the public unless the presiding 
, Meeting must authdin?rityb dfeems .._hany i~~uiryli or hdeliberhatuliond 
ordinarily be open to pen g e ore t e mumc1pa ty sue as s o 
the publir. be held in private : 

Provided that the said authority may at any tin1e cause any person 
to be removed who interrupts the proceedings. 

(7) If less than one-third of the whole number of councillors 
. be present at a meeting at any time from 

Adjournment . in the beginning to the end thereof, the 
absence of quorum. presiding authority shall after waiting for not 

more than 30 minutes adjourn the meeting to such hour on the 
following or some other future day as he may reasonably fix ; a 
notice of such adjournment shall be fixed up in the municipal 
office, and the business which would have been brought before the 
original meeting, had there been a quorum thereat, shall be brought 
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bPfore the adjourned meeting and may be dis:rosed of at such meet
in~ or at any subsequent adjournment thereof whether t~ere be a 
quorum present or not. 

(8) Except with the permission of the presiding authority, which 
permission shall not be given in the case of a 

Business to !>e trans· motion or proposition to n:odify or cancel any 
actt-d at me~tmga and resolution within three months after the pass-order of buam0111. • , 

mg thereof, · no busmess shall be transacted 
and no proposition shall be discussed at any general meeting unless 
it has been entered in the notice convening such meeting or, in the 
case of a special general meeting, in the written request for such meet
ing. The order in which any business or proposition shall be brought 
forward at such meeting, shall be determined by the presiding autho
rity, who in case it is proposed by any member to give priority to any 
particular item of such business or to any particular proposition, 
shall put the proposal oo the meeting and be guided by the majority 
of votes given for or against the proposal. · 

(9) In every municipality there shall be kept ia Eagiisa aad,-if 
tae Bi'IH!:ieipality se pesel-ve, in the vernacular 

Minutes of proceedings. language alse, and if any Councillor so desire, 
in Englisk also, minutes of the names of the 

councillors and of the Government officers, if any, present under the 
provisions of sub-section (14), and of the proceedings at each general 
n1eeting, in a book oo be provided for this purpose; such minutes 
shall be bigned, as soon as pr8(..ticable, by the presiding authority 
ef sae.a meeti:Bg, and shall at all reasonable tin1es be open to inspec-
tion by any inhabitant of the municipal borough. · 

(10) All questions shall be decided by a majority of votes of the 
councillors present and voting, the presiding 

~ue~tiona decided by authority having a second or casting vote in 
maJOrity of votes. ll f li f u b a cases o equa ty o votes. f otes shall e 

taken and results recorded in such manner as may be prescribed by 
rules in that behalf for the tin1e being in force under clause (a) of 
section 55. 

(11) Any general meeting may, with the consent of a majority of 
the councillors present, be adjourned from 
tin1e oo tin1e to a later kour on the sa'I'M day. 

Adj ournmenta. 

or to any other day ; but no business shall be transacted at any 
adjourned meeting other than that left undisposed of at the meeting 
from whieh the adjournn:ent took place. 

A not~ of B«ck adjournrrumt posted in tke itunicipal o.ffia FkaU be 
dmned wfficient twt~ of 1M adjourned meeting. 
(12) No resolution of a municipality shall be modified or cancelled 

within three months after the passing thereof, 
ModifirAtion and e&D• t b 1 · ed b 1 h ~llation of resolutions. excep y a reso uhon support y not ess t an 

one-half of the whole number of councillors and 
1a~ed at a general meeting, whereof notice shall have been given fulfilling 
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the requirements of sub-section (3) and setting forth fully the resolution 
whlch it is proposed to modify or cancel at such meeting and the motion 
or proposition for the modification or cancellation of such resolution. 

(13) Except for reasons which the presiding authority deems urgent, 

N ti f .... _,_ b • no business relating to any work which is being 
o ceo cen•w USl• ted f th • • .1: b G ness to be given to the execu or e mumCiptwty y a overnment 

Gov~ent Exec~tive Executive Engin~er .or to any educational matter, 
Engineer or EducatioD&l shall be transacted at any meeting of a munici
Inspector. pality unless, at least fifteen days previous to such 
meeting, a letter has been addressed to the said Executive Engineer or 
to the Deputy Educational Inspector of the district, informing him of 
the intention to transact such business thereat, and of the motions or 
propositions to .be brought forward concerning such business. 

(14) (a) The members of the Sanitary Board, and the Executive 
. G Engineer, Deputy Educational Inspector and the 

otnC::!.Y a;~~r::: Assistant Director of Public Health, and the Civil 
may be required to attend Surgeon in a district when charged with any of 
meetings. the duties of a health officer therein, if not 
members of a municipality within the district, shall have the right of 

· being present at any meeting of such municipality ; with the consent of 
the municipality, each of them may take part at such meeting in the 
discussion or consideration of any question, on which, in virtue of the 
duties of his office, he considers his opinion or the information which he 
can supply will be useful to such municipality : 

Provided that the said officers shall not unless they are members of 
the municipality, be entitled to vote upon any such question. 

(b) If it shall appear to a municipality that the presence of the Execu
tive Engineer, Deputy Educational Inspector, Assistant Director of Public 
Health or Civil Surgeon of or in the district, is desirable for the purpose 
aforesaid at any meeting of such municipality, it shall be competent to 
such municipality, by letter addressed to such officer not less than fifteen 
days previous to the intended meeting, to require his presence thereat; and 
the said officer, unless prevented by sickness or other reasonable 
cause, shall be bound to attend such meeting : 

Provided that such officer on receipt of such letter may, if unable to 
be present himself, instruct a Deputy or Assistant or other competent 
subordinate as to his views, and may send him to the meeting as his 
representative instead of appearing thereat in person. 

34. A Chief e:lieer saaR aave tae same Pigat e4 eeiag prese:&t 
at a mee&g ef tae H!:'i::Bieipa.lity er ef a eem 

Right of Chief Officer mittee &BEl ef talriag pa'rt ia tae Eliseu.ssiea 
to be preeen~ .and to ~as a eeeeiller er meJ:B:ller taereef; 
~=!u~!::Ue:~gs.aod wita tae eeaseat ef a majority ef the eeeeil 

lore or meJ:B:llers preseat, aseeriamea ey a shew 
of aaa8s witaeu.t dieeu.ssiea, ae may at aay time make 9; stlfte 
meBt 9P explaaatieB ef faets,-llu.t BI!J saall Bet Btl at lieerty te V'ote 
u.~ea er to make B:Bf meti:ea • 
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31. The Chief Officer s1uill ~present at every mteting of the Municipal
ity, and may with the pmnissi<m of the Pr~ Qf' of the Mu?ic1'palily 
make an explatu:Ui<m or a statement of fact8 'n rt!Jarrl to any subject utuler 
tliscuss«m at such me,eting, btd &Aall not rote upon or make any proposition 
at 1uch meeting. 

(2) Oommittee8. 

35. (1) In every municipality there shall be a committee called the Cf. L 27. 
. . standing committee consisting of such number of 

Ste.ncling comnuttee. councillors not being more than twelve nor less 
than six, as the municipality may determine. Of these Blieli B:li:IBtier, 
Bet 'B~ing mere thaa ha.U, as may tie flPeseritieEl tiy tlie GeverB:Bleat 
one-third shall be nominated by the president and the remainder shall 
be elected by the municipal councillors in accordance with rules under 
clause (a) of section 55. The members so nominated or elected shall 
hold office for a period of one year. 

(2) The standing committee shall exercise the functions allotted to 
. it under this Act and subject to any limitations 

co:=::e._ of et&nding prescribed by the municipality especially in this 
behalf or generally by rules made under clause 

(a) of section 55, and to the provisions of sections 32 and 36, shall exercise 
all the powers of the municipality : 

(3) The President shaU ~ t:J;·officio a member and chairman of the 
Standing Committee. 

36. (1) Notwithstanding any thing oontained in section 35 (2) other Cf. L 29. 
. Committees consisting of such number of councillors 

·?~ executive oom· as the municipality may decide, may be appointed 
nu to exercise the powers and perform the duties 
of the staaEI.i:Bg eemiB:ittee M unicipalily in respect of any purpose. The 
standing committee shall not exercise any powers or perform any duties 
which such committee has been appointed to exercise or perform. 

(2) Of any such committee Blieli a't:l:Bl:ller, aet tiei:B:g mere tlia.B: lia.Y, 
&f! may lle flPeseribeEl tiy tlie GaverB:Bleat, one-third shall be nomi
nated by the president and the remainder shall be elected by the 
municipal councillors in accordance with rules under clause (a) of section 
55. The members so nominated or elected shall hold office for a period 
of one year. · 

(tl,) The a\iiB:ller af eemmitteee &flflei:&tea eEler this eeetiea 
eti:&ll,-ae~ e:xeeea felif. 

37. A municipality may from time to time appoint such other com- Cf. L 30. 
mittees consisting of such councillors as it thinks 

Consultative committeeL fit, and may refer to such committees for inquiry 
and report or for opinion such special subjects 

relating to the purposes of this Act as the municipality shall think fit, 
anJ may at any time discontinue or alter the constitution of any such 
commit~. The municipality may direct that the report of any such 
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committee shall be made to the standing committee, or to a committee 
appointed under section 36, instead of to the municipality. 

38. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, it shall be lawful 
for a municipality from time to time, by a resolu

When persona other tion supported by not less than one-half of the 
than councillora may h l b f 'll l serve on committees. w o e num er o counc1 ors, to e ect as members 

of any committee appointed under section 36 or 
37 any person of either sex, who is not a coUncillor but who in the opinion 
of such municipality possesses special qualifications for serving on such 
committee ; provided that the number of persons so elected on any 
committee shall not exceed one-third of the total number of the members 
of such committee. 

All the provisions of this Act relating to the duties, powers, liabilities, 
Duties, etc., of such disqualifications and disabilities of councillors 

persona. shall be applicable so far as may be to such persons. 
39. A vacancy occurring in a standing committee or in a committee 
Casual vacancies ; re- appointed under section 36 shall as soon as possible, 

eligibility. . and a vacancy occurring in any other committee 
may, be filled up by the nomination or election of a. member thereto 
subject to the same provisions as those under which the member whose 
place is to be filled up was nominated or elected. A person nominated 
or elected under this section shall hold office so long only as the person 
in whose place he is nominated or elected would have held it if the vacancy 
had not occurred. No person shall be ineligible at any time for election 
or nomination as a member of any such committee on the ground that 
he has previously been a member of that committee. 

40. (1) The president or vice-president, if nominated or elected a 
Ea:-o.flicioandappointed nie~ber of any committee, shall be ex-officio 

chairman. Non.attend- charrman thereof. 
ance of chairman. 

(2) A municipality may appoint a chairman for a committee of which 
there is no ex-ojjicio chairman. 

{3) A committee, of which there is an,ez-officio chairman or a chairman 
appointed by the municipality, shall,· at each meeting which such 
chairman does not attend, appoint from its members a chairman for 
such meeting. 

(J) A committee, of which there is no ex-officio chairman or chairman 
appointed by the municipality, shall appoint from time to time a chairman 
from the members of such committee. 

41. (1) The provisions of sub-sections (4), (.9), (10) and (JJ) of section 
Procedure at meetings. 33 shall be complied with in all proceedings of com-

mittees as if meetings of committees were included 
in all references to meetings of a municipality contained in those provi
sions, and as if for the word " municipality" where it occurs in the proviso 
t~ clause (a) of sub-secti •'l 1J c f secti o~, 33, there was substituted 
the word .. committee". 
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If t1te Chairman of any Committee has been abser:t from f~ Mun~ipal 
Borough for a period exceeding fifteen days, the President or Vtce~President 
may, in !tis absence, caU a meeting thereof: 

Provided that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 
in sub-section (9) of section 33, a committee may record its proceedings 
either in English or in the vernacular language, as it·may think fit. 

(2) A committee may ~eet and adjourn.as it thinks proper; but.the 
ltleetinga and adjourn· chal.fillan of a comm1ttee may whenever he thinks 

ment of committees. fit, and shall, upon the written request of the 
preHident of the municipality or of not less than two members of ~he 
committee and for a date not more than two days after the presentation 
of such request, call a special meeting of such committee. 

(3) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of a committee 
Quorum. unless more than one-third of the members of 

the committee be present thereat. 
42. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 41 the Cf. •· 35. 

P d b . 1 chairman of a committee may, instead of 
roce ure Y ctrcu ar. convening a meeting, circulate a written proposition 

of his own or of any other member of the committee or of any executive 
officer of the municipality for the observations and votes of the 
members of the committee. 

(2) Previous to circulating any such proposition as aforesaid, the 
l'ropositiona when to be chairman may, if he thinks fit, and, if the business 

sent to Government to which it relates is of the nature described in 
oflicera for remarks. sub-section (13) of section 33, shall obtain there
upon the remarks, if any, which any Government officer whose presence 
the municipality would be entitled to require under the provisions of 
clause (b) of sub-section (14) of section 33, desires to record. 

(3) The decision on any proposition so circulated shall be in accordance 
Decisions how to be with the majority of votes of the members of 

taken on proposit.iona oir· the committee who vote upon it, unless a special 
l'ulatOO.. meeting is convened to consider the said 
proposition. 

( 4) Every decision arrived at by a committee under this section shall 
And how to be reoorded. be recorded in the minute book. 

43. (1) A committee shall conform to any instructions that may CJ. s. 36. 
~ubordination of oom- from time to time be given to it by the municipal. 

mlltt'l'lt to municipality. ity ; the municipality may at any time call 
for any extract from any proceedings of any committee and for any 
ret~1rn, statement, a~ount or report in connection with any matter with 
wh1ch any comm1ttee has been authorized or directed to deal ; 
e\:~ry such requisi~ion shall, without unreasonable delay, be complied 
With by the commtttee so called upon. 

(2)_ Every order pa~sed by & standing committee or by & committee 
appom~ed under section 36, other than orders under sub-section (3) 
of section 78, shall be subject to such revision and open to such appeal 

•827-6 
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as may be required or allowed in respect thereof by any rules of the 
municipality for the time being in force under section 55. . 

43A. Any powers ()'I duties ()'I executit•e fund ions which may be exerch;ed 
Power1, duliu ond ()'I perfQT'1'/Ied by or_ on behalf of the municipality 

Ju11aicml may be delegat- may be delegated tn aCCQrdance with rules to be 
td w ojJiur1 w!w- e:e· made by the municipality in this behalf, to the 
peMU may be paid. presiderrJ, or to the 'Vice-president ()'I to the chaimum 
of the school or other cammittee, or to one or more stipendiary or honorary 
o.f!icers, but without prejudice to any powers that may have been conferred 
on the Chief O.f!icer by this Act or on any committee by or under section 35 or 
36, and eaeh person, :I who exercises any power or perform,s any duty or 
function so delegated, may be paid all expenses necessarily incurred by him 
therein. 

(3) Joint transactions with other bodies. 

Joint committees of 44. (1) A municipality may from time to 
local bodies. Joint levy 
of octroi, time-

(a) join with any other municipality or with any local board, 
cantonment authority, sanitary board, sanitary committee or com

. mittee appointed for a notified area or with any combination of 
such municipalities, boards, authorities or committees-

(i) in appointing out of their respective bodies a joint committee 
for any purpose in which they are jointly interested, and in appoint
ing a chairman of such committee ; and. 

(ii) in delegating to any such committee power to frame terms 
binding on each such body as to the construction and future main
tenance of any joint work, and any power which might be exercised 
by any of such bodies ; and 

(iii) in framing and modifying rules for regulating the proceedings 
of any such committee in respect of the purpose for which the 

. rommittee is appointed ; and 

\bi enter, subje<?t to the sanction of the Government, into an 
agreement with a municipality, cantonment authority, board, 
committee or combination as aforesaid for the levy of octroi duty, 
and tolls whereby the octroi duties and tolls respectively leviable by 
the bodies so contracting may be levied together instead of separately 
within the limits of the area subject to the control of the said bodies. 
Explanation.-For the purpose of clause (b) of sub-section (1) octroi 

duty includes a terminal tax. 

(2) If any difference of opinion arises between bodies having joined or 
entered into an agreement for any purpose under this section, the decision 
thereupon of the Government or of such officer as it appoinb1 in this 
behalf, shall be final. 
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( 4) Contractf. 

45. (I) A municipality shall be competent, subject to th~ restriction Cf. L 40. 

Po"1"r of municipality contained in sub-section (2), to lease, sell or 
to .ell. lf'alle and contract. otherwise transfer any movable or immovable 
property which may, for the purposes of this Act, have become vestOO. 
in or been acquired by it ; and so far as is not inconsistent with the 
provisions and purposes of this Act, to enter into and perform all such 
contracts as it may consider necessary or expedient in order to carry into 
effect the said provisions and purposes. 

(2) In the case of every lease or sale of land under sub-section (1) of 
section 112 and of a lease of immovable property for a term exceeding 
seven years and of every sale or other transfer of such property, the 
previous sanction of the Commissioner is required. 

(.1) In the case 
(a) of a kase for a period exceeding one year or of a sale or other trans· 
Sandk:m bg r~ution fer or contrad for the purchase of any immoveable 

al gtrteral mWI'IUJ R• • 
qui$l.U w tJaliJity of property' 
Uf'tairt oontra.ctl. 

(b) of every contrad which wiU involve expendiiure not covered by a 
budget grant ,· 

(c) of every contrad the performance of which cannot be completed within 
the officilll year cu"ent at the date of the contrad ; 
the sanction of the municipality by a resolution passed at a general meeting 
is required. 

(3) In a municipality- Cf. a. 186 ~ 
(a) every contract under or for any purpose of this Act shall be made 

Execution of 000• on behalf of the municipality by the Chief 
tract.e on behalf of Officer ; 
municipality. 

(b) no such contract for any purpose which the Chief Officer is not 
empowered by this Act to carry out without the approval or sanction 
of some other municipal authority, shall be made by him until 
or unless such approval or sanction has first of all been duly given; 

(d) no contract which will involve an expenditure exceeding m 
three hundred rupees shall be made by the Chief Officer unless otherwise 
awhorized in this behalf by the ltfunicipality except with the approval 
or sanction of the standing committee i . 

(e) every oontract made by the Chief Officer involving an expend
iture exceeding two hundred aea fi.f.t:y rupees and not exceeding m 
tJ.rt't! hundred rupees shall be reported by him, within fifteen days after 
the same has been made, to the standing committee i 

(J) the foregoing provisions of this section shall apply to every 
Yariation or discharge of a contract w the same extenl as to an original 
contract. 

(I) !\ o contract shall be binding on a municipality unless the 
requirE>ments of this section have been complied with. 

H 6.27-&1 
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1· e. 186 o. 46. (I) Every contract entered into by a Chief Offirer on behalf 
Mode of executing con- of a municipality shall be entered into in· such 

tracts. manner and form as would bind such Chief Officer 
if such contract were on his own behalf, and may in the like manner and 
form be varied or discharged : · 

Provided that-

(a) where any such contract, if entered into by a Chief Officer, 
would require to be under seal, the same shall be sealed with the 
common seal of the municipality ; 

(b) every contract for the execution of any work or the supply of 
any materials or goods which will involve an expenditure exceeding 
five hundred rupees, shall be in writing and shall be sealed with the 
common seal of the municipality and shall specify the work to be 
done or the materials or goods to be supplied, as the case may be, the 
price to be paid for such work, materials or goods and in the case of a 
contract for work, the time or times within which the same or specified 
portions the~eof shall be c~mpleted. 

(2) The common seal of the municipality shall not be affixed to any 
contract or other instrument except in the presence of two members of the 
standing committee, who shall attach their signature to the contract or 
instrument in token that the same was sealed in their presence. The 
signatures of the said members shall be distinct from the signatures of 
any witnesses to. the execution of any such contract or instrument. 
· (3) A contract not executed in the manner provided in this section shall 
not be binding on the municipality. 

~ s. 186 P. 47. (1) Except as is otherwise provided in sub-section (3), a Chief 

T d to b . 'ted Officer shall, at least seven days before entering 
en era e mVl • f h . f k 

for contracts involving mto any contract or t e execution o any wor 
expenditure exceeding or the supply of any materials or goods which 
~· 1•000• will involve an expenditure exceeding one thousand 
rupees, give notice by advertisement in t-M a local newspaper, inviting 
tenders for such contract. 
. (2) The Chief Officer shall not be bouna to accept any tender which 
may be made in pursuance of such notice, but may, with the approval 
of the standing committee, accept any of the tenders so made which 
appears to him, upon a view of all the circumstances, to be the most 
advantageous or may reject all the tenders submitted to him. 

(3) A municipality may authorise the Chief Officer, for reasons which 
shall be recorded in its proceedings, to enter into a contract without 
inviting tenders as· herein provided or without accepting any tender 
which he may receive after having invited them. 

a. 186 Q. 48. A Chief Officer· shall require security for the due performance • 
.,__ . h be of every contract, into which he enters under 
.,.,.,unty w en to . d . h' di . . 

taken for performanre of sectiOn 4 7 an may, m 18 scret10n, req wre 
oontract. security for the due performance of any other 
contract into which be enters under this Act. 
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(:)) Compulsory acquisition of land. 
49. When there is any hindrance to the permanent or· temporary ct. a. 41. 

Recourse to the Land acquisition by a municipality upon payment of 
Acquisition Art, 1894-. any land or building required for the purposes 
of this Act, the Government may, after obtaining possession of the same 
for itself under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, or other existing law, I of 1894. 
vest such land or building in the municipality on its paying the compensa· 
tion awarded, and on its repaying to Government all costs incurred by 
Government on account of the acquisition. 

(6) Liabilities of councillors, ojficera aWl servants. 
-+0.-~~~~¥~ hePeiaa~~wtse-J3Pev4aea, ae ee'IHiei±lar CJ. a. 42. 

shall be J38Pseaally: lffi.hl~Jleet 9f aay 
M.!:m:ieitlal faaas ~~gl·eemeat maae, 91' fep aay @l£ 

eraiuarily lia'B~ 11ease iaeRPrea hy er ea heha,l£ ef the maniei 
all eests aa1l eJC):l@R l1&lity-; the fl:l:lHls at the El:isJ3esa.l e£ the 
ses iaeur1•ea ~ maaiei11ality shaY he liahle fep aaa tie 
~~; e!HwgeQ.-with--aY. eests in res13eet 9£ any saeh 

e&Btraet 9P agreemeat aaa all Slieh 
M-~: 

Pt·ey:iaea-tlu),t enPy eeaaeiller shall 'Be J3erseaally lial:!le f&il-..the Cf. Mad. 
koss, waste eP misa}1plieatiea ef aay meney 91' ~~7 188-l, 

nat eeaaeillel'fH.& ~~pe1·ty ef the maaieipality, te whieh · 
~e helti res~le ae has tieea a pat·ty ep wftieh has hap~ U. P. III 
ffila.~. misatll'~ thf.eagh--er lleea faeilitatea lly his miseeaaaet 1906, a. · 
&P·wa.ste£1 ftuH1s aatl tH'--~gleet 9£ his~y as a eeeeiJ.ler ; 
f:H'tt~ty. he may be saea lly the Aieieipa,lity eeaeera 

t~a with the saaetiaa af the Genrameat,-fe¥ 
t•t'Pavet·y af er eempeasatiea fer the meaeys er ather prape1•ty se 
H1st-,~-eHfl:~~l:iea er 'By the GeY:eFameat as if saeh haa 
~n tltt' meaeys er the pPepet·ty af the Gaverameat ; aay meaey e1· 
~t>rty sa J'€'eavti'Pf.'a 'By the Ge¥t'l'BHleat shall, after satisiaetiaa 
tht>rd1·em af the aeeessary expeases ef saeh reeeY:epY, he Eleli¥e1·ee 
te the u:taa~. 

!iO. Every councillor shaU be personally liable for the misapplication 
CounciUor~ to be held of any fund w wltich he shall have been a party, 

rupotllfiJJ!c for mifappl~ or whick shaU have happened tkrO?J9h, or been 
fun.U. facilitated by gross neglect of his duty as a oouncilWr, 
and may bt sud for recovery of the trWne'JIS so misapplied as if such trWne'JIS 
had been the property of Government : 

Prot-ided tlUJt no Councillor shall be personalty liable in respect of any 
ccmlrad or agreement nuuk, or for any expen$e, incurred, by or on behalf of 
the municipality; the fund8 at the disposal of each municipality shall be 
liaLle for, and be charged with, aU oosts as in respect of any such contract 
or agreement and all such expenses. 

rn. (1) Any person who has, directly or indirectly, by himself or hls CJ. B. 43. 

OffiN"r or eervant of partner, any share or interest in any contract 
munidpalit;y not to be with, by or on behalf of a municipality, or in any 
in~.em;ted in rontrad employment with, under, by or on behalf of a 
1dth such municipality. • 

muniCipality, other than as a municipal officer 
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or servant, shall be disqualified for being an officer or servant of such 
municipality. 

(2) A:ny municipal officer or servant who shall acquire, directly or 
indirectly, by himself or his partner, any share or interest in any such 
contract or employment as aforesaid, shall cease to be a municipal officer 
or servant, and his office shall become vacant. 

(3) Nothing in this section shall apply t~ any such share or interest 
in any contract or employment with, under, by or on behalf of a munici
pality, as under clauses (i), (ii) and (iv) of sub-section (3) of section 11, 
it is permissible for a person to have without his being thereby disqualified 
from becoming a councillor. 

52. (a) A:ny councillor who knowingly acquires directly or indirectly 

Penalty for councillor, 
officer or servant of a 
municipality being inter
ested in contract, etc., 
with that municipality. 

any share or interest in any contract or employ
ment with, under, by or on behalf of a municipality 
of which he is a member, not being a share or 
interest such as under section 11 it is permissible 
for a person to have without being thereby disqua
lified from becoming a councillor, and 

(b) any municipal officer or servant who knowingly acquires directly 
or indirectly any share or interest in any contract, or, except in so far as 
concerns his own employment as municipal officer or servant, in any 
employment with, under, by or on behalf of a municipality of which he 
is an officer or servant; not being a share or interest such as under clauses 
(i) and (iv) of sub-section (3) of section 11 it is permissible for a person 
to have without being thereby disqualified from becoming a councillor, 
shall be liable, on conviction before a criminal court, to a fine which may 
extend to five hundred rupees. 

'if. Bom. III 53. (I) Every municipal councillor, officer or servant, and every 
of 1888 8 52 1 f h l f . . l d ,, ' · · essee o t e evy o any muruCipa tax, an every 
~. a. 51 of Councillors, etc., to be t th 1 d b h 
J. P. Act 1 of deemed public servants. servan or o er person emp oye y any sue 
900. lessee shall be deemed to be a public servant 
O.Vof 1860. within the meaning of section 21 of the Indian Penal Code. 

. (2) The word" Government " in the definition of " legal remuneration" 
in section 161 of that Code shall, for the purposes of sub-section ( 1) of 
this section, be deemed to include a municipality. 

(7) Validity of pro~edings. 

'Jf. a. 38 54. (1) No disqualification of or defect in the election or appointment 

d din 
of any person acting as councillor, or as the 

Acts an procee gs 'd 'din h · f 1 of municipality and com- pres1 ent or pres1 g aut onty o a genera 
~ittee . not . vitiated by meeting, or as chairman or member of a committee 
disqualification, etc., of appointed under this Act shall be deemed to 
members thereof. . . edin f h · · lit VItiate any act or proce g o t e muruCipa y 
or of any such committee, as the case may be, in which such person has 
taken part, whenever the majority of persons, parties to such act or 
proceeding, were entitled to act. 
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No resolution of a .Municipality or of any Cmumittee appointed under 
tltia Ad shall be d~med inralid on account of any irregularity in.the service 
of ruJtice upon any CounciUor or member, provided tlwt the procwlings of 
the llfunWipality or Committee were not prejudici4Uy affected by such irre
gularity. 

(2) Until the contrary is proved, every meeting of a. municipality or of 
Proceedings presumed a. committee appointed under this Act in respect 

to be good and valid. of proceedings whereof a minute has been made 
and signed in accordance with this Act, shall be deemed to have been 
duly convened and held and all the members of the meeting shall be 
deemed to have been duly qualified ; and where the proceedings are the 
proceedings of a committee, such committee shall be deemed to have 
been duly constituted and to have had the power to deal with the matters 
referred to in the minute. 

(.1) During any vacancy in a municipality or committee the continuing 

V• t to fi t councillors or members may act as if no vacancy 
a.cancy no a ec ed 

proceedings. had occurr . 

CHAPTER IV. 

RULES AND BY-LAws. 

55. A municipality shall make rules not iMOnSistent wiih this Act and Cf. a. 46. 

Municipalities to make may 'rom time w time alter or rescind them-
rules; J' 

(a) regulating the conduct of its business and the delegation of 
any of its powers or duties to any committee or to the Chief Officer or 
the powers or duties of any committee to any other committee or to 
the Chief Officer and the appointment and constitution of committees ; 

(b) Determining the executive functions robe performed by the presiif.e.m, 
defin•ng 1M functU>M of vice-president and the Chairman of any 

1M Pruidtnt and other1 ; committee. 

(9) (c) determining the staff of officers and servants to be employed 
establishment ; ~y the muni~ipality and the respective designa-

tions, salanes, fees and absentee or other 
allowances of such officers and servants and tl~.eir powers and duties ; 
(.,.) (d) generally for the guidance of its officers and servants in. all mat~ 
ge~~ral guidance of ters relating to the munici al dminis' tr ti' • ruum('lpa.l servant.; P a a on, 
(J) (e) fixing the amount and nature of the security to be furnished 

amount of eecurity. by any officer or sel!'ant from whom it may be 
' deemed expedient to require security ; 

(to) (/) determining suidect to tludimUaiions imposed by sections 31 and 
32, ~5)~ the m~e ~n~ conditions of appointing, 

mode of appointing, etc., puwshing, or disinlSsmg any officer or servant; 
munidpa.l eem.ntll; and delegating ro officers dui'gnated in the rules 

. . tl1e power ro appoird, fine, reduce, suspend or 
d~-Smu;s any officer or sermnl; · 
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(f) (g) regulating the grant of leave to its officers or servants, and fixing 
leave to municipal aer- the remuneration to be paid to the persons, 

vants; if any, appointed to act for them whilst on leave ; 
(g) (h) regulating the period of service of its officers and servants, 

. and determining the conditions under which 
pelllllons, etc. ; such officers and servants or any of them shall 

receive pensions, gratuities or compassionate allowances on retirement, 
or on their becoming disabled through the execution of their duty, 
and the amount of such pensions, gratuities or compassionate allowances; 
and prescribing the conditions under which any gratuities or compas· 
sionate allowances may be paid to the surviving relatives of any such 
officers or servants whose death has been caused through the execution 
of their duty ; 

(h) (i) authorizing the payment of contributions, at such rates and 
'd 

1 
d subject to such conditions as may be prescribed 

pron ent un 8 
; in such rules, to any pension or provident fund 

which may be established by the municipality or, with the approval 
of the municipality, by its.officers and servants; 
(i) (J) prescribing the taxes to be levied in the municipal borough for · 

municipal purposes, the circumstances in which 
prescribing taxes; exemption will be allowed, the conditions on 

which and the extent to which remissions 
will be granted, and the system on which refunds will be allowed and 
paid,inrespectofsuch taxes ; the limits of the charges or payments to 
be fixed in lieu of any tax under section 88, the fees to be charged for 
licenses or permissions granted under section 87 and for giving copies 
and stamping weights and measures ; the fees for notices demanding 
payments due on account of any tax and for the execution of warrants 
of distress, and the rates to be charged for maintaining any live-stock 
distrained ; and the time at which and the mode in which such taxes, 
charges, payments, fees or rates shall be levied or recovered or be 
payable and the persons authorised to receive payment of the same 
and the manner in which auctions of movable and immovable property 
under section 104 shall be held ; 
(j) (k) prescribing the conditions subject to which sums due on account 

't' ff ts d of any tax or of costs in recovering any tax 
wnmgo a.moun ue. b · ff · bl d h may e wr1tten o as mecovera e, an t e 
conditions subject to which the whole or any part of any fee chargeable 
for distress may be remitted by the standing committee : 

Provided tha.t-
(a) no rule or alteration. CIT rescission of a rule made under this section 

Approval required to shall have effect unless and until it has been 
rulee. approved by the Government ; 

(b) if an officer serving or having served under a municipality has 
been or is transferred from or to the service 

Otlioen tra.~ferred from of the Government or is partly employed by 
or to the ael'VlCe of Govem· ' • · li 
ment: the Government and partly by a murue1pa ty, 

the municipality shall contribute to his pension 
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and leave allowances to the extent required by the rules in force for 
the time being, made by the Governor General in Council in this behalf; 

(c) a municipality shall not, unless with the assent of the Government, 
. . . . dispense with the services of any officer trans· 

notare reqWJ:OO m oertam ferred from the service of the Government to 
t'&l!l.'l of dUlm.l&I&L h . f h . . li 1 ed t e serVIce o t e mumCipa ty or emp oy 

partly by the Government and partly by the municipality, or finally 
dismiss from the service of the municipality any officer transferred 
from the service of the municipality to the service of the Government, 
without giving the Government six months' previous notice. 
56. (I) Notwithstanding anything contained in clause (a) of the C/. Bom. IU 

proviso to section 55, the approval required to ofl915, Schd. 

Hulee made with •P· be given in respect of rules framed under clause L 
prova.lofCommL~sioneror ('') ) f · 55 b · b th Co ' 
11'ithout approva.l. tt (c o section may e g~.ven y e mm.lS· 

sioner instead of by Government, subject to the 
condition that any such rules relating to Chief Officers, health officers 
or engineers or to the salaries, fees or absentee or other allowances of 
such officers shall require the sanction of the Government. 

(:?) Notwithstanding anything contained in clause (a) of the proviso 
to section 55 or in sub-section (I) of this section, a municipality shall 
have power to make without sanction a rule under clause (lt)(c) of section 
05, creating an appointment or increasing the salary of an appointment 
or granting or increasing an allowance in any case where the salary of 
such appointment or the amount of such allowance or the amount of 
such increase, as the case may be, does not involve a charge on the munici
pal fund l!xceeding rupees one hundred in the month : 

Pro\·ided that the Ct~mmiesi~:~aer Government may withdraw this power 
from any municipality either permanently or for such period as he they 
thinks fit to prescribe when in ffil7 their opinion there are good reasons 
for doing so. 

57. (1) Subject to the requirements of clause (a) of the proviso to Cf. a."· 
section 55 a municipality may, except as otherwise 

Power to ~uspend, provided in clause (b) of the proviso to section 
l'E'I.lu<'e or abolish t.ny 101 · f u:ffi · d ni.sting tax. at any t me or any s c1ent reason, suspen , 

modify or abolish any existing tax by suspending, 
altering or rescinding any rule prescribing such tax. 

(.:;) The provisions of chapter VII relating to the imposition of taxes 
"hall apply so far as may be to the suspension, modification or abolition 
of any tax and to the suspension, alteration or recission of any rule 
prescribing a tax. 

58. (I) A municipality may from time to time, with the previous OJ. a. 4S. 

Power to 111Ake by· sab ~~tion of t~e Go~ernm~~~~ nu;J.~~· ajtet ~ • 
Ia• ... ; y-w.tcs rwt \nronststetll 'IL'UIJ w..u .act. ~· 

(a) for the regulation and inspection of markets and slaughter
houses and all places used by or for anima's 

markl'ta t.nd &laughter· which are for sale or hire, or the produce of 
bo~ tt(., t'tc:. which is sold, and for the proper and cleanly 
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conduct of business therein ; and for fixing the rents and other 
charges to be levied for the use of any of them which belong to the 
municipality ; and in Boroughs where there is a municipal market or a 
market licensed by the municipality for the purpose, pret'enting the sale 
af fruit and vegetables elsewhere than in such market. 

(b) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circum
stances in which ·and the areas or localities in 

licensing, regulat~g respect of which, licenses may be granted, 
and inspecting certam refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use businesses ; 

of any place not belonging to the municipality-

(i) as a slaughter-house; 

(ii) for the manufacture, preparation; storing, sale, or supply for 
the purposes of trade of any a.ffima.l article or thing intended for 
human food or drink, whether such food or drink is to be consumed in 
such place or not ; 

(iii) for any of the purposes mentioned in sub-section (1) of 
section 131} 184 ; 
and providing for the inspection and regulation of the conduct of 
business in any place used as aforesaid, so as to secure cleanliness 
therein or to minimise any injurious, offensive or dangerous effect 
arising or likely to arise therefrom ; · 

(c) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circum
stances in which and the areas or localities in 

use of steam whistles, respect of which licenses may be granted, 
etc. ; refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use 

of whistles and trumpets operated by steam or mechanical means in 
factories or other places for the purpose of summoning or dismi:;sing 
workmen or persons employed ; 

(d) prescribing the conditions on or subject to which and the circum
stances in which and the areas or localities in 

pilgrims' lodging houses; respect of which licenses may be granted, 
refused, suspended or withdrawn for the use 

of any place or building for the purpose of lodging pilgrims, and provid · 
ing for the inspection and regulation of such places or buildings ; 

(e) prohibiting the stalling or herding of horses, camels, cattle, 
llin of ttl tc . donkeys, sheep or goats, otherwise than in 

sta g ca · e, e · ' accordance with such regulations prescribed 
in such by-laws in regard to the number thereof, and the places to be 
used for the purpose, as may be necessary to prevent danger to the 
public health ; 

(/) prescribing the conditions em which sweetmeats mAy be sold and 

llilk-shops; 
on which licenses may be granted, refused, 
suspended, or withdrawn for the use, for purposes 

of trade, of any place for stabling milch cattle, for storing or selling 
milk, or for making, storing or selling butter or other milk products ; 
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(jf) (i) J(ff' the inspection of milch-eattle_; and1!'escri:1Jing and ~egufaJ--
. . . ing the oonstn.wtwn, dunenswns, oontilatwn, 

/M ,,..guJ.a~•ng dalnu and lighting, cleansing, drainage and water supply 
rJJUft·Bh~, ,( .1-' • .. .1 __ .,,~ 1-.1- • •1~ ""'I' ,( 

OJ cmm.es arta (.)(UIM;"8t«U.Y 'tn wu; occtl.r-wn OJ 

persons foUowing the trade of ooiry-men or milk-sellers : 
(ii) for securing the cleanliness of milk-stores, milk-shops and vessels 

used by milk-sellers or buttennen for milk'• or 
milk storea, etc.; butter ,· · 

{g) for the inspection of weights and measures under section 176 
inspection of weights, and for the stamping of weights and measures 

etc.; and for charging fees for the same ; 
(h) for defining the standard weights and measures used within the 

defining me&Burea, etc.; municipal borough ; 
(i) for the registration of births, deaths, and marriages and the 

. t t' f birth tc taking of a. census within the municipal borough 
regts ra. ton ° 8

' e .; and for enforcing the supply of such information 
as may be necessary to make such registration or census effective; 

(j) regulating the disposal of the dead and the maintenance of all 
. . places for the disposal of the dead in good order 

l't'gula.tmg the disposa.l and in a safe sanitary condition due regard 
of the dead ; b . h d th lig' f' h emg a to e re 1ous usages o t e commu-

nity or section of the community entitled to the use of such places for 
the disposal of the dead ; 

(k) for enforcing the supply of information as to any cases of ~anger
for enforcing supply of ous disease, and carrying out the provisions 

informa.tion a.a to epidemics ; of sections 177 and 178 ; 

(/) for enforcing the supply of such information by inhabitants of 

f r . inl the municipal borough as may be necessary to 
or tm orcmg orm&· . h . . liabili' . 

tion as to liability to ascertam t elf respective t1es to any 
municipal taxation; tax: imposed therein; 

( m) firing octroi limits and stations ; providing for the exhibition 
octroi; of tables of octroi ; regulating, subject to any 

general or special orders which the Government may make in this 
behalf, the system, under which refunds are to be made on account 
thereof when the animals or goods on which the octroi has been. paid, 
or articles manufactured wholly or in part from such animals or goods, 
are again exported, and the custody or storage of animals or goods 
declared not to be intended for use or consumption within the munici
pal boroug~ ; and prescribing a period of limitation after which no 
daim for refund of octroi shall be entertained, and the minimum 
amount for which any claim oo refund may be made ; 

(n) firing terminal tax limits and stations, providing for the ex:hib
tion of tables of terminal tax, and regulating the mode of recovery of 
such tax; 

(o) for conserving and preventing injury oo sources and means of 
water-supply and appliances for the distribution 

for protecting nter; of water, whether within or without the limits 
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of the municipal borough, and regulating all matters and thincrs 
connected with the supply and use of water and the turri.ing on ~r 
turning off and preventing the waste of water, and the construction, 
maintenance and control of mun:cipal water-works, and of pipes and 
fittings in connection therewith, whether the property of the munici-

. pality or not ; 
Explanation.-Sources and means ofwater-supply shall include private 

we:Zs which are used by the public. 
(p) regulating the use of public bathing and washing places within 

publio baths, etc ; the municipal borough ; 

(q) regulating sanitation and conservancy and the disposal of the 
conservaJlcy ; carcasses of dead animals ; 

(r) regulating the conditions on which permission may be given for 
temporary structures and the temporary occupation of, or the erection 

buildings ; of temporary structures on, public streets or 
for projections over public streets ; 

(s) regulating the structure and dimensions of plinths, walls, found

buildings; ations, roofs and chimneys of new buildings 
for the purpose of securing stability and the 

prevention of fires, and for purposes of health and determining the 
purposes for which existing or newly erected buildings may be used 
in any area; 

(t) for preventing the erection of buildings without adequate provi· 
streets; sion being made for the location and laying 

out of streets ; a·nd for the payment of wnpensation in such cases when 
necessary ,· 

(u) for ensuring the adequate ventilation of buildings by the provi-
ventilation ; sion and maintenance of sufficient open space 

either internal or external and of doors and windows and other means 
for securing a free circulation of air ; 

(v) prescribing the qualifications of surveyors or persons by whom 

qualified surveyors ; plans required under section 121 are to be 
prepared, or-of plumbers ; for licensing persons 

to be surveyors or plumbers, and fixing the fees chargeable for such 
licenses ; and for modifying the provisions of or revoking such licenses ; 
and prohibiting any alterations or repairs or fittings to water or drain
age pipes or house-connections being carried out or made except by 
such persons : 

(w) regulating, in any other particular not specifically provided 
drains; for in this Act, the construct'on, maintenance 

and control of drains, sewers, ventilation shafts, receptacles for dung 
and manure, cesspools, water closets, privies, latrines, urinals and 
drainage or sewerage works of every description whether the property 
of the municipality or not ; 

(x) determining the information and plans to 
requiring information and be required by the municipality under sections 

plana in certain caiMl8; 115 and 121; 
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(y) prohibiting vehicular traffic in any particular street, so as to 
controlling unwieldy prevent danger, obstruction or inconvenience 

traffic; to the public, by fixing up posts at both ends 
of such street or portion of such street, prohibiting the transit of any 
vehicles of such form, construction, weight or size or laden with such 
heavy or unwieldy objects as may be deemed likely to cause injury to 
the roadways or to any construction thereon, or risk or obstructi<On 
to other vehicles or to pedestrians along or over any street, 
except under such conditions as to time, mode of traction or 
locomotion, use of appliances for protection of the roadway, number 
oflights and assistants, and other general precautions as may be pre
scribed either generally in such by-laws or in special licenses to be 
granted in each case upon such terms as to time of application and 
payment of fees therefor as may be prescribed in such by-laws : 

Provided that no such by-law relating only to any particular street 
or portion of a street shall be deemed to be in force, unless and until 
notices of such prohibition shall have been posted up by the municipal
ity in conspicuous places at or near both ends of such street or portion 
of a street; 

(z) securing the protection of public parks, gardens and open spaces, 
public parks; vested in or under the control of the munic pality 

from injury or misuse, regulating their management and the manner 
in which they may be used by the public, and providing for the proper 
behaviour of persons in them; 

(aa) generally for the regulation of all matters relating to municipal 
general regulation ; administration ; 

Fine may be imposed And the municipality may, with the like sanction, 
for infringement of by- prescribe a fine not exceeding five hundred rupees 
laws ; for every infringement of any such by-law. 

(2) A municipality shall, before making any by-law under this section, 
Publication of drafts of publish in such manner as shall in its opinion 

proposed by-laws; be sufficient, for the information of the persons 
likely to be affected thereby, a draft of the proposed by-law together 
with a notice specifying a date on or after which the draft will be taken 
into consideration; and shall, before making the by-law, receive and 
consider any objection or suggestion with respect to the draft which 
may be made in writing by any person before the date so specified. 

(3) When any by-law made by a municipality is submitted to the 
Objections and sugges- Government for sanction, a copy of the notice 

tions to be submitted to published and of every objection or suggestion 
Government. · d d th · · f b · ( -.) recmve un er e provisiOns o su -sectiOn ~ , 
shall be submitted for the information of the Government along with the 
said by-law. 

( ..J,) The Ge:v:ernm:e~~ttil:'EHl:--H:HH+iap;t++ty-te--ma,ke, ---aa.G 

Ge:v:el':B:ffieH:t--ma,y 
~f!:ttil'e-ffili:e:ieip~tffi:y 
te--bame-~~1f:br 
by-lam. 

te,-&Hl:eH±4,-¥i:ll¥;f-B:P-¥e?seiru:l:--ftH:J"·-ay-law;-ffil: 
fHleh-~sttieB:-the-HJ:tHtici!lfldi:ty---siH!Jl,--af.t€.¥ 
fullewffig-tfr&---J:1:P-OO€~e-~a~ in sB:b 
seetioos-1 l),- r g l--ttfl:4-( g), --macks, ~.-<±m~, 
¥l:b¥J"--ffi'--i'eseiH:a-tM-ay-±aw-iH:--fbeeffi:'AA:B:ee 
with SlieR Fe~HH:tiffil:, 
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Cf. e. 49. 59. The rules and by-laws for the time being in force shall be kept 
Rules and by.Jaws to open to public inspection at the municipal office 

be printed and sold. at all. reasonable times ; printed copies thereof and 
of this Act in the vernacular language of the district and in English shall 
be kept on sale at cost price. 

OJ. e. 50. 

Cf. •· 50A. 

CHAPTERV . ..... . 

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY AND FUND. 

60. (1) A municipality may acquire and hold 
Power to acquire and property both movable and immovable, whether 

hold property for the within or without the limits of the municipal 
purposes of the Act. borough. 

(2) All property of the nature specified in the clauses to this section, 
not being specially reserved· by the Government, shall be vested in and 
belong to the municipality, and shall together with all other property 
.of what nature or kind soev:er which may become vested in the municipal
ity, be under its direction, management and control, and shall be held 
and applied by it as trustee, subject to the provisions and for the purposes 
of this Act :-

. (a) All public town-walls, gates, markets, slaughter-houses, manure 
and night-soil depots, and public buildings of every description. 

(b) All public streayqs, tanks, reservoirs, cisterns, wells, springs, 
aqueducts, conduits, tunnels, pipes, pumps and other water works ; 
and all bridges, buildings, engines, works, materials and things 
connected with or appertaining to such water works ; and also any 
adjacent land, not being private property, appertaining to any 
public tank or well. 

(c) All public sewers and drains; all sewers, drains, tunnels, culverts, 
gutters and water-courses in, along-side or under any street, and all 
works, materials and things appertaining thereto; all dust, dirt, 
dung, ashes, refuse, animal matter, filth, or rubbish of any kind 
collected by the municipality from.the streets, houses, privies, sewers, 
cesspools or elsewhere. 

(d) All public lamps, lamp-posts, and apparatus connected therewith 
or appertaining thereto. 

(e) All lands transferred to it by the Secretary of State for India in 
Council, or by gift or otherwise, for local public purposes. 

(f) All public streets, and the pavements, stones and other materials 
thereof and also all trees, erections, materials, implements and things 
provided for such streets. 

61. (1) In any municipal borough to which a survey of lands, other 
"'--· . f Ia' to than lands ordinarily used for the purposes of 
.uw18lon o c I.DlB • nl b 

property by or against the agnculture o y, has een or shall be extended 
municipality. under any law for the time being in force, where 
any property or any right in or over a!ly property is claimed by or on 
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behalf of the municipality, or by any person as against the municipality, 
it shall be lawful for the Collecror after formal enquiry, of which due 
notice bas been given, to pass an order deciding the claim. 

(2) Any suit instituted in any civil court after the expiration of one 
year from the date of any order passed by the Collecror under sub-section 
( /), or, if one or more appeals have been made against such order within 
the period of limitation, then from the date of any order passed by. the 
final appellate authority, as determined according w section 204: of the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879, shall be dismissed (although limita· Bom. v of 
tion has not been set up as a defence) if the suit is brought to set aside 1879. 
such order or if the relief claimed is inconsistent with such order : provi-
ded that the plaintiff has had due notice of such order. 

(.1) (a) The powers conferred by this section on a Collector may also 
be exercised by an Assistant or Deputy Collector or by a Survey Officer as 
defined in the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879. Bom. v of 

(b) The formal enquiry referred to in this section shall be conducted 1879. 
in accordance "ith the provisions of the aforesaid Code. 

(c) Any person shall be deemed to have had due notice of an enquiry or 
order under this section if notice thereof bas been given in accordance 
with rules made in this behalf by the Government. 

62. All moneys received by or on behalf of a municipality by virtue Cf. a. 61. 

Municipal fund. of this or any other Act ; all taxes, fines and 
penalties paid to or levied by it under this Act ; all 

proceeds of land or other property sold by the municipality, and all 
rents accruing from its land or property ; and all interest, profits and 
other moneys accruing by gift or transfer from the Secretary of State for 
India in Council or private individuals or otherwise, shall constitute 
the municipal fund, and shall be held and dealt with in a similar 
manner to the property specified in section 60 : 

Provided that-
(a) nothing in this section or in section 60 shall in any way affect 
Speci&l trust& any obligations accepted by or imposed upon 

any municipality by any declarations of trust 
executed by or on behalf of such. municipality or by any scheme settled . 
under the Charitable Endowments Act, 1890, for the adnllnistration of VI of 1890. 
any trust, or by a trust of the nature specified in clause (b) of this proviso; 

(b) a municipality may, subject to the condition that reasonable 
provision shall be made for the performance of all obligations imposed 
or that may be imposed on it by or under this Act or any other law 
for the time being in force, credit to a separate heading in the municipal 
~counts any portion of the municipal fund received or set apart by 
1t specially for the purposes of schools or dispensaries or waterworks · 
or fire-brigadea or .other such purposes a.s the Commissioner in this 
behalf approves, and the municipality may apply any sums properly 
so credited exclusively to the special purposes for which such sums 
were received or set apart. 
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CJ. a. 52. 63. . f?e municifal fund and all. property vested in a municipality 
. Application of muru- shall be applied for purposes of this Act within 

CJ. a. 53. 

etpal property and funds th limi' '-~ f . . l b h 
within and without the e ~ o murue1pa oroug : . 
municipal borough. 

Provided always that it shall be lawful for th3 municipality, with the 
sanction of the Government or any officer duly authorised by it in this 
behalf,- .._. · 

· (a) to incur expenditure in the acquisition of land or in the construc
tion, maintenance or repair of works beyond the said limits for the 
purpose of obtaining a supply of water required for the inhabitants 
of the municipal borough, or of establishing slaughter-houses or places 
for the disposal of night-soil or sewage or carcasses of animals, or for 
drainage works, or for any other purpose calculated to promote the 
health, safety or convenience of the inhabitants of the said borough ; or 

(b) to make a contribution towards expenditure incurred by any 
other local authority or out of any public funds for measures affecting 
the health, instruction, !:Jafety or convenience of the public and 
calculated to benefit the residents within the limits of the contributing 
municipality ; or 

(c) to create scholarships tenable outside the limits of the municipal 
borough: 
Provided, further, that nothing in this section or in any other provision 

of this Act shall be deemed to make it unlawful for a municipality, when 
with such sanction as aforesaid it has constructed works beyond the 
limits of the municipal borough for the supply of water or for drainage 
as aforesaid-

. (a) to supply or extend to or for the benefit of any person or buildings 
or lands in any place, whether such place is or is not within the limits 
of the said borough, any quantity of water not required for the purposes 
of this Act within the said borough or the advantages afforded by the 
system of drainage-works, on such terms and conditions with regard 
to payment and to the continuance of such supply or advantages 
as shall be settled by agreement between the municipality and such 
person or the occupier or owner of such buildings or lands, or 

(b) to incur any expenditure, on such terms with regard to payment 
as may be settled as aforesaid, for the construction, maintenance, 
repair, or alteration of any connection pipes or other work1.1 necessary 
for the purpose of such supply or for the extension of such advantages. 
64. (1) It shall be lawful for a municipality to deposit at interest 

. with the Imperial Bank of India or such other 
Power to depoelt a~.d bank as may hereafter be appointed to conduct 

inveat aurplua funds. • . • , B b the busmess of His MaJesty s treasury at om ay, 
or with the sanction of the Government in any bank in the Presidency 
of Bombay, any surplus funds in its hands wMch tray not be re1uired 
fn cunent charge~, and to invest stch funds in public securities in the 
name of the municipality, and from time to time to dispose of such 
securities as may be necessary. 
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(2) All surplus funds over and above what may be required for current 

S I t d 't expenses, unless deposited or invested as provided 
urp us no so cpos1 • , • b 'ted . h 

ed or iuvel!t~d how to for m sub-sectiOn (1 ), shall e depos1 m t e 
be dl·&lt with. Local Government treasury or such other place 
of security as may be sanctioned in the rules of the municipality. 

CHAPTER VI. 

OBLIGATORY AND DISCRETIONAL FUNCTIONS OF MUNICIPALITIES. 

G5. It shall be the duty of every municipality to make reasonable CJ. 1. n 
Dutirs of municipalities, and adeqtwie provision-

(!) for the following matters within the municipal borough under 
itfi authority, namely :-

(a) lighting public streets, places and buildings; 
(b) watering public streets and places; 
(c) cleansing public streets, places and sewers, and all spaces, 

not being private property, which are open to the enjoyment of the 
puLlic, whether such spaces are vested in the municipality or not; 
removing noxious vegetation ; and abating all public nuisances; 

(d) extinguishing fires, and protecting life and property when 
fires occur ; 

(e) regulating or abating offensive or dangerous trades or practices; 
(f) removing obstructions and projections in public streets or 

places and in spaces, not being private property, which are open 
to the enjoyment of the public, whether such spaces are vested in the 
municipality or in His Majesty ; 

(g) securing or removing dangerous buildings or places, and 
reclaiming unhealthy localities ; 

(h) acquiring and maintaining, changing and regulating places 
for the disposal of the dead ; 

( i) constructing, altering and maintaining public streets, culverts, 
municipal boundary marks, markets, slaughter-houses, latrines, 
prides, urinals, drains, sewers, drainage-works, sewerage works, 
baths, washing places, drinking fountains, tanks, wells, dams and 
the like ; 

(j) obtaining a supply or an additional supply of water, proper 
and sufficient for preventing danger to the health of the inhabitants 
from the insufficiency or unwholesomeness of the existing supply, 
when such supply or additional supply can be obtained at a reasonable 
cost; 

(k) naming streets and numbering houses; 
(l) registering births and deaths; 
(111) public vaccination; 
(n) suitable accommodation for any calves, cows or buffaloes 

required within the municipal borough for the supply of animal 
lymph; 

(o) establishing and maintaining public hospitals and dispensaries 
and pro,·iding public medical relief; ' 
Bb:.!~~ 
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(p) establishing and maintaining primary schools; 
(q) printing such annual reports on the municipal administration 

of the borough as the Government by general or special orders 
requires the municipality to submit ; 

(r) paying the salary and the contingent expenditure on account 
of such police or guards as may be required by the municipality for 
the purposes of this Act or for t!~- protection of any municipal 
property; 

(s) erecting substantial boundary marks of such description and 
in such position as shall be approved by the Collector, defining 
the limits or any alteration in the limits of the municipal borough i 
and 
(2) subject to such reasonable and adequate provision as aforesaid, 

for the following special matters, namely:-
(a) providing special medical aid and accommodation for the 

sick in time of dangerous disease; and taking such measures as may 
be required to prevent the outbreak or to suppress and prevent 
the recurrence, of the disease ; 

(b) giving relief and establishing and maintaining relief works in 
time of famine or scarcity to or for destitute persons within the 
limits of the municipal borough. 

Cf. Mad. IV 66. Every municipality shall, out of the municipal property and fund, 

~~'·
18

~• e. Provision for anti-rabio :~~tf:~::~eat~~:~~~t~:~u::t :~ ::: 
=~:nt of indigent by general or special order prescribes, for the 

· maintenance and treatment in any institution 
which the Government declares by notification to be suitable for such 
purpose either within or without the municipal borough, and for other 
necessary expenses, of persons undergoing anti-rabic treatment as 
indigent persons according to the rules applicable to such institution and 
proceeding from the municipal borough : 

Provided that the municipality shall not be liable under this section 
for the maintenance, treatment and other necessary expenses of 
any person undergoing anti-rabic treatment as an indigent person in 
any such institution as aforesaid, unless such person, previous to his 
admission thereto, has been resident in the municipal borough for at 
least one year. 

CJ. •-IllS. 67. Every municipality shall also, out of the municipal property 
. . . and fund, make payments at such rates as the 

ProVlSton for lunatics Government from time to time by general or 
and Iepere. , 

special order prescribes, for the mamtenance and 
treatment either in the municipal borough or at any asylum, hospital 
or house, whether v.ithin or without such borough, which the Govern· 
ment declares by notification to be suitable for such purpose,-

. (a) of lunatics not being persons for whose confinement an order 
v of IS98. under Chapter XXXIV of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, is in 

force, and 
(b) of lepers, 

resident within, or under any enactment for the time being in force 
r~~oved from, such borough : 
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Provided that the municipality shall not be liable under this section 
for the maintenance and treatment of any lunatic or leper in any such 
asylum, hospital or house as aforesaid, unless such lunatic or leper, 
immediately previous to his admission thereto, has been resident in the 
municipal borough for at least one year. 

Provided further that before making any order for the payment of the 
cost of maintenance and treatment of any lunatic under this section the 
court making such order shall give an opportunity to the municipality to 
show that the lunatic has an estate applicable to his maintenance, or that 
there is a person legally bound to maintain such lunatic and having the 
means to maintain him, or that such lunatic has not been resident in the 
municipal borough for at least one year as aforesaid or that the cost of 
maintenance and treatment of such lunatic should be borne by a State 
in India or by a local authority other than the municipality to whose 
jurisdiction the lunatic belongs or by the Local Government. The officer 
in charge of any asylum to which lunatics for whose maintenance and 
treatment a municipality is liable under this section are admitted shall 
maintain a clear account of the cost of maintenance and treatment 
incurred on account of each lunatic detained in the asylum and shall 
furnish a copy thereof to the municipality on application. 

68. A municipality may, at its discretion, provide, either wholly Cf. •· iW, 

Dillcret~onary pow~r:s or partly, out of the municipal property and 
of expenditure of muruc1· 
palities. fund for-

(a) laying out, whether iri areas previously built upon or not, new 
public streets, and acquiring the land for that purpose, and the land 
required for the construction of buildings or curtilages thereof, to 
abut on such streets ; . 

(b) constructing, establishing, or maintaining public parks, gardens, 
libraries, museums, lunatic . asylums, halls, offices, dharamsalas, 
rest houses and other public buildings ; 

(c) furthering educational objects other than those set forth in clause 
(p) of sub-section (I) of section 65; 

(d) planting and maintaining road-side and other trees; 
(e) providing music for· the people; 
(j) taking a census, and granting rewards for information which may 

tend to secure the correct registration of vital statistics; 
(q) making a survey; 
(h) paying the salaries and allowances, rent and other charges 

incidental to the maintenance of the Court of any stipendiary or 
honorary Magistrate, or any portion of any such charges ; 

(i) arranging for the destruction or the detention and preservation 
of dogs which may be destroyed or detained under section 1M 1.55 of 
this Act or under section 49 of the Bombay District Police Act, 1890 ; Bom.. IV of 

:'\ • 1890. 
(j 1 secunng or assisting to secure suitable places for the carrying on 

of the offensive trades specified in sub-section (I) of section l8a 18l; 
(l:) supplying, constructing and maintaining, in accordance with a 

general system approved br the sanitary board, receptacles, fittings, 
• 8%7---& 
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pipes and other appliances whatsoever, on or for the use of private 
premises, for receiving and conducting the sewage thereof into sewe~ 
under the control of the municipality ; · ~,,. ~ . 

(l) the acquisition and maintenance of grazing grounds ; m · J. \' 
establishment and maintenance of dairy Jarm.s and breeding stud."'nuC 

(m) establishing and maintaining a farm or factory for the disposa. 
of sewage; 

(n) the construction, maintenanci:l;· management, organisation or 
purchase of telephone lines, or for guaranteeing the payment of interest 
on money expended for the construction of a telephone line subject 
to the previous sanction of the Commissioner when the line extends 
beyond the limits of the municipal borough ; 

(o) providing accommodation for any class of servants employed by 
. the municipality ; 

(p) the construction, management and maintenance of light-railways 
and tramways; 

(q) any other measure not specified in section 65 likely to promote 
the public safety, health, convenience or education; and 

(r) by a reso!ution passed at a general meeting and supported by 
two-thirds of the whole number of councillors pl'@SeB:t at the mestiRg 
any public reception, ceremony, entertainment or exhibition within 
the municipal borough. · 

CJ. a. 57. 69. Where a municipality has entered into any arrangement or made 
any promise, purporting to bind it or its successors 

~angements . p~- for a term of years . or for an unlimited period, 
portmg to be bmding to continue to any educational or charitable 
permanently or for a • • . l 'b . fr h . . 
term of years. mstitut10n a year y contn utton om t e murucl-

pal property or fund, it shall be lawful for the 
municipality or its successors with the sanction of the Government to 
cancel such arrangement or promise, or to discontinue or to diminish 
such yearly contribution, provided that it shall have given at least twelve 
months' notice of its intention so to do to the manager or managers of 
such institution. · 

CHAPTER_VII. 

MUNICIPAL TAXATION. 

(1) Imposition of Tam. 

Cf. •· 5!1. 70. Subject to any general or special orders which the Government 
. may make in this behalf and to the provisions 

• Taxed which may be of sections 72 and 73, a municipality may im· 
unpose • pose for the purposes of this Act any of the 
following taxes, namely-

(i) a rate on buildings or lands or both situate within the municipai 
borough; 

(ii) a tax on all vehicles, boats or animals used for riding, draught 
or burden and kept for use within the said borough, whether they are 
~tually kept within or outside the said borough ; 
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(iii) a toll on vehicles and animals used as aforesaid, entering the said 
borough but not liable to taxation under clause (ii) of this section; 

(iv) an octroi on animals or goods or both, brought within the octroi 
limits for consumption or use therein ; 

(v) a terminal tax on goods imported into or exported from the 
t€rminal tax limits: 

Provided that, save as provided in clause (xiv), no such tax shall be 
leviable in a borough in which an octroi was not levied on or before 
the 6th July 1917; 

(vi) a tax on dogs kept within the said borough; 
(t>ii) a special sanitary cess upon private latrines, premises or com· 

pounds cleansed by municipal agency, after notice given as hereinafter 
required; 

(viii) a general sanitary cess for the construction and maintenance of 
public latrines, and for the removal and disposal of refuse ; 

(ix) a drainage tax; 
(x) a general water-rate or a special water-rate or both for water 

supplied by the municipality, which may be imposed in the form of a 
rate assessed on buildings and lands or in any other form, including that 
of charges for such supply, fixed in such mode or modes as shall be 
best adapted to the varying circumstances of any class of case or of 
any individual case ; 

(xi) a lighting tax ; 
(xii) a tax on pilgrims resorting periodically to a shrine within the 

limits of the municipal borough ; 
(xiii) a Bpecial Educational taz; 
(xiv) any other tax which under rules made under clause (a) of 5 & 6 Goo V, 

sub-section (3) of section 80-A of the Government of India Act, a c. 61• 
local authority may be authorised to impose by any law made by the 
local legislature without the previous sanction of the Governor General ; 

(xt•) any other tax to the nature and object of which the approval 
of the Government and of the Governor General in Council shall have 
been obtained prior to the selection contemplated in clause (a) of 
section 72: 
Provided that-

(a) no tax imposed as aforesaid, other than a special sanitary cess, 
a drainage tax or a water-rate, shal4 without the express consent of the 
Government, be leviable in respect of any building or part of any 
building or of any vehicle, animal or other property, belonging to His 
Majesty and used solely for public purposes and not used or intended 
to be used for purposes of profit ; and no toll shall be leviable in respect 
of any animal or vehicle used for the passage of troops or the conveyance 
of Government stores or of any other Government property, or for the 
passage of military or police-officers on duty or the passage or convey· 
ance of any person or property in their custody; 

(b) no special sanitary cess shall be leviable in respect of any private 
latrines, premises or compounds unless and until the municipality ha&

( i) made provision for the cleansing thereof by manual labour, or 
for conducting or receiving the sewage thereof into municipal sewers, 
and 
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(ii) issued either severally to the persons to be charged, or generally 
to the inhabitants of the borough or part of the borough to be charged 
with such cess, one month's notice of the intention of the municipality 
to perform such cleansing and to levy such cess ; 
(c) the municipality in lieu of imposing separately any two or more 

of the taxes described in clauses (i), (viii), (x) and (xi), may impose a 
consolidated tax assessed as a rate on buildings or lands or both situate 

· within the municipal borough. 
)f. Bom.m· 71. (1) The Government shall pay to the municipality annually in 
>f 1888, 8• · lieu of a rate on buildings from which buildings 
144

• Payment ~o.be. ma~e vesting in His Ma esty are exempted by proviso 
to the mummpality m . . , . . 
lieu of a rate on buildings (a) to sectiOn 70, a sum ascertamed m the manner 
by the Government. provided in sub-sections (2) and (:3). 

(2) The rateable value of the buildings vesting in His Majesty and bene· 
ficially occupied, in respect of which but for the said exemption a rate on 
such buildings would be leviable from the Government, shall be fixed by 
a person from time to time appointed in this behalf by the Government. 
The said value shall be fixed by the said person, with a general regard to 
the provisions hereinafter contained concerning the valuation of property 
assessable to property-taxes, at such amount as he shall deem to be fair 
and reasonable. The decision of the person so appointed shall hold good 
for a term of five years, subject only to proportionate variation, if in the 
meantime the number and extent of the buildings vesting in His Majesty 
in the said borough materially increases or decreases. 

(3) The sum to be paid annually to the municipality by the Government 
shall be eight-tenths of the amount which would be payable by an ordi
nary owner of buildings in the said borough on account of the said rate 
on buildings on a rateable value of the same amount as that fixed under 
sub-section (::!). 

Cf. •· QO. ' 72. A municipality before imposing a tax shall observe the following 
Procedure preliminary preliminary procedure :-

to imposing tax. 

(a) it shall, by resolution passed at a general meeting, select for the 
purpose one or other of the taxes specified in section 70 and approve 

· rules prepared for the purposes of clause (i) (j) of section 55, prescribing 
the tax selected, and in such resolution and in such rules specify

(i) the classes of persons or of property or of both, which the 
municipality proposes to make liable, and any exemptions which 
it proposes to make ; 

(ii) the amount or rate at which the municipality proposes to assess 
each such class ; 

(iii) in the case of a rate on buildings or lands or both, the basis, 
for each class, of the valuation on which such rate is to be imposed ; 

(iv) all other matters which the Government may require to b~ 
specified therein . 

. (b) When such resolution has been passed, the mum~ipality shall pub
lish the rules so approved with a notice in .the form of Schedule II 
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(r) Any inhabitant of the municipal borough objecting to the 

imposition of the said tax or to the amount or rate proposed or to the 
classes of persons or property to be made liable thereto or to any exemp
tions proposed may, within one month from the publication of the 
said notice, send his objection in writing to the municipality; the 
municipality shall take all such objections into consideration, or shall 
authorize a committee to consider the same and report thereon; and, 
unless it decides to abandon the proposed tax, shall submit such 
objections with its opinion thereon and any modifications proposed in 
accordance there·with, together with the notice and rules aforesaid to 
the Government. 
E:rplanation.-In the case of lands the basis of valuation may be either 

capital or annual letting value. 
73. The Government may refuse to sanction the rules submitted Cf. a. 61. 

under section 72, or may return them to the 
Power to . sanction municipality for further consideration; or if no 

modify and imp~ objection or no objection which is in its opinion 
('onditions. sufficient, was made to the proposed tax within 

the period prescribed under section 72, may 
sanction the said rules without modification, or subject to such modifica
tions not involving an increase in the amount to be imposed, or to such 
conditions as to the application within the municipal borough to any 
purpose or purposes of this Act specified in such conditions of the whole or 
in part of the proceeds of the tax, as it deems fit. 

74. Rules sanctioned under section 73 with the modifications and Cf. s. 62. 

P Ll
. . conditions, if any, subject to which the sanction 

u tcahon of sane- · · h ll b blish d b h · · li tionPd rult·~ with notice lS g~ven s a e pu e y t e mummpa ty 
· in the municipal borough, together with a notice 

reciting the sanction and the date and serial number thereof ; and the 
tax as prescribed by the rules so published shall, from a date which shall 
be ~pecified in such notice and which shall not be less than one month 
from the date of publication of such notice, be imposed accordingly, 
aud th? proceeds thereof shall be applied by the municipality in accord4 

a nee With all conditions, if any, subject to which sanction under section 73 
was given: 

Pro\-ided that-

(a) a tax leviable by the year shall not come into force e~cept on 
one of the following days, namely, the first day of April, the first day 
of July, the first day of October or the first day of January in any year; 
?ud if it comes into force on any day other than the first day of April, 
1t sh~ll be leviable by the quarter till the first day of April then next 
t>nsumg; 

(b) on or before the day on which a notice is issued under this 
sect10n, the municipality shall publish such further detailed rules as 
may be required, and as may have been approved by the Government 
und~r clause (a) of the proviso to section 55, prescribing the mode ot 
~t>vymg and recovering the tax therein specified and the dates on which 
Jt or the in!ltalments, if any, theroof shall be payable i 
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(c) if the levy of a tax, or of a special portion of a tax, has been 
sanctioned for a fixed period only, the levy shall cease at the conclusion 
of that period, except so far as regards unpaid arrears which may have 
become due during that period. 

(2) Assessment of and liability to rates on buildings or lands. 
75. (1) When a rate on buildings or lands or both is imposed, the 

Chief Officer shdt ·cause an assessment-list of 
Preparati~n of an all buildings or lands or lands and buildinas in 

81l8eSSment.list. • . o 
. the mumctpal borough to be prepared containing-
( a) the name of the street or division in which the property is situate; 
(b) a description of the property sufficient for identification; 
(c) the names of the owner and occupier, if known ; 
(d) the valuation based on capital or annual letting value, as the case 

may be, on which the property is assessed; and 
(e) the amount of the tax assessed thereon . 

. (2) In assessing a tax on buildings or lands, where the valuation deter
mined under clause (d) of sub-section (1) of this section is the annual 
letting value, a sum equal to ten per centum of the said valuation shall be 
deducted therefrom in lieu of all allowance for repairs or on any other 
account whatsoever. 

(3) For the purpose of preparing such assessment-list the Chief Officer 
. or any person acting under his authority may 

P~wer to mspect and inspect any building or land in the municipal 
reqwre returns. 

borough ; and on the requisition of the Chief 
Officer the owner or occupier of any such building or land shall, within 
such reasonable period as shall be specified in the requisition, be bound 
to furnish a true return to the best of his knowledge or belief and sub
scribed with his signature of the name and place of abode of the owner 
or occupier or of both and the annual letting value and his estimate of 
the value of such building or land. 

CcJ. Bom. III 76. (1) When the name of the person primarily liable for the payment 
o
15
f
9 

1888. e. . . . b of a rate on buildings or lands or both in respect 
• Person prnnarily lta le f · t b rt · d 't h 11 for a rate on buildings or o any premlSes canno e asce ame , 1 s a 

lands or both how to be be sufficient to designate him in the assessment
designated if his. name book, and in any notice which it may be necessary 
cannot be ascertamed. t · th 'd d his A o serve upon e sa1 person un er t ct, 
" the holder u of such premises, without further description. 

(2) If, in any such case, any person in occupation of the premises shall 
Occupier liable for a refuse to give such information as may be requisit-e 

rate on buildings or Ianda for determining who is primarily liable as aforesaid 
or both until he gives such person shall himself be liable until such 
information. inf t' . bt . d f ll ' b 'ld' orma Ion IS o ame , or a rates on w mgs 
or lands or both leviable on the premises of which he is in occupation. 

CJ. a. M, 77. When the assessment-list has been completed, the chief officer 
. . . shall give public notice thereof and of the place 

Poblicabon .01 notice where the list or a copy thereof may be inspected; 
of asseeament list. d ,_ . . b . h h an every person CJ<~.Immg to e e1t er t e owner 
or occupier of property included in the list, and any agent of such person, 
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sl1all be at liberty to inspect the list and to make extracts therefrom 
without charge. 

78. (1) The Chief Officer shall, at the time of the publication of the Cf. •· 65. 
assessment-list under section 77, give public 

Public notice of time notice of a date not less than one month a!ter 
fi.xed for lodging obje.c. such publication: before which objections to the 
tiona. 1 . . h li h II b d va uatwn or assessment m sue st s a e ma e ; 
and in all cases in which any property is for the first time assessed or the 
assessment is increased, he shall also give notice thereof to the ~wner or 
occupier of the property, if known, and if the owner or occupier of the 
property is not known, he shall affix the notice in a conspicuous position 
on the property. 

(2) Objections to the valuation and assessment of any property in 
. . such list shall, if the owner or occupier of such 

OhJectwns how to be property desires to make an obJ' ection be made made. • 
· by such owner or occupier or any agent of such 

owner or occupier to the standing committee before the time fixed in the 
aforesaid public notice, by application in writing, stating the grounds on 
which the valuation or assessment is disputed ; all applications so made 
shall be registered in a book to be kept by the standing committee for the 
purpose. 

(3) The standing committee, after allowing the applicant an opportu· 
H . f b. . nity of being heard in person or by agent, 

()&rmg o o Ject1ons. shall-

( a) investigate and dispose of the objections, 
(b) cause the result thereof to be noted in the book kept under sub· 

section (2), and 
(c) cause any amendment necessary in accordance with such result 

to be made in the assessment-list : 
Provided that powers and duties of the standing committee may aele

~ate its llewe1·s aH:a ElHties under this sub-section may be transferred f& 
&tt~eem.JH:ittee apllei:a.tea f1·em. its m.em'BeFs eF with the saae 
tiett ef the nn~:H:ieipality, to any other committee appointed by the 
municipality or with the permission of the Commissioner, to any 
officer or pensioner of Government. 
(J) When all objections made under this section have been disposed 

A th t' r of list of and all amendments required by sub-section 
u en •ra 

100 
• (3) have been made in the assessment-list, the 

said list shall be authenticated by the signatures of the chairman and at 
least. one other member of the standing committee, or if the standing 
committee's has delegated its powers and functions under sub-section 
(3) lwt¥! been trausfmed to any other committee er sl:l.-13 een~mittee or to 
an officer or pensioner of the Government, by the signatures of not less 
than two members of such committee er s1:1:'B eemmittee or of the officer 
or pensioner aforesaid ; the person or persons so authenticating the list 
shall certify that no valid objection ha.~ been made to the valuation and 
a~s!"f\!\ment contained in the list except in the cases in which amendments 
La re been made ther~:in. 
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(5) The list so authenticated shall be deposited in the municipal 

C tod d 
. . office, and shall there be open for inspection 

us y an mspectton d . ffi h ll . 
of list. urmg o ce ours to a owners and occupiers 

of property entered therein or to the agents of 
such persons, and a. notice that it is so open shall be forthwith 
published. 

(6) Subject to such alterations as may be made therein under the 

A h t
. ted lis h provisions of section 79 and to the result of any 

ut en tea t ow 1 · · d d · 1 8 h far conclusive. appea or ·rem.sum ma e un er section 0 , t e 
entries in the assessment-list so authenticated 

and deposited and the entries, if any, inserted in the said list under the 
provisions of section 79 shall be accepted as conclusive evidence-

(i) for the purposes of all municipal taxes, of the valuation, or 
annual letting value on the basis prescribed in the rules regulating the 
rate, of buildings, lands and both buildings and lands to which such 
entries respectively refer, and 

(ii) for the purposes of the rate for which such s.ssessment-list has 
been prepared, of the amount of the rate leviable on such buildings or 
lands or both buildings and lands in any official year in which such list 
is in force. 

CJ. a. 66. 79. (1) The standing committee may at any time alter the assessment-
list by inserting or altering an entry in respect 

Ame.ndment o! assess- of any property, such entry having been omitted 
:e':~!!fl~g~ottce of from or erroneously made in the assessment-list 

· through fraud> accident or mistake, or in respect 
of any building constructed, altered, added to or reconstructed in whole 
or in part, where such construction, alteration, addition or reconst.ruct.ion 
has been completed after the preparation of the assessment-list, after 
giving notice to any person interested in the alteration of the list of a 
date, not less than one month from the date of service of such notice, 
before which any objection to the alteration should be made. 

(2) An objection made by any person interested in any such alteration, 
· before the time fixed in such notice, and in the 

.Objections how dealt manner provided by sub-section (2) of section 
Wlth. 78, shall be dealt with in all respects as if it 
were an application under the said section. 

(3) An entry or alteration made under this section shall, subject to 
the provisions of section 108, have the same effect 

Effect of amendment. as if it had been made in the case of a building 
constructed, altered, added to or reconstructed on the day on which such 
construction, alteration, addition or reconstruction was completed or on 
the day on which the new construction, alteration,addition or reconstruc
tion was first occupied, whichever first occurs, or in other cases, on the 
earliest day in the current official year on which the circumstances justi
fying the entry or alteration existed ; and the tax or the enhanced tax: 
as the case may be shall be levied in such year in the proportion which the 
remainder of the year after such day bears to the whole year. 
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tiO. (1) When any building or any portion of a puilding which is Cf. Bom :n 
"' . t be . t liaUe to the payment of a rate on buildings or ~~3 1888

• a. 
••OtiCe o gaven o , • h d , · 

the 1tanding committee lands or both llJ demolis e or removed, otherwise 
of df.'m?li~ioo or remova.l than by order of the standing committee, the 
u{ a buildmg. person primarily liable for the payment of the 
said rate shall give notice thereof, in writing, to the sta:B:Ei±Bg eeHI:mittee 
Chief Officer. . \ 

(2) Until such notice is given the person aforesaid shall continue liable 
to pay every such rate as he would have been liable to pay in respect of 
such building, if the same, or any portion thereof, had not been demo
lished or removed. 

(3) Provided that nothing in this section shall apply in respect of a 
building or portion of a building which has fallen down or been burnt down. 

81. (1) It shall not be necessary to prepare a new assessment-list Of. 8
• 67: 

N t list 
every year. Subject to the condition that every 

ew assessmen · f h lis h ll b 1 I need not be prepared part o t e assessment- t s a e comp ete y 
every year. revised not less than once in every four years, 
the Chief Officer may adopt the valuation and assessment contained 
in the list for any year, with such alterations as may be deemed 
necessary, for the year immediately following. . 

(2) But the provisions of sections 77, 78 and 79 shall be applicable 
every year as if a new assessment-list had been completed at the com 
mencement of the official year. 

82. A tax imposed in the form of a rate on buildings or land or both Of. •· 68~ 
. shall be leviable primarily from the actual occupier 

T~x fro~ ·whom pn· of the property upon which the tax is assessed 
warily leviable. if h . h £ h . e lS t e owner o t e property, or holds It on a. 
building or other lease from the Secretary of State for India in Council 
or from the municipality, or on a building lease from any person. 
Otherwise the tax shall be primarily leviable as follows, namely:-

(a) if the property is let, from the lessor; 
(b) if the property is sublet, from the superior lessor; 
(c) if the property is unlet, from the person in whom the right to 

let the same vests : 
Provided that where the tax is based on the annual letting value, on 

failure to recover any sum due on account of 
from such tax from the person primarily liabie, such ~overy 

oooupiers. 
portion of the sum may be recovered from the 

occupier of any part of the property in respect of whlch it is due, as bears 
to the whole amount due the same ratio, which the rent annually payable 
by such occupier bears to the aggregate amount of rent so payable in 
respect of the whole of the said property, or to the aggregate amount of 
the letting value thereof, if any, stated in the authenticated assessment
list, whichever of those two amounts is the greater: 

Provided, further, that for any sum paid by or recovered from any 
Re ed f . occupier who is not primarily liable under this 

in 1u~h !.!, ()('('Upter section, he shall be entitled to credit in account 
with the person primarily liable for the payment 
of that sum. 



CJ. s. 69. 83. (1) Where any building or land which is assessed to a rate based 
on the annual letting value and payable by the 

Remission of. tax in year, or in respect of which a special sanitary 
case of vacanc1es : when • bl b h b . 1m 
obligatory. cess IS paya e y t e year or y msta ents, 

· has remained vacant and unproductive of rent 
throughout the year or portion of the year for which the rate is leviable, 
or throughout the period in respect ._of. which any such. instalment is 
payable, the standing committee shall remit or refund not less than 
two-thirds of the amount of the rate, or of the cess or instalment of the 
cess, as the case may be: 

Provided that no such remission or refund shall be granted unless 
notice in writing of the fact of the building or land being vacant and 
unproductive of rent has been given to the Chief Officer, and that no 
remission or refund shall take effect for any period previous to the day 
of the delivery of such notice. · 

When discretional. 
(2) Where any such building or land as 

afor.esaid-
(a) has been vacant and unproductive of rent for any period of not 

less than sixty consecutive days, or 
(b) consists of separate tenements one or more of which has or have 

been vacant and unproductive of rent for any such period as afore
said, or 

(c) is wholly or in great part demolished or destroyed by fire or 
otherwise deprived of value, 

the standing committee may remit or refund such portion, if any, 
of the rate, cess or instalment as it may think equitable. 
(3) Theburdenofproving the facts entitling any person to claim relief 
Burden of proof on under this section shall be upon him. 

claimant. 

(4) FM the purposes of this section a building M land shall be deemed 

Explanatory cause. 
to be productive of rent if let to a tenant who has a 
continuing rig.l]_t of occupation thereof, whether 

it is actually occupied by such tenant Q'f not. 

Cf. Bom. m 81. (1) Whenever the title of any person primarily liable for the pay-
of 1888, s. ment of a rate on buildings or lands or both to 
149

' Notice to be given to or over such land or buildings or both is trans-
the Chief Officer of all ferred, the person to whom the same is transferred 
transfers of title of shall, within three months after execution of the 
persons prinlarily liable 
to puyment of a rate on instrument of transfer, or after its registration if 
baildings or Ianda. it be registered, or after the transfer is effected, 

. if no instrument be executed, give notice of 
such transfer in writing to the Chief Officer. 

(2) In the event of the death of any person primarily liable as afore
said, the person to whom the title of the deceased shall be transferred as 
heir or otherwise, shall give notice of such transfer to the Chief Officer 
within one year from the death of the deceased. 
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(3) If the person li.a.ble to give the notice referred to in sub-section (1) 
or sub-section (2) fails to give such notice he shall be punished with fine 
which may extend to fifty rupees. 

85. (I) The notice to be given under the last preceding section shall 0{' ~:~· lli 
t' be in the form of Schedule III or Schedule IV, ~so. ' s. 

Form of no ~ce. as the case may be, and shall state clearly and 
correctly all the particulars required by the said form. 1 

(2) On receipt of any such notice, the Chief Officer may, if he thinks it 
necegsary, require the production of the instrument of transfer, if any, 
or a copy thereof, obtained under section 57 of the Indian Registration 
Act, 1908. XVI of 190"1. 

86. (I) Every person primarily liable for the payment of a rate on OJ. Bom. III 

buildings or lands or both who transfers his title to or over such building ~~~ 1888• •· 

Liability for payment 
of a rate on buildings or 
landR or both to continue 
in the absence of any 
notice of transfer. 

or land or both without giving notice of such · 
transfer to the Chief Officer as aforesaid, shall, in 
addition to any other liability which he incurs 
through such neglect, continue liable for the pay
ment of the said rate on the buildings or lands 
or both until he gives such notice, or until the 

transfer shall have been recorded by the standing committee. 
(2) But nothing in this section shall be held to diminish the liability 

of the transferee for the said rate or to affect the prior claim of the 
lllunicipality on the said buildings and lands conferred by section 110, 
for the recovery of the rate on the lands or buildings or both. 

(3) Power to charge fees. 

87. (I) When any license is granted under this Act, or when permi.s- Of. a. 70. 
sion is given thereunder for making any temporary 

Fee• ~ay _be charged erection or for putting up any projection or for 
for certam licenses. h . , 

t e temporary occupat10n of any public street 
or other land vested in the municipality, the authority granting or giving 
such license or permission may charge a fee for the same. 

(2) The municipality may charge a higher fee by way of penalty ~ 
for any erection, or projection, or for the use or 

Levy of fees for un- occupation of any public street or other land 
authorized occupation or ted · th · · lit b ' h 
1,rojection ves m e muruc1pa y, y any person Wlt out 

, ita permission, OT license m e&S€'S Wft€'1'6 Sli€ft 
~. prejeetiea, ase er aee\ijlatiea welila, if maae ll:B:aer a lieeass 
EJP with tH~rmissiea ~f!liirea eaer the previsieas af tlris Aet,-l16 
~~l:lle with a fee. Such fee shall be leviable irrespective of any 
othrr penalty or liability to which the person liable to pay the same may 
Le subject under any other provision of this Act or any other law for the 
time being in force. 
n~ rates of such higher fees shall be determined by rules. 
(3) A Chief Officer may also charge such fees as may be fixed by by-
'[ •. t d h 

1 
laws under clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 

"' ara.e a.n ot er eea. f h l . . 58, or the use of any sue p aces mentioned m 
that clause as belong to the municipality and as may be fixed by by-laws 
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under clause (g) of sub-section (1) of section 58 for stamping weights 
and measures. · 

(4) Special provisions relating· to certain taxes. 

CJ. a. 71. 88. (1) A municipality may, instead of imposing a water-rate 
Fixed cha.r!!'es and or wh. rea water-rate has been imposed, in indivi-

agreements for payment dual cases, inst~~d of levying a rate imposed in 
in lieu of taxes for respect of the supply of "ater l elonging to the 
water supplied, • l' f . muwcipa 1ty to or or use m connection with any 
private Ian is or buildings,-

(a) fix at rates not exceeding such as shall be specified in the rules 
in force under section 55, charges for such supply according to the 
quantity used, as ascertained by measurement ; or 

(b) arrange with any person on his application to supply on pay
ment, periodical or otherwise, water belonging to the municipality, in 
such quantities or for such purposes, whether domestic, ornamental, or 
irrigational or for trade, manufacture or any other purpose, on such 
terms and subject to such conditions as it shall fix by agreement with 
such person : 
Provided that-

(a) the meters, connection-pipes and aU other works necessary for 
and incidental to such supply, and all repairs, extensions and altera
tions of such works shall be under the control of the municipality, and 
the expense thereof shall, so far as is not inconsistent with the rules or 
by-laws of the municipality, be defrayed by the persons liable for 
the charges or payments fixed in respect of such supply ; and 

(b) such supply of water shall be and shall be deemed to have been 
granted, subject to all such conditions as to the limit or stoppage 
thereof and as to the prevention of waste or misuse, as are prescribed 
in the by-laws for the time being in force under section 58. 
(2) Where a municipality has made provision for the cleansing of any 

factory, hotel or ·club or any group of buildings 
Pow~r to fix a special or lands used for any one purpose and under one 

rate in lieu of special • · • t d f 1 ' ' 
sanitary cess. management, 1t may, ms ea o evymg m respect 

thereof any special sanitary cess imposed under 
this chapter, fix a special rate and the dates and other conditions for 
periodical payments thereof ; such rate, dates and conditions shall be 
determined either, 

(i) in accordance with the rules for the time being in force under 
section 55, or 

(ii) by written agreement with the person who would have been 
otherwise liable for the cess : provided that in fixing the amount of 
such rate proper regard shall be had to the probable cost to the muni
cipality of the service to be rendered. 
(3) Where a municipality has imposed a tax on vehicles or animalt. 

P .A d used for riding, draught or burden and kept 
ower .., compoun h . bin h . . l b h . 

tax on vehicles or for sue use Wlt t e muruCipa oroug 1t may 
animals. compound with the keeper of any livery-stable or 
of horses or vehicles kept for sale and Mre for the DavrnP.nt of a lump sum 
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for any period not exceeding one year at a time, in lieu of any amount 
which such keeper would otherwise have been liable to pay on account 
of the tax imposed as aforesaid. 

(4) Every sum claimed by a municipality as due under sub-section 

R f 
(1) as charges, payments or expeDBes, or as a 

~overy o sum• • I d b , (2) I 
claimed under thi.e specta rate un er su -section or as a. ump 
aection. sum payable under sub-section (3), shall for the 
purposes of chapter VIII be deemed to be, and shall be recoverable 
in the same manner as, an amount claimed on account of a tax recoverable 
under the said chapter : 

Provided that nothing in this section shall affect the right or power 
of a municipality to contract with any person to supply for use beyond the 
limits of the municipal borough, at such rates and on such conditioDB as 
the municipality may think fit, any quantity of water belonging to the 
municipality but not required for the purposes of this Act. 

8!1. Where a tax is imposed under this Act on pilgrims resorting Cf. a. 7:!. 

periodically to a shrine within the limits of a 
Taxes on pilgrims may municipal borough the Commissioner may require 

be assigned in part to h • • ]j 
1f h b h ' d 

local boards. t e muruCipa ty o sue oroug to ass1gn an . 
pay to the district local board or to the taluka 

local board having authority in the taluka in which such municipal 
borough is situate, or partly to the said district local board and partly 
to the said taluka local board, such portion of the total collectioDB on 
account of such tax as he shall deem fit ; and the portion so assigned shall 
be expended by the said board or boards, within the arrears respectively 
under their authority, on works conducive to the health, convenience 
and safety of the said pilgrims. 

(5) Octroi a11d Tolls. 

! 0. A municipality, when submitting for sanction a proposal for Cf. s. 75. 
the imposition of octroi, shall submit therewith 

tk~roi by:laws to be for sanction a. draft of by-laws for the purposes 
subnutt..,.d w1th proposn.l f 1A f b . . 
for imposition of octroi. 0 CU~.UBe (m) o su -sectiOn (1) of section 58, 

· after observing the requirements of sub-sections 
(2) and (3) of that section. 

~II, ( 1) A person bringing into or receiving from beyond the octroi Of. a. 76 

limits of a municipal borough any animal or 
I~owt>r. to examin~ goods on which octroi is payable shall, when 

arhrl(l(l h11ble to octroL • d b ffi th . ed . this b half reqwre y an o cer au onz m e 
by the Chief Officer and so far as may be necessary for ascertaining 
tl1e amount of tax chargeable,-

(a) permit that officer to inspect, examine, weigh, and otherwise 
deal with such animal or goods ; and 

(b) communicate w that officer any information and exhibit to him 
any bill, invoice or document of a like nature, which he may possess 
rdating to such animal or goods; 

(r) fllakt a ded4ratwn in writing ro that officer regarding the correctness 
n,,,f (/(l'rtmty rif tl,(' donmu.'tU sh01cn to him. 
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(2) If any person bringing into or receiving from beyond the octroi 

h 
limits of a municipal borough in which octroi 

Power to search w ere • 1 · bl k h U octroi is leviable. ts eVIa e, any conveyance or pac ·age, s a 
refuse on the demand of an officer authorized 

by the Chief Officer in this behalf, to permit the officer to inspect the 
contents of the conveyance or package for the purpose of ascertaining 
whether it contains anything in respec,!;_.of which octroi is payable, the 
officer may cause the conveyance or package to be taken without 
urinecessary delay before a Magistrate or such officer of the municipality 
as the Government appoints in this behalf by name or office, who shall 
cause the inspection to be made in his presence. 

OJ. a. 77 (I) 9J. An officer demanding octroi by the authority of the municipality 
. . sl:lall tender to every person introducing or 

Presen~tlon of bills receiving anything on which the tax is claimed, 
for octroi. bill ifyin' h . I d bl a spec g t e aruma or goo s taxa e, 
the amount claimed and the rate at which the tax is calculated. 

Of. a. 77 (2) 93. '''Tb,ere any animal or goods passing into a municipal borough 
. are liable to the payment of octroi, any person 

Penal~y for evaston who, with the intention of defrauding the muni· 
of octroi. . li b h , d . f him mpa ty, causes or a ets t e mtro uct10n o or -
self introduces or attempts to introduce within the octroi limits of the said 
borough any such animal or goods upon which payment of the octroi due 
on such introduction has neither been made nor tendered, shall be 
punishable with fine which may extend to ten times the amount of such 
octroi or to :fifty rupees, whichever may be greater. 

Of. 8• 78 94. A municipality imposing any toll 'under this Act shall cause to be 
kept at each place where such toll is to be 

Tables of tolla to be collected, a table in the vernacular language of 
shown on demand. th dis · t h · h t 1 · bl · ll e tnc , s owmg t e amoun s eVIa e m a 
cases provided for in the rules, including the terms, if any, on which the 
liability to pay such tolls may be compounded by periodical payments; . 
and it shall be the duty of every person authorized to demand payment 
of a toll, to show such table on the request of any person from whom such 
demand is made. 

Of. 8, 79. 95. (1) In the case of non-payment on demand of any octroi or of any 

P t . ehlle toll, leviable by a municipality, any person 
owerose1zev c • d ll h . ll . 

or animal or goods on appomte to co ect sue octro1 or to may setze 
non-payment of octroi any animal or goods on which octroi is chargeable, 
or toll. or any vehicle or animal on which the toll is 
chargeable or any part of the burden of such vehicle or animal which is of 
sufficient value to satisfy the demand, and may detain the same. He shall 
thereupon give the person in possession of the vehicle, animal or thing 
seized, a list of the property together with a written notice in the form 
of Schedule VII. 

(2) 'When any property seized is subject to speedy decay, or when the 
expense of keeping it together with the amount 

~ower to sell property of the octroi or toll chargeable is likely to exceed 
lt'i:t.ed at once. • I h . . h 1ts va ue, t e person setzmg sue property may 
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i.u!orm the person in whose posses~:~ion it was that it will be sold at once ; 
and shall sell it or call.Re it to be sold accordingly unless the· amount of 
octroi or toll demanded be forthwith paid. 

(3) If at any time bef~re a sale has begun, the person from whose 
possession the property has been seized, tenders 

Relea~~e of property on at the municipal office the amount of all expenses 
payment. incurred and of the octroi or toll payable, the 
Chief Officer shall forthwith deliver to him the property seized. 

{4) If no such te~der is made, the property seized may he sold, and 
the proceeds of such sale shall be applied in 

Sale. payment of such octroi or toll and the expenses 
incidental to the seizure, detention and sale. 

(5) The !!urplus, if any, of the sale-proceeds shall be credited to the 
municipal fund, and may, on application made to 

Surplus how dealt with. the Chief Officer in writing within the six m:e:aths 
three years next after the sale, be paid to the person in whose possession 
the property was when seized, and if no such application is made, shall 
be the property of the municipality. 

9(}, Neth:iHg ee:atai:aea iR seetie:as 91,~,--W. a:aa Qa sitaR Bflply 
i:a Fespeet ef a:ay pestal &Ftiele wltielt,..m-tlte 

~· Mtieles ex eEntFse ef tFa:asmissie:a by pest, is bPeRgltt 
~· i:ate eP Feeeivea fl'em: beytmd the eetrei 

limits ef a :am:aieipal be:reu,gh. 
97. The standing committee, if it thinks fit, instead of requiring OJ, 8, so. 

t 
payment of octroi due from any person, mercantile 

Power to keep a.ccoun fi bli b d b . 
current with person, firm rm or pu c o y .to e made at the tune when 
or public body in lieu of the animals or goods in respect of which the octroi 
levy~g octroi on intro- is leviable are introduced within the octroi limits 
duct1on of goods. f h . . l h h . o t e mumCipa oroug , may at any tune 
direct that an account-current shall be kept on behalf of the 
municipality of the octroi so. due from such person, firm or body. 
Such account shall be settled at intervals not exceeding one month, and 
such person , firm or public body shall give suck infomuJtion or details and 
make such deposit or furnish such security as the standing committee 
or any officer authorized by it in this behalf shall consider sufficient to 
cover the amount which may at any time be due from such person, firm 
or body in respect of such dues. Any amount so due at the expiry of any 
such interval shall, for the purposes of chapter VIII, be deemed to be, 
and shall be recoverable in the same manner as, an amount claimed on 
account of any tax recoverable under the said chapter. 

9S. Where any agreement such as is referred to in clause (b) of sub
section ( 1) of section 4:4: has been entered into, 

Collfll'ti?n of octroi by such one of the bodies entering into the agreement 
one pubhc body on b . • • 
behalf of others. as Y the terms thereof shall be specified m this 

behalf, shall have the same power to establish 
such octroi limits and octroi stations as that body may deem necessary 
for the entire area in which the octroi is to be collected, and shall have the 
wne power of collecting octroi on animals or goods or both brought 

ll 827-7 
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within the limits so established, and the provisions of this Act relating 
to octroi shall apply in the same way as if the limits so established were 
wholly comprised within the area subject to the control of the body by 
which they are so established ; and the collections made and the costs 
thereby incurred shall, subject to the provisions of section 44, be divided 
between the bodies entering into the agreement, in such proportions as 
shall have been determined in the agre~ment. 
ExplaB:atien.~lle fll:Hpese &I tlris seetien eebei fl:aty 

iluihules a terminal tax. . 
99. (1) It shall be' lawful for a municipality to lease by public auction 

or private contract the levy of any toll that may be 
Fanning of tolls. imposed under this Act : 
Provided that the lessee shall give security for the due fulfilment of the 

conditions of the lease. 
(2) Where any toll has· been leased under this section, any person 

employed by the lessee to collect such toll shall, 
Person employed by subject to the conditions of the lease execute 

lessee of toll to have • ' 
power of seizure. the powers and perform the duties conferred and 

imposed by sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 95 
on a person appointed to collect a toll, and any property seized shall be 
dealt with as if it had been seized under the provisions of that section : 

Provided that no property seized may be sold except under the orders 
of the Chief Officer. 

(6) Powers of Government in respect of municipal taxes. 

' 100 •. If it shall at any time appear to the Government on complaint 
made or otherwise that any tax leviable by a 

Power of Government municipality is unfair in its incidence or that the 
to suspend levy of objeo· 1 th f f h f ! b ' tionable taxes. evy ereo or o any part t ereo IS o noXIous 

to the interest of the general public, it may require 
the municipality, within such period as the Government shall fix in this 
behalf, to take measures for removing any objection which appears to it 
to exist to the said tax ; and if, within the period so fixed, such require
ment shall not be carried into effect to.:the satisfaction of the Government, 
it may, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, suspend the 
levy of such tax, or of such part thereof, until such time as the objection 
thereto shall be removed. 

The Government may at any time, by a like notification, rescind any 
such suspension. 

101. Where it appears to the Government that the balance of the 
municipal fund of a municipality is insufficient 

Powe! of Goy~rnD?e.nt for meeting any expenditure incurred under 
!: :~:: t:=.cipalibea section gg.} 213 or for the performance of any 

duties for the performance of which the Govern
ment has directed the Commissioner to fix a period under section ggg 
216 the Government may by notification require the municipality to 
impose, within the municipal borough, any tax specified in the notification 
which may be imposed under section 70 and which is not at the time 
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imposed within the said borough or to enhance any existing tax in such 
manner or to such extent as the Government considers fit ; .and the 
municipality shall forthwith proceed to impose or enhance, in accordance 
with the requisition, such tax under the pro\i'!ions of this chapter as if a 
resolution of the municipality had been passed "for the pUl'pose under 
sect.ion 72 : 

Provided that-· 
(a) the Government shall take into consideration any objection which 

the municipality or any inhabitant of the municipal borough may make 
against the imposition or enhancement of such tax ; 

(b) it shall not be lawful for the municipality to abandon or modify 
or to abolish such tax when imposed ; 

(c) the Government may at any time cancel or modify any requisi
tion made by it under this section and the levy of the tax or the 
enhancement, except as to arrears theretofore accrued due, shall 
thereupon cease or be modified accordingly. 

CHAPTER VIII. 
RECOVERY OF MUNICIPAL CLAIMS. 

Presentation of bill for 102. (1) When any amount C'' 
taxes. ' 'I' •· 82. 

(a) which, by or under any provisions of this Act, is declared to be 
recoverable in the manner provided by this chapter, or 

(b) which, not being leviable under sub-section (1) of section 95 or 
payable on demand on account of an octroi or a toll, is claimable as an 
amount or instalment on account of any other tax which now is 
imposed or hereafter may be imposed in any municipal borough, 

shall have become due, the Chief Officer shall, with the least practicable 
delay, cause to be presented to any person liable for the payment thereof, a 
bill for the sum claimed as due. 

(2) Every such bill sliall specify the period for which, and the property, . 

Cont~nts of bill. 
occupation or thing in respect of which, the sum 
is claimed, and shall also give notice of the liability 

incW'red in default of payment and of the time within which an appeal 
may be preferred as hereinafter provided against such claim. 

(3) If the sum for which any bill has been presented as aforesaid il 
not paid at the municipal office or to a person 

If bill not paid within authorized by any rule in that behalf to receive 
lifto~.oen dan, notit•e of h • hin fr 
drmand to issue. sue payments, Wit fifteen days om the 

presentation thereof, the Chief Officer may cause 
to be served upon the person to whom such bill has been presented, a 
notice of demand in the fonn of Schedule V, or to the like effect. 

103. {1) If the person on whom a notice of demand has been served CJ. a. 83. 

I 
under section 102, sub-section (3), does not, 

n •·hat ra.<oeos ..-arrant • hi fifte d fro th · f h may wue Wit n en ays m e semce o sue 
notice, either-

(a) pay the sum demanded in the notice, or 
(b) show cause to the satisfaction of the Chief Officer, whr he should 

not pay the same, or 
• 827-7tJ 
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(c) prefer an appeal in accordance with the provisions of section 108 
against the demand. 

such sum with all costs of the recovery may be levied under a warrant 
signed by the Chief Officer i11 co,lsultation with the Prf'sidnd in the 
form of Schedule VI or to the like effect, by distress and sale of the 
movable property or the attachment and sale of the immovable property 
of the defaulter: provided that where any measures, precautionary or other
wise, have been taken in respect of any such property for the reeovery 
of any sum claimed by Government, any proceedings under this chapter 
in respect of such property shall abate. 

(2) '\"'here the property is in the municipal borough the warrant shall 
be addressed to an officer of the Municipality. 

To whom warrant Wnere the property is in another municipal 
should be addressed. . 

borough or district, the warrant shall be addressed 
to the Chief Officer in the municipal borough or to the vice-president in 
the municipal district, as the case may be ; and where the property is 
not in a municipal borough or district, to a Government officer not lower 
in rank than a Mahalkari; provided that such Chief Officer, vice-pre
sident or Government officer may endorse such warrant to a subordinate 
officer. Where the property is in the City of Bombay, the warrant shall 
be addressed to the Registrar of the Court of Small Causes of Bombay: 

Provided that the Registrar may endorse such warrant to a sub
ordinate officer. 

(3) It shall be lawful for any officer to whom a warrant issued under 
sub-section (1) is addressed or endorsed, if the 

P~wer of entry under warrant contains a special order authorizing him 
spec1al order. . . . 

m this behalf, to break open at any tillle between 
sunrise and sunset any outer or inner door or window of a building, 

. in order to make any distress directed in the warrant, if he has reason
able grounds for believing that such building contains property which 
is liable to seizure under the warrant, and if after notifying his authority 
and purpose and duly demanding admittance, he cannot otherwise obtain 
admittance : 

Provided that such officer shall not enter or break open the door of 
any apartment appropriated for women, until he has given three hours' 
notice of his intention and has given such women an opportunity to 
remove. 

{4) It shall also be lawful for any such officer, if authorized by the 
warrant, to distrain, wherever it may be found, 

Warrant how to be any movable property or attach any immovable 
executed. . 

property of the person named m the warrant 
issued under sub-section (1) as defaulter, subject to the follov;ring con
ditions, exceptions and exemptions, namely :-

(a) the following property shall not be distrained :-
(i) the necessary wearing apparel and bedding of the defaulter, 

his v1i1e and children, 
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(ii) the tools of artizans, 
(iii) when the defaulter is an agriculturist, his implements of 

husbandry, seed-grain, and such cattle as may be necessary to 
enable the defaulter to earn his livelihood; 
(b) the property distrained shall be as nearly as possible equal in value 

to the amount recoverable under the warrant ; and if any property 
has been distrained which, in the opinion of the Chief Officer or of 
the person to whom the warrant was addressed, should not have been 
so distrained, it shall forthwith be returned to the defaulter ; 

(c) the officer shall on distraining or attaching the property forth· 
with make an inventory thereof, and give to the person in possession 
thereof at the time of distraint or attachment a written notice in the 
form of Schedule VII. 

(d) (i) When the property is immovable, the attachment shall be 
made by an order prohibiting the defaulter from transferring or charg· 
ing the property in any way, and all persons from taking any benefit 
from such transfer or charge ; 

(ii) the order shall be proclaimed at some place on or adjacent 
to the property by beat of drum or other customary mode, and a copy 
of the order shall be fixed on a conspicuous part of the property and 
then upon a conspicuous part of the municipal office, and also, when 
the property is land paying revenue to the Government, in the office 
of the Collector of the district in which the land is situate. · 

(e) Any transfer of or charge on the property attached or of any OJ. 13om. Ill 
interest therein made without the written permission of the Chief ;~01888• •· 
Officer shall be void as against all claims of the municipality enforce· · 
able under the attachment. 

104. {1) When the property seized is subject to speedy and natural Of. s. 84:. 
. . decay, . or when the expense of keeping it 

B~le of J!:?ods distra~n. in custody together with the amount to be 
ed m BJM'('i&l cases. I , d . lik I d , , f ev1e lS e y to excee 1ts value, the Chie 
Officer shall at once give notice to the person in whose possession the 
property was, when distrained, to the effect that it will be sold at once ; 
and shall sell it accordingly unless the amount named in the warrant be 
forthwith paid. 

(2) If not sold at once under sub-section (1), the property distrained 
., 1 f or attached or in the case of immovable 
... a c 0 vropc'rt v uffi . . h f 

diHtrainf'd or attad1t>d ; property & S Clent pOrtiOn t ereo may, 
appli~ation of proc~s unless the warrant is suspended by the Chief 
ol nle. Officer or the sum due by the defaulter 
together with all costs incidental to the notice, warrant, and distress or 
attachment and detention of the property, is paid, be, on the expiry of 
the time specified in the notice served by the officer executing the war
rant., sold by public auction under the orders of the Chief Officer, and the 
proceeds or such part thereof as shall be requisite, shall be applied firstly 
in discharge of any sum due to Government in respect of such property 
and secondly in discharge of the sum due and of all such incidental costs 
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as aforesaid. "Where the sum due together with costs is paid by the 
defaulter as aforesaid, the attachment if any of immovable property 
shall be deemed to have been removed. Sales of immovable property 
under this sub-section shall be held in the manner laid down in the rules 
framed in that behalf. 

(3) The surplus, if any, shall be forthwith credited to the municipal 

8 1 
if h fund, notice ol- such credit being given at 

deal~~~- any, ow the same time to the person in whose pos-
session the property was at the time of dis

traint or attachment; if such person shall claim the surplus by written 
application to the Chief Officer within eM three years from the date of 
the notice given under this sub-section, the Chief Officer shall refund 
the surplus to such person. Any sum not claimed within one year 
from the date of such notice shall be the property of the municipality. 

Of. •· 8u. : 105. Where the warrant is addressed outside the municipal borough, 
Sale outside the the Chief Officer may by endorsement direct 

district. the officer or Registrar of the Court of Small 
Causes of Bombay to whom the warrant is addressed, to sell the property 
distrai.ned or attached; in such case it shall be lawful for such officer or 
Registrar to sell the property and to do all things incidental to the sale 
in accordance with the provisions of section 104, and to exercise the 
powers and perform the duties of the Chief Officer under section 104, 
sub-sections (1) and (2), in respect of such sale, except the power of sus
pending the warrant. Such officer or Registrar shall, after deducting 
all costs of recovery incurred by him, remit the amount recovered under 
the warrant to the Chief Officer by whom it was issued who shall dispose 
of the same in accordance with the provisions of section 104. 

Cf. 
1

• 85. 106. Fees for every notice issued under sub-section (3) of section 
Fees and coste charge. 102, every distress or attachment made under 

able. sub-section (4) of section 103 and the maintenance 
of any live-stock seized under the said sub-section shall be chargeable 
.at the rates respectively specified in such behalf in the rules of the 
municipality and shall be included ilr the costs of recovery to be levied 
under section 103. 

Cf. Bom. m ·107. (1) If the Chief Officer shall at any time have reason to be
of 1888, •· Summary proceedings lieve that any person from whom any sum recover-
210. mo.y be taken against bl d th · · f th · h t · d persona about to leave a ~ un er e prov1s1ons o . IS c ap er lS .ue 

the borough. or 18 about to become due, 1s alout forthwith 
. to rerr.ove from the municiJ.al lorough, the Chief Officer may direct 
the immediate paymP.nt by such person of the sum so due or alout to 
become due by him and cause a bill for the same to be presented 
to him. 

(2) If, on presentation of such bill, the said person do not forthwith pay 
the sum due or about to become due by him, the amount shall be leviable 
by distress and sale of the moveable property or the attachment and sale 
of the immoveable property of the defaul~r in the manner hereinbefore 
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rrescribed, except that it shall no~ be necessary to serve upon the defaul
ter any notice of demand and the Chief Officer's warrant. for distress 
and sale may be issued and executed without any delay. 

108. (I) Appeals against any notice of demand issued under sub- OJ. •· 86. 

Appeals to Magistrates. section (3) of section 102 may be made to any 
Magistrate or Bench of Magistrates by whom 

under the directions of the District ~Iagistrate such class of cases is to 
be tried. 

(2) No such appeal shall be heard and determined unless-
(a,) the appeal is brought within fifteen days next after service of the . 

notice of demand complained of ; and 
(b) an application in writing, stating the grounds on which the claim 

of the municipality is disputed, has been made to the standing com
mittee as follows :-

(i) in the case of a rate on buildings or lands or both within the 
time fixed in the notice given under section 78 or 79 of the assess
ment or alteration thereof, according to which the bill is prepared, 

(ii) in the case of any other claim for which a bill has been 
presented under sub-section (1) of section 102 within fifteen days 
next after the presentation of such bill ; and 
(c) the amount claimed from the appellant has been deposited 

by him in the municipal office. 

109. (1) Every entry in the ~ssessment list made under the provisions Cf. Bom.lt 
. . of this Act against which no objection is made of 1888, ~ 

Entr~es m the assess- as hereinbefore provided and the amount of 219' 
ment list and ta.:r:es and . ' . 
decisions to be tina.l. every sum claimed from any person under thiS 

Act on account of any tax, if no appeal therefrom 
is made as hereinbefore provided, and the decision of the 1\Iagistrate or 
Bench of Magistrates uron any appeal agaiRst aB:y Slieh eB:try eP ta~, 
shaY tie :fiRaJ. sltaU, at the instance of either party, be subject to revisUm. by 
the Court to wltick appeals aga,inst his or their decisions ordinarily lie. 

(2) Effect shall be given by the Chief Officer to every decision of the 
said ~Iagistrate or Bench of Magistrates on any appeal or a,ny decision in 
ret·iswn on suck appeal against any such entry or tax. 

UO. All sums due on account of any tax imposed in the form of Cf. a. 78 
Liability of ·land, a rate on lands or buildings or both shall, subject 

buildings, etc., for to prior payment of land-revenue, if any, due 
rates. to His Majesty thereuron, be a first charge upon 
the building or land, in respect of which such tax is leviable and upon 
the movable property, if any, found "ithin or upon such building or land· 
and belonging to any person liable for such tax : · 

Provided that no arrears of any such tax shall be recovered from any 
oceupier who is not the owner, if such arrears have been due for more 
tha.n one year or for a. period during which such occur·ier was not in 
occupation. 
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~f. a. 89. 111. For all sums paid on acoount of any tax under this Act, a. 
Receipte to be given receipt stating the amount, and the tax on account 

for aU payments. of which it has been paid, shall be tendered 
by the person receiving such payments. 

CHAPTER J!~. 

MuNICIPAL PowERS AND OFFENCES. 

(1) Powers in respect of streets. 

'Jf. •· 90. 112. (1) It shall be lawful for a municipality to lay out and make 
. new public streets ; to construct tunnels and 

pu~~::~reete e:garding other works subsidiary to public streets ; to 
· ' · widen, open, enlarge or otherwise improve, 

and to turn, divert, discontinue or stop up any public street; and sub
ject to the provisions of sub-section (2) of section 45 to lease or sell any 
such land, theretofore used or acquired by the municipality for the 
purposes of such streets, as may not be required for any public street 
or for any other purposes of this Act. 

(2) In laying out, making, turning, diverting, widening, opening, 
. . . . enlarging, or otherwise improving any public 

AcqmeltiOnofadJacent street in addition to the land required for the 
land to form street. . ' • 

carnage-way and foot-ways and drams thereof, 
the municirality may purchase the land required for the construction 
of houses and buildings to form the said street; and, subject to the 
provisions contained in sub-section (2) of section 45, may sell and dispose 
of such additional land in perpetuity or on lease for a term of years, 
with such stipulations as to the class and description of houses or buildings 
to be erected thereon as it may think fit. 

'Jf. a. 90 (3) 113. (1) Where the standing committee considers that in any street 
and (4). Powertorequirerepair. not ·being a public street, or in any part of 

etc., of private streets. such street, with~ the municipal borough, it is 
necessary for the public health, convenience or safety that any work 
should be done for the levelling, paving, metalling, flagging, c.hannellin~. 
draining, lighting or cleaning thereof, the standing committee may 
by written notice require the respective owners of lands or build
ings fronting, adjoining or abutting uron such street or rart thereof 
to carry out such work in a manner and within a time to be specified in 
such notice. 

CJ. Ben. m (2) After such work has been carried out by such owners or, as provided 
of 1884, a. in section 194 192 by the municipality at the 
181. And to ~eclare such expense of such owners, the street or part thereof 

etreeta pubho. ' h' h h k h b d d m w 1c sue wor as een one may, an on 
the joint requisition of a majority of the said owners shall, be declared 
by a public notice, put up therein by the standing committee, to be a 
public street. 
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(3) If the notice under sub-section (1) is not complied with and such 
. work is executed by the municipality 8.8 provided 

Apport,?nment of in section 194 192 the• expenses thereby incurred 
expense• m default. . ' ~ • • 

shall be apport10ned by the standing comnuttee 
between such owners in such manner as it may think fit, regard being had, 
if it deems it necessary, to the amount and value of any work already 
done by the owners or occupiers of any suth lands or buildings. 

114. The standing committee may, at any time, by notice fixed up OJ a. 90 (5). 
in any street or part of a street not maintainable 

Power to declare any by the municipality, give intimation of its inten-
etreetllijlublio street sub. • to d 1 th bli t t d .. _1 ject to objections by the t10n ec are e same a pu c s ree , an wuetfs 
owners. within one month next after such notice has 

been so put up, the owner or the majority of the 
several owners of such street or such part of a street lodges 01 lodge 
objections thereto at the municipal office, the sta:aamg eemmittee 
Municipality may by notice in writing put up in such street, or such part, 
declare the same to be a public street. 

115.. (1) Every person intending to lay out or make any new street c,. 8, 01. 
N 1 t t ts shall give notice in writing thereof to the sta:aamg 

ew pr va. 
8 8 

ree • eemm:ittee Chief Officer and. shall furnish plans 
and sections showing the intended level, means of drainage, direction and 
width of such street, and such other particulars as may be required by 
the by-laws in force in this behalf; and save as hereinafter provided, 
the level, means of drainage, direction and width of everv such street 
shall be fixed or approved by the standing committee. · 

(2) Before passing orders under sub-section (1), the standing committee 
. . 

1
. may either issue a provisional order directing 

Power of muruc1pa. 1ty th t f · d th · ifi d h'ch sh ll to pass interim orders. a or a perxo erem spec e , w 1 a 
not be longer than one month from the date of 

such order, the intended work shall not be proceeded with, or a demand 
for further particulars. 

(3) If-

(a) within one month from the receipt of the notice given under 
Right to proceed in sub-section (1) the standing committee has 

certain uses. neither-

( i) rassed orders and served notice thereof either fixing or dis
aprro,·ing the prorosals submittRd under sub-section (1) with 
r<'gard to level, means of drainage, direction and width of 
tlle street, nor 

( ii) Wlder sub-section (2), issued any provisional order or demand 
for further particulars, or if 
(b) the standing committee, having issued such demand for and 

ha\"ing received in accordance with the demand such further parti
culars, has issued no further orders within one month from the receipt 
of such particulars. 
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ti1en tile street mav be laid out and made, in such manner as may h:\W 
been specified in the notice under sub-section (1) and as is not 'incon· 
sistent with any provision of this Act or of any bv-law for the time 
being in force thereunder. · • 

(4) Whoever lays out or makes any such street, either without giving 

P al 
the notice required by sub-section (1) or, except 

en tv. . d . h h . . f b . · m accor ance "1t t e provlSlons o su -section 
(3), "ithout awaiting, or othernise than in accordance with, the in· 
structions issued by the standing committee, or in any manner contrary 
to the provisions of this Act or of any by-law in force thereunder, shall 
be punished with fine which may extend to two hundred and £fty rupee~; 
and the standing conm1ittee may cause any street so laid out or made 
to be altered, and any building constructed in such street to be altered 
or removed, and the expense thereby incurred shall be paid to it by 
the offender, and shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount 
claimed on account of any tax recoverable under Chapter VIII. 

Cf. •· 91A. 116. (1) The Chief Officer. shall, subject to the approval of the 
municipality, prescribe a line on each side of 

The regular line of a bli · h' h · · 1 b h public street. every pu c street Wlt m t e mun1c1pa oroug 
and may from time to time prescribe a fresh 

line in substitution for any line so prescribed, or for any part thereof 
Provided that-

(a) at least one month previous to prescribing such line or such 
fresh line, as the case may be, the Chief Officer shall give public notice 
of the proposal and shall put up special notice thereof in the street 
or part of the street for which such line or such fresh line is proposed 
to be prescribed ; 

(b) the Chief Officer shall comply with any orders passed by the 
municipality after considering any written objection or suggestion 
in regard to such proposal, delivered at the office of the municipality 
within such time as may be specified in such public or special notice. 

(2) The line for the time being so prescribed shall be called '' the regular 
line of the public street ". 

(3) (a) Except under the provisions of section ~. 141 no person 
shall construct or reconstruct any portion of any building within the 
regular line of the public street without the permission of the Chief 
Officer under section 121. 

(b) Where the Chief Officer refuses permission to construct or recon· 
struct any building in any area within the regular line of the public 
street, such area shall w£th the upproml of the .Muuicipality be added 
to the street and shall thenceforth be deemed part of the public street 
and shall be vested in the municipality. 

(c) Comrensation, the amount of which shall in case of dispute be 
ascertained and detennined in the manner provided in section ~ 196, 
shall be paid by the municipality to the owner of any land added to a 
street under clause (b) of sub-section (3) for the value of the said land, 
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and to the owner of any building for any loss, damage or expense incur
red by such owner in consequence of any action taken or order passed 
by the Chief Officer under the said sub-section : 

Provided that no such compensation shall be payable in cases to 
which section ~ 147 applies. 

(4) Whoever contravenes the provisions o£ sub-section (3) shall be 
punished with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees and, in 
the case of a continuing contravention with an additional fine which 
may extend to rupees ten for every day during which such contraven~ 
tion continues after the conviction for the first such contravention, 
and the chief officer may -

(a) direct that the building be stopped, ~nd 
(b) with the previous sanction of the standing committee, by 

written notice, require such building or portion thereof to be altered 
or demolished in accordance with the provisions of such notice. 
(2) Powers to regulate buildings, etc. 

117. (1) If any part of a building projects beyond the regular line Of. s. 9: 
of a public street as prescribed under section 

Setting back project· 116 or beyond the front of the building on either 
ing buildings. side thereof, the ~ .Q.ffieep Municipality 

may,- ' 
(a) if the projecting part thereof is a verandah, step or some other 

structure external to the main building, then at any time, or 
(b) if the projecting part is not such external structure as afore

said, then whenever the greater portion of such building or whenever 
any material portion of such projecting part has been taken down 
or burned down or has fallen down, 

require by written notice either that the part or some portion of the 
part, projecting beyond the said regular line or beyond the said front 
of the adjoning building on either side thereof, shall be removed ; or 
that such building when being rebuilt shall be set back to or towards 
the said regular line or the front of such building. The portion of land 
added to the street by such setting back or removal shall thenceforth 
be deemed part of the public street and be vested in the municipality. 

(2) If any land not vested in the municipality, whether open or en
closed, lies within the regular line of a public 

AoquiRitiou of land street, and is not occupied by a building other 
which ia within the regu- than a platform, verandah, step or other struc-lar line of a street and . 
open or occupied only. ture external to a mam building, the Ghlef OiietH' 
by platforms, etc. Municipality after giving the owner of the land 

not less than fifteen clear days' written notice 
of his intention, or if the land is vested in His Majesty, then with the 
permission in writing of the Collector, may take possession of the said 
land with its enclosing wall, hedge or fence, if any, and, if necessary, 
clear the same; and the land so acquired shall thenceforward be deemed 
a pa.rt of the public street, and be vested in the municipality. 
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(3) U>mpensation, the amount of which shall in case of dispute be 

C 
. bl ascertained and detem1ined in the manner pro-

ompensahon paya e 'd d • · 11"\0 196 h 11 b 'd b th by the municipality. Vl e m section :ti1e s a e pa1 y e 
municipality to the owner of any land added to 

a street under sub-section (1) or acquired under sub-section (2), for 
the value of the said land, and to the owner of any building for any loss, 
damage or expense incurred by such owne:r: in consequence of any action 
taken by the~ ~ lllunicipality under either of the said sub
sections : provided that no such compensation shall be payable in cases 
to which section l48 147 applies. 

(4) '"Vhen the amount of compensation has been so ascertained and 
determined, or when a ruinous or dangerous building falling under sub
section (1) has been taken down under the provisions of section l~, 
147 the municipality may, after tendering the amount of compensation, 
if any, as may be payable, take possession of the land so added to 
the street, and, if necessary, may clear the same. 

118. (1) The standing committee may, uron such terms as it thinks 

d 
fit, allow any building to be set forward for 

Setting forwar to re- · · h li f bli · h' h gular line of street. 1mprovmg t e ne o any pu c street m w lC 

such building is situated. 

'Jf. Born. III (2) If the land which will be included in the premises of any person 
~~/~:)~· 9

' permitted under sub-section (1) to set forward a building belongs to the 
municipality, the permission of the standing committee to set forward 
the building shall be a sufficient conveyance to the said owner of the 
said land ; and the price to be paid to the municipality by the said 
owner for such land and the other terms and conditions of the conve
yance shall be set forth in the said permission. 

119. (1) The external roofs and walls of buildings constructed or 

Roofs and external 
walls of buildings not to 
be made of inflammable 
materials. 

renewed after the coming into force of this Act, 
shall not be made of grass, wood, cloth, canvas, 
leaves, mats or other inflammable material 
except with the written consent of the Chief 
Officer which may be given either specially in 

individual cases, or generally in respect of any area specified therein. 

(2) The Chief Officoc may at any time by written notice require the 
owner of any building which has an external 

Power to require re- roof or wall made of any such material as afore· 
lnoval of roof and wall 'd h f 11 'thin h if inflammable. sa1 , to remove sue roo or wa Wl sue 

reasonable time as shall be specified in the notice, 
whether such roof or wall was or was not made before the time at which 
this Act came into force, and whether it was made with or without the 
consent of the Chief Officer. 

(.3) An appeal shall lie to the standing committee against any order 
of the Chief Officer refusing the consent under sub-section {1) or against 
any notice given by the Chief Officer under sub-section (2) if made within 
fifteen days of the receipt of such refusal or notice, as the case may be. 
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(4) Whoever without such consent as is required by sub-section 
(1) makes, or causes to be made, or in·disobedience 
to the requirements of a. notice given under 

sub-section (2) suffers to remain, any roof or wall of such material ~ 
aforesaid, shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty· 
five rupees, and with further fine which may extend to ten rupees for 
every day on which the offence is continued after the date of the first 

Penalty. 

conviction. · 

120. No building shall hereafter be construetbed upon a lower level Cf. a. 95 
f b ild' than will allow of the drainage thereof being 

Levd 0 u mgs. led into some public sewer or drain either then 
existing or projected by the municipality, or into some stream or river 
or into the sea or some cesspool or other suitable place which may bP. 
approved of by the Chief Officer. 

121. (1) Before beginning to construct any building, or to alter Cf. a. 96. 
. . externally or add to any existing building, or 

. Notice of new build- to construct or reconstruct any projecting portion 
mgs. of a building in respect of which the standing 
committee is empowered by section 117 to.enforce a removal or setback, 
or to construct or reconstruct which the Chief Officer is empowered by 
section 116 to giv~ permission, the person intending so to construct, 
alter, add or reconstruct shall give to the Chief Officer notice thereof 
in writing and shall furnish to him at the same time, if required by a 
by-law or by special order to do so, a plan showing the levels, at which 
the foundation and lowest floor of such building are proposed to be laid 
by reference to some level known to the Chief Officer, and all information 
required by the by-laws or demanded by the Chief Officer regarding the 
limits, design, ventilation and materials of the proposed building, and 
the intended situation and construction of the drains, sewers, privies, 
water-closets, and cesspools, if any, to be used in connection therewith, 
and the location of the building with reference to any existing or projected 
streets, and the purpose for which the building will be used. 

(2) Save as otherwise provided in this Act or the rules and by-laws 
Power of Chief Officer thereunder, the Chief Officer may either give 

to pus orders. permission to construct, alter, add or reconstruct 
according to the plan and information· furnished 

or may impose in writing conditions, in accordance with this Act and the 
rules and by-laws made thereunder, as to level, drainage, sanitation, 
materials or to the dimensions and cubical contents of rooms, doors, 
windows and apertures for ventilation or to the number of storeys to 
be erected, or with reference to the location of the building in relation to 
any street existing or projected, or the purpose for which the building is 
to be used, or may direct that the work shall not be proceeded with unless 
and until all questions connected with the respective location of the 
building and any such street have been decided to his satisfaction. 

(3) The municipality may, before any work has been commenced in 
pursuance of anr permission granted hr the Chief Officer \lll<l6f 
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sub-section (2) revoke such permission and may give fresh permission in 
lieu thereof on such conditions, in accordance with this Act and the rules 
and by-laws made thereunder, v•ith reference to the matters mentioned 
in the said sub-section, as it thinks proper, and may direct that the 
work shall not be proceeded with unless and until all questions connected 
with the respective location of the building and any such street have 
been decided to its satisfaction. .., ... 

(.J) Before issuing any orders under sub-section (2) the Chief Officer 
Or to suspend the work may, within one month from the receipt of such 

or require further parti- notice, either issue-
culars. 

(a) a provisional order directing that for a period, which shall not be 
longer than one month from the date of such order, the intended 
work shall not be proceeded with, or 

(b) may demand further particulars. 
(5) A work proposed in a notice given under sub-section (1) may 
Right to proceed in be ~roceede~ with in the mann~r spec~ed ~ such 

certain cases. notice, proVIded such manner 1s not mcons1stent 
with any provision of this Act or of any by-law 

for the time being in force thereunder in the following cases, namely :-
(a) in case the Chief Officer within one month from the receipt of the 

notice given under sub-section (1) has neither-

(i) passed orders under sub-section (2) and served notice there· 
of in respect of the intended work ; nor 

(ii) issued under sub-section (4) any provisional order or any 
demand for further particulars ; 
(b) in case the Chief Officer having issued such demand for and 

having received such further particulars, has issued no further orders 
within one month from the receipt of such particulars. 

(6) No person who becomes entitled under sub-section (2) or (5) 
Commencement f to proceed with any intended work of which notice 

work. 
0 

is required by sub-section (1) shall commence 
such work after the expiry of the period of one 

year from the date on which he first became entitled so to proceed there
with, unless he shall have again become so entitled by a fresh compli
ance with the provisions of sub-sections (1) to (5). And no person 
to whom permission to erect or alter or add to any building has been 
granted by the municipality under section 96 of the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, shall be entitled to commence such work after 
the expiry of one year from the date on which this Act comes into 
force. 

(7) Whoever begins any construction, alteration, addition or reconstruc
tion without giving the notice required by sub-section (1) or without 
furnishing any plan, information or particulars required by or under 
this section, or except as provided in sub-section (ti), without awaiting 
Qr in any manner contrary to such legal orders of the Chief Officer as 
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may be issued under this section, or contrary to the provisions of sub
section (.J) or (G) or in any other respect contrary to the ·provisions 
of this Act or of any by-law in force thereunder, shall be punished 
with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees; and in the case of 
a continuing contravention of any of the aforesaid provisions, he shall 
be liable to an additional fine which may extend to ten rupees for each 
day during which such contravention continues after conviction for the 
first such contravention; and the Chief Officer m·ay 

(a) direct that the construction, alteration, addition or reconstruc
tion be stopped, and· 

(b) witlHB:e pFevieas saBetieB: ef the staaEliBg eemmittee upon a 
convio'ion being obtained under sub-clause 7 by written notice, re
quire such construction, alteration, addition or reconstruction to be 
altered or demolished in accordance with the provisions of ~uch 
notice. 
(8) The Chief Officer may at any time inspect any work of which 

notice is required by sub-section (1) without giving notice of his intention 
to do so ; and at any time during the execution of any such work as 
aforesaid, may, by written notice, specify any matter in respect of which 
the execution of such work is in contravention of any provision of this 
Act or of any by-law made under this Act at the time in force or of any 
order passed under this section ; and require the person executing such 
work to cause anything done contrary to any such provision or by-law 
or order to be amended or to do anything which by any such provision 
or by-law or order he is required to do but which has been omitted. 

Explanation.-The expression "to construct a building" throughout 
this chapter includes-

(a) any material alteration, enlargement or reconstruction of any 
building, or of any wall, verandah, fixed platform, plinth, doorstep 
or the like, whether constituting part of a building or not, 

(b) the conversion into a place for human habitation of any building 
not originally constructed for human habitation, 

(c) the conversion into more than one place for human habitation of 
a building originally constructed as one such place, 

(d) the conversion of two or more places of human habitation into 8. 
greater number of such places, 

(e) such alterations of the internal arrangements of a building as 
affect its drainage, ventilation or other sanitary arrangements, or ita 
security or stability, and 

(/) the addition of any rooms, buildings or other structures to any 
building, 

and a building so altered, enlarged, reconstructed, converted or added to, 
is throughout this chapter included under the expression" a uew 'build~ 
ing.'' 
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Gf.--&m. ~. (±) Evt:'ry pe1·sen ~ends to ereet a b:-tilaiHf!' of to 
~ exeeute a11y s:1eh wm·k as is c1eseribe~-
~.~. ~l"'lisi<Jl:l of seetion (±)- of seetio11 121 shall employ a 
~. bail clings fHHl wo1·ks. pe1·soH who shall tie E'Ollif'etel:lt te th~ 

faetiea of the Chief Oflieer,~el·vise the 
ereetioB of sueh kaihling-oF the exeeHtioa of sueh wo-r-lr. 

{2) The Chief Oflieer may in em ~~-l:'€4lffi:re--t1Htt tht> J.'t'l'SOll to 
tie so employecl shalrbe a lieeasecl s:uveyor :-<m~:l-tlte-~~ 
shall withrn sevel:l clays ho11± the reeeipt of the Botiee of iBteatial:l 
HRGeF sHb seetiaa (±)~~. 

(a) approve the J.*'I.'SB!Hl~~in-to-€nlpervise the bRilllin~ 
Ol'-Wel'k OF o 

(b) retnFl:l the said Hotiee far a~mo&t- if the pe1·9on 98 
named 

(i)-is-BBt-~nseEl sal'Yeyor,-aB:G 
(ii)--is-:n-et, in the OtliHiaH af the Chif'f Oflicn,~aa p1·epe1· 

~StHl-ttHffij7~Ht'h bHilCllllg' OF wofk. 
(g) A 11otice of iatentimil'fi'turnerl for amfi'IHlR:ent :uulcr sub S€'e

HoB-(2)~~eclnot to have been given ·.:atil it hns bee-B--FC 
submitted tltuy amended. 

(l }-W'here the llE'l'SOH so employecl clies or eeases to be-so employ
eel befor!'!-sn.ch kti:lcliBg or wm·k is eampletea t~er l"l'eetioH of 
BHeh b:iilcliag-e:p..ffie-further exec:-1:tioB af sueh work, shall forthwith 
be S118lHlBClNl :-u±:i:il 

(a) a liee11seA. s:uyeyo1· whose anme shall 'Be forthwithl'F:j30l't!"a 
to-the Chief 0~ 

(b) aaothe1· 11erso11 apj:H'Wed-by-tho-Ghid Oflicn has bE"eB sa 
employed. 
(a) 1.Vheever eoatraYFnes the lH'avisioas of this seetioa m· fails to 

eoiRply with-fHly-oHkC~'---ffi'-FeqaisitioB made then•H:1Hle1· shall be-flllB:i
shea with fiae whieh HHIY exte11cl to ane hmuhed FHllees a11A.,~ 
~a eaatin:liag coHh'aveHtion or BOll eomlJliaRee, with an addi 
tioaal fiRe whieh may extencl to tea l'Hpees for eve1·y flay ~ 
which sneh coatraveatisR or ROll::eompliaaee eaHtiRUE'S after tho 
eeavietion for the Hl'st saeh coatraYeRtioll:-OF-lloa eom}Jli-aa€o. 

Cf. :Born. III f.2,3 122. (1) E¥eFY·f*'l'S-Oll who employs a liceasecl SHl'Yeyor -e¥ 

of 1888, s, Completion certifi- }1€'FS~ll ~pprovetl by the C'hie£ Officer to e~t 
353A. cates; permission to a brulclmg or eneute ally s·.:ch work as 18 

occupy or uAe. clese1·ibea ia sub seetiea (l)ef seetion 121 
Erery person erecting a b11ildi11g or exec11ting a work as described in Stlb
section {1) of sectionl21 shall, within one month after the completion of 
the erection of such building or the execution of such work, deliver or send 
or cause to be delivered or sent to the Chief Officer at his office, notice 
in writing of such completion, ~Wt'fllllllaniecl by a eertifieate ia the 
for.m-of Seh!'Ehle YIII~€'fl.ey-the persaa emtJlayeclHHc1eF seetioa 
lgg, wha is hen~~quireEl iaHHOffi.a.t:ely UllElR eaiHIJletioa ef th8 
~cl H}Joa clemancl by tl-H?·pel·soa elllfll~him. to siga Rllr-l 
give S\leh ee1·tiaeate to sueh Jlerstlll, and shall give to the Chief 
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Officer all necessary facilities for the inspection of such building or of 
1mch work: 

Pro\ided that 
(a) such inf:pection shall be commenced within se•en days from the 

date of receipt of the notice of completion: and 
(b) the Chief Officer may, not later than one month from the date 

uf receipt of the notice of completion by written intimation addressed 
to the person from whom the notice of completion was recei•ed, and 
dehered at his address as stated in such notice or, in the absence of 
tmch address, affixed to a conspicuous part of the building to which 
8Uch notice relates, 

(i) gi,·e permission for the occupation of such building or for the use 
uf the building or part thereof affected by such work, or 

(ii) refuse such permission in case such building has been erected 
or such work executed so as to contra\ene any provision of this 
Act or of any by-law made under this Act at the time in force or of 
any order passed under section 121 imtimating to the person who 
gave the notice under sub-section (l) of section 121 the reasons for 
such refusal and requiring such person, or, if the person responsible 
for gi,ing notice under sub-section (l) of section 121 is not at the 
time of such notice the owner of such building or work, then such 
owner t.o cause anything which is contrary to any provision of this 
Act or of any by-law made under this Act at the time in force or of 
any order passed under section 121 to be amended or to do anything 
which by any such pro,ision or by-law or order he is required to do 
but which has been omitted. 

(2) Xo person shall oceupy or permit to be occupied any such building 
or use or permit to be used the building or part thereof affected by any 
such work, until, 

(a) the permission referred to in proviso (b) to sub-section (I) has 
bel'n received, or 

(b) the Chief Officer has failed for one month after the receipt of 
the notice of completion to intimate as aforesaid his refusal of the 
t'aid permission. 

( ~) Whoever contra•enes the pro,i.sions of this section or fails to 
comply with any order or requisition made thereunder shall be punished 
with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees and, in the case of a 
continuing contravention or non-compliance, with an additional fine 
which may extend to ten rupees for e•ery day during which such contra
vention or non-compliance continues after the conviction for the first 
~<uth contrawntion or non-compliance. 

l~ 123. It shall not be lawful for any person to erect any hut or shed Cf. s. 97 

H··~ulation of Huts. or range or block of huts or sheds, or to add any 
hut or shed to any range or block of huts or sheds 

alrea.dy His~ing when t~is Ac,t comes into operation, without giring 
prenous nouce to the Ch1d Officer ; the Chief Officer may require such 

II ~~7~-l! 
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huts or sheds to be built so that they stand in regular lines, with a free 
passage or way in front of and between every two lines, of such width 
as the Chief Officer may think proper for ventilation and to facilitate sca
venging, and at such a level as will admit of sufficient drainage ; and 
may require such huts to be provided with such number of privies and 
such means of drainage as he may deem necessary. If any hut or shed 
or range or block be built without such· notice being given to the Chief 
Officer or otherwise than as required by the Chief Officer, the Chief Offi
cer may give written notice to the owner or builder thereof, or to the 
owner or occupier of the land on which the same is erected or is being 
erected, requiring him within such reasonable time as shall be specified 
in the notice to take down and remove the same, or to make such altera
tions therein or additions thereto as having regard to sanitary considera
tions the Chief Officer may think fit. 

I-g.). 124. (1) Where the standing committee is of opinion that any 
Improvement of huts. hut or shed whether used as a dwelling or as 

a stable or for any other purpose, and whether 
existing at the time when this Act comes into operation or subsequently 
erected, is . by reason-

( a) of insufficient ventilation or of the manner in which such hut 
or shed is crowded together with other huts or sheds, or 

(b) of the want of a plinth or of a sufficient plinth or of sufficient 
drainage, or 

(c) of the impracticability of scavenging, 
attended with risk of disease to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, 
it shall cause a notice to be a:f:lixed to some conspicuous part of such 
hut or shed, requiring the owner or occupier thereof, or the owner of the 
land on which such hut or shed is built, within such reasonable time 
as may be fixed by the standing committee in this behalf, to take down 
and remove such hut or shed, or to carry out such alterations or works 
as the standing committee may deem necessary for the avoidance of such 
risk. 

(2) \There any such owner or occup1er refuses or neglects to take down 
and remove such hut or shed or to carry out such alterations or works 
within the time appointed, the Chief Officer may cause such hut or shed 
to be taken down, or such alterations or works to be carried out, in 
accordance with the requirements of the standing committee. 

(·3) Where such hut or shed is taken down by the Chief Officer, the 
said officer shall cause the materials of the hut or shed to be sold, if such 
sale can be effected ; and the. proceeds, after deducting all expenses, 
shall be paid to the owner of the hut or shed, or if the owner is unknown 
or the title disputed, shall be held in deposit by the municipality until 
the person interested therein shall obtain an order of a competent Court 
for the payment of the same: 

Provided always that where a hut or shed, existing at the time when the 
land on which it is situate first became part of a municipal district or 
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borough is taken down and removed under this section, compensation 
shall further be paid to the owner or owners thereof and the amount 
thereof, in case of dispute, shall be ascertained and determined in the 
manner provided in section 198. 

(3) Powers connected with drainage, etc. 

W. 125. (1) All sewers, drains, privies, water-closets, house-gullies Of. s. 99. 
Municipal control over and cesspools within the municipal borough shall 

drains, etc. be under the survey and control of the munici-
pality. 

(2) All covered sewers, drains and cesspools, whether public or private, 
shall be provided by the municipality or other persons to whom they 
severally belong, with proper traps or other means of ventilation ; and 
the Chief Officer may by written notice call upon the owner of any such 
covered sewers, drains or cesspools to make provision accordingly. 

W. 126. (1) It shall be lawful for a municipality for any drainage Of. s. 100. 

P £ kin purposes to carry any drain, sewer, conduit, tunnel, owers or rna g . 
and repairing drains. culvert, p1pe or water-course through, across 

or under any street or any place laid out as or 
mtended for a street, or under any cellar or vault which may be under 
any street, and, after giving reasonable notice in writing to the owner 
or occupier, into, through or under any land whatsoever within the 
municipal borough. 

(2) A municipality, or any person acting under its authority, may con
struct a new drain in the place of an existing drain in any land wherein 
any drain vested in the municipality has been already constructed, 
or repair or alter any drain vested in the municipality. 

(3) In the exercise of any power under this section no unnecessary 
damage shall be done, and compensation, which shall in case of dis· 
pute be ascertained and determined in the manner provided in section 
~. 196 shall be paid by the municipality to any person who sustains 
damage by thP. exercise of such power. 

±gg. 127. (1) If any building or land be at any time undrained, or Of. s. 101 (1) 
not drained to the satisfaction of the Chief Officer, 

Power to require suffi- the Chief Officer, subject to the control of the 
cient drainage of houses. standing committee, may by written notice call 

upon the owner to construct or lay from such 
building or land a drain or pipe of such size and materials, at such level, 
and with such fall as he may think necessary for the drainage of such 
building or land into-

(a) some drain or sewer, if there be a suitable drain or sewer within 
fifty feet of any part of such building or land , or 

(b) a covered cesspool to be provided by such owner and approved 
by the Chief Officer. 

H 827-Sa 
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l-2-9. 128. (I) It shall not be lawful to construct or reconstruct any 
New builrlings ~ot to buildincr, or to occupy any buildina newly con-

be erected w1thout de d n1 ° . 
drains. structe or reconstructe , u ess and until-:- , 

(a) a drain be constructed of such size, materials and description, 
at such level and with such fall, as shall appear to the Chief Officer 
to be necessary for the effectual dra.h~age of such building ; 

(b) there have been provided for and set up in such building and in 
the land appurtenant thereto, all such appliances and fittings as may 
appear to the Chief Officer to be necessary for the purposes of gather
ing and receiving the drainage from, and conveying the same off, the 
said building and the said land, and of effectually flushing the drain 
of the said building and every fixture connected therewith. 
(2) The drain to be constructed as aforesaid shall emptyinto a municipal 

drain, or into some place set apart by the municipality for the discharge 
of drainage, situate at a distance not exceeding fifty feet from such build
ing ; but if there is no such drain or place within that distance, then such 
drain shall empty into a cesspool provided by the owner of such building 
and approved by the Chief Officer. 

IOO. 129. (1) The owner or occupier of any building or land within 

Powers of owners and 
occupiers of buildings ot 
lands to drain into 
municipal drains. 

the municipal borough shall be entitled to cause 
his drains to empty into a municipal drain : 
provided that he first obtains the written permission 
of the Chief Officer, and that he complies with 
such conditions as the Chief Officer may prescribe 

as to the mode in which and the superintendence under which the commu
nications are to be made between drains not vested in the municipality 
and drains which are so vested. 

(2) An appeal shall lie to the standing committee against any or4er 
of the Chief Officer under sub-section (1) if made within fifteen days 
of the receipt of such order. 

Im. 130. (1) If the owner or occupier of any building or land desires 

Right to carry drain 
through land or into 
drain belonging ~ other 
persons. 

to connect the same with any municipal drain, 
by means of -a. drain to be constructed through 
land, or to be connected with a drain, belonging 
to or occupied by or in the use of some other 
person, he may make a written application in 

that behalf to the Chief Officer. 
(2) Subject to the control of the standing committee the Chief Officer 

thereupon, after giving to such other person a reasonable opportunity of 
stating any objection to such application, may, if no objection is raised 
or if any objection which is raised is in his opinion insufficient, by an order 
in writing authorize the applicant to carry his drain into, through, or 
under the said land, or into the said drain, as the case may be, in such 
manner and on such conditions as to the payment of rent or compensa
tion, and as to the respective responsibilities of the parties for maintaining, 
repairing, flushing, cleaning and emptying the said drains as may appear 
to him to be adequate and equitable. 
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(3) Every such order shall be a competent authority to the person in 
whose favour it is made, or to any agent or other person employed by 
him for this purpose, after giving or tendering to the owner, occupier or 
user of the said land or drain the compensation or rent, if any, specified 
in the said order, and otherwise fulfilling as far as possible the condi
tions of the said order, and after giving to the said owner, occupier or 
user reasonable notice in writing, to enter upon the land specified in 
the said order with assistants and workmen at any time between sunrise 
and sunset and, subject to all provisions of this Act, to do all such work 
as may be necessary-

( a) for the construction or connection of the drain, as may be 
authorized by the said order ; 

(b) for renewing, repairing or altering the same, as may be neces
sary from time to time ; or 

(c) for discharging any responsiblity attaching to him under the 
terms of the order as to maintaining, repairing, flushing, cleaning or 
emptying the said drain or any part thereof. 
(4) In executing any work under this section as little damage as CJ. a 104. 

possible shall be done, and the owner or occupier of the buildings or 
lands for the benefit of which the work is done, shall-

(a) cause the work to be executed with the least practicable delay: 
(b) fill in, reinstate and make good at his own cost and with the 

least practicable delay the ground or any portion of any building 
or other construction opened, broken up or removed for the purpose 
of executing the said work i and 

(c) pay co~npensation to any person who sustains damage by the 
execution of the said work. 

~. 131. If the o·mer of any land into, through or under which a CJ. 8• 105. 
drain has been carried under section 131 130 whilst 

Rights of owner of land such land was unbuilt upon, shall at any· subse
~hroug~ !hich drain quent time desire to construct a building thereon 
18 cl\med 10 regard to th Ch' f Offi b' th ' subsequent building e le cer su Ject to e control of the 
thereon. standing co'lllllittee shall, if he sanctions. the 

oonstruction of such building, by written notice 
require the owner or occupier of the building or land for the benefit 
of whidt such drain was constructed, to close, remove or divert the 
same, and to fill in, reinstate and make good the land in such manner 
as he may deem to be necessary, in order to admit of the construction 
or safe enjoyment of the proposed building. 

l:Ja. 132. (1) Where the Chief Offi.~.r is of o~~n that any privy or CJ. s. 106• 
Pro,·ision of privies. cesspool, or additional pnnes or cesspools, should 

ete. be provided in or on any building or land, or 
in any municipal borough in which with the approval of the sanitar; 
1board a water-closet system has bl*?n introduced, that water-closets 
\bhould be substituted for the existing privies in or on any building or 
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land, or that additional water-closets should be provided therein or 
thereon, the Chief Officers, subject to the control of the standing com
mittees, may by written notice call upon the. owner of such buildinrr or 
land to provide such privies, cesspools or water-closets at such ~tes 
as he may deem proper. 

(2) The Chief Officer subject to the control of the standing committee 
may by written notice require any pemn or persons employing work
men o.r labourers exceeding twenty in number, or owning or managing 
any market, school or theatre or other place of public resort, to provide 
such latrines and urinals at such sites as he may direct, and to cause 
the same to be kept in proper order, and to be daily cleaned. 

(3) The Chief Officer subject to the control of the standing committee 
may by written notice require the owner or occupier of any land upon 
which there is a privy or urinal, to have such privy or urinal shut out, 
by a sufficient roof and a wall or fence, from the view of persons passing 
by or resident in the neighbourhood, or to alter as he may direct any 
privy door or trap door which opens on to any street, and which he 
deems to be a nuisance. 

l34 133. (1) All sewers, drains, privies, water-closets, urinals, house· 

Power to require own· 
era to keep drama, etc., 
in proper order : or to 
demolish or close a privy 
or cesspool. 

gullies and cesspools within a municipal borough 
shall unless constructed at the cost of the munici
pality, be altered, repaired, and kept in proper 
order at the cost and charge of the owners of the 
lands or buildings to which they belong, or for 
the use of which they have ·been constructed or 

continued ; and the Chief Officer subject to the control of the standing 
· committee may by written notice require any such owner to alter, repair, 
and put the· same in good order in such manner as he may think fit. 

(2) Subject to the control of the standing committee the Chief Officer 
may by written notice require the owner to demolish or close any privy 
or cesspool, whether constructed before or after the coming into oper
ation of this Act, which in the opinion. of the Chief Officer is a nuisance, 
or is so constructed as to be inaccessible for the purpose of scavenging 
or incapable of being properly cleaned or kept in good order. 

IM. 134. "When any building or land within a municipal borough 
. has a drain communicating with any cesspool or 

• 'Po~ to cl~ae emt- sewers, the Chief Officer, if he considers that such 
mg pnvate drams. drain, though it may be sufficient for the drainage 
of such building or land and though it may be otherwise unobjectionable, 
is not adapted to the general sewerage of the locality, may, subject to 
the control of the standing committee, close such drain and such cess· 
pool or sewer, whether they are or are not on land vested in the muni· 
cipality, on proYiding a drain or drains equally effectual for the drainage 
of such building or land, and the Cbief Officer may, subject as foresaid, 
do any work necessary for the purpose. 
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~. 13S. The standing committee may by nitten notice require that Cf. a. 109. 
. any sewer, drain, privy, water-closet, urinal, 

Power m respect of hou.se--·· .. lly or celi!~mool on any land. within a 
tenl'l, etc., unautho· -e;":"': -r . 
rir..edly conetruc~ re. a munic1pal borough, constructed, rebmlt or .un-
built or uneoopped. stopped_ 

(a) after such land became part of a municipal district or borough, 
and 

(b) either without the consent or contrary to the orders, directions 
or general regulations or by-laws of the municipality, or contrary to 
the pro,·isions of any enactment in force at the time when it was so 
constructed. rebuilt or unstopped, 

shall be demolished, amended or altered, as it may deem fit, by the 
person by whom it "Wa.B so constructed, rebuilt or unstopped ; and every 
person so constructing, rebuilding or unstopping any such sewer, drain, 
privy, water-closet, urinal, house-gully or cesspoo~ whether he does or 
does not receive such notice or does or does not comply therewith, shall, 
in addition to any penalty to which he may be liable on account of such 
non-compliance, be punished with fine which may extend ro twenty-five 
rupees. 

lg+, 136. (1) Whoever, without the written consent of the Chief Cf. a. uo. 
Officer first obtained, makes or causes robe made 

E~c!'Oacbm~nta · on any drain into or out from any of the sewers or 
mun1c1p&l drama. d . d . · · li .t. _ n b unish d rams veste m a murue1pa ty, lllliW e p e 
with fine which may extend ro twenty-five rupees, and the Chief Officer 
may by written notice require such person ro demolish, alter, remake, 
or otherwise deal "ith such drain as he may think fit. 

(2) Xo building shall be newly constructed or reconstructed over any 
sewer, drain, culvert or gutter vested in a municipality, without the 
written consent of the Chief Officer ; and the Chief Officer may by 
written notice require any person who has so constructed or reconstructed 
any building without such \\"Iitten consent, ro pull down or otherwise 
deal with the same as he may think fit. 

~. 137. (1) A ~ief Officer after dtu. WJt~ to tl~e oocupi£1 ~y Cf. L 111. 
Inspection of drains, wpect any sewer, dram, pnvy, water-closet, tlnnal, 

etc. house-gully, or cesspool ; and for that purpose, · 
at any time between sunrise and sunset, may enter upon any lands or 
buildings with assistants and workmen, and cause the ground ro be 
opened where he or they may think fit, doing as little damage as may 
be. 

(2) The expense of such inspection and of causing the ground to be 
closed and made good as before shall be borne 

Expense of inspection by the municipality unless the sewer ...:~_;_ 
wheu to be bome bv the . '. ' ....... ........., 
muni<'ipality. • pnvy, water-closet, unnal, house-gully or uaspool 

is found ro be in bad order or condition, or was 
constructed in contravention of the provisions of any enactment or of 
any by-laws or orders thereunder in force at the time or issued in respect 
of such construction; in which case such expense shall be paid b7 the 
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owner of such sewer, drain, privy, water-closet, house-gully or cesspool 
and shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount claimed on 
account of any tax recoverable under chapter VIII. 

CJ. a. 112. l~. 138. (1) Thestandingcommitteemay,ifitthinks fit, cause any 
Standing committee work, the execution of which may be ordered by 

may execute certain or on behalf of the municipality under any of the 
works under this sub- provisions of tliliuub-chapter, to be executed by 
chapter without allowing 
option to person municipal or other agency under its own orders, 
concerned of executing without first of all giving the person by whom 
the aame, the same would otherwise have to be executed 
the option of doing the same. 

(2) The expenses of any work so done shall be paid by the person afore-
. . said, unless the municipality shall, by a 

Expenses m such ca.ses 1 • a1 rd I · · by whom to be paid. gene~a ~r speCI o er or reso ut10n, sanc~10n 
.. . . as 1t IS hereby empowered to sanction, 
the execution of such work at the charge of the municipal fund. 

CJ. '· 112 (3). l4Q. 139. Any pipes, fittings, receptacles, or other appliances for or 
Pipes, etc., constructed conneeted with the drainage of any private "build

by J?l~cipality to be ing or land shall, if supplied, constructed or erected 
mumclpal property. at the expense of the municipality, be deemed to 
be municipal property, unless the municipality shall have transferred 
itsiaterest therein to the owner of such building or land. 

(4) Powers in respect of water-supply. 

CJ. Born. III l4ll40. Forthepurposeofobtainingasupplyoranadditional supply 
of 1888, a. Power of carrying of water or of distributing the same, the munici-
265· water mains. pality shall have the same powers and be Sll bject 

to the same restrictions for carrying, renewing, xepairing and alternig 
water mains, pipes and ducts within or without the municipal borough 
·as it has and is subject to under the provisions hereinbefore contained for 
ca.rryi.Dg, renewing and repairing drains within the municipal borough. 

CJ. a. 113. 

(5) Powers regarding e~ernal structures, etc. 

ua. 141. (1) The Chief Officer, subject to- the eeBbel- ef the 
etaB:B:iag eemm:ittee any by-la.ws made 

Permission necessary under the provisions of this Act may give 
for certain projections. written permission to the owners or occupiers of 

· buildings in public streets to put up open veran-
dahs, balconies orrooxns, to project from any upper storey ofsuch buildings 
at such height from the surface of the street as the municipality may fix 
by by-laws from time to time, and to an extent not exceeding four feet 
beyond the line of the plinth or basement wall of the building; and may 
prescribe the extent to which and the conditions under which roofs, eaves, 
weather-boards, shop-boards and the like may be allowed to project over 
such streets. 

(2) (a) Notwithstanding any proceedings which may be taken under 
clause (b) of this sub-section, the Chief Officer, Blihjeet te the eeB:tfel 
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ei the s~aai:liag eel:I3:1B:it~ee may Ly written notice, require the owner or 
occupier of any such building to remove or alter any such· projection 
which has been constructed either without, or contrary in any manner 
w, the permission or orders given or issued by or on behalf of the 
municipality. 

(b) Any such owner or occupier putting up any projection as aforesaid 
without such permission or in contravention of such permission or orders, 
shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty·five 1upees; 
and if any such owner or occupier fails to remove any projection in respect 
of which he has been convicted under this section, he shall be punished 
with further fine which may extend to five rupees for each day on which 
such failure or neglect continues. 

(3) The Chief Officer, sti8jeet te the eeabel ef the staa!liag 
eeJ:B.-mittee may, by written notice, require the 

. Removal of projec· owner or occupier of any building to remove 
tiOns. or alter any projection, encroachment or 
obstruction which, whether made before or after the site of such building 
became part of a municipal district or borough, shall have been made 
against or in front of such building. and which-

( a) overhangs or juts inw or in any way projects or encroaches Ufon 
any public street, so as to be an obstruction w safe and convenient 
passage along such street, or 

1b) projects and encroaches into, upon or over any uncovered aque
duct, drain or sewer in any such street, so as to obstruct or interfere 
with such aqueduct, drain or sewer, or the proper working thereof: 
Provided always that the Chief Officei shall, if such projection, encroach· 

ment, or obstiuction shall have been made in any place before the date 
on which such place became part of a municipal district or borough or 
after Euch date with the written permission of the municipality, pay 
reasonable compensation to every person who su:fiers damage by such 
removal or alteration; and if any dispute shall arise rouching the amount 
of such compensation, the same shall be ascertained and detexmined in 
the manner provided in section~ 196. 

143. 142. The Chief Officer may by written notice require the owner of Cf. L Ul 
a building in any street to put up and keep in good 

:trough.& and pipes for condition proper troughs and pipes for catching 
wn water. and carrying the water from the roof and other 
parts of such building, and for discharging the same, in such manner as 
he may think fit, so tha~ it shall not fall upon the persons passing along 
the street. 

144. 143. The Chief Officer may erector fix w the outside ofany building CJ. L us. 
Fixing of lampe. brae. brackets for lamps to be lighted with oil or gas 

keta, ero., to hoWle8. or subject w the provisions of the Indian Electri-
city Act, 1910, for lamps oo be lighted with electricity or otherwise or IX of 1910. 
subject w the pro,il!ions of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, for telegiapb xm of ISSS. 
wirfs or telephone wires, or wires for the conduct of electricity for loco· 
moth·e purposes ; or euch pipes as he may deem necessary for the proper 
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ventilation of sewers and water-works : such brackets and pipes shall be 
erected so as n(;t to occasion any inconvenience or nuisance to the occu
pants of the said building or of any others in the neighbourhood, 01 to 
the public. 

±4&.144. ( 1) The ~G~ municipality mayfrom time to time cause 
to be put up or painted on a conspicuous part of 
any building at or near each end or corner of or 

Naming streets and hi h h 
numbering houses; pen- entrance to a street the name by w c sue 
alty for defacing, etc. street is to be known, and may from time to time 

fix a number in a conspicuous place on the outer 
side of any building, or at the entrance of the enclosure thereof 
fronting the street. 

(2) Any person who destroys, pulls down or defaces any such name or 
number, or puts any name or number different from that put up by the 
municipality, and any owner or occupier of any building who shall 
not at his own expense keep such number in good order after it has been 
put up thereon, shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty
five rupees. 

±48.145. Any person-
(a) who, without the consent of the owner or occupier, and in the 

e • case of municipal property without the permission 
Penalty for de.acmg in writing of the Chief Officer affixes any posting 

building, etc. 
bill, placard or other paper or means of advertise-

ment against or upon any building, wall, board, fence, pale, post, lamp
post or the like, or . 

(b) who, without such consent as aforesaid, writes upon, soils, de
faces or marks any such building, wall, board, fence, pale, post, lamp
post or the like, with chalk or paint or in any other way whatsoever, 
shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty rupees. 

!4-7-. 14_6. The Chief Officer may by written notice require the owner or 
occupier of any land so to trim or prune the hedges 

Removal and trimming thereof bordering any public street that the said 
of hedges trees etc. h d d h h · h f f f ' ' e ges may not excee t e e1g to our eet from 
the level of the street, and width of four feet ; and to cut down, lop, or trim 
all trees or shrubs which in any way overhang, endanger or obstruct, or 
which such officer deems likely to overhang, endanger, or obstruct any 
public street or to cause damage thereto, or which so overhang any public 
tank, well or other provision for water-supply as to pollute, or be likely to 
pollute the water thereof. 

(6) Powe1·s for promotion of public health, safety and convenience. 
14,g. 147. (1) Where any building or anything affixed thereon is deemed 

by the Chief Officer to be in a ruinous state or 
Ruinous or dangerous likely to fall or in any other way dangerous to any 

buildings : precautionary 
measures. inhabitant of such building or of any neighbouring 

building or to any occupier thereof or to passengers, 
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the Chief Officer shall immediately, if it appears to him to be necessary, 
cause a proper hoard or fence to be put up for the protection of passengers : 

Provided that if the danger be not of hourly imminence, the Chief 
Officer may, instead of causing a hoard or fence to be put up, issue in the 
first instance notice in writing to the owner or occupier to put up a proper 
hoard or fence, and in the event of the owner or occupier failing to put 
up within two days from the service o£ such notice a hoard or fence which 
the Chief Officer considers sufficient in the circumstances of the case, the 
Chief Officer shall at once cause such hoard or fence to be put up. 

(2) The Chief Officer shall also cause notice in writing to be given to 
the owner or occupier, requiring such owner or 

Repairs to b? made by occupier forthwith to take down, secure, or repair 
owneroroccupler;default such building, or thing affixed thereon, as the case 
by such. h 11 · d if h · d s a requue ; an sue owner or occupter o 
not begin to repair, take down, or secure such building or thing within 
three days after the service of such notice, and complete such work with 
due diligence, the Chief Officer shall cause all or so much of such building 
or thing as he shall think necessary to be taken down, repaired or secured. 

(3) All expenses incurred by the Chief Officer under this section shall 
be paid by the owner or occupier of such building and shall be recoverable 
in the same manner as an amount claimed on account of any tax recover
able under chapter VIII. 

l49 U8. (1) A Chief Officer may at any time by written notice require Of. s. 120. 
that the owner of or any person who has the control 

Powers and duties over any well, stream, channel, tank or other 
wdith 

0 
regastradgn"nt !~ source of water-supply, shall, whether such source 

anger us, "' · • . · h' bl 
insanitary sources of 18 pnvate property or not, Wit m a reasona e 
water-supply. time to be specified in the notice, or in any case 
falling under clause (d) within twenty-four hours of such notice-

(a) keep and maintain any such source of water-supply, other than 
a stream in good repair, or 

(b) cleanse any such source of water-supply from silt, refuse and 
decaying vegetation, or 

(c) in such manner as the Chief Officer may prescribe, protect any 
such source of water-supply from pollution by surface dramage, or 

(d) repair, protect or enclose in such manner as the Chief Officer 
approves, any such source of water-supply other than a stream in its 
natural flow, if for want of sufficient repair, protection or enclosure, 
such source of water-supply )s in the ~.opinion of the Chief Officer 
dangerous to the health or .. safety of the public or of any persons 
having occasion to use or to pass or approach the same, or 

(e) desist from using and from permitting others to use for drinking 
purposes any such source of water-supply, other than a stream in its 
natural flow, which is proved to the satisfaction of the Chief Officer 
to be unfit for drinking, or 

(f) if notwithstanding any such notice under clause (e) such use 
continues and cannot in the opinion of the Chief Officer be otherwise 
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prevented, close either temporarily or permanently or fill up or enclose 
or fence in such manner as the Chief Officer considers sufficient to 
prevent such use, such source of water supply as aforesaid, or 

(g) drain o:ff or otherwise remove from any source of water-supply, 
or from any land or premises or receptacle or reservoir attached or 
adjacent thereto, any stagnant water which the Chief Officer considers 
is injurious to health or o:ffensive to the- aeighbourhood. 

(2)" If t~e owner or person having control as aforesaid, fails or neglects 
to comply with any such requisition within the 

_Remedy. on n:on·c?m· time specified by or under the provisions of sub
pbance With directions section (1), the Chief Officer may, and if in his 
ISSued. opinion immediate action is necessary to protect 
the health or safety of any person, shall at once proceed to execute the 
work required by such notice ; and all the expenses incurred therein by 
the Chief Officer shall be paid by the owner of, or person having control 
over, such water-supply, and shall be recoverable in the same manner as 
an amount claimed on account of any tax recoverable under chapter VIII : 

Provided that in the case of any well or private stream or of any private 
channel, tank or other source of water-supply, the water of which is used 
by the public or by any section of the public as of right, the expenses 
incurred by the Chief Officer or necessarily incurred by such owner 
or person having such cont:POl, may, if the standing committee so direct, 
be paid from the municipal fund. 

l@. 149. (1) Whoever displaces,t ake> up, or makes any alteration in 
the pavement, gutter, flags or other materials of 

Displacing pavements, any public street, or the fences, walls, or posts 
etc. thereof, or any municipal lamp, lamp-post, bracket, 
waterpost, hydrant, or other such municipal property therein, without 
the written consent of the Chief Officer or other lawful authority, shall 
be punished with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees. 

(2) Any person who, having displaced, taken up or made alteration 
in any such pavement, gutter, flags, or other 

Penalty for fail1Jl!l to materials, or in sueh fences, walls, posts, munici
replace after notice. pal lamps, lamp-posts, brackets, water-posts, 
hydrants, or other municipal property, shall fail to replace or restore the 
same to the satisfaction of the·Chief Officer after notice to do so, shall be 
punished with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, and shall pay any 
expense which may be incurred in replacing or restoring the same ; and 
such expense shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount 
claimed on account of any tax recoverable under chapter VIII. 

Obstructions and Ml 150. (1) Whoever in any place after it 
encroachments upon h b " J di t • t 
publio streets and open as ecome a muruCipa s nc , or 
spaces. borough, 

(a) shall have built or set up, or shali buil~ or set up, any wall_or ~ny 
fence, rail, post, stall, verandah, platform, plinth, step ?r any proJectmg 
structure or thing, or other encroachment or obstructiOn, or 
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(b) shall deposit or cause to be placed or deposited any box, bale, 
package or merchandise, or any other thing, · 
in any public street or in or over or upon any open drain, gutter, sewer, 
or aqueduct in such street shall be punished with fine which may extend 
to twenty-five rupees, and with further fine which may extend to five 
rupees for every day on which such projection, encroachment, obstruction 
or deposit continues after the date of first conviction for such offence. 

(2) The Chief Officer shall have power to remove any such obstruction 
or encroachment, and shall have the like power to remove any unautho
rized obstruction or encroachment of the like nature in any open space 
not being private property, whether such space is vested in the munici· 
pality or not; provided that if the space be vested in His Majesty the 
permission of the Collector shall have first been obtained ; the expense 
of such removal shall be paid by the person who has caused the said 
obstruction or encroachment, and shall be recoverable in the same manner 
as an amount claimed on account of any tax recoverable under chapter 
VIII. 

(3) Whoever, not being duly authorized in that behalf, removes earth, 
sand or other material from, or makes any encroachment in or upon any 
open space which is not private property, shall be punished with fine 
which may extend to fifty rupees, and, in the case of encroachment, with 
further fine which may extend to ten rupees for every day on which the 
encroachment continues after the date of first conviction for such offence.· 

(J) Nothing contained in this section shall prevent the Chief Officer 
from allowing any temporary occupation of or erecti9ns in any public 
street on occasions of festivals and ceremonies, or the piling of fuel in 
by-streets and spaces for not more than iffiip ten days and in such manner 
as not to inconvenience the public or any individual 

(.5) Nothing contained in this section shall apply to any projection 
duly authorized under sub-section (J) of section l~ 141. 

~. 151. (1) A person intending to construct or take down any building, Cf. a. 123 

H 
__ ,.~_ be or to alter or repair any building externally shall, 

o........... to aet up if th . . . f th . 
during repairs, etc. ~ position or cJ.rCUinstances o e work IS or 

are likely to cause or may cause obstruction, 
danger or inconvenience in any street, before beginning such work-

(a) first obtain a license in writing from the Chief Officer 8o to do, 
and 

(b) cause sufficient hoards or fences to be put up in order to separate 
the area where the work is to be carried on from the street, and shall 
maintain such hoard or fence standing and in good condition to the 
satisfaction of the Chief Officer during such time as the Chief Officer 
considers necessary for the public safety or convenience, and shall 
cause the same to be sufficiently lighted during the night, and shall 
remove the same when directed by the Chief Officer. 

(:?) Whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this section shall be 
punished with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, and with further 
fine which may enend to ten rupees for every day or night, as the case 
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may be, on which such contravention continues, after the date of such 
conviction for such offence. 

~. 152. {1) The Chief Officer shall, during the construction or repair 
. d . h . of any of the streets, sewers, drains or other 

Fencmg an lig tmg • t d • th . . li k during repairs, eto. prenuses ves e m e muruCipa ty, ta e proper 
precaution for guar.ding against accident, by 

shoring up and protecting the adjoining buildings, and shall cause such 
bars, chains or posts as he shall think fit, to be fixed across or in any street 
to prevent the passage of carriages, carts, or other vehicles, or of cattle 
or horses, while such construction or repair is being carried on and shall 
cause any such construction or repair work in a street to be sufficiently 
lighted and guarded during the night. 

(2) Whoever takes down, alters or removes any of the said bars, chains 
or posts, or removes or extinguishes any such light without the authority 
or consent of the chief officer, shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to fifty rupees. 

U4. 153. (1) No person shall, without the written permission of the 
Timber not to be de- Chief Officer or otherwise than in accordance 

posited or hole made in 'th th dit' f h · · k street without per· Wl e con 1ons o sue periDission, ma e a 
UllSSI.on. hole in any street, or deposit on any street any 
timber, stone, brick, earth. or other material that has been or is intended 
to be used for building; such permission shall be terminable at the 
discretion of the Chief Officer ; and when such permission is granted to 
any person, he shall, at his own expense, cause such materials or such 
hole to be sufficiently fenced and enclosed to the satisfaction of the Chief 
Officer until the materials are removed, or the hole is filled up or otherwise 
made secure, and shall cause such materials or hole to be sufficiently 
lighted during the night. 

(2) Whoever contravenes any of the provisions of sub-section (1) shall 
be punished with fine which may extend to twenty-five rupees, and with 
further fine which may extend to ten rupees for every day or night, as 
the case may be, on which such contravention continues, after the date 
of the first conviction for such offence. --

*M. 154. (1) If in the opinion of the Chief Officer the working of any 
. quarry or the removal of stone, earth or other 

Dangerous quarrymg. material from the soil in any place, is dangerous 
to persons residing in or having a right of access to the neighbourhood 
thereof, or creates or is likely to create a nuisance, the Chief Officer may, 
by written notice, require the owner of the said quarry or place or the 
person responsible for such working or removal not to continue or permit 
the working of such quarry of the removing of such material, or to take 
such order with such quarry or place as the Chief Officer shall direct for 
the purpose of preventing the danger or of abating the nuisance arising 
or likely to arise therefrom : 

Provided that if such quarry or place is vested in His Majesty, or if 
such working thereof or removal therefrom as aforesaid is being carried 
on by or on behalf of Government, or any person acting with the 
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pennission or under the authority of Government or of any officer of 
Government acting as such, the Chief Officer shall not take such action 
unless and until the Collector has consented to his so doing : 

Provided further that the Chief Officer shall immediately cause a proper 
board or fence to be put up for the protection of passengers near such 
quarry or place, if it appears to him to be necessary in order to prevent 
imminent danger. · 

(2) Any expense incurred by the Chief Officer in taking action under 
this section shall be paid by such owner or the person responsible for 
such working or removal, and shall be recoverable in the same manner 
as an amount claimed on account of any tax recoverable under chapter 
VIII. 
!~.!55. (1) The Chief Officer may by public notice require that every 

. . dog while in the streets and not being led by some 
Prov18100 u to dogs. person shall be muzzled in such a way as to allow 

the dog freely to breathe and to drink, while effectually preventing it 
from biting. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (3) the Chief Officer may 
take possession of any dog found wandering unmuzzled in any public 
p1ace and may either detain such dog until its owner has claimed it, has 
provided a proper muzzle for it, and has paid all the expenses of its 
detention, or cause it to be destroyed. 

(3) '\Vhen a dog which has been ,detained under the last preceding 
sub-section is wearing a collar with the owner's name and address thereon, 
such dog shall not be destroyed until a letter stating the fact that it has 
been so detained has been sent to the said address and the dog has remained 
unclaimed for three clear days ; provided that any dog which is found 
to be rabid may be destroyed at any time. 

(.J) Any unclaimed dog, and any dog the owner of which refuses to 
pay all the expenses of its detention may be sold or destroyed, after 
having been detained for the said period of three clear days. 

(5) All expenses incurred by the Chief Officer under this section may 
be recovered from the owner of any dog which has been taken possession 
of or detained in the manner provided by chapter VIII. 

(7) Powers for the prevention of nuisances. 

~. 156. (1) Whoever deposits or causes or suffers any member of his Of. a. 127 • 
.... _ . . d family or house-hold to deposit any dust, dirt, 
V<"JlOtntmg ust, etc., d sh fu filth f kind 

committing nuisance. ung, a es, re se or o any or any 
animal matter or any broken glass or earthenware 

or other rubbish or any other thing that is or may be a nuisance, in any 
strt.>et or in any arch under a street or in any drain beside a street or on · 
any open sp~e or on any quay, jetty or landing-place or on any part of 
the seashore on the bank of a tidal river, whether above or below high
water mark, or on the bank of any river, water-course or nullah, ex;cept 
at ~uch pl~es. in such manner and at such hours as shall be fixed by the 
Chief Officer, and whoever commits or suffers any member of his family 
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or household to commit nuisance in any such place as aforesaid, shall 
be punished with fine which may extend to twenty-five rupee~. 

(2) Whoever throws or puts or causes or suffers any member of hlB 
family or household to throw or put any of the matters described in 
sub-section (1) except night-soil, or, except with the permission of the 
Chief Officer, any night-soil into any sewer; drain, culvert, tunnel, gutter 
or water-course, and whoever commits nuisance or suffers any member 
of his family or household to commit m.1.isance in any such sewer, drain, 
culvert, tunnel, gutter or water-course, or in such close proximity there
to as to pollute the same, shall be punished with fine which may extend 
to twenty-five rupees. 

:J:a8. 157. Whoever causes or allows the water of any sink or sewer or 
Discharging sewage, any other liquid or other matter which is or which 

etc. is likely to become offensive, from any building 
or land under his control, to run, drain, or be thrown or put upon any 
street or open space, or to soak through any external wall, or causes or 
allows any offensive matter from any sewer or privy to run, drain or be 
thrown into a surface drain in any street, without the permission in 
writing of the Chief Officer or who fails to comply with any condition 
prescribed in such permission, shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to twenty-five rupees. 

:IW. 158. Whoever, being the owner or occupier of any building or 
Non-removal of filth, etc. land, keeps or allows to be kept for more than 

twenty-four hours, or otherwise than in some proper receptacle, any dirt, 
dung, bones, ashes, night-soil, filth or any noxious or offensive matter, in 
or upon such building or land, or suffers such receptacle to be in a filthy or 
noxious state, or neglects to employ proper means to remove the filth 
from and to cleanse and purify such receptacle, or keeps or allows to be 
kept in or upon such building or land any animal in such a way as to cause 
a nuisance, shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty-five 
rupees and with further fine which may extend to five rupees for every 
day on which ~uch offence is continued, after the date of the first 
conviction for such offence. 

lOO. 159. (1) The Chief Officer may from time to time fix the hours 
Removal of night-soil. within which only it shall be lawful to remove any 

night-soil or other such offensive matter. 

(2) Whoever,-
(a) when the Chief Officer has fixed such hours and given public 

notice thereof by beat of drum, removes or causes to be removed along 
any street any such offensive matter at any time except within the 
hours so fixed, or 

(b) at any time, whether such hours have been fixed by the Chief 
Officer or not, 

(i) uses for any such purpose any cart, carriage, receptacle or 
vesse~ not having a covering sufficient for preventing the escape of 
the contents thereof and of the stench therefrom, or 
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(ii) wilfully or negligently slops or spills any such offensive matter 
in the removal thereof, or 

(iii) does not carefully sweep and elean every place in which 
any such offensive matter has been slopped or spilled, or 

(iv) places or sets down in any public place any vessel containing 
such offensive matter, or 

(v) drives or takes or causes to be driven or taken any cart, carri
age, receptacle or vessel used for any such purpose as aforesaid, 
t,hrough any street or by any route, other than such as shall from 
time to time be appointed for that purpose by the Chief Officer by 
public notice, 

shall be punished with fine which m(l,y extend to twenty-five rupees. 

+4+. WO. (1) Whoever, being the owner or occupier of any build- Of. s. 131. 
Filthy buildings, ete. ing or land, whether tenantable or otherwise, suffers 

the same to be in a filthy and unwholesome state, or in the opinion of 
the Chief Officer a nuisance to persons residing in the neighbourhood, 
or overgrown with prickly-pear or rank and noisome vegetation, and 
who Bhall not, within a reasonable time after notice in writing by the 
Chief Officer to cleanse, clear or otherwise put such building or land in a 
proper state have complied with the requisition contained in such notice, 
shall be punished with fine which may extend to twenty-five rupees, 
and with further fine which may extend to five rupees for every day on 
which the failure to comply with the said notice is continued after 
the date of the first conviction for such offence. 

(.2) Where any building, by reason of dilapidation, neglect, abandon
Deserted and offensive ment, disuse or disputed ovvnership, or of its remain-

building. ing untenanted and thereby-

(a) becoming a resort of idle and disorderly persons, or of persons 
who have no ostensible means of subsistence, or who cannot give a 
Batisfactory account of themselves, or 

(b) coming into use for any insanitary or immoral purpose, or 
(c) affording a shelter to snakes, rats or other dangerous or offensive 

anirm~ls, 

is open to the objection that it is a nuisance, or so unwholesome or un
cightly as to be a source of discomfort, inconvenience or annoyance to 
the neighbourhood or to persons passing by suclfbuilding, the standing 
committee, if it considers such objection cannot under any other 
provision of this Act be otherwise removed, may, if there is any person 
known or resident within the municipal borough who claims to be the 
owner of such building, by written notice directed to such person, require 
such person, or in any other case by written notice fixed on the door or any 
other conspicuous part of the building, require all persons claiming to be 
interested in such building, within a period which shall be specified in the 
notice and shall not be less than seven days from the date of such notice, 
to cause such building to be taken down and the materials thereof to 
be removed ; in the event of non-compliance with such requirement, 
the standing committee, on the expiration of the period specified as 

H 827-!J 
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aforesaid, may forthwith cause the building to be taken down and the 
materials to be removed, and may sell such materials and apply the 
proceeds to defray any expenses incurred by it in so doing ; all such 
expen8es not thereby defrayed shall be recoverable in the same manner. 
as an amount claimed on account of any tax recoverable under chapter 
VIII. 

Cf. Bom. Ill 19g, 161. (1) If, for any reason, it shall appear to the standing 
~~8 1888• 8

• Buildings or rooms in committee that any building or any room in a build-
• buil~~s unfit for human ing intended for or used as a dwelling is unfit for 

hab•tat•on. human habitation, the standing committee shall 
give to the owner or occupier of such building notice in writing, stating 
such reason, and signifying its intention to prohibit the further use of 
the building or room, as the case may be, as a dwelling, and shall in such 
notice call upon the owner or occupier aforesaid to state in writing any 
objection thereto within thirty days after the receipt of such notice; 
and if no objection is raised by such owner or occupier within such period 
as aforesaid, or if any objection which is raised by such owner or occupier 
within such period appears to the standing committee invalid or in
sufficient, the standing committee may by an order i;11 writing prohibit 
the further use of such building or room as a dwelling. 

Cf. s. 1_32. 

Cf. B. 133. 

(2) When any such prohibition as aforesaid has been made, the Chief 
Officer shall cause notice of such prohibition to be affixed to, and the 
letters "U.H.H." to be painted on, the door or some conspicuous part 
of such building or room as the case may be; and. no owner or occupier 
of such building or room shall use or suffer the same to be used for human 
habitation until the standing committee certifies in writing that the 
building or room, as the cas~ may be, has been rendered fit for human 
habitation. 

±e~t 162. It shall be lawful for the president, vice-president, chairman 
. Power to enter and of the standing committee, Chief Officer or any 

inspect, etc., buildings. councillor or officer authorised by the municipality 
in this behalf, at any time between sunrise and sunset after due notice 
to enter into and inspect all buildiiigs and lands and by written notice 
to direct for sanitary reasons all or any part thereof to be forthwith 
internally and externally limewashed or otherwise cleansed. 

±M. 163. (1) The standing committee may set apart sufficient public 
Bathing places. places, or any part of the seashore, not being 

private property, for the purpose of being used as bathing places, and 
may also provide or set apart a sufficient number of convenient tanks 
or runs of water for the inhabitants to bathe in; and may also set apart 
tanks or reservoirs or runs of water for washing animals or clothes, or 
for any purpose connected with the health, cleanliness and comfort of 
the inhabitants, and may prohibit the use, or any purpose mentioned 
in this section, of any or all other public places within the municipal 
borough. · 

(2) Copies of all orders passed and notices issued by the standing 
committee and for the time being in force under this section, shall be 
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kept at the municipal office and shall be open for inspection by the public 
at all reasonable times. 
~. 1Cl. Whoever, in disobedience of any order of the munici· CJ. e 134. 

Fouling ntt>r. pality under section .W4 163, or o~ any by-law, 
bathes in any stream, pool, tank, reserroir, well, cistern, conduit, or 
aqueduct belonging to the municipality, or washes or causes to be washed 
therein any animal or anything whateYer, or throws, puts or casts or 
causes to enter therein any animal or anything, or causes or suHers to run, 
drain or be brought thereinto anything that is or may become a nllisance, 
or does anything whatsoeyer whereby any water therein ~hall be in any 
degree fouled or corrupted, and whoeYer without permission of the Chief 
Officer steeps in any tank, stream, or ditch within or on the boundary 
of, the municipal borough any animal, vegetable or mineral matter 
likely to render the water of such tank, stream or ditch offensive or a 
nuisance shall be punished with fine which may extend to fifty rupees. 

I W. J6.j. (1) If, in the opinion of the Chief Officer- ;:- Bomis~~~ 
Abatt>meont of nuisance 1111. 381, 381A. 

from 1reolls, etc. 

(a) any pool, ditch, quarry, hole, excavation tank, well, pond, drain, 
water-course, or any collection of water, or 

(b) any cistern or other receptacle for water whether within or out;.. 
side a building, or 

(c) any land on which water accumulates and which is situate within 
a distance of one hundred yards from any building used as a dwelling 
house 

is or is likely to become a breeding place of mosquitoes or in any other 
respect a nuisance, the Chief Officer may, by notice in writing, require 
the owner thereof to fill up, cover oYer or drain off the same in such man· 
ner and with such materials as the Chie~ Officer shall p:reScribe, or to 
take such order with the same for removing or abating the nuisance as 
the Chief Officer shall prescribe. 

(2) (a) No new well, tank, pond, cistern or fountain shall be dug or 
constructed without the previous permission in writing of the Chief 
Officer. 

(b) If any such work is begun or completed without such permission, 
the Chief Officer may either-

(i) by written notice require the owner or other person who has 
done such work to fill up or demolish such work in such manner as 
the Chief Officer shall prescribe ; or 

(ii) grant written permission to retain such work; but such per· 
mission shall not exempt such owner from proceeding for oontraven· · 
ing the rrovisions of clause (a) of thls sub-section. 

w;. 1G6. 'Yhoe"fer, except with the written permission of the Chief CJ. L 136. 
l"sing offffisive Officer, and in acc()rdance with the conditions of 

manurt', et<'. t:uch }!('UllL"S:on, stores or uses night-soil or other 
HS:?i-!IG 
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manure or substance emitting an offensive smell, shall be punished with 
fine which may extend to twenty-five rupees. 

CJ. a. 137. leS. 167. Whoever tethers cattle or Qther animals, or causes or suffers 
Tethering cattle, etc. · them to be tethered by any member of his family 

or household, in any public street or place so as to obstruct or endanger 
the public traffic therein, or to cause a nuisance, or who causes or suffers 
such animals to stray about without a keeper or who keeps any animal 
on his premises so as to be a nuisance or danger to any person shall be 
punished with fine which may extend to twenty-five rupees. 

CJ. a. 137A. l99. 168. Whoever feeds any animal which is kept for dairy purposes 
Feeding animals on filth. or is intended for human food on excrementitious 
matter, stable-refuse, filth or other offensive matter, or permits such 
animal to feed or to be fed on such matter, shall be punished with fine 
which may extend to fifty .rupees. 

Of. a. 138. -l+(), 169. (7) It shall be lawful for the municipality to direct by 
Consumption of smoke. public notice that every furnace employed, or to 

be employed in any works or buildings used for the purpose of any trade 
or manufacture whatsoever within the limits of the municipal borough 
whether a steam engine be or be not used or employed therein, shall in 
all cases be constructed, supplemented or altered so as to consume or burn, 
or reduce as far as may be practicable, the smoke arising from such 
furnace. · 

(2) If any person shall after such direction use, or permit to be used, 
any such furnace not so constructed, supplemented, or altered, or shall 
so negligently use, or permit to be used, any such furnace that the smoke 
arising therefrom shall not be effectually consumed or burnt as far as 
may be practicable, such person being the owner or occupier of the said 
works or buildings or an agent or other person employed by such owner or 
occupier for managing the same, shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to fifty rupees and upon any sub®quent conviction to· five hundred 
rupees: 

Provided that nothing in this section shall be held to apply to locomo
tive engines used for the purpose of traffic upon any railway or for the 
repair of roads. 

(8) Regulatim of markets, sale of food, etc. 

!~. 170. (1) It shall be lawful for the municipality to direct that no 
Licensing markets and place other than a municipal market or slaughter

slaughter-houses. house, shall be used for any of the purposes speci
fied in sub-clause (i) and (ii) of clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 
58 except under and in accordance with the conditions of a license from 
the standing committee, which may at its discretion from time to time 
grant, suspend, withhold or withdraw such licenses either generally or in 
individual cases. 

(2) Whoever uses or permits the use of any place contrary to such 
direction, or without the license required as aforesaid, or in contravention 
of any of the conditions or during thi suspension or after the withdrawal 
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of such lice!lBe, shall be punished with fine which may extend to 
twenty-five rupees. · 

(3) Upon a conviction being obtained in respect of any place under 
sub-section (2) of this section, the magistrate shall, on the application of 
the standing committee but not otherwise, order such place to be closed, 
and thereupon appoint persons or take other steps to prevent such place 
being so used ; and every person who so uses or permits the use of a 
place after it has been so ordered to be closed, shall be punished with a 
fine which may extend to five rupees for each day during which he conti
nues so to use, or permits such use of, the place after it has been so ordered 
to be closed. 

(.J) Nothing in this section or in sub-clause (ii) of clause (b) of sub-
section (J) of section 58 shall apply to any liquor as defined in the Bombay Bom. v of 
Abkari Act, 1878. 1878. 

m. 171. (1) The municipality may from time to time open or close Cf. s. 140. 

Opfning, closing and a~y public market or slaughter-house. It may also 
letting of markets and e1ther take stallage or other rents or fees for the 
slaughter-houses. use by any person of any such market or slaughter· 
house, or from time to time sell by public auction or otherwise the pri
'·ilege of occupying any stall or space in or of otherwise using any such 
market or slaughter-house. 

(2) Any person who, without the permission of or a license from the 
municipality, shall sell or expose for sale any article in the said markets 
or use the said slaughter-houses, shall be punished with fine which may 
extend to twenty-five rupees. 

!+a 172. It shall be lawful for the municipality to lease by public 
Farming•of market and auction or private contract the collecting of any 

slaughter-house rents. rent or fees which may be imposed under section 
m 111. 
Provided that the lessee shall give security for the due fulfilment of the 

conditions of the lease. 

!+4. 173. It shall be lawful for a municipality with the sanction of the Cf. s.l41. 
Slaughtcr-housfs, etc., Commissioner or, if authorized by him,· of the 

bt>yond municipal limits. Collector to establish slaughter houses or places 
for the disposal of carcasses of animals beyond the limits of the municipal 
borough, and all provisions of this Act and of by-laws in force thereunder 
relating to such slaughter-houses or places within the municipal borough, 
shall have full force in slaughter-houses or places established under this 
section, as if they were within the municipal borough. 

~. 17 .J. (1) The president, vice-president, chairman of the standing Cf 
8 142• 

Sf.'&I'Cb for and committee, Chief Officer or any councillor or · ' 
ins(X"<'tio~ of unwhole· officers authorized by the municipality in this 
110me arhdt.>s. behalf-

( a) may at all reasonable times enter into any place for the purpose 
of in:::pecting and may inspect any animals, carcasses, meat, poultry, 
gam~. flesh, fish, fruit, vegetables, corn, bread, flour, milk, ghee, butter 
or other articles intended for human food or drink or for medicine, 
\\·hether exposed or hawked about for sale or deposited in or brougM 
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to any place for the purpose of sale or of preparation for sale, or may 
enter into and inspect any place used as a slaughter-house, and may 
examine anything which may be therein ; and 

(b) 'in case any such animals, carcasses, or other articles before 
mentioned appear to be diseased or unsound or unwholesome or unfit 
for human food or drink or medicine, may seize the same. 

Any article which is of a perishable nature may under the orders of the 
president, vice-president, chairman of the standing committee or Chief 
Officer, if in his opinion it is diseased, unsound, unwholesome or unfit 
for human food, drink or medicine, forthwith be destroyed. 

Every animal and every article which is not of a perishable nature, 
if seized as aforesaid, shall be taken before a Magistrate. 

If it appear to the Magistrate upon sufficient evidence that any such 
animal or article is diseased or unsound or unwholesome or unfit for 
human food, drink or medicine, the owner or person in whose possession 
it was found, not being merely bailee or carrier thereof, shall, if in such 

XLV of 1860. case the provisions of section 273 of the Indian Penal Code do not apply, 
be punished with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees, and the 
Magistrate shall cause such animal or article to be destroyed or to be so 
disposed of as to prevent its being exposed for sale or used for human food 
or drink or medicine. 

(2) In every municipal borough in which by virtue of a notification 
. Adulterated articles under sub-section (4) of section 1 of the Bombay 
for fo.od or drink. Prevention of Adulteration Act, 1899, the provi

Bom. 11 of sions of that Act are in force~ and in respect of any food or drink to which 
1899. the provisions of any section coming into force under sub-section (4) of 

section 1 of that Act are for the time being applicable in such borough 
by a notification, under sub-section (5) of section 1 of that Act, the 
following provisions shall be in fotce-Lnamely :-

If any article to which this sub-section is applicable as aforesaid is 
intended for food or drink, the president, vice-president, chairman of 
the standing committee, Chief Officer or any councillor or officers autho
rised by the municipality in this behalf in case such article appears not 
to be what it is represented to be, may seize the same, and if it appears 
to a Magistrate upon sufficient evidence that such article is not what 
it is represented to be, such Magistrate may order the same to be des
troyed or to be so disposed of as to prevent its being exposed for sale 
or used for food or drink ; and the owner thereof or the person in 
whose possession the same was found, not being merely carrier or 
bailee thereof, shall, if in such case the provisions of section 273 of the 

XLV o"l860. Indian Penal Code do not apply, be punished with fine which may 
extend to one hundred rupees. · 

Explanation.-1£ such article having been exposed or stored in or 
brought to any place for sale as ghee, contains any substance not exclusive
ly derived from milk, it shall be deemed to be, for the purposes of this 
sub-section, an article which is not what it is represented to be. -
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\\'IH~re any article to which t~is sub-section is app~ic~ble, appears 
rrotertion t.o rwi'IIOna to the Ma.gtstrate not to be what 1t 1s represented 

at·tiug in good faith. to be, solely by reason of the fact that there has 
be('n a!lded to it some substance not injurious to health, no offence shall 
be deemed to have been committed by the owner of the article or the 
per~:~on in whose possession the same is found, if such owner or person 
proves to the satisfaction of the Magistrate-

(a) .that such substance has been added to the article because the 
same is required for the production or preparation thereof, as an article 
of commerce, in a state fit for carriage or consumption, and not fraudu
ll•ntly to increase the bulk, weight, or measure of the article or conceal 
the inferior quality thereof, or 

(b) that in the process of production, preparation or conveyance of 
such article, the extraneous substance has unavoidably become inter
mixed therewith, or 

(c) that, by a label distinctly and legibly written or printed on or 
with the said article or by other means of public description, he has 
given sufficient notice that such substance has been so added, or · 

(d) that-
(!:) the said article was purchased by him with a written warranty 

that it was of a certain nature, substance and quality, 
(ii) he had no reason to believe that it was not of such nature, 

substance and quality as aforesaid, and 
(iii) it was not exposed, hawked about, or brought for sale by him 

ot.hl•rwise than as an article of the nature, substance and quality 
11pecified in the written warranty, and was in the same state in which 
he purchased it. 

Prm·idrd that this sub-seclion sl~all not apply to any borough to which 
tllfJ Bombay Prevention of Adulleration Act of192/i has been exten.dd. 

(3) In all prosecutions under this section the Magistrate shall refuse 
to issue a summons for the attendance of any 

Applkation for person accused of an offence against its provisions 
aunmwna t.o Ul'lrt>fuRI'Il 1 h • 1' d f · hi 
if not appli!'d for within un ess .t e summons 1s app 1e or Wlt n a reason-
rt>Uunaule time, able t1me from the alleged date of the offence 

of which such person is accused. 
~~. 175. The president, vice-president, Chief Officer or any councillor CJ. a. ·143. 
}'alai' Wf'ighta and authorised by the municipality in this behalf, 

Dll'llsurM. may at all reasonable times enter into any place 
used for the sa.le of articles used for human food, and inspect the weights 
and measures m use i and if the person in charge be found in possession 
of any false or defective weights or measures, or of weights and measures 
b~ the use o! which the public may be defrauded, he shall be punished 
\nth fine which may extend to two hundred and fifty rupees .. 

(9) Regulalion of clairie,s and cattle Blwds. 
l;;, JiG. (1) No person shall, for the purposes of trade, use or permit 

Li('('tuoiug of dairiN. to be used any place for stabling milch cattle 
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or for storin~ or selling milk ?r for making, storing or selling butter except 
under and m accordance mth the terms of a license from the standing 
committee. 

(2) The standing committee may gran'f such license subject to such 
conditions as it may deem fit and may at any time withdraw such license 
on giving one month's notice to the licensee: 

Provided that where the licensee has contravened any of the conditions 
of the license, the license may be withdrawn without any such notice. 

(3) Whoever so uses or permits to be used any place for any of the 
aforesaid purposes without, or in contravention of any of the conditions 
of, or after the withdrawal of, or during the suspension of, such license, 
shall be punished with fine which may extend to fifty rupees and in 
the case of a continuing offence with additional fine which may extend 
to ten rupees for each day during which such offence is continued after 
the date of the conviction for the first such offence. 

(4) Upon a conviction being obtained in respect of any place under 
sub-section (3) the Magistrate shall, on the application of the municipa
lity but not otherwise, order such place to be closed, and thereupon, 
appoint persons or take other steps to prevent such place being so used. 

(10) Prevention of dangerous diseases. 

±+8177. (1) The Government may at any time confer by notification 
on any municipality designated therein, all or 

. Powers ~o prevent any of the powers specified in sub-section (2), 
d1sease which may at d h · · l't h 11 b' t t ll h any time be conferred. an sue murumpa 1 y s a , su JeC o a sue 

limitations, restrictions and conditions, if any, 
. as the Government in the same or in any subsequent notification may 

prescribe in such behalf, exercise within the municipal borough every 
power so conferred on it, for such period as may be specified in this behalf, 
in any such notification, or if no period is-so specified, then, until the power 
is withdrawn. 

(2) The powers, all or any of which may be conferred under the preced 
ing sub-section, are :-

(a) power by orders, which may be either of special or general appli
cation, to direct that every medical practitioner, who knows or may 
have reason to believe that any person whom he has visited in his 
professional capacity in any dwelling not being a hospital, or that every 
manager of any factory or educational institution, or every head of a 
household, who knows or has reason to believe that any person who 
resides in any dwelling under his management or control, is suffering 
from any illness which may reasonably be supposed to be a dangerous 
disease, shall give information of the same with the least practicable 
delay to such person as may be designated by the municipality in that 
behalf; 

(b) power to direct or authorize the inspection, without notice, or 
with such notice as to the person directed or authorised to inspect 
appears reasonable of any place i~ which any dangerous disease is 
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reported or suspected to exist and the taking of measures to prevent 
the spread of the disease beyond such place ; 

(c) power to prohibit the removal of water for the purpose of drink
ing from any well, tank or other place which may appear to the munici
pality, on the advice of a medical officer, likely to endanger or cause 
the ~pread of any dangerous disease; 

(d) power to direct or cause the removal, on a certificate signed by 
any duly qualified medical practitioner authorised by the municipality 
in this behalf, of any person who is without proper lodging or accommo
dation, or who is lodged in a room or set of apartments occupied by 
more than one family, or in a place where his presence may be a danger 
to the neighbourhood, and who is suffering from a dangerous disease, 
to any hospital or place at which persons suffering from the said disease 
are received for medical treatment ; and to prohibit the person so 
removed from leaving such hospital or place without the permission 
of the municipality ; 

(e) power to require by written notice the owner or occupier of any 
building or part of a building, or a person owning or in charge of any 
article therein, to cleanse or disinfect such building or part thereof or 
article, either at his own expense, or in case of poverty, or for other 
cause which the municipality in the circumstances of the case considers 
reasonable, at the expense of the municipality ; 

(f) power to provide the means, and to prescribe places, for disinfect
in;r or washing bedding or other articles which have been exposed to 
infection from any dangerous disease, and to direct the destruction 
thereof; 

(g) power-
(i) to provide and maintain suitable conveyances for the free 

carriage of persons suffering from any dangerous disease, and 
(ii) when such provi'lion is made, to prohibit the conveyance of 

such persons in all or any public conveyances, and 
(iii) to direct that any conveyances that may at any tnne be used 

for connyingJiny such persons shall be immediately disinfected ; 
(II) power to prohibit-

(i) any person suffering from any dangerous disease from wilfully 
expo~ing himself, without proper precautions against spreading the 
said di~ease, in any street or in any school or factory, or in any inn, 
dharm~hala, theatre, market or other place of public resort, or 

(ii) any person in charge of any person so suffering from so expos
ing such sufferer; 

(i) power to prohibit any person from removing to another place, 
or tran~ft•rring to another person, except for the purpose of disinfec
tit)n, any article which the person prohibited l."nows or has reason to 
bdien' h;ls been exposed to infection of any kind whatwever from 
any tbngerous Ji::>t.'ase ; 
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(}i rcwcr to fHhi1it the lettirg of or the providiug of liClOmmoda
tion in any hotel, inn, dharmshala or serai, in which a person has, or 
in which there is reason to believe that a person has been suffering 
from a dangerous disease, unless and until the puson desiring so to 
let ·or provide accommodation shall have had the building, or part 
thereof, and any article therein likely to retain infection, disinfected 
to the satisfaction of the municipality, or of such officer as the munici
pality may appoint in this behalf; 

(k) power, ·with the previous permission in each case of a Magistrate 
exercising not less than second class powers, to destroy any insanitary 
huts or sheds in which there is reason to believe that persons have 
been suffering from a dangerous disease. 

(3) The municipality may, in its discretion, give compensation to any 
person who suGtains substantial loss by the destruction of any property 
under this section, but, except as allowed by the municipality, no claim 
for compensation shall lie for any loss or damage caused by any exercise 
of the powers specified therein. 

(4) Any person who in a municipal borough disobeys any order which 
is for the time being in force therein, and which has been passed by the 
municipality in exercise of any power conferred on such municipality 
under this section, or obstructs any officer of the municipality or other 
person acting under the authority of the municipality in carrying out 
executively any such order, shall be punished with fine which may extend 
to t-wa ffil::l:Hlt·~jifty rupees. 

l.f.9. 178. (1) In the event of the municipal borough or any part thereof 

Duties of municipality 
on threatened or actual 
outbreak of dangerous 
disease. 

being at any time threatened or visited with an 
outbreak of any dangerous disease, the municipa
lity shall take all such measures as the Government 
may deem necessary for the purpose of preventing, 
meeting, mitigating or suppressing such outbreak. 

(2) In such event as aforesaid the Government may by special notifi
cation declaring that such municipal borough is threatened or visited 
with an outbreak of a dangerous disease, confer on the municipality all 
or any of the additional powers specified in the following sub-section, 
and such municipality shall, subject to such limitation"s, restrictions and 
conditions, if any, as the Government in the same or in any subsequent 
notification may prescribe, exercise every such power so conferred on it 
until the same is withdrawn by means of a like notification. 

(3) The powers, all or any of which may be conferred under the preced
ing sub-section, are-

(a) power to order, subject to the conditions-

(i) that the permission of a Magistrate exercising not less than 
second class powers shall be in each case first obtained, and 

(ii) that acc0mmodation for all persons to whom the order refers 
i~ tn a .In Lie, or ~hall be provided·, elsewhere, 
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the u·acuatton of an infected building used as a dwelling or ofany part 
thereof, or of any building so used adjacent to such building, by the 
person or persons residing, whether habitually or temporarily, therein; 

(b) power to direct the examination by a medical officer of persons 
and if necessary, the disinfection of the clothing, bedding, or other 
articles suspected of being infected, belonging to persons either arriving 
from places outside the municipal borough, or residing in any building 
adjacent to any infected building, and to direct that any such person 
shall give his address and present himself daily for medical examination 
at such times and places as may be prescribed, for a period not exceeding 
ten days; 

(c) Power to prohibit either generally, or by special order in any 
individual case, assemblages consi..'lting of any number of persons exceed
ing fifty, in any place whether public or private, or in any circumstances, 
or for any purpose, if in the opinion, recorded in writing, of the Civil 
Surgeon of the district or other medical officer appointed by the Govern
ment in this behalf, such a.ssemblages in such place or in such circum
stances or for such purpose, would be likely to become a means of 
spreading the disease or of rendering it more virulent. 

( l) The municipality may in its discretion give compensation to any 
person who sustains substantial loss by the destruction of any property 
under this section; but except as allowed by the municipality, no claim 
for compensation shall lie for any loss or damage caused by any exercise 
of the powers specified therein. 

(5) If in any municipal borough in which a notification under sub
section (2) is for the time being in force, any person-

( a) knowingl{ disobeys any order which for the time being is in 
force in such borough and which has been passed by the municipality in 
exercise of any power conferred on it under section m 177 or under this 
section, or 

(b) obstructs any officer of the municipality or other person acting 
under the authority of the municipality in carrying out. executively 
anv such order, 
su~h person shall be punished with fine which may extend to one thous
and rupees. 

Withdr11wal and modi
lh·lltiun of powers and 
ordt·rs. 

1-W. l'i9. (1) The Government may at any Cf. s.l46. 

time-
( a) withdraw any power conferred under section ~ 1(7 or under 

section ~ I IS ; · 

(b) caned or modify any linll.tation, restriction or condition prescribed 
iu respect of any such power ; or 

(r) caned any order passed by a municipality in exercise of 8J11 such 
power. 

(2) En·:y order passed ~~~ a municipality in exercise of any such power 
as aforesaui !'hall, on the Withdrawal of such power, cease to be in hrct; 
in the municipal borough. 
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m. 180. If in any municipal borough any infectious disease 

D t . f . . l't amongst cattle, sheep or goats breaks out or if the 
u tes o mumctpa 1 y . d . £ • 

in Mspect of diseases mtro uct10n o any ~qch disease appears to be 
among cattle, sheep or likely, the municipality shall take all such measures 
goats. · as it may deem necessary for the purpose of 
preventing, meeting, mitigating or suppressing the disease or the out
break or introduction thereof. 

lgg, 181. (1) Whenever the standing committee considers the 
Proceedings to abate interior o~ a building is so overcrowded a.s t? ~e 

the overcrowding of the or to be likely to become dangerous or preJudiCial 
interiors of buildings. to the health of the inhabitants of that or of any 
neighbouring building, the standing committee may cause proceedings 
to be taken before a Magistrate of the first class for the purpose of 
obtaining an order to prevent ~uch overcrowding. 

(2) Such Magistrate may, on the production of a certificate by a 
medical officer stating his opinion that the overcrowding complained of 
is likely to cause disease or risk of disease, and after such further inquiry, 
if any, as may appear to such Magistrate necessary, require the owner 
of the building within a reasonable time, not being more than six weeks 
or less than ten days, to abate the number of lodgers, tenants or other 
inmates of the said building to such extent as he shall deem necessary 
to prescribe, or may pass such other order as. he shall deem just and 
proper. 

(3) If the owner of the said building shall have sublet the same, 
the landlord of the lodgers, tenants or other actual inmates of the same 
shall for the purposes of this section be deemed to be the owner of the 
building. 
. (4) It_ shall be incumbent on any owner, to whom a requisition is 
issued under sub-section (2), forthwith to give to so many of the lodgers, 
tenants or other actual inmates of the said building as may be necessary 
to fulfil the conditions prescribed in such. requisition, written notice to 
vacate the said building within the period specified in such requisition, 
and any such lodgers, tenants or inmates receiving such notice shall be 
bound to comply therewith. 

(5) Any ovmer who after the date specified in any requisition issued 
under sub-section (2) permits the overcrowding of any building in con
travention of such requisition, and' any person who omits to vacate any 
such building in accordance with notice given to him under sub-section 
( 4), shall be punished with fine which may extend to ten rupees for each 
day subsequent to the date specified in such requisition during which 
such overcrowding, or such omission to vacate, continues. 

00. 182. (J) If the Government is of opinion that risk of disease 

S . 1 h' h has arisen or is likely to arise either to any 
peel& powers w 1c • • inh b' · . h 

may be conferred by the occupier m, or to any a 1tant m t e 
Government in respect of neighbourhood of, any area by reason of any of 
overcrowded area. the following defects, namely--

(a) the manner in which either buildings or blocks of buildings, 
already existing or projected therein, are, or are likely to become, 
crowdetl together, or 
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(b) the impracticability oi cleansing any such buildings or blocks 
of buildings, already existing or projected, or 

(c) the want of drainage or scavenging, or the difficulty of arranging 
therein for the drainage or scavenging of any such buildings or blocks 
or area as aforesaid, or 

(d) the narrowness, closeness, bad arrangement or bad condition of the 
streets or buildings or groups of buildings, 
it may by notification confer on the municipality to which such area is 
subject, all or any of the powers specified in sub-section (2), and may, if 
it deems necessary, at any time make rules 1rescribing any limitations, 
restrictions, modifications, conditions or regulations, subject to which 
the municipality shall exercise within that area all powers so conferred, 
unless and until those powers are withdrawn by a subsequent notifica
tion of the Government. 

(2) The powers all or any of which may b~ conferred on a municipality 
under sub-section (1) are as follows:-

(a) power when any building or block already existing or in course of 
erection, by reason of any defect specified in sub-section (1), has given 
or is in the opinion of the municipality likely to give rise to such risk 
as aforesaid, to require by a written notice, to be fixed upon some con
spicuous part of such building or block and addressed, as the municipa
lity deems fit, either to the owners thereof or to the owners of the land on 
which such building or block is erected or is in course of erection that 
the persons so addressed shall, within such reasonable time as shall 
be specified in the notice, either pull down or remove such building or 
block, or execute such works or take such action in connection therewith 
as the municipality deems necessary to prevent all such risk of disease; 

(b) power by municipal or other agency, to pull down or remove such 
building or block, or to execute such works or take such action as 
aforesaid, if the persons addressed in the said notice neglect so to 
(' o within the time specified therein; · 

(c) power, subject to a right of appeal to the Commissioner whose 
decision shall be conclusive, to prohibit, by written notice addressed to 
the ov.11eN and occupiers of any site or space hereinafter described and 
by general notice published in the manner provided in sub-section (3) of 
section IM-19.J, the erection of any building or of any building exceeding 
such dimensions as may be specified in such notice :-

(i) on the site of any building which has, in whole or in part, under 
the protisions of this section, been pulled down, or 

(ii) on any space not occupied by buildings, whether such space 
is private property or not and whether it is enclosed or not, 
if the municipality considers that in order to prevent such risk as 
aforesaid, such site or space should not be built upon in whole or in part ; 
and either to acquire such site or space or to prescribe such conditions 
as may be deemed necessary as to the use which the owner or occupier 
rna y make or permit to be made thereof : · 

Pro\·ided that in every case compensation, the amount of which shall in 
case of di-.pute be &S('ertained and determined in the manner frovided 
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in section lml196, shall be paid to any person whose rights are affected by 
such prohibition. 

(·3) When, in pursuance of any notice under sub-section (2), any building 
has been pulled down, the municipality shall, unless such building has 
been erected contrary to any provision of this Act or of any by-law in force 
thereunder, pay to such owner or occupier as may have sustained damage 
thereby, reasonable compensation, the amount of which shall in case of 
dispute be ascertained or determined in the manner provided in section 
w 198. 

(4) The Government may prescribe by rule a fine not exceeding five 
hundred rupees for every breach, and a further fine not exceeding twenty 
rupees a day for every continuing breach, of any order made or conditions 
imposed by the municipality in exercise of any powers conferred upon 
it under this section. . 

f84. 183. (1) Where the .municipality is of opinion that any place 
. used for the disposal of the dead is in such a state 

. Closmg of places for as to be, or to be likely to become, injurious to 
d1eposal of the dead. h 1. h . b . . . . . h h eat , It may su mit Its op1n1on Wit t e reasons 
therefor to the Commissioner and the Commissioner thereupon, after 
such further inquiry, if any, as he shall deem fit to cause to be made, may 
by notification direct that such place shall cease to be so used from such 
date as may be specified in that behalf in the said notification. 

(2) A copy of the said notification together with a translation thereof 
in the vernacular of the district shall be published in the local newspapers, 
if any, and shall be posted up at the municipal office and in one or more 
conspicuous. spots on or near the place to which the same relates. 

(3) Any person who buries or otherwise disposes of any corpse in any 
such place, after the date specified in the said notification for closure of the 
same, shall be punished with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees . 

. ( 11} Nuisances from certain trades and occupations. 
~. 184. (1) If it be shown to the satiSfaction of the standing com

Regulation of certain nilttee that any building or place used or intended 
trades. by any person to be used-

( a} for boiling or storing offal, blood, bones or rags, 
(b} for salting, curing, or storing fish, 
(c) for storing hides, horns or skins, 
(d) for tanning, 
(e) for the manufacture of leather or leather goods, 
(f) for dyeing, . 
(g) for melting tallow or sulphur, 
(h) for washing or drying wool or hair, 
(i) as a brick, pottery or lime kiln, 
(j} for soap-making, 
(k} for oil-boiling or oil extracting, 
(l) as a manufactory of sago, 

(m) as a distillery, . 
(n) for storing hay, straw, fodder, wood, coal or other combust1hle 

material, -
(o) as a manufactory of snuff, 
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(p) for the manufacture or sale of sw~etmeats, 
(q) as a factory, workshop or place of business in which animals 

are employed or intended to be employed for doing work, or in which 
steam, water or any mechanical power is used or intended to be used, 

(r) as a manufactory or place of business of any other kind, from 
which offensive or unwholesome smells arise, or which may involve 
risk of fire, 

is or is likely to become by reason of such use and of its situation a. 
nuisance to the neighbourhood or is so used or is so situated as to be likely 
to be dangerous to life, health or property, the standing committee may 
by "\\'l'itten notice require the owner or occupier-

(i) at once to discontinue the use of, or at once to desist from carrying 
out or allowing to be carried out the intention so to use, such building or 
place, or 

(ii) to use it in such manner or after such structural alterations as 
the standing committee in such notice prescribes, so that it may not 
become, or may be no longer, a nuisance or dangerous. 
For the purpose of sub-section (r) nuisance shaU include any contamina

tion of the atmosphere whereby a deposit of soot or any mechaniJ-Al Mise i.s 
caused. 

Nothing in this sub-section shall be deemed to affect any provision of till! 
Indian Boilers Act, I923, or shall authorize any order relating to the fixing 
or fencing of any engine, mill-gearing, hoist or other machinery in any 
factory to which the prwisions of the Indian Factories Act, I911, are appli
cable. 

(2) Whoever after notice has been given under sub-section (I), uses 
. . . any building or place or permits it to be used in 

a.it~~a~~~~~e. to renalty such a manner as to be a nuisance to the neighbour-
hood or dangerous to life, health, or property, 

shall be punished with fine which may extend to two hundred rupees, 
and with further fine which may extend to forty rupees for every day 
on which such use or permission of use is continued after the date of the 
first conviction. 

(3) Vpon a conviction being obtain~d under this section the Magistrate 
shall, on the application of the standing committee but not otherwise, 
order such place to be closed and thereupon appoint persons or take 
other steps to prevent such place being used for any purpose mentioned 
in sub-section (I). 

(4) Whoever uses without a license or during the suspension or after 

r It f I
. d the withdrawal of a license, any place for any 

«.>na. y or un acense • d . b . (I) . 
pla.rea in district in purpose ment10ne m su -sect10n m any 
11hi~h by.Jaws .~nder municipal borough in which by-laws are for the 
~tlon 5~ (I) (b) (m) are time beino in force prescribing the conditions on 
In force. o 

or subject to which, the circumstances in which, 
and the areas ox: localities in respect of which, licenses for such use 
may be granted, refused, suspended or withdrawn, shall be punished 
"ith fine which may extend to fifty rupees and with further fine which 
may niend to ten rupees for every day on which such 1llle is 
continued after the date of first conviction. 
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'f. •· 151A. 189. 185. (1) No perSOJ?. shall use or employ in any factory or any 
. . . other place any whistle or trumpet operated by 

Prohibt~JOn of use of steam or mechanical means for the purpose of 
steam-whiStles, etc. . dis--.: . 

summonmg or lllissmg workmen or persons 
employed except under and in accordance with the conditions of a license 
from the standing committee. 

(2) The standing committee may grant such license subject to such con
ditions as it may deem fit and may at any time withdraw such license on 
giving one month's notice to the licensee : 
. Provided that where the licensee has contravened any of the 

conditions of the license, the license may be withdrawn without any 
such notice. 

(.3) Whoever uses or employs any such whistle or trumpet as aforesaid 
without or in contravention of any of the conditions of or after the with
drawal of such license, shall be punished with fine which may extend to 
fifty. rupees. . 

f. B. 152, };.g!f., 186. Whoever in any street Or public place Within the limits of a 
municipal borough loiters for the purposes of 

• Loitering or importun- prostitution, or importunes any person to the 
mg for purposes of • • f 1. li h ll b . h d 
pro.<Jtitution. COmllliSSlOn o sexua Immora ty, s a e pums e 

. with fine which may extend to fifty rupees: 
Provided that no Court shall take cognizance of an offence under this 

section except on the complaint of the person importuned, or of a 
Police officer not below the rank of an officer in charge of a police station 
and specially authorized in this behalf by the District Magistrate or 
by the municipality. 

~e. 153. Brothels. m. 187. In any munir.ipal borough-·· 
. (a) any part of which is within three miles of a cantonment, or 

(b) to which on the application of the municipality the Government 
may by notification have declared this section to apply, 

any Magistrate of the first class, on receiVing information that a house 
within the limits of such borough is used ae a brothel, may summon the 
owner or occupier of such house and on being satisfied that the house is 
so used, may order the owner or occupier to dis:ontinue such use of it; 
and, if such owm•r or occupier shall fail to comply with such order 
within fh·e days, may impose upon him a fine not exc·eeding twenty-five 
rupees for every day thereafter that the house shaH br so used : 

Provided that action under this section shail be taken only-
(a) Fith the sanction or by ':htj order of the District }lagi~trate or 
(h) on the complaint of three or more inhabitants of the municipal 
borough residing in the vicinity of the h')use to \'\ hich the com· 
plaint refers. 

( 12) Regulation (lf pilgrims· lodgin9 houses. 

lS9. 188. (1) No person shall, in any municipal borough which 

Pilgrims' 
holllll's. 

the Government shall have declared bv !lOLlfica
lodging tion to be a pilgrim centre fot the p1irp<.'se~ of 

this section and of clau.;:e (rl) of sub-~er.t.ion (1) or 
section 58, use or permit to be used any place or bdlding for tl:e purpoE~e 
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of lodging pilgrims except under and in accordance with the conditions 
of a Jiceru;e from th~> standing committee. 

(2) The standing committee may g;·ant such lict>nl:t~ ,o;ubject to such 
conditions as 1t. may d .. em fit and may at any time withdraw such· license 
on g'iving one month's notice to thtl liceruee : 

Provided that where the licensee has contravened ll,ny of the conditions 
of the license, the lic·ensc may be withdrawn without any further notice. 

{3) Whoever lodge~ or permits t-o be lodged any pilgrim in any rlace 
or bui!Jing without or in contravention of ~:~,ny of the conJition!' of or 
:tfier the withdrawal of or during the suspension of sucu license shall be 
puniRht:'d with P. fine not exceeding five rupees tor each such pil¢m for 
each day or part of a day during which such pilgrim has been so lodged. 

(13) Powers in case of fire. 

!00. 189. It shall be the d~ty of all police officers and of all munici- Cf. Bom. nr 
pal officers and servants to aid a fire-brigade in the ~~2 1888, 8• 

Polire and municipal execution of its duties. Such officers and servants ' 
offic<>rs to aid fire 1 • h' h fir 
brigade. may c ose any street m or near w 1c a e 

is burning and remove any persons who interfere 
by their presence with the operations of the fire-brigade. 

(1-J) Servke of notkes, penalties on non-compliance therewith, and 
execution of works on default. 

lW:. 190. (1) The service of every notice and the presentation of Of. s. 154. 

. . every bill under this Act on· any person or to any 
S<'rvlCe of ~ot1?6~· etc., person to whom it is by name addressed shall 

addreRsed to mdtviduals, ' ' 
in all cases not otherwise specially provided for in 

this Act, be effected by a municipal officer or servant or other person 
authorized by the Chief Officer in this behalf-

(a) by giving or tendering the notice or bill to the person to whom 
it is addressed; or 

(b) if such person is not found, by leaving the notice or bill at his 
last known place of abode, if within the municipal borough, or ( 
by giving or tendering the notice or bill to some adult male 
member or servant of his family ; or 

(c) if such person does not reside within the municipal borough, 
and his address elsewhere is known to the President or other 
person directing the issue of the notice or bill, then by forwarding 
the notice or bill by registered post under cover bearing the said 
address; or 

(cl) if none of the means aforesaid be available, then by causing 
the bill or notice to be affixed on some conspicuous part of the 
building or land, if any, to which the bill or notice relates. 

(.:?) When any notice under this Act is required or permitted 
, . . by or under this Act to be served upon an 
&•rr~ce of nohc_et~ on owner or occupier of any building or land 

o" nt•rs or O<'<'Upll'rs of • h ll ' 
t.uilJ.inll$ and land8• 1t s a not be necessary to name the owner or 

occupier therein, and the service thereof, iiJ 
H SZi-11) 
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cases not otherwise specially provided for in this Act, shall be effected 
either-

( a) by giving or tendering the notice to the owner or occupier or 
if there be more owners or occupiers..Jihan one, to any one o£ them; 
or 

' (b) if no such owner or occupier be found, then by giving or tendering 
the notice to some male adult member or servant of the family of 
any such owner or occupier as aforesaid ; or 

(c) if none of the means aforesaid be available, then by causing the 
notice to be fixed on some conspicuous part of the building or 
land to which the same relates. 

(3) Every notice which this Act requires or empowers a municipality 

Publ
. d ~, or any municipal authority or officer to give or to 
10 an generat • h bli . ll b 

notices how to be serve e1t er as a pu c notice or genera y or y 
published. provisions which do not expressly require notice 
to be given to individuals therein specified, shall be deemed to have 
been sufficiently given or served if a copy thereof is put up in such conspi
cuous part of the municipal office during such period and in such other 
public buildings and places, or is published in such local papers or in 
other such manner, as the municipality in by-laws in this behalf 
prescribes. 

Defective form not to (4) No notice or bill shall be invalid for defect 
invalidate notice. of form. 

(5) (a) Where any notice under this chapter requires any act to be 
' E t' f t e done for which no time is fixed by this Act, the · xecu1on o acsr· . . . 
quired to be done by not1ce shall fix a reasonable time for domg the 
any notice. same. 

(b) In the event of non-compliance with the terms of the notice it 
. shall be lawful for the Chief officer to take such action or such steps as 
may be necessary for the completion of the act thereby required to be 
done, and all the expenses therein incurred by the municipality shall be 
paid by the person or persons upon whom-the notice was served, and shall 

. be recoverable in the manner provided in section lQ.Q. 197. 
Gi.s- ,-3-(S) m. Ne pe'FSBB 'Feeeivi:B:g the reBt af ara:y laaa 91' lra:i:lE!ffig as 

L' «lilility f .o:..aa:n:~: ageB:t e'F b:astee fe'F aaether peFsea, shall lile 
la e .. 6v.U.V, liable te ae aay:thi:B:g by thls Aet P8EJ:H:irea te 

efie,, ef BW'RE!P. be aeae by the 6W'B:El'F ef sueh laB: a 61' eu:i:J.Eli:Hg 
wtieh may i-Jrvelv:e expeBElitUPe ea the pal't ef sueh eWB:el',~ 
~ faB:ds ef eP aue te saeh ethe'F pePsoB su.4lieieBt te pay fep 
the same ; BeP shalllle lile sul:ljeet te aay peaalty fer emittiB:g te ae 
sueh aet, if lle eaa prev:e tllat tlle aefa:'l:lt was eeeasieaea ey Feasea 
ef hls Bet llav:i:B:g fuB:as ef eP aue te suell etlleP persea su4Iieieat to 
Eleuay tlle exflease of EleiBg tlle aet FeEJ:H:irea. 

Cf. •· 1:5. IQ.a. 191. Whoever disobeys or fails to comply with: any lawful 1 dirac-
Punishment for tion given by any written notice issued by· or on 

disobedi.ence of or~ers behalf of a. municipality under any power conferred 
and not1ces not pumsh· b his h f i1 1 · 
able under any other Y t c apter, or a s to comp y With the 
aeotion. conditions subject to which any permission was 
given to him by or on behalf of a municipality under any power so con-. 
ferred, shall, if the disobedience or fa~ure is not an offence punishable 
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under any other section, be punished with fine which may extend to 
fifty rupees, and with further fine which may e;tend to five rupees for 
every day on which the said disobedience or failure continues after 
the date of the first conviction : 

Provided that when the notice fixes a time within which a certain act 
is t.o be done, and no time is specified in this Act, it shall rest with the 
Magistrate to determine whether the time so fixed was reasonable time 
within the meaning of this Act. 

lll4. 192. (1) Where under the provisions of this Act any work is OJ. a. 156• 

'I · · l't · d £ It required to be executed by the owner or occupier 
JJ uruc1pa 1 y m e au buil . l d d f ul . d . h 

of owner or occupier of any ding or an an de a t lS ma e m t e 
may execute works and execution of such work, the municipality, whether 
recover expenses. any penalty is or is not provided for such default, 
may cause such work to be executed ; and the expenses thereby 
incurred shall, unless otherwise expressly provided in this Act, be paid 
to it by the person by whom such work ought to have been executed, 
and shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount claimed on 
account of any tax recoverable under Chapter VIII either in one sum 
or by instalments as to the municipality may seem fit : 

Provided that-
(a) where any drainage scheme or water-works scheme has been 

commenced by any municipality, it shall be lawful 
Agreement for con· for the municipality without prejudice to its 

etruction of drainage and d · 1 ~o 12 h • ' 
water connections. powers un er sectiOn~ 7 or any ot er prOVlSlOn 

of this Act, to m!l-ke a special agreement with the 
owner of any building or land as to the manner in which the drainage or 
water-connection thereof shall be carried out, and the pecuniary or other 
assistance, if any, which the municipality shall render: and any payment 
agreed upon by the owner shall be recovered in accordance with the terms 
of such agreement or in default, in the manner described in sub-sections 
(2) and (3); 

(b) where an order or requisition has been passed under sub-section (1) 

1 t of section 113, sub-section (1) of section 115, 
mprovemen expenses. sub-section (2) or (8) of section 121 or under section 

Ul} 125, l,g.8 127, M3132, or l3.t 133 or where permission has been 
gh·en under section 100 129, or where an arrangement has been made 
under proviso (a) of this sub-section, the municipality may, 
without prejudice to any other powers under this Act, if it thinks fit, 
declare any expenses incurred by the municipality in the execution of 
such order or in the carrying out of such requisition, permission or . 
arrangement t.o be improvement expenses. Improvement expenses shall 
be a charge upon the premises or land, and shall be levied in such 
instalments as the municipality may decide, including interest at the 
rate of se\"en and a half per cent. per annum, and shall be recover
able in the manner described in sub-sections (2) and {3). 

(2) If the defaulter be the owner of the building or land, the muni-. 
Power to le"y charg"" on cipality may, by way of additional remedy, 

oocupit>r ..-ho may de-duct whether a suit or proceeding has been brought or 
the ll&mf from his rent. taken against such owner or not, require, subject 

B 827-lOa 
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to the provisions of sub-section (3), the payment of all or any part 
of the expenses payable by the owner for the time being from the person 
who then, or any time thereafter, occupies the building or land under 
such owner ; and in default of payment.·thereof by such occupier on 
demand, the same may be levied from such occupier, and every amount 
so leviable shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount claimed 
on account of any tax recoverable under Chapter . VIII ; every such 
occupier shall be entitled to deduct from the rent payable by him to his 
landlord so much as has been so paid by or recovered from such occupier 
in respect of any such expenses. · 

(3) No occupier of any building or land shall be liable to pay more 
money in respect of any expenses charged by this 

Occupiers not to be Act on the owner thereof, than the amount of 
lia.ble for more than the rent which is due from such occupier for the 
amount of rent due. . . . . 

building or land m respect of which such expenses 
are payable, at the time of the demand made upon him, or which at any 
time after such demand and notice not to pay rent to the landlord, has 
accrued and become payable by such occupier, unless he neglect or 
refuse, upon application made to him for that purpose by the municipality, 
truly to disclose the amount of his rent, and the name and the address 
of the person to whom such rent is payable ; but the burden of proof that 
the slllli demanded of any such occupier is greater than the rent which 
was due by him at the time of such demand, or which has since accrued, 
shall be upon such occupier : 

Provided that nothing herein contained shall be taken to affect 
any special contract made between any such oc.cupier and the owner 
respecting the payment of any such expenses as aforesaid. 

I-Q.a. 193. Where default is made by the owner of any building or 

0 . . d f ult f land in the execution of any work required to be 
ccup1er m e a o d b him h . f h buildin owner, may execute execute y , t e occup1er o sue g or 

works and d~duct ex- land may, with..t_he approval of the municipality, 
pensea from his rent. cause such work to be executed, and the expense 
thereof shall be paid to him by the owner, or the amount may be deducted 
out of the rent from time to time becoming due from him to such owner. 

100. 194. If the occupier of any building or land prevent the owner 

Pr din if thereof from carrying into effect, in respect of · 
oceegs any .. ld fh .. f 

occupier opposes the such building or an , any o t e prOVlSlOns o 
execution of the Act. this Act, after notice of his intention so to carry 
them into effect has been given by the owner to such occupier, any 

· Magistrate upon proof thereof, and upon application of the owner, 
may make an order in writing requiring such occupier to permit the 
owner to execute all such works, with respect to such building or land, 
as may be necessary for carrying into effect the provisions of this Act, 
and may also, if he thinks fit, order the occupier to pay to the ·owner the 
costs relating to such application or order, and if, after the expiration 
of eight days from the date of the order, such occupier continue to refuse 
to permit such owner to execute any such work, such occupier shall for 
every day during which he so continues to refuse, be punished with a 
fine which may extend to fiity rupeesJ and every such owner, during the 
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continuance of such refusal shall be discharged from any penalties to 
which he might otherwise have become liable by reason of his default in 
executing such works. 

(15) .Miscellaneous. 
M. 195. It shall be lawful for the president, vice-president, Chief Of. •· 159. 
Entry for purposes of Officer m· aay eettB:eilleP al:l:theFisea l:ly the 

tbe Act. muaieipality fsp sa.eh fllU'flese or any officer 
authorised by the Chief O.f!Wer jor such purpose, to enter, for any purpose 
of this Act, between sunrise and sunset, with such assistants as he may 
deem necessary, into and upon any building or land : 

Provided that, except when herein otherwise provided, no building or 
land which may be occupied at the time shall be entered unless with the 
consent of the occupier thereof, without twenty-four hours' written 
notice thereof having been given to the said occupier: 

Provided also that in the case of buildings used as human dwellings, due 
regard shall be paid to the social and religious customs of the occupiers . 

.fQ-8, 196. (1) If Hi-s~~ an agreement is not arrived at with OJ, s. 160. 

Arbitration in cases of respect to any compensation or damages which 
compensation, etc. are by this Act directed to be paid, the amount 
and if necessary the apportionment of the same shall be ascertained and 
determined by a panchayat of five persons, of whom two shall be appoint-
ed by the municipality, two by the party to or from whom such com
pensation or damages may be payable or recoverable, and one, who shall 
be sir-panch, shall be selected by the members already appointed as 
above. 

(2) If either party or both parties fail to appoint members, or if the 
members fail to select a sir-panch, within one month from the date of 
either party receiving written notice from the other of claim to such 
rontpensation or damages, such members as may be necessary to 
constitute the panchayat shall be appointed, at the instance of either 
party, by the District Judge. 

(3) In the event of the panchayat not giving a decision within one 
month from the date of the selection of the sir-panch or of the appoint-
ment by the District Court of such members as may be necessary to con-
stitute the panchayat, the matter shall, on application by either party, be 
determined by the District Court wbich shall, in cases in which the 
compensation is claimed in respect of land, follow as far as may be the 
procedure provided by the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, or proceedings in 1 of 1894. 
matters referred for the determination of the Court : 

Provided that-
(a) no application to the Collect<lr for a reference shall be necessary, 

and • 
(b) the Court shall ba,·e full power t<l give and apportion the costs of 

all proceedings in any manner it thinks fit. 
(I) In any case where the compensation is claimed in respect of land and 

the panchayat has given a decision, either party, if dissatisfied with the 
decision, may within a month of the date thereof apply to the District 
Court, and the matter shall be determined by the District Court 
in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (3). 



Of. e.I60A. 

rJ. s.161. 

(5) In any case where the 'compensation is claimed in respect of any 
land or building the mu;Uc~pality may, after the award has been made by 
the panchayat or the DIStnct Court, as the case may be, take possession of 
the land or building, after paying the amount of the compensation 
determined by the panchayat or the District Court to the party to whom 
such compensation may be payable. If such party refuses to accept such 
compensation, or if there is no person competent to alienate the land or 
building, or if there is any dispute as to the title to the compensation or as 
to the apportionment of it, the municipality shall deposit the amount of 
the compensation in the District Court. 

lQ.Q.. 197. If a dispute arises with respect to any costs or expenses 
Costs or expenses which are by_ this Act directed to be _paid, the 

how dett"rmined and amount, and If necessary the apportionment of 
recovered. the same, shall, save where it is otherwise expressly 
provided in this Act, be ascertained and determined by the standing 
committee and shall be recoverable in the same manner as an amount 
claimed on account of any tax recoverable under Chapter VIII. 

CHAPTER X. 

PRoSECUTIONS, SUITS AND PowERS OF PoLICE. 

200. 198. (1) The standing committee and, subject to the provisions 
. . . of sub-section (.3), the Chief Officer may direct any 

Muructpality may pro- prosecution for any public nuisance whatever, and 
Becute. d din b ak f h . may or er procee gs to e t en or t e recovery 
of any penalties and for the punishment of any persons offending against 

· the provisions of this Act or of any rule or by-law thereunder and may 
order the expenses of such prosecutions or other proceedings to be paid 
out of the municipal fund : 

Provided that no prosecution for an ~ence under this Act or by-laws 
framed thereunder shall be instituted except within six months next 
after the commission of such offence. 

(2) Any prosecution under this Act or under any rule or by-law there· 

J . d' t' f M . under may, save as therein otherwise provided, 
urlStctono ag111- b .. db£ M. t d trate : recovery of com- e mst1tute e ore any agistra e ; an every 

pensation and expenses. fine or penalty imposed under or by virtue of this 
· Act or any rule or by-law thereunder, and any compensation, expenses, 

charges or damages for the recovery of which no special provision is other
wise made in this Act, may be recovered on application to any Magistrate, 
by the distress and sale of any movable property within the limits of his 
jurisdiction belonging to the person from whom the mmiey is claimable. 

(3} The:Chief Officer shall not, except with the previous.approval of the 
standing committee, direct a prosecution or ~rder pr.oceedmgs to ~~taken 
for the punishment of any person offending agamst the proVISions of 
tle following sections or sub-sections, namely :- , 

section 52; sub-section (:I} of section 116; section ~ 169; ..and 
sub-section (.J) of section 115; sub-section (4) of section ~ 182. 
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WI. 199. No distress levied or attachment made by virtue of this Cf. •· 162, 
Act shall be deemed unlawful nor shall any party 

Dis~ress.lawful though making the same be deemed a trespasser on 
dcft:>d1ve m form. • ' 

account of any defect or want of form m any 
summons, conviction or warrant of distress or attachment or other pro· 
ceeding relating thereto, nor shall such party be deemed a trespasser 
ab initio on account of any irregularity afterwards committed by him; but 
all persons aggrieved by such irregularity may recover full satisfaction 
for the special damage in any Court of competent jurisdiction. 

g(fg, 200. If through any act, neglect or default, on account whereof Cf. s. 163. 
any person shall have incurred any penalty 

Damage to municipal imposed by or under this Act, any damage to 
property how made good. the property of a municipality shall have been 

committed by such person, he shall be liable 
to make good such damage as well as to pay such penalty, and 
the amount of damage shall, in case of dispute, be determined by the 
Magistrate by whom the person incurring such penalty is convicted ; and 
on non-payment of such damage on demand the same shall be levied by 
distress, and such Magistrate shall issue his warrant accordingly. 
~. 201. In lieu of any process of recovery allowed by or under this Cf. •· 164. 

Act or in case of failure to realise by such process 
b/~~~~~ative procedure the whole or any part of any amount recoverable 

under the provisions of chapter VIII, or of any 
compensation, expenses, charges or damages payable under this Act, it 
shall be lawful for a municipality to sue in any Court of competent 
jurisdiction the person liable to pay the same. 
~. 202. (1) A municipality may sue in any Court of competent Cf. a. 165. 
Powt:>r to sue com- jurisdiction any person who may have in any way 

prowis~ and pay com- caused or may appear likely to cause any injury 
pensahon. to any property, rights or privileges of the 
municipality. 

(2) A municipality may compound or compromise in respect of any 
suit instituted by or against it, or, in respect of any claim or demand 
arising out of any contract entered into by it under this Act, for such 
sum of money or other compensation as it shall deem sufficient: 

Pro\·ided that, if any sanction in the making of any contract is required 
hy this Act, the like previous sanction shall be obtained for compounding 
or compromising any claim or demand arising out of such contract. 

{-)) A municipality may make compensation out of the municipal fund 
to any person sustaining any damage by reason of the exercise of any of 
the powers vested in it, its committees, officers and servants under this 
Act. 

(:I) Tlte tnunicipal fund shall be liable tel pay the expenses of any civil 
proceeding prosecuted or defended 01& its behalf. 
~. 2UJ. For the purpose of the recovery of any amount due on Cf. a. 166. 

account of rent from any person to a municipality 
A,...i.stanee for the 

I"'X'onry of rent 00 in respect of any land vested in or otherwise held 
JanJ. by such municipality, the municipality shall 

be deemed to be a superior holder and every such 



Bom. Vof 
1879. 

OJ. s. 167. 
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person an inferior holder of such land, within the meaning of sections 86 
and 87 of the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879 ; and the municipality 
as superior holder shall be entitled, for the-recovery of every such amount, 
to .all the assistance to which under the said sections a superior holder 
is entitled for the recovery of rent or land-revenue payable to him by an 
inferior holder. 

~. 204. No person shall commence any suit against any municipality 
· . ·t . f . or against any officer or servant of a municipality 
Lunl a.t10n o su1ts etc. . d h . . ' or any person actmg un er t e orders of a mumci-

pality for anything done or purporting to have been done in pursuance 
of this Act, without giving to such municipality, officer, servant or person 
eB:e two months' previous notice in writing of the intended suit and 
of the cause thereof, nor after six months from the date of the act 
complained of ; . 

and in the case of any such suit for damages, if tender of sufficient 
amends shall have been made before the action was brought, the plaintiff · 
shall not recover more than the amount so tendered, and shall pay all 
costs incurred by the defendant after such tender. 

· ~. 205. (1} Any Police-officer may arrest any person committing 
Powers of police in his view any offence against any of the provisions 

officers. . of this Act or of any by-law thereunder, if the 
name and address of such person is unknown to him, and if he 
declines to give his name and address or if the Police-officer has reason 
to doubt the accuracy of such name and address if given; and such person 
may be detained at the station-house until his name and address has 
been correctly ascertained : 

.Provided that no person arrested shall be detained without the order 
of a Magistrate longer than shall be necessary for bringing him before a 
Magistrate, or than twenty-four hours at the utmost. 

(2} It shall also be the duty of all!>olice-officers to give immediate 
information to the municipality of the commission of any offence against 
the provisions of this Act or of any by-law thereunder and to assist all 
municipal officers and servants in the exercise of their lawful authority. 

goo, 206. Accounts of the receipts and expenditure of every munici
pality shall be kept in accordance with the 

Accounts to be kept. Municipal Account Code subject to such modifica-
tions as the Government may in each case direct. 

CHAPTER XI. 

MUNICIPAL AccoUNTs. 

2®. 20'/. (1} A municipality shall have prepared and laid before it, 
at its periodical general meetings, complete 

Pre a en tat i on of accounts of the receipts and expenditure of the 
1 0 ~ 0 u n t 8' Budget municipality since the 1st day of April last pre-
Est~mates. din d I . hi h h..Jl b ce g, an at a genera meetmg w c s au e 
held on such day between the lOth January and the.lst of March as may 
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he fixed in this behalf by the rules of the municipality, a complete account 
of the actual and expected receipts and expenditure for the financial year 
ending on the 31st March next following, together with a budget estimate 
of the income and expenditure of the municipality for the financial year 
to commence on the 1st April next following. 

(2) The municipality shall thereupon decide upon the appropriation 
and the ways and means contained in the budget of the year to commence 
on the 1st April next following. The budget so sanctioned may be 
varied or altered from time to time, as circumstances may render desirable, 
at a special general meeting called for the purpose. 

Prorided that the standing committee or any other comm~ appointed 
tllldet tl1e Act may, within the budget so sanctioned, sanction re-appropri.a
tions not exceeding Rs. 500 from one sub-head to another or from one 
minor head to another minor head under the same major head and con
trolled by the same committee. A statement of such re-appropriations 
shall be submitted to the municipality at every quarterly general meeting. 

(.3) The municipality shall at the general meeting in April, or after 
audit of the past year's accounts, if such audit has not before that general 
meeting taken place, pass the accounts of the past year. 

2-W. 208. (I) The municipal accounts shall from time to time, and OJ a.l70. 
once in every year at the least, be audited by 

Audit of accounts. such agency as may be prescribed in the rules of the 
municipality, or if the Go'\'ernment so direct, by a Government auditor. 

(2) The auditor shall, for the purposes of his office, have acoo;s to all the 
accounts and other records of the municipality. 
m. 209. A municipality shall as soon as the accounts of the past CJ. a. 17L 

. . year have been finally passed by it, transmit 
TransllllSSlon of ac- 4-~ th Gov t ffi dul th -=--.l 

counts to Government. w - e. ~rumen or any o cer y au Or~ 
by 1t m this behalf, a copy thereof, or an account 

in such form as the Gonrnment may prescribe, and shall furnish such 
details and vouchers relating to the same as the Government or such 
officer may from time to time direct. 
~. 210. The quarterly and annual accounts, receipts and expend- Cf. a. 172. 

iture, and the budget when sanctioned, shall be 
co~:lication of ae- open to public inspection, and shall be published 

in such manner as the municipality may prescribe 
in this behalf. ·. 

CHAPTER XII. 

Co~'"TROL. 

m. 211. (1) The C>Dlllli.ssioner, C>lli!etor or any officer of CJ. a. 173. 
PonJ" ol .inspedion Government authorized by the Government 

and supervision. by a general or special order shall have 
power-

(a~ to enter on and inspect, or cause to be entered on and inspected 
any m:unovable property occupied by any municipality or any institu
tion under its control or management or any work in progress under it or 
under ita direction ; 
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(b) to call for or inspect, any extract from any municipality's or 
any committee's proceedings and any book or document in the 
possession of or under the control of.._~ municipality. 
(2) The Collector shall have power-
. (a) to call for any return, statement, account or report which he 
may think fit to require such municipality to furnish ; 

(b) to require a municipality to take into its consideration any objec
tion which appears to him to exist to the doing of anything which is 
about to be done or is being done by or on behalf of such municipality 
or any information which he is able to furnish and which appears to him 
to necessitate the doing of a certain thing by the municipality, and to 
make a written reply to him within a reasonable time, stating its reasons 
for not desisting from doing, or for not doing, such thing. 

gM, 212. (1) If, in the opinion of the Collector, the execution of any 
Collector's powers of or~er or resol~tion ~f a. municipality, or the 

suspending execution of domg of anything which IS about to be done or 
ord~~s, etc., of munici· is being done. by or on behalf of a municipality, 
pa.lities. is causing or is likely to cause injury or annoyance 
to the public or to lead to a breach of the peace or is unlawful, he may by 
order in writing under his signature, suspend the execution or prohibit 
the doing thereof. 
· (2) When the Collector makes any order under this section, he shall 

C 11 t , der to be forthwith forward to the Commissioner and to the 
oecorsor .. li ff dh b fh d reported to Commis· mumCipa ty a ecte t ere y a copy o t e or er, 

sioner, ~ho.may confirm with a statement of the reasons for making it j 
or modify It. and it shall be in the discretion of the Com.niissioner 
to rescind the order, or to direct that it continue in force with or without 
modification, permanently or for such period as he thinks fit. 

(·3) The Commissioner shall forthwi:@: submit to the Government a 

Every c:tse under this 
section to be reported 
to Government for their 
final orders. 

have made. 

report of every case occurring under this section, 
and the Government may revise or modify any 
order made therein, and make in respect thereof 
any other order which the Commissioner could 

Of. e.l75. 2la. 213. (1) In cases of emergency the Collector may provide for 
the execution of any work, or the doing of any act, 

Extraordinar;y powers which may be executed or done by or on behalf 
of Collector m case of a municipality and the immediate execution 
of emergency. d . f hi. h . . his .. or omg o w c Is, m opm10n, necessary 
for the health or safety of the public ; and may direct that the reasonable 
expense of executing the work or doing the act, with a .reasonable 
remuneration to the person appointed to execute or do it, shall be 
forthwith paid by the municipality. 

(2) If the expense and remuneration are not so paid, the Collector may 
make an order directing any person, who for the time being has custody 
of any moneys on behalf of the municipality, as its officer, treaslfrer, 
banker or otherwise, to pay such expense and remuneration from such 



moneys as he may have in his hands or may from time to time receive, 
and such person shall be bound to obey such order. 

(3) The provisions of sub-sections (2) and (.1) of section :n4 212 shall 
apply, so far as may be, to any order made under this section. 

219. 21.J. If in the opinion of the Commissioner the number of Of. a. 17. 
persons who are employed by a municipality 

. Power of Commis· as officers or servants, or whom a municipality 
siOner t~ )lrevent extra· proposes to employ, or the remuneration assi~med 
vagancf!, m the employ- • • • -o-
ment of establishment. by the mumCipality to those persons or to any 

particular person is excessive, the municipality 
shall, on the requirement of the Commissioner, reduce the number of 
the said persons or the remuneration of the said person or persons : 

Provided that the municipality may appeal against any such require
ment to the Government whose decision shall b~ conclusive. 

:u+. 21.). (1) The Government may order an inquiry to be held by 
. . any officer appointed by it in this behalf into any 

. Govern_m:ent mqmry matters concerning the municipal administration 
mto muruc1pal matters. • • • 

of any mun1c1pal borough or any matters With 
respect to which its sanction, approval or consent is required under this 
Act. 

(2) The officer holding such inquiry shall for the purposes thereof have V of 19GS. 
the powers which are vested in a Court under the Code of Civil Procedure 
in respect of the following matters :-

(a) discovery and inspection, 
(b) enforcing the attendance of witnesses, and requiring the deposit 

of their expenses, 
(c) compelling the production of documents, 
(d) examining witnesses on oath, 
(e) granting adjournments, 
(f) reception of evidence taken on affidavit, and 
(g) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses·; 

and may summon and examine su~ rrwtu any person whose evidence 
appears to him to be material; and shall be deemed to be a Civil Court 
within the meaning of sections 480 and 482 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1898. v of 1898. 

Expkmation.-For the purpose of enforcing the attendance of witnesses, 
the local .limits of such officer's jurisdiction shall be the limits of the 
Bombay Presidency. 

(-'l) The reasonable expenses incurred by any person in attending to 
gi\'e evidence may be allowed by the officer holding the inquiry to such 
person and shall be deemed to be part of the costs. 

( /) Costs shall be in the discretion of the Government and the Govern
ment shall have full power to determine by and to whom and to what 
extent such costs are to be paid, and to allow interest on costs at a rate 
not exceeding 6 per cent. per annum ; and such costs and interest shall 
be leviable as an arrear of land revenue. 
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~. 216. (1) When the Government is informed. on complaint 
made or otherwise, that default has been made in 

Powe~ of Government the performance of any duty imposed on a munici-
to provtde for performance li b -,)' - . b 
of duties on default by pa ty Y or unuer th1s Act or y or under any 
municipality. enactment for the time being in force, the 

Government, if satisfied after due inquiry that the 
alleged default has been made, mn.y direct the Commissioner to fix a 
period for the performance of that duty. 
. (2) If that duty is not performed within the period so fixed, the Com· 
missioner may appoint some person to perform it, and may direct that the 
expense of performing it, with a reasonable remuneration to the person 
appointed to perform it, shall be forthwith paid by the municipality. 

(3) If the expense and remuneration are not so paid, the Commissioner 
may make an order directing any person, who for the time being has 
custody of any moneys on behalf of the municipality, as its officer, 
treasurer, banker, or otherwise to pay such expense and remuneration 
from such moneys as he may have in his hands or may from time to time 
receive, and such person shall be bound to obey such order. 
. 249. 217. (1) If, in the opinion of the Government, a municipality 

is not competent to perform, or persistently 
Power of Government makes default in the performance of, the duties 

to dissolve or supersede imposed on it by or under this Act, or otherwise 
municipality in case of 
incompetency, default or · by law, or exceeds or abuses its powers, the Govern· 
abuse of power. ment may, after giving the municipality an 

opportunity to render an explanation, by an order 
published, with the reasons therefor, in the Bombay Government Gazette, 
declare the municipality to be incompetent or in default, or to have 
exceeded or abused its powers, as the case may be, and may dissolve 
such municipality or supersede it for a period to be specified in the order. 

(2) When the municipality is so dissolved or superseded, the following 

~onsequences of .disso- consequences shaTI ensue·-
lut10n or supersessiOn. • 

(a) all councillors of the municipality shall, in the case of supersession 
as from the date of the order of supersession, and in the case of dis
solution as from the date specified in the order of dissolution, vacate 
their offices as such councillors ; 

(b) all powers and duties of the municipality shall during the period 
of dissolution or supersession, be exercised and performed by such 
person or persons as the Commissioner from time to time appoints 
in tbis behalf ; 

(c) all property vested in the municipality shall, during the period 
of dissolution or supersession, vest in His Majesty. 

(d) The person or persons appointed under clause (b) may delegate his 
or their powers and duties to an individual or to a committee or sub· 
committee. · 

(e) When more than one person are appointed under clause (b) they 
may sue or be sued by any one of them who has been duly authorized 
to sue and be sued on behalf of the rest by a resolution duly passed by 
them in this behalf. 
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(3) On the issue of an order of dissolution under sub-section (1) elections 

R t bl. h t f of councillors shall be held under the provisions e-es a IS men o . 
municipality after dis· of this Act or of the rules made thereunder on or 
solution. before a date to be specified by the Government 
in the order, and the municipality shall be re-established by the election 
•or appointment of councillors under the aforesaid provisions on such date 
as may be specified by the Government in the aforesaid order. 

(4) If, after inquiry made, the Government so direc~ the period 
of supersession with all the consequences afore

P~wer aftt:r inquiry to said shall, from time to time, be continued by an 
con~wue penod of super· order published as aforesaid until such date as 
sesston. 

may be fixed by the Government of the re-
establishment of the municipality. 

(5) After the municipality is superseded it shall be re-established by the 
election or appointment of councillors under the provisions of this Act or 
the rules made thereunder applicable thereto, 

(a) if no direction has been made under sub-section (4) on the expira
tion of the period specified in the order of supersession under sub· 
section (1) and 

(b) if a direction has been made under sub-section (4) on such date 
as is fixed under that sub-section for the re-establishment of the 
municipality. 
~. 218. In all matters connected with this Act, the Government, OJ. a. ISO. 

Commissioners and Collectors shall, respectively, 
Powers of Government have and exercise the same authority and control 

and oftheComrrissioners over Commissioners, Collectors and their sub
over Collectors, etc. 

ordinates as in matters of general and revenue 

1. Ahmedabad. 
2. Nadiad. 
3. Broach. 
4. Surat. 
5. Thana. 
6. Godhra. 

7. Bandra. 

administration. 

SCHEDULE I. 

(See Section 3.) 

MUNICIPAL BoROUGHS. 

Northern DivisWn. 

Bombay Suburban. 
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8. Ahmednagar. 
9. Jalgaon. 
10. Bhusaval. 
11. Amalner. 
12. Dhulia. 
13. Nasik. 
14. Poona City. 
US. Poona Suburban. 
16. Lonavla. 
17. Satara City. 
18. Sholapur. 
19. Pandharpur. 

20. Belgaum. 
21.. Bijapur. 
22. Dharwar. 
23. Huhli. 
24. Gadag-Bettigeri. 
25. Ratnagiri. 

26. Hyderabad. 
27. Sukkur. 
28. Shikarpur. 
29. Larkana. 

Appendices 

Central Divisioo. 

Southern Div·£sion. 

Sind. 

SCHEDULE II. 

(See clause (b) of section 72). 

Notice is hereby given to the inhabitants of the municipal borough of 
· that the municipality desire to impose the tax, rate, toll, 

octroi or cess (as the case may be ) defined· in the rules appended (in lieu 
of the tax known as the which is published at page 

of the sanctioned rules*). 
Any inhabitant of the municipal borough objecting to the proposed 

tax may, within one month from the date of this notice, send his objec
tion in writing to the municipality. 

RULES. 

(The rules appr01:ed by the municipality under clause (a) of section 72 
are to be a~ here.) 

• 1'9 he irue1ted if the tax ia to be eubE.tituted for any e.listiDg tax! 
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SCHEDULE III. 
(See section 85). 

FoRM OF NOTICE OF TRANSFER TO BE GIVEN WHEN THE TRANS7 

FER HAS BEEN EFFECTED BY INSTRUMENT. 

THE CHIEF OFFICER, 
Municipality. 

947 

I, A. B., hereby give notice as required by' section 85 of the Bombay 
Citv Municipalities Act, 192 , of the following transfer of property:-
- ..; 

DESCRIPTION OF 2l 
l'HE PROPERTY, 3 

-Q 

I 

I :: 
~ ! .,;, l ~ 

~ J. §, i 
~ ~~ ! <01 .. 

~ e ~ :=s 
~ ~ .. .. ~ 'll l~ 01 .. 

:5! ill 0 
a .. 

~ ·a ~ 
to?< .! Elt 

.~ 
0 llJ 

li "' 8 ·= "0 5-o 01 ... 8 <01 

~ ~ rt 5. "0 .. 
§ .s 8 g ~ !! "0 "0 .. IEl 

"0 "a 

I 1 ~ .! 0 a 1(1 

t-~· a a ~ ": ., 1 ~ ~ • 3 a .§ •;,'S 
1(1 1(1 ::! 0 

::1 e IS A A to?< < 113 li!; A 1!::1 

Dated 

To 

(Signed) 

SCHEDULE IV. 
(See section 85.) 

FORM OF NOTICE OF TRANSFER TO BE GIVEN WHEN THE TRANSFER 

HAS TAKEN PLACE OTHERWISE THAN BY INSTRUMENT. 

THE CHIEF OFFICER, 
Municipality. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

I, A. B., hereby give notice as required by section 85 of the . Bombay 
City Municipalities Art, 19?. , of the fo!lo"·ina transft>r of prorerty :-

c 
ll 

DESCRIPTION OF ~ .. THE PROPERTY • 
... 'l! .8 
::e .e !>.·"' 
t~ ~ ..a 
~= ~ ~ ~ c 

! .. 
c..i c 

~5 .! ~ a 
ci 

..e! .s ill 

~ 
;; 

~ to?< 
£:1 .! c .• .:::., & < ~ II- :! .. .!! 8 c 
=~ ~ = e ~ "0 

I ~ 
0 ! 0 

~s ..e :;:; .. '\1 
. 

! E:: Ill JS e a 
.! ... 

t?. 0 ::f d ., 
:.: iii to?< Ill 

(Signed) 
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SCHEDULEV. 

(See sub-section (3) of section 102.) 

FORM OF NOTICE OF DEMAND. 

A. B., residing at 
Take notice that the municipality of demand from 

· due 
from 

the sum of 
on account of 

(Here describe the property or other thing in respect oj.which the tax 
is leviable.) 

uvia.ble under rule .No. for the period of 
commencing op. the 

day of 19 and ending on the 
day of 19 t and that if, within fifteen 

days from the service of this notice, the said sum is not paid into the 
municipal office at , and sufficient cause 

. for non-payment is not shown to the satisfaction of the Chief Offi<;er, a 
warrant of distress or attachment will be issued for the recovery of the 
same with costs. 

Dated thiP day of 19 • 

(Signed) 
Chief Officer. 

SCHEDULE VI. 

(See sub-section (1) of section 103.) 

FORM OF WARRANT. 

(Here insert the name of the officer charged with the execution of 
, the warrant.) 

Whereas A. B. of has not paid, and has not shown 
satisfactory cause for the non-payment of, the sum of 

t.he due for the tax* mentioned in the margin for the period commencing on 
the day of 19 , and ending with 
the day of 19 , and leviable 
under rule No. ; 1 

And whereas fifteen days have elapsed since the service· on him of 
notice of demand for the same ; 

This is to conm1a.nd ''OU to distrahin sub]' ect to the provisions of section . 
J attac 

• • . • the goods and chattels 
l03 c,>f the Bombay City l\Iurucipalitles Act, [ •• ] any propertf 
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of the said A. n. to the an:ount of , being the amount due 
from him, as follows :-

On account of the said tax 
For service of notice 

Rs. a. p. 

and forthwith to certify to me together with this warrant all particulars 

f h good' distrained b th d 
o t e property attached y you ereun er. 

Dated this day of 19 1 

(Signed) 
Chief Officer. 

SCHEDULE VII. 

(See clau.~e (c) of sub-section (4) of sectwn 103 and sub·sectwn (1) 
of sectwn 95.) 

FoRM oF INVENTORY AND NoTICE. 

To 
A. B., residing at 

Take notice that I have th' da ~ th goods and chattA!la 
18 Y attached e property 

specified in the inventory beneath this, for the value of 
due for the tax'* mentioned in the margin for the period commencing with •Here 
the day of 19 , and .ending describe 
with the day of 19 , together the tu. 
with Rs. due as for service of notice of demand and that 
unless within five days from the day of the..date of this notice you ray 
into the municipal office at the sa~ amount together with the 

f h 'd goods and chattels • costs o recovery, t e sa1 t will be sold. proper y 

Datfd this day of 19 • 

~· t f ffi executing the warrant 
• Jgna ure o o cer collecting octroi • 

Inventory. 

( H m state Jlllrl it·ulars of gtXX/.8 and~·) propery 

SCHEYUIJE VIII. 

[See sa-b seetiea (l) ef seetioa 123.] 
1-:Je-- herelly eertify that the fellewH!:g l:mfldi:ag werk (ms~ri fall 

llaFtteulars ef the W!H'k)- has eeea Sli:flef'Vised By HiS aad 
bl-llsll~t>n eempletetl te my satisfaetiea, that the werkma~ aad 
tltt'l whelt" ef th~ l!latt>J'ials 1:tsed are geed ; B:ftd that aa :f!Pev4siaa ef 
tlH_..-Aet 8P the eylitWS, RRQ R9 Pt'~J:lHSitieR :made, eeaditiell: :fll't'St'Pi 
W,~P isti\il"ll tBt"l't"\i:IHlt>r, has eeea tFaasgFe!!sed ia tae e91:t:PS8 
tlf the YI'Enk. 

~. 

(~) 
B 827-11 
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APPENDIX C. 

BILL No. XXIV OF 1925. 
',..._ .... 

A. Bill to regulate and control certain contracts j(d the purchase 
and sale of securities in the City of Bombay. 

{As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " 
of the 14th October 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to regulate and control certain contracts 
for the purchase and sale of securities in: the City of Bombay in manner 
hereinafter appearing ; And whereas the previous sanction of the 
Governor General required by section SOA {3) of the Government of 
India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act.: It is hereby' 
enacted as follows :-

1. This Act ma.y be called the Bombay Securities Contracts Control 
Short title. Act, 192 

d 
· . , . 2. {1) This Act shall apply to the City of Bom-

- Extent an _operation. ~ bay only. , . 

(2) It shall come into operation from such date as the Governor in 
· Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, appoint. 

3. In-' this Act unless there is something repugnant in the subject 
or conte~t, 
_ (1) " Securiti~s " includes stocks, shares, bonds, debentures, 
debenture stock and any other instruments of a like nature. 

(2) "Stock-Exchange" means any association, organisation or 
body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, established for the 
purpose of assistir\g, regulating and controlling business in buying, 
selling and dealing in stocks, share~. bonds, debentures, debenture 
stock and any other like securities. 

(3) "Ready delivery contract" means a contract for the purchase 
or sale of securities for performance of which no time is specified and 
which is to be performed immediately or within a reasonable time. 

Explanation.-The question what is a reasonable time is in each 
particular case a ques~ion of fact. 
4. (1) A Stock Exchange may, subject to the sanction of the Governor 

Rules. · 
in Council, make rules for the regulation and 
control of all transactions in securities (other than 

nady delivery contracts). · 
(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the fore-

going power, such rules may provide for :- · 
(a) the government of the stock-exchange by a governing body and 

the constitution of such governing body; · 
(b) the powers and duties of the governing body and the manner in 

which its business shall be transacteil ; 
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(c) the fixing of a scale of charges; 
(d) the making, settling and closing of bargains; 
(e) the exercise of emergency powers in the case of corners; 

951 

(/) the regulation of dealings by members for their own account ; 
and 

(g) the settlement of disputes arising between members and the 
punishment of defaulting members. · , 
(3) The Governor in Council may refuse to sanction any or all the 

rules made by a stock-exchange and may, from time to time, add to, 
amend, vary or rescind the rules made by a Stock Exchange and sanction
ed by the Governor in Council. 

(t) Rules made by a Stock Exchange under sub-section (1) and sanc
tioned by the Governor in Council and any addition, amendment, vari
ation or rescission made by the Governor in Council under sub-section (3) 
.shall be published in the Bomhay Government Gazette. 

(5) All rules made by a Stock Exchange and in existence on the date 
on which this Act comes into operation relating to transactions in securi
ties other than ready delivery contracts shall be of no effect and shall 
not be enforceable by law on and from the date this Act comes into opera
tion except such rules as are sanctioned by the Governor in Council. 

(G) If no rules are ma.de under sub-section (1) within such time as may 
be fixed by the Governor in Council, the Governor in Council may, by 
notification in the BmnlJay Government Gazette, make rules for the regula
tion and control of all transactions in securities (other than ready 
delivery contracts).; · 

5. Every contract entered into after the date on which this Act 
Contr&(ts not ma.de come~ .into hopehrati~nhfor the phurchas.e or salebof 

subje<'t to rules to be secunties, w et er eJ.t er party t ereto 18 a mem er 
void: · of a Stock Exchange or not, other than a ready 
delivery contract shall be void, unless the same is made subject to the 
rules duly made and published under section 4 ; and no claim shall be 
allowed in any Civil Court for the recovery of any commission, brokerage, 
fee or reward in respect of any such contract. 

STATE:'IIENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The repeated occurrence of crises in the Bombay Stock Exchange led 
to a demand by the public in 1923 for an enquiry by Government into 
the administration of the Exchange. A Committee was accordingly 
appointOO. to investigate and submitted a report to Government in 1924: 
making certain recommendations for the better administration of the 
Stock Exchange. By this bill Government propose to take authority 
to enforce sucb. rules as they may consider necessary to the interests of 
the public. 

H. S. LA \\'"RENCE. 
B ~27-lla 
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APPENDIX D. 

BILL No. XVID OF 1925. 

(A Bill to amerul the Bomhay· Chiklren Act, 1924.) 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE. 

We, the undersigned members* of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XVIII of 1925 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Children 
Act, 1924), have the honour to report as follows:-

2. The alterations we have made in the Bill are explained in the 
following notes on the clauses of the Bill :-

Clause 2-Section 10B.-We think the offence here defined should be 
limited to acts done in public places and that the protection given by it 
should be extended to child!:en up to 14 years. We have amended the 
section accordingly. 

Section 100.-In view of the amendments made in section lOB, this 
section will apply to section lOA only. We have therefore added it as 
an explanation to secti,on lOA. 

Section 10D-sub-section (1).-We do not think it advisable to make the 
selling of bidis, cigarettes, tobacco or any smoking mixture to a child or 
young person an offence. We have therefore, decided by a majority 
to de!ete sub-section (1 ). 

Clause 3.-We have decided to provide appeals for convictions under 
sections lOA and lOB. 

3. We recommend that the report and the Bill as amended should be 
translated into Marathi, Gujarathi, Kanarese and Urdu, and the transla~ 
tions should be published in the Bombay Government Gazette. They 
should also be translated into Sindhi and the translations should be 
published in the Sind O,ffUM,l Gazette. · 

(Signed) M:-:H. W. HAYWARD, 

( , , ) A. MONTGOMERIE, 

( ,, ) J. ADDYMAN, 

( " ) A. M. MANSUR!, 

( " ) K. E. DADACHANJI, 
( , ) L. B. BHOPATKAR (subject to a min

ute of dissent), 
( , ) S. K. BoLE (sub:ject to a minute of 

dissent), 
( , ) HoosEINBHOY A. LALT.JEE (subject 

to a minute of d 'ssent), 
( , ) R. G. PRADHAN (sub:ject to a minute 

of dissen·), 
( , ) s. T. KAMBLT, 

( , ) D. R. PATIL (subject to a minute of 
dissent. 

•NM!.-The signatures o~ l\IeBBrs. A. N. Surve, W. S. Mukadam, Noor l\lahemed, 
B. K. Da'vi, G. B. Pradhan and D. B. Adw~ni will be notined when received. 
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(.1/inule of dissent by J!r. L. B. Blwpat1·ar, JI.L.C.' 

1. I think that the penalty contained in clause lOB should extend to 
the gi,i.ng of intoxicating drugs also. The words "in case of sickness 
or other urgent cause" should be deleted, so that they may not prove a 
loophole to get out of the clutches of the clause. 

2. It is desirable to keep the original clause lOD. 

(Signed) L. B. BHOPATKAB. 

Poona City, 25th September 1925. 

(Jlinute of Jissetd by Mr. S. K. Bole, .Jl.L.C.) 

I think section lOB should be retained as drafted in the oz\,o1nal Bill 
and should not be modified as has been done by the Select CX,mmittee. 

Section lOD, sub-section (1), should also be retained and should not be 
deleted. Such restriction has been made regarding the sale of liquor 
to children and I don't see any reason why the same should not be 
provided for here. 

(Signed) S. K. BoLE. 
Bombay, 25th September 1925. 

(Jlitwte of dissent by Mr. Hooseitiblwy A.. IAIJjee, M.L.C.) 

I am sorry I was unable to attend the Select CX,mmittee meeting. 

I agree with the suggestion that an explanatory note be added to clause 
10.\. as suggested in the Report. 

I agree with the suggestion of the (X)mmittee that in clause lOB the 
age limit of a child is increased to U years ; but I regret I do not agree 
\\ith the suggestion made of adding in the same clause the words ''in 
any highway or other public place whether a building or not or any 
licensed premises " and my reason is that there is already provided in 
this clau..--e more than sufficient safeguards, i.t., except under the order 
of a duly qualified medical practitioner or in case of sickness or other 
urgent cause. Xo one will object to a child being given intoxicating 
liquor under the advice of a medical practitioner but the words "in 
case of sickness" really leaves open a very wide door. Who can say 
whether there is or there was sickness except a medical man ! Howe'\"'er, 
I do not object e'\"'en to this as one cannot pretend sickness often; then 
again the words " other urgent cause " are ~o-ain very wide but still a.s 
urgent cause may mean accident I do not object. But I do strongly 
object to the addition of the words stated abon. tiz., "In any highway, 
etc.", being aJJed because it only means that the legislation allon 
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people to allow their ~hildren to drink and thereby be addicted to intoxi
cating drugs in their homes. This Act provides for the protection of 
children and any illtreatment or even illfeeding is intended to be stopped 
and children are liable to be taken away- for these reasons from their 
parents ; if this is the laudable object of the Bill, I fail to see how parents 
shoUld be allowed .to ruin the future life of children at their homes by 
not being made responsible to see that their children do not become 
addicted to intoxicating drinks as stated above. There is more than 
sufficient latitude given to parents under which circumstances a child 
may pe given intoxicating liquors and I do hope that this evil of drunken· 
ness which is one of the real causes of making this Act will not be over
looked and it will be seen that the ·future parents are such as would 
protect their children without acts like this. This point goes to the very 
root of the whole show. Protective measures are by far better than 
curative ones· and therefore 1 trust the very object of the Act will be 
safeguarded by omitting these words and many a ruin for the future 
generation due to drunkenness will be avoided. I may also add that 
Government have declared as their policy the total prohibition of intoxi· 
eating drinks ; if that is so, I think the first step taken should be to see 
that children and young persons are not any more addicted to this ruinous 
habit.. This Act which is brought forward to protect children must be as 
rigid as possible in this matter. I am not in famur of d6leting clause D of 
the Bill. My reason for this is that this is also a preventive measure. 
It may. be said that the parents are in the habit of sending out their 
children for this sort of work. Well it could also be said that certain 
parents are in the habit of sending out children for fetching intoxicating 
drinks or even begging, but the object of the Act is to stop such things 
and to keep away children from these shops and environments. I there
_ fore hope it will be re-instated. 

(Signed) HoosEINBHOY A. LALLJEE. 

(.Min,ute of dissent 1Yy .Mr. R. G. Pradltan, M.L.C.) 

I do not approve of the entire deletion of clause 10D. I am in favour 
of amending it by adding the words " under twelve years of age " after 
the word "child". 

(Signed) R. G. PRADHAN. 

Nasik,'26th September 1925. 

(.Minute of dissen? 1Yy Mr. D. R. Patil, /ll.L.C.) 

I am of opinion that the age limit of children contemplated by clause 
lOA ought to be at least 10 years if we want to extend real help to children 
in the matter of due care on the part of their drunkard custodians. 
; In order to save children from bad effects of smoking it is necessary. to 
retain claqse IOD which was wisely ins~rted in the bill for the welfare of 
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children so far as smoking vice on their part was concerned by making 
per,ons selling bidis, cigarettes, wbacco, etc., w children liable w be 
punished with fine. 

(Signed) D. R. PATIL. 

llhuRaval, 2.5th September 1925. 

BILL No. XVIII OF 1925 • 

.:1 Bill to amend the Bombay Children Act, 1921. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) · 

Whereas it is expedient W amend the Bombay Children Act, 1924, ht Bom. XIII 
manner hereinafter appearing ; And Whereas the previous sanction of of 1924. 
the Governor-General required by section SOA of the Government of 5 & 6 Goo. 
India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act ; It is hereby V, c. 61. 
enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be caVed the Bombay Children (Amendment) 
Short 'l'itle. Act, 192 . 

2. After section 10 of the Bombay Children Act, 1924:, hereinafter Bom. xm of 
Insertion of new ss. called the said Act, the following sections shalll924. 

iliA, lOB, lOC, lOD, and b · d l . 
HIE, -l:Y¥inBom. xm e mserte , name y .-
of 192-l. 

"lOA. If any person is found drunk in any highway or other pubuc Cf. 2 Edw. 
. place whether a building or not or on any licensed 7, c. 28, s. 2. 

P_en~lty for bemg ~ premises while havinO' the charge of a child 
while m charge of a child. ' o • 

apparently under the age of seven years and if 
such person is incapable by reason of his drunkenness of taking due 
care of the child, he may be arrested and shall, if the child is under that 
age, be punishable with fine which may extend w fifty rupees. 

f{)G Explanatwn.-For the purposes of this section& lQ:A &B:a lQE a. 
Presumption u to age child shall be deemed W be under the age of seven 

of child. if it appears w the Court W be under that age 
unless the contrary is proved. 

lOB. Whoever t~n any highway or other public place whether a buililing Cf. 8 Edw. 
or not or' on any licensed premises gives, or causes 7• c. 67, s. 

P I f . . b . hild . 119' . e~ t~ ?r gmng to e gtven, w any c apfliH•eatl-y &aer the-
~~d:catmg liquor to • age ef sevea years any intoxicating liquor except 

upon the order of a duly qu.a.lified medical 
practitioner, or in case of sickness e1· appreheaeea sieka.ess or other 
urgent cause, shall be punishable with fine which may extend to fifty 
rupees. 

WD-(. !) ~·WhtteVt'l' sells te a ehila hiais, ei(J'arettes, tehaeee er C' 8 Ed 
n"... 1 : n· l · . . o I• w. 
~ihty tor st'ttm~ aay sme tmg HHxtu:1·e mtt:>adea as a s-ailsti 7, o. 67, s. 39. 

tall1H>t>~ ta a ehlla ~fer teeaeee, whether fer hls jJW'fi liSe er 
er yeij;Hg persea: Bet, shaJl he pltilishaele with fiRe whleh may 
~feitW'e ef te~. E'Kteaa te fiftyrapeE!'s. 
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100. It shall be the duty of a police officer to seize any bidis, cigarettes, 
tobacco or Bllloking mixture in the possession of a child whom he finds 
smoking in any street or public place and any bidis, cigarettes, tobacco 
or smoking mixture so seized shall he- forfeited to Government ; and 
every such police officer shall be authorized to search any boy so found 
smoking but not a girl. 

Cf4 55 
1 
~02• IOD. Whoever by words, either spoken or written or by signs, 

c. ' 
88

' • or otherwise, incites or attempts to incite a child 
P~nalty for inciting or young person to make any bet or wager or to 

a child or young person • . . 
to bet or borrow. enter mto or take any share or mterest m any 

betting or wagering transaction or so incites or 
att,empts to incite a child or young person to borrow money or to enter 
into any transaction involving the borrowing of money shall be punishable 
with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend 
to one month or with fine which may extend to one hundred rupees or 
with both. 

Cf. s Edw. 7, IOE. Whoever takes an article in pawn from a child or young 
0• 67, a. 117. person whether offered by that person on his own 

Penalty for .taking behalf or on behalf of any other person shall be 
pawn from a child or , h bl . h , . f , h d . , 
young person. pums a e Wit ImpriSonment o e1t er escr1pt10n 

for a term which may extend to one month or with 
fine which may extend to one hundred rupees or with both." 

3. In sub-section (1) of section 51 of the said Act after the figures 
Amendment of eeotion "10" the figures and letters" lOA, lOB, IOD, 

51 of :Bom. m of 1924. IOE" shall be inserted. 
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APPEXDIX E. 

BILL No. XII OF 1925. 

957 

A Bill further to amend tlte &mhay Port Trust Act, 1879.' 

(As read for the second time.) 

Whereas it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Port Trust 
Act, 1879, in manner hereinafter appearing: And whereas the previous 
tianction of the Governor General req,uired by section BOA of the Govern· 
ment of India Act has been obtained for the paasing of this Act ; It is 
hereby enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Port Trust (Amendment) 
Short title. Act, 192 . 

2. After section 61 of the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879, the following 
lnJ!Crtion of new •· 61! section shall be inserted, namely :-

in .Bom. VI of 1!179. 

61A (1) The Board shall, immediately upon the landing by them 
of any goods, take charge thereof, except as 

.Board to take charge of may be otherwise provided in the by~laws, 
gi)()(!Jj landed by them, and store such as are liable in their opinion to 

suffer from exposure in any shed or warehouse 
belonging to the Board. 

(2) If any owner, without any default on the part of the Board, fails 

Goods not Hlored in 
lioellfled wt.rehou868 to 
remain A~ rillk t.nd ex
JM'Illlt of owner if not re
moved "·ithin seven daye. 

to remove any goods, other than those stored 
in the warehouses appointed by the Board for 
the storage of duty-paid goods or in warehouses 
licensed under section 16 of the Sea Customs 
Act, 1878, from the premises of the Board " or 
from any public warehouse on the premises of 
the Board appointed under section 15 of the 

Sea Customs Act 1878 ",and within eleven clear days from the date on 
which such goods shall have been landed, such goods shall remain on 
the premir;es of the Board or in such public warehou.'!e at the sole ruk 
and expense of thP. owner, and the Board shall thereupon be discharged 
from all liability theretofore incurred by them in respect of such goods". 
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APPENDIX F. 

BILL No. XVII OF 1925. 

A. Bill to transfer the powers and dut:~TJf the Trustees for the lmprove
me_nt of the Oity of Bombay to, and to vest the property and ·rights vested in 
the said Trustees in the Municipal Corporation of the City of Bombay. 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE. 

We, the undersigned members* o£ the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XVII of 1925 (A Bill to transfer the powers and duties 
of the Trustees for the Improvement of the City of Bombay to, and to 
vest the property and rights vested in the said Trustees in the Municipal. 
Corporation of the City of Bombay) have the honour to report as follows:-

2. We have considered the Bill and have made several changes in it. 
3. ·we· have increased the number of the Improve~ents Committee 

from 14 to 18 ~nd have provided for the representation on it of the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Indian Merchants' Chamber and 
the Millowners' Association. 

4.' ·We have reduced the starting salary of the Chief Officer from 
Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 2,000 and the maximum salary from Rs. 3,500 to 
Rs. 3,000, but have provided that if the present Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees is appointed Chief Officer, his salary shall not be less than 
Rs. 3,000 or more than Rs. 3,500. 

5. We consider that some additional compensation should be awarded 
for compulsory acquisition and that such compensation should be at a 
higher rate for properties of lower value. We have therefore made the 
necessary provision in clause 61 of the Bill and have appended to it a 

· schedule (AA) prescribing the scale. 
6. We consider that the provision made in clause 64 of the Bill for the 

disposal of pending references and appeals by the Tribunal of Appeal is 
necessary, and have therefore retained the clause. We have however 
provided that the restriction on the right of appeal imposed by 
section 48 ( ii) o£ the present Act should be removed as regards such 
pending cases and that all such cases should be disposed of by the Tribunal 
within eighteen months from the date on which this Act comes into force. 

7. We have decided by a majority to insert in the Bill a new clause 
109A, giving to those officers and servants who have been in the service 
of the Board for not less than five years before th!l, date on which this 
Act comes into force the right to go on leave preparatory to retirement, 
and to enjoy all the leave due to them under the rules, to draw their 
share of the Trustees ' contribution to the Provident Fund and any 
gratuity which may be due to them. This right may be exercised only 
within two years from the date on '\"yhich this Act comes into force. 

8. The reasons for the more important of the other changes made 
by us in the Bill are given in the Notes on Clauses appended hereto. 

•NoTB.-The signatures of Messrs. J. Baptista, K. F. Nariman, Noor Mahomed -and 
Dr. M. B. Velkar will be notified when receiv~d. __ . · 



9. A copy of the Bill as amended is appended to this Report. We 
recommend that this report with a copy of the Bill .as amended by ua 
should be translated into Marathi, Gujarati and Urdu and should be 
published with the translations in the Bombay Gove:mnwtt Gazette. 

Notes on Clauses. 

Cla·use 9 (2).-W~ have altered this clause so as to give the Board 
general power to make rules regarding the transaction of its buainess. . 

Clause 9 (2) (b).-We have altered this clause so as to give to any four 
members of the Improvements Committee the right to ask for a. special 
meeting. 

Clause 9 (2) (d).-Proviso.-We have inserted this proviso on the lines' 
of section 36 (j) of the City of Bombay Municipal Act. 

Clause 10.-We have increased and altered the constitution of the 
Improvements Committee by providing that it shall consist of 18 mem
bers, and by providing representation on it of the Chamber of Commerce, 
the Indian Merchants' Chamber, and the Millowners' Association, as we 
consider that these bodies should be specially represented on the 
Committee. 

Clause 11.-This clause has been altered so as to provide that the 
Chairman of the Committee shall be elected only from among the 
members elected by the Board. 

Clause U.-This clause has been redrafted on the lines of section 13 
of Bombay Act IV of 1898 .. 

Clause 18.-We have extended the payment of fees to members attend
ing a meeting of a sub-committee. 

Clause 19 (g).-We have provided that copies of the minutes of a. 
meeting shall be supplied to each member of the Board. 

Clause 28 (2).-We have given the Committee power to appoint a 
temporary Chief Officer for a period not exceeding one month. 

Clause 31) (2) (a}.-Power has been given to the Committee to alter 
the scheme. · · · 

Clause 36 (2) (c).-We have made the sanction of Government necessary 
in all cases in which the estimated outlay on a scheme which has been 
altered exceeds the estimate of the original scheme by more than 
10 per cent. r 

Cl4use :13.-We have deleted all reference to Schedule D lands, as 
these lands are vested in the Board. 

Clau.se 52.-The reference to Schedule D lands has been ~mitted, 
Clause 79 (2) (a).-We have given the Committee wider powers for 

dealing with property vested in or acquired by the Board. 
Clau.se sa (3).-We have omitted certain words which increase the 

borrowing powers of the Board, as we consider that the existing borrowing 
powers of the Board are ample. 

Clause 109 (1).-The clause has been altered on the linea of section 7! 
(d) of the City of Bombay Mwricipal Act; 
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Clause 114.-We have extended the provisions of this clause to the 
members of the Committee who are not Trustees. 

(Signed) G~ HussAIN Hm~YATALL.\H, 
( , ) RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 
( u ) G. WILES. 
( , ) c. ·w. A. TuRNER. 
( " . ) LALJI NARANJI. 
( , ) K. E. DADACHANJI (with a note as 

( " 
( " 
( " 

( " 

( ,. 

( " 

shown below). 
) N. N. WADIA. 
) v. A. GRANTHAM. 
) S. K. BoLE (subJect to a minute of 

dissent). 
) HoosENALLY l\1. RAmMTOOLA 

(subJect to a minute of dissent). 
) VASANTRAO ANANDRAO DABHOLKAR 

(subJect to a minute of dissent), 
) R. H. A. DELVES. 

( , ) HooSEINBHOY A. LALLJEE (sub-
ject to minute of dissent). 

( , ) PuNJABHAI THAKERSI (subject to a 
minute of dissent). 

(Note by Dr. K. E. DadachanJi, M.L.C.) 

I regret that owing to my illness I was unable to attend the meetings 
of the Select Committee, but I approve of the report. 

J.Signed) K. E. DADACHANJI. 

Minute of dissent by Mr. S. K. Bole, M.L.O. 

As representation is sought to be given to capital under Section 10, I 
think that it is but fair and just that the same privilege should be extended 
to labour. I would therefore suggest that Government should appoint 
two members to represent labour and the number of nominated members 
should be increased from three to five and consequently the number of 
the Improvements Committee should be increased from 18 to 20. 

In clause " 46 " Sub-Clause ' e ' the word ' Board ' should be substituted 
for the word ' Committee ' in line 35 as I think the final right of making 
any alteration in the rent should rest with the Board in case if any appeal 
is made to them. · 

17th September 1925. (Signed) S. K. BOLE. 

Minute of dissent by Mr. Hoosenally M. Rahimtoola, M.L.O. 

There is no reason why special representation on the Committee should 
be given to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Indian Merchants' 
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Chamber and the Millowners' Association as proposed by the Select 
Committee. These bodies are already represented on the Corporation 
and hence on the Board and their representatives, if desirous of serving 
on the Committee, can seek election by the Board and they are bound 
t.o get the support they deserve. 

The Select Committee have accepted the recommendation of the 
Improvement Trust for continuing the Tribunal of Appeal for the disposal 
of the pending cases though the Corporation wanted that it should be 
abolished on the passing of this Act. 

On the advice of the Chairman of the Improvement Trust the Corpora
tion had recommended to Government that the Improvement Trust 
should be allowed to let the Municipal and Government lands on leases 
for 999 years. Government have accepted this partially by vesting 
Municipal lands in the Board absolutely but as regards Government lands 
they have kept the period of 99 years only. 

The new clause 109-A was put in by a majority at the last moment 
when every one in the Select Committee was in a hurry to leave. There 
is absolutely no justification for it and both this clause and clause 104 
(2) regarding the vesting in Government the power of prescribing Banks 
for the investment of surplus monies show a want of confidence in the 
Corporation and I most strongly protest against them. 

The Corporation had requested Government to put in a clause in the 
Bill to enable them, if they so desired, to transfer their Development 
Schemes to the Improvement Trust in order that all improvement schemes 
under the Corporation-whether as the Corporation or as the Board
should be carried out by a single agency. This is desirable with a view 
to co-ordination, economy and efficiency. Government did not comply 
with the Corporation's request. In the Select Committee an amendment 
to insert such a clause was ruled out of order. I hope it will be passed 
by the Council. 

(Signed) HoosENALLY M. RAmMTOoLA. 

(Minute of dissent by Sir Vasantrao Anandrao Dabholkar, 
Kt., C.B.E., M.L.C.) 

I agree with the report of the Select Committee with the exception of 
clauses 61 and 62 of the Bill and Schedule A thereof. 

(Signed) VASANTRAO ANANDRAO DABHOLKAR. 

(Jlinule of Dissent by Mr. Hooseinbh()y A. Lalljee, M.L.O.) 

Chaptt>r II, Section 9, clause (d), line 44. 
" Twenty Trustees " should form the quorum instead of " Thirty 

Trustees." 
~Iy reason for this change is that in the Municipal Act, a quorum of 20 

memht'rs is prO\·ided for and there is no reason why 30 Trustees should 
form quorum for these meetings. 
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Section 9.-After clause (i), 

An additional clause should be inserted, viz., clause (j) giving the right 
to the public to attend the meetings Uil.less otherwise decided by the 
·presiding authority or by the vote of tlie meeting. 

·My reason for this addition is that it has been so provided in the :Muni· 
cipal Act and because the Board of Trustees will be the Corporation. 

Section 10.-The composition of the "Improvements Committee." 
I agree with the original proposal that the corporation shall appoint 

15 pers~ns to be members. I am entirely against giving any special 
representation to the Millownersl Association, the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber and the Bombay Chamber of Commerce. The plea put forwarrl 
that the members of these associations are essential is in my opinion 
groundless. The corporation, as it is at present constituted, has no less 
than 30 members out of 106, who belong to one or other of these 
associations; besides each of these associations has also members represent
ing them in the corporation. The financing work of the corporation 
as also other important work of the corporation, have ~een most 
satisfactorily carried out by the corporation and there is no special 
reason why these associations should have a right on the committee when 
they are already represented on the corporation. It is a well known 
fact that the members representing these associations on the corporation 
have been taking little interest in the general work of the corporation 
and their attendance, as also their work, if scrutinized, will beat out 
what I state above. Besides, if members of these associations are 
appointed and they not being members of the corporation are not ex
pected to know the views of the corporation. I am sorry I have to· make 
these remarks but it seems that an undue advantage at the cost of the 
corporation which is being saddled With this enormous work is being 
taken. I must in all fairness state the true facts. I admit and must 
say that those of the members of the corporation who are also the members 
of these associations have been always taking keen interest and thetefore 
it is not at all fair to these members that special persons from those 
bodies should be allowed. Sure enough 30 members belonging to these 
associations will be much more able to do all they can for these associa
tions. It may be argued that members coming to the corporation from 
different constituencies will look to the interest of their constituencies ; but 
I do not agree with such a view at all for the simple reason that I have 
always found that the members of the corporation have looked to the in
terest of the city as a whole once they become members of the corporation. 
I would certainly object to a principle if it is going to be established that 
the separate electorate is intended with the idea of only looking to th~ 
interest of one or other constituencies and not of the corporation or the 
city as a whole. I hope and trust such a policy shall not be countenanced. 
These three associations as I have stated above have their representatives 
on the corporation and it behoves them, as also their associations, to see 
to the work of the Board with as much care as they wish to. They have 
an opportunity and it is no use creating members of a committee who 
will not be members of the corporation and therefol'e will have no interest 
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in thf> work of the corporation or the city as a whole. They will 
come with a set object as statOO. above and as such they should not be 
countenanced. I do not object to the three official members because they 
are in charge of administrati\"e departments and as such their depart· 
ments have to work in co-operation with the corporation. I do not take 
them as experts because in the municipal ad.ministration, as also in the 
Improvement Trust administration, we have eminent experts and we have 
also in the municipal C{)rporation eminent businessmen and financiers. 
The Municipal Corporation is responsible for the Improvement Trust 
and on the principle of "No representation without responsibilities and 
liabilities". I emphatically desire that none hut the members of the 
corporation should be on the "Improvements Committee" and 
that the number 15, as originally proposed, sl10uld remain. 

Section 11, clause (1), line 5th: 
Instead of the words " A member electoo. ", it should be " A member 

elected by the CorpOration". 
Because if a member of the committee is a member of the corporation, 

then and then only can he place before the corporation all the facts 
relating to the work of the committee. 

Sectian 18.-This section should he deleted entirely. I am entirely 
against paying any fees to the members for attending committee meet. 
ings and specially against payment to those who attend sub--committee 
meetings. It is admittoo. that persons who join these bodies are those 
who out of public spirit take upon themselves this work and therefore 
on the very principle it is not fair and proper that their public spirit 
should be valued by a monetary consideration. It has been suggested 
that if fees are not provided attendance will be defective; it has also 
been said that when fees are prorided canvassing for the posts is done 
to an extent which to say the least is derogatory. Whatever may 
be the position, I am of opinion that public spirit should not be valued by 
a monetary consideration. 

Section 36 (2).-After the sub-cluase (b), the following clause should 
be inserted as sub-clause (c), and the sub-clauses (c), (d), (e) should be 
re-named as (d), (e) and U), respectively:-

,, (c) If the estimatOO. outlay on the scheme as altered exceeds by 
more . than five per cent. the esti.ma tOO. outlay on the scheme as 
sanctioned, the Committee shall not, without the previous sanction 
of the Board, proceed to execute the scheme as altered. " 

The amount of various schemes will run into crores of rupees and as 
5 per cent. of these amounts will make a difference of lacs of rupees, the 
Board should know beforehand of the intentions of the committee in 
cases where the amounts do exceed 5 per cent. and the committee should 
not be given such \'a.st discretionary powers over schemt'a which nrlght 
in,·olve lacs of rupees. It must be remembered that in every scheme 
lacs of rupees are prorided as contingencies which means so much 
latitude to the committee. 

St'diOft 36-.4.-Substitute tlat.> words "Two Jt'Ars" instead of the 
worJ.s " Three years ". 
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My reason for curtailing the period is that two years are more than 
sufficient time for the board and the public should not be kept up hanging 
for a number of years . 
. Secti.on 61.-Schedule AA-Scale oradditional compensation.-With 

reference to the scale of additional compensation ]aid down in Schedule 
AA to Section 61, I would suggest the following scale instead of the 
one suggested in the said schedule :-

l\larket value. Rate of additional compensation. 

Up to and including Rs. 10,000 . . 10 per cent. 
Above Rs. 10,000 and not exceed· 10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000, 

ing Rs. 50,000. and 6 per cent. on the 
balance. 

Above Rs. 50,000 and not· exceed· 10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000, 
ing Rs. 1,00,000. and 5 per cent. on the balance 

provided that in no case shall 
the total amount be less than 
Rs. 

Above Rs. 1,00,000 10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000 
and 4 per cent. on the balance 
provided that in no case shall 
the total amount be less than 
Rs. 

and the minimum amounts should be calculated and should be accordingly 
increased. 

My reason for this suggestion is that in Bombay the Engineer's and 
Architect's charges, as also the legal charges, have much increased during 
the last few years. The High Court has given 33 per cent. increase to 
the lawyers and still there is a move f.Q.r a further increase. In view of 
these facts the poor people are bound to suffer. It has been the object of 
the Act to pay the owners of the land the price of the land but no profit, 
but it must be taken into consideration that charges and expenses that 
they have to incur must not go out from the value of their land. In 
Bombay it is a well known fact that an Architect would not survey a 
property for less than Rs. 300 even if it is a amaH property and if it be a 
big property at one to two per cent. of the value if a first class engineer or 
an architect is employed. Over and above that there would be several 
hearings and conferences for which separate charges are made. The 
same proportion of cost is payable to lawyers or even more. I should 
also like to point out that the acquisition by the public bodies is not 
done impartially but is done as party to party ; and each side tries to get the 
better of the other ; and therefore it behoves the landlord to protect 
himself. It will not be denied that in the past the Improvement Trust 
has gone to the extent of offering and have actually given ! per cent. to 
the valuer of the landlord if such valuer has induced the landlord to 
accept the Improvement Trust valuation. This fact is very impo!:tant 
and the landlord and specially the p~or. landlord must be protected. 
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Section 77, clause (5), line 109-" 99 years" should be changed to 
" 999 years ". My reason for this change is that the period of 99 years 
is often found to be not sufficient and therefore it has often happened 
that the laud leased out does not fetch full value. Besides, there is no 
reason why the Board should be bound down to 99 years ; the Board must 
have full powers as the property is being vested in them, i.e., Municipal 
Corporation. Further, the Municipal Act does not lay down any such 
limit regarding the leasing out of the municipal developed lands and 
therefore full value is realised. I do not understand why difference is 
sought to be made when as a matter of fact municipal developed lands 
and the board's developed lands will now belong to the corporation. It 
is necessary and essential that as much as is possible should be done to 
make both the administrations into one for the sake of co-ordination 
and economy but it is regrettable that instead of doing so attempts are 
being made in the opposite direction and even outsiders are attempted to 
be thrust into its management as members of its committee. It must 
not be forgotten that the Trust was created against the wishes of the 
people and was managed by a Board appointed by Government but at 
the cost of the people and although this work was within the legitimate 
province of the corporation. It should also be remembered thit for over 
25 years the corporation was made to contribute annually 16lacs towards 
it and now it will be the corporation which will be responsible for all its 
enormous liabilities of crores of rupees. I hope now that the legitimate 
work of the corporation is being given back to them with all the 
liabilities, no attempt will be made to restrict the powers of the people's 
corporation which enjoys full confidence and a high reputation. 

Bombay, 25th September 192~. (Signed) HoosEINBHOY A. l.ALLJEE 

(Minute of dissent by Mr. Pun.fahhai Thakersi, Jl.L.C.) 

Chapter II, Section 9, clause (d), line 4!: 
" Twenty Trustees " should form the quorum instead of " Thirty 

Trustees". 

My reason for this change is that in the Municipal Act, a quorum of 20 
members is provided for and there is no reason why 30 Trustees should 
form quorum for those meetings. 

Section 9.-After clause (i) : 
An additional clause should be inserted, viz., clause (.j) giving the 

right to the public to attend the meetings unless otherwise decided by the 
presiding authority or by the vote of the meeting. 

My reason for this addition is that it has been so provided in the 
Municipal Act and because the Board of Trustees will be the Corporation. 

Bt>dion 10.-The Composition of the "Improvements Committee". 
I agree with the original proposal that the Corporation shall appoint 15 

persons to be members. I am entirely against giving any special repre
sentation to the :llillowners' Association, The Indian Merchants' Chamber 
and the Bombay Chamb~r of Commerce. The plea put forward that the 

B 827-12 
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Members of these associations are essential is in my opinion groundless. 
The Corporation, as it is at present constituted, has no less than 30 
members out of 106, who belong to one or other of these associations ; 
besides each of these associations has also· members representing them 
in.the Corporation. The financing work of the Corporation as also other 
important work of the Corporation have been most satisfactorily carried 
out by the Corporation and there is no special reason why these associa
tions should have a right on the Committee when they are already 
represented on the Corporation. It is a well-known fact that the members 
representing these associations on the Corporation have been taking 
little interest in the general work of the Corporation and their attendance 
as also their work if scrutinised will bear out what I state above. Besides 
if members of these associations are appointed, they, not being members 
of the Corporation, are not expected to know the views of the Corporation. 
I am sorry I have to make. these remarks but it seems that an undue 
advantage at the cost of the Corporation which is being saddled with this 
enormous work is being taken. I must in all fairness state the true facts. 
I admit and must say that those of the members of the Corporation who 
are also the members of these associations have been alwa,ys taking keen 
interest and therefore it is not at all fair to these members that special 
persons from these bodies should be allowed. Sure enough 30 members 
belonging to these associations will be much more able to do all they 
can for these associations. It may be argued that members coming to 
the Corporation from different constituencies will look to the interest of 
their constituencies; but I do not agree with such a view at all for the 
simple reason that I have always found that the members of the Corpora
tion have looked to the interest of the city as a whole once they become 
members of the Corporation. I would certainly object to a principle if 
it is going to be established that the separate electorate is intended with 
the idea of only looking to the interest of one or other constituencies and 
not of the Corporation or the city as a whole. I hope and trust such a 
policy shall not be countenanced. These three associations as I have 
stated above have their representatives on the Corporation and it behoves 
them as also their associations to see to the work of the Board with as 
much care as they wish to. They have an opportunity and it is no use 
creating members of a Committee who will not be members of the 
Corporation and therefore will have no interest in the work of the Corpora
tion or the city as a whole. They will come with a set object as stated 
above and as such they should not be countenanced. I do not object to 
the three official members because they are in charge of administrative 
departments and as such their departments have to work in co-operation 
with the Corporation. I do not take them as experts because in the 
municipal administration as also in the Improvement Trust administration 
we have eminent experts andwe have also in the Municipal.Corporation 
eminent business men and financiers. The Municipal Corporation 
is responsible for the Improvement Trust and on the principle of "No 
representation without responsibilities and liabilities ", I emphatically 
desire that none but the members of the Corporation should be on the 
"Improvements Committee", and that the number 15, as originally 
proposed, should remain. 
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Section 11, clause (1), line 5th: 
Instead of the words " A member elected ", it should be " A member 

elected by the Corporation ". · 
Because if a member of the Committee is a member of the Corporation, 

then and then only can he place before the Corporation all the facts 
relating to the work of the Committee. 

Section 36 {2).-After the sub-clause {b), the following clause should be 
inserted as sub-clause {c), and the sub-clauses (c), (d), (e) should be renamed 
as (d), (e) and (f), respectively:-

"(c) If the estimated outlay on the scheme as altered exceeds by 
more than five per cent. the estimated outlay on the scheme as 
sanctioned, the Committee shall not, without the previous sanction 
of the Board, proceed to execute the scheme as altered." 

The amount of various schemes will run into crores of rupees and as 5 per 
cent. of these amounts will make a difference of lacs of rupees, the 
Board should know beforehand of the intentions of the Committee in 
cases where the amounts do exceed 5 per cent. and the Committee 
should not be given such vast discretionary powers over schemes which 
might involve lacs of rupees. It must be remembered that in every 
scheme lacs of rupees are provided as contingencies which means so 
much latitude to the Committee. 

Section 36-A.-Substitute the words " Two years "instead of the words 
" Three years ". 

My reason for curtailing the period is that two years are more than 
sufficient time for the Board and the public should not be kept up hanging 
for a number of years. 

Section 61. Schedule A.A. Scale of aJilitional compensation.-With 
reference to the scale of additional compensation laid down in Schedule 
AA to Section 61, I would suggest the following scale instead of the one 
suggested in the said Schedule :~ 

Market value. 

Up to and including Rs. 10,000 .. 
Above Rs. 10,000 and not exceed

ing Rs. 50,000. 
Above Rs. 50,000 and not exceed

ing Rs. 1,00,000. 

Above Rs. 1,00,000 

Rate of additional compensation. 

10 per cent. . 
10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000, 

and 7 per cent. on the balance. 
10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000 

and 6 per cent. on the balance 
provided that in no case shall 
the total amount be less than 
Rs. 

10 per cent. on the first Rs. 10,000 
and 5 per cent. on the balance 
provided that in no case shall 
the total amount be les; than R3. 

and the minimum amounts should be calculated and should be accordingly 
increased. 
~y reason for this suggestion is that in Bombay the Engineer's"and 

Architect's charges as also the legal charges have much increased durlng 
B 827-12a 
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the last few years. The High Court has given 33 per cent. increase to the 
lawyers and still there is a move for a further increase. In view of these 
fac~ the poor people are bound to suffer. It has been the object of the 
Act to pay the owners of the land the-price of the land but no profit ; 
but it must be taken into consideration that charges and expenses that 
they have to incur must not go out from the value of their land. In Bom
bay it is a well known fact that an architect would not survey a property 
for less than Rs. 300 even if it is a small property and if it be a big property 
at 2 per cent. of the value if a first class engineer or an architect is employ
ed. Over and above that there would be several hearings and conferences 
for which separate charges are made. The same proportion of cost is 
payable to lawyers or even more. I. should also like to point out that the 
acquisition by_ the public bodies is not done impartially but is done as 
party to party ; and each side tries to get the better of the other ; and 
therefo~e it behoves the landlord to protect himself. It will not be 
denied that in the past the Improvement Trust has gone to the extent 
of offering and have actually given half per cent. to the valuer of the 
landlord if such valuer has reduced the landlord to accept the Improve
ment Trust valuation. The fact is very important and the landlord 
and specially the poor landlord must be protected: 

Section 77, clause (5), line 109 : 
" 99 years " should be changed to " 999 years ". 
My reason for this change is that the period of 99 years is often found 

to be not sufficient and therefore it has often happened that the land leased 
out does not fetch full value. Besides there is no reason why the Board 
should be bound down to 99 years ; the Board must have full powers as 
the property is being vested in them, i.e., Municipal Corporation. Fur
ther the Municipal Act does not lay down any such limit regarding the 
leasing out of the Municipal developed lands and therefore full value is 
realised. I do not understand why difference is sought to be made when 
as a matter of fact municipal developed lands and the Board's developed 
lands will now belong to the Corporation. It is necessary and essential 
that as much as is possible should be done to make both the administra
tions into one for the sake of co-ordination and economy but it is regret
table that instead of doing so attempts are being made in the opposite 
direction and even outsiders are attempted to be thrust into its manage
ment as members of its Committee. It must not be forgotten that the 
Trust was created against the wishes of the people and was managed by a 
Board appointed by Government but at the cost of the people and 
although this work was within the legitimate province of the Corporation. 
It should also be remembered that for over 25 years the Corporation was 
made to contribute annually 16 lacs towards it and now it will be the 
Corporation which will be responsible for all its enormous liabilities of 
crores of rupees. I hope now that the legitimate work of the Corporation 
is being given back to them with all the liabilities, no attempt will be 
made to restrict the powers of the people's Corporation which enjoys full 
confidence and a high reputation. 

(Signed) PUNJA.BHAI THAKERSI. 
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BILL No. XVII OF 1925. 

A Bill t.o tran.ifer the powers and duties of the Trustees for the 
lmprorement of the City of Bombay to, and to t'tSt the property 
and riglds t·e.sted in the said Trustees in the Municipal 
Corporati<m of tlie Cz~y of Bombay. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

WHEREAS the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, was enacted Bom. IV. of 
with 3 new to make provision for the improvement and for the future 1898. 
expansion of the City of Bo'llbay by forming new and altering existing 
stre~ta, b~· removing or altering insanitary buildings in certain areas, 
by pro,iding open spaces for better ventilation and for recreation, by 
constructing new sanitary dwellings for certain classes of the inhabi-
tants of the said city and for the presiaeaey Bombay CiJy police, by 
laying out vacant lands and by divers other means ; 

And wherea..& a Board of Trusw.es endowed with special po .vers was 
constituted under the said Act for the aforesaid purposes and certain 
property and righ t8 were vested in the said Board ; 

And whereas it is now deemed expedient that the powers conferred 
upon the said Board should be transferred to the municipal corporation 
of the city of Bo!ubay and that the said property and eertaia ef th.e 
&a.ia all e:ri.sting rights of the said board should vest in the said corpora· 
tion and that the duty of carrying out the aforesaid purposes should, 
subject to the conditions and limitations hereinafter specified, be vested 
in the said corporation ; 

And whereas it is proposed that certain lands shall be vested in the 
corporation in the manner hereinafrer appearing; 

And whereas the ·plans of such last mentioned lands have been 
deposited with the Collector of Bombay and are hereinafter referred 
to as the deposired plans; 

And whereas the pre,·ious sanction of the Governor General required 5 & 6 Geo. v. 
by section 80.\ (3) of the Government of India Act has been obtained c. 61 
for the passing of this Act; It is hereby enacted as follows :-

CHAPTER I. 

PBELL\UNARY. 

t. This Act may be called the City of Bombay Improvement Tru.st 
Short title. Transfer Act, 192 • 

2. (a) TL.i:J Act el.1ends only to the City of 
Extent and operation. Bo:nba.y ; and 
(~) it s\all co·ne into operation from suLh date as the GovemmeDt · 

ma_,·, by notifi~:ation in tLe Bomlxry Gorernmtnl GaU'lle, a.proint. 
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. Savmg the provisions 
XIII of 1885. of the Intlian Telegraph 

Act and the Indian 
IX: of 1890. Railways Act. 

Bom. IV of 4. The City of 
1898. • Repeal. 

Provided that-

Appendites 

3. Nothing in this Act shalP be deemed to 
affect the provisions of the Indian Telegraph 
Act, 1885, or the Indian . Railways Act, 
1890. ~-

Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, is hereby 
repealed: 

Of. Bom. III . (a) the said repeal shall not affect the validity or invalidity of 
of 1901, a. 2. . anything already done under the said enactment; · 

(b) all appointments, rules, orders and bye-laws made, notifications 
and notices issued, rents, premia and fees imposed, contracts entered 
into and suits and other proceedings instituted under the said Act 
shall, so far as may be, be deemed to have been respectively appoint
ed, made, issued, imposed, entered into and instituted under this 
Act. 

Nothing in this Act shall affect any present right of appeal which may 
have accrued to any party before the date on which this Act comes 
into operation. 

OJ. Bom. IV 5. In this Act, unless there be something repugnant in the subject 
of 1898, ,, 2. . . . or context, words shall be deemed to have the 

· Definitlons. meaning ascribed to such words under the City 
Bom. III of of · Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, hereinafter referred to as " the 
1888. Municipal Act ". 

Provided that the definition of the word "street " shall be read as 

"Street.'' 
if the words following the words " thoroughfare 
or not " were omitted : 

Provided also that the term "pub1ic securities " shall include 
securities issued under this Act. and under Bombay 

"Public Securities." Act IV of 1898: 

Provided also that in the constructiOn· of the provisions of Chapter 
III of this Act and of sections 77 and 78, the word " land " shall, unless 
there be something repugnant in the subject or context, 'be deemed 
to have the meaning ascribed to it in clause (1) of section 61 of this Act. 

" Chief Officer " means the Chief Executive Officer of the Board 

" Chiel Officer." · 

(2) of section 28. 

appointed under section 25 and includes an 
acting Chief Officer appointed under sub-section 

CHAPTER II. 

OF THE BoARD OF TRUSTEEg.....CoNSTITUTION oF BoARD. 

OJ. Bom. IV 6. The duty of carrying out the provisions of this Act shall, subject to 
of IS!IS, 8• 3. Co t' h • such conditions and limitations as are hereinafter 

1'pora1on o argeu , d' h "IU' •• IC . 
with e::a:ecution of this contamed, be veste m t e !I.LUIDClpa orporat1on 
Ao,, of the City of Bombay which shall, for the purposes 
of thia Act, be called "The Trustees for the Improvement of the eity 
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of Bombay" hereinafter referred to as "the Board "• and such Board 
shall be a body corporate and have perpetual succession and a common 
seal, and shall sue and be sued by the name aforesaid. .. 

7. (1) The Municipal Commissioner and the Chief Officer shall have CJ. Bom. Ill 
. . . . the same ng' ht of bemg' present at a meeting of 1888, •· 35. 

llarucJpal CommiSSioner • • • • 
and Chief Offic-er may of the Board and of taking part m the discussiOns 
attend meetings of thereat as any member of the Board but they 
board. shall not be at liberty to vote upon, or to make 
any proposition at such meeting. 

(2) The President of the Corporation shall be the President of the 
Board. 

8. The Board of Trustees in existence when this Act comes into 
E · t' B d to force shall, so far as is not incon.~istent with the 

XIS mg oar • . f th' A . . ]] 
continue pending form•· proVISlons o 1.8 ct, continue to exercl.Se a 
tion of Improvements the powers and. to perform all the duties vested 
Committee. • • d th d th C'ty f B b m "r Impose on em un er e 1 o om ay 
Improv~ment Act, 1898, until the Improvements Committee to be Bom. IV of 
formed in accordance with the provisions of this Act shall have been 1898• 
so formed. 

The Chairman appointed under the City of Bcmbay Improvement Bom. IV of 
Act, 1898, shall e&l%ti:&ae-te officiate as Chief Officer under this Act tilll898. 
the date on which the Chief Officer to be appointed under section 25 
shall enter upon his duties. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD. 

9. The foll(lwing proVl.Blons shall be observed with OJ. Bom. IV 
Provisiollll concerning respect to the proceedings of the Board, of 1898. 1• 18. 

the Board's proceedings. namely:-

(1) during any vacancy in the Board the continuing Trustees 
may act as if no vacancy had occurred ; 

(2) the Board shall ~ge-thel' a:aa -sha.ll, frem time ta time, 
ma.ke saeh a,ppa.:ageme:ata, :aat mee:asisteB:t with thls Aet,....:vffi.h. 
resf!eet ta the plaee,--6:ay,~,-iletiee, ma:aagemeB:t,-&:a4 
aQjaar:ameat ef saeh meetmgs,-a:aa ge:aerally with !'espeet te 
hare p>!ter t,o make rule.s regarding the tra..u.saction of business, as--they 
may4~. subject to the following pro"isions, namely :-

(a) an ordinary meeting ·shall be held at least once in every 
quarter. The first meeting after the ge:ae:raJ eleetia:as corp:mztion u 
constituted shall be held in the month of April on a day not later 
than the 20th day of that month to be fixed by the President; 

(b) the President may, whenever he thinks fit, and shall, upon 
the written request of not less than twenty Trustees, or of four 
~mbers of tlte I mprot-em.ents Committee, call a special meeting; 

(c) three clear da.Ys' notice of all ordinary and special mee~ll'B 
ahall bt gh·en to all TruBtees ; every such notice shall specify the 
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time and place at which the meeting is to be held and shall be sent 
by post to the last known addresses of the Trustees ; 
· (d) no business shall be transacte~. at any meeting unless at 
least thirty Trustees are present from the beginning to the end 
of such meeting ; · 

yrO'Vided thai when any meeting is adjoorned fM want of a quMum of 
thirty trustees, no quMum shall be necessary for the transaction, at the 
adjoorned meeting, of the business undis]Josed of; 

. (e) every meeting shall, if the President be present, be presided 
over by him ; if he be absent by such one of the Trustees present as 
may be chosen by the meeting ; 

(/) all questions shall be decided by a majority of votes of the 
Trustees present, the President of the meeting having a second or 
casting vote in all cases of -equality of votes ; 
. (g) ~t· declaration by the presiding authority that a proposition has 
been carried and an entry to that effect in the minute book shall, 
unless a poll be demanded at the time of such declaration by not less 
than four Trustees, be conclusive· evidence of the fact, without proof 
of the number of votes given for or against the proposition ; 

(h) when a poll is ~ so demanded the vote of each Trustee pre
sent and voting upon the proposition shall be taken by tellers appoint
ed by the presiding authority and the names of the Trustees voting 
respectively for or against the proposition shall be recorded in the 
minute book ; 

(i) minutes shall be kept of the names of the Trustees present and 
of the proceedings of each meeting in a book to be provided for this 

. · purpose which shall be signed at the next ensuing meeting by the 
President of such meeting and shall be open to inspection by any 
Trustee during office hours. 

THE hiPROVEMENTS CoMMITTEE. 

;£.--Bam .W.-(:t) ~he Beard, shall at their :fu.s.t-meetiag aftel' this Aet 
''Z:ef HlQ8 . . eemes i:B:te feree, aad thereafter at their ·4 ' -GeHshtutiea ef :first meeti:B:g after eaeh general eleetiea--ef 
'· • ~~ e m e B t s eeU:B:eillars af the earparatiaa afJpei:B:t :lifteea 

CeiBm:ittee. ~eRs te 'Be members-ef the IHiflre:vemeB.-ts 
(Jemmittee (herei:B:after eallM--"~~") ef wham 
elevea shall 'Be sleeted 'By the Bear a frem ameag tlteif ewa~&P& 
aad tlH'ee shall 'Be ee epted bam a fJBBel eeasisti:B:g af the Direetar 
ef l)evelefJmeftt, Eem'Bay, the Chairmaa of the Bombay:-I!e-r~, 
~ColleeteF of Bamhay, aaa the Exee11tive Eagiaeer. Presiaeaey 
~. -~he eleetieas aaa eo Ofltiea ef mem'Bel's shall 'Be 
maae 'By the Beare by 'Ballet U:B:der l'liles te-he-flameEl 'By 
them i:B: this 'B ehali 

(g) ~he MU:B:ieifJal Cemmissiaaer shall-~--tHf-&Hieie-membef 
ef the CaiB:IB:ittee lnit he shall-B&t-he-~ePty te vete li~ll--&BY 
fropositioa at aay meeti:B:g of the Committee. -
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10. (1) Tlte Improvements Committee shall consist of 18 members, that 
Con.atilution of Im· is to say, of 1 ex-~fficio member, 1l elected members, 

prat•tm~nls Committee. and 3 nominated members. · 

(a) Tlte .M unic1jJal Commissiorler shall be the ex-officio member. 
(b) Of the elected members 11 shall be elected by the Corporation, 1 by 

the B~mbay Cha,mber of Commerce, 1 by the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber, and 1 by the !Jf illowners' Association out of their own bodies 
respectively. 

(c) The nom1'nated members shall be appointed by Government by noti-
fication a1ul shall be chosen from among the following:-

(i) the Director qf Development, Bombay, 
(ii) the Chairman of the Bo'mbay Port Trust, 
(iii) the Collector of Bombay, and 
(iv) the Executive Engineer, Presidency District, 

(d) The election of members by the Corporation, the Chamber ofComrnerce, 
the Indian Merchants' Chamber and the .llfillowners' Association shall be 
in accordance with regulations which those bod-ies may respectively frame, 
provided that the election by the Corporat·ion shall be by .ballot. 

(2) The .llfunicipal Cornrnissioner shall not be at liberty to vote upon or 
to ptd forward any proposition at any meeting of the Committee. 

11. (1) The Committee shall at their first meeting in each official Cf. Bom. III 
year, appoint one of their own number ;aet being of 1888• 8

• 

.chairman of the Com· aH: eK eifieie er ee eptefl member a memher elect- «. 
mlttE'e. · rd b11 the Board to be their Chairman until their 
first meeting in the next following official year. 

(2) A member of the Committee who ceases to be Chairman shall be 
re-eligible. 

(3) If any casual vacancy occurs in the office of Chairman the Com- Cf.!Bom. m 
· h ll h · tl £ h of 1888, 11. m1ttee s a , as soon as t ey convemen y can a tert e occurrence of 4,.~,· (3). 

such vacancy, choose one of their number not being an ex-officio er-ee- -
t-tj:ttt'-il member to fill such vacancy and every Chairman so chosen shall 
continue in office so long only as the person in whose place he is appointed 
would ha\'e been entitled to continue if such vacancy had not occurred. 

1\ (J) On~ half Fi, e of the members of the Committee elected by Cf. Bom. m 
!llt·ut~rs of the- the Board, the selection of the said members :~~SSR, •· 

Committ~ to rt>ti~ by being made by lot at such time previous to the· 
rotation. first day of March and in such manner as the 
Chairman shall determine, shall retire from office at noon on the twen-
tieth day of April next following the date of their election. 

(2) The remaining six members of the Committee shall retire from 
oP.Ice at noon on the twentieth day of April next following the twentieth 
day of April aforesaid. • 
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In every other case the nominated and elected members shall hold office for a 
term of three years. • 

CJ. Bom. m 13. The Board shall, at their ordinary:..meeting in the month of April, 
:~ 1888• 8

• Appointment of mem- elect fresh members of the Committee to fill the 
• hers to replace those offices of those previously elected by them who 

who retire. retire from time to time as aforesaid. 
(H,-~Jem, 14. tiHhe-e~-ReB: a.eeeptaB:ee ef eftiee \ly a. fl6PS9B: eleetea 

IU---el CasRal vaeaReies er ee eptea te be a me:mlltu• ef the-GeH!:lB:iMee :g,-s, iR·-4he-CelB:lB:ittee ei' eB: the aeath, resig-BatieB: er aistftiali::fieatieB: 
• liew te l:le :liY.ea~. eF-a.-m~m13.er ef the sai~mitte~ er ef his 

eeemiRg IReRIJa.hle-ef-e,etmg-preVIeliS te the 
eltjliry ef his term ef eftie.e,-the-vaea.H:ey shaY. lie :liY.ea lifl,~R 
as it eeB:VeB:ieB:tly may l:le, ey the eleetieR er ee eptiel'l:-l:ly-t~a.M 
ef a persaB: therete whe . sha.ll -helQ e:Hiee sa leRg eB:ly as the 
me:ml:Jep iR whese plaee he is eleetea 9P ee 9t'tea W9WQ Jia-ve l:leeB: 
eB:titleii te helQ it if the vaeaB:ey haa Ret eeell:l'fed. 

14. Any casual vacancy in the office of a member occasioned by the 
CG8Ual vacamiu i the non-acceptance of o.ffice, death, resignation or dii

C'ommittu how to"' be qualification of such member shall be filled up as 
filled up. soon as conveniently may be, by Government if the 
o.ffice vacated was that of a nominated member, or by the Corporation, or the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce, or Indian Merchants' Chamber or Bombay 
M ~llowners' Association, respectively, if it was that of an elected member, in the 
same manner and subject, so far as may be, to the same provisions as are 
applicahle in the case of original appointments and elections of members : 
provided that the member so chosen shall retain his o.ffice so long only as the 
vacating member would have retained the same, if su.ch vacancy had not 

· occurred. 
Of. Bom. Ill 15. The Committee in existence on the day for the retirement of the 

~~ 1888, a. Th c •tte t Trustees shall c<mtinue to hold office until such 
..,, e om.m.I e o con- • Co . . . d d 

tinue in office till a now time as a new m.m1ttee lS appomte un er 
Committee i.e appointed. section 10 notwithstanding that the members of 
the said Committee or some of them may no longer be Trustees. 

Of. Bom. IV 16. Any member of the Committee who absents himself during 
of 1898, e. three successive months from the meetings of 
15 (O). to ~:.:ro~;o::~~~~ the Committee, except from temporary illness 

for three aucces.qive or other cause to be approved by the Committee, 
months. shall cease to be a member and his office shall 
thereupon be vacant. 

DISQUALIFICATION OF TRUSTEES AND OF MEMBERS 

oF THE CoMMITTEE. 

CfJlomi::S tio<::f:~t::~~~:; 17. (1) A person shall be disqualified to be & 

1, a. ' or a Member of the Trustee or a member of the Committee who 
Committee. 

(a) holds any office or place of profit under the Board ; or -
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(b) has directly or indirectly, by himself or his partner, any share 
or interest in any contract or employment with, by or on behalf of the 
Board: 
Provided that a. person shall not be so disqualified, or be deemed to 

have any share or interest in any such contract or employment, by reason 
only of his having a share or interest in 

(a) any lease, sale, exchange or purchase of immovable property 
or any agreement for the same ; or 

(b) any agreement for the loan of money, or any security for the 
payment of money only; or 

(c) any newspaper in which any advertisement relating to the 
affairs of the Board is inserted ; or 

(d) any joint stock company which shall contract with, or be em
ployed by, or on behalf of the Board ; or 

(e) the occasional sale to the Board, to a v'aJ.ue not exceeding two 
thousand mpees in any one official year, of any article in which he 
trades. · 
Any person who ceases to be a Trustee shall cease to be a member 

of the Corroration. 
(2) Any person who- Of. Bom.. IV 

(a) becomes disqualified for any of the reasons mentioned in sub- ~ u. 18~$. 
section (1), or 

(b) is absent from or unable to attend the meetings of the Committee 
for a period exceeding eight consecutive months, or is absent without 
the permission of the Committee from all the meetings of the Committee 
for a period of three months, or 

(c) acts in contravention of the provisions of sub-section (3) 
shall cease to be a member of the Committee and his office shall thereupon 
become vacant. 

(3) A Trustee or a member of the Committee shall not at any meeting 
of the Board or of the Committee or of any sub-committee thereof 
take part in the discussion of, or vote on, any matter in which he has 
directly or indirectly, by himself or his partner, any share or interest 
ia aBy eaatraet er em:plarmeat with, lly er ea llelta.lf ef the Bea.ra er 
ia whieh he is i:B:terestea either f!Pefessieaal±y ea llelta.lf ef a. elieB:t 
er a.s agel:l:t fer al:l:y ~ersea such as is descri.ltJ in tl<t prot>iso to sub-section 
(1). 

18. Every member of the Committee who shall attend a meeting Of. Bom.. IV 
of the said Committee or of a sub-committee of 1898. L 

Fees. at which a quomm is present and business is 17• 
transacted, and which he attends from the beginning to the end thereof, 
aha.ll be entitled to a fee of-

Rs. 30 for every ordinary meeting of the Committee, provided 
that if such meeting is adjourned or more than one ordinary meeting 
ia held in any one week, no more than Rs. 30 shall be paid to any 
member for hia attendance at aJ.lauch meetings during that one week; 
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Rs. 30 for every special meeting of the Committee convened under 
dause (b) of sub~section (2) of section 19; 

Rs. 15 for every meeting of a sub-committee of which such member 
attending is a member, convened und&"snb-section (2) of section 20 : 

provided that the aggregate amount of fees payable to any member in 
respect of meetings held during any month shall not exceed Rs. 200 
eP s11ell BlHR as may lle :fixed lly aey lly law &em time te time maae iB 
UH:s llell&lf lly the IJeara, 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE • 

. 'Jf. Bom. IV 19. The following provisions shall be observed with respect 
of 189S, 11• Provisions concerning to the proceedings of the committee, name· 
18• pr~eedings of the Com· h• :-

mlttee. :,; 

(1) during any vacancy in' the committee the continuing members 
may act as if no vacancy had occurred 

(2) the committee shall n;teet together and shall, from time t ) time, 
make such arrangements, not inconsistent with this Act, with respect 
to the place, day, hour, notice, management and adjournment of such 
meetings, and generally with respect to the transaction of business, as 

, they may think fit, subject to the following provisions, namely :-
. (a) (i) an ordinary meeting shall beheld once at least in every month ; 

(ii) the first meeting of the committee shall be held on a day and 
at a time to be fixed by the President and, if not held on that day, 
shall be held on some subsequent day to be fixed by the President. 
All subsequent meetings shall be called by the Chairman ; 

(b) the Chairman may, whenever he thinks fit, and shall, upon the 
written request of not less than four members, call a special meeting ; 

(c) no business shall be transacted at any meeting unless at least 
eight members are present from the--beginning to the end of such 

·meeting; 
(d) every' meeting shall, if the Chairman be present, be presided over 

by him ; if he be absent, by such one of the members present as may 
. be chosen by the meeting ; 

(e) AJl questions shall be decided by a majoritj of votes of the 
members present, the Chairman of the meeting having a second or 
casting vote in all cases of equality of votes ; 

(f) if a poll be demanded, the names of the members voting and the 
nature of their votes and also the names of those abstaining from 
voting shall be recorded by the Chairman of the meeting ; 

(g) minutes shall be kept of the names of the members present. 
and of the proceedings at each meeting in a book to be provided 
for this purpose, which shall be signed at the next ensuing meeting, 
by the Chairman of such meeting, and shall be open to inspection by 
any member during office hours. A. copy of such minutes shaU be 
rupplit!!l to e'lch member of the Board. 
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20. (1) The Committee may,.fr?m time.to time, appoint sub-commit- 0/~f:S:~;~ ~ 
Appointment of sub- tees cons1stmg of such members not less than 18. 

commitrees. six in number as they think fit and may-

(a) refer to such sub-committees, for enquiry and report any 
subject relating to the purposes of this Act, 

(b) delegate to such sub-committees by a specific resolution in 
this behalf, and subject to any bye-laws made under clause (a.) of sec
tion 110 any of their FOWers or duties. 
Any sub-committee so appointed shall conform to any instructions 

that may, from time to tin1e, be given to them by the Committee, and the 
Committee may at any time alter the constitution of any sub-committee 
so appointed or rescind any such appointment. 

(2) Sub-Committees may meet and adjourn as they think proper, 
but the Chairman of any sub-committee and, in his absence, the Chief 
Officer may, whenever he thinks fit, and shall, upon the written request 
of not less than three members of the sub-committee, call a spe<;ial 
meeting of such ;,iUb-committee. 

(3) The Chairman of the Committee shall be the Cha.irnian of every 
sub-committee of which he may be appointed a member. In the eyent 
of the Chairman of the Committee not being a member of a sub-committee, 
the members of such Lub-committee shall elect their own Chairman. 
Every meeting of a sub-conm1ittee shall, if the Chairman of such sub
committee be present, be presided over by him ; if he be absent, by such 
one of the members present as may be chosen by the meeting. 

(4) Que&tions at any ,meeting of a sub-committee shall be de~ided by 
a. majority of votes of the members present and in case of an equal 
di\"ision of votes the Chairman of the meeting shall have a second or 
casting \"Ote ; but no business shall be transacted at any such meeting 
unless at least two-thirds of the members of the sub-committee are pre
sent from the beginning to the end thereof. 

(5) No act of the Board, or of the Committee or of any sub-committee 
or of any person acting as Trustee or member shall be deemed to be 
invalid by reason only of some defect in the ap;ointment of such Board, 
Committee, Sub-committee, Trustee, or member or on the ground that 
they, or any of them, were disqualified for the office of Trustee or member. 

(6) ~finutes shall be kept of every meeting of a sub-committee in the 
same manner as prescribed in clause 2 {g) of section 19 for a meeting of 
the Committee. 

21. (1) The Chief Officer may, on behalf of the Eoard and of the Of. Bom. IV 
. Conm1ittee, enter into any contract or agreement ~ 1898, •· 

Mode of execuhngcon- whereof the value or amount shall not exceed 9' 
tracta. 

three thousand rurees, or a. contract of tenancy 
(other than a demise for a term exceeding thirteen n:.onths or in per
petuity) of immovable property, the annual rental whereof at a rack 
rent shall not exceed three thousand ruFees in such manner and form 
..a. accor(ling t() the law for the time being in force, would bind him 
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if such contract or agreement were on his own behalf. and every such con
tract or agreement (othet thari a contract for a monthly tenancy) shall be 
reported to the Committee at the next ordinary meeting thereof. 

(2) Every other contract and agreement on behalf of the Board shall 
require the previous approval of the Committee, shall be in writing, and 
shall be signed by the Chief Officer, and sealed with the common seal of 
the Board as hereinafter provided. No contract or agreement referred 
to in this sub-section, unless executed as herein provided, shaU be binding 
on the Board or on the Committee. In special cases a contract or an 
agreement in writing may be dispensed with with the approval of the 
Committee. 

(3) The Common seal of the Board, which shall remain in the custody 
of the Chief Officer, shall not be affixed to any contract or other instru
ment except in the presence of two members of the Committee who shall 
attach their signatures to the contract or instrument in token that the 
same was sealed in their presence. The signatures of the said members 
of the Committee shall be distinct from the signatures of any witnesses 
to the execution of any such contract or instrument. 

Of. Bom. IV 22. Notwithstanding ~nything . contained in the. last preceding 
of 1898, •· 8·. t f Ch' f sectiOn, the s1gnature of the Chief Officer may be 
19-A. Offi~~~:;e be ~ngra.v:d, engraved, lithographed or impressed by any 

etc., on coupons of mechanical process on the coupons attached to 
debentures. debentures issued under this Act, and such 
signatures so engraved, lithographed or impressed shall be as valid as if 
the same had been subscribed in the proper handwriting of the Chief 
Officer. 

Of. Bom. I:V 23, The Committee may compound or compromise for or in respect 
of 1898, s. The Committee ma.y of any claim or demand arising out of any 
20• compromise claims by or contract entered into· by them under this Act, 

-; against them. or in respect of 11rny action or suit instituted by or 
against them, for such sum of money or other compensation as they shall 
deem sufficient. 

·OJ. Bom. m 24. The Government may at any time call upon the Board to furnish 
()f 1888, •· . them with any extract from any proceedings of 
26• Power of Government the Board or of the Committee or from any 

to call ~or extracts from record under the control of the Board and with 
proceedings, etc. . , 

any statistics concerning or connected with the 
administration of this Act ; and the Board shall furnish the same with
out unreasonable delay. 

THE CHIEF OFFICER. 

Of. Bom. m 25, The Chief Exeelitiv:e Officer ei-fhe-BearEl shall be sty:leEl the 
of 1888, a. Appointment of Chief Chief OfiieeP aBEl he shall be appointed by the 
7•· Officer. Board, subject to confirmation of Government, for 

a renewable period of three years ; provided that he may shall be removed 
from office for misconduct or for neglect of or incapacity for the duties 
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of the office if, at a meeting of the Board, not less than sixty-four trustees 
shall vote in favour of a proposition in this behalf. 

26, The Chief Officer shall receive such monthly salary not exceed- Of. Bom. IV 
Remuneration of Chief ing Rs. 3,aG4 3,000 as the Board shall, from time to ~~ 1898, 1· 

Officer. time, determine ; provided that such salary shall · 
not be less than Rs. 2.~ 2,000 for the first two years of service and 
Rs. 3,(}00 2,500 for the next two years. He shall hold no other salaried 
office and, save in so far as he may be otherwise permitted by the Board, 
shall devote his whole time and attention to his duties under this Act. 

Provided tlw.t if the present Chairman be app,inted Chifj Officer hts salary 
shall not exceed R$, 3,500 and shall not be less than Rs. 3,000. 

Right of Chief Officer 
to attf>nd meetings. 27. The Chief Officer shall-
Duties of Chief Officer. 

(I) have the same right of being present at a meeting of the Board and 
of the Committee or of a sub-committee and of taking part in the discus-
sions thereat as a member of the said Board or Committee or sub-
committee ; but he shall not vote upon, or make any proposition at such 
meeting. He shall attend every meeting of the Board, Committee, 
and sub-committee unless prevented by sickness or other reasonable 
cause i 

OJ. Bom, Ill 
of 1888, II 
36 and 4G. 

(2) exercise general supervision in matters concerning the accounts OJ. Bom. n 
and records of the Board, exercise superVision and control over the acts ~~ (~~98, • 
and proceedings of all officers and servants of the Board in matters of · 
executive administration and shall be directly responsible to the Board 
and the Committee for the due performance thereof, and to the extent 
specified in sub-section (2) of section 109 shall dispose of all questions 
relating to the service of the said officers and servants and their pay, 
privileges and allowances. 

I 

28. (I) Leave of absence may be granted, from time to time, to the OJ. rl~9sl\ 
Chief Officer by the Committee for a perioiJ, not ~2• ' 

8 

Leave of absence of exceeling one rMntlt and for a longer period by the 
Chief Officer. Board, provided that if the Chief Officer be a 

Government servant the rules of Government 
applicable to officers in foreign service shall be followed. 

(2) During the absence of the Chief Officer for a p~riod exceeding one 
month the Board, subject to confirmation o{ Government, and for 
a period "'t etcee l.in1 one month the Committee shall appoint another 
pers~m to act as Chief Officer. 

Any person so appointed shall exercise the powers and perform the 
duties oonferred and imposed by this Act on the Chief Officer and shall 
be subject to the same liabilities, restrictions, and conditions to which 
the Chief Officer is liable and shall receive such monthly salary within 
the limits prescribed in section 26 as the Board may determine. 

(3) The Chief Officer may, with the previous approval of the Committee, 
by general or special order in writing delegate to any officer of the Board 
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any of his powers, duties or functions under this Act or any bye-law or 
rule made hereunder. The exercise or discharge by any officer of any 
powers, duties or functions delegated to him by the Chief Officer shall 
be subject to such conditions and limitations, if any, as may be prescribed 
in _the said order and also to control and revision by the Chief Officer. 

Unless the contrary is expressly stated in the order of delegation, the 
powers, duties and functions delegated by the said order shall vest in 
the holders for the time being of the posts specified in the order. 

CHAPTER III. 

DUTIES AND PowERS. 

Improvement Schemes. 

The Committee may 
OJ. Bom. IV make improvement 29. Whenever the Committee are of 
. of 1898, e~. schemes. opinion-

23 and 30. 
(1) That within certain limits in any part o'f the city, 

{a) any buildings used, or intended or likely to be used, for human 
habitation, are unfit for human habitation, or 

{b) the narrowness, closeness and bad .arrangement or the bad 
condition of the streets and buildings, or groups of buildings, 
within such limits, or the · want of light , air, ventilation, or 
proper conveniences, or other sanitary defects, or one or more of such 
causes, are dangerous or injurious to the health of the inhabitants 
either of the buildings within the area of such limits, or .of the neigh
bouring buildings; and that the evils connected with such buildings 
and the sanitary defects in such area cannot be effectually remedied 
otherwise than by a scheme for the re-arrangement and reconstruction 
of the streets and buildings within su.@ area or of some of such streets, 
or buildings, or 
. (2) that for the purpose of providing building sites for the expansion 
of the City, or of remedying the defective ventilation of any part of the 
City, or of creating new or increasing the existing means of communi
cation and facilities for traffic between various parts of the City, it is 
expedient to form new or to alter existing streets in any part of the City 

I 

the Committee may pass a resolution to the effect that an improvement 
scheme should be made and shall then proceed to make an improvement 
scheme for such area as may seem to them expedient. 
Particulars to be pro. 

'I· Bom. IV vided for in an improve- 30. The improvement scheme-
of 1898, Ill. ment scheme. . 
25 

and 
35

· (1) shall, within the limits of the area comprised in the scheme, 
provide for-

(a) the acquisition of any land which will, in the opinion of the 
Committee, be necessary for or affected by the execution of the scheme ; 
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(b) re-laying out all or any land including the construction and 
re-construction of buildings and the formation and alteration of 
streets; 

(c) the laying of such storm-water drains and sewers as may be 
required for the efficient draining and sewering of streets so formed 
or altered; 

(d) the lighting of streets so formed or altered; 

(2) may, within the limits aforesaid, provide for (a) raising any land 
'\'"ested in or to be acquired by the Board which the Committee may 
deem expedient to raise for the better drainage of the locality; (b) 
forming open spaces for the better ventilation of the area comprised in 
the scheme, or a.t1y adjoining area or of any area occupied by buildings 
constructed under clanse (3); and 

(3) may, within and without the limits aforesaid, provide for the 
construction of buildings for the accommodation of the poorer and work
ing classes. Such accommodation shall be deemed to include buildings 
'and works of any description that may be necessary or desirable to 
proY:ide for such classes, and shall also be deemed to include shops, 
godowns, and three-room tenements. 

31. In making an improvement scheme for any area, regard shall Cf. Bom. IV 
be had to the conditions and nature of neiO'h- of 1898• L 

26• 
0 

ConRiderations whi.::h bouring parts of the City and of the City as a 
shall prevail in making h 1 d to h lik lihood f • t a schc;me. w o e, an t e e o unprovemen 

schemes being required for the neighbouring and· 
other parts of the City. 

32. (1) Upon the completion of an improvement scheme the Cf. Bom. IV 
Committee shall draw up a notification stating of 1898, s. 

Procedure on comple- th f f h h · b ad th 27. 
tion of the ~f'heme. e act o a sc eme avmg een m e, e 

limits of the area comprised therein and naming 
a place where particulars of the scheme, a map of the area comprised 
therein and a statement specifying the land proposed to be" acquired 
may be seen at all reasonable hours; and shall, 

(a) communicate a copy of such notification together with full 
particulars of the scheme and plan and estimates of the cost of executing 
the scheme to the Board; 

(b) once in each of three consecutive weeks published as near aa 
possible simultaneously in the Bombay Goren1ment Gazette and in some 
one or more and the same English and some two or more and the 
~1rue vernacular newspapers circulating within the City, a copy of 
the said notification. 

(2) During the thirty days next following the first day on which such 
notification is published the Committee shall serve a notice on everv 
per:'Ou whose name appears in the Coilllllis.sioner's Assessment-book 
as primarily liable for the payment of the property taxes leviable under 

R 6:!7-13 
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the Municipal Act on any land or building proposed to be acquired b1 
the Board in executing the scheme, stating that such land or building 
is proposed to be acquired by the Board for the purpose of an improve
ment scheme, and requiring an answer,· stating whether the person so 
served dissents or not in respect of the acquisition of such land or build~ 
ing, and if the person dissents the reasons of such dissent, within thirty 
days from the date of service of the notice. . 

(3) Such notice shall be signed by or by the order of the Chief Officer 
and shall be served-

(a) by delivery of the same personally to the person required to 
be served or, if such person is absent or cannot be found, to his agent, 
or if no agent can be found, then by leaving the same on the land 
or building ; or 

(b) by leaving the same at the usual or last known place of abode 
or business of such person as aforesaid ; or 

(c) by post addressed to the usual or last known place of abode or 
business. of such person. • 

Of. Bom. IV 33. (1) If any land is included in any statement specifying the land 
of _1898, a. proposed to be acquired made in accordance 
27A~ ' Right of ~wner to with any notification drawn up under section 

'?emand acqutsl~lon .on 32 and if the owner of such land shall prove to 

Bom.I of 
189,. 

ISsue of notifica.t1on ' • • 
when building opera.· the sat1sfact10n of the Collector that at the date 
tiona are in progress. of such notification buil9ing operations were in 

. progress on such land or on any part thereof 
and the building was structurally complete up to the first floor level 
the Collector shall call upon the Committee to acquire such land. 

(2) On receipt of such notice the Committee shall resolve whether 
in their opinion it is desirable to acquire the land set out in the . notice 
or to withdraw from the proposal to acquire and shall communicate 
their resolution within two months to the Board who shall within one 
month after receipt thereof communicate to the Committee the 
decision of the Board in the matter, and thereupon the Committee 
shall forthwith in accordance with such decision either decide to 
acquire such land or shall give written notice to the owner that they 
have withdrawn the proposal to acquire. 

(3) If the Board decide to acquire the land the Committee shall give 
notice of such decision to the Collector and to the owner, and the Collee~ 
tor shall proceed as if a declaration had been made in respect of the land 
in question under section 6 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894. 

(4) If the Board withdraw from the proposal to acquire any fand 
under sub-section (2) such land shall not be included in any statement 
of land proposed to be acquired, made in accordance with any notifi
cation drawn up under section 32 until the expiry of two years from 
the date of the issue of written notice of withdrawal to the q_wner. 
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34. (1) The owner of any land included in any statement of the land CJ. Bom. IV 
proposed to be acquired made in accordance of 189S, 8 

tifi . dr d . 27B. 
Right of ?~er to with any no cation awn up un er section 

d~mand acquuntlon or 32 may at any time before the publication of a 
Withdraw d.!. by the . . 
Board after the lap~e of declaration under sect10n 36 and after the exprry 
one year from the date of one year from the date of such notification 
of the notifica.tion. b · · tt' t th rt" ui y wntten notice se mg ou e pa 1c ars 
of such land caij upon the Committee to acquire such land. 

(2) On receipt of such notice the Committee shall resolve whether in 
their opinion it is desirable to acquire the land set out in the notice or to 
withdraw from the proposal to acquire, and shall communicate their 
resolution within two months to the Board who shall within three 
months after the receipt thereof communicate to the Committee the 
decision of the Board in the' matter, and thereupon the Committee shall 
forthwith in accordance with such decision either decide to acquire 
such land or shall give written notice to the owner that they have with
drawn the proposal to acquire. 

(3) If the Board decide to acquire the land the Committee shall 
give notice of such decision to the Collector and to the owner, and the 
Collector shall proceed as if a declaration had been made in respect 
of the land in question under section 6 of the Land Acquisition Act, Bom. I of 
1894. 1894. 

(4) If the Board withdraw from the proposal to acquire any land under 
sub-section (2) such land shall not be included in any statement of land 
proposed to be acquired made in accordance with any notification drawn 
under section 32 until the expiry of two years from the date of the 
issue of written notice of withdrawal to the owner. 

35. (1) Upon compliance with the foregoing provisions with respect Cf. Bom. IV. 
to the publication and service of notices of the of 1898, •· 28 

The Committee tCl for· . h h Co . h ll fte 'd 
ye.rd the scheme toGov- sc eme, t e mm1ttee s a , a r COnBl era-
ernment for sanction tion of any answe:t received under section 32 
after approval by the and after inserting in the scheme such modifi-
Board. • h 1..!_,_ fi b · h h cat10ns as t ey may t.l.l.lli.K. t, su m1t t e sc eme 
to the Board for approval 

(2) On the approval of the scheme by the Board, the Committee 
shall apply to Government for sanction to the scheme. 

(3) The application for sanction shall be accompanied by

(a) a description with full particulars of the scheme; 

(b) complete plans and estimates of the cost of executing the scheme ; 
(c) a statement specifying the land proposed to be acquired; 

(d) a list of the names of the persons, if any, who in answer to the 
n 1tices mentioned in sub-section (2) of section 32 dissented, with the . 
reasons, if any, stated by such persons for dissent, in respect of the 
acquisition of their land . 

• i27-134 
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Cf. Bom. IV 36. (I) (a) On receipt of the sanction of Government, the Chief 
of 1898, e. 29. Officer shall forward a declaration for notification 

On receipt of sanction 
the Chief Officer to publish 
the declaration and the 
Committee to proceed to 

· execute the scheme. 

under the signature of a Secretary to Government, 
stating the fact of such sanction and that the 
land proposed to be acquired by the Board for the 
purposes of the scheme is required for a public 
purpose. 

(b) The declaration shall be published in the Bombay Government Gazette 
and shall state the limits within which the land proposed to be acquired 
is situate, the purpose for which it is needed, its approximate area, and 
the time and place where a plan of the land may be inspected. 

(c) The said declaration shall be conclusive evidence that the land is 
needed for a public purpose, and the Committee shall, upon the publica
tion of .the said declaration, proceed to execute the scheme. 

(2) (a} If at any time ·after the publication of the said declaration it 
appears expedient to the Committee the Committee may alter the scheme 
ta the Ca:m:mittee that aB: impra:vement eaR be mad:e in any pa1·t ~ 
the seheme the Cemmittee may alter the seheme fer the pm·pose-ef 
makiag Blieh ~rev:emeRt, and shall, subject to the provisions 
contained in the next thr~e clauses of this sub-section, forthwith proceed 
to execute the scheme as altered. 

(b) If the scheme as altered involves the abandonment of the acquisition 
of any land or the acquisition by agreement of any land other than that 
specified. in the statement accompanying the scheme under section 35, 
the Committee shall not, without the previous approval of the Board, 
proceed to execute the scheme as altered. · 

(c) If the estimated outlay on the scheme as altered exceeds by more 
than ten per cent. the estimated outlay on the scheme as sanctioned 

· the Committee shall not, without the previous sanction of the Board 
and of Gooernment proceed to execute the·scheme as altered. 

(d) If the scheme as altered invol;es the acquisition, otherwise than by 
agreement, of any land other than that specified in the statement 
accompanying the scheme under section 35, the provisions of sections 32. 
and 35 and of sub-section (1) shall apply to the part of the scheme so 
altered,· in the same manner as if such altered part were the scheme. 

(e) If at any time it appears probable to the Committee that the outlay 
on the scheme will exceed the sanctioned estimate by more than ten per 
cent. the Committee shall, as soon as may be, submit a revised estimate 
for the approval of the Board and of Government. 

36-A. If, within three years from the date of the declaration aforesaid, 
. the Board fail to acquire the land or any part of 

~i;~la:ao:i~i:'~117~ the land proposed to be acquired for the purposes 
1/llll" fnrm the date of of the scheme, the owner of any land included in 
declaration of the Scheme, the declaration may by written notice setting out 
the01D'IIef'maycalluponlhe • ,/ ' nd l h C · 
Commitlu to acquire BUCh the partwulars OJ such la , ca l upon t e omm~ttee land or withdraw from the to acquire such land or to withdraw from the proposal 
~ to acquire it. Thereafter the procedure prescribed 
in section 34 sub-sections (2) to ( 4). shall be followed. 
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37. When an official representation as hereinafter mentioned is made Cf. Bom. IV 
to the Committee that within certain limits in of 1898• •· 23· 

The Committee on being 
satisfied by official re· 
presentation of unhealthi. 
neRs of an area to make 
scheme for its improve
ment. 

any part of the City an improvement scheme 
should be made, the Committee shall take such 
representation into their consideration and if 
satisfied that a scheme ought to be made and also 
of the sufficiency of their resources shall pass a. 
resolution that an improvement scheme should be 

made for such area, and after passing such resolution, they shall forthwith 
proceed to make a scheme for the improvement of such area. 

Provided that any number of such areas may be included in one 
improvement scheme, and provided also, that the improvement scheme 
may include any neighbouring land if the Committee are of opinion that 
such inclusion is expedient. 

38. When an official representation as mentioned has been p1ade to Cf. Bom. IV 

Tl B d dire t 
the Committee and the Committee. are of opinion °2f

3
A 1898, 8

• 
1e oar may c . . • . • h ed , 

the Committee to make a that 1t lS mexpedient forth Wit to proce to 
scheme. make a scheme for the area indicated in such 
representation. they shall record their reasons for such opinion and inform 
the Board accordingly, and the Board shall thereupon take such opinion 
into their consideration and may require the Committee to frame a 
scheme for such area as the Board may think fit, and the Committee 
shall be bound to carry out such requisition, and on the completion of 
the making of such a scheme, the provisions of sections 32 to 36 inclusive 
shall be applicable to the scheme in the same manner as if the scheme 
were an improvement scheme made under section 29. 

39. An official representation for the purposes of this Act shall mean Cf. Bom. IV 
Meaning of "official a representation made to the Committee by the of 1898, s. 24. 

representation." Board on a resolution being passed by the Board 
in that behall. 

Poorer Cl(Jsses Accom'lnOdn.tion Schemes. 

40. (I) Any person employing members of the poorer classes in the Cf. Bom. IV 
Appli(' t' b 1 course of his business may make an application of 1898, s. 

awn v emp oy. C . . ha h . h 32B 
er of Poorer' Classes to the OIDIDlttee statmg t t e WlS es to provide · 
Al'commodntion Scheme. accommodation for the use of all or some of 
8uch members and desiring the Committee to make a scheme for such 
purpose. Such person is hereinafter called 'the employer', which term 
incluJes his heirs, executors, administrators, assigns and successors. 

(.:?) The Committee on consideration of the said application, if they 
are of opinion that it is expedient to provide the said accommodation, 
may pa~s a resolution to that effect and proceed to make a scheme for 
that purpose. 

(3) The poorer classes accommodation scheme shall provide for
(a) the constntction of dwellings consisting of tenements containing 

not more than three rooms 

(i) Ly the Board, 
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(ii) by the employer under the supervision of the Committee and in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Committee, 
and 

(b) the letting on lease to the employer of the dwellings so con-
. structed and of the other accommodation provided in the scheme. · 

(4) Such scheme may provide for all matters incidental to the scheme, 
including the acquisition, raising, lowering or levelling of land required 
for the execution of the scheme and the provision of recreation grounds 
and of buildings and works of any description that may be necessary or 
desirable in connection with the scheme. 

Cf. Bom. IV 41. The poorer classes accommodation scheme 
of 1898, s. . Land on which dwel- may provide for the accommodation being 
320. lings ma.y be constructed.. on land-

( a) acquired by the Board or vesting absolutely in the Board; or 
(b) vesting in the employer either absolutely or for a sufficient 

number of years : 
Provided that the scheme shall not provide for the accommodation 

being on land alleged to vest in the employer until the employer has 
proved to the satisfaction of the Committee that he has such title to the 
land as shall be good and sufficient for the purposes of the scheme. 

Cf.l Bom. IV 42. Upon the completion of a poorer classes accommodation scheme, 
of • 1898, s. Procedure on comple· the provisions of sections 32 to 36 inclusive shall, 
32D. tion of the scheme. with all necessary modifications, be applicable 

to the scheme in the same manner as if the scheme were an improvement 
scheme. · 

Cf. Bom. IV 43. When such scheme includes land forming part of any of the lands 
of E 1898,. s. Procedure when dwel- specified in Schedule C er Seheaale D, the Board 
32 • lings are to be constructed shall, on the scheme being sanctioned by Govern· 

on schedule 0 &J.>-1} land. ment, pay in cash to Government er te the Gerpe 
:ra.tie:B:-,as the ease may tie, a sum equal to the market value of the interest 
of Government er theGerporatioR in the land as determined by the 

I of 1894 •. Collector under the Land Aquisition Act, 1894, and thereupon the right 
of Government ar the GorpoFatieB: to resume such land under sub-section 
(9) of section 77 shall cease. 

Cf. Bom. lV 44. (!) (a) Where the land vests in or is to be acquired by the Board 
of 1898, a. Deposit a.nd notice. the employer shall, on the scheme being sanc-
32F. tioned by Government and before it is declared under section 36, deposit in 

cash with the Board as security a sum equal to twenty per cent. of the 
estimated cost of the scheme to the Board ; 

(b) where the land vests in the employer the construction _of the build
ings or works in connection with the scheme shall not be commenced 
until the employer has submitted to the Committee a proposal in writing 
that the land shall be transferred to the Board for the purpose of a poorer 
classes accommodation scheme and until the Committee shall have 
served a notice in writing upon the employer signifying their acceptance 
of such proposal ; provided that if. in the opinion of the Committee the 
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value of the la.nd to be transferred falls short of twenty per cent. of the 
estimated cost of the scheme to the Board the shortage shall be made 
good by the employer by a deposit in cash. 

(2) On the sel'\'ice upon the employer of the notice referred to in clause 
(b) of sub-section {1), all the estate, right, title and interest of the employ· 
er in and ro the land referred ro in the proposal shall forthwith vest in 
the Board. 

(3) Save as provided in clause (a) of sub-section (1) the employer 
shall be entitled at any time after payment of the deposit and prior ro 
the grant of the lease under the next following section ro pay ro the 
Board the whole or any part of their cost of the scheme. 

Term of lease and 45. (I) The Committee shall then proceed Cf. Bom. IV 
amount of rent. ro execute the scheme. ~G.189S. .. 

(2) Upon completion of the execution of the scheme the Committee 
shall make up an account showing the cost ro the Board of the scheme, 
after giving credit ro the employer of the sums, if any, already deposited 
or paid by him under the last preceding section. The cost shall include-

(a) the cost of the land if, and so far as, the land has not been pro
vided by the employer, 

(b) the cost of the buildings and works, 
(c) preliminary expenses and an allowance for management and 

establishment up ro the date of completion of buildings and works, and 
(tl} compound interest with half-yearly rests on all sum.s charged 

ro the scheme under clause<3 (a), (b) and (c). 
The rate or rates of interest shall be fixed by the Committee with 

reference ro the cost of raising the capital required for the scheme 
from year ro year. In any year in which the Board raise a loan the 
rate for the capital expended in that year shall be the same as the 
rate at which the loan is actually raised by the Board in that r.ear. 
In case the sanctioned budget estimate of the Board for any partiColar 
year does not provide for the raising of a loan during that year the 
Committee shall intimate to the employer the rate proposed to be 
fixed by them on the expenditure of that year so as ro enable the 
employer, should he so desire, to exercise the option of providing the 
capital sum himself, under the last preceding section. 
(3) The cost of the land for the purpose of this section shall be deemed 

robe-
(a) if and so far as the land has been acquired for the scheme, the 

actual cQSt of its acquisition; 
(b) in all other casea the market value of the land at the date of 

the notification of the scheme under section 32. 
(:1) l'"pon completion of the aforesaid account the Board shall grant 

a repairing lease of the prem.i.ses to the employer for a term of not less 
than 28 and not more than 50 years as may be agreed upon between the 
Committee and the employer. 
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· (5) The lessee shall during ~he said t~rm pay to the Board as rent a 
sum equal to the total of 

(a) interest on the cost of the scheme to the Board based on the 
rate or rates fixed by the Committe"6· Un.der clause (d) of sub-section 
.(2); and 

(b) sinking fund charges at such rate as may be fixed by the Com
mittee and so calculated that at the end of the term of the lease the 
aggregate in the sinking fund shall amount to the total cost of the 
scheme to the Board. 

. Provided that in· the event of the employer having paid to the Board 
under the last preceding section the whole of the cost of the scheme, the 
rent shall be Re. 1 per annum. 

OJ. Bom. IV 46. The lease shall commence from such date subsequent to the com
of H 1898• 8

• Provisions as to lease. pletion of the execution of the scheme as may be 32 
' fixed by the Committee and shall be subject to the following among other 

conditions :-
(a) The lessee shalllreep during the term of the lease and leave at the 

end thereof the demised premises together with their fixtures in good and 
substantial repair and condition. 

(b) The lessee shall insure the demised premises against loss or damage 
by fire. 

(c) (a,) the lessee shall be liable for the payment of all rates and taxes; 
' (d) (9) the lessee shall sublet the rooms and tenements prescribed by 
the Committee to be used as dwellings only to persons employed by 
him in the course of his business or their families except in EO far as 
there may not be sufficient numbers of such persons willing to occupy 
the same and in any case only to members of the poorer classes. No 
such room or tenement shall be used otherwise than as a dwelling 
except with the previous consent ~writing of the Committee . 

. (e) (e) The maximum rent of each room or tenement shall be fixed 
by the Committee after consulting the lessee and such maximum rent 
shall be written or painted up by the lessee in a conspicuous position 
in each such room or tenement. Such maximum rent shall not be 

. subject to alteration save with the consent of the Committee. 

(f) (d) The lessee shall not demand or receive in respect of any such 
room or tenement any premium or any rent in excess of the maximum 
Jlent fixed and in force for the time being ; 

(g) (to) The lessee shall not assign or sublet the demised premiseS or 
any part thereof without the previous consent in writing of the Com
mittee. Any assignee or sub-lessee shall be bound by the conditions 
contained in this Act and in the lease. · 

47. The lessee may at any time with the consent of the Committee 
Lessee may commute commute the rent payable under the lease and in 

the rent. · such event the rent shall be Re. 1 per annum for 
the remainder of the term. 
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48. The Committee shall not without the previous sanction o the 

L t t k 
Board\ and of Government permit the lessee to 

essee no o ma e k b · l · · · h f th 
alterations so as to reduce rna e any su stantm vanat10n m t e user o e 
the accommodation. premises so as to reduce the accommodation 
prescribed by the Committee to be used as dwellings. 

49. (1) On default being made by the lessee in any of the conditions Of. Born. IV 
Default and determi· of the lease, the Board may re-e~ter upon the~~~ 1898

• s. 
nation of the lease. demised premises or any part thereof in the name · 
of the whole and immediately thereupon the lease shall absolutely deter
mme. 

(2) Where no default is made by the lessee in the conditions of the 
lease, then on determination of the lease at the end of the term thereof, 
the Board shall convey the premises to the lessee at his cost and free of all 
restrictions and liabilities imposed by the lease and by this Act or by the 
City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898. Born. IV of 

1898. 

Police Accommodation Schemes. 
50. (1) When a representation is made by Government to the Board CJ. Born. IV 

Th B d t h 
that within any part of the City accommodation of 1898, s. 38. 

e oar o ave . . d f h . f h p l' 
power to make a police IS reqmre or ousmg any part o t e o we of 
accommodation scheme. the City, the Board shall take such representation 
into their considerat on, and, if satisfied of the sufficiency of their 
resources and that it is otherwise expedient, shall pass a resolution to 
the effect that a scheme for providing such accommodation ought to be 
made, and shall direct the Committee to forthwith proceed to make a 
Police accommodation scheme. 

(2) The Police accommodation scheme may provide for constructing 
dwellings and accessory buildings (including stables for horses) for any 
or all classes of such Police, and for acquiring, raising and levelling any 
land required for the execution of the scheme. 

51. Upon completion of a Police accommodation scheme, the pro- Of. Bom. IV 
visions of sections 32 to 3fl shall, with all necessary of 1898, s. 39. 

Procedure on comple- modifications be applicable to the scheme in 
tion of a scheme. the same m~nner as if the scheme were an 
improvement scheme. 

52. (1) When such scheme is sanctioned by Government, in the case Cf. Bom. IV 
. . of land specified in Schedule C &-&fl:eJ.-IDg-l) or of 18\JS, s. 40. 

Vesting of land m Board. I d I . d . h' h ]' . 'fi d . an rec a1me w1t ln t e Imits speCl e m 
Schedule E Government el:'-the Oo±·po±·ation, as-t~~~. shall 
resume the land. 

In the case of land specified in Schedule C or land reclaimed within 
the limits specified in Schedule E the land shall thereupon vest in the 
Board. 
~-ease-of land speemed-in Sehetialt'l D the Boa:rd shall pay 

te-the Oo:rporation the market valae-e:Hh€!-lana......as--en-- the date of 
~~:a:-as aforesaid1 as detennined--hy-th:e--Golleetor :mder the 
~Aeqffisiti~,--±004.---!l!he--lan-d-shall the1·eupon ~ I-.ef-~. 
the-&aM. 
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(2) The Committee shall then proceed to execute the Police Accom
modation Scheme. 

(3) Any building constructed under"this section shall with the site be 
leased to Government for police purposes on a repairing lease for a term 
of sixty years from the date of the completion of the building, and 

. Government shall, during the period of such lease, pay yearly to the 
Board by way of rent a sum equal to the total of-

(a) the annual interest payable by the Board on all moneys, which 
they have spent on the scheme, and 

(b) sinking fund charges so calculated that at the end of the term 
. of the lease the aggregate in the sinking fund shall amount to the total 

sum spent on the scheme. 
Such total sum shall include :-

(i) all moneys spent on Interest and Sinking Fund charges up 
to the date of the coinmencement of the lease ; 

(ii) if and. so far as the land included in the scheme is not part 
of the land specified in Schedule C or reclaimed within the limits 
specified in Schedule E, the cost of such land ; 

(iii) preliminary expenses and an allowance for management 
and supervision up to the date of the commencement of the lease. 

(4) The cost of such land for the purposes of this section shall be deemed 
to be:-

(a) if and so far as the land has been acquired for the scheme, the 
actual cost of its acquisition, ani!, 

· · (&) if BB:a sa far as the la.B:El is vestea iB: the Eea.rd as beiB:g 
~the la.B:ds Sfleeified iB: ~ehedHJ.e D, the Sl:l:Bl flad.d by the 

· ~ea.ra te the Gerf1era.tieB: 1maer slib seetieB: (1),-&B:EI: 

(b) (e) in all other cases the market value of the land at the date of · 
the declaration of the scheme. 

. (5) On the expiration of the lease the building and the land forming 
the site thereof shall vest absolutely in His Majesty. 

Schemes hitherto sancti<med. 

· 53. (1) From the date on which this Act comes into operation there 
Provisiona&toschemes shall vest in the Board all the rights and liabilities 

hitherto sanctioned. of the Board dissolved by this Act in respect of 
any Improvement scheme, Street scheme, Deferred Street scheme, Poorer 
Classes Accommodation scheme, Reclamation scheme or Police Accom
modation scheme duly sanctioned or executed before the 1!aid date in 

Bom. IV of accordance with the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898. 
1898• (2) The Board shall subject to the provisions of this Act, proceed with 

due diligence in the execution of any scheme. spec~ed in s~b-section _(1) 
which remains unexecuted on the date specified m the saJ.d sub-section 
until the completion '>f the scheme. 
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resting of S:reets, etc. 
54. (1) Whenever under any scheme of the Board the whole or any Cf. Bom. IT 

part of an existing public street vested in the ofl8118, L n 
Municipal street requir· 

ed for scheme and 
ncant municipal land 
required for street to be 
vested in the Board. 

Corporation is required for the purpose of such 
scheme, or whenever the whole or any part of 
any vacant land vested in the Corporation is 
required to be included in the site of any street 
to be formed or altered by the Committee under 

such scheme, the Committee shall give notice to the Commissioner, which 
notice shall be signed by the Chief Officer with the sanction of the Com-
mittee and put up in or near so much of such existing street or vacant 
land as is required by the Board, that the whole or a part, as the case 
may be, of such existing street or vacant land (hereinafter called the 
1 part required ') is required by them as aforesaid, and the part required 
shall thereupon, subject to the provisions of sub-section (2) of section 
59, be vested in the Board free of all rights and incumbrances : provided 
that nothing in this section cop.tained shall be deemed to affect the rights 
or powers of any municipal authority, under Chapters IX and X 
respectively of the Municipal Act, in or over any municipal drain or 
water work: 

Provided further that 
( i) the Committee shall not take over the part required until 

three months have elapsed after the publication on or near the part 
required of a notice to the effect that the said part is required by 
the Board and until the objections, if any, made in writing to the 
proposal and received before the date prescribed in this behalf in 
the notice have been considered and decided; 

(ii) unless the part required can be entirely closed without 
damage or substantial inconvenience to the properties adjacent thereto 
or to the residents in the neighbourhood, the Board shall provide 
some other reasonable means of access to be substituted in lieu of 
the use, by those entitled, of the part required and shall pay such 
compensation for loss of or damage to any private rights ·occasioned 
by the closing of the part required as may appear reasonable after 
taking into consideration such other means of access, and shall 
pass a resolution in such behalf and communicate it to the party 
concerned. 

(2) If any question or dispute arises between the Committee and any 
person entitled to use the part required otherwise than a.s a mere licensee 
as to whether the p~ required can be entirely closed without damage or 
substantial inconvenience to the properties adjacent thereto or to the 
residents in the neighbourhood, or whether the other means of access 
E~ubstituted or proposed to be substituted, or whether the compensation 
paid or proposed to be paid, by the Board under the provisos to sub
section(!) are reasonably sufficient, it shall be determined by the Collec
tor: 

Pronded that such question or disput-e shall be referred to the Collector 
for determination within three months of the communication of the 
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resolution of the Committee upon which such question or dispute has 
arisen. Otherwise the decision embodied in such resolution of the Com
mittee shall be final. 
For the purposes of this section vacant latUl~hall mean land not built upon. 

f. Bom. IV 55. In respect of any such part required which is or forms part of 
r 1898 8

• 
41• Co t f • . h land acquired by the Corporation subsequently 

.• s o acqw.rmg sue h h N .. 
land when to be repaid to t e 9t ovember 1898 under the proVISions 
to the Corporation. of section 298 of the Municipal Act and not forming 
part of any open space or street to be formed by the Board under such 
scheme, the Board shall pay to the Corporation the actual cost incurred 
by the Corporation in acquiring such land, or ·such portion thereof as 
shall bear to the whole actual cost so incurred, the same proportion that 
the area of the part required bears to the whole area of the land so 
acquired. 

f. Bom. IV 56 .. The provisions of sections 289 to 296 (both inclusive) and 308 to 
r 1898, s. 42. . · · 329 (both inclusive) and section 489, of the Muni

The Board may in 
respect of land vested in 
the Board exercise cer· 
tain powers conferred 
upon municipal authori
ties in regard to public 
and private streets. 

cipal Act shall, so far as may be consistent with 
the tenor of this Act, apply to streets or parts 
thereof which may become vested in the .Board 
under this Act, during such periods as the same 
shall respectively remain so vested, and for the 
purposes of this Act, the severa }municipal author
ities referred to in any of the said sections of 

the Municipal Act shall respectively mean the Committee who, in respect 
of any streets, or parts of streets so vested, may alone exercise and per
form all or any of the powers and functions which by any of the said 
sections might have been exercised or performed by any municipal 

. authority either with or without the sanction, authority or approval of 
any other ·municipal authority. The expression "municipal officer or 
servant " occurring in any of the said sections of the Municipal Act 
shall mean officer or servant of the Board. 

]f. Bom. IV ~ 57. The provisions of section 33~ of thel\~unicipal Act shall,~ far as 
J 1898, s. 43. r d li bili't" may be consistent w1th the tenor of this Act, owers an a 1es . 

ofthe Board as to gas- apply to any streets or parts thereof which may 
pipes in land vested in become vested in the Board under this Act, 
the Board. , during such periods as the same may respectively 
remain so vested, and, fot the purposes of this Act the expression" Com
missioner" occurring in the said section of the Municipal Act shall mean 
then>mmitteewho, during such periods as aforesaid, shall alone exercise 
and perform all or any of the powers and functions which might, under 
the said section of the Municipal Act, have been exercised or performed 
by the Commissioner; and the expression " Municipal fund" shall 
mean the funds of the Board. ' 

'Jf. Bom. IV 58. The provisions of sections 3,4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 27,28 and 29 
>f 1898, s. 44. Th B ~..... . of the Bombay Tramways Act, 1874, shall, so 

e OIUU may exerotse . • hi 
Bom. I of certain powers under the far as may be consiStent w1th the tenor of t s 

.1874. Bombay 'I'ramwaya Act, Act, apply to public streets or parts thereof which 
1874. may become :vested in the Board under this 
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Act, dwing such periods as the same shall respectively remain so vested 
and, for the purposes of this Act, the expressions "Municipal Commis
sioner ", " Commissioner " and " Corporation'' occurring in any of the 
said sections of the said Act shall mean respectively the Committee, and 
the expressions " Executive Engineer of the said Corporation" and 
" Executive Engineer " shall mean respectively the Engineer of the 
Board. 

59. (1) No new street, if made for carriage traffic, shall be less than Of. Bom. 1 
Minimum width of new 40 feet in width, nor 1 if made for foot traffic only 1 of 1898, s. 4 

streets. shall be less than 20 feet in width : 

Provided that where in an improvement scheme or otherwise, wherever 
continuously for the whole length of a street provision is made for garden 
or open space on one or both sides of such street, onsuch terms as to 
preclude such space being built over, when the total space between the 
buildings, on opposite sides of the street, including such garden or open 
space, is not less than 40 feet, the street between such buldings need not, 
if made for carriage traffic be more, and shall not be less, than 20 feet in 
width, and, if made for foot traffic only, need not be more, and shall not 
be less, than 10 feet in width. 

(2) The Commissioner shall, on being satisfied that any street formed 
by the Board has been duly levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled, 
drained and sewered in the manne-r provided for in the plans of any 
scheme duly sanctioned in accordance with this Act and that such lamps, 
lamp posts and other apparatus as are in his opinion necessary for the 
proper lighting thereof and, in his opinion, should be provided by the 
Board have been so provided, declare such street to be a public street, 
and such street shall thereupon vest or revest, as the case may be, in the 
Corporation, and the Corporation shall thenceforward maintain, keep 
in repair, light and cleanse such street. 

( 3) Service passages for sanitary purposes need not be more and usually 
shall not be less than 10 feet in width, and, in the case of such passages, 
the Committee may enter into an agreement with the Commissioner or 
any othtr person as to the supervision, repair, lighting and general 
management thereof, but such service passages shall not be oonsidered to 
be streets for the purposes of this Act. 

(4) Any open space reserved for ventilation in any part of the City, 
and pro,ided by the Board as part of any scheml:l sanctioned under this 
chapter shall be transferred, on completion, to the Commissioner for 
maintenance at the expense <;£ the Corporation, and shall thereupon 
Yest in the Corporation: Provided that the Commissioner may if 
necessary, require the Board, previous to the said transfer, to enclose, and, 
if necessary, provide lamps or other apparatus for lighting any such 
open space. 

(5) Any dispute which arises between the Board and the Commissioner 
in resp\lCt of any of the provisions of this section ehall be determined by 
the Corporation whose d~ision shall be final 
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Acquisition of Land. 

~{1:0~~~ N, 60. Su~ject to the provis~ons of this Act, it shall be lawful for ~he 
The Board may acquire Committee on beho,lf of the Board to agree mth 

land by agreement. , the owners of any land or of any interest in land 
needed by the Board for the purposes of this Act, or with the owners of 
any right which may have been created by legislative enactment over 
any street forming part of the land so needed, for the purchase d such 
land or of any interests in such land, or for compensating the owners of 
any such right in respect ef any deprivation thereof or interference there
with. 

Of. Bom. IV 61. Notwithstanding anything contained in the Land Acquisition 
of 1898, a. 47. Act 1894 {in this and the next succeeding sections 
B I of Extent to which La.nd £ ed t " th 'd A t ") th 'd A t om. Acquisition . Act shall re err . . o as e sal c ' ? Sal c 189

'· apply to . acquisition of shall not, except to the extent set forth 1n Schedule 
la.nd otherwise than by A, apply to the acquisition of land under this Act, 

· a~eement. but the said Act shall, to the extent set forth in 
the said schedule, regulate and apply to the acquisition of land otherwise 
than by agreement, and shall for that purpose be deemed to form part of 
this chapter in the same manner as if enacted in the body hereof subject 
to the provisions of this chapter and to the provisions following, namely:-

(1) a reference to any section of the said Act shall be deemed to 
· be a reference to such section, as modified by the provisions of this 
, chapter and the expression" land", as used in the said Act, shall in 
addition to the meaning included therein under clause (a) (If section 3 
of the said .Act be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, to include 
rights created by legislative enactment over any street ; and clause 
(b) ofsection 3 d the said Act shall, for. the purposes of this Act, be 
read as if the words and parentheses -"(including the Crown)" were 
inserted after the words " includes §],1 persons ", and the words " or 
if he is the owner of any right created by legislative enactment over 
any .street forming palt of the land" were added after the words 
" affecting the land " ; 

(2) in the construction of sub-section {2) of section 4 of the said 
Act and the provisions of this chapter, the provisions of the said 
sub-section shall, for the purposes of this Act, be applicable immediately 
upon the passing of a resolution under section 29, 40 or 50 and the 
'expression "Local Government" shall be deemed to include the Board, 
and the words "such locality " shall be deemed to mean the locality 
referred w in any such resolution ; 

( 3) in the construction of the sections of the said Act. deemed to 
form partofthis chapter and the provisions of this Chapter, the publica
tion of a declaration under section 36 or 42 shall be deemed to be the 
publication of a declaration under section 6 of the said Act; pxovided 
that the date of publication of the notification under section 32, 42, or 
51 shall be deemed to be the date of the publication of the declaration 
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under section 6 of the said Act for the purposes of section 23 first and 
sixthly and section 24 fourthly and seventhly of the said Act : 
Provided also that where land is acquired under section 33 or sub

eection (2) of section 34 the date of the notification under section 32 shall 
be deemed to be the date of publication of a declaration under section 6 
of the said Act : 

Provided further that the provisions of nb-section (2) of section 23 
of the said Act shall apply when land, other than land, forming part of 
any sanctioned scheme prepared in accordance with the provisions of 
section 29 is acquired specifically under this Act for the purpose of a 
poorer classes accommodation scheme or of a police accommodation 
scheme; and that in all other cases in which the land is notijied,Jor acquisi-
tion after the date on which this Act comes into operation, additional C0'/1'b

pensation in consideration of the compulsory nature of the acquisition shall 
be awarded on the scale set out in Schedule A.A.. 

( l) In the construction of sub-section (2) of section 50 of the said Act 
and the provisions of this chapter the Board shall be deemed to be the 
local authority or company, concerned. 

62. In determining the amount of ~o~pensati~n to be awar~ed for ~{'1fg~:n;. I:, 
Speoia.l provision a.s to any land or buildmg acqwred under this Act• B m 1 of 

compensa.tion. the following further provisions shall apply:- 1:1i 
(1) the Court shall take into consideration any increase to the value 

of any other land or building belonging to the person interested likely 
to accrue from the acquisition of the land or from the acquisition, 
alteration or demolition of the building ; · 

(2) when any addition to, or improvement of, the land or building 
has been made after the date of the publication under section 32, 42 
or 51 of a notification relating to the land or building, such addition 
or improvement shall not (unless it was necessary for the maintenance 
of the building in a proper state of repair) be included nor in the case 
of any interest acquired after the said date shall any separate estimate 
of the value thereof be made, so as to increase the amount of ~mpensaM 
tion to be paid for the land or building ; · 

(3) in estimating the market value of the land or building at the 
date of the publication of a notification relating thereto UDder section 
32, 42 or 51 the G>urt shall have due regard to the nature and the 
condition of the property and the probable duration of the building 
if any in its existing state and to the state of repair theieof and to the 
provisions of clauses (4), (5) and (6) of this section; 

(4) if in the opinion of the G>mt the rental of the land or building 
has been enchanced by reason of its being used for an illegal purpose, 
or being eo o~erciowded as to be dangerous or injurious 1o the health 
of the inmates, the rental shall not be deemed to be greater than the 
rental which would be obtainable if the. land or building were used for 
legal purposes only, or were occupied by such a number of persons 
only aa it was suitable to accommodate without risk of such over
crowding; 
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Explanation.-For the purposes of this clause overcrowding shall 
be interpreted as in sub-sections (4) and (6) of section 379-A of the 
Municipal Act; 

(5) if in the opinion of the Court the building is in a state of defective 
sanitation or is not in reasonably good repair the amount of compensa
tion shall not exceed the estimated value of the property after the 
building has been put into a sanitary condition, or into reasonably 
good repair, less the estimated expense of putting it into such 
condition, or repair ; 

(6) if in the opinion d the Court the building being used or 
intended or likely t<.. be used for human habitation is not reason
ably capable of being made fit for human habitation, the amourtt of 
compensation for the building shall not exceed the value uf the materials, 
less the cost of demolition. 

Of. Bmu. IV 63. When the Collector has made an award under section 11 of the 
of 1898, H. 60. Collector to take posses- said Ac_t, as applied by th~s chapter, he may take 

sion after making an possessiOn of the land wh1ch shall thereupon vest 
award an~ transfer land to absolutely in His Majesty free from all encum~ 
CorporatiOn. brances, and the Collector shall, upon payment 
of the cost of the acquisition, make over charge of the land to the Commit
tee and, the land shall thereupon vest in the Board subject to the liability 
of the Committee to pay on behalf of the Board any further costs which 
may be incurred on account of the acquisition of the land. 

64. Notwithstanding anything contained in sections 60, 61, 62 and 63 
Provision regarding in respect of all references and appeals made to the 

pending cases. Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court under the 
Born. IV f Cityof Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, before the date on which this 
1898. 

0 
Act comes into operation the said Tribunal of Appeal or the High Court, 
as the case may be, shall continue to perform the functions assigned to it 
under the said Act and every such appeal shall, so far as may be, be 
decided in accordance with the provisions of the said Act as if this Act 
had not been passed. 

Provided that the certijicate of the President mentioned in section 48 (ii) 
shall not be necessary for an appeal to the High Cattrt perfen·ed after the 
date on which this Act comes into operation, and that all references pending 
before the Tribunal of Appeal on the date when this Act comes into operation 
shall be disposed of within eighteen months. 

Resumption of Lands from the Board. 

Cf. Born. IY 65. Whenever any land specified in Schedule C or Schedule D is 
of 1898, s .. 51. Compensation to'Board resumed by Government or the Corporation, 

on land resumed. respectively, under the provisions o£ this Act, the 
market value of the land as at the date of resumption, as determined by 
the Collector; or in appeal by the High Court, shall be paid to the Board 
by Government or by the Co1poration as the c~se may be. 
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66. The Board may, from time to time borrow or re-borrow and Of. Bom. IV 
take up at interest -from the Secretary of State of 1898, 8• 25. 

Power to borrow from . . .
1 

. . 
the Secretary of State for India m Counc1, or, With the prevwus sane-
for India in Council or tion of Government, from any other pe1son, any 
other persons. f h · f d f · sum necessary or t e purpose o e raymg any 
costs, charges or expenses incurred or to be incurred by them in the 
execution of this Act, inclusive of any debit balance which shall be 
chargeable to Oapital under seciion 86 : 

Provided that no lean exceeding in amount twenty-five lakhs of 
rupees shall be raised by the Bomd, unless the terms, including the date 
of flotation, of such loan have been approved by the Government of 
India. 

67. Whenever the sanction of Government has been obtained to the Of. Bom. IV 

Government to direct raj::dng of money by the Board from any person of 1898, s. 53. 
manner in which money other than the Secretary of State for India in 
shall be borrowed from Council Government shall, subject to the provision 
other persons, f } l d' . d' d . o t 1e ast prece mg sectiOn, uect an appomt 
the manner in which and the time at vvhich such money shall be raised. 

68. (1) The Board shall either pay off the money borrowed under Of. Bom. IV 

P . . f . 1. the provisions of the last two preceding sections of 1898, s. 55. 
l'OVJS!On 01' Sill nng • 

fund to repay money by equal yearly or half-yearly. Instalments of 
borrowed. principal or of principal and interest, or they shall 
in every year set apart as a sinking fund and accumulate in the way of 
compound interest, by investing the same in the purchase of public 
securities such sum or sums as will, with accumulations in the way of 
compound interest, be sufficient after payment of all expenses to pay 
off the n:wneys so borrowed within the period sanctioned for the loan 
or within such other period as may be approved by Government. 

(2) In re:Spect of any !'!inking funds which by this Act the Board are 
directed or empowered to invest in public ~ecurities, and in respect of 
any surplus moneys w hi<:h by this Act the Boarcl are Empowered to invest 
in like securities, it shall be lawful for the Board to reserve and set apart 
for the purposes of any euch investment any debentures to be issued on 
account of any loan for which the sanction of Government shall have 
beenduly obtained under section 66, provided that the intention so to 
reserve and set apart such debentures shall have been notified as a condi
tion of the issue of the loan. 

(3) The issue .of any such debentures direct to and in the name of 
"The Trustees for the Improvement of the Ci.ty of Bombay " shall not 
operate to extinguish or cancel such debentures but every debenture so 
issued shall be valid in all respects as if issued to, and in the name of, 
another person. 

H_827-14 
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(4) The purchase by, or the transfer, assignment or endorsement to, 
the. Bo~d of any debenture issued by the Board shall not operate to 
extmgwsh or cancel any such debenture, but the same shall be valid and 
negotiable in the same manner and to--tb:e same extent as if held by, or 
t~;anferred, assigned or endorsed to, any other person. 

C/. Bom. ,IV 
69 

Th . 
of 1898, a. 65. • e mvestment every year or every half year of any sum set apart 

as part of the principal of a sinking fund shall be 
Dates ~xe~ for inves.t- made within fifteen days after the day on which 

ment of sinking funds m h f · · · 
public securities. t e payment o mterest 1s due by the Board m 

respect of the loan for repayment of which such 
sinking fund is established i and the investment of any sum received by 
the Board on account of interest on moneys forming part of a sinking fund 
already invested, shall be made within one month from the day on which 
such interest is received. 

Cf. Bom. IV . 70. E . h . . 
of 1898, s. 57. Period over which • xcept wtt the prev10us sanct10n of 

loans may extend. Government-
(1) the period for the repayment of any loan shall not exceed sixty 

· years, and . 
(2) when money is borrowed for the purpose of discharging a previous 

loan, the time for repayment of the money so borrowed shall not extend 
beyond the unexpired portion of the period for which the original loan was 
sanctioned. 

Cf. Bom. IV • . 
of 1898, s. 58.' 71. (1) When money 18 ra1sed by the Board on debentures, the deben· 

Form of securities. 
tures shall be in the form of Schedule B, or in 
such other form as the Board, with the previous 

consent of Government shall, from time to time, determine. 
(2) The holder of any debenture in the form of Schedule B, or in any 

form duly authorised under this section, or under Bomhay Act IV of 
1898 may obtain in exchange therefor, upon such terms as the Board shall 

· from time to time determine, a debenture in any other form so authorised. 
(3) Every debenture issued by tlie Board shall be transferable,

(a) if it is in the form of Schedule B, by endorsement, and 
(b) if it is in.any other form, in such manner as shall be therein 

expressed. 
(4) The right to sU'e in respect of the moneys secured by debentures 

issued under this section or under Bombay Act IV of 1898 shall vest in the 
respective holders thereof for the time being without any preference by 
reason of some of such debentures being prior in date to others. 

~{ r8°9~: I:. 72. (1) Not"i.thstanding anything in section 45 of the Indian C~n-
58-A. . tract Act, 1872, when any debenture or secunty 
IX of 1872. ~~yment to 8Ul'Vlvors issued under the provision of this Act or under 

of JOIDt payees. . 
Bombay Act IV of 189818 payable to two or more 

persons jointly, and either or any of them dies, the debenture or security 
shall be payable to the survivor or survivors of those persons. 
· (2) Nothing herein contained shall affect any claim which the 

representative of the deceased person may have against the survivor or 
survivors in respect of the debenture or security jointly payable to him or 
them and the deceased. 
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(3) This section shall apply whether the death of the person to whom the 
debenture or security was jointly payable occurred on occurs before or 
aft~r this section <~omes into force. ' 

73. Not\\ithstanding anything in section 45 of the Indian Contract Cf. Bom. n 
Act, 1872, where two or more persons are joint of · 1898, s 

.. Power of one or more holders of any debenture or security issued under·~~B~f 1872 
Jom~ holders to grant the provisions of this Act, or uruler Bombay Act IV reoe1pts. . 

of 1898 any one of those persons may gtve an 
effectual receipt for any interest or dividend payable in respect of such 
debenture or security unless notice to the contrary has been given to the 
Board by any other of those persons. 

74. Notwithstanding anything contained in section 66 the Board may Cf. Bom. IV 
take from any bank credit on a cash account to of 1898, a. 59. 

The Board may take be opened and kept with such Bank in the name 
ad,·ances from Banks f h B d h f 1 t' ed and grant mortgages. o t e oar to t e extent o any oan sane ton 

under section 66, and may, with the sanction of 
GoverDlllent grant mortgages, subject to the provisions of this Act, of 
lands and property vested or vesting in or belonging to the Board, or 
any part thereof, in security of the payment of the amount of such credit 
or of the sums advanced from time to time on such cash account with 
interest thereon. 

75. Not\\ithstanding anything contained in section 66 the Board may 

The Board to have 
power to borrow from 
banks against Govern
ment promissory nott>a 
or securitiea. 

also borrow, for the purpose of this Act, from any 
bank or banks prescribed by GoverDlllent under 
section 104, against any GoverDlllent promissory 
notes or other securities in which for the time being 
the Board's cash balance may be invested. 

76. In the case of all loans raised by the Board of 'rrustees under and Cf. Bur. VI 
· d · h h · · f h Ci f of 1922, a. 56. Provisions for loans m accor ance Wlt t e proVlStons o t e ty o 

raised by the Board of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, before this Act Bom. IV of 
Trustet'll under Bombay comes into force the following provisions shaU1898. 
Act IV of 1898. l . appy:- . 

{i) if when such loans were raised the loans were made repayable 
from sinking funds, the Board shall establish sinking funds for 
the repayment of such loans and shall pay into such funds such 
sums on such dates as may have been fixed when the loans were 
rai~ed; 

(ii) all securities and cash held by the Board of Trustees in existence 
when this Act comes into force in sinking funds established for 
the repayment of such loans shall be transferred to the Board and 
shall be held by them as part of the sinkina funds established under 
clause (i) ; 

0 

(iii) the pro\isions of section 68 shall apply to such sinking funds; 
(ir) if when any such loans were raised the loans were made repayable 

by e~ua! payments of principal and interest or by equal payments . 
of l1rlnrlpal er l:ly alHiual drawiags, the Board shall make such 
payments er aaalHlltlrawiags, on such dates and in such manner 
as may have been fixed when the loans were raised; 

(t') the provisions of section 93 shall apply to such loans, 
1 S27-14.J 
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CHAPTER V. 

PROPERTY AND LlA.BIUTIES • 
..... -" 

Of B IV -77. (1) Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained and to all 
of 189~~ 60. charges and liabilities affecting the same there 

to rr::~e:a.Sl Property shall vest in the Board from the date on which 
this Act comes into operation all the immovable 

and other property of the Board dissolved by this Act, to be held in trust 
for the purposes of this Act, including all the estate, right, title and 
interest of the Board dissolved by this Act in and to the lands specified 
in Schedule C and ScheduleD, and in the reclaimed lands specified 
in Schedule E and shown on the deposited plans. 

(2) (a) In respect of the lands referred to as the Flats, specified in 
Schedule C as plots 1 (b), 1 '(c) and 1 (d), the Board may, subject to the 
·power of resumption reserved by sub-section (9) at any time lay out 
the whole or any part or parts of these plots as recreation grounds or 
·parks for the free use of the public, or appropriate the whol~ or any 
part of the said plots to building purposes. 

(b) The lands specified as plot 1 (a) (j) shall, subject as aforesaid, be 
permanently appropriated as an open space, but such appropriation 
shall not preclude the Board from letting the said lands from time to time 
on lease for a term not exceeding one year, or with the previous sanction of 
Government and on such conditions as may be approved by Government 
for a term Iiot exceeding 30 years, for the purpose of a race-course or 
for any purpose of public recreation or amusement. 

(c) All the lands specified as plots 1 (a) &ad 1 (e) to 1 (m) 1 (i) both 
inclusive and 1 (k) "beth iaelasiv:s, shall vest absolutely in the Board. 

(3) The lands respectively referred to in Schedule C as the Co-operage 
Plot and. the Marine Lines Maidan @all be permanently maintained as 
open spaces, provided that any part of the said lands may at any time be 
occupied by Government for any temporary purpose, subject to the 
provisions of any by-laws made by the &aM, Committee under clause (b) 
of sub-section (1) of section 110. 

( 4) The Committee on behalf of the Boa1·d shall be responsible for the 
maintenance and management of any area fonning part of the lands 
referred to in sub-sections (2) and (3), which may, from time to time, 
remain unsurrendered, unappropriated to building purposes or unresumed 
as aforesaid, and shall do, or cause to be done, all acts necessary for the 
preservation of all existing rights in and over such area and subject to the 
provisions of this Act, the ~ Committee shall have power to let the 
whole or any part of such area for any temporary purpose on ·sufferance 
lease, at such nominal or other rent as the~ Committee may approve. 

(5) All the estate, right, title and interest of the Board to and in any 
land specified in Schedules C and E vested in the Board, under this section 

· with the exception of the lands specified in clause (c) of sub-section (2) 
shall, subject to the provisions of this section, remain so vested- until 
such time as the whole of the lands so specified except those appropriated 
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as open spaces, shall have been let on a building lease by the Board or as 
to any part thereof until such time as such part shall have been so let, 
and thereafter as to the whole, except as aforesaid, or any such part, for 
a further period, which shall be determined, : 

(a) where the lease granted by the Board is a non-renewable lease, 
upon the expiration of such lease ; 

(b) where the lease granted by the B~ard contains a clause for the 
renewal of the lease, 
(i) when a renewed lease shall have been entered into, upon the 

expiration of such renewed lease ; 
(ii) when a renewed lease shall not have been entered into, upon the 

expiration of a period equivalent to the maximum term for which 
the lease granted was expressed to be renewable : 
Provided that no unrenewable lease shall be granted for a period of 

more than 99 years, and that in no case shall the aggregate duration of the . 
term of a renewable lease and of the term for which such lease shall be 
renewed or be expressed to be renewable, exceed 99 years. 

(G) All lands specified in ScheduleD shall vest absolutely in the Board. 
(i) It shall be lawful for the lle-al'-d Committee from time to time with 

the sanction of Government in the case of land specified in Schedule C, 
and with the sanction of the Corporation in the case o£ land specified 
in Schedule D, to take any land out of the said Schedules in exchange 
for any frerhold land, the property of the Board, which they wish to 
bring on to the said schedules. An exchange made under this section 
shall operate to transfer the land taken out of the schedules to the Board 
free from all conditions of resumption and revesting created by this Act 
and free from all encumbrances and to vest the land brought on to the 
schedull:!s in the Board as if it were part of the property originally entered 
in Schedule Cor Schedule D, as the case may be, to the said Act. 

(S) Without prejudice, and in addition to the powers conferred on the 
Board by section 79, it shall be lawful for the Board to take over and hold 
any other lands within the City of Bombay of which they may be put in 
possession by the Secretary of State for India. in Council or by the Cor~ 
poration, to the intent that such lands shall vest in the Board in the same 
manner and subject to the same conditions as if such lands, if taken over 
from the Secretary of State for India in Council, were included in Schedule 
C, or, if taken over from the Corporation, were included in ScheduleD, 
and such vesting shall in every such case take effect, upon delivery to 
the Board of possession of the land. 

(9) Any land, other than land specified in clause (c) of sub-section (2) 
and the lands referred to in Schedule C as the C<)operage Plot and the 
~Iarine Lines ~Iaidan and also other than land leased or agreed to be 
leased by the Board, epecified in Schedule C, which shall be required by 
Go\'ernment for a public purpose, or specified in Schedule D which shall 
be re<ptired by the Corporation for a public purpose, may at any timt-, 
after giring six months • notice to the Board, be resumed by Govern· 
mentor by the Corporation as the case may be. 
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(10) Government may, with the concurrence of the municipality in 
the case of land specified in Schedule D, by notification in the Bombay 
Government Gazette from time to time add to or amend the entries· in 
Scheduie Cor ScheduleD so far as may be ··necessary in consequence of 
any exchange, resumption, acquisition or other transfer of land, and 
correct mistakes in the said schedules or in the deposited plans, and upon 
such notification the said schedules or plans shall he read subject to such 
addition, amendment or correction. Such notification shall in the case 
of any alteration of Schedule Cor Schedule D include a notification 
of the whole schedule or schedUles as so altered. 

~f. Bom. IV 78. Upon the determination of the further period mentioned in 
,f 1898, 8• 62. . . sub-section (·5) of section 77 the property vested 

Vestmg of property m · Ji B d d h 'd . . H~ Majesty and the Cor· In t e oar , un er t. e sa1 sectiOn m any part 
por.otion on the termina· of the lands specified In Schedule C [except those 
tion of leases granted by appropriated as open spaces, and the plots 1 (a) 

. the Board. . and 1 (e) to l (m) 1 (i) both inclus1:ve and 1 (k) 
of the Flats], and of the lands specified in Schedule E, shall be forthwith 
divested and such part of such lands shall vest or revest absolutely in 
His Majesty. 

Gen'eral Powers as to Property. 

'{is~om. :: 79. (1) The Board shall, for the purposes of 
' 8• 8' ' Power to the Board this Act have power to acquire and hold movable 

to acquire and hold d · ' bl h h 'thin property. an unmova e property, w et er WI or 
without the City. 

(2) The Committee on behalf of the Board shall, subject to the provi
sion~ of this Act, have power-

(a) t6 maintain, repair, alter, manage, demolish and let on hire, 
or lease any movable or immovable property which may have 
become vested in or been acquired-by the Board ; 

(b) to sell or otherwise convey any movable or immovable property 
which may have become vested in or been acquired by the Board 
other than the lands specified in Schedules C and E with the 
exception of the lands referred to in clause (c) of sub-section (2) 
of section 77 exeept with the sanetien ef Ge:vel'B:JB:e:nt ; 

(c) to delegate to the Chief Officer, subject to such conditions and 
limitations as the Committee may impose, any of the powers, duties 
and functions required for the management of all immovable 
and other property vesting or to vest hereafter in the Board under 

· the provisions of this Act, and the powers, duties and functions 
so vested in the chief officer may he exercised, performed or dis
charged, under his control and subject to his revision and to such 
conditions and limitations, if any as he shall think fit to prescribe, 
by any officer of the Board, whom he generally or specially em· 
powers in writing in this behalf ; and the expression " Chief 
Officer" shall, to the extent to which any officer of the Board 
is so empowered, be deemed ~include such Officer. -
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80. The Board shall have power, subject to the provisions of section ~{is~;~~.~~~ 
p0i!,er to apply cl'rtain +4 77 to apply any of the lands specified in 

lands v<>sted in the Board Schedules C D and E for the purposes oi any 
to the purposes of any 1 

achcme under this Act. scheme under this Act. 

81. (I) When the Corporation are satisfied that there is no longer Cf. Bom. IV 
any necessity for the continuance of the Board of~ 71A. 1898• 

Provision for dissolving · Trustees, they shall make a representation to 
the Boa.rd and effect of Government in that behalf and Government may 
dissolutiOn. ' 

' by notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, 
with the previous sanction of the Government of India, dissolve the 
Board from a .date to be specified in the notification. 

(2) Thereupon, notwithstanding anything contained in any section 
of the said Act, 

(a) all the right, title and interest of the Board on that date in the 
lands specified in Schedules C, D, E and F shall vest in the Corpora· 
tion; 

(b) the Corporation shall take over all the assets and liabilities of 
the Board. 

CHAPTER VI. 

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE. 

Contribution from llf unicipaZ Fund. 

82 T Co . . ll l\l . . l F d h Cf. Bom. IV . he mnussmner sha pay from the urue1pa un to t e of 1898, s. 72. 

Amount of payment to 
be made by the Com· 
missioner to the Board 
on the first day of 
May. 

Board on the first day of l\Iay in each year a lump 
sum equal to double the amount of the actual net 
realizations of the Corporation in the preceding 
financial year, under the head of General Tax or 
payments made in lieu of General Tax (including 

arrears and payments in advance), divided by the rate fixed for the 
General Tax for the said financial year. 

Municipal Taxes. 

83. The rateable value of all buildings and lands in the City vesting in 
ASSl'Ssm ... nt of munid· the Trustees for the Improvement of the City 

pal tu:t'6 in resp('('t of of Bombay, in respect of which property taxes 
propt'rty of the Board. would be primarily leviable from the said Trustees, 
shall with resp~rt to each Trust Estate, be determined by the Municipal 
C<)lllmissioner in accordance with the provisions of section 154: of the 
lluniripal Act, and the said Commissioner shall allow from' time to time, 
having regard to the pro\·isions of sub-section (2) of section 158 and 
section 175 of the ~Iunicipal Act, such deduction as he may deem fit· 
on a~ount of vacancy, not being less than the actual percentage of 
vacancy as ascertained from the Trust's accounts of the preceding year. 
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Payments by Government. 

CJ. Bom. IV 84. Government shall pay to the Boar_d, from the date on which this 
of 

1898
• 

8
' 

7
• Act comes into"1orce and until the ninth day 

Payment to be made f N b ll 
by Government. o ovem er 1897 a rents and profits derived 

by Government from the lands specified or referred 
~in Schedule F. 

Division of Acoounts. 

~ ~{' ~~~~· !:, Accounts: Application 85. The Board shall keep a Capital Account 
I 66 and 79 of proceeds of sale and d G I A 

· exchanga of property. an a enera ccount . 

. There shall be credited to the Capital Account--
(a) all moneys received on account of loans taken by the Board other 

· than monies temporarily borrowed in accordance with section 75 ; · 
(b) the proceeds of the sale or exchange of, or the compensation 

awarded under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, for the acquisition 
by Government of any portion of the lands or buildings vested or 
vesting in the Board under this Act j 

(c) the proceeds of the sale or exchange of any movable property 
of the Board purchased by debit to the Capital account ; 

(d) fines or premia levied on granting leases, and sums paid in composi
tion or part composition of rents under leases ; 

(e) any surplus which the General Account shall disclose at the end 
of each financial year ; 

(j) any other sums granted by Government and directed by them to 
be credited thereto ; 

(g) any other sums which the hi'd: Committee direct to be credited 
·thereto. 

Cf. Calcutta . . 86. The moneys credited to the Capital 
~:r::e~t cr~lt~att~! of Ca~i:!i Account shall be held by the Board in trust and 
132,andB~m: Account shall be applied to-
IV of 1898, ss. • d 
64 and 79 (2). (1) meeting the costs of framing and executing schemes m accor ance 

with this Act, including the costs of acquiring lands and the cost of 
constructing buildings required for carrying out any of the purposes 
of this Act ; · 

(2) the repayment of all loans credited to the Capital Account ; 
(3) making good the deficit, if any, in the General Account, at the end Cf. a. 79 (2), 

Bom. IV of of the financial year, provided that the net aggregate amount 
1898. (after eetti.Bg eft all the S1Hflhtsse ea the GsBeral Aeeeat 

whieli aa¥8 l3eeB ereEliteEl te the Capital AeeenBt l:Jefepe the 
sate ea wJiieh this Aet eemee i.Bte feree aBEl alse all the 
S'IH':fllases whieh are erediteElll:BEler elall:se (e) ef seetleB g3) 
which may be so debited to the Capital Account shall not exceed 
15 per centum on the aggregate Capital debt of the Board ; 

(4) advancing any sums necessary for the erection, equipment and 
maintenance of workshops, including tools and plant and transport 
equipment, required generally for the execution of . any sCheme 
under this Act. · · · · 
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87. The scheduled values of the lands specified in Schedules C and D 
shall be included in the Capital Account both 
under receipts and expenditure, the scheduled 
values of the lands resumed in any year being 
reduced from both sides of the said account in 
that year. 

Value of lands in 
Schedule C and D to be 
included in the Capital 
A• count. 

88. The Capital account shall show the total expenditure (including Cf. Bom. IV 
. a proportionate charge for the cost of management) of 1898. 

Capital Account. incurred by the Board on each scheme separately, 8' 75 (2), 

and shall also distinguish between the expenditure incurred on-

(a) the improvement of lands vested in the Board and specified in 
Schedule C; 

(b) the improvement of lands vested in the Board and specified in 
ScheduleD; 

(c) lands referred to in Schedule E. 

General Account. 
89. There shall be credited to the General 

Account-

(1) all interest on the Board's investments other than interest on 
securities in which the sinking fund balances are invested ; 

(2) all sun1s contributed from the Municipal funds and received by the 
Board under section 82 ; 

(3) all fines and damages recovered under section 117; 
(4) all rents of lands vested in the Board; 
(5) the net profit at the close of the year, if any, on sales of securities 

held by the Board; 
(6) all other receipts of the Board which are not required to be credited 

to the Capital account. 

Charges to which 
mont>ys credited to the 
General Account shall 
be applied. , 

90. (1) The moneys credited to the General Cf. Bom. IV 
Account shall be held by the Board in trust and of 1898, s. 77. 

shall be applied by them in payment of the follow· 
ing charges, namely ; 

(a) all payments for interest and sinking fund charges due on account 
of any loan; 

(b) the amount of the cost of management apportioned to General 
Account as provided in section 92 ; 

(c) all sums payable by the Board in respect of rates and taxes levied 
under the Municipal Act upon lands and buildings vested in the 
Board; 

(d) all oth<'r sums due by the Board other than those required to be 
d<'bited to the Capital Account. 

(:?) The surplus, if any, remaining at the end of each financial year 
after making the payments referred to in sub-section (1), shall be 
credited to the Capital Account. 

(:3) The ('ommittt>e shall have power to advance any sums standing 
to the errdit of the General Rennue Arcount to meet current Capital 
Expenditurt>, and the amount of any sums so advanced shall be adjusted 
in the accounts of the year in which such sums are advanced. 
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~fts~~m~?: The General Account 91. The General Account shall distinguish 
· ' : • to distinguish between between all items included in the General Account 

items included in it. according as suchjtems are in respect o£-
(1) lands vested in the Board and specified in Schedule C; 
(2) lands vested in the Board and specified in Schedule D ; 
(3) lands situate within the limits specified in Schedule E : 
( 4) other lands and buildings vesting in the Board. 

Of. Bom. IV The coat of Manage· 
of 1898, s. 75. ment to be first debited 

to General Account and 
thereafter to be appor· 
tioned between Capital 
Account and General 
Account. 

. 92. The 
including-

net cost of management 

(a) the salaries and allowances of the Trustees, the Chief Officer, Acting 
Chief Officer, and the scheduled staff ; 

(b) the expenses in connection with the Land Acquisition Officer; 
(c) pensions, gratuities and contributions by the Board to the Provident 

Fund; · 
(d) office expenses, cost of audit, expenses of loans, losses on invest-

ments and other incidental expenses ; 
shall in the first instance be debited to the General Account and shall be 
apportioned at the close of each financial year between the Capital 
Account and the General Account in such proportion as the Committee 
shall determine. 

Guarantee for fulfilment of Liabilities. 

Cf. Bom. IV Procedure in event of 
d 1898, s. 80. default by Board in pay· 

ment of interest · or 93. (1) If the Board fail-
investment of sinking 
fund charges. . 

(a) to pay any interest in respect of any loan taken in pursuance of 
section 66; 

(b) to pay or to set aside and invest any sum as required by section 68 
or section 76; 

the Accountant-General of Bombay shall make such payment or shall set 
aside and invest such sum as ought to haYe been set aside and invested 
under section 68 or section 76; and the Commissioner shall forthwith pay 
from the Municipal Fund to the said Accountant-General a sum equiva
lent to the sum so paid or invested by him ; and Government may attach 
the rents and other income of the Board and thereupon the provisions of 
sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 99 of the Municipal Act, shall with all 
necessary modifications be deemed to apply. 

(2) Whenever the Commissioner has made any payment to the Account
ant-General under sub-section (1) Government shall reimburse the Cor· 
poration out of the rents and income attached under t.hat sub-section, and 
if such rents and income prove immfficient for the purpose, the Corpora· 
tion may with the previous sanction of Government levy any such sp-ecial 
tax: as may be sufficient to repay to the Municipal Fund the amount 
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withdrawn by the Commissioner as aforesaid. Such special tax shall be 
in addition to the taxes from time to time leviable under the Municipal Act. 

94. If the Commissioner fails to make any payment as required. by Cfi~~m. :r 
. section 82 or section 93 Government may attach 0 

'
8

' • 

Procedure m .c~se of the Municipal funds or tax leviable by the Cor-
defa.ult by Comml8stoner. . , • 

poratmn and thereupon the proVIsiOns of sub-
sections (2) and (.)) of section 99 of the Municipal Act, shall with all 
modifications be deemed to apply and Government may further require 
the Corporation to levy a spl'cial tax as provided in the last preceding 
section. 

95. All moneys paid by the Commissioner under sub-section (1) of C( ~~~m. :~ 
section 93 and not reimbursed by the Local 0 

' a. • 
Certain sums to be a Government under sub-section (2) of that section 

charge upon the property and all moneys payable under sub-section (1) of 
of the Boa.rd. . I · d · h 11 sectiOn 93 and ev1e under sectiOn 94 s a 
constitute a charge upon the property of the Board. 

Annual Estimates. 
96. (1) The Chief Officer shall, at a special meeting to be held in C(-

18
Bom. g 

the month of January in each year, lay before the 0 98
• 

8
' ' 

Chief Officer to frame Committee an estimate of the income and of the 
an annual estimat.e of d' f h B d f h . 
income and expenditure. expen 1ture o t e oar or t e year commencmg 

on the first day of April then next ensuing, in 
such detail and form as the Committee shall from time to time direct. 

(2) Such estimate shall make provision ~or the due fulfilment of all the 
liabilitil's of the Board and for the efficient administration of this Act. 
and shall be completed and printed, and a copy thereof sent by post, or 
otherwise, to each member of the Committee at least ten clear days prior 
to the meeting before which the estimate is to be laid. 

97. The Committee shall consider the estimate so submitted to them Cf. Bom. IV 
The Committee to and sh~ll approve the sam~ either unaltered of 1898, s. R4. 

~~auction or amend such or subJect to such alteratiOns as they shall 
estimate. think fit. 

98. The estimate, as approved by the Committee, shall be submitted 
Estimate to be submit· to the Board before the 15th February who may, 

ted to the Board lo- if tht>y think fit, at any time refer the whole or any 
~~an,.tion. part thereof back to the Committee for further 
consiJeration, or adopt the estimate or any revised estimate submitted to 
tlwm, either as it stands or subject to such alteration as they. deem 
e:-.pedit•nt: 

Provided that if the Board do not pass the estimate before the 31st of 
llarch, the estimate approved by the Committee shall be held to be in 
force till the estimate is finally adopted by the Board. 

99. When this Act comes into force, the latest Budget estimate duly 

Lat.'<\t Bud~t·t t>~timate 
aancti••m"<i undt•r B<101bay 
J.et 1\' uf : ~\11\ to be 
<'onsidt•l't'd as sam·tioned 
under thiS A•·t. 

sanctioned in accordance with Bombay Act IV . 

of 1898 shall be considered as ha\'ing been sanc

tioned in accordance with this Act. 
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0
1
'f· Bom. 

8
I
7
V 100. The Committee may, at any time d~ing the year for which any 

o 1898, a. • h t' t h b t' d Committee may pre- sue es una e as. een sane wne , cause a 
1are supplementary esti- supplementary es.tunate to be prepared and 
mate. submitted to tnein. Every such supplementary 
estimate shall be considered and approved by the Committee and sur
mitted to the Board for sanction in the same manner as if it were 
an original annual estimate. 

Of. BQm. IV 101. (1) Save in cases of pressing emergency no sum exceeding five 
of 1898, 8• 88: thousand rupees shall be expended by or on 

Sum not included behalf of the Board. unless such sum is included 
~~pe~~~~~te may not be in some estimate at the time in force which has 

been finally sanctioned by the Board, or is included 
in an amount payable by the Board under a decree of the High Court of 
Bombay.· 

(2) If any sum exceeding five thousand rupees in amount is so expended 
on a pressing emergency, the circumstances shall be forthwith reported 
by the Committee to the Board, together with an explanation of the 
manner in which it is proposed by the Committee to cover such extra 
expenditure. 

Of. Bom. IV 
of 1898, s. 89. 

Audit of Accounts. · 

102. (1) There shall be a pre-audit and a post-audit. The pre-audit 

A d
·t f A shall be conducted by the Chief Accountant 

u , o ccounts. d h · · f h Ch' f Offi un er t e supervision o t e 1e cer. 
(2) Whenever any difference of opinion arises between the Chief 

Officer and the Chief Accountant as to whether any sum is or is not covered 
by some estimate which has been sanctioned under section 98 or 100, the 
same shall be reported by the Chief Officer who shall forward the opinion 
of the Chief Accountant together with his own to the Committee whose 
decision shall be final. 
. 103. (1) The accounts of the rec;pts and expenditure of the Board 

Accounts to be audited shall be post-audited and examined by such 
and examined by audi- . · . , . 
tors appointed by Gov- auditor as shall, from time to t1me, be appomted 
ernment.. b G . y overnment. 

(2) For the purposes of such audit and examination, the auditor may, 
by summons in writing, require the production before him of all books, 
deeds, contracts, vouchers, and all other documents and papers which 
he may deem necessary and may require any person holding or account
aHa ~or any such books, deeds, contracts, accounts, vouchers, documents 
or papers, to appear before him at any such audit and examination or 
adjournment thereof and to make and sign a declaration with respect to 
the same. 

(·3) The auditor shall forthwith report to the Committee any material 
impropri~ty or irregularity which he may observe in the expenditure or in 
the recovery of moneys due to the Board or in the accounts. 

(I) Within fourteen days after the audit and examination of the 
accounts of each half-year shall h~ve. been completed the auditor shall 
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forward his report upon the accounts to the Committee who shall cause 
an abstract of the audited accounts to be published in the Bombay Govern· 
ment Gazette. The Committee shall submit a copy of the auditor's report 
and of the abstract of the accounts to Government and also forward a copy 
of the said report and of the abstract to the President of the Board. 

(5) The auditor shall be paid by the Board such remuneration as 
Government may from time to time determine. 

Banking and Investments. 

104. (1) All moneys payable to the Board shall on receipt be forth- cr r;~· IV 

All t b d • with paid into the Bombay Head· Office of the ~9A. ' s. 
moneys 0 e 6 I · 1 B k f I di h di f t posiwd in Imperial Bank mpena an o n a to t e ere t o an accoun 

of India · or other which shall be styled 'The Account of the 
preecribed Bank. Trustees for the Improvement of the City of 

Bombay'. 
(2) Surplus moneys at the credit of the said account may, from time to 

time, be deposited by the Board at interest in the Imperial Bank of India, 
or in such other bank or banks aaa s~:~:'Bjeet ta saelt eaa<litiaB:S as may 
from time to time, be prescribed by the Government or may be invested 
in any of the securities mentioned in section 20 of the Indian Trusts Act, II of 1882. 

1882. 
105, Payment of any sum due by the Board exceeding one hundred 

rupees in amount shall be made by means of a 
Mode of payment. cheque and not in any other way. 

106. All orders for making any deposit, investment or withdrawal 
Orders for making de- f d 't d dis 1 f 't' d 

G:si~, etc., by whom to o & epos1 an posa o any secun1es, an 
81gned. all cheques, shall be signed-

(1) by the Chief Officer and the Chief Accountant, and 
(2) in the event of the illness or occasional absence from Bombay 

of the Chief Officer or the Chief Accountant, as the case may be, 
by the Chairman in his place. 

CHAPTER VII. 

OF THE OFFICERS A.ND SERV ..U.."TS OF THE BOARD. 

Strength of Staff. 

107, The Committee shall, from time to time, prepare and sanction Cf. Bom. IV 
Schedule of officers a schedule of the staff of officers and servants of 1898, a. 90. 

and ~~ervanta of the whom they shall deem it necessary and proper 
:Board. to maintain for the purposes of this Act. Such 
schedule shall set forth the amount and nature of the salaries, fees and 
allowances which the Committee sanction for each such officer or servant. 

Provided always that-
(a) artisans, porters and labourers and muccadams of porters and 

labourers and · · 
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(b) persons in temporary employment other than those who are 
in receipt of a monthly pay exceeding Rs. 150 or other than 
those who are engaged for a de.f!nite period of six months, 

shall not be deemed to be officers and servants within the meaning of 
this section or of section 108 (except clauses (2) and (3) thereof) or 
section 109. 

Of. Bom. IV Th C 'tt 
of 1898, ss. e om~n ee to 

108. The Committee may, with the approval 

of the Board, from time to time make 91, 94 (I) (b); fra.m~ regula.t1ons for re
Born. III of gulatwg grant of }P.a.ve, 
1888, 8. Ill (1) eto. regulations for-
(b). 

(I) regulating the grant of leave of absence, leave allowances and 
acting and other allowances and the conditions of service, discipline and 
conduct of the officers and .servants of the Board ; · 

(2) determining the conditions under which the officers and servants 
of the Board or any of them, shall on retirement or discharge or death 
receive pensions or gratuities or compassionate allowances and under 
which the widows orotherrelationsdependent on any ofthe saU officers 

f and servants shall after their death receive compassionate allowances or 
· gratuities, and the amounts of such pensions, gratuities or compassionate 
' allowances ; 

(3} authorising the payment of contributions at certain prescribed 
· rates and subject to certain prescribed conditions to any Provident Fund 
which may, with their approval, be established by the officers and servants 

.appointed under this Act, or to such Provident Fund, if any, as may be 
established by the Board for the benefit of such officers and servants ; 

(4) the guidance of persons employed by them under this Act. 

Powers of Appointme;nts, etc, 

Of. Bom. IV. 109. (I) 'The Engineer, Estate Agent, Chief Accountant and Land 
of 1898, s. 92 · . Manager shall be appointed by the Board and 
and Bom. III Appowtments, etc., shall be removable at any time from office for 
of 1888 a. 74 by whom to be made. • • . 
(d). ' IDJ.sconduct or for neglect of, or mcapac1ty for 

the duties of the office on the votes of not less than ~ two-thirds of the 
Trustees present at a meeting of the Board and voting in favour of a 
proposition in this behalf. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of this section and of the regulations 
and of the schedule for the time being in force framed by the Committee 
under section 107 the power of appointing, promoting, suspending, 
dismissing, fining, reducing, discharging, accepting the resignation of, 
or granting leave to the officers and servants of the Board shall be 
exercised by the Chief Officer in the case of officers and servants whose 
monthly salary does not exceed three hundred rupees, and in every other 
case by the Committee. 
· (3) The power of dispensing with the services of any officer or servant 
of the Board having a lien on a permanent post otherwise than by reason 
of such officer's or servant's own misconduct, or of permitting any Officer 
or anr servant to retire on a pension, gratuity, or compassionate 
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allowance, shall, subject to the aforesaid prmisions, be excisf!d by the 
Committees alone. 

{J) In this section the word " Engineer " means the engineer of the 
highest grade on the Board's ordinary staff. ' 

1 09-A. "Any officer or senxml u:ho haJJ been in the sertice of the Board 
ronsti.l!ded under Ad IV of189~ fora period of notless than five years 
before the dale on which this Ad romeJJ into force sha!l be entitled within a 
period of two years after such dale to go on leat't preparatory to retirement, 
f11joy aU kat-e due to him under the roles in f01'ce at the dale of the passing 
of this Acl, draw his share of the Trustees' rontributwn to the Prooidenl 
Fund and any gratuity u·hich may be du~ to him under the Rules dated the 
lOth January 192J." 

CHAPTER VIII. 

BY·LA.WS. 

The Committee rna 110. The Committee may, from time to time, Cf. Born. IV 
make by-lawa. make by-laws- of 1898, s. 94. 

(a) for regulating the delegation of tM their powers and duties ef 
the Eaara to sub-committees; 

(b) for the management and use of the lands vested in the Board 
under sub-sections (2) and (3) of sectio;n 77; 

(e) fer tixiBg the ma:rimlUa: amaet af fees payable te ll:Bf 
TrustE'e ti:Biler seetiaa IS; 

(c) (d) for the management, use and regulation of dwellings construc
ted for the poorer or working classes under any scheme ; 

(d) (E') generally for carrying out the purposes of this Act. 
1 U. (1) No by-law or alteration or revocation of a by-law shall Cf. Bo~ ry 

. have effect until the same shall have been approved of 1898, 8• 9a • 
. Appronl and publica- by the Board and Government and such approval 

t10n of the by-laws. . . • 
shall have been published m the Bombay Got'tm-

ment Ga:;eJJ.e, and no by-law or alteration or revocation of a by-law shall 
be approved by Government until the same shall have been published 
for three weeks successively in the said Gazette. 

(2) It shall be lawful for Government at the request of the Board at 
any time by notification in the said Gazette to cancel any by-law or 
regulation made and published under the provisions of this and of the 
last two preceding sections. 

112. The Committee may, in the by-laws made under section 110, Cf. Born. IV 
prescribe such penalties as they shall deem fit of 1898, e. 96. 

bv~~~·~? for breach of for the infringement of the same. Provided 
· that no penalty for any one infringement of a 

by-law !!hall exceed one hundred rupees, nor, in case of a continuing 
infringement shall any penalty exceed filty rupees per diem for every day 
after notice of such infringement shall have been given by the ~ 
Com,,ittee to the person guilty of such infringement. 

113. The Committee thall cause the said by-laws to be printed in Cf. Born.: IV 
the Encrlish llarathi, Gujarati and Urdu of 1898, e. 97. 

By-Ian to bt printffl.. Ia 0 
' 1- _ h · 1a · nguages, and to ut: ung up at converuent p ces. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

PENALTIES. 

Of. Bom. IV . 114. Ally person who being a Trustee, or a member of the Committee 
of 1898, e. 98. For being interested or an officer or servant of the Board, shall acquire, 

in contracts with the directly or indirectly, any share or interest in 
Board. any contract or employment with, by, or on 
.behalf of the Board, shall be deemed to have committed the offence 

XLV.ofl860. made punishable by section 168 of the Indian Penal Code: 
Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to a person who is 

declared not to be disqualified or to be deemed to have a share or interest 
in any contract or employment by sub-section (2) of section 17. 

or Bom. ~: 115. Ally person employed unrler this Act, not being a public servant 
0 1898• s. • 

1 
within the meaning of section 21 of the Indian 

For obtaining illega p l C d h h ll b · XLV of 1860, gratification. ena o e, w o s a accept or o tam, or agree 
· to accept or attempt to obtain, from any person, 

for himself or for any other person, any gratification whatever, other than 
legal remuneration, as a reward for doing, or forbearing to do, any official 
act or for showing or forbearing, to show, in the exercise of his official 
functions, favour or disfavour to any person, or for rendering, or attempt· 
ing to render, any service or disservice, to any person, with the Board or 
with any public servant as such, or with Government shall be liable to 

XLV. of 1863. the same punishment as is provided by the Indian Penal Code in the case 
· of the like offence committed by a public servant. 

Of. 
1
Bom. IV 116. Ally person who shall refuse or neglect to appear before any 

of 898• 8
' d't f t t d b k 100. , For refusing or ne- au 1 or o accoun s, or o pro uce any oo s, 
glecting to appear before deeds, contracts, accotmts, vouchers, documents 
an auditor of accounts, or papers, or to make or sign any declaration 
etc. when duly required so to do by any auditor of 
accounts under sub-section (2) of section 103 shall be punished for every 
such neglect or refusal with fine which may extend to one hundred 
rupees. 

Of. Bom. IV 117. All offences against this Act or against any by-law made under 
of 1898, e. · • · 110 h ll b · bl b p 'd 101. Cognizance of offences sectiOn s a e cogmza e y a res1 ency 

under this Act. Magistrate. · 

All fines and damages recovered from any offender shall be paid to the 
Board. 

CHAPTER X. 

:MISCELLANEOUS. 

Cf. Bom. IV 118. 'Wbenever any day by this Act appointed for any purpose shall 
of 1898, e. Pr . . h d happen to be a Sunday or a public holiday, the 
lO'l OVISIOO W en ay , • d b d h d h ll 

M, appointed for any pur- busmess appomte to e one on sue ay s a 
pose is:• Sunday or hi! done on the next day after such Sunday or 
publio holiday. public holiday.. -
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119. The distances mentioned in this Act shall cr Bl8o9m8. IV 
Moasuremcnt of dis- be measured in a straight line on a horizontal ~03. ' a. 

tancea. 
plane, 

120. No suit or other proceeding shall be commenced against any Cf. Bom. IV 
. . . . person for anything done, or purporting to have of 1898, a. 

Lun1tatwn on smts b d · f h' A · h · · 104. · een one, m pursuance o t 1s ct Wit out gtviDg 
to such person one month's previous notice in writing of the intended suit 
or otht>r proceeding and of the cause thereof, nor after six months from the 
accrual of the cause of such suit or other proceeding. 

121. Act XIV of 1904 (An Act to supplement certain provisions of 
R(·r~al of Act XIV the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898) is rOm· IV of 

of 1901. hereby repealed:- sgs, 
Provided that such repeal shall not affect any appeal made to the High 

Court from any award or any part of the award of the Tribunal of Appeal 
under sub-section (11) of section 48 of the City of Bombay Improvement 
Act, 1898, before the date on which this Act comes into operation, but 
every such appeal shall, so far as may be, be decided by the High Court in 
accordance with the provisions of the City of Bombay Improvement Act, Bom, IV of 
1898, as supplemented by Act XIV of 1904 as if this Act had not been 1898. 
passed. 

SCHEDULE A. 

(See sect-ion 61.) 

Portions of the Land Acquisit-ion Act, 1894, regulat-ing the 
acquisit-ion of lands under this Act. 

Part !-Preliminary except clauses (e) and {j) of section 3. 
Part II--Acquisition, except sub-section (1) of section 4, section 6 

and sub-section (2) of section 17. 
Part III-Reference to Courts· and Procedure thereon, except sub-sec-

tion(2) of section 23 and clauses (6)and (7) of section 2-1. 
Part IV -Apportionment of compensation. 
Part. V-Payment. 
Part VI-Temporary occupation of land. 
Part VIII--Miscellaneous. 

SCHEDULE AA. 

(See sectwn 61.) 

Scrtl~ of Additional Compensation, 
S<'GU tJf ..tdditioMl Compmrdlioll. 

A14tktl raiYOI. 

Cp to •1111 inrllldi~tg Ra. 10,000 

.too., 1/.a. 10,000 •1141 ....c IZlO«dU!f Rl. ao,ooo 

.tboN 116. l 00,000 

B 8:!7-15 

RliU of additii>Ml oompm.lation. 

.. 41 'JHlf' mii.=RI. 000 • 

• • 41 JW mat. Oil 1M fi.rlit R.I. 10,000 GM 4 fHIItMt, 
Olt tM bella~ • 

.. 41 JW mat. 011 1M firlll 1/.1. 10,000 &114 S fHIIentJ, 
011 1M bella"'"" ~ lllat "' flO - 1/taU 
~~ lottiJ • ..., .. ,., .. WI Lltala Rl. !,200 • 

,, 41 JW entJ. 011 lilt firtJt 111.10,000 olld !t JWttfll. 
011 IN bellatta~ pmr\dtod tMt ill IIIII CIIUf a/oall 
141 lol4ol .... ,., .. '"' ,.... Rl. 3,300. 
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SCHEDULE B. 

(See section 71.) 

FORM OF DEBENTURE. 

TII:m TRUStEES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
CITY OF BOMBAY. 

The 19 
By virtue of " The City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 

" we, the Trustees for the Improvement of the City of Bombay, 
in consideration of the sum of Rupees paid to us by A. B. 
of · , promise to pay to the said · or order 
the said sum of Rupees after the date hereof, together with 
interest at the rate of per centum per annum, payable half· 
yearly on the day of · and the day of 

Given under our common seal this day of 

Common Seal. 

19 • 

(Signature of two members of the 
Committee and the Chief Officer). 

SCHEDULE C. 

(See section 77.) 

Value. 

Cadastral. I ... PI~ No. Ward Description. Cadastral Total 
No. Survey No. Survey. Area. Total •. 

I Amount. Amount. - - ------ ---
Sq. yds. 

TBBFLATS. 
Sq. yde. Rs. lb. 

-· (D~ Plan" A".) 

1 (a) .. 69 Part Bounded on the '13,811 .. .. 
LowerParel North partly by 
Dlvialon. Plot No. K of the 

Flats, partly by the 

I land belonging to 
the B.B. & 0.1. Bail· 
way Company bear· 
lng cadastral Survey 

I 
No. •a and partly 
by private property 
bearing cadastral 
Survey No. 66. On 
the South by Haines 
Road. On the 
East by private pro-
pertlee bearing 
cadastra I Survey 
Nos. 66, 65, 67 and 

~;~sf~~= 
partly by Plot No. 
K of the Flats and 
Crrtly by the land 

onging to the 
B.B • .t C~ Hallway 
Company beariog 
cadastral Survey 
No.4a. -



-- ·--

Plot No. Ward Cadastral 
No. Survey No. 

1 (b) .. 383 Part 
and Tardeo 
1 (d) Division. 

1 (c) .. U2 Tardeo 
Division. 

, 

B 827-154 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE C-rontd. 

(See section 77)-contd. 

I Area. Total 
Description. Clldastra.l 

Survey. 
Area.. 

---
Sq. yds. Sq. yds. 

( DepoBiJ.ed Pla'l " B ".) 

Bounded on the 405,4.47 .. 
North partly by 
the tand belonging 
to the Bombay 
Municipality boar· 
ing Clldastral Survey 
No. ssa (part) and 

~'Zf. onbfhe s~~{~ 
by rerivate pro· 
pert es bearing 
Clldastral Survey 
Nos. 408, 403, 398 
371 and 372 and 383 
(part). On the 
East by the Muni· 
eipal main drain 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 389 and 
on the West by the 
private properties 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 399 to 
409, 398, 371, 372 
and 383 (part). 

(DepoBiJ.ed Pla11 " a".) 

Bounded on the 19,815 .. 
North by Clerk 
Road ; on the South 
by t'le land belong. 
ing to the Bombay 
~uniclp'IJit~,!:~ 
Survey No. U3. 
On the East partly 
by the land belong-
tng to the Bombay 
Municipality bear· 
lng Cadastral Sur-
vey No. 4.14 (part) 
a.nd partly by the1 
la.nd aeq ulred by 
Government for the 
B.B • .t C.l. .Railway 
Company &nd on tbe 
West by Municipal 

£:"!va~= ts"~: 
vey No. :190 beyond 1 

which Ia the land I 
belonging to tbe 
Bomhlly .Hunle.i· 
pslity beot.ring 
Oldastral Surve)'l 
:So. 4.11. E][dudtng, 

I 
tbe )lunicipar 
lW&d tor B.ubbisbl 
Q&r\8. 

1015 

Value. 

Total. Amount. Amount. 

------
B.s. &. 

.. .. 

I 

I 
.. .. 

I 
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Ward Plot No. No. 

1 (e) " 

l(f) " 

1 (g) " 

1 (11) .. 

Cadastral 
Survey No. 

1030 Lower 
Pare! Dlvi· 
slon. 

268 Lower 
Pare! Divi· 
slon. 

144 (Part) 
and 71 

f.:~ILg:~ 
slon, 

Appendices 
SCHEDULE C-oontd. 

. Ar~a 
Description, Cadastral 

·Survey, 

THll FLATB-eontd. Sq. yds. 

(Deposited Plan D.) 

Bounded in the 8,409 
North by the Worll 
Sluice Road, on the 
South and West by 
the land belonging 
to the 1\ombay 
Municipality bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 286 and 

· on the East by the 
private J:perty 
bearing astral 
Survey No. 1031, 

(Deposited Plan E.) 
Bounded on the 25,244 
North by private 
properties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 473, 433, 436, 
437 and 438; on the 
Sonth by the 
land belonging to 
the Bombay )luni· 
cipality bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 269; on the 
East by private pro· 
perties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 270, 267, 268, 
439, 438, 437. 436, 
433 and 472 and on 
the West by the 
Worli Low Level 
Drainage Channel. 

(Deposited Plan F.) 

Bounded on the 4,287 
North by the land 

~;:~~;g toMunr~ 
pality bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 2St (part of) 
on the South by 
Plot l(i) ofthe Flats; 
on the East partly 
by the land belong· 
log to the Bombay 
1\Iunlrlpallty bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 71 (part) and 
partly by private 
properties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 144, 145 and 
on the West by Plot 
1 (i) of the Flats, 

11 (Part ) Bounded on the North 
Lower Pare 

4,104 
I by private properties 

Division, bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 106 and 
107; on the South by 
the land belonging to 
the Bombay 1\lunl· 
clpe.lity bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No, 71 (part). On 
the East by the 
Tulsl Pipe Road 
bearing Cadastral 

-

Value. 

Total 
Area. 

A I Tot&! mount. Amount. 

Sq. yds, Rs. Rs. 

" 10,511 " 

.. 19,183 " 

" 2,679 " 

.. 13,338 .. 

' 

-



l'lotNo. Ward 
No. 

1 (i) .. 

. 

1 (•) .. 

i 

Appendices 
SCHEDULE C-<xmtd. 

L=J Cadastral AI"'..& ·-., I ~-• Surve)'• 

THll FLATS-contd. Sq. yds, 

(DtpotiUd Plan F.) 
-contd. 

Survey No. 70 and on 
the West by tbe land 
belonging to the 
Bombay Municipali-
ty bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 71 
(part). 

(Dtpol'iU4 Plan F.) 
Eastnn portion. 

71 (Part) Bounded on the .. 
Lower Parel N ortb partly by the 
l..llvlsion. llllld belonging to 

the Bombay Muni· 
cipality bearing cad· 
astral Suney No. 
284 (part) partly by 
Plot 1 (g) of the 
Flats and partly by 
private properties 
bearing cadastral 
Survey Nos, 143,142 
lllld HO on the Soutb 
by the land belong-
ing to tbe Bombay 
Municipality bear-
lng cadastral Survey 
No. il (part l on the 
East partly by 
crivate properties 

earing Cadastral 
Survey Nos,l07,140 
141, 142, 143 aud 
partly by Plot 1 (g) 
of the Flats and on 
the West by the 
Low I.evel Drainage 
Channel. 

(Dtpofii.M Phl11 F.) 

Wt~tnll portion. 

110 (Part) Bounded on the 42,o62 
Low"' Parel North by prh-ate 
Dh·islon, property bearing 

Clldastral Survey No. 
134 a.od partly by 
privat<~ properties 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 137,136 
139 and partly by 
the Low I.e vel 
Drain&!!e Channel; 
on the South partly 
by the land belong-
lng to the Bombay 
:Munklpality bearing 
C&<iastral Survey 
:So. rh partly by 

I the Low Lew! 
Drainage ChannPl 
and partly by prl· 
\-ate properties 
b<ving ('&dastral 
Surv~y Nos. 137. 
136, 139 and 134 ; 
on the East by thP 
Low Ll'vel Drain&!«' 

I 
Chann~l and on the 
West partly by land 
belonging to tbe 

1017 

Value, 

Total 
~a, 1-Amount • .Amount 

Sq. yds. Bs. ll.ll. 

. 
.. .. .. 

.. 42,062 .. 

I 
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.PI.oUl'o. Ward Cadastral 
No. Survey No. 

. 
lU) .. 46 lower 

Parel Dlvi· 
&ion. 

1 (I) .. 69 (Part) 
Lower 
ParelDivi· 
sion. 

• 

I .. Fort 7 .. 

Appendices 
SCHEDULE C-ccntd 

Description. ~~s:~~ 

TBll FLATs--eontd. !lq. yds. 

(Deporited Plan F.) 

Western Portion-contd. 

Bombay Munlci· 
pality bearinl!' 
cadastral Survey 
No. 110 and partly 
by private proper· 
ties bearing Cadas· 
tral Survey Nos. 
137, 139, 136 and 
134, 

(Dtp08itetJ Plan G.) 
Bounded In the 7,13,653 
North by the Muni· 
cipal Storm Water 
Reservoir ; on the 
South partly by 
Clerk Road . and 
partly by land be· 
longing to the Bom· 
bay :Municipality 
bearing cadastral 
Survey No. 45; on 
the East partly by 
land belonging to 
the Bombay !llunlcl· 
pa\ity bearing 
cadastral Survey 
No. 411 partly by 
land acquired by 
Government for the 
B. B. & C,l, Railway 
Company bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 46 partly by 
the Junction Road 
and partly by the 
Low Level Drainage 
Channel beyond 

;~~ · 1:d J!a'rh: 
West by the Muni· 
clpal old drain, 

( De-Poritell Plon .A.) 
Bounded on the 10,162 
North by the land 
belongin~ ' to the 
B,B.& ,I, Rail· 
uy Company bear· 
lng cadastral 
Survey No, 43; on 
the South and East 
by Plot 1 (a) of the 
Flats and on tb~ 
West by Tnlsl Pipe 
Line Road, 

Total .. .. 
TBB KENNEDY SEA 

FACB, 
(Dtponted Plan H.) 
Bounded on the 4,447 
North, South and 
West by the fore-
shore of Back llay 
and on the Eal!t by 
a public footpath. 

Total .. .. 

Value. 

Total 
.A.rea. 

Amount. Total 
Amount. 

Sq. yds. Rto. Rs. 

.. .. .. 

• 

.. 38,026 .. 

13,06,994 .. 1,20,799 

.. .. .. 

4,447 .. ... . 



Plot No. Ward Cadaetral 
No. Survey No. 

3 .. 4 and 13 

6A .. 718 to 725 
1416 to 1421 
U29 ro 143a 
andU35, 

I 

tB .. 709 

I 

A ppendic..es 
SCHEDULE 0-ccntd. 

.Area 
Description, Cadastral 

Survey 

I Sq. yds. I 
TRB COOPBR.I.GI I 

Ptoi!, I 
(DIIpOfittlll'IMII.) I 
Bo110ded ou the 68,267 
Nolth by the 
Bandst&ud Circle, 
on the South by 
Wodehouse Road; 
on the East by Co· 
operage Road and 
on the West 
by Queens 
Parade Road but 
excl114iiiiJ 38 11quare 
yards 011 wblch 
stands the statue of 
th~ late Mr. Justice 
Ballad e. 

TRB MAROOI LooiS 
ESTATB, 

(Deporited Plan J.) 

Bou11ded on the North 82,795 
by the Southside of 
the compound of 
Government Bunga· 
low No. 41. On the 
East partly by the 
West boundary of 
Plot ' C' nlServed for 
Military purposes by 
Government Resolu· 
tioo No. 2 c.w. 4, 
dated Srd January 
1881, and partly by 
the West boundary 
of Plot 4B (Marine 
Lines M.aid&n). On 
the South by a 
portion of 
the North boundary 
of Plot No, 4B (Mar· 
lne Lines Maidan) 
and on the West 
by the Marine Lines 
Road (Marine Street, 
but excluding the 
two roads giving 
aooeBB ro the Maidan 
from the ld.arlne 
Lines Road. 

The MARI!II Lntu 
lUD>.t.B. 

(Drpol'itell Plan J,) 

Bounded on the North 111,1119 

!:~~~~~ :~~.~~~ 
~for Military 
pul"flOSee by Govern-
ment Resolution :So. 
2 c.w. '· d&t~ 3rdi 
Janur.ry 1~1 and 
P-rtlY by CadastraJ 

I Survey :So. 7:!3 of 
tbe H&ri&e LiLes 
E..tate, On the East 

I by the Esplanade 
and M.a yo ll.o6da. 
011 the South by I 

1019 

Yalue. 

Total 
area. 

Amount. Total 
Amo110'-

Sq. yda. II&. 

I 
Re. 

I .. .. .. 

.. 3,27;1150 . . 

.. 9,19,190 .. 
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Plot No. Ward Cadastral 
No. Survey No. 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 6 .. 14 to 16 
and 18 to 
to 29, 

I 
6 (11) 

I 
.. 440 to 444 

I 
6 (b) I .. 432, 436 to 

439 and 
1-439, 446. 

I I 

I 

I 

Appendices 
SCHEDULE C-contd. 

Description. L-~~~~~~ 

TBB ~{ARINlil LIIIBS 
Sq. yds. 

MAIDAN-eonta. 

(Deposited Pit~~~ J) 
--contd. 

Chlll'<'h Gate Street 
on the west partly 
by .1\larine Lines 
Road (Marine Street) 
and partly by Plot 
4A (Marine Unes 
Estate) but exclud· 
ing the sites of the 
Gokhale and Mont· 
ague statues. 

Tllli1 WILLINGTON 
LINES PLOT, 

(Depolitea Plttn II..) 

Bounded on t.he 44,038 
North by Mayo 
Road: on the 
South:East by 
Wodehouse Road; 
on the East by 
Esplanade Road, 
and on the West by 
the Cooperage Road, 
but e:ll:ludtm} the 
site OC('Upied by the 
Admiral's Buoga· 
low, 

THE WODEHOt'SB 
ROAI• PLOT. 

(Deposited Plan L.) 

Bounded on the 9;494 
North-West by 
Wodehouse It~~.· 
on the South-East 
by ColabnCanseway, 
and on the South 
1\nd !:lout.h-West by 
Convent Street. 

Bounded on the 13,332 
North-West b:v 
Wodehouse Rosd'; 
on the North and 
North-East by 
C'.oovent Street ; on 
the South-East by 
Colaba Causeway, 
and on the Sooth-
We~t by OrmiRton 
Street, but ~arl11ding 

I 

the sites occupied i by 
I 

(1) The Elphlnstone I 
College Stno1e~;ts' 
Quart.ers, 

(2)Th~ T~lang 
Memorial Quartel'l!, 

(~)The Wesleyan 
Chntth and Srhool 
undtr a ltase dated 
4th Mar~h 18~5. 

" 

Value. 

Total 
area. Total 

Amount. Amount. 

Sq. yds. Rs. Rs. 

.. 4,40,380 .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

' 

-



I 
Plot 1\o, Ward Cadastl'lll I 

No, Survey 1\o, 

61c) .. 425 to 428 

I 

i(n) .. 699 

7.b) .. iOO and iOl 

I 

I 
i 

7(c) .. itO,i41 

A pperulices 
SCHEDULE 0--c(lntd. 

Area 
Jll'!'crlption. Cadastral 

SurvPy, 

TBB WODEHOUSI! 
~q. yds. 

ROAD l'LOT-(l(lntl.l. 

(Dtpo.Wd Plan L) 
-contd. 

(4) The Wodehous1 
Road Polic< 
Acrommo d a t I on 
Buildings, and 
(5) The tern ph 
(Cadastral l!\urve)' 
No. 434). 

Bound I'd on thc- JS,6i4 
North·Wfst &Ld 
West by Wodehouse 
Road ; on the l!i ortb· 
East by Ormiston 
Rtreet; on the South· 
East partly by the 
propPrt y of the 
Bombay Munici· 
pality and partly by 
the property of the 
Born hay Electrir 
Supply and Tram· 
ways Company, 
Limitl'd, a.nd on the 
South by the B. B. 
& C. I. and G. I. P. 
Railways sidings, 

Total Wodehouse .. 
Road Plot, 

THE HOR~BY ROAD 
PJ.oT. 

(Deporitld Pia" M.) 

Bounded on the 116 
l!iorth·East, South· 
East and South· 
West by property 
In the occupation 
of the Sta.ndard Life 
Assura.nre Company 
and on the North· 
West by Ilastiou 
Road, 

Bonnd('d on the 1,339 
l!ion.h-East by pre· 
mises known as the 
Fort Reading Room : 
on the South·East 
by Bomhy Road; on 
the South·West by 
property In the 
oocu pation of the 
StAndard Life 
Assurance Company, 
a.nd on the l!iorth· 
West by Ilastion 
Road. 

Bounded on tbe 1,881 
Korth·Ea.l't by the 
Pan;l L)·ing In 
Ho;pital ; on the 
South-East by Bas· 
tion Road ; 011 th~ 
South· West b\• 
tathl'dral Girls' 
St:bool, and on lht 

I :Sortb·'West b)' ! 
Pm.rott Road. ! 

1021 

Value. 

Total 
area. Amount.,. Total 

Amon~ f. 

!q.yds. 11.&. B.a. 

.. .. .. 

41,400 .. U'-000 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 
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I 

PI~ Ward Cadastral 
.No. .No. Survey 

No, 

---

.. 
7(d) .. 744:,745 

7(e) .. 746 to 749, 
752,753, 
757 to 760, 
1397 to 
1399, 
1407 to 
1410 

7(J) .. 1406 

7(g) .. 1402 and 
1404 

7(11) .. 1389 and 
1390 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE 0---rontd. 

.._-· 
Area 

Description. Cadastral 
Survey. 

---

I TuB HORNBY Ro~ 
Sq. yde. 

PLOi'-COfltd. 

(Deporitll4 Plan M) 
-eontd • 

Bounded on the 2,648 
North·East by Out-
ram Road ; on the 
South-East by 
Hornby Road ; on 
the South·West by 

~~Fo:Yof t~:s~~: 
Whiteaway Laidlaw 
and Company, Limi· 
ted, and on the 
North· West by lias· 
tion Road. 

llonnded on the 26,124 
North-East by 
Ravelln Street ; on 
the South-East by 
Hornby Road ; on 

~:t=t~:t a~a 
on the North-West 
by Marzba.n Road, 
but wludi7111 the 
sites of the Cathe· 
d ral High School for 
Boys, the Govern· 
ment Stores and Bas· 
tion Road (part of) 
and Home Street 
(part of) and 
Wallace Street. 

llonnded on the -- 2,9n 
North· East by the 
site of the Scottish 
Free Church ; on the 
South· East by Murz. 
ban Road ; on the 
South-West by 
Ravel in Street, and 
on the North•West 
by waudby Road. 

llonnded · on the 762 
North-West by 
Murzba.n Road ; on 
the South· East by 
tM sites of the 
Elphinstone Cricket 
Club Quartere and 
the Masonic Hall, 
and on the South by 
Ravelln Street. 

Bounded on the 8,267 
North•West by 
Murzba.n Road ; on 
the South·Easi by 
Hornby Road ; on 
the South·Weat by 
prlVRte property 
bearing ()adastml 
Survey No. 1391, 
and on the Wee' by 
llastlon Road. 

Value • 

Total 
Area. 

Amount. Total 
Amount. 

--- --- ---
Sq. yds. RP. Ra. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

.. .. .. 

-



Plot W11.rd 
.No. .No. 

7(\) 

tO( a) 
6:(b) 

--

Cadal!t!'W 
Survey 

No. 

----

1,385 

1,492 

1,451 

380 l/380 
to 11,380 
1193,a~. 
3116, .30, 
l/8116 to 
4/3116. 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE C-contd. 

Al't!& 
Description. Cadastral 

Survey. 

---'IBB BOIIIBY RoOD 
PLO'J.'--<lOI!td. Sq rds. 

(DeptJIIiUd.PianM) 
-oontd, 

Bounded on the !,521 
No-tb·Ellf!t by 
cruickshank Road ; 
on the East by 
Hornby Road ; on 
the South-East by 
Murzben Rood ; on 
the South· West by 
~vate property 

ring Cadastral 
Survey No. 1386, 
and on the North· 
West by Wa.udby 
Road. 
Tota.l, The Hornby · .. 

Road Plot. 
TRIAIIGULAR PLOT 

SoUTH Oil CRAW• 
PORD MARKET, 

(Dtpontt4 Plan N.) 
7,707 Bounded on the 

North by Market 
Road; on the West 
by Hornby Road, 
and on the South· 
East 
Road. 

by Pal ton 

Total .. .. 
PLOT NORTH OP 

MUiiiCIPAL Ollfi('F.S. 
(Depontt4 Plan 0) 

Bounded on the 6,811 
North by Gymoa· 
aium Road ; on the 
South by Council 
Roil4 ; on the East 
by Hornby Road, 
and on the West by 
the Bead Quarters 
of the Bombay Vol· 
unteer Rides. 

Total .. .. 
TBI CHAUPATI 
WEST ESTATE. 

(IHpontt.d Plan P.) 
(a) and (b) Bounded 
on the North partly 
by a puhlle passage 
leading to Gibb's 
Road and partly by 
land belonging to 
the M uoici pal Cor· 
~tloo bearing 

ast..W Survey 
No. 437,oo the South 
~by the Sirrl 

, partly by the 
Old Body GUArd 
Linea aDd partly by f!w.t• propert-y 

ring Cadutral 
Survey Noe. :1176 and 
Silt, on the E&Bt 
partly by ll&bul· 
nath Road and t:' by the Old 

J Guard Lloee, 
aDd on ~be Wet* by 
&D lrl't'Riar line 
ex.t.eodin!!from where 
tbt J:'ut.lio pao8Af!e 
leading to Glbb'e 
ll.ol4 mes.e tile 

1023 

Value. 

Total 
area. Total Amount. Amount, 

--- --- ---· 
Sq. yd .. Rs. Re. 

.. .. .. 

U,619 .. 8,Sll,S80 

.. 1,64,140 .. 

7,707 .. l,M,UO 

2,04,330 .. 

6,811 .. 2,04,330 

I 
l 
I 
I 
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Plot Ward Cadastral 
. No. No, Survey 

. No. . 
. - --- ----

"' 
lO(c) .. 398 to 404, 

426 to 429 

lO(d) .. 425 

lO(e) .. 408,417 to 
420 

I 

11 .. 1510,1512, 
1518, 1671. 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE~ C-contd. 

1-Description . Cadastre.! 
Survey. 

Glbb's RAlad to the 
Sq. yds. 

Sirri RAllld beyond 
which are situate 
properties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 381, 374 and 
375 but excluding 
Dlldysett Road. 

(a) Land forming the 49,749 
Hill Slope. 

(b) Building land •• 83,451 

Bounded on the 21,611) 
North by Babul· 
nath 1st cross RAlad, 
on the South by 
Queen's RAlad Cbau· 
pati, on the West 
by Babulnath RAlad 
and on the East by 
Harvey RAlad, but 
excluding Babulnath 
2nd and Std Cross 
RAlads. 

Bounded on the 
North and West by 

232 

Babulnath RAlad, on 
the South by Babul· 
nath 1st Cross 
RAlad and on the 
East by private 
property bearing 
Cadastral survey 
No. 424. 

.Bounded on the 6,232 
North by a 15 feet 
service passage 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 413, on 
the South partly 
by Chaupati R811d 
and partly by prl· 
vate property bear· 
ing Cadastral Survey 
No. 407, on the East 
by private properties 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 407 and 
409 and on the West 
by .Babulnath RAlad . ...... 

Total, · the : Chaupatl .. 
Estate. 

CH!UPATfEAST 
EST!TB. "" (N tar Charni Road 

1-mllCrossif!48.) 
(Depo8ittd Plan Q.) 

llounded on the 4,657 
North by·a tow level 
road and beyond by 
French Bridge, on 
the North· West by a 
~assage and beyond 

y private property 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 1614, on 
tbe East and South· 

I East by tbe B.B. 
& c. I. Railway 

. 

Ve.lue. 

Total 
area • ._ ... I .... Amount • 

------
flq. yds. Rs. Rs. 

.. .. .. 

.. 3,34,510 .. 

.. 2,16,150 .. 

.. 2,320 ... 

.. 62,320 .. 

1,11,279 .. 6,16,aOO 

.. 46,570 

-



CPiot Ward Cadastral 

.No. No. Survey 
No. 

-,--
I I 
I 
I 

! 
I 

I 
I 

12 (AI .. 7. (part), 
322,323 

i 
! 

12 (B) I .. ,. (part) 

i 
i 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE 0-contd. 

Area 
DellCI'iptlou. Cadastral 

S~y. 

---
Sq. yde. 

Company's land, on 
the West by private 
properties bearing, 
Cadast.ral Surveyl 
Nos.t570, 1517,1516, 
1515 and 1514 and on 
the South· West by 
Queen's Road, Chan-
tati, but exelndiol!'l 
be approaeh road oo 

Sandhurst Bridge. 
Total .. .. 

THB PAREL ESTATK 
(Deporittd Plan R.) 

Bounded on the 1,02,873 
North partly by 
Bhoiw&da Cross 
Road and partly by 
the Baeterlologiral 
Laboraoory build· 
logs and land bear-
lng Cad astral Survey 
No. 830. on the West 

ra::lyor~h:1'::a~ 
bearing CM.astral 
Survey No. 74 (part\ 
and partly by the 
King Edward Memo· 
ria.l Hospital, on the 
South partly by the 
King Edward Memo-
rial Hospital, ~ 
ly by Parel k 
Road, part.Jy by pri· 
vate properties bear-
log Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 319 00 321, and 
partly by a passa!!t' 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 324, on 
the East partly by 
t-he Baeteriological 
Labor&OOry bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 830 and partly 
by private proper· 
tits bearing Cadas-
tral Survey Nos. 297 
00 2911, 302 to 304, 
sa, 3111 oo 319 and 
3:!4 and on thl 
l'i orth· East by ae· 
quired land of thl 
l:loard bearing Ca· 
dastral Surver No. 
74 (pan ot). 

Bounded Oil the 790 
l'i orth· West by the 
l:loard '1 land bear-
lng (11id&&t·ral Su"" 
No. 74 (part of) aod 
a~tl'efd to be sold " 
lderwaojl Dad&bboy 
Chamar~J&, on 
tbe South by Dada· 
bhoy ('buuarb&ug-
wala Strtoel and on 
tbe F..t.st by Hoapi-
tal AveQue. 

1025 

Value. 
I 

Total 
area. Total Amount. Amount. 

--- --- ---
Sq.yde. B.&. Rs;. 

4.657 .. 46,5'10 

·I I 

.. . . .. 
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SCHEDULE {J-(;ontd. 

-. Valne. 

Plo' Ward Cadal!tral Area 
·No. No. Survey Description. Cadastral Total 

No. Sul'Vey. area. t I Total Amoun • Amount, 

-:-- --- ------
Sq. yds. Sq. yds. Rs. Rs. · 

TIIB P ARBlo ESTATII 
-md. 

(Deponte~~ Plan R) 
~ntd. 

l2(C) .. 74 (part) Bounded on tbe 115 .. .. .. 
North by Dada-
bhoy Chamarbaug-
wala Street, on 

j the East by Hospi· 
tal ·Avenue and on 

I the South· West by 
the Board's land I bearing Cadastral 
Snrvey No 74 

I 

(part of) and agreed 
to be sold to Mer· ! 
wanjl Dadabhoy l 

12(D) 
Chamarbaugwala. I .. 334. Bounded on the 408 1,308 .. .. 
North by private 
property bearing 
Cada~tral Survey 
No. 832, on the 
South by private 
~operties bearing 

dastral Sul'Vey 
Nos.S35, 836 and 337, 
on the East by a 
fJubllc paseage,and on 
he West by c,rivate 
~perties earing 

astral Survey 
Nos. 829 and 336. 

12(E) .. 394 Bounded on the 151 .. .. .. 
North by a passage 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 324, on 
the South by 
crlvate property 

earing Cadastral 
Survey No 395, on 
the East by £rlvate 
property earing 
Cadastral Sul'Vey 
No. 400 and on the 
West partly by a 
paseage bearing 
Cadastral Sul'Vey 
No. 324 and partly 
by private &dperty 
bearing astral 
Sul'Vey No. 39~. 

(Dtf~!!nted Plan S). 

U(F) .. 408 Bounded on the li,l31 5,282 .. .. 
(part of} North-East by the 

Bact erlo I o racal 
Laboratory and 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 408 
(part of), on the 
South by crlvate 

~:fiat se::!~~ 
No. 414, on the East 
by Pare! Tank Road 
and on the West by c=te properties 

og Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 41l4 -
to 413. 



p lot No. Wan! Cadastral 
No. Survey 

No. 

12 (0) .. 245 

12 (H) .. 681 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE C-concld. 
I 

Area 
Descrl ptlon. · Cadastral 

Survey. 
Total 
Area. 

:----
TBB P .!.RilL EsTATB Sq. yds. Sq. yds. 

-contd. 

(Depollitetl 
-contd. 

Pl/1.1& S) 

Bounded on the 3,130 .. 
North partly by 
Pare( VIllage Road 
and partly by private 
properties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Noa. 246 and 241, on 
the South by private 
property bearing 
Cadastt-a.l Survey 
No. 244, on ttie 
East by private pro· 
perties bearing 
CllllaRtral Survey 
Nos. 241, 242 and 
244, and on tbe West 
by private property 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 246. 

(Deporitetl Plan T.) 

Bounded on tbe 1,144 3,274 
North• West by a 
passage bearing 
Cadastral Sur~ey 
No. 658, on tbe 
South by Parel 
Tank Road, on the 
North·Ea.st by 
private properties 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 680, 
677, 676 and 676. I 

Tot.al,Tbe Parel Estate. . .. 112,'137 

1027 

Value. 

Total Amount. Amonnt. 

--- ----
Ra. R.I. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

_I 
.. 1 8,38,211 
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Cadastral Plot No. Ward No. Survey 
No. 

---

1 (A) 7463 ~1 to 4) 700to 705 
7464 1and2) 
7465 <1 to 3) 
7466Jlu~ 3) 706 
7462 (5) 695 

74621~. 696 
699 

\ 

(B) Nil. 639 
7448 (4) 690 to 693 
7446 (2 to 4) 

1 (19) 7458 672 Part •• 

1 (C) 7449 (1 to 11) 
7450 and 

672 (part of) 

7•iil (1 to 10) 

I I 

.Appendices 

SCHEDUIJE D. 

(See section 77.) 

Area 
Description. Cad astra 

Survey. 

Sq. yds. 

TRll CONIIAUOJI't 
ROAD ESTA Tll. 

(Deposited Plan ..4..) 
Ward E. 

Plot bounded on thP 9,495 
North by property 
belonging to the 
New Great Eastern 
Spinning and Wea· 
vlng Company 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 707. 
On the South part. 
ly bj, Sussex Road, 
part y by 11 Police 
Aecommod ation 
Scheme bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 697 and part· 
ly by private pro. 
perty bearing Ca· 
dastral Survey No. 
698. On the East 
by Cork Road and 
on the West partly 
by Pare! Road and 
partly by the afore· 
said Pollee Aecom· 
modation Scheme, 
but omitting tht 
site of Ulster Road. 

Plot bounded on tbe 4,267 
North by Sussex 
Road, on the 
South· by priwte 
properties beirlng 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 682 to 687, on 
the East by prl· 
vate property bear· 
lng Cadastral Sur· 
vey No. 688 and on 

t~~e westpr~~erfl~; 
bearing Cadastral · 
Survey Nos. 
and 679. 

678 

Bounded on the 96 
North and West 
by a public pass· 
age, on the East 
by plot C bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
No. 672 (part of) 
and on the SOuth 
by Sussex Road. 

The llaratba Pla[!Ue 
Hospital plot 
bouoded on tbe 

13,091 

North partly by a 
public passage "Dd 

~~;=~ie~y £!!ri!: 
Cadastral Survey 

Value. 

Total 
Area, 

I I ... ~, Amoun • Amount. 

----·--
Sq. yds. RB. Rs. 

9,495 51,155 51,155 

• 

.. 25,602 .. 

j 

4,363 480 26,082 

13,091 65,4ss .65,*55 

-
----~ 



Cadastral 
l'lot No. Ward No. Survey 

No. 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

' 

A pperulices 

SCHEDULE D-contd. 

Area 
Cad as· Total Description. tral Area. 
Survey. 

-
s~. yds. 81. yds. 

Nos. 710 to 713 
OIDd partly by 11ri· 
vate properties 
bearing Cadastral 
:Survey Nos. 716 to 

I 

719 and 723, on 
the South by Sus· 
sex and c.mnaught 
Roads, on the Ea.st 
by Ghorupdeo 
Ro&d and on the 
West by Plot No, 
19 in the occu p&· 
tion of the .llom· 
bay Electric Sup· 
ply and :rramwuys 
Company, Ltd. 

------
Totlll, Connaught .. 26,949 

1029 

Value,. 

I·~ == Rs. Rs. 

._____, -.. 1,42,692 
Ro&d Estate. --- --------

WEST AGRIPAD4 
ESTATll. 

I 

J 1602 to 1660 

(Deposited Plan B.) 

14134 (1 to 

War4E. 

Bounded on the 212,861 212,861 6,38,583 6,38,589 
14104 (1 to 7lj and 1584 

2 (A) 
North partly by the 

41(13 (l to 61 site of an old water 

1!~~1 (~ ~ .~:1 eourse bearing 
Cadastral Survey 

411U9 (1 to 1~) No. 1903 and part· 
14107 (1 to 8) ty by Gell Street, 
<4Hir. (1 to 71 on t.he South by 
[41116 (1 to 7) Club Ro&d, on the 
!4HI8 (1 to 7) East partly by 
IU46 (I to 6) Morland Road and 

4100, 4102 partly by portion 

I 
~094 0 to 6) 1862 to 181!3 of Police Acoom. 

1 453~ (I and 211 modation Scheme 
4."•W(I) No. 19 ba&rin~ 

I 
4!\53 Cadastral Survey 
4:•54 (I) No. 1907 and on the I 
411\18 (J) 1 West by Laming- I 
4MI(IIo 61: ton Road, but 

I 
w~~~J\o~ 71 

excluding the site 

I of the portion of 
U37 (l to 5)1 Polit'.tl Aeoommo· 

"""' I 
dation Scheme No. I 

41:\6 (I IO 4) 19 bearing C&das· 
41:1!), 4145 tral Survry No. 
41:14(6to 8) 11101 and the sites 
~~~2 (l to 12) of Reb~>eh Street, 
4141 (l.•ttd 211 Souter Street, Club 

t (A) 

4142 (I and 2)• Back Road, Club 

I 
H:IV (l to 3)' Cross ]Wad, Cirrus 
41:!8. 1 .Avenue, Motlib&i 

~~~~ nn~n,1 ~:·.! St!'t't't, Reynulds I 

i i IW&d, Wylie Roi;d, I 
~·93 (lAA) I 1111•9 A!lri~a Cha\\·1 

l 
I f<t\10 (~) 11911 S! reet a.nd Gel I ! 

411116('-U) 11111! Street (par\ of). 
I 

I I i i -
u 827-16 
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~ 

Cadastral 
Plot No. Ward No. Survey 

No. 

I (B) 4184. 1599 

. 

(C) 1406 (2) 1899 part 
1898 part 
1897 part 

2(D) Nil. Nil. 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE D-contd. 

.... ~. Area 
Description. Cad as-

Survey. 

Total 
Area. 

---
Sq. yds. Sq. ydA. 

WEST AGRIPADA 
ESTATB-CO!Itd. 

(Deposited Plan B.) 
WardE. 

Bounded on ~i; 2,794 .. 
North by priva 
property . bearing 
Cadastial Survey 
No. 1884, on the 
South by property 
of the B.B. & c.r. 
Railway Company 
bearlDg Cadastral 
Survey :No. 1696, 
on the East by 
Lamington Road, 
and on the West by 
a passage, but ex-
eluding the site of 
Jetha Street. 

.Bounded on the 4,173 6,967 
North by portion 
of an old Water 
Course bearing 
()ad~stral Survey 
No. 1897 (part of) 
and beyond by 
property of the 
indian Manufactur· 
iug Company bear· 
ing ()adastral Sur· 
vey No. 11!96, on 
the South by prl· 
vate property bear· 
ing Cadastra• 
Survey No. 1900, 
on the East by 
Lamington ;{Wad 
and on the Wes\ 
partly by Arthur 
ll,.oad and partly by 
private property 
bll3ring Cadllstro~l 
Survey :No. 1888 
but excluding tbe 
site of Foltce Ac· 
commodation Sch&-
meNo.70. 

Land reserved for 5,366 6,366 
widening of 
:r.amlngton Road on 
Its .~>ast and 
west sides. 

Total .. .. 225,11K 

Deduct area resumed .. 750 
by the Municipality 
on 20th June 1906 
out of Cadastral 
survey No. um. 

--
Total, Weat Agripada .. 224,U4 

Estate. 
I .... ' 

Value. 

Amount. 
. Total 
Amount. 

i 
---.---

B.s. : 
1!.11, 

8,382 .. 

15,148 23,530 

.. .. 

.. 6,62,118 

.. 2,250 . 

.. 11,sg,86s 
-
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~CHEDULE D-contd. 

1031 

Plot No.I Ward No. 
I 
I 
1--

I 
I 

3 (A) l'il. 

Bl «167 part 

NiL 

Cada!ltral 
8ul"l"ey 

No. 

' 1694 part 
of 

16M alld 

I partaof 
1692 

1 t691 

I 
I 

I 

1663 

m• u lo 6) 1943 
7HS (1 .t 2) 1961lo 196.'> 
7H4 (1 .t 2) 
7411 (l 411 2)' 
7U!i (l to 3): 

,"" t1 • '1 
• 827-164 

Area 

Dei'('Jiptloo. 
Cada.- ot I 
tral Area. 

Survey. 

\"aloe. 

Amount. Total 
A.monnl ______ ,------ --- ---

Sq. yde. Sq. ydll. 

TnCElm\AL 
AGIIJP.tl>.l EsTATE. 

(Dtpo.w4 Plmt C.) 
War-4 E. 

Boundfld on the 
N nrt.h and North· 
WePt by Chu~h 
'!'roper'v lea.I'Ed to 
the Bombav Dio. 
r<>AAn Coun~ll and 
'"""rln!l ('adaf'fnl 
Sut"l"ey Nn. 1~53, 
on the South Nort· 
ly by Sankll St.~ 
•nd partly hv a 
:Municipal Srhool 
b<>Arln~~t CadA.tral 
Survey !l"o. 16111, 
and flartly by the 
!llllntlon Armv 
Rend Quart .. ri. 
I>Mrin~~t C8d AFt Mil 
1\urvev No. 1695. 
and on t.he FAst. 
by t.be Salwtlon 
Army Hf.'\d 
Quart;>re bea.rin1 
f'ada.tral Surv~) 
No. Hl95. 

Bounded on the 
Nort.h partly hy 
San kll Street and 
Jlllrtly by a Ser· 
vice pas- bear· 
Ina: cadastral 8111'
vey No. 1663, on 
the South partly· 
by private property I 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey No. 1665 
and partly by 
Ghellabboy Crose 
Lane, on the E&llt 
by private proper
tie& b<>arlng cadaa
tral Sun·ey }loa. 
1689 to Hlilt and 
on the W ~~t part
ly by llorl&nd 
Road and pan.ly 
by private proper
tiel bearing Cadaa
tral Snrvey .!i ""· 
1665 &lid 1693. 

Total, Q,otral Agri· 
pad& f.st.at.e. 

1,47. 

2,8711 

TBI EAST AGII· I 
P.t.D.l EllT.l'l'l. 

(Dtptlrilld PlGII D.)~ I 
lforwl E. j 

Plot bollllded 011 tb IS,SM 
North by tb 
J\<Joard"• )lab& 
('h&wll be&rin 

~~··:~ 0~~ well& &lid Soot b 
Wel4 by lillleda 
Stred, OQ the t..ut 
by Pail S&•M. 

5,887 

. 4,&55 10,830 

Jia. 

UI,22S 
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Plo,No. 

t(B) 

1(0) 

Cadastral 
Ward No. Survey 

No. 

Nil. 

Appendices 

SCHEDULE D--oontd. 

1-·-Description. c~astral 
:>urvey. 

Total 
Area. 

--

Value. 

------
Total Amount. .\mount. 

---- ---
Sq. yds. Sq. yi!~. 

I 
&3, Rto. 

THE EAST AGRI· 
PADA ESTATE 

-eon !d. 
(D'posite.d Plan D) 

WardE 
, -contd. 

58,804 
4873 (1 & 
4374 

1840 part of Plot bounded on thE 
2
) m~ ~:hof r;;ttyBoa~ 

23,268 1,16,488 6,44,828 

4376 1922 bearing Cadastral 
I 4354 fl to 3) Survey No. 1840 

4853 1& 2) (part of) and part- l 
Jy by private pro· i 
perties bearing 
Cadastral Survey 
Nos. 1827 to 1835 
on the South by 
Tank Pakhadl 
Street, on the East 
partly by a service 
passage, partly by 
grtvate properties 

eariug Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 1923, 

I 1924, 1839 and 
1827 and partly by 
the Board's land 
bearing Cadastral 
Survey Nos. 1840 
(part of) and on 
the West by Milk 
Street. 

!568 (1 tt!44 Plot bounded on the 7,139 7,139 94,484 1)4,48~ 
2,2A, North by Tank 
2Band Pakhadl Street, on 
2(C), the South hy 1lbe 

Board's Plot No. 6 
leased to B11i Hoor· 

I 
bal and a Minor and 
bParing Cadastral 
Survey No. 1845, 

I on th& East by 
W11ter Street and 
on th~ West by the 
Doard'a Plot No. 5 i 
leased to the Munl· 
clpatity and bearing I Cadastral SIU'l·ey I No. 1840 (part of). I 

I Total East AIJl'i• 

____ ,_ 
pada Estate, 

65,943 • . • • I e,a9,tl0 



Plot 
No. 

--
1 

2 

3 

' 
6 

6 

1 
s 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

u 

16 

16 

17 

18 

111 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

26 

28 

n 

~ 

App~ndice.~ 

SCHEDULE D-!cmtd. 

(Seesection 77.) 

Showing Lands at llfatunga (Deposit£d Plan E.) 

I 
Cada.• Area 

'l!' ' Ward Number. tral Description. Cad liB· Total 
St.rvey tral Area. 

No. Survey, 

-- -- --
Sq. yds, 

6643p, 6642p .. .. 10 Lands at Matunga 1,006 

6658 (1) p .. .. 
" 

Do. .. 36 

6660p, 6667p .. .. .. Do. .. 866 

6643 (1) p, tl7Pl (1) p, .. no. .. 7,1184 
6789p, 6778p, 6767p. 

6675p, 6680p .. .. .. Do, .. 268 

Do. .. .. 
" 

Do. .. 1,226 

Do, .. .. 
" 

Do. .. 2,730 

6826p .. .. ., Do. .. 104 

6830p, 7199p .. .. .. Do. .. 1,105 

7174p, 7172p, 7171 (1 
7234p, 

p, ,. Do. .. 5,240 

72:l5 (I) p, 7235 
7235 {3) p. 

(2) p, .. Do. .. 572 

7242p, 7236p, 7237p, 7250p, I Do. .. :!,3-19 
72~9p, 

,. 

7238p, 7239p .. .. .. Do. .. 800 

7239p, 
7240p, 

7251p, 7252p, .. Do. .. 239 

7252jl, 7251p, 7255p .. , ., 
I 

Do. .. 480 

7188p, 7121 {4) p 
I Do. 4,196 .. I " I 

.. 
7121 (4) p, 7123, 7124p .. I .. i Do. .. 4,672 

7124p, 7109, 7Ulp u: " : Do. .. 2,720 

7116p to 7120p 
I Do. 4,535 .. .. .. 

711Sp .. .. " 
Do. . . 565 

6835 (') p .. .. " 
Do. .. 92 

6835 (6) p, 6835 (5) J', 
. 7053p, 7032p, 70~9p, 

.. Do. .. 11,154 

706lp .. .. .. Do. .. 4011 

7063(1, 7061 (6)p, 7061 .. Do. .. 3,401 
(5) p, 706ip. 

7064p .. .. .. Do, .. 170 

70111 (1) p, 7061 (2) 

~:1 
I Do. .. 2,9UI 

" 7061 (3) p, 7062 (2) 
' 7062 {1) p. 

737Sp, 7774p .. .. I .. Do, .. 617 I .... ,., .. "I " 
Do. .. 144 

73~, H)p, 7386 (2) p,l .. I Do. .. 1,708 
73~(2)p. 

I 
7388 (2) p .. ··I .. I Do. .. 110 
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I Value, 

I 
Amount. Total 

Amount. 

-- --
na. 

'155 

33 

812 

5,988 

201 

916 

2,047 

75 

829 

3,930 

429 . 
1,762 

225 

I 
179 

360 
I 

I 

6,293 

7,008 

2,040 

8,401 

424 

69 

16,731 

614 

6,101 

251 

4,376 

Ill! II 

430 

I 
2,136 

68 



Plot 
No. 

--

81 

32 

33 

3' 

86 

38 

8'7 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

48 

44 

46 

46 

n 
48 

49 

Appendices 
SCHEDULE lD-concld. 

Cad as- -~- Area 
tral De~cription. Cadas· 

'F' Ward Number. SuT\'ey tral 
No. Survey. 

---
Sq. yds. 

7393p1 7S97p ... .. 10 Lands at :Matunga 1,~50 

7397p .. .. .. Do, .. 4~5 

769~p .. .. .. no. .. 37 

7681p, 7633p, 7634p, .I Do. .. 565 
7635p, 

7924p, 7792p, 7828p .. " 
Do, .. 940 

7827p, 7826p, 7825p, 
" 

Do. .. 2,180 
7796p. 

92 '1825p .. .. " 
Do, .. 

7816p, 78Up, 78t8p, " 
Do, .. 440 

783lp. 
Do, 485 7798p, 7779p .. .. " 

.. 
6958p, 7416p, 7417p, ,, Do. .. 425 

7422p, 7423p, 7424p. 

7410p, 7411p, 7016p, II Do. .. 2,201 
to 7026p, 70Up. 

7027p, 7028p .. .. " Do. .. 369 

7031 (1) 
(2), 

p, 703Sp, 7034 II Do. .. 804 

7031' (1) p, '1031 (2) p, " 
Do, .. 1,186 

6836 (1) p. 

6836, (1) p, 
6836 (3} p, 

6836 (2) p, " Do. .. 2,572 

7132p, 7128p, 7129 p, " Do. .. 2,093 
7141 (1) p. 

7168p .. .. " 
Do. .. 260 

6564p, 6828p .. " 
Do, .. 924 -· 6816p, 6819 (2) p, 6595p, " Do. .. 6,125 

65 79p, 6580p, 680(lp, 
6801 p, . 6SOtp, 6806p, 
6791p, 6589p, 6623 (1) p, 
6816p, 68l:ip, 6862, 

Total Lands at 
Matunga. 

Yalu~. 

Total 
Area, I ToUII Amount. Amvunt. 

Rs.[ 
1,387 

455 

46 

477 

29~ 

681 

02 

165 

728 

319 

1,718 

277 

2,814 

1,779 

3,858 

1,570 

195 

1,385 

4,694 

--- ---
86,187· 90,948 



Plvt 
.No, 

A.ppendim 

SCHEDULE E. 

(See section 77.) 

1035 

Showing reclaimed lands vesting in the Boa1d. 

Ward Clldll.l!tra.l 
No. iiurvey 

No. 

2-583 
(part of) 

112 to 116 
87 to 1101 
parts of 
91 to 97 
98 to 102 
p3rt8 of 
103 to 105 
106 part of 
107 to 111 
3~11 
321 

Description, 

I
I Area. 

C&tlae
tral 

Survey, 

-------~· 

THE NEPEAN SEA 
ROAD PLOT .. 

(Dtposillld Plan A.) 

Bmmded on the 
N orth-eaet by 
private property 
bearing Cadast.ral 

~;;rv~~e :~,;th!~t 
hy private prop~rty 
forminR protlon 
of this propert.y 
bearinl!' Cadastral 
Survey· No, 683, on 
the South·west by 

~~~~~ 6:£~7:~'1 
Survey No, !>82 lllld 
on the North-West 
by the Foreshore. 

'l'otal, t.he NeJJ~An 
Sea Road Plot, 

THE COLABA R'£0LA· 
KATION, 

(Dtposillld Plan R.) 

Bounde<:l on the 
North-east by 
Cuffe Parllde, on 
the South-west by 
Panday Road, on 
the :ti orth-east by 
the junction of 
Cuffe Parade and 
WodehouFe Road, 
and on the South· 
ea11t J>artly by an 
lrr~gulu line 
bei'On<t wbkh are 
mitiu1te the remain 
lng portions ••I pl"'· 

t::ral ':"~~~ 
NM, 106, 102, 101, 
100, 118, 99, 90, 89, 
8S and 117 and 
fl!lrt1y by Wode 
bo~ Road, bu~ ex 
dudiug the sitea of 
Kh&tau and Centre 
Roads, and of por 
tione J:'azil and 
Klttrldgo lio&ds. 

Total, The Colab& 
~mat1011. 

Sq. yds. 

2,014 

46,580 

Value, 

Total J are&, Total 
Amount. Amount. 

--1-· 
Ra. 

2,014 

46,680 
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SCHEDULE F. 

(See secticn 84.) 

LaeaJ.ity. DeseFiptieR ef Plot. Ai>ea.. 

The HaFB: EelmEleil·--a--B:--t--h-e g,~·gg 
~il Nel'th 'By the JehBJ 
plet. GoRB:eB: ·-~~ 

Plot 
No, 

--
I 

-

&h:ool, --en:--the 
Seath ~mil--East 
hy--the-GeB:~Hm 
Rea.d, a:B:il o:B: -ths 
West- -9-y-:-~1 
EsplaRaEle Read. . 

Cadastral L u-: Description of Plot. Surt!tl/ 
No. 

-
(Deposited Plan A.) 

707 Tht Homby Road Bounded on the 
Plot. North by tlu John 

Con11011 High 
School bMring 
Cadastral SUrtJey 
No. 706, 011 the 
South by Connon 
Road, on the East 

I by Murzban Road, 

I 
and. on the W t~t by 
Espla'lr:ade Road. 

!l'enR ef L€'ase. 

NiMty :B:iM yea1·s at 
~n-n:El re:B:t of 
e:B:e---a-11-B:-&-i*J¥ 

~ yard fle¥ 
a::B::B:fqg., -i:'en:ewa'Ble 
IOF-a-f~-Wrm 
ef.-W~.· 

Cadastral~ 
S1J!f!lt1/ Ttrm8 of Lease. 
area. 

--
Sg,yards. 

3,250 Ninety-nine years a 
a ground-rent of 011 
anna per sq. yar 
per annum, renew 
able for a jurt 
term oj99 years, 
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APPE11>IX G. 

l031 

BILL No. XXIV oF 1925 (A BILL TO REGULA.TE AND CoNTROL 

CERTAIN CoNTRACTS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SA.LE OF , 

SEcURITIEs IN THE CrrY oF BoMBAY.) 

&port of t'M Select Committee. 

We, the undersigned members of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XXIV of 1925 (a Bill to regulate and control certain 
eontracb for the fUrchase and sale of securities in the City of Bombay) 
have the honour to report as follows: 

We have considered the Bill, and have had the advantage of hearing 
the representatives of the Bombay Native Share and Stock Brokers' 
Associa. tion. 

We have amended tlause 2 of the Bill,#> as to give Government the 
power of extending the Act to cities other than Bombay. 

We have inserted a new clause 4, providing for the recognition by 
Government of Stock Exchanges after publication of draft Rules, and 
haYe added in clause 3 a definition of recognised Stock Exchange. 

We think it inadvisable that Government should have tb.e power 
to vary the rules of a Stock Exehange of its own motion. We have, 
therefore, deleted sub-clause (3) of clause 5, and made the necessary 
eonsequentia.l changes in sub-clause (1): For the same reason, we have 
deleted sub-clause (6) of clause 5, and have provided in sub-clause 
(3) for the publication of Rules prior to sanction. 

We have amended clause 6, so as to prevent the evasion of the Act 
by means of contracts between parties who are not members of a recog
nised Stock Exchange. 

We recommend that this report and the Bill as amended be tra.nalated 
into Marath~ Gujarati and Urdu and that the translations be publiahed 
in the Bombay Gorernment Gazette. · 

(Signed) H. S. LAWRENCE, 

, c. v. MEHTA, 

" J.B.K.ANG.&., 
,, V. A. GRA.NTli.All, 
It c. N. WAD:u., 

It W.G.McKEE, 
:t G. WILES, 

" 
WI NA.BANJI, 

,. H. A. L.w..JEE, 

., JOSEl'H BAl'TISTA. 
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BILL No. XXIV OF 1925. 

A BiU to regulate and control certain contracts for tle purchase and sale 
of securities in the City of Bom1.riiiJ and elsewhere in the Bombay 
Presidency. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 
WHEREAS it is expedient to regulate and control certain contracts 

1i & 6 Geo. for the purchase and sale of securities in the City of Bombay and 
li c. 61. _,_ he . h B b p id . h . f . ~ew re 1,n t e om ay res ency m manner erema ter appeanng : 

And "hereas the previous sanction of the Governor General required 
by section - BOA (3) of the Government of India Act has been 
obtained for the passing of this Act : It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Securities Contracts Control 
Short titJe. Act: 192 . 

ExteB:t aB:a epera.- g, · (+) This Aet sha.R a.pp~ ta-the-..QHy: 
tieR. ef..-Bem.'Ba.y a:aly, 

(&) It-sha.R eame-mtEH:)fleFatiaB: uem sueh-4a.te-as the Ga:vel'B:• 
eP iB: CaUB:eiJ may, 'By B:atmea.~ iB: the :gam'Bay Gav=ernmeB:t 
Ga.ette, appeiB:t. 

2. (1) This Act shall apply to the whole of 
Extent and operation. the Presidency of Bombay. 

(2) It shall come into operation in the city of Bombay on such date as 
the Governor in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government 
Gazette appoint : the Governor in Council may further by notification in 
the Bombay Government Gazette direct that the Act shall come into operation 
in any place in the Bombay Presidency other than the city of Bombay 
on such date as may be specified in such notification. · 

3. In this Act unless there is something repugnant' in the subject 
or context --· 

(1) " Ssecurities " include stocks, shares, bonds debentures, debenture 
stock and any other instruments of a like nature. • 

(2) " gstock Eexchange " means any association, organisation or body 
of individuals, whether incol'forated or not, established for the purpose 
of assisting, regulating and controlling business in buying, selling and 
dealing in stocks, shares, bonds, debentures, debenture arock and any 
other like securities. 

(3) " recognised stock exchange " means a stock-exchange which is, for 
the time being, recognised by the Governor in Council as provided in 
section 4. 

4. (3) " Rready delivery contract " means a contract for the purchase 
or sale of securities for performance of which no time is specified and 
which is to be perfonned immediately or within a reasonable time. 

Explanation.-The question what is a reasonable time is in each 
particular case a queation of fact· 
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t (1) A stock-exchange desirou.s of being recognizeJ. for tl~.e purpose 

Recognition. 
of this Act shall tnake an application in writing 
to t!te Goremor in Council for such recognition 

and shall submit rules .for the rcgul,ltion and control of transactions, in 
l?curilies otlter t!tan ready d~livery con!racts and furnis.\ such inform.(IJ.io.,. 
in regard to such recognition as the Goremor in Council m<Iy require. 

(2) The Governor in Council m11y give or refu.se sueT, recognition pro
t'ide/l that the rnles submilted by the stock exclumqe under sub-section (1) 
shall be published in the Bombay Government Gazette one month before 
such recognition is gitvm. · 

(3) The Gn:mtor i1~ Councilm.ay at any timf3, withdraw the recognition 
gieen to a sloclNxchange under sn~-section (2), a.nd such st.ock-exchange 
slnll th~reup11~ ce He to be a rec:>gttizel stock-exclmnge. 

4:. 5. (1) A Sstock-Eexchange m1tf subject to the sanction of the 
Rules. Gonrnor in Council rn<Iy make and may from 

time to time add to, mry or rescind rules for the 
regulation and control of &ll transactions in securities (other than ready 
delivery contracts). 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the fore
going rower, such rules IUa)' provide for:-

(a) the go·,·ernment of the stock-exchange by a. governing tody and 
the constitution of such goYerning l:odJ ; 

(b) the rowers and duties of the governing body and the ·manner 
in which its business shall be transact€d ; 

(c) the fixing of a scale of charges; 
(d) the making, settling and closing of bargains; 
(e) the exercise of emergency powers in the case of corners; 
(f) the regulation of dealings by members for their own account ; 

and 
(g) the settlement of disputes arising between members and the 

puni.shment of defaulting members. 

(~) The Gavernar ia Celllieil may n-fase ta sanetia:B: a:ay 9l 

all the rul.es made by a staek exehange and may, ham time ta time, 
~.~. vary e1· resellia the niles made by a ~taek: Ex 
€-lrange aud sanetieH:eti lay the Ge:vei·ner ia Calll:l:eil. 

(3) ( 4) Hules made Ly a Sstoe k Eext:·: ange under sub-section (1) 
aad saaetiOB:~Goaeil a:ad any additio:a, 
&Bit'litlBl:l'iit,-Tffi'iuti:S-Qr re:eissi~OtiJi€.il 
liJ:Hler sal:l seetioa-(3) s!:.all be puLlished in the BoncLay Government 
Ga:elte one t1i01dh Lcfore tl.ey are Sult<:liolted by the Gormwr in Counc-il. 

(l) (~) All rult>s made by a Sstock &xchange and in existence on the 
d~te on ,,J.ich tLis Act con~t:s into oreration relating to tra..nsa.ctions 
in t~t\'urities other tLan rea~h delinn· contracts shall be of no effect 
and sLa.ll not be enforc .. aLle b,·law on.and from the da.te this Act cornea 
comts into operation ~- saeh rW.es as are saaetio:aeil-~ 
Gevmser m ~. 
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Nothing in this sub-section shall affect the validity of a.ny contraCt 
entered into prio-r to the date on which this Act shall come into operation. 

(9) If ae rll:les are maae llftaer .s:ul:l seetiea(l} withm s-aeh-time 
as may lie iina lay the Geveraar ia ... Cell:B:eil,-tlte-G~-m-~l 
·may,-l:ty..:aatiiieatiea iB: the Bem.llay Gever:ameat Gallette, -make 
rll:les fer the re~-aaHl-eeB:t:fel-ef--all--tra:asaetieas iB: seearities 
(ether thaB: reaay Elelivery -eeatra.ets }. 

6. Every contract entered into after the date on which this Act 
_ _, comes into operation for the purchase or sale 

Contracts not m..ue f 't" ,_ 1-1. 'tt. ,_ . 
subject to rules to be o secun 1es, WHetHer el: H8P paJ:ty ttJ:erete lS 
void. fH~mller ef a Steek Exeha:age er :aet, other 

than a ready delivery contract, shall be void, unless 
the same is made subject to and in accordance with the rules dulyma.tle-a.B:d 
}.ll*lllisheEl sanctioned under section 4: and every such contract shall be void 
unless the same is made between members or through a member of a 
recognised stock-exchange ; and no claim shall be allowed in any Civil 
Court for the recovery of any commission, brokerage, fee or reward in 
respect of any such contract. 
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APPENDIX H. 

BILL No. XXV OF 1925. 

104:1 

A Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
· 20th October 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, in manner hereinafter appearing; It is hereby~~ m of 
enacted as follows :- · 

1. This Act may be called the Bombay District Municipal (Amend-
Short title. ment) Act, 192 . 

2. For clause (a) of sub-section m of section 15 of the Bombay 
Amendment of section District 1\lunicipal Act, 1901, the following shall ~0~ m of 

15 of Bom. lil of 1901. be substituted, namely :- 90 
' 

"(a) who 
!i) has been sentenced by a criminal court to imprisonment or 

whipping for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a. term 
exceeding six months, or to transportation, such sentence not having 
been subsequently reserved or quashed, if and so long as such sentence 
has not expired, or 

(ii) has been removed from office under section 16, 
unless he has, by an order which the Governor in Council is hereby 
empowered to make, if he shall think fit, in this behalf, been relieved 
from the disqualification arising on account of such sentence or removal 
from office, or " 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of this Bill is to provide that-
(1) persons sentenced by a criminal court to imprisonment or whipping 

for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term exceeding six 
mon~hs, or to transportation such sentence not having been subsequently 
reserved or quashed, should be relieved from the disqualification on the 
expiry of the sentence or by an order of the Government in that behalf; 

(2) persons dismissed from Government service, such dismissal having 
been notified in the Bombay Government Gazette, and those being pleaders. 
whose sanad has been withdrawn by the High Court, should no longer be 
disqualified for being members of a. municipality; and 

(3) persons removed from office under section 16 should be disqualified 
for five years from the date of the expiry of such removal unless 
they are sooner relieved from the di.•,qualification by an order of the 
Government in that behalf. 

• GHUL..Ut:llcsAIY HmAYATtl'LLAJL. 
5t-h October 1925. 
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APPE~"'DIX I. 

BILL No. XXVI OF 1925. 

A Bill)o amend the Bombay Village Panchayats Act, 1920. 

(As published in the 't Bombay Government Gazette" of the 
20th October 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the Bombay Village Panchayats 
~~~· IX of Act, 1920, in manner hereinafter appearing ; It is hereby enacted as 

· ·follows :-
1. This Act may be called the Bombay Village Panchayats (Amend-

Short title. ment) Act, 192 . 
Amendment of section 2. · In section 6 of the Bombay Village 

Bom. ·IX of 6 of Bom. IX of 1920. Panchayats Act, 1920-
1920. 

(a) for clause (d) the following clause shall be substituted, name~y :-
"(d) has been sentenced by a crirnfual court to imprisonment 

or whipping for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a 
term exceeding six months, or to transportation, or has been 

v of 
1898

• . ordered to find security for good behaviour under the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1898, such sentence or order not having been 
subsequently reversed or remitted or the offender pardoned, if 
and so long as such sentence has not expired or if and so long as 
such order is in force, unless his disqualification has been removed 
by an order which the Governor in Council is hereby empowered to 
make, or,"; 
(b) clause (e) shall be deleted and clauses (f), (g) and (h) shall 

be re-lettered (e), (f) and (g), respectiveiy; 
(c) for clause (h) the following clause shall be substituted, namely:
"(h) has been removed from office under section 15 and five years 

have not elapsed from the date of the expiry of such removal, unle~s 
his disqualification has been removed by an order which the district 
local board is hereby empowered to make" ; 

(d) the last paragraph shall be deleted. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of this :J3:ll is to provide that-
(1) persons sentenced by a criminal court to imprisonment or whipping 

for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term exceeding six 
months, or to transportation and persons who have been ordered to 
find security for good behaviour under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
1898, such sentence or order not having been subsequently reversed or 
remitted or the offender pardoned, should be relieved from the disquali
fication oii the expiry of such sentence or order, or by an order of the 
Government in that behalf i -
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(2) persons who have been debarred from practising as legal practi
tioners by order of a competent authority should no longer be disqualified. 
for becoming or continuing to be elected members of a village panchayat ; 
and 1 

(3) persons removed from office under section 15 should be disqualified 
for five years from the date of the expiry of such removal unless their 
disqualification is sooner removed by the district local board. 

GnuLAM HussAIN HIDAYATULLAH. 

5th October 1925. 
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APPENDIX J. 

BILL No. XXVU OF 1925 • 
._ .. 

A Bill further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act,. 1923. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
20th October 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Local Boards 
Bom. VI of Act, 1923, in manner hereinafter appearing; It is hereby enacted as 
1923. follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Local Boards (Amendment) 
Short title. Act, 192 . 

Amendmimt of section 2. . In section 9 of the Bombay Local Boards 
~~~.' VI of 9 of Bom. VI of 1923. · . Act, 1923, 

(1) in sub-section (1)-
(a) for clauses (o) and (d) and the explanation to clause (d) the 

following shall be substituted, na~ely :- · 
"(c) (i) has been sentenced by a criminal court to imprisonment 

or whipping for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term 
exceeding six months, or to transportation, such sentence not having 
been subsequently reversed or quashed, if and so long ~s such sentence 
has not expired, or 
(ii) is a person against whom an order has been passed under section 

V of 1898. 118 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, in proceedings instituted 
under section 110 of that Code, such order not having been subsequently 
reversed or quashed, if and so long as such order is in force, or 

(iii) has been removed from office under section 31 and :five years 
have not elapsed from the date of the expiry of such removal, 
unless he has, by an order of the GOvernment notified in the Bombay 
Gm;ernment Gaze:te, been relieved from the disqualification arising on 
account of such sentence, order or removal from office, or " ; · 

(b) clauses (e) and (j) shall be relettered (d) and (e) respectively. 
(2) In sub-section (2) for the letter and brackets ' (f) ' the letter and 

brackets '(e)' shall be substituted. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of this Bill is to provide that-
(I) persons sentenced by a Criminal Court to imprisonment or whipping 

for an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term ~xceeding six 
months, or to transportation, such sentence not having been subsequently 
reversed or quashed, should be relieved from the disqualification on the 
expiry of the sentence or by an order of the Government in that behalf ; 

(2) persons against whom an order has been passed under section 118 
of the Criminal Pl'ocedure Code, 1898, in proceedings instituted -under 
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section 110 of that Code, such order not ha 'i.ng been subsequently reversed 
or quashed, should be relieved from the disqualification when such order 
ceases to be in force or by an order of the Government in that behalf ; 

(3) persons dismissed from Government service, such dismissal having 
been notified in the Bombay Government Gazette and those, being pleaders, 
whose sanad has been suspended or withdrawn by the High Court or the 
Court of the Judicial Commissioner in Sind should no longer be disqualified 
for being members of a local board ; and 

(4) persons removed from office under section 31 should be disqualified 
for five years from the date of the expiry of such removal unless they are 
sooner relieved from the disqualification by an order of the Government 
in that behalf. 

GHULAM HussAIN HIDAYATULLAH; 
5th October 1925. 

llll!i-17 
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APPENDIX K. 

BILL No. XXVID OF 1925 • 
...... 

.A. BiLl urther to amend the City of Bombay Municipal .J.ct,1888. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
23rd October 1925.) 

WHEREAS it. is expedient further to amend the City of Bombay Munici
. Bom. m of pal Act, 1888, in manner hereinafter appearing ; It is hereby enacted 
1888. as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the City of Bombay Municipal (Amendment) 
Short title. Act, 192 . · 

2. ·In clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 16. of the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888, hereinafter called the said 

Amendment of section Act, after the word " as " the words " such sen-
16 of Bom. m of 1888• tence has not expired or " shall be inserted. 

Bom. m of 3. In section 118 of the said Act after the figures and letter 
1888. Amendment of section " 62D " the figures and letter " 62E " shall be 

118 of Bom. III of 1888. inserted. 
4 In sub-section (1) of section 518 of the said Act, after the figures 
Amendment ofsection and letter '' 62D " the figures and letter " 62E " 

518 of Bom. m of 1888. shall be inserted. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of this Bill is (1) to provide that persons sentenced by a 
criminal couxt to imprisonment or whipping for an offence punishable 
with imprisonment for a term exceeding six months, or to transportation, 
such sentence not having been subsequently reversed or quashed, should 
be relieved from the disqualification on the expiry of the sentence or by 
an order of the Government in that behalf ; (2) to make certain amend
ments in sections 118 and 518 which are rendered necessary in consequence 
of the insertion of new section 62E in the Act. Clauses 3 and 4 of the 
Bill make these consequential amendments. 

GHULAM HussAIN HIDAYATULL.AR, 
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A. Billf~rther to amend the Oity of Bomhay Municipal A.ct, 1888. 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE. 
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We the undersigned membra of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. XXVIII of 1925, a Bill further to amend the City of 
Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, have the honour to report that we have 
considered the bill and are of opinion that it should be accepted. 

{Signed) GauLAM HussAIN HIDA YA.TULLA.H, 

( , ) A. N. SURVE, 

· ( , ) HoosENALLY M. RAHIMTOOLA, 

· ( , ) S. K, BotE, 

. ( " ) E. CLEMENTS, 

( " ) A. MASTER, 

( , ) JosEPH BAPTISTA, 

( " ) K. . E. DADACliANJJ, 

( " ) R. G. PRADHA.N. 

R 827-174 
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. APPENDIX M. 

STATEMENT OF DEMAND FOR SUPPLEMENTARY GRANTS TO 
COVER THE EXCESSES SHOWN-IN THE APPROPRIATION 

.. REPORT ON.THE ACCOUNTS OF THE BOMBAY 
. '· PRESIDENCY FOR THE YEAR 1923-24. 

·No.4.· Hono~able Mr. H. S. LAWRENCE. 

' In his Appropriation Report on the accounts of the Bombay Presidency 
including Sind for the year 1923-24 the Accountant General, Bombay, has 
pointed out excess expenditure in the final accounts under the following 
heads, which requires the sanction of the Legislative Council :-

(I) 9A~Scheduled Taxes 
(2) 27-Ports and Pilotage 
(3) 37-Miscellaneous Departments 
(4) 51-Miscellaneous adjustments between Central 

and Provincial Governments 

The excesses are briefly explained below •. 

Amount of excess. 

Rs. 
415 

2,303 
1,10,532 

5,236 

(1) 9A-Scheduled Taxes.-A s~ of Rs. 35,000 was sanctioned by the 
Legislative Council for expenditure on this head. This was subsequently 
reduced to Rs. 18,000 in the revised estimates by the Finance Depart
ment on the recommendation of the Accountant General. The actual 
expenditure however amounted to Rs. 18,191. There was also an excess 
of Rs. 224 against " Refunds " under the same head. The Entertain
ments Duty Act came into force in 1923 only and there were no data 
for estimating the correct provision Q.n account of refunds. The total 
excess is therefore Rs. 415 under this head. 

(2) 27-Ports and Pilotage.-The excess under this head was due mainly 
to two causes. The first was increase in the salary of the Commander 
of the " Jh.elum " and the " Multan " from Rs. 240 to Rs. 300 per mensem 
and the services rendered and supplies made by the Royal Indian Marine. 
The extra expenditure under this amounted to Rs. 1,332. The second 
reason for the excess was the increased expenditure on "works". 
Rs. 16,000 were sanctioned by the Legislative Council for the remaking 
of the sea wall at Gogo, Ahmedabad District Rs. 2,200 were also made 
available by re-appropriation. The total amount sanctioned was therefore 
Rs. 18,200. The actual expenditure however amounted to Rs. 19,302. 
The excess of Rs. 1,102 is due to the absence of any provision in the origi
nal estimates for establishment and tools and plant charges. · 

(3) 37-Miscellaneous Departments.-The excess under this head was 
due to a change in the classification of accounts directed by the Auditor 
General. A provision of Rs. 1,80,000 was made in the budget estimates 
for 1923-24 on account of the British Empire Exhibition under the.. head 
"?5·Industries "; but unde~ th~ ~nstp1etions of t}l~ Audito~ G~n~ral tllE;l 



charge in that year became debitable to "37, Miscellaneous Depart
menta". 

The sanction of the Legislative Council to the transfer of the provisiod 
from "35-Industries" to "37-:Miscellaneous" could not be applied for 
before the close of the year and the Accountant General was asked to 
exhibit the excess in his Appropriation Report. The provision of 
Rs. 1,80,000 was reduced by the Director of Industries to Rs. 75,100 in 
the revised estimates, but the actual expenditure came to Rs. 1,38,329.' 
The excess over the revised estimate was due to the fact that an amount 
of about Rs. 67,500 which was at first reported as savings was 
subsequently drawn by the Director of Industries 'and sent to the 
Superintendent of the Bombay Court in England to meet eXpenditure oni 
the exhibition. · 

(4) 51-Miscellaneous AdJustments between Central and Provincial 
Governments.-Rs. 5,236. This sum is taken as deduction from revenue 
and is not brought to account as expenditure. It is made up of the' 
following items :-

Rs. a .. p. 

(a) Share payable by the Bombay Government for 
the years 1921-22 and 1922-23 on account of the un
recovered balances outstanding against probationers 
who did not eventually join their appointments in the 
Indian Forest Service . . 1,407 15 9 ; 

(b) Share payable by the Government of Bombay out 
of the grants made to certain English Universities for 
the years 1921-22 and 1922-23 for the training of Forest 
probationers · •.• 3,149 7 ... 3 

(c) Income-tax assignment due to the Central Govern-
ment in respect of adjustments relating to the year 
1921-22 679 0. 0 

FINANCE DEPARTME~'T, 

Bombay Castle, 14th October 1925. 

5,236 .7 0 

G. WILES,· 
Secretary to Government. 
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Demand 6. 
' ' 

.A.ppendicu 

APPENDIX N. 

--
STATEMENT OF DEMANDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY GRANT 

COVERED BY RE-APPROPRIATION. 

TRANSFERRED :-The Honourable Khan Bahadur SHAIK![ GHULAM 
HussAIN HIDAYATULLAH. 

(Construction of a police station and quarters for police at Ranchore 
in the Karachi Headquarters District.) 

As there are no Government buildings of any kind at Ranchore for the 
accommodation of the police officers and men attached to the Ranchore 
Police Station, they are forced to live in hired houses all over the town. 
The present police station is accommodated in a small disgracefu1 kacha 
structure which is quite over-crowded and is liable to let in rain during 
the monsoon. The building is also most uncomfortable during the hot . 
weather, and it is a marvel how the work is done there at all by the 
establishment during the hot weather. Government have tb.erefore 
decided to construct at Ranchore a police station and quarters for 1 
Inspector, 2 Sergeants, 2 Sub-Inspectors, 5 Head Constables and 40 
Constables. The estimated cost of these buildings is Rs. 1,23,450. It 
is of the utmost importance that this scheme should be commenced at 
once in order to have the police station at least ready before the next 
hot weather. It is therefore proposed to start the work in the current 
financial year and to meet the allotment of Rs. 30,000, which is required 
for the work in ·question in the current year, from the Reserve with the 
Finance Department. The necessity for this work was felt so far back 
as 1923 but it could not be entered in the budget of 1924-25 and 1925-26 
as the detailed plans and estimate wettrnot ready in time. · 

Grant voted and now reduced. 
47, Miscellaneous-Reserved. 

Rs. 13,31,685 -1,23,450. 

Grant voted and now increased. 
41, Civil Works-Transferred. 
Rs. 1,66,28,620 + 1,23,450. 
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Honourable Khan Bahadur SRAIKH GHULA.M HussAIN HIDAYATULLA.H. 

With a view to avoiding the danger involved in Electrical installations 
being carried out by untrained or insufficiently trained men, a scheme 
for examining wiremen and electrical contractors and certifying and 
licensing them, if they are found to be up to the required standard, was 
sanctioned in Government Resolution No. 529, dated 13th September 
1924:. Rules for licensing wiremen and Electrical contractors were 
also published under Government Notification No. 529, dated 13th 
September 1924:. The first and second examinations for licensing wire
men and Electrical contractors took place in May and August last res
pectively and two more examinations will be held during the current 
financial year. The receipts in the form of fees from the candidates 
for those examinations are estimated at Rs. 18,700 and will be credited 
to the head " XXVI, Miscellaneous Departments-Examination fees,
fees for other examinations ". The charges on account of. examiners' 
fees, etc., will be approximately Rs. 10,500. These charges cannot, under 
the rules, be met from the receipts but have to be debited to the expendi
ture head" 37-M.iscellaneous Departments-Examination-other examin
ation charges ". As however no provision has been made for these 
examination charges for the current year under the head " 37 -Miscellan
eous Departments", it is proposed to re-appropriate the requisite 
amount from the grant under the head "41, Provincial Civil Works". 
This proposal requires the sanction of the Legislative Council. 
Demand voted.and now reduced. Demand voted and now increased. 

41~ Provincial Civil Works 37, :Miscellaneous Departments 
(Partly Reserved and partly (Partly Reserved and partly 

Transferred). Transferred) .. 
Rs. 1,71,49,320-10,500. Rs. 5,37,000 + 10,500. 

Finance Department, 
Poona, 25th October 1925. 

G. WILES, 
Secretary to Government. 
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.t\.PPE1TDIX, P. 

·BILL No. VIII -OF 1925. 

·(A BiU further to amend Bombay Act VIII of 1867, being an Act for 
the Regulation of the Village Police in the Presidency of Bombay.) 

REPORT OF TIIE SELECT COMMITTEE. 

: We, the Un.dersignedmembers* of the Select. Committee appointed to 
consider Bill No. VIII of 1925 (a Bill further to amend Bombay Act VIII 
of 1867, being an Act for the Regulation of the Village Police in the 
P:~;esidency of Bombay), have the honour to report as follows :-
' 2. :, We have considered the bill and have decided by a majority that it 
is not desirable to give the village patils the option of imposing a 
fine. 

3. We are however of opinion that the word "detention" should be 
substituted for the word " confinement , in section 14 of the Act . 
. 4. We are alsq of opinion that the power given to the patil should be 

restricted to cases in which the complaint is made within 24 hours of the 
commission .of the offence. We have made the necessary provision in 
clause 2 of the bill. · 
. 5. We recommend that this report and the bill as amended be trans
lated into Marathi, Gujarati, Kanarese and Urdu and that the translations 
should be published in the Bombay Gooernment Gazette. 

{Signed) M. H. W. IiAYWARD. 

{ , ) B. V. JADHAV • 

. ( >l } RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 
( , ) A.. M. MANSUR!. 

( " ) S. N. ANGADI. 

( " ) G. B. PRADHAN. 

. ( " ) A .. N. SURVE. 

· ( , ) D. B. CooPER. 
( , ) R. D. SmNDE (subject to a min·ute 

of dissent). 
( , ) A. MONTGOMERIE. 

{ , ) P. G. Josm (subject to a minute 
of dissent). 

( " ) G. w. IiATCH. ' 

( " ) M. D. KARKI (subject to a note). 
( , ) D. R. PATIL (subject to a minute 

of dissent). 

• A' ole.-The signatures of Mr. L. S. Chaudhari, l\Ir. W. S. Mukadum and Sard~t~ G. N. 
)lojumdar will be notified when received._ .. 
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(Minute of dissent by Mr. R. D. Shinde, Ji.L.C.) 

I still hold the view that Mr. Patil's amendment to give the village patih 
the option of imposing fine is desirable. The present cry against the 
abuse of powers by the police patils which is raiaed in some quarters is 
due to the fact that in some cases persons of respectability and standing in 
the village who have been adjudged guilty by the police patil of having 
committed an offence referred to in section 14: have been sentenced to 
confinement in the village chavdi and thus exposed to what is commonly 
held to be a very serious social obloquy. But it must be remembered 
that the police patil, even if he was mindful of the social position of the 
offenders, had no alternative but to order confinement in the chavdi. 
The pre.,ent amendment if carried would meet such cases. I do not see 
any force in the objection to the amendment on economic grounds when 
it is once :;;hown why the amendment is necessary. I do not also agree 
with those who assert that this amendment gives an additional power 
to the police patils and that the same will be misused. The police patih 
are under the supervision of the District Magistrate and they will have 
.to exercise a judicial discretion in awarding confinement or fine in 
suitable cases and the District Magistrate can see that the discretion is 
properly exercised. I may point out that the amendment will be incom· 
plete without a provision of an alternative sentence in default of pay
ment of fine. I may suggest that in default of fine confinement up to 
twelve hours in the chavdi should be provided. 

I do not approve of the reduction of the period during which complaints 
may be made to the police patil. The present period of eight days is 
obviously a long one ; but at the same time the twenty-four hours sug
gested by the majority is too short. I think the period should be at 
least two days from the occurrence. It is undesirable that persons should 
be compelled to resort to the magistrates for such petty ofienees and thus 
incur considerable expenses and waste of time. 

(Signed) R. D. Su:n."DE. 
2nd October 1925. 

(.Minute of dissent by Air. P. G. Joshi, M.L.C.) 

1. I do not agree with the report of the majority of the select 
committee. 

2. I really do not see the necessity of investing the police patil.s with the 
powers, mentioned in section 14 of the Village Police Act, particularly 
when we know as a matter of fact that many police patils abuse these 
powers. I would therefore suggest that the whole of section 14: should 
altogether be omitted. Petty cases of assault or abuse, which in villages 
~e a common occurrence, need not be visited with any punishment, but 
1f any party to such assault or abuse feels really a&,arieved, he has his 
remedy in the ordinary criminal courts open to him. In case this sug
~e~tion proves unacceptable, then I would agree to the original bill as 
mtroduceJ, and would give the police patils the power to impose a fine, 
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with a proviso that the confinement should be awardable only on a failure 
to pay the fine. People in my district prefer fine to confinement in the 
village-chauri which they consider to .be-equally degrading as confine
ment in the magisterial lock-up, a feeling which tempts the police patils 
to. abuse their powers. 

3. In addition to the a'I1U?/YI,dments proposed above by me, I would gladly 
agree to the substitution of the word " detention " for the word " con
finement " and of the words " twenty-four hours " for the words " eight 
days". 

(Signed) P. G. JosHI. 
Erandol, 4th October 1925. 

(Note by Mr. M.D. Karki, M.L.O.) 

I am sorry I could not take part in the deliberations of the committee 
owing to my absence there. I entirely agree ·with the majority report that 
infliction of fine should form no part of the power of a village police patil 
as it will entail some hardship upon the hard hit rustics. I welcome the 
word " detention " for the word " confinement " ; but this change in 
section 14 necessitates a similar change in other sections of the Act. If 
the word " confinement " in other sections is not amended there will be 
some confusion in interpreting the word detention and confinement. I 
therefore suggest that the word " confinement " in other sections of the 
Act should be sought for being amended in very near future or the word 
" confinement " in section 14 should be kept as it is. 

(Signed) M. D. KARKI. 

Honavar, 2nd October 1925. 

(Minute of dissent by Mr-:-D. R. Patil, M.L.O.) 

I am really surprised to find that the majority of the committee should 
be opposed to the idea of investing the police patil with the power of fine 
under section 14. Those members who voted against the power of fine, I 
am constrained to observe, are not familiar with the village affairs. The 
power of fine in the police patil would have enabled him to impose the 
punishment of fine only in a case where the social status of a convicted 
person demanded nothing but the sentence of fine. 

I am strongly against subs-tituting the word " detention " for the word 
"confinement" as to my mind no law ought to recognise detention as 
punishment for any sort of offence. To substitute the word " detention " 
for the word " confinement " is to prescribe detention as puniahment for 
an offence and to do so is nothing but ridiculous. Do away with the 
section altogether if you so desire but if in the interests of the village 
administration you deem necessary to retain it, do retain it with legal 
decency. That is all I have to say. 

~Signed) D. R. PATIL,-
Bhusaval~ 6th October 1925. 
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BILL No. VIII OF 1925. 
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A. Bill further to amend Bombay Act VIII of 1867, being an Act for the 
Rl?f}u~ation of the Village Police . in the Presidency of Bombay.' 

(As amended by the Sele~t Committee.) 
WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend Bombay Act No. VIII of Bo1~6~111 or 

1867, being an Act for the Regulation of the Village Police in the Presi- · 
dency of Bombay, in manner hereinafter appearing; it is hereby enacted 
as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Village Police (Amendment) 
Short title. Act, 192 .. 

2. In this section 14 of the said Act a.fter the weras-f' te fHmish: " 
a.nd llefere the weras "-with: eenfinemenV' 

Amendment of Bee. ~g the warile "with fi:B:e B:at ex.eeeamg 
t!on 1.4 of Bombay A( t fiv:e Fl:l:pees eF " shalllle a.adea for the word 
No. \ lll of 1867. . d . 3 " confinement " substitute the wor " detentwn " an((, 
for the words "eight days" substitute the words "twentyjour hours." 

APPENDIX Q. 

BILL No. X OF 1925. 
(A Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, 1874.) 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE. 
We, the undersigned members* of the Select Committee appointed 

to consider Bill No. X of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Hereditary Offices Act, 1874) have the honour to report as follows:-

The Bill proposes to do away altogether with the power of Govern
ment to punish the representative watandar or watandars for the offences 
or misconduct of a deputy. We have decided by a majority that it is 
necessary that Government should retain the power of directing the 
absolute forfeiture of the watan of the nominating watandar and of his 
co-sharers at least as regards the offences specified in item (1} of the 
Second Schedule appended to the Act, viz., those against the State. 

As regards offences committed by a representative watandar or his 
deputy which come under items (2) to (6) of Schedule II or which are 
committed in the discharge of his official duties, we have retained the 
power of Government to direct the forfeiture of the life interest of the 
person convicted, or if he is a deputy, of the representative watandar who 
had nominated him. We are of opinion that for such offences the co
sharer in the watan should not be punishable. We have therefore 
amended clause 2 of the bill accordingly. 

We consider that the power given to Government by sections 60 and 61 
to forfeit the whole or part of the watan belonging to persons other than 
those actua.lly convicted or found guilty should be exercised only when it 
is proved to the satisfaction of Government that such persons had 
previous knowledge of or connived at the offence. We have amended 
clause 3 of the bill accordingly. 

• N ok.-The signatures of Meurs. C. M. Sarta.r~hi. L S. Chaudhari, and &rda.r G, ~. 
llu;umdar will be notified .-hen received. 
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We have inserted a clause in the Bill to provide that before an order is 

made under Part IX of the Act, the person against whom an order is being 
made shall be given an opportunity o[.Peing heard. · 

We recommend that this report and the Bill as amended be translated 
futo Marathi, Gujara.ti, Kanarese and Urdu and the translations 
published in the Bombay Government GazeUe. 

(Signed ) WUBILU SAMALDAS. 

,. . ) G. w. HATCH. 

,. ) G. A. THOMAS. 

" ) RAFlUDDIN AHMAD. 
" . ) R. D. SHINDE. 

, ) D. R. PATIL (subject to a minute of 
· dissent). 

\ , W. S. MUKADAM (sub:ject to a 
minute of dissent). 

i .. G. B. PR.AnHAN. 
( ,, ) A. N. SURVE (sub,ject to a minute of 

dissent). 
( .. ' ) s. T. KiMBLI. 

l ,, ) s. N. BHUTTO. 

(Minuteofdissentby Mr. D. R. Patil, M.L.O.). 

The object of my introducing Bill No. X of 1925, a Bill further to amend 
the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, III of 1874 into the Legislative 
Council was to punish the wrongdoex himself and in no case allow for
feiture of any watan as no watandar has an absolute estate therein. A 
watandar has only a life interest in watan property. No one will object 
to the officiating watandar being made to forfeit what is his life interest 
in the watan but the injustice comes in when the penalty of forfeiture 
extendB to what belongs to others. The Penal Code allows the confiscation 
of what is the offender's property in cases where such confiscation is 
sanctioned but not the property of his brothers, uncles or nephews. 
Thus, the forfeiture under the Penal Code has not the effect of corrupting 
the blood and extinguishing its power of transmitting inheritable rights. 
With us under the Watan Act the entire stream of inheritance 
can be stopped for the offence of one officiating watandar or a deputy 
appointed by a representative watandar. Under these circumstances. 
the sooner the Government do away with their powers of confiscations of 
watans the better if they want to care for justice, equity and good con· 
science. 

(Signed) D. R. PATIL, 1\J.~.C. 

roona, 29th September 1925. . ... 
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(.lfinuleofdissem by !Jfr. W. S. Jfukadam, M.L.C.) 

I am sorry I was absent ht the meeting of the Select Committee which 
met on tbe 12th September 1925 to consider the Bill re : Bombay 
Hereditary Offices Act (Amendment) Bill proposed by my friend 
Mr. D. R. Patil in the last session of the Bombay Legislative Council. 

After hearing in detail from ~y frie~ds who were present in the meeting 
about the diBcussion they had in the committee meeting, I come to the 
conclusion that I should join with my friend :M.:r. Patil in submitting the 
minute of dissent. · · 

I herewith whole-heartedly join with Mr. Patil in his minute of ~ssent~. 

(Signed) W, S. MUKADAH. 

29th September 1925. 

(Re~ised Minute_ of disseni by !Jfr. A. N. Surve, !JI.L.C.) 

· Sub-clause {a) of clauSe 2 of the bill as approved by the majority ran as 
follows:- · 

"(a) if the offence or offences aforesaid are such as are described in 
Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code, direct the absolute forfeiture of the 
whole watan or of any part in which the person convicted has an interest." 

I was therefore obliged to write my first minute of dissent in the follow· 
ing terms:-

" The object with which this bill was introduced is defeated, in my 
opinion, by the alterations proposed by the majority of the select 
conunitttee. In one respect at least the bill as redrafted by the majority 
makes the position worse than it at present is ; and thereby makes 
the punishment not only unnecessarily severe but unjust besides. The 
last sentence of section 60, viz., ' Such forfeiture may be either 
absolute or for such period as the Governor in Council thinks fit' 
enables Government to afford protection to persons who . have an 
interest in the watan but who did not participate in the offence. 
But sub-clause (a) of clause (2) as drafted by the· majority is 
sub~tituted for this sentence and thereby the Governor in Council 
is deprived of that power to the detriment of innocent persons in 
respect of offences falling under Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code. 
Even if a deputy or a substitute is convicted of any of these offences, not 
only the int€rest of the representative watandar but o.lso the interests 
of all other persons-born and lltlborn-in the watan property will be 
affected by its absolute forfeiture under a fiction of law in spite of their 
innocence. Hitherto it has been the policy of law in watan matters to 
keep the hands of Government unfettered for the purpose of affording 
11rotection to the innocent. If the proposal of the majority is accepted. it 
will leave no alt~rnative to Government but to direct absolute forfeiture, . 
and thereby the innocent will suffer ; and there will also be a departure 
from the present policy of law without any cause whatsoever. It will 
result in making the law more stringent. That certainly was not the 
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object of the present bill. It was introduced to secure protection to those 
persons who though they did not participate in the offence were amenable 
to punishment for it ; or to put it m(}!:e -plainly the bill required that A 
shall not be p1lllished for the offence committed by B if the former had 
riot participated in it in any way.". 

Some days after the abovementioned minute was delivered, the Secre
tary informed us that a mistake had occurred which necessitated the 
revision of the said clause. Accordingly the clause was re-drafted and 
sent to us for our approval. I am glad that the mistake is found out. 
That has saved me the trouble of moving an amendment which I would 

. otherwise have been obliged to do. . 
There is still on~ more point on which I beg to differ from the majority 

view. It may happen that a deputy or substitute may be tried and 
convicted in a court of law without the representative watandar or other 
persons interested in the watan being accused or tried. The investiga
tion contemplated in the clause proposed to be added to section (62) 
will not be of the nature of a regular trial in a court of law. Perhaps 
even the advantage of a legal adviser may be denied to the person whose 
interest in the watan was to be affected. He may not have the opportu· 
nity of confronting or cross-examining his accusers. The opportunity of 
being heard is the only concession that is made to him. From an 
investigation of such a nature his " previous knowledge " about or 
"connivance" at the offence is to be inferred and I am afraid that 
this procedure is likely to result in miscarriage of justice. . 

The order in which the offences are placed in section 60 is inverted in the 
proposed sub-clauses (a) and (b) of clause (2). In the section offences in 
the discharge of official duty · are placed firstly and other offences 
secondly. It is desirable to preserve the same order in the proposed 
sub-clauses. Therefore I humbly suggest that sub-clause (b) should 
be marked (a) and (a) should be ..marked (b) and they should be 
transposed. 

(Signed) A. N. SURVE, M.L,C. 
· · 1st October 1925. 

BILL No. X OF 1925. 

A B,£l furthf!r to amend Bombay Act No. Ill of 1874. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

Bom. m of WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend Bombay Hereditary Offices 
1874:, Act being Bombay Act No. m of 1874 in manner hereinafter appearing; 

It is hereby enacted as follo'!s :-

Sholi title, 
1. This Act may be called Bgmbay 

Hereditary _Offices {Amendm~nt) Act, 192 
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AmeBtt:tHeBt e.t 
seetiaa IJQ a£ Bam Sli~ 
eay Aet X e III ef 
18+4. 

~. 

apf!EtiBtea 'By hi-m " shall 'Be 

a. The W9FQ " whea " shall 'Be sli'BstitU:teEl fer the WSPQ 

Atae-a4meat a£ "~" 'Befere the wards " the eftieiater 
seetieB 61 of Bam gHilty ef l'B:iseeaaU:et " aaa the wards 
ear .. tet Ne.-III-el " SF a aepHty·llflflSiBtea 'By hi-m "~be 
18+4. ~. 

2. In section 60 of Bombay Act III of 1874, delete the u;ords "direct Bom. m of 
,, . the forfeiture of the whole or of any part of any 1874• 

A mf'n.fmenl o1 sectwn • h. h h h . S h f. ,f. . 
60 of Bomb1y Acl Ill of watan tn W U: e as an tnterest. UC JorJeuure 
Jlii4. may be either absolute or for such period as 
the Governor in Council thinks fit ", · 

. and insert-

" (a) if the offence is as is described in Chapter VI of the Indian Penal XLV of 1860. 
Code, direct the forfeiture of the whole or of any part of any watan in · 
which he has an interest. Such forfeiture may be either absolute or for 
such period a.s the Governor in Council thinks fit. 

" (b) if the offence be committed in the discharge of his o.fficial duties 
or be any of those enumerated in Schedule II (2) to (6), direct theforfeitur~ 
of the life interest of the person convicted or if he be 1wt the representative 
watandar also of the representatit:e watandar." 

Am~!ldment of section 3. To section 61, the following proviso shaU be 
61 of Bombay Acl III of 
18ii. added: 

" :Pratided that ihe Goternor in Counc'/.1 shall not direct under this or the 
preceding section the forfeiture of any watan or part thereof belonging to a 
person other than the one so com:icted or found guilty, unless it is proved to 
his satisfacti(m. that that person had previous knowledge of or connived at the 
offence or misconduct." 

4. In section 62 of the Act,for the words "or after investigation rec&rded in 
.Amendm~nt of Bf.ction writ-ing" substitute "if any and after investigation 

62 of Bombay A.cl III recorded in writing in whick an &pportuaity of being 
ofJ874. heard shall be given to the party against whom anu 
such order u proposed tQ be passed." " 

N.J. WADIA, 

Secretary to the Legislative Council of the 
Governor of Bombay. 

Poona, 5th October 1925. 
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APPENDIX R. .._ .. 
. BILL No. XIX OF 1925 . 

.4. BiU further to amend the City of Bombay lt1unicipal Act, 1888. 

(As introduced on the 13th August 1925 and published in the "Bombay 
· Government Gazette"' of the 10th September 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the law relating to the 
. Municipal Government of the City of Bombay: It is enacted as 

follows:- . 

1. This Act may be called the City of · Bombay Municipal Act 
No. of 192 • . 

2. In sub-section (1) of section 5 of the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act, 1888, 

the word "seventy-six" in line 3 shall be substituted by the word 
"eighty-nine " ; 

the word " sixteen " in line 5 shall be substituted by the word 
"eight"; and 

the word " ten " in line 12 shall be substituted by the ~ord 
"five". 

3. In sub·section 3 of section 24: of the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act, 1888, between the words " to be elected for each ward " and the 
words " shall be as specified in schedule ' B ' " the following shall be 
inserted:-" and the number, if any; of seats reserved for Backward 
and Depressed Classes". 

4. The following shall be inserted as sub-section 4 of section 24 of the 
City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888 :-

"For the purposes of the reserved seats ' Backward Classes' shall 
mean persons belonging to any of the following Marathi-speaking 
Hindu castes, t:iz., the Marathas, Kunbi;·Mali, Koli, Bhandari, Shimpi, 
Lohar, Kumbhar, Bhoi, Bari, Lonari, Bhavin and Deoli, Shinde, Ahir, 
Khatri, Parit, Gabit, Gavda., Gavandi, Gavli, Gurav, Nhavi, Kasai, 
Kasar, Hoshti, Sali, Sangar, Sutar, Teli, Agle or Agri and Vanjari 
castes." 

"Provided the Local Government may notify in the Gazette any 
other caste as being entitled to the benefit of reserved seats by declar
ing it to belong as the case may be either to the Backward Classes 
or the Depressed Classes whereupon it shall be held to be entitled 
to such benefit." 
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5. The last column of Schedule B d the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act, 1888, shall be repealed and the following three columns shall be 
11ubstituted for it:-

I No. of No. of No, of 
members to seats reserved seats reserved 

Oonsecutlve Nameoftbe Boundaries, be elected for for Backward for Depreseed 
No. Wa.rd, eaeh Ward. Classes. Cwse~. 

1 .... .... 7 1 1 

2 .... . ... u· 1 1 

8 .... .... 16 1 1· 

4 .... .... 12 1 1 

li 18 2 II 

6 .... .... 12 2 1 

7 .... . .... lS 2 1 

· 6. In line 12 of sub-section 2 of sectbn 11 of the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888, the word " ten " shall be substituted by the word 
"five". 

7. Sections 1 to 5 (both inclusive) of this Act sha.ll come into operation 
from the 1st of January 1926. Section 6 of this Act shall come into 
operation on the 1st of October 1926. 

8 827-18 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of this Bill is to democrat~~ the constitution of the Muni
dpality of the City of Bombay. 

It has been a matter of bitter experience that in a general election the 
Representatives of the Backward and the Depressed Classes are nowhere 
and in their absence there h. hardly any one to pay heed to the grievance s 
of these unfortunate classes. To do away with euch a sad state of 
affairs the Bill proposes a scheme of Reserved Seats in the interests of these 
two Classes. However in setting apart 6eatli for these tw? dasseE parti
cular care is taken to preserve as far as possible the number d seats now 
open to general election. This is done by reducing the number of seats 
that are at pre&ent filled up by nomination and co-option each one-half 
and adding them to the seats that are filled up by election. The result 
is that notwithttanding the reservation of 18 seate for the Backward 
and the Depressed Classes there remain under the new scheme 71 free 
seats. 

Occasion is also taken to correct the distribution of the elected seats 
to be filled up by each Municipal Ward by introducing the more 
democratic principle of representation according to population. 

Another important change in the Municipal constitution which the Bill 
seeks kl make is to lower the franchise from a Rs. 10 rental to aRb. 5 
rental. Under the existing franchise it has been found that out of a total 
population of 1,137,782 population numbering 1,042,488 is deprived of 
the vote. In these days it is undeairable to allow 1,137, 782 people to 
be governed by 95,294. 

s. K. BOLE, M.L.C. 
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APPENDIX S. 

BILL No. XXIII OF 192~ 

.A BiU to consolidate and amend the Zaw relating to the Courts 
in Sind. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
16th September 1925.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and amend the law relating Of. VI. of. 
to th~ Courts in Sind ; and whereas the previous sanction of the 19~iepre· 
~vernor General, required by section 80A of the Government of India :':: 6 Geo. ~ 
Act, has been obtained for the passing of this Act: It is hereby enacted o. 61. 
as follows :-

Short title. 

Preliminary. 

1. This Act may be called the Sind Courts Act, 
192 • 

Extent.a.nd commence· 2. · (l) It extends to the Presidency of Bombav. 
ment. 1 

(2) It shall come into force on such date as the ~vernor of Bombay 
in Council may, by notification in the Bombay Government -Gazett1, 
appoint. 

The Chief Court. 

3. On and from the commencement of this Act there shall be estab- Of. VI. of 
Establishment of Chief lished for Sind a. Chief Court hereinafter referred 1900• 11' 4:. 

Conn. to as " the Chief Court ". 

4. The Chief Court shall consist of four o.r more judge~ who shall Of. VI. of 
be appointed by the Governor General in Councill900, 8• &. 

Constitution of Chief and shall hold office during his pleasure and of ~fi::~~.1 
Coort a.nd appointmemt whom not less than two shall be barns' 4.Ars, ad-and tenUN of Judges. ~A: 

vocates or pleaders of not less than five yeara' 
standing. 

5. The Governor General in Council may in his discretion from time 
Appointment of Chief to time appoint one of the ·judges of the Chief 

Judge. Court to be the Chief Judge. 

6. On the occurrence of a. v~ancy in the office of th~ Chief Judge 
Provlllion for va.cancy in and dunng any absence of the Ch1ef Judge the 

\he office of Chief Judge. Governor of Bombay in Council shall appoint 
Qne of the other judges of the Chief Court to perform the duties of the 
Chief Judge, until some person has been appointed by the Governor 
General in Council to the office of Chief ~udge of the Court, and has 
entered on the discharge of the duties of that office, or until the absent 
l"hief Judt!e haa returned to his duties, aa the case requires. 

• 827-184 
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7. On the occurrence of a vacancy in the office of a. judge other than 
the Chi~£ Judge, and during any absence of any 

Provision for vacancy such judge or on tlie' appointment of any judge 
!:h!~e :!te ::ea jc~~ to act as Chief Judge the Governor of Bombay 
Judge. in Council may appoint a person to att as a judge 

of the Court and the person so appointed may 
sit and perform the duties of a judge of the court, until some person 
has been appointed hy the Governor General in Council to the office 
of judge of the court a.nd has entered on the discharge of the duties of 
the office, or until the absent judge has returned to his duties or until 
the Governor of Bombay in Council sees cause to cancel the appoint· 
ment of the acting judge. . · 

·'f. VI. of R nk d . d 8. (1) The Chief Judge (if any) whether 
l900 7 ' · a an prece enoe · t ffi ' t' h 11 h k d 

• 8: in ·of Chief Judge and permanen or o c1a mg s a ave ran an : r:~: II. 6.1udges of Chief Court. precedence before the other judges of the Chief 
Court. 

f. Vlof 
. l900, s. 8, 

(2) Save as aforesaid and subject to any general or special direction by 
the Governor General in Council the judges shall have rank and preced· 
ence according to the seniority of theit appointment as such judges. 

Provided that a permanent judge shall be deemed to be senior to, and 
shall have rank and precedence before, an officiating judge. 

{3) In the construction of this Act the expression ' senior judge ' shall 
mean the judge for the time being entitled to the first place in rank and 
precedence. 

9. The Chief Court shall be the highest civil court of appeal and re· 

PUDj, III of· Civil and criminal 
1914, as. 6 & jurisdiction of Chief 
7· · Court. 

vision and the highest court of criminal appeal 
and revision for Sind and the principal civil 
and criminal court of original jurisdiction for the 
Civil district and,t!le sessions division respectively 

f. VI of 
191)(), •• 13. 
v of 1898. 

. of 1898. 

of Karachi. 
10. The Chief Court shall be the . court of appeal from all decrees 
. . . . . . . and orders passed by subordinate courts in the 

Clvil. J~ns.diotlon m civil district of Karachi from which an appeal 
Karachi dl&trict. li la f h . '1 • • f es under any w or t e t1me lJemg m orce, 
and shall in that district exercise all the powers and jurisdiction con· 
ferred upon a district court by any law for the time being in force. 
in Cri:K::!hi jurisdic~ion 11.. (1) Notwithstanding anything in the 
divisiou. 

88~810na Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 :-
(a) a. magistrate e~rcising jurisdiction in the sessions division of 

Karachi, when committing accused persons for trial, shall commit 
them to the Chief Court ; and 

(b) aJl appeals which lie under any law for the time being in force 
to the Court of Sesaion from the sentences or orders of Courts or 
Magistrates exercising jurisdiction in the sessions division of Karachi 
ahalllie to the Chief Court. 
(2) Section 9 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall not apply 

to the IIJeBBions division of Karachi. 
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12. (I) The Chief Court may with the CJ. VI of 19f 

C 't t' ,. f 11 • f th G f Bo b ' Co il '· IO,& Pull onstl u 1on o u sanction o e ovemor o m ay lil unt 111 of 1914 
bench and other benches. make rules regulating :- 1• 8 (2). 

. (a) the exercise by one or more judges of the original and appellate Cf. Bom. Xl 
'urisd' · f h Ch' f C urt · · of 1866, a. l 1ct10n o t e 1e o : 94'(a). 

Provided that all appellate jurisdiction other than that exercised 
over the subordinate courts of the civil district of Karachi and all 
revisional jurisdiction shall be exercised by a bench of not less than 
two judges; 

(b) the distribution of the civil and criminal business of the Chief CJ. Bom. Xl 
C d d 1 · of 1866, ~. 

ourt; an ec anng 9A (b). 

(c) what number of judges, not being less than three, shall consti-
tute a. full bench of the Chief Court, and may by such rules prescribe 
the mode of determining which judges shall sit as a full bench, when 
a full bench sitting becomes necessary. 
(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (1) the senior judge may 

determine which judges shall sit alone and which judges shall constitute 
·any bench. · 

13. Any single judge of the Chief Court and any bench of judges CJ. VI of 19C 
thereof, not being a. full bench, may in any case refer '1·11ll 0~ rmDl· 

Power to refer ques- f h d · · f b h f · .:In f · tion to full bench. or t e ec181on o a enc o two ]U"'6es or o a 8, 11. 
full bench any question of law or custom having 

the force of laiV, or the construction of anv document, or the admissi
bility of any evidence aming before the judge or bench and shall dispose 
()f the case in aocordance with the decibion of the bench to which the 
questi1>n has been referred. 

U. Where in any case any such question as is referred to in section Cf. VIof190 

Re . . . . 13 hM been decided bv a judge of the Chief Court •
1
-
11

12.f& P
1 

un 
VIeW lD certa1n Ctl• • • h • • a· • · f th Ch' f Co 0 9li 

minal cases. exerc1Bmg t e JUI18 1ction o e 1e urt 11• 12, 

. as t'he p]i.ncipal criminal court of original jurisdic-
tiOn for the sessions division of Karachi, and no reference has been made 
under the provisions of that section or of section 434 of the Code of Cri-
minal Proce<lure, 189~, the Chief Court may on its being certified by the v of 1898• 
Government Advocate for Sind that in his opinion the decision should be 
further considered, review the case or such part of it a.s may be neces-
~1)·, and finallJ detemline the question, and may thereupon alter the · 
JU~<TIUent, order or sentence passed by the judge and pa.s!s such judg-
ment, order or sent:A>nce as it thinks right. 

15. Except as other\~iae provided by any enactment for the time CJ. VI o: 

Appeal from Judj!'e of being in force, an appeal from any decree made by 1900. •· U. 
('~i~f t'.>~. e~er:~g a 1-ingle judge of the Chief Court, or from any 
~r;!mal civil Jurisdio- order made by a. single judge of the Chief Court, 

when an appeal from such order is permitted by 
any law for the time being in foree :-

(a) in the exercise of ita original jurisdiction a.a the principal civil 
~urt of original jurisdiction for the civil district of Karachi, or 
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(b) in the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction as a court of appeal 
from the subordinate courts in the civil district of Karachi, or 

(c) in the exercise of its original jurisdiction in cases withdrawn 
from other courts under section 24 of-the Code of Civil Procedure,. 
1908, or 
· (d) in the exercise of any other original jurisdiction of a civil nature 

to which the Chief Court may with the sanction of the Governor of 
Bombay in Council by rule apply this section shall lie to a bench of 
the Chief Court consisting of two other judges of the Chief Court. 

16. (1} Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Civil 
Procedure of Chief Procedure, 1908, or the Code of Criminal Procedure,. 

Court in exeroille of civil 1898, the Chief . Court shall record evidence 
and ctininal jurisdiction. including examinations of accused persons and 

1 
judgments in such manner ~s it may direct by rule made with the 

, sanction of the Governor of Bombay in Council. 
~{' 1i ~) lQOO (2) So much of rule 35 of order XLI of the first schedule to the Code 
Vof 1908, of Civil Procedure, 1908, as requires the decree to be signed and dated by 

I 

the judge or judges who passed it, shall not apply to the Chief Court in · 
the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction. 

'{9J!"
8
°117 17. (1) Subject to any rules and restrictions which may be prescribed 

1 
& ~nj. Ill ..,,_: 'eJ Offi f by the Governor of Bombay in Council the Chief 
f 1914 .IW.WSten cera o J d . R . D R . 0 • Chief Court. u ge may appomt egiBtrars, eputy egiStrars, 

a. 13• A · R · Offi 'a.I R . Offi . 1 sslStant egiBtrars, an c1 ece1ver, Cia 
Commissioners, a. Clerk of the Crown and such other ministerial officers 
as may be necessary for the administration of justice by the Chief Court 
and for the exercise and performance of the powers and duties conferred 
and imposed on it by this Act. 

(2} The appointments of the Registrars, Deputy Registrars, Assistant 
Registrars, the Official Receiver, the Official Commissioners and the 
Clerk of the Crown shall be subject to the sanrtion of the Governor of 
Bombay in Council. · 

(3) The officers appointed under sub-section (1) shall exercise such 
1 powers and discharge such duties of a. non-judicial or quasi-judicial 
nature as the Chief Court may direct. 

(4) Every officer appointed under the provisions of this section shall 
receive such salary as the Chief Judge may fix, subject to the sanction of 
the Governor of Bombay in Council. 

(5) Any officer appointed ~der sub-£"ection (1) may be suspended or
dismissed from his office by order of the Chief Judge: 

Provided that none of the officers mentioned in sub-section (2) shall 
be dismissed without the previous sanction of the Governor o{ Bombay 
in Council. 

Bom. XII of 18. The general superintendence, direction and control over aU 
1866, a. 15A; Superintendence and courts subject to ita appellate jurisdic.tion are 
!.~~ ~o~: aontrol of other courts. vested in the Chief Court. 
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19. T]le Chief Court may, subject to such rules as it may with the CJ. Bom. XII 

Admission and remo- sanction of the Governor of Bombay in Council :f f:66
• 

ul of Advocates, determine, admit proper persons to be Advocates, · ' 
Pleader• and Attorneys. Pleaders and Attorneys in any court in. Sind, 
and may remove or suspend from practice for misbehaviour any person 
1!10 admitted; and may authorise such Advocates, Pleaders and Attor-
neys to plead or to act or to plead and act for suitors and accused persoll8. 

20. In addition to any other power to make rules expressly or by 
Power to make rulea. implic~t1h' on conferr~d by£ thhisGAf.lt the ChfiBef Coburt 

may Wit the sanctiOn o t e overnor o om ay 
in Council, make rules consistent with this Act and any other enactment 
for the time being in force to regulate any of the following matters, 
namely:-

(a.) the supervision of all Courts subject to the control of the Chief CJ. Bom. XII 
C urt d th . . . . d . . of 1868, •· o an eli V1B1tat10n an mspection; 15A (1). 

. (b) the exercise .b:r the dis~rict j.udges of .the ~e;'ler.al ~ontrol vested ~~~~~~.r5~ 
In them over the ctvil courts 1n their respective CIVIl distncts; (2) & xxv. 

of 1869, s. 9. 
(c) all matters relating to the officers of courts; Cf. Bom. XII 

of 1866, a. 
10 & XIV of 
1869 s. 39 

(d) providing for the translation of any papers filed in the Chief CJ. VI of 

Court and for the preparation of paper books for the hearing of appeals ::ITb{ 19 

and the copying, typing or printing of any such papers or translations 
and requiring from the persons at whose instance or on whose behalf 
papers are filed, payment of the expenses thereby incurred ; 

(!!) the holidays and vacations of the Chief Court and the courts Gf. Bom. X!l 
11ubordinate to it . of 1866, B. 

' UW& 
XIV of 1860. 
B. 43. 

(j) the places and times for the holding of courts ; Cf. XIV of 
1869, 1!8. 5, 
15 23. 

(g) the qualifications and admission of proper persons to be petition- cj. XIV of 
writers in courts, the issue of licenses to such persons, the fees to be 1869, '· 4U.. 
charged by such persons and the conduct of business by such persons, 
and pro,i.ding a fine not exceeding fifty rupees for the breach of any 
such rules, and determining the authority by which such breaches 
shall be investigated and the fines imposed ; and providing that any 
such fine shall be recoverable as if it were a fine imposed by a 
magistrate in the exercise of his ordinary jurisdiction; 

(h) the fees to be ch&.rged for processes issued by the civil courts, Cf. Bom. XII 
or by any officer of any such court and the fees payable in any suit or of1866, a.l7. 

proc~eding in any such court by any party to such suit or proceeding 
in l'l!spett of the fees of the pleader of any other party to such suit or 
proc~eding ; 

(i) the manner in which the proceedings of civil courts shall be kept Cf. :nv of 
and recorded, the manner in which paper books for the hearing 1860, a. 41. 

of appeals &hall be prepared and the granting of copies. 
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21. The Chief Court shall keep such registers, books and accounts 
Registers, b o o k 8 , as may be necessary for the transaction of its 

aocounts, returns, a~ate. bruiness, or required by the Governor of Bombay 
menta and reports. • in Council, and shall comply, in such form and 
manner ~s. ~he Go~ernor of Bombay in"'Council may deem proper, with 
an;r reqUISition wh1eh the Governor of Bombay in Council may make for 
rec·?rd of, or pa~ers belonging to the Chief Court, or any court subordinate 
to 1t, or for certified copies of or extracts from, such records of papers, or 
for returns, statements or reports. 

District Courts. 
CJ. Punj. 22. (I) For the purposes of this Act the Governor of Bombay in 
~~~ ~il4:, Civil districta. Council may by notification divide Sind into civil 
~ 1900. s. ' districts and :fix the limits of such civil districts 
23. & XIV and determine the headquarters of each such district. 
of 1869, as. (2) Th ·dis . . . . 
3 & 4:. · e tricts emting for the purposes of civil justi:ce when this 

. Act comes into force shall be deemed to have been made under this Act. 
Cf Bom XII . 23. (1) There shall be in each civil district other than the district of 

of 1866, K h' d' . d h G . £ 
1• 2 & XIV D . t . t t arac 1 a lStnct court an t e overnor o 
of is69, JS no our a. Bombay in Council shall appoint a district judge 
s. 5. to each such court. 

Cf. XIV of 
1869, 8. 7 
&Bom. 
XII of 
1866, Be 3. 

CJ. XIV of 
186915. 12. 

(2) The district court shall be the principal 
OriginaJ. Jurisdiction court of original civil 1' urisdiction in the civil of district courts. 

district. 

24. (1) The Governor of Bombay in Council may appoint joint 
.Joint Judges. judges to any district court. 
(2) Every such joint judge shall exercise the powers and jurisdiction 

. of the district court concurrently with the district judge in such matters 
as may be referred to him by the district judge. · 

(3) All Regulations and Acts now or hereafter in force and applying to 
a district judge shall be deemed to appty also to the joint judge and the 
seal of the joint judge shall be the same as is used by the district judge. 

CJ. XIV of 25. (1) The Governor of Bombay in Council may appoint assistant 
1869, as, 14: Auisto.nt Judges. judges to any district court. · 
& 

16
' (2) .An assistant judge shall have jurisdiction to hear such origin~l 

suits of which the subject matter is less than ten thousand rupees m 
amount or value, such applications or references under special Acts, and 
such miscellaneous applications not being of the nature of appeals, 
as the district judge may refer to him. 

CJ. XIV of 26. (1) The Governor of Bombay in Council may confer upon any 
18611, a. 17 · . • . . assistant judge the power to hear such appeals 

Ap~ellate yn'isdictlon from the decrees and orders of the subordinate 
of UBISta.nt JUdge. • h • • d . b 

courts as lie to t e district courts an as may e 
referred to him by the district judge. 

(2) An assistant judge on whom the power to hear appeals has been 
conferred under this or any other Act, shall continue to have such p~wer 
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60 lonj! and so ofren as he may hold the office of assistant judge, 
without r1:ference to the chil district in which he may be employed ; 
Provided that the Gowrnor of Bombay in Council may at any time 
"ithdraw such power. , 

27. The Governor of Bombay in council may confer upon any CJ. XIV of 
. . assistant judge any of the powers and jurisdic- 1869

• 8• 19 

Power to mveet assiSt· · f h dis ·· urt 'th' ifi d 
&llt judge with powers tlon o t e tnct co Wl. m any spec e 
of district court. part of a civil district and such powers and 

jurisdiction shall not, while so conferred u:r-on the 
assistant judge, be exercised in such part by the district judge. 

28. The district judge shall have general control over all the civil Cf. XIV of 
C ..... ft 'th' th dis~· t 1869, 8. 9. ontrol of courts. COw. 1.1) vn m e ~uc • 

29. (1) SaYe as pro,ided in sections 9, 10, 27, 34, 35 and 37 in any Cf. XIV of 
case where a decree or order of a. subordinate 1869, 8• 8, 

Appellate jurisdiction . ll 1i h & Bom. 
cf district court. court ls appealable, the appeal sha e to t e XII of 

district court. 1866, •· 8. 

(2) Where a decree or order passed by an assistant judge is appeal
.able, the appeal shall lie to the Chief Court or to the district court, 
according as the amount or value of the subject matter exceeds, or does 
not exceed, fiye thousand rupees. 

Subordinate Coum. 
30. (1) There shall be in each civil district so many civil courts CJ. Bom. 

subordinate to the District Court (in this Aot xn1866°, fa·. 4. 
Subordinate courts. called "subordinate courts") as the Governor 

()f Bombay in Council may by notification direct. 
(2) The Governor of Bombay in Council may determine the local 0/i~ of 

limits of the jurisdiction of subordinate courts and the places where 22A & ~3. 
auch courts shall be held. 

. (~) .T~e place or places so fixed may be beyond the local limits of the 0/i~a~22' 
1 urisdiction of the court. 

(4) The GoYernor of Bombay in Council shall appoint a ~ubordinate OJ. XIV of 
jud(;e to each such court. 1869, a. 22 

(5) The Go,·ernor of Bombay in Council may at any time for special CJ. XIV of 
reasons close temporarily any such court. 1869

• 
8

• 
21 

Joint subordinate 31. (1) The Covemor of Bombay in Council C/i~ of23 judge~ and deputation. may· appoint joint subordinate judges to a sub- ' •· 
ordinate court. 

(2) The district judge, with the pre'rious sanction of the Chief Court, 
may d1'pute to a subordinate court the judge of any other subordinate 
court in the civil district. 

(3) A subordinate judge so appointed or deputed to a subordinate 
court shall dispose of such civil business within the pecuniary limita 
(){ his jurisdiction as the judge of such court, subject to the control of 
\he district judge, may refer to him. 
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Cf. ~~ 8~2-l. Jurisdiction of au b. 32. (1) The ordinary jurisdiction of subo:rdi· 
ordinate courts. nate judges of the first class shall extend to all 

. original suits and proceedings of a civil nature. 
(2) The ordinary jurisdiction of subo!<Puate judges of the second 

class shall extend to all such suits and proceedings wherein the subject
matter does not exceed five thousand rupees in amount or value. 

~~i~~~f25• 33. (1) A subordinate ju%~ o~ t~e 1st class, in a~dition to ~is ~rd~-
s 'al J . di t' ary Junsdiction·, shall exerc1se a speCial Juns-

, peel uns c 10n. d' ti' • f h . d ;g.,.., 10 · on m respect o sue sUits an procee~s 
of a civil nature, wherein the subject-matter exceeds five thousand 
rupees in amount or value, as may arise within the local limits of the 
jurisdiction of all subordinate courts in the civil district of which the 
judges are of the second class. 

(2} In any civil district in which there are two or more subordinate 
judges of the first class, the district judge, subject to the orders of the 
Chief Court, shall determine the local limits within which each such 
judge shall exercise his special jurisdiction. 

'Jf. XIV of 34. Where a decree or order passed by a subordinate judge of the 
1869, 8. 26. e,_t ,_ . h' din . 1 'urisdi' ti' . 

, · llil:l cwss m IS or ary or speCla J c on 
Appeal from decision in any suit or proceeding oi which the amount 

of first class subordinat• 1 f h b' .:J. • fi th Judge. or va ue o t e su Ject-matter exceeu;;; ve ou-
sand rupees is appealable, the appeal shall lie 

to the Chief Coun 

'Jf. ~~~~f27• 35. (1} The Governord. of B?mdbay fin hCo~_:il m
1 

ay invest a.nydgsub·f 
r or mate JU ge o t e llnst c ass, or any JU e o 

Appellate jurisdiction a court of small causea established under the 
of first cliUIS subordinate · • 1 'th 

[X of 1887. •udge or small cause Provm01al Small Cause Courts Act, 887, W1 
1 court judge. power to hear appeals from such decreel' and 

orders of subordinate courts as may be 
referred to hirlJ. by the district judge. 

' (2} The appel1ate ded<;ion in ~ny such-case shall have th13 same force 
as if passed by the district judge. 

(3} A subordinate judge of the first class or a judge of a court of 
small causes, on whom the power of hearing appeals has been conferred 
under this or any other Act, shall continue to have such power so long 
and so often as he may hold the office of subordinate judge of the first 
class or judge of a court of small causes, respectively, without refer
ence to the civil district in which he may be employed : Provided that 
the Governor of Bombay in. Council may at any time withdraw such 
power, 

4r;f. XIV of · 36. The Governor of Bombay in Council may confer upon any sub-
1869, s. 28. . ordinate judge within any specified local limits 

~ower ~ mves• ~b- the jurisdiction of a court of small causes for 
ordinate JUdges Wlth . l f . . bl b , t.. urt 
amaJl cause powers. the tna o sUits cogroza e y SUWJ. to s up 

to any specified amount not exceeding, in the 
case 'of a subor nate judge of the firrt claFs, one thousand rupees, and in 
the case of a subordinate judge of the second class, two hundred rup:_e1. 
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37. (1) The Chief Court may by general or spedal order invest an.v Cf. XIV of 

P t • t b subordinate judge, within such local limits and 
2
I8
8

A69, s. 
ower o anTes . au • b' h . limi' . b . 

ordinate judgt'll with su Ject to sue pecuru.ary tat10n aa may e 
jurisdiction under certain prescribed in such order, with all or any of the 
Acta. f .l:- . . d d' tri' t urt powers o a · u..uttrict JU ge or a 18 c co , 
as the case may be, under the Indian Succession Act, 1865, the Probate X f 1860 
and Administration Act, 1881, or paragraph 5 of Schedule ITI to tl:e v :f 1881: 
Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. V of 1908. 

(2) Enry order made by a subordinate judge by Yirtue of the powers 
conferred upon him under sub-section (1) shall be subject to appeal 
to the Chief Court. or the district court according as the amount or value 
of the subject-matter exceed3 or does not exceed five thousand rupees. 

(3) Every order of the district court passed on appeal under sub· 
section (2) from the order of the subordinate judge shall be subject to 
an appeal to the Chief Court under the rules contained in the Code of 
Civil Procedure, 1908, applicable to appeals from appellate decrees. v of 1908 

38. (1) No subordinate court other than the court of a subordinate Cf. XIV~of 

Go 
. judge of the first class and no court of the small · 1869, s. 32. 

• vernment amts. sh ll · · 't · h' h causes a. receive or regiSter any sm m w 1c 
the Secretary of State for India in Council or any officer of Government 
in his official capacity is a party. 

(2) In every such case, the plaintiff shall be referred to the court of 
the subordinate judge of the first class and such suit shall be instituted 
only in the court of the subordinate judge of the first class and shall be 
heard by such subordinate judge, unless the district judge transfers 
the suit for hearing to his own file. 

(3) Prodded that nothing in this section shall be deemed ¥> apply to 
any such suit merely becallSe any of the authorities or officers specified 
below is a party to such suit, that is to say:-

(1) A state railway, in the case of a suit for damages, for loss of 
goods instituted against such railway. 

(2) A local authority of which an officer of Government is a member 
in his official capacity. · 

(3) An officer of Government in his capacity of curator, guardian, 
manager or representative of a private person or estate in virtue of an 
appointment, delegation, doc.laration or exercise of powers under:-

(a) Order 32, rule 4 (4) of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908; v of 
1908

• 
(b) Sec~on 5 of the Successio~ (Property Protettio:) Act; XIX of 

1841
, 

(c) Secti~n 69 or 71 of the Indian L~acy Act, 19L ; IV of 1912. 
(d) Sections 7, 18 or 42 of the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890; vm n

890 (e) Section 1 or 17 of the Ahmedabad Talukdars' Act, 1862 ; VI of ;~62 • 

(/) Sec~~~ ;7 (2) (c) or 34 of the Sind Incumbered Estates Act, XX of 189~. 
or 
(g) Sections 3, 19 (1), 19 (2), 20, 22 (1), or 41 (1) of the Bombay Bom.I of 

Court of Wards Act, 1905. 1905. 
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Tempc;rary Vacancies. 

CJ. XIV of 39. In the event of the death of a district judge or of 'his being pre-
1869, s. 3~ d fr rf . lln 

T f 
vente om pe Qrmmg his duties by i eb!' or 

emporary vaca.ncy o th .._-£ h' b f th 'vil office of district judge. o er cause or o Is a sence rom e c1 
. district on leave, the first in rank of the assistant 

judges in the district, or in the absence from the district of an assistant 
judge, the first in rank of the subordinate judges, shall assume charge 
of the district court without interruption to his ordinary jurisdiction, 
and while so in charge shall perform the duties of a district judge with 
respect to the filing of suits and appeals, receiving pleadings, execution 
of processes, return of writs and the like and. shall be designated assist· 
ant judge or subordinate judge, as the case may be, in charge of the dis
trict and shall continue in such charge until the office of the district 
judge has been resumed, or assumed by an officer duly appointed thereto. 

CJ. XIV of 40. .A:n.y district judge leaving the headquarters and proceeding on 
1869, s. 36• . duty to any place within his district may delegate 

Del~ga.t~on. of powers to a assistant J'udae or in the absence of an as-
of distr1ct JUdge. n . o • 

sistant JUdge, to a subordinate judge at the head-
quarters, the power of performing such duties, enumerated in section 40 
as may be emergent; and such officer shall be designated aasiatant or 
subordinate judge, as the case may be, in charge of the headquarters. 

C/i~v 0~7 41. In the event of the death, SU.Sfension or temporary absence of 
' s. ' Tempora.ry vacancy of any subordinate judge, the district judge may 

office of subordina.te empower the judge of any subordinate court 
judge. of the same civil district to perform the duties 
of the judge of the vacated subordinate court, either at the place of such 
court or of his own court ; but in every such case the registers and re
cords of the two courts..shall be kept distinot. 

· Suspension and removal of Subordinate Judges. 

CJ. Bom. XII 42. (1) The Governor of Bombay in Council may suspend or remove 
ofl866s f ffi bd't'd f 'bh 
8 • · Suspension and remo- rom o ce any su or ma P. JU ge or m1s e a-
• nl. vior or neglect of duty~ 

. (2) The Chief Court may suspend from office any subordinate judge 
pending inquiry into his conduct. 

(3) The district judge may, in cases of urgent necessity, suspend from 
office any subordinate judge in the civil district, but shall forthwith 
report the case to the Chief Court. 

Officials of Courts other than the Chief Courts. 

CJ. Bom. XII 43. (1) The Chief Judge may appoint for the subordinate courts of 
of 1866, a. Appointment and the tivil district of Karachi such ~inisteri~l 
10 removal of court officers ae the Governor of Bombay m Council 

officials. may direct; and the district judge of any other 
civil district may make the like appointments for the district court_and 
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the subordinate courts of such district ; and the Chief Judge and dis
trict judge respectively may promote, suspend or dismiss any ,such 
Officer. 

Provided that no official who is in receipt of a monthly salary amount
ing to thirty rupees bhall be dismissed without the sanction of the Chief 
Judge. 

(2) The Chief Judge may transfer any ministerial officer of any civil Of. XIV of 
rourt to any other such tourt and the district judge may make any such 1~69• 8

' 4:(). 

transfer in the courts within the local limits of his jurisdiction. 
(3) The judge of a subordinll.te court may appoint peons and minis- Of. Bom. XII 
. f h d d b ili'ff of 1866, a. tena.l servants o sue . court an may suspen or remove any a or 10 

peon or ministerial servant, subject to an appeal to the Chief Judge in the 
case of the civil district of Kar:achi and to the district judge in the case 
of any other civil district. 

Supplemental. 

'44. Every court shall use adsetahl ont.wt
1
hichf shahll beurtengraved the. royal Of~f~~6f:. 

SeaL arms an e 1 e o sue co . 11, & XIV 
of 1869, sa. 
11 & 29. 

45. (1) No decree for payment of debt passed by any court shall, Cf. Bom. 
Eave as provided by sub-section (2), be executed fsl6~ 1~f 

Execution . of deer~ against a defendant who is a member of any of & B~~: ni 
for debt agamst oertam th 1 te . . f ili f s· d d h f.''of 1868 privileged pt>rsons. e a re~gnmg am es o m an w ose name ...... . 

is entered in a list published in this behalf by the 
Governor of Bombay in Council in the Bombay Government Gazette. 

(2) \There application is made for the execution of such decree against 
such person, the court shall forward a copy of the decree and of the appli
cation to the Commissioner in Sind, who may by special order direct that 
the decree shall be executed against such person and may specify the 
manner in which it may be executed. 

46. (1) Every proceeding pending at the commencement of .this Act Of. as. VI of 
in the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of 1900, 88• 43 

Pending proceedings. s· d . th D' t . t C urt f K h' . th (2), 44 & m or 1D e IS nc o o arac 1 or m e 45. 
court of Session of Karachi shall be deemed to be transferred to the Chief 
Court of Sind and the Chief Court shall proceed to try, hear and deter
mine the matter as if it had been instituted in such court. 

(2) Appeals from decrees, sentences and orders passed and not appealed 
against before the commencement of this Act, which would before that 
date have lain to the said Court of the Judicial Commissioner or the 
said district or sessions court, shall lie to tl:e Chief Court. 

(3) All decrees, oentences and orders passed before the commence· 
ment of this Act by the said Court of the Judicial Commissioner or the 
said district or ses;ions court shall be deemed for the purposes of execu-
tion to have been passed by the Chief Court. · 

(4) Provided that nothing contained in sub-section (1} or sub-section 
(2) shall be construed to extend the period of limitation to which any 
auit or appeal may be subject. 
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C/iu~Sc~ 47. In any enactment made by the Governor of Bombay in Council 
1. ' · . or the Governor General of India in Council 

en~U::Uffi!hco:.:.efer- before the date-·on whkh this Act comes into 
operation and in any rule, order, notification or 

other document made under or with reference to any such enactment 
any reference to the High Court of Judicature a.t Bombay: whether as 
including the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind or otherwise 
and to the Court of the Judicial Commissioner of Sind, shall, unless there 
is anything repugnant to the subject or context, be construed after the 
above mentioned date for the purposes of all civil and criminal proceed
ings in Sind as a reference to the Chief Court of Sind. 

48. The enactments mentioned in the first schedule are repealed to 
the extent specified in the fourth colwnn thereof. 

Repeals and amend- The ·enactments mentioned in the second ache-menta. . 
dule are amended to the extent and m the manner 

specified in the fourth c-olumn thereof. 
Provided that nothing herein contained shall affect the proceedings 

v of 1920. under. an insolvency petition under the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920 
pending at the commencement of this Act and all the provisions of the 
said Act, shall apply thereto aa if this Act had not been passed. 
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THE FIRST SCHEDULE. 

REPEALS. 

Short title, Exteot of re}IMI. 

..tl.ctl of lhf Go.,.,r Gemral m Coulleil. 

.. The Ind!BoD ruvorce Act, In sectlun a, clause (2), the words "In 
1869. Sind the .Jndlclal Commlsslo.oer of 

that Provlnos ", 

• • Bombay Civil Courte Act. So far aa extended by notiJicatlo.oa to 
Sind, 

The revolution Act, So much of the Ffrllt Schedule aa relate. 
11120. to the Sind Courts Act, 1866, 

Actl of the Gourmor of Blnllbav i11 Council • 

• . The Bind Conrtll Act, So much aa has not been repe&led, 
1866 • 

• . The Bomb&y Act V of So much aa baa not beell repealed: 
1867 (Amendment) Act, 
18611 • 

. , The Sind Courte (Amend• The whole. 
. ment) Act, 1906. • 

.. 1

1 

TbA Bombay Repealing~ So much of Part n nf the Fir8t.l!lcbe
&n4 Amellding Act, 11110. dnle All relate!' to the l!ind Courta 

(Amsdment) Act, 1906. 

, • The Bind Courte (Amend-~ The whole. 
1 

mend) Art,l916. 
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Year. 

181111 

11Jfl8 v 

111011 III 

1920 v 

Appendices 

THE SECOND SCHEDULE. 

AMENDMENTS. 

(See sectwn 48.) 

Short tit!~. Amendments. 

..I The Indian Divorce Act, In section 3, cbuse (1 ), after the words. 
, 1860. "the High Court of Judicature at 

Rangoon " the words "in Sind-th& 
Chief Court of Sind " shall be !n~erted. 

In section 3, clause (2), for the word~> 
"in Burma " the words "in Bm:ma 
and Sind " qhall be substituted. 

The Code of Criminal In section 18~, after the words "Pr~si· 
Proc!'tdnre, 18118, dency town "the words "or Karachi " 

shall be added. 

The Presidency Towns (1) In the preamble for the word& 
Insolvency Act, 1909, "Town of Rangoon " the words 

" towns of Rangoon and Karachi " 
shall be substituted. 

(2) In Rection 2 after clause (i) the fol
lowinll clause shall be inserted, 
namely:-

(j) ''town of Karachi " Include~ thl' 
municipal di~trict of ICararhi from 
time to time constituted under Jlom· 
bay District Municlpnl Act, 1901, the· 
Fort of Karachi, and the Cantonment~ 
of Karachi and Manora ~tnd any fur
ther portion of the area within the civil 
original jurisdiction of the Chief 
Court as may be prescribed by noti
fication by the Governor of Bombay in 
Council, and 

1 (3) In clause (b) of section (3) after the 
' word " Burma " the words " and the 

Chief Court of Sind "shall be inserted. 

. . The Provincial Insolven- (1) In the preamble for the words 
cy Act, 1920. "Town of Rangoon " the words 

"Towns of Rangoon and Karachi " 
shall be substituted, and 

(2) In clause (b) of sub-section (1 ~ of 
section 2 for tha words "and of the 
Town of Rangoon " the words " the · 
Town of Rangoon, and of the Town 
of Karachi as defined in Rect!on 2: 
of the Presidency Towns Insolvency 
Act, 1909 ", $hall be substituted. 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The Administration of Justice and the Appellate and Revisional 
Jurisdiction of the Province of Sind was entrusted up to 1906 to a single 
Judge known as the Judicial Commissioner. The civil and criminal 
original jurisdiction of the City of Karachi and District was exercised by a 
District and Sessions Judge with the occasional help of an Assistant or 
Joint Judge as in other parts of Sind. 

2. The commercial growth and increase of population of the City of 
Karachi and the general progress promoted by such irrigation works as 
those of the Jamrao and Mithrao in other parts o£ the Province had 
proved that system to be no longer satisfactory or sufficient. The com
merce as calculated by the exports and imports had risen in value to some 
Rs. 15 crores and the population of the City of Karachi had approached 
a lakh and a quarter. The Chamber of Commerce and the local Bar 
Association pressed for more suitable proviEions and more experienced 
Judges to meet the reasonable requirements of a rapidly increasing trade, 
wbile the Judicial Commissioner himself represented the substantial 
increase of civil litigation which then showed an average of over 300 suits 
a year in addition to coruiderable Criminal Sessions. He also represent
ed the heavy responsibility imposed upon him, a single judge as the 
ultimate authority both in civil appeals and in confirmation references 
on sentences of death passed by the Sessions Courts of the Province. 
The number of judicial districts had been increased by the seraration d 
Sukkur from Larkana and Nawabshah from Hyderabad and by 1he 
raising of the Thar and Parkar District· to the regular status of other 
districts in the Province. 

3. The Court of the Judicial Commissioner was created in 1906 as a 
result of these representations. It was a compromiee bet\\-een the old 
system and the claims which were being urged for a Chief Court with ibe 
full powers both of the original and appellate sides of a High Court. 
Courts of Judicial Commissioners elsewhere were solely appellate Courts 
exercising the Civil and Criminal Appellate Jurisdiction of High Courts 
and it was anomalous to vest the Judges of such a Court with the· ordinary 
civil and criminal original jurisdiction of a District and Sessions Comt. 
But it gave satisfaction for the time as it provided appellate Benches of 
more experienced Judges for the civil and criminal appellate jurisdiction 
of the High Court who were able to spare sufficient time from those 
duties to devote themselves to the important civil originalliti~ation and 
criminal original work of the City and District of Karachi as independent 
Judges of the District and Sessions Court. But it was soon found as 
the average institutions of suits rose to over 1,100 and the original sessions 
increased that the work was beyond the powers of the Judicial Commis
sioner with his two Additional Judicial Commissioners and in 1 g2o sanction 
was obtained to the permanent appointment of a third .Additional Judicial 
Oommis~ioner, Commercial litigation subsequently raised the institu
tions of suits to over 1 ,COO in one year while the criminal work see~red to . 
have been permanently increased with the increase of the population to 
60ille 2llacs. Sanction had therefore to be obtained in 1923 to th~ 
. H.827-19 
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temporary appointment of a fourth Additional Judicia,! Commissioner. 
Commerce as calculated by the exports and imports had now been valued 
at nearly Rs. 80 crores and though the appointment remains temporary, 
it has been reported that there is no real prospect of dispellEing at any 
time in the future with the fourth Additional Judicial Commissioner. 
The staff of Judges has therefore been increased to meet the increase in 
work practically permanently from 3 to 5 Judges. 

4. The Civil Justice Committee has in Chapter XV of their Report 
issued early this year pointed out the urgent necessity of taking adequate 
steps to improve the status and procedure of the Court to meet the reason
able requirements of the important seaport of Karachi and of the probable 
e::>..'})ansion of wealth likely to result from the Sukkur Barrage Scheme 
in the rest of the Province. The creation of a Chief Court consisting of a 
Chief Judge and three or four puisne Judges with salaries sufficient to 
attract and retain permanently experienced Judges both from the Bar 
and the Services seems to be the least which would be necessary to meet 
the position. The constant transfer of the judiciary has been a cause of 
complaint and reasonably so for a long time. It is therefore necessary 
to provide prospects which will ensme Judges electing to remain per
manently in Karachi till the end of their service up to 60 years of age 
instead of seeking further promotion in the Bombay High Court. It is 
·proposed to effect this undei the present Bill. The Chief Court under the 
Bill will also have the power of making special rules for its ovln procedure 
not only on the appellate but also on the Original Side of its jurisdiction 
as a High Comt. The Comt of the Judicial Commissioner could no doubt 
make its own rules as regards its appellate jmisdiction as a High Court 
under sections 122 and 125 of the Civil Procedure Code, but it is a 
question whether it has strictly the power to do so in Iespect of the 
original jurisdiction vested in its Judges as Judges ofthe District Comtof 
Karachi. It is a question whether it would be permissible to treat them 
in respect of that jmisdiction as subject to their own superintendence as 
required by the sections and, even if so, w hcther it would be within the 
spirit of the sections to vest them as such with special powers beyond those 
otidinarily exercised by other District Courts, to treat them in fact as 
though they were exercising the civil original jurisdiction of a High Court. 
The Chief Court will however be under no such disadvantage as it will 
exercise both on its App~llate and its Original Side the jurisdiction or dina· 
rily exercised by a High Court. Chamber work could therefore be specially 
provided for, the summary procedure in respect of negotjable instruments 
would be susceptible of extension to other similar suits, the procedure 
of originating summonses might be introduced and delegation of judiciel 
and non-Judicial powers would be pcssible tc the more experienced staff 
which it is proposed and it would be proper to entertain for a Court of 
the status of a Chief Court. It will also be possible with a more experienc
ed staff to introduce the provisions so long required by the public of 
the Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. Criminal procedure at the 
Sessions will also be shortened by the full introduction of that in force in 
other High Courts, while the decisions at the Sessions trials will be final 
and not subject to appeal or reference, except as specially provided in 
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CJther High Courts, to the Appellate Side of the Court. The Bill has 
been modelled. on the Chief Court.B Act of Lower Burma No. VI of 1900 
and the Chief Courts Act of Punjab No. III of 1914 both of which U:Jurts 
have since been raised. to the status cf High Courts. The Bill also provides 
for the admission of Advocates, Attorneys, and Pleaders and for the 
introduction if necessary of the dual system '\\ ith its greater speed. and 
effectiveness in force on the Oliginal Side of the Bombay High Court. 
The Bill at the same time consdidates and in some important matters 
revises the law relating to the District and Subordinate Civil Courts 
of Sind. 

Notes on Clauses. 

Clause 4.-A Chief Judge and three puisne Judges axe proposed or in 
all4 permanent Judges though it will probably not be possible to dispense 
with the services of the 5th temporaxy Judge paxticularly in view of the 
Sukkur Barrage Scheme and the probable further increase in the prospe
rity of the Province. But the Civil Justice Committee has recommended, 

· and it will be necessaxy to await the effect of, the extension of the juris
diction of the Small Causes Court. It is also pCissible that the civil and 
criminal original jurisdiction will be restricted. hereafter to the Karachi 
Taluka instead of extending to the whole of the Karachi District. I~ is 
proposed. no longer to restrict any judgeships specially to Barristers-at
Law, but to open them to all members of the Bar. It is proposed to 
provide salaries similar to those usual in other Chief Courts with a view 
to attract experienced men, whether from the Bar or the Services, who 
will be prepared. to remain permanently in Karachi and not seek promotion 
to the Bombay High Court. 

Clause 9.-The Chief Court will include an Original Side for the civil 
and criminal jurisdiction vested in it. It will possibly hereafter be 
restricted, as already stated, to the Karachi Taluka, but will fC:r the 
present extend to the whole of the Karachi District. The Chief Court 
will have power to make rules for its own procedure in ita civil original 
jurisdiction similax to those in force in any other High Court. Its criminal 
original jurisdiction will be conducted on the same lines as that of the 
Chartered. High Court. 

Clauses 10 arulll.-The civil and criminal original jurisdiction will con
tinue for the present to extend to the whole of the Karachi District and 
provision has been made accordingly, but it will possibly be practicable 
to limit hereafter to the Kaxachi Taluka, after the proposed. separation 
of the Nawabshah District from Hyderabad. It will possibly tben be 
practicable to include the rest of the Karachi Distaict in the civil District 
and Sessions Division of Hyderabad. 

Contempt of Court provisions, though strongly pressed. by tbe Chamber 
of Commerce and the Local Bar, have not been included. in view of the 
Legislation pending before the Legislatures of the Government of India. 

Clauses 13, 14 and 15.-The civil original jurisdiction will ordinarily 
be conducted. by a single Judge subject to appeal or reference to a B~ncJt 

J827-19a · · 
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of two or more Judges. The criminal original jurisdiction will similarly 
be conducted by a single Judge subject only to reference to a Bench as in 
the Chartered High Courts. Section 9 @, 9 (c) and 9 (d) of the present 
law have not been repealed as it has'been thought sufficient to rely 
upon the general provisions of section 98 of the Civil Procedure Code 
and sections 378 and 479 of the Criminal Procedure C<Jde. There will 
moreover be sufficient Judges in future to provide in any criminal matter 
for any necessary Full Bench without including the Judge precluded 
from sitting by the provisions of section 556 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code. 

Clause 17.-It is proposed· to appoint a sufficient number of superior 
officers with suitable salaries on the establishment to make it possible to 
delegate judicial and non-judicial powers to them as in other High Courts. 

Clause 19.-The Chief Court will have power to provide for the required 
number of legal practitioners and to introduce, if necessary, the dual 
system of Advocates and Attorneys for the speedier and more effective 
disposal of suits on the Original Side as in the Bombay High Court. 
· · Clause 20.-The Chief Court will have power to make rules for its own' 
procedure whether on the Original or Appellate Side under section 122 
read with section 125 of the Civil Procedure Code. It will be possible 
under such rules to prescribe Chamber sittings for the speedier disposal 
of miscellaneous work and to institute Commercial cause lists. It will also 
be possible to extend the summary procedure to suits other than those 
on negotiable instruments and to introduce the system of originating 
summonses. It will also be possible to delegate some of the less impot t
ant judicial and non-judicial functions to the more experienced officeis 
wl:o are proposed for the Court. It is doubtful whether it would be 
possible under the present law to make any such similar provisions for 
the civil original jurisdiction which is at present vested in the Judges as 
ordinary Judges of a District Court a~~ not as Judges of a High Court. 
It is not proposed to extend directly the provisions of section 122 
as the Rule Committee prescribed in section 123 would hardly be 
suitable for Karachi, but it will be possible to exercise all those powers 
and to provide, if necessary, a suitable Rule Committee under the 
provisions of section 125 of the Civil Procedure Code. 

Clauses 22 to 29.-These clauses consolidate the law relating to the 
Judges and Joint and Assistant Judges of the District Courts contained 
at present in the sections of the Bombay Civil Court Act specially extend
ed to Sind. Clauses 30 to 37 consolidate similarly the lawrelatingto 
the Subordinate Civil Courts. 

Clause 38.-It is proposed to extend to the Courts of the First Olass 
Subordinate Judges the jurisdiction in respect of official suits at present 
restricted to the District Courts. It is thought that these suits, though 
often involving matters of great public importance and requiring the 
presence of public officers for prolonged periods might well be tried by 
the experienced Judges who now preside over the Frist Class Subordinate 
Courts ordinarily situated like the District Courts at the Headqua-rters 
of the Districts. 
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CU.nues 39 to 45.-lnclude miscellaneous and SUJ?plemental promoDs 
as in the present law. But instead of a special schedule with the list of 
the members of the late reigning families ""hich requires perpetual modi
·fication, it is proposed to proTide for periodical publication of the list 
in the Bomhay Governmem GaZRlte. . 

Clause 46.-Provides for pending proceedings and clatiBe !7forreferen
ces to other Jaws and existing rules and notifications. 

Clause 48.-I.s important in placing beyond question the jurisdiction 
of the Chief Comt under the Indian Divotce Act of 1869 and in introducing 
to the City of Karachi the pxovisions of the Presidency Towns Insolvency 
Act, 1909. It also pxovides for railway offences being triable at Karachi 
as in the Presidency towns of India. 

2nd September 1925. lL H. W.liAYWABD. 
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.APPENDIX T. 

BILL No. XX OF .1925. 

A BiU further to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923. 

(As introduced on the 13th August 1925 and published in the 
"Bombay Government Gazette" of the 10th September 1925.) 

Whereas it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Local Boards 
Act, 1923 (Act No. VI of 1923), in manner hereinafter appearing; It is 
hereby enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Local Boards (Amendment) 
Short Title. Act, 192 . 

2. After sub-section (m) of section 50 of the Bombay Local Boards 
Act, 1923, hereinafter called the principal Act, a new sub-section (mm) 
with the following words shall be added: 

"The compulsory registration of marriages". 

3. After section 50, the following new section 50A shall be 
Pena.lty for breaches of added :- . 

by-Ia.ws. 

'' Notwithstanding anything contained in the said Act or in any of 
the by-laws framed thereUD.der as may be in force for the time being 
within the limits o£ the District Board, if any of the parties to the 
marriage or the guardian or guardians for the marriage of the parties, 
when either the bride or the bridegroom is a minor or both the parties 
are minors or any other person enjoined to do so, fails to comply with 
any of the provisions of the by-laws framed under the Act for the 

. registration of marriages or to report the fact of the solemnization of 
a marriage to the Marriage Registrar or any other Recorder, duly 
appointed for the purpose of the registration of marriages by the Dis
trict Board, each of the parties or the guardian or guardians or any
other person so enjoined, shall, on conviction by a Magistrate of the 
Second Class or First Class, be liable to a fine not exceeding Rs. 200 or in 
default to undergo simple imprisonment not exceeding six months ". 
4. After section 61 of the principal Act, a new section 61 A shall be 
Framing of by.laws for added with the following words :-

registration of marriages. · 

"(1) The District Local Board shall within three months from· the 
date of this Act becoming law, take steps to introduce the system of 
the registration of marriages ; and shall within the same period, 
after consulting leading men and public bodies of such communities 
as have not been exempted by the Board under section 62A, frame 
by-laws for carrying on the registration work ; and all by-laws so 
made shall, before being forwarded to Government for sanction, be 
published in suitable vernacular newspapers for eliciting objections 
criticism thereon. 
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(2) After the District Board has at its meeting, specially called for 
the purpose, considered the objections and criticism so offered, the 
by-laws as finally framed shall be re-published in suitable vernacular 
newspapers for the information of the public and shall then be sub
mitted to Government for their sanction and the by-laws shall not 
have the force of law until they are duly published in the Bombay 
Government Gazette. 

(3) The District Board may from time to time, with the sanction of 
the Government, cancel or alter any of the by-laws" • 
5. After section 62 of the principal Act the following new section 
Delegation of registra.· 62A shall be added :-

tion work to a Sub-Com· 
mittee. 

"Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the District 
Board may delegate to a Sub-Committee specially formed for the 
purpose, all or any work imposed by sub-section (mm) of section 50 
and by the by-laws framed for the registration of marriages. " 

· 6. Afte.r the new section 62A the following new section 62B 
Power to exempt any shall be added :

community from the obli-
gation of registration of 
marriages. · 

"Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act it shall be lawful 
for a District Local Board to exempt from the operation of the compUl
sory registrationof marriages any particular communityliving within 
its limits: 

Explanation.-Community in this section means and implies a 
large body of men following a common religion, separate in habits 
and cutsoms from the rest, e.g., the Agha Khani Khojas, Shia Bohras, 
Hindus and Sikhs but it does not mean a tribe, a caste or a sub-class 
of a principal community, e.g., Mughals, ShaikhB, Pathans, Lohan.as, 
etc." 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The object of the Bill is to have an authenticated record of marriages 
for the purpose of production, whenever required in a Court of Law. The 
absence of such an authorised record often creates difficulties, whenever 
the fact of marriage is disputed and in a way facilitates the commission 
of matrimonial ofiences or afiords facilities to such offenders to escape 
the consequences of their acts. It will also prevent bogus claims of 
marriages being set up. It is a well recognised principle of law that 
whenever an event creates a legal right, status or obligation, an authentic 
record in the shape of registration is generally kept. Thus births and 
deaths are rt>gistered, because both these events either create or destroy 
particular rights or obligations. There is no reason why a similar record 
should not be kept for another event, ciz., a marriage which also creates 
important rights, status and obligations. In cases of· enticing away. 
married women, adultery, bigamy and other matrimonial suits, the fact 
of a legal marriage is the most important and relevant fact in issue ; and 
very often lhe parties find it most difficult to prove or disprove it by 
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means of oral testimony or some unauthenticated and unreliable record. 
This difficulty has often resulted in grave miscarriage of justice and 
has prevented many people from gett!p.g their just grievances redresEed, 
In many localities it has led to the commission of murders and other serious 
crime. It has also afforded opportunities and temptation to litigants 
to set up fabricated and false testimony. If compulsory registration 
were enforced these difficulties and drawbacks, both of the parties as 
well as of Courts, would be obviated. Besides this, compulsory registra
tion would not entail any hardship or inconvenience on the public as 

'the Local Board, consisting of the representatives of the people, could 
be trusted to make most convenient and suitable arrangements for such 
registration. 

Noon. MAHOMED, M.L.C. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY AGE~"'DA FOR THE THIRD SESSION OF THE 
BOMBAY LEGISI·ATIVE COUNCIL WHICH COl\11\IENCED ON 
THE 21sT OCTOBER 1925 [vide Standing Order X 1 (d)]. 

DISCUSSION OF 1\IATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST. 

Resolutions by Mr. Punjabhai Thakersi, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to appoint immediately 
a committee with a non-official majority to enquire into the problem 
of the growing unemployment in the city of Bombay and to suggest 
means to remove it." 

:!. 11 This Council recommends to Government that the restrictions 
imposed on Vinayak Damodar Savarkar at the time of his release be 
. withdrawn forthvi'i.th, and that he be restored to complete liberty." 

Resolutions by Mr. JJ!. B. Powar, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the notification 
recently issued by the Collector of Kolaba in the Kolaba district regard
ing the carrying of processions with music be forthwith withdrawn." 

2. " In view of the pecuniary hardships of the primary teachers in 
the presidency, this Council recommends to Government that the primary 
teachers should be paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme 
from March 1923." 

Resolution by Mr. A. E. Patel, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government to put the Sathe
Paranjpye scheme into force immediately with regard to the pay of 
primary teachers.'' 

Resolutions by JJ!r. P. G. Joshi, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
new increased maximum rates of land assessment which have been in
troduced in various parts of the presidency, including Sind, after the 
publication of the Joint Parliamentary Select Committee's recommenda
tions to regulate by statute the process of revising land assessment, 
should forthwith be withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their 
stead." 

2. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
scale of pay suggested by the honourable Messrs. Sathe and Paranjpye 
for teachers in the primary schools (known as the Sathe-Paranjpye 
scheme) be brought into force immediately.'' 

3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council to represent 
to the Governor General in Council that the Electoral Rules should be so 
modified as to enable women to stand as candidates for the Council 
elections/' 
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Resolution by Mr. L. B. Bhopatkar, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the photo-copy
ing system introduced recently in the Registration Department of this 
presidency as an experimental measure be abolished forthwith, and the 
old system restored." 

Resolution by Mr. H. D. Saheba, M.L.O. 

1. " Taking into consideration the pecuniary hardships of the primary 
teachers in the presidency this Council recommends to Government that 
the primary teachers should be paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye 
scheme." 

Resolutions by Mr. G. I. Patel, ltl.L.O. 

1, " This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
of primary teachers as laid down in the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme be 
brought into force at once and given effect to from March 1923, and 
before their services are transferred to the various local boards in the 
presidency." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that the Kulkarni 
Watans commuted since 1913 be restored to their old status and position 
and that the agency of the talatis be replaced by that of watandar 
k:ulkarnis.'' 

3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
new increased maximum rates of land assessment which have been 
introduced in various parts of the presidency, ·including Sind, after the 
publication of the Joint Parliamentary Select Committee's recommenda-

. tiona to regulate by statute the process of revising land assessment, 
should forthwith be withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their 
stead." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that the restrictions 
imposed on Vinayak Damodar Savarkar at the time of his release be 
withdrawn forthwith, and that he be restored to complete liberty." 

5. " This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 
Presidency, the following changes should be made:-

(1) Revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws 
related to crimes ; 

(2) .The Prant officers, i.e., Sub-divisional officers, should be 
abolished, the Collector being given a personal assistant where 
necessary." 
6. "This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased 

to draw the attention of the Bombay Port Trust authorities to the urgent 
necessity of providing at least during the Raj season a fixed berth 
accommodation with a suitable shed having necessary sanitary arrange
ments and refreshment rooms and medical inspection rooms for the con· 
venience of Hajis 'With separate arrangements for women and children 
accompanying them." 
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7. "This Council recommends to Government that steps should be 

taken to abolish the Development Directorate as a separate Depart·. 
ment and transfer its activities to the Public Works Department." : 

8. " This Council recommends to Government that in order to allay 
the discontent prevailing among the agriculturists of the presidency and 
to give them real relief, the following fees and fines, wherever they have 
been recently increased, be reduced to their original level :-

Grazing fees per head of cattle ; 
Fees per cart and head-load of grass ; 
Fees per cart and head-load of Anjan leaves ; 
Fees per cart-load of thorns ; 
Fees per cart and head-load of fuel; 
Fees per cart-load of stones of various kinds ; and 
Fines per head of cattle impounded." 

9. " This Council recommends to Government not to issue licenses 
for the sale of country liquor and toddy in villages having a population 
of five thousand or less after the expiry of the existing licenses." 

Resolutions by Mr. S. A.. Sardesai, M.L.O. 

1. " In view of the recurring famines in the Bijapur district this. 
Council recommends to Government to start without delay two irrigation 
schemes, viz., the Ghataprabha and 1\Ialaprabha, both of these being 
protective and productive." 

2. " Taking into consideration the pecuniary hardships of primary 
teachers in the presidency, this Council recommends to Government 
that primary teachers should be paid according to the Sathe-Paranjpye 
scheme from March 1923.=' 

Resolutwns by Mr. S. K. Bole, M.L.O. 

~ ·1. "This Council recommends to Government to appoint a committee 
to enquire into the whole question of the management of the Bombay 
mill industry." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government to take urgent steps 
for the relief of mill workers who will be in a state of distress during the 
period of unemployment owing to the present mill strike in Bombay." 

3. " In view of the fact that the legality of the commutations of 
J..-ul.karni watans has been questioned, this Council recommends to the 
Governor in Council immediately to introduce legislation to authorise 
commutation of all kulkarni watans in the Central and Southern Divisions 
and to legalise those commutations of kulkarni watans which have 
already taken place." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government to permit at least two · 
persons fro!ll the non-Brahmin backward classes to work as mukhtyars in 
e.ll the courts of mamlatdars and mahalkaris and to appear before the 
Collectors and Assistant and Deputy Collectors where there is not an 
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adequate number of pleaders belonging to these classes in the Central 
and Southern Divisions and. in the Thana district." 
· 5. '' This Council recommends to .government not to give any grant 
to the municipalities and local boards which refuse to give effect. to the 
resolution passed by this Council allowing to members of the depressed 
classes the use of wells, tanks, water taps, dharamshalas, dispensaries and 
schools built and conducted by such local bodies." 

Resolution by Mr. Ialji Naranji, M.L.C. 

" This Council recommends to Government that steps should be taken 
to abolish the Development Directorate as a separate department and 
transfer its activities to the Public Works Department." · 

Resolutions by Mr. G. M. Kalbhor, JJJ.L.O. 

1. " In view of the fact that the legality of commutations of kulkarni 
watans wherever they are at present commuted is being questioned, this 
Council recommends to the Governor in Council immediately to introduce 
legislation authorising commutation of all kulkarni watans in the Centrs.l 
and Southern Divisions which have not yet been commuted and to 
legalise the commutations which have already taken place. " 

2. " This Council recommends to Government to exercise their power 
of appointing trustees to Devasthans, the management of which is 
entrusted to trustees; and in exercising such power to make the 
appointments from the non-Brahmin communities." 

Resolution by Mr. Shankarrao Jayaramrao Zunzarrao, M.L.O. 

" In view of the fact that the legality of the commutations of kulkarni 
watans has been questioned, this Council recommends to the Governor in 
Council immediately to introduce legislation to authorise commutation 
of all kulkarni watans in the Central and Southern Divisions and to 
legalise those commutations of kulkarni watans which have already 
taken place." 

Resolution by Mr. D. N. Patel, M.L.O. 

"This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
of primary teachers as laid down in the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme be 
brought into force at once and given effect to from March 1923, and before 
their services are transferred to the various local boards in the presidency." 

Resolutions by Mr. D. R. 'Patil, M.L.O. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that the principles of 
. the revision of land assessment should be settled at an early date in the 
light of the recommendations of the Joint Parliamentary Committee and 
that the revisions of assessment that are yet to be either undertaken or 
made final should neither be undertaken nor made final otherwise than 
according to the principles that will be settled as above." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that a sum of 
Rs. 1,00,000 be provided for the East K.handesh District in the next 
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year's budget, without the usual conditions attached to grants for 
water supply, for expenditure by the district local board on works 
to 1Litigate the great hardship caused by the scarcity of ~g 
water." 

Resolutions by :Mr. Jf. D. Karki, Jl.L.C. 

1. " This Council recommends to Government that with a view to 
making medical aid available to those who are suffering from various sorts 
of diseases and ailments due chiefly to malaria which has been the main 
cause of the steady decrease of population and of the breakdown of 
the general health of the people of . the · inland and forest villages of 
Kanara, itinerant d~tors be forthwith appointed in each of the talukas 
and pethas of the said district." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that an Ayurvedic 
college be established, as early as possible at a convenient place in 
the presidency." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that a new road to 
the extent of 7 miles be opened between Tohan in Honavar taluka and 
Kodigaide in Siddapur taluka of the Kanara district to connect with the 
existing 12-mile road from Honavar to Tolvan and the existing 23-mile 
road from Siddapur to Kodigaide via Doddreno and that the whole 
of the said road from Honavar to Tolran be taken over by the P.W.D. 
and be made a contingent and well constructed one for encouraging and 
facilitating the traffic between the two important talukas of Honavar 
and Siddapur." 

4. " This Council recommends to Government that with a view to 
reducing the extravagant cost of forest administration the number of 
divisions in Kanara should be reduced, the minor forest division being 
abolished and the other divisions being reduced to two." 

u. " This Council recommends to Government that the post of the 
Chief Conservator of Forests be forthwith abolished." 
. 6. " This Council recommends to Government that further recruitment 

from outside to fill the posts of divisional forest officers in the presidency 
be stopped and that senior rangers be appointed henceforth to those 
posts." 

7. " This Council rrecommends to Government that the system of 
levying grazing fees on cattle be abolished in Kanara." 

8. " This Council recommends to Government that with a view to 
relieving the villagers of Kanara from the innumerable difficulties to 
which they have been put on account of the pressure of forests proper 
on their '\"illage sites and to averting such difficulties arising in future, 
the existing proper forests within the distance of from half-a-mile to 
one mile from the village sites should either be converted into batt~e or 
minor forests, as the case may be, and that no land within that distance 
should in future be made a proper forest.'' 

9. " In \iew of the pecuniary hardships under which the primary 
ua.chers in the presidency are labouring, this Council recommends to 
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Government that they (primary teachers) should be paid according to 
the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme from March 1923." 

10. " This Council recommends to Government that a committee 
with three-fourths non-official majority be appointed to consider and 
report on the present rules regarding the suspension and remission of 
land revenue and to suggest what changes it is desirable to make in 

· them." 
11. "This Council recommends to Government that Revenue Com· 

. missionerships should be abolished." 
12. " This Council recommends to Government that, in order to allay 

the hardship and irritation caused to the poorer classes of people of 
Kanara who are accustomed to eat the pith of thl1' tali palm ' trees on 
account of the increase in the fees, the present fee of Rs. 4 per tree be 
reduced forthwith toRe. 1." 

13. " This Council recommends to Government that in order to allay 
the discontent prevailing among the gardeners ·of the above-ghat 
talukas of the Kanara district on account of the 'batta' rules (vide 
Revenue Department Notification No. 7198, dated the 16th April1923) 
as modified up to date, the said rules be, after consulting the leading 
gardeners in the various talukas, so revised as to meet their wishes." 

14. "This Council recomni.ends to Government that a bridge or a 
high level causeway be built on the Badagani river at the Badagani ferry 
in the Honavar taluka in the district of Kanara." 

15. " This Council recommends to Government that a bridge or a 
high level causeway be built on the Venkatapur river at the Venkatapur 
ferry in the petha of Bhatkal in the district of Kanara." 

16. " This Council recommends to Government that the manufacture 
ofjl11Jri by the cultivators of Kanara be treated as an agricultural opera
tion and that they be restored to their original position by the. deletion of 
the words·' but not for the manufacture-of jagri ' appearing in sub-clause 

· (4) of clause No. 1 of the present Kanara Forest Privilege Rules as 
published under notification No. 779, dated 16th April 1924 in the 
Revenue Department." 

17. "This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
peculiar circumstances under which the district of Kanara is placed, 
they may be pleased to move the proper authorities to allot two seats in 
the Bombay Legislative Council one for the Karwar division and the 
other for the Sirsi division in that district." 

18. " This Council recommends to Government that a small committee 
of officials and non-officials from the Kanara district be appointed with a 
majority of non-officials including the elected member of the Legislative 
Council for that district to investigate into the grazing problei:ns in that 
district and to suggest ways and means for improved grazing there, such 
committee being given power to elect its own chairman." 

19. " This Council recommends to Government that the proprietary 
rights over the ' bettas ' assigned to the gardeners be conceded to them-on 
~ondition.s that they (' bettas ') should _go with the land for the benefit of 
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which they have been assigned and that the living trees therein should 
not be cut without the permission of the mamlatdar or mahalka.ri as 
the case may be." 

20. 11 This Council recommends to Government that in view' of the 
fact that the present assignment of ' bettas ' to the gardeners of the 
above-ghat talukas of Kanara. has in many cases given rise to trouble 
and has thereby given a set-back to the garden industry they should be 
pleased to call upon the said gardeners to submit their objections to the 
said assignment and after necessary enquiries reassign proper, sufficient 
and convenient 'bettas' wherever necessary." 

Resolutions by Mr. V. N. Jog, M.L.O. 

1. 11 This Council recommends to Government that the kulkarni watans 
commuted since 1918 be restored to their old status and position and that 
the agency of talatis be replaced by that of watandar kulkarnis." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 

·presidency, the following changes should be made:-
(1) Revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws 

relating to crimes ; 
(2) The prant officers, i.e., sub-divisional officers should be abolished, , 

the Collector being given a personal assistant where necessary." 
3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 

new maximum rates of land assessment which have been introduced in 
various parts of the presidency including Sind, after the publication of 
the Joint Parliamentary Committee's recommendations to regulate by 
statute the process of revising land assessment, should forthwith be 
withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their stead!' . 

Resolution by Mr. D. N. Patel, M.L.O. 

2. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
new increased maximum rates of land assessment which have been 
introduced in various parts of the presidency including Sind, after the 
publication of the Joint Parliamentary Select Committee's recommend&· 
tiona to regulate by statute the process of revising land assessment should 
forthwith be withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their stead." 

Resolution by Mr. L. B. Blwpatkar, M.L.O. 

2. 11 This Council recommends to Government that an early and 
favourable CQnsideration be given to the scheme for the encouragement 
of Indian Art formulated by the Prize of Delhi Committee." 

Resolution by Mr. 111. 8. Kltuhro, M.L.O. 

'' This Council recommends to Government that a committee con
sisting of the non-official Sind members of the Council and the officials 
of Sind, with a clear majority of the former be appointed to en~iuire _intC? 
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the grievances of the agriculturists of Sind, which arise from the present 
rules and regulations of the Forest Department, and to make such re
commendations as they consider necessary for removing the grievances." 

--· 
Resolution by Mr. V. N. Jog, M.L.O. 

• ·" This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
of primary teachers as laid down in the Sathe-Paranjpye Scheme be 
brought into· force at once and given effect to from March 1923 and 
before their services are transferred to the various local boards in the 
presidency." 

Resolutions by Mr. M. D. Kaiki, M.L.O. 

21. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
new increased maximum rates of land assessment which have been in
troduced in various parts of the presidency including Sind, after the 
publication of the Joint Parliamentary Select Committee's recommenda
tions to regulate by statute the process of revising land assessment, 
should forthwith be withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their· 
stead." 

22. "This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
.conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 
presidency, the folllowing changes should be made :-

(1) Revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws 
· relating to crimes; 
. (2) The prant officers, i.e., Sub-divisional officers, should be abolished, 
the Collector being given a personal assistant where necessary." 
23. " This Council recommends to Government that in order to allay 

· the discontent prevailing among the agriculturists of the presidency and 
to give them real relief, the following fees and fines, wherever they have 
been recently increased, be reduced to--their original level; 

Grazing fees per head of cattle; 
Fees.per cart and head load of grass; 
Fees per cart and head load of Anjan leaves; 
Fees per cart load of thorns ; 
Fees per cart and head load of fuel ; 
Fees per cart load of stones of various kinds ; and 
Fines per head of cattle impounded. 

24. " This Council recommends to Government not to issue license& 
for the sale of country liquor and toddy in villages having a population 
of five thousand or less after the expiry of the existing licenses." 

Resolutions bg" Mr. B. R. Nanal, M.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Government that the scale of pay 
of primary teachers as laid down in the Sathe-Paranjpye scheme be 
brought into force at once and given effect to from March 1923, and be~re 
their services are transferred to the various local boards in the presidency." 
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2. " This Council recommends to Government that the Kulkarni 
watans commuted since 1913 be restored to their old status and 
position and that the agency of tala tis be replaced by that of watandar 
Jrulkarnis!' ' 

3. " This Council recommends to the Governor in Council that the 
new increased maximum rates of land assessment which have been 
introduced in various parts of the presidency including Sind, after the 
publication of the Joint Parliamentary Select Committee's recommenda
tions to regulate by statute the process of revising land assessment, 
should forthwith be withdrawn and the old rates be introduced in their 
stead." 

4. 11 This Council recommends to Government that for the better 
conduct of the criminal and revenue administration of the Bombay 
Presidency, the following changes should be made : 

(1) Revenue officers should exercise no powers under the laws 
related to crimes ; 

(2) The Prant officers, i.e., Sub-divisional officers, should be abolished, 
the Collector being given a personal assistant where necessary." 

Resolutions by !Jfr. !Jf. D. Karki, M.L.O. 

25. 11 This Council recommends to Government that the four Shan· 
bhogs of the Honavar Taluka who were dismissed as ringleaders of the 
Shanbhog Strike in Kanara during the year 1922 should either be forthwith 
reinstated in their posts or given pension as if they had retired in the 
ordinary courst>." 

26. " This Council recommends to Government that Government 
servants of all grades should be ordered to wear their own national 
head-dress when they attend their offices and public functions." 

27. " This Council recommends to Government that an expert 
Shikari of Kanara be appointed as a district Shikari for destroying wild 
elephants in Kanara and that he be paid a monthly salary and also given 
an adequate reward for every elephant killed by him." 

Resolutions by !Jfr. N. E. Navle, !Jf.L.O. 

1. "This Council recommends to Government that those Revenue· 
and Police Patils in the Ahmednagar District who get an annual 
remuneration below Rs. 25, be given Rs. 25 annually with effect from 
March 1926." 

2. " This Council recommends to Government that in order to irrigate 
a portion of the lands in the most famine-striken taluka of Sangamner in 
the Ahmednagar District, a dam be constructed at a suitable place near 
Kalas in the Akola Taluka across the river Pravara." 

3. " This Council recommends to Government that in view of the 
famine-strikcn condition of the Ahmednagar District, the present forest 
grazing f~s be reduced to their original level." 

B 1\27-20 
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Resolution by Mr. J. Baptista. 

.1. " This Council recommends to Government that they be pleased . 
to communicate to the Government_¢. India. their considered opinion: 
that the ' Legislative Bodies Corrupt Practices Bill ', is unnecessary and. 
detrimental to the dignity and independence of the members of the 
Legislative Bodies, and that the same confidence should be reposed in 
the sense ·of honour of members of the Indian Legislatures as in . the 
Members of Parliament in Great Britain ." 
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{AdJilional.l!inute of Disser1t to the Report oftJ.e &led Committa 
o" Bill So. XVI of 192-i.) 

!\o. {158.-With reference to footnote to the Report of the Select 
C'.ommittee on Bill Xo. XTI of 19"25 (.!Bill to giT"e wider powm in the 
management of :Municipal afia.irs in certain cities) published at pages 
335-342 of the Bonibay Gorenmtefll GauJJe, Part V, dated the 6th 
October 19"25, it is notified that llr. P. G. Joshi, li.L.C., has signed the 
report of the Select Committee subject to a minute of dissent shown 
below:-

(.lfinuu of dismll. bg Mr. P. G. Jos7t~ JI.L.O.) 

1. I sign the Select Committee's Report subject to the follo'ring 
minute of dissent. 

2. The definition of "salaried servant of Government " is in my 
opinion defectiT"e. .As it stands at present it W'i1l. not include most 
probably an officiating Patil or Kulka.tni These are full time and 
.stipendiary GoT"ernment serranta, no one would deny, and as such 
ought not to be allowed to stand for municipal elections. I know how
eT"er some instances where Police Pati.ls ha¥e contested seats in such 
elections. It must therefore be made clear that officiating Pati.ls and 
Kulkarni.s are included in the term" Salaried servant of the Government". 

3. I am stoutly opposed to the constitution of different 1ralds on 
communal basis. I do not understand why such wards are at all con
sidered necessary. I belie¥e no question affecting any particular class 
or community ever comes up before the municipalities, which make 
such communal representation necessary. If we are to progress towards 
Swaraj we must be prepared to give the go by to communal electorates. 
That being my comiction, I oppose separate t>lectorates either for Maho
medans, bacl.Tard Hindus or depressed ~ I may at the most 
agree for some time to the reserration of certain seata for these com
munities, if their "represent&ti¥es" in the Council insist on such seats. 
I therefore suggest that all reference to separate 1rards on. communal 
basis in clause 9 {c) should be deleted. 

{. I think that the definition of " corrupt practice " ought to be 
mad.e still more comprehensive. Such practice should include in my 
opinion "the hiring, employment, borrowing or using for the purposes 
of election, of any boat, vehicle or animal, usually kept for letting or 
hire, or for conT"eyance of passengers for hire". Clause 13 (!) should 
accordingly be amended. 

5. I think that the term of office of the President and Vice-President 
should be one year only, and it is not adrisable to allow a member to 
occupy the-~ post. for full three years. Xo efiort shonlJ be spared to 
extend education in citizeru:hip as fa.r as possible and in a practical 
manner. The ~i:s of the President and \ict--Presi.dent being training 
grounds for such education, opportunities should be provided to aa 
many m<>mlx>rs as possible to fill these :porta and gain an intimate know· 
ledge of the inner working of the municipal administration. I believe 

• S-"7-:o. 
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that one year's experience is quite sufficient to gain such knowledge, 
when another member may usefully step in. By this method, it is 
possible to associate six members with the _inner working of municipal 
administration within a period of three years. If however the majority 
of the Councillors consider it necessary to re-elect the same persons to 
these posts, they may do so, as they will be eligible for re-election. I 
further think that no occasion would arise for the councillors to exercise 
their power under clause 19, to remove the President or Vice-President, 
if the term of such offices is limited to one year only. 

6. Clause 26 (1) mentions certain circumstances which disable a. 
person from continuing to be a. councillor. There is no mention anywhere 
as to the.authority (whether the President or the Municipality) who is 
to decide this question of disability. Sub-clause 2 leaves the final 
decision of this question in the hands of the Government. It is however 
nowhere stated clearly whether the councillor in question is to continue 
in office or not, till the issue of the final orders. I think that sub-oJ.ause 
2 should clearly state that such councillor should continue in office, 
till final orders are issued by Government. · 

7. The present Act gives considerable powers to the Chief Officer 
in the execution ·of his duties. It is therefore absolutely necessary to 
make some provision for appeals against the orders of the Chief Officer, 
whenever any person feels aggrieved thereby. These provisions should 
be made by rules and the following sub-clause should therefore be added 
to clause 55, as sub-clause (1) :-

" (1) prescribing the time within which, and the authority to whom 
the' appeals against the orders of the Chief Officer may be preferred." 
8. I think the power to frame by-laws about qualified surveyors 

·contained in .clause 58 (v) . should be deleted. The Select Committee 
has wisely deleted original clause 122, which required the services of 
licensed surveyors to supervise the ere~ion of any building, as they 
considered those provisions to be unnecessary for moffusil municipali
ties. For the same reason, I propose the deletion of clause 58 (v). 

9. The discretionary powers of expenditure of municipalities ought' 
to include in my opinion, constructing or maintaining public play-grounds. 
The Bombay Corporation, following the example of the municipalities 
on the continent, has I understand recently constructed some tennis
courts, which are largely taken advantage of by the public. The moffusil 
municipalities should a~o have similar powers. 

10. Clause 78 (3) (c) empowers the Standing Committee to transfer 
their powers and duties to hear objections to the assessment-list to any 
officer or pensioner of the Government. But they cannot transfer these 
powers to any non-official. I do not see any reason why the Standing 
Committee should not transfer these powers to any responsible non· 
official with the permission of the Commissioner. I would therefore 
suggest the addition of the following words at the end of proviso to 
clause 78 (3) : 

" Or to any- non-official, resideJlt within the Municipal borough7' 
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11. Under sub-clause 5 of clause 95, the surplus of sale-proceeds are 
to be credited to the municipal fund and on an application made to the 
Chief Officer within three years are to be paid to the person in whose 
possession the property was, when seized. I really fail to see why the 
Municipality should retain the surplus in their hands and wait for . 
an application from the person concerned. In my opinion, the 1\Iuni
cipality should immediately send the surplus by postal l\1.0. to the 
person from whom the property which was sold, was seized. I therefore 
suggest that necessary changes should be made in sub-clause 5 of 
clause 95. The same remarks are applicable to the similar provision 
in sub-clause 3 of clause 104. 

12. Under clause 196, sub-clause 4, either party, if dissatisfied with 
the decision of the panchayat, has the power, within one month of the 
date thereof, to apply to the District Court, and such court is 
empowered to determine the matter in accordance with the provision 
of sub-clause 3. I think that the decision of the panchayat should be 
final and no appeal ought to be allowed therefrom, unless corruption 

. or misconduct" of any member of the panchayat is specifically alleged. 
13. I do not think that the Government should have the power to 

supersede a Municipality in cases of incompetency, default and abuse 
of power. The power of dissolution is I think quite enough for the pur· 
pose. 'When the Government would dissolve a ?!Iunicipality, specifying 
the reasons therefor, the electors may be trusted to use their discretion 
wisely and to exercise their votes in favour of competent and honest 
candidates, so as to prevent the recurrence of the mistakes, which brought 
on the dissolution. I would therefore propose that the words " or super· 
sede it for a period to be specified in the order" in clause 217 (1) be 
deleted. 

No. 4160.-With reference to the footnote to the Report of the Select 
Committee on Bill No. IV of 1925 (A Bill to enable the Hindus of the 
Province of Sind to restrict themselves to monogamous marriages) ·pub
lished at pages 328-332 of the Bombay Government Gazette, Part V, 
dated the 6th October 1925, it is notified that Mr. C. M. Sapt'arshi, 1\I.L.C. 
h88 signed the report of the Select Committee subject to a minute of 
dissent shown below :-

(Minute of dissent by Mr. 0. Jl. Saptarshi, M.L.O.) 

1. I regret I cannot accept the Majority report of the Select Commit
tee. The bill has been metamorphosed out of all. recognition by the 
Select Committee. Such a bill if passed into law will remain a dead
letter and will neither satisfy the expectations of the social reformer 
nor please the more orthodox sections in the Hindu Society of the pro· 
vince of Sind. I am afraid it will have to be recommitte'd to the Select 
Committee for reconsideration. · 

2. I do not understand the necessity of amending sub-clause U :of 
clause I as the Select Committee has done. The effect of the amendment 
is to exclude converts from Hinduism to any oth_e~ ~eli~on ·· h~m 
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the operation of the bill. This is absolutely unnecessary. It appears 
to have been done at the instance of my Mohamedan colleagues. I do 
not however see why they should insist on this amendmen~ So far as 
I know no Mohamedan who has received-liberal education ever regards 
the privilege of marrying~ more than one wife, a cherished privilege 
which he would like the Mohamedans to preserve for all time to come. 
Along with his Hindu reformer brothers the Mohamedan reformer also 
aims at monogamy as the cherished ideal of his society. I am at a loss 
to understand why a Hindu who has discarded the faith of his ancestors 
as a matter of conscience should be placed in a peculiarly advantageous 
position with regard to his second marriage after conversion. Marriage 
according to the Hindu conception of it is not a mere contract but a 
religious sacrament. The Hindu wife therefore of a Hindu who becomes 
a convert to another religion does not cease to be a wife, her marriage 
not being ipso facto dissolved· by the husband's conversion. It will not 
therefore be just, far or equitable to relieve her husband of the corres
ponding liability which must fall on him and which he must be prepared 
to bear. There is no reason why a. Hindu convert to another religion 
should be placed in a position more advantageous than that of an Eng- ' 
lishmen or a Parsi similarly situated. The effect of the amendment 
suggested by the Majority of the Select Committee is to set a premium 
on conversion and provide a strong incentive for conversion to those 
who on some pretext or another are disposed to marry more than one 
wife at one and the same time. In Sind especially it would be very 
easy for such persons to embrace Sikhism and escape the operation of 
this bill. I am therefore wholly opposed to the amendment of sub-clause 
II of clause I as suggested by the Majority of the Select Committee. 
For the same reasons I would submit that the last three lines of clause 
. IV beginning with " Whatever " be retained and not deleted. 

3. I would retain the expression "A permanent resident of" instead 
of "domiciled in" in sub-clause (b) of_Qlause II of the bill. There is 
no reason why persons who permanently stay in Sind and who are 
desirous of taking advantage of the bill should be precluded from doing 
so .. 

4. I am entirely opposed to the deletion of clauses V and VI of the 
bill. I gathered from the statement of objects and reasons attached 
to the bill by the mover of the bill that his intention in introducing this 
bill was to give effect to the custom of monogamous marriages as obtains 
in Sind with all its limitations and modifications. It was not his inten· 
tion to introduce this bill as a piece of radical social reform. It is well 
known to every Hindu that the bulk of orthodox Hindus regard the 
birth of a male offspring as absolutely necessary not only for the per· 
petuation of their race, but for their happiness in the other world. 
Indeed I may say without hesitation that even highly educated Hindus 
are not free from this sentiment which has been inherited by them. As 
a social reformer I would like to see monogamy introduced in Hindu 
society as early as possible but Legislation in social matters must neces· 
sarily take account of the existing customs and traditions of the people. 
In· fact it is the Hindu sentiment of pegetting a son for earthly and 
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spiritual welfare that is responsible for the prevalence of the custom 
of marrying more than one wife. H therefore the custom of mono
gamous marriages prevailing in the Hindu society of Sind has to be given 
effect to in this bill, the exceptions which the custom recognises ·must 
also be incorporated in the bill. Otherwise the bill will not be a bill 
to give effect to the custom as obtains in Sind, but it will be a piece of 
Legislation appealing to the sentiments of a few social reformers who 
do not stand in need of 'such a measure. Besides if such a measure is 
passed into law it must of necessity remain a dead-letter for want of 
public support. I would therefore strongly recommend that the bill 
should be recommitted to the Select Committee for properly drafting 
and inserting as clauses V and VI the exceptions to monogamy recog
nised by the custom as obtains amongst the Hindus of Sind. 

5. I am opposed to the deletion of the words in the Schedule which
render a second marriage void during the life-time of the first wife. The 
:Majority of the Select Committee do not appear to have carefully con
sidered the wording of section 494, Indian Penal Code. That section 
penalises a person only in those cases in which a second marriage is 
void by reason of ita taking place during the life-time of the first 
husband or wife. H therefore we remove the expression " Shall be void 
and " from the declaration in the Schedule the effect would be to legalise 
the second marriage performed during the life-time of the first wife. H 
such a marriage is legalised then a prosecution of a person under section 
494 or 495 of the Indian Penal Code for having acted in defiance of the 
bill must necessarily fail as those sections have no application to a case 
where a second marriage is not ipso Jacw void. I would therefore retain 
the words in the Schedule which render the second marriage during the 
life-time of the first wife void.. The declaration in the Schedule should 
be worded accordingly. 

N.J. WADI!, 

Secretary to the Legislative Council 
of the Governor of Bombay. 
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BILL No. Xll OF 1925. 

A BiU further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879 . ..... 

(As read for the second time.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 
1879, in manner hereinafter appearing: AND WHEREAS the previous 
sanction of the Governor · General required by section BOA of the 
Government of India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act ; 
It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. This Act may be called the Bombay Port Trust (Amendment) 
Short Title. Act, 192 . 

2. After section 61 of the .Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879, the following 
Insertion of new section section shall be inserted namely· ·-

61A in Bom. VI of 1879. 1 • 

"61A. (1) The Board shall, immediately upon the landing by them 
. of any goods, take charge thereof, except as 

Board to take charge of may be otherwise provided in the bye-laws, 
goods landed by them. and store such as are liable in their opinion to 

suffer from exposure in any shed or warehouse 
belonging to the Board. · 

(2) If any owner, without any default on the part of the Board, fails 
to remove any goods, other than those stored in 
the warehouses appointed by the Board for the 

Goods not stored in licen-
sed warehouses to remain storage of duty-paid goods or in warehouses 
at risk and expense of licensed under section 16 of the Sea Customs 
owner if not removed . Act, 1878, from the premises of the Board." or 

· within seven days. 
from any public warehouse on the premises of 
the Board appointed under section 15 of the 

Sea Customs Act, 1878 ",and within eteven clear days from the date on 
which such goods shall have been landed, such goods shall remain on 
the premises of the Board or in such public warehouse at the sole risk 
and expense of the owner, and the Board shall thereupon be discharged 
from all liability theretofore incurred by them in respect of such goods. 

NOTIFICATION. 

LEGISLATIVE CoUNCIL OFFICE. 

Council Hall, Poona, 7th October 1925 .. 

No. 3719.-With reference to the footnote to the Report of .the Select 
Committee on Bill No. XVIII of 1925 (A Bill to 

Mr. B. K. Dalvi, M.L.c. amend the Bombay Children Act, 1924) published 
" G. B. Pradhan, M.L.C. at pages 323-325 of the Bombay Government 
N W.S.Mukadam,M.L.C. V da d h b .. Gazette, Part , te t e 1st Octo er 1925, 1t IS 

notified that the marginally noted members have signed the Repozt...of 
the Select Committee and that :1,f!. Noor Mahomed, M.L.C., and 
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Mr. A. N. Surve, M.L.C., have signed the same subject to the minutes 
of dissent shown below ; 

(.Mintde of dissent by .Mr. Noor .Malunned, .M.L.O.) 

When the aim of the Bill is to protect children from fonning bad habits, 
injurious to health, the retention of sub-clause (1) of clause 10 (D) in 
the Bill appears to me to be necessary. 

(llfintde of dissent by .Mr. A. N. Surve, M.L.O.) 

Last October a great fight was put up by the Opposition in the interests 
of children, and a promise was wrested from Government that it will 
introduce a bill containing provisions preventing juvenile smoking, drink
ing, betting, etc. Government kept its promise and introduced the present . 
bill which, if it had been accepted by the majority, would have afforded 
greater protection to children than they at present enjoy. But it is a 
great pity that in the select committee the bill is so whittled down, and 
that too by non-official members, that it has virtually ceased to give the 
protection which it was intended to do. I could have understood the 
reasons for softening down the bill if it were to confer some additional 
power to the executive which would expose the public to danger or curtail 
its rights, but as the bill aims at protecting children from the contaminat
ing influences of vice in the form of drinking, smoking, etc., it was extreme
ly desirable to make mild provisions of the bill more stringent, but strange 
and Unexpected as it is, the mild provisions are made milder and growth of 
vice, if not directly encouraged, is at least connived at. If we are to be 
sincere in our protestations about prohibition, if it be our real desire to 
make it a reality and not merely a catchword, then it becomes our prime 
duty that the children of the land are kept away from the contamination. 
It is more reasonable, more certain and more lasting to build up prohi
bition by making a beginning with the children than to introduce it by a 
fiat of legislation. Acting upon the opinion expressed by its representa
tives, Government have adopted prohibition as the ultimate goal of its 
excise policy. If the desire of the people in the matter of-prohibition is 
to be accomplished, then it is the plain duty of their representatives to 
see that the Government's task in introducing dry condition is neither 
hampered nor retarded. ·To permit a child to drink is to create a potential 
drunkard and thereby to hamper and retard our progress in the direction 
of the goal of our excise policy which Government has seen fit to adopt 
in deference to public opinion. Therefore no provision of law, however 
aevere it may be, would be harsh which aims at keeping away children 
and young persons from intoxicating drinks. 

I consider the retention of clause IOD (1) of the bill essential. 
Clause lOB of the bill should be restored with the omission of the words 

•' apparently under the age of seven years" which follow the word" child". 

N.J. WADIA, 
Secretary to the Legislative Council 

of the Governor of Bombay. 
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LEGAL DEPARTMENT. 

Bombay Castle, 23rd J.,!!D.e 1925. 

No. 1411--0orrigendum.-The following amendment should be made 
in Bill No. XII of 1925 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Port Trust 
Act, 1879}, published at pages 58-59 of the Bombay Government Gazette, 
Part V, dated the 8th May 1925, namely :-

In clause 2 of the Bill in draft section 61A (2)-
(a} after the word" Board" where it occurs for the third time insert 

the following : 
" or from any public warehouse on the premises of the Board 

m of 1878. appointed under section 15 of the Sea Customs Act, 1878 ", and · 
(b) after the word" Board" where it occurs for the fourth time insert 

the following, namely : 
" or in such public warehouse ". 

By order. of His Excellency the Governor, 

N. J. W .ADIA, 
. . Acting Secretary to Government. 
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(Additional Minutes of Dissent to the Report of the Select Committee 
on Bill No. IV of 1925.) 

NOTIFICATION. 

LEGISLATIVE CoUNCIL OFFICE. 

Council Hall, Poona, lOth October 1925. 

No. 3853.-With reference to the footnote to the Report of the Select 
Committee on Bill No. IV of 1925 (A Bill to enable the HindUJ3 of the 
Province of Sind to restrict themselves to monogamoUJ3 marriages) 
published at pages 328-332 of the Bomhay Government Gazette, Part V, 
dated the 6th October 1925, it is notified that Mr. G. B. Pradhan, 1\I.L.C., 
and Mr. M. D. Karki, M.L.C., have signed the report subject to the 
minutes of dissent shown below :-

(Minute of dissent by Mr. G. B. Pradhan, M.L.C.) 
. I do not wish to delete the original clauses 5 and 6, and necessarily 
the restoration of these clauses will make it necessary to restore the 
words in clauses 2 and 4 giving a reference to clause 5. , 

In the schedule also in paragraph 4 the words "except as provided 
in section 5 of this Act " will have to be restored. · 

My reasons for restoring these clauses are that in other religions where 
monogamy is enjoined there is a provision for divorce. Under the Hindu 
law, marriage being a sacrament and not a contract no provision for a. 
divorce can be made and the parties will be pinned down to one marriage 
whatever the valid grounds may be for a second marriage. It is urged 
that if there are similar defects in the husband the wife is not given a 
choice of having a second hU13band. That is an evil and I do not wish 
to extend that evil to the other party. 

Besides, in the first place, I am against any social legislation ; but 
if you are going to make one, don't proceed at a. break-neck speed • 
. Feel your ground cautiously and then proceed. For these. reasons, I 
am for restoring clauses 5 and 6 in the original Bill and for consequential 
amendments in the claUJ3es 2, 4 and the Schedule. 

(.llfinute of dissent by Mr. Jf. D. Karki, M.L.O.) 
I entirely disagree with the report of the Committee. The very object 

of the bill has been frustrated by the amendment introduced in it. 
The bill as introduced was a. very simple one. It plainly said that a 
Hindu in the Province of Sind who desires to be monogamoUJ3 should 
at the time of his marriage make a declaration to that effect and should 
remain faithlul to it during his life time notwithstanding the fact that he 
becomes a convert to son e other religion thereafter. In the Select 
Committee unnecessary discussion regarding the validity of the marriage 
of a Hindu convert with the female of the religion of his adoption and 
his rights and liabilities in respect of his Hindu wife was introduced in 
the meeting. 
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The Mahomedan members on the Committee remarked that the hili was 

intended to be an encroachment on their religion and introduced the 
amendments in paragraph 2 of clause 1 and in the last portion of clause 4. 
The bill as amended encourages a Sindliillindu, instead of securing to a 
Hindu wife all the matrimonial rights over her husband, to defeat her 
said rights by his conversion to some other religion. This is simply 
mischievous to a Hindu wife. . 

The amendment " so long as they remain Hindu" in paragraph 2 
of clause 1 was carried by 5 votes to 4, t~e Chairman giving two votes 

, in favour of it. 
It is not known why a Hindu willing to be monogamous at the time of 

his marriage with a Hindu girl should not be allowed to remain so not
withstanding his conversion to other religion and why Mahomedan 
members should remark that the bill is an encroachment on their · 
religion. Does Mahomedan l~w condemn monogamy 1 Cannot a Maho
medan remain monogamous or remain a bachelor 1 Does he lose his 
religion in that event 1 If not, why a convert should be forced t6 break 

. the pledge solemnly made while he was a Hindu 1 · 
If a Hindu who subjects himself to the operations of the provisions 

of the bill becomes a Mahomedan, he should remain so with the liabilities 
imposed by the bill, 

I would rather like to see the bill defeated in the House of the Legislative 
Council than to allow it to be passed into law as amended. 

N. J. W ADIA, . 
Secretary to the Legislative Council of the 

Governor of Bombay. 
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(Additional lit inutes of Dissem to the Report of the Sekd Committee 
on Bill No. XVII of 1925.) 

NOTIFICATION. 

LEGISLATIVE CoUNCIL OFFICE. 

Council Hall, Poona, 8th October 1925. 

No. 3722.-With reference to the footnote to the Report of the Select 
Committee on Bill No. XVII of 1925 (A Bill to transfer the powers and 
duties of the Trustees for the Improvement of the City of Bombay to, 
and to vest the property and rights vested in the said Trustees in the 
Municipal Corporation of the City of Bombay) published at pages 266-
273A of the Bombay Government Gazette, Part V, dated the 1st October 
1925, it is notified that Mr. Noor Mahomed, M.L.C., has signed the report 
and that 1\h. K. F. Nariman, M.L.C., and Dr. M. B. Velk:ar, M.L.C., have 
signed the same subject to the minutes of dissent shown below : 

(Minute of dissent by Mr. K. F. Nariman, M.L.O.) 
I do not agree with the whole principle on which this legislation is 

based. I have always maintained that the creation of the Improvement 
Trust Act in 1898 by a special legislation was a serious encroachment 
upon the ordinary rights and privileges of the Bombay Municipal Cor
poration. It was a grave reflection on its capacity and a clear verdict 
that the Municipal Corporation of those days was not able to discharge its 
ordinary functions and constitutional duties assigned to it under the law 
and therefore it was necessary to create another independent board to · 
discharge the same functions and duties that ·would ordinarily have 
devolved on the Corporation. If one compares the preamble and 
provisions of the Improvement Trust Act with the duties and functions 
assigned to the Corporation under sections 61 and 63 of the Municipal Act, 
it will be quite clear to him that they are almost identical and similar ; 
even the preamble of the present amending Bill states that the Bombay 
Improvement Act of 1898 was enacted with a view to make provision for 
the improvement and for the future expansion of the City of Bombay by 
forming new and altering existing streets, by removing or altering 
insanitary buildings in certain areas, by providing open spaces for 
better ventilation and for recreation, by constructing new sanitary 
dwellings for certain classes of the inhabitants of the city. .Are these 
not the privileges and ordinary duties and functions of the Municipal 
Corporation ! The following clauses of sections 61 and 63 of the Municipal 
Act mention exactly similar functions of the Municipal Corporation :-

Clause (d)-The reclamation of unhealthy localities. 
Clause (m)-Construction, maintenance, alteration, improvement of 

public streets, etc. 
Section 63 (c)-Construction, maintenance of public parks, etc. 
A.a a matter of fact the powers and duties assigned to the Municipal 

Corporation under the Act for the improvement and development of the 
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city go far beyond the functions assigned to the Board under the Im
provement Trust Act of 1898. Thus the Act of 1898 was only a device 
on the part of the Government to deal . a serious blow to the local 
self-government by creating an indepenaent board and transferring some 
ofits important powers and duties to it. It is really surprising that the 
stalwart corporators of those days should have submitted to the uncalled 
for interference and encroachment. The only excuse and pretext was 
the prevalence of the fatal epidemic of plague. It was believed that 
the Corporation would not be able to cope with the extraordinary situation 
created by the sudden and daily rise in the mortality and with a view to 
allay the nervous state that was prevailing in the public, a new board 
was created to soothe the ruffied and excited public feeling. 

But after the normal state was restored, the Corporation seemed to 
have realised the serious blow to its position and prestige by the creation 
of an independent board to discharge some of these municipal functions 
and hence for some time past it had been making a persistent but feeble 
demand for the abolition of this new board and restoration of its powers 
and privileges. . 

The simultaneous existence and functioning of these two independent 
bodies, had created an anomalous position, unheard of in the municipal 
administration of any other large civilized city. Two independent bodies, 
governed by two independent Acts, discharging more or less the same 
municipal functions in the same city. For the purpose of these municipal 
duties assigned to the Improvement Trust, the city was, as it were, 
divided into two territorial divisions ; this divided responsibility was 
very often detrimental to the interests of the city and often created 
difficulty and an anomalous position. 

I have deemed it necessary to go into the previous history with a view 
· to remove a wrong impression under which some members of the Council, 

as well as the public, seem to labour under ; the attitude taken up by the 
Government in introducing the legislation is such as if it were conferring 
some special new benefit or favour on the Municipal Corporation. I wish 
to make it clear that the Government is not at all making any special· 
concession to the Corporation but only restoring to it what constitutionally 
and originally belonged to the local self-government and which was for so 
many years unjustifiably withheld from the Corporation. I was rather 
surprised to find some members offering their congratulations to the 
Honourable Minister .for introducing this measure, when to my mind it 
was a proper occasion to bring a vote of censure against Government, in 
the first place for having encroached upon the rights and privileges of a 
local self-governing body and further for having delayed in restoring it, 
even long after an excuse to retain such powers had passed. This being 
my view, 'Viz., that the Act of 1898 (the Improvement Trust Act) was 
an interpolation and unjustifiable interference in the ordinary and usual 
progress of local self-government in Bombay, the only honest course left 
open is to place the Corporation in status quo ante, i.e., in the same position 
in which it was before the Act of1898 was enacted. In other words the 
only measure necessary is a. Bill repealing the Improvement Trust Act 
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of 1898 and other consequential provisions necessary to transfer the 
properties and adjust the financial rights and liabilities of the Board of 
Improvement Trust and providing for the continuance and completion of 
existing schemes. Beyond that any interference with the ordinary 
rights and functions of the Corporation by means of a separate legisla
tion would not only be unjustifiable but would be extremely unwise and 
impolitic. 

The City of Bombay Municipal Act is quite exhaustive and enough to 
cover and provide for any further contingency that may arise by the new 
situation. If one goes through carefully the Municipal Act he will be 
convinced that the proposed legislation is not only superfluous but may 
even become mischievous, because in the civic administration of a city, 
there will be two Acts operating, simultaneously, some provisions o! which 
overlap each other, and what is worse still is that both these Acts are to 
be executed and operated by the same institution called by two different 
names. The simpler and more equitable course seems to be to amend 
the Municipal Act, so as to give the Corporation wider powers to constitute 
another statutory committee called the Improvement Committee 
under the Municipal Act similar to the Standing Committee, the Schools 
Committee, the Hospital Committee, etc., and also to provide the pro
cedure and working of that committee and if necessary also to provide 
for the inclusion of non-corporators in that committee and to leave the 
rest of the entire internal administration in the hands of the Corporation. 
The Corporation under its present constitution as governed by the 
Municipal Act manages and controls, fairly efficiently, the whole civic 
administration of this city with a population of nearly 12 lakhs and an 
annual turnover of 3l crores of rupees. It has undertaken much larger 
schemes of improvement and has just completed the gigantic schemes of 
increased water supply, costing crores of rupees, under the present Munici
pal Act without any interference, control and supervision from any 
external agency. It also makes appointments higher in responsibility 
and salaries than the proposed appointment of the Chief Officer. The 
Hornby Ballard scheme which it has undertaken is perhaps larger in 
dimensions than many of the schemes undertaken or pending by the 
Improvement Trust and all this is smoothly carried out under the present 
Municipal Act, without any necessity or interference by any other special 
Act or agency. Then, where is the necessity of a special separate Act 
to carry out functions and duties almost similar to those in the Municipal 
Act ! To my mind, the divided responsibility under two different similar 
legislations for an identical object and purpose will result in a good deal 
of confusion and also adversely affect the efficient and smooth admini
stration. The course suggested by me, 'Viz., assimilation of the two 
bodies into one instead of separate divisions will also be more 
economical. 

The Corporation may, if it thinks fit, create a special post of a Chief 
Officer or an additional deputy commissioner to be in charge of the 
departments working under the separate statutory committee called the 
Improvement Committee of the Corporation and may also retain all or 
as much as necessary of the pr~ent staff for that department and 
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similar separate financial arrangements could be made as is arranged 
for the present statutory Schools Committee. This arrangement will 
restore the Corporation to the same position as it would have been in 
in the Act of 1898 had not been enacted.-~ · 

This being my view the only clauses in the Bill that I deem necessary 
are those repealing the Act of 1898 (Improvement Trust Act) and trans
ferring the properties to the Corporation and adjusting financial rights. 
and liabilities and providing for the continuance and completion of the 
existing schemes undertaken by the Improvement Trust. All the other 
clauses relating to the details of the internal administration should be 
deleted as these matters come within the proper sphere of the Municipal 
Corporation, and I should at the same time suggest an amendment of the 
City of Bombay Municipal Act providing for the creation of a special 
statutory committee called the Improvement Committee, whose con
stitution and procedure should be similar to the one proposed in the Bill. 
The result of such a course will be to re-instate the Municipal Corporation 
of Bombay to the same position as it would have been in without the 
unjustifiable interference of the Act of 1898. 

(Minute of dissent by Dr. M. B. Velka.r, M.L.O.) 

I regret I cannot agree with the majority report of the Select Committee. 
With regard to the increase in the number of the Improvement Com-· 

mittee from 14 to 18, in order to provide for the representation on it of the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Indian Merchants' Chamber and the 
Millowners' Association, as recommended by the Select Committee, I 
wish· the Select Committee has stuck to the original number and the 
constitution as in the Bill. I see absolutely no reason why special re
presentation should be given to the two chambers and the Millowners' 
Association. What special interests do these bodies have apart from the 
general interests of the city which are best represented by the city's 
representatives on the Committee 1 In the-best interests of the city we 
want more of the popular element than the element of vested interests 
on such corporations. 
, Then, again, I strongly oppose any sort of nomination on the Improve

. ment Committee as suggested by the Select Committee. A panel consist
ing of the Director of Development, Bombay, the Chairman of the 
Bombay Port Trust, the Collector of Bombay and the Executive Engineer, 
Presidency District, is already provided for in the Bill giving opportunity 
to any three representatives of the above bodies to sit on the Committee, 
but then I would have them so appointed on the Committee through 
co-option by the Board as provided for in the original !3ill and not 
through nomination by the Government as recommended by the Select 
Committee. 

Then, I consider the salary of the Chief Officer even as reduced by the 
Select Committee, viz., rising from Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 3,000 too high. To 
my mind it ought to be from Rs. 1,500 toRs. 2,000 only and for this 
reason. Popular cry is that our higher services are overpaid and that we_ 
JDUSt put fo~h O\U' best effort to c~earen. them in ordeJ:. that O'IU 
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administration may not become too topheavy as it already is in our 
Government and Municipal services. We can cl:.eapen these services if 
at the same time we try to Indianize them as we can now get best Indian 
experts to take up these respon8ible posts on smaller salaries. 

Again, I do not see any reason why a new clause.l09A should be inserted 
in the Bill giving the officers and servants of the Board option to retire 
within two years from the date on which this Act comes into force and 
at the same time allowing them certain concessions regarding leave, 
provident fund and gratuity, under some rules which were passed at the 
fag end of the existence of the Improvement Trust, viz., lOth January 
1924. Clearly all these officers and the servants knew, when they joined 
the service, that the Bombay Improvement Trust was never a permanent 
body and was to be transferred sooner or later to the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation. I, therefore, do not understand_ why these officers and 
servants should expect any special concessions apart from those ordinarily 
allowed to them under the service rules of the Board. 

H ~:!i-!!1 

N. J:WADIA, 
Secretary to the Legislative Council 

of the Governor of Bombay. 
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